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m with thanks for [

of magnificent co-operation

Now in its 15th season on the qir, the

Lux Radio Theatre is winning more eilthi/siastic

response from its audience and praise from

the critics than ever before. In large measure

s:
We owe this outstanding success to the extraor- .

dinary artistry, craftsmanship and splendid

ico-operation of the Hollywood movie industry..

I And so we extend to each and every one of you

[in Hollywood our sincere -thanks and best wishes.

The superb talents of your

STARS, STUIIili^i/^^^^

DIRECTORS, PRODUCERS, MAGAZINES,

EWSPAPERS, TRADE PAPERS,

TECHNICIANS continue

to make the Lux Radio Theatre

^^greafesf dramafic prograip on ffe a?r

iWS, RySldlO ThCfl'tl^O^ LOUIS silvers, Musica/D/recfor

HOLLYWOOD^ CALIFORNIA

MONDAYS,. 9 P.M., NEW YORK TIME . WCBS AND COAST-TO-COAST COLUMBIA NETWORK
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Hopof Pix With High-Volt^e Names

Makes Rating of Top Stars Dubious
Analysis of tbie year's top-gross-+-

ing films—and what made "em
that— spotlights more strongly

than ever the faCt that the- draw
• of star names is no more than a

subordinate factor in creating an
audience. The star may prove a
marquee lure because of his or her
performance after reviews and
word-of-mouth get around—wit-

ness Jane Wyman in "Johnny Be-
linda"—but there's a mighty small
handful that'll pull *em in on name
value alone.

That's plenty clear in even the
most casual gander at Variety's
annual summary appearing on
page 46, of the leading grossers of

the past year. From that list is

usually made up a companion tabu-
lation of the top money players
during the Ig-month period. That's

|

all but impossible for 1948, for as
'

soon as you get past Bing Crosby, I

Cary Grant, Lana Turner, Clark

!

Gable, Bob Hope and perhaps a

'

few others, the rearoning becomes .

spurious.
Too many factors contrfbute to

the success of a film to credit it

to a, player. Star names help, of
course, but only if they are plenty
backed up by a good story, com-
petent direction, interesting pro-
duction and the myriad of other
values—some of them highly in-

tangible—that go to make up a
good picture.

Impossibility of the popularity
listings is perhaps best evidenced
by a national mag's announcement
last week that a poll of its readers

Buchanan's Payoff
In a bid to hold onto its per-

sonnel, Buchanan & Co., ad agen-
cy for Paramount and a number
of other film accounts, is picldng
up tab on extended trips for its

higher-paid employees. Company
has notified its personnel that any-
one who has been with the outfit

for five years or over will be en-
titled to a six-week travel vaca-
tion in 1949 or '50.

Vacation applies to all em-
ployees earning $3,250 or over.
Travel expenses will be footed by
the company on a basis scaled to
pay, with $10,000 men getting

$1,000 towards the junkets.

7 IN 11 till

14,

showed Ingrid Bergman their fave
player. But where were all the pa-

( Continued on page 47)

E'way Assn. Expects

Action This Year On

FaceKfting Times Sq.
Negotiations between the Broad-

Way Assn. and the City Planning
Commission ahaed at wiping out
the carn'''al atmosphere in the
Times Square area have progressed
to the point where concrete action
seems likely in 1949, according to
Robert K. Christenberry, Broad-
way Assn, prez. Another meeting
of the association's zoning revision
committee with members of the
Planning Commission, headed by
Robert F. Wagner, Jr., will be held
early in January.

_
Principal targets of the facelift-

ing drive are shooting galleries,
pinball and bagatelle game estab-
lishments and open-front stores.
While the campaign is presently
confined to the area 4)etween 42d
to 52d street, Christenberry said
that that he is asking the Planning
i-ommission to adopt its recapra-
wendations to include the area
fi-om 34th street to Columbus
Cucle.

ISRAILCAP A LA ASCAP
Albany.

Israelcap, Inc., has been char-
tered here to represent Israeli
composers, authors and publishers
a la ASCAP. .

Gi^anization will maintain an of-
ftce in New York.

Cap Gains Nipped

By CBS-Benny Nix
Washington.

The capital gains maneuvers in-
|

volving top radio comics were
thrown into scrambling confusion

[

last week with the revelation that
|

the Internal Revenue Bureau has
nixed the Jack Benny deal.
Government action, given heavy

play in the press, immediately
brought forth an official statement
of clarification from CBS, which
declared reports of the tax con-
sequences to Benny of the capital
gains deal showed they were com-
pletely njisunderstood. Benny, ac-
cording to the statement, was to
be paid $2,260,000 for the stock
and assets of

.
his Amusement En-

terprises and not the $4,000,000
originally reported. In addition,
CBS claimed the comedian owned
not all but only. 60% of the firm.
Accordingly, the total money pay-
able to him would have been only

;

$1,356,000.
I

Had the ' tax bite gone through
'

under the capital gains setup, con- !

sequently, Benny would have paid
only $339,000 to the Government

(Continued on page 247)

LENA HORNE SCENES OUT

(WF 'WORM IN MEMra^^
' Memphis.

Lloyd Binfprd's censor board
wrapped up Memphis' topsy-turvy

|

1948 pic season by deleting all '

scenes in Metro's "Words and Mu-
j-

sic" that 'spotlight Lena Horne, Ne-
|

gro songstress. Binford's "blasting
j

bxjard" greenlighted pic to open
!

here at Loew's State theatre last
[

Wednesday (29)—but without giv-
ing Memphis patrons the chance

'

to hear Miss Horne sing "Where Or '

When" and "The Lady Is A Tramp."
Daily running ads by theatre and

other promotion have also killed

Miss Ilorne's billing. Binford re-
fused 46 comment on the reasons
for the move. Met^o ofCicials like-

wise withheld comment. Miss
Home's appearances in Metro's
"Till the Clouds Roll By" and 20th-
Fox's "Stormy Weather" were also
tabooed here by Binford several
years ago.

(

By HERB GOLDEN
Paramount's "Road to Rio," with

$4,500,000, was the year's top-
grosser as the American film in-

dustry started a giant step back
toward normality in 1948. Pic-
tures made at tremendous cost
and designed for an equally tre-
mendous boxoffice potential. Which
marked the peak profit years of
1946 and 1947, gave way to prod-
uct less flambouyantly conceived
and certainly less enthusiastically
received at the b.o. in terms of
tlie industry's "Golden Circle"

—

that charmed ring into which go
only those films that earned
$4,000,000 or moi*e in domestic
grosses.

It's a story that can be told at

a glance. Only seven pix joined
the "Golden Circle" in 1948, as
against 18 in 1946 and 15 in 1947.
Aggregate grosses of the $4,000,-
000 or over films merely reinforce
the idea. They drew a total of
$29,100,000 in 1948, compared with
$88,500,000 in 1946 and $85,421,-
000 in 1947.

Following close after the Bing
Crosby-Bob Hope starrer ("Rio"),
at the head' of the gross tabula-
tion was Metro's "Easter Parade"
($4,200,000), United Artists' "Red
RiVer" ($4,150,000), Metro's "Three
Musketeers" ($4,100,000), Warner
Bros.' "Johnny Belinda" ($4,100,-
000), Metro's "Cass Timberlane"
($4,050,000) and Paramount's "Em-
peror Waltz" ($4,000,0001.

That gives Metro three. Para-
mount two, and UA and WB one
each.
Taking a larger aspect—all the

(Continued on page 46)

Legit Must Drop Its 4City Routine,

Take to Sticb for Big B.O., Sez Agt.

Legit Maiiager Kn^hted
London.

James- Bronson Albery, promi-
nent theatre manager here, .was

honored with knighthood by King
George VI in His Majesty's annual
New Year's ceremony. He was
prez of the Society of West End
Theatre Managers 1941-1945.

Currently Sir James is a trustee

of the Old Vic and Sadlers Wells
and is scheduled to become a

member of the executive arts coun-
cil drama panel in January. Regal
distribution of honors also saw
concert singer Astra Desmond
named Companion of the British

Empire.

Seidelman Sees

No Foreign Drop
Scanning the '49 horizon over-

seas, Joseph H. Seidelman, Uni-
versal's foreign dept. head, sees a
further tapering of the American
film talce but no disastrous collapse

in the $90,000,000 total of '48.

Seidelman believes the next 12
months will bring $75,000,000 or
thereabouts to the industry in ac-

tual remittances from beyond the
borders. An upturn in 1950 is

not an improbable development, he
stresses.

As for Hollywood moving into

foreign climes en masse to thaw
out frozen film coin through the

(Continued on page 247)

By WILLIAM RODDY
{Veteran Advance Agent)

The first step the League of New
York Theatres should take in solv-

ing theatrical problems and restor-

ing the theatre to the prominence
it once held throughout our coun-
try, can be solved easily enough,,
if a few evils are eradicated.
Managers should be taught that it

I is a business mistake to produce
' with the narrow viewpoint that
New York, Philadelphia, - Boston
and Chicago are the only worth-

;
while theatrical cities. There are

! 100 others.

I
Old-time managers like Savage;

Dillingham, Tyler, the Selvvyns,

Wagenhals & JCemper, Brady, Com-

I

stock & Guest and others knew the

!
hinterland was more profitable for

I their attractions than a quartet of

j
big cities. Therefore they sent out
;many companies of a current hit,

I

on a carefully booked and compre-
ihensive "road tour—and made
' money.

The Shuberts had, at one time,
nine companies of "Blossom Time"
covering the country from coast to
coast. There was an equal num-
ber of "Within the Law," "The
Lion and the Mouse," and Wagen-
hals & Kemper sent out 12 com-
panies of "The Bat." Oliver Moros-
co had out eight "Peg O' My Heart"
companies for three consecutive

(Continued on page 62)

Politics and the Artist
By CHARLES O'BRIEN KENNEDY

With the emphasis born of ig-
I in multiple marriage exemplified'

norance, Mr. Babbitt declares that i the artist in search of the ideal,
artists know nothing of politics. He

j
The Greek theatre produced

prefers goveirnment by the Insensl- ' Sophocles, with many dramas, some
tive and dull; by the impecunious i .of whicli are still esteemed by
lawyer seeking additional incdme, scholars. His piety and civic-mind-
or the rugged individual who "rises"

j
edness gained him the office of

to power from one suspender," (to
;
treasurer of the public funds. Oh,

quote Edgar Lee Masters

)

Once there lived a harpist singer
wonderful Athenians, to trust your
money with a playwright! His

and author of psalmk, including the epitaph reads: "Although Mace
23d. With these limitations he be-

\
donia cover his bones aU Greece

came a King; a fearless , warrior j
is his monument."

and"?i mighty ruler over Israel if

not oyer his family. The Psalms
are his rich legacy, even to those
who prefer the tune to the text.
This was David, and his talents
passed to his boy, Solomon, author
of the world's greatest love song:

Exhib Pans Confreres

For Prods. -Distribs

Attacks as 'Eyewash'
Cleveland.

Marking what's probably the
first time that an indie exhibitor
has blasted his confreres for their
persistent attacks on producers
and distributors, E. C. Grainger,
prez of the Shea circuit, Ohio,
panned the resolutions adopted at
the recent Allied convention in
New Orleans as "bunk and apple-
sauce." In a letter to P. J. Wood,
head of the Independent Theatre
Owner^-of Ohio, Grainger, who's
the brother of Republic sales
veepee James R. Grainger, declar-
ed certain of the resolutions were
"adopted without much serious
consideration or real good faith."
Shea chief noted that such

thoughts, coming from an exhib,
probably sounds like treason. He
.emphasized, though, his belief "in

marshes and developed harbors be-
tween battles. His political acu-
men is recorded in history. 'Ru-

_
.

_ mor says that Emperor Nero play-
the wisest of humans, with a clear

j
ed a musical aGcompaniment while

judicial mind; whose experiments jRome burned, his artistic soul un-
ruffled by thoughts of no insur-
ance.

Early Deadline
This edition of Variety went

to press ahead of the normal
Tuesday deadline.

Production detail, binding,
etc., and the size of this 43d
Anniversary Number make it

necessary to omit certain
standard departments- for this-

one issue alone.

Consider the Roman, Julius Cae- -vi „ ,
" ' ; '

"•^i,"' Z'" ~\S~ ""i

sar, who wrote the "Comraenta- Jif ^-Z^^^^ ""'^^ ^-^^

ries," founded libaries, drained ^^^^ V^^^^
conventions could "brmg

' " about more cooperation from prod-
ucers and distributors if they would
urge the exhibitors first to fae

honest with themselves and then
to be honest with the producers
and distributors." He added: "We
know there are many faults in this

; (Continued on page 247)

Disraeli wrote novels: "Vivian
Gray," "Coningsby," "Lothair,"
"Sybil," also essays on government.
This adversary of the great Glad-
stone (an artist himself). Who trans-
lated Horace superbly, became
Prime Minister with a genius for
canals. Dazzled by his wit and
awed by his Intellect, Victoria

AMERICAN HEADS ITI
Dr. Maurice Kurtz, an American,

took office on Jan. 1 as the first

secretary-general of the newly-
established International , Theatre'
Institute, quartered temporarily in
UNESCO House, Paris.
The ITI is a clearing-house for

^aTp. him Farf .If Hor^AUcfsViTiT i

airing of problems in profes-made him Earl of Beaconsfield, al- gjonaj amateur play produo-
(Continued on pag€ ez) tion.
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'RIGHT IN YOUR OWN HOME'
; ; »M «By EDDIE DAVIS •»»<»*»»»

In 1948 they began the gloomy predictions, and the handwriting was

on the wall Experts from every field of entertainment came to their

agreements after much solemn nodding of heads, and much wise strok-

ing of beards, grown especially tor the purpose of wise stroking.

Televisiocf was the medium, and no other.
: . ,

It wasn'tbccause television produced greater entertainment; it didn't.

It wasn't because television introduced new faces; it didn't. Nor was

It because television was relaxing; with those nervous screens, it wasn t.

It was because- television brought the world of entertainment right

intojTbur own home. It had turned man's castle into a vast public

living room.

And sure enough, the experts were right, and it came to pas*. One

by one, the oppositicms to television folded.
. ^ .

Nite clubs wercf the first hit. The new toy, television,' fascinated the

people. Singly i>nd in pa^rs they gJctinguished their neon signs, and,

like the Arabs (God forbifl!) they stole silently away to other pastures.

Movies died a lingering death. They held on with the pulling power

of sensationalism, but they cou.'d not compete for long with a medium
which offered itself free. Hollywood became a ghost town, so quiet

that you could hear an option drop, -

The theatre was not far behind. The death knell was sounded when

the Theatre Guild went in for television, and Bodgers & Hammerstein

wrote tab shows for Milton Berle's program.
' RadltKheld out for a last gasp. Only one program could be heard

on all thKuther waves—-"Stop the' Music." But then they made the

fatal error (if giving away television sets as prizes, and soon they too

joined the ranjis of the extinct. .

And it was all over. All other forms of entertainment were gone.

There remained only television—the medium brought right into your

own-:home!" .

There was Bo sense in going anywhere. There were no theatres, no
movies, no nite clubs. Taverns had television too, so what was the

^ sense in getting blind with drink and then blinder looking at flickering

shad^wB»-4hrough cigaret smoke? Everybody . sat home and watched
their lOiniSh-to-52-inch screens, squinting through the gloomy living

room at tlie televised offerings; • . V
The repercussions were soon apparent. New services were offered,

old iservices refused."^ One enterprising young man made a small for-

tune installing popcorn machines in family kitchens. Another astute

fellow corralled a fleet of jobless ushers and rented them out to sweep
the living room rug of cigaret butts. In duplex apartments they in-

sisted on smoking only on the upper floor. The bad side of the ledger

showed the disappearance of the institutiop. of the baby sitter. Nobody
went out anymore, they sat with their own babies.

They sat in their own living rooms and watched:
1.) They saw lhat John was even prettier tlntn his oifyer wife.

' '2.) They ijoatched babies being born iw hospitals, oCtid realized

thatDuzdidnotdoeDerythiag. /.

3.) They imtched Milton Berle until every feimle jelt lilcc his .

mother. • • .:

i.) And they icatehed Bergen's dummy, Allen's baggy eyes, Benny's
toupee; Jolion's wheelchair, :

Ctaitor'^ daughters, Crosby's
shirts and Henry Morgan lose another sponsor. They watched
and thru watched and thej/ watched.

It was horrible.

But they couldn't help it anymore. Turning on a television .set had
become a national habit, a nervous habit, like a tic. Nobody could stop.

So, nobody had any place to go: Families began to snap at each
other. Husbands snarled at wives, < wives snarled at husbands, and
children snarled at them both. ' Familiarity had indeed bred contempt.
In one family, a beautiful young girl took to visiting a disreputable

(Continued on page 46)

S43«l Week!
3,509 PerformanCM

All-timo Ions run record In the

leKilimate theatre,

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1949"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood. Cat.

And now in world-wide release

"BILL AND COO"
Ken Murray's

Academy Award Film

TaxFpresStmw

OK '48 Pix B.O.

Washington.

Despite the ' wailing of industiy-

ites, an analysis , of the picture

business for 1948 based upon the

Government's 20% amusement tax

shows that the boxofl^ice was al-

most as good last year as it was
in profitable 1947, Assuming that

80% of all amusement revenue

comes from motion pictures, the

industry grossed $1,546,000,000 in
the continental U. S, during 1947,
based upon tax receipts of the Bu-
reau of Internal Revenue. .

Total for 1947 is only slightly

over the 1948 b,o. take, which is

pointing for $1,500,000,000. Last
year's business is based upon acr
tual tax figures for the first 10

1
months of 1948, plus estimates for

I November and December. Though
not quite as good as 1947, last

year's net profit?^are expected to

be off considerably more, inasmuch
as the industry overhead has

( Continued on page 46

)

A HAPPIER NEW YEAR
Television . . . capital gains . . . peak costs and dimipishing

,

profits . . . these have been the 1948 show business highlights.

They bid fair to dominate 1949.

A show business year that premiered with' much promise and

finaled in uncertainty, 1948 saw the entire amuseittent industry

digesting many things it didn't anticipate in the bright new

promise of another annum. For '48 saw curtailed foreign mar-

kets inroads of television and dwindling domestic boxoflice

against a still-high cost base. All these presented a succession

of crises.

Peak investments had to be digested in lean income years.

Adjustments had to become drastic and far-flung. Show busi- .

nesses on varying fronts reappraised themselves in a determined

effort to set their houses in order. •

Wall Street is seemingly guessing, but on the downbeat side,

whiie show business seems more ^aptimistic. For the picture

Industry the inevitability ' of divorcement is a matter of con-

tinuing uncertainty.

This uncertainty, in fact, has stumped certain industry leaders,,

heretofore never lax to express their views on the state of the

'

business and its near future. Several, frankly, don t know, or

prefer a watchful-waiting policy. But those whose views are/
inscribed in printer's ink for all to see—running the gamut

of the entire contents of this, Variety's 43d Anniversary Number
—seemingly have a common conclusion. Whatever the branch

of show business, the crystal-clear objective of all showmen is

to return to that cardinal rule of the amusement industry:

better shows.

The master purveyors of mass entertainment havai't sud-

denly lost their touch, observes one showman. Films ?(nd radio

are still mass entertainments, vastly patronized, observes

another. It isn't as if all boxofflices suddenly got JVIeasles'

warning signs, and people stajsd. away in fear. It's chiefly *

matter of getting more people back In the habit, and at the

same time getting investments (show costs, etc.) down to a .

surer margin profit. It's as simple as that, at least' in principle.

The execution will, come, must come. It's on its way.

Things have not been great in '48, and while we hope every-

thing's going to be fine in '49, one sure way to further it is to

cut the pattern to fit the purse. The costly digestive period of

'48 should be capitalized with the dawn of another year. Happier

New Year! Abel.

C. p. Skouras Agree§^

To 'Dime' Hatpassing

ACTORS GUILD TO HIKE

DUES FOR LINING UPn
Hollywood.

Screen Actors Guild board meet-

ing Jan. 10 will be asked to con-

sider steps to offset "large expend-

itures required to organize tele-

vision/' as Well as increased oper-

ating expenses. It's believed the

NCCJ HONOR DEPINEI

DUNNE, RODGERS & H.
Ned E, Depinet, prez of RKO;

film actress Irene Dunne, and com-
posers Richard Kodgers. and Oscar
Hammerstein ll, will be guest-

kudoed at the annual luncheon of

the National Conference of Chris-
tians and .(ews. amusement divi-

sion, Feb. 4. Affair will be chair-
manned by J. Robert Rubin, v.p.

and general counsel for Metro,'and
it will be held at the Waldorf^
Astoria, N. Y.

Guests will be honored for their
contributions to show biz and
brotherhood. Last similarly hon-
ored were Spyros Skouras, 20th-
Fox prepidcnl; • playwright Robert
JE. Sherwood; and songwriter Irving
Berlin, two years ago.
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March of Dimes -made its first

breach in the wall erected by large
theatre circuits against individual
charity collections when Charles P.
Skouras, head of National Theatres;
agreed to hatpassing in NT houses
during the M. of D.'s 1949 cam-
paign. Skouras' okay makes the
fir.st time in three .years lhat a 1 , , . , , , .. .

group of affiliated theatres has ^''^""

gone along. Collections will be 1 time in SAG history, to increase

taken in all NT theatres, Jan. 24-31, dues which now range between

week set aside lor cxhibs; $18-$100.
Guild's problem was revealed in

a year-end report mailed to niem-
bers, which also disclosed that a

recent vote to increase contribu-

tions - to the Motion Picture. Relief

Fupd carried overwhelmingly. An
increase ;

from to' 1% 'ivill

triean approxiHiately ' $600,000 eon-

Iributed yearly) it's beiieved. It'»

understood that the 1948 contrihtt-

lion was about $300,000.
SAG financial i^eport for the. yeai;

ending Oct. 3X. a duplicate of that

heing i?led with the Labor Dept.,

shows income rah only $27,556

ahead of expenses during the year,

Income was $250,938, as against

expenditures of $223,381. SlirpluS
;

from the preceding year of $558,- :

319, gaye the organization a total

closing balance of $585,935.

Dr. John G. Peatman 174
H. I. Phillips 34
Tlieodore Pratt . . .1. 31
George Price . ........ 31
Franklin Pulaski 100
Paul Raibourn . , , . 103
J. Leonard Rein.sch ..... 103
Hubbell Robinson, Jr.;... 99
Benny Rubin 232
Harry Ruby 24
Norman B. Rydge 203
Dore Schary 6
Fred C. Sehartg ..... . , . 254
Nicho'"s M. Schenck . . . 5
Al ;ind Sherwood Schwartz 93
Arthur Schwartz 250
Frank Scully 102
Gradwell L. Sears. .... . . 7
Arnold Shaw 171
Sidney Sheldon 34
Max Shulraan . . ..... 10
Joe Smith & Charles Dale . 230
H. Allen Smith 38
Harry G. Smith. . . . ... 231
Paul Gerard Smith. . .... 248
Harry Sosnik . . ..... . . 95
Bernard Sobel 253
Louis Sobol .... . . . , 43
Prank Stanton 99
Ashton Stevens 24
Albert Stillman 29
Robert Stolz * 172
Ezra Stone 250
Arlhur- Su.ssman 105
Bill Todman . .......... 105
Niles Trammell 98
Sophie Tucker 202
Ernest TurnbuU 206
Teri-y Turner 39
C. M. Underbill 102
Solly ViolinsJty 229
J. L. Van Volkenburg 104
Jerry Wald l4
Jerome Weidraan 22
Lewis Allen Weiss 95
JgUffX Wilstacb i,. 252
Thyra jSaniter Winslow .TT 12
Mark Woods loo
Ed W.vnn 8
Herbeit J. Yates 9
Darryl F. Zanuck 6
JVfaurice Zolotow 12

Loew-RKO Pool Delay
Loew's. and RKO have vvon «

three-month extension of the Dec.

31 deadline on all . pools in refer- '

ence to the Orpheum theatre, Den-

ver. House, which is jointly owned
by the two companies, will remain

under their supervi.sion until
March 31 at which time the part-

nership must be dissolved.

N. Y. to L. A.
Paulette Goddard
Mr. & Mrs. Abel Green
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Hope
Lena Home
Alan Jay Lerder •

Jules Levey
Lauritz Melchior
Burgess Meredith
R. M. Savini
Paul White

L. A. to N. Y.
Anna Roosevelt Boetligir
Gene Fowler
Ava Gardner
Nat Holt
William Katzell
Nancy Kelly
Peter Lorre
John Lund
William. Prince
Virgil Reed .

Rudy Vallee
Richard Whorf
Hagar Wilde
Jane Wyatt
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OUR CRITICS

Eric Johnstoa

President of Motion Picture Ass'n of America
^ Satirizes Captions Critical .Technique If

Applied to Other Industries

By ERIC .JOHNSTON
Washington.

Does it impress you, as it does.'me, that there are 500 talented and
gifted itaen and women of the press and radio who spend all their lime

•lust covering the motion picture studios in Hollywood? And that many,
many mor« from coast to coast do nothing but write or talk of motion

pictures?
I don't helieve there are that many people cov-

ering any other big industry-^the automobile in-
dustry, for example^ or the packing iASustry.
Hollywood comes next to Washington in the num-
ber of correspondents, commehtatprs and colum-
nists who focus their attention on the doings ot
a single community. . \

I wonder what would happeii if our motion pic-
ture correspondents, commentators and columnists
decided to take up their trade in Detroit or in
Chicago. It would be a great loss to Hollywood,
But I; don't think it's fair for lis to hbg all: this
gifted talent which works for free itt the interests
of our industry while other industries have to

plod" along with reporters and commentators so deadly dull and unin-

spired they don't do anything but stick to facts.

. Let me see if I can visualize just what would happen if our motion
picture critics swooped down on Detroit. Why, in a month, you
Wouldn't know the town! Henry. Ford and Charlie Wilson and Walter
Beuther ,and all the other leaders of management and labor in the

motor capital of the world would be such changed men, you'd hardly
recognize them!

Think of what it would mean to the good people.of Detroit to pick

up their papers and read all the latest blurbs on that wonderful new
Trench automobile—^the Lescargo, Jet's call it,

A typical review of Lescargo would probably read something-like
this:

. "American automobile makers who persist in - pandering to .the

cheap public taste for-efficient machinery which can be operated at

low cost, should hide their 'heads in shame. The French have done It

again!

• "Words fail me to describe the winsome charm, the -stark realism
and the elfin mood Pf Xiescargo.. It is stripped-^stripped down to its

gears—of all the nonsense which Detroit insists on adding to its clumsy
numbers; Unlike the Detroit makes, this' enchanting offering from
abroad seats only two people instead of five! It is an adventure to get
into Lescargo and an adventure to drive it. One does not slide in cras-

sly and smoothly and loll in pagan comfort on softly padded seats.

"No. Lescargo will make you think. You are first confronted with
: the challenge of how to maneuver yourself into 'position behind the
wheel and then you are beguiled to a point of witchery by the fasci-

nating' problem of how to drive while your knees are wedged against
your chin.

"This is a motor car for those who appreciate the finer things of
life. If you haven't been buying automobiles lately, and your taste is

jaded by the monotony of the unimaginative American models, I

recommend to you Lescargo: A four-honk car!

"The new Dodge is showing today as well, but the less said of it,

the better. Dodge - it. It's a one-honk job." . :

'

Or, we might find this kind of gripping essay in our favorite Sun-
day newspaper:
"Is Detroit finished? "

v

"That's the way it looks to this reviewer. The news is sad: -and
gloomy this morning.
. "During tlie past year this department has reviewed

:250 American
cars and 125 foreign cars. What did we find?. Just this:

"Of the 10 best cars of the year, nine were foreign, and only one
American.
"Of the to worst cars of the year; nine were American and only

one /foreign. .-

"These figures should have meaning to the moguls of Detroit. No
wonder car sales are falling ofl-^no . wonder peojple are: walking the
streets in Detroit.

"Detroit is out of touch with the realities of the world. It is living

: in smug isolation. It rides only in its own cars.

"What is Detroit doing? It paints its autos 'in gay and gaudy colors:

~-Teds and yellows and cerise and orchidJ .The cars fron; abroad are
.. in black and gray. Foreign manufacturers treat honestly witli the .facts

of IjfC'^for lEEe today is black and gray! Take heed, Detroit! Unless
you do, the American automobile will soon become extinct.''

(Footnote: Only this last month the 100 millionth American automo-
bile rolled off the assembly lines.)

Public likes Pix Better Than Radio and IV, and It's

oi Par With Sports for Mass Appeal; Problem Now

Is to Maintain Continued Interest Via Quality

By NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK
(President, Loeto's, inc.)

Nick Schenck

It is years since I indulged myself in one of those ;

end-of-the-year statements on industry conditions
with predictions about the future. The sole purpose
is the attempt to cut through the atmosphere ' of

gloom, and certainly not to; blow

,

the horn ' about our M-^G^IVI

trademark. ::
,

-r--'^:.::\\.:.:.'.y:-'.'. .

: If you expeict a bluepriht of

:

the future you can stop readini?

right now and turn to some: of

the juicier items written by the ,

slang-throwers of Variety whci
have put so many new words
into the languagB; I haven't : any
new words and I have ho illu?

sions about my kriowledge. I

have a feeling and a degree of

faith. I think with a lot of hard;
work and ; sincerity of purpose

everything is going to be all right. It may take
time. ,

.: : •

.':

Wherever I go people keep asking me questions

as if I knew: the answers. What is going to happen
to the picture business? Will television kill movies?
How do you account for the poor quality of recent
pictures? And -many other similar queries, mostly
about costs: '

*"

In my opinion the picture business is a good busi-

ness and a sound business. The public: likes this

type of entertainment best of all types/ jThey like

it better than radio, better than television,: and it is

on a par with sports as a continual interest In the
modern world motion pictures are a necessity for"

most of-the- people and in that" respect it's a com-
modity like a standard brand of food.

Once you know you are in an- essential business
the problem is how to manage that business in such
a way as to stay in it and make a good' living. The
motion picture business has not always been man- ,

aged with the greatest economy, but somehow when
necessity demands, there is a buckling down and
elimination of extravagance. There have been many
times when depressions and epidemics have made
the going difficult, but only then did the companies
exercise noticeable cautian in their methods of pur-

chases in story material, talent, production and pro-

motion. Some changes resulted in the corporate

lineups, but the industry itself emerged intact with

a clean bill of financial health;

This is one of those times when many indu.stries

are suffering, when the Government itself is suffer-

ing from lack of finances to carry on the great re-

sponsibilities of the nation. The going is getting so

difficult that many of the politicians have stopped
concentrating solely on votes and are sacrificing

their ambitions to the best interests of the people.-

And this is one of those times when the motion
picture industry cannot throw its weight around and
its money around withouf sincerityof purpose. . TJhat

purpose must be to give the public the best possible

entertainment. ....

Stripped Motors

And that isn't all. Think of the great public relations job the, critics

could do for Detroit! Chatty little items like this would be popping
out every day: "What General Motors director has been free-wheeling
in a Lincoln with a little blonde from Chrysler?"

And we could turn on the radio and hear the breathless voice of

Chauncey Chew,-the pride of the air; :

"This is Chauncey Chew from Detroit with his open letter to the
auto industry:

"This is my last warning to the .into industry. I've warned them be-
'fore—my patience is exhausted. I'm going next to the Federal governr
ment, and you'll be sorry. . . <

.

"As we all know, .my;friends of the radio audience, we :are engaged
in a. national campaign to eJiniinate auto horns. "ifouJd expect . i .

wouldn't you? , . , that Detroit ,".o.uld take the lead in this fight? But,
'no!-.:

".;•
...- .- • '. •

"Some unscrupulous manufacturers sUlI persist in putting horns on
automobiles.
"They are debauching youth. Tliey are contributing to juvenile delin-

quency. .,• '

""The horrible shrieking of horns at night is making us a sleepless
nation. When kidi| can't sleep, they become juvenile delinquents.

•'Let me tell you—^the parents of America are aroused—they can't
sleep either; They will go to -Washington and demand a law; I'll be
at their head-T-and heads will roll in Detroit. ,

"Yours for a sleepy nation.
"Chauncey Chew."

But I don't want to be misunderstood. I love our critics.

Now suppose these same critics went on to Chicago. They like to get
down to the guts of a matter fast, and I don't know of any better spot
to do it. They like to take the hide off things, and the Chicago stock-
yards are full of such opportunities.
Our critics could go whole-hog in Chicago. The first thing they'd

lO^wouJdlhe.to start a campaign to import South American beef,
i^Tnmk of how the Iowa farmers would blush when our criticik iiailed
•lie first shipment of steers from Argentina! How vividly it wuuld be

(Continued on page 35)

Cutting Costs Not the Answer
This cannot be done merely by cutting costs. It

has to be done by making the costs worth while.

Perhaps this is the same thing as saying that the
costs must be cut, but I don't think so. It means
that writers have to try to fully express themselves
in their work and not write pictures as a device to
get easy money. It seems that producers and direc-

tors must concentrate on each picture and not di-

vide their attention on a series of simultaneous pro-,

ductions. It means tiiat the stars must be less diffi-

cult in accepting parts and thus holding up pictures.
They must have faith in -the producers. It: means
that executives must not buy properties which the.y

cannot "lick," as the saying is. but only those which
tliey inten'd to- make within a reasonable thTie. It

means that the publicity and advertising men must
not falsify product in order to hoke something ord-
inai-y into an unmakeable sensation;

'

It means that . theatres must be interested in the
pictures they are putting on their screens.

,
The last reference has more importance tlian you

think. Ever since the consent decree it lias been
the custom on the part of distributors to show their

pictures so that the exhibitors could see what tliey

are buying. Block-booking was said to be a dread-
ful injustice to the public. Yet the attendance at

the tradershows has been laughingly small, partly
due to tlie.distance from the point of show but also

to a lack of excited interest in wliat they intend to

play. Also exhibitors have been all too willing to

leave the major share of local- promotion to: the
picture companies who have spent huge fortunes on
cooperative advertising. It is easy, to seewhether
or not tills arrangement has been tair to; the picture
companies by looking at parallel statements,. The
picture companies lost money, the- theatre companies
made it. The public doesn't care where- the money
goes and the public has paid more than: they paid
before the war. But the division of these receipts
is not.on tlU!. proper basis for a healthy inctustry.

.Television

Television will not kill the industry as long a$
the people continue to get better entertainment in
the theatre than they, do at home. With the exeep-

.

tion of sport broadcasts it is comparatively easy for
the motion picture . to beat television in the story-
telling department. Also no matter, what the im-
provement in television- most people will still want
to go out for a good time.

This idoesn't mean to say that television' is to be
dismissed lightly. On the contrary; it offers great
possibilities and will improve. But the show's the
thing and the public will take good shows in any
form. At pixsent it Is difficult to see how television

can compete' with the movies because it tajkes us
about a year to make a two-hour picture, and th« . .

sponsorship principle prevailing in television makes
production up to motion pictui^e. standards too ex-
pensive for the advertiser.

It is true that recently there have been loud-
spoken critics about the quality of pictures. But 1

don't go along witlr them. Most of the public does
.

not go along either. The critics in the last year, or
so haven't had too good a boxoffice score. It is

true that not all of them are interested in this typa
of score, but its percentage has a great bearing on
their appraisal of public taste, especially when they

use words like "poor quality." The pictures are as
good as they ever were, even better than that, but
they cost more to keep them up to standard.

There's a lot of work to be done to: keep up with
the public, if not a Httle ahead of them, • It's great :

fun to be faced with a lot of work when you know
that success is bound to come with it. But each
person in the industry has to face this work. Each^
has to give all he" has winch has not been the case
in recent years. Every one in studio, branch office

and home office, office-workei-s, propertyjmen, scenic

artists, electricians, cameramen, directors, actors,

producers, writers, salesmen, publicity men, depart-,

ment heads, exhibitors, and even presidents—rall*^
including those I've omitted mentioning—have to-

give more. Many of us who built this business are
still in it. We started with arcades and trick shad-
owgraphs and we worked it up to quite a : thin^ -

There's no one around outside of show business
who's able to come in and fix the things that .are

wrong. We've got to do it ourselves. And I have,'

every confidence that we will.

Film That Changed History?

'State of Union' Swayed Truman On
Campaign, Advance Man Claims

-By CHARLES ALLDREDGE
(Charles Alldredge Tesignud as assistant to the

Secretary of the Intenor in September to. take
charge of press relations and speeches for the
Barkley campaign. With Interior :Under-Secretary
Oscar Chopmon he serDcd as odvance man for Presv
jdent Trumdn's western trip last May and June.)

Washington;
- The most important film of IMS—if importance
lies in the influencing of people and events—^was

Frank Capra's "State of the Union," There is good
. reason to believe tlie film about a Presidential can-
didate directly influenced the type of campaign

- waged by » gentleman named Harry S. Truman.

President Truman first saw "State of the Union-'
at the premiere April. 7. : The: President at that time
was under heavy attack, not only by Republicans but,

by leaders in his own party who either believed
that the Democrats could not win under Truman or
who were angered with the President's firm espou-
sal of civil rights.

In the opinion of his advisers, Truman had
not firmly made up his mind (a), whether the peo-
ple would support him regardless of the lukewdrm^
ness of party leaders, and (b) if he decided he
would have the people's support; what kind:.of cam*
paign to wage.

President Truman, according to those who watched

;

closely — as Presidential reactions always get
watched—has a habit, much like a small boy watch-
ing a chase sequence, of lifting himself slightly

from his seat when what he sees on the screen ex-
cites and interests him. That's how he- reacted- to
the story of-a good man Presidential candidate, who:
almost lost himself, and finally won out over him-
self and .the bosses by appealing frankly to the
people. *

Early- next morning the White House called Metro
and aslicd for immediate delivery of a print to be.

taken on a cruise on the Presidential yacht. The
President, according to the report, wanted some of
his friends to see the film. Later, the White House
asked, for a print again, a rare and perhaps unique
occurrence.

I
Went to the People 1

It was in April that the President,, on a tour of
the. west to test the people's attitude, and possible
campaign methods, began his frank appeals, and .his

frank denunciations of the 80th Congress, On that
tour were the first ot the vvhistlestops. The tour
grew in success and reached its climax with . tlie

huge friendly, crowd of a million people or more at
Los Angeles.

On his .way back the President's doubts, if he; had
had any, had vanished. At a dinner in the : Capital
shortly after he returned, he declared, "There will

be a Democrat in the White House in 1949, and
. you're looking at him!" A good portion of his audi-,

ence, and they were Democrats, didn't believe him.
But he never wavered.

"State" may not have given the President any new
ideas. But this writer believes the film confirmed
his courage, determination not to quit, firm belief

that if you were on the right side and told the peo-
ple the truth; you probably wouldn't lose; And that
even if you lost,-you would have lost the right way^;

Only the President of the United States could
prove this story, which at best is but a footnote te-

history; But the people who had aliand in "State"
will, be glad to read it.
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Zanuck, Schary, Geotz, Krim Concur On One

Thing-Good Fix Can Be Made Cheaper,

Generally Must Be Made Better, Or Else

The boxoffice year ahead for Hollywood should be good

for those who have realistically realigned their resources

irstrengthertsto/y preparation and production m keeping

w^th the domestic and foreign postwar changes,
witn me aoiuco

market" is gone and so

Hollywood likewise must do away

with the "easy" methods ;«rf.vpf6dj^^^

tibn This necessary st^eaiftliffling has

been accbmpUshefl in most garters

and I believe the future can be faced

With great confidence; V .

"Realighment" is a better word top

what has taken place ih most studips

rather than retrenchment, a term tbat

carries with it wrong ittipUcations.

Hollywood has simply cut out the

"plush"' and has gone to work;

„ ' Instead of reduced effort in our
Darjrl F, ZanneK

studio, and I am sure this -holds

•oually true in others, everyone here has become realistic

•nd rearranged plans to put on the screen every dollar

we spend. In the past, lush war years so much that

was spent was sheer waste and did not appear on the

icreen. The savings thus accomplished in this new

realignment program for 1949 wiU in no way affect quality

of screen production, but wil^Strengthen it.

Hollywoo* simply hds faced a tighter economic world

realistically and made plans accordingly. The coming

year should be a healthy one. All studios have trained

their guns on the boxoffice target.

Business is still good for the studio that turns out pic-

tures that warrant it. Granted, the public generally hasn t

the surplus cash of the years before the price of steaks,

' automobiles and rents became such consuming burdens.

But entertainment—Good Entertainment—is today a
' public necessity. The public must have a "lift," be sup-

plied with good escape, or shown motion pictures of out-

standing merit. sThere still is no other medium that, will

reach so many millions so economically and effectively.

The only problem is to' Shape the costTto^nfprm with the

public entertainment pilrsc and to be sure that the quality

. is in each film.

Pleasure, or entertainment from a showman's point of

view, has become a necessary part of the American stand-

ard of living.

For the several years past, production costs in the film

industry mounted, but production did not bring, its

"money's worth" because the efl'ort wasn't made to insure

this. When the bottom drolpped out of the war-flushed at-

tendance boom, readjustment toward efficiency became

necessaryi Gosts were cut mainly by eliminating uneces-
' * aary, footagCi : ,

So we start off into 1949 with our lessons learned, our

studios in shape to meet coming exigencies, and the

knowledge that we can iiave a good year if we make good

pictures.

''Coming exigencies" however will not be lacking this

year, because the film industry has never had smooth
sailing and has always had to face problems. Like "The
Mad Marches" of Michael Arlen, Hollywood is "never let

off anything." The problems of self-government ivitholn^

our ranks, of Government intervention in distribution and
exhibitionv^these and many other problems will have to

be reckoned with in the year just starting.. .
;

Most significant and hopeful of all the signs for the

coming year, in my opinion, is the public reaction to a

picture we made with great trepidation as to popular
reaction. Though 1 will say here that we were never: in

the least hesitant about producing it: it was a picture

which simply had to be put on the screen if : Hollywood
ls_ to fulfill its purpose and continue to grow. ' In order
not to be too cryptic I must intrude a commercial title

and name "The - Snake. Pit" by name.
• The public response to it has been greater than we
dared hope. And approval has come not only from those
exceptional filnigoeis who are attracted by exceptional
pictures, but also from the rank and file of regular film

patrons. It is this mass: approval which gives us new
hope and heart. ^ i

This signifies that the screen is no longer reaching for

maturity in the film masses. The screen public has ma-
tured! We have assurance now that producers no longer
reed to fear a subject of drama because it requires a
thinking response on,.the part of audiences. Thoughtful
pictures, significant/pictures, enlightening pictures at last

can be m^^e, and/vve^who make them need only be mind-
ful: of thel_prijHary responsibility of imparting entertain-

«-r«ient to th^isocial substance in order to give them popular
appeal.
:0f all the results of the past and promi-ses of the future,

this, to mci is the most significant! -
:

'

that, instead of examining some of their prob.leras re-

alistically, they assumed that the threat was a true one. .

Through some of the bad will engendered by some ill-

considered public relations, the picture business alw^s

inherits people who complain and jump upon us as soon

as the opportunity presents itself. This year they haim

mered at us from every direction. These criticisms were

in various forms . . . from the calm, dispassionate; artic-

ulate ones ... to some of the longhaired commentators

. . and then finally to a certain segment of the press

which nibbled in the wallow of scandal, dtsgusting in-

nuendo, half-truths and implication.

Certainly we have real problems. But therF are an-

swers to all of them. The showmen who creited this

industry have not suddenly lost their wits, nor their tal-

ents, nor their ability, to think out a situation.

High cost is solved by making low-cost pictures. That's

being done now. Costs are coming down and good pic-

tures are being made. You meet competition by making

better-quality films. We're beginning to make theni. You

solve the British situation by not counting on the foreign

market. We're beginning to readjust our economy to that

point Legal problems you solve by litigation, and we re

certainly going through them. When the decisions come,

we will adjust ourselves to those decisions.

As long as the 'herd instinct exists and a group of peo-

ple will gather together anywhere—in a stadium, a thea-

tre or a hall, to hear or to watch anything—good pictures

can command good audiences. Let's stop worrying. Let's

stop being dismal about the future. Let's continue the

trend towards making better pictures all the time, and

some of the many who have been making dire predic-

tions about the picture industry will one day be as un-

comfortable as some of the pollsters, were in the wee

small hours of Election night.

Co8lePrescnt-Day Grosses Plenty. OK If Only

^Would Come Dovm—^William Goets

There is nothing wrong with grosses; there is plenty

wrong with costSv ^
- . .

-

A lot of people keep asking,. "What happened to the

moVie business?" The question is generally intoned with

the mournful respect accorded to

s^^eone who has just died, and been
laid away.
The motion picture ' business is

neither dying, dead nor bmrifed. .The

motion picture business is .-Still- very

much with usi If certain itt;(6ndarice

losses are incurred , because /of com-
peting amusements^ the • }iigh cost of

living or similar deterrents, there are

offsetting factors to stabilize attends

ance: increases in population, . new
groups of adolescents acquiring. . the

"motion picture habit" and such.- You
' BUI Oqetz might call it a standoff in relation to

gains and losses in attendance. ,

Everybody is putting too much stress on motion picture

grosses. The^roblem is to produce pictures at a cost com-
mensurate with, today's market potential. Not too long-ago

a gross of $2,500,000 was considered small time. That gross
today still makes a picture with a production cost of

$2,200,000 a flop. That same gross for a picture costing

$1,200,000 will keep the home fires burning. So it isn't the
gross that really tells the story.

Experiences of the last few years have proved to all

of us in production that money unwisely spent does not
increase the gross.. Indeed, too frequently it has" merely
increased the loss.' Every company in the business has;
enough evidence in its backlogs to prove conclusively that
just spending money in any and all sections of production
will not guarantee quality or boxoffice value.

It's about time that producers, directors, writers, stars
or anyone else with a voice in production started thinking
about making motion pictures for the public in.stead of
lor our personal and individual satisfaction.

The Stiowhirn Who Created "Tljig Industry Haven't
Suddenly Lost Their Talents—-fDore SrlUiry

The yea"r of offifial panic ended on Dec. 31, 1948/ There
were ,many contributing factors to making thi.s the- year
of panic, but, despite all Die evils aiid'dangcrs that beset
the industry. Hie panic was, in tlie main, a state of mind.

, Certainly we had enormous problems
piled upon us as a result of the Brit-

ish, situation; high costs; . diminishing
boxoffice returns domestically; violent

legal problems; plus the competition
from other entertaifiment and in-

formation sources. Problems are not
solved by permitting a state of panic
to exist. The problems have to be
solved by looking at them squarely,
and: then figuring out a way under,
•ver, around or through them. .-:

To some people in the industry, the
•nique position of being warned by p^,^ scbarv
keptics that the picture business was '

.

to dissolve into: nothing was such an alarming one

Oiin Clark

1948 Wrote Off Costly Mistakes of Lale '46 .And

'47, Leaving '49 In Good Prmjteel'r—Arthur Kriin

The year 1948 has been one in which we have writtten
off our mistakes and our losses on pictures made during
the high cost periods of late 1946 and 1947. This is true
of most corfipanies, so that all of us face 1949 with a
relatively clffan slate. For 12 months now the adjustment
of costs to anticipation of lower revenues has been under-
way. For some companies, who are loaded with eommit-
ments/this adjustment is more difficult than for others,
but, by and large,, the law of compensatir«n has been Such
that the companies with the most difficult adju.stment
problems are also, those wit*h the largest cash reserves
against which to draw to navigate their difficulties. I will

• be surprised if the obstacles prove to be insurmountable ^

for the established companies.

To prejJare ourselves for the future, we have learned
a lot of Ifessons the hard way these pa.st two vears—by
suftering through our mistakes instead of avoiding them
—and this kind of experience you never forget. Fortu-
nately, the discipline of not over-committing ourselves
during the buildup period is now paying off in the fact
that we are mobile and ready to profit by our experience
and try new expedients as the occasion arises.

-We have learned several important lessons during the
past 12 monllis. Wo have found that when pictures are
properly planned, there is a large potential profit in the
domestic market alone, even in these times. These pic-
tures were made by knowledgable producers who made
certain that all moneys spent reached the screerKiind who
correctly anticipated that the public would be\rfiTjre« in-
terested in exploitable ingredients and good picture-mak-
ing than, in name casts. We have learned that we must
avoid paying exorbitantly for personalities who -are stars

In Hollywood but who either do not he}^ a picture op
actually hurt a picture wheji it reaches the public. We
have learned, too, that the emphasis on idea pictures can-

not reach formula proportions and that a well-balanced'

program must include some marquee names—the^prob-

lem being to find the right ones—and that we must invest

time, energy and money in the ever-continuing search for

new personalities.

In all of this, the exhibitors must come forward to help

us. We—that is, .all the Studios—are trying to do an honest

job for them. We ask that in their own best interests.

They must recognize the importance of a new supply of

good product.

Enclqsed Please Find

Or What a Script Editor Has to Put Up
With—^From Feelthy Pictures to a

Chi-Type Torpedo

By OLIN H. CLARK
' •{Eastern Story Editor, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer)

It's a tossup for first place between the gentleman In

Somalilabd and the lady in Oregon. \
He enclosed a postcardi^fi the kind college boys acquire

in the Rue Blondell and then worry the rest of the sum-
mer about how tough the customs
Officials could get in re the importa-
tion of pornography.

'

She enclosed a hand-written piece; :

to be used as the basis of a picture '

proving that VD in the Armed Serv*!

ices was due solely to Hnfair amaiteur

competition and if the boys would
only stick to professioiials neither

their mothers nor- their dhaplain*

need worry. She :made put a
. ^ood

case too and her ;aufhority was im-
peecalsle: she stated that she was the
"manager" of a long-established and
well-regarded "house'* on the out-

skirts of Portland. ,

That's the kind Of enclosure you never see on the screen

or read in the magazines. It's the end-product, so to

speak, of an editor's activities. Too bad that" you can't

see it, because oftentimes it's funnier than what passes

for entertainment in the mass me<iia.

Oh; yes; the gentleman in Somaliland offered the

^'feelthy peecture" in exchange for a few stills of our

stars. It could be that he regretted the deal since our

ladies wore a lot more clothes than his did. Or did he

write the wrong company?
Whenever the gods of our mailroom.come across a com-

munication addressed to the company rather than an

individual, whose contents fall into no known departmen-.
- tal classification, it is routed invariably to my desk.: From
which you could conclude that the Story Department is ;

a sort of humanized catch-all or even wastebasket.. But
along with the bores and cranks come a lot of laugh.s

.

I ^

Dusting the Attic
[

:

For example, there was the dear did lady who wrote
;

from the deepest and darkest southern state. She didn't
enclose anything for a: very good reason, but it got here
,iust the- same. The crate arrived shortly after her letter.

When opened there was disclosd what seemed to be the
entire contents of her attic. And it was a large attic. She
offered us all. the diaries and letters and snapshots and
memory books and pressed flowers of her family back to
Grampaw and even unto third-cousin-by-marriage Emmy
Lou; If; I'd started reading them then I'd still be reading
them now. The dear old lady had » good idea; She was
too busy with social affairs to read the family archives
but if I would undertake same and then write a scenario
based thereon she would not only split the proceeds but'

also guarantee that the picture would make "Gone With
The Wind" look like a quickie. It would have at that,

come to think about it.

Sometimes the endosed-plea.se-finders follow up per^
sonally. That's bad. Especially for my Girl Friday who
is much braver a.nd: more diplomatic than her boss'. She is

my shock-troops and disposes of nine-tenths of the eager
beavers. But every once in a While one getis past her.
Then I'm stuck.
One day an individual just came right in without an-

nouncing himself or even knocking. The first I s;iw of

him he was putting his coat on my table, his hat on my
desk and his, himself that is, in my chair. He talked out
ot one side of his mouth for five minutes and shifted to

the other side for another five minutes without dropping
a syllable. Turned out he was an ex-con who wanted to
sell his memoirs. (I'll never know why he didn't pick Fox
or Paramount or Warners; but MGM must have i^ome-
Ihing they haven't got.) All this time he kept his right
hand in his pocket where it .seemed to make an especially
large lump. As .soon as I got a chance to .say a word—
which was "no"—he pulled his hand out to pound on my
desk. The lump was still in his pocket and it was no
hand ia there. In fact, it bore a striking resemblance in
shape to a .45 automatic; all right, make it a .38. At that
point things got a bit blurred, but I remember opening
my desk drawer and displaying a large pair of shears, a
brass-edged ruler and a sharp letter opener, which mustv
have done the trick because when they brought me to
he had gone. It was np sale for him but he had a mighty

,
fine sales argument.

Never a Rejcetion Slip J
Most ot the customers are supreme optimists. They

practically never forget not tp enclose.,return postage,
which makes it pretty obvious that they do not expect
their stuff to.be returned, so why take a chance on wast-
ing stamps? It's an estimable attitude but hard on my
postage account.
The prime exhibit was the lady who wrote from a

hrench Provmce and enclosed seven, I said sevev, paper-
backed French novels, all with her byline. Her reque.st
was simple: I should a) read them; (2)' make English
synopses; (3) submit the books and my synopses to all

S!?.1lt
companies if, in its mistaken judgment.MGM didn t buy them; (4) failing any movie sale, which

was practically inconceivable, ship the books to a, pub-
isher of my choice in French Canada and arrange for
their publication up there. Nothing was said about ex-
penses or even a share of the loot. The books still repose

(Continued on page 54)
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DA Prez's Cynieal, Clinical

Closeup on Stale of the Biz

By GRADWELL L. SEARS
(President, United Artists Corp.)

colossus.

Grad Sears

I know now why .there is an

annual pre-Christmas slump in

the motion picture business. About

this time every year, any joker

who has ever

made mpre
than a buck-
and-a-half a

week feels
himself pecul-

iarly qualified

to tell all the

other jokers

what's wrong
with business.

Every body's

got ideas—and
time enough
to write them
out. ,v

. , . :
,

It those man-hours were ap-

plied to business, maybe our pain

would not be so deep. Maybe this

rash ol prophecy is necessary to

the season. I still like the duck

season better.

For myself, I don't know what's

wrong with picture business. If 1

did, I wouldn't publish it for free

in Variety; there are plenty of '>

buyers around. All I do know is,

as the poker-player says, "We can't

win for losing."

In the corset business or the

banana business or organized vice,

there's the same intense competi-

tion for the customer's money, But
somehow if any other business

finds itself under fire, the attack

becomes a unifying, a welding

foi:ce. The competitors may hate

Bach others' guts, but they'll join

in mutual protection against outside

•..attack;.

Now consider our racket: ,

Production says, "If those dam-
fools in the Sales Department had
any ability at all, we could bail out

the banks* Distributioo is sabotag-

ing us."

Distribution says, "If those
thieving exhibitors wouldn't insist

on keeping all the profit, maybe
we could pick up a dollar. They
steal the pictures. Then they steal

at the boxoffice. Otherwise how
could they all winter in Florida
and owii hotels and keep buying
more theatres.''

Exhibition says, "Hollywood isn't

making any more decent- pictures.

And when one does come along,

those high-binding salesmen right

away insist on 50%. We can't af-

ford it."

So the exhibitor organizations

pass resolutions condemning the
distributors and producers. The
distributing companies hold sales

meetings and cuss out the exhibi-
tors. And the producers sit in

Never-Never land, hating every-
body, ducking the bank and mak-
ing the best films they can. The
industry, as an industry, does
nothing. So what? ^

So maybe we've reached the
point where we must stop kicking
each other's brains out. Of course,
I'm no longer naive enough to be-
lieve that anything could be ac-
complished by an industry meeting
or a "public relations" plan. I've
sat in on that kind of meeting too
many times. They always wind up
in glowing tradcrpaper announce-
ments. And everyone goes back to
industrial flagellation.

There's a Vast 55% Domestic Market to Woo

Instead of Worrying About lost' Foreign B. O.

By LEONARD cH. COLDENSON
(Vice-President, Paramount Pictures)

a new medium of enter*
tainment which can be more things
to more men than movies can.
Video .

-
won't replace motion pic-

tures. It won't have to. If it only
takes away 20% or even 10% of
our present audience, it has dealt
a crippling,: albeit, unwittingj blow.

I ' don't recommend.- trying to
whip 'television. "If you can't whip
'em, jine .'em.'? There's a formula
somewhere for harnessing the two i

industries. Video is going to need
|

film, We're specialis.ts in making :

It. I£ we make the right kind of v

film for. video, there will still be ai
waiting market for our product in
theatres.

Television hurt' movies? It's

done so already. /Don't let anyone
kid you.

As' advertised, at this season, any
joker can tell any other joker
what's wrong with business. Only
tlie swwrt guy can tell you what
to do about it. You'll find that on
another page.

' To try to predict the couKe of
the motion picture industry iiKthe
New Yej^r is too hazardous a game
for me, so shortly after our na-
t i o n a 1 elec-

tions: which
proved . that
even the wisest
can; be wrong.
I'm confident
of 0 n l.y one
thing — that
the New Year
can be a great
New Year for
the m o ti o n
picture indus-.

try. It can be
a great New
Year it only we who are in the in-

dustry realize that it Is. time to

stop ' analyzing the Great Slump
and begin, to chart The ".Great
Offensive. It is time to shake off

the lethargy that we fell heir to

:

during good / old 1946 and . re-
examine—^ put to the test—'Our
Ions - standing assumptions, our
trade coiiiinandmenls.

Ijeonard H. Goldenson

i Of course, there are hurdles.

There always have been. There
always will. be. But there has
never been a period in the history

of motion picture exhibition when
we were better equipped to sur-

mount them. In our comparatively
new. industry we still have the pio-:

necrs Who had the vision, the fore-
sight and the acumen to bring our
industry through the successive
stages of the penny arcade, the
nickelodeon store show, the. silent

pictures, sound and Technicolor,
And to that solid foundation we
have added the finest younger
minds. What better combination
can there be to surmount any
hurdle? But all this talent mufst be
properly directed to surmounting
the hurdle rather than bickering
about who won the- last race.

If England is not going to be the
source of income it used to be^

must we" just sit back and feel

sorry for ourselves? Isn't the great
untapped audience in our own
backyard almost as large as the
entire population ot England? And

shouldn't we be devoting tlie great

;
talent in our industry to: tapping

I

that vast audience? Surely we all

agree that the motion picture pro<
vides the best entertainment in: the
world. Certainly it is the most
reasonable in price. : Why . not,
then, sell this—the best value in

the world^to the 55% of the :

{
people, who are not : buying it

I

rathei" than waste our energy bick- .

ering over who shall sell it to the
45% who are already buying.

' It was all very well and good,
when we could say that: run-

I ning a theatre was merely a mafc-

i ter ol "opening the door and get-

.

I ting out of the way of the stam-
1 pede." But now that that time has
passed, what are we doing to keep
up that stampede? What can we

i
do about "mechanizing" our thea-

I

tres, about improving our. theatres
' for our patrons' comforts, about
I
our public . relations, about having'
our theatres take their rightful
place in the communal life?. Thesfe
are the> probelms that raise a chal«
lenge to us.

There^s No Ceiling on Showmanship

No- matter what else happens in

our business, we are always sure
of one thing.

People are seeking entertain-

ment. Our job
is to give them
the best enter-

tainment: pos-
sible.

In the past:

few years a

decided tran-
sition in meth-
od of produc-
tion necessari-

ly took place,,

due mostly to
economic con-
ditions which

N. I. Blumberc

were neither created by us nor
which were controlled by us.

The time has arrived when the
motion picture industry must re-

appraise its position in relation to
these new conditions.

We all realize that pictures nov^
must be made at a cost commensu-
rate with present market condi-
tions, rurtheimore, these pictures
must have the benefit of all the
good and tried showmanship, par-
ticularly in their exhibition.

No longer, can the distributors

carry the advertising load. Exper;

I
Dated Distribution Methods?

|

Perhaps our distribution system
is out of date. It could be. The
tact that we have always distrib-
uted under oiir present system
doesn't make it right. Maybe we
don't need all our exchanges.
Maybe «ome facilities could be
combined; Maybe . we're carrying
top much of the exhibitor's right-
ful load. Maybe we're no longer
showmen. Maybe we've taken a
nickel-and-dime business too far
from the nickel-and-dime audience.
Maybe. Frankly, I don't know.
And maybe we'd better do some-

thing about Video besides watching
It. I've read the ostrich-like state-
ments of various exhibitor groups
that "Television will have no ef-
fect on the boxoffice." Maybe
these guys actually believe that
nonsense. I don't. I think that,
given enough of a headstart. tele-

:
vision will kick the living blazes
out of movies.

'.. To itiy mind, video is a todding

By N. J. BLUMBERG
.< President; Universal Pictures)

rience proves that the best adver-
tising results can ' b&. obtained at
the point of sale. *

V This means that exhibitors must
get back into: the: advertising and
exploitation business. :

It is evident that theatre opera-
tors can no longer just open the
doors and expect the crowds to
come in as they did during the lush
periods.

The pictures themselves are just

as good as always. What is lacking
is the proper spotlight for the pic-

tures.

The public's demand for good
pictures is greater than ever. The
success of "Hamlet" disproves the
theory that the public lacks the
feeling or taste for extraordinarily
good motion pictures.

The most gratifying experience
of the year is the hearty acclaim;
given to - this picture, and also the
substantial interest shown in it by
exhibitors who have the vision to-

know that this picture is a fine

public relations vehicle for the en-
tire industry.

I cite this point to prove that
showmanship is not confined to any
particular type of picture and. also,

to Indicate that ;if pictures are

giveti the specialized treatment
they deserve,: a market is readily

.

established.

: The day has passed when exhib-
itors can take the : point of view,
that there is such a thing as a "nat-
ural;" The day has arrived when
every picture must be analyzed and
appraised on the basis of its con-
tent, and it's up to the exhibitor to

get this information before the
public. .

To those who are : concerned
about various competitive forces,

such as Television as well as the
traditional competition to our busi-

I ness, let me say that the only way
I to meet this competition is to give

I

the public good entertainment ana
I to have the exhibitors create ihe

feeling that the picture house is

still the place where :me entire

family can have, the .most fun for
the least amount' of: money* .

The -exhibitor should make every
effort to institutionalize his theatre
as well as to" sell the specific at*

tractions.

If we all take off our coats and
I
roll up our sieves and get down to

1 hard work, so that we may take
1 pride in our accomplishments, 1949

I

should be a most healthy and pros-

I perous year for all of us.

These Are Prod. Problems

BETTY BUTTON

Production problems? Certainly
there are production problems.
The immediate loss of revenue
through the reduction of foreign
markets and rising costs made tre-.

mendous readjustments necessary.
[But our studios, too, are run by
I

skilled men who know how to meet
I

problems which arise, and I think
I that we can look to them to make
I

whatever adjustments, are >necos-
sary. They can and they will make

I pictures-^pictures as good and bet- .

j
ter than were ever made before-—

: at costs that will show them profits^

j

We, as exhibitors, need only bring
i in the grosses that we know are to

Ibe had. Even now, production
.staffs arc engaged in streamlining
I their operations; using every ad-
vanced technique to maintain qual-
ity and yet reduce costs. . But why
must we, as an industry,- herald

'

this readjustment, which we know
is so vitally; necessary, to the pub-
lic at large as a disintegration of
our industry. Does it help us as
an industry or, more immediately,
does it help our grosses to spread
the very false impression . that
movies are on the verge of becom- v

ing extinct? Why not tell the full

truth—^that we- have met our prob- -

I lems and are conquering them?

: I Harness Television for Theatres
|

j
Television? Do you . remember

1 the day "they said" the talkies pre-

i

sented insurmountable hurdles?
And that "color" was impractical?

! And then "they said" the radio was

I

really the end. In spite of our
I fears and our frights and our wail-
ing-in-public, it took each one of :

these progressions to get us where
we are today. We, at Paramount,
firmly believe that television is just
another fine, strong peg in tlie .

structure of entertainment of
which the motion: picture theatre

'

is an integral part. Let us use: tel-

evision for our purposes in the
home. Let us use television to

make the attractions to our thea* :

tres even more attractive. The.
audience at the New York Par-
amount theatre, seeing the Louis-
Walcott fight on full screen tele-

vision, had an experience not a
member of that audience will ever
forget. It was a greater experience
than if they had seen the fight tele-

vised in their homes, even a great-
er experience than if thev had seen
the fight at Yankee Stadium.

We are passing through an era
of turmoil. It takes work, and
pain, and heartache to survive tur-

moil. But turmoil means change,
and out of change comes progress,
if only there is the will to go for-

ward. Many have been predicting
disaster for our industry—but we
know that forecasts can be ;so very;

wrong. We have no'right to be so
stridently sure that our future is a
declining one. I, for one. will have
no more of that not-even-defensive,

beaten attitude. It's easier, more
I fun and more effecjtive and makes
more sense to fight offensively. We

;

have moaned in public until we.
have invited loss of respect and
trust in our business and product.
We need an offensive front, one.we
believe in, abide by, and rely on.

That happy solution is ours if W*
fight for it.
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On.?.ly Way to The White Hoose

By GEORGE JESSEL

'.Geoiree JeiSscI

jTollywood,

When you get to be f^jf^

^.irth^^^^^^^^^^

Years are not such things that you get very
^gar

or run to take an ad
7. Jonally have ducked

parUes are --^^h^J^Vhe Te'^S^ th^^

fir hachelor: So at a New Year s, party

fbachetor alone must eventually get

himself into trouble/ And what fol-

lovvs is that some married woman with

aTnoot full will go J?/.; ^jL^,
°

hte^wne overfricndly. Ihis rgenp^allyS up with the sinall bachelor

setting a bust in the nose. ^..^^

If this inddent does not o^cur,^ms,
next is the sitting in th* corper^wm

a couple Of men. also on in years

about a half hour after "Auld Lang

iiartv rinps not enter your mind at all. inereiore n »!> "»

Sabit at the" New Year to think about the show business

-the onlv busfness 1 have ever known or been connected

with in my lifetime, dating back from 1910 to this year

•V^he"gentle*EngUsh poet A. E. Houseman has written:

' And if when men think

by yifs and starts

Th.ev fosten their hands

oro«Tid their hearts.

And I write:

When I think of the rhanoes

in the shoio bti.sineSs

I shake my head because of

the dizziness. •

In 1910 I sang at the Imperial Theatre on 11 6tii Street

in New York, t was the bass singer ot the Imperial Trio

—Leonard, Lawrence & McKinley. I was McKmley, Leon-

ard is now the agent Jack Wiener and Lav\rence was and

is according to last reports, Walter Winchell The Im-

pcrial Theatre, in which my mother sold the tickets m the

boxoffice,- had three acts of vaudeville, a one-reeler and

a two-refler, and songs with illustrated slides sung by us

—Wiener, Winchell and Jessel. We got $15 for the three

—P5 apiece. And after I gave $2 to my grandmother and

bought night lunch for ray grandmother and my mother,

I had $1.35 left over.

French With An Accent

There wais also every once in awhile a talking picture.

These consisted of two actors behind the ?creen, with

props, throwing words that supposedly the silent actors

were saying, this usually happened with a Max Linder

French comedy , and was very interesting in this section

of the city because the actors on the screen were pan-

tomiming and no doubt speaking aloud in French and

behind the scenes the live actors were a man and wife

rei^ruited from Thomashefsky's Theatre on the East Side.
:.

In 1912 Eddie Cantor, Truly Shattuck and I made actual

talking picture tests for Thomas A. Edison and I will;

never forget the fir.st showing of this ' reel at Proctor's

Fifth Avenue Theatre, N. Y. Something-liappened to the-^

machine and instead of us talking at the same time we
were saying the words on the screen, the machine went
completely berserk and cleaned the fellow's hat in the
balcony. I was paid $25 for this day's work and after some
expenses and some money I gave my grandmother, I had
left over about $1.35.

• From then on show business sort of stayed the same
lor a couple of years. Vaudeville got better and much
more high class when the Palace was built and soon there
wasn't enough room tor both the Palace and Hammer-
stem's and so that great theatre closed. Then came the
picture theatres—first with the grand organ, then the con^
cert orchestra and then finally with the big stage show
which,' because of the great seating capacity, they could
afford. The sound system, of course, was in its early stage

development, but that did not worry anybody. I recall
playing at the N. Y. Hippodrome* and the Hippodrome in
Cleveland, both massive theatres, with no sound equip-
ment and there never, was any thought that I . could not
l?e heardi But nowadays we have to have the microphone
for everything. For even the smallest, littlest room. Even
at Home in the morning when a fellow goes to the ]bath-
rpom, if he wants to call to his wile about breakfast, he
has to take the mike with him. Only the other day I heard
a fellow complaining. He has an AC mike and a DC
bathroom. It's very difficult for him.

-vnd so I was one of the first of, shall we say, the big
actors to play in the motion picture theatres. By this
time through the medium of "The Jazz Singer" and many
other appearances I ^^as able to command a large salary
At the N.. Y. Paramount theatte I received $4,000 a week"
After taking care of my first wife, my second wife and
some other obligations I had left over about $1.35.

-.1 .:';Came.Radio
I

'Then the radio came—a whole new business that the
k public had nothing to do with whatsoever. If the client
^ikcd you it was okay because suddenly the client who mavhevcr have been m a theatre in all his life, fascinatedjby the magic of hearing his name over the air waves—''Pullman Pretzels proudly presenls"-became the lastword on what you did on his hall hour. Only a fevv ofus succeeded in overcoming the =;ponsor trouble ManVgreat artists who never had a chance on the radio mustb ame the surveys for not getUng their right opportunitvThose surveys (only lately brought to light in the a,tPresidential eIocUon)-oh these surveys with their remarkable ..systems of determining wliat the American pub-lic was listening to. They made one phone call in Mass-achusetts, two in Newark, and one in Honolulu In th-.tway It was determined what tlie fr How in RuibbernoseKansas, was listening to. If t^^o out of these three r .1 kwere listening to anything, or if they did not have a ra io

''"y one-that gave certain pro-grams 461 s points.
However, I stayed on the air one.full year and at quite

(Continiiecl on page 54).

GENTLEMEN OF DEPRESS
By JACK BENNY

Hollywood.

For the past several years I've noOced a growing tend-

ency on the part of radio editors to gang up on the radio

comedians and accuse them of using the samejto^e

humor year after year. The main targets for tTxeSeVer-
liumor year a

^^^^^ ^^^^^ Bennys, Ber-

( gens, Cantors, the you-should-excuse-

the-expression. Aliens, and the rest of

the ranking rib-ticWferSi . .
v;^-

Invariably the reviewers admit that

the top Comedians have top comedy
shows, and almost alw:ays :feaye funny ,

programs. Their beef steins iron* the

fact that the programs always use the

same characters and; situations,

"Well," as the disk jockey said as

he sat before his turntable, "let'is look

. at the records."

The battle cry of the "Let's Save
Jack Beimy Radio" critics seems to be, "The lis-

teners want a change." But do they? How many newcom-

ers are there in Hooper's Golden First 15 today who
^

weren't there a year ago—or two years ago—or 10 years

ago? Very few, if any.

Amos 'n' Andy were public favorites in 1929. They still

are today. Eddie Cantor, Al Jolson, Fred Allen, Burns &
Allen; etc., have all ranked high in the Hoopers for over

a dozen years, and will continue to do so as long as they

dish the dialers the brand of radi<) entertainment they've,

handed out in the past.

Now for the critics who want the radio raconteurs to

change their style of comedy so that the listeners will get

a "welcome change." Most comics have spent many years,

pertecting their individual comedy styles, and would be

completely lost without them.

Burns & Allen's mixed marital problems reap a bo-

nanza of boffs, and so do Amos 'n' Andy's blackfaced

buffoonery. Would the critics have George and Gracie

darken their dialog and A & A jump into domestic

comedy? .

>;.

Bob Hope has a pace and brashness I envy. But 1

know that I'd be floundering in "flop-sweat''- if I tried

Bob's delivery. But I do flatter myself into thinking Hope
can't get as much out of a "Weill!!" as I do.

Now let us take my own show as an example, r (This

example can now be.heard on CBS at the usual time.)

It took 17 years to develop the characters on my show.

They're as good as my writers and I can make them. Each
week we've tried to inject a new situation, idea, or char-

acter into our script, and filling 20 pages a week for 39

weeks isn't easy.

So ,what happens? A reviewer comes alongv says the

show was great, the audience loved it, the script was
hilarious.' ; . . BUT ... I was the same, stingy, toupee-

topped, faulty fiddler; Mary was still snippy; Phil con-

tinued as a fugitive from Alcoholics Anonymous;
;
Dennis

was still silly; Don continued to be fat; and Rochester

was the same sassy hutlef he alway^was.

Now, I've been reading this reviewer's column for many
years, and it's a darn good column. But every week, every

year, this columnist's style of writing is always the same.
Never changes. Always verbs, pronouns and adjectives.

Why doesn't he get some new things?

CM CridL Whiz on Show Biz <)uiz

«y ARTHUR KOBER:

(With ofto\o{)ies to FronJc SiiUiwon

Reshuffle 'Variety'?

"Variety, the Bible ot Sh'ow Business, is radio's severest -

critic. It has a staff" of radio critics who are too numerous
and too powerful to mention. They often suggest there
be changes in the styles and formats of the radio pro^
grams. .

Well, let's look at Vabiety. Let's see what made it the
Bible oi Show Business: A style that hasn't changed in
the 43 years VAniETY has been in existence. A stylized

type of writing, brief and biting, that has become part of
the English language.

-

What would happen if Variety changed styles? Would
their reviews be written verbosely? Would I find vaude-
ville news in the Literati section? Would- Radio be printed

:

under the heading of Legit? . Would movie reviews be
printed in the Obituary section? (This happened once,
but I don't want to talk about "The Horn Blows At Mid-
night" any more.)

And one more thing. Radio critics scream, "Why don't
the comics stop already with program about ThanksgiV"
ing; Christmas, etc.? The air is filled with them at these
times of the year."

. The critics are right/ 1, like every other comic, do a
Thanksgiving show: and Christnias show. What would
they have: me do on Christmas? Set off skyrockets and
roman candles Mid have Phil wish me a Happy 4th of July?
(Say, come to think of: it, Dennis could, wish me a Happy
4th of July on Christmas and get a laugh with it. Not
much of a laugh, but it will show the critics I'm on my

••toes.) •

.

Do the critics want the comics to tell World Series jokes
on the day the Rose Bowl game is being played? Shall we
do Easter Egg programs on Ground Hog Day? Writers,
who have a tough enough time getting subject material,
look forward to these special days and events. It gives
them something they can only tackle once a year. To
deprive the writers of this boon would be to add insult
"to their ulcers.

And finally for the subject of opening programs. The
one that 99% of the reviewers review. The first show of
the season is the toughest to write.' For the other 38, the
calendar allows only seven days between shows. But the
first of the season is usually started, two to three weeks
ahead of time. With so much extra time, why do the
comics all do the same thing—talk about what they did
on their vacations? Well, let me ask you something. If
you worked with someone closely and then separated for
the entire summer, what would be the first thing you'd
ask him when you saw him again? Would you ask him
wliat he had for lunch Wednesday? What he thought of
the Gallup Poll? How he liked J;me Russell in "The Ouf.^
law"? Or what he did

.
on his vacation? I know that's

(he fli-.st
.
question 1 ask my radio associates in real life-^

and i try to keep my show as true to life as possible.

Television is with us now, and I'm waitihg for some
reviewer to say, "It was an enjoyable videO jshOw, but
darn ilj always the same old faces/'

ond, perhop*. to Variety.)

Q Mr. Sullivan, you are, are you not, the creator of

Mr Arbuthnot, the cliche expert whose testimony has

so frequently appeared in the pages of The New Yorker?

A Yes, Mr. Arbuthnot is my stooge. He s the Charlie

McCarthy to my Edgar Bergen. In the

slanguage of Variety he whanjs

across a carload of ,corn thats strlx

from Dix.
'

Q. By Variety you mean the
,

showman's Bible?
, ^ .

A. Right. It's the sheet that had
that sock head: "HIX NIX EJXT'

Q. Your knowledge of the jargon

would indicate^ an association with

the theatre—pardon me—with show
|

biz. Is that true? „ , v
A. So far you're solid with Sul.>^

I Qwn a piece of the legits launched y Arthur Kober
by vet showmen, Crouse & Lindsay.

"~
Q. They are—are they not—part owners of the Hud-

soil theatre, that showcase on 44th street that was closed

for a while?
A. In the jive of the showshops, a theatre is never

closed: it is shuttered, and usually for a facelift.

Q. Tell me, Mr. Sullivan, have you bankrolled any cur-

rent legit?

A. I own a slice of "Life With Mother," the foUowup
on "Pa."

Q. Can you tell us something about this click?

A. Gladly. This legit was brainchUded by Russel

Crouse and Howard Lindsay.
- Q. Aren't they two auths whose spesh is abdominal

. glee?
A. Correct. Well, after the prelim kickoff in the stix

which was sparked by rdve reviews, it bowed in at the

Empire and because of the terrif thesping of Dorothy
Stickney and mate, it rated sock mitt: action from the:

; fancy preem clients.

Q. And what about the crix?

A. They all gave it the nod sans a single pan.

Q. And hasn't it since played to boff b.o. with a hefty

take in the till?

A. Oh, yes. There's been plenty of bloom on~that b.o.

heather.

Q. Now suppose the aisle-sitters had axed it, and snp«

pose the cash customers had donned mittens, then what?
A. The show would have folded, leaving the chumps

who angeled it plenty in the red with the brokers wailing

on each other's lapels.

Q. Mr. Sullivan, can you tell us what happens when a 1

thesper garners rave reviews on B'way?,
'

A. He gets a nudge from H'wood.
Q. You mean, there is a powwow with a maje pic rep.

A. Correct. After a huddle over terms, he is inked to

a pact, ankles the show, and you next see him spotted in

Variety under "N. Y. to L. A."
Q. And then?
A. He becomes a filmstar who is seen in mellers, who-

dunits and sobbers.

:. : Q. He could be in a pic with a comedic note in which
he rates yocks due to his zany antics.

A. Oh, ye.s. But if he skids, then he's lagged by the
B-keepers and is spotted in oaters and clifThangers.

Q. What if he's another Paul Muni? :

A. Then he rates the name role in biopix. If these
- items are real wall-smashers, he is signatured to a new

' deal With, a hike in the upcoming semester.;':

j

. Q. And if the thesper is a femme star ^with a: classy
: set of pipes?

A. Then she is tapped to do the chirping, in a high-
budgeted filmusical. Usually a tinter.

Q. And where are these tunefilms released?
A. In the firstrun spots in the keys.' Then in the

hinterland. .

Q. You mean, the nabes?
A. That's right.

' Q. .Assuming that in the initial teeoif the pic is a surer
fire grosser, what happens next?

A. If the b.o. is standout, solid, sizzling and sultry, it^
becomes an h.o. and plays additional stanzas.

Q. In other words, it depends on the take. If it Is

lofty, lusty, robu.st and rousing, there are continued ,

rounds. Right?
AT Precisely. If the fees are neat, trim, hefty and

plush, the pic stays on indef until it is hypoed into &: final

session.' :-

Q. Which is called?

A. The blowoff.

Q. But what if the tariff is thin, the admish limping,
the returns n.s.h., and biz does a dive?

A. Then it's murder, Jackson, with the exhibs crying
the blues! Right now the lull is clipping -pic biz with the
grosses in the low register. The lots are axing wholesale
with a couple studios shuttered.
, 'Qi . How do you account for the. b.o. downbeat?
A. Too much conipetish from . the giveaway gimmicks.

The radio-dialers are home/ hugging the hearthstone.
Q. But I thought the webs, too, were feeling the slougli

in. biz. ,

A. And so they are. Plenty : of slots are on the cuff

due to, bent bankrolls. Some frames "Just can't wrap ui)

a:'deal. :

/ Q.' ^No ante?' ,

A. Exactly. One ciggie outfit just nixed a deal for
new crossboard daytime strip Vyith largest indie skein.
The network prexies, veepees and execs are in hassles,;

tearing their Westmores as they mull projects, with serious
reshuffling indicated.

Q. Do you think television—

?

A. Tele-WHAT ! I !

Q. I beg your pardon. Do you think video has any-
thing to do with the slump? ,

'

A. Could be. But even in teevee the red ink is heavy
with the loot light.

Q. Aren't there any packages permanently berthed in

slot?

A. A few, but many are strictly cuffo.
Q. -Waiting for what?,
A. To snare a sponsor. So 'far the video nicHeT ai*

crammed with corn.
Q. Then how do you rate Toscanini who got off to a

;
.. (Continued on page 54) '.
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The Picture Business Must Mpt For the Amus.

DoUar On Its Merits Once A^ain, As ItHas

In1he Past - And UsuaDy SuccessfuDy
By NED E. DEPINET

(President, Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp.)

Politicians, professors and cor-

poration presidents may be ponti-

fical and emit profundities like a

Texas well spouts oil. They may
have on the
tip of their
1 0 h g U e s tile

One :tr u e ant
sWer to all the
problems ' that
torment the
world: or
plague t .h^e i r

particular
cornet of- it- I

haven't. I do
It n 0 w, U <j w-
ever, that the
motion pictureNed pepln^t

Industry isn't suffering from any

one major malady. It hasn't lost its

sight or its voice and its financial

back' isn't broken. It's just dislo-

cated. It isn't ready for the last

rites, the embalmer, the black hack

and a dirge. It is, though, suiter
' ills anc

^ _ and

,

soine from being hit ' on the head
| j

with bricks when the house of feTr

ship in the theatre became almost
obsolete, an atrophied and useless
organ in the opinion of many, ex-
hibitors who told their house man-
agers, "Open the dooys and jump
out of the. way so. you don't get Tun
over by the crowds."
. As both optimism and pessimism
are contagious, it is only natural
that much of this philosophy
should find its way to, and take
root, in Hollywood. Scarcities in
materials and manpower sent 'pro-'

duction costs soaring, extravagant-
cies were acquired, as they are by
all industries and individuals in
fruitful times. Excess weight re-

result in suicidal malnutrition of
the industry and public revolt. The
motion , picture is still a creature
of the artistic imagination of men
that defies slide rules and produc-
tion line techniques. The gap be-
t'ween success and failure is but a
hair's breadth, just as the touch of
the chisel and mallet in the sculp-
tor's hands can turn a block of
marble into a masterpiece or an
atrocity.

'

The motion picture is, and al-

ways has been, in competition for
the diversion hour and entertain-
ment dollar,, whether these rivals

be reading, radio or romancing, gin
placed hard muscle—and many of rummy or television, books or base
our Critics say fat grew iij two
places, the belly ahd the brain.

In the ;past yeat or; so the iniJus-
try has taken stock gf itself, lots

of the/vt'eiglit caUse^ by eating too
freely has been taken oft by com-
mon sense / dieting and 1 think we

I

are in better physical and financial
...

ing from a thousand ills and i
shape to battle with the problems I gUtYerlng toys ito b^^

bruises, many self-inflicted, ^and I
of 1949.

1 game money.

Actually, the national boxoftice is

1948 the Year of 'Transformation;'

Biz Gears to Domestic Marl(et

By HERBERT J. YATES
{President, jRepublic Picture^l

,

ball, alcohol or automobilesjToi^ any
of the thousand other claimants to
the leisure time and excess dollars
of the people. You can't legislate

|

desire; in people,, it can only be
nurtured and sold. You can't make
them buy dull , or cheap: ,movies
when there are-so many, bright and

Some '48 Memories
"Nature Boy." Toni and Air*

wick gags. Petrillo. The New-^
Look. Capital gains. . Pump!-
kin papers. Calvert switch
jokes. Bill Paley and MCA.
Winchell and Kaiser-Frazer.
"'Communism" in Hollywood.;
Divorcement. Howard Hughes
and RKO. "Citizen of the
World" Garry Davis. Dixie-
crats. Bobo and Winthrop
Rockefeller. ''The contemptu- .

oua 10." Rita and Aly. Lana
and' Topping. L. B. and Lo-
renav Orson Welles. Hollywood .

Rover Boys on the Riviera.
Television. ;LP records; Be-
bop. Hollywood bad boys. Billy ,

;RQse and Moss 'Hart. Boyer,
sans toupee.

Pre.suiant Truman reelected.

Herbert J. .Yates

Problem Not Hollywood's 100%

eign markets crumbled. One ^na-

jor operation isn't indicated, as the

doctors say, but 'rather it needs

many pills, potions and plasters, of

.common sense and good merehanT
dising, which, in our business, we
call showmanship, .'

However; anyone who thinks the stiir pretty healthy. In many eases
problem is entirely Hollywood's is

badly mistaken. Any Utopian who
dreams of cheap pictures and high
boxoffice returns is simply delud-
ing himself into the hands of the
sheriff and the bankruptcy courts.
Motion pictures can never go back-

That the patient is still able to
i wards and survive. They have al

sit up' and take nourishment is

demonstrated by the amazing suc-

cess of "Joan of Arc." Here is a

picture produced at perhaps the

it is still getting its normal, or al
most normal, expectation on pic-

tures designed and produced at a
cost intended for a world market.
In reality this is a case of living off

someone's fat. The^ big. question is,

would .the boxoffice be as healthy
if it were doing business with pic-

^ 1948 will go down in motion plc^
ture history as the year of "trans-
formation." The American motioa,-
picture business, sincd its ince^
tion, designed

""

its product for
world markets.
When s o u n d
became a realf
ity the' Ameri-
can motion
picture w a s

quick to weld
this great new
medium of en^
tertainment to

the silent film-

Quality talk-

ing pictures J

began to roll out of th^ Hollywood
studios "Which were the wonder of

the entertainment world. With the

world market at our command, the

cost control of pictures became
taboo conversation. : We forgot,;

however, that the motion picture

;

business on a worldwide scale is

tied up to political and economic :

Conditions, even mote so that many
other industries. In 1948 the del-

uge of restrictions against American
product hit hard. Great Brltain:s

currency restraints and new quota

were body blows. Insttiad of less:

restrictions in 1949, in foreign mar-
kets, possibly there will be more.
No doubt the few countries which
haven't imposed some sort of road
block on-American product will do
so. Whatever, we get from here on-
out of our former productive for--

ways: gone forward, and must, to
|

tures cut down in size and cost to
compete for the entertainment

j

the present market? I doubt it. ,

dollar. One basic thing that all of [The answer, I think, lies; in the I

Mulvey, Goldwyn

Decry Distribs

'Stranglehold'

By JAMES A. MULVEY
(Pres., Samuel Goldtoj/n Pictures)

All of us who say we love good
'|

ygn"ma7ketrwrwiU W^^^^^
pictures make a mistake when we I f ,

separate a devotion to better pic-

1

tures from the practical considera-

1

us must remember is that the mo-
greatest negative cost ever, giving ition picture, regardless of how we
definite signs of turning into one
of the largest grossers in his-

tory. In a receding market, the
American movie know-how. ha,s-

turned out a boxoffice picture, and
the producer's courage and daring
has lit a lamp of confidence in the

would like to think so, is not a
necessity. -It is bought only be-
cause it is desirable.

Erzatz " can be substituted.; for
meat and wool and brick houses
when necessity dictates; because
there is no other recourse, but for

joint effiorts\of .producer .and ex-
hibitor, the former to reduce waste
'and cut costs without deterring

tions of making and showing them,
They are part of the same thing,

I think it is wrong to give lip

service to th': argument that we

dark halls of our industry. There I things Of the mind and the emo-
are other encouraging signs/ Many
pictures from the various; studios
are- doing excellent business and
there are indications that the pub-
lic is regaining its belief that mo-

tions there is always a iree mar-
ket. The producing branch of our
business can whittle costs, elimin-
ate extravagance, tighten its belt

' and work like heU for its own salva-

progress, the latter through his ef- need better pictures, that belter
forts to maintain a high boxoffice pictures must be made, and at the
level. In the margin between there

I

same time, deny to the producers
may be profit for both, or there Ljf better pictures the free market
may be need for a different, dm-

| to ^hich they are entitled. It has
sion of the boxoffice dollar. It is

, always been a mistake, an inequity,
self evident that one cannot pros-

;
lo place arbitrary limits and re-

per at the other's expense; the pro-
j
strictions in terms, in playing time,

ducwon cow cant be starved and !„ advertising arrangements and

tion pictures are good entertain- i tion, but the margin of savings be-
ment even after the kicking the in^ . tween sensible economy and current
dustry took from its critics (many

|
costs it not great enough to carry

of whom make their living from it) jt.ie load alone; Exhibitor lethargy or
when it was _on its knees, punch refusal to face the facts cannot but

i

drunk from; domestic maulings and
'

foreign beatings.

: Jn my opinion the industry is get-
ting its second wind after the jolt

of the crumbling foreign market
and the diminishing domestic box-
office. That this business was
caught with its costs up was not
surprising^ It, Ukc all industry, was
in. the inflationary spiral, but to
lind itself with the necessity of
liquidating its most expensive in-
ventory in a declining market was
serious. ,

still give milk.
In many ways the motion, picture

theatre, in the lush days, got, away
as a local and prideful institution

from both the people and the own-
ers. It depended on the migratory
crowds and the new crop of young

(Continued on page 247)

participations,, for quality enter-

tainment on the .argument that pic-

tures, good, and bad, have to aver-
age out; and that the good ones
have to support the poor ones.- .

The major exhibition monopolies
are in conflicting and contradictory

(Continued on page 58)

It is politically fashionable in

most countries to belabor and cas-

tigate American pictures, to silence :

the masses who plead for them. It

will take years to recapture- a siz-

able portion of our world markets
—if we ever do. The effect on
Hollywood has been cataclysmic.

Retrenchment and ecor omy drives

are one thing; but trying to make
quality pictures that wiU hold and
sustain the interest of our domestic
customers for one-third to one-half;

of our former budgets is going to

be a task that will tax the most
capable' ' producers and.- economy^
minded creators.

Set That Nut Down 1

I
Where the Film Biz Differs

|

Most industries manufacture sep-
arate units of the same article,

aufompbiles for instance, and in-
.J^entory. can be controlled, supply
geared to demand. But the motion
picl-ure industry makes but one
unit of its article—a motion picture
--and. its eggs are all in one basket.
When that single article, represent-
ing qnywhere from $500,000 to $5,-
000,000, and made to. meet the de-
mands of a lush domestic and a
hegltliy foreign market, finds a
quarter or more of its anticipated
revenue cut off suddenly, is there
any wonder there was temporally
panic and frantic search for a life
preserver? .

'

In this period of panic and self
analysis, the producing and distrib-

1

uting branches of the industry took
inventory of itself, sought out the
weak and flabby portions of its
anatomy. In wartime, when there
were few hard things that a dollar
could buy, and there were a lot of
dollars in pockets unaccustomed to
their company; motion pictures
•found themselves in the tempo-
farily happy position of being less
m competition for the dollar than
ever in its history. This, plus the
fact that mass migration was taking
Place all over the country with mil-
lions of people uprooted and tran-
sient and seeking diversion, filled
theattes from early . morning to
inidnight and after; America; was
vfopking around the clock and going
to shows the same way. Salesman-

GEORGE SIDNEY
One of Hollywood's leading directors, whose latest release, "Hie Three Musketeers,"
Is breaking boxroffice records aU over the country, is now preparing ''Stoirm Over
Vienna" for Metro-GoIdwyn-lVIayer. where he is under contract.

Labor, Management and Artist*

must get together on a new re-

duced cost pattern for American

pictures if we are to ride out the

storm. At present it is almost im-

possible to produce a picture and

earn a reasonable return on its in-

vestment, no matter how careful

and frugal the producer is with his

budget. It is obvious that, what
happen» to the domestic market in

1949 will^begin to shape our future

destiny. The Exhibitors must work
now with equal vigor to increase

gross receipts, the same- as the

Companies must work to cut cost

of production and retain quality.

Many words have, been written

about the effect of Television on

motion picture theatres. It would-

be unrealistic to deny it doesn't'

offer the biggest potential compe-
tition the indu.stry has ever had to

face. Television's lack of all-

around, interesting family pro-

grams at the moment is only tem-;
porary. The public is willing to

pa.v tor better television entertain--

ment, and the manufacturers will,

find a way to buy or produce what
the public demands. Television's
growth and the analysesi of its ef-

fect on motion picture theattes and
the industry should be under; care-
ful scrutiny at all times.

I am a bom optimist. I have the
greatest confidence that' we of the
motion picture business have the
ability and courage to get our
house in order and successfully ac-

complish; the job that lies directly

ahead of us. I hope for a good-
year in 1949, because I believe we

;

have more brains and talent for .

making and merchandising motion
picture entertainment than the

'

rest of the world combined. While
1949 will present new difficulties,

they will not be as vexing as 1948.

We have gained invaluable experir

ence that 1 believe will guide us to
a more constructive future.
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LAST VISIT WITH ERNIE;

AND A VISIT WITH DENISE

W. A. S. DOUGLAS

W. ' A. S. Douglas

iFrom two as yet unused pages in my World

War II notebooks.)
ERNIE

. I came into American Army
J'^fi^gf/'^x'hVLu""^

Ann on a glorious September morning oi
;"*t„„s

and there were a
^'ugh't a? firsfth°at General of the

Army Eisenhower or Gen. Patton had

taken a runover froro :France--'l)ut

hat had been the the|pys ^y^^
have been iin the other side of Grps-

:

"TpusS my way through^and Into

the postoffice room wliere Sgt. San-

ders was piling up boxes and ^pacit-

aees a few of them in fair conditiori,

h^st of them brokeni ilifr conteiits t»f

some in plain view-cigars,^ cigar^ts,

candy-and held together; by tWine.

Among so much, I thought to myself,

there might- be something for me

Kpt Sanders peering over the top of the piled Utter, said

Sf thit all ofC were for Ernie Pyle. And so 1 earned

thV"tL 1 ttle feUa'^-as so many G. I.s got to calling him

-had arrWed that- morning from the front on his way

'"'•'^AU this stuff." explained the sergeant, "has been routed

back from Paris"
he boys o

"Yes," grinned the sergeant.

*''Erni'e always got lots of packages; if he was inaccessible

for a while close to the battles, his bundles would pile up

ttll sometrmes there would be enough stufE to start a pos^^.

f.xchanee In the davs before the liberation of Paris, Sgt.

leterson a tall Norwegian from the University of Mmne-

sota had charge of our mail in London. Peterson would

atays open a package of Ernie's cigars.- cigarets or candy

if a correspondent was short and norrejief Was in sight
,

from the Post Exchange. ,j i.„„At^i,
"He told me to do it," Peterson would say, handing

over a fistful of Ernie's luxuries. Sgt. Sanders, succeeding

the Norwegian, never got those orders; Ernie was too busy

on the far shore. So the stuff piled up Ernie got more

narkaees than any 20 other correspondents lumped to-

Ser; people rekd his stories and figured rightly that

what was sent would have fine distribution.

Pretty soon "the little fella" came in, and I was sur-

prised over how frail and worn he looked as compared

with the last time I had seen him—which had been on D-

Dav three months before; it seemed as though, h? had put

on 10 years in 90 davs. He reminded me more than ever

of O O. Mclntyre who Was many years his senior when he

passed away; peas of a pod, Ernie and Odd—two country

boys, born with the gift of writing beautifully and simply.

Odd brought the big city to the homefolks. Ernie had a

larger canvas; he wrote of the farms and the crossroads,

the villages and the hamlets>— till the people of those .

places went to war. And then, of 'coiurse, he had to fol-

low them. -
X, i 1 J

The G. I.s crowded round Ernie in the hall of that old

house, slapping his shoulders, shaking both, his hands. It

was an ovation such as I have npvor seen any other news-
;

paperman receive from either soldiers or civilians. The

packages were brought out, broken open, the contents

distributed, and about an hour later Ernie and 1 walked
.

out into the sunlit square; -he had kept only two bundles

out of 20-od'd—presents fronfi .his own relatives.

The alert had been on all morning. Two robot bonibs

had fallen on London inside the lost hour while Ernie had

been passing' out his cigars, Gigarets and candy. And as

we leaned tin the railing of Grosvenor Square Garden a

third V-I putt-putted to a roar, passed directly over our

heads, came down about half a mile away. We felt the

. impact. 'i

"Automatic war," sdd Ernie. , "The most cruel, most
contemptibly brutal thing ever devised by man, 'I'm

through and I'm going Jiome. I can't take any more. I'm

lucky I can step- out all of a piece." -
'

i (We had njot as yet got round to the atom bomb.)

The ambulances and fire engines came roaring by to at-

tend to the slaughter, to put out the blazing lurnace.
,

"I lee! like I'm running out," whispered Ernie. "From
the battles, the robots, from the boys. But I've taken

. «U I can take."

That was the last time I saw him and I had more than
: 20 years of knowing him.

He must have known, inside himselfv that he couldn't

stay away; even though he knew that the beckoning finger

meant the end—this side of heaven. .

DENISE
"Visilors to the . Moulin Rouge in the 'Paris of before

World War II will remember Denise. She led the can-can
which you might call the cup of coffee; which brought a
satisfying end to the first half of the revue, Almo.st always

. there has been a can-can at the ;Mbulin Eouge from away
back when the berufflcd high jinks first came into fashion
in grandfather's heyday.
We stopped off in Cartaret,- on the western side of the

Cherbourg peninsula, la wa.sh; the dust of battle ruins out
•of our mouths and entered a tmy cstamineti the owner, of
which had run out of calvados and had, in, some extraor-
dinary fashion, secured in-stead a bountiful supply of

1 southern white mule just a trifle higher' in octane than the
' Carolina variety. The first' two aperitifs of thi& poison'

sort of leave you feeling that there, is no top to your head
and if you have any sense left you switch to, hard cider.

.

Denise glided over to us and said she had noticed Bob
Casey and I were war correspondents and wouldn't we like

to know what the invasion had'done to her?

We> said we would and- we ordered her a slug of ' thi.s

White mule and said go ahead ,and tell us how you happen
to be in a Matiche (Cherbourg -Peninsula) hole-in-the-wall

jWhen, obviously, the Germtins, who adore the can^can,

'should be hailing your lovely legs at the old Moulin Rouge,
Denise replied that the conclusion was very correct and

that the sales (dirty) Bociies did indeed think so highly of
, her underpinning that for purposes of Na/,i morale^which,
she added, was far from what it used to be—she and her
ttenclant danseujses had been ordered into a series of

three and four-night-stands in ^hat passes m EngU

l%Tl^!XcXAe%,s) of the occupied Me,
^Tnd had been caught in the invasion which had started

•"^Ah'vef the'"beautiful Denise had had her troubles.

There h'ad been a demoralisation among les cochons of the

most exquisite, you will believe me, messieurs. And in

Tav ng their own^^hides they had come to not give a whoop

fnr thP beautiful hide of Denise and she and her dans-

iuses had slKd out of town and had walked and hitch-

E_mostly walked-down the west shore of the penin-

sula WhHe les hrwes Amcricatns had been pushing up the

eastern shore- aid so they had come to Cartaret where

afl was quiet where everything was rationed, where

Pari^ennes were not of the people, no matter how famous

rhey mrght bTin the capital and even In the other capitals

of thiT world. To make a long story short Den^^ ^as what

a G I Joe would call empty-and then some. What to do.^

"felrunder' I*: colons a>at artiste had been per-

milted some privileges. Denise had «d her ap^^^^^^^

ment in the Etoile quarter, had been permitted a nurse ,

Tr her little boy. Denise, maybe for the first time m her

20-odd years of life, was up against it. Sl^ couldn't move

back—and she hadn't had a cigaret in two weeks.

We dug her up two packs and a hundred franc note

($2.50) and told her we would .speak to John O Regan at

the Bed Cross in Cherbourg. We look forward happily to

collecting some day—in Paris, for Denise, once again, is

leading the can-can at the old Moulin Rouge.

Cub Rooin-With Trees
By MAX SHULMAN

Mr Hathaway, the eminent writer, came out of his study

and slammed the door behind him. His wife looked at his

tieht lips and glowering brows and rushed to his side witn
' ---"-5- She waited until he had consumed

YouAin'tfleardNothinpet!
• By AL JOLSON

AI Jolson

a Shaker of martinis,
"Another bad

i Max Sbulman

York

two and then she said,

day, dear?"
He nodded blackly.

She patted his hand. "Well, dont
worry, dear. It's always like this when
you start a book."

"It was never this bad," he de-

clared. ""Never."

She smiled reassuringly. "You 11

find out what the trouble is pretty

soon and then everything will be all

right."
"1 know what the trouble is." he

said. "It's New York."
"New York? But you love New

It's no place to work. I've gofc-too many friends here,

and I keep thinking of what they're doing—Jim selling

that book to Metro, Edna with that hit play. Baker with

that serial in Collier's, Tom With that radio deal, Not," he

added hastily, "that I begrudge them their success."

"Of course," murmurred Mrs. Hathaway.
"Biut I keep thinking of all those things, and I just can't

concentrate. I've got to get awajjifrom the market place;

I've gbt to get away from writers and producers and edi-

tors, I've got to forget about the commercial aspects of

this business and devote myself to creation." •

"Now, dear," soothed his wife, "you're just upset be-

cause you can't get going, on your book, This always hap-

pens, and you always come out of it. Don't blame New
York. You've done your best work in New York."

"No," he said stubbornly. "Tve got to get away—go out

in the country some place where I won't have anything on'

my mind but the book."'

, "Yo'u hate the country," Mrs. Hathaway pointed out.

"Nonsense,'' said Mr. Hathaway and delivered a short

oration about peace and greenery,
; The next.day found them up in Connecticut in the office

;

of a wise old realtor named Pomfritt. "We want,'" said Mr.
Hathaway, "a comfortable, secluded house where 1 can
work in privacy,"

"Uh, huh," said Mr. Pomfritt and took them to a com-
fortable, secluded house where Mr. Hathaway could work
m privacy. v

"Well," said Mr. Hathaway, looking with some dismay
at the acres, of grass and woods that extended as 'far as

the eye could see, "perhaps not.quite so secluded.*'

"I'll tell you," said the wise old realtor, "it's secluded
and yet it isn't secluded. Now you take Jerome Weidman's
place up the road—

"

"Jerome Weidman lives around here?", aisked Mr. Hath-
away eagerly.

"Yes," said Mr. Pomfritt. "He lives between Lpura Hob-
son's place and F. P. A. 's place,"
"They too?", isaid Mr. Hathaway with great excitement.
The wise -old 'realtor nodded. "They're over near Law-

rence Langner's. Or maybe they're a bit closer to Dick
Mealand. No, I guess they're closer^to Langner's. Arnold

, Auerbach is closer to Mealand; Ted Shane and Ken Lit-

tauer are up there too, just a couple of miles from John
Kobler."

"Well," said Mr. Hathaway happily. "WelU well, well."
'!! understand your problem perfectly," said Mr. Pom-

.

; fritt. "It'vS like I told Dick Rodgers and Steve Dohanos
when I sold theni their places ,up here. 'You want to be
secluded,' I said^ 'but not too secluded.' I think you feel
the same way, Mr. Hathaway." ;

' "Yes," agreed Mr. Hathaway,
"You've got to get away from the market place, away

from writers and producers and editors. You've got to
forget about the commeircial aspects of your business and
devote yourself to creation/'-

"Exactly," cried Mr. Hathaway, "what I was telling my
wife. Wasn't J, dear?"
.Mrs. Hathaway smiled sweetly,

V "Of
/
Course you'll have a telephone in case you should

have to get in touch with New York," said Mr. Pomfritt.
"That's good," said Mr. Hathaway.
"And," continued the wise old realtor, "there's a de-

livery service that brings you the New York papers before
breakfast. You get 'Variety by mail the same day it comes
out in New York."
"But the important thing," said the wise old realtor,

pulling a deed out of his pocket, "is that you'll be se-
cluded, away from the market place, away from writefs
and producers and eUitors, able to forget the commercial
aspects of th? 'uusinefls and devote yourself to creation, , .

Ju.st sign right here;jMr. Hathaway."
• Mr. Hathaway signed,

Mrs, Hathaway sighed.

' ., HoUyiSood, •

Encino Is a long way from Pinsk. I'm very glad about

that. Things aren't so good in Pinsk these days, and I'm

very grateful to Papa Yoelson for his good sense in leav-

ing Russia when 'I was just a baby. "Otherwise today i

might be Al Jolsonoff, star of the
Kretchma Caviar Prograrti with Arain
Khachaturian. Or then again,

jj

might not be the star of anything^
L might just be a sntail itian with a
large pickaxe in a Siberian salt inlne.

Anyone can be happy that he lives

in the United States-^hut not eyery.

One ca'n be^as happy, as the ipeojiie.

who Iivt(Jrere in Ericltep;; this is the
second time I've taken up residence

and this time I plan to stay, If It's

good enough for oranges it's g(»^d

enough for me. When I first ]biiilt

my home on Louise Ave. I thought I

had taken root, but time and events took me away. (I

won't go into that here. It's too personal. T'oo intimate.

Besides it's all in my next picture.)

When I did have to leave this wonderful little 'Valley

town, Don Ameche moved into my house. Nofw I don!t

want to say anything nasty about Ameche. He's a very

nice fellow with teeth. But while he was living in the

house he was working in all those pictures portraying the

lives of various inventors. Don used.to take, his work
home with him and I'm still trying to scrape the last of

the Ameche gadgets from the walls and ceUngs. He had

a button next to the bed that he pressed just to close the

windows and tutn on the heat. Now I didn't know any-

thing about it—nobody bothers to explain buttons to me.

They figure Jolson has lived a long time and that he's

seen everything, but I must confess^'d never .seen buttons

that close windows and turn on thr-heat. One morning

I arose early, got out of bed, walked ovfer to the window

and stuck my head out to catch a breath of orange blos-

som. My wife woke up at that moment and decided to

ring for the maid. My wife doesn't know a lot about but-

tons either, so the next thing I knew the window came

down on my .neck and the heat was warming the part of

me that was left in the room.

If I ever am foolish enough to leave again I Won'tNjet

an inventor take over my house. I'd rather see Boris Kar-

loff move in. He's a nice, quiet, gentlemanly fellow and

the Worst he might do is leave a couple of stiffs in the

deep freeze:

But, as L said before, this time I plan to stay in Encino,

I have to think of what's, best for my family now. After,

all, I do have two small babies—one a boy and the other

my wife. They like to see me show up at home every

night, an4 Erie doesn't want to be a show business widow.

She doesn't want to spend her evenings reading 'Variety

reviews to find,out what town I'm playing in. •

A Tough Decision

Though Mike Todd called me just the other night and

asked if I'd appear in a big Sunday evening television

show at the Winter Garden, I declined. The Winter Gar-

den has a lot of memories for me and maybe 1 didn't

wrestle with my ego whenTodd called. Gee, to dance

around the runway agam and hold an audience in the

palm of my hand. It's quite a temptation to an old ham
like me. But I don't know. Can you beat sitting, ,honie.

at night with your family, listening to the radio or watch-

ing television? ; ,

And it's doing me a lot of good too. I feel like a;,siid

at times. Oscar Levant would .say it's my second child* ,

hood, but he's just jcalou.s. He lives in lancy Beverly

Hills where they have- to close all the windows and turn

on Desert Air lamps. Stick your head out of a window .

in Beverly Hills and you don't smell orange blos.soms.

All you can smell is the latest picture of the movie pro-

ducer who lives, next door.

I like outdoor life and when I'm not at the .studios I

get out by my pool and soak in llie sunshine. At the end

of the summer I'm about three parts .lolson and seven

parts Vitamin D. There's a lot of pro and con about how

good sunshine is lor you, but all I know is I've got more

energy than the two boys who write my radio program.

When Charlie Isayws and Mannie Manheim drove out here

to Encino they brought luggage and rifles. Somehow they

got the idea .wc live in the wilds. I tried to gel them to

take a swim in my pool, but Charlie gets his energy from

looking at pictures in Esquire and Mannie thinks theres

enough Vitamin D in his Corona-Coronas and a Scotca

old-fashioned>
I know we all can't be blessed with an over-abundance

of vitality. Vm very thankful for mine. There was a time

when I was a starving kid that I got pretty sick, and there

was another time when I had come back from overseas

after entertaining the troops when I couldn't leave a hos^

pital bed for months, I know what it is to be terribly

sick, but there again; in my case things worked out for

the best. If I hadn't been sick and needed an operation,

I'd never have met Eric. She's a wonderful girl an<l tn*

only woman who «ver really knew what went on inside ot

me. Of course, it's easy for her—she used to be an X-ray

technician. '

•ti,

As Mayor of Encino I suppose I should come up witn

some great civic reforms—suggestions for improving our

city. Frankly, I like Encino just the way it- is. A mce

little town off the highway, where t can sit and watch t(ie

rest of the world'go by. I've .seen Paris, London,, Po'?'*

and the Riviera—they don't have the smell of orange blos-

soms and they don't have buttons that make the windows

go up and down.
Papa Yoelson liked Encino too, He hadn't been to Lon-

don or Paris, but he had been to Pinsk. There are n»

orange blossoms there either. It's too bad. Perhaps Jj

Pinsk were niore like Encino there wouldn't be the unresi

we feel today. «
It's the escape from unrest that really brought, me w

Encino. Whether yo'u have 10 acres or » 60-foot lot, in*,

same sunshine comes down to each of us, and whether you

have a 12-tube radio,,or a 4-tuber, you can hear * hose new

• young crooners, Cro.sby and 'Vallee. We can all get tn

' same benefits irom this community. It's a small pa" w
a great country. If I could suggest anything to '"'P''°

our town it would only be that we set aside one day «

week and play nothing but Al Jolson records. But
that's not a good idea—I wouldn't want the town to iw

come smaller than it is.
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SEE 1 949 PRODUCTION HYPO
Quick Deal

'. Screenwriter

marched into

Dexter's office

typewritten pages

' Martin Field

woman without a

By MARTIN FIELD
: Hollywood.

Earl Squinch
producer Harold
and tossed two

on his desk;

"Here it is,"

he said, '^a

quick deal."

Pro d uc e r

Dexter picked
up the master-^

piece. "Heart-i

less," lie read,

He looked up,
"Good title."

"Terrific
title!" c r i e d
Earl. "'Heapt-
less'! The story

of a beautiful
heart, wanton,
and captivating.

STUDIOS PREP

By MIKE CONNOLLY
-'Hbllywood. ;

-

Slight
: jump in , productibn oyer

l948v.iSi in .tfte cards '.for. .the- ji^eW

yeatj aithovigh tale

f&r that pot of . gold just because

the lots' are yimping; The economy
|

many proB}«itos as -tliey-Ve fiin up
campaign, still in full swing, has against in the history of :the itidus-

dashed all hdpes of a killing in V^X-' a',^'^ ^ sticklers
- - ,

, ,

"
, *^ . * I and still end the year on a note of

of important motivation, could, be
[
the take-home' pay department for

, profit will test the ingenuity of the
.Let's do it up

I any save the creme-de-la-creme. of
|
entire industry.

Hobin to read. The next day he
was in Robin's office, discussing
the story with him.

"Love that storyv" said Robin
admiringly.

"Swell," said-Earl. "Let's make
it a quick deal."

Robin held up a hand. "Not
yet," he enjoined. "You know how
t|^e front office is these days.vGive
'em pages, pages. 52 isn't enough.:
How about some more detail? For
instancei the night Juanita sings
at the General's party and flim-

flams liim into marrying her. Lot

Will Divorcement Tilt Scales

In Distribs' Favor In '49

By BOB STAHL
Film company sales managers

look to 1949 as the year of the big
testi With divorcement inevitable,
the foreign market still tied up in
knots, and with both production
and distribution costs on the home
front remaining at peak levels, the
sales chiefs are confronted with as

I
established there.

I
brown, huh?

Grimly Earl expanded the story
once more. Two months later h0
dropped vl63-page treatment on
Robin Towne's desk, but Robin

fllmdom:
I

While distribution toppers are

Lensing' hypo is indicated by i

fa'rly optimistic about the future,

product announcements, plus num- variety's yearrend survey, for the

ber of pictures that have received I
^''st time in seasons, finds them

, the Production Code Administra- ^hedging on their predictions. Most
didn't even bother to pick it up.

I tio^.g ^^^^ so far this year It's t^em find the crystal ball slight-
"Haven't you heard?" he said

a total of 330 for the latter, com- !>' hazy, as evidenced by Metro

ruthless, deadly

Read it!"

Thus commanded, producer Dex-

ter read the two pages while Earl
^ ^ ^

shakily smoked a cigaret; the ' just came through from the front
! cember' last yearr'That's"a"good'in- ' ^^l^" declares, "I haven't the slight

scribe had been uP' all night 1 office this »vir.i.tii*«rT mv^i-o i .. . ....... ^ .. \ \a^^ «p v...... k..t>{v.#iH.. ...m v..

getting his inspiration down on

paper. Dexter finished the story.

"It's a hell of a yarn," he admitted.

Squinch leaped aboyt the pro-

ducer'!! office with the abandon of

a Nijinsky. "Just picture it on the

screen," he exhorted. "We estab-

lish that it's, a South American
country. Bang! we start with a

Musing fist fight between, the hero

and Juanita's brother. The hero

goes to the U.S. to study medicine

to help his people; She says she'll

wait for him. He comes back to

find • that his sweetheart, little

Juanita, has become the wife of the

hated General who is now the
President of the whole country.

The twO'bit cafe singer is the First

Lady of the land! And then at the

end Juanita kills the General while
the people storm the presidential

palace. It's her final bid to escape
punishment but the hero says no
dice so she shoots herself and dies

in his . arms. . Fade out!" Squinch
' fixed an imperious eye on Dexter.
"It's a natural for Hayworth. Hay-
ward, Crawford, Goddard, Lamarr,
Turner and Jones. What . do you
say, Harold?"

"I love it," said producer Dexter.
"But two pages! The front office

wants more than that for its money.
How long would it take you to whip
up a little fuller treatment, say 40,

50 pages. Give them some more
stulf on how Juanita offers Jaime
a big job with the General; like
her brother has. And build it up
more where h^ sells out his friends
to work with the General and
Juanita."

sorrowfully to Earl. "The order 1 ^j^jj 331 at the end of De- sales veepee William F. Rodgers,
*''rough from the front I cember last year That's a good in- 1

who declares; "I haven't the slight-
morning. No more 1 ji^ation that activity will continue j

est idea of hoy business will be
original story purchases. Strictly I gj an accelerated pace' in all studios |

y"""- Consensus is that the
printed books and nothing else.

Shame, isn't it?"

Earl went home and faced his

wife Dorothy. "Honey, I have to-

write a book nowi'"-

Missus Takes :B Hint

. Mrs, Squinch took the hint and
got a . job as secretary to a screen-
writer more solvent than her
husband. Earl dug in. He attended
Burton Holmes lectures on South
American countries and customs;
he spent months of research at the
library, becoming the second great-

est authority on south-of-the-border
music, politics and love making; he
haunted ,the Mexican quarter of
town in quest of colorful characters I

in 1949.

Number of pictures aimed for.

1949 shooting, according, to present
plans, is 404. Many independent
producers; ard vague about their

plans, of necessity. Major lot prog-
nostications, on the other handi
range all the way from Republic's

54 and Columbia's 50 to Metro's 22.

The Cot figure, includes indie

product; in addition to the studio's

own B's. Leo's is the Louis B.

quality of pictures coming out of
Hollywood will tell the tale. How-
ever, the sales chiefs unanimously
concur that they're leaving the
1949 starting gates with the strong-
est product liheups they've had in

years.

Convinced that foreign income
will contribute far less than the
40% of the total they once could
count on, distributors recognize
that' the domestic market must pro-
vide the greater bulk of their reve-

ture that will stop good pictures
from earning substantial amounts
of film rentals." He stresses it .

will all ' depend on the . quality of
the pictures. Paramount sales ^

veepee Charles M. Reagan poiQts
up that tire national income is

higher than ever, hence "there's no
reason.' .for: business not being
good." ' Par releases, already set
for the first jiine months of the
year, "speak for themselves," he
.said.

, Univtfrsal sales veepee William
A. Scully declared that "business
will be just as good as the pictures
we turn out," adding that right
now they "looH pretty good." RKO
sales veepee Robert Mochrie de-.

clared that business will be "fine,"
averring that the many problems
confronting the industry will keep
everybody on his toes and thus
"the intelligence that's always been
an integral part of our industry
will come forth to solve those

.

problems."
-• As to the effect of divorcement
on distribution,, most of the dis-

.

and speech. And mostly he wrote.
| pioyment during the new year is

After two years, six months and
, definitely not indicated by the Cali-

three weeks of unremitting toil, he
| fomja State Dept. of Industrial

finished a 614-page novel entitled

"Heartless."

A Best Seller

A year later "Heartless" was
published and zoomed to No. 1

beiitselleri its heroine, Juanita, be-

ing-hailed as a wench who made
Scarlett, Amber and Madame
Pompadour look like boarding
school girls and extremely shelter-

ed ones, at that. Novelist Earl

Squinch became a national figure

Overnight. Photographs of Earl in

a tattersall vest and a lock of hair

down over one eye decorated book
shop windows from coast to coasit.

Three governors, running for re-

election in three states in which
Earl had once lived briefly, asked

him for endorsements reading, "If
I public, hungry for any sort

1 still lived In this state, I would
| g^tertainment, have changed

Mayer-Dore Schary figure okayed
\ ^.u companies have geared

in November by prexy^ ^Nicholas
1 their product to that end, hoping
to hypo fllmery attendance in this

country. Whether the foreign situ-

ation will also entail demands for
higher doroestic rentals reftiaihs to

bS: seen.. Most of;;t^ chiefs

stress that the pictures -cipming up
will

: merit upped 'rentals OB. the
strength of their boxoffice per-
formances.
According to 20th-Fox sales chief

Andy W. Smith, Jr., "There are no
conditions in the foreSeeaWe fu-

M. Schenck. It's a cinch Metro will

release more than that number,
however, in view of the several

outside deals set this year.

A corresponding jump in em-

Relations figures on studios. Record
employment for the industry was
in 1940, during which year the

(Continued on page 62)

Now^s the Time to Really

Spend to Sell Films
By SIDNEY L. BERNSTEIN

(British Exhibitor and Anglo-U. 'S. Film Producer)

London. of us have, maybe, forgotten how.

The boom has boomeranged all

right. The days of a money flush

Indian Sign?
Universal sales veepee Wil-

liam: A. Scully, questioned as
.'to how the new year's business
would shape up, declared that
"it can only be as good as the
pictures."

As for the pictures, Scully
said, "They always look pretty
good when we see them at the '

studio^but when they get
into the theatres, it's another

;

question. Maybe something
happens to them coming
througli Albuquerque."

trib toppers begged off with the
plea that it's still anybody's guess.
General belief, however, was that
divorcement will benefit distribu-:
tion more than it will exhibition,
despite its depriving the major
companies from insured outlets for
their product. One sales manager,
who declined to. be quoted, put it

this way:

Competitive Markets

"All right," said Earl, who had
been unemployed for seven months.
"I'll make a quick deal to go on
payroll to develop thei,slory."

"Payroll?" cried Dexter, horri- i on billboards advertising cigarets.

fied. "That's the trouble with you I At one of the numerous cocktail
writers, always trying to get on a I parties given to exscreenwriter
payrolJ. Take my word, you de- Squinch, he met an interesting man
velop that story on your own and I who turned out Jo be Ed Ingan

It may seem artificial respiration

to put the last process of film busi-

ness—the selling to the public-

—

first, but surely the immediate
need is to keep the patient's in-

vote for so-and-so • For the first
^ hard-pressed peoples who terest ticking until full, healthy

time, a literary* figure was con-
,

\f„^ fu^:!^ I
production can be regained,

sidered important enough to appear '

"i-ntv nf for the.r monev. I

you'll jnake more than on any pay
roll." - At this point, a messenger
girl entered with producer 6exter's
weekly pay check. "Excuse' me,"
he said, as he signed the voucher
and pocketed his check.

Squelched, Squinch went home
to work on "Heartless:" A month
of hard work later, he brought in
a 52-page treatment to producer Ed
Dexter, who smacked his desk and I

^aid, '-'This is it. Beautifully writ-
ten. I'll take it up with the front
office tomorrow. It'll be a quick

. deal."

L 'Daily VaritetyV Tips Him
|

Happily, Earl went home to tell
his wife Dorothy that In a matter
of daiys she would be able to re-
sume her painting lessons. How-
ever, the next morning he read in
'Daily Variety: "Dexter Out of
Studio." He phoned Dexter at
home. /'They let me but before I
could show them your story," the
ex-producer mourned. '"'Tough luck
for both of us."

Two months later Earl got Into
an Interesting golf game at Hill-
crest with an interesting man who
turned o;ut to be a producer named.
Robin Towne.. After' the game,
Earl pulled a copy of "Heartless"
out of his lockei: and gave It to

head man of Stupendous Pictures,

Who had come to the party espe-

cially to meet Earl. "This is fi

great book you wrote," Ed told

Earl. "Everybody tells me that.

1 >vaijt to buy it; personallyi"

Earl's heart leaped. "All right."

he said. "How much do you want
to pay?"

named a stupendous sum.
"But," he added, "I'd like to know
what I'm buying. I never read the

book, haven't got the time, you t

want plenty of jam for their money-

This condition, the same in Europe

as in the States, is surely the natu-

ral, to-be-expected . reversion to

peace-time values in the equally

expected postwar economic ebb,

The jitters in production and

distribution circles alike have not,

however, been mitigated by fore-

sight. As somebody recently re-

marked,"Now we can see the dif-

ference between inflation and

Those Only Occasionals

We have to remember, too, that

even now, in the 30th year of our
existence as a major entertainment
industry, it is calculated that at

least 20% of the adult public in

the States and Britain see films

He likened distribution and ex-
hibition to the sc^le, declaring that
exhibitors have always tipped the
scale in their favor. Divorcement,
he pointed out, will open up com-
petitive markets, and as a result
there will be a shift in the scale's
emphasis in favor; of distribution.
Scully, whose company owns no
theatres and thus won't be subject
to divorcement, found another rea-
son for welcoming it. He pointed
out that distribs, too, will be bid-
ding for the best markets. • Conse-
quently, he. said,' for the first time
"the little distributor will get a
chance at some of those holiday
playdates."

Majority of the sales chiefs had
no fault to find with competitive
bidding. Playing down reports of
collusion among exhibs, they de-

dq riot go because they have neVer
been encouraged to form the habit.
Cross-examine your own out-of-

genius." we may all have known ! town friends. Check with them

that business could not go on be- '
the number of films they have

, u I.
- seen, Ask them why they do not

ing as good as it was but. wise as
, regularly to the movies. If you

only occa.sionally» A great num-
1 i-oiiusion among exnios, mey ae-

ber of these potential film-goers . clared the system has worked out
are within reach of theatres, but well in clearing the air around

monlteys, we. did little' about. It;

touchy competitive situations. Rea-
gan said he's found bidding 'in

some instances provides higher
rentals than the old system of sell-

ing, but declared he was unsure
about wliether to continue bids if

the final anti-trust decree doesn't

know, so could you maybe'da'sh ofl: Success is such an easy habit and

a two-page outline for me?"
| so soon becomes- to seem a natural

Two days later. Earl was in Ed
,
concession.

Ingan's office, picking up his check
i elated illogic went even

for the story "That tvvo-page out-
I j^^^^ ^^^^ planning for

line vou wrote did tlie trick, tne
i ... . , . , i

head man chuckled- "It told tlie
j

this inevitable waning of business,

whole story just like it would look- 1 At the crest of the sellers' market,

on the screen."
, 1 you will remember, when the pub-

get the ^answers I .did crossing the
j

make it mandatory. Rodgers, con-
United States (and also from a sur- ceding that competitive sales has
vey in England) you will realize 1 "solved many problems," said it's
that, as yet. we still appeal only to

the habitual audience. WeTnay put
over a few special attractions: to

the man or woman who does not
go to movies, we offer little allure.

One more thought- How can we
bring about a resurgence of the

„. , , ,,- r „ ' - . , . ,
spirit of the industry's young days,

"I wrote that outline four years,
, was queueing up to come.m at-; when the boss was nearer the job

;o," Earl said, "before I wrote the any price, publicity budgets were and the workers were nearer the
at their biggest;, noyiii when the

i boss. (This suggestion^ doesn't
mood is to say movies or food and

; mean I advocate a return to those
rent, we cut down on the window-

, bad practices from the effects of
dressing. Things aren't so good,

[ which we still suffer). Can we, on

ago
book."

"Too bad I didn't see it then,"

the head man said regretfully. "I

sure Would, have grabbed it."

Earl nodded silently and out he
went to try to. persuade his wife
Dorothy to come back to'live with
hiffl now that, four years, two
months, three 'weeks and six days
later, 'he bad made hiii quick deal.

we say, so the first thing to do is

to cut down on publicity and ad-
vertising. It doesn't seem - to me
to make sense. ,

Nowi surely, Is the- time to go
out and sell pictures again. Some ditions.

both sides of the Atlantic, get back
confidence , and refuse to be
scared by symptoms? Surely we
have the necessary capacity for
adapting ourselves to chanfled con:'

too early to tell whether it's; more
lucrative. . According to Mochrie,
"bidding hasn't worked out unfavr
orably,v and . he declared RKO
would probably continue the sys-
tem to avoid the tlireat of more,
lawsuits. Smith, too, declared the
likelihood that; bidding is here..to
stay, pointing out that it's "neces-
sary to. meet.our problems."

Smith, who's been the driving
force behind the- establishment of
an industry--wide conciliation plan,

through the system he inaugurated
in conjunction with; North Central
Allied chief Bennie Berger, found
encouragement in' -the tact that,

some form of conciliation has beeu-
adopted by exhib groups in many:
sections of the country.
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Those *Guests' (Strictly Sur-le-Wf)

WW^end on Innocent NVers

By THYRA SAMTER >^INSLOW

WhyDidYouHavetoPatTHATln?
Ry MAVRICi; 2;0L0T0W==

^-^^ourse I want more-and richer-out-oMown Visitors

They^lp every branch of the entertainment world. All

r ask—an^^t^rthat's assking littl,e enough—is that they

don't visit me.
^^^^

>

^1^.^^^.^^ ^^^^^.^ ^

Society for the PreViention of Cruelty

to New Yofkers. Oe it cojiia be called

the Guild Against GRestS, if
;
y^^^^^

fer. So far, I'ni the fiijly member, but

.

I'd love to have yoii joift.; i>fo: aufes,

no meetings, no inSigniS, no par^^

All you have to do to bie a member is

to stop turning cartwheels for people '

from out-of-town who come . to. New ,

York, expecting New Yorkers to give

them^'the city. :,
'j.'

'^^.':^-y.^-'S:'-.' .

Out-of-town people, who came .to

„. . New York on holiday, have rather an;
Xhyra Winslow

j^g^ ^^out its citizens. They say,

"New Yorkers are the coldest people in the world." And

then, perhaps illogically only to us who live here, they

look to us to provide them with manna, on a silver plat-

ter garnished with caviar. As an adopted New Yorker,

I've found the people the warmest in the world, the most

hospitable, the most generous. So warm and friendly that

they can easily become easy marks. Schmoos.

I love New York so much that when I'm out-of-town 1

can have a good time only when my hot little fingers can

caress my return plane ticket. I can see why people who

don't live here like to get here as often as ppssible^in

fact I don't see how they can bear to live any place else.

But I wish, when thpy did come, that they wouldn't Jre^t

us as if we were part of a huge Greeters Club, living only

for the purpose Of showing them a good time. ^
When New Yorkers are out of town, they dont expect

• great deal. I'm pleased .if I'm allowed to see the things

I want to see, without local interference. Occasionally

I'm given a hbitie meal, with or without party accom-

paniment, and I'm always grateful. Do visitors to New
York crave similar hospitality? They'd shudder as if you d

offered them solace in a leper colony. As a favor* they It

accept a cocktail in your home—but they really don't want

to waste a minute away from the siShts of the city. I don t

exactly blame them. But don't get the idea that visitors

come here to see you. They don't! AH they want is for

you to escort them around—and pay the bills. They may
talk to you briefly in a restaurant, if the music isn't too

loud, or in the intervals at the theatre, ; .

,

We New Yorkers, guileless souls that we are, have a way
of saying, "I hope I'll see you again," to any casual ac-

quaintance we make, out of town. Then the acquaintances

say, "If you come to our town, you must look us up!" The ,

catch is that they live in Frog-in-the-Throat, Idaho, in

which, in our right minds, we'll never set foot: But these

people have been planning to come to New York and are

on the still hunt for New Yorkers; - So our telephone rings,

and after the usual, "You'll never guess who this is, a
voice says, "It's Bill Slowlt—remember what a great time

we had three years ago! Well, here we are, me and the

Missus, and rarin' to go" Besides these people there are

friends of friends or friends of relatives.

Of course, every New Yorker should have a secretary or

» go-between, to announce that he's out of town for the

season. But that isn't always practical. Sometimes it

doesn't even occiir J;o us to say that we're catching a plane

to London in two hours. We say, "Well, glad you're in

town" And another horde of visiting firemen have caught
us in their toils again.

What do the visitors want? As if you didn't know! Not
' advice on what shows to see* or what restaurants they
Alight like.' Every out of town visitor has the curious idea
that everything in town is free to New Yorkers. He'll

complain like a stuck pig at every expense, taxicabs, res*

taurant bills
—"Why, we got hardly anything, not even a

steak, and the bill was $16—with just a couple of cocktails

and a few, Scotches after dinner." And that 64 dollar
night club irhepk—with dinner for' only four, and drinks
during the whole evening; But once a New Yorker ar-

rives, expenses are forgotten-^by everyone but the New
Yorker. •

After some eight years of profiling Broadway luminaries

for the Saturady Evening Post and other magazines, 1 ani

still qonstantly surprised by the unexpected reactions of

the victim to the piece after it has appeared in print. (As

opposed to the studio censorship imposed on all fan maga-

zines, neither the Post nor most of t%^ other national

magazines permit the subject to see in adXmice a copy of

the profile.) Since in limning the portrait iff a celebrity

it is necessary to round out the realism by painting in a

few dark strokes—shortcomings of character or nasty

idiosyncrasies—one always awaits the publication of the

next article with a few misgivings. But the subject rarely

reacts violently to the bitter or sarcastic parts you ex-

pected him to react to. „„,,«,, j
Although the three-parter I did on Tallulah Bankhead

contained a good many acid anecdotes, La Grande Tal-

lulah resented only two minor points. "I don't have china-

blue eyes like you said," she complained. "Also where you

say I have a shot of bourbon in the morning before my
coffee that's all wrong. I always have ray morning bour-

bon in my coffee!" '
, .

A night club entrepreneur didn't mind the rough going-

over I gave some of his activities. He minded only one

line—a reference to the fact that he had a glass eye.

A Broadway showman didn't mind my reporting some

not too delicate stories about his life; He did mind the

disclosure that during his early years on Broadway he

didn't take haircuts often.

Fred Allen stood for a lot of goodnatured jibing at his

neurotic habits—but carped at a mention of his hyperten-

; sioHv; .
,

^
. ,

. .
,

..

A director felt uncomfortable about a reference to the

length of his nasal appendage,
Another director was unhappy about being described

as thin;

Frank Fay took a fairly rasping profile of himself in

good spirit—but couldn't stand a mention of his false

teeth.

Lowell Thomas didn't like a reference to his height;

I think a certain generalization emerges from all these

instances, namely, that persons seem to resent a reference

to a real or an 'iraagined physical inferiority much more
than a reference to a social trait or an unsavory incident

in their past. Put an actress' real age in print and she'll

hate you no matter how much you praise her looks, aiid

her acting technique. But slice two years off her real

age and she'll Swallow your sharpest observations with
complacency. Say that a producer underpays: his actorst

that he is Cruel to dumb animals and loathes children,

that he has lied, cheated and connived in working his

way upwards—and he'll be impressed by your honesty as

a reporter and your persistence as a researcher. But men-
tion his receding chin or premature baldness, and brother*
you're really in bad.

I'm still wondering what she meant=-^if she meant any-
thing. .

But we New Yorkers never learn. We take people to

our own favorite small restaurants sffid they say, "What a
funny little place. You sure it's clean? I can't .eat food
like this—too rich!" Or, "Oh, all those things to choose
from—I'm on a diet—there's much too much to eat!"

A friend of mine wanted to go to a ratheV important
opening. 1 offered to buy seats for him. "You mean you
have to pay for seats!" he said, horrified. I. muttered
something about being glad to go on the second night.

"Oh, that wouldn't be any fun for me," he said. So he
didn't go at all. He's a very rich man.

I got theatre seats, radio shows and no end of things
for a couple from out of town—worrying all of the nicest
press agents I knew; The guests were only moderately
grateful, explaining that they didn't have much money—
couldn't have seen anything ifJ I hadn't helped them out,

But, when I couldn't produce tickets to a couple of sellout
shows, they marched right to a brolter's office and bought
.them for themselves. .

I A Cook's (French-Style) Tour

The BritiBh Idea

_
If you are a perfect host, according to any out of town

visitor, all you have to provide is (a) dinner at the Stork
Club—the Cub Boom, of course—and you must speak to

I all of the celebrities, order delicacies flown from Florida,
and know Sherman Billingsley well enough so that he'll

come to your table, be delighted to meet your guests and
eend the feminine members small gold tokens; (b) There
should be an opening night at the theatre. Not just an
ordinary opening, but, preferably a play by Tennessee
Williams, with incidental music by Cole Porter and Irving
Berlin, starred in by Talullah Bankhead, Katharine Cor-
nell and Gregory Peck and produced by Gilbert Miller.
Pf course you hiust know and introduce your guests to
every celebrity in the audience, and George Jean Nathan
and Walter WincheU must either say something witty to
them or be greatly impressed by the Witty things they say;
(c) A dinner at Sardi's, with more introductions. A dinner
at 21 would be a nice touch, too, though they'll tell you
that the Cafe Apologia in their town has much more elab-
orate decor. However, if you can introduce Earl Wilson,
Ed Sullivan and Louis Sobol they'll be satisfied. They'll
enjoy the Cppacabana, too, and even the Diamond Horse-
•hoe. If you stand treat.

,The supposedly sophisticated visitor takes only the most
academic interest in the museums, the View froin the Em-
pire State Building and Radio City. Left to themselves,
they'd rush to those spots, but with a New Yorker showing
them the tpwn thcy want something far more chic. TheyUl
go shopping on their own, though, complain about the
prices and tell you that the styles are exactly those you'd
find in Large Bite, North Dalcota.

I don't know why out of town people insist on seeing
celebrities. They're always disappointed in their appear-
ance, insist on hearing scandalous stories about them and
are shocked beyond words if a star is happily married and

. has never committed a major sin. when introduced, they
have nothing—or less than nothing to say. In an off mo-

:
ment, I took an old Arkansas neighbor to a movie preview
and introduced her to an editor and a novelist. Sh6 said
brightly^ "I'm SO glad to meet some of Thyra's friends!
I've known her since she .was a child, and no matter what
anyone said about her I always liked hers" As the woihan
hadn't seen me since I was a backward and tomboyish 15,

fred alien

English guests are the worst of all. They all fall back
on the fact that they can't bring money from England.
Why do they come, then? Is it because they know we'll
take care of them? A friend of mine invited an English-
man to dinner at a grill—which he actually couldn't af-
ford. The Englishman ordered soup and smoked salmon
and then pheasant—the only item that was without a. price
mark. My friend winked at the waiter and said, "How
long does it take for the pheasant?"
"Over an hour," said the understanding waiter. So the

English visitor ordered a curry. Instead; From what I've
seen of English food it should have tasted mighty good,

I've found an excellent place to take English guests. Go
outside of rush hours, and tell them you want them to see
one of our quaint institutions—and lead them right to an
Automat. They can/ get all they want to eat without ruin-
ing your bank account. Sometimes guests not from Eng-
land can be led to an Automat, too.
And have you noticed how none Of your British "pals,"

who are so delighted in renewing acquaintances with their
American friends, hardly ever bother to write, at least in
grateful appreciation. And while many may be dollar-
poor, you and I know they're loaded with pounds which,
"unfortunately we cannot take out with us," they bemoan.
But there's no law against any of them sending over or
bringing a typical English gift, say a Sweater or even a
pair of SOX.

.

To out of towners, New Yorkers are good fellows with
soft hearts, weak heads and strong bankrolls. And that's
the thing w'eve got to put an end to. Believe it or not,
tellow members of the Prevention Of Cruelty to New York-
^^f~°\}-^'^ Against Guests—people from out of the
city will like us just as well if we are dignified, cold and
inhospitable. If we limit our giving to a few cocktails and
any advice they may want they'll think we are mightyhard—but they'll respect us a whole lot more. And if
they don't? So what?

Per-sonally, I'm through entertaining all of the casual
acquaintances I made while living in Fort Smith, Ark. as
a child while attending the University of Missouri, and'
while I was a reporter~on the Chicago Tribune, io say
nothing of those I met in California, London, Paris, and
other points east and west. Let them come here and seeNew York for themselves, without any assistance of any

^''tuT s^y- "1 wouldn't live here.

nnr»njfJt„V town." As far as I'm concerned. I'mnot going to give them any part of it, .

WeJncBday, Jiihuary S, 194^

fable

by fred alien

once upon a time, at grauman's maltese temple in the
ancient city of hollywood, there was held a studio pre-

view, giant arc-lights swept the welkin so that even god
might know that on this night the motion picture industry

had labored and brought J<(ftlT an-
other epic, the immediate (vicinity of
the temple was friHght wh yoltell

"

minions of the law, plying their trun4
cheons, beat back the surge of shtiek-A'

ing bobbysox young and stJiinpeded l

the smirking herd of older drabs who
\

milled about In their baggy islscks and \

frowsy housedresses. in the grand- \

stand, across the road
;
from ttie main

, \
entrance, .a howling;jrafeble pkid rau- '

cons tribute to the waving movie ce-i

lebrities as they entered the temple,
when the celebrities had entered the
rabble cheered nonentities, when the

nobodies had entered the rabble established a new low in

audible eulogy and cheered itself, in the lobby of the

temple the town crier cried over a network, coast to coast,

to inform those in distant parts of the land that surprise

picures; inc., was previewing Its latest $4,000,000 techni-

color extravaganza ''zombie in the outhouse."

while pandemonium mounted in the bywaysi inside

grauman's maltese temple, surrounded by his liegemen,^

sat the ace producer, of surprise pictures, inc. the great

leopold Inmpit, citizen lumpit, a ready wit if given two
weeks' notice, had coined his company's slogan "if it's a

good picturfr^it's a surprise." the divinity that shaped
leopold lumpitis' end had done a brilliant job of landscap-

ing, twenty years a genius, his every cinematic venture had
been crowned with success, the word "no" had yet to be
uttered in his executive presence, tonighti as he sat watch-

ing the first showing of his new celluloid charade "zombie
in the outhouse," life, as he was living it, seemed good to

leopold lumpit,

the picture's final scene, a veritable crescendo of tech-
nicolor which showed the zombie mating; two rainbows,

faded out, mammoth letters filled the screen proclaiming
this to be "a leopold lumpit production." before the tem-

ple tapers could be kindled, leopold lumpit bounced from
his seat and, followed.by his eternal swarm of lackeys,

made for the door; once in the road outside of the tem-

ple, producer lumpit instantly became the nub of an ad-

miring throng, voices filled the night. .

'

"'zombie in the outhouse' will gross 10 million, 1.1,"

boomed a paunchy patrician from the front office,

"you've done it again, 1.1," echoed a buxom; script wench
with thick , bi-focals in her lorgnette.

"those costumes you sketched for me will have adrian

tweezing his hair out," added the wardrobe designer,

"it's your hit, 1.1.," loudly announced the director^ "1

just followed your instructiens.

"nine song hits," enthused the music writer, "I merely ;

copied down.tfae notes as you whistled them to me in your .

office."

"you'll get an oscar for that photography, 1.1," chimed
in the cameraman."the first day on the set when you
took the camera away from me and started shooting thosfe

closeups, i knew it had to be a sockeroo.''
"those sets you built with your own two hands, 1,1.,"

piped up a tall plebian in white overalls, "terrific!''

"your technicolor, l.l.^the: way you personally mixed
those colors, that lavender sun sinking behind those ma-

. genta hills, the zombie with his topaze sword charging
the nile green salamander on his old rose stallion, superb!"

each studio artisan, whose name had appeared on. the
screen, vigorously denied his part in the contriving of

the masterpiece and fought to bestow all credit on the

man he proclaimed—"jack of many trades and master of

allf—^hoUywood's greatest brain—producter leopold lumpit.

leopold was not allergic to homage; : every producer
knows that, next to picture-making; flattering is the second
largest industry in hollywood. at all previews, when his

vassals waxed hoarse and the volume of their acclaim di-

minished, leopold would bolster the lull with a rave or

two about his own ability and pat himself resoundingly on
the back with both hands, for, be it Icnown, leopold

lumpit was not only hollywood's greatest producerr-he
was double-jointed as well.

but tonight leopold was not reacting as was his wont at

previews, he appeared ill at ease—and for a reason,

through the din of his adulators' bibble-babble leopold

heard a small voice, it was his conscience, his conscience
was making a suggestion, nodding his head leopold ab-

iuptly forced his way through the cordon of . syncophants
and hurried to the side of an emaciated little man who
stood in the shadows <of . the great grauman's maltese tem-
ple, the little man was munching aspirin, (in the ancient
city

, of hollywood aspirin tablets were Imown- as writers'

caviar), for this shrunken, insignificant and trembling
mortal was a writer, he had written the screenplay of

"zombe in the outhouse." leopold took the writers' arm
and led him away from the eyes of the multitude. , .

"what do you want?" quaked the writer, as leopold
stopped by the side of the temple.
"my conscience bids me speak," whispered leopold; "for

20 years at previews i have been taking the bows, you
hear what they are saying again tonight, 'zombie in tlie

outhouse' is a hit. but i am ohly the producer, without
you i could have done nothing, you wrote the story. yoU
deserve the credit.''

the shock was too great for the writer, he slumped to
the ground,

his body was found the next morning,
the producer was the last man seen with the writer,

the evidence was circumstantial, the verdict was murder,
and it came to pass the leopold lumpit, hollywood's great*

est producer, went ' to his death on the gallows,
thus ends our fable. -

the moral—a producer should never say a kind word to

a writer unless he has witnesses.
[

Nightmare?
.^I did not write this storyj nor do 1 know who did; biit

a,'"cutie":,' .

^-

I had a strange thing happen to me last night. I fell a.=leep,

and in my dream I found myself alone in a large ballroom

with the mo.st beautiful gii:l I had ever seen, . I wallced right

up to her, took her in my arms, then kissed her; then kiiisea

her again; After five kisses I said to her: "Well, now what?
She said: "How do I kn,ow? It's your dreaml"

—Ed Wiinrt.
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1949 looks like the anniversaryest year that has ever been. We can
celebrate—in round numbers—a lot of things. A hundred years ago
they discovered gold in California, 50 years ago they Wound up the war
with Spain. 25 years ago they started M-G-M about 'which you'll hear

more later. But the symmetry of the date is kicked
askew by Variety, which is celebrating its 43d An-
niversary. Once you get out of the round number
convention, • there's an awful lot of anniyei'saiying
that can be done In 1949. .

:

'

.
Twentytwo years ago Lindy flew the Atlantic.
Seven years ago the Japs bombed Pearl Harbor'
Seventeen years ago F D R. became president.

/ Three months ago, as Herb Shriner puts it,

ex-President Dewey went to Arizona for a vadation.
Celebrate the one;armed restaurant, the slot ma-
chine; the paper liapkin. 1949 is versatile—it cani
be the anniversary of anything^ now that VARiETif
has done the odd number trick.
Think of it—43 years of Variety. 1906. The

Big Stick was president. .The anti-trust law was enacted and pretty
soon we had 47 Standard Oil companies where there used to be one.
The automobile was coming in strong and a lot of people are trying to
get one of those old cars today. Folks are getting miohty tired riding
around in a horse and buggy and having kids yell "Git an auto!" But
mark my words, we'll come back to the motor car yet.

1949 is the third anniversary of television. In the words of the first

wireless, what a change this hath wrought. The saloons are now crowded
and the old customers who can't find elbow room at the bar are pretty
sore about these noveau drinkers, Drinking is good for television;

After a few drinks the blurred image gets straightened out. And it's

kind of a test of drunkenness-^if you can see anything clearly on the
screen, then you're drunk.

In a wavering world something about Variety remains firmly in

place. It still makes its office in a store. We miss a lot of .people-
Jack Pulaski, Boy Chartier and Lou RydeU. They used to look so
pretty in the window. I wonder, if that wmdow has ever been cleaned.

Director Can't SeeWhy Intra-Trade Spokesmen

Give the Film Biz (And Themselves) a Hot Foot

!

By LEO McCAREY

Howard Dlefx

Leo McCarey

I

Sime and: Marcus

In the old days Sime Silverman was the boss; the wisest guy I ever
met. He seemed to spend most of his time sitting in the Himting Room
of the Astor with Marcus Loew, but he knew what was going on in

every shooting gallery in the country. Incidentally, this is an anni-
versary year for the shooting galleries. The first one was started in

1874 in, Pittsburgh. Ethel Merman fired the first shot. It was turned
into a picture house in 1906 and I understand they're turning it back
into a shooting gallery this year.' ; : .

;

Of course the biggest anniversary of all has to be M-G-M. In 1924
Marcus Loew and Nicholas Schenck decided to compete in real fashion

. with the majors by forming one 'big company out of three kittle ones.
They called^ it Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and' took a full page ad in

Variety. You see the result. :

But let's not dwell on M-frM. Their anniversary is a round number.
Let's take a bigger canvas, the industry itself. That's 52 years old

—

right in the Variety '1949 spirit. :

•

Well do I remember 1897 when Stanford White attached 88 cameras
to a picket fence and tied 88 strings to his leg. He ran around Belmont
Park, chased by Harry K. Thaw, and clicked the shutters as he went.
It was a painstjjiking job. He tripped 72 times and ran out of band-aids.
With blood, streaming from every shin he staggered across the finish
line in triumph, shouting "Dore Schary nous voila!"

If you go to Belmont, to this day you'll, see the paddock where
Assault was housed just before he beat Phalanx in 1946.

But I told you not to get this old gaffer' started on anniversaries.

"You're Not As Yonn^ As Yon're Gonna Be!",

Or A Picture Publicist's Self-Pep Talk

By MAURICE BERGMAN
i, Advertising Executive, Vniversal)

This is the age when one makes I dimensional world feel shocked
a cultivated effort to play juvenile every time we encounter the reality
parts despite his particular age. : of the three dimensional world.
One wakes up in the- morning with ! Such a bouncing from the intangi-
the determined resolution, not only ' ble to the tangible^ gives one a
to keep^ from aging, but with the resiliency that can :be found in no
great will to get younger,

j
other business.

In view of this mass Back-to- ' So, if I am "down" today, I may
Youth movement, I have developed have the complete assurance that I

several prescriptions Which I offer
free to the amusement industry,
and especially to the readers of the
43d anniversary issue of Variety.
Variety, itself,

Hollywood.
The only really disturbing thing about the cur-

rent hubbub of accusation, uncertainty and calami-
ty-howling anent the picture industry is the fact
that most of the yelling and wailing is coming right

from our own stockade.
No other business that I can

;

think of has done such a dismal

'

job of its public ifelatipris. Cer-
tainly no other foreie has done
as much to knock the industry,
its members and its interests,
as the members themselves..

: The average layman, hearihg
and reading all "the welter of
complaints, critical postulatloh^i ;

and the singing of t'h e bities
emanating from Hollywood
must surely have: fdrmed ah uri*
flattering though confused pic-

ture of our industry;

Some quarters of the picture business seem to
have an almost morbid preoccupation with their
mumbling and worrying about the so-called box-
office recession.. What recession? The worst I can
see to date is a gradual readjustment scaling down
from the all-time war period peaks, '

.

Statistics show that 70,000,000 Americans paid
their way into film theatres last week. That isn't

boxoffice hay: Extended, this means that every man,
woman and child in the United States attends an
average of one movie, every two weeks. Is that bad?

It is a showman's natural instinct to analyze, to
break down, to weigh,, to predict, to reckon various
factors and hazard dpinions as to their cause and
their effect. : Since there is a certain element of

:

gamble; as there is in any business undertaking;
this is a quite natural impulse. However, talking-
things over with other industry members is quite
different from broadcasting longwinded, crepe-hang-
ing speeches and statements to the general public.

If we talk about it loudly and long enough; things
will get worse. They are bound to. That is the in-

evitfible psychology and state of mind ereated by.

prolonged pessimistic talk. .

If you get and keep enough- people talking about,
it in public ,you can deliberately create a run on
the staunchest bank. ,

Sure there is a current slack-off in Hollywood
production activity, it is a natural development.
Occasional letdowns are inevitably a part, of the
business cycle; peculiar to the making and exhibit--

ing of film. We have, never been able to eliminate
them. The situation will right itself shortly. I see
no point in waving this temporary letdown in the
public's face. .

All of us who have made pictures for any length
of time have seen' it happen before, and on a much
wider scale.and lor much longer periods. In a sense
movie-making, is ^a seasonal occupation controlled
somewhat by .waves of activity and periods of easing,

off.

Some astonishingly well-known motion picture
figures, have even taken it on themselves to is.sue

interviews and articles for public consumption in

which they make unflattering references to! general
picture quality. This would be bad enough from any
quarter. Coming from our own ball team, so to
speak, it is well nigh inexcusable.
Everytime some. Gloomy Gus gives out with talk

like this; he is turning in a neat stiletto job on him-
self as well as on his trade brothers.

Continuoua Bad Press

Unfortunately such statements usually get a
marked editorial interest from the lay press due
largely to the fact that they originate with men
prominently identified with pieture-making. It is

newsworthy-in the same sense tliat papers Would
play, up a; statement froim; a toaseb^il^^^

deridihi his owji team and foihdly 'predictiii^ that

,„iii K.. Ko'',!'.,^,^-^ I they will get the tar walWed out of them every

^ n^u
tomorrow because ^ ^^^ ^.^ y^j^^^j^^^^^^^^

1 either I will have an idea or some- .
' " " " "

body will come along with one 1
' From the standpoint pi news evaluation, a knock

that does something to my adrenal I
is sometimes worthr jni*^^

gland.
. But from the

. indusliT^'s. own standpoint, ^ i^^^

To those who feel thit the busi- ! foolish to circulate, either through print or the

If we couid contemplate 1 ness is getting a little old and that I
spoken word, a lot of pessimistic rumors or alarm-

>t physiologically, we might say
j

there are many problems ahead ! ing predictions which in the long run can only react
that Variety's adrenal gland is ! which the advancing years might to our harm. It discourages production plans, new

anyone conlem-

younger
Number;

with
seems to get

every Anniversary

mysteriously repleni.shed each ! not attack with the vigor required,
.year. I atlribute this mostly to a 1 1 would like to recommend a little

type of occupational therapy which i poem by Robert Browning entitled,
occurs to everything mixed up in

I

"Rabbi Ben Ezra," which starts out.
our belqved business. We are not i with the simple thought that "the
only reborn every day by the v.ery best is yet to be."

In looking back 43 years, which
brings US. to the paefls of 1906,we

excitement pertaining to our essen-
tial function of trying to entertain „
people, but we also suffer many |

were just a little flicker which al-

deaths .throughout the year. How-
i
ready had been pronounced a

ever, we immediately enjoy a quick ! novelty that could not live, Each
>:emcarnation which has us budding

|

succeeding year saw us die and saw
us reborn, The dynamics of the

picture busijhess- seem to be as con-

staht as the nuclear fields which
keep things moving in general. But
constancy, strange to say, get^ a

little dull and what we need most

not only in the spring, but in the
V summer, fall and winter. For every
gloomy prophecy which heralds the
uemise of the business there are at
least a hundred heralding a new
era. One no sooner takes a bath

occasion^ economy wav^S; and none of them toler-
ate totmsXx overhead expenses when they are not
justified over a period of time. :

Changes are frequent and not always predictable:
That is part of the fun of being in this game. We
should not aqt like each minor transition period
Is the end of the world. :

.

Most of all, we shouldn't knock the movies in any
of its phases. AH in all, it's a darned fine business
despite the detractors.

There are always plenty of outsiders ready and .

anxious to blame the picture business for all our
social ills—from juvenile delinquency on up or

down. If we can't <lo something to quiet this irre-

sponsible kind of talk, at least we don't have to add
to it.

If the time comes when we do have major in-

dustry problems, even then we should keep it right ,

in our own family.

Meanwhile I can't think of a nicer business than

films. Can you?

Chop $75,000,000 Off Production

That's Hollywood's 1949 Objective

As Against $300,000,000 Prod.

Nut in '48

Hollywood,

Lowering the boom remains the order, of the day

in Hollywood for 1949. Direct production costs and

dperating overhead are the targets in the drive to

slash $75,000,000 off last year's $300,000,000 pro-

duction nut. As a result, the total tab is expected to

be 25% less in the new year than it was in 1948.

Pattern for the economy drive has alre'ifcly been

well established. The campaign is aimed primarily

at holding budgets down by pruning contract lists,

keeping salaries, and story costs down to a college

yell, and cutting comers on the technical end.

Feeling among studio execs is that it's not wise

to publicize economies still being effected; on the

theory that customers stay away from "cheap"

product. Nevertheless, the hard fact remains that

costs have to be cut one-third because of the re-

moval of a foreign market that accounted for 33%
of the industry's revenue in former years. Domestic

b.o. dip also has to be taken Into consideration.

in the Stygian waters redolent of ;
Of all now Is keep from being dull,

complete disintegration, • when ' It's the old things that are dull,
along eomes somef irrelev^int beam i We should adopt a policy about not
which catapults us immediately to I

talking about anything that hap-
the top the rainbow.

|

pened more than a week ago and
.

These phases of elation to de-
|

should, give; more thought to what
pression (and vice versa), are what I

eould.happen in the next 52 weeks. .
.

the psychologists call cyclothymics. To aid this campaign for better !
most studios results of course in instances of per-

.This means nothing more than
I

morale, I suggest the slogan,"YoU
I

sonal misfortune but, after, all, picture-making is
that we are somewhat sensitive

i
are not as young as you're gonna :

a business involving heavy investments that must

talent, ambition on the part of

plating a rjicture enterprise, and it certainly tends
to make finanlcing organizations hesitant about in- '

vestments in future projects.

As a matter of fact the screen's future is bright.

The- 'Shakedown , cruise of readjustment from war-
time abnorrndtt conditions - to normal picture busi-

ness levels is being made without any production or
ibiting disasters.

It has been commented by: others that the public
is now "shopping" for its .picture entertainment.
This is both natural and normal. Heavy boxoffice:

patronage for any ^d every thing that can be
thrown together and put on a screen is abnormal.
Good pictures will still get their share of the ticket-

buyer's dollar, It- is the. inferior pictures which, will
feel retrenchment.

In other words; so-called -'shopping" will inevita-
bly, result only in a steady industry-wide shift

toward finer , pictures. The long view of this tend-
ency indicates a generally higher quality of screen
entertainment, which is certainly not a discourag"^

ing outlook.
The ' policy of paring expenses now in effect in

Make 'Em at $1,000,000 I

folks who in our own little two- i be! be : protected, Every business on earth experiences

Budget-wise, average cost for the 366 pictures

made here was $1,040,000—down from the previous

year's $1,128,000. New figure covers shOrt-scheduled .

films as weir as the handful of multi^miHion dollar.
,

epics. Trend now is toward an even lower average

nut—$1 ,000(000, to be exact—'with only a few cos-

tume yams, always expensive items, being planned.

Cuts in contract lists of producers, directors,

actors and writers also continue. Talent hasn't been
in such a shaky position on the Coast for years. .

Additionally, option time is finding a number of

studio executive jobs eliminated. Those toppers

whose heads don't roll are discovering their duties

consolidated with those of the ex-execs. New term
thesp contracts are scarcer than uranium, except

for some low-salaried hopefuls, and these tyros

have to be pretty high in the hot-stuff league be-

fore they can get a foothold. A total of 400 contract .

players was dropped by studios last year, leaving

'

only about 325 on the payrolls.

This situation was tipped off early last year also,

when Charles C. Moskowitz told Loew's stock-

holders that, in addition to cutting personnel,

Metro's economy campaign "is making other em-
ployees Work hard to keep their jobs." Salary-wise,

Samuel Goldv'yn created a stir during the past

year by notifying his execs they'd have to take a ,

50% wage cut.

Other companies followed Goldwyn's lead; with .

Universal's William Goetz taking a. weekly cut of

$2,500, from $5,000, and Nate Blomberg and J.

Cheever Cowdin slicing their annual take from
$150;00a apiece to $100,000. To get back to the
actors, even the top freelancers are taking it on the

chin. Where formerly they got $100,000 and up per
picture, the average is now $50,000, Their deals

more often than not include deferments on even!

that comparatively small take. -s;^

Even so, U. S: writers who only recently could
command figures ranging up to $1,000,000 for their

works are so far below that point now some of
them aren't even trying. Many of those still pitching
in the big numeral league are being advised that
studios want only originals, which can be had for
anywhere from $5,000 to $25,000. These amounts for
originals are half of what was paid during the. boom

.

ye-ars'. . . ,

It's an old. stbry by now, that writer contract lists

are practically- fill at most studios. Majority of the
scripters, like the actors, are on picture-to-picture
deals. A not-so-amusing sideline to this situation
is the .crack made by a national magazflie story
scout during a recent ivisit to the Coast. It's always
a sign that times are tough in the studios; he said;

when his maga^-ine is swamped with stories about
Hollywood. "We're knee-deep in stories about out-
of'work actors and yarns by jobless press agents

,

described as something like 'Miracle of the Bells',"^

he said; On the lots, daily shooting time has been
increased 25% over 1945-46, and this despite hefty
personnel cuts. The minor miracle was accom-
plished mostly through the most careful pre-pro-
duction planning, including tighter shooting scripts,

extjpnsivo rehearsals, and technicals advancements
that brought, about swifter set construction. .
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newcomers,
especially
those of ex-

treme,, dewy-
eyed youthful-

ness.

T h i S: some-
what c 0 r n y
theme is inter-

Producer Minimizes B. 0. Weight

Of 'New Faces'; Taltes Years To

Train Them and Build Up Values
By JERRY WALD

Hollywood. :

'
I
newcomer; r O 1 i V i a deHavillandJ poise/ confidence, and emotipna^^

One of Hollywood's most abid-lBette Davji, Ray Milland, Bing depth in their acting.

Ins fetishes is the repetitious over-
,
Crosby. Pdul Lukas, Ingrid Berg- The critics ?nd public alike

emnhasis placed on .the cosmic im- man, Greet Garson, Claudette Col- hailed Jane Wyman's superb per-

Doiitance of so-called newcomers. ' bert, Katharine -Hepburn, Helen formance in "Johnny Belinda." I

" Hayes, Loretta Young, Ronald Col- consider that she turned in a su-

man, and others who learned their perb acting job in that picture,

!

art by years of application to it.
|
which she would have be^ii in-

•

Mere adolescence will never take capable of doing when she was a

the place of the genuine acting newcomer to the scre^sn, tegardleS^^

ability nor will it ever win the tre- of how pretty or charming she was.^^
i

mendous followings commanded by Earlier in Ijfer cateer, MisS_: Wy-

'

Errol Flynn, Barbara Stanwyck, man was . regarded only v a. highly

laced through- Humphrey Bogart, Rosalind Rus* attractive screen glaiftor, girl; It

out a thousand seH, Gary Cooper, Ginger- Rogers, took time to acquire' the jic^^^^

statements ahd Edward G. Robinson, Joan Pon^ ish and subtlety Which she brought
oratorical pro- taine, Dennis Morgan, Danny Kaye, to her performance in "Johnny
n o u n c e - and others who; continue to pull Belinda." During the same- period

m e n ts issued them in at the boxoifice season she was building ujp: a pppu^^^^

by leading in- after season. '
i with theatreTgoers that can result

dustry figures down through the
;

,—-— r;

—

t-Y-r, —
: only from the public's having seen

yoars.: Most of it sums up to the ;
I

Miscue on tan aiait
,

|

jjgj. (-jj^ screen.

myth that a star is washed up as] jj jg probable that one fictor I

No amount of flashy quick build

Hollywood and the Slicks

Glamor Has Lost Its Glamor But Mags Still Strong

For Film Folks If Given a McCoy Slant

By KAY CAMPBELL

Jerry Wald

Hollywood.

Glamor has lost its glamor—for
national magazines. It, used to be
the sultry sirens, the Cindcrellas,

who, having shed their sackcloth
and ashes,
burst through
the s 1 i c k
pages into big

s p r e a d s. 'ft

u s e4 to be
the glittering

stars, or. this

year's, crop of

oueens w h o
w e r e, bally-

hooed. Today,
there's some-

Kay Campbell thing new un-
' der the sun

for readers^—stories about the in-

ner workings of the industry.

The sun has set on glamor. Its

rays now- shine On technical sub^

jects, on the film industry as a

legitimatevbqsiness, and on players
as career mfen and women. Glorip

ous Personalities no longer rate

caps. It's the off-the^beaten-path
character who harvests the space

and
yarn

soon as he or she becomes familiar j^at contributes to the misconcep- "P sensational publicity or ad-

to the public.
tio„ newcomers are a priceless '

campaigns can create

Talent hunts in which' scouts commodity on the screen is the ^''^^ ^"JJ' P^™^"'^"*
even work down to casing high 'fan mail situation. It would re- '"8- ""HSged road to

school corridors and campuises, quire a psychologist to figure out ireally top stardom is littered with now.

drugstores and soda fountains; nu- just Why it is so, but it is true i

'**^ all but forgotten memories of
| You can blame it on the war, ac-

merous interviews in which picture- that something compels a certain i*i'^°^e one-shot wonders who flared
| cording to the publicity depart-

makers represent Hollywood as be- type of fan to sit down and write a (into undeserved stardom in one or
|
ments. When magazines undertook

Ing at a total standstill until some letter to or about a newcomer Pictures, and then, faded into
, to satisfy the curiosity of their

"unknowns" and "newcomers" can when that same fan wouldn't bother oblivion.
j
readers about the progress of the

be dredged up to revitalize the to do it about a well-established Those extremely youthful new- war, the new implements of battle,
whole industry, and similar phe- star, even their favorite. There is ^.^ff.„^^*^®

always hearing so
|

and news of. the armed forces,

eially in yieW of the paper shortage
—for Hollywopd's stars- The echo
of the big guns over Europe, Asia
and Africa drovvned put the sound
of 'the feeble popguns in the film

eapitol.: When .feiaders becam^! ab-
soEbed in th^ doings of- Marshall,'
Mltscher arid MacArthurj they lost
jhterest in Susie Glotz, her won-
drous Wardrobe, her fabulous
jewels and her castle in Holly-
wood; - And Beale Street's , bluest

nonriena, have ; all contributed to something abOut pulling for a iiew ["[""ch talk about may have a decora-
1 there was no longer space—espe

th.'s misconception. . , jcomer that inspires letters,
' .. Itive value in the background, but .

...

Absolute honesty would require
I

This leads to a distorted picture ^5;j^..?am^s don't punch up the

any experienced producer to admit i
of public opinion, because; in bulk

that newcomers, as such, don't fan mail does not give a true indt
swing any boxoffice weight around

'|
cation, of the general public's de

t!je lot or the lobby. The most valu- sires. Anothet psychological factor
. able -thing about unknowns, apart is the consideration that the major-
from the fact that they are cheap, ity of fan mail writers are unques-
Is that long, long chance they might [tionably very youthful themselves
possibly develop into stars. Pre- and it is natural that their screen
sumably, according to the logic of i

"crush" frequently turns out to be
the "fresh talent" disciples, if and i some new movie juvenile about
when they did "arrive/' they would their own age. But the same cor-

.
then be worthless and the public

j
respondents walked up to the ad-

marquee any.
It is the seasoned troupers who

bring in- the cash customers. .

FOX MIDWEST, RKO

SWAP HOUSES IN K.C.

would be tired of tbem and scream- mission window, and pushed over
ing .for more newcomers. : ;

their money because the picture

I'oung unknowns in secondary ^'arred one of the mature. Well-

roles may enliven .a picture some- l
'^"°w" P'ayers.

what, but they sure won't drag the '

Despite these occasional flurries

customers in to see the film, It is
°^ interest in newcomers, we still

still the mature, well-known estab- ;

""^'y on long-established players to
Jished stars who command the big

' exercise, wide audience appeal,
boxoffice followings. i r"Experience the Best~fea^h

Reference to a list of the really 'ing. „^ _
big money stars of the past and .

No student of the year-to-year
\
ate the Orpheum, until reraodelline

Kansas City.
Major theatre properties'

changed hands h e r e under an
agreement between Fox Midwest
Theatres and RKO, "following a
favorable ruling by the United
States District Court in New York.
Fox Midwest acquired the Orphe-
um, now operated by RKO, and
RKO gets the Mainstreet, dark
smce 1941.

Trade had been in the works for

jl about two years awaiting court rul-
' RKO -will continue to Oper-

carried Mrs. Peck's by-lino;
Harry James turned out a
about his wife, Betty Qrable. Each
month, The Womaiji runs an in-
spirational editorial by a I'emme
star. Gracie Allen and Loretta
Young were among the recent
"contributors." Best Years iised
a piece titled "Papa Was a
Preachep;" by Dana Andrews, and
followed it with a story based on
the philosophy expressed in Brown-
ing's Rabbi Ben Ezra, by-lined by
Sydney Greenstreet.
Beginning with the "Best Years

of Our Lives" campai^'n, -Bill
HebertV Sameul Goldwyn's head
Coast flack, has noticed a grow-
ing emphasis on technical subjects

"

As an example of this, a number
of books requested material on
Gregg Toland's new camera tech-
nique, now being used to film
"Roseanna McCoy," which, a few
years ago, would have been paSsW
by on the grounds that it was of
no interest to the layman. Art
directorSi who used to be anonymi-
ties, are entities now. Songwriters,
film editors, producers and dance
directors have edged out stars as
story matcKial. -

Redbook built a layout around
art directors; Nowadays has car-

'

i;ied pieces about the green gang
and set decorators; and Coronet
has skedded an article on Bob Tan-
sey, animal director. The Sateve-
post featured Mike Curtiz, and Le-
Roy Prinz is Pete Martin's current

'

assignment. Life's tale by Erie
Hodgins on his experiences as a
writer was reprinted by Reader's:
Digest; and Jimmy McHugh has
copped space in virtually every •

big-circulation book. If Lassie's
lineage were added up, the total

would be far greater than that of
any other star on the M-G-M lot.

When players are the subject,
the rank and file of readers, it ap-
pears, are interested in the nor-notes were a mere squeak of de- I „f tv,„j„ . tt, . .

spair against the trumpeting dirge '
^^^^^^ ''^'»^' ^ome

that sounded over the screen, col-
ony. ,

Before the war, the slick ap

life, how they rai.se their children
and how they entertain. Down to
earth and factual. One of the first

books to discover the reader-inter-
proach to a piece about Susie was

| est in the stars' normal home lives
not too dissimilar Irom that of the was The American Home. And
fan mags. It was remote, adoring
or at least, sympathetic. Today, the
clay teet of the idols are bared to
public view. The slant is factual,
and the starker, the more deroga-
tory the' facts, the belter the edi-
tors—and readers—like 'em.
The new twist is far-reaching. It

encompasses even the galleries I

where natural art has .supplanted

present will show that, with a few boxoffice graph will have forgotten of the Mainstreet is completed un-
oovious exceptions such as Shirley [that Greta Garbo, for instance, was

I der a lease agreement with Fox
Templei all the boxoffice giants lone of the queens of the screen vMidWest. RKO novv operates the
have been mature actors and ac-

1

after she had spent many an ardu-1 Orpheum with product from RKO
tresses. As a matter of fact, many ous sea.son learning how to act. I and Warner Bros with an occa I

S^amor portraits and retouching
of them like Marie Dressier and They didn't grab her out of the sional release from other compan- '

^"^ airbru.shing are virtually ob
Will Rogers were well past the diploma line on high school gradu-

1
ies. It will lake this product over

"""" —
half-cehtury mark. Significantly, , ation day and push her into star- ' to the Mainstreet. Probably willthey all got to the popularity top I

dom. She got there by hard work be Sept. 1 before renovating is
atl-r .yoar.s of inspired trouping. and years of experience.

|
completed. Probably will cost

If you don't think experience I $400,000. .

pays off, take any top stars of today The Mainstreet last was operated
. , , ,

...„....-,, and check back through screenings as an independent in 1941 but
actoi, ju.st as it takes time and ex-ifl' their earher pictures and you I earlier had been RKO'S regular
perience for one to become a good will observe a steadily growing

;
firstrun outlet here

lawvffr nr g -f<^p
.^^^^

'

'

.standing educator. Acting is not a

among the numerous .stories eov?
ered, a layout depicting the stars'

workshops resulted in a deluge of
mail.

-You no longer have to be a Con-
tender for a beauty crown to get
space in the slicks.

"Fa-sh Still Commersh

Acting is an exacting art and a
demanding s-cience. It takes lime
and experience to become a good

solete. Near - candid pictures run
neck-and-neck with action shots.
The news magazines have al-

tered Hollywood's still photography
just as the newsreels have influ
enced documentaries. Rollieflcx, I on the fash ed

Fashion art has taken a turn for
the bettor—so far as studio pub-
licity departments are concerned.
Not too long ago, when the econ-
omy axe chopped off llack.s, the;
fash gals were first to feel it. In-
the latest drive; Warner Bros, laid
off their national contact, but kept

bag of shoddy tricks you cin pick
UD overnight. It is a pursuit in
Which experience shows up and I

pays off The gulf of difference in i

the seasoned, capable trouper and '

the inexperienced ham is just as i

obvious on the screen as it is on '

the stage,

i_i-l'^P-?:tars ComeJOp Slowly

All the top stars come up slowly
Many ,i really promising career has
been harmed or ruined because an
overly enthusiastic producer
boosted an inexperienced player'
into a stellar role that was too ex-

1

acting for his or her experience
and talent.

Even with reasonable experience
back of her. it still takes at least
five or six years for a player to
nrmly entrench herself as a star
Real stardom is always hard won.
It never comes easily nor quickly
Educating the public to a screen
porsonalitv takes years, a lot of
money and "blood, sweat and tears."

^ The Academy Awards are the
.highest recognition of acting ex-
cellence -that the industry can be-
stow on its members. Consider!
the roster of Oscar winners backi
over the years. With very few ex-

1

ceptions they have been well-estab-
Ir'^-d stars of thorough acting ex-

1

penence. They include Joan Craw-

1

ford, certainly one of the finest
I

actresses on the screen and no'

HOLIDAY GREETINGS
DIOSA COSTELLO

first used by Life, is now in wide
use.

While, generally speaking, flacks
report it harder to sell Hollywood
to the slicks than ever before,

I
some books are using more movie

-I material and longer stories: Red-
|

book belongs in this cla.ssification.

1

Some of the other nationals iirp in

I

a state of flux, with an undeler-
I

mined, or unannounced policy

I

Lite has discontinued it's "movie
I

of the week," every week, but will

I

use it occasionally "when the qual-
ity of the film. warrants the space,"

I

Esquire has abolished pix reviews.
The film page, in Woman's Home
Companion has changed its format.
When a slick does accept a story

or an idea, it usually concerns the
technical side of the industry
fa.shions, or it carries a strong
angle. of reaUer-idehtification.
The war is responsible for other

sweeping change.s. The avalanche
of wartime literature; by-lined by
outstanding members of the armed
forces, has resulted in a trend for
by-line ai tides from the industry.
While the reader - participation
pieces concerning the martial melo-
drama have brought about similar
reader - participation stories from
the film industry. Take as an ex-
ample, Pete Martin's Satevepo.st
.yarn which told of his experiences
disguised as a bit player in "Com-
mand Performance."

by-lined pieces may be
told from the standpoint of the
wife husband, mother, sister or
brother-"this Is the real Joe

star, himself. A

The reasons are many. To name r

a lew, Cosmopolitan, Look, Ladies
Tlome Journal, Lite, Vogue and

-

Harpers. How much more circur
lation can you hope for? Collier's,
too, ties in frequently with studio'
wardrobes. LHJ sends its fash ed
out to Hollywood, periodically, to

photograph stars in prc-sclectcd .

duds. The malc-tcstod tashions in

Cosmopolitan get a good play irom
Hollywood.
Look is interested, primarily, in

two subjects from studios. Fash-
ions; and tieups between books
and movies, a la the coverage given :

"Gentl'eman^s Agreement.'' Seven- i

teen uses an occasional biographi-
cal sketch on a player of interest
to that age group, as well as young
players modeling new clothes, Mc-

,

Call's ignores the film centre ex-

cept, for iashions and beauty fea-

tures.

Most of the national magazines
have their own reps now in Holly-

wood, but an oceasional piece is

bought from a freelance writer, A :

few, like Magazine Digo.st, prefer ;

to gather material direct Irom the

.studio publicity departments and
have it staff-written. Few free-

lance writers hit the jackpot in

filmland. You can CoUnt the really

successful ones on the fingers of -

one hand. Some studios go so far

I
as to have an agreement never to

make the first contact with a liee-

lance writer, but to peddle stones •

and ideas via their N. Y. offices

directly to magazine editors. This

policy stems, probably, from th?

barriers erected during recent
recent story about «rego?rPec5 Z^::^^^^^,:^^!^;:^^^
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Pictnres Hake Paragmphsi
By SID GARFIELD

Doinr Broadway column pub-

licity for a movie company has its

compensations. Digging data on

many of the real life and flctiorial

characters brought to life pn our

Burbank sound stages stands you

in good stead when that grim note

from Varikty arrives: "Get your
Anniversary piece, in early— and
make it interesting!" The following

essay is a modest little answer. .

Warners made "Mark Twain" in

1944. Hustling for radio tieups, we
found there was no existing record

of Twain's actual voice, allhougli

many of his wnetrating epigrams

vfere delivered in the film by
Freddie March. Twain did visit

Tilomas. Edison ona time and,

while they sat around in the lat^

ter's laboratory cutting up con-
versational touches, Edison had his

talking machine record Twain's
voice. -A fire in the plant in 1914
destroyed the only record of the

famous writer's speaking stj-le

—

and, bang, there went a tieup with
'•'Luncheon at Sardi's" or Joe
Franklin.

if ^ i)t

When we filmed "Saratoga
Trunk," with Ingrid Bergman,
some of us Tecalled that Edna
Ferber likes to get her friends
into the pages of her books. She
did it to Franklin. P. Adams in her
.toine called, "The Girls," describ-
ing the character in question as
''Rutherford Hayes Adler." An-
other Ferber Algonquin crony
furnished' literary ammunitions
They'll tell you that Nej»sa Mc-
Nein was the one Miss Ferber had
in mind when she created the
heroine "Dallas: O'Mara" in her
best-selling "So Big."

.*...«,

And it doesn't end there^ of
course. Floyd Dell was supposed
to have had Upton Sinclair in
mind when he penned . "An Old
Man's Folly." Ben Hecht could
never deny all the rumors that he
caricatured Maxwell Bodenheim
in "Count Bruga." Bodenheim
scratched back at Hecht in "Ninth
Avenue." P. Scott Fitzgerald and
Edmund Wilson played literary
patty-cake with each other in "The
Beautiful and Damned" and "The
Crime in the Whistler Room."

.:, :* .* ., *, ,

Another Warner film. "Devo-
tion," was the saga of the scrib-
bling Bronte sisters who ran up
And down the best-selling lists of
their day. Alec Woollcott always
insisted that, given a little more
time, the girls could have conie up
with some real masterpieces for
the all-time shelves. And that re-
minded a few of our researchers
that several writers were cut down
right smack in the middle of what
niight have been a classic. Charles
Dickens succumbed in the midst of
putting "The Mystery of Edwin
Urood on paper. Thackeray never
completed "Denis Duval." FrankNoms never 5ot to the last page of
Vandovenand the Brute." His

brother, Charles, finished it for
mm. Joseph Conrad, De Maupas-
sant, and Blasco Ibanez passed
away trying to get completed tomes
to their publishers. .

• *
Came the fabulous "Life With

ifather, and all of us at Jack War-
ners command labored night and
oay— Clarence, of course. There
were many father-and-soh stories
to send along for columnists to
ponder. A favorite at that time
around the sixth floor in 44th
hlreet was of the night George M.
Lohan took his beloved dad to a
swank Fifth Avenue cafe for din-
ner. The food was eminentlv sat-
isiying, the wine perfectly chilled,
and nearby a violinist ca.ioled per-
lect Victor Herbert music from his
instrument.

ul'^^^" said George, dreamily.
It you hadn't taken me traipsing
around the country in vaudeville,
1 might have been playing here
tonight." .

"True. Georgie," said the elder
t-olian, "you might — but you
wouldn't be eating here!"

Another little anecdote to serve
«s concerned Eddie Foy, Sr., vvlio
^Vas fond of naming his children
alter friends. Once, onlv a few
boups after a Foy addition. Lee
'•ni^tt was on the phone asking:

'Eddie, yrill you name this one
for me?"
Foy thought a minute, tlien ex-

ploded:
"Are you crazy? People will
tnmk the kid's Chinese—Lee Fov!"

:*• *•,*..
Then David Butler did "My Wild

Irish Rose" for us. And before you
could say Mort Blumenstock, I

was scurrying around to the Lambs
Club for • material on the late,
golden - voiced Chauncey Olcott.
And on Bernard Dunn and Bill
Scanlon, Andrew Mack, Fiske
O'Hara, J, K. Emmelt, Alari Doone
and the others. .

>- ' 'X
Olcott, I learned, was a first-

rate American, as well as enter-
tainer. Once a report persisted that
Olcott was Jewish. When asked,
he said:

"What difference does it , make?
Can I sing, or can't 1? Jew or
Gentile, a man's religion is ^uch a
a private afi'air it seems to me to
be the height of bad taste to afiirm
or deny in public that you're one
thing or the other. It simply isn't

anybody's business but your "own.
My mission in life is to entertain
my people. I have no other." Ike
Eisenhower said practically the
same thing years' later, as Quentin
Reynolds reported in a recent Col-
lier's story.

You .iust couldn't write about
"My Wild Irish Rose" without
mentioning Johti McCormack.
John, himself, scored a great suc-
cess in the film, "Song in My
Heart." Later, he was invited to
contribute a bit to another movie.
The role called for him to be seen
singing at a party whereupon his
host and a guest stroll from the
room to a terrace, the camera fol-
lowing them. McCor;mack saw the
rushes in the projection room and
said: "That's the first time an au-
dience ever walked out on Wie!"
We, discovered that, talented

though he was, Fiske O'Hara was
a temperamental artist who got
into many arguments with his as-
sociates. At one time, he was not
speaking to his accompanist, his
arranger, his agent, and his pit
conductor. Somebody asked Cohan
if O'Hara had made a curtain
speech at the opening performance
of a new vaude bill that week.

"Nope," said Cohan, "O'Hara's
not talking to his audience, either!"'

Joe Laurie, Jr., bless his ency-
clopedic little heart, wrote "April
Showers" for us andJbe vaudeville
researching was Y^ctic. Elbert
Hubbard, we discovered, got : off

the most touching! tribute ever
penned to twora-dayers, to wit:

"Vaudeville performers are all

children. They never grow up. The,
Gods love them, for they die young,
no matter how long they live!"

Winchell surely must have- writ-

ten aWut the acrobat who always
closed the early Palace bills, when
audiences were hustling towards'
the exits, their backs against this

straining gymnast. After half-a-

dozen years, the acrobat went to
his agent at the start of a new
season and asked for more com-
plete time.

"Can't," snapped the agent,
"you need a new finish."

"New finish," screamed, the tum-
bler, "nobody's seen the old one
yet!"

I wish Warners would hurry up
and make the life stories of such
friends of mine as John Garfield,
Phil Silvers, press agent Eddie
Jaffe • and Jaeger, • ,the waiter in
Lindy's. Have I done research!

Wanted: A Hollywood Abbey
Noted Author Urges Some Permanent Shrine for the Film Greats Akin to

' All the Other Arts

By RUPERT HUGHES

r Rupert Hushes

. Hollywood;. ,

- It is high time that the motion picture people
should begin' to take themselves, their art and their
industry, seriously. By "seriously," I mean, •^vith

statuary, memorials, pantheons and museums, {Re-

claiming the high dignity which
is due their living and their
dead.
There are statues and shrines

to^ famous poets, painters, play-
wrightsy, actors, • singers, com-
posers, sculptors, architects

—

men and women in all fields of
entertainment. But moving pic-
ture people are always either
bragging: or apologizing for the
wrong things.'

Say what you will of the de-
tails, the motion picture is one
of the greatest , achievements
and influences of man's devising.

When Will Rogers died I was appointed chairman
of the GaUfornia branch of the WiU Rogers Memorial
Fund. The New Yorkers and others of the central
committee refused to honor him with a monument :

or anything of the sort.:

: I am ashamed to say that 1 raised only $50^000 in
California, almost entirely from Hollywood. The
condition was made, that the money raised here
should be spent here where Will spent his last years
as a motion picture actor and an author. For a time
he was a motion: picture producer, of all tilings!

Yet when it came to deciding what form the me-
morial to him should take-r-what do you suppose the
committee decided? One of ; them: said that Will
was a great "philosopher.'' Which he ,w4s, of course,
if you make up your own definition of ''Philoso-
pher."

Well, that $50,000 was devoted to endowing schol-
arships for boys and girls who wanted to study phil-
osophy in the universities here! I screamed, "Bloody
Murder! You'll have to do that over my dead body!"
And they did. I was trampled in the dust. I voted

unanimously: against- it. The rest voted unanimous-
ly for it. And now, if you want to see the monument
to Will Rogers in his Hollywood , home town, you
have only to telephone one of the universities and
find out where the Will Roger Scholar is reciting or
studying. Then you can go see Kim or her. It is

the only monument I ever heard of that takes regu-;

lar vacations and has only certain hours of visibility.

In Claremont, Okla., there is a memorial, hall and
museum, but it celebrates ^Will^ the cowboy, the
Oklahoman, riot the motion picture figure.

Of Will's so vivid memory there is: absolutely
nothing visible in this man's town. Nor is there a
memorial to any one else. ;

Now Pix Must Pass

'Wiggle Tesf to Get

Sat. Mat M Dates
Motion Picture Assn. of Ameri-

ca is attempting to promote addi-

tional speciill Saturday matinees
for kids in theatres throughout the
country by sending out about 2,500
one-sheet lobby, posters on the

Children's Film Library to houses
holding the weekend matinees.

Children's Film Library is an
MPAA-s p o n s or e d organization

through which all member com-
panies: provide specially-suited

product: out of their vaults for the
special shows.

One-sheets now going out,' which
will fit into a lobby frame, repro-

duce a picture feature in Parade
magazine recently on the "wiggle
test." Latter is a scheme devised

b.v Mrs. Marjorie Dawson, of the
MPAA's community^ relations, de-
partment, for choosing CFL films

by observing how much a kid test

audience Wiggles.
Headline on the MPAA poster

states: "Parade magazine shows
how youngsters like yours select

movles' your kiddies are bound , to
enjoy."

D. W. Griffith

When David Wark Griifitli died, I persuaded
Forest Lawn to offer him special ceremonies and a
place of honor; but his will said that his body should
be, buried in Kentucky, and his wife had his last

rites celebrated in a funeral parlor.

This city is \a Mecca for tourists crazy to see a
studio and a scene being shot; Our actors and ac-

tresses are mobbed and bruised and almost stripped
in the frenzy for autographs or souvenirs of their

sacred persons and pensonalities.

Numerous motion picture figures are more widely
known- and more beloved than any other human be-

ings in -the world's history, not excluding your Na-
poleons, Shakespeares, Alexanders the Great, Czars
or Emperors and Empresses.

"Vet where are their statues, their shrines? What
placards on their birthplaces? What streets or parks
or cities are named after them?
The slaughterers and oppressors of millions are

immortalized everywhere by their effigies and,their
-names. But the entertainers and delighters who -

have made billions weep and laugh and glow^ forget

for: a while their woes, and .understand their fellow

beings better—they are anonymous and overlooked
in sculpture, painting, architecture and nomencla-
ture.
For this the motion picture people themselves are

to blame. It is not for them to demand that- other
cities and nations put up visible tokens of their in-

debtedness and their homage. But it is up to Holly-

Wood to :set the example and lovingly perpetuate
the brilliant men and beautiful women who have
brought prosperity here and gone about the world
like visiting angels, bringing love, laughter, beauty,
and all the uplifts of all the emotions.
: When many years ago a Boston clergyman spoke
Of "that horrible HoUywoodi" nobody answered him
by citing the horrors of Boston history. Yesterday
and tomorrow the rain of abuse goes on and wiH go
on , but why must, Hollywood take it lying down?
Sometimes I get pretty discouraged about Holly-,

wood and the movies; and they arc discouraging if'

you are looking for perfection in art and conduct.
But if you compare us with any other art or business,

or place or period, and deal as frankly with the
other end of tiie comparison as:people do with us, we
shall not come out so badly.

.Take London for instance and the drama in :'*the

spacious days" of Queen Elizabeth. The plays look
pretty grand from here and we are always being
told how wonderful they were. But if you get closer
to them, they begin to look more and more like

Hollywood.
The playhouses, for instance, were permitted to',

exlM only on the wrong side of the river among- the;

bawdy houses. And actors were classed with male
prostitutes and the practicers of other illegal activi'

ties;' The highest figures in high society patronized,

them, but so they did the light ladies of the evening.
But their artistic and social rating were of the
lowest.

I

Yet Shakespeare Is perhaps the greatest name of

rail English names, and at his birthplace they have

, & statue and a shrine and a memorial theatre: Pil-
:grims flock tliither to pay homage as to a sacred city»

: Yet, if you are honest enough to admit it. Shakes^
peare's plays, like our successful films (including
"Henry V" and "Hamlet," not to mention Orson's

[
Orsonian "Macbeth") were nearly all of them taken
from best sellers changed beyond recognition, and
from older plays thatwere re-adapted to the tastes
of the time:
We are incessantly humiliatea l)y the bad actions

of some of our good actors on the screen who are
such "bad actors" off it. But it has only recently
come out that "Gentle Will" Shakespeare had to bo
put under bonds to keep him from cutting the throat
of a couple of other fellows who had promised to cut
his.

That great playwright,
,
"The Mighty Marlowe,"

was killed in a tavern :brawl while trying to kill
another man. j''

The wonderful Ben Jonson was fof a while a tutor
to young Sir Walter Raleigh, and once, when Ben
got dead drunk, Raleigh put him in a pushcart and
pushed him up: and down the London streets for th«-
entertainment of the crowds.

Yet Ben Jonson, has his bust in Westminster
: Abbey, and is honored in the highest universities as -

a classic.

Shakespeare never saw an actress Jn a play of his;
so the theati'e was spared the scandals some of our
Hollywood queens have developed for the delighted^
horror of the public. In Sliakespeare's day the
women roles were played by pretty boys.' And w«
all know what can be accomplished in the way of :

gossip by pretty boysi v

One of the very first actresses on the English
stage was a Mrs. Hughes, who was the mistress of
Prince: Rupert. I have sometimes- claimed to : b«
their lineal descendant; but there are a few gaps in-'
the genealogy.
Among the most frightful atrocities of Hollywood

are the story conferences; the number of writers it

takes to chop the life out of a boughten mastei'piece;
and to substitute whatever they can compromise on
after days and nights of wrangling at the company's
expense-^not to mention the expense to the original

, work of art.

-
: But most of the Elizabethan plays were written or
carpentered by gangs : of hired playwrights whom
the managers kept on small'salaries and much liquor.
The proof of a man's greatness in art is not tha

purity of his life but his achievement of works that
last a long while and so give pleasure to: millions.

Well, the films don't have to wait centuries to
reach their millions: They can do it in a week. On
the same night they can give truth, beauty, excite-
ment, laughter, pity,: poetry, romance, imderstand-
ing, what not? to Eskimos; Zulus; Chinese, Java-
nese, Japanese, Senegambians, Hindus, Turks, Eu-
ropeans, North and .Soutli Americans, Australians^
almost everybody but the Russians. "

We spend billions of words and billions of dollars
trying to bring about One World and the United
Nations; but the films are the only universal lan-
guage understood and responded to by the people
of any race and clime.
Yet its producers and performers slink about in

be-diamonded humility like the Hindu untouchables.
They admit that they are somehow beyond the pals
of art or even respectability. They let the "artists"
in other fields of art define"art" and '^artists" so

. as to shut them: out.

Self-Slylcd Artists

The painter of some hideous "abstraction" calls
himself an artist because he puts both of a woman's
eyes on the same side of her nose, and makies her
face a study in drunken geometry. A selfrstyled poet
messes up a pack of words and calls himself an artist
A sculptor talces a block of stone, makes- it look liks
a seasick elephant, trying to rest his head on his
behind, calls it a madonna and calls himself an
artist. A composer hits all the notes at once except
those that would be in accord and makes his music
sound as if all the instruments were out of tune and
all the players epileptics, and calls himself an artist!

Ask any of tliem if a moving picture author or
actor or art director or cameraman has anything
to do with art, and he will make a sound resembling
a seasick walrus.
That is natural enough from motives of jealousy

and bigotry and narrowness of mind, but the. silly
thing is that motion picture people accept the labeU
and dare not call themselves artists.

: Nobody will ever call them artists till they call

:. themselves: by that well-earned name, and pay dua
reverence to^ the masters living and dead of their
great and-:glorious. World-shaking; worldrhealing art.

So let us raise statues of the great beauties and the
great heroes, the wonderful clowns and imperson-
ators. Let there be libraries where the enormously
successful scenarios may be shown, their costume
designs and their scene plots and the mechanical
marvels they invent.:
Let the names and deeds of great producers be

shown as benefactors of humanity. Let us -name :

streefs and squares and plazas after our great souls.
Let us make Hollywood a shrine of memorials ahd

souvenirs of the great people who have passed this

way and lingered- here while scattering about the
world the blessings of their magnetism, their charm,

: their intellect, their understanding and portrayal of
human nature, their miraculous ability to be almost
everywhere in the -world at the: same, time and to
make; life more beautiful, moi'e romantic, more ex^
citing, pitiful, diverting, all-sympathetic.
Who, else has so demonstrated the oneness, the

brotherhood and jiisterhood,' and familyhood: of all
mankind?
Where are the memorials of the infinite debt;of

gratitude we owe them?: What holidays do we de^
vote to the men and women who: have made Hdlly-
wood a world-word? i
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Report to the Nation on Continuing Job

Sliow Biz Is Doin^ k Disabled Vets
By ABE LA.STFOGEL

,

Wre&Umt, Veterans Bospital Camp Shows, Inc.) '

^...^ is a report on how Show
j

struct a. complete stage setting for in wards _as well as in the aiidi-

Business has started its longtime
j
"Turn to the Right" and prepare

This

lob of entertaining veterans of two
World Wars, who, in hospitals from
Maine to California, are still pay-

the price of our victories.

Alerted to the anxiety that of-

ficials of Veterans Administra'
tion felt when- they heard that
ttSO-Carap Shows would pass out
of 'existence at the end of the year,

leaders of the entertainment in-

dusti-y, moving spontaneously and
voluntarily, set up Veterans Hos-
pital Camp Shows, Inc., in Sep-
tember, 1947. They intended that
it would take the place of USO-
Gamp Shows' Hospital Circuit and
through it they, planned to con-
tinue entertaining hospitalized
vetei-ans as long as their attend-
ing physicians thought it would
•id their rehabilitation.

USO-Gamp Shows' units played
their last engagement Dec. 31,
1947. During the next three weeks
our Talent Advisory Board
Sammy Rauch, Harry Levine, Sid-
ney Piermont, Dan Friendly and

needed furniture for its local pres-
entation.

Circuit ot HZ Hospitals
f

When our ' second series of
shows, made up of 116 enter-
tainers, went on the road in Sep-
tember and October, they found
that they were to appear in 112
hospitals instead of the original

103. Most of them are slightly

less than half way around their
circuit. To the end of the year,
they have presented 684 audi-
torium performances before 217,-

000 patients and 1,447 ward shows
before 64,468 bedfast men.

In Hollywood, meantime, the
Screen Actors Guild and the Holly-
wood Coordinating Committee
were moving to give meaning and
substance to a wartime resolution
declaring that entertainers Would
never forget disabled veterans who
needed their services. When the
Screen Actors Guild proposed that
steps be taken to send screen and

toriuih, This quality is very use-

ful and- necessary to hospitals be-
cause niany patients cannot turn
out for mass entertaihi?ient . . ^
we I haye found the entertainers
sent here by your oi'ganizatiori

adaptitble to our requiremepts.
We have Mot used this talent as a
luxury or a frill. We attempt to

adapt the particular acts of the en-
tertainers to the particular thera-
peutic-needs of the patients, using

1 certain parts of the program for
one group and other parts for -difT.

fcrent groups.''
,

'

,

Summing ' up reports from all

hospitals that we service, General
F, R. Ke!il',J;he Veterans Adniinis-'
trator's assistant administrator for
special services, recently told, aji

Entertainment ludustry luncheon
in New York that "entertainment
supplied by Veterans Hospital
Camp Shows has become an indis-
pensihle part Of hospital care."

I
Hosp Shows on Permanent Basis

I

While all this activity was goiiig
on, Veterans Hospital Camp Shows

- expanded its board of directors.
ceiyed. Film, radio and talent It now includes 42 men and
agency executives held, a series of I women, representiiig 27 organiza-
meetings- that formulated plans to

|

tibns which ebmprtse every group
service all the hospitals in . two I active in Stage, Screen and Radio
60-day periods^ each spring and

j
and Television.

: Behind this, proj-

I

ect is a coriipletely united and co-
The first phase of this pro.iect "I'dinated industry,

was carried out during October I From the first, the. Entertain-
and November. Fiftythree person- !

ment Industry has been concerned
alities of screen and radio, tour-

1
about ways aiid means to put

ing under the auspices of Veterans
j
Veterans Hospiial Camp Shows on

~»...,.„„.,. ...V, ..^o- ^.w,.i>i., Hospital Camp Shows, devoted 285 a permanent basis and finance itsLowry produced two other units.
1
days to the project, providing 176 i

service from year to vear It

t^:^.'V}':!:L^}Jil^^.^!}^l^^J^''^ 106 hospitals in 43
;

named a committee to .study this

Harry Mayer—helped to recruit a !
radio personalities out to the hos

splendid group of artists. Gae I Pitals, the idea was warmly re
Foster, Flo Kelly, Allan Zee, Dave
Bines and Leo Morgan, giving gcnr
erously of their time, fashioned
them into seven splendid com-
panies. Oscar Hammerstein II, 1

vju-uaj-

• Richard Rodgers, Joshua Logan |

each fall,

and Norman Krasna granted us
the use of "John Loves Mary,"
royalty-free, while it. was still play-
ing Broadway, and Robert. H. Gor-
don turned out an excellent road
company. On the West Coast. Ed

PETE SMITH
Whose' "Specialties" were again

voted Number Onejn live action
Held of short subjects by. exhibitor
readers of "Fame Magazine" and
'Showmen's Trade Review" for
the sixth consecutive year.

able and energetic direction, we
launched Veterans Hospital Camp
Shows without any interruption of
seryiee, 10 units opening Jan. 26,
1948, in widely separated sections
of the country.
Made up of 126 professional ar-

tists, several of whom moved di-
rectly from Broadway stages to
hospitals and from the hospitals
back to some of Manhattan's top
television shows. They travelled a
route 28,000 miles long on which
wye located 103 hospitals in 42
States. AH were carefully chosen
.by medical chiefs of the Army,

I designated
Administration

|
Men in a position to judge con

states. Patients and stars alike
j
problem Sept. 4, 1947. Our "direc-

are looking forward to the next
!
tors, therefore," were gratified to

series of visits in May and June. . hear Walter Hoving, chairmanWe also drew on a pool of nearly 1 alike of our two boai-ds, say that
100 sketch artists to keep five: of

1 "USO again has joined with Show
;their number in as many hospitals

|
Business and together they are as-each week of the year. These tal-

!

suming complete responsibility tor

^"nn^ "^P^
^"'^ viomen sketched Ihe financial needs of the organi-

.i.OOO veterans, who were usually , /ation that your industry set-™^t
solecled^ by ward physicians or

j

bring cheer and theraoeuti^
nurses because they knew that the iioinfni ov,tQ,.*o; * :

experience would bolster their
morale. We sent these sketches,
without charge, to the loved ones
at home whom these patients

to make sure that disabled men,
far from entertainment centers;
got professional entertainment on
a regular and dependable basis
Following a schedule designed to
give each institution fresh enter-
tainment every three weeks, they
provided 1,498: auditoriutli shows
bcloro 485,067 ambulant patients
and 2,184 ward appearances before
1S8,188 men too sick to walk to
auchtoriums. Hospital reports and
patient comment left no doubt that
they were among the finest com-
panies that ever covered the hos-
pital circuit.

stantly tell us about the' place that
i

our entertainment occupies in a 1

program designed to rehabilitate 1

war veterans;
Dr. Karl Menniger, one of the I

world's outstanding psychiatrists ;

and head of the Winter Veterans I

Administration Hospitals at
'

iielpful entertainment to rhen fac-
ing a long personal fight."
USO and Show Business have

been working together lor a long
time but never was there greater
need fgr energetic support of that
great service organization by our
industry than right now.
Funds for all USO work come

from Community Chest campaignsm 434 cities throughout the coun-
try as well as from 150 independ-
ently-conducted USO campaigns in
cities that do not maintain chests,
bo to support the Community

Small Making Special

Teletrailer for 'Magic'

In Experimental Form
Hollywood.

Edward Small is making a
special five-minute teletrailer for
'Black Magic," which is expected
to extend into a 14-minute trailer.

Decision i»ests on whether it's pos-
sible to make a dramatic presenta-
tion in the longer length without
divulging the unusual plot of the
Orson Welles-Nancy Guild starrer
filmed in Rome under the original
title of "Cagliostro."

1
Trailer will be turned out on an

advertising scale, more or less as
an experiment, since no trailer was
ever made for video to run 14
minutes. Average theatre trailer of
225 feet runs about two niinutes;
Theatre audiences will accept this
footage, but a different approach in
story offering must be used for

j

tele films.

i
Lighting is another factor in de-

I

termining whether the longer

I

length is okay, since much of
I "Magic" is in low key, with tele
losing from 25% to 30% of original
density. Beaming "Magic" for
(March 15 release, trailer wiir be
||i'eady hy then. Small expects dis-
'-ibution deal within 30 days.

COURT OKS WINDUP OF

RKO-20TH'S K.C. POOL

Topeka, Kansas, said that his ho.s-
I
Chest and 'Council in its nation"Pilal's experience had shown that vvide appeal this fa

"
the HoUv-shows such as those your organi- wood Coordinating CommU^^^^^^

I

zation furnished, to be of consider- Oct. 4 presented a coast-to-coastable value to patients, both frohl I show, "The Waking Giant OveVa^ therapeutic and recreational the Americaiv' bScSk G^^^
w''h."in i^""""

which 'facilities. ConcS and directed
As these companies neared the ^ adlptable ?o iiniosnTtrMh"r

'

''^^'^*u^"'S"' " ^''^ designed to
.d,of th.ir tours,, a new set of I nT^^ ru^:^ 'ntA i^n^^^^^^

^he needsend of tlrcir tours, a new uj. 1

10 .<!hows were produced and went
!

on the road during September ;md
October. Tiirough long coopera-
tion, the Veterans Administration's
medical chiefs and our producers
had pretty well identified enter-
tainment ingredients that -were
most valuable therapeutically—
music, sight acts and the familiar
so the seven variety .shows that
were fashioned utilized these ele-
jnents heavily. Material written
by hospital patients themselves
provided the basis for a 75-minute
travesty on hospital life, which
Ezra Stone staged during his sum-mer vacation from radio. John

:
Golden permitted us to tour his
famous comedy, "Turn to the
Right, • royalty free. So, too,
Cheryl Crawford, Alan Jay Lcrner
and Frederick Loewe permitted us
to use tho American Theater I

Wings adaptation of their Broad-
Way success, "Brigadoon."
Knowing that the Veterans Ad-

niinistration's medical officials feel
that patient participation in a wide
variety of activities is important,
our producers recruited several
entertainers skilled at drawing themen into their acts. During the
spnng. we also conducted a script
writing contest for hospitalized
men at home and abroad. Exactly
165 veterans sent in 315 pieces of
xvriting that ranged from lynes to
BKltS.

I'o extend hospital participation
in tlie theatre even further, each
lipspital is provided with a set of
plans which enable patients to con-

j

Windup of an RKO-20th-Fox
I

pool operation of two first-runs in
;

Kansas City has been approved by
!the New York federal court.
Order permits RKO to turn over
Its 50% interest in the Orpheum
to Fox-Kansas City, subsid of Na-
tional Theatres. In return, the NT
circuit is surrendering its half in-
terest in the Main Street theatre
to RKO.
Under the agreement, both

i

houses will be operated as first-
runs. Government gave its pre-
liminary d'onsent to the breakup

SELENA ROYLE
My DrMm I. Your."—W.B.
MB T'^i

H«iri.M"—Par,,
"Bud Boy"—AUied Artitta

U Reabsorbs 16m Dept.

To Protect 35m Opposish
After a two-year trial-run in the

distribution of theatrical 16m films
domestically through United World
iilms, its wholly-owned subsid
Universal has decided to incor-
porate the department again into
Its regular sales organization.
Harold Sugarman, head of the
d^pt., as a result has moved into
U s domain, taking his 16m pro-
gram with him. Henceforth, he
vvill be directly under the super-
vision of William A. Scully, U's
distribution veepee.
Reabsorption of the 16m wing of

theatrical biz is being maneuvered
to avoid situations where the nar-
row-gauge was booked into outlets
competing with U's regular 35m
customers. It's figured that keep-
ing both gauges of pictures In thesame dept. will keep the conflicts
to a minimum.

Pix Express Rates Up
., Washington.

Kail express rates for films and
theatre equipment will go up un-der new Interstate' Commerce
Commission rates. Commission an-nounced that in the east and .south
rates are being brought up to the
levels in the west.
_This means increases per 100

schedXs.^'
^^'^

Famous Firsts
' By ROGER IMHOF-i-

Hollywood.
It is with great satisfaction

that I recall some famous "firsts"

'

in show business.

On Dec. 30, 1799, at the Federal
theatre, Boston, one Graupner
blacked his face and sang "The
Negro Boy." This was the first
blackface act' in J(iiStory.

The first minstrel show was
produced at the Bowery amphithea-
tre, N. Y., Feb. 6, 1843. It \vas
"The Virginia Minstrels." Its mem-
bers were Billy Whitlock, Dan
Emmett, Dick Pelham and Frank
Brown.

The name "Vaudeville" was
used for the first time in Ameri-
ca by H. J. Sargent, at Weisiger'a
Hall, Louisville, Feb, 23, 1871 The
billing was "Sargent's Great
Vaudeville Company." Group in--
cluded The Kiralfy Troupe Rigl
Sisters, Gus Williams, Will Carle-
ton, Charles A. Williams, Jenny'
Benson, Kynock & Smith, Mor-
risey & Emerson, Oscar Willis
Prince Sadi D'Jalna and J w'
Ward.

Gus Williams wrote the first
parody on a popular song. And
published a book of jokes and
parodies in 1902.

The White Rats was organized
in 1900 by Dave Montgomery, Fred
Stone,

.
Charles Mason, Tom Lewis

Sara Ryan, Mark Murphy, Sam
Morton, James Dolan and George
Fuller Golden, who borrowed the
Idea fram the English club, "The
Water Rats."

Equity was organized May 26,
1913, by Albert Brunning, Charles
Coburn, Frank Gillmore, Milton
Sills, Grant Stewart and William
Harcourt. It was an outgrowth of
the Actors Society of America.
The Lambs Club Was organized

at Brown's chophouse (Brown was
an actor) at his first place on 4th
avenue. ,

Mclntyre and Heath became
partners in San Antonio, in 1874.

Primrose and West joined hands
in 1873 and first appeared with
Simmons and Slocum's Minstrels
in Philadelphia. '

The Rentz-Santly show was the
first burlesque.

Television was -first publicly in-
troduced at Proctor's theaire,
Schenectady, N. Y., May 22, 1930,
by Dr. E. E. W. Alexander.son. who
developed it for the Qentral Elec-
tric Co. ^--^

Fir.st published review of a
film was in Variety Jan. 19,
1907. It was reviewed at Pastor's
theatre, N. Y., and it was called
the Life of a Cowboy." There

were no credits for the author,
producer and director,' or the
actors.

Electric lights were first used
to light a theatre at Harry Hill's
concert hall on Houston street,
N.- Y, In this same place the first
meeting of the Salvation Army in

I

America took place.
The N Y. Palace theatre opened

I

March 25, 1913, and "big time"

I

ended there May 7, 1932. On the

I

(n)enmg bill were Ed Wynn, Hy
I

Meyer. Milton Pollock & Co.,

I

Four Vannis, Otto Gygi and Tay-
I lor Holmes.

. "Ach Du Lieber Augustine" was
the first waltz ever composed, in
1770.

Willlgm Austin, of Austin and •

.Stone, Boiston, coined and first «

u.sed "nickelodeon" after his split
with Stone. He opened it on Scol-
.lay Square, near Austin and
Stone's Museum, Boston.

Pastor's first theatre (he was a
clown) was on the Bowery. His
last was on 14th street near Third
avenue.
The first matinee ever given in

America was on July 4, 1827', St'
tlie Old Bowery theatre, N. Y.

Tlie Mount Vernon Gardens was
me first summer pavillion I heal re.

It opened in 1800, in N. Y. Co-
lumbia Garden. The second .sum-
mer theatre, opened in N. Y. in
1823, at Broadway and Piinee.
street, and later became Ni bio's
Garden.
The first American circus began

at Somers, N. Y., when Hackaliah
Bailey

, exhibited "BET," the first

elephant ever brought to Ainonca.
Afterwards, with some strolling
acrobats, the American circus,
took form.
Loie Puller originated the skirt

dance; Papinta the mirror dance,
Ameta the fire dance, Helen Kane'
the boop boop-a-doop, Bee Palmer
the shimmy dance and Pal Koohcy
I the waltz clog.
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COMtHG HirS

^ (5 Hellinger's choice to follow his ^
"The KiiiPr." and "The Naked City

0 S b, ROBERT SIODMAK

Universal-International
presents

DOUGLAS FAIRBAHKS.JR

Themmm oflynn^
qp-starring --.ur

HELEHACftRTER' RICHARD liREEHE

PATRICIA MEDINA

Screenplay by Douglas Fairbanks Jr.

and Robert Thoeren • From the novel

b! Justin Huntly McCarthy • Directed

by Arthur Piefson .Produced by

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS Jr.

A Fairbanks Co., Inc. Picture

Universal-International presents

ANN HOWABD GEORGE

BLYTH • DUFF • BRENT,

in Zane Grey's *

RED CANYOM
with < Edgar Buchanan -Jane Darweii

?.urM?'^,^ i'^"^'"
Geraghty . Based on the novel

Wildfire by Zane Grey • Directed by George Sherman
Produced by LEONARD GOLDSTEIN

Universal - International presents

starring

WILLIAM BENDIX as Riley
An Irving Brecher Production

With JAMES GLEASON • BILL GOODWIN
BEUUH BONDI • RICHARD LONG

and "DIGGER 0'DELL"(Mn Brown)

Written and Directed by

IRVING BRECHER

Universal-International presents

CIl! WWW IHt Rllltl!

with STEPHEN McNAL.LY

BARBARA WHITING • SUE ENGLAND

And Introducing "THE DUKES"

Screenplay by Maxwell Shane,and

Dennis Cooper . Adapted by Irving

Shulman from his novel, "The Amboy

Oukes" . Produced- and Directed by

.
MAXWELL SHANE

fx
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IN 43 YEARS OF ^niETY
OTHER MOTION

HAS RECEIVED SUCH ACCLAIM!
LIFI MAGAZINE said: "A work of genius both overpowering and comprehensible . . . pictorial magnifi-
cence." LOOK MAGAZINE said: "One of the screen's most exciting experiences." TIME MAGAZINE said:
**The screen is indeed adequate to Shakespeare at his greatest...and Oirector-Actor Olivier's *Hamiet'
is the proof/' / i , ,mm mross tm cmntryr

' ^Will be one ofthe greatpop.
olor picture* of our lime." - V. Y. Times

"A miraculous achievement.
-v. V. /W) \ewf

«!»«

' The faest film in pur time."
-Atlanta C on^tltiitioH

"A film masterpiece of magnl-
fic«ntstrength.''~-V'r// rutnciuo i;A;.7wwtf»-

tertoinments'if" otfr^ime'.'lVperhJ^s" uMM€UlM6T0H,»jJ:=:!3liLJ^^^
the best movie we've ever seen." W^HiSJUi!^:^^

~ DfUoit rinm , ..
"Perhaps the greatest movie

, ""A monumetttol achieve' ^-,*« tfTH WE^?**-

"Otte of the mo4t Impressive aR<ti ofa-
"""^

"Wltl receW« the plaudits of
sorbiAg pictures of the century." hie world.* -LAs. AngeUi Exnminer

- Bo'.toii Intrehi- "Epochal." -/.os I

A J. ARTHUR RANK 'ENTERPRISE

"A new triumph in mevie-
moking." -C*»Mif* Dar/y Tribtiue

"The most brilliant prMontatioit of
Shnkospearo «v#r ta roach 1h* scr»en."

- Chic^ HeraU Amtntau

"A 'Hamlet' to be troasurod."
—Phtltuielphia Inquirtf

"Probably the finest *Hamlet'
^f «>ur time.!* '^^itt^hm'gb Bost'Gaxette

"The greotest movie ever
' made." ~ Otinland Prea

aurence
presents

by WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

A TWO CITIES FILM
Under the management of Filippo Del Giudice

Produced and Directed by

LAURENCE OLIVIER
Released by Universal -International

SPONSORED BY THE THEATRE GUILD
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HOLLYWOOD ON A GLOBAL KICK
WHITE MIILE AND CAIICO

(Before I Came Down From the Mountain)

By JULIAN T. ABELES
(Special CopyHght Counsel to Loew's, 20th Cenlury-Fox and

Universal Pictures) :

About 20 families of colored folk lived on a tract of wasteland out-
side Little Bock. With endless effort they eked out half an existence

by raising cotton. Bach year they would buy their small needs from
a commission merchant, a disliked character in Little Rock, H&.charged
them enough, and added the amount to his open mortgage on their
properties and crops. Then he would take the cotton as it was picked,

have it- ginned and baled and send it by boat to Memphis for sale.

After sundry charges and deductions, a trivial balance might be cred-

ited on the mortgage.

He heard that the new Iron Mountain Shops would be built near
this tract of land. The next day he served notice to foreclose all the
mortgages unless paid within two days. Scruples he had none. But
he had hundreds of bales of cotton on the wharf, waiting for the boat

to take them up the river on the morrow. It was the spring of the year,

and within a week or so the melting snow in the far-away Rockies
^Otild send a torrent of . water whirling down the Arkansas River,

carrying all before it. It came that very night. Sweeping the cotton
bales from the wharf, ripping off the wrappings and as fate would have
it—or m answer to the colored folks' prayers-^scattered the loose cot-

ton all over their land. When they awoke in the morning, they were
certain it was the Lord's doings. He had grown and picked the cotton
cVemight to save their property. Singing their thanks to Him, they
gathered the cotton and took it to the commission merchant to satisfy

the mortgages, with the joyful anticipation of something to spare.

But the commission merchant, being more materially inclined, had
them thrown In the calaboose for alleged thievery..

1 had just returned to Little Rock from attending law school in the
north, because of family illness. That afternoon, old Mordecaiv one of
Dad's colored drivers, sobbed out the details. "Mr. Julian, some of
dem's mah kinfolks. Ah knows de Lawd done it for dem but how's de
court people gonna know dat, if someone dey'U lissen to don't tells

dem right?'' Mordecai had given me the .germ of a defense. But I

needed a lawyer who could play the part. Then I recalled just the
individual. His name was Tom Collins. He lived in Fort Smith and
I had heard of him while attending college in Fayetteville. He thought
the defense was surefire and would take the case for free;

At the trial, the prosecutor put on an "expert witness," imported
from Memphis. He showed by statistics that it would be impossible to

raise that mucjh cotton on that wasteland, m less than 20 years. Then
up stood lawyer Collins. Nearly seven-foot tall, he towered over the
judge and jury—barefoot, large deep-set soulful eyes, long white
flowing hair and beard, and dressed for the part in a robe of black

'Sackcloth. In the minds of. that Ozark Mountam jury, this was surely
. an Apostle .sent down from Heaven; to show them the light. They
bowed' their heads in reverence. Then, in a deep, resonant voice, he
cross-examined, the jury spellbound by his every word. •

"Do you believe in the Lord?" "Why, of course." "Do you believe
that the Lord will protect the poor and needy from avarice and greed?"
"Why, yes." "Then do you doubt that the Lord, knowing of the plight
of: these harrassed, God-fearing folk, planted and picked that cotton
to save them from Satan, appearing on this earth as that commission
merchant?' ' The witness hesitated. Mortal or immortal, that spectre
was not to be doubted. He had heard of the religious fervor of this

particular sect of mountam people. Through his mind there were
-kinescoped visions- of people being fed-to lions-in-an-ampitheatre and
o£ harrowing tortures in a Spanish dungeon—for far less than the
defiance of this who or whatnot. What's more, he had his misgivings
of a three-hour drive with one of those iurymen of their kinfolk
through the mountains that night, to the railroad station. His misgiv-
ings became mortal fear, as he saw the menacing looks on the jury-
men's, faces. So in a quivering voice, he gulped most emphatically,
"Certainly—no question about it—^no question .at all-^no one could
possibly doubt it."

That same night; messes of catfish and greens with possum pie
,

atiflenty, were relished by happy colored folk on a little tract of
wasteland outside- Little Rock—as their voices rose in thanks- to the
Lmdand his Apostle.

j
The Bad Apple

. 1

SET FOR O'SEIIS
By WHITNEY WILLIAMS

Homolka for lucasta'
Hollywood.

"The world ain't big no mo', no
ino'" might be the theme song of
Hollywood producers, as they chant
the trend which has become big
business all on its own. Overseas
junketing for pictures has become
nearly as common as a producer''s
trek to Santa Anita opening day,
and filmsters tell you without bat- ! <r,

I |» > A p i o«j
ting an eye that foreign production. 02(1 DOV UOeilS rCD.
is cheaper , . . frozen, coin, you '

v r
know.

Could be, of course, and there's
denying that picture-making

outside territorial confines of U. S.
has assumed the proportions of an
avalanche. Name a studio, and it's a
cinch that it has at least one film
on its agenda foreign-made, either
finished, currently shooting or
scheduled. Poke your finger on a
world map, and it's almost, certain
that that country has-been or wiU<
be used as a lociition site.

: And if it appears a flock of films
were actually made, that's nothing;
compared with what were talked
about. Everybody had an idea and
everybody was trying to make a
deal. Comparatively few came
through, of course. ,

The past year has seen consid-
erable activity in Europe—Eng-
land, Italy, Germany and France-^
but 1949 will see the far reaches

I
of the earth seized upon by Holly-

j'.wood producers for their shooting
I sites.

I

Equatorial Africa is latest lo
I
come under producers' eagle eyes,

I

but there's also Japan, India, the

I

Arctic. South American jungles
I likewise will see a Hollywood
I safaris

Hollywood.
GolumDia set ; Jim. 10 starting

date on"Anna Lucasta" and an-
nounced Oscar Homolka has been
inked for the father role in Paul-
ette Goddard starrer. . •'S.

Irving Rapper will direct''" for
producer Philip Yordan.

In 500 Spots; Yiriely

Clubs to Sbp.re in Biz

Our house in Little Rock was on a hill. There was a large walnut
tree in the frontyard, facing the street below. My old donkey would
be tied to the tree, while my little monkey frolicked in the' branches
above. It was a hot afternoon. Down the street came a trapboard
pulled by a mule, with an old Negro asleep on the seat. The monkey
mule Kicked up, throwing the old man back in the trapboard. The
donkey, enjoying the fun, let out a loud "hee-haw," while the monkey
hid in the trefe. The old gent rose slowly and with an inquiring look
at the donkey, "Well Ah'll be! Donkey, Ah jes cain't figger how you
does it. Ah knows you might kick that walnut a bit, but how you kin
hit that mule from way up there is far beyond me!"

So, shaking his head dubiously, he drove off. The next day the same
procedure. The mule is pylling the trapboard. The old guy is asleep.
The monkey throws a walnut. - The mule kicks up. T^ie driver is

thrown back. The donkey lets out his "hee-haw" and the monkey
hides in the tree. This is just too much for the old man. He comes
up the hill and stands glaring at the donkey.
'How come, donkey, you kin kick that walnut an' hit that mule

every time is jes something Ah cain't figger out for de life of me!"
Just then the monkey picked another walnut and hit the old Negro
ill the neck. He looked irp and saw the monkey for the first time.
Then, turning to the donkey, "See what you went and done, donkey.
Taught your trick to that monkey and now Ah is got the two of you
to worry about!"

i Pope Gregory of the Hills
[

It was October. Word of the plague spread through the mountains

—

compulsory book larnin'. It was one cursed thing five generations of
the mountain folk had been immune to, and Ihey weren't for catching
It. now.. '

The sherifif and his men cautiously crept up a sleep slope to a little

mountain cabin. There were 18 of school age in the family who
had to be taken. For five days the varmints Were held oft by rifle

balls. Then lack of ammunition and food forced sad surrender.
As the sheriff marched off the brood, he assured Maw and Paw he

would have them back in June. In December the schoolhouse burned
oown, so back the sheriff brought them. He left them at the foot of
the slope, wanting no part of that trip up' again. Maw, seeing the chil-
dren approaching, called out "Paw, the young'uns are back." Paw
scratched his head. "Well, I'll be! Who'd a-thought it was June
already? My misery ain't left me yet, so I figgered it was still one of
them winter months. Alius could rely on it. Now how'm I gonna tell
when to plant the crops?"

I
Trio of producing, units are set

]

to proceed to about the same area
in Africa.. This area covers terri-

I

toi-y ot headwaters of the Nile, and
i extends also to' Mountains of the
i
Moon..- .

I Merian C. Cooper and Ernest

I

Scboedsack, those adventuring pro-
I ducer-cameramen of a; generation
I ago; who turned out such classics

as "Grass," "Chang" and "Four
Feathers" have joined forces again
to make "The Great Adventure."
This will- be done for Cooper and
John P»rd's Argosy Films, and
plan is for Schoedsack and Coop-
er, with Lee Van Atta as associate
producer, to go to Mombassa, Brit-^

ish East Alrica, and head up past
Mt. Kenya northwest to their des-
tination.- They leave Hollywood in
March or April.
Frank Buck goes to : same 'terri-

(Continued on page 274)

I
Hollywood.

1 Paul Short's "Bad Boy," based

j

on activities of Variety Club's Boys
: Ranch, will bow Feb. 22 in the 43
: cities where Variety Club Tents :are

;
located; Following day it opens in

i 500 dayand-date situations, mostly
. of Paramount, National Theatre

I

and Warner chains. Preem coin-

rcides with publication of '!To Hell
and Back," by Audie Murphy, who
is starred in the film.

Premiere admissions will range
from $1.50 to $10, with local tents

;-.sharing in the gross on a -sliding

i

scale arrangement that reaches as
high as 50% in some cases. Short,

; who made the film at the sugges-
i tion of Bob O'Donnell and Attor-
ney-General Tom Clark, has set a
total of 8,500 guaranteed playdates

1 thus far. Producer's deal with Al-

lied Artists calls lor sales super-
vision .by himself, with distributor

to take care of physical handling
only.' •.

•
,

" '

1
Ex-GI's forthcoming story of his

i

war experiences, "To Hell and
Back," is to be released in Texas
and throughout the country, on the
same dates as the film's release by
publishers Henry Holt. Murphy
who's slated for personal appear-'
ances in Dallas^ Houston and San
Antonio theatres, will also appear
at local bookshops to autograph
copies. Theatres will be urged to

plug th'^-^ook in return for plugs
lor-the- film-in- bookstore- windows.

•f Steadilyrmounting problem of

I

exhibitor collusion on competitive .

i bids has been partially solved by
{ some majors^through the simple
expedient of eliminating the bid-
ding process wherever it looks as
though exhibs aren't, playing fair,

:

Since films are sold through bids
only in competitive situations, the ;

majors are still prohibited from
selling all their product to a single

,

exhibitor through fear of an anti-
trust action from the competing
exhib. As an alternative in those :

situations where exhibs have been'
found to be ganging up, con-
sequently, the majors are now :

either splitting their product be-
tween the two competing houses or ; ,

else selling it, via an ordinary deal^ .

I to whichever exhib will offer the ;

best terms.

Latter method, while similar to
bidding in that both exhibs have ;

a chance at the same picture, ^

doesn't entail the formal closed

j

bids adhered to by the distribs in

I the actual bidding procedure. Un-
I

der the system, a. salesman con-
.

I

tacts . each exhib as soon as a pio';
i ture is available^ to talk terms, re-

I porting back to his branch man-
I ager who then sets the deal.

Through that method, the exhibs
.

have very little chance to get to- ;

gether on terms, thereby giving the '

majitrs a surefire system of tiyv

passing any coUusion.

Most instances of collusion have ^

come not from exhibitors offering
practically the same terms for a
picture, but from their not bidding

all. Competing exhibs have
already given up the idea of turn-
ing in similar bids, since one of
them is always certain to get stuck
with his bid. If it's higher than he
can afford to pay,: he has no., re-
course, since- the courts prohibit
distribs from making an, adjust
ment on a bid.

; 'SAMSON' AT $2,900,000,

;
600G UNDER BUDGET

I Hollywood.
[ De.spite a series of mishaps,

,
Cecil D. DeMille's "Samson and
Dehlah" was completed on sched-

jiile Dec. 21 at $600,000 Under the

]

deluxer's original budget.

1
Final audit revealed the saving.

Total cost of "Samson": was fixed
I at $2,900,000. - '

•

GIBRALTAR PLANS BIG

ROCKY MLiXPANSION
Denver.

Gibraltar Enterprises, which al-

ready owns more than 40 theatres
in the Rocky Mountain area, plans ^

building at least four more houses,
and three drive-ins. Company re- :

cently opened new film theatres,

"

the 670-seat El Paseo and 680-seat

I
Arco, both in Santa Fe. Remodeling

I is planned on other houses.

I

Drive-ins will be built at Casper^
Wyo., another near Santa Fe, and
one at Scottsbluff, Neb. Latter two
will be 350-car ones. .

Proposed 890-seat hou.se at Silver
City, N. M., will cost $140,000.
There will be 350 seats added in

remodeling at Silco, Silver City.

New SOOrseater at Raton, N. M.,
will cost $125,000. Building that
will hou.se a theatre to replace the
burned^out Craig, Craig, Colo., is

ready; and the house will be fin-

ished by spring. Plans have, been

;

drawn for a b'89-seat house at Soc-
orro, N. M., to cost $90,000, and a
$185,000 remodel job on the Rialto,

Loveland, Colo.

Company; is remodeling the Val-

,

ley. Fowler, recently purchased,
and the Teton, Powell, Wyo., is get-
ting a doubled seating capacity to

732. It also is facelifting the Rivi-

era, Gering, Neb., and the Grove,

,

Gering. ' . -. •

RICHARD HAYDN
DIRECTOR

In RtBlcase

"MISS TATLOCK'S MIULtONS'<
In Production

"DEAR WIFE"

Goldens' Comic Strip Pic

Edward A. Golden and son, Rob-
ert, have closed a deal with the

N. Y. Herald Tribune for film

rights to VPenny;" cartoon strip

created by Harry Haenigsen and
syndicated to 88 papers;.. Production.,

on the initial "Penny" pic is slated
to roll this winter, for release next
lall.

This is the second picture deal
closed by the Golden office within
the past few months. Previous film,

"Guilty of Treason," based on the
Overseas Press Club European
roundup, "As We See It," is also

scheduled for early 1949 produc-

i tion.
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NOT A WASTED WORD
By JEROME WEIDMAN

- Terence Willett, the distinguished novelist, sat at the

Duncan Phj^e desk in his Early American study and

stajred at his postwar typewriter.

It was an electric machine and brand new, because liis

last novel had been a selection of I he

Thiirsdav Afternoon Book Club, but

Willett's concentrated gaze was not

held by the beautifiilly molded mass

of richly' gleaming r«etal, oiit of which

came a low> steady hum not unuKe

that made by a vacuum cleaner in

action. ;
.1,.;,, 't' ^.

As a matter of fact, WiUett was not

.

even staring at the sheet .whrte,.

Hammarmill bond rising stiffly
;
B'oin

I

' the platen; he had given up .using

yellow copy paper for his first drafts

.Jerome WeiUman ?,h9>-tly after he won the Pulitzer

. -.Prize.'.- ,

Willett's troubled glance was fixed on one of his sev-

eral, handsome, leather-bound scrapbooks. It was propped

against the ebony pipe rack he had bought after his hvsl

movie sale. The scrapbook was open at a page on which

was mounted a newspaper clipping; Willett had been call-

ing them press cuttings ever since he had sold the British

rights to his second novel. The clipping was a review of

Willett's last book by Wynne Lawrence, the influential

daily critic for the N. Y. Blade.

Willett's lips moved worriedly as, for the sixth or

ieventh time that morning, he read;

"It is deplorable that, in an age where only he who runs

may properlv be said to have the opportunity to read, a

novelist of Mr. Willett's potential stature and far from

niggardly experience should not yet have sloughed off

the undisciplined and embarrassingly youthful ineptness

of redundant verbiage; in point of actual fact, it is dis-

tinctly shocking that a writer with so much to recommend
- him. with SO much solid achievement behind him and so

miich prflimise ahead of him, should not yet have dis-

ciplined himself to the use of that spare, stripped, leanly

muscular prose, in which not a word is wasted, employed

by all the giants of letters, from the beginning of time,

to Compose their imperishable works."

Terence Willett's troubled glance shifted, from Mr.

Lawrence's stern rebuke, to the page In his typewriter

on which the novelist had pecked out:

"She sat down beside her and took her hand in hers."

The sentence had looked all right, a little while ago,

before Willett, pausing to light his pipe, had begun absent-

ly to thumb the scrapbook and it had fallen open to Mr.

Wynne Lawrence's review. The sentence on- the sheet.of

Hammerhill bond looked far from all right now. Willett

cast another uneasy glance at the scrapbook, counted the

words in the sentence he had just written, crossed them
all out, and wrote:

"She sat down and took her hand in hers."

That brought the sentence down to nine words. Nothing

could be more spare, more stripped, more leanly muscu-

lar than that. With a smile of satislaclion, Willett struck

a match and brought it to the bowl of his pipe.

The smile of satisfaction started to fade and, just as

it began to take on ther unmistakable contours of a puz-

tering itself and approximately $200 worth of laboriously

broken-in, straight graia briar.
, ,. ^ ,

<?iipkine his burned thumb, probing delicately at tna

lumn rising on his bruised tm blinking his eyes

daTedly to dispel the ringing pain in his ears. Terence

WUlett saw his wife standing in the doonvay.

"Good God," she said, staring at the wreckage in which

he lay. "What on ^arth ate you doing there/

"Never mind." Terence Willett said with dignity as hO;

stnieeled to his feet. "What are you doing here.'

The papei just came, and 1 wanted to show you Wynne

I avvrence's review of that novel everybody >yas ta kmg

bout at dinner the other night/' mfe said Ijoldm^

out a folded back copy of the H. V* Blade. 1 ttiougnt

'te^rencewmett reached for the paper, winced, topk it

w'ith his other hand, and read; •

"It is a matter for rejoicing tlial, at ^onsja^, a ^vnter

has come forward who, coolly disregardmg that iiritat-

inslv spare, stripped, leanly muscular prose which has

become the depressing hallmark of so """^h that 's writ-

ten in our frenetic day. as though our novelists felt that

only he who runs has the opportunity to read—it is, to

Repeat, a matter for rejoicing, indeed for dancing in the

streets to come fipon a writer who dares to employ once

again that wonderfully rich, lushly embroidered, un-

ashamedly redundant prose in vyhich, unlAe tlie present

day s devotees of that cult which eschews at all costs

the wasted word, the giants of letters, from the beginning

of time, composed their imperishable works

The N. Y. Blade dropped gently among the fragments

of

Bennett Cert

hadn't „ . , „ ,

bothered tb come in and—Terence
ence, for God's sake!" she cned. "That desk cost $600!

For Laughing Out Loud
By PAUL GERARD SM\TH

You. are listening to a guy who has been an active in-

gredient in two wars. From each one he came home to

what intellectual people caU an "aftermath.*'

Each of the aftermaths was peculiarly similar in most

details—same beefs—same investigations—same housing

shortage—same high prices-same haste to unsoldier one's

self and start in pursuit of the elusive buck. But there

was one big difference. -

At the end of the first war I returned to find a nation

of laughing people, happy because the clambake was over.

The universal slogan seemed to be, "Whoopee—Let's go!"

And to add to the general don't-give-a-damn-and-to-heli-

with-tomOrrow spirit that prevailed, we went' for one of

the funniest gags ever pulled: Prohibition. It was a daffy

time. People did daffy things. Broadway was abuzz with

great shows that attracted great crowds. Everybody was
happy. And then indicated it by laughing at the slightest

excuse—right out loud, in front of everybody. The laugh-

ter sounded good and it spread all ov^j,' and made it a gay

and happy time indeed.

But on mv return from this last and more recent mis-

take, I found a different setup. No laughter. Whispers,

suspicions, finger-pointings, chips-on-shoulders, but no

laughter, It had been replaced by a thing called "fear."

Yes. sir, folks are scared to laugh. It attracts attention,

How lon^ Can They Be?
(Historical Novels Over 1,000 Pages Long

Should Be Declared Out of Bounds!)

By BENNETT CERF

Horace Flutterbee was a novelist who brought joy to

frustrated housewives, children of eight, and book-dub
proprietors yrith his standardized, sexladen historical ro-

mandes in the best bust-and-bottom manner. "The Blade
of Sir Blatherskite" was 1,007 pages
long, "The Bape of Lady Liederkranz"
ran to 1,224* and VThe Loves of Adam
Bidet" bumbled on to 1,410. A free
truss was given with every cdpir of
"Adam Bidet," on

: the theory that
everybody who tried to lift a copy
would need one.

Flutterbee's publisher felt that jhii

author had gone too far, however,
when the script of "Naked in King
Charles' Court" turned out to be twice
as long as "Adam Bidet." It was
deliverefl by the 20-mule team that
once hauled borax.

"Do you know what it costs to produce a book of this

length today?" blustered the publisher. "We'd have to

price it at S8 6 copy to break even. If it's ever filmed,

they'll have to serve free lunches and dinners to audiences

who want to see it through. I think our editor Blivens

better cut it a bit. Nothing serious, you understand—just
600 or 700 pages."

Flutterbee took this about as quietly as expected, mak-
ing scarcely more uproar than a crowd of 80,000 seeing

an underdog home team score a winning touchdown in

the final five seconds of play.

"Not a word comes out." he shrieked. "Editors always

want to mutilate masterpieces. They hate great authors

like me because we represent what they'd like to be
Ihemselves. 1 reftise to be crucified to salve the ego of
some disappointed Dostoyevsky. They didn't cut 'The

Brotliers Karamazov,' and you're not going to cut 'Naked
in King Charles' Court'."

*

Editor Blivens, the advertising manager, and the pub-

lisher himself pleaded for cuts until they were blue in

the face, and Horace Flutterbee asked meaningfully for.

the telephone number of Simon & Scuster. "You win."

groaned the publisher. "Your book will go to press with

every 'last comma intact." "And every last cliche," added
Blivens under his breath. Flutterbee departed .with an
air of tridmph and a dinner date with the new blonde
receptionist.

There is only one thing to' add to this story. "Naked
in King Charles' Court" was duly published and distributed -

to the 4,000,000 members oC the God-Forbid-You-Should-
Have-to-Think Book Club. Editor Blivens kept his feelings

in check until he read the review by Edmund Orville

Bazoom in the New Amsterdam Magazine. ."Flutterbee's :

new novel," thundered Bazoom. "cried out for .blue-pen-

cilling. What good are editors who fail to perform the
function for which they supposedly are hired'/ Had a
competent editor ruthlessly deleted the last 14 chapters
... . etc., etc." •

Editor Blivens walked quietly into the bathroom and
cut his throat.

1 oegan ro taKe on tne unmisiaKame
.^^^^^ ^^^^^ laughing, instantly be-

~^l««.^'=?^!r^5*'^!!^^Ti?i^*^:'l'/*j7^?.?:?^' comes liighlV sensitive, and instead of joining in as here-
reached the tender flesh of his thumb,

Retake

He flung away the match, put the injured finger into;

fais mouth, and -frowned at the sentence. It was leaner,

all right, but Willett found himself wondering what it

meant. Who had taken whose hand? Uneasily. Willett

fumbled'for his notebook. He leafed nervously through
the scrawled pages until, with a ga,sp of relief, he found
the list of names he had invented for his characters. He
studied them for a long moment, then turned back .

to

the humming machine. . Again he crossed out what he bad
written and, very carefully, he typed:
"Amy sat down beside Regina and Amy took Regina's

hand in Amy's."
Willett read it over several times. Then he nodded to

himself. It was clear enough now. Willett leaned back
and blew out his breath in a long, relaxed sigh. A fierce

shower of singed tobacco dust filled tlie room. The disr

tinguished novelist had forgotten to take the pipe out of

his mouth.
He did: so now. Anyway, he tried to do so.

' The pipe
clattered to the floor as Terence Willett uttered an ex-

plosive monosyllable that would have raised the Pulitzer
Prize Committee's collective e.vebrows: he had seized the
pipe with his burned thumb, on which an angry blister

was coming up.
'

Willett shoved the thumb back into his mouth, kicked
the pipe across the room and, using his- left hand, he
brushed the tobacco erumbs from his lap. Willett did. it-

without looking. His eyes, in which a hard,; bright . gleam
was beginning to flicker, were fixed on Mr. Wynne Law^
rente's review.
From the mounted clipping, Willett turned back to the

sentence he had just rewritten. His lit": . slightly com-
pressed, moved stifl^ly as he counted, 'i xe revised sen-
tence . was now twelve words long.

As he started to utter again tJie explosive monosyllablei
Willett's glance was caught by something on his lap.

Appalled, he saw that the process of brushing away the
crumbs of tobacco had left several long black streaks of
smudged carbon on the creamy, expensive flannel. The
inono!3.vlIable, rising once again to his compressed lipSi

stopped. Willett had suddenly become aware of , an in-

tense silence in the room.
! 'orrified. he stared at the brand new electric type-

wi nr. It h£d stopped humming. The shower of singed
tobucco had done something to the motor, or the gears,
or whatever it was that made electric typewriters hum.

Dipping down desperately to peer under the keyboard.
Tei't'nee Willett's injured thumb brushed across the space
bar. At once, even as he winced witli pain, the silent

motor sprang into renewed life. The carriage, moving
dutifully and propelled, as advertised, by the one-six-

teenth of one horsepower motor, caught the crouched
Terence Willett neatly on the side of his head. The dis-

tinguished novelist jumped wildly, teetered crazily, and
clawed at the desk to recapture liis balance. As he fell,

the ebony pipe rack crashed to the floor beside him, slia'-

comes „
tofore, he becomes suspicious that your laughter is di-

rected at him, personally; that you have gone out of your
way to- pick him out of the crowd to ridicule; The chances

are he knows in his heart lie's a pretty ridiculous guy, but
ha aims to keep it secret and try to sell the idea that he's :

somebody he ain't. And the way he keeps it secret is- by
painting himself Vermillion and installing neon lights on
his silly habits—then the bum resents it if somebody hap-
pens to chuckle at something entirely different in passing.

Yes sir. you gotta he careful these days. What used to

be known as good natured kidding has now elevated itself

to the importance of an international incident. You
dassen't say: "AH the darkies are a weepin' " any more.
It's gotta be "all the, people.'' It. hurts feelings. If the
Palace were open and two yucks came out and sang "Yes,
We Have No Bananas." the International Fruit Co. would
send a diplomat to Washington to declare war on Albee.
Ben Welch would have to talk with a brogue—and then
the micks would get sore. Eddie Leonard would have to

white up. The organized blondes would raise hell with
Jesse Lasky's Red Heads. And Fink's Mules would be in

receipt of communications from the Horse Breeders of

America; asking link what he meant by such discrimina-
.tion.-'.:-.

J
Everyhody Too SeU-Conaciona?

|

We used to go round looking for laughs. Nowadays it

appears folks go round looking for something to get sore
about.

^ Some years back there was in Santa: Monica Canyon a
club. : It was called the Uplifters club. Its membership
was mainly, tycoons; magnates, millionaires; landed gentry,
'counsellors-at-law.. the judiciary and legal brains of Los
Angeles. They banded together way back when^a small
group—because one of them played the piano, one sang
bass, one was funny and all of them were tliirsty. And
the club grew until'it took over enough acreage in Rustic
Cannon so that the ultra mob could play polo at one end
and the results had to be , sent, to the clubhouse by pony
express. And when they got there Aobody gave a damn

—

they were too busy having fun.

The club members extended welcome arms to showfolks.
They took in such doleful people as Will Rogers, Vic
Moore, Irvin Cobb and a host of other pallbearers. They
liked to have them handy, because they liked to laugh—
you know those laughs that start in the lower regions and
bust out like well nudged jet bombs, spreading their jovi^
ally contagious repercussions to all within earshot.' They
welcomed guys who played ban,1os, and sang, and made
funny noises, and gave hotfoots, and pulled chairs Out
from under you. 1 remember one year Mike Langc paid
200 bucks for the rental of an elephant. He turned it
loose in the dining room in the Jhope it would commit a
nuisance in somebody's souffle.

Each year we had an outing, Nowadays it would b<
; called a blitZi : It lasted for three days.

Yes. for 362 days—363 in leap year—these Southeri'

California gentry carried on in their businesslike Peck-
sniflian and Babbittyway. Then for three days they ad-
journed to the canyon, where the.^ put jjinold.clathesLjet _
their bsjx down and each one became a Hitz Brother.
Mayhem and hokum reigned supreme. One year I wet the
audience down with a fire hose. One year two tractors

bulldozed the entire set of "Romeo and Juliet" into the
Los Angeles river and left Juliet, in the person of Fred
Santley, dangling from a sycamore tree.

I Ufg the Kid That Started It
|

And then Hitler walked into Czechoslovakia. The mem-
bers beganto wonder about each other's birthplace; they

began to whisper about the other fellow's politics.

Don't go down looking for the Uplifters club any more.

There's a name and a building still there. But- there
•

:hasn't been a laugh in the grove since,the Mad Mustache
went beserk. The wind has a melancholy sound as it

soughs through the trees. -

Laughing suddenly went out of style. You mustn't

chuckle any more, same as ladies are old hat if tlieir

knees show. It has effected everything, but mainly the

theatre.

Today to be acceptable to the general modern crowd,

a play must be psycopathically incomprehensible. It must
concern prostitution, juvenile pregnancy, black market

• fathei'Si frustrated mothers, oppressed minorities, sadisnii

masochism, sex in reverse or people who dream in Tech-

nicolor, or it is not highly recommended. If it provokes

laughter it is undignified, unserious, crass, vulgar, outre

and anyone who admits liking it nominates himself a

moron. If it has a simple story about people and ordinary

things, and it can be understood—it stinks.

We'll get over it. You can't keep a good laugh down.

.
People are looking for them; but when they find them
they're astiamed to use them. They label themselves

lowbrows.

And yet a laugh in time can work miracles. Mussolini

took his first step towards the garage, where they hung

him upside down when he put on that little Ethiopian.

King's (joat of Lion Skin and had his picture took. «
showed Jiim up for the clown he was and the laugh it

startedTwas the beginning of the end. .

If Hitler's suspenders had busted while he was dancing

aroiihd the Surrender Car in the newsreel, the war woulo

have ended in a wow. .

lit Molotov ever gets the hiccups while in the midst oi

a vitriolic 'speech, you can write Russia off that second-^,.

If! we had more belly laughs "xVe'd have fewer ulcers

and' heart conditions. When people ain't afraid to laug"

they ain't afraid of nothin'. Some day soon laughing »
going to come back into style. It's the only form ot en-

joyment you don't have to pay taxes on. Besides l^^j-Ji

ing is a Godlike quality. The Creator must have a sense

of humor. He created the greatest collection o^.f .'llS
ever assembled—the human race. And if you don t tn«»

each of us is something to laugh at, you're blind, dumu,

egotistical or guilty of personal discrimination. .
.

It's high time we got next to ourselves, for laughing ou

oud.
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Some Wild Publicity Esapades In

The Wilder Days of the Silents
By MIKE CONNOLLY
Hollywood.

I

said, had been receiving threaten^

Bebe Daniels went speeding
j

wg letters and .he had to protect

througii the sleepy little town of i

her.

Santa Ana, at 50 miles an hour.
|

Stages of .success in Hollywood:
The year was 1921. The star bird bath, fish pond, swimming pool
was deliberately daring the cops with alternating hot and cold water
to nab lier, as a. publicity stunt tor

paramount's "The Speed Girl," in

which she toplined and which was
being released by Par that year.

The gendarmes caught up with her,

as planned, and she drew a 10-day

jail sentence.

Miss Daniels got daily breaks ju

every paper in the country during

her incarceration. The s'ory was
kept alive from day to da^ by hav

Ing other Par stars bring her pho

Harold Lloyd topped 'em all by
installing an eleclrit walerl'all with
a 200-foot drop.

Lottie Pickford threw a Christ-
mas party that went rather badly.
In the confusion someone was ac-
cused Of throwing a potted tree
that weighed 400 pourids,

C. C Julian, the oil man, drove i ered into the Chief's office
around town in an orchid: ROUs
that the Rolls people tried to buy
back from him. They couldn't

Hollywood Today Owes Plenty To

The Pioneer Picture Publicists
By ALFRED COHN

Hollywood.
I

reporters were ushered into her
|
bination; actor-press agent job at

One day early in the year 1915, 1
presence by the salaaming Al l $5 a day way back in 1911. Dick

a tall young man followed by *a |

^^"6, her personal press represen-
I

really antedated Bill Keefe. When
I

tative. It was quite some time be>ihe quit to hfelp foiiixd Ito^

s"*?'?^''' I fore anyone printed the story that I pioneer agent firm, he was suc-
visaged Negroes entered the Los she was just a stage-struck gal

j

ceeded by Pat Dowling, fresh out

Angeles City Hall and proceeded from Cincinnati named Theodosia 1
of Stanford. Willis' partner was

irt tViA nffifo <if thB Phiof i^f Pn. I

Goodman who had come to the big Gus Inglis. The firm of Willis &
to tne ottiee 01 the cmet ot fo- i

.^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ to Inglis supplied "talent but—get
lice. The tall, young man then fi„d herself selected from the line this!—they only took 10% of their
vanished as the delegation was ush* of extras for stardom. Try to get [client's salaries for fine wecJcs* and

The away with anything like that in ! Rave them publicity too,' for freci

half dozen ' dignified,

.

these enlightened days! Of course,
every once in a while the smartest

nograph machines, frilly curtains ^.^a he"sig t of h'eTr drgnified
to cover up the unsightly - bars ot ^unk of machinery giing Holly

wood. ;:her cell; rocking chairs, electric

fans and other luxuries. She
turned the jallhouse into a country

Rudolph Valentino got him.self
a bulb-typc horn, when he was

^l">..«l!.L^"J""^?.J°°in"^^^^ making;"Cobrr,'V^bkr^xre„ded

I spokesman of the group then ad-

1

' dressed the chief. The burden
j
^ity editors have their armor of

of his talk was that a motion pic-
j

cynicism dented, but nowadays no
ture was about to be shown that '

intelligent publicity guy will court

evening at Clune's Auditorium ;

pination by tossing knuckle balls

m the direction of a ^city desk.
Press apentry as Pi'acMced: in the

had to give her an extra cell for

the overflow

But that, alaSi was 1921. Things

are diHeifent today. Big business

that it is, the film industry is hauv

pier with- conformists than with

ciit-up actors. Par, the same studio

that arranged through its press

agents for Miss Daniels', brush with

the Santa Ana cops, now frowns

-on. such practices* Yes, things ar^

.diiierent toddy.

Conformists weren't wanted 'way

back when, Jthe files show. A
' decorous actor was as out o£ place

in the hills of Hollywood as liigrid

Bergman in a seven-day western.

And then, all of a sudden, stories

started to appear relating the hap-

py home lives of the town's sturdy

citizens; Qvernight the hooligans

became burghers and squires, and
Times ani Life appeared on the
scene to expose as phony the pub-

licity stunts that previously had

from the driver's seat^ down -the
fender, and over the spare and
bumper. When the Great Lover
honked the contraption the snake-
head at.the end of the tube opened
its mouth and rattled its tongue.
Twenty-two years after his death,
tourists are still gaping at his fabu-
lous home. The Falcon's Lair, and
at his monument in Hollywood
Cemetery.

Louii^ B. Mayer, who demonstrat-
ed this las', Dec. 4 that his head-
line-swiping abilities are keen as
ever by a dramatic elopement With
Lorena Dankei-i had license plate
1-M-l in the old days. The then
Mrs. Mayer had l-M-2;

thing of the past. It has given way
to more dignified means of obtain-

(now the Philharmonic) which was
calculated to start something seri-

ous; incitement to riots, even a

race war, 'among .other things. The „ . ,• <. -j i
'

, .T,,! ing space for clients or product.
Chief was impressed and asked for

|
Today's efforts can be more cor-

details, Well, according -to the rcctly designated by the term
spokesman, , the subject of the dy- i

"public relations." And instead of

namite-ladcn vehicle xvas "The ^^'"^^ viewed with suspicion In

,, ,., ., X .newsrooms, the publicist . IS re-
Clansman' which, in Its stage gg^ded as an ally and phoned
formi had appeared at the Mason

|

without hesitation if his client be-
Opera House not so long before, comes involved in a news event,
without causing any bloodshed He always comes clean and throws
whatever. As the delegation dc-

, himself on the mercy of the court,
parted, the stringy young man And it has paid off—in .spades,
handed each member a $5 bill and 1

a few hours later a sign went up

Torn G^raghty and Georige dlijlois:

Proctor, who had come from New
York papers to learn screen \vritr

ing at the feet of Bill dcMille,
were also arderit Screamers, as
vi'ere Carlyle " Rbbinsor!, Chaiflie

Chaplin's press mail Frj;da^^^^

Zeldman, originally employed as
good old days is pretty much a Keefe's assistant who became Doug

.Griffith's Pacemaker

Fairbanks' : Boswell when the
senior Doug deserted Griffith; Paul
(Scoop) Conlon who had received
his baptism of printer's ink as a
punk news collector on the Los
AnKeles Times. Scoop now ranks
as the senior freelance 'P,a, in what
we. used to call the "colony.'' And,
of course, there were other- erst-

while local newshands such as Ivan
(Ike) St. Johns, Mike Boylan and
Tom Reed.

StrickUng and Brand

Fix and Politics

Two of the later recruits from

I

the downtown pacers wore Howard

numbers^ Mayer; \Vas ;alsb chairman
of the: Republican fce'ijlral Gom-

,
mittee and a frequent White Hou.se

been taken as gospel by thb avtd visitor, in addition to being deputy

at the theatre. "Closed by the
j

Chief of Police."
1 The great majority of Hollywood ^trickling and Hafry Brand_^who

This was the first publicity stunt
: tub-thumpers and bellringers were [^'"t,?".'/ ?f. .9^^«f 9'

ever pulled in behalf of a Holly- ! originally recruited from the Los P"R'l<'"^, *<''^^^ »^ost Orhportant;

Those were the days when " you
,
wood product. The perpetrator Angeles newspapers. Bill Keefe's i

P'^"*''; "arry came from the sports

fought over the plates with the low was Bill Keefe, erstwhile Los An- first salary from Griffith was .'560
| "J??^"!"^"* % "^^ Express, as.

public.

I
News-Wise Stars

The purpose of this story isn't

to disparage today's glamor list.

fire warden of Beverly Hills, com-
plete, with siren.

geles reporter, now publicizing D.
W. Griffith's masterpieces. As
every student of history knows, the
picture (which, by virtue of a court
order, went On exhibition the fol-

lowing night), became known later

weekly, twice what he was getting
i „ Arch Reeve and Jerome

as a reporter. Looked like a pretty
I ^^^l^-

Howard was an office boy
soft touch. Tom Ince, who always °" the same paper and he joined

kept an eve on the maneuvers, next ' ""S'nal Metro at really the

invaded the newsrooms and en-
ticed Ken O'Hara to see tliat he Kot I

I had the pleasure of sharing
Jim Tully knocked out John Gil- 1 as "The Birth of a Nation." but Bill adequate recognition. Cecil do- 1

an office in downtown Los Angeles
bert in tront of the Vine Street
Brown Derby. Gilbert got himself

There are .still plenty of stars who ^ iQ.day stretch in the Beverly
know i(ow to be their own best

press agents, including such fig^

ures as Marlene Dietrich, Tyrone
Power, Clark Gable, Lana Turner
and .Joan Crawford. It should be

Hills jail: when he showed up to
register a complaint against some*
body and lorgot who it was. When
Mayer got him released after 24
hours he still couldn't remember

noted, however, that some of these
i ^^hat his beef w

are holdovers from earlier days.
|

pin-pointing the exhibitionism of
The percentage seems to be in,ti,e era, Wilson Mizner said, "A

._ favor_oi-thc-oldtimers;—
j trip through -Hollywood is-like-a

FLASHBACK trip through a scwei in a glass-

John Barrymore married Dolores bottom boat."

Costello arid the newspapers were Then came the morals clauses/

still screaming for copy two weeks On second thought, maybe our

f
after the ceremony. Later Barry- present-day recalcitrants aren't so

more went on a cruise with his|bad after all.

ex-wife, Miciiael Strange, and her
new husband, in addition to John's
and Michael's daughter* Diana. The

- eightrcolumn spreads were legion.

The Profile tended his legend care-

fully. He and Myron Selznick
staged a-dilly of a duel on the lawn
of the Ambassador in 1928 that

was great copy too. ,

Wally Reid drove north, picking
• up five cases of eggs in San Jose
en route, and took an eighth floor

suite in San Francisco's Palace Ho-
tel, from the window of which he
pelted the pedestrians.

Fatty Arbuckle lengthened the
chassis and drive shaft of his Stand-
ard a full 30 inches. It was so long
he couldn't park it.

Gloria Swanson was chauffeured
to a Grauman's Chinese picmiere
seated on a throne specially built

atop ber car. .

Tom Mix arrived at the same
shindig in a white stage coach,
drawn by six white horses. Mix

' also had a white Stuz with, hand-
tooled leather fittings. It had horns
built into the front. He owned
180 suits', among them a gross, of

white serge outfits with which he
wore black patent leather hand-
tooled boots and 10-gallon som-j
breros with black patent leatlierj

bindings. He would put on a shoot-

ing exhibition in public at the
drop of a hat.

, Mae Murray's chauffeur and foot-

man wore white dusters with fouiv
'. inch baby blue cuffs, lapels,, but-

tons and piping, to match the glam-
orous one's Rolls Royce. Miss Swan-

• sooi miffed, ordered two Rollses.

Miss Murray topped Miss Swan.son
with a third.Total outlay for Miss
Murray's stable of three: $60,000.

Douglas Fairbanks could always
insure a headline when thfngs were
duU by applying at the Beverly
Hills police station for a permit

to carry a gun. Miss Pickford, he

Keefe's good bit of work had its

reverberations for years there-
after. Negro groups had it banned
in Chicago, Ohio, Kansas and other
communities. So far as I know, it

hasn't played Kansas yet. But

had experience as a- theatrical

press agent. Then the , three got
together and organized the Scream-
ers, Hollywood's first movie social

group. Their regular meeting
from then on, the movies were on

|

place was a spot on the beach at

their way. i the mouth of Santa Monica Can-

There has never in the history i
yon. They took in the few trade

of the films, or the theatre, been 1

Press representatives and their

such a buildup of a star as that chief interest in life had its foun-
" - - ^datiQn ..Jn:^the ,±eer._whiclu Eddie.

Maier's brewery furnished. Event-
ually they became the Wampas,
famous for their ;baby stars. .

accorded - T-heda—B«fa—some— 30
years ago. Drenched in mysticism,
she was a direct descendant of

Pharaohs or Ptolemies or perhaps
Vishnu; she breathed incense, the
spirit of the occult, the enigmas

Mille hired Ken McGaffey who had with Durling, there being no offic*
buildings in Hollywood at the time,
my job beiri^ western etiiior of
Photoplay M.-jgazine. We both de-
serted that, field to become press
agents, Durling going with Lewis
J. Selznick

. after a hitch in the
Army, and my job being press rep-
resentative (that's what it said on ,

the door) fo^, Mar.V
:
Pickford. It

Was the first time: Mary had a press
agent of 'That^^was^
durfflg" IHe w and mine "wasT a
einch iob. I could, if so inClihed,.
hoa.st about having made Mary the

I

first honorary colonel of an Ameri-Others in that group were . .~. , . _ ., . , . ,

Richard Willis who had talked Al
1

"^'^^t d"""^ that war, which

of the esoteric, when google-eyed Christie, into giving him a corn-
established auite a trend. I did get
credit for same, the regiment be-
ing the 143d Field Artillery, but as
g matter of fact, the regiment also
had a pre.ss agent, and as I recall
it, he fathered the idea. The climax

I

came when Mary reviewed an en-
tire division, the 40th at Camp,

I
Kearny. The nice thing about

I
press agenting personalities like

I

Mary, Doug Fairbanlts and Charlie
I
Chaplin in those days was that

I
they were cinch jobs with little to
do in the way of Underwood-
pounding or "planting." Such stars :

were more than persotialities; they
were public institutions: In other
words, they were News.

ROBERT SIODMAK
".Macter of My«tcr!«s" has to his credit "The Killera," "D4rk Mirror," "Spiral Staircase,"
^'Criss-Cross," "Cry of the City," and has just completed *7The Great Siltne)'^ for Metro-

I Schnlberg, Stromberg, Et Al.
|

'I'he list of flacks who became
scenarists and producers would be
a long one, beginning with Ben
Schulberg who was the first pub-
licity man for Famous Players. It
would include such names as Hunt

j
Stromberg who once exploited

1 Tom Ince's products; Bennie Zeld-
man; Larry Weingarten who helped
make Jackie Coogan famous; Pete
Smith , who pioneered many Para-

mount publicity ventures; Hal
|Wal]is who aided the Warner
Freres over many rough spots to

say nothing of the two Bills, Pine

and Thomas of a much later period.!-

Summing it all up, the change in .

motion picture publicity has par-

alleled that in the field of author-

ship., The brawling bravos of Grjib

Street have been succeeded - by

eminently respectable folk in the
higher income brackets. With the

change, naturally has gone some-

thing of the old gusto. But did not;

William Shakespeare himself in

his more/ mature ye^rs become a
landed gentleman?
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A Dog Is aDog Is a Dog
.By ASHTON STEVENS' WIREHAIR

Chicago.

How'd I get this funny name, Extra? Well, since all you

lady and gentleman dogs say that lies are bM«d in this

delightfully forested Valhalla where decent members of

our species meet after their short term on earth, 111 have

to tell the embarrassing truth.

I laooed up a big drink of water just before my Mr.

Mr^ took me from the kennels to their car. I was

only ^ix weeks Z Se day these good people adopted me

—and my eyes were bigger than my kidneys. A newsboy

on a street comer was crying "Extra!" and my Mr. hastily

Soug. t a pape™ for blotting purposes rather than reading

Soses, and said to our Mrs., "I guess that's his name-

^
So^'l was stuck with the name throughout the 15 years

I lived With them down there, despite a registered pedi-

gree which certified my right to be called Tweed of Cres-

cent n But it wasn't a bad name for a newspaperman s

dog And there was a time when it got me written up in

other columns than my Mr.'s, and even mentioned on the

"That was the day I got lost. That was the day the world

down there was momentarily expecting news that a second

World War had started. But my Mrs. was more worried

about me than about war. She shouted out the window to

the children playing in our street, "I'H give $5 to the kid

that finds Extra!" Five minutes later 50 ,l"ds were chasing

the neighborhood and shrieking "Extra! Extra!" and the

grownups were hoisting their windows and turning on

their radios to hear whether Hitler had taken London or

"" l^fiw York '

That story got into several Chicago papers, and when

next day poor, lost and half-starved me answered to his

name called out by a couple of cops in a squad car and

was by them delivered home a sadder and wiser pup, a

great friend of all four-footed folk told my Mrs. that the

happy ending of my adventure was proof positive that

Dog's best friend, is Publicity. That lady was Mrs. Irene

Castle MacLaughlin Enzinger.

Mrs. Fiske and Me

Another famous friend of our kind who Wfs alflWS

mighty nice to me was Mrs. Minnie Maddern Fiske, She

more than loved dogs, she respected them, never babied

them, never sentimentalized them. 1 worshipped that lady

for the fine things she had done for our kind, but I don t

mind telling you dogs that there were times when her

talk to my Mrs. scared me stiff everywhere but the tail.

That would be when Mrs. Fiske got going on sometiiing

I think was called Theosophy, or Metenpsychosis, or

Transmigration of Souls. Anyhow, her talks to my IVIrs,

about reincarnation made me dread the thought of my last

day on earth—I was afraid I'd wake up in some other

world and find myself a polecat, or a pound-man, or even

a newspaperman.
Wot, mind, that newspapermen didn't have their good

moments. I have no complaints of the one who made a

place for my bed right behind the desk in his workroom.

1 still remember every sniff and sight of that little library:

our wonderful Cook, tiptoeing in with a sly biscuit for me;
the dog-doting secretary, the Mr.'s "beautiful taker-

downer," taking his dictation on the typewriter beside the

desk; my laughing little Mrs. with a heart of gold and a

will of iron (she Was my only real boss), in and out of the

low red leather, chair by tlie broad windows; and my lazy-

voided Mr. seated on the long sofa, slowly intoning the

day's prose, with now and then a wink for me, for although

we iiever slobbered over each other we were understand-

ing pals from the day he gave me my funny name.
There was another personality that 1 had reason to es-

teem highly, in that little library workroom—^the inscribed

picture of Mr. William Randolph Hearst, which hung be-

side the desk on the only wall not loaded to the ceiling

with bookshelves. Of course, I esteemed this gentleman
for his excellent taste in having employed my Mr.'s pen
for half a century, but there were other arguments in his

favor, and I don't mean only his historic battles with the
viviseetionists. Brother and sister- dogs, let me tell you
what I heard Francis X: Bushman tell my Mrs. about his

dogs and Mr. Hearst.

Mr, Bushman and Mr. Hearst

For one reason or another that has never been satisfac-

torily explained to my Mr. or me, Francis X. Bushman, a

fabulous hero of the silent screen, was left high, dry and
broke. He needed money, fast, and all he had left to sell

were his famous Great Danes. He could think of only one
purchaser worthy of owning these beautiful giants. He
walked half a mile to tell Mr. Hearst his need and offer
him his dogs, Mr. Hearst said, "Mr. Bushman, I couldn't
thinli: of taking them away from you."
The jobless,' moneyless actor trudged sadly home, won-

dering into Whose strange hands his friends would fall. An
envelope from- the publisher had preceded him. It con-
tained a considerable cheque and a note which read, "I
hope the enclosed will enable the dogs to stay where they
belong."

It wasn't all work in my Mr.'s little workroom. Friends
had a. nice way of dropping in from everywhere: The un-
failingly unannounced and ever welcome Mr. Frederick
Lonsdale, from London or Hollywood; with hardly a word
about his newest play or movie and hundreds of jolly
words about nothing in particular; the sometimes silent
Miss Claudia Cassidy, from her lovely but dogless home
around the corner, who had a way of looking at me that
said very plainly, "If X ever steal a dog, his name will be
Extra"; the seldom silent Miss Ina Claire, from or to her
adopted and my Mr.'s native San Francisco, whose silver
tattle laughed at everybody, including herself ; and often,
but not often enough, from any point of the compass, that
unfailing friend of dogkind and mankind, whom all of us,
from Mr. Fred Allen to Mr. Frank B. Smith, called the
Great Gene Fowler because he was indeed a great Mr.
Fowler.

I
Andllten There Was Mr. Woollcott

|

Dogs, I can't begin to name all the friends of our racO'
who popped in and out of that little library, leaving laugh-
ter behind them and the warmth of thoir fellowship. One
of the rarest of these was Mr. Alexander Wollcott, ivho.se

words more than those of any other autlior made mankind
conscious of its solemn debt to the Sceing-Eye Dog.
"Alec,"' as be was called by my Mr. and other old chums,

Forty-third /^agZElTr Annhersgiy

could give, ot even take, his Uttte joke on practic»lly any

'"TheCTception was the subject of Dogs; lie would laugh

With a dog, but not about him. I'll never forget the after-

noon Mr. Woollcott sat. overflowingly in my Mr.'s red

leather chair and suggested to my Mr. that he forget his

passion for the tribe known as Wire-Haired Fox Temers

and procure (no offense to any Poodle present) one of

those fantastically barbered French Poodles.

Mv Mr., after exchanging a Masonic squint of under-

standing with me, said he was afraid he'd have to get along

with his lowly Wirehair. Mr. Woollcott said he was sorry

my Mr. wouldn't invest in a French Poodle because by

doing so he would be eligible to write a chapter in Mr.

Woollcott's projected book on that animal, along with

such distinguished Poodle-owning contributors as Miss

Gertrude Stein, Miss Helen Hayps, Mr. Charles MacArtliur,

Miss Ruth Gordon, Mr. Clifton Webb, Miss Dorotliy

Parker, and Mr. Lucius Beebe'. "It will be a remarkable

book," vowed Mr. Woollcott.

"And no doubt," my Mr. laughed, "win a Poodlitzer

Prize."

But Mr. Woollcott, although himself a punster whose

playfulness with words had grieved the emboned for many
years, did not join my Mr. in laugiiter. He ]ust looked

hurt. I hope the hurt was not permanent-^but he never

produced the book.

Maybe Mr. Woollcott will tell me about it, if I ever see

him again. And I have an uninstructed trUst that I shall

see him again. My dear Dogs, I have a belief that this

place of happiness lies only halfway ott the upward road

to that Elysium where a good dog will again be the good

companion of his Mr.. .

Don't Worry About Tele-It's Only

A Passing Fad That's Here to Slay

By HARRY RUBY
Hollywood.

When I was a young lad (which was so long ago that

you can count the years on the fingers of both hands).

I was giving a small but inexpensive dinner to a group

of true and untried friends. Radio, which then was still

in its infancy, was. the subject of dis-

cussion. Wrier^ will it lead? What

,

will it do to show busihess? I sisked,
,

My appreliensions weye soon set to

rest by one of the guests, One Mor-
timer Indexj who assured me (and I

quote): "It's just
:
another one of

those new-fangled gadgets that'll be,

forgotten soon as the novelty wears
off." This notion was seconded and
passed, unanimously, and we- went on
to a more interesting' Subject .wiiicli

is always discussed by hien when:,
women are not present;

Not too many years later, when
radio had already got a firm enough toe-hold to assure us .

that it was here to stay, I was bulping down the matutinal
meal at the old Friars Club with a biftieh of old Friars;
among them, Violinsky, who is my candidate for an
Academy award, if the Academy ever gives an award for
real witticismw Said Violinsky, after a sip of Java: "If
you don't think radio is killing everything, taste this
coffee."

Came along another new-fangled gadget entitled Talk-
ink Pictures. Fearful of what this -might-lortoken, what,
this might do to us fellers who were writing shows, I was
toying with the idea of getting out of town and learning
a new trade. Again I was assured that my apprehensions
were unfounded; and by the same Mortimer Index, who
was endowed with a genius for peering into the future
and seeing nothing. "You go't nothinV to worry ' about,"
said Index. "Did you hear the way those blankety-blank
talkies scratch?" I reminded him that phonograph rec-
ords used to scratch when they first came out, but that
they don't any more. "That's different," said he, blowing
a thick cloud of cigar smoke in the face of the girl next
to him, who happened to be my wife.
He . went on to explain that Talking Pictures would

never be a success because people go to the movies to
relax. "How can you relax," he wanted to know, "when
you're seeing a movie that talks, plays music, and makes
all kinds of noises?" I reminded him that Fulton's steam-
boat, when it first steamed up the Hudson, Was looked
upon as one of them—there new-fangled gadgets that
would never amount to anything. This didn't even make
a dent. "It won't be long," he postulated, "before there'll
forget about these Talkies. There'll always be Silent
Pictures.",''

Much as I hate to, 1 must admit that the guy was right.
In a sleepy little town called Fnu, which nestles at the
foot of a hill 20 miles this side of Upper Tibet, there ts

a movie theatre, a 6Q.«eater, that's still showing Silent
Pictures.
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Flicker Flashbacks

Harry Ruby

Cohan's Nifty—

Or the More Things Change the More
They Are the Same, Especially

in Hollywood

By EZRA GOODMAN
Hollywood.

The "oUyWood of 35 years ago was not fundamentally
different from the Hollywood of today; pf course, in

that era you could buy a man's elegant,- all-wool suit,

made to order, for only $9.85, and there/ were ads in the
newspapers and magazines advising the reader that the

tobacco habit could be banished in 48 to 72 hours, but
aside from relatively minor matters like that, the cinema
scene was pretty much what it is today.

The Kalem studio had released a picture entitled "The
Apaches of Paris." Its climactic scene was as follows:

"There was a cry from the men who had raised Lloyd,

as a wallet was taken from his inner pocket. The dagger

had pierced the wallet, which was filled with papers.

The officer sprang forward with a cry. He examined the

"papers a moment.
" 'Here are the plans of every fortress in Paris! This

man is a notorious spy. He will be shot at daybreak. I

thank you, and shall ask you to appear later at the

caserne.'

"Paula and Tom were left alone with the last of the

tragedy. Paula had been purged clean of. soul. She

stood looking at the man who had come back for her.

"' Even now?' she asked, in a low voice.

" 'Yes; now and always—my love is deeper than sur^

face scars."

"Then he led her to the side of the deathbed, where
she turned and wept on his breast. THE END."

It this doesn't convince you that time doesn't always
march oh, in those years J. Stuart Blackton's big screen

success was "The Battle Cry of Peace," an anti-war pic-

ture: Blackton, in a foreword to the film, addressed to

the Mothers Of America, said: "As a nation we must

not only be champions of peace and of the laws of hu-

manity, but we must have the power to enforce those

laws—the power to insure that peace." Those words

strike a familiar chord today.

Thirly-five years ago some of the current attractions

were: "Jim West, Gambler," "Her Happiness,". "A Shriek

in the Night," "The Battle of Elderbush Gulch" and "The
Curious Case of Meredith Stanhope."

Ernest Dench wrote an article: "How the British Learn

America from Motion Pictures,'' pointing out the inter-,

national influence of the screen.

Much newspaper and magazine space was devoted to

proving that motion pictures are a tonic for tlie eyes and
that the "flicker" had been taken out of movies. "A
couple of hours at a good moving picture show not only

rests your mind, but also your eyes," argued one edi»

.

torialist. There is still some controversy as to the former.

Those Interviews——Even Then!

The same things that were said about Radio and the
Talkies are now being said about the newest of the new-
fangled gadgets: Television. "You got nothing to worry
about," said Mortimer Index. "This idea that's it's gonna
keep people home, away from theatres and places, is
nuts." Then, not knowing he was quoting the late George
M. Cohan, he added: "The only thing that'll keep ji guy
home is a beautiful dame."
Now, I don't claim to be the smartest fellow in the

world, unless I'm forced to, but I can't go along with the
Mortimer Indexes who thinks that everything we've got
is better than anything we're gonna get. Bucking in-
exorable progress is like getting in the way of an on-
coming truck: you go along with it or you get run over.
It's like trying to stop a tidal wave with a tennis racket.

I may be wrong (there's always a first time), bint, as to
Television, I don't think it should be a source of worry
to anyoner—except those who are not in it.

Many years ago, an uncle of mine, who had true sibyl-
line foresight, said: "Why don't they let well enough
alone?" He was referring to a new kind of razor that
just come on the market, invented by a man named Gil-
lette. The straight razor, he argued, was good enough.
My father disagreed with him. The argument became
heated. "Mark my word," said my uncle', shaking his
finger in Dad's face, "the safety razor will never take
the place of the horse and carriage." He stomped out
of the house, and we haven't seen him since.

Screen personalities were giving out interviews and
they were already discussing such fascinating subjects

as whether they preferred the stage to.the screen or, vice

versa and the fact that, if they were comedians, they

would like to play heavies, and vice versa.
- In a letter-to-the-editor departm'ent in one publication,

the editor became quite exercised about a communication
he had received from a young feminine film fan. He re-

plied; f'We do not answer questions about the relation-f

ship and marriage of the players unless we happen to

know the answers. We do not care to write to the players

and say: 'Are you married?' Most of them would not

answer anyway, and if they did, half of the answers

would be wrong. Again, we think that a player has. a
right to some privacy which we do not eare to pry into.

If a player is marriedj single or unmarried (divorced),

and does not wish it to be known, we respect those

Wishes until the information, becomes public property.

We frequently state that so and so is married, but we de-

cline to make this a matrimonial, bureau, and we do not

,

care to seek information of this kind for the benefit of

those who are so anxious for it. . In most ca.ses requests

of this, kind come from young girls who become unduly

intersted in the players."

Readers were already spotting movie boners. :
One

moviegoer wrote: "A careless mistake I have noticed i*

as follows: Subtitle: 'Agnes, at the age of 5," where a

little girl, dark-eyed and dark-haired, enters; then (sub-

title): 'Fifteen years later;' and behold! Agnes is •

dazzling' blonde!" .

Ad Libs Under Fire
The two best ad4ibs I ever heard came within a

half-hour of each other. Our USO unit was flying

from Port Moresby, New Guinea, to Townsville,

Australia, during tlie summer of 1944. We had , been

flying at about 16,000 feet and had to descend quite

suddenly for reasons best known -to the pilot. A.

Canadian soldier, sitting in the bucket seat on my
right, turned to me and said,"! beg your pardon,

does the ringing in my ears annoy you?'' . ;

After landing at Townsville and refueling, we piled

hack in the plane for our next takeoff. But the crew

chief couldn't get the exit door closed. He pull^d,

banged, wrenched and swore profusely but nothing

happened. Meanwhile, the motors were revved MP,

we all had our seat belts fastened and everything

waited upon the crew chief, a ser|eant.
Finally the pilot came out of the cockpit. "What

the hell's the matter," he asked genially. "I'm sorry,

sir." said the sergeant, "but this door won't close.

"Go on." said the pilot, "Sure it'll close; try it

again." The sergeant tried it again. He strained hk*

Samson but the results were futile. . .

"No use, sir," said the sergeant, "that door is ]ust

not. going to close."

"Let me take a look," said the pilot.

He did. He looked long and earnestly. Finally he

stood back. ,.

"Sergeant," he said, "doft't say that door wont
close! That door's GOT to close. It's been approved

by Good Housekeeping." Lorrj/ AAler
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WHERE DO THE CRO
Hm AII'Tlme Record For the

Palate, New York!.,, uoo seats

main floor, and balcony 39,000 admissions
first week, as pressing crowds made it

necessary to open gallery over weekends

.

HELD FOR FIVE WEEKS!

Two Top Weeks Tor The Boston,

Boston with eager boxoffice lines
ttretchlng 'way around the corner from
first show early In morning to last
show late at night!

Block-long lines storm the Grand,

In the heart of Chicago's

Loop!.. . Capacity crowds
hour after hour all day long, to record
a first week that saw 34,000 admissions
sold for 1 100 seat house.
HELD FOR FOUR WEEKS!

V
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WDS COME FROM?
A great, big, sensational box-
office bonanza has dropped right out
of the sky into the lap of a show business reeling

with amazement at the figures being rolled up!
. . . It's RKO's astounding double-header spectacle and action

show-a combination bill that OUTGROSSED TOP flRST4lUN

nCrUUES on BROAOWAYylN THE LOOPAND DOWNTOWN BOSTON!
So sensational are the returns that "The Showmanship Company" is

turning its staff upside down to get it to you in a hurry!...

Contact your nearest RKO Exchange, for availability of the biggest quick-money

chance you've had in recent show history!



Will Be

Talking

Miout...

The one picture in a thou*

sand that's DIFFERENT. Yes,

so different, so unusual, so

compelling as to mark a

new milestone in screen

entertainment!

DORE SCHARY Presentation

m WITH GREEN HAIR
COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR

PAT O'BRIEN • ROBERT RYAN • BARBARA HALE DEAN STOCKWELL
''AS "THE BOY"

Produced by STEPHEN AMES * Directed by JOSEPH LOSEY .

Screen Play by Ben Barzman and Alfred lewis Levitt

R K O
RADIO
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Nate Grosi

A Reporter's Memories

From Capone to Insull to ^Caliban and
Ariel' (Which the Chi Herald Ameri-

can''* Crack Newsman Coined)

By NATE GROSS
Chicago.

Now I wonder what would have happened if Al Capohe
had been able to get that fight with Jack Sharkey fftr his

pal Mickey Walker. Would the "toy bulldog" haVe be«
come the heavyweight champion of the world?

, But this , was not to happen. Even
AI couldn't understand it—there in
his haif-a-floor cell iBi the Cook
County jail.

"Those fellows in Neyi)' Yoflc Site..:

supposed to be my partnersi'' he
complained, "and: they're crbssirig
me."
By partners he meant the rwUrig

half-world clique that dpiniriailied the
nation's boxing business, . .

There were maiiy things tlie Big
Fellow didn't unde>:s]Und-^hd while

'

he had partial freedbm o* tlie jail>

even under the . watchful eyes of
United States marshals, he really couldn't operjitCi

"If I only was out of here I could get things done," he
railed.

Thus the vast underworld power that was his, began
to slip," even before Atlanta, Alcatraz and Terminal
Island.

"What win .1 do when I get out?" he asked apprehen-
sively as he tried to look into, the bleek future that an
ever-just fate, had decreed for him.

That's where Doc Kearns and I came up with our idea.
'

Why not get religion? Then, after it was all over. Al
could become an evangelist and troupe the country with
Doc as the advance man, drumming up . crowds at re-

vivial meetings. Why AI Capone could become as great
;

as Billy Sunday.
Sure, it was a gag, something to talk about^to hasten '

evening hours in the otherwise quiet jail, while we ate

food prepared by Al's own chef and sent in by fireless-

cooker. What food! Al's cellmate served it. He was a
young fellow sentenced for vote frauds. Al.had him.on
his payroll.

.

' We even had ale. Capone, the perfect host;, provided
it with some legerdemain. He just put his arm into a
canvas laundry bag, and came up with cases of the stuff.

Doc and I took the empties with us when we rleft after

midnight. We tossed them into a vacant lot a couple of ,

: blocks away'^sllent witness^s .to a most interesting even-
;

Ing.

Yes, AI even became a bit sorry for himself as the
ale bottles became empty.

: "Why should they do this to me?" he queried.. "I've

done a lot of good foe this town. So I sold some beer and
whiskey? Ain't they about to make it legal?"

He said a lot of other things, too, until Mickey Walker
got tired of ale and wanted whiskey. Then that became
Capone's problem. He summoned the night jailer.

, "Go down to Louie Alterie's cell. See if he has «a
bottle of whiskey," he directed^
_^YoU ' mean 'Two-Gun Louie' I Jajighed.

. i_~
' He' thought that was very fiiinny,

.he repeated;

-

' ATlaughed , tod.

"Yeah, 'Two-Gun','

{ Wii! Rogers, Harlow, Brisbane
|

'..
, -,, ,

;

.

.

^

—

—

..

'

.
, ,

'

;

.

———^——'— •

. ;
.— .. V' —' ~-~

The Cook County jail, on the southwest side of Chi-
cagOi was a me(>ting place for celebrities those days. Will
Bogers came for a look-arouodi and of course just hap^'
pened to be tnken; up to Capone's cell, and they had a
long visit. Jean Harlow visited. Even Arthur Brisbane
came, and AI thought he still was talking to Doc and me.
When he got through, Brisbane had an' amazing story,
right from the gapgleader's own lips—-the story of how
he controlled the*"^town, even to his having taken over
seyeral^ards and the Democratic and Republican lead*
ers, in-ljis naive "effort" to stop political strife.

V. Brisbane printed the story, which was tantamount to
locking the jail doors on Capone, and throwing the key
a^yay. AI didn't have a chance to get out after that.

Capone had gone his gloomy way to AlcatrSz, and I
had become an assignment reporter for the old Evening
American, when I was sent back to the jail to interview
w»e late Samuel Insull, who had been returned from

• Turkey to face charges in the Federal Court
They talk about standup guys in the underworld,: but

you really find them in the upper world—sometimes, that
;

is, for who knows how anyone will stand up under pres-
sure? There was plenty of pressure on old Mr. Insull,
once the social and financial ruler of Chicago's hierarchy,
but he was the greatest standup guy I ever met He
never complained, never flinched.

A number of years had passed since I, a kid reporter
on the Chicago .Tournal, had been tossed out of his office
lor trying to check on a rumored marriage of Mary
warden, the opera singor.

"I employ two publicity departments," he said, "I am
• very busy man. Either of those departments would give
you the information you desire." ^

.
"But, Mr, Insull," I said, "We know the opera is your

hobby."

The utility magnate exploded.
"The opera is not my hobby," he scolded. "The opera

'S my business, a business for which I receive no pay."

And harking back to my original question, he shouted:
I'll have nothing to do with Mary Garden's publicity

stunts. You might as well ask me if Mary Garden takes
sunbaths in the nude!"
"Does she?" I asked.
Ihen I got thrown out.
But now in the County Jail dispensary he spoke to

reporters kindly, almost benignly. He answered questions
and they hastened away to make deadlines. Then I ap-
proached the wheelchair, and ashed ray own questions.

Pohtuftans and financiers feared what he might Isay. If
"^ wanted to talk he could upset homes and empires. He
flf" ?een dispossessed from the great utilities kingdom
tnat he alone had built He had been forced to sign away

*.
. . Or a Free Ride'

Some years ago, while I was under contract to
Warner Bros,, I received a call from Ivan iKahn, who
was handling my business at that time. He's now tal-
ent scout for 20th Century-Fox and has a fine, dry
sense of humor. He informed me that the studio had
engaged Max Reinhart to make Shakespeare's "Mid-
summer Night's Dream" and they wanted me play
Flue, the bellows mender, in the picture. I told Kahn
that I had never seen or read any of Shakespeare's
works and all I knew about him was that he had played
for Notre: Dame and that we would go to the studio
and talk it over with Hal Wallis. As soon as we met
in Wallis' office he started to convince me that it
would be a fine change of pace from the pictures I
had been doing^how much the studio would like to
have me appear in the pic, etc., etc. Finally Kahn
asked, "Is this to be counted as one of the three a
year Joe is contracted for?"

Hal replied, "Oh, no. This is a separate picture that
We thought Joe would like to do."

Ivan said, "Well, how about money? We are slightly
Interested in that detail."

Hal answered, "Well, Ivan, this is sort lof a good-
will picture with all the stars on the lot in itJ-Cagnex,
Dick Powell, Olivia^deHaviUand, Rooney, etc., and they^
are all doing it for the studio—

"

Ivan interrupted, "You mean we aren't to be paid?"
Hal said, "Well, we thought Joe, being the oldest

star on the lot, wouldn't want to be left out and that
with Reinhart directing we have—

"

Ivan again interrupted quietly, "You mean we don't
get any money at all?"

Wallis said; "Well, we thought we would give him
• nice present of some kind."

Ivan asked, "For instance?"
Hal replied, "Oh, well, uh, well, we might buy him

a nice Cadillac car."
Ivan very quietly breathed, "A Cadillac car. And

what would my commission be—a bicycle?"

i —Joe E. Brown.

everything he ownedVThere
, was no buried nestegg—just

some paltry pensions/on which he and his wife could live;-

He had every righ; to be bitter. He had every right to
talk, but when I suggested that many prominent persons
were apprehensive, le merely smiled:,,

"No one need jumb out of any windows, i have iiiothing

to say. Ill tell my .own story from the witness stand."

No big-shot came forward to put up his bond^just a
little grey-haired junKdealer who had made some money
because the then powerful utilities magnate rhad directed
that he have the business, Insull didn't even Twnember
him. The junkman came up,~aud^wnbly asloed to be
allowed to post the huge bond. /

Later in the Federal Court, I got to knowJjisull better.

We corresponded until he died in the Paris subway, with
just a few cents in his pocket.

Now time jumps along-. I missed bringing John Dill-

inger in by a week when G-men shot and killed him. I
testified in the Federal court about my efforts to sur-

render : Dillinger,' but; that's the only glory 1 got out of
that one. The stories you don't get are always bigger
than the others. 1 was ready to. «iuit, but then: came a
real big story and I was back in business, ::

Elaine Barry chased John Barrymore across the country
in the now famous love marathon. She came to Chicago
and I met her, but John got away. We followed his lug-

gage to Emporia, Kansas, while John took another train

Jto_the_JV,est,_playing straight .all. across .the .country. I

named them "Caliban and Ariel.'' The names-stuck.. :

;

I didn't meet John then. He got a glimpse of me from
the drawing room on the 20th Century Limited in which
he had barricaded himself. I escorted Elaine back to

New York from Kansas City and shortly after that they
got together and Were married.

Where Is My Wandering

Boy Soprano Voice Tonip?

A Baritone Beef From the Longhair Nursery
For Variety's 43d Anniversary

Barrymore's 'Casting'

Then I heard that Barrymore was asking questions about
me. Joe E. Lewis relayed some of them.

"Do you know Nate Gross?" he'd ask. "Is he young?
Is he good' looking? : I know he's tall and blond.".

He couldn't believe that I merely had' been a reporter
covering a story. Joe E. said that Barrymore was. aagry—.
to look out if I met him.

*

It was on my first visit to the west coast that I got an ,

invitation to the Barrymore home, then in Beverly Hills'

Benedict Canyon.
"Elaine and Jack Barrymore : Invite you to cocktails,"

It read.
I didn't want to go. I didn't want any trouble, nor did

I want to make trouble for Elaine. But someone sug-

gested that I was afraid of Barrymore, and I had had a
couple of drinks when it was said. So I went .

Everybody was there—as: Louella might say* In fact

Louella, herself, was there, and so were a lot. of others

including Georgie Jessel and Norma Talmadge, to. whom
he was married at the time.

Elaine introduced us. Barrymore looked me over, and
then I excused myself. I kept out of his way while the

guests were there, prefering to pick my own battleground

—without witnesses.

Finally most of the guests had left. I went up to the

bar, and soon Barrymore joined me. :

"I'll buy a drink," I said.

"I'll have one," he answered.
We drank silently.

Then he said:

"I'll buy a drink."

"I'll have one,:' l answered, watching him carefully lest

he deliver a sneak punch. Joe E. Lewis had warned me
about'ihat. ,

.
,

But a bond seemed to have joined us. Finally I blurted:

"Look, you can trust me. A lot of people have trusted

nie--everyOrie from AI Capone to Samuel Insull. That's

a pretty wide stretch isn't it?"

"Yes, it is," answered Barrymore, gravely. "I knew
them both."

. And so the bond grew stronger, and the night grew
longer and finally Elaine came up and said:

"Nate, I hate to do this to you, but John has to get

some sleep. Please go home."
I protested. John protested. Then I got thrown out,

and Elaine put Barrymore to bed.

And so the years have passed, and a lot of things have
happened, and a number of persons to whom they hap-

pened have passed on, and I live in retrospect. Maybe
I'm ready to write my book.

By ALBERT STILLMAN

Time was I set the v/orld on fire;

My boy soprano mounted higher

Than any voice in our church choir,
Up to high C it ranged;

Then, overnight, the most absurd, ''
-

The most appalling thing occurred, '

When I woke up, here's what I heard:

Good morning, mommy,
.Good morning, daddy.
My voice, alas! had changed! ,

Had changed, as these low tones exhibit,

From Bobby Breen to Lawrence Tibbett; v

Had changed, such miracles can happen,
From Jenny Lind to F. Chaliapin.

Since then, how often have I Wished, la vain,'

I had my boy soprano back again! . . v

:

My life is wormwood and gall.

For I'm the blighter who sings
,

Of Henry Morgan and all :

Such blood-and-thundery things . . >

Though I'm timid and shy,

A peaceable guy
Who hates to get in a fight

—

Oh,- where is my wandering boy soprano voice tonight?

I once had an angel's voice, if you please,
A. most exalted level;"

But now when I play Mepistopheles,: .•

It certainly sounds like the devil.

Tve such a limited choice ;

Of songs to whistle or hum
Because o£ me booming .voicer—
Yo Ho and a bottle of rum!

Though I've reason, to ,fear.

On one glass of beer.
Id pass right out like a light!

.
Oh, where is my wandering'! boy soprano voice tonightt

I sing the songs of Time and Tide
Of the hills I'd like to roam;

.Oh, give a man a horse he can ride,

But let ME stay at home.
I'm a bally ballad-heaver.
Workin' up a vocal fever

'Cause they're hangin' Danny Deever
In the mornin' on a tree;

Like that Metro lion,* Leo,
I 'am a bellowing con brio
That I'm rolling down to Rio,
And to hell wth Burgundy!

Put fo Tolldw Oniar Khayyam
"

"

'Down the primrose path of sin,.

Takes a .better man than I am; -
:

^ :

Gunga Din! . . .

Me! I sing in me bloom' baritone
In Carnegie Hall, through a microphone,

.

Of Mandalay and the gypsy life

And the fabulous flyin' fishes;

AmA then I; go home to help the wife
A-dryin' of the dishes! ,.. ^ ;

For It's boots, boots, boots .^ ^

On the Glory Road to Heaven;
And it's boots, toots, boots.

For a family of seven. •
\,

With Old Man River I'm just roUin' down to Rio
On the Glory Road to Mandalay,

And there's no relief in sight!

Oh, where Is wandering boy soprano- voice tonight?

B'klyn Kid Gone Wrong
I might title my favorite story "What Price Glory?"

although "I Never Left Home" is just as apropos.
Last year, my wife and I were scheduled to go to

the celebration of a golden wedding anniversary of my
aunt and uncle in Brooklyn. The day of the ceremony
If snowed heavily. It.was impossible/ to drive so we
took the reliable BMT subway. It had been a long
time between trips and I was unfamiliar with . the
route. I spotted a map across the aisle and headed
.for 'it'

.

There was a charming elderly lady sitting beneath
the map. I had noticed that she was studying me .

for some 20 minutes. As I stood over her, she smiled >

and said, finally: "Pardon me, but you look So familiar .-

to me."
I've never found the answer to that one, so I smiled

in return,

"Are you from Brooklyn?" she pursued.

I told her I used to live there.

"I'll bet," she said, "I'bet you lived ob Sackman
St!" I recalled that I had many years ago.

"Oh," she said, "now I know who you are! You're
Julius Garflnkle. Of course. And you haven't changed
a bit We 'used to live next door. For years, we were
neighbors.'' She chuckled in reminiscence. '-'Such; a
boy. I remember; how always you used to get ypur-i

self into trouble."

I sat down beside her. She leaned toward me and
said,: seriously: "So what are you doing lately?"

I played it as straight as X could. I told her I was
an actor. .:

"Aah," she sighed, shaking her head, "and you
wanted to be a doctor so badly.''

: *^ohtt Gor/ield,
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Growth of the Roofless Theatre;

750 Drive-ins Today Do Bi^ B.O.

By WILLIAM! ORNSTEIN

About th^ only thing new in tlie Bernardino and a few more in Los

motion picture industry tliis past Angeles. New England caught the

year, generally speaking, was the lever in 1938. Manpower and war-

iricui'sion of the roofless theatre, ' time restrictions heaved a crimp

the open air garages where .stars .on new building, but during the

ca\ on on a screen stationed up past- two years new open airs have

front and where more fortunate mushroomed in all parts of the

stars dilly-dally contentedly in a country, with the same gusto as

Jimitless blue blanket up above. new television stations.

In other words, the ' Drive-ln ^Sm/th is president of Park-In

Theatre has definitely made it.s ,
T'leatrcs and Hollingshead, Jr.,

mark. What started as an experi- J^^'ce-Prcsident. V i g o r Cranston

mr-U in 1929 now is regarded as a .J^'">t'i. son of the president, is vp

d:finito adjunct to the exhibition m charge of contracts and techmcal

arm. There are now some 750- ,
developments. He is a graduate
of Leh'.gli Engineering.

arm. Tliere are now some
odd such arenas, built at an ag-

gr.-gate e-xoenditure of approxl-

malaly $70,000,000, now In ex-

istencei This compares with 250
theatres co.^ting appro:i'mately

$20i0aft,000 of two years ago.

By the time summer rolls around,
another 250 are . expected to be
added to the list, This would sky-

rocket the total outlay for con-
struct'o.i and equipment up to

$100.000 000, according to reliable

soi'vccr... .
:

Actuallyj the Drive-In is a "de

MONA FREEMAN
PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Mamagement: M.C.A. •Under the terms of each license,
an applicant is required to pay
$1 ,000 ; for which he receives, a ser- j

•

.—,• . . .

ies of plans from which to choose adults there are miniature golf
the type theatre to build. A per- courses, bowling alleys and other
centage ot his business also goes , i i -ii.- ju
to Park-In under the franchise |

recreation, either on the

(liconsei.
|

grounds or nearby. Candy and
In the early days of the Drive-In,

|
food concessions do as much as

one could build an "A" class out- mi of the theatre take,
door theatre for $60,000, to hold » u r i r

Today, this same struc- !
^^"""Se number of weeks of op-

- eration as 33, but m. the tvest and
i 500 cars. ^ , „„„ ,^ „^

I

ture would cost from $150,000 to
, $200,000.

The smallest type of outdoor
prsssion baby," for it was in the, . _, „ . ; „ ,

bleak days of 1929 when Richard !. ^ smallest type of outdooi

Milton Hollingshead, Jr., then em- 1
"Peration can accommo-

ploved by his father in the solvents i l^'e 240 cars, the largest 1,100 carsployed ,by his father in the solvents
ard cleaning liquids business, der
c'.CiOd to . embark on his own. His
chief interest at the time was to

build a " de luxe gas station, one

There arc several open airs in the
midwest: with car capacities of
1,000 or over. Most of the larger
theatres cost in the neighborhood
of $750,000 to a million dollars and,with palm trees, shrub fencing.and ! . . „,

^ other accoutrements to make it " is Pointed out, the same type of

unusually, outstanding and attrac'-

tiv\

This ambition met? quick death

construction and equipmeint that
goes intp: a reguliar theatre obtains
for the open air'. <

,

wiron"he"had"to "wait"on^a longll^^^^ >^For the fainily, the Drive-In

at a New Jersey gas station before solves parking and baby sitterat a New Jersey gas station before
he could get his tank filled. But
while one idea died miserably
another gave birth.

"Why can't people have some
form of entertainment while walt-

zing to be served?" he asked himr
.se'f. This was the keynote to the
efforts that followed in a driveway
of Uls home at Camden, N. J.

The experiments spread over
many, weeks, placing one car be-
hind another 40 feet apart and
facing a screen upon which IGm
film was projectedi Blocks were

•. placed under the front wheels of
—botlwcars- until the; proper angle
was achieved, so that the driver
in the second car could get proper

problems, two cardinal advantages
which have proved successful to
the operator. Mothers with babes
in arms have at their disposal bot-
tle warmers and other essentials
necessary for infants.
There are playgrounds for chil-

dren at many Drive-ins. For

southwest, where warm temper
atures linger longer, the period of
activity is greater. The tendency,
according to spokesmen for Park-
In, is for longer seasons, until the
temperatui-e drops below . 40 de-
grees.

When the first Drive-ins opened
a central sound system was em-
ployed. Other methods were sub^
sequently tried until today the
in-car speaker lias been found
most practical of all.

_
Up-to-date washrooms, clean-

liness, .special usher service, mod-
ern fronts are prime favors in
operation of Drive-Ins t o d a y

.

Special attention is given to fami-
lies and it is not a novelty to find
children arriving in pajamas, ready
to go to sleep at a given hour while
the rest of the family enjoys the
show. „

A Due-Bill on a Holdup
.By HY GARDNER

When the visual effect he was I looked at iiiV wife She Iftolrpil af wio v^r^
after was perfected, Hollingshead I much as to say Vell%kel^-so^^^^^
then applied for a patent. In 1932. i There were four couples a"y Xvine 4p w^vlr»fIhe secured No. 1,909,537 in his own point; the husbands at half a cent a pofnt %hat^s TZ r.n .ftWH "
name from Washington.

i one witty player chuckled. Finally sSbody said' 4ave a seat^' and
I Financing

) ;

^ '"vself in partnership with my landlord. I thought this 'was a

revealed his plan to cousin Willis rt ^.h^m iir ,

Warren Smith, successful insur- ' nrobablv s^nil^n
?p.hneldered-three times in a row. They'll

ance broker in Philadelphia and I u^^X il.f vl. fZ ""^""^ tomorrow to remove the old paint,
operator of a chain of parking ' £61,0^1 wafnla^in^ a"^^^^^^^^

It's just that the
places in New York, Washington, I somewOiere b,^S bothered me. I knew I knew him from
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Newark srutma "The

And he wouldn't stop
and Camden. i faZ 'd ry^.Xl IT ^T"" ' " " '""S enough to tell me. I

Both Hollingshead and hi, i L°cl"r^^ke^ m\ Vrin\ThirS-e' 'f^^^^^^^^^cousin put up $30,000 each and ' acquaintanceship ran back to the good old divs a^S n^'^in^
'

t°"'formed Park-In Theatres, Inc. with membered it well because the ni-ht 1 met thif i ^^'^ ^
"^u"headquarters at 840 Cooper St.. i ably was one of the few dLibillTSvw written^^ T """^

Vi'"*"C;,mden, the same building where I It happened like this ''"'''•"P-

mic^s^^e^Kc-aledThi^e^r^',
\ beLVslfoTuTfotl^^irT^r "--gers used to take a

Hollingshead has succeeded to his Sn on^he Rrnnvi^^^^
those days I was doing the Broadway

father s business, leaving Park-In S^on^l^'^m^aS^^^^ aT^Si^ng'^LSV'^Cor^^Uy'ir^^I'l
httle like Old Home Week when Dan Healy, the 3r of ceremon es

o he "O • '^"^'^
f,^"'"/

as thougli my first wopIjs Sgoilto DC. O.K. guys, you're all pardoned!" "s

ih^ir'yK'
laughed to kiii, which many of them did. IncludinEthe backstage hfer around whom this whole yarn is wrappeci^- ^

You don t know me, Hy," he siarted. "I'm- iiot a big shot I didn't

cale'""? k^new'^th^
'
^^""f

^ed ;ftbor Maby.
. Mine^ w^s a m^Sp

S?^^- ^ "^pew the dame was two-timiiig, didn't have no raonev foi-divorce lawyers, so I figured I could Settlfe the WhblMhinl fS^wlt^^a baseball bat. In my own set. though,'' he eont4uk,"fim quite a

Here Today, Corn Tomorrow!
By JOE LAURIE, JR.

Alfred Tennyson's line, "The old order changeth^ yielding place to
new," should answer many of the radio editors, columnists and even
sponsors who have been worrying in and out of print what is to bei
come of our radio comedy programs when the comedians who are now
anchored to the nation's microphones have decided to retire on their
laugh-dividends, or pass on to the Comedian's Valhalla!

True that Father Time is throwing his' darts at most of our radio
comedians and that they are getting almost as old as the jokes they
are using. Some of them have even threatened to retire and spend
the rest of their lives catering to their stomach ulcers, which they have
accumulated in years of radio service trying to "get laughs."

But don't sell your radio! Because, in every generation, people have
worried about who were going to replace their favorites in pdlities
literature and entertainment. . But. somehow or other, new favorites
came through. Humor is much too valuable to the world tt) pass on j

with your favorite comedian. National humor, Irish, Jewish, Scottish
Italian,^ English, French and American becomes, through press ahd
radio, international, it establishes between all nationalities a bond of
sympathy, wrapped .in smiles, and helps in this way to promote the
brotherhood of mankind! And there will always be comedians to carry
on the good work.

And so, when the famous jesters and men of motley of the late '90s
and early 1900s went to the Eternal Laughland, folks' said that they
would never be replaced. And when you read the names of these men
and women who were behind-the-fun in those days, it seems to us', who
hold, their memories green, that they could never be replaced. Great
comedians who made a nation laugh for nearly half a century, To
name them is to miss them. Eddie Foy, Peter F. Daily, William Collier,
Sam Bernard, Louis Mann, Weber & Fields, James T. Powers, DcWolf '

Hopper, Henry. E. Dixey, Harrigan & Harti John Drew, John T. Kelly,
Otis : Harlan, Alison Skipworth, Raymond Hitchcock, Marie Cahiil,
Harlan &; Hart; Nat Wills, Lew Dockstader,- Mabel Fenton, Bert Swor'
Amelia Summerville, Honey Boy Evans, Jobyna Howland, Ward &
Vokes, Marie Dressier, Ezra Kendall, Stella Mayhew, Will Rogers,'
Maggie Cline, Harry Kelly, Florence Moore, Herb Williams, Chic Sale;.
T. Roy Barnes, James J. Morton, May Irwin, Frank Tinney, Walter c!
Kelly, Fatty Arbuckle, George Bickel, John Bunny, Joe Jackson, llari-y

Langdon and the great Bert Williams. ! can mention so many many
-more who belong in the Blue Book of Comedy. Some of us will say
these were our greatest cDmedians, and some others will insist .that
they don't compare to our living funmakers. How our memories 'can

i

differ; and be wrong! They shine the brighter in the domain of tt'hder
memory.. ••..-'••..'.....,••,,.,....:,•.,.,,.:,

As these great artists dropped out one by one from the Laugh -Par-
ade, the ranks were quickly filled with recruits that didn't mi.ss a steip.

Jet laugh-propellers like Ed Wynn, Bobby Clark, Victor Moore, Joo
Cawthome, Leon Errol, Bert Lahr, Ray Bolger, Joe Cook, Jack Pearl,
Roger Imhof, Jimmy Savo, Frank Fay, Joe E. Brown, Al Jolson, Jim
Barton, Willie Howard, Danny Kaye, Olsen & Johnson, George Jesscl,
Milton Berle, Lou Holt/., Frisco, Smith & Dale, Doc Rockwell, Joe E.
Lewis, Phil Silvers, Martha Raye, Charlotte Greenwood. Joey Fav,
Henny Youngman and Eddie Foy, Jr. They made new friends of hu-
mor lovers. Most of the above mentioned mummers were never touched

I
by Radio's Magic Wand! Some of these • comics just don't fit into

j

radio (so some sponsors claim, my claim is that any good comedian has
a place in radio, it is just a matter ot proper material and presentation)

l
and, some of the others just don't like radio work (Bobby Clark has

! never been on radio and doesn't even listen to it) and they confine
their comedic efforts to the stage, screen and night clubs.

Many of our favorite old show and vaudeville clowns have decided
'

to quit the foot)ight.s and dispense their Memologues Under the moneyed
. thumbs of a sponsor. And so we see a great array of "button-busters"

I

parading before our microphones. They have nearly all served a hard
I apprenticeship in all forms, of show business, and although time may
ihave aged their gags, _they_ personally are_ young in jpirit and are the
Elect of Radio. If they should show signs of weakening7"the sponsor's"
"moneyed thumbs" make a gesture towards the exit! These comedians
are no youngsters, nearly all of them have a quarter,of a century or;
more of stage experience and know the secret of coinedy delivtiry^
timing!".'. .

..:.:i'

Ace Laugh-Getterg

operations most 1 y toTheatre
'Sniith.

The first Drive-In was con-
structed on Wilson Blvd., about a
half mile from Camden's City
Hall. Capacity wa.s for 400 cars
This continued for about four
years, then was moved to Union,
N. J., vvhen car capacity was in-
creased to 500.

There were a lot of skeptics in guy." I nodded my head First beclusp 'i^hnV.ah'nT' ^iti"'
"

the industry who believed this was agree with him; secondly because I wan ed to make siL l'^ ?m'h^^^^

hj'-t^rrs^^^^
Jiioi^^htSenr^'^ ""^ ^"StaiSf^rdV

^^^^^^^^^^^^ o.^'"^:^'
^Vord spread about the new-

'

chfnlNo' a'^it^rxSl'd^hafl^^
fancied theatre and from southern they say," he said, "but a lot of tL bovs doni knnvPn^Cahforn a came .n application for and haven't got what to eat So they go in f^r stkLDs WUh^twlicense from a group of three ex- card on you. however, you're as safe as if von Lm-o hi!.!' • ^

^^^^

hib.tors and an outside associate
j

cell. Should you ever be stuck-up, don't ye7 don't r

aS23aS
j
coL^^^th '^^1h-^Sl„^.^^"^^ - Sincerely over-

theatre, also with 500-car capacity, if this letter of credit on rhnirin!, ;.^,^.!
Lord I've never found out

jva.s opened at Weymouth, Mass.,
|

wond^-^^^^^^^^^

Subsequently, Drive-Ins were
|
Gardner ?s a tor?ln^^ Jf,?f7" ''c'^ ""c^""

"''<1' "^'le bearer, Ily
built at Burbank, Santa Ana.^San I iS.^'^'signe^d'JJIlS 1^^^^^

Ace chattologists, like Fred Allen, Bob Hope, Jack Benny, Eddie
Cantor, Fibber McGee & Molly, Phil Baker, Fannie Brice, Frank Mor-
gan, Bob Burns, Tom llowarci, George Sheltoh, Lulu McCohhcll and
Harry MacNaughton, .Tack Haley^ Billie Burke, Amos & Andy, Senator
Ed Ford, Harry Heishfield, Burns & Allen, Edward Everett Hoitoh;
Joan Davis, Edgar Bergen, Abbott & Costellb, Red Skelton, A' Peaice,
Jimmy XSurante, .ludy Canova, Eve Arden, Ed Gardner. Charlotte
Greenwood, Ken Murray, Ann- Sothern, the Easy Aces, Victor JJbrge,
are all. laugh-getting veterans. So what happens if they retire? Ab-
solutely NOTHING! There are replacements waiting in the wings!

Besides the comedy youngsters in the making, we already have an
entrenched army of comedians that have potential star dust sprinkled
over their efforts. Some of- these future greats have started as "stooges"
(as the non-inlelligentsia call them). I like to call them "supporting
players"—they have served radio comedy programs a long and arduous ..

apprenticeship and will soon be ready to graduate from the School of
Laughs! Some already have graduated but are still holding on to the
sides of their comedy-crib.

For example, Dennis Day, a fine comic and mimic; Phil Hariis, a
bandleader, who has become so funny he can thumb his nose at Pe-
tnllo, and Mel Blanc, a veteran radio handyman whom you've heard on
many a comedy radio show. He does parts on the Jack Bennv and
Judy Canova shows, also does the "Unhappy Postman" with Burns &
Allen, and the "Stuttering Comedian" with Abbott & Costello.
We also have the younger comedians like Alan Young, tlie Canadian

radio product; Ralph Edwards, Jack Carson (with plenty of stage and
pic experience), Happy Felton, Jack Bailey, Bob Hawk, Ward Wilson
(a grciit a -round radio man, m.c. and sportscaster), Peter Lind Hayes,

a *u
'^eWolte. Henry Morgan, Garry Moore, Eddie Bracken, Ann

sothern, Marie Wilson—yes, this younger set of the comedic art has a
long tun-making career belore them. 1 know I have not mentioned
niany many more youngsters whose names will be announced as "stars
ot the show nol many years from now. Yes, there are many future
stars waiting in the entrance ready fo go on. They are the boys and
girls about whom people will say, a half century from now, can never
be; replaced! ..•

.•

Besides, these kids are on a Joe Miller diet—they know that the
most important factor of radio comedy is the gag-writer. They help
make the comedian funny 75% of the time. When a comedian leaves
this mundane sphere, he takes his personality with him and just leaves
us memories ot his great art, but when a gag writer gets the "nod"
trom the man with the .scythe, he has no personality to leave behind,

HrJ«!.^ f iJ"*
"gag-file," this he leaves behind him, later to be

dragged from the- storehouse of memory of the younger gag-mcn who

fZ!^?^ ''Jr^^^V^^ P'^^""
^^'tefs fashion the nation's humor—and will

oust the hies off to duty once more for future generations.

m.?„°„'f*'* ""l ^ 'loPe present comics stay with us for
many years, tor they make us feel like kings of old, we each tune in
our favorite jester. But if anything should happen to theirt. there is a'

«,rUo^l •'mT,
^'''*'"^',?'*y''* 'y""*" own home, and as long as the gag-

writers will leave us their files—we will reap Cfora Tomorrow!
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My Friends-ladles and Gentlemen

By EDDIE CANTOR:

Eddie Guitor

Hollywood.

In my home I have a special room on the walls of which
hang personally inscribed plfttographs from niy friends-
ladies and gentlemen. Would you like to look at them
with me while I make comment? .

Here is an old pictiUe of Deanna
Durbin when she was quite young.
During the time she appeared on my
radio program we were constantly be-
sieged by mothers who hM daughters
who were "just as good as iDeaniia
Durbin." Backstage; at Kieith's, BOs^
ton, one woman broke in Where I was
sitting in the Green Room - with
Deanna, waiting to go on fOr our

'

fourth OF fifth show Of the day. This
hefty mama pointed a pudgy finger
at'Deanna and said, "When Mir. Can^
tor hears my Marilyn, you will be out
of a job." Imagine Deanna's feelings:

After Marilyn had croaked two numbers I said to her
mother, "I'm very sorry, my dear lady, this cliild has no
talent. Let her go out and play with dolls and skates and
have a normal childhood. "She has no personality, no
voice, just nothing."

Without a word the woman took her daughter by the
hand, made quickly for the door, at which time she
whirled around with this exit line: "Mr. Eddie Cantor—

i

you stink too!"
,

Deanna laughed till the tears rolled down her face. I

just wondered.

Alongside of the Durbin likeness is one of the immortal
Will Rogers. It was in Cleveland back in 1917 when I

Introduced him to his first kosher meal. He loved the
chopped liver, he lapped up the chicken soup with matzo:
balISi he devoured two orders of goulash. Between bites

he kept saying, "What a pity, what a pity." As we left

the: restaurant I inquired from him, "Bill, why did you
keep on saying 'what a pity' all during the meal?" •>

He told me, "What a pity that it's too late for me to
become Jewish!"

Here is the svelte, well-dressed Fannie Brice. What«fun:
we had in the Ziegfeld "Follies" of 1917 and 1918. Noth-
ing.ever.'bothered Fannie. She had no worries, no nerves.
Many know the famoilfe story about, opening night of the
"iFollles" in Atlantic City, when she was almost late for
her first entrance. Where was she? Selling one of her
hats to a> showgirl in the dressing room. But here is

somelliing that even tops that. Several years ago, Fannie
had a heart attack, phoned the doctor, who got an am-
bulance and brought her to the Cedars of Lebanon Ho.s-

pitalin Los Angeles. When I learned of this, the next day;

I hurried to visit my old friend. Imagine then, my sur-
prise. Here was Fannie in :an oxygen tent with a Racing
Form and a telephone placing bets on tracks all over the

. country! No.wonder I love her. (She gave me two win-
ners/ that day.)

smile. "Hello, Dinah." She, asked him If he had any
particular song he'd like to hear.

• Sure," he said feebly, " 'Blues in the Night'.

"

Dinah asked him to give her a beat just by clapping his
hands and there in the stillness of the room, with this
veteran clapping hands, Dinah sang several songs'to the
most appreciative audience any singer ever had. When
she left the boy said, "Dinah, I'll always remember you."
Dinah said, "I'll remember you, too." And as we walked
down the hall the nurse told us, "That's the last bit of
entertainment he'll ever liiive, poor fellow."

Here is Jack Benny, .\merica's definition for miser.
But even he. away from the microphone, kids about his
so-called miserliness. In speaking to Burns & .A.Uen re-
cently. Jack said, "I'm cra/y about EddJe Cantor, and I
think he likes me too. Eddie would give me the shirt
off his back ..." '

George Burns said, "What would you do?"
Jack replied, "I'd wash it, iron it, and Charge him 35c.!"

I' :'.. ".Ula's'.W-arnins: ;

]

Chevalier stnd Dinah

Who's the guy in the comer with the straw hat- and the ?

droopy lip? Chevalier, who else? During the early '30s
in Hollywood we used to see a lot of each other, ' One
night after a picture, Maurice and his wife, Ida and I,

dropped in: at the Pig 'n' Whistle. Not Only the custom-
ers, but the waitresses stared wild-eyed. Here was-the
great Chevalier.- The girl "trembled as she-placed~th^
coffee ring and cup of coffee before him. He broke the
coffee ring in half and did what we all do. The waitress'
line came across to us from 20 feet away; "Look, girls,

he dunks like a regular person!"

Who is that girl surrounded by all of J;hose hospitalized
veterans? It's ""Dtnah Shore. The best durn singer of
popular songs in »Mie whole world. What makes her so
good? The gal just loves to sing. A few weeks ago Dinah
and _I played several hospitals on the Purple Heart circuit.

A sight: ! shall always remember is her walking into a

:

room with one lone boy^ a guy who was desperately sick^
He recognized her instantly and managed to break into a

*.
. . A Great Audience'

"Thank you, ladies and genllemen. You're a great
audience." •'

Maybe I'm lying, but that's what I'll always say
even though they miglit be tlie toughest. I learned
tliat the , hard way. ,

Back in the happy vaudeville days our route gen-
erally called for a date in Milwaukee following Chi-
cago. Chicago audiences were what the acts called
pushovers; while the Milwaukee patronage was the
coldest mob we liad to play to anywhere in ihe United
States. The standing gag was, "So you think you're

.

good, eh? Wait until you play Milwaukee."
I was a pretty fresh and confident kid when I ap-

peared there doing my first Single act. The opening
oay, several great standard acts on ahead of me. laid
their expected eggs, but that didn't bother me, 1 did
my opening song just as cocky as ever—nothing hap-
pened. I told the next two gags that killed them only
the night before in Chicago—^overwhelming silence.
The rest of my act was received with even less en-
thusiasm. At each succeeding performahce I switched
'ny gags and songs around trying to find the secret
ot how to get some response from a Milwaukee audi'
ence. By the fourth day I started using the old gag,

,
There must be somebody out there, I can hear you

breathing." Nothing helped. Friday matinee I looked
:
down into the first row and tliscovered a man with

;
his arms folded, his eyes closed, and his chin resting
en his chest. I pointed to him and wisecracked, "Boy,
«m I killing them here. Look, there's a guy I just
put to sleep." I thought I was pretty cute until I

exited and the stage manager shook his head sadly
and remarked, "You shouldn't have said that about
that fellow in the first row, he's one of our regular
patrons. He comes here every Friday afternoon and
he enjoys the show even though he's paralyzed and
blind."

P.S^"Thank you, ladies and gentlemen. You're a
areat attdience." —Georgie Price,

^
Here's a picture of a lovely lady. You don't recognize

her face, but you'll know her I'm sure. She's as well
known as anyone on my wall of pictures. It's Ida. Re-
cently I attended a meeting with Nelson Rockefeller oh
Brotherhood Week in his suite at the Ambassador Hotel.
I called Ida, who was sunning herself in Palm Springs.
My wife asked me where I was calling, from, and I told
her."From Nelson Rocketeller's suite."

"Who?", she inquired.

I said,"Nelson Rockefeller,r-you know, the Rockefeller
family." .

•„

Then Ida admonished, me, and I could almost see her
shaking her finger at me as she said, "Don't get in with
any of his schemes now!" . . . .

One of my all-time favorite teams is Block & Sully.
Here's a lovely picture of them between Sophie Tucker
and Sidney Greenstreet. They're almost lost between
tliose two. In the early Chase & Sanborn days they ap-
peared on quite a few of my programs. Jessie and Eva
also played in one of my Goldwyn musicals, .lessie has
a deadpan wit which is different than the Broadway kind
because it never hurts anyone . . . like the time he was
visiting Jack Benny in Beverly Hills. On the morning
when Jack and Jessie were being driven hack to New York
by automobile. Jessie, who lives at the Essex House in
New York, said to Benny, whose New York residence is

the Sherry-Netherland Hotel, "Jaclf, let me sit near the
door, I get out first." -

I Max Gonlow—Quiz Kid

Anyone who, knows Max Gordon,' famed Broadway pro-
ducer of "Born Yesterday" and a dozen other smash- hits,

will tell you that he is always seeking information. Once
when he was in Washington with one of his plays he. was
invited- to lunch at the .White House by Mrs. Roosevelt.
As they were being seated, tlie First Lady of the Land in-

troduced Max to a Dr. So-and-So. This was fine with Max.
He said, "Doctor, every now and then after I finish eat-

ing, I have a burning sensation . .
."

The doctor smiled apologetically and said; "Sorry; Mr.
Gordon^ but I am not a doctor of medicine, 1 happen to

be a doctor of economics."
Without batting an eyelash. Max Gordon wanted to

know, "What's good in the market. Doc?"

The Fabulous Jessel

If there's one, there must be a dozen pictures of this

guy Jessel. There's a good reason. Ours has been a

friendship of almost 40 years. Georgie Is the nio.st unpre-
ffrctable, fabulous character in all of this thing we call

show business. He'll owe you $12 fromi a: gin rummy
game for two years and grab a. check for 11 guests at

Romanoff's and slip the captain 20 bucks and the check
room girl-five. Of course with the latter he figures he
might marry her in a wild moment.

He's the fastest guy on Iris feet I've ever known. ; To
play with him on a stage is a constant challenge. Foi
a guy who has had no formal education 1 am continually

amazed at where he finds such words and the knack of

putting them together. He is equally at liome at a dinner
to the President of the United States or the manager of a
small-town ball club, or a women's auxiliary, or a social
group of ex-umbrella makers. The things he has said on,

the spur, of the moment have become legend.
For instance, on my first trip to Hollywood to make a

picture, Jessel told the gang at Lindy's, "II I know Cantor
lie's the only guy who'll get off at Albuquerque and sell

blankets to the Indians!" And when, someone told me I

was working too hard and that I certainly can't take it

with me, Jessel remarked, ''If Cantor can't take it with
him he ain't goin'!" He'll do anything for a laugh and
will go to. any extreme to prove a point:

One night at my home he wanted to show my family

that mine was an imaginary illness, fl was suffering from
stomach trouble at the time. Low Hooper, or .something.)

"Eddie." he said, "it's all in your imagination. You can
eat any tiling, Give me a combination that you think will
hurt me."

I. was going to show him up. "Here's some mustard,

gin, ketchup and soda. Let's see you put that in your
stomach." Jessel not only did, but added some cigar ashes

to it! Then played two hours of gin rummy, had four or

five glasses of brandy 'and was rehearsing at nine o'clock

in the morning while 1 stayed in bed because of my over-

indulgence of graham crackers and cream.
. Have you ever- been awakened at four o'clock in the
morning with a long-distance call? Weren't you scared?

I was. Jessel was in New York at Reuben's Restaurant.

I was at my home in Beverly. Hills. Jessel veiled into the

phone. "Eddie? This is Georgie. I'm at Reuben's Restau-

rant in New York." I thought he was in great trouble,

but the next line just killed me. ''Listen, kid." he warned
me, "if you ever eat a sturgeon; sandwich on rye bread,

leave oft" the Russian dressing, you won't like it!" and
hung up.

He's one of the most sentimental guys you'll ever meet.
Look at the fine, successful pictures he produced at 20th
Centui-y-Fox. You may recognize a face here and there

guys that Jessel knew way back in show bu.siness who
needed the work. And what that guy does with a funeral
oration!! Of course I think he has all the stuff prepared
in advance. I know he has notes on me and it worries
me when he calls me in the morning and says, "How do
you feel, Eddie?" I know why the dirty dog is calling.

But if I had to spend the rest of my life with one guy
any place ia the world, I'd want that guy to be Georgie
Jessel.

Ted Piatt

Nothing Two-Bit About

This Business
By THEOD .)RE PRATT

Illitcralus Scribodo, the eminent author, was having a
conference with his publishers. At the climax of the polite

literary discussion, when seven members of tlie publishing v

firm held lUiteratus down on the floor, while the other
three kicked him, llliteratus .screamed:

"You damned washerwomen, you
won't: be in business much longer be?
cause- books are going to be origihal

;

25c jobs pretty, soon.'' ..^^^^ -y'-y-'^-,

One partner, before he .'could tliihk;

gave llliteratus an extra vicious kick
in the sidemeat, but the; other nine ;

let go of him and blanched, Piteously,
the head of the firm ,p.leijdfi.d, 'JBUt:,;.

there will be a few harix hooks 'pub?
lished, won't thQre?^';r ; . .; :. ?,-

> Disdainfully, llliteratus:aliowe(i Mni. ;

a. few..-. '.I
'^.^

What, these illustrious characters
meant by this gentle scone perhaps needs to be explained
to the lay; V.^RtETY reader. It is of possible interest to
pictures, radio, and television, as one course some of their
raw material—stories—may take in the future.
What llliteratus meant was that "hard books," or regular

books with hard board covers, haven't been doing so well
for the past few years except for a handful, particularly
if they are book dub choices ol- the synthetic, manufac- .

tured bestseller variety. The s.iles of other works of fiction
'

have been in the murder chiss. People have found that
they need J;o eat at high prices more than they need
to read.

, On the other hiind, the 25c pocket book busihess, after
faltering a tew years ago, is on the big boom. People will
read at twro bits where they won't at $2.50 to $5. The two
largest and - four smaller firms in the 25c field during
the present year sold around 100,000,000 copies. That's \

a .'i>'2,'),000,000 gross business. Not bad for a quarter article.
In their original hard book appearance most novels do

well if they sell 5,000 copies, and quite well if they reach
10.000. Much above that puts them nearly in the class
of selii^claiming themselves; as best sellers, even if only
briefly. In the 25c field the usual first printing is around
300,000. Brslcine Caldwell's novels and those of Erie
Stanley Gardner sell not merely in aniUions, but over "

10,000,000 for each author. .Another author has one book
that so far has sold 1,900,000 copies in the pocket filler :

reprint edition.

This brings up the question; of a possible revolution in'
the book publishing and selling trades. That's what lllit-

eratus was threatening his publishers with. Are the 25e
boys going to.be content with publishing reprint material?
..Mready they have issued, successfully, some original
western, mystery, and popular textbook volumes, bypassing
(he regulation, trade publisher entirely. It is whispered
that the 2i5c boys have their eye on the original fiction
field, using the novels of first-line authors.

.

Penn ies From Heaven
|

If coming -at all, this is probably some distance . away;
An author who sells even pretty well is still better off

by lirst operating through his regular hard cover publish-
ers. But if those on the borderline did not have: to split

with their publishers the present Ic per- copy paid by
the:25e boys, and if this low penny royalty were, raised;
which it could be with future lowering of production costs,

it might be another stor,v, In such case it is workable .

.that :an. author would _do_ a lot better listening to the :

direct blandishments ol the two-bit boys.
Besides the money angle, most authors would rather

,

have half a million , copies of a bock sold than 10,000.
lUiteratus; emerging from the conterence with his pub-
lishersi says he would. An author writes to get read as
well as to express himself and maTte a living. i

If this revolution actually comes about, there would i

remain a healthy chunk ot the book publishing business
still trading at the old .st.ind with hard cover books at

high prices. Discriminating people, collectors, li'oranes,

and the desire for booKs as gitts, and such, would; keep a
portion of the: present kind of publishing going. But a
larger,' perhaps the largest segment, conceivably . could .

be shunted off into the 2,')c field.

; This means rriore books would be issued for mass dis-
tribution, It would mean more literary properties with
huge sales established to build up audiences for pictures,
radio, and video programs using the stories.

It might even mean the by-product of a more literate
'

American public. Many of the two-bit choices in books
have been surprisingly, sometimes astoundingly, good.
The quarter boys are, and can afford to be, very choosy.
They found good stuff ppys off. In that respect the book
piihlishing revolution is already here, for while the hard
book fellows have been manufacturing cheese on a mass-
production ba.sis and gagging a large section of the book-
buying public on the quality of their limburgerj the
two-bit boys have been putting the best on the. stknds.-'

Meanwhile,"Illiteratus hasn't forgotten the magical effect •

of his words at the conference with his publishers. The .

next time the 10 brutes get him down on the floor and
start to jump on him he knows, that all he has to do is

holler: "25c books!"

He Couldn't See the Point
The most embarrassing, moment in my life happened

while I was on. the stage. I had run away from home at

.. the age of 18 to join the Ben Greet Company, because I

-.' wa,? convinced- that ,1 Was probably the greatest Shake-
;

.<pcarean character actress, in the world.
We opencd m Chicago m "Romeo and Juliet." I played

. .the nurse and doubled in the last act as Count Paris,

, , .unsuccessful suitor for Juliet's hand. The Ben Greet
Company was on its uppers, and the green tights 1 wore
as. Count Paris were obviously too . smaU . and tight for
my capacious proportions. In the middle: of the duel

. scene, there was an ominous rip frprn the back. So I

fought the ,
duel ahd was, killied by • Romep standing as' I

leaned against the backdrop.
The audience was amazed, and a famous critic, James

O'Donnell Bennett,, wrote the following:

Y "An unknown.actress called Elsa Maxwell played the
most' extraordinary death scene in the history ot the
theatre, She fought and died in the same position, pinned
through: to the wall by Romeo's Sword!"

—Elso Maxwell.
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Xhairful News'

JuneAllyson • Perry Como * Judy Gorland

land Hornt • Gene Kelly • Mickey Ro«ney
Ann Sothern ,';

'.

Clark Gable • Waller Pidgeon
Van; Johnson « Brian Donlevy

Frank Sinatra-. * Esther William*

Gene Kelly

>NO'^ OR

June Allyton • Peter Lawford

Margaret O'Brien • Elizabeth Taylor

Van Heflin • Robert Ryan Gregory Peck * Ava Gardner
Melvyii Douglas

THE
BRIBE

THE SUN ..

COjAESUP

,
Robert Taylor • Ava Gardner • Charles

laughton • Vincent Price • John Hodiak

Jeonette MocDenald • Lloyd Nolan

Claude Jarman, Jr. and Lassie

Esther Williams • Red Skelton

OV.0

Greer Garson • Errol Flynn * Walter Pidgeon

Robert Y«)Ung • Janet Leigh

Judy Garland • Van Johnson Robert Taylor • Elizabeth Taylor

Fred Astairo • Ginger Rogert

James Stewart • June Allyson

Jim

Jennifer Jones • James Mason
Vpn-Heflin V louts Jowdait

Clark Gable

"Leo's 25

years

young!

As we set forth into the brightest year of

our history, loaded with Big Anniversary

Attractions, (Just a few shown above), we
take the opportunity to thank our exhibi-

tor friends from the bottom of our hearts

^a

made it all possible!



"ji-2-And-Even "As You and I
j

fey H. I. PHILLIPS

sucker for horsetips. Not
i

like that Caliope III!" he exclaims,

so much as r once was, but stUl; "Where didja get him? '

an easj push. Citation at even! At first I think he is tadding.

m^mev' He's a bum! Stymie at 8-5 but it turns out he is dead serious

fn& li h s best? Geddaway froml "Didn't you have him?" I asked,

me' Armed at 2-. against a field] "Naw. How could anybody figure

of roaches? Too big a ri.sk! But him? What coald get him up there?

m"«nv old eoat, nine years 'Where didja ever get him? Who
give him. to you?"

"You did," I said

give me any old goat, nine year

and up, with all four legs ban-

daged, blind :n one eye and indis-

posed to work up a sweat, at 20-1

and I will trample women and chil-

dren in the rush to get down a

"Me!" he gurgles, weaving badly,

: "Sure. A coupla weeks ago. Re-

member?"
deuce. I He groans, drops slowly to one

So naturally I meet a lot of boys
, jj^ije, gets -up on" a nine-count and

with good things and have fun, if
' ^jjen I last see him he is jumping

nothing else. But the experience
| jnto the infield lake, taking a

I like to recall came at Hialeah a
j
flamingo with him.

few seasons back. Ah, those daysi Moral: A horse is a horse, but

when I played 'em at Hialeah^ in the ends vary,

the afternoon, rushed out to buy

a dogform at dinner time, and

then jet-planed to the dogtracks

for the night, stopping to play some

quarter-machines and maybe take

a fling at the quaint game of chance

Wherein a fellow held a box with

a mou.se in it and invited you to

bet which hole it ,would go into!

Anyhow, tarly in: the Hialeah

meet a horse follower (arid not a

tout ) took me aside one afternoon

and gave me a skinner we will

call Steam Galiope III, as a twp-

year-old. "This thing is greased

lightning," he said. "It'll come

down in telephone numbers; It

should do iti first time out, but

anyhow, if it don't do it then, fol-

low it up. Don't let it get away

from you."
Came a day a week later when

Steam Caliope HI was on the pro-

gram. I made my $2 plunge. "He
' run "ninth," as they say. A littlp

later he was in again. So was I.

The beetle finished eighth. With

me an improvement is an. improve-

ment. ,

Ten days later Steam Caliope III

Is out again and I go for it on'

the nose again. It is no contest,

The oatburner wins off by himself

and pays $86.20.

I am at the window, collecting,

and using a large wicker Ijasket

Nothing (?) Ever Happens in Chi

By IRV KUPCINET
(Kup's Column, Chicago Sm-Timcs)

Chicago. and still 2,000 Jniles from the latid
of sunshine.
Nothing ever happens? Let's

MARTHA SCOTT

To too many persons speeding

from one coast to. the other, Chi-

cago is only a stopping-ofE place,

a sort of oasis in a desert of rail-

road tracks,

where thirsty

travellers may
halt tempo-
rarily for the

pause that re-

freshes and
then continue
merrily on
their way. .

To these
folks, Chicago
is a "nothing-
ever-happens" , irv Kupcinet
village; som« , , „ „ ,

900 miles due west of. New York

The Truth About Roger Broom
Hollywood.

Hollvwood has more press coverage than any

other city in the world. And yet, tlie biggest story

that ever happened in Hollywood never even broke

into priiit. There were a feW .guarded rumors

around, but they were quicWy Md piysteripusly

scotched. This was something no one dared talk

about. I stumbled on the story quite by accident

several years ago, and until now have kept my
pledge of silence. But ': yesterday I read that Roger

Broom has gone to his final r^t. vSfrf h?re, for the;

first time, is his story.-

What happened to him wSs .
horrible and grim,

but in a sense fitting, becajise Roger Broom, an

active member of ihe Screen Wi'itersr Guild, dared,

tci break Hollywood^ gteStest unw^
ment. . \' y^:''

^

I met Roger Broom shortly after T arrived in

Hollywood. A successfui playvwight, he had yielded

to the blandishments of Hollywood; jihd had quickly

established himself as a top movie writer. Without

meaning to be a namedropper, I met him one night

at the palatial trailer of Serena Drudnick, ward-

robe mistress at oiie of the larger studips,.
,
He

seemed a modest; unassuming man, and yet he had
an air of independence whieh I admired. I noticed

it immediately; AU of Sered^s^arti'es, d^^ course,

are white tie, and Mr.^Broom was dressed entirely

Being an'emotional egg, r am not
|

in plaid. If I had only had a prescience then, this

being quiet about it. Suddenly at
! sartorial independence might have given me an

my side is the fellow who gave me I inkling of the tragedy that was shortly to happen,

the original tip. He has bet on ; But which of us really knows our fellow man?
something else and looks very low.

| About a year after I first met him, my agent, the

miraculous Sam Weisbord, got me an assignment at

the studio where Roger was under contract. Roger,

would sit at the writers' table pceasiohaily, and at

first it was rather JlattTOliig.^ut1:bward the -end his-

presence made us uiiGorofPrtable. There was a
strange tenseness about him^a brooding quality

that began to cast a general spell of uneasiness.

I

Then, without warning, he disappeared. No one ever

knew why he left.

How had tliis happened to one of the most tal-

ented writers in Hollywood? None of us had any
idea: I recalled tha^ he had once done a script for,

ray producer, and one day I asked my prodtitiier

about him. I was taken off payrpli for wP weeksi-
Guessing that my jlroducer didn't waiht tb talk-.^bpiit

it, I said no more. But I couldn't put it out of my
i'mind.' ,

"Don't tell me you had the win-

ner!" he cries. «

"Yeah,"_I admit in my broadcast-

ing manner, VWhat a" hdss!" What a

price! What a killing!"
' The guy looks me up and down,
ghakes his head and asks, "A bum

WBFurtliersMovel

To K.O. Co-op Adv.
Move : disclosed by Warner . Bros,

recently to eliminate cooperative
|

advertising of their pictures car-
j

ries to the uUimate a trend origi-

have been trimming to the bone
their budgets for this ^purpose,

WB is not eliminating its coin al

An Unoptioned Producer Tells AU -
I

Six weeks after I was put back on salary, I was

nated"brallVompaniosTuringlhe ' able to have lunch again at Romanoff's. A producer

past couple years While none of whose option had just been dropped flopped down
the other major dVstribs is attempt-' at my table, ordered a lemonade and said:

Ing to completely abolish the par- 1 "You're the kid who was asking: about Roger
ticipation in exhib advertising_, all Broom, aren't you?"

My heart: quickened a little. I admitted I was.

So that night I heard most of the story, The rest

, 1. ^ . , „„ J. ;„ I
I pieced together later. All of the accounts agreed

locations to theatres at once It is
, ^j^^^ ^„ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^j^i^,^ ^

s

contmuing wherever it has defimie
j ^^^^ Hollywood, Roger Broom arrived at

commitments with house 'Pera ors
j,^^ ^t^^^j^ jp ^ jje seemed normal and wasWhen these expire efforts will be

i ^^^i .„ spirits-almost "elated," as one

TtLt°. ln!!^^wft,ithn,,fin« n^ °f the Witnesses put it. He acted as if a great load

tLtu rJTr^^ LT^^^ lnfnil^^^ been lifted from his soul. It was the carefree-

?nS «lfn nn? « T u^] "^ss of a man who had .just made a tremendouslymg about $600,000 a year as its I

ji^portant decision.
contribution to local theatre ad- f, „ ^, , . „ ,

vertisiri|. ' At 11:17 the phone in the studio police chief s

WB move has stormed up a bit '
o"'''-'e rang. The chief picked up the receiver, lis-

6f a tempest from several angles. '-ened a moment, and his face went white. "I'll be

Exhibs, on the one liand. are claim- 1'^'^'- ^^'^ voice was odd and

ing they'll demand lower film rent- ' strangled. He turned to. the detectives ::in the room,

als if they have to spend more One of them was busily perusing a rare edition of

of their own coin. on advertising.! Baudelaire, another was translating a Sanskrit pas-

Number of show-wise observers, on sage for his maid, and a third was making some
corrections in Joyce's "Ulysses." : :

"Emergency!" barked the chiefv ''Bogart, Powelli
Ladd—I'll want you." :

:-'
-, ';:;

Swiftly the men rose. "What's up. Chief?"

"Stage 10. They've caught a writer!" .

By SIDNEY SHELDON
animal. The crew edged away to let the detectives

*""Nice work, boys," said the chief. ^'WhO Caught

him?" ' V

:

"I did," said a gaffer.
.„ u

The chief patted him on the back. There 11 be a

nice reward in this for you." He turned to the quiv-

ering Broom. "Do you want to make a statement?

"1—I didn't know what I was doing,"; sobbed

Broom. "Please let me go. I'll never do J* again."

The chief shook his head coldly. ''The Boss is

waiting for you," he said. Roger Broom was dragged

from the sound stage, screaming.

Twenty producers and a battery of attorneys were
present in the Boss' office. And in his antique chair,

behind his stone desk, sat the Boss himself.

"It will go easier with you/ if you tell; MS, fe^

truth," said one of the producers, pityiiigly,
;

,

"I—-I didn't mean to!" screamed Bropjn. "I; don't

know what came over me.'^

"You didn't know you were going to dp It?''

"That's it!" said Broom eagerly.

"Then why did you put on a disguise?" snapped
One of ' the detectives triumphantly. "You're" lying."

There was a pause. Slowly Broom straightened up
and a spark of his old manhood flickered in his eyes*

"All right," he said. "I did it. I couldn't sftawd it

any longer. They were shooting my piictijre---aiiid I

wanted to see it!"

The others in the room blanched. "Do you know
what 'wou're saying?" asked the. Boss, horrified:

"You, a writer, admit that you deliberately walked
onto a sound stage?"

"I had to," shouted Broom. Vl've been writing

pictures for 10 years and I've— tiis
;
Voice

trembled-rr-"I've-never seen a sound stage."

At his words, a shudder ran . through the room.
-'.'Let me handle.him," pleaded the chief

,
reachm^^

for his gun.
" 'Gh, soft yet awhile, stay thy hand,' " Said the

Boss, gently. He turned to the miserable Bropni.

"You were aware of what would happen tp you If

you were caught?" Broom nodded, ; The Boss
studied him for a moment, a baffled expression on
his face. Finally he sppke^ "V/hy, Broom? Why?"

"I don't know," admitted Broom. "1 must have
been out of my head. I --^ r--' I wanted ^to:- see a:

camera." ,
: .

".'[.

"

"Surely there are camera stores."

"I I can't explain it," said Broom, "but
it's not the same thing. I wanted to hear my dialog,

to watch the director, to —• — ''

"Stop It!" said the Boss, recoiling :in disgust.

"You're a spy. - A traitor to your industry, and a
disgrace to your guild." lie rose to his feeti hiS
voice thundering. "A good writer's work, is ; fin-:

ished when he 'thinks of a title. We have hair-

dressers and others to make the pictures."
"I know," said Broom miserably.
"And yet you deliberately walked onto a souhd

see". . ,. ......

Chicago is the town where a big •

blonde movie star paused too long
for refreshments just two weeks
ago and almost wound Up : in a -

local hospital. He made a pest of
himself before some of the nicest
toughs you ever met. He knocked
on doors of his hotel, invaded pri-

vate parties and in general became
such a nuisance that the house dick
had to put him to: bed.
This didn't satisfy our movie

hero. He sneaked out of his hotel
room time after time, thus proving
even a drunk can outsmart a hotel
flatfoot. Our man was tabbed "tar-

get for tonight" by one of l;he

town's toughies who resented his

intrusions. "This guy is not couth,"
said the-hwdlum,who \va.s about
to slug the actor—until a consid-
erate go-between stepped, in.

In a sort of roundabout way,
Chicago also is the town respon-
sible for the wallop little Frank
Sinatra packs in his fist (attention,

Mortimer!). Many years ago, there

was a popular fighter around town
named Martin O'Brien. Unhke his

name, he was an Italian who had
adopted an Irish name because it

was the vogue in those days.

O'Brien developed quite a follow-

ing because of his powerful punch.
One of his fans was a young

'

Italian boy in the east, for whom

;

O'Brien developed a fondness.-

When the youngster decided to be-

come a fighter, he quite naturally

took the name of "Martin O'Brien,"

.

his idol. Martin O'Brien .II: had
only a few professional fights be- :

fore retiring from the ring to be-
;

come a flreman. in his home town,

Hoboketi, N, J. Just about that^

time, he was becoming the proud
father of a boy. The lad grew up
to become the idol of the bobby-

soxers, Frank Sinatra. And papa

Sinatra,, who learned to figlit from
Chicago's Martin O'Brien, taught

Frankie boy liow to hanflle .his

dukes.
It was in Chicago, too, that Sin-

atra started the ball rolling to get

the role of Father Paul in "Miracle

of the Bells.'' Frankie read the

book en route from L. A. to Chi-'

cago. Upon arriving in Chi, he

exclaimed to friends, "This Father

Paul is described in the book as

being very thin, with a sallow com-;

plexion and-big-ears„ That fits mil
perfectly."

In the next breath, Sinatra viaS

long-distancing his agents in Holly-:

wood to start pitching for the pari,'

Allen Carney is another whd
credits Chicago with being his

lucky town. It was a gag shot bjr

Maurice Seymour the photograph-

er, that helped land ; Carney his

first film assignmeht. Carney was

(Continued on page 46)

Indies Blocli 44
Brazil Setdement

the other hand, have criticized dis-

:

tribs for cutting advertising just'

when it is most needed—during a

period of business recession.
|

Warner stand is that theatres are l

clearly the profitable end of film

biz as compared vvith : production
and distributiQn, so exhibs should
shoulder the entire cost of adver-

tising: the attractions in their

houses. WB: execs point out pri-

vately, too, the historical back-

The sound stage was in a turmoil. Terrified extras
were huddled against the wall. The stars had taken
refuge in their dressing rooms. And,' the director
was cowering: high on the boom. Trapped in a
corner, held at bay by the electricians and the crew,

ground of cooperative advertising,
j

was Roger Broom. He was disguised as an extra;

It originated partially as a means dressed in a turban, a flowing gown, and a gay, yel-

of rebatliig a portion of the film low yashmak. The chief took in: the scene at a
rental to exhibs-^a charitable ges- glanee. Bravely he followed the detectives to where
lure by. salesmen which does not the writer stood. Gone were Broom's famous
appeal to distribs at the moment. ' aplomb and eqlat. He was a beaten, whimpering

, , • . ,. • , . ,,,1 Smaller U. S. companies and in-

stage—and when yonr o\en ptcture was being sliot!" producers are currently raising
Broom lowered his head, guiltily. There was no the main roadblock to a settlement

of the Brazilian price -contrPl

squabble. Because - of; objections

interposed by.-.these outfits, all

members of the Motion Picture

Export Assn. have deferred :
any

film shipments to Brazil while

pressing their campaign for an

easing of the 42% ceiling on rent-

als whicli distribs can char{|e

Brazilian exhibs.

Question is now the hottest ,on.

the: MPEIA calendar. Until tne

issue is ironed out by a change jn

position of the Brazilian price con-

trol commission or ah agreemeni

by the smaller outfits to go along,

ho film shiipmeiits will be maae._

Big miajPr companies would

satisfied with the 42% ceiling

rentals sinbe their volume of o^":

ness and diversity of product paai'^

the percentage a fair enough

turn on bookings. However, .jn^

indies, in niany iHstahces, release

only two or three pix Braju

huailV, andM those mtisVf'":,.'

more thati 42% average te

their opelrations lucrative.
: Percentage arrangement
originally made by Gerald Wfy^!
erstwhile head of the iniernatiow^

division of the IVIotion Plctw*

Since then, •

answer.
[ The producers andvlawyers wrangled over his fate

until three o'clock in the morning, while Broom
-waited in an -anteroom. For hours it seemed im-^

possible to reach a decision. There was never any
question of his being allowed to live. For if word
of this ever got out, other writers might get revolu-
tionary ideas and spend time on the sets learning
the craft and techniques of making movies. No,
Roger -Broom must die. The problem was how.
Some were for hanging him; A few favored shootr
ing. A very hot oil. bath was suggested. But, fin-

ally, it was the Boss who came up with the solution.
"Gentlemen," he said. The room was instantly

hushed. He turned to one of the producers. "Do
you still have'the stake left that you used to burn
Joan of -Arc?"
The producer nodded. "That's perfect," he said,

admiringly.
There was a chorus of approval.
"Bring him in."

The' police chief opened the door to the ante-
room, The room was empty. /

^"He*S gone."

* *

Broom left the country that night—a fugitive and
an exile, a broken, ruined man.
Now Roger Broom is gone, and the episode is

closed. And yet sometimes, on a rainy night When
I see a passing rickshaw, I can't help wondering what
it was that Roger Broom saw before he died. And
I can't help thinking that, somehow, in the end It

was Roger Broom who triumphed. He fulfilled his
destiny.. Some day, perhaps, tliere may be other
Roger Brooms.

was

Assn. of America. j to
series of huddles have fallea w

win unanimous approval.
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Documentary Ads—A Piivh

For Some Realism
By ALAN HYIND

Why don't th? hucksters get I the ads are of unfailing good hu-

hep and introduce realism into
|
mor. Repairmen who come to the

Mild 10% Dip In '48 Grosses Shows Pix Still

Pack a Mass Wallop; That 40% Net I^ve Needs Fixing
By IRA WIT

The big fact iii the profits picture iOF 1948 *ais
---r- - .

, „^„„ rivi„„v I i-.«niQ ir, fh« „A „ 1,1 * c .that distribution emerged from the 12 months just

,

magazine and newspaper adver-
1

home in the ad world to fix some-
, „t without overworking the black-ink bottle. The

tisements? In other ^j, :

thing and
|

selling end of the major companies made little or

^nnilJn 1 hortv pt/r riuLS "° ^oin, aftcr expenses and amortization of films washavedpcumen- body ever discovered by a talent i „„ armin^f imccoc Tnfl=,HAr, o wnnis.
tary ads, as we
have documen-
tary films?
The field for

the documen-
tary ad, I

should think,

is even broad

scout,

Ever notice how quickiy a laxa-
tive fixes up the people in tlie ads?
They can wake up bushed, hung-
over, pooped, gaseoiis, dyspeptic
and getierally disagi'eeabie after
a night or a week on thfe tbwn.
Then, presto!—a laxative and in

er than, the
I

an hour or so they're ready to
fiieldof thedoc-l start all over. It never takes any-
umentary pici

i body more than an hour to com-

chalked up against grosses. Inflation and a weak-
ening at the boxoffice really hit film peddling in '48.

Distribs' grosses were ofl! some 10% for the year,
not enough in itself to explain the 40% or more
dive in net returns. But the 10% came off the top,
With percentage rentals on big films a uniform prac^
tice, the dip made all the difference. Those addi-
tional revenues would have been almost simon-pure
gravy.

The slide did not hit exhibition too, hard. When
business is off, the first casualty is the staying power

enthetlzed number indicates company's position in
'47).

1948
$26,000,000
13,000,000

1. (1) Paramount:. ,

2. (2) Warner Bros.
3. (3) 20th-Fox ...

4. (4) Metro
5. (6) Columbia ..

6. (51 RKO
7. (7) Universal ..

12,500,000
6,500,000
565,000
500,000

2,000,000*

1947
$31,668,709
22,094,000
14,003,640
10,532,690
3,706,541
5,085,847

3,230,01T

Alan Hynd

beam the chasm between actuality

and the World' of the ads is far

wider* and deeper than that sep-

arating life and its alleged re-

flection a la Hollywood.

Take the ad that features those

Unless I am Lpietely emerge from a hangover 1

of films, Succinctly, this means a rapid turnover of

far off the I in the world of ads. ^.
|
product, which, in turn, spells higher amortization

r
I

of films to be absorbed by distribution. The theatres
i I were biibyed by the frequent program cliangeovers.

And Where's the TV Set?

In beer ads localed in barrooms I But it boded no good for distribution
why ' not inject realism by insert-
ing a quarrelsome, disheveled lush
into: the group of gentlemen
drinkers? Why don't the three-

Narrowing down to the majors, their exhibition
activities still poured respectable chunks of money
into corporate coffers. BecaUlie -of this, net profits
of the theatre-owning companies held up fairly

* Loss
• .In sizing the financial picture; both past and pros-
pective, almost equally significant to the net earn-
ings of the companies and the total grosses corralled
through rental of films and boxoffice performancea
of affiliated theatres. One of the $64 questions is )

how much actual loss of revenues have been suf-
fered. Costs are subject to some tightening inter-
nally but if the public has lost its interest in films
as its primary mass source of entertainment, th«
ailment becomes far more serious.

two guys in the washroom, going . . „„, ,,,:„„ ^„ (v,. "'c mcumr-uvMiuiB cumiJcuiiea iimu uy lamy
hysterical over the fact that their

';,?f ^"^f S% i,nn enter., a i

'^"^'^ ^'"^'^ ^^''^ly Production-distrlbutioli outfits

eJLployer has- just installed paper ^^^^ , males a circle ! f,^!!^«,„l™f " I^^'^..^: 'J^^^}'^
towels. Not that the average guy

i , , i
f f.^^^^^^^^^

doesn't use and aPP'^^^^i.t ^
P^P^^ I mistakes him fir a deaf-mute in-

towel. But would he make a paper

towel the subject of an ecstatic

conversation, with a fellow worker

who happened in to wash up? I

don't think so. I thing he would
take the paper towel for granted

and be jnore likely to concern him-

self with what, if anything, his co-

worker had in the fifth race, or his

chances of putting the bite on the
other guy for five until Friday. The
ad, as is, just doesn't impress me
as bearing the slightest resem-
.blance to life.

,1 am intrigued by that folksy,

middle-aged couple in the ads who,
thanks to the wife's foresight years
ago, now get a couple of hundred
bucks a month for life from an in-

surance company. Take a good

stead of a man with speech being
cute.

The railroads would :get more of
my busines.s if they showed me a
picture of an occupied coach as is,

not as they would like it to be. 1
would at least know that I was
getting documentary honesty if an
ad featured the interior of a day
coach populated with dirty, mean-
looking brats and seat hogs who
occupied space for from two to

four passengers.

Why doesn't a truck company
show one of their products driven
by a sadistic s.o.b; with an ex-

planation that the opinions of

other drivers expressed by t h e

driver of their truck do not neces-

j

the integrated companies were derived from ex-
l.hibition.

i
Inflation—which played the heavy in '47r^encored

as a menace in '48. However, the double^pronged .

squeeze on the industry last year which cut down
the amusement dollar and tilted production co.sts

was partly met. Spartan efforts in Hollywood finally
blunted one point of the fork. Therfigures bear out
that the studios managed to cut production outlays -

some 30%. But the rising HCL continued to grind
down the ready cash which the public can dole out
for its own entertainment.

J
Gross Off Not Too" Sharply ]

With this in mind,, a study, of the figures available
at the' close of the year is reassuring if not entirely
bright. No major company went into a real spin on
gross revenues. The dip, in all cases, was noticeabla
but not sliarply emphasized. Listed below are a
comparison of grosses. Included is a pereentage ,of

conversion of gross income into net.

Co. Est. '48 Gross '"7 Gross %
Par $171,000,000 $189,025,600
WB 151,415,000 164,643,000
20th

'

Metro
Col
RKO
U

Conversion
J15%
8%
8% '

4%

1560,000,000 Vs. $96,000,000

look at them. They're off for some I
sarily meet with their approval,

happy-happy, never-never vacation I Airplanes in 'the ads never en-
land. They dress well. Judging

I counter heavy weather, as they do
from his chin and her waistline,

^

in actuality. And they are always
they eat well. They have a good

|
filled, or nearly so. Why doesn't

car, which presumably uses gas and
]
a smart airplane company face

oil and needs normal repairs. They the facts of life and show a crash
must have a home of some kind to
maintain while they are constant-
ly traveling, for I have not seen a

. trailer in the ads. I have seen the
man from tiinei to time with ex-
pensive-looking fishing tackle.

What I" am getting at is 'Tiow
they do all this on $200 a month.
Suppo,slng clothes and gas and oil

and doctors and dentists and drugs
• and everything but board and lodg-

in an ad over the caption: "This
happens, but not often."

I honestly think that the likker
people could do worse than show
a guy in a D.T, ward over the cap-

Net profits for all the majors; except United
Artists,, will come to slightly less than $60,000,000
for the fiscal year when all the returns are in. Last
year's big- score was $96,000,000, second highest in
the history of the industry; Subtracted : from the;,

1948 total are losses reported by Universal.

Peculiarly, the decline in the foreign marketrr--
predicted as the greatest threat posed for '48-^

played only a minor role in the retreating profits; ';

Actually, foreign remittances held to within a per-

centage point or two of last year. American distribs

garnered $95,000,000 from across the borders for
two years running. Against this, the estimate is

$45,000,000 in '49, or half of what it has heen in the
past 12 months.
The Anglo-American film pact went Into effect, in

mid-y^ar. During the first six months, this primary
market was good for as much revenue as in the
equivalent period of 1947. Overseas figures w;ere

fattened by dollar remittances from several' coun-

162,000,000 186,267,8(80

180,000,000 183,948,900
Undisclosed 48,832,201
115,000,000 123,109,047 0.3%
41,000,000 47,000,000 0%

Obviously, the theatre-owning companies have, by
far, the greatest conversion of gross revenues into
net. This factor, which became apparent to a lesser
degree in 1947, indicates that costs remained better
in hand in exhibition. Rentals on theatres and car-
rying cliarges tilted only, slightly during the year
while wages climbed somewhat more. On the' other
hand, production was still saddled with expensive
productions made during the peak cost period.

All Reducing Debts

tion: "He did not drink in modera- ; tries, including Italy and France; both had failed to
tion

I think that those ads that show
a pretty girl getting wolfish over
a fellow jitst, because he shaves
or combs his hair or has his pants

ing at some nice vacation-spot were pi-esscd are something less than
free. The problem would still re-

] tj-^g to life. May I suggest an ad
in which the lady's eyes are aglow
With promise just after she

, has
riffled through the geffttlemari's

well-packed wallet? :

I certainly can't subscribe to
those ads; 'where the housewife,

I

looking ' extremely chic along

main: Where can you vacation for
less than $25 a week per person,
room and board?
Now if I were shooting an ad

about two people living on $200 a
month in these days I certainly
wouldn't have a healthy, unwor-
ried, well-dressed couple setting
out In a shiny car filled- with ex-
pensive - looking luggage. More
likely I'd call for a setup showing
a harassed, poorly-nourished pair,
with her heels run down and his
pants patched, standing on a
highway somewhere, with knap-
sacks on tlupir backs, trying to
promote a lift.

kick in for many years past. These factors kept the
total to that of '47.

Breaking down the total for the year by comr
panics, it is again apparent that Paramount will be
far ahead of the parade. Par's distrib wing turned
in a small profit. Its main income again comes from,
the company's tremendous theatre interests. Inter-

esting feature of this year's derby is a very tight

race for place position between 20th-Fox and Warner
Bros. Latter is slightly ahead on th<e' basis of nine-
month reports. '

.

Estimated Net Profits

about five in the afternoon, is

mugging vvith joy over a pie she;

has just taken from the oven. , At
that tihie of day ,

the average
housewife would be more authen-

|

tically pictured xasting a wo
j

giapee at the clock, obvipusiy w
'

dering (1) whether hubby was
bringing c oim p a n y, home (2)

whether hubby would show up
sober, or (3) whether hubby would

Why is it that two out of three
i

sliow up period,

fellows, in ads carry pipes? It Have you ever wondered about

Estimated net (in all instances but Columbia
which has reported its final total) are listed below..
For Universal, the estimate is for a loss. (Par-
—

—

.

;..',•.,'•-...-,—'

,,
, '
—^—-f

' ' '

'•

Survey of the fiscal year would be incomplet*
without a quick look at the comparative bank obli-

gations of the various majors. In this, the basically
sound Condition of the film industry is nicely spot-*
lighted. None of^ the companies has increased its

obligations during the year while most have reduced
them. , •

,,.;.,; ;>,.,,

Warners, for instance, has continued pre-paying
, its bank notes although its ; installment obligations
do not actually begin until May 1, 1949. It has
brought; indebtednesses, down to approximately

_$15,000,000. Columbia has whittled its production
loan to some $8,000,000 and Universal to $9,000,000.

Paramount is an outstanding case. Originally obli-

gated for: $10,000,000 on available credits of $25,-

000,000, Company owes only $5,500,000 which should
be retire"d within a few months. RKO 's indebtedness
is $9,000,000: drawn from revolving credits, Funded
debt of 20th-Fox is $5,000,000—only sum picked up
fi'om available loans of $25,000,000., IVIetro has long-
term loans but no current obligations to meet.

Impetus of the war years, is still cushioning th»
difl'icult postwar period. What the story will- be in
1949 must, in the final analysis; rest with Hollywood.
If it turns out the right sort of pix at the right price,
the demand is broad enough to give the industry a
good return on its investment.

Those Pipes!

WALD TO MAKE 10 PIX

FOR WARNERS IN 1949
Eric Johnston

doesn't matter where they are-^
Jn . the;, bedroom in their undeiv
wear, in a drawing room or just
standing on a mythical pinnacle.
staring confidently into the future,

|

the lights on

the ads for beds, blankets; and
other items related to sound sleep?
I have. I wonder why the people
in the ads always sleep with all

Hollywood.
I

Heaviest production lineup ever

,

essayed by an individual producer i

at; Warners is on Jerry Wald's

;

continued ;from page S

-they usually have pipes. I didn't
say they smoked pipes. Most of the
pipes I see in the ads are not only
Unlit, but they don't even contain
tobacco, nor do they show any in-

dication of ever having been filled^

1 have nothing against pipes. I

just don't think that the great ma-
jority of men smoke them, that's

reviewed! That Argentine steer would get a fbiir-bellow ratlhg; th«
Iowa corn-fed job a one-bellow brushoff.
Nothing cows our critics, and I'm sure Chicago couldn't. One of

schedule for 1949 He' has ^lat^d ,

them would be sure to do a daily column about the amours of Armour,
10 films ^two more than his 1948 ^""^ "'^ could positively anticipate a smashing challenge to Swift & Co.

ovstput '

j

to change its.name because swift is too racy for family consumption.

ScriDtinff on -spveral of the 10
' ^""^ ^'^'"'^ ^^^^ ^ S'"'''"* ^''clu.sive stoiy it would, be when

ahS has been comnleted wfth a
""^ ^"^'^ ^" ''^ ^he wrong pen. Sowing

dedsfon'^dtie '^n 'the'lnu'anefas ^^^^ ""^ <="tics would have a good time at

Tire dexterity of the ad folks
i soon as casting is ironed out. Prop the stockyards

who pour coffee or light cigarets
]
erties include' "Case History," "A ' But I repeat, I love our critics, I admire their consistency. They

fascinates me. When I light a
cigaret for Somebody, I have to

look at what I am doing. I just

can't seem to make contact be-
tween flame and cigaret tip while
looking at and talking to someone
behind me. And when pouring cof-

Musical Comedy, " "Women With- never get' discouraged. They haye an absolute and utter 'faith in

out Men," "Storm Center," "Rebel i
themselves which ought to serve us more mundane and crass and

all. Why not, for the sake of va- fee or anything else I can never
riety, have a dude in an ad spat- 1 seem to avoid spilling the liquid

tering the facade of a fashionable i all over the' place if I am, at one
Sutton Place lean-to with a well- 1 and the same time, pouring and
aimed cheekful of cut-plug juice?

j

looking the other way. But the
Have; you ever noticed how po-, I people in the, ads do it all the

lite people are in the ads? Kids !
time. I've yet to see one who is

in the day coaches of trains never looking at the vessel receiving the
Du'ow orange peels at the , adult
paissengers, or pour soft drinks
down their necks. Everybody is

well-bred, handsome, faultlessly
turned out and well-behaved.

, Truckdrivers In the ads are kind-
ly, apparently soft-spoken., fellows

liquid;

Without a Cause," "Serenade,'
"Safe Harbor," "Will Rogers,"
"The Thief of Broadway" and two
untitled pix. His 1948 films were
"Key Largo," "Johnny Belinda,"
"Adventures of Don Juan," "One
Sunday Afternoon." "Flamingo
Road," "Happy Times" and "Task
Force," latter still lensing.

'Benny's* June Start
Hollywood.

George Auerhach has set June 1

A word of caution to anyone i as the starting date for "St.- Benny
who takes up my suggestions for
documentary ads. Watch your cast-,

ing. In selecting a man to play a
millionaire hanker, don't pick; bow.

the Dip," in which legit star Mar-
lon Brando, currently in "Streets-

car Named Desire," makes his film

some poor Old fellow who unmis-
Who love not only their jobs but i takably i-eflects the truth that in
all drivers of vehicles smaller ' private life he's scratching for the

.

than theirs. Traffic policemen in ' rent in Bego, Park, ,

It's Auerbach's Initial indie; pro-
duction. He's due here around
Jan. 10 to line up a director and
rest of the cast.

earthy people an example. Just think of it—^year in and year out, our
critics hail the masterpiece motion pictures from abroad, and the
American public stays away from them in droves; over in Europe, the
counterparts of our critics condemn the tasteless, Crude and cheap
pictures we make, and the European customers queue up for blocks at
the boxofflces.

One of the worst things about us in the motion picture business is

the way we distort the Ainerican scene. We all know it. We're guilty
of misrepresentation and we're doing more harm to our Gountry than
we are good. How do we know that? Why, the critics tcU us so. So
it must be true. They know the American scene better than anybody.
Andwe know that must ,be so, because they say s6 tliemselves.
Now you take a man like Harry Truman. He told me just the other

day that he thought our pictures were ambassadors of good will and ha
hoped we would be able to show more and more of them all around
the world, I rather gathered that the President doesn't think our pic-
tures are unrealistic and unfaithful to the American scene. But then
he probably doesn't know the American scene and what the American,
people are thinking. The pollsters and the critics were the only one*
who knew what was going to happen on Nov. 2!

Despite what some of our critics are saytag I feel, in my feeble littl»

way, that our pictures might just happen to Contribute to a better wttrM
I than the one in which we live.
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Dorothy S<ickney.
Elizabeth Patterson
Produced by Charles
Brackett • Directed by
Richard Haydn • Screen-

play by Charles Brackett

and Richard L. B^een.
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JANE RUSSELL

in "THE PALEFACE"
Color by TECHNI-
COLOR . Produced by
Robert L. Welch • Di-
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McLeod • Original
Screenplay by Edmund
Hartmann and Frank
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Dialogue by Jack Rose

Songs by Jay Livingston

and Ray Evans.,
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'Ring Around Rosie'

By LEONARD LOUIS LEVINSOM-

HoUywood.

Air I Rosenblatt unbolted the front door of /l^fs^"?:
iVir. I., ""'''-'^"'j'^^," ,. „ (.^^^^ Mr. RosenbLitt didn t

porium and looted at the
^'f

^
^ith smoke,

It waf/l^nday morning and Mr. Rosenblatt multered

.hii hi/first sale would come quickly and easily,

?„rh^ c uf/to the beUe^ that this initial transaction

^^nnld foSt the Emporium's business for the week

He got t^e change out of the safe and put it in the t.U

He mfde a'?ewh^f-hearted sweeps with «^fe«Vh<n-^d^^^^^^^

at the stack of su ts nearest the door. He ran up me gretii

blinds Then he went outside and stood lieside the sing e

window the sharp October breeze snapping at his shirt-

Z^Z: Mr. Rosenblatt was ready to pull in his first cus-

*°Tcoupie of Slovak miUliands slopped to admire the

p4t^ trousers and squarecut coat of Ike's leader a bril-

Irint electric-colored serge, known m the trade as Bo-

v1"k Blue" But all of Mr. Rosenl^lalfs wheedling ef-

forts to entice them inside tor a try-on were unsuccessful;

Mr Rosenblatt had a feeling that the men's ready-to-

wear trade was going to be rotten this week and the ner-

vous indigestion from which he suffered began to distress

him. The wind turned wet and he was driven mdoors by

?h™ rain. As he lit the gas mantels, Mr. Rosfbl«tt be-

came bitter. He cursed his heartburn, his luck, the city

of McKeesport and Columbus-the latter for discovering

The"'mailcarrier came and departed, leaving five state-

niv-nts from as many jobbers and a postal card from Ikes

brother In Fort Worth. _ Busmossjvas
bad in Texas, too.

^ jcejreaker Yet! I

^'aiTpainiTnrcame'and still he hadn't woken the ice

with a sale. Mr. Rosenblatt's stomach felt like he had

swallowed a sashweight for breakfast. Then he saw Steve,

the o-jen-hearth foreman, ' hurrying by in the rain. Last

w-"k'steve had come in with his brother-in-law and tried

on the serge -suit, but the brother-in-law had said some-

thing in Bohemian and they had walked out. Mr. Rosen-

blatt knew a smattering of the language but all he could

pick out was "SabQldofsky." That was the name of Mr.

Kosenblatt's chief competitor, the owner of the Hub Out-

fitlinq Co. and a notorious price-cutter.
^, ^ . ,

Seeing Steve in the same old suit, Mr. Rosenblatt dashed

out in the rain after him. He caught the foreman at the

corn,er, and with a persuasiveness born of desperation,

dragged him back into the store. /
,

Steve didn't want to b\i5''. He mumbled a number of ex-

cui-HS. Mr. Rosenblatt made him take off his wet coat

and ti-v the blue serge on again. He flattered the fore-
'

nisn. He shaded the price. At last he threw in a cheap

oilcloth raincoat. That tipped the scales,. .
,

After Steve had left, proudly wearing the new suit un-

der the raincoat, Mr. Rosenblatt wiped the perspiration

from his face, As he was putting the seven dirty dollar

bills into the' till, he thought of his son, Bert; Bert was

10 and was begging his father for 9 violin, Sidney Mar-

golis, the butcher's son, had a violin and now Bert wanted

one, too.
. i,' '..(.;. ' i

. Mr. Rosenblatt took out two of the dollar bills and put

them in his vest pocket. He'd buy Bert a violin and hire

a teacher, even if it cost 50 cents a week. After all, if Bert

gi'ew-up to be a-fiddlerr-he-would have a professjon.

Ike almost forgot his heartburn when he thought of

that. If the boy would learn a profes.sion, he wouldn't

need to run no blankety-blank store like hi.s. old man. A
bright, rosy picture of the boy's future began to form in

Miv Rosenblatt's mind. No wheedling and bargaining for

Bsrt. No heavy heart and heavy Btomach for the boy. And
110 Blue Monday like his father had to face. No first sale

to ^ break the ice. It made Mr. Rosenblatt feel a little

warmer. _ . _ ' -• .'

-

Ra^B to Gagsa

are so bad that Frankenstein and Dracula have to share

the same victim." , . .

Rose had been against this one, but the script w'riters

had rolled out of their chairs when they told it and he d

left it in against his better judgment. It didn't click and

the pages of Gil's script began to tremble, -

"We won t wail for that laugh," he ad-hbbed and the

announcer began building into the next joke. Gils wind-

pipe felt like a chimney in a vinegar factory and his mouth

was dry, but he put everything into his next line.

"Really Woodie. you mustn't insult my looks, I m con-

sidered very handsome. Why, in McKeesport on a bad

day, I was often mistaken for fair weather."

More PoiIl^Killing

This time some bronchial imbecile in the aiidience timed

a cough so that it covered the Words "fair weather." One

stupid cough and the gag was last to 30,000,000 listeners.

As the straight man cut into the ensuing dead air, Gil

felt a cold hand on his spine. Thirty seconds gone already

and not a laugh. The script stunk and tomorrow the ham-

mers would be out. He could hear them at the Brown

Derby chortling, "Well. Rosie is beginning to slip. Did
"

you hear the ostrich egg he laid last night?"

Little beads of sweat began to appear on Gil's face aS

Woodie picked up the cue and plunged into the weekly

routine of kidding about Gil's father. They'd been using

Pop as a running gag for so long. Rose was sure .they had

milked the topic dry.

Woodie was saying- "1 hear your, father has taken up

golf. How's he doing?"
"Not so good," Gill said. "The pro keeps telling him

to keep his head down."
"What's wrong with that?" asked Woodie.

"Poppa keeps bumping into trees,'' came: the reply^
.

Gil's palms were wet and his stomach was a. mass of

knots. This had to be it. He turned and mugged at the

audience.
The gag got them. The smarter ones caught it at once

and started the rcsf off. The laugh rolled into a roar.

They began to applaud. Gil had time to take a handker-

chief out of his bre.Lst pocket and mop his wet face. His

collar was soaking but the hand holding the .script had

stopped trembling: He had broken the ice and was back

again on the No. 1 spot on the air.

"What a life," Rosie- muttered to himself. "But thank
' goodness I've made enough so there'll be none of this show
business for my boy. The minute he's old enough, I'll set

him up • in some. . business where, -there's. . no- griefs—some-

thing steady and reliable, like—say, a clothing store."

The biggest radio theatre in Hollywood was packed, as

always, for the Gil Rose Laugh Hour. In front of the

curtains,- Woodie- Dunlap, the ^announcer and straight man,
.was giving the audience his little set speech, telling them
to' laugh whenever they -felt like, to applaud the jokes

they hked best, to relax and take off their shoes, belts and
girdles.

Then the "Stand By" light flicked on. the curtains part-

ed and everyone dutifully applauded as the band and the

supporting players were revealed;

In the wings, a secretary lianded Gil Rose (nee Bert
Rosenblatt ) the violin that he always carried onstage but

never played. Gil felt rather nervous about this week's
script. It didn't .seem up to standard^the toughest stand-

ard in the business. Gil was top man in all the ratings

and had cknis there for three years—the longest any Star

had.held the .spot.

.^nd the public—they e.\pect Rosie to be boff —- socfc^
wow:^ everylime he opened hi.s mouth. Gil took a tighter .

grip on his script hand and shifted the - violin under his

left elbow.'
It was always this way, in spite of his years in vaude-

ville and on the air. Getting that audience warmed, up,
.starting their laughter rolling, coaxing them to :buy his

first gags was an ordeal that took the joy out of his $15,000
a. week. .

.

'

He listened with half an ear to the opening fanfare and
Woodie's plug for the 'product. Then came his intro-

duction and he strolled oflstage with his usual non-
chalance, to be greeted by a waterfall of applause.

"Evening, folks," he said. "Hello Woodie. What are
you doing these day.s?"

"Haven't you hGardV-r-I'm an agent, the announcef fed
him. ,;

"An agent?" queried Gif. "What's that?"
"You know-^I make my living selling, actors*'' Woodie

explained. ,

"Okay," replied Gil, "here's $10. I'm making a down
payment on Jane Russell."

He turned to grin at the audience and waited for the
laugh, But only a slow, scattered tiller started up. The
gag was too subtle, Rosie decided. Then, as it began to
build Into something solid, Woodie stepped all over it With
his next line. People stopped laughing to hear what he

.'said..

"No kidding," Woodie began as Gil silently cursed him,
"don't you think I'll be a success as an agent?"
"Th6se days?" asked Gil. "Why, things in Hollywood

Our Minister of Humor
iBy LOUIS NIZERi

Phooey to the Duke of Windsor

:By H. ALLEN SMITH:

Allen Smith

Always treat your enemy well:—you made him.
Always appreciate your friend—he made you one.

I am about to appreciate a friend, but there is no fa-

voritism in what I write because he is the friend of more
people than almost any other person
in this country.

There is an old American tradition

which has gone quite unobserved: It

is the tradition of having a humorist
in every generation, who becomes a

folk hero. No other natioh* vn, the;

world has established :quit# such ' a
line of aristocracy/:. > - Y ^ -

This is significant for it is 'the es-

. sence of democracy thSf ; we should
have as a folk hero .oiieT^whttJ^

us the truth about our leaders and
Louis NiztT ourselves without bitterness or fac-

tionalism. Only a humorist can punch
you and make you laugh at the same lime.

We never formally elect our folk hero of humor, but
he generally achieves recognition by ' long service, and
popular acclaim: he becomes a sort of minister of- humor
—r^-as if he -had a seat -in the President's cabinet. I don't

like to use the analogy of the -.Court Jester because our
folk heroes have "never been buffoons. Maybe poet lau-

reate is a better comparison:
It might be interesting to trace the family tree of these

folk heroes. They stem from a long, line of royalty and
royalties.

There was .Tosh Billings, the master' of folk humor,. He-
once wrote: "There are very few good judges of humor
and they don't agree."
There was Artemus Ward, who excelled in shrewd

colloquialism like: . "I am no politician and my other
habits are good."

There was Mark Twain whose works are an eternal
nostalgia for boyhood.' His writing was not only auto-

:

biographical, but part of the biography of America.
There was George Ade whose fablus In slang enrielipd

our language until we called it Amorrcan slanguage. He
combined old wisdom with new idiom.
niere was Robert Benchley who wrote the humor of

the common man caught in the toils of civilization. He
was America's leading writer of nonsense for nonsense's
sake.

There was Ring Lardner, the explorer of the American
dialect, the melancholy analyst and the nrtad wag. He

• created a composite ol American and English which some
- called -Ringlish."

And there - were Chauncey Depew, the master Of gra-
cious humor; Will Rogers, the homespun philosopher; and
Irvin S,. Qobb. the great story-teller.
The latest in the line of this great tradition, and our

)E>resent minister of hunior, is Harry Hershfield.
He has been the personal friend of six Presidents of

the United States but, more .important, when he walks
down the street- every policeman, shopkeeper or plain
Mr Citizen yells brightly, "Hello, Harry."

'

He has regaled more audiences at public dinners than
any man who ever lived. He is no mere jokester or come-
dian but, like America's other ministers of humor, a com-
mentator upon the foibles and strengths of human ex-
perience. Despite a long career as newspaperman, car-
toonist, author, radio artist and toastmaster, he has re-
tained rare sensitivity about the feelings of his fellow
man, and his outstanding trait is kindliness; being good-
humored about humor.
He is a unique figure in American life.
All top often, we save our evaluation of OUr folk heroes

until after they have gone. Let's stop hoarding our sen-
timentality and acknowledge now that we haVe a minis-
ter of humor moulded in the greatest tradition.

Not long ago I was reading one of our metropolitan
journals when my eye fell upon an item reporting that the
Duke of Windsor had been paid, for his recent memoih
a greater sum per word than any other writer had ever •

•- received in history.

. .Veh?.'
'

I don't know how niuch m6ney Life
gave him for thei three long install-
ments, but if it caiitie to- anythih^ letj
than a million bucks

i

jie.'s still only
a runner-up. Want to know wHb the
champ is? I am.
Perhaps you can, remembier ba6i to

the days when Calvin Coolidge chose
to write a syndicated coluinhi and the
great publicity attending that deci.
sion. Much was made of the fact that
the former president: Was to. get ii

.
a word for every word he wrote. That

was pure publicity; nobody who writes a syndicated col-

umn is ever paid by the word^his income fluctuates ac-
cdrding to the number of newspapers that use his column
and the size of those newspapers. The fact is, Coolidge
made considerably more than a dollar a word with his

cblumn.. The idea got into the popular imagination, how-
ever, that he was being handed a buck for every word he
put down, and people exclaimed, over it and it was con-
sidered a big and wondrous thing.

Now, as for the Duke of Windst-- and his rate-per-word,

I hereby challenge him to try to match my own achieve^

merit; I'm willing to put my cards on the table, to reveal

all the details of the transaction through which, 1 feel

quite certain; 1 gained the world's championship. In doing
so I mufit confess that the thing which 1 wrote and which
gave me the title was of even greater unimportance than
anything Calvin Coolidge ever wrote at a dollar or more
a word. I might even go .so far as to say that the thing

I wrote was of le-sger consequente than the- memoirs of •

the Duke of Windsor.

One day in early January of 1947 Fred Allen was a
: gue.st at my home in upper Westchester County: During
the afternoon he engaged in a long and hilarious monolog
concerning the tribulations of a top comedian in radio.

Among other things he made mention of the fact that lie

was having a terrible time getting -adequate guest stars to

appear on his radio show.

Impulsively 1 spoke up. "I'll be a guest on your pro-

gram," I said, "provided you let me write my own .script,''

He surprised me by showing immediate intere.st, "Do

you have an idea for a script?" he wanted to know.

"Sure," I said.

"Swell! How long will it take you to write it?"

- "I can write it right now,"
"Oh," no," he protested. "Don't bother about it today.

Take your time with it—take a week or two."
I got paper and pencil and wrote one line; It was;

,
: .1 hove Tiot)iin.g to .sa-y.

I handed it to him and he studied it with an expression

of perplexity and tlien X explained how I thought it could

be used. He would give me a . big slambang Introduction

as. an author, and say that 1 had been on my way to

. -some distant land when my journey was interrupted by

an appeal from him to appear on his show, and that I had

• hopped a plane in. say, San Francisco, find hurried back

in order that I could make this important appearance, and

then he would introduce' fne. The -studio announcer would

-

signal the audience for a large burst of applause, after ^'

which I would step to the mike and' say: •

I have nothing t6 say.

Fred thought it would make a good stunt and would

serve as a satirical comment on thrliordes of guest stars

who face the microphones and beat their gums logetlier

briskly even though l:hey, loo; have nothing to say. It

was good, too, because it would take up less than a minute

of valuable time. Me scheduled it for a specific Sunday

night and copied my live-word line into the script lor that

program. ____________
f'ofosBuI Contercn«e 1

There was the usual script conference a few days before

the broadcast, attended by an assortment of network

people and representatives of the- sponsor and the ailver-

tising agency. It is axiomatic in radio as well as in Holly-

wood that no piece of writing can ever go through to the

end the way it was originally written. There are too many

people involved, people with authority and nothing to ex-

ercise it on, Somewhere along the line everything h"-':

to be changed. Thus they arrived, ^in the .script conier-

ence, at my single line, and a dozen headswent to work

on it, trying to puzzle out ways Of changing it. and finally

one of the master minds got it. Instead of I hun' nothivg

to ,s'aj/ he decided it should be J have nothinif ii!/in(«'t'r 10

say. The cljange was penciled in and incorporated in the

revised script. I knew nothing about it until 1 arrivecl

at the studio just, before the program; and even then 1,

thought nothing of it—the addition of the word whulaxr

brought neither anguish nor joy to my breast. 1 scarcely

'.-noticed it.;- .

-

So it went on the air and was a groat success to. 1

should say, half the radio audience, and a great enign"

to the other half. I still get letters from people wanting

to kno\njj.what we meant—saying they think it was awfully

stupid to fly all the way back from San Franci.sco and get

on a nationwide network and then say nothing; and a lew

who have' a theory that 1 was so drunk that I couWn i saj

any more. Such letters I noisily consign to the sepi'c

tank. On the other hand those who got the point were

enthusiastic and these included, strangely enough, sev-

eral members of that bored fraternity, the radio co'-

umnists.
: v • (f- ...

About a week after the broadcast I was startled wie»

a letter came informing me that 1 was being paid

for that one line. I protested. I said 1 had expeci«"

nothing and wanted nothing and would take no'-'"''.^'^!.™

the publicity for my books was easily a sufficient wa«^

But the protests were ignored and the money was sem

me and I kept it. .^.-tf

Then, quite suddenly, it ocfiurred to me that this in" e

was a major literary achievement. I dug up an old ai

metic which my children had used in elementary sui
^

and studied it for a couple of hours, and af'""" "
,4 «at

to work with pencil and paper, and in the end figuieu

that I had been paid $83.33 {kcr word.
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Bar Assn. s Copyright Study
Newly-created copyright committee has been named by th«

American Bar Assn. to delve into proposed amendments to the
U. S. copyright laws directly affecting show biz, particularly with
respect to foreign relations. Among the urgent changes which the
committee will mull is a proposal to reduce registiation fees of $4
on musical compositions of foreign tunesmiths. Composers have
been protesting the boosted rate because of the dearth of remit-
table dollars in foreign countries.

Named to the committee of legalites are Max Choprilck, chairman;
Herman Finkelstein, attorney for the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors & Publishers; Don E. Petty, general counsel for
National Assn. of Broadcasters; and Sam Bass Warner, U. S. reg-
ister of copyrights.

Recent rise of television poses numerous tangles in international

copyright law which the lawyers will study. Proposed study by
UNESCO of copyright laws o£ all . countries which looks towards
over-aU' revisions will also capture the . committee's attention.

Nuts to 'Conditioning' and 'Audience Penetration';

Vet Ballyiiooer Explodes tlie Hooey

Please, Mr. Exhibitor, Stop

Killing The Audience!
By IRVING BRECHER

.Hollywood.'.'.

. Let's face it, there's more to the decrease in the number of ftlm

patrons than just television! Or even poor pictures. Where formerly

80 000.000 people were buying a ticket for a film every week; the latest

statistics show that only 69,000,000 people are now attending regularly.
" And since that vanished 11*000,000 customers represents the margin of

profit to the exhibitor and the producing company, X set out to find out

what has happened to them!

Checking up on ll,OOOiOOO Americans, scattered from coast to coast, is

-ho cineli. Besides, I was in the midst of shooting "The Life of Riley "

which meant I was getting up at seven every morning, working from

B;30 to 7 p.iii; at the stti!di0i and then, hitting the sack at 10 p.m. AH I

had was the hour from 9- to. 10 at night,: and I devoted this time to un-

earthing the facts.

"You're making a survey, kid," I said to myself. "It's a little out of

your line. Why not get Gallup or Roper to do this for you?" I ignored

this suggestion, as I was determined tO' get the facts.

But, and I admit this with a deep sense of hypocrisy, I did steal a
little of the Gallup-Roper technique. What would they do if they
wanted to get accurate information from. 11,000,000 people? They

'

Would take a sampling poll! They would contact not quite oil the

ll.OOOjOOO, but a sizeable portion* which would reflect, by multiplica-

tion, the thoughts and opinions of all. Using the Gallup-Roper meth-
od, I contacted 11 people, and multiplied their answers by a million..

Brother, have 1 got facts!
'

;
;

-

: .

I

Figures Don't Lie
j

My question; put squarely to all 11 people, was subtly phrased, so
as . not to put them on the guard and "get a false or misleading reply:
Question: Why have ymi stopped, going to the momes? >

. Answer: "What are you; crazy or somethin'? Shuttup, I can't hear
the picture!" :

(i had made the slight error of conducting miy poll in the bolcony
of the Fox Westwood Theatre. I soon realized thot I had better con-
tact people who had actually stopped goingi. ) .

I will spare the reader the details of how i Anally tracked down the
: 11 people, who had quit attending motion pictures, and plunge into the
more acute subject of why. Herewith are the- actual replies to the

' question: . "Why have you stopped going to the movies?''
^ No.: 1; (Ludwing Jones, Age :55, bachelor, no children; retired nut-
pick- magnate; -income of $41 -a week,)- "I've been attending . Graut
man's Hungarian for 20 years, once a week, and then, a few months

,
ago, I noticed the lobby looked different. Not only did they have a
candy counter like the other tlieatres, but now they were selling hot
food! I wasn't hungry, but the usher said there were no seats for
the. next hour. (A reissue of,' '.'Parnell' was playing); -. So .1 sat down
on a stool at the food counter. The waiter a.sked me for my order.
"I'm not hungry, thank you," I , told him. "Just waiting here till I

can get a seat for the picture." The waiter' sneered. "You wanna sit

here, you gotta order. House rules." I'm not a very belligerent man,
despite the fact that 1 weigh well Over 100 pounds, so 1 decided to
humor him.
"What have you got," I asked him.
"Today we're featuring marinated herring, gedaenifte rinderbrust,

noodles Grauman, and apple strudel Skoura.s."
I really wasn't hungi-y. "I'll just have apple strudel, please, and

a cup of coffee."
The, waiter smiled' at me. It was a smug smile, the kind the aver-

age film salesman used to wear before the Government cracked down
on blockbooking. "You'll take the whole dinner or nothing. A fine

:
gross' we'd do if we let you wiseguys pick your own dishes."
"But I don't like gedaemfte rinderbrust," i pleaded. : "And herring
makes me sick."

, 'The -waiter permitted a sympathetic note- to creep Into his tone.
Frankly, the rinderbrust stinks. But we've got two-million-one in
tnat rinderbrust. Four hundreid grand alone in the writing charges
on the recipe. You know what happens when you let one of them
dopey producers alone. They go arty. You should've seen this rinder-
brust when we sneak-pfeViewed it at Glendale. It was great! The
audience ate it up. But would the producer ship it? No! He hadda

:
make retakes. He added more onions, re-braised everything, and then
Ije .stuck in some paprika from another recipe that was a hit last
year." By now he was weeping. "We got our backs to wall—take
the whole dinner."

"I did what any decent American would have done when ho realizes
that a great industry like the movies stands at the crossroads. I
took the whole dinner. That night I was rushed to the hospital with
an. ulcer. Now I'm on a milk diet,, and my doctor hills come to $30 a
week. That leaves me $11. for all my other living expenses. And I'll

"^ver go to a movie again."
The other 10 replies indicated that selling candy, popcorn and reg-

ular diilhers in theatres had this effect:
Three people had lost fillings from sating toosie-roUs, requiring

extensive dental work running into hundreds of doljars. :

Four people had their clothes ruined by being hit by greasy rinder-
Prust that was thrown down on them from the balcony; requiring the;

purchase of new clothing, and wiping out the savings they ordinarily
would have spent on movies.
.fwo ipen, having enjoyed the apple strudel, casually remarked to

their wives: "Sweetheart, if you could only bake like Spyros Skouras."
ihis so aroused the wives that the resultant quarrels led to divorces,
^"^.the alimony has made both men penniless.

^ Ihe final case was the most tragic of all. In a cheap third run
theatre, the unscrupulous manager used horseraeat instead of beef
11, the hamburgers. A derrick salesman, whiling away an hour in the
movies, sat down in a seat, holding a horsemeat hamburger. Lassie,
making a personal appearance on the stage, got the scent, attacked
'"^man, and severely injured him.

• "If, Exhibitor, I rest my case.'

' Terry Turner

By TERRY
An ad agency exec, appointed by a film companj^

to guard its destinies, called all the studio flacks
i

together for a general confab, then opened up With
this classic: "There is no difference in selling tlie

public a can of soup or a can of

film." After dropping that

pearl of wisdom, he proceeded
to "chart up" the joint, so that

at a glance, the boss, or anyone
interested, could follow a line

to discover "who had been see-

ing his pictures," then transfer
to a second line to discover
"who was not seeing hi? pic-
ture," and if he was not dizzy
by this time, follow another line
to discover his "potentials," Gf
course, :. if he became too dizzy
following the charts, he could
call up the treasurer and find out in dollars and
cents how many did see his picture, then subtract
from a neigt)boring gross to ascertain just who did
not see his picture, and then maybe look over his
story and cast for his, next opus and get a pretty
good idea of how. many would want to see his next
picture. " '.

'••' -.:

In days gone by^ I worked for a chap by the name
of Marcus Loew who had the very bad habit of
always saying, "Figures don't lie," when the alibi
boyS: began chirping. Ho also had the nerve-wrack-
ing habit of summing up by saying,, "The only thing
wrong with this business are all the excuses why

I

business is bad." This was during the days before
i

agency influence had begun to assert itself so richly
I

and so fully, as of today, and when they gave you
ia can of film ( and irregardless , of the cast and
story) you just had to slug it out to try and get
your money back. Even in those days, if you failed,
the .studio::thought the sales and advertising policy
all wrong and the latter thought the studio was all

wrong, and generally they had the public to back
up their opinion, all of which was possibly a fore-
runner of that "blue" line on present day charts,
which could be labeled "want to see" but "just
couldn't make. it that month.''

In these days of high stress, rising costs and with
income leveling off to its pre-war status, maybe we
should start with that ad agency exec who says,

"There is no difference between selling a can of soup
and a can of film" and sort of take him apart.

No one will deny that agencies'can sure sell cans
of soup, whether it be by radio, newspaper or maga-
zine advertising, and I, for one, think they do a
grand job.

BUT i . i what the. ad agency man forgets is that
his can of soup is on :the' market and on the grocer's
shelf 365 days out. of the yearv purchasable : any
time any one feels like a rich can of soup, whereas
the can of film is only ready for consumption in :

any given market a very limited period of any time
of the year. perhaps a part of^aTmontli 'ffKd'rperhaps^

even part of a week. *

A magazine ad for soup is fine and dandy any
time of the year, because soup is always available,

but advertise your can of film too far in advance
and your public will have forgotten it when it is;

ready for the buying public, Not only will, they :.

have forgotten- it, but the cost has been so- great

;

that you generally find yourself ''fresh out of

money" when it. comes time to localize your cam-
paign, when you actually are asking Mr. and Mrs.
John Q. Public for their cash.

Don't get me wrong. I ani not against advertising
agencies, who have done so much for industry in

general, but 'there should be a limit to their- influ-

ence in a market and field they know so little about.
I like magazine: advertising, but even that has its

limits. I' like radio, and 1 think I was one of the
first to apply its mighty pressure to the advantage
ol motion picture exploitation, but there are pic-

tures that do -not fit into extensive radio campaigns
and even pictures that magazine advertising is

wasted upon.

TURNER
particularly if that star has any real interest in
the picture. The second is the one with the pro-
ducer's name in 100% type. Then there might b»
a series (a), with sex, and the clinch, (b) without
sex and action (you know, the ''He Man" stuff ),-

and then- they are loaded off to New York to get
the reaction of the sales department and the East-:

em Advertising, Publicity and Exploitation Depart-
ments. There is a hustle at this time to reserve
space in the better periodicals (they ain't maga-
zines no more by this time) and those Eastern De-
partments; better make up their minds quick, or
some other company will beat them to their space.
The fact that the picture • might not be on . the re-

lease schedule for some months is beside the point. ,

because (we want the. public, to^get the feel of tha
picture). Now wha' hoppens?

Months pass (the folks have been conditioned)
and the picture is ready to open. The chart boys
are as busy as bees

,
with their high averages, of

"folks who want to see," and "highest penetration
in years," and really, everything looks quite; rosy.

:

Comes a wail from the field, "How's about some
money to give this turkey a little, push in Squee-
dunk?", and goes out the answer, "We must stop
somewhere. Your public has been conditioned, your
penetration. is the highest ever, and if you opened
your doors right now the ushers would probably
catch a cold," Now you relay this information to the
exhibitor, who somehow didn't get "conditioned in
this new era and process," and he gives you tho .

fisheye. Somehow, you get the sudden feeling that;

this exhibitor thinks you have been drinking a little.,:

too much. . And you almost wish you had.

Nothing can be done because you really must stop
spending some time; and you did that about ; six -

months ago. So you take your : pin money, and dis-

tribute it the best you can and wait for the opening.
You discover that if the folks had been ''conditioned''

they are suddenly out of condition, for the gross
don't match the popcorn sales and it is so reported
to New York, -

: , .

.

The Switch

Prodacer'a Billing

I
New phrases have had their effect on producers,

I
such as"conditioning the public," or "stressing pub-
lic importance" (together with the producer's name
in star-size type . . . and oh, brother, that helps) so

heads bob up and heads bob down, and soon you
have o seriea of ads as suggested for the "condition-
ing the public" campaign. Now the series is- im'
portantj The first is to catch the eye of the star,'

Now comes .the "ifs" and the new campaign. In-
stead of having Gloria Milksop wave a banner she
gives Harold the bunnyhug and we have a new
campaign in a jiffy, and somehow they scare up
a little money and we try it all over again; Tha
producer sends on a wave, of representatives to ,find:

out just what is the matter, and they think the ex- ;

hibitor .is sort of dumb when he explains that "the
folks just don't come in, and when the folks just
don't come in, we haven't anything to add up." Now
when they tell him about the folks all having been
"conditioned," he looks around the lobby, dreamy
like,, sort of measuring space as to how many cars;he
can store there ... just in case.

All of which brings me back to the point of why
is it not sensible to RESERVE A LARGE CHUNK
OF ADVERTISING MONEY TO BE USED ON A
PICTURE, WHEN AND AT THE PRECISE TIME
A PICTURE IS BEING SOLD TO THE PUBLIC.

'Any man, or anyTagency^whd itiirperSt in^fiihlS
~

ing that a can of film can be sold on the same basis

as a can of soup is doing this business, and, as a
matter of fact, his own business, a very grave in-

justice.

Any good, solid campaign never consists of paid
advertising alone, or of radio alone, or exploitation
alone. It is the blending of these three elements,
evenly divided, both as to cast and effort, that make
a good, solid campaign. Go overboard on one, or
time it wrong, and you are in trouble.^

There is another element of business that is not
based on.advertising, whether it be local or national.

That is the;habit a family may- have of going to the
neighboring movie, on a certain given night, irre-

spective of what the film might he. Certain big com-
panies used to recoginze this fact and notified this
source of business through a weekly mailing piece.

Yes, it was the old weekly throwaway (which now is

outdated) but Mom and the kids always gave it the
otfce-over, and if it happened to bring the news that
a picture they really like was going to, come around,
you can bet they didn't miss that week.

; This is a grand business, and it will continue to
be a healthy business, despite radio, television or
any other forms of amusement that will help, and
never hinder, but I think we have got to get around
to the knowledge that a greater bulk of our adver-
tising money will soon have to he expended WHEN
OUR CAN OF FILM, as in the case of THE CAN
OF, SOUP; is on: the shelf and ready for sale, with
a little less "conditioning" and "penetration" when
your merchandise is not ready for sale.

REP. MARKS NEW YEAR

WITH PRODUCT UPSURGE
Hollywood.

Production at Republic will be
going full . blast during - the first

two months of 1949 with 10 pic-

tures lined up at the starting gate.

Sound stages will be filled to

capacity for the first time in sev-
eral months.
January starters are "Eagles in

Exile," "Susanna Pass,"' ''Prince
of the Plains,""Death Valley Gun-
fighters" and a 12-chapter serial,

"Ghost of Zorro." Starting in Feb-
ruary are "Streets of San Fran-
cisco," "Tuscon Trigger Man,"
"Fort Dodge Stampede," "Outcast
of Virginia City" and an untitled
John H. Auer production. / :

Leo Winds Year With

8PixLensing,2Testing
Hollywood.

Metro wound up the old year

in a burst of production activity,

with eight pictures before the

cameras and two in . the testing

stage. Testing were "Any Number
Can Play" and "That Midnight
Kiss."

On regular shooting, schedules
were "Madame Bovary,'' "The

! Good Old Summertime," The For-
i syte Saga," "Highland Lassie" and
,
"The Great Sinner." Back for re-

I
takes were "Edward, My Son,"

j
"The Barkleys of Broadway" and

I "Nepttme's Daughter."

BIG ARRAY OF PIX NAMES

FOR PRESS FOTOGS' BALL
Hollywood.

Stanley Richardson of the HoI»

lywood Coordinating Committee; Is

lining up an exceptionally big ar-

ray of film names for the Press
Photographers dinner, March 19,

I

in Washington, where President

I

Truman will be guest; of .honor.

I
Hollywood talent was -invited to

the dinner for the first time last

j

year. The cast consisted of Georga
Jessel, Jimmy Durante, Pat,

I

O'Brien, Celeste Holm, Eddia
[Bracken and Andre Previn. In view
I
of the special nature of the dinner

j
this year, the iilm contingent, will

I
be larger.
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the entire industry on Motion Picture

Herald's list of Boxoffice Champions . .

.

on Variety's Scoreboard of Hits . . . on

Film Daily's 10 BEST Poll.. .on Boxoffice

Barometer. . . the top feminine boxoffice

star, Betty Grable, and top boxoffice

new male star, Richard Widmark, on

Showmen's Trade Review Poll
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SmkePit
New York and Chicago success repeats

in Los Angeles, Boston, San Francisco! 5

Leading in drama, action and boxoffice

thrills from coast-to-coast!

Obey that impulse. ..book it for

that wonderful boxoffice surge!

That treat for every showman

every day!

I
PoWHTorHE

7W/^<g^^ I Sea InShips
Letter-perfect entertainment for

comedy and romance!

Thaf she blows . . . stars, story

and spectacle!
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Anyone for Tennis?
By KEN ENGLUND

Iff all seriousness folks, as the nightclub comics say just

before their biggest joke. I w'ould like to form a society

of vigilantes to take measures into our own hands about

the following time-worn tommyrot. Can't we at least

remove some of our celluloid cob-

webs? I elucidate and beg for action

on the part of a punchy public, who
rush into the lobby, at appearance of

the following plots and wheezes, and

stuff themselves silly with popcorn.

The following must go:

THE QUICK BOIL SOME
HOT WATER SCENE

That familiar moment when Young
Doctor Killjoy races into the house

. find shouts, "Quick boil some hot

water!", before he even knows what
the occupant is suffering frpnii He
Just fluesscs he'll need some, hot water. ;

;

-

He can always use it to make himself a cup of coffee.

While we're on a trite topic, why must the patient on

the operating table always be related, to the doctor or the

nurse? We tried to shame this scene off the screen, in

"The Secret Life of Walter Mitty."

NURSE
(fighting /or set/ control)

Doctor Mitty, will he -er -er -that is

—

DR. MITTY
(placing n cmnforMng hmd on her shmlder) :

-

There, there, Miss Cartwright, don't worry, your

brother will play the violin again. I just grafted

new fingers on him . . . You'll want some sleep

: nov/ . .
."

But our heavy satire failed to scourge this tired tableaux.

Couldn't we take a standing vote against the:

KIDDIE PROLOGUE?
It always takes place on a windswept moor on the corner

of Stage 9. The moor is usually overdone and the child

actors Under rehearsed. They pipe their prophetic plot

over the roar of a wind machine, shiny Buster Brown tap

hoes betraying the fact that they are members in good
standing of the Meglin School for Kiddies. A vest pocket

Freddie March, With a mop of unruly curls from the make-

up department, always confides at one poi^t, to the little .

(irl of his dreams: ('Even then they were in love")

:

^ MEGLIN BOY
(.with sinus condition).

Becky, you know what I'm going to he when I

grow up? •
•

BECKY
(watching her Mother off scene, who is

wowing encouragement to her daughter
hoping that she will be another Shirley

Temple, so' that she ond her husband icill

never have to work at Lockheed again.)

An actor?
MEGLIN BOY

Naw. Orson Welles.

BECKY
(bursting tnto teors) :

.:
-

But I want to be Rita Hayworth!

MEGLIN BOY -

That's fine if you can make; the grade. But what's

there to cry about, cry baby?

_ _ . ... . BECKY
V (sobbing as fliough her little heart would

, . . 'brealc)' .

Well, smartie, supposin' I'm at Columbia . and .

you're at Fox, and we never even meet, because they
'

won't loan you out! .

MEGLIN BOY
(Jtis inherited boa blood inoni/esting it-

self. With o snarl)

Aw, I'm sick of your fears. I hope that when you
.grow up Harry Cohn never puts you in anything but
B Budget stinkers!

BECKY
(screaming tuith terror)

' Oh, God, no, Orson—you' don't know what you're
saying! You can't put a curse like that on me! You -

cant!
Meglin boy leaves her weeping inexpertly on the paper

mache rock, and he goes ofi to the rehearsal hall to learn
his buck-and-wing, so he can play George Murphy at the

age of 10 'when he was a crippled newsboy.' Before he
has reached the street he. is already boning up on his next
port shouting, "Wuxtry! Wuxtry! Read all about it!" Heed'
less of the fact that the curse hi has utterid is going to

make Joan Fontaine miserable for nine reels before she
can make Orson realize that he must give up his role of

- REBEL, and that she loves him even though he comes
. from a lower station. . Pasadena to be exact.

Then there's the S-reel buildup to the letdown. Can't
we do without:

THE HERO WHO DRINKS BECAUSE HIS
COUSIN SNICKERED DURING HIS BAR-
MITZVAH SPEECH AND HE'S NEVER
GOTTEN OVER IT?

For nine reeling reels he .suffers. He sells his Under-
woodi his Royal portable, his Remington, his penS; his pen-
cils, his stylus. He is in the dregs, he will never write
•gain. This is all right because he makes his living play-
ing the piano. But it seems like he's a thousand hours off
the ground, lying on psychiatrist George Coulouris' couch,
before we finally learn that something snapped inside him
when Cousin Mortie sneered at his knock^knees, the loafer!

.: Why :
hot i for a change a fellow who drinks like crazy

because he likes the taste? (You're welcome. National
Distillers. Just send the Johnny Walker to .the Essex
House)—Titled for instance:

"HIS HEAD WAS CLEARED WITH CALVERT."
* * ill

THE 'OTHER' WOMAN
Listen, fellow screenwriters, I am the last person in

the world who wants to think up something new, but can't

we get a fresh slant on WHY HE GOES BACK TO HIS
WIFE? In most films there are only three apparent
reasons why he does

:

a. The Breen Office wants him to go back,
b.

c.

Xet's think of one good reason , why he leaves- Lana

Turner and goes back to ZaSu Pitts, A*ho is waiting at the

door of the cottage, holding an indifferent' apple pie which

she pretends she baked herself. Actually she ran down

and bought it at the corner grocery when she heard of

the reconciliation. •*..'*

Isn't it high time to retire to the memory books:

THE GUY WHO GOES TO PIECES HiT:

(a) A SUBMARINE; (b) A PLANE;
(c) A MITJE GAVEIN.

Jack Holt used to slap Ws face to quiet him. Now it's

Clark Gable's job to do it, jaw muscles working overtime.

(And the Union now, demands time and a half for this.)

"Pull yourself together, boy^this isn't a Sunday School

picnic.""' ;
•

This same fellow who slaps people also has, the dirty job
,

of counting the planes as they come in, because it's his

responsibility to order men into a fog so thick that you

can't see your hand in front of your face. Irving Brecher
,

tried to consign one phase of this mawkish bravado to the

ciiieraa scrap heap by including in: a Mairx Bros, film the

following:
SCENE: A train, and the Brothers Marx were burning

eveiythihg in sight to fuel the woodburning. locomotive.
' When Harpo ran past Groucho, carrying an empty orange

box above his head j Groucho commented: "It's not fair

to send a kid up in an old crate like that!" The studio

scissored it. out^ because it . would have: ruined their new
$2,000,000 air epic.

» - * •

Can't We give .a rest to: >

THE BREAKING DOWN OF INHIBITIONS ROMANCE
(female)

Miss Peevey (.Irene Dunne, Loretta Young, Jean Arthur)

is a small-town schoolteacher who also acts as librarian

after hours; and tends bar in a refined hotel at night. She
goes to the big city to lay in a new supply of girl's hockey
sticks, then who should she meet but 'Chick' Milland,

devil-may-care reporter of the Daily F'ersiflage. She rer

sents hi-s brash manner at first, but he finally breaks her
down and she loses all her inhibitions in ONE MAD

:

NACHT in whiph they:
a. Dance till dawn in their bare feet—a non-union or^

chestra willingly playing for them six hours .»fter

quitting time, so happy are they for young lovers.

b. Have breakfast at Childs.

c. They ride home on a milkwagon.
' d. They wake The Old Gossip next door. They laugh,

which brings them closer together to know that
they've awakened an old gossip, and this proves that

they have much in common; they both don't like
• old gossips and therefore there's a future for them.

THE BREAKING DOWN OF INHIBITIONS ROMANCE
."'(mole)

Ray Milland, this stuffy professor, always has his nose
In books, 'till one day when he runs out of books and has
to go to New York to buy more. Thei«e the traffic con-
fuses him, until demon girl reporter Jean Arthur, known
as 'Chick' Arthur to the boys on the Evening Kronkheit,
helps him across the street. At first he resents her, not
wanting to feel dependent on a female because he .has

definite ideas about the opposite sex. But she breaks
him down in ONE MAD NACHT:

a. They dance in their bare feet using the same set
which is still standing.'

b. She introduces him to a lot of crazy characters from
the newspaper world who borrow money from him,
but he grows to like this.

c. They ride home on a milkwagon and being a pro-
' fessor, he philosophically : quotes Milton on Milk-
wagon.

d. They wake The Old Gossip next door. They laugh,
which- brings them etc., etc., ad nauseum.

"COME HERE MB. BLDOMGARTEN, I BELIEVE
I HAVE JUST DISCOVERED LAUGHING GAS!

"

Hollywood has found a formula for the film biography
of the composer, and every month sees Ernest Ball, Harry
Von Tilzer, or Tschaikowsky roll off tlie assembly line,

but the inventor's life is still a tough nut to crack. It fre-
quently becomes a chestnut.

: Take the biography of Sam Daisy, beloved father of
the Daisy: Air Rifle. His real life was relatively unevent-
ful. His reel life must be pumped full of dramatic heart-
breaking setbacks. "Ehrlich had it tough and look at those
grosses, why should we make it any easier for'Sam Daisy

?

Put some conflict in it, boys, and let's have it by Tuesday!"
So Sam's life is an uphiU struggle full of reverses. But

Loretta Young sticks by him. Then comes the glorious
day on the shooting range when he proves that compressed
.air con eject a tiny lead pellet! And the shot is fired that
made small boys happy around the world.' Then who
should show up but a Mr. Beebe (Cesar Romero. We
couldn't get Rathbone because he was in New Yoi*k iri'

"The Heiress"). This Beebe is a slick article, he steals
the patent and calls it The Beebe Gun.

It is a sad day, that day 50 years later when Sam and
Loretta ( now Beulah Bondi) , wearing powder in their
hair, watch Beebe about to fire his gun. Daisy, the great
inventor, stands on the fringe of the crowd, unhappy, un-
wanted, unkempt, unwashed. »

THE SWITCH! Beebe walks over to Daisy, puts the
rifle in the arthritic hands and says humbly, "It's your
gun, Sam—you fire it—I'll just load."

There's not a dry eye in th? house. . Actually, everyone
is in the lobby vieing with each other to get the last stale'
Hershey Bar.

GOING TO THE DOGS STORIES
PRIZEFIGHTER VERSION

Beginning: Frankie is fast with his dukes and clean as
a whistle; his godfather Spencer Tracy has seen to that.
The girl next door,; Joan Leslie, gives him so much en-
couragement, he quickly knocks everyone's teeth but, and
IS groomed for the championship.

Middle: A week before the big fight he gbes to a night-
club, The Black Skullcap. This is a big mistake because
he sees Hazel Brooks sing one song, in a skin-tight, black-
sequinned gown, off the shoulder and Off everyplace else
The next night"she runs her fingers through his hair with
one hand and feels his muscle with the other. ' Something

comes over him «nd in a moment of madness he takes a
sip of champagne. Result: He loses his next "79 fights

in a row! ..
-

,

Climax: It takes all Joan Leslie and Jimmy Gleason
can do to straighten him out so he can win the champion-
ship; Gleason getting so excited during the 14th round
that he pounds a strange man next to him on the head.
This is always the same fat man who turns up at ievcry
ririgsidej whether it's Republic or Paramount. He has
made a career of being hit on the head at fights. (Trade
Secret; Under his hat he wears a steel crash helmet!)

As a sideline he has his cigar mashed into his face at ball-

games by excited heroines.

SONGWRITER VERSION OR TIPTOE T^IROJJGH
TIN PAN ALLEY

Beginning: Nobody will listen to Dick Haymes' songs,

although they're great, except Joan Leslie, she likes any-

thing. Her dream is to sing something of his on the Broad-
way stage.. Discouraged, he is going to give up and re-

turh to Mildew, Kansas. But in a beergarden that nighty

he plays 'her* love song on a piano that happens to be in

their booth, having been left there by the last customer.
Now who should be at the bar nearby but Max Kalbfus,

the pubnsher, who turns around slowly, takes the White
Owl out Of his mouth and listens intently. His assistant,

MAxv quivers excitedly and babbles, "That Kid's another
Frankie Loesser!" Max No. 1 gives Haymes his card and
says ;gruffly, "Son, see me at my office first thing in the

morning." Then he turns on his heel and walks out; He
never stops to- find out if the young man already has a

publisher. He just ^ assumes that he hasn't!

The next night Haymes surprises the audience and Joan
by returning to the boarding house an unhappy man; "But
ain't your songs going into the new Nora Bayes Show, 'Tut,

Tut, Theresa!'?" asks Joan. "Yes," sulks Haymes. "But

,

the producer wants Bayes -to sing them; Just because
she's the star. It's downright unfair. She thinks she's

the whole cheese. Well, I'll take my soQgs.back!"

"You'll do notlting of the kind, darling," says Joan brave-

ly. "She only has your songs—but I have you."
Middle: The nextnight Bayes has both songs and song-

writer. "Won't you come out after rehearsal, with sonpe

Of my rich society friends and" have a Pink Lady at Del- ;

monico's? You'll find Diamond' Jim a barrel of fun''^
she coos. At Delmonico's, Dick takes one sip of cham-
pagne, and immediately goes to the dogs.: He gives up
shaving and . songwritingi and loses his next 79 fights in

a row, including six with Leslie.

Climax: This time it takes both Jack Oakie and Jimmy
Gleason to bring the lovers together, cleverly arranging

for them to meet again in the basket of a runaway balloon.

AH I know is that if it was me going to the dogs, I'd

at least try to get more fun out of it, first with Nora Bayes
and Hazel Brooks; I wouldn't just stop at one sip;

To get down to cases, can't we do anything In the future

about the Struggling Young Composer? Must he be air

lowed to struggle helplessly when- a well placed bullet

would put him- out of his misery? And ours?

INFIRMITY TYPE FILMS or IF YOU WISH LONG
ENOUGH AND STRONG ENOUGH SOMEONE WILL

PAY YOUR HOSPITAL BILL
. I just want to point out an apparent injustice. It seems
that the only ones .who regain their sight and throw away
their crutches are the pretty stars of the picture. Seldom
is a character actor cured. An extra of course can never
hope to receive the medical attention Leo Genn lavishes
on the leading lady.

. And why is it that when a hero is .shot in a war epic,

it's always in the front, never in the rear? .

CIVIC CAPRA TVPE cinemas
" Why is Honest Mayor Regis Toomey unaware; of: -

1. Graft and corruption, and 2. Disease-breeding slums
in his city, until, a. An -11-year-old boy brings this to his

attention? or b. A 9-year-old girl, or c. Elizabeth Tayl'or,

his daughter, coaxes him into cleaning up the town, or d.

Jimmy Stewart; who takes 9 reels to do what Taylor can
, do in one. Of course in all fairness, Jimmy does have to

.cope with-,Lionel Barrymore who is so mean he'll cross-

the street in his wheelchair just to run over a centipede
who's minding it's own business,

THE MOST UNFORGETTABLE SCREEN CHARACTERS
I'D LIKE TO FORGET

Mothers of Italian Gangsters. "I'ake Tony da hota soopa
. before he gets da hota seata. ^Tony- always -la gooda boy,-

never a bada boy. Bada company dot's what!"
He's such a good boy that in the next moment, when

the detective finds him in the broomcloset, he uses his

Mother for a shield, shoots 14 cops and 29 innocent by-

standers, while the Mother keeps babbling for him to

^ drink his hota soupa.

And let's join forces to have a minimum of:

THE SCATTERBRAINED^-SOCIETY MOTHER
Who neglects her love-starved children, Katherine HeR-

burn and Bruce Cabot, and-who would lose her annuities-

if they weren't tied on!

THE MOTHER WHO IS NO BETTER THAN SHE
SHOULD BE

Why must the Mom . who has come to no good always
be a blonde?: Don't- brunct mothers come to no good too?

The inevitable Chesterfield always dangles from a lower
lip as she weeps into her gin, and brushes a tear from
her eye with a corner of a maribou negligee, a gift from
Jay Gould. "1 had to leave the kid on your doorstep—
I wanted her to .grow up decent— Frankie^her father-^
well he left me (sniff—sniff). Frankie was .sort of a
rover-^.'^ After a few seconds exposure to this tedious per-

sonality, we know why Frankie took it on the lam. We
would, too, before you could shout Marjorie Rambeau!

•
. •: ..»' .* -.:','.

And of course we mustnl iforget:

THE LITTLE SCHOOL TEACHER FROM THE EAST
WHO BRINGS LAW AND ORDER TO TOMBSTONE
JUST BY THE MAGIC OF HER PRESENCE.
PERSUADES THE DESERT RATS TO GIVE UP
DRINKING MONEY TO BUY NEW SCHOOLBOOKS,
WASHES THE CHILDREN'S EARS AND MAKES

JOHN WAYNE SHAVE. ' ?

-,•-.* -»--; *

I would also like to make as extinct as the dodo the fol-

lowing crashing bores:

THE PHILOSOPHICAL BARTENDER
While Dan Dailey is sdtin< his heart out over Betty

(Continued on page 54)
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Journalistic Vagaries

Some Yankee and John Bulls

Joe E. Lewisims

Boll Considine

By BOB CONSIDINE
(Intermti&ml News Service Staff Correspondent)

presumably because of my eloseup of the' Olympics this

summet, it was suggested that I do a piece affixing a gim-

let eye QB British journalism.

No.
No, that is, except for a brief com-

ment on how head-writers on the
regular London dailieis treated thei

appalling defeats of British athletes
in the late lamented Olympics. The
British, as you'll remember, were un-
able to win a single event in track
and field, though tintil J. Arthur
Rank's films of the 400-nieter relay .

event were developed they tiasked in
what they thought Hvas: a^;'^v^^^

through the disqusilification of the
American team.

However, the boys wh<j bad the job
of putting heads on the dolorous

stories the British sportswritcrs filed each day from Wem-
bley Stadium did wliat they: could- to soften, the blow
of successive disasters.

When a kid of thelr's named McCorquod^le -fiiiished

third to our colored speedsters, Harrison Dillard and Bar-

v ney Ewelli in the finals of the 100-meter sprint, one of

ilie London papers proclaimed:

IWcCORQUODALE FASTEST WHITE MAN
British readers also must have had their hopes lifted

by this head:

MANLEY BiREAKS WORLD RECORD!
That one-had. to do with a British girl whoi Indeed, did

' break a world record, for women. .But what the headline

failed to note was that she , had been beaten -soundly by

;

the Dutch girl, Fanny Blankers-^Koen, : who knocked the

did record to pieces.

And so on: It wasn't good journalism by a long shot,

but it gave the visiting U. S. newspaper people a good yak
" each day, and it reminded a press-box grpybeard of what

he called the one British, headline which: expressed more
.. keenly than anytiiing else the essense of the British tem-
perament. Seems that the English Channel was blanketed,
with an especially, heavy fog some years ago . .. . a veil

go thick that it brought ships to a standstill.

A story duly appeared in the good gray London Times,
and its immortal head was:

CONTINENT ISOLATED!
. : Then, of course, there was that notable tongue-imcheek

head in the Express during the Blitz. It read:

NAZI BOMB INJURED FALLS INTO FLEET STREET
Biit, as we were saying .some time back, we can't write.

A« a piece about British journalism. Some journalistic an-^

guish of more recent vintage is too fre.sh in mind: the
slightly calamatous (for the U. S. press) election of Harry
S. Truman.

Bertie McCormick Frixample

The Chicago Tribune's 8-column streamer, announcing
Dewey's victory over Truman, has long smce become a
collector's item. When I last tried to buy one the price

had. risen to $50, which is a little stiff for one copy , of
"The World's Greatest Newspaper," even though the copy

'In question subtly reveals Col. McGormick with his striped
pants well down around his ankles.
No other leading U: S. newspaper believed what.it had

been preaching as vividly ijs did the Trib, but there was
hardly a paper in tiie country whieh did not come out on
the morning after the election without a column or two,
written in advance, hailing the election of Dewey. The
Herald-Tribune arrived at Dewey's headquarters late on
the night of Nov. 2-3, just as the Trumith landslide was
roaring into high gear. -The Alsop boys, prominently dis-
played on the first page of the second section, were won-
dermg in print how much mi.schief Mr. Truman would
effect before he was ridden out of office .Ian. 20.

Editors made wholesale killings of columns, including
one of mine which burbled on and on about: what a "new
president" gets in the way of earthly goods when- he takes
over the White House. The N. Y, Mirror, had to junk a
Drew Pearson or two. The N. Y. Sun had a backlog of
three or four -columns by George SolcoLsky, based on
Dewey's victory. Bob Ruark, piling up a number of col-:

urns in advance, so that he could .sleep during his boat-
ride to Tangier, had to kill five of them. Time magazine's
editors did a notable job of de-gutting its post^election
issue and reached the stands 24 hours late, with an in-
nocuous cover devoted to J, Robert Oppenheimer, the
atomic physicist. Countless (and costly) plates of Dewey
vere melted back into lead at equally countless newspaper
and news-magazine shops. Suffice it to say that never in
the history of U. S. journalism, including at such abrupt
milestones as Pearl Harbor, have our newspapers been
more abysmally unprepared.
,: It was my task on Election Night to cover the Dewey
headquarters in New York's Hotel Roosevelt, and my duty,
consequently, to put the rose-colored ultimatums of his

cainpaign manager, Herbert Brownell, on the INS wire.
Every, time Brownell. issued an optimistic, statement—in-
cluding his assertion at 9:15 p.m. Election Night that
Dewey had won—Truman's majority jumped another
100,000. The Dewey HQ took on the gloom of a wake
,(and not an Irish one) as the night wore on and on.
The pall around Dewey's headquarters thicked up as

the morning of Nov. 3 clopped along and it reached its

tliickest point at 11:14 a.m. when the New York governor
sent his wire of congratulations to the President.

It was only then that the HQ was able to come up with
a crack; One of the boys from B.B.D.&O., the advertising
firm which had handled Dewey's publicity during the caift-

- Paign, came over to me and whispered in my ear:
"Well, we certainly scared the hell out of those Demo-

crats this time!"
-

,
Whether or not the Ui S. press will learn anything from

the 1948 Election remains to be seen. One neWs-service
cnief, at least, has given his bureau managers a stern "re-
fresher-course" on impartiality: As for individual news-
Papers they will continue to back whichever candidates
the boss likes, as of old, but you can bet your treasured
copy of the Chicago Tribune, of Nov. 3, 1948, that they'll
fjeyer again so completely ignore the possibility of the
American public's doing as it damned well pleases.

Things 1 wish I said—and 1 probahly will if the
situation comes up.
Joe E. Lewis is our favorite ad-libber in a night

club. His bon mots are classics.
. Ife looked at a pest at ringside who was a mess and:

r<?marked, "You leave a bad taste in my eyes."
Talking about Jack Eigen he ribbed^ "They took a

Hooper of the show and found that 859% of the
people in the lounge were not listening."
He. looked at a motley mob one night and said,

'Turn down the lights, I don't want to look at these
kissers. With this mob I need glasses" (pointing to
a scotch Sc soda nearby)—VJ mean these glasses."

"I may not spe3k very well," says Joe, "but I do
have bad diction..'

,

He introduced me as an author and added, "I didn't
write a book but I helped support one for many years,"—Joey Admits.

Famous Curtain Lines
Remembered By JOE LAUBIE, JR.

Jitst think hack, my brother mtddlc-agers, to the time
when you were a kid and hvMg your unshaven chin on
the iron rail of the gallery of your local theatre. Your
eyes were glued to the curtain while your hands were
busy shelling peanuts as you counted the plafinum:ploted
minutes when the lights were diT7i7Med and tiie cttrtoiji

rose. Your heart beat faster as you. gazed down to the
lighted stage at the bread and butter of sliow-businejjs,
the Melo-drmnaJ Hoiu the hondsomc, braue leading tna7i

oinidst curled his voice aroxind those lucious adjectives
and terrific curtain .lines.' Lines that not onlj/ brought
applause but cheers! And how the comedian helped you
wink hack the tears. These last of the melo-dramatic
Mohicans with their neat bits of tritery and beautiful

: pieces of drool gave us show addicts many etJenings of
rich memory.
; Let us stick our chins on the iron gallery rail againy
open the bag of peanuts and listen through Time's hearing
aid to the great curtain lines of the past:

"As an American Soldier, I am bound to protect a
woman's honor."' '

: ,

: "We uns wimmen up in the mountains works for we-
uns livin':' we uns sells- herbs and sich like, . but we uns
don't sell our wimmenhood!" :

:

. "What can this man offer that I can not?'' "A true man's
.•love!"...

: "Drop that gun Allie, I have a cramp in my trigger-

finger and thisgun o' mine is liable to go off!"

"Thief!" "That's^ hard word, Lucy!"
"Let this be a warning to every man, be he high oixlow,

rich or poor, who dares insult defenseless, womanhoodt"
"Careful stranger, flowers don't care who they lay on!"

: "Come -on dear, let's leave them alone."
• "Back to the mines;. There'll be no strike tonight!"

"We uns o' the mountains don't know much about book
larnin', but we knows a pure woman when we sees one!"

"Another word to this little lady and I'll give you the
damndest thrashing you ever had in your life!"

"Thank God! It's the United States Marines!"
"Bags are royal Raiment when worn- for virtue's sake!"

("The White Slave.")

"Politeness is a cheap thing and the poor man is just as

much entitled to it as the President!" ("St. Elmo.")
"The letter is now. written. : Who will take it?'' "I will."

"Who are you?" "Hawkshaw the Detective!" ("Ticket of

Leave Man.") .
-
—

- "You never gave -a-child a penny or patted a dog on-the.

head!" ("A Noble Outcast.")
"Frank Slade, you have killed YOUR OWN FATHER!"

("10 Nights In a Barroom.")
"The child of the wife belongs to the husband, the ohild

of the mistress is her own!" ("Harvest.")

"Oh, God! Turn back the univer.se and give me yester-

day!" ("The Silver King.")
"Four yeai's ago you took away my name and gave me

a number. Now I've given up that number and I've got

your name!'^ ("Within the Law,")
"A fortune in my grasp and the song of a bird made me

a pauper!" ("Roanoke.")
"If I can't have Law then let me have Justice, and if not

Justice, then let me have Revenge!" ("The Celebrated
Case.") .

" -
.

':, -

"We shall have cause to bless it, for it will .bring long
sought sunlight to our lives!" ("Under the Gaslight.")

"Be aisy. Father. Sure he'd rather have the irons on
his hands than the sin of a' lie upon your sowl!" ("The
"Shaughraun.")

"The sweat from off our brow is crystalized into dia-

monds to hang around her throat!" ("The Lost Paradise.")

"Nobody seems to want to give: a man food, though
there's always somebody to give him whiskey!" ("Man's
Enemy.")
"Set but a foot within that Holy ground, and on thy

head—yea, though it wore a crown—I launch the curse of

Rome!'' ("Richelieu.")

"Gentlemen, this lady is my wife. For her truth, her
faith, her honor, I'd pledge my life. Again I say, that

man lies. For that lie he shall be held accountable to me
at the proper time and in the proper place.*' ("The Bank-;

er's Daughter.")
"SilenCe! It is to save her honor!" ("The Planter's

Wife.")

"I have paid that woman and I owe her nothing." "You
lie, you owe me Revenge!" ("Camille.")

"O Joyce! Leave me to me grief. See here—my child

Is dead! And never knew I was his mother, i l.don't care
what I've been, I am his mother still. Oh, ray child—my
child—my heart will break. My heart will break." ("East

Lynne.")
"Cursed, thrice cursed may you be forevermore, and as

my people on Mount Ebal spoke, so I speak thrice. Amen!
Amen! Amen!" ("Leah, the Forsaken.")

"Stand back. Don Andre, or with one pull of this lanyard
I'll scatter death and destruction in your midst!" ("Under
the Stars and Stripes.") .

"You'll have to prove thati and, until you do the Law
alone can take her from me!" ("The Noble Outcast.")

Irishman—"Before you kin do that ye'll have to face

Ireland!" Hebrew—"Yes, and Jerusalem!" ("Humanity.")

"We weep for the death of little children, but to see

them grow unto cynical men and wordly women is a far

sadder sight to see, after all." ("Moths.")

"Curse her, she has betrayed me!" ("The Lights o'

London.")
"'TIS true, nothing can save tis." "Yes it can." "What?"

B'way Colnmnist Wonders

How Readers Must React
,

By LOUIS SOBOL
I've o/ten wondered about the lads and gals who liv*

away from New York but Tceep hep-^oh, hoio they keep
hepr^with all that's going on in the tumultuous metropolis
by reading the columns. These must be the impressions
of a country cousin who has never been on Broadway but
reads all the Broadway columns—mine, included:

Everyone goes around with a knife in his hand waiting
for someone tO: turn a back . Orchestra leaders like Phil
Spitalny, Tommy Dorsey, Benny Goodman, Duke Elling-
ton and the like , are amazing ad lib wits—but topping
them all is

: a dance school proprietor named Arthur Mur^
ray . ,

.
George Jean Nathan Is chronically bored except when

he's watching pretty girls in tights—or' acrobats Movie
marquees always blaze forth In double features; the titles
of which, for some reason when placed together on the

: canopy, are too, too hilarious.

Broadway swarms with unhappy looking fellows carry-
ing lighted torches . .Headwaiters are stern, aloof and ar-
rogant. ...Columnists sit around in night clubs yawning
while obsequious waiters shuffle over handing them slips
of paper from eager admirers, all conveying startling in-
timate information ..J.- Edgar Hoover, Walter Winchell.
Morton Downey and Steve Hannagan dine nowhere elsA
but the Stork . Toots Shor is going to be a Cabinet mem-
ber. Toots Shor is.going to run the New York Yankees.
Toots Shor banks Joe Di Maggie's weekly paycheck.
Dance hall hostesses always marry heirs to millions .

.

Every chorus girl has a heart- of gold and supports :«
mother, a father and an uncle who is blind : . The only
way a little girl can become a great movie star is to be
discovered by a Broadway columnist who must predict,
"Here is a little girl who will go far" . All movie stars
thus discovered tyhen they are obscure immediately bis-

come high hat and snub the columnists who "discovered"
them;

Playboys toss $100 bills around left and right and usu-
ally contribute heavily but anonymously to charities/;.
Dorothy Parker and Milton Berle never play straight—
every casual remark has a punch line.:. Jack Benny and '

Fred Allen usually come to blows anytime they meet either
in New York or on the Coast . ; She'rman Billingsley walks

'

around with a bottle of champagne in one hand and a

-

bottle, of perfume in the other, depositing them personally
at every- table occupied by a pretty girl . Only famous '

people ever dine at 21 or the Colbny or El Morocco.
It takes tivie for the country boy to find out—as he

does find out after a few weeks around Broadway—that
the Broadway columnist is only a , more haggard, paler,
duller edition- of Tommy Tumtumii the bright boy of the
hometown Morning Gazette in that the average Broodwoy-
ite repeats gogs the country boy heard years ago in the
sessions behind the barn; and that the witty bandleader
is the same dull Joe who used to liue in his home town
and had to have the Sunday funnies explained to ht7n.

'The strong right arm of a backwoodsman!" ("Davy
Crockett.")

"I swear for this to make Rome howl!" ("The Gladi-
ator.") •

"There's only one way to live; that's accordin' ter Scrip- ;

tur." ("Way Down East.")

:

" to melt them like wax in the fire ofmy vengeance!" :;

("The Middelman.")
''Yeh. the mother, but I'm damned ef I'm agoin' teh let_

yeh murder the- child." ("Shore Acres.") "
"

"Saved! Mine, the treasure of Monte Cristo! The world
is mine!" ("Monte Cristo.")

"Go home, stop drinking, be somebody!" ("The Old
Homestead.")
"Wherever I've pulled up you'll remark .I've always

played square and stood by the cyards!" ("The Girl From
the Golden West.")
"My body belongs to you, Massa Legree, but my soul

belongs to a Higher Power!" ('-Uncle Tom's Cabin.")
"If dat horse wins play 'Dixie'; if she loses play 'Massa'a

in the Cold, Cold Ground!'^ ("In Old Kentucky.")
"Oh, Shaun-is the Irish for John/' "No! John is tht

ENGLISH for Shaun!" ("Arrah Na Pogue.")
;

- -"Kill me if you will for l am a spy: It's no disgrace, it'« :

a glory and I'm proud of it!" ("Held by the Enemy.")
"No, Father, Chinatown Charlie: has smoked his last '

pill!" ("Chinatown Charlie.")
"Out of my memory, out of my sight, and may my eyes

na more behold ye," ("Hazel Kirke.")
"We aint got no manners but we can iight like hell!'^

("The Ensign.")
"You must not—you shall not—I'll defend your honor

against yourself!" ("The Two Orphans.-')
"Ah, if women had the vote there would be no liquor to

destroy our children!" ("The Volunteer Organist.")
"When I get to the White House the first hand I.will

shake will be the hand of the workingnian!" ("From Rags
to Riches.") .

"Damn the American Flag." "Take that back, you cur!"
(WHAM. Sock on jaw); (''Heart of Maryland,'.')
"He got my first kiss."

"Adrain and I will leave this sad earth and pass hand:
in hand to Heaven." ("Richelieu.")

"Curses on you both! Fooled! Duped! And triumphed:
over in a moment of mine own victory!"
"She had sinned and came to me!"
"Take that diamond necklace, off. Take 'em off , there's

a curse in every stone!" ("Lights o' London.")
"Go—cheat more men. Your avarice does not spoil

your beauty!" ("Marble Heart.") ;

"I'm going to Boston and when I come back I'm going to
make it my business to see her. And if she qan't look up
at me with those big brown eyes, I'm earning -for yau and
I'm coming heeled!" ("Paid in Full.")
Yes sir, each one is a bead on Memory's Rosary. In:

this bubble-gum age we have great shows and great
. octors, but name Tne one shorn or one actor that sent yoti

'

yhome with yout heart beating faster, and kept you awake
all night with dreams of killing villains and protecting
womanhood? A show that made you rtiake a wooden sword
and stand before the mirror for hours, fighting a duel
with yourself? Name me orte show that would make you
go to the cupboard and steal two-bits out of the old. coffee
pot so you could go to see them there wonderful octorM
in theirt there wonderful shows! If you sav you can, "So
help me I will squeeze the lie before it could com& out
of your dastardly throatt' . .

."



MORE FOR YOUR BOXOFFICE
All hedy. ..and ready for love!

Ifs the Laugh-Affair of Their Love-Tim<! ! • •

The Screen's Top Comedy-Romonce of the Year«

lAMARR CUMMINGS

.With'ANNA STEM
'

-fg-' ROBERT SHAYNE • MARY TREEN • HARRY ANTRIM • NORMA VARDEI^
' Produced by EUGENE FRENKE and ROBERT CUMMINGS • Directed b/,

RICHARD WALLACE 1 Associate Producer JOE GOTTESMAN • Screenplay'
.by Howard Irving Young • Edmund Hartmann • Albert J. Cohen • Jick Hsrvey

Original Story by Albert J. Cohen and Jack Harvey
A UNITED CALIFORNIA PROOOCTIONS, Inc. Picture - An EAGLE LION FILMS Release

RICHARD BASEHART
SCOTT 'Canon Gty' BRADY

Made in the Powerful, Fact-Filled,

Box-pfFice Tradition of "Canon City" and "T-Men

•With Roy Rob»rti« v/hit B!$iell

iam«i Cardwell • Jock Webb
Produced by ROBERT T. KANB
Directed by ALFRED WERKER
Screenplay by John C. Higgini'

. ^ and Crone Wilbur
Additional DIatogue by Harry t%t»]t

Original Sfory by Crone Wilbur,

A BRYAN FOY PRODUCTIOM

/«N EAGIE LION FILMS

pRESE«>lTA)riON

SUSAN HAYWARD- ROBERT PRESTON
PEDRO ARMENDARIZ in

"TULSA"
Color by TECHNICOLOR!

Produced by WALTER WANGER

"SCOTT OF THE

ANTARCTrC"
Color by TECHNICOLOR!

A J. ARTHUR RANK Presentation

RED SHOES"
Color by TECHNICOLOR!

A J. ARTHUR RANK Presentation
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FROM EAGLE LIO
Theirs was a love flaming

out of a nation's rebellion

!

TVait&t TOeiHfie^ Spectacular, Star-stiiddeid

Dramatic Romonce of Courad^/jbarihgi,

and Love Amid Tyranhy I

with EDUARD FRANZ • LESLIE BROOKS

JOHN QUALEN • MABEL PAIGE • HERBERT RUDLEY

Screenplay by DANIEI FUCHS • Based UpAn a Novel by MURRAY FORBES

Produ«;ed by PAUL HENREID • Directed by STEVE SEKELY

An EAGLE LION FILMS Picture

"RED STALLION "THE BIG CAT"
ALICE IN IN THE Color by TECHNICOLOR!

w 1 1 n

LON McCALLISTER- PEGGY ANN GAFN[R

PRESTON FOSTER -SKiP HOVE^^:?

WONDERLAND"
In ANSCO Color!

IN THE

ROCKIES"
In CINECOLOR'
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'Right in Your Own Home'
Continued trom paBe * i

tramp in his shack, on the grounds that the hovel did not have a tele-

''^Nevefbefore had national morale been at such a low ebb People

Just sal home anci_gj;ouse_d_aj>d_g^^^^ They hated evei-ybody .

^ fiien Galvert SwilcluMl

tt was a liYtl71efiOTf~i^e'd Calvert Liss 'who really broke this

Thev hit him with the first thing they . . . . , .nijpr
Bened to be Ihe table model televisipn set Liss was knoclced colder

fhan a sponsor's heart, and his mother-in-law immediately ran home

and wapped her console model around her husband

?mmedii'/'eV'u*tfaTo?out abandon, wives took to knocking their

SHiSS tVi^fi^KtotrrMs
'^People^'ran ouf into the streets again. Lights flashed on all over the

land Broadway lit up, movies began to grind out Tex Hitter features

iffii^J;
°
nPw nous entitled "The re'Birth of a Nation." In Hollywood

Then the Gopacabana reopened,

Other Bite clubs began springing

It filmed a new opus entitled

relatives began to be hired again.

Sp^fke—-1n\n'^^^^^^^^^ iiihts. drinkihg. wild.

and woolly abandon!
,

America was freS of the television menace.
,

Ewei?U nbdded their now baid heads wisely again. The nation was

normal, once more, things had returned to sta^"°\,pr
VAMfiTY printed a new headline, "TELE SLUGGED IN BLLLIf.

It w^s wonderful. It was breathtaking. A television-less country.

i^TOTE- This article was rushed to press at the last, minute. The author

was busily waiting for his television set to be delivered.

Mary Jane SAUNDERS
.4.PPEAUING Pal-amount's "SOR-
ROWFUL JONES" WITH 60B
HOPE.

Management: LESTER LINSK

Kupcinet
Continued troM page 34 ss=l

appearing at Chez Paree when he

arranged for an appointment witn

Seymour. But at the studio he dis-

covered he'd have to wait until the

photographer got through studying

the Racing Form and phoning in

his bets.

The next day Carney came to'

the studio bedecked in the loudest

Eports jacket he could pick up at

Goldblatts, $19.50. He came armed

with his own copy of the Racing

Form and let Seymour play with

his focus while he pretended to be

picking winners. Then Seymour

shot the picture. Carney liked it

so well, he sent it to Hollywood.

Thie scene dissolves to HoHyvvood,
where a director is looking for

characters to cast in "Mr, Lucky."

He comes across the above-men-

tioned picture and decides Allen

Carney is just the man he wants.

And thait, little kiddies, is how
Carney broke into movies. (P. S.

-.r-It happened in Chicago.)

'Rio' Top Grosser
Continued from pace 3

Top Grossers of 1948

Follovoing are the M,500,000 (or over) films of 1947. Included are
all those pictwres which, in the domestic (U.S. and Canada) market,
earned that much in distributor's rentals, or which have played a
sufficient number of dates to make an accurate estimate of what /hei/

will bring in. Any films not iucluded, it can thus be a.tsumed, will not
earn $1,S00,000, except for the several pictwres which had top few play,

dates by the year's end on which to base an estimate. Ttiey include
V^arner Bros.' "Decision of Christopher Blake" and "Fighter Squadron "

2dt?i-Foa;'."f "Snake Pit." "Cry of the City!' and "Wonderful Urqc,"
Metro's "Words and Music," RKO's "Joan of Arc," Vniversal's "Rocjupt"

Regiment" and "You Gotta Stay Happy" and Selznick's "Portrait of
Jennie.''

in Los Angeles to find out what
happened to the trunk and Miss

Perrigo was calling New York to

herald Miss Crawford's approach.

While all this telephoning was
going on, I was eating what I

thought was spaghetti, but what
turned out to be criss-crossed tele-

phone wires; With a little sauce,

they don't taste bad.

The "mystery of the missing

trunk" finally was solved. Through
a slip-up, it- had been placed on a
later train and would catch up to

Mi.ss Crawford a day later. But
that woJuldn't do, because she had
an appointment her first night in
New York and she still wouldn't
have a thing to wear, other than-
the fur coat and slippers.

A solution finally was reached.
Casey and I would meet the train,

bearing Miss Crawford's trunk and
then aiivexpress it to New York.
In that way, the missing trunk
would arrive only' a few hours after

Joan. I sometimes wish we had
followed through on the zany
Casey's plan. She would have.been
awfully surprised when she opened
the trunk and found Casey and me
inside!

Nothing ever happens in Chi-
caW)'-' 1 could write a clumn ... !

I
Mary Livingstone's Crack I

One of Mary Livingstone's finest

ad libs occurred right in Chicago,

which in itself is a tribute to the

inspirational qualities of. the town. \

Tlie Jack Bennys were dining in
!

•the Pump Room one night when i

Milton Reviiokls, the pen manufac-

1

turer, dropped by. Reynolds pre-

[

scnted Benny with a dozen pens to mounted at a greater ratio than
pass-out among his friends. wicket admissions

A few minutes later Reynolds

returned to the Bennys' table and
apologized to Miss Livingstone for

B.O. Tax Figures
Continued from page 4

h;iVing overlooked her, whereupon
he h:mded her one of his pens.

"Thank you very much.'' ex-

claimed the comedienne. "Now I

won't have to buy one from Jack!

Nitery operators can glean a ray
of sunshine in the Bureau's com-
putations. For while 1948 was gen-
erally conceded in advance to be
the year of the great leveling oif,

business \\ill likely hit a 8255,000,-

000 gross on the basis of actual
revenue collections for the first 10

It was in Chicago, too, that Miss
|

months plus estimates for Novem
Joan Crawford, easting for a New ber and December. Sum represents
York holiday, discovered she had a .slump of $25,000,000 from the
lost a trunk. She was traveling

, 1947 take of $280,000,000, But boni-
liRlit thai trin—only nine suitcases I faces had anticipated an even
nnd the trunk After all, she only

, greater drop. As with theatremen,
was going to spend a week m Nqw

; overhead of cafe owners jumped
York. But her trunk failed to ar-

,
sharply, thus keeping profits at a

rive with the rest of the baggage,
; narrow margin.

which sent Warner Bros.' Chicago 1 .

representatives, Lucia Perrigo and ; _ . ^ . . .v ^..w.^...^ ^

'''S,';=\ro7rilS™f.^™0-ASCA^ EXTEND 9

YRS.; TV RIGHTS NEXT
Reps of American Soeiefy of

CoiiipcisetSj i^uthors and Publish^

ropl
All Mi.s.s Crawford's gowns were

|

packed in the trunk. The nine
I

cases contained three fur coats. a|

tlozcn . pai i\s of shoes and her un- '

mentionables, which on her look I

vei-y good.
|

"If I don't find that trunk, I'll

cause quite a stir in New York,"
said the actre.ss. "I'll look stun-f

ning in a fur coat and shoes. But
what'U I do if it's warm?"

6rs will be huddling shortly with

tele officials on matter of rights.for

use of ASCAP's music on TV.
Meantime, contracts between the

Society a^nd radio broadcasters

At the Pump room, they serve i
vvere automatically extended for

telephones' with your meals. From
!

another nine years, when ASCAP
her .brief case. Miss Crawford ex- '

iast week didn't serve notice of any
tricated a neatly-typed list of pact changes desired.

Phone numbers and immediately Under the extension, however,
put calls through for Mort Blum-

1 radio stations will liave to choose
enstock and Sonny Werblin in New

1 between two methods of payment,
York; and Jerry Wald, Myrt Blum I (a) paying 21/4% royalty on income,
and her two oldest children, 8-year or lb) by paying 8% royalty on only
eld Christina and 5-year old Chris-

1 those programs containing ASCAP
tophcr, on the Coast. I music. Heretofore stations had
At the same time, Casey was ! choice of shifting from one method

CbODittg the Santa Fe freiglit depot 1 to another.

films that hit 'thei bigtime during

the year by grossing $1,500,000 or

more—Metro was again the leader.

Out 6f the total of 93 pix, Metro
ran up a tally of 20, for a total

gross of $53,950,000; It was foir

lowed" by 20th-Fox, BKO, Para-

mount, WB, Universal; Columbia,
UA, Selznick, Monogram - Allied

Artists and Eagl^ Lion in that

order. Vabiety's complete tabula-

tion is published- herewith.

Metro's predominance ' in rack-

ing up top grosses is no novelty.

Just as this year, it landed at the

top of the heap in 1946 and 1947.

Paramount, in the runner-up spot
both those years, was topped in

1948 by both 20th athd BKO, par-
tially because, of the reduction in

j

the number of Par releases. Fox
moved up from fifth place to

second, RKO continued^ in third,

and WB dropped back from fourth
to fifth.

RKO; incidentally, which dis-

tributed the top-grossing picture
of the year during both of the pre-
vious two years, was jolted out o£
that honor in 1948. It doesivt ap-
pear on the list of hiffh-Bro.ssers

until No. 21, when it enters with
Samuel Goldwyn's "Bishop's Wife"
at :$3,000,000.

AU figures represent domestic
(U. S. and Canada) distributor's;

rentals. Included 'are all films
which have', played" a :. sufficient
number of dates to make an accu-
rate estimate of their eventual
earnings.

While the fact that only seven
pix entered the "Golden Circle" in
1948 may appear discouraging, it

principally points up that a .$4,000,-

000 gross—to anybody's, sales de-
partment,- it not to Hollywood's
multi*milUon dollar thinking— is

still tremendous and that produc-
tion must be trimmed to fit this
top norm. Only 25 film.s reached
the .$4,000,000 cla.ss in the entire
hi.story of picturedom before 1946.
This year's group brings the all-

time "Golden Circle" total to 65.

Unfortunately, despite their big
grosses, several of lfl48's "Golden
Circle" pix wiU .see their gilt

tinged with red. They earned a
lot, but they cost more.

l_^__No_^nnsual^^Pict^I^cs
|

Notable during the year, too"
was the' lack of a really predomi-
nant grosser or a film which
caused unusual excilcmont. There
were several releases of this type
at the year's endr such as 20th's
"Snake Pit" and RKO's "Joan of
Arc," but they hadn't played suf-
licient dates to indicate their over-
aU earning power. On the whole,
1948 offered no surprises .with the
possible exception of WB's
"Johnny Belinda," which to evory-

l body's amazement was rolling to
I a racrry .$4,100,000.

I

Last year, on the other hand.
I
there was plenty of excitement and

I it sent a flock of pix i n t o the
I $4,000,000 or over category. For
i

one thing, there Were five road-
ishow entries, led by such talked-
of giants as Goldwyn'.s "Best year.s
of Our Lives" and Selznick's "Duel
in the Sun." In addition, there
were such surprise b.o. stalwarts
as Coljumhia's "Jolson Story"
($8,000,000) and Par's "Welcome
Stranger" ($6,100,000), The year
before that saw RKO's "Bells of
St. Mary's" hang up a record
$8,000,000. followed by 20th's
"Leave Her to Heaven" with
$5,750,000.

'

Crosby's predominancci Inciden-

1. Road to Rio
2. Easter Parade
3. Red River
4. Three Musketeers
5. Johnny Belinda

6. Cass Timbei-lane

7. Emperor Waltz
8. Gentleman's Agreement
9. Date With Judy

10. Captain From Castile

11. Homecoming
12. Sitting Pretty
13. Paleface

;

14. State of the Union
15. My Wild Irish Rose
16. When My Baby Smiles at Me
17. Hamlet
18. Key Largo
19. On an Island With You ,

20. Fuller Brush Man
21. Bishop's Wife
22. Fort Apache
23. Good Sam
24. I Remember Mama •

25. Sorry, Wrong Number
26. Three Daring Daughters

27. Apartment for Peggy
28. Mr. Blandings Dredm House

,

29. Bride Goes Wild
30. Call Northside 777

31. Julia Misbehaves
32. Foreign Affair

33. Good News
34. Loves of Carmen .

35. Tap Roots
36. Tycoon
37. VoTce of the Turtle
38. Babe Ruth Story
39. Beyond Glory
40. Blood on the Moon
41. Killer McCoy
42. Luxury Liner .

• > ,

43. Naked City
44. Rachel and the Stranger
45. Song Is Born ;

46. Road House
'47. Street With No Name
48. Two Guys From Texas
49. Miss Tatlock's Millions
50. : Treasure of Sierra Madre
51. A & C Meet Frankenstein
52. Saigon
53. Paradine Case
54. Pirate
55. Red Shoes
56. Rope
57. Silver River"

58. Give My Regards To B'way
59; Green Grass of Wyoming -

60. I Walk Alone
61. Miracle of the Bells

62. Romance on High Seas
63. Big Clock
64. Iron Curtain"
65. Scudda Hoo! Scudda Hay!
66. ' You Were Meant For Me
67. Melody Time
68. Kissing Bandit

'

69. Southern Yankee ; :

;'

70. April Showers
71. Daisy Kenyon
72. Walls of Jericho
73. Albuquerque
74. Arch of 'Triumph
75. Double Life
76. High Wall
77. 'Hills of Home
78. Night Song
79. Return of Badmen
80. Station West
81. Swordsman
82. To Ends of Earth
83. Kiss of Death
84. Kiss Blood Off My Hands
85. Relentless'
86. Summer Holiday
87. Time of Your Life
88. On Our Merry Way
89. B. F.'s Daughter
90; It Had to Be You
91. June Bride
92. Night Has Thou.sand Eyes
93. Lady.iA Ermine

Par
M-G
UA
M-G
WB
M-G
Par
20th
M-G
20tli

M-G
20th
Par
M-G
WB
20th
U
WB
M-G
Col
RKO
RKO
BKO
BKO
Par
M-G
20th
SRO
M-G
iZOth

M-G
Par
M-G
Col
U
RKO .

WB
Mono-AA
Par
RKO
M-G
M-G
U
RKO
RKO
20th
20th
WB
Par
WB
U
Par
SBO
M-G
EL
WB
WB
20th
20tb

'

Par
RKO
WB
Par
20th
20th
20th
BKO
M-G
M-G
WB
20th
20th
Par
UA
U
M-G
M-G
BKO
RKO
RKO
Col
Col
20th
U
Col
M-G
UA
UA
M-G
Col
WB
Par
20th

$4,500,000
4,200,000

4,150,000

.4,100,000 ,

4,100,000

4,050,000

4,000,000

3,900,000

3,700,000

3,(i50,00i)

3,600,000

3,550,000

3,500,000

3,500,000

3;400,000

3,400.00($

3,250,000
3.250,000

,3,150,000

3,100,000.

3,000,000'

3^000,000

2,950,000
• 2,900,000

2,850,000

2.800,000
2,750,000
2,7.50,000

2,700,000
^,700,000
2,550,000

: 2,500,000

2,500,000
2.500,000
2,500,000

2,500,000

2,450,000

2,400,000

2,400,000

2,400,000

2,400,000
2,400,000

2,400,000
2,400,000

2,400,000
2,350,000
2.350,000

2,350,000.
2,300,000
2,300,000
2,250.000

2,250,000
2,200,000

2,200,000
2,200,000
2,200,000

2,200,000
2,100,000

2,100,000

2,100,000

2;100,000

2,100,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000 :

1,850,000

1,800,000

1,800,000
1-,750,000

1,750.000

1,750,000

1,700,000

1,700,000

1,700,000

1,700,000
1,700,000

1,700,000

1,700.000

1 ,700,000

1,700,000

1,700,000
1,6.50,000

1,600,000

1,600,000
1.600,000

1,600,000

1,550,000

],5O0i00O

1.500,000

1,500,000

1,.500,000

1,500,000

tally, is unmistakable in the, top
grossers of the pa.st three years.

In 1947. it was the above-men^
tioned "Welcome Stranger" and
the year before "Bells of St.

Mary's." In 1948, two. pix in the
"Golden Circle" were his— 'Rio"
and "Emperor Waltz." However,
the decline in grosses can be seen
in the .$4,500,000 "Rio" racked up
as against the $8,000,000 and
$6,100,000 Crosby figures of the
previous • years. ::

While J. Arthur Rank was
squawking about his failure to get
playing time for British pix in
America, the 1948 list of top-
grossers gives him two places as
against none lajst year and two in
1946. He made the grade this
time with the Universal relea.ie of
Laurence Olivier's "Hamlet,"

I which appears destined for $3,250,-

000 and Eagle Lion's reloa.se of

"Red Shoes," which should get

$2,200,000. Playolf on both of

these, on a roadshow basis, is very

slow and it may take several more

years to hit the estimated grosses.

Further indication of the gen-

erally lower level of U. S, ana

Canadian grosses in 1948 is seen

in the total ab.sence of pix in the

$5,000,000 or Over category, and

the dip even in the number that

garnered $2,000,000. Here's the

way the whole tabulation works

1948 1947 194«

0 11 '

7 15 18

22 35 ' <3;

65 75 73

Over
Over
Over
Over

$5,000,000

$4,000,000

$3,000,000

$2,000,000



AO-rime Top Grossers

FolloiLnng is the all-time "Golden Circle"—those pictures ti-Iiich have
earned, or give promise of earning a minimum of $4,000,000 in domestic

(V S and Canada) rentals. D. W. Griffith's 1915 smash, "Birth of a
Nation" (Mutual), belongs on the list, but exactly where is a question

ronfused by nost(ilgia and lost records. Oldtimers in one way or another
n.-.ociated with the picture estimate its gross at anywhere from
^0000,000 to $50,000,000. Present-day disfribution execs feel, however
%dt fmres such as those wsre impossible to achieve in those days of
\mvled theatres and distribution.

. . Gone vvitji the Wind (M-G) (1939) $22,000,000

, 2 Kept Years of Our l^yes (RKO) (1947) 10,170,000

3 Duel in the Sun (SRO) (1947) . . .; 8,700,000

4 This Is the Army (WB) (1943) 8,500,000

6, Jo.'son Story (Col) (1947 8,000,000

6 Bells of St. Mary's (RKO) (194(i) 8,000,000

7 Going My Way '(Par) (1944) 6,.500,000

8 j.'or Whom the Bell Tolls (Par) (194.3) 6,300.000

q Welcome Stranger (Par) (1947) 6,100,000

lo' Snow White .(RKO) (1937) ; 6,000,000

il' B'.ue Skies (Par) (1946) 5.700,000

12 Egg and 1 (U) (1947) , .
r. 5.750,000

13 Leave Her to Heaven (20th) (1945) 5,550,000
14' Big Parade (M-G) (1925) 5,500,000

15 Unconquered (Par) (1947) 5,250,000

16 Yearling (Metro) (1947) 5,250,000

17 Forever Amber (20th) (1947) 5,050,000

18 Song of Bemadette (20th) (1943) 5,000,000
19' Meet Me in St. Louis (M-G) (1945) 5,000,000

20 Mrs. Miniver (M-G) (1942) 5,000,000

21 Spellbound (UA) (1946) 5.000,000
22' Green Dolphin St. (M-G) (1947) .5,000,000
23* Razor's Edge (20th) (1947) 5 000,000
24' Weekend at the Waldorf (M-G) (1945) . . . , 4 900,000

25 Notorious (RKO) (1946) 4,8004)00

26 Ziegfeld Follies (M-G) (1946) 4,7,30,000

27 lluckstei-s (M-G) (1947) 4,700,000

28 Green Years (M-G) (1946) 4.650,000

29. Adventure (M-G) (1946) ^ 4,500,000

30 Easy to Wed (M-G) (1946) ; 4,500,000

31. Anchors Aweigh (M-G) (19^5) 4,500,000

32 Four Horsemen (M-G) (1921) 4,500,000

33. Random Harvest (M-G) (1942) 4.500,000

34, Road to Utopia (Par) (1945) 4,.»00,000

35. Since You Went Away (UA) (1944) 4,500,000

36. Stagedoor Canteen (UA) (1943) . , ,
, 4 500,000

37, Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (M-G) (1944) ; 4,500,000

38, Thrill of a Romance (M-G) (1945) , 4 500,000

39 Valley of Decision (M-G) (1945) , 4,500,000

40, Bachelor and Bobbysoxer (RKOi (1947) 4-,500,000

41, Till Clouds Roll By (M-G) (1947) 4 .-500,000

42. Road to Rio (Par) 1948) . ,
v

, , . . 4.500,000

43. Two Years Before the Mast (Par) (1,946) 4.400,000

44. Hamy Girls (M-G) (1946) , 4.3,50,000

45. Lost Weekend (Par) (194(i) 4,300,000
(46, Saratoga Trunk (WB) (19461. , 4,210,000

47. Hollywood Canteen (WB) (1944) 4.200.000
43. Easter Parade (M-G) (1948) 4.'200,000

49. Mother Wore Tights (20th> (1947)....?.;.............. 4,-1,50,000

50. Red River (UA) (1948) 1 4,1,50,000

51. Three Musketeers M-G) (1948) 4.100,000
52. Johnny Belinda (WB) (1948) 4,100,000
53. Cass Timberlane (M-G) (-1948)

,
4,050,000

54. Emperor Waltz (Par) (1948) 4,000,000
55. Ben-Hur (M-G) (1926) ! . 4,000,000
56. Dolly Sisters (20th) (1945) 4 000,000
57. Kid from Brooklyn (RKO) (1946) 4,000,000
58. Reap the Wild Wind (Par) (1942) 4,000,000
59. Sln,ging Fool (WB) (1928) 4,000,000
60. State Fair (20th) (1945) 4,000,000

. SI. Holiday in Mexico (M-G) (1946) , . . 4,000,000
62. Margie (20th) (1946) ^ .T.: .: J.: .'.". 4,000,000
63. JNlght and Day (WB) (1946) 4,000,000
64. Smoky (20th) (1946) 4,000,000

George Sidney and Joe Pastemak

Year's Top $ Director and Producer

lane" all that coin; and can Miss
Turner be credited with "Mus-
keteers' " success against the mu-
sic, with Its attendant fanfare, the
color, th(^ bigness of the produc-
tion and Gene Kelly, Van Hellin
and June AJlyson?

Tracy, in addition to "Timber-
lane," was in another big-grosser, Pair of pix megged by Metro's , Engel, William Jacobs, Alex Gotn

agafnVere was a wd^^^^^^
^'^""^ '""^ Prions jtlieb and Henry Blanke.

and Van Johnson, Katharine Hep- °^ other Hollywood directors
|

Sidney directed "Three Musk©
burn and Angela Lansbury to lielj) ' last year in the coin they garnererd teers," which grossed $4,100,000:
out But a big assist must certain-

1 at the boxoffice. Sidney's "Three ' and '/Cass Timberlane," $4,050,000

Musketeers" and "Cass Timber- 'to give thfe total of $8,150,000

lane" dopped: $8,150,000 between i M c L e o d helmed Paraniounl'i

them in domestic cross" Vakiety's "«oad to Rio'', ($4,50Q,()()0) animem in aomesue gross? variety s
..paleface" ($3,500,000) for aii &»

annual year-end tabulation of gygggte $8,000,06().
earnings of top films reveals.

j Thorpe, at Metro, handled th*
On the producer . side, Metro's meg on : "Date fto : Jucly''' ($3i7b0i'i

him in the rare strata of stars
Whose names mean money at the
boxoflice^.

I Judy, Hope, Oliver. Grant

Sticking to Metro for the mo-
ment^and that studio seems to be j 1 x^..^ . , , ,-i„.,. ^, .

the only one with any considerable 1

"'"^ Pasternak was top man—and
j
000) and "On an Island With You''

also the busiest; He .was responsi- 1 (!l!3,150,000) for a? total -$6,850,000.
ble for five films released during Walters, another Metrbite.meggeiJ;
the. year. They racked up a gigan- 1 "F.astpr Parade" . ($4,200,000) and
tic total of $13,850,000--about 6%

j
''Good News" ($2,500,000) for total

of the aggregate gross of all 1948 $6,700,000.
pix that earned $1,500,000 wt

; Hawks niade "Red River'* ($4,-

150,000) for Monterey Productions,
Leading directors, all of whom an indie unit (UA), ahd "Song Is

coincidcntayy. accounted for two
|
Bbi-n" ($2,400,000) for Gpldwyn.

pix during the year, in the order ( Wilder, a JPariamounteerj turned
of finish at the payoff line follow- , out 'fEinperbr Walta?' ($4,000,000)
ing Sidney were Norman McLeod; ! and ^?F6reigh Affiair*^ ($2,5OO,OO0)i
Walter Lang, Richard Thorpe, 1 totalling $6,500,000;

'

$4,200,000 can you credit to Miss Charles Walters, Howard Hawks,
; Negelescu made one for Warner

Garland? Some of it, anyway. . 1
William. Wilder,; Jean Negelescu, iBi'os.. ''.Tohttny Belinda" ($4,100.-

Paramount's second wonder boy '

David Butler, John Huston and
' oqO), and one for 20th--Fox, "Road'

is Bob Hope. Crosby, of course,
i

S. Sylvan Simon,
, House" ($2,350,000), for a $6.4.50.-

was no handicap to him in pushing
| Producers following Pasternak ' 000 total. Butler made "Wild Irish

Rio" to $4,500,000, but "Paleface" in the amount of coin their output Rose" ($3,400,000) and "Two Guys
garnefed were Arthur Freed,

! from Texas" ($2,350,000), giving

stable of valuable marquee, names—Judy Garland pops up in a pair
of winners, "Easter Parade" and
"The Pirate." Latter was no great
shake.s at $2,200,000, but the Gar-
land-Gene Kelly combo must be
credited with getting it a good por-
tion of that sum. As for "Easter
Parade," by the time you get Irv-
ing Berlin songs. Technicolor, a
tremendous production; Fred
Astaire, Peter Lawford and Ann
Miller, how much of . its giant

at .$3,500,000 was all his own. John
Wayne's

, straight shooting Out of
the west doesn't seem to get him

i on any of the 'smart , "most popu-
' lar" lists,- but the boots-and-saddle
hero apparently has something
with three films that averaged

Charles Brackett, Jerry Wald, Sam , WB' $5,750,000. Another War—
I

norite, - Huston, did "Key Largo"'

Yoti're ' """^ "Sierra Madre"you run into the stopper, »v-
1 ~nn nnn^ * i 1 < <.r: i:EA nnn

about to add Burt Lancaster and t

^$2,300,000), a total of $5,550,000,

then you consider "All My Sons," 1
Simon, via a tletip With Red

« 917 nnooanv, in crr^eo Th«,. in wMch he's teamed With Edwai d Skellon, directed both of the

"Rpi Tvpr" (whf.h Jil^^^ Robinson, and which proved a ,

actor's films. First, at Columbia.
Red River (vvhich may make

I pj.i^p ^^ppj^jg Or Dana Andrews 1
was "FulW Rnwh M:m " arrmmt.

nSce)"'"^rt "aoX""' Td and ' theTTou remembe;"'^ee; ing for" $3:i0W rnd"seco„d: at

"Tvpnn^ " ^ Waters," with a gross so low 20th- '
Metro. "Southern Yankee," good

i for $1,800,000

Or how about Jimmy Cagney and $4^0,000.^Laurence Olivier's a quadruple
j

^^^^'^
t^'^"/,^''' f'^jf^J^

threat who certainly must be reck^

oned with in the tungstens. Despite
the aid of a kid named Bill Shake-
speare, "Hamletv is still all

Olivier's as actor, directbr, pro-
, „ , . „ .

ducer and adapter. 1
^o"' ^^"e Davis

in a real fizz. Winter Meeting,"

or . a- total . of

recall "Time of Your Life." Or
Rita Hayworth and consider "Lady
from Shanghai." And Ginger
Rogers and Cornel Wilde in "It

Star Ratings Dubious
Continued from pa.ee 3 .

irons who voted for her when
|

"Arch of Triumph" was in the
j

neighborhood? Out seeing Lassie I

in "The Hills of Home," no doubt,

!

because the Lassie and the Berg-
j

man-Charles Boyer epic both did
exactly the same amount of busi-
nesi—$1,700,000.
Miss Bergman, as a mailer of

fact, only two years ago was
tagged in Variety's annual sum-
nary as an unequaled phenome-
noji. She appeared in a whole
quartet of films which averaged
belter than $5,000,000 each in
domestic gross. That's a record
approached only by her sidekick
in the b,o, sweepstakes that year,
Bmg Crosby.

Crosby, if anyone, can probably
•je counted as a star with real
arag-em-in quality at the b.o.
Either that or he's been highly
caretul of the pictures in which
nes worked. In any case, alter
qualifying as b.o. leader in 1946

S?r
?<=Peat>ng in '47, he is undis-

puted laurel-holder for the year
3ust past. Of the two Paramount
ti nr.i^'i'''^'^

garnered more than
$4,000,000 gross—in a total list of
seven from all campanies—Crosby
appeared in both. They were "Road
."•o Hio, the year's b.o. champ, and
Jimperor Waltz."

Incidentally, despite the tune-

0 Lf "Waltz," there's an-
otl e • s,de to the record. Pic, in

taln^""'"^"''
«"<i with Joan Pon-

ln m-.i'""?^^''''*'''
was so expensive

on )w. f Ptobably end up
,

" Wrong side of the P&L tally.

1 Those Other Factors
|

thP successful pix,

the i .
gross was due lo

•
Mdi or sUrs and how much

to other factors. In most fnstances,

by the ' time you peel o(f all the

other reasons the film is big, you
begin to wonder. That's not to say

the player's performaneie isn't im-

portant, as was pointed out in the'

case of Jane Wyman in "Johnny
Belinda." But as a name for draw-
ing coins across the b,o, sill, it

must be admitted that Miss Wyman
could never before be credited

with much potency. She may carry
over some power into her. next
picture as the result of her per-

formance, but if the yarn itself

isn't good, the draw— and Miss
Wyman—will soon be forgotten.

"Sitting Pretty" Is another case

in point. It rang up $3,550,000,

a whale of a gross, yet certainly

almost any competent players

could have been substituted for

Robert Young and Maureen O'Hara
and nobody would have known the
difference. What about Clifton

Webb, however? His performance
Undoubtedly was one of the things

that made the picture, yet his b.o,

draw is inconsequential unless he's

given a suitable story.

On the other hand, aside from
Crosby there are some names that

do count, per se. Two of them must
be Clark Gable and Lana Turner,

for together—and largely througli

their power—they pushed "Home-
coming" to a giapt $3,600,000. That

was Gable's only film during 1948,

but Miss Turner was in two others

that did even better—"Three Mus-
keteers," Which grossed $4,100,000,

and "Cass Timberlane," which did

$4,050,000. Again the questions

comes up, how much was it Gable

and how much Turner that caused

"Homecoming" to score so well;

was it Spencer Tracy or Miss

Turner, or both, who got "Tiinber-

Cary Grant, if he had to, nailed
down his claim to some of that

b.o, moolah when Sam Goldwyn's
"Bishop's Wife" wasn't going so
well and was given a needed hypo
by changing the billing to "Gary
and the Bishop's Wife," His other
one was "Mr. Blandings Builds His
Dream House."
Aside from other such estab-

lished names as Gary Cooper, Hum-
phrey Bogart, Danny Rave. Alan
Ladd, Abbott & Costello, Errol

Flynn and Victor Mature, a few
additional ones must be taken into

I
account, 20th-Fox's Dan Dalley
is one. In "When My Baby Smiles
at Me" he had the support of

Betty Grable (whose "Lady in

Ermine," to confuse things fur-

ther, was a flop). In "You Were
Meant for Me" he had the less

important support of .leanne
Grain. (Less important although
her "Apartment for Peggy" did al?'

most : twice as well as Grable's
"Ermine"?). In "Give My Regards
to Broadway" Dailey was on his

and a near-miss, "June Bride.

Then, again, Tyrone Power looked
great when "Captain from Castile"'

did $3,650,000, \>ut what happened
I to "Luck of trie Irish" shouldn't
I happen to. any actor.

\ . Ray Milland was the hottest

i
thing around after his perforjiiaiice

a couple years ago in "Lost Week-
end," But what good did it do
Paramount this past year when
"Sealed Verdict" and "So Evil My
Love" failed to do enough- busi-

ness to talk about. It's the same
kind of predicament that wiU face

Producers' Tabulations

On the producer side, Paster-
nak's five at M-G were "Date With
Judy;" ($3,700,0001, "On an Island
With You" ($3,150,000), "Three
Daring Daughters" (.S2.8QO,000),

"Luxury Liner" ($2,400,000) and
"Kissing Bandit" ($1,800,000).

- Freed's production, likewi.se at

Metro, added to $10,500,000, with
"Eaisler Parade" ($4,200,000). "Pi-

rale" (.'R2,200.000), "Good News"
($2,500,000) and "Summer Holi-
day" (.M.eOO.OOO).

Brackett, at Paramount, totalled

$8,800,000 With "Emperolr Waltz"
($4,000,000), "Foreign Afl'air" ($2,-

500,000) and "Tatlock's Millions"

>

i.$2 300,000), Close behind him was-
Waid. at WB, with ".lohnny Belin-

Miss Wyman this coming year and
I

da" ($4,000,000) and "Key Largo"
Olivia de Havilland after her per- '

($3,250,000) giving a total of

formance in "Snake Pit," They'll $7,250,000, while his "To the Vic-

have to have equally good vehicles I
tors" was a bust and didn't, score

or their Oscars aren't going to put,
-ir

much coin in any producer's
grouch bag.

. It's all this up and down bu.siness

at the boxoffice repeatedly recur-
ring that must dump the breeze
right out of the mainsail of any
would-be maker of a list to indicate

own except for a bit of Technicolor i

star drawing power. Just when you

and a w,k. title and he did very
okay.

Those He-Men

Robert Mitchum, in "Blopd on
the Moon" and "Rachel anrf the
Stranger," both of which did well,

added strength, paradoxically, as

i a result of publicity attendant to I
and the day of using stars for

I

a narcotic's rap. Richard Wid- "insurance" at the boxoffice is

mark's murderous laugh gave him

think you're getting safely into

port with a foolproof tabulation,
you find six members of your crew
have dropped dead in their latest
pictures and you're adrift.

All of which just proves the
original thesis that it takes many
factors to make a successful film

a certain asset value at the b.o.

Just as the list gets long enough,
however, to make it seem as though
there might be a decent number of
players who count on the marquee

past. As a matter of fact, if the
choice of buying the policy is on
the actor -or the writer, the pro-
ducer would appear: to • be better
off laying his coin on the man at
the typewriter.

Top-Grossers by Companies
Here's how many picLures each company distribiLted rohicli

SiTo.s'.sed $1,500,000 or over during 1948, and how much coiii each
rercircd or will receive in total domestic (including Canadian)

*• No. Of
Pix Over-
$1,500,000

1. Metro 20
2. 20th-Fox 17

3. RKO 13

4. Paramount . 12 .

5. Warner Bros 11

6. Universal 6 ^—

'

7. Columbia , . . . ; 6
8. . United Artists , 4
9. SRO •. 2

10. Mono-Allied Artists ... 1

11. Eagle Lion t.. 1

93

Total
Rentals

$53,950,000
41,500,000
30,600,000
31.600,000
27.500,000
13,700,000

' 12,100,000
9,000,000
4,950,000
2,400,000
2.200,000

$229,500,000

sufficiently to get on - Variety's
top-grosser list.

Engel made "Sitting Pretty"
($3,550,000) and "Street With No
Name" ($2,350,000) to give 20th a
total of $5,900,000. Jacobs worked
for WB to the tune of $5,150,000
with "April Showers" ($1,750,000)
and "Wild Irish Rose" ($3,400,000).

He was trailed by two other War--
nerites, Gottlieb and Blanke.

Gottlieb made "Romance on
High Seas" ($2,100,000), and "Two
Guys from Texas" ($2,350,000) for
a total of $4,450,000. while "Wall-
flower," which he also produced,
failed to make the top-grossers
list. Blanke was in the same boat
with Bette Davis' "Winter Meet-
ing" and with "Woman in White,"
but just about mad« the grade
with another Davis starrer,' "June
Bride," thart got $1,500,000. He
also came through rather well
with "Sierra Madrc" at $2,300,000
for a $3,800,000 total.

Heavy Name Lbeup For

Rep. Big-Budgeters
Hollywood,

Republic winds the 1948 produc-
tion year with the strongest star-
name backlog in the studio's 14-
year history. :

Completed and awaiting release

are eight top budgeters studded
with such names as John
Wayne, Gail Russell. Robert Mit-

chum, Myrna Loy, Louis Calhem,
Orson Welles, Constance Bennett,

George Brent, Brian Aheme, Jane
Russeli, John Carroll, Thomas
Gomez and Hoy Rogers. \la addi-
tion, studio has six small^ budg-
eters and a quartet of Cdlor cary
toons from Impossible Ficturev
stored in the vaults.
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THE KNOCKOUT
By JAMES J. GELLER=

Hollywood.

Over at the First International Pictures Studios in Hol-

lywood you'll find one of the best equipped gyms in the

Golden State. It even contains a regulation size prize

ring. Unfortunately, very few of the $2,500-a-week ex-

ecutives ever avail themselves fully of the great and

noble Art of Keeping Fit. And then, it's only for the

purpose of Occasionally receiving the soothing ministra-

tions of "Doc" O'Keefe, the husky masseur.
,

The roped arena in the studio gym can truly be attrib-

uted to the unflagging zeal of its original sponsor, Cleve

Horton, the ace producer of long and honorable standing.

Horton is mortgaged to the lore on the manly art of self-

flefense. His private office at the studio is appropriately

adorned With the yellowish prints and lithographs of John

C Heenan and Tom Sayers squaring off under the hot

rays of the noonday sun during their famous encounter

in 1859; the Boston Strong Boy, the immortal John L.

Sullivan, mustache and all, facing the game little English-

man, Charlie Mitohelli at Chantilly, France, as they were

caught by an imknqwn artist more than 60 years ago; and

« superb collection of the George Bellows prints of the

pHze ring. Over his mahogany bookcase you'll find a pair

of dark brown boxing gloves which Horton claims are the

Identical ones which wrought so much l^aypc to the anat^

omy of Jess Willard during that memorable afternoon in

the summer ot 1919 at Toledo; Ohio.

Don't ever sell Cleve Horton short merely as a fight

fan; he has soared beyond that goal. He talks, acts, dreams

*nd lives in the exciting atmosphere of pugilism. One of

his' fahiiliar caprices while lording over a story confer-

i
ence is to leap suddenly out of his chair and without the

'

slightest provocation, remove his coat and begin shadow
boxing with "a phantom opponent. Horton cherishes a

secret ambition. If it leaked out beyond this balmy Cali-

fornia periphery, the rest of the world would learn that

his lifelong goal is to experience the pleasant sensation of

clipping an adversary for the full count. Even though
Horton first opened his eyes in the mid-'8Qs, he labors

under the delusion that his fists pack the necessary lethal

power to accomplish this feat.
* * *

Promptly at 3:30 one afternoon, Horton called it a day
«nd rushed off to the gym.

"Get 'em on, Chuck!" he called to Chuck Dorsey when
he entered the gym. Dorsey, a tough old ex-pug, was
listed on the studio payroll as "trainer".

Presently the elderly Horton emerged, stripped in fancy

boxing trunlcs and shoes and bandaged hands, followed by
Dorsey who was likewise prepared for action. Behind
them came "Doc" O'Keefe rigged up as referee, carrying

the boxing gloves under his arm. Keeping pace with him
was Al Raymond, a studio hanger-on who doubled as sec^

t ond and timekeeper.
' Horton was the first to crawl through the ropes, accom-

panied by the faithful triumvirate. He walked over to the

rosin box, rubbed the soles of his feet firmly and then
went through the preliminary motions of unlimbering his

muscles by pulling the top rope strand in one of the cor-

ners of the ring. 'Next, he hopped over briskly to another
corner and stood with his hack to the post, until Raymond,
as his loyal second, slid a stool under him. He sat eyeing
Dorsey as O'Keefe laced his opponent's gloves. At a

signal from O'Keefe, he bounced to the center of the
ring, closely followed by Raymond who began massaging
his; back mechanically.
"How do you feel, Chuck?" he asked.

'

"In the pink," replied Dorsey.
"That's fine," concluded Horton as he flexed his muscles.
"When I blow the whistle come to the center and begin
s usual. Just like you're both pros," said O'Keefe, with
his two arms around the shoulders of the two boxers as
he explained instructions. "No hitting in the clinches.
Break cleanly. In the event of a knockdown, the lucky
man must go to a neutral corner."
"Look here," exclaimed Horton to Chuck, "I want you

to really cut loose. Dish it out. I can take it."

"Okay." replied Dorsey sheepishly.
"Remember, I don't want you to pull your punches,"

dmonished Horton with expressive gestures. ,

Dorsey searched O'Keefe's face but was rewarded with
• stony glance.

"You get what I mean," warned Horton. "I want this

to be a real match for three rounds. Not a workout."
"Can you stand it?" queried Dorsey.
"You bet I can!" solemnly aflJirmed the older man.
"May the best man win," volunteered O'Keefe.
After shaking their gloved hands, both contestants re-

turned to their respective corners. '

Thus far, barring an audience, everything was accord-
ing to the Marquess of Queensbury rules.

Again Horton went to work nimbly on the top rope
itrand while the impassive Dorsey stood diagonally op-
posite him.

O'Keefe blew his whistle.
Horton turned around swiftly and met Dorsey in the

center of the ring. The former led with a left hook.
Dorsey attempted to follow suit hut missed Horton by a
yard, Horton countered with one—two—three left jabs
In lightning succession. He began stalking Dorsey, search-
ing for an opening to throw his right . When the oppor-
tunity arose, Dorsey was perverse enough to roll, his jaw

neatly with the blow. Both men were in close quarters.

Horton gave ground and resumed jabbing furiously. This

time Dorsey playfully planted a harmless left to Horton s

face, Horton moved in closer. Dorsey commenced re-

treating backwards. Continuing the offensive,^ Horton

piled up a series of snappy Ifeft-hand jolts without receiv-

ing anything in return. His blows apparently carried no

sting but nevertheless his opponent appeared to be in

trouble. Horton swung a right but -Dorsey. covered up
feebly. Horton pursued his quarry. He worked his hands

in Dorsey's face like a piston. Dorsey attempted to re-

taliate wildly but the other man shuffle,d gracefully out

of range. Horton's confidence mounted correspondingly.

Now he permitted Dorsey to score a few light punches

without putting up a defense. Dorsey could not hurt him.

He would soon find but. They continued to spar and

Horton deliberately stepped into a right to his nose. The

impact sounded more like a friendly pat. The men
clinched and Horton angrily shouted, "Hit me hard!

Dorsey perplexed blinked his eyes. Stepping back, he
let go with a forced grunt which he timed simultaneously

with a left to Horton's ribs. It might have resulted in a

real casualty, were it not for the fact that he hit Horton

with an opened glove.

"Harder!" insisted Horton.

"Okay," murmured the cauliflower veteran. They con-

tinued sparring. Dorsey found it more expedient not to

avoid the harmless pokes of his older adversary.. Again

Horton directed him to strike with more force. Suddenly,

Dorsey let. loose with the old one-two. This transformjea

Horton into a Mount Vesuvius in eruption. He waded
fearlessly into battle. Both men now stood toe to toe,

exchanging a flurry of stinging rights and lefts; only Dor-

sey's efforts were still puny. Horton fought savagely like

the logical heir of' the first cave roan. He threw a deadly

right hook which landed on the point of Dorsey's jaw,

causing him to crumple forthright on the canvas. He lay

on his back with both hands and feet stretched out.

O'Keefe motioned Horton to a neutral comer and began

the count. The latter heavily drank in the proceedings

with almost the same satisfaction that came over Jack

Dempsey when he Anally lulled the Wild Bull of the

Pampas to sleep at the Polo Grounds. The perspiring

Horton finally accomplished his vain ambition.

Looking down at Dorsey while he tolled the fleeting

seconds, O'Keefe could scarcely suppress a smile as the

fallen ex-gladiator gave him the eye. When he finished

the count of 10, Horton clasped both gloved hands over

his head and waved triumphantly to an imaginary audi-

ence. Next he sprang gingerly over to Dorsey who per-

mitted himself to be assisted to his feet.

"I'm sorry. Old Timer," Horton said. "I had to knock
you out in the first round."

Dorsey shook his head as if emerging from the uncon-

scious.

Later, when both men were out of their boxing togs,

Horton, with a princely air, slipped some extra collateral

into Dorsey's hands and promptly made for his Cadillac.

When the latter unrolled it. he saw that it was a $100 note.

Wrong Clientele
I produced my first play with Winchell Smith,

which was "Turn to the Eight." back in 1916. Some
years later Smith and I were getting ready to present
a play of his called "The New Henrietta." Joseph
Brooks, the producer of Edgar Wallace's "Ben Hur,"
was to be our general m,inager. Brooks met us at the
Lambs one day and told us that he had booked the
play into the Knickerbocker.

"That house!" exclaimed Smith. "Why, that's no
place for it. My little comedy will be lost in there.''
"No it won't," replied Brooks, reassuringly. "Don't

you know that the Knickerbocker is the only theatre
In New York that has a steady clientele?"

"Is that so?" Smith answered, a little doubtfully.
"What about the play that's running there now? It's

a flop."

"Oh, that one/' Brooks replied. "The clientele just
didn't come."

-^John Golden. :

Vanishing Specie: The Story Ed
By ALAN JACKSON

Mr. Billy Friedberg, the press agent (on Broadway
they are referred to as Maneyacs) remarked the other
day that Eastern Story Editors are like tawny pipits.

They are rare and known to connoisseurs only. A fan
will spot one and will excitedly run to a telephone
book and call a fellow aficionado. "I Saw one today,"
he will exclaim, '^walking west on 44th Street," Glee-
fully, the fellow will enter the event in his notebook,
like the late J. Otis Swift or a member of the Audubon
Society. It will have made his day.

Vawety reporters, of course, know all about story
editors. They are the persons who tell them what
stories are being bought and who is being fired at

other studios (it is considered unethical for a story
editor to say anything at all about his own studio).

But Vahiety readers may like, to have their memories
refreshed about this apparently vanishing species.

These pipits seem to have fairly regular haunts../

Their favorite is George's bar at the Ritz. There they
may be seen congregating late afternoons, a weird,
huddled and muffled group that gives the place the
appearance and atmosphere of the stage set of "Out-
ward Bound." You may also see them, separately,
wanly tiying to get a table at the Algonquin or peck^
ing at a dish of eggs at' Loiiis XIV. There is one
who may be spotted almost every Friday noon lurking
In a corner at Sardi's.

Their function is to cover every book ever written
or about to be written and also, of course, to cover
themselves. This results in a series of psychosomatic
disorders. Their minds are so cluttered with publish-
ers' titles and the names and telephone numbers of ,

agents that they become unsuited to handle the ordi-
nary details of living. They even get their own busi-
ness mixed up. One was heard the other day mention-
ing a book named, "What Makes Sammy Ross Run?",
an obvious confusion hetween "What Makes Sammy
Run?", by Budd Schulberg, and "He Ran All the Way,"
by Sam Ross. Another has taken to referring to the •

new Marquand book as "No Wickford Point of Re-
turn," which takes less explanation.
The characteristics of story editors are fairly easy

to describe. They resemble .the stories they buy. Thus
"

a good story editor should have a beginning, a middle,
and an end. He should have more character than
plot. He should have a frame and his exposition
should not be too long, He should dress simply, since
costumes co.st too much. He is happier with a gim-
mick. And he,should always have a new twist—pref-
erbly- blonde.

Despite its frailties the breed is. basically a happy
one. It feels secure in possessing a profound, if shal-
low, knowledge of all American and European litera-
ture. Thus people are kind to it and at times consult
or caress it. It gets invited to parties. Who else but
a story editor would have the privilege of discussing
literature with, say, Lee Borgida, Lee Barker, Lee
Wright or Lee Kersh? Or making double talk with
Doubleday? Or lunching with Carol Brandt (not of
Brandt & Brandt), or Bennett Cerf (not of M.G.M.)?
Or with Harold Maxson or Mat Shulman? Or
Pauker or Dr. Faustus?

Indeed, like poor Kit Marlowe, story editors may
well be called the Muses' darlings, although now there
are nowhere near nine of them. They have found out
10 their certainty—and uncertainty—that their grind
IS no lough 3ob to ax. .

NAME YOUR POISON

Claude Blnyon

By CLAUDE BINYON

Hollywood.

The pile of manuscripts was so high, and Chandler was
slumped so low, that the secretary could see only the ton
of his head over the desk. "Mr. Joe Shakespciire to see
you," she said. Chandler straightened tiredly and added

another irritating manuscript to the
pile on his desk. "Send him in."

Joe Shakespeare entered the office
sidewise, as is the custoni with men
to whom doorways are rarely opened
wide. He carried a large briefcase
with the greatest of ease, because it
was empty. "It's nice of you tt^ jsee
me, Mr. Chandler," he said. .

"Not at all," said Chandler. "I need-
a story for Tana Mavis and I heard
you have one."

"Sure thing," said Shakespeare,
selecting the closest chair. He sat
grinning until Chandler became un-

comfortable. "Where is it?" asked Chandler finally, "in
my head," said Shakespeare.

Chandler inhaled uneasily. "I haven't much time," he
8aid. "This won't take two minutes," answered Shake-
speare. He leaned back and crossed his legs. "We open
on a little Island in the Pacific," he said. "Just long
enough to see it's a little island, then we move in to a
sarong hanging on the limb of a tree. We hear splash-
ing in a pool . .

."
.

"No, thanks," said Chandler. "Tana just did that one."
"I see your point," said Shakespeare, "but you inter-

rupted me. As I was about to say, we see this maid
carrying a breakfast tray, and you can tell from the hall

she's walking down that this is a class layout. She stops
In front of a bedroom door and knocks. There's no answer.
She opens the door, screams and drops the tray."

Shakespeare pauses, waiting brightly for Chandler's tense
question. Chandler just looks at him.
"Did I mention to you about the Automat?" asks

Shakespeare.

"Automat?"
"You see," says Shakespeare, "she's put her money in

the coffee thing but the little door won't open. And it's

her last nickel. So this fellow comes along—this Gable
type-;—and he tries to force the thing open with his knife.

A busboy spots him, and the cops come, and there's—

"

"Is that why the maid screamed and dropped the tray?"

asked Chandler.
"What maid?" asked Shakespeare. "What I was getting

at is that after the credit titles we fade in on a big clock

in a tower. It's midnight. Then we go to a bridge. There's

fog coming up from the river, and the clock sounds like

it's striking in a barrel. We see a girl climbing up onto
the rail, and all at once there's a shout and the sound of

running feet." He paused again with his bright smile.

"Go on," said Chandler. Shakespeare stared at him.

"Really?", he asked. "You reaUy want me to go on?"
"I dare you," said Chandler.
Shakespeare's uneasiness showed. "Where was I?" he

asked. "Did I get to the opening scene where this pea.sant

girl is kneeling by her father's grave, swearing venge-
ance?"' •

"No," said Chandler firmly. "There was a shout, and
the sound of running feet."

"Oh," said Shakespeare.
"Go on," said Chandler.
Shakespeare wagged his head in abject bewilderment

"I can't," he said. "Nobody's ever asked me to go farther

than that."

Silently he picked up his briefcase and edged Sidewise .

from the office.

For Once, Off Schedule
,
Backstage conditions are always a favorite topic of

conversation when actor iPieets actor.

The dressing room in the Cleveland Auditorium will

always be my iTio.st memorable dressing room. And
Nellye, my maid, will never, never forget it.

We were one and one-half flights up from the stage.

In addition we were approximately 300 feet oC floor

space from stage entrance to the dressing room door.

A freight elevator, however, was especially helpful
for the nine rapid changes of costumes during each
performance of "Annie Get Your Gun".
But it was not quite as simple as that. This is a

little different from the average theatre, One section

seats 4,200 people. But there is still a larger hall in

the same building which is used for circuses and con-
ventions. Between my dressing room and the con^

vention hall was a two-room emergency hospital.

There was a flower exhibition in the convention hall

that was also well attended and there was consider-

able traffic to the hospital.
During the first performance the freight elevator

was dplayed and despite some kind of recordrbreaking
dash down the hall, down the stairs, and across the

,
stage to the entrance, we were late for a musical cue.

Firm orders were given that nothing should delay the

operator from having the elevator on time. Notliing.

At the next performance, while making a quick

change, there was a timid knock on the dre.ssing

room door. There seemed no time to answer that

knock or the next or the next But the next knock
was firmer. Something had to be done. Nellye opened
•the door. I heard her saying, "Yes. . . * Yes! ... Yes!!'

The door closed. Nellye continued to help me niake

the change. I noticed she was pale—she grew whiter.

Then she swayed, started to fall, caught herself. It

was late. I had to run down the hall for the elevator.

But there was no elevator. I dashed down the hall

again, down the stairs, across the stage and on.

Later, Nellye told. Yes, she had opened tlie door

and standing before her were four policemen and the

elevator operator, who timidly and softly asked,

"Could we please, miss—just this time—take this lady

^ down in the elevator?"'—and he pointed, and Nellye

eaw on a stretcher at her feet the lady with her

. throat cut from ear to earl Nellye had said, "Yes- :• •

Yes! . . . Yes!!" The lady had gotten into a fight with

two gentlemen friends at the flower show.

—Mary Marian.
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Jack Haley
One of my favorite stories

.
is a true one. The late

Eddie Conrad told me ilial years ago when he and his

vij:' Birdie, were on the Orpheum- Circuit they learned

bit mail that their very young daughter was putting her

first sentences together. 'Weeks went by and finally their

tonr loas ended. Arriving in New York they rushed to

thf Bronx, where their daughter lived under the care and

gn'idmice of Birdie's grandmother. Bursting into the

aiiartment, expectant fatlwr and mother sinmltaneously

yjlU'd '-HeUo, grandma, Icfs hear the baby talk.". -"Take

il easy, don't gat hexnted dare," grandma cautioned. Then

turning to the daughter she said: "Go ahead Backala,

make ddre vid der recitation." . . Rebecca made a darling

curtsy and with clarity of voice started, "Humptay Dump-

tail, sits dare on der vail . ,

"
.

:

'interesting to note that from this situation, came the fa-

v'oim Horvard Professor joke known throughout vauder

ville at that time as the "Veil I'll Tell You" story. .

Bennett Cerf
A few days after General Eisenhower's installation as

president of Columbia University, he journeyed to Albany

to address an audience of 1,000 prominent educators. An-
olher spealrer was Norman Cousins, editor of the Saturday

Review of Literature.

While the chairman was busy making elaborate intro-

ductions, General Eisenhower leaned over and whispered

to Cousins, ^'Are you hervous abotit addressinsr aii aueust

bddy like this?" "You bet 1 am,^' said Cousins. "No need
to be," counseled the general. "I used to eet the jitters

at a time like this, too. Then 1 thought of a surefire

remedy. I get up and look 'em straight in the cyes-^and
imagine thai every one of them is sitting there in his

underwear^ I resain my self-assurance Immediately l''
..

Belle Baker
In the days of Cantor & Lee, I played on the same bill

with Eddie and Al Lee in Youngstown, O. After each

matinee we'd go to the local movie and during the week
I found myself Slightly short of money. I borrowed $3

fr6m Eddie and we decided that one day I would buy the

tickets and he would buy the candy and chewing gum.

The next day he would buy the tickets and I would buy
the refreshments. This went on for a week and st the

end of the week I hadn't yet paid Cantor his $3. One
day we happefled to be talking about how much money
we could save if we worked steadily for a certain number
of weeks. Eddie said he could save so much and I told

him how much I could save. He looked at me (with the

money 1 owed him in mind) and said, "Belle, with my
three dollars?"

Claude Binyon
Fresh from Variety in 1932, I was entrusted by Para-

mount into the capable, tolerant hands of producer Percy
Heath for my

;
first writing as.'sigmnent. I had conceived

thi' not too original but .apporenrtj/ perennial story of a

mail who could foresee the future, and J was to develop

it into a screenplay U7ider Heath's- guidance,'

Heath read my story and summoned me to his office.

HiS voice was as gentle as Ms smile. "You have only the

breai/i 0/ a story here, son," he said. "It needs major
coinpUcations of a cataclysmic nature. Your hero should

become involved to the point where there is no poss'ible

soUaion to his predicament." He patted niy shoulder

paiernally. "You have my permission to work away from
the studio," he said. "Go home and get your hero into the

d^ri-dest mess inMginable. Then come bade—and togeOier

wr"l loork him out of that mess."
,

Tliree weeks later I returned to the studio with my. hero
anc' his mess. I looked up to see the studio flag at half

mast. Percy Heath was dead—ond my hero and his mess
remain an unproduced Paramount property.

Myron Cohen
As siiovv busine.ss already knows, tor many many years

I was what was usually called "a silk salesman" and so
lir ny of the things I do are actual experiences from life.

1 might begin by telling of a dress manufacturer
wiio, through wisdom and hard work, built a fabulous
business in the needle Industry. He then decided to
build himself a beautifiil home in the suburbs and after
it was finished, he invited one of his favorite "Jjeparf-
menl Store Buyers" out for the weekend. He showed him
a:l 'tlnough the house and then out into the gardens,
where the buyer saw many tlvousands of very beautiful
ilower.s. The xnanufacturer couldn't help but rave over
tiie beauty of the many gorgeous colorings. The buyer,
of course, was thrilled with the sight, a.s an \ one might
have been, and then asked: "My dear friend, the flowers
are really very beautiful. What kind are they?" The
manufacturer replied: "Why ask me. I'm not in the mil-
lin y business."
Thoy then walked further along and the buyer noticed

Ihi a-j enormous swimming pools. He gasped in ama'/.e-
meiit and then asked: "What in the world- do you need
Willi three swimmmg pools?" The manufacturer answered:
"What do I need with three swimming pools! Aren't you
bcHg silly? Simply because I was fortunate enough to
make money, is that any reason to forget the many friends
that I have made in all of my struggling years? I have a
p'uiee in the country and they are invited to come out as
guests. I have many friends who like to swim in hot wa-
ter, consequently pool No. 1 is for the 'hot water swim-
mers.' Then I have other friends who live at the beach
all year around. In fact, those are the ones who swim
during the winter time between the ice cakes. Thev aie
usually known as 'Polar Bears.' As a result, pool No. 2
is for the 'ice cold water swimmers'."
The buyer then said: "Yes, but pool No. 3 is empty."

The manufacturer replied, "Of course. X have friends
Who don't swim!"

Fredric March ,

The still man in "Best Years" came in one day and said

Sam Goldwyn had just stopped him, in a complete ctuan-

.dary, on his (Sam's) oion lot (,UA) , where he's been niak-

inq pictures for 20-odd years, and said, "Boy! Boy! Tell

vie, ivhere is Stage S'.'" {.Gregg Toland told me later it

happened reguraly^ )

Benny Goodman
A former Navy chief moved into a new town/and prompt-

l.\' bought an old tavern. For weeks the townfolks saw

'

him hard at work painting the front, hammering new fix-

tures into place and finally receiving tmckloads Of fresh
bottled goods. Then: silence. , ,

Finally, a delegation went to visit the chief. They
k. :)?kod on the door.' which opened after a slight delay;

7\y." the spokesman demanded, "when is this saloon
ol . ours going to open up?"

,

"Open up?" the ex-tar an-swered. "You don't think after
20 yi;ars of saving up for this I'm going to let any
strangers in?"

Eddie Davis
Here are a couple of my favorites!

This factory owner was the kind who took a personal

interest in all his employees from the sweeper-upper to

the vice-president. Ho always made a tour of the plant

to see if their were any new men whom he, didn't know.
One day he entered the business office and saW a man
who was unfamiliar to him counting up a thick wad
of cash.

"Vfhere did you get your financial training, young man,"
he asked.

"Yale," the man answered.
The boss, who was a great believer in higher education,

was very pleased.

"Good," he said, "and what's your name?"
"Yackson," came the reply, •'

An old man who had seen better days beeam.e pro-

foundly religious as he sensed the end coming'. One day
he applied to an exclusive chrirch for membership. The
pastor, noting that his clothes, and manners might be
offensive to his other parishioyiers, tried to put him off

with evasive remarks. The old man finally became aware
that he was net wanted and said that he would sleep on
it and perhaps the Lord would tell him just what to do.

. A few days.later he returned, . .

"Well," asJced the 'minister, "did the Lord send you
aniessage?"
'"Yes, he did," came the answer. "He told me it wasn't

any use. He said, 'I've been trying to get in that saineV

church myself for iO years and I still can't inafce it'."

Eddie Cantor
Georgie Jcssel, my gin rummy pigeon, was talking to

Max Gordon about the phenomenal success of Al Jolson.
"Max," said Georgie, "think of this guy, Jolspn, making

.$3,000,000 out of 'The Jolson Story,' $75,000 out of the
'Anniversary Song,' the Lord knows what out of all those
Decca records, and only a few years agoc^l couldn't get
a job on the radio, couldn't play in a theatre, they wouldn't
have him in pictures—what do you think of that?"
Max Gordon answered philosophically, "It only proves^

Georgie, you must never close up the store!"

Tallulah Bankhead
While playing Sabina, the eternal hussy, in Thornton

Wilder's "The Skin of Our Teeth." the script directed
that I occasionally step out of character to comment to

the audience on what was going on on the stage. One
such aside was, "I don't know what thisi damned play is

all about."
It was at an intermission following the scene in which

I rid myself of this irreverency that a Park Avenue de-
butante turned to her escort in the lobby and, said: "I
agree with Miss Bankhead. 1 don't know what the damned
play is all about. Do you?"
Her companion replied: "Yes, I think so."

"What?", she snapped. ',

"The human race*" he said.

"Oh," she ohed, "Is that all?"

Joe E. Lewis
Years ago in Chicago, a young hoodlum, loho had just

gotten into the rackets, used to liang out in a club I worked
in. He soon got a reptitation as an ace triggerman despite
his yotith. He was . a coId'Wooded Iciller, and oddly enough
the only reaction he would have to a kiUiufli tooitld show
up in his eyes. For some reason or other right after he
did "a job," his eyes uiould.get terribly bloodshot. About
the fifth time he showed up in tlie joint with bloodshot
eyes I tried giving him a little lectiLre. "Look, kid." I
said, "you know this is o terrible life far a young fellow
. . you've got to stop .

.

"

At this point I noiiced his sometimes fatal resentment
rising, so I quickly added, "I mean it. . .you've got to stop
^-you'll nii'n yow eyes!" '

Bobby Clark
IJeard ex-Gov. Harold HofTmaii tell about the man who

loved to play poker. He moved to another town, and the
first thing he did was to round up three other fellows
to come over to his house and have a game. They had
hardly started to play, when one of the men gave a great
gasp and fell across the table dead. One of the other
players said, "Good God: he's dead, what wilt we do?"
The

. guy who loved the game so much said, "Let's take
out the deuces and treys."

Jack Pearl
Naturally we all got many requests for benefits, hinoh-

pons, etci One day a woman's auxiliary asked me to be
guest and speaker. When I got there, the chairman met me
at the door and told me what a wonderful man I was and
she was going to save me for the last, seeing as how I was
• a real" celebrity. I was flattered and honored and
thanked her. I asked how long she would like me to talk.
Five minutes?

"Couldn't 3'ou make it longer?" •

"Well, I'll try to streteh it to lO.'*
"Make it 2S."

.
"Why 25?," I asked.
"Well," Sh« said, "that Will giv# them time to clear

the chairs away, so we can get the floor ready for dancing "

Marian and Jim Jordan
The story I am_ going to set forth here we gave to a

fellow who is with the Saturday Evening Post. Whether
it will appear in his story or not, I don't know, and I also
don't know if you would care if it did.

Anyway it's just about the funniest thing that ha"s hap-
pened to us in a long time. We were down in Santa Fe,
New Mexico, about a year ago, and a lady who is now a'

very famous artist, spent several days taking us around
through the back country and showed us a swell time.
Her name is Pansy Stockton and she has become famous ,

for painting^ which she makes without using paint; she
uses stones and things that girCw, but no paint. For many
years Miss Stockton was a radio performer in Denver.

We went into a store io this little town and there was a
lady in her 60's who spoke very broken English behind
the counter (and she didn't speak any better in front of
the counter). She had the radio on and all she could
talk about was singing; she wanted Pansy to sing for her
and she kept begging and begging her, but Pansy didn't
want to do it. Anyway all the lady would talk about was
music and singing and th^e radio.

Finally, Pansy Stockton said to her, "Have you ever
Jfeard Fibber McGee & MoUy on the radio?;' And the
lady said, "I don't know—sing a little of it and maybe I'll

remember."
This is the truth as it-happened, and I used it several

times last year in our warmup and it worked.

Gertrude Niesen
College sMbsidizinf; of foothall players has produced

some amusing storiesi but I like the one about the col-

legiate hero who was apprised, durinj; the big game, that
a scout from one o/ the big pro/essionnl teoms wos in tli«

stand.?. Later #ie scout sought out tUe Tiero.
'

A teammate later asked the hero what happened in thg
meeting xeith the scout.

: "Nothing," scoffed the hero. "I wouldn't sigui I just

won't take a cut." •

Jack Oakie ,

•

As you know, I live in the .part of San Fernando'
Valley called North'ridge. This time of the year the
fog is so thick, it drops a curtain through which no
actoV can make an entrance.
Coming home from 20th Century-Fox: during one oF

the' heaviest fogs in years, I spotted the tail light,

of a car going my way. So I made my trip easier by
following it. ..

' After some very successful tailing, the car in front
of me came to a sudden stop, and I barely avoided
colliding with it. In' order to cover up the near-,

accident I got out and shouted at the other driver:
"Why don't you put out your hand when you stop
short like that?"
The poor guy was astounded. "Put out my hand!"»

he said. "I'm in my garage!"

Harry Hershfield
In my opinion funniest goofy of the year:
A 10-year-old kid, watching a boomerang-tlirower for

first time, marveled every time it was thrown away and
always came back.- The thrower, seeing the boy's great
interest, said: "Kid, here's an old boomerang—take it

home and have some fun with it." Boy, happy, went in
for boomerang throwing' In the night, or in a snowstorm,
or through windows, or over roofs-^no matter how he
threw it. it always 'came back. When the boy became 15^

they decided to give him a present. Instead of giving him
a bike, watch or fountain pen, they gave him a boomerang.
A month later, a fellow asked how the boy liked the new
booMierang? "Oh, he'S; in the hospital—he's a mental
case," "A mental case?" "Yes—he went crazy trying to
figure out how to throw the old one away/'

Frank Sinatra
The story I like is the one about the California agent

who contracted a vaudeville act from the east for a pic-

ture. They were six singing and dancing midgets. Wlien
the agent met the train at Pasadena the midgets stepped
off the iroin, only they were all six feet tall. "What hap-
pened to you?" the slightly bewildered agent asked.
The spokesman for the midget act said, "We met soint

wise guy on the train who talked tts inio chonffing our
.act;" .

Jay Brennan
On my way to get the morning papers I stopped to talk

to the super of a hou.se down the block from me, one of
those typical Brooklyn brownstone houses, owned by two
sisters, Maude and Carrie. Old and eccentric, Maude is

married, Carrie's a spinster.
The super said, "The old man had a very bad habit that

annoyed the girls very much so they took him down to

the cellar, stood him up against the wall, stretched his arms
out as far they they could get them, then they tied his

hands to the wall. One of the roomers heard about it

and called the cops. With the two old girls they went to
the cellar. When they saw the old fellow with his arms
outstretched, one of the COps wanted to know: "Why'd yuh
tie his hands to the wall?" Maude replied, "Well, it's

the only way to keep him from bitin' his nails."

Lauritz Melchior
Just after a concert in Houston 1 twisted my ankle. My

hotel was just across the street so 1 threw my coat over
my shoulders and firmly placed my hat on my head, a
little forward over the eyes, crossing the street to buy all

the Sunday papers, As soon as I hobbled into the lobby
of the hotel, I stopped to rest my foot. No sooner had J

done this than a man, in one great huriT, rushed up to
me and pulled a paper from my hand.

I would have felt very much better if he had not left m*
a' dime.
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How to Write a Documentary Film

Bv HAL BLOCK-

Good Form

It looks as though the day of the^simple cops-and-

robbers, who-dun-il. "Hands Sticking Out of the False

Mantel Type" is washed up. No one will even go into the

theatre unless the plot involves a p man. OSSpian

or more recently a T-man. A T-man is a sort of Hopalong

Cassidv with Credentials. None of these characters would

be caught dead on a movie-set in an ordinary picture.

They've got to be placed in a Documentary Picture, and

tlio action must be shot On the Actual Scene (newsreel

style with commentator attached).

This commentator must be no Arthur Godfrey. This

boy has to speak in a voice that is taut and tense, a voice

•that gives a premonition of disaster, a voice that has all

the world's trouble in its tremolo.
.

Now all this time in the back of the narrator there is

a montage (you must have a montage) of the various de-

partments that coordinate to make the T-man's mission

a success. There is the Treasury Department where they

print the money; the Engraving Department where they

engrave the money; the Department where they receive

join- income tax statements; the Department where they

throw them out. There is the Fiction Department where

yoii list your deductions; and the Novelty Department

where they accept th<im; and, of course, there is the

Treasury Radio Program which starts out, "Ladies, does

your boyfriend make good money? If he does, just send

us his name- and address and we will do the rest."

Now we come to the office of the Treasury Agent Ex-

traordinary. These men are in charge of tracking down
all smuggling, especially narcotics. H there is one thing

a T-man hates more than anything else, it is narcotics and

hewill go tb any length to track down anyone who is as-

sociated with this stuff. In fact, they investigated the

Hit Parade for three weeks after hearing they had a song

on it called "The Gentleman Is a Dope."

At the start of all documentary films the T-man is very

dumb. In fact most of them look like they were 15 years

old before they 'learned to wave toyebye. Not only that

but in the first reels of the picture they can't tell a due
from a ferris wheel. There is no doubt that at the start

of the picture a smart operator could steal the Pentagon

Building, stone by stone, right out from under their noses

and set it up in San Simeon. But don't judge these lads

too harshly. By the end of the picture they got to be so

smart and canny that they can spot a black eye on Roches-

ter during an eclipse < drinking a glass of water at the

same time). .

]
" Fast Plane to^hina [

As soon as a T-man hears that any crime has been com-
mitted and he is appointed to investigate it he says. "Very
well, chiefi then I'm Off to China." All tliey have to hear

is that anything is even missing and they are off to the

Ends of the Earth (plug). If somebody reported that they
lost a stick Of bubblegum in the subway, 14 T-men would
be off to Sumatra to Interview the natives who extracted

the chicle. These boys will go anywhere that isnjt near.

There is a legend in the service about an absent-minded
T-man who wenf to a gas station to have his car checked.
After examination, the attendant reported that the motor
was missing. Within 10 minutes the T-man was on his

way to Ceylon.
As soon as they get out of town the T-men quickly

change their names. In some cases they change their
names so many times just in order to find out who they

. are, they have to go to a hotel and have themselves paged.
They al.so invariably disguise themselves (this is because
tlvey are afraid they may look too mucli like Diclc

Powell). The favorite method of theirs' to appear unob-
ti'usive and unobserved in some foreign clime is to dress
in native garments. A favorite getup is for them to ap-
pear with a white suit, a red helmet that lights up and
an .elephant in tow. This will probably completely baffle

the natives and make them think that the T-man is Sabu.
Now as the mvestigation proceeds there must be noth-

ing but sinister looking guys with smoking pistols, lighted
bombs and blood-stained knives in their hands. Naturally
they have nothing to do with tlie plot. The only time
the audience should get a real glimpse of the killer is

on a fleeting glance at a toothpaste ad in & subway shot:
There should also be a very goodlooking babe who is con-
stantly writing down very mysterious thiilgs on a pad of
paper and looking very guilty. This doll can easily wind
vip as the heroine at the end of the picture by showing
tliat she was doing some veiy scientific research such as
being a field worker for the Kinsey 'Report. The T-man
gets the killer, the girl gets the T-man, and they both wind
up with the top Treasury decoration (an iai2 Indian Head
Penny with loaf leaf clusters).

That just about takes in all the things you must IN-
CLUDE in a Documentary Film. Now for an important
Omission, It is important to omit your name from the
list of credits.

Ivipt. Note;- If the film is to appear on Television it

will: be nnore believable ij the part of the T-man is played
hy Herbert Rawlinson, Art Acord. or Elmo Liricoln. The
part of the girl can be either Clara Kimball Young, Phyllis
Haver, or Pearl White,

A fellow goes into a lawyer's office, wild-eyed, excited.

"I'm ill terrible trouble; yau'ye got to help me. .

The lawyer says, "Calm down. Tell me what happened?

The fellow says, "I was just, out on the golf course with

mv wife. She kept making fun of me. I kept getting

mad. Finally, we were at the 18th hole, I was just about

to tee off when she laughed again. I couWn t stand it.

1 hit her on the head and killed her . . . What will they

do to me?"
. ,, ./.<„i .

The lawyer says, "What did you hit her with?'

The fellow says, "The driver."
v^..

The lawyer says, "What are you worried about? You

used the right club!" —Toey Adams.

Kober's Cliches
continued from page S

A He's a vet radio batoneer who makes a telegenic

maestro, legreeing his hirelings into line to click with crix

and longhairs.

Q. What about the chumps who don't go in for culture

binge? .

A A closeup of the French-horn player blowing oom-

pahs into his raincatcher is sure to garner yocks from

the yokelry.

.Q. Who would, you say has the kudo spot so far m
• teevee?

A. The kudo spot in vaudeo belongs to Milton. Berie,;

a gent with plenty savvy for general clickeroo. In addi-

tion to his expert emceeing in which he introes vet yaud-

sters, he whams across his old routines to heavy applause,

keeping his stanza humming. -

Q. Isn't there always some nice spotting of femme
looker with a powerful set ot pipes?

A, That's right. She's used to thrush a medley of dis-

taff ditties to okay effect.

Q. Now tell me, Mr. Sullivan, what other form of show

biz trade is on the toboggan?

A. The niterics.

Q. You mean the cafes and cocktaileries?

A. Also the pubs, where they latch on to the airwave

disk jocks who handle -the wax-whirl stints, the bistros

with their floor shows featuring a chantoosey and a line

Of top terpers, the hostelries with their name bands to dish

the dansapation, and the hot spots where the sepia song-

stress does the balladeering to some sizzling ivorying.

Q. -And you say these niteries are also feeling the

depresh?

A. Absolutely. In fact, the bonifaee of one plushery

offering a top batoneer who fronts a class orch, is getting

snowblind from staring at the empty tablecloths. His joint

is due for a quick folderoo.

Q. Isn't there any heavy dough being raked in nowa»
days? V

A. Certainly. By the diskers and the pubberies.

Q. Of course! Petrillo's record band Ij^t must mean
that many of the label names are beginning 'to etch press-

ings again. - .

A. Right with Eversharp! Yes, the cleffers are going
note-nutty, churning out pop tunes for jock and juke at-

tention, with the flipovers as dull as ever.

Q. Mr. Stillivan, I wish to compliment you on your
testimony. For a guy Who is not a Variety mugg. I am
Indeed impressed with your savvy of show biz wordage.;

A. That's quite all right. By the way, Mr. Kober^ L

see that your initials are A.K. According to Variety^
Q. Thank you, Mr. Sullivan, and a happy New Year

. to you. '

•

A. "A" stands for alter, and "K" is for—

»

Q. I said, thank you, Mr. Sullivan. Blow, you jerk!
Take a powder!

Nary a Bleat
One of nw favorite stories is not a humorous one and

it has to do mth actors because the majority of the people
presentwhen the inddent took place uoere actors:
When I was a lambkin my first Lambs Gambol was an

evening of great importance and the princit>al speaker
and guest of honor loas a southern editor—one of the great
all-time, newspapermen of America—hut unknown to the
committee the old man's mind had begun to weaken. He .

sat at the speaker's table and imbibed rather freely of
the cliampagne and when he was announced as orator of
the evening he arose and babbled as i?icoftereritIv as an
infant. ' There loas a slight buzz of humor around the room
and then instantly, as if some unseen director had said this-
old won must be treated with respect, .'lOO diners sot there'
iii rapt attention for one-half hour while the old man ges-
ticu'ated and yelled without one sentence expressing any
meaning. And when tie conclxided, 500 v^en got up and
cheered him, and of course he took boxu after bow and
was sent home that night one of America's great men—

a

vrreck of hii former H'lf but as happy as a child.

From th tt night on I toas mighty proud of being drLavib
mnd have KM that same feeling ei'er since.

—Bert Lyiell

Enclosed Please Find
Continued from page (i

in my'file and the authoress can have them back any time -

she calls for them, God forbid. If she ever comes to New
York I think I'll take a long leave of absence.

A few of tlie writers turn out to be mighty fine folks.

Some of them even hold with the idea that it is more
blessed to give tlian to receive. One Wall Street broker
with literary ambitions if not pretentions sent us his

screen original by special messenger, who also delivered
a bottle of rye with the author's compliments. Unfor-
tunately the rye was no better than the story and it

caused me no pain to reject both.

Some even have a sense of humor. Sevetal months ago
a contributor enclosed a picture idea which I sent back
by return mail. My letter was the a.ssembly-line form
known to us as Valve 62-A one paiagraph of which states

that no unsolicited manuscript can be considered—this

upon the advice and warning of our attorneys. The gent
wrote back berating me for my obvious lack of intestinal
fortitude and was I man or mouse to be cowed by a few
lawyers. 1 replied in kind and ever since then we've
enjoyed a most entprtaining and risible correspondence.
We're even thinking of meeting at a convenient pub<

The enclosures come from Europe and India and Aus-
tralia and South America as well the 48 states and they
all have one thing in common. The authors go to the
movies practically evei-y night (it says here, so they must
write during the day) and they know that what they have
written is so much better than what they have seen that
there can be no question whatsoever about our acceptance
and please remit by certified check. Commercial success
is guaranteed by the fact that all their friends will go
tO''.see 'it.

'

So help nie, at this very moment I have received a
letter from a Peruvian man of letters explaining that the
enclosed manuscript is a masterpiece to be compared only
to "Fausto de Goethe y el Hamlet de Skespears" (sic) only
his job is better because it is more esoteric, revealing
an ocularly superior! ! I ask you.

When I iiave made my last rejection and am submitted
to the Pearly Gates reception office I hope that St. Peter
will fit me to a nice pair of wings and wrap me in a
warm cloud and tag me: "Enclosed please find . . And
that i won't be rejected. v

Anyone for Tennis?
1 Continued from paK« 42

:

Grable, this fool waxes philosophic—but it always comes
out!

BARTENDER
Son, I've seen 'em come, I've seen 'em go. I've

seen 'em come up (business of hand in the oir), I've

seen 'em go down (dropping .hand below waist).

There's a broken heart for every bulb in that

marquee. There's—" -

But let's sneak out and play ginrummy in the powder
room. However, when we come back he'll still be talking

—only this time Mickey Rooney will.be listening.

THE WISECRACKING ROOMMATE OF
THE HEROINE

This ugly duckling who makes the Ingenue look pret-

tier by contrast, kicks oft' her shoes, flops, into a chair and
drops a string of uncultured pei^rls.

I'Men—men—men-^Can't livy with them, can't live

without 'em. Yes. he took me'^out to dinner. But I had
to carry my own tray! Men—men—men—there's a broken
heart for every biilb in that marquee!"

THE HUMORLESS. HOMETOWN BOY WHO
POUTILY TELLS THE HEROINE THAT HER
CHARACTER IS DISINTEGRATING BECAUSE
SHE HAS BEEN DATING THE BIG CITY

FELLOW
"Clara May Kalakak, you're no longer the same fresh

Unspoiled girl you were when you left Hookworm Hollow,
Mississippi! You've changed somehow!" Resenting the

fact that she now has clean fingernails, he huffily packs

his paper suitcase and goes home. But he'll be back in

the next heartwarming triangle.

Then there's that other magic presence:

THE CHORUS GIRL (SHOPGIRL) WHO RETURNS
TO EX-HUSBAND'S MANSION AND BRIGHTENS

THE CORNER WHERE SHE IS

The family of snobs look down on Ginger Garson who
has had to make her own way In the world since she was
32, but the sei-vants automatically love her, and are ec-

static to have her back, when Ginger returns "to see tlie

child she mislaid.

The butler whispers gleefully. "We've missed your,

touchi Mam, if I may say so. Things haven't been the

Same, around here these last 27 years." Suddenly there

is spring in the scullery, upstairs maids start to sing like

canaries, the chauffeur hums as he waxes the 'car althou,!!h

he was too -young to remember Ginger, and Walter
Pidgeon, noticing that the servants like her, decides to ;

remarry Ginger.

Incidentally, doesn't Pidgeon ever work for a living?

In "Mrs. Miniver/' he never went to the office once, just

stayed home and fooled with his boat. As a diplomat in

"Holiday in Mexico'' he never set foot in -our Emba'ssy,

and in "Julia'- Misbehaves" he refused to do any work at

all, just lounging In fat splendor on the Riviera.

I think it's high time our State Department recalled

him from Mexico and Dore Sehary should tell him he's

through living off Metro. He should get himself some-
thing, even part time. It's disgusting! •

"That's all for today, see you tomorrow."
,

' ..
. * « ..*

"Iley, wait. What's your title 'ANYONE FOR TENNIS?'
.got to do with this article?"

"Why, it was one of the most famous cliches on screen
and, stage. The set was always a fashionable home, on
Loiig Island and the juvenile, usually Oscar (in talkies;

Bob Montgomery) would bounce in, wearing flannels and
blazer, and waving a brand-new prop racquet, would
shout gaily, 'Anyone for tennis?' It's .also the title of

a show Bert Lahr and I want to do some day, after my
revue, 'He a«d She' gets on. LjTics by Ogden Nash.
Music by Vernon Duke. Starring .Tules Munshin."

".lust a minute! That's got nothing (» do with the sub-

ject?"

"I know but we need the publicity."

"Remember a show's not like a picture; Don't .come
in till you're ready."

"If I ever write anything on Cliches of The Theatre I'll

start it off with that one."
"Well, good luck with your show- And don't take any

wooden actors. By the way how's your second act?"
"Is there a i)laydoctor in the house?"

George Jessel
Continued from page 8

a good salary out of which, when I paid off certain family

obligations and attorney fees, I had left over about $1.3.'5.

Now comes the television. Conjured .up by the devil,

some people say, to keep people out of Loew's Pitkin, and

make everybody stay home so that there will be nobody
on the street cars, trains, airplanes, concert halls, doctors'

oi'fices, nothing. Nobody will leave the house because of

the television. And all this even though the television is

still in its infancy. And that it definitely is. On most of

the screens they have but two good angle s-^a long sliot

and the closeup. In the long shot everybody looks like

Jed Harris, In the closeups, Sidney Skolsky. If they get

a group shot, everybody looks like Undy midgets. But
progress cannot be denied. He who would try to block

it is like the maa. on the road standing before the ap-

proaching truck. He niust either get out of its way, get

'on'»#t, or be run over.

There is no doubt in my mind but that television will be

perfected. I don't think that it will keep everybody at

home. I think that America will still want to see liye

flesh and blood actors on the stage and see pictures In

a theatre so that they can be a part ol the infectious

laughter or the growing sound of sniffles and tears that

can only happen with crowds. I made my television debut
this Thanksgiving. I gave one performance and received

$6,000, out of which after certain obligations were paid

I had left over about $1.35,

Thus does another year pass and the show business will

change again, but like the woman you really '"^'C it w'i"

always be the most fascinating thing In the world,
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Clown Dan Rice Was Willing to Take

A Cut-He Tried to Become President
By DON CARLE GILLETTE

Tt is hard to believe that an unparalleled artist-Showman,

a man who was the most popular living American in h.s

dav his name a household word for at least three decades,

could be ataost completely forgotten less than 50 years

Dan Grlhette

after his death.

Yet that is the way fickle fortune;

has dealt with Dan ,
Hice, greatest of

clowns, highest paid joey and biggest

drawing card In circus history, an en-

tertainer of surprising originality? and

more, versatility then George M.

Cohan; a tanbark, theatre and show-

boat showman who made the multi-

tudes mai-vel and thereby amassed

three fortunes, which he promptly

lost again; a chameleonic personality

whose meteoric rise and spectacular

accomplishments amazed America and
Europe, a waif who became a cosmo-

polite at the age when other boys are still in grade school;

a jester whose bizarre career included the distinction ot

running for a State Senate, then Congress, and hnaily tor

President of the United States.
-

In his heydey as a clown and circus owner, Dan Rice .

was more publicizad and made more money than Bai-num.

But there is an ironic difference between them. Barnum

humbugged the public—and won enduring fame. Dan
'Rice made a reputation as an honest showman who de-

tested, humbugs—and nobody has bothered to perpetuate

his memory. Proving aRain that Barnum was right!

Dan Rice was a humorist-philosopher of the. Will Rogers

type half a century before Rogers. As an athlete with

Sbakespsarlan tastes, this modern Samson—who alsp was

a wrestler-outdid Gene Tunney to the extent of win-

ning fame as The Shakespearian Clown.

The elder John D. Rockefeller's stunt of giving away

new dimes was practiced by Rice on "a much more lavish

sca:e. He used to ride at the head of his circus parade

scattering a liatful of change among worshipping fol-

lowers, mcstly small boys.

President Lincoln would keep official White House
business waiting- while he relaxed in tlie company of the

famous jester. King William of Prussia personally in-

terviewed him after beins spellbound by his perform-

ance. While in exile as a French prince before he became
Kmperoi-, Louis Napoleon played cards with him. And
Queen Isabella ol Spain took such a fancy to the Young
Amor'.can Hercules, whose strength she desired to study

in private; that he had to be whisked out of the country
by diplomatic pressure to avert an International incident!

When Dan Rice was broke and too old to embark on
ncvi' ventures, the personal friends who joined in spon-
soring a benefit for him at Niblo's GnrdSn included such
great names as Horace Greeley, William Cullen Bryant,

- Kdwjn Forrest and James Gordon Bennett. .

Stranger Tliaii Fiction

Yet these were only minor incidents of a life that pales
th& most fantastic fiction. Unfortunately, most of the
records of Dan- Rice's incredible career were destroyed
by fire before' he could convert them into an official auto-
biography, so now very little authentic material on him
is to be had except by patient digging through old files

and private collections.

Dan Kice was the oilspring of a runaway marriage that

lasted only long enough to bring him into the world. He
was born Jan. 25, 1823, on Mulberry Street in New York.
His father, Daniel McLaren, who became a storekeeper
after starting out to study law under Aaron Burr, eloped
with Elizabeth Crum, daughter of a New Jersey minister,
and the irate father of the bride had the marriage an-
nulled as soon as he located the couple. The boy later
adopted the name of Dan Rice for his professional career.

- At the age of eight, being unhappy at home following
his mother's death, Dan ran away, mixed around with
leading horse trainers, and in a year was one of the coun-
try's ace jockeys. Prominent horse owners bid for his
services.

While going from Pittsburgh to the Louisville track by
Ohio River boat, Dan met Henry Ciay, who, in a moment
of relaxation from Senatorial duties, borrowed a violin
and played a popular tune while Dan did a jig for the
passengers.

In a special match race between two favorite horses,
the judge—who also had placed a small bet on Dan and
hold tlie stakes—was a gawky young Illinots lawyer, Ab-
raham Lincoln.
Between racing seasons, when Dan was abodt 16, he

worked briefly as a postal officer, taking official papers
and riding cross country to establish new post offices as
directed by the government.

at)pear for a short time at the museum. He wa? heavily

billed as a combination Young American Hercules, Vir-

ginia Negro Minstrel, Comic Singer and Modern Samson.

Barnum would have signed him for a long term, but Dan
already had bigger things in view.

Rice appeared as a song-and-dance man at the old

Bowery Amphitheatre in New York in 1844. Among his

fellow performers was the famed minstrel, Dan Emmett
His debut as a circus clown took place that same year

When he accepted a deal from G. R. Spaulding wliereby,

in addition ta performing as jester, strong man, singer,

dancer, driver, blatkface minstrel, and in several other

capacities, he also had to be ready to lick any three men
after the show—all for $15 a month and board! Spsuld-

ing had made this ofl:er as a joke—and Dan went along

with the joke. Later the same showman, and many
others, gladly paid Rice the highest salary ever com-
manded by a clown—$1,000. weekly.

After Rice started his own show and played in opposi-

tion to Spaulding, a guerilla and billposting war devel-

oped between them and lasted several years. One of

their clashes resulted in Dan being arrested and locked

up in the Blue Eagle Jail in Rochester, N. Y. He took

advantage of the occasion to write a song titled "Blue
Eagle Jail" which he later sang all around the country
with great success.

1

A Truly Varied Career
}

No one ever could predict what Dan Rice would do next.

He became a preacher with Joseph Smith, the Mormon
"prophet," performing feats of strength that the char-

latan Smith sold as "miracles" to his sucker following,

Unable to stomach Smith's fakery for long. Rice exposed
him.

In 1847, after achieving renown as the Shakespearian
Clown, he made, his bow as an equestrian clown with.Spth
B. Howe's Circus at Welch's National. Amphitheatre in
Philadelphia. Within a short time he was the most pop-
ular man in the Quaker City.

Late the following year he launched his own first cir-

cus on a Mississippi River steamboat. Down in the bayou
country he was stricken with yellow fever. His doctor
sard only a miracle could save him. Among friends who
called on him was General Zachary Taylor, just back
from a victorious Mexican expedition. Having had much
experience with yellow fever. General Taylor insistecl on.
becoming Rice's nurse—and soon pulled him through.

In Taylor's Presidential campaign, Rice ^vas ojie of
the Louisiana delegates to the convention that nominated
the General. He also worked hard for Taylor's election
and was placed on the General's private stafl' with the
rank of Colonel.. Thereafter the clown was consistently
called Col. Dan Rice. '

.

During his so.;oi'rns in New Orleans he planned and
erected Dan Rice's. Ampitheatre, in which he scored
his usual success, and Dan Rice's Southern Museum.
The.se palaces of amusement were popular local land-
marks for years.

Rice's stfbng man stunts included catching real cannon-
balls on the back of his neck, holding two teams of .horses
pulling in opposite directions, and allowing blocks of
stone to be broken on his chest. On the literary side, by
assiduous study and his particular interest in Shakes-
peare, he became a prolific writer of topical verse, both
•lumorous and philosophical, which he recited or sang
in the sawdust ring.

He departed still further from traditional clowns hy
growing Uncle Sam chin whiskers and wearing a stars-
and-stripes costume. This makeup became his permanent
trademark.
Dan Bice's versatility seemed without limit and his en-

durance almost superhuman. He was an expert animal
trainer, acrobat, wrestler, gymnast, hypnotist, lecturer,
songwriter and jokesmith, in addition to other accom-
plishments already mentioned. He was a natural orator
as well as a powerful fighter, willing to face a mob at
any time, ready to take on all comers in either a debate
or a fist fight. But he made friends easily and had a
gift of flattery that helped him get along with anyone.

I Another Vietorian Precedent I

A Bright Kid
Still in his teens, he went to work on: a river boat.

Gambling on these Mississippi and Ohio River boats was
the passion of the day, and Dan was so clever with the
cards that he won the boat itself from the captain. Being
guided always by an .instinctive principle of justice, how-
ever, he gave the vessel back to the skipper at the end
of the trip.

With liis winnings at the card tables, 17-vear-old Dah
bought an interest in a Pittsburgh livery stable." He made
friends with the personnel of the Nieholls Circus playing
next door, and in a short time was ab^e to duplicate prac-
tically every feat performed by anyone on the show—
from the strong man's act to bareback riding.

His first venture in the executive end of show business
came when he bouglit a third-interest in an educated pig,
Lord Byron. At first people came primarily to see the
trained porker; but it was not long : before Dan became
the main attraction.

At one stand a famous mesmerizer, De Bonneville,
proved too strong competition for the Pig Act. So Dan
turned mesmerist himself and hypnotized the hjrpnotist!
Around -this time, attendance at Barikum's Museum was

suffering due to a dearth of noveltieg; and Barnum's un-
cle, Phineas Taylor, succeeded In getting Dan Rice to

Whenever the Dan Bice Circus played Washington, the
capital literally observed a holiday. All the big political,
military, diplomatic and social figures attended the show.

During the Presidency of Franklin Pierce, Dan Rice
was a bearer of diplomatic dispatches from Washington
to England. These dispatches were received by Queen
Victoria in person. She would take the envelope, hand
it to a secretary, then bow slightly to signify the inter-
view was over.

Instead of just bowing in return, Dan grabbed her hand,
shook it heartily, and said, "My Dear Madame, this is
the American fashion." Thus Dan Rice became the first
American to shake the hand of Queen Victoria.

The Civil War broke out at a most inopportune time
for him. Finding himself in the South, where lie had
vainly tried to discourage secessionists, he carried ojn his
circus under the Confederate flag until he had worked
himself batk to Northern territory. For this he was ac-
cused by Unionists of being a "Johnny Reb." Although
he denied the charges and tried to explain his position,
he never regained his former popularity, and from that
point on his career zigzagged downward.

In Girard, Pa., where he established a home and winter
quarters for his circus, he erected a $35,000 monument
to the memory of Union soldiers. When he was broke,
however, there was no one in Girard from whom he could
borrow a five-spot.

One of his steamers was taken over by the government
during the Civil War, and later he was awarded $32,000
as compensation. Instead of taking the money, he asked
Lincoln to turn it over to needy soldiers.

Nor would he ever sell his trained blind horse. Ex-
cetewr, though he was offered as much as $100,000.

Rice made money fast and spent it just as fa^t. Evenm pre-Civil War days he earned as much as $100,000 a
season. But he was an easy touch, gave money away

freely to needy strangers .
and sponging friends, thought

nothing of throwing $5,000 to $25,000 over a bar in *
single night, became a soft mark for fake as well as
genuine charitfes—especially for schoolhouses and church
meeting houses for slaves in the South—and thus he al-
ternated frequently between affluence and the edge of
bankruptcy. The last Of his three fortunes disappeared
in the collapse of the 'big banking house pleaded by his
l.'iend' Jay- .Cooke.;^ '

^
-

,

I

Pcditically-Minded

Dan Rice's interest in politics increased after his as-
sociation with Zachary Taylor. For a time he even pub-
lished a newspaper in Girard for the primary purpose
of furthering his political ambitions.

In 1864 he was nominated for the Pennsiylvania Senate
but was on the road with his show during the campaign
and lost by a narrow margin—though he ran ahead of
the ticket. Two years later he was put up for Congress
by soldier delegates and citizens of Erie and Crawford
counties. Though he lost this nomination, another po-
litical boom in his behalf got under way in 1868 when
a group of Pennsylvania Democrats picked him as Presi^
dential timber.

Immediately "Dan Rice for President" Clubs sprang
up in all parts of the country. No less than 71 news-
papers supported . Rice's candidacy and he was spon-
taneously acclaimed by crowds in many sections.

When conservative newspapers challenged the fitness
of a clown to be President, there were many defenders
who claimed that Bice, by reason of his extensive travels
and close contact with the public, had a better under-
standing of the people and their problems than any pro-
fessional politician, Nevertheless the Democrats even-
tually nominated Governor Horatio Seymour of New York
to run against Ulysses S. Grant.

After his unfortunate Civil War episode, political dis-
appointments and other adversities. Bice took heavily toJ
drink. Many circus owners still ofliered him $1,000 a
week, but he became undependable, failing to live up to
contracts and frequently disappearing for days and weeks.
Adam Forepaugh told liiin he could name his own terins
for a season in California, provided ^he remained sober
for the whole season. Dan refused, i

He turned evangelist, reformer and tempevance lec-
turer. With his remarkable gift of oratory, he was a
fanatical preacher. During his scorching attacks on
demon rum he frequently would reach for a water pitcher
on the table before him and partake of what he described

'

to his audience as "God's drink to mankind-^pure water."
Invariably the pitcher was filled with gin!

Bice was married three times. His separation from Iiis

first wife was regarded by their friends as the step that
started his luck downward. The circus line started by
Rice still carries on today, however, in the person of Ira
Millette, aerialist with the Ringling-Barnum show.

In his closing years, at the turn of the century, when
he was penniless and living with relatives in Long Branch,
N. J., he sometimes attended the circus openings at Madi-
son Square Garden, where he saw. much pomp and cere-
mony, but no spontaneous hero-worship such as the
public used to shower on the incomparable Dan Rice.

Disillusionment and bitterness marked his final days
before he died on Feb. 22, 1900. In one of his last letters,
written to another circus immortal, Gil Bobinson, he said:

"I hope you are enjoying life for wMt it is worih.
Believe me, dear friend, it is eat, drink, and have a lillle

fun—that is all there is to it." .

This from a man whose life had embraced more adven-
ture, thrills, accomplishments, fame, material success and
public adulation than the combined careers of SO or more
average men! »

(CopyriBht 1943, Don Garle Gilletfp.)

Hollywood Nursery Rhymes

=By GRACIE ALLEN=

Hi, Siddle Skolsky, my son, John,
Sleeps in bed with nothing on.

Pease porridge cold, pease porridge hot,
6,000 Hungarian writers have checked oif the lot.

Badio writer, keep blowing your horn, .

The public's in stitches, the profit's in corn.

Little Bing Crosby sang for his supper.
What did we give him? $2,584,399,702.98.

Higgledy-Piggiledy, my Red Biddy.
She lays eggs for the Un-American Committee.

Baa, baa, Black Sheep, have you any wool?
Yes, .sir, yes, sir, three bags full.
One for the U. S. and one for the state '

And one for my ex-wife who doesn't like to wait.

There was an old Benny, who lived in a stew
With so many comics he didn't know what to do.

.
So he gave each his blessings and a half-hour show.
Now eyeiyone's happy with bundles of dough.

Mary had a little lamb
With eyes like Eaymond Massey.
She signed him up with M-G-M
For a featured spot with Lassie.

Tom and Earl went up the hill ,

To fetch a pail of water.
But somehow Harry got there first
With Jessel tumbling after.

Sing a song ot 10%, a pocketful of cash.
Four and twenty actors baked in a hash.
When the ha.sh was opened they began to sing i" chorus,
"This is another package deal set up by William Mo ris."

Rub-a-dub-dub, three men in a tub.
They all went out on a limb.
Kiplinger, Roper and Gallup. M.D.—
And their future looks awfully dim.

Swanky Doodle came to town
And opened a smart salon.
Ha stuck a feather in a hat
And called it "Weary Autumn Leaves Drifting Over «

Puce Landscape."
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The $un CoinvN Up
(SONGS-COLOR)

Hollywood.
Metro releas* of Robert Sisk produc-

tion. Stars Jeanette MacDonalcI. Lloyd

Molan. Claude Jarman. Jr., .Las?'^' 'f?"
lures Lewis Stone, Percy Kilbride, m-
leuted by Richard Thorpe.-

.
*>";reenp<ay;

William Ludwig, - Margaret; ifittsi based

on novel by Marjorie Rinnan Rawlujgs;

camera (Technicolor), Ray June;, musical

score. Andre Previn; editor. Irvine War-
burton. Tradeshown in Hollywood, Dec.

; 28i 48. Hunning Ume. 93 M'Jfs. .

Helen Lorfield Winter Jeanette MacDonald
Tlvjiiias I. Clumdler Lloyd Nolan
JcirV . . . . : Claude Jarman, Jr.

Arthur Norton ^ . „
I-^wi^ Stone

Mr. Willie B Williegoode Percy Kilbride

Victor Alvord. . . . . , . .
rJitholas Joy

Ml.'. Golightly Margaret Hamilton
Mrs Pope ......>...-. Hope Lanain
Su.san .. Esther Somersi

and Lassie -

.

"The Sun Comes Up" is one of

those frankly sentimental tearjerk-

ers that usually fare rather well

in family situations outside the
more cosmopolitan areas; It has
beautiful color to dress up its

mountain locale and Jeanette Mac-
Donald's smart wardrobe and a

number of songs completely in

keeping with its general mood; Rer
turns should be okay in the family
market.

Picture gets a decided lift from
Percy Kilbride's expert comedy.
His rube role is by now type-cast-

ing, but is a hefty assist in supply-
ing a welcome break in the senti-

mental . hokum. Lassie, too, will

rate strong kiddie and family
attsntion as a canine crutch for the
familiar role.

Miniature Reviews
"The Sun C«mes Up"

(Songs) (Color) (M-G). Senti-

mental filrtifare for family

audiences.
"The Flehtinr O'Flynn" (U).

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in ac'

tionful, romantic thriller; flrst-

rate grosser.

^*Wake of the Bed Witch''

(Rep). South Seas saga replete

With adventure, action and
drama; a strong grosser.

"Parole, Inc." (EL). Well-
paced crime pic for dualers.

"Secrets of a Ballerina"

(French). Pierre Blanchar and
Micheline Presle in mild ver-

sion of Balzac novel.
"Elizabeth of Ladymead"

(BL). Anna Neagle in average
British^made period drama;
limited appeal.

O'Flynn" shapes as a firstrate

grosser-^a picture that could be
built into a real coin-getter with
a little exploitation effort.

Fairbanks plays the Irish Robin
Hood who, upon returning front

serving as ' a soldier ; of fortune,
thwarts a holdup of Helena Car-
ter, who is enroute by stagecoach
to her father, the Viceroy of Ire-

land (Lumsden Hare). She, is

for solid business in firstrun situa-

tions. .

.

Its entertainment ' aspects might
have been increased if less of the

hammy love scenes had been in-

serted. Story is a gripping account

of deadly rivalry between two men.
Struggle between John Wayne, an
impetuous sea captain, &nd his em-
ployer—shipping tycoon, Luther
Adler, should have been stressed

more fully.
,

As master of the square rigger,

"Red Witch," Wayne has a score

to settle with the ship's owner,
Adler. He chooses to do it by scut-

tling the bullion-laden vessel on an
uncharted reef. Origin of the quar^
rel is outlined by several flashbacks
which show the shipping magnate
winning out in a race- for the hand
of Miss Hussell. daughter of a
French governor.
Wayne proves a good choice, as a

sadistic master whose physical at-:

tributes include a rare aquatic
prowess. His performance not only
is versatile but generally believa-

ble. Matching his portrayal is

Adler's interpretation of the
greedy, vindictive trader-shipper.

Gail Russell appears miscast
amongv the South Pacific flora and
fauna. Her romantic scenes with
Wayne never achieve an aura of

realism. Gig Young, as Wayne's
mate, is thoroughly credible. Adele
Mara does a competent job. Others
who lend capable support are Grantbearing a vital letter to her

pater telling him about Napoleon's I withersT another sea-captain;1oen
machinations to gain a foothold in

| Hoey, a British naval officer;ir>j.iAuA .
. ,

I ma xiucy, €i unLiaii naval vii*vci.
Miss MacDonald aptly fits thellreland so he can invade England.

, pguj , mate, and Henry Daniel,
.. .... T^= T,....,= u The O'Flynn (Fairbanks) is on , ^ j.je„gj, goygj-njjj.

Irish castle ^ff^^^ scope of the plot fdr the
M::rjorie Kinnan Rawlings charac
.ter of a concert singer, already
widowed, who loses her young son
in an accident. She takes to the
hills to forget, meets young Claude
Jarman, Jr., who keeps the memory
of her son alive while the script
jockeys the situation back and
forth to delay the obvious conclu-
sion as long as possible.

Everything comes off with a pot-
boiler patness that allows for no
story surprises, but it's dean,
wholesome, sobby stuff to offset

the run of heavy drama. Film is

not without a number of good
thrills for its market, either. Di-
rector Richard Thorpe sharpens
the more tense situations, such as
a battle between Lassie and a
snake, with Jarman coming to the
rescue, and the hangup orphanage
fire finale in which Lassie rescues
young Jarxnan.

- Comedy elements^ too; come
through strongly under Thorpe's
guidance. Dialog is best in these
sequences with, as mentioned; Kil-
bride socking over a rural store-
keeper-philospher character. Lloyd
Nolan's star billing will mean
something on the marquees but
he is completely wasted in a role
that's not much more than that of
a spear-carrier. His footage is only
in the final 30 minutes, and even
his ability- can't give .It niuch pur-
pose; Lewis Stone is another
familiar face with only two scenes.
Hope Landin gives something to
her small part as an orphanage
matron. Nicholas Joy and others
walk through as the story concen-
trates on Miss MacDonald, Jarman
and: Lassie.

.

Musical score by: Andrfe Previn
Is adequate. With the exception of
the aria from "Madama Butterfly,"
Miss MacDonald's vocals please.
She does "Tes Jolies Yeux." "Ro-
mance," "Songs My Mother Taught
Me" and joins with a group of
youngsters on "Ccusin Ebenezer,"
a bucolic, hillbilly ditty.

Robert Sisk's production super-
vision of the script by William
LudwiR and Margaret Fitts dres-sed I

the tale up in eye-appealing gaib.

willed him by his late uncle. He
finds only debts and a crumbling I

most part is ably 'brought out by
the direction; of Edward Ludwig.

stonepile but this serves as superb
; His treatment of the action

backgrojind for some fancy slides
and pole . vaults by Fairbanks as
he defeats : the. robbers in the pay
of Napoleon;
From then on the plot becomes

more of an instrument for point-
ing up FairbankS' feats of daring.
He fits the character neatly, re-
vealing himself as an ingratiating
rogue: and lover. Of course, he un-
covers the French spy rin-^ d
almo.st single-handedly d e f e a t s
landing of troops on Irish sou.

Besides : the outstanding per-
formance by Fairbanks, Miss Car-
ter shows up in fine fashion.
Richard Greene does very well as
important aide to the Viceroy, al-<

though cast in an unsympathetic
role because of his spy connee-
tions; Patricia Medina is excellent
as his mistress, who finally is per-
suaded to remain loyal to Ireland.
Arthur Shields contributes a

whimsical part as a money-lender
and collector of bad debts. Hare
gives .his usual fine performance
as the Viceroy. Heading the strong
support are J. M. Kerrigan, Lud-
wing Donath and Otto Waldis.

Fairbanks and Robert Thoeren
have done a skillful job of script-
ing while Arthur Pierson's direc-
tion points up the suspense. Ar-
thur Edeson has done a neat pho-
tography job. Russell Schoen-
garth's editing leaves little to be
desired. Wear.

I

quences is particularly good.

I

There's, a wealth of production pol-

l ish by associate producer Edmund
1 Grainger. Camerawork of Reggie

I

Lanning is expert lensing, while
I
Nathan Scott's score . and other
technical credits measure up.

Giib.

Miranda
"Miranda," J. Arthur Rank

(Sidney B»x) production being
tradeshown in New York
Thursday (6), waa reviewed
in Variety from London, April

14, 1948. Pic, which relates

an amusing yarn about a mer-
liiaid in London, was felt, by
Variety's reviewer to be a

good bet for the U. S. if re-

leased here before "Mr. Pea-
body and the Mermaid" since

this type fantasy tends to wear
thin very quickly. Acting and
direction were considered
good.

heirs many years later, when they
uncover a genuine skeleton-in-the-

closet in a ' routine inspection of

the ancestral mansion. Through
generous use of the flashback tech-

nique, it develops the bones are

those of a suitor who pursued the
dancer before her marriage, then
later turned to blackmailing her.

As the ballerina,, Micheline
Presle is quite listless and unre-
alistic. Playing the husband, Pier-
re Blanchar devotes most of his
time to making threatening:, gri-

maces. He also handles the direc-

tion—none too proficiently. Rob-
ert Vattier does a fair job in
playing the blackmailer, while
Julien- Bertheau is dryly matter-
of-fact as the heir. Gtlb.

are well to the fore in the first
three sequences. Of her four hul
bands only Nicholas Phipps reallv
comes to life, and of the various
characters who play the part «?
Major Wrigley. the next-doSi-
neighbor with a facility for appear,
ing at the wrong moment, Ken
Warrington tops the lot.

It's an ornate, effectively .staeed
production with colorful settines
and excellent costumes. It is als»
firstrate Technicolor, but all these
qualities don't make it U. S. box-
office; _____ ' Mj/ro.

I.a llelle Mnnniere
(The Pretty Miller Girl)

(FKENCH)
(COLOR)

.r, . , Paris.
Gjumont release of Ste Du Fi|n, nr«.ductlon. Directed by Marcel PamolFeatures Tlno Hossi. Jaquellne Pa?SoIKao«l MaicQi Raphael Paternl. Lilia vim"

Music adapted by Tony Aubin; script liv
Pagnol. At the Madeleine. Paris Bun.ning time, 110 .WINS.

Parole, Inc.
Eagle Liun release of Orbit (Coniitantin

J. David) production. . Stars : Michael
O'Shea, Turhan Bey; Evelyn Anicers.
Dirt^cted by AHred Zeisler. Screenplay.
Sherman L. Lowe; original story. Lowe
and Royal K. Cole; editor, John D. Faure;
score, Alexander Laszlo. . Tradeshown
in N. Y.. Dec. 30, '48. Running- time, 11
W11S8.:
Richard Hendricks .

Barney Rodescu . . .

.

Jojo Dumont .

Glenda Palmer ... .

.

Harry Palmer ....
Police Commissioner
Kid Redmond

lllllzalieili «fXatiyinead
(Color)

(BRITISH)
London.

British Lion release. o£ M.G—Herbert
Wilcox production. Stars Anna Ncagle,
Hugh Williams, Michael Laurence. Di-
rected by Wilcox. Original story and
screenplay by Frank Harvey; additional
:dialog by Nicholas Phipps; . camera. Max
Greene. Robert Walker, Ken Gray; music,
Robert Farnon. At Rialto. London, Dec.
22, .'48. : Running time. Ill MINK.
Elizabeth ,.....;........ Anna Neagle
John (1946) ; ; .1 ...;.....: Hugh Williams
.lohn (1919)..;..;...;;.. Michael Laurence
.John (1903)..... ;.«... ~

"

"

John (1854V .

Mother (1946) .

.Mother (190.1) ........
Mother VlBTAy , ....
Ma,ior Wrijjley (1946),

.

Ma.1or WrlBley (1919) .

Major Wrigley 0903),
Major Wrigley (1»54); ,

Bernard I,ee
Nicholas Phipps
. , , Hilda Baylcy
. . Isabel Jeans
, Catherine Paul

. . . Jack Allen
Ken Warrinf^ton
Michael Shepley

, , Claude Ballcy

The beautiful Technicolor lensing t Harmens?.ooil'van Seiir'eeven^""'*'^

Wak« of ihe Rod WUvh
Republic release of Edmund Groinier

production; Stars John Wayne, Gail Ilus-
sell; teaturcs Gig Young, Adelc Mara,

I

Luther Adler. Directed by Edward Lud-
wig. Screenplay, Harry Brown. Kenneth
Oamet, based on Garland Roark's novel;

I ciniem, Reggie Lanning; special cllects
(undor-water

; sequences). Howard and
]

llieodore Lydccker; music, Nathan Scott;
.
editoi:, Richard L. Van Enger. Trade-

I

'/,Jj"'C„5{s
^" Kunnins time,

I Captain Ralls ; ......;.John Wavrie
,
Angelique Desaix Gail Russell

I Sam Ro.sen ......;.....;;... Gig Voun"
Tcleia Van Schreeven , Adele Mara
Mayrant- Ruysdaal Sidheye ~

"

Lavish settings and ornate Tech-

nicolor can't disguise the fact that

"Elizabeth of Ladyittead'' is only an

average production. It's by no

means in the traditional Herbert
Wilcox-Anne Neagle class and al-

though the stag's popularity Will

undoubtedly insure its success in

the home market, it's unlikely to

make the grade with American
au(liences.

The story of the demure little

woman who istays behind in war-
time and who wants to assert her
independence at the end of the war

. is told four times. On the first pc-

punchy casion, at the end of the war which
has just passed, it is a sincere, mov-
ing episode. Oh the secohd occa-

sion it still remains: interesting; On
the third it's inclihed to hie some-
what tedious, and lastly when the
little woman is depicted as a'

painted hussy it is little short of
tiresome.

It's a. case of history going full

circle, in which themajor charac-
ters repeal themselves not only in

. . action but also in dialog. One has
of his accomplices I sympathy for the wife,, who in 1946
and almost

.
undoing

I

is still expected to play the part of
Also admiration

: . , Michael O'Shea
; . . . , Tiirhaa Bey
; ; V Evelyn Ankers

,'; -Virginia' Lee
Charles Bradstreet
: . ; , Lyle Talbot

Miehael Whalin
larles JWilliamr,

Duke VisUl , ., James Cardv^ell

I

Charley Newton. . ...... .. Paul Bryar
r Blackie Olson : , Noel Cravat

I

Monty Cooper ,,. Charles Jordan

I

"Parole, Inc." is a well-paced

I

crime meller that'll give nice sup-
I

port in dual situations. Produced
with a minimum of trimmings:
film unfolds in direct,

style. Although not marked by
finesse, screenplay, thesping, di-

relction and backgrounds are ade-
quate to sustain interest.

Yarn has a standard crime-does-
not-pay angle pegged onto the op-
eration of a parole racket in an
unnamed state. Michael O'Shea,
Government agent, masquerades as
a: yegg in order to break into the
gang, which is springing hardened
criminals from the state pen. After
getting one
bumped off

another by his sleuthingi O'Shea j
the little 'woman

finally springs the trap, that rounds I for the wife, who, when her herd
up the varmints in low and high! returns after the Crimean War,
places; Plenty of holes crop up in [

wants to share his life on her own
the telling but these are plugged terms, and contempt for the bus-

This is unlikely for the U. S.
What may bring the French to the
theatre is the magic name of Mar-
cel Pagnol, and the curiosity over
the color process known as Roux-
color. Pagnol had practically
finished making this flicker in black
and white.. Then he saw the Roux-
color process and refilmed the pix
in color. This was Unfortunate be-
cause Bouxcolor deserves .a' better
break.

Tino Rossi plays Schubert, and
Jaquellne Pagnol a miller's
daughter. The main interest cen-
ters around the revolutionary color,
whereby black and white film is
used with a special lens that shoots
the color on the screen. In.stead of

'

one image on the film there are
four. , When the light passes
through the lens they fuse and
make one picture.
There are. still a ;lot of bugs to

be worked out with the process.
Some of the color is very beautiful,-

but the interiors i^re bad as are the
closeups; In many scenes the faces
are unnatural and in others the
colors don't fuse properly.

In order to see Rouxcolor, Pag-
nol- has sacrificed everything else,

and in doing so he has also sacri-
ficed Rouxcolor. Buck.

was expertly done by Ray June".
Responsible for Miss MacDonald's
tasteful costumes was Irene.

... : Brog.

TlM> Fighling O'Flynn
Universal release o£ Fairbanks' Co, pro-

dut tioii. Stars Douglas Fairbanks, :ir ,

Helena Carter. Rich.ird Greene; features
Patricia Medina, Lumsden Hare, Directed
by Arthur Pierson. Screenplay bv Fair-
banks. Robert Thoeren from novel. 'The
a'Flynn;" by. Justin Huntlv McCartliv;
camera; Arthur Edeson; editor, Russell
Scliocngarth; special camera eiVccts,
Davui S. Horsley. Previewed in N, Y.,
Dt'f,..')0. '48, Running time. !»» »1I\S;
The O'Flynn, . , , , Douglas Fairbanks; Jr.

, _ , . ,. Eduarrt Franz
:
Captain Wilde Youngucr , , Grant Withers

I
.Tacqiles Desaix ,.. .

-

I

"Ripper" Arrezo: Paul Fix
I
Captain Munsey Dennis Hoey

I JJ"";
."'"""K Jell Corey

Doktcr Van Arken Er.skine Sanfoid
I

Ua Nuka. , , , ; Duke Kahanamoku

with hard action stuff,

O'Shea does nicely in a routine
law-and-order role. Turhan Bey, as

Henry^ D.jnicii
j
the inside parole fixer, plays with
slight over-polish as the heavy.
Femrae interest is sparked by
Evelyn Ankers, as Bey's gal, and
Virgirtia Lee, as a convict's wife,
both of whom turn in : acceptable
performances. Lyle Talbot; as the

Lady Benedetta
Ivr>!-d Scdgemouth, ,

.

Fancy I'Yee
Doolev , , . . ,,,,,, , . .

Tiinotiiv'
Hendrigg
The Viceroy
General Van Drnnk
L'c'iUenant Carpe,.
Pal
J;« k
M,iior Steele
Tlie Tavernkeeper

,

The Colonel
The Subaltern. .

,

. Helena. Carter
'. Richard Greene
Patricia Medina

. . Arthur, Shields
. J. M. Kerrigan
. .IfU'dwig Donath
, Lumsden: Hare
.. 'Otti> Waldis
. Henry Brandon
, , Harry Coi'ding

. . John Doiu'ctte
i

Pat O'Moore
|

, . . Tom Moore
j

, . Leslie. Denison I

. . James Craven

bling with boxoffice values
this sea story with its Polynesian
locale is replete with action, drama
and adventure. These, exploitable
elements, coupled With the name
of John Wayne as a marquee dress-

Wair I to find , his bard-drinking,
dancing wife gajUivantihg with vvar

, ., profiteers. It's a scene entirely out
Foi'i V

the supporting pKiyers also are of key with the remainder of the
okay. Herm. — '

"

"Wake of the Red Witch" will

churn up a frothy backwash bub- P"!''^^ commissioner, and the rest

band, who won't admit at the end
of the Bo^ War that the Africans
had some rights and fought to de-
fend their, own homes and ,their
own land. But the last incident
leaves a bad taste and there can be
nothing but sympathy for the hus-
band who comes home from World

ScfCrets of a Ballii^riaa
(PRB-NCH)-:''.

pistiiiguiidied Films release of Gaumont I

. - .-
,

Stars Pierre Blanch;ir,
ins, is a guarantee to pxhihitrtrs I

S''^'"*"",* "'""ected by Blanchar.»H6, <a >» eudidiiiti u) exniBllors .Screenplay, Bernard Zimmer, from

I

production,

I
Miss Neagle, who plays the wife

I

in each of the four seqflences, un-
I
doubtedly dominates the picture,
and her natural, charm and grace

Interlude

Justin Huntly McCarthy's novel, I

"The O'Flynn," makes a stalwart
j

•pic for Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.

Yum is an Irish "Musketeers" or
"Robin Hood" fable, with Fair-

•

banks dashing from one daring i

deed to another, climbing walls, •

leaping around roofs in. a manner
reminiscent of his father's cine-
matic efl^orts. Picture must lean '<

mostly on the Fairbanks name for
|

marquee pull but the fact that i

It is based on the McCarthy

;

novel Sliould help. "The Fighting

"Interlude," Swedish-made
five-language film was re-
viewed in Variety from Stock-
holm July 31, 1948 under its

original title "I Dodens
Vantrum." Pic, which was in-
strumental in securing a War-
ner Bros, contract for Viveca
Lindfors, is "a sentimental
story with little to offer ex-
cept some wonderful eloseups
Of the Swiss mountains.'' Per-
formances by Stig Jaerrel and
Miss Lindfors were com-
mended, but ; Variety's re-
viewers felt film's chances in
the U.S. were slim. Picture
opened at the Little Carnegie
Saturday (1).

Mulvey, Goldwyn
SS Continued from page 9

position of forcing harsher terms
and even less, equitable advertising
deals on the 'producers of .quality

entertainmentt and at the same
;

time, demanding, better product to -

lure
.
back our diminishing audi-

ences. It is a policy that in its

mathematics alone, apart from the
-simple morals and fairness, is

doomed to drive out of busine.ss

the few remaining independent
producers. How lean it end in any-
thing except failure — failure for
the theatre as well as the produ-
cer? ^,

I repeat what we have said for
20 years: Let us renew our devo-
tion to the making of better pi(S

tures, and, one: they are made, let

us give them a fair chance in

terms, in playing time, in adver-
tising arrangements,: in all the pub-
licity and exploitation that will

help motion pictures to get their

attention and affection of the pa\h
lie.

Honoie de Balzac's novel, "Un Seul
Amour;" music. Artliur Hoiiegger. At
Midtown

: tlieatre, N, Y„ Dec. 2U, "48
Running time, Rt JilNS. '

i

Cerard^de Clerfiuc ,, Pierre Blanchar
I

Clara Blondi , , . , . Micheline Presle
I

Conlran de la Townelle Julien Bertheau
James de Poulet , ,

, Robert Vattier I

( Iti French; Bii.g!i,5/i Titles)
i Honore de Balzac's tale of a
( jealous husband who entombs his
;

fancied adversary in a closet
'comes oft' only tepidly in Gau-
mont s film version of the novel-

^

ist's tome, "Un Seul Amour." Im-
ported by Distinguished Films, the
picture is a period piece that's
marred by poor direction and un-
even continuity. Its American b.o.
prospects are limited to what it
jean glean as an average
1 grammer in the art houses.

Tragic love story of a once-fa-
mous ballerina is revealed to her

pro-

This Wa* n Woman
"This Was a Woman,"

British-made, tradeshown in
N. Y. Wednesday (29), was re-
viewed in Variety from Lon-
don Feb. 11, 1948. Reviewer
Cane felt the "pic's appeal is
limited; but can do for U. S.
art houses," Based upOn the
play by Joan -Thomas, the story
is that of a woman who lusts
for power. "A good all-around
cast" supports star Sonia
Dresdel who has the same role
on the screen as she did in
the stage version. Actress
"dominates the film as .she did
the play" but retains "certain
annoying stage mannerisms."
Produced by Marcel Hell-

man's Excelsior Films, the pic
is being distributed in' the
U. S. by 20th-Fox.

By SAIML GOLDWYN
Hollywood.

I have been in this industry for

many years but I have never seen
it facing so serious a situation as

confronts it today. The most im-
portant lesson that can be learned
from 1948 is that unless 1949 sees

the beginning of the end of theatre

circuit monopolies all over the

country, motion picture production
will be in Worse straits . than even
now. The, strangle-hold of these ex-

hibition monopolies with their abiJ-'

ity to dictate playing terms on a

"take it or leave it" basis for pic-

tures which have been made und(;r

highly competitive conditions is

forcing down the standards of all.

picture-making. . It is almost impos-.

sible to make good pictures at to-

day's costs when the theatre;ChainS

refuse to do business on a ba.sis

which permits recoupment of those

costs.

Mere divorcement of theatre

holdings from production will n(>t
.

solve the problem. Unless the ex-

hibition market is opened up to •

real competition so that pictures

can play—and be paidr--on their

merits, I foresee conditions in H()Ir

lywood becoming progressively

worse. , „
If "the dead hand of monopoly

is not lifted. Hollywood will «oo°

be » dead duek.
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D.C Holiday Crowds Perk Up B.O.;

married,' 'Juan,' Hlfords' Open Nicely

Tempo of the lowu » ,
iiiwiuwn

; « *fitt P ul
flrstruns definitely was stepped up

;

Npuf liafg [||J5 5eatll6!
bv the holiday period, with a spe-

»^""»*'>

New Year's Eve biz.

Washington. :

town's mid-town ;

cial bow to

Reserved seat theatres are doing
especially well on advance sales

this week; This particularly helped
J. Arthur Rank, whose 'Hamlet"
and "Red Shoes" are competing
.for longevity records in two-a^day
houses.

Estim^fes lor Last IVeefc
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)—

"Yellow Sky" (20th) plus vaude.
Last week, "Mexican Hayride" (U)
plus vaudei fairish $23i000,
than expected.

Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-74)

—"Mexican Hayride (U) Jm^o.).
Last week, "Belle Starr's Daugh-
ter" (20th), only thin $5,500.

Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 44-74)—
"Every Girl Should be Married"
(RKO). Nice start. Last week,
'Blood on Moon" (RKO), wound
up with nice $11,000.

Little (Lopert) (287; $1.20-$2.40)
—"Hamlet" (TJ) (11th wk). Gaining
from the : holiday- biz. Last week,
fine $4,000. and holds indefinitely.

Metropolitan (V.'B) (1,163; 44-74)
>'^"Angels Dirty Faces" (WB) (re-

issue). Last week, "Can't Take It

With You" (Col) (reissue), slim
$6,000.

National (Heiman) (1.590; 85-
$2.40)—"Blanche Furv" (EL).
Opened Jan. 2. The 12th and final

week of "Red, Shoes" (EL) was big
$6,000. "Shoes" moved to Dupont
on Jan. 2.

Palace (Loew) (2,370; 44-74)—
"Word.? and Music" (M-G). Start-
ing out strong. Last week, "Gotta
Stay Happy" (U), $15,500 for 10
da.vs. well below par for house;

Playhouse (Lopert) (432; $1.20-
$2.40)—"Hamlet" (U) (lllh wk).
Last week, $7,000. Moves out Jan. 5
as Little carries: on alone with this
British opus.'
Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)-^'

"Don Juan" (WB). Looks fancy.
Last week, "One Sunday- After-
noon" (WB), cozy $15,000.

I

'Words' Real Biz Music,

I

'Regiment' Also in Step

i
Seattle:

;

i New fare seems to have real apr
I peal in current week with "Wptds
land Music'' and "Rogues' jRegi-
'ment" shaping as best bets. "Pale-

I face" still is' strong in second
|frame.' .

less
I

Estimates for Last Week
I Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 50-84)—
l"Man From Colorado" (Col) and
"Larceny" (U) (m.o.). Last week,
"Red River" (UA) (5th wk), okay
$3,300.

Coliseum (H-E) (1,877; 50-84)— ™
"Paradine Case" (SRQ) and "Kid-
napped" (Mono). Last week, "Blood
on Moon" (RKO) and "TexSs,
Brooklyn" (UA), big $12,400.

All Mpls. Roads lead

To Taleface/ Best Bet

Of New Year's Lineup
.Minneapolis.

Thanks to "Paleface," all roads
promise to lead tO Radio City at
the start of the New Year. It's

easily the outstanding current at-
traction and likely to monopolize a
major share of the Loop patronage,
thanks to its own merits and Bob
Hope's tremendous popularity.
Other newcomers, howeverv also
rate, including, especially, "Every
Girl Should Be Married" and
"Yellow Sky." The boys are still

trying to figure out what happened
Christmas week when hopes for a

brisk box-office upturn- were shatr
tered, Christmas day was far off

and the following day (Sun.) also
witnessed a 4earth of customersv.
The weather wasn't too bad. .

Estimates for Last Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—
One Sunday Afternoon (WB)

Here after light week at
Radio City. Last week, "Sealed
Verdict" (Par), good $7,000.

Gopher (Par) (1,000; 40-50)—
"Model Wife" (Indie) and "Un-
finished Business" (Indie) (reiS'

3-Day Holiday Boosts PhiDy; %'
'Joan,' Taleface,' 'Juan'Lm^ Standout

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 50-^84)
, > t * , ..ivi -i.<. >r-

—"Wonderful Urge" (20th) (2d Last week, "Night Time in

Wk). Was only moderate $8,300 last I

week.
\

Liberty (Ind) (1,650; 50-84)—
"Paleface" (Par), (2d wk). Holding
well after huge $17,200 last week.

(Rep) and; "You're Not So
(Indie) (reissues), mild $3,-

Hub Happy Over

Hope, 36G in 1st

Biz
With

continues to
Boston:

hold up here

Music Box (H-E) (850; 50-84)—
"Blood on Moon" (RKO) and
"Texas, Brooklyn" (UA) (m.o.). Last
week, "Don't Trust Husband" (UA)
\3d wk), nice $3,70D.- '

I Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 50-84)—

•

I

"Words and Music" (M-G) and
j

"Guns of Hate" (RKO). Last week,
house sank to new low with "Un-
faithfully Yours" (20th) and
"Trouble Preferred" (20th), at only
$3,000.

Orpheum (H-E) (2,600;. 50-84)—
I "One Sunday Afternoon" (WB) and
"Secret Investigator" (Rep). Last
week, "Mexican Hayride'' (U) and
"Bungalow 13" (20th) .(2d wk), fair

$6,600.

Falomar (Sterling) (1,350; 50-84)
—"Good Sam" (RKO) and "Race;
St." (RKO) (2d runs). Last week,
"Plunderers" (Rep) with Barclay
School revue, annual local event,
good $8,300.

Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 50-84)—
"Rogues' Regiment" (U) and"Blon-
die's Secret". (Col). Last week,
"Man from Colorado" (Col) and
"Larceny" (U) (2d wk), nice $6,800.

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 50-84)
"Julia Misbehaves" (M-G) and

|

Tough'

1

200.

I Lyceum (Nederlander) (li86&; 90r
$1.20)—"Macbeth" (Rep) (2d wk).
Did fairly well at $7,000 last vfeek.

Lyric (Par) (1;000;. 50-70)—"Mex-
ican Hayride" (U) (m.o.). Here
after fair initial State: stanza. Last
week, "Innocent Affair" (UA) (2d
wk), light $4,200.

Fix (Corwin) (300; 50-70)—"Sit-
ting Pretty'' (20th) (2d run). Last
week, "Raw Deal" (EL) {2d' wk),
light $1,400.
Radio City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)—

"Paleface" (Par). Last week, "One
I
Sunday Afternoon" (WB), light
$12,000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (1,600; 50-

70)—"Every Girl Should Be Mar-
ried" (RKO). Last week, "Blood
on Moon" (RKO), good $11,000.

' RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—
"Blood on Moon" (RKO) (m.o.).
Here, after healthy :flrst week at

(Continued on page 61)

Heavy New Year's Biz Ups

St Loo; ^Words' Loud,

'Hayride' Starts Stout
. St. Louis.

Sagging grosses at the mainr-
stemmers were hypoed by heavy
New Year's Eve biz; "Words and
Music," heavily plugged, is on its

way to a socko take. "Mexican
Hayride" looks fairly good.

Estimates for Last Week
Ambassador CF&M) (3,000; 50-75)

—"Sunday Afternoon" (WB) and
"Rocky" (Mono). Last week, "Live
A Little" (EL) and "Hollow
Triumph" (EL), okay $14,000.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—"Mex-

ican Hayride" (U) and "Blondie's
Secret" (Col). Last week, "pale-
face" (Par) and "Dynamite" (Par)
(2d wk), great $17,000.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—

"Words and Music" (M-G). Last
week, "Gallant Blade" (Col) and
"Danger in Hills" (M-G), nice
$16,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—

"In Navy" (U) and "Pardon My
Sarong" (IJ) (reissues). Last week,
"San Francisco" (M-G) and "Night
at Opera" (M-G) (reissues) (m.o.),
solid $7,500.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-60)—
"Kiss Blood Off Hands" (U) and
"Trouble Makers" (Mono). Last
week, "Ali Baba 40 Thieves'! (U)
and "Phantom Opera" (U) (reis-
sues), oke $5,500.
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 40-60)—

"Paleface" (Par) and "Dynamite"
(Par) (m.o.). Last week, "Flying
Tigers" (Rep) and "The Fighting
Seabees" (Rep) (reissues), good
$5,000.

'Words' Starting

Oif Fast in Pitt

* , . '"t^*.
houses reporting okay

|
"Velvet Touch" (RKO) (2d runs),

takes. Keith Boston with "Dude Last week, second runs of "San
3^f^ ^^s leading the field i Francisco" (M-G) and "JNight at

until Mickey Rooney came up With
! Opera" (M-G), good $4,000.

flu and had to cancel the last two I

_

days of his p a. Memorial is still I

strong with holdover of "Every *

Girl Should Be Married." Met

'

shapes solid with second week of
|

Paleface" after Bob Hope comedy ^

got sock opener. "Snake Pit" at
paramount and Fenway and
Words and Music" at Orpheum

and State, opening New Year's,
tve, look like winners. I

_ Estimates for Last Week
[

..T,'**f"'
<Jaycox) (1,300; 40-80)—

I

•Enchantment" (RKO) (2d wk)
i

Solid $20,000 on first week
'

.
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-80)—

I

•Dude Goes West" (Mono). On ,

stage. King Cole, Helen Forrest,,
others. New Year's Eve take
should hypp biz. Last week, "Un-
tamed Breed" (Col) with Mickey
Kooney, Janis Paige, others, on-
stage. Mig-ht have been smash but
Kponey's illness dropped it to

Bob Hope Qves Denver

House Biggest in Year
..

• -Denver:
Paleface" wound up with best

week for more than a year at the
Denham, and is headed for an in-
definite stay. "Rogues' Regiment"
with "Sofia," after turning in fair
weeks at Denvert Esquire, Webber,
was moved to the Aladdin. .

Estimates for Last Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—
Johnny Belinda" (WB). Fair

Pittsburgh.
Big splash of new pictures usher-

ing in New Year with "Yellow Sky

"

day and dating over weekend at
both Harris and Senator. Latter
house kept it only two days, how-
ever, Gregory Peck starrer than
going it alone at Harris. "The
Search" and "Big City" got away I

,fast at Ritz. Moveover of "Every

I

Girl Should Be Married" looks

I

strong at Warner and "Words and I

I
Music" teed off stoutly at Penn.

I „, .,.
Midnight New Year's Eve shows at

i

Terrific

$28,000.
Exeter

"Paisan"
$9,000 for
Fenway

(Indie) (1,300; 45-'75)—
[Indie) (2d wk) great
first.

on. .re
^- Theatres) (1,373;40-80)—"Snake Pit" (20th). Lobks

plenty solid. Last week. "Fijihter
Squadron" (WB) and "Wild
Horses" (SG), okav $7,000

Majestic (Shubert) (1.500- $2 40)—' Red Shoes" (EL) i7th wk). Held
to big $7,500 for 6th week, school
Vacation helping.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-80)—

"Evety Girl Should Be Marriod"
<gKO) and "Behind Locked Doors"
(EL) (2d wk). Holding up sloutlv
after wow $32,000 for first

MetropoJitan (N. E. Theatres)
(4 367: 40-80)—"Paleface" (Par)
and "D.vnamife" (Par) (2d wk). got
great $36,000 in first.

Qrpheum (Loew) (3.000; 40-80)—
•'Words and Music" (M-.G). Opened
strong. Last week. "Man From
Colorado" fCol) and "Leather"
Gloves" (Col), fair $22,000

Paramount (A. E. Theatres)
(1,700; 40-80)—"Snake Pit" )20th).
Should be big. Last week. "Fiehter
Squadron" (WB) and "Wild
Horses" (SG), solid $15,000.

State (Loew) (3,500: 40-80)—
•'Words and Mu.sic (M-G). Starting
well. Last week. -- -

$3,000 for 5th week downtown.
' Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35-74)—"Red River" (UA) closed record
run with dim $4,000 for 5 days of

' 9th week.

! Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-74)I—"Paleface" (Par) (2d wk). Bob
Hope comedy holds well. Fiiist
week hit terrific $19,500.
Denver (Fox) (2.,'525; 35-74)—

"Rogues' Regiment" (U) and
"Sofia" (FC), day-date with Es-
quire, Webben Fair $12,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74) —
"Rogue.s' Regiment" (U) and "So-
iia^ (FC), also Denver, Webber.
Fair $2,000.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
Yankee" (M-G) and

Bad Sister" (U). Good $16,000.
Paramount (Pox) (2,200' 35-74)—

;'Father Dunne" (RKO) and "Bring

-^t"^ ^A'^L^^^^'^" <RKO) (reissucK
Thin $8,000.

« ^J""" JZ^""^ '878; 35-74)—"June
Bride" (WB) and "Smart Girls

So
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74) —

'Rogues' Regiment" (U) and "So-
il''"'

^'so Denver, Esquire.
Fair $2,000.

advanced prices all along the line
helped steam up trade.

Estimates for Last Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 44-76)—

''Mexican Hayride" <U). Last week.
Countess Monte Cristo" (U), very
dim for Xmas session at $6,500.

Harris '" "— —

Taleface' Scalps New

Toronto Record, $32,660
Toronto.

"Paleface" set a new house rec-
ord at the Imperial, largest film
theatre in Canada, with a smash
$32,600 in its first week, and holds
for four weeks. "Three Mus-
keteers" at Loew's also saw the
ropes up for a smash $21,000, also
holding for a run. With announce-
ment that "Hamlet" will close in
two weeks, this has upsurged to
near capacity at the Hylahd.

Estimates for Last Week
Hyland (Rank) (1,354: Sl-$1.50)

—"Hamlet" (U) (7th wk). Back to
near capacity after nice $7,500 last
week.

Imperial (FP)) (3,373; 36-66)—
"Palefac^" (Par) (2d wk). New rec-
ord at $32,600 for first week. Will
hold for four- weeksi

Loew's (Loew) (2,096; 36-66)—
Three Musketeers" (M-G) (2d wk)
" " $21,000 on initial round

!
issue ) . Near capacity $6,200' and is
holding over.

M

Fire Guts Texas House

: Amherst, Tex.
The Majestic here, owned by O
Cosby, Jr., destroyed by fire.

well. Last week. "Man From Colo- but some of booth equipment mav
rado" (Col) and "Leather Gloves" .

be salvaged. Cosby may rebuild
(Col), mild $12,000. tlie house.

skedded to hold over three weeks,
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 35'$i.20)-T-,

"Miranda" (EL) (2d wk). tusjar
$16,000 for tee-off session.

Shea's (FP) (2,386; 36-66) —
"When 'Baby Smiles" (20th) (2d

,„ . ,
,wk). Hit hefty >$13,000 in opener.

"Yellow 4kv'W9mM'^"?' f'-'^^V '^'''»" <1.«1; 36-66)- "Re-
I

^yellow Sky (20th). Last week, tUrn lif Octnher" Yf^niv To*,i.i
"Return of October" (Col), wasn't $5 Joo

""""^'^ <<^<»"- Tepid

too hot at $11,500 in 9 days. T
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 44-76) (Loew) (2,743; 36-66)—

-"Words and Music" (M-G). Got a ^'^^ Happy" (U). Fine
•lot of extra space in the news- !

*^*'"""-

papers via Joe Yule, Mickey 1
Victoria (FP) (1,260; 36-60)—

Rooney's father, being here at same ' "Goodbye, Mr, Chips" (M-G) (re^

,

time in "Finian's Saiiibow." Last
weeks, "Hills of Home" (M-G) and
"Night at Opera" (M-G) (reissue),
around $13,000.

,
Ritz (Loew's) (800; 44-76)—^"The

Search" (M-Gi and "Big Citv"
(M-G). Raves for "Search" and big
getaway credited to strong build-
up as well as Montgomery Cliffs
name. Last week, "Hamlet" (U)
(8th wk), less than $2,500.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 44-76)—

"Yellow Sky" t20th).
end day and dating

,
Then "Canyon Passage" (U) and ,

lions banned
Frontier Gal" (U) came in. Last ' type with pix.
week "Phantom of Opera" (U) and Estimates
All Baba'' (U) (rei^sufes), $4,500 in

9 days,
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 44-76)—

,"One Sunday Afternoon" (WB).
I
This was originally supposed to be
Xmas Week attraction but got
pushed back a week. "Every Girl
'Should Be Married" (RKO), best
here in long time and way oyer ex-
pectancy at great $22,000. •

Warner (WB) (2,000; 44-76-—
Evei-y Girl Should Be Married"
(RKO

I
(m.o.). - Closed strong at

Stanley and opened same way here
and may stay for a while. Last
week, 'Christopher Blake" (WB)
and 'Unknown Island" (FC). not
too hot at $6,000. :

™ « , „ **hlladelphia
The three-day holiday, coupled

with tremendous crowds brouehf
into mid-city by the New Year'q
Bye celebration and the traditional
Mummers Parade on New Year'il
Day, combined to send boxofficn
takes vSoaring. ;

New product came into nearlv
every house over the holidays
Local interest centers on the threo
higher - priced films, "Hamlet"
"Joan of Arc" and "Red Shoes'"
Difficult to appraise staying povir.
ers of trio pn basis of the holidav
splurge. '

"Yellow Sky," at the Fox, and
"Don Juan," at the Mastbaum, look
top grossers. "Paleface" drew
SRO business- in its first week at
Goldman. "Joan of Arc" may equal
its opening week figure, at the
Karlton, which was smash. 1

Estimates for Last Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; $1.20-2 40)—

"Hamlet" (U) (6th wk). Last week,
fine $15,000.

Arcadia (S&S): (700; 50 - 99) —
"When Baby Smiles" (20th) (2d
wk). Doing well. Last week, great
$6,000.

Boyd (WB) (2.360; 50-99)-^"Kis-
sing Bandit" (M-G) (2d wk). Near
first week; Last week, neat $21,000.

Ear'e (WB) (2.750; 50-99) -!
"Words and Music" (2d wk) (M-G).
Holding well. Last week, socko
$30,000.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—"Yel-
low Sky'-' (20th). Out 'in front with
.smash week likely. La.st week,
"Unfaithfully Yours" (20th), thin
$17,000.

Go!dman (Goldman) (1.200; 50-
99)—"Paleface" (Par). Sensational
start, and: talk of town. Last week,
"Three Musketeers" (M^G) (5th
wk), fancy $20,000.

Karlton (Goldman) (1 000; 90«
$1.80)—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) May
beat first week total. Last week, v,

record-breaking $29,500 opener.

Keith's (Goldman) (1.300: 50-99)

—"Mexican Hayride" (U) (2d wk).
Still getting solid business. Last
week, sturdy $15,000.
Mastbaum. (WB) (4 360: 50-99)—

"Don Juan" (WB). Holding near
first week's pace. Last week, ter-

rific $45,000,
Stanley (WB) (2.950; 50 - 99) —

"One Sundav Afternoon" (WB)»
Last week. "Hills of Home" (M-G),
fair $15,000.

Stanton (WB) fl,475; 50 - 99) —
"Plunderers" (Rep). Last week,
"Moonrise" (Ren), strong $12,000,

Trans - Lux (Trans - Lux) (500:

$1.20-2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (2d

wk). Three shows daily holding
this one up. Last week, huge $9,'-

200 opener.

'Eyes' Bright $10,000
Tops New Mont'l I*ix jDojieTt'

^1 Montreal.
General; pickup of biz is being

noted in all deluxers after holiday
julh Best newcomer last week was
'Night Has Thousand Eyes." All

Over week-
i

firstrun houses carried special New
with Harris. i X^^''''s Eve shows but local regula-

,
u

vaudeville of any

for Last Week
loew's (C.T.) (2,855; 40 - 65)

xT 4.^?yf^.Si
Carmen" (Col) (2d wk).

Hot $15,000.
- .Capitol (G;T.) (2,412; 34^60);^"NO
Minor Vices" (M-G). Stead $11,000.

Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 34-60) —

-

$n^000^
Time" (RKO). Okay

Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60) —
Night Has Thousand fiyes" (Par).

Strong $10,000.-

_
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 26-45)—

Isnt It Romantic" (Par) and
• Dynamite" (Col). Solid $5,500.
Orpheum (C.T.) (l,040; 34-60)—

..Texas,
^
Brooklyn" (UA) and

JUrubu" (UA) (2d Wk). Good

Taleface' Real Wampum

In Buff.; 'Words' Strong
Buffalo.

Usual bright New Year's week is

in prospect here, with "The Pale-

face" starting out like the sock
leader at Great Lakes. "Words and
Music" also teed off strongly at ;

the Buffalo. "Hamlet" is continu-
ing its original fancy pace after

great opening week at Teck.
Estimates for Last Week

Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)—
"Words and Music" (M-G). Last

week, "Kissing Bandit" (M-G) and
"Jungle Patrol" (20th), mild-
$11,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70)

—"Paleface" (Par). Last week,
"Wonderful Urge" (20th), thin

$10,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)-- -

"Wonderful Urge" (20th) (m.o.).

Last week, "In Navy" (U) and "Who
(U) (reissues), nice $8,000.

Teck (Shea) (1,400; $1.20-$2.40)

—"Hamlet" (U) (2d wk). Holding
well. Last week, fancy $9,000.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-701--

"Gotta Stay Happy" (U) and "End
of River" (Indie). Last y/esk, "Gal-

lant Blade'" (Col) and "Best Man
Wins" (Col), not sharp at $12,000.

Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40-

70)—"Every Girl Should Be
Married" (RKO) and- "Bodyguard
(RKO). Last week, "Blood on

Moon" (RKO) and "Palooka la

Winner Take All" (Mono) (6 days),

fat $12,000.

New Atlanta, N. C, Drive-Ins
Atlanta.

New theatres under construction

here and Greensboro, North Caro-

lina, by Dixie Drive-In Theatres

are nearing completion. New
drive-ins will accommodate Iva

cars. Dixie operates such OP^*!'^
houses in Greensboro and Char-

.lotte, N. C; Augusta, Atlanta

' Macon and Savannah, Ga., ari'

> Orlando and Jacksonville, Florida,
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Heavy Snow, Rain Hurts Qii Albeit

Hope-Torme-De Wolfe Wham $76

'Shoes' Big 16G, 'River at Flood 39G
^ Chicago. 4

Chi boxoffice got caught in

heavy snow storm and rains which
swept city over the weekend and
early in the weelc. However, two
vaude houses hit lush grosses and
most houses were benefited by
overflow . from these two, : the
Oriental and Chicago. Chica'go,

under impetus of. terrific exploita-

tion by house .flaclf, garnered the

year'? highest gross with $76,000
for "Paleface" and Billy De Wolfe
and Mel Torme topping stageshow
on first week. Orisntal hit great
$59,000 with "Three Musketeers"
and Three Suns opening session.

. "Red River at the- Woods rolled
«p a.xolossal $39^000 o p.e.n i n g
round. '-"June Bride" at the State-
liake did healthy $22,000 opener.
"Red Shoes" teed off at Selwyn
with socko .$16,000, and is hold-
ing.

In the holdover section, bright-
est was the second week of "Every
Girl Should Marry" at the Palace
•which took home $17,000. "Ham-
let" at the Apollo, in fifth week,
was nifty $14,000.

the Garrick, in seventh stanza^ did
bright $15,000.

Rialto and Surf, both off the
Raiidolph Street beat, ,wei:e hit by
the -Storms.

Estimates for Last Week '

, Apollo (B&K) (1,400; 1.20-2.40)—"Hamlet" (U) (6th wk). Crabbed,
.jieat $14,000 in fifth session.

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-98)—
• "Paleface" (Par) with stageshow
headed by Billy DeWolfe and Mel
Torme (2d wk). Holding well after

sensational $76;000 for Bob Hope
Comedy in first week, over hopes.

Garrick (B&K) (900; ' 50-98)—
"Snake Pit" (20lh) (8th wk.). Nifty
$15;000 for seventh week.

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 50-98) —
"Freaks" (M-G) (reissue) (3d wk.).

Bright $12,000 for second round.

Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 50-

98)—"Three Musketeers'? (M-G)
plus Three Suns p.a. (2d wk); Socko
$59,000 for opener.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—
"Every Girl Should Marry" (RKO)
(2d wk). Trim $17,000.

Rialto (Indie) (1,700; 50-98)—
"Phantom of Opera'' (U) and "Ali
Baba 40 Thieves" (U) (reissues).

Fair $7,800 for first week.
*

Robscvelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)

—

"Night at Opera" and "San Fran-
cisco" (M-G) (reissues) <2d Wk)..

Okay $12,500 after fast $16,000 in

'first.- - ;

Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; 1.20-
2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (2d wk).
Hit socko $16,000 in first week
ending Dec. 31.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)—"June Bride" (WB) (2d wk). Trim
$22,000 for first session.

Surf (Indie) (650; 85)—"This Is

New York" (UA) (6th wk) Okay
$5,000 for fifth week.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50-
98)—"Man from Colorado" (Col)

(2d wk). Crisp $22,000 for open-
ing round. .

Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)

"Red River" (UA) (2d wk),
$39,000 for initial week.

: World (Indie) (587; 80)-r-"Lost
One" (Col) (8th wk). Not too Md
$3,500 for 7th week.

K.C. Biz Back in Stride;

'Married' Opens |na^^

Hope Hold$ Up Ice^
Kansas City.

Grosses are back in ;
regular

stride,, fairly weU jcecovefed from;
the ' pre'Ghristmas sWniip:. • Town
has roster of ace pix; too, getting
some better money, especially since

I

the New Year's Eve extra shows
boost the, take this session. "Wbrds

! and Music."' at the Mldlandi Opened
I Friday (31). "Every Girl,Should Be
I Married," at the Orpheiira, started

; great last Wednesday
;
(29), ''Pale-

I face,"' in; second week ;at -jpara-

llooks unusually good afteit snlash

I
opener.--,,. . ,:.•.;':,';.,;';''.,;:,;,,',

I

Estimates for Last W*ek ;;

1 Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820;: 457
i
65)—"Rose Washington: . Square"
(20th) and ."Runaway Daughter"

I (SG) (reissues) opened Thursday
"Snake Pit" atMSO), Last week, "Return of Wild-

-* fire" (SG) and "Jungle Goddess"
(SG), slow $2,500.

.
;

'
;•; :

Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 45-65)-^
"Eternal Return" (indie) French
language film opened Saturday (1).

Last week, "Fantasia" (BKO) (re-
issue). Playing house for third time
hit merry $2,300.

Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
"Words and Music" (M-CJ) and
"Leather Gloves" (Gol)
Friday (31). Last week,
in Hills" (M-G) ("Hitls: of Home")
and '.'Black Arrow'; (Col). A-V-crage
,,$12,000., ,;,,,;:

Orphetim (RKO) (1,906; 45-65)—
"Every Girl Should Be Married"
(RKO) aiid^'Indian Agent" (BKO).
Off to a great start .'Wednesday
(29), Last week, "Last Days ! of
Pompeii" (RKO) and "She" ;tEKO)
(reissues), : unusual ;,; billing -for
Christmas week bilt :did Well at
$9,000. . : ; » ; :

Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)—
"Paleface" (Par) (2d wk). Not far
off from first weeltv-, pace. Last
week, great $20,000 for Bob ttope
comedy.
Roxy (DurwOod) (900; 45-:65)-;t

"Panhandle" (Mono) and' "Sixteen
Fathoms" (Mono).: Opened Satiir-'

ddy (1). Last week,"Live a Little"
(EL) and "Adventures G a 1 la n t

Bess" (EE), mild $4,000.

Tower-Uptown-Fairway (Fox
Midwest) (2.100, 2,04.3, 700; 45-65)
—"Yellow Sky" (20th). Opened Fri-
day (31). Last week, "Mexican Hay-
Tide" (U), light $11,000 in 9 days.

Fat Holiday Fare Lifts

Cincy; 'Words' Out In

Front, 'Married' Torrid
' Cincinnati,

'

Major stands are olfering an
assortment of strong holiday fare
and biz generally is setting a hot
pace. "Words and Music" shapes
loudest newcomer, and the flagship:

Albee is heading for colossal week
with "Blondie's Secret" and a solid

bill topped by Jack Carson and
Marion Hulton. "Every Girl Should.
Be Married" is a fast-stepping first-

run. Holdovers in the main are
stoutish,

/ Estimates for Last Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 64-94) —

"Blondie's Secret" (Col) plus Jack
Carson,: Marion Hutton, others, on
stage. Looks headed for colossal

week, spiked by sellout of New
I Year's Eve performance on reserv-'

ed seat $1.25-1.99 scale. Last week,
i "Untamed Breed"- (Col) with Peter
1 Lorre, Allen: Jenkins, others, on
1
stage, moderate $20,000.

,
Capitol CBKO) (2,000; 55-75)—

"Paleface" (Par) (2d wk). Holding

j

strong after sensational $21,500,
lover hopes, for near house record

I
at regular scale.

! Grand 'RKO) (1,400; 55-75) —
I "Words and Music" (M-G). Setting
town's pie pace in sizzling tempo.

! Holds. Last week, "Last Days Pom-
peii" (RKO) and "She" (RKO)

six days, wham $1,1,500.

B way Likes Sound ofNew Year s Biz;

larrietf-Lancaster Tall, 'Juan -T.D.

Sock, 'Words Wow 3d, 'Joan Hot 7th

Broadway firstruns, virtually al' G'obe (Brandt) tl,600: 90-$1.50)

holdover this session, benefitted : .—"Whiplash" (WB) (2d-final wk), ;

from the usual New Year's Eve and -First frpme ended Friday (31),
iholidny we^i? "ickup for first stan/.a |fakine in New Year's Eve, moderate
endinf! in 1949. Main ."our note to ."^KLOOO albeit over hopes. Stays
an otherwise bright business; pic-

ti'TTicd . to snow later Friday; (Si)

iafternboh;" This :msy:have c"t. sarta
into New Y^iir'S Eve but! most mpn-
agers felt it Was a relipf

,
from the

continued rainfall. All houses
tilted W>i^r scales for. few '^'sa'^''

Ev«! , :
price.s rnisg! rig from $2 t^

$3,60, th*" latter fo" the reseryed
!o.acs at ihe Music Hall.

While a bit too early at press-
time, most operators of :

deluxers
indicated thftt "the overall tot^l for
Broadwaiy film houses . on New
Year's week would coniDai?e favor-
ably with 1947.

:
Still

; digging oiit

froth tlie recorci Dee, :26 snowstprth
a yeiir ago, city's ban on vehicuJar
travel hit New Year's trade at

firstruns so badly, it will be re-

;

called thit they experieriied the
j

slowest Dec. 31 late-sliow business !

(reissues), six days, wham 81,1,500. I in several years. Ban kept thovi-

(

Guild (Indie) (278; $1.20-2.40)—^ ' sands from motorinf to N. Y. a year
"Hamlet" (U) (2d wk). Near-ca- ago.

pacity trade. Last week, hotsy
\ One of the strongest newcomers

$8,500. ,„., , , „ I to wind: up its first week before
,

Keith's (City Inv.) d 542; 55-'75)
I Dec. 31 was the Strand, with "Don

i—"Mexican Hayride (Ui (2d wk). juan" and Tommy Do'rsey heading .

Continuing rollicking stride. Last 'singe bill. Initial stanza hit smash
$76,000, best at that house i'n weeks.

'"Every Girl Should |B0 Married"
week, goGd:$8,500.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75) —
"Last Days Pompeii" (RKO) and
"She" (RKO) (reissues) (m.o.).

QpgneJ I

Looks helty. Last week,"Jungle
"n^nppf ' JhT!" (Col) (m.o.), moderate $4,500.^

' Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75) —
"Evcrv Girl Should Be" Married*'
(RKO). Off to great start:; Last
week, "Rogues' Regimerit" (U),

.sturdy $13,000.
Shiibert (RKO) ; (2,100; 55^75) —

Rogues' -Regiment" (U) (m.o.). In

with Burt Lancaster;' and Skitch
Henderson band also completed its

first week at the Capitol in the
chips. It went to sock $90,000,
quite a ; bit over hopes; Second
week will get benefit of New Year's

J'cre only two weeks, with "Belle
Ftirr's Daughter" (20th) opening
,Jan. 8.

!
Fw'ion (CHy Inv.) (S85; $1.80-

;

!?2.40)—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (4th
, wk). Third week ended Monday
,(3) niglit is, reported way up after

' getting S7,000 in second , session
and $6,500 opening week. Booking
is for only six weeks; with legit
show replacing.

;
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.20)

'
—"An?el on Amazon" (Rep) (24
wk). First round ended Friday (31),

' includin.<^ New Year's 'Ev6 trade,
' strong $14,000.

;
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 60-$1.25)

!—"One Sunday Afternoon" (WB)
:,(2d'-final wk). Second round opened
Man. 1. First week mild $20,000.
' "Wake of Rea Witch" (Rep) opens
Jan. 8.

Pa'ace (RKO) (1,700; 40-95)—
'Stagecoach" (UA) and "Long Voy-
age" (UA) (reissues) (2d wk). First
week concluded Dec. 31 went to
'surprisingly great $22^000, and
over hopesvcven though upped by
New Year's Eve trade. This combo
due to stay until "Boy With Green
Hair" (RKO) opens Jan. 12, renew-
ing firstrun policy here.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)

-T-"The Paleface" (Par) with Benny
Goodman orch. Buddy Lester top*:
ping stageshow .(4th wk). Third
session ended Tuesday (4) not far

I
off from second week's total, get*

!
ting an assist from New Year's Eve
and Jan. 1 business. Second roundEve and the followihg.;daiy, which f&'-JSStiMOoSo"

should keep the pace n^ar initial
|
^^lafr Avertwe

round.
' "52 40).^''Hariilet'

winners wKh^'thelr net viTovln- j?^^^^'''^ ^^^^ l^^t (Tues.)

^airfeh stride. Last week, "Gallant rnrXm^rDay'X.^^^^^^ ^'^^
Blade" (Col) (m.o.), .so-so $4,500. ' •

••

(U) (583; $1.20-
(U) (15th wk).

INDPLS. ON UPBEAT;

miS' $13,000 TOPS
Indianapolis.

Firstrun biz has recovered from
pre-holiday slump of Christmas
week> but didn't 'get .much above
average anywhere partly: because
of weekend cold wave. Nothing
held although "Mexican Hayride"
moved from Indiana to Keith's for
second stanza. •'^Danger in Hills."-

"Gallant Blade" combo, playing to
heavy kid trade at Loew'Si led
town.

Estimates for Last Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44-

65)—"Blood On Moon" (RKO). Oke
$11,000.

Indiana (Ganble-Dolle) (3,300;
44r65)—"Mexican Hayride" (U).
Fair $11,500.

"Keith's (G-D) (1,300; 44-65) —
"One Brick Higher" (Indie). Thin
$2,600 on documentary made at
Purdue University with student
cast.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)—
"Danger In Hills'; (M-G) and "Gal-
lant Blade" (Col), Nice $13,000.

lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65) —
Plunderers" (iflep) and "Ro$e of

Yukon" (Rep). Mild $5,500.

L'vifle Sees '49

OK; 'Hayride'

p

Louisville;
Prospects for business oii the

main stem is good for 1949: tlur-,
.rently, pace is healthy but not stu-

Huge I pendous. "Rogues' Regiment" at
Mary Anderson and ''Mexican Hay-
ride" at Rialto made best showings
last week.

Estimates for Last Week
Brown

; (Fourth Avenue) (1,200;;

45-65)---"Night Has Thousand Eyes"
(Par) and"Disaster" (Par). Tabbed
nice $5,000 on m.o. from Rialto.
Kentucky (Swltow) (1,200; 30-40)

-^"Apartment for Peggy" (26th)
and"Touch of 'Venus" (U). Moder-
ate .$3,200.

Mary Anderson (People's) (1 ,;0()0;

45-65) — "Rogues' Regiment" (U)
Not too hefty $7,000.

Rialto (FA) (3,000; 45-65)—
"Mexican Hayride" (U) and "Ad-
ventures Gallant Bess" (EL). Catch-
ing kids out of: school holiday wieek
but medium $12,000, looks about
all...'""

State (Loew's) (3.000; 45-65)—
"Danger in HilLs" (M-G) and "Gal-
lant Blade" (Coi). Fairish $11,000.

Strand (FA) (1,000; 45.^65)—
"Plunderers" (Rep) and "GFrand
Canyon Trail" (Rep). Helped by
school holidays to brisk $7,000,

chantment," went to very big $40
000 while State's "Force of Evil"
got a fancy $44,000.
Roxy also went over expectations

with"Wonderful Urge" and- Bar-
bara Ann Scott heading stageshow.:
First week was solid $100,000,
albeit not up to hopes for a big^

holiday, week.
The real champ for Christmas

week was the Music Hall with
"Words and Music" and Xmas
stage bill. Third week ended Dec.
29 soared to great $157,000. Judging
by lines despite heavy downpour
last Thursday (30) and New Year's
.business^ Hall likely will not drop
far behind this mark on fourth i

session./ ~
i

Another powerhouse is "The
j

Paleface" with Benny Goodman!
1

band onstage at the Paramount, i

I It beat initial, week's business by !

Frisco Ctimbs Up;

'Pit' Big Starter

San Francisco.
Clearing weather and upped

holiday scales helped brighten
Market Street firstruns over the

I weekend. "Snake Pit" started out
at the Fox in sock fashion. "Rogues'
Regiment" at Orpheum also teed
off big. "The Paleface" is top
holdover at the Paramount after
great opening session.

: Estimates for Last Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.844; 60-

85)—"Every Girl Married" (RKO)
and "Indian Agent" (RKO) (2d
wk). Doing okay. Last week, solid
$20,000.
Fox (FWC) (4.651; 60-95) —;

"Snake Pit" (20th). Opened boff.
Last week, "Yellow Sky" (20th) and
"Bungalow 13" (20th). okay $23;.500.

Warficld (FWC) (2,656; 60-85) —
"Words And Music'" (M-G) and
"Code Scotland Yard" (Rep) (2d'

wk). Holding up nicely. Last week,
fine .$22,500. .

Paramount (Par) (2,646: 60-85)—
"Paleface" (Par) and "Disaster''
(Par) (2d wk). Staying up fine.

Last week, sock $30,000. ti nm "T„r,«i„ ti„," fr-„n nr,„.,-,H
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85>- lf^'?%7:i""f. Ihe d "O^r^

"The Accused" (Par) (2d wk). Still '/„^^,,f'^^,^°y//^;:'/"^^^^^
strong. Last week, robust $lf5,000.l;^^„st (Col) d d on^^ $6,500 in

Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; S5-
' ^stor (Cilv Inv ) (1 100- 70 -Rl m85)—"Rogues' Regiment" (U) and ^^Fnrhnntmpnr '

™"-^^'^'''

"Ladies of Chorus" (Col). Starting r;itf3"i'-'^«»}2re.

previous session.
Thirteenth round hit smash $19,400,
best of run thus far while 12th
week was ."iJlS.SOO, a bit over hopes.

Radio City iVIusic Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)—"Words
and Music'' (M-G) with Christmas
stageshow (4th wk). Third session :

ended Dec. '29 soared to great
$157,000, easily best of three weeks
thus far. House opened at 7:30 in

1

morning Monday, Tuesday, Wed-
I

nesday and Thursday, last week*
1
making five stageshows possible;

[
Despite this, long lines, even in
kpouring rain, were common at all

I

shows.
I

Rialto (Mage) -(594; 44-$1.20) —
!
"In Navy" (U) and "Pardon
Sarong" (U) (reissues) (3d wli:-2

days). Current round starts today
(5) being held to oiCy two days be-,
cause "Unknown I.sland" (FC) is

set to open Jsn. 7. First week
ended Dec. 28 went to smash

!l?;!i,H°fi?Jf"lH*'!J^A'' .*5
I

$13,000 wiiiie second frame, taking
second frame ended Dec. 28. Third New Year's Eve was nearly aiweek takingm New Year s should ' "

:
big.

I
Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60-

; $1;25)—"Snake Pit" (20th) (9th wk).
Eighth week ended Wednesday (29)

Plan South Jersey Drive-ln
Philadelphia.

A new drive-in has been an-
nounced for the South Jersey area,

by W. W. Smith, president of Parkt
In Theatres, of Gloucester, N. J.

Gloucester group, will be asso-
ciated with the Sablosky film in-

terests, of Philadelphia, in the new
drive-in to . be located: on the Del^
sea Drive in Bridgeton-Vineland.

out robust. Last week,

a't^'';Co;?^^'d thi^'°$"9:llo^^^- .^-^IJ-
business went t^

ITnifpH ArfUfs iNn rrinsoTl ?n7- ^^'^^ '"S $40,000. Proving a terrific

5.5*'85)-!-''Bet' Yeal°•"''?RKO^'(M ^^fZI ^^^iJ'^
""""""^

Ta^UfoS^l,""'"^
-'^^^ Bi^ 7c^ftr'LT%'89; $1,20-

StaSor (Ackerman) (350; $1.20 ?2-40)-"Red Shoes" (EL) (11th

to: $2.40) (60-85)—"Hamlet" (U)
(8th wk). Shaping up lor another,.. „ . ..„i,i.j m.i. , ,•

great session. Last week, socko sho^s„„P"S^^d 10th v^^^^^

$11 ,500 ]

Dec. 30 to great $20,000. a bit over

Esquire (No. Coast) (955; 55-85) Jj^Pfs; mnth was $15,000. House
-"Return of October" (Col) and

,
l^^'ng $2.40 top for two New

"Blondie's Secret" (Col) (m.o.). s Eve shovvs.

Doing okay. Last week, "Red !

Capitol 'Loew s) (4.820; 80-$1.50)

River" (UA) (m.o.), big $4,400 on — ^vf^'y^irl Should Be Married"
4th week . » v

.. (RKO) with Burt Lancaster, Skitch

Larkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)— '

S^"'^^';^?"
heading stageshow

"Woman Hunt" (Indie) (2d wk). . ,1^ "^"'-^'^ holdover frame
First week Was pleasing .$2,500. :

started Dec. 30, and not far from—
! opening week since taking in New

be near that
"Joan of Arc" is soaring this

week both at the Fulton and Vic-
toria. Heserved^seat run at former
likely will hit biggest mark of run
in third .stanza. At the 'Vic, ".loan "

i

rebounded trom pre-holiday in-

:

fluence to smash ,$41,000 in seventh I

frame, "Snake Pit" also soared,
reaching very .strong $34,000 in
eighth week at Rivoli. i gjjow with Ming & Ling, Bob Evans.

Estimates for Last Week Harold Barnes topping stage bill

Ambassador (Siiil/:kvi 1 1.200; 55- '^^ wk). Second frame ended last

Tuesday (4), First week went to
big $100,000 and oyer hopes, bene-
fit of two biggest holiday weekday's
pushing Up total.

State (Loew's) (3.450; 80-$l.50)—
"Force" of- Evil" (M-G) (2d Wk),
First week ended Dec. 31 ,

taking in

reflected picture's /"stamina by
climbing up to very/strong $34,000

-

as compared with $18,00.0 in sev-
enth . stanza. Continuing.
Roxy (20th) (5,886! 80-$1.80)

"Wonderful Urge" (20th) plus
Barbara Ann Scott heading new ice

(RKO) (2d wk).
session started

''^^*'"''"
' Sltu7day aT.^Trst week,"incTudin^^ Year's Eve, went to fancy
— ,S44.000. In for run in view of cur-

rent business.
Strand (WB) (2,756;' 76r$1.50)^

"Don Juan" : (WB) With Tommy
Dorsey brch heading stage bill (2d
wk). Initial session ended ThurSr

wk). This stanza opened Friday day (30) soared to smasli $76^p0.
(31). Help from having eight extra one of best here m some time. .Cur^.;

shows pushed 10th week ending rent week gets benefit of .-flew
Year'.s Eve trade.

Victoria (City Inv:) (1.060; 9.5-

$2.40)—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (8th

wk). Seventh week ended DeC* 29
rebounded in great style to smash
$41 ,GPO as against $30,000 for; sixth.

Holds on indef.

United Nations (FWC) (1,149;
60-85)—"Yellow Sky" (20th) and
"Bungalow 13" (20th) (m.o.). Shapes
strong. Last week. "Fantasia"
(RKO) (reissue), $2,500.

State (Par) (2,133; 60-85)—"In-
ternational Lady" (EL) and "Blood
On Sun" (UA) (reissues). Nice go-
ing. Last week; "Son Of Sheik"
(Indie) and "Gaslight Follies"

(reissues), sturdy $7,500.

MINNEAPOLIS.
(Goritinued from page 60)

-

First session ended i Orpheum. Last week, "Northwest
(29), with help from ' Stampede" (EL), fair $7,500.

: Uptown (Par) (1,000; 44-60)--
"When Baby Smiles" (20th). One
of first nabe showings. Last week,
"Johnny Belinda" (WB), ^ood $4,-

,,oooi .--.,..:-:,.

f World (Mann) (350: SO-85)^"Th«

Year's Eve,
Wednesday
holiday week crowds for four davs,
soared to $90,000, considerably over
expectancy.

Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 70-
$1.85) — "Rogues* Regiment" (U)
(3d wk). Third stanza opened Jan
1. Second week held up very fine
at $27,000 after $28,000 opener.

Mikado" (U). Last - week,
rise" (Rep), fair $2,300.

'Moon*
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Legit's Four-City Routine
Continued from page 3 i

2d Drive4n for Mpls.

Indie Unit to Cost HOG

dew for two seasons; ,
and there

were a flock of "Baby Mine, I air

and Warmer" and other stage hits

with two or three attractions—all

flving the banner of these keen old

in-oducers. Henry W. Savage had

out three "Merry Widows' at. one

Minneapolis.

it 1 .1 I Ted Mann and Charlie Ruben-
Devil" com- 1 to supervise the local effort and

^^^.^ j^^^j independent circuit

owners, start next spring on their

s^bohd BiilUtli. idrive^ih theatre, a
600-car drive-ln costing $140,000,

covered the country like the. I extend suggestions and help

One thing the League must do

though, is to assure each and every

community who agrees to work in
??,"e7opened theirf rst in th^area

support of
V;.''. At the same time,

good shovv^ v^ll be forth^^^
Passed a zoning ordinance

plenty ot them Each city of 100
^^^^^ ^ proposed drive-

000 or more should have a s^ow
Minnesota Entertainment

-^
;,:„"5.,mp number pre- 1

every 10 days or two weeks, vynn

onU'nrUie'moS pTaf"EvLy- 1 the efforts of the local group and

;Xhr comedy "E™ publicity the press will give P'^
anq. nie i-unn-uj twavr, ie cm.-i fihanrp of Dlavine "^V'"

Enterprises, comprising a group of

prominent Twin City indie exhibi-

tliere is. small' chance of playing

,

a losing dale, because, as stated

above, these :
auditoriums have a

large capacity . and $5,000 to $8,000

1 •( „„,v,Hnv^ the sross should be the average for a good,
you book ahitnovvadays the gio^^^

^ one-nighter. A
ic n,pr.^ t.mes as great as it would

^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^.^ ^^^^

woman
Me.'

Bookirtg numerous attractions^ at

the present time may be more dil-

ficuU but it can be done. A.nd once

you book a hit nowadaj

is three times as great

See 1949 Production Hypo
Continued from page 11

;

round figure for studio employees
reportedly was 30,000.

Total on the payrolls in Septem-
ber this year was 74.3% of that

figure, compared with ^93.5% in

1947. A few sample months from
the Department's chart illustrate

the drop and indicate what's in

store: v;:

1947
%

March 97.8

April 101.1

May 101.6

August 95.0
In the face of opposition, from

North Central Allied which has
askod the council not to: -issue any September , . . . . V 93.5
new tlieatre licenses^ Mrs. Betty

Secrost, who formerly operated

the Princess, nabe house, is still

1948
%
77.3

79.3

83.3

69.8

74.3

bc jn the period mentioned above
thrterri^orv Cthe kci^ i^^

seeking a permit in another sec-

The "Road" is all right ,

^^ov^i^'' ^h^^

'^/J^^^^^^^
Council rofused

I to kill the Di-oposed project in con-healthy, and has plenty

nienl money for stage successes it

the managers will only send them

out. Send out duplicates of Broad-

way successes and it will be but a

short time until the public \yill

again contract the theatre-going

habit in towns which have been de-

prived of stage entertainment for

tickets will relieve the transpor

many years
. .

_ ^

It is true production costs are

entirely too high and under pres-
, ^.jjingnggg „f t^e members to sub-

ent booking conditions, with but
generously to this worthy

a skimpy list of cities available at
|

<= . .

.

to kill the prbppsed project in

c.urrence with a "maiopity litense

be handled on a pro-rata basis. .

committee report.

The idea- of the League is ex-! Tnal iias been set in district

cellent and can be accomplished fu^t oi the manclatnus suit

successfully with the good-will ;
brought by the Paul Mans group

and cooperation of the actors, ot indies to compel issuance of a

stagehands, press agents, musicians 1
new theatre license in Rose, Twin

and other craftsmen of the thea- !
City suburb- A license ,Wa.s issued

jj.g
. there to Minnesota Amps^Co.

Only lack of interest and un-

'""'^H,,
I cause can destroy the movement!

this writing, managers are properly
, y^^^ promises to restore one of the __

cautious about sending a imo. z
j ^..^^ arts to its former high pedes- 1 Pacific Drive-In Theatres in asso-

extended tour oi
,

rj,^^^ ^^.^^^^ ^ i

giatio„ „,ith Frank and Fritzie

1,000-Car Cal. Drive-In

Whittier, Cal.

New drive-in, to accommodate
1,000 cars, being built here by

the one and two-night stands,
i

jj^^^,

though big money may be made in

doing so. '
•

' Fishman. It will cost $300,000.

I

. Beaucoup One-Nightcrs 1|:

If the League of New York The-

atres and the Actors Equity can

work together in an intelligent

, manner, they should begin their re-

vival ceremonies by opening up the

good one-nighters of the country.

Take the state of Michigan, for in-

stance, with a lot of good show

towns. Ann Arbon Saginaw, Jack-

son, Kalamazoo, Lansing, Battle

creek and Grand Rapids :
— all

closed to traveling stage shows- In

Indiana, Terre Haute, Evansville,

F6M Wayrte, South Bend, ditto,

Illinois has Springfield, Peoria,

BloOmington, Rockford and De-

catur darkened against the stage.

In Iowa such good towns as Bur-

lington. Davenport, D u b u que,
Waterloo, MarshaUtown and Cedar
Rapids used to support the stage

generously, but they have no op-

portunity to do so now. The state

of Texas is practically felosed to

traveling attractions, as is North

Politics and the Artist
^ Continued from page 3 ;

FaUst," ; "'THe Sorrbws of Wer-
ther," etc.; also stage director of.

the Weimar theatre; poet, natural-

ist and scientist and member of the
Carolina, Georgia and Alabama.

|

imperial Chamber of the German
California can be played and so can Empire.

though later Marie Gorelll became i president, with a contempt for

her favorite novelist. Chesterfield
i
"practical" politics,

sat in the Lords; was a high-rank-
1

poetry and a "book on religion
ing diplomat and his "Letters"',

j
(destroyed by a pious friend),

adorn the shelves of the cultured,
i marked the beginning of Abraham

Macaulay authored "The Lays of
i Lincoln's literary career, culminat-

Ancient Rome" and "The History
; ing in the "Gettysburg Speech," a

of England." Who hasn't aston- classic in the world's universities
ished his loving parents when re-

| even if Mr. Babbitt and certain
citing "lloratius"? Art carries the

; editors consigned it to oblivion
compulsion to serve the oppressed, i along With its politically inept au-
Macauley M. P. denounced the ra-jthbr
pacities ot_ Warren Hastings and ^ George's "Progress and

'*'^?i?"„•«n*^^l«l^*^?l °r«fh^ .v^^
is cherished by the intel-

and religious rights to Catholics
ug^^t ^^^^ ^ prof6und im-

ana y ews, I pression on young George Bernard
"Genius, I name thee Goethe,

| shaw. Twice candidate for mayor
wrote Carlyle of the author of

j of New York, Henry George's re-

al! the good towns in Montana, and
Phoenix, Tucson and El Paso. All

want stage shows, but the joker is

the picture theatres hold the legiti-

mate franchise in those towns and
i

Paderewski served as president
of Poland. Mr, Babbitt has pos-
sibly heard that name mentioned
casually at some church musicale.

Machiavelli, the Italian, besides

the pictures won't let a. stage show his comedy "La Mandragola," wrote
in. The League should take vig-

1
many books. From his statesman-

orous means to have all territory

opened up for stage attractions. ,
As a start, it would be a wise

ligion was government with; "Thou

I

Shalt Not Steal" in its code, his

I

slogan being "I am for rten."

I . Surely these . Americans would
I
support Woodrow Wilson's idea: A

I
man's labor is not a thing to barter

l or sell, but an integral part of his

llife." Mr. Babbitt would sniff at

i their combined wealth. Wilson be-
came governor of New Jersey and
President of the United States af-

I
ter writing "The History of the
American People" and striving to

i»vfn ?h» wnr?^ wh^JwtLf /n^^ terrified the

• „ < t « TTn W RnnVina 'nfLi nf ir^r^,^ Field Marshall Jan
thing to ask the

.
United Booking prove of it . or not. Benedetto . .. Cmiit^ ripHflrori- "Wilson

Office to cancel the franchi.ses Croce, philosopher of ' Aesthetics

!

held by the motion picture chains. and cultured author, was a Sena ' ^' Versailles, Human-

These chains play few if Sny legiti- 1 tor and Minister of Public Instrue^ - - - ,

'

mate offerings and they don't pay
|
tion

the booking office enough to make
it worthwhile to continue the
policy. Still they are in a position
to strangle the efforts of the
League and Equity to revive gen-
eral interest in the drama. Once
these towns are thrown open, the
producer can play auditoriums.
Nearly all cities have fine audi- 1 of first rank,
toriums, built by the W. P. A. 12 r More"Writer-Statesmen
or M years ago; they have big -jT^^Jnt
stages, .sulTicient dressing- rooms

uii-itiu

height, lines and lights in aburj
dance

Uty failed."

Richelieu, playwright and au-
thor, administrator, navy builder,
military genius, was one of France's
most eminent Cardinal-statesmen.
J. J. Jusserand wrote of the the-
tre, Shakespeare and other sub-
.iects; was -ambassador to, the
United States and a political leader

L : Actors Make Politicians

Irish kings were
poets, and , bards were their com-
panions. Riehard-'Brinsley Sheri-

Now for actors. George Alex-
ander of the London County Coun-
cil was knighted for his services.
Our Congress had Nathaniel P.
Banks, ex-Governor of Massachu-
setts, who tried for nomination of
the convention that chose Lincoln.
He persuaded Fremont against
heading a third party which might
easily have doomed Lincoln's sec-
ond' election. Of the party in
power, he precipitated the expo-
sure of the corrupt Grant adminis-

[.rMlXlv rlPan -.L hP=t (dramatist from Dublin), con- tration and unseated dictator Jay

all. have money eapTcfty
I

"The School iot Scandal'' ' Cooke. George H. Crisp was

The Leasue and EaUitv should i

T^ ne Rivals"; was a brilliant Speaker of the-House; Julius Kahh,

cet husv on this honkin? atiplp -inrl
orator and wit, conspicuous in the ' member of the House Committee

ronla"t' iT^mPdi^.Pr"^ fJll ' Parliament at the trial of Hastings, on Military Affairs, World War i:

It was but natural that Douglas ' On the distaff side were Congress-
Hyde and William Butler Yeats,

i
women Izetta Jewell, Helen Gaha-

Gontact immediately a local or
ganization or party to do the
spade-work and act as impresario,

i
, . , , , , , ™ . ^ ,

A local tieup is necessary, as n !

diama isLs and poets, should serve gan Douglas and Claire Boothe

moves the theatre up into the cul- 1

respectively as President of Eire Luce, AH these actors spoke good
tural class where it riglitfuUv be- ^"^ "'ember of the Dail Eireann.

|

English and were in nobody's pay.

longs All cities are civic-minded i

country had Benjamin I Our recent election had for can-

and stress culture whether thev
'' '"'nklin of "Poor Richard's Al- didates a pianist, a baritone soloist

have it or not '
•' jmanack" and "Autobiography"

,
and a Vice-Presidential candidate

i ij.— j„.
1

j

fame. He experimented with light- who had starred in a hillbilly show.
I

jan L,ocai rriae
| ^ins, invented a stove, had the Should the artist go into politics?

The League should send a high streets of Philadelphia lighted and As Clemenceau (schoolteacher,
class representative to contact in- paved, invented musical glasses physician, playwright, novelist, es-
flucntial people, the Women's and wrote feelingly about music. ' sayist, statesman), remarked to
Clubs, Junior Leagues, the Lions, He walked among giants; a consum- Paderewski: "You were a great

mate politician who knew when pianist; now you're president My
not to talk. His protege was gcodness, how you'V.e Come down in
Thomas Jefferson, violinist, singer, i the world!"
naturalist, maker of nails, archi-
tect and essayist. EVerj' Fourth of
July his' "Declaration of Iiidepend-
ertce" falls on Mr. Babbitt's sur-

|:
.:. -MG?a ,;12 - .ClasslesV;:- ^^.i-. J

A dozen of Metro's 1949 starters

will be in color. Another 12 will

be culled from the classics. Three
will be filmed outside the U. S.

Lineup con.sists of "The Forsyte

Saga," "Madame Bovary," "Grey-
friar's Bobby," "Intruder in the

Dust," "Storm Over Vienna," "Any
Number Can Play," "Robinson Cru-

soe," "East Side; West Side,"

"Young Bess," "The Chosen," "Bat-

tleground,''. "Black. Hand,'' "Scene
of the Crime," "Annie Get Your
Gun," "In the Good Old Summer-
time," "Three Little Words," "Mid-
night Kiss,'' "It's a Date," "Duchess
of Idaho," "The Conspirator,"
"Quo Vadis?" and "Viva Zapata."

Paramount hasn't popped with
its complete lineup yet but will

make at least as many as last year
—21, including four from Pine-
Thomas. Studio has five inked for
January starts: "After Midnight,"
"Red Hot and Blue," "Sunset
Boulevard," "Dear Wife" and
"Broadway Bill."

It looks like at ' least 35 from
Warners for the new year. Com-
pany made 29 in '48, including
product from the Saul Elkins unit,

which started grinding 'em out in
March. Elkins' medium budgeters
totaled seven, and it's expected
he'll produce at least 10 during
the upcoming 12 months to bolster
studio output.

There'll be another 30 from 20th-
Pox—24 on the lot and six abroad;
That win be two more from home
base than the '48 crop. Firm is

expected to cut output from its

indie producers, which in 1948
involved six from Sol Wurtzel, two
from Frank Seltzer, one from Mar-
cel Hellman, three from Edward
Small, two from Sam Baerwitz and
one from Nat Holt.
Those "formative planning

stages" heralded at RKO are said
to indicate a repeat of 1948's 24.

Program includes "I Married a
Communist," "Operation Malaya"
and ".Tet Pilot." Studio chief How-
ard Hughes has made a five-picture
deal with Gary Grant, one of'which
will be made in -49, plus a dis-

tribution deal on "The Green
Promise" with' fellow Texan Glenn
McCarthy.

In addition. Argosy (John Ford
and Merian C. Cooper) is planning
three, two of which will probably
be released by RKO. Trio con-
sists of "The Quiet Man," "The
Family" and /'Uncle Mike Meets
Murder." This last year Argosy
made "Fort Apache," "Mr. Joseph
Young of Africa" and "She Wore a
YeUow Ribbon" for RKO and
"Three Godfathers" for Metro, t

Will include "Born Yesterday," "All
the King's Men," "Lena Hanson"
"Anna Lucasta/' ''Tokyo Joe"
"Sirocco," "Miss Grant Takes Rich,
mond" and 'My Next Husband"—

^

all in the $1,500,000 class.

RepuWic's 54, with an over-all
budget of $22,000,000, is an in-
crease of 14 over 1948. Compaiiy
will increase its medium-budget-
ers; : running about $400,000 each,
with 20 'on. tap compared with
1948's 12. It's status quo for the
lot's oaters, which will be com-
prised of four Roy Rogers starrers,
six Allan "Rocky" Lanes, and six-
Monte Hales.
Eagle Lion has 20 on tap, com-

pared with 11 of its. own during the
last 12 months; Eighteen indies
were released, in

. addition EL's
own 11—plus six Edward Small re-
issues and a dozen from, .7. Arthur
Rank. There'll be 12 more from
Rank, and there are four more
documentaries coming up, on the
order of "T-Men," "Canon City,"

"Raw Deal" and "He Walked By
Night." Budgets will run from
$400,000 to around $1,000,000:

Universal will repeat with 24 and
the same number from Rank as

last year. This lot will go in more
for comedies and exploits^tion pic-

tures (on the-^ order of "The Life
of Riley" and ''Abbott & Co.stellci

Meet Frankenstein") than it did
for pictures like "Another, .part of,

the Forest," "All My Sons" and
"A Woman's Vengeance" — all

hailed by the critics but drubbed
at the b.o.

Tightening up like other studios;

U's "budgets will be lower, on the

whole, although some pretty hefty

outlays will be made on ;"Gome
Be My ;Love," Robert Montgomery
starrer, and the Technicolor
"Bloomer Girl," "Bagdad," "The
Western Story," "Sienna," "Toma-
hawk" and "Streets of Cairo."

Indies' Ontput Up

Goldwyn's Duo

Junior Chamber Of Commerce and
other civic groups should be
visited and steamed up with en-
thusiasm and local pride in the
venture, The local committee can
arrange theatre parties, out-of-

town cavalcades, radio hookups
, and other methods of exploitation,
and any capable press agent has
the knowledge and the experience

500-Car Drive-In at Olcan

Buffalo.
Empire State Drive-in Theatre

""hp fn').ni!^F«^%^•*"P^?iCorp. of Buffalo is building a 500-

nfT^;-rrini1. a«H l=i'?y"'^'''"''^=l theatre at Clean to
01 Vugmia and is rated a great cost $150,000,

Samuel Goldwyn, whose last, year
output for RKO consisted of "A
Song Is Born" and "Enchantment,"
has another pair coming up—

-

"Hoseanna McCoy" and one more.
Latter may be Clare Booth Luce's
"Their Wedding Night," Mackin-
lay Kantor's yarn about a New
York cop, or Walter Reisch's "The
Awakening;"

There'll be at least two for RKO
from Walt Disney—"So Dear to
My Heart," early this year, and
''Two Fabulous Characters," in the
fall. Bing Crosby narrates ''The,
Headless Eorseman" sequence in i

the latter. The other half will be
devoted to "The Wind in the Wil-
lows." Disney is also aiming for
a December, '49,. release for "Cin-
derella," now in work. Latter is his
first all-cartoon feature since
"Bambi," before the war. In addi-
tion to his regular slate of 18 short
cartoons, Disney is inaugurating a
"True Life Adventure" series, first

being "Seal Island" and second
"Adventures with Nature." They
are described as "short features,"
in Technicolor, running 30 minutes
each."
" Columbia will turn out at least
50, compared with 1948's 54. This
includes four serials, three Gene
Autry gallopers and eight Charles
Starrett westerns, Top-budgeters

Allied Artists-Monogram's agen-

da stacks up as 61, compared with
47 in '48. There are 11 AA's inked
for lensing, with budgets running
from $400,000 to $1,300;000. Hal
Roach, who has lowered his rental

rates in a bid for other indies and
tele producers, may make two of

his scheduled six for Metro, but

this isn't definite.

Screen Guild Productions, which
made 17 in its first year, is map-
ping 30 of the short-budgeters for
'49. David O. Selznick, whose lone

1948 contribution was"Portrait of

Jennie,'' has one planned—- "A
Doll's House."

United Artists will repeat with

24, according to production over-

seer George Bagnall. ., First four
are Benedict Bogeaus' "The-
Crooked Way," which started Dec 1

at General Service; Screen Plays'

"Champion"; Edward and William
Nassour's"Africa Screams," Ab-
bott & Costello starrer that teed

off Nov. 10 at Nassour Studio; and
W. R. Frank's 'The Great Dan
Patch," which rolled Nov. 22 at

General Service. v

Also on the slate for UA are

Edward Small's, "The Life of

Valentino," starting after all these

years in April, with Virginia Van
Upp writing and producing; and a

January startjr apiece from James
Nasser and Harry Popkin. Others
lining up one or more apiece are

Mary Piokford and Buddy Rogers,

Jules Levey, Sam Bischolf, Charlie

Chaplin, Hunt Stromberg and
Charles Rogers., •

The Nassours have a circus pic-

ture starring Clyde Beatty set to

follow "Africa," and their new lot

is tenanted by such indies as Pine-

Thomas, Philip Krasne, Gene Ray-

mond, W. Lee Wilder, Trinity

Films and Jack Benny's Amuse-
ment Enterprises.

NASSOUR STUDIOS START

YEAR WITH HEFTY SKED
Hollywood.

Nassour Studios are
,

getting off

to a good start in 1949 with tour

companies definitely slated to shoot

in January, making it the busiest

rental lot in town. There may also

be a fifth starter. In addition,

studio has four rental deals lined

up for February and two more toi

March.
, t »

January starters are W. Lee

Wilder's "By Hook or By Crook,

Matty -Kemp's and Gene Raymonds

second Masque Production, as. y"
untitled; a feature from Prolestani

Film Commission; and an unais-

closed filnj for which condacls W»"

be signed this week.
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and mine too!

JUST CONCLUDED A PERSONAL APPEARANCE

TOUR OF THE NATION'S LEADING THEATRES

VARIETY:
"MISS Mcdonald, who's a
LOOKER, is BOXOFFICE."

ABBL

WINCHELL:
''Not all of Marie McDonald'i
ehaiCms are poured into a gown.
She does a good job at song de-
livery at the RQxy, too."

FOR PICTURES

FAMOUS ARTISTS

. Looking, Forward to Recording

wifh Tommy Dorse/ and His Orchestra

RADIO AND PERSONAL -APPEARANCES

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Congratulations to

from Its friend on the Hollywood Range

CHARLES STARRETT
COLUMBIA STUDIOS

LEWIS ALLEN
DIRECTOR

PARAMOUNT PICTURES

"Sealed Verdict"

"Chicago Deadline
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''''

Currently Starring in

'Where's Charley?'

St. James Theatre

New York



Season's Greetings

GARY COOPER

SABU
'Man Eaters of Kumaon'

"The End of the River"

"Song of India"

lilan'dgement:

Edward Sherman Agency Beverly Hills, Cal.

MOTION PICTURE THEATRE

OPERATING MANAGERS

AND ASSISTANT

MANAGERS GUILD

p. O. BOX NO. 18S • STATION N

NIW YORK 23, NEW YORK
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Season^s Greetings

LENA
HORNE

CONCERT TOUR
CLUBS

MGM PICTURES

MGM RECORDINGS

HAROLD VERMILYEA
"SORRY WRONG NUMBER"

"MIRACLE OF THE BELLS"

"THE EMPEROR WALTZ"

Management:

JANE BRODER
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CONTRIBUTE TO THE

MOTION PICTURE RELIEF FUND

ROBERT ARTHUR
r>RODUCER

UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL
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GEORGE JESSEL
"WHEN MY BABY SMILES AT ME"

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Holiday

Greetings

PARAMOUNT

THEATRE

New
Yotie

Original Home

Of Broadtcay's

Greater

2'for'l Shows

MAINE "

AND NEW
HAMPSHIRE
THEATREiS CO.

John J. Ford



BUD LOU

ABBOn AND COSTELLO
IN

it

AFRICA SCREAMS"
A NASSOUR STUDIOS PRODUCTION

FOR

UNITED ARTISTS RELEASE
'

Happy New Year

FROM

BUTTERFIELD ThEATRES

MICHIGAN
INSTITUTION

1906 1949



MY BEST TO

Eddie Buzzell

ongratulations!

from

A. ]. BALABAN
(Founder of Balaban & Katz Theatres)

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,

ROXY THEATRE

NEW YORK CITY

BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS
to ^l^m
from CANADA!

FAMOUS PLAYERS
CANADIAN CORPORATION LTD.

operating

350 THEATRES IN

CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
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SOON TO COME

JOLSOH SINGS AGAIN
A COLUMBIA PICTURE

Sad ^1eat

KRAFT MUSIC HALL
THURSDAY EVENINGS

NBC
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IT IS BEHER TO GIVE THAN RECEIVE

GIVE TO

The "Heart" Fund
and

The "Cancer" Fund

* HMrt Aim. of New York, 270 Pork Ave.. New York City 17

t Damon Riuyoii Memorial FbM, '235 E. 45th St.. New York City 17

IRVING CUMMINGS, Jr.

Produced

"IT'S ONLY MONEY"

STARRING

FRANK JANE GROUCHO

SINATRA RUSSELL MARX

Soon fo !• Roloascd by

RKO-RADIO PICTURES*

Season's Greefings

ROY BOWLAND

In Preparation

SCENE OF THE CRIME
M-G-M

i



annaune*

A NEW DEPARTURE IN

PRODUCTION POLICY

Encouraged by the solid exhibilbr support given our

limited budget pictures during the past eight years, wc

turned to the big picture market for the first time with

"ALBUQUERQUE."

Based on a famed best-seller, cast with four front-line

western stars and photographed in Cinecolor, "ALBU-

QUERQUE" received top playing time and the box-office

results were most gratifying.

Henceforth, we will devote our efforts exclusively to

the production of three important top-budget attractions

annually*^

William H. Pine-William C. Thomas

Completed In Production

"EL PASO" "MANHANDLED"

Sfarrins

Starring;

JOHN PAYNE
GAIL RUSSELL

STERLING HAYDEN DOROTHY LAMOUR

GEORGE "GABBY" HAYES DAN DURYEA

in Cinecolor STERLING HAYDEN

Preparing

"CAPTAIN CHINA"
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"SAXON CHARM
A Uhiversal-lnternational Picturt

DIRECTED

BY

FAMILY HONEYMOON"
; A Uitiytr(al>liit«rnatIonal Picture

CLAUDE BINYON

ONE
For 20th Century-Fox

In 1949

-TO DIRECT-

ONE
For Universal-International

In 1949

EDMUND GWENN
CURRENT RELEASES

"HILLS OF HOME"-M.G.M.

"APARTMENT FOR PEGGY"-FOX

"MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET"-FOX

CURRENT ASSIGNMENT

"HIGHUND LASSIE" -M.G.M.

Under Contract to: '

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

.0

LEO M^CAREY
RAINBOW PRODUCTIONS, INC.



BEST WISHES

FOR THE NEW YEAR

ROY ROGERS
AND

TRIGGER

SEASON'S GREETINGS

RITA HAYWORTH

Exclusively

BECKWORTH PRODUCTIONS

Management'

WM. MORRIS AGENCY, INC.
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FRED KOHLMAR
PRODUCER

20TH CENTURY-FOX

GREETINGS

ASTOR, VICTORIA and BIJOU THEATRES
NEW YORK

Congratulations

and All the Muggs

SAM MARX
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FAMOUS ARTISTS CORPORATION
AGENCY

Beverly Hills Office

CHARLES K. FELDMAN

JACK GORDEAN

NED MARIN

A. L ROCKETT

WILLIAM B. DOVER

FELIX FERRY

MILT GROSSMAN

SAMUEL P. NORTON

MILTON E. PICKMAN

NED BROWN
GRACE DOBISH

MORTIE GUTERMAN

THOMAS GREENHOW
THOMAS GRIES

. SID EDELSTEIN

ALAIN BERNHEIM

JSeiv York Office

CHARLES H. ABRAMSON

TED LLOYD
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SEASON'S GREETINGS—

JOHN GARFIELD

Seasons Greetings

LLOYD BACON

HOLIDAY GREETINGS FROM

TWIN

OPEN-AIR

THEATRES
87th and Cicero Ave.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

WORLD'S LAROEST

DRIVE-IH

THEATRES

RIALTO

THEATRE
State and Van Buren

CHICAGO

CHICAGO'S

First and Most

BEAUTIFUL

DRIYE4N

THEATRE
Waukegan and Golf Rds.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS



Wcanwtoy, JawMgy 5, Forty-third J^l^Eff Aimivfnary 11
.

WITH THE BEST WISHES OF

ALFRED NEWMAN

GENERAL MUSIC DIRECTOR

20TH CENTURY-FOX STUDIOS

CONGRATULATIONS

SAMUEL G. ENGEL
PRODUCER

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Season's Greetings

Comerford-Publix Theatres Corp.
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BEST WISHES TO

ARTHUR FREED
M.G.M.

I

Greetings

CHESTER ERSKINE

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

RADIO CITY
Showplace of the Nation

MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center, M. Y.

i^n institution known throughout the world for its presentation of outstanding motion pictures

and stage shows notable for their good taste, beauty and perfection of execution.
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WALTER WANGER



SEASON'S GREETINGS

John M. Stahl

"FOXES OF HARROW"

"WALLS Of JERICHOIt

20th CENTURY.FOX

Greetings

DOROTHY LAMOUR

CONGRATULATIONS

NICHOLAS NAYFACK
M-G-M

BEST WISHES FROM

LOUIS R. LIPSTONE
MUSICAL DIRECTOR, PARAMOUNT PICTURES



Danny Kay«

Best Wishes

i,

ROBERT Z. LGOMRD

METRO - GOLDWYN - iWAYER
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NASSOIJR STUDIOS
Present ^

BUD LOU

ABBOTT & COSTELLO
IN

AFRICA SCREAMS"
CLYDE BEATTY

MAX BAER

VVITH

FRANK BUCK

BUDDY BAER

Directed by

CHARLES BARTON
for

UNITED ARTISTS RELEASE

HILLARY BROOKE

JOE BESSER

Seasons

Greetings

ESSANESS

ORIENTAL
CHICAGO

WILLIAM A. SEITER



Season's Greetings

Harry Sherman—Vernon E. Clark

CALIFORNIA

STUDIOS
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LfON ERROL
MANAGEMENT

FREDDIE FRALICK

JOSEPH LOSEY
DIRECTOR

'THE BOY WITH THE GREEN HAIR"
^ FOR R-K-O

GIVE TO

PERMANENT CHARITIES

CONGRATULATIONS

DON TAYLOR
MARK HELLINGER'S

'THE NAKED CITY"

STEPHEN AMES
PRODUCED

"THE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR"
COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR

RELEASED THROUGH RKd



Forty-third f^SsS^^TT Annivenary

GINGER ROGERS

"BARKLEYS OF BROADWAr
AN ARTHUR FREED PRODUCTION

FOR M-G-M

i;

Season^s Greetings

EDMUND GGULDING
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EVERY SduuMi SrnaU PRODUCTHM

RRINBS WITH IT A BREAT

Box-Wice Heritage!
Eoeh Plctur* INDEPENDENTLY PRODUCED

by Hi* EDWARD SMALL Orgaiiiiatioii

Sensational I

NOW IN RELEASE

Never before a picture so packed full of f«rcefuf fact!

Timely as today's headlinet

''Walka Crooked Mile''
: Srarring

' LOUIS HAYWARD
DENNIS O'KEEFE

with LOUISE ALLBRITTON • CARL ESMOND
: DIrtti'iPil by fJORDON noWGTiAS '',

ProitliiU'cl l.y UKANT WIIYTOCK

Soon !

SMrrlng

ORSON

GET SET FOR WELLES

NEW. RECORDS! nancy
GUILD

''BLACK MAGIC''
BamA on Alexiinder -Dumas^

"CAGLJOSTRO"
. from *'M«ni»]i'i of a PhyslciunT

Afcira Tt[rtlr«ff, Frmk Lntimore, Valsntina Cortew, Gr«a»ry Ratoff.

Mariat Graliamt, Stephnn Bottassy. Berry Kraaiar, Raymand Burr.
A Griigory Rataff Produotlan. .

The story of Alexandre .pumas' most fhbuloiis'eharnfitpr niade into tJie iscrecn's, mJeKt-
loHt apectaiila. Mimed aiitU'ely In Italy on u scale of iinprerodentetl niflKnltude;

NOW IN RELEASE^ ' STARTS SHOQTINO SOON=

RED "THE
5KELTON
Starring In FULLER
BRUSH MAN"

- Co-starring JANET BLAIR

witli Pan McGuir*, Hillary^Broekat Ad*U J*rg*nt

S. Sylvan Simon Prsduction far Columbia RtlaoM

NOW IN RELEASE

" Still Fi/ling Theatrasl :

"T-MEN"
The Inside Story of the Tru:ij4iiry Sm'rct St*rvlce

Starring DENNIS O'KEEFE
Willi »l«(!r:'M««lj, Alfred Ityiler,' Wally Kbra, jime i.0I;l^h«^t,:

'

' :
,

' ' Cliaries MpOraw
,

, ;

/ ProiJut'edl by, ?,ubr<fy' acliem-k,- DiWcteil by Anthoriji' Mann. ,

Sutwsted by • story by Virginia Kellogg.

United Arlitit RaUaM

"Valentino"
No mofi'on pktura tubjett hat sver aroused liioro

internofiono/ intoMst or ti«at»d a greaitr

demand for productidn^ :

SOON

The warm romanfic sror/ of dcfwn-to-oarth peopU
. . their lives, their loves, their troubles. A last*

ing tribute to the writing genius of Booth Torking-

ton—-his last and greatest work.

TO BE FILMED IN TECHNICOLOR IN ENGLAND

"LORNA DOONE"
From the facile pen of R. D. Blackmore tome thig

widely read and gripping novel of England in the

dayi when men fought for their liveg , i . and

'''.".'their love.'''..'''''.''

' ' NOW IN RELEASE—
ROIIKKT T.OT;1S.ST]CVI!!NSON>S .

"The Black Arrow"
Storring LOUIS HAYWARD and JANET BLAIR

wfih <><*orjj:e Mncready, Kdgrar RiKthiiiiiin,
KhyM IVilliiiniN. Wiiltftr Klnfrftfonl; Lowell <iilinor«,

lltilDivfll llohhM, raiil CaviinnUKh, Kay Teal
Dirwtei by CuKfloii Dotinliia. ProdurBrl Iiy *!r«nt \^'l^yi'J(•k.

Scieenitlay by UiilKud ScliHyer, 71avld Sheoivard, Tlioniiis Seller,

For Columbia italeiiao.

-SOON!^

"The Dark Page"
Samuel fuller's gripping mysiBry novel
of life in Ihe raw—at modern anil fatt

moving at 19481

'• NOW EDITING-—

George MONTGOMERY • Ellen DREW
la

'Indian Scout"
produced by Ben Pivar. Dirotted by Ford Beebe.

The thrilling true gfory of the great We>t; filmed in

all
;
the <. grandeur of nalura'e most extravagant

,.
. getting,

United Artiifg Re/eag*
'

RELIANCE PICTURES, INC, controlled by Edward SmaH froductiang, Inc., releasing a program of six picfureg thru
' .'' 20lh''..Cantury>Fax.. '" ..'_'.'..•;....

The "Surf Theater

Specialist in unusual treatment

for unuspol films

H. ft E. BALABAN THEATERS — CHICAGO

Season's Grec^tings

JONES,

LINICK

SCHAEFER
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

GREETINGS

RUSSELL MARKERT
OF

RAMO CriY MUSIC HALL

NEW YORK CITY

FLORENCE ROGGE

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

BALLET DIRECTOR

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

E <7*/*r<?fM*.... MIAMI BEACH :

rMrMini Jew J, Cml . • Hy. OHMiVMuMi i-iMt:

Milton Schwarzwald
DIRECTOR OP MUSIC

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURES

J
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Season Greetings...

ROONEY-STIEFEL INC

MICKEY RODNEY SAM STIEFEL
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^Vor 30 YEARS

the Tarzan pictures have consistently outgrossed the annual

average of all other "A" pictures in the international market.

For 30 YEARS

the Tarzan pictures have been produced on "A" budgets . .

.

and have played "A" houses ... at "A" admission prices . .

.

and have consistently brought "A" PLUS returns to ex-

hibitors.

New York Theatres

TOO BIG FOR ONE THEATRE

JoanofArc
iNGRiD Bergman]

AVICTM ELEMINfi.pRQDUCItON
COtOR BY TtCHNICOlOR .

, CASI;Of FHOUIAKOI wiiK ion Ftlff*
'

; MAHCISl;. WUIVAM > CAHOl NAISH
tf.Alltf tONO •:SH(rpl|IID SIIUDWiCk. • Huin
NAtflElb • Qf r4I iOCKHAtr • JOHN EMEar
.O.f<>1COI.CdVtOVIIS < )OHN lltlAND gnd

CCCH KtLtAW/kY ' bgicit upon Ik. ,

MA)IWetli ANKIISOH '
r

: ANDIISOK aitd ANOi^W
soli r>'i.Dtr*(t>iM< It,

' ICkaio.oav

lOSint VALENflNI. A t e

..--„.J|iHWlIftW»NOIR

.brttirfiwyicmHEMiitG

lESEIIVtO
'

S«IS«TTIIC

FULTON

«*TS.»|,|o

—^ RADIO CITY MUSIC HAU
Rocktlellar Canter

"WORDS AND MUSIC";:
.VjUNE ALLYSON^^ PERRY COMO . jUDV
fGARLANO - LENA HORNE , GENE KEtlV

MICKEY ROONEY . ANN SOTHERn"
.

Color by TECIHNICOLOi!
r A Metro^oldwyn'Mayer Piclun '

fTHE GREAT CHRISTMAS STAGE SHOW

For 30 YEARS

the Tarzan pictures have provided clean, exciting, imagina-

tive entertainment to theatre goers of all ages."

(Signed)

SOL LESSER

NOW READY
FOR RELEASE:

EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS'

"TARZAN'S MAGIC FOUNTAIN"

starring LEX BARKER
Co-starring BRENDA JOYCE * With ALBERT DEKKER

EVELYN ANKERS * CHARLES DRAKE and "CHETA"

Produced by SOL LESSER * Directed by Lee Sfiolem

Released by R.K.O. Radio Pictures

• Picruw

'Buooretmca i

_Buuoy ,

J^snsn

TYRONE. POWKR - GKNK TIRRNEI

'THAT WONDERFUL URGE'
: A .jotfc .eentury»Fp.t Picture ,

.

Oil ire StiifcK- BARBARA ANN SCOTT
OiyTTvpic ClicivXvUn} , Figure Skdterl-

. . 111 "WIHTEB (';VR>'1V.\I,"
Plnv—niO STAC.E SHOW

ROXY 7th Av>.;t .

SOth St. '

r
lUm F. OMMl pnwb

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND 1

IDiitet>dk> ruiwii wi )r\m
WMKI UnW *MIWUm IMDI MSSUI^il

I.I

..••Caty

Should Be

Now Specializing

in Refreshment

Service tor

DRIVE-IN THEATRES/

SPORT^ERVICE, Inc. jacoss mi

HURST Bl»5. BUFfAlO, UrM

SEASON'S GREETINGS

ARTHUR HORNBLOW Jr.
Producer



Radio At Its Best Raflio'<; Nn 1 Tfilpnt P««pr«

Where Will They Gome From?
Uy AL SCHWARTZ & SHERWOOD SCHWARTZ

, Hollywood.

"jack McHope, very big comedian, counted the money

again Yes, it was all there. Nine hundred and eighty

million dollars. ($980,000,000). He stuffed it hack into

hi<i Dockets, sneered as he walked past NBC and entered

PBS Ah CBS. What those grand initials istood for—
Comedians Bought and Sold.

This was a big day in the life of Jack McHope. As he

walked into the building, they unrolled the red carpet

for him. It was a lovely red carpet, six bleeding vice

residents lying on the floor prostrate. He wiped his

fpet on the softest one, announced that he was ready to

do his first broadcast, and asked for a studio to be built

around him.

As McHope glanced at the Gruen Curvex control room,

hp decided that he had made a wise move. Buying come-

dians was a capital idea. Capital gains, that is. Ah, this

was a great new trend. Yes, this was radio at its best.

He opened up a folded usher and sat down. In a few

moments his audience would be carried in Irom Pasadena.

He looked at tonight's script and nodded in approval.

The solid gol'd lettering was easy to read, and his face

looked so ruddy in the red glow of the ruby periods. He
clanced toward the bandstand, It was a good orchestra. :

James C. Petrillo and his Non-Union Five. His vocalist

was ready, too. He nodded pleasantly to Miss Truman.

Yes, this was radio at its best.

But his thoiights were interrupted by a Western Union

boy who handed him a telegram. McHope gave the boy

a tip, two cases of Walter Klein, and glanced casually

at the contents of the wire. It said, "Dear Jack. Here

is our latest offer to return to your old nelwork. Nine-

hundred and ninety million dollars ($990,000,000).

All SXira ?10,000,000? Jack was about to crumple the

telegram and throw it away when he noticed a P. S. at

the foot of the wire. "Enclosed please find fountain

pen. Feel free to add as many zeros as you like."

There was no doubt about it. This "was a fair offer.

This was radio at its best. He wanted tp discuss, it with

his agent so he turned to his script girl and said, "Get
Jimmy on the phone."^

In silence she handed him a copy of Vabiety. McHope
glanced at the headline and gasped. His agent, had just

been bought by MCA for $5,000,000. Perhaps he should

call MGA, But wait-^look at the headline on the next

page. MCA had just been bought by William Morris; In

tliat case he would call. William Morris. He was about

to dial the phone, when he saw the headline on the fol-.

' lowing page. . "Polan & Rosenberg Complete Big Deal.

TPolan buys William and Rosenberg buys Morris.

Oh, well, if his a'gent wasn't available he'd call his ad-

vertising agency: Gpod old- BBD & O. He dialed the
number. A girl's voice Said, "Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Rubicam."

"Rubicam," he exclaimed. "What happened to the
0—r-where's Osborn?" .

, The^rl replied, "Osborn was sold to Y & R. I think
they wanted a vowel to break up: the monotony."

''Well, I've got to talk to somebody," McHope explained.
"Who handles me now?"
"Well, that's hard to say. Batteti just bought Ruthrauff

& Ryan, Barton just .bought iFoote .& Gone, and Durstine
is negotiating with Dancer & Sample."
"What's happened to Beldlng, and Fitzgerald?"

"I'm sorry," she replied, "I'll have to hang up now.
I was just bought by Phil Spitalny and his All Girl Or-
chestra. I'm being billed as TiUie & her Magic Type-
writer."

By CARROLL CARROLL

J_
Speed Riggs and F. E . Boone [

_ There was a click on the Other end of the phone. Mc*
Hope hung up the receiver. So now the buving bug had
hit the advertising agencies. Where would this all end?
He needed something to steady his nerves. He walked
over to the cigaret machine and dropped 20c. into the
ijUCKy strike slot. Out came a package of Camels in a

n J * ? wrapper. Bewildered, he looked at a notice
pasted to the package. "Starting next week there will be
no more cigarets. Speed Riggs has just made a down
payment on F. E. Boone."

Wliere would this spending spree stop? Who could
give mm advice about his hew offer? Well, aS a last resort

*'°!|"" turh to his writers. He pu.shed a button which
5 ^ manhole cover on Sunset Blvd., and seconds

later his writers appeared before him.

rAM/^'^5''?J^^^ sP^a'' to when he suddenly

WB,« ? J-
' writers were acting peculiar. They

cWo *>" the same rug as he was, and with their
Sloes on,' too.

h^^^'^^t^^^ * moment of heavy silence, and then his

vnnr Jf^ter spoke up. "This is the last time we answer
your buzzer," he told McHope.
•'What?" McHope gasped.

swJ?'" ''hoed the others," that's the Ir.st time we an-

martJ."?'' We have just been bought on the open
"larKei for 12i^c. a pound,"

Eond
''"ying spree had sunk to this level. It was a

ripi
comedians.. But agents, advertising agen-"es and now writers—it was too much.

now ""'^ person left that he could turn to

wo'IJih"*'''*
studio, and rushed home. His wife

door Th^ advice. He knocked on her bedroom

thp nin
^""^ n° answer. He rushed in. There on

inLaii"* .^^^ n°te. With sinking heart he read the

VearVtL
„.I^arling," it said, "we've had 10 wonderful

•ne llfootooo.''"'"*
"^^""^ ^ do-Artie Shaw offered

frohf^iip^* ''i*™ desert him. He still had that offer

he vMiIy\.J^^ grabbed the phone. "Quick, operator,"
yelled, "Get me NBC. I have to sign a contract."

in<ii hl I'"
^''^ operator answered. "NBC and CBS have

" ''°"8ht by ABC."

«nd dlM ' «dieu. Jack McHope sank to the floor

to bp h •
,

something? The poor man had

Graurmn- ^^^y Arable's footsteps because

*st Lawn Theatre hail just been bought by For-

Was this radio at its best?

.Catroll Carroll

Hollywood.
The networks are now courting each other's top talent

by showing off with capital half-gainers and other finan-
cial flip-flops. This is against the day when television
comes coyly around that corner. But their big radio prob-
lem (if they mean to stay in radio, and
I'll bet ' they do) remains unsolved.
Pretty soon they're going to have to
find, and train, talent to take the place
of the giant personalities who chalk
up the big audiences, when those
giants finally allow themselves to be
seduced by the stiff ray of TV, or
(with tiieir annuities rolling in) figure
they've earned the right to settle
down, live quietly on a modest mil-
lion a year, and let younger blood"
worry about how to cut 40 golden sec-
onds from an air-tight six-minute'
avalanche of yoks.

It doesn't make much difference what siphons off the
gaffers—television, annuities or the law of diminishing
returns. Sooner or later they will have to be replaced and
the longer the delay before new recruits are found and
cpnditioned, the harder it's going to be to find people who
will amass the great audiences that offer tremendous per-
sonal loyalty only to tremendously capable personalities.

,
CBS is building shows, properties, and successful ones.

But no network has gone very far toward bringing onto
the horizon performers who indicate they possess that
spark that lights up a person and makes him- a person-
ality. An actor can arbitrarily be billed as a star. But
until he becomes successful at playing "himself," it's tirir

likely he'll ever become a star personality. He may be
great in a part. But the greater he gets the harder he
competes against himself as a personality. Because the
better he portrays the fictitious character that he's been
cast as, that is to say the better he works, the more he
submerges himself into something someone else created.
There are few package owners, today, who would let an
actor like Hal Peary take away a character like Gilder-
sleeve. And. the character is not owned by Peary but, I

,

believe, by the Kraft Foods Co. and/or Needham, Lewis &
Brorby. There are few men like Jack Benny who would

' allow his characters to go into business for themselves,
using as' capital the characteristics he created for them.
How many times has. Charlie McCarthy tried to break
away from Bergen? Or vice-versa?

Arthur Godfrey is, perhaps, the only valid new person'-,

ality commanding a truly big and loyal audience to come
to prominence on the radio scene in the last couple of

years. But to call Godfrey new to radio is stretching the
' meaning of the word new. Henry Morgan, Danny Kaye
and Robert Q.' Lewis are still trying to get one- solid click.

Arnold Stang is still coming up tiie hard way and may
make it, if he doesn't get his own show too soon.'

I

Radio Needs ThoBe Namea
j

There will always be a place in radio.^or new shows,
new vehidles with new, amusing and lovable characters.

But the entire level of radio listening, will slowly lower to

daytime level with the gradual disappearance tit the great,

affectionately held, cornerstone of radio, the personalities

who strengthen its power as an advertising medium. The
Hopes, the Aliens, the Bennys^ the Durantes, the Burns &
Aliens, the Crosbys (Bob and Bing), are the red corpuscles

of radio's life-blood, Amos 'n' Andy have been successful

a long time. So has Fibber McGee. And while they bear
character names instead of their own, ' Freeman, Gosden
and Charlie Correll and Jim Jordan are the characters

they play because they created, or help to create them.'

lived With them, wrote them, and helped to write themi
for so many years that the artist became the picture.

Some may say nothing happened when Ed Wynn, Jack
Pearl and Rudy Vallee, once the giant, dominating per-

sonalities of radio who commanded vast audiences, retired.

So Proudly We Hail
By JUSTIN MILLER

(President, National Assn. of Broadcasters)

Washington.

The Broadcasters' Creed, preamble to the Standards of

Practice, states in part: "We bjBlieve . , . that it is our

obligation to serve the people in such manner as to reflect

,

credit upon our profession and to> encourage aspiration

toward a better estate for all mankind."

This is an expression to which Vauiety would subscribe,.

I am sure. Variety can, in this instance alone, perform

noble service in American broadcasting by keeping those

who guide the destinies of the world's greatest system of

mass communication alert to their responsibilities.

Variety has done this in the past through frank criti-

cism. We would hope that this policy of examining broad-

casting's contributions and shortcomings, and reporting

them fairly, will continue through the years.

The broadcasters who belong to the National As.sn. of

Broadcasters have promulgated standards for the conduct

of their business. Even some broadcasters who do not be-

long to the NAB subscribe to them, and we welcome their

participation.

This is a sincere effort on the part of American radio,

after laudable self-examination, to improve continually its

presentations to the public. By objective chronicling of

radio's performance, publications such as Variety can do

much to make this creed and these Standards not only

symbolic of broadcasters' aspirations, but living instru-

ments of a great profession.

They went but the industry continued to grow. But as
they were retiring, radio was developing likely newcomers.
Wynn; Pearl and Joe Penner gave way to the domination
of Eddie Cantor, Burns & Allen, Jack Benny and others
who grew and carried on. Then, new strength could still

be recruited from vaudeville, burlesque and the New York
musical comedy stage. . Some of it was Bob Hope and Red
Skelton. And as these new personalities came along they
worked their way up through guest -shots and supporting ,

parts, were surrounded with strength 'and had a; chance;
to try their tricks pn radio, to grpw and become radio i

wise. None of . them went right in to compete with the.
toppers nor did any one become an overnight smash. .

.

No Incubating Grounds
I

Today there's
. no more vaudeville (that doesn't stem

from star radio acts making p.a.s) except the pitiful little

group that looks with its last hungry gasp toward tele-

vision. There's no burlesque that can deliver an act for
anything but a smoker, and if the musical comedy .stage

produces anyone who looks at all : possible the find' is

snapped up by Hollywood. If not, and a network gets the,,

unhappy IndividuaL it generally weighs the poor hopeful
down with a show bearing his name^nd makes him com^
pete on the bigtime, nighttime network without any train-
ing, any break-in, or any writer and producer who will
take the time and trouble to work out what the man can
do best on the radio. Usually the new boy is given what
the writer can most easily write.

• ArtLsts new to radio cannot be expected to carry shows.-
I still say what I said in Vamety on Aug. 15, 1945. "This
practice is thrusting stardom on a great many people who
might eventually win it but may forever lose it because,
they are in too much of a hurry to grab a hunk of rain-
bow." The only thing that's changed is that the stars are
not now so" anxious "to grab a hunk of rainbow." Now
the networks, in frantic competition, are too anxious to
blow up a fla-shy star, and as a result stoke up a clinker! :;

Where then, and this will continually be asked until
something is done -about it, is new talent to be trained?^
Some say the job is iip to the advertising agencies. This
is palpably ridiculous. _^The agencies are :in the business
of.booking known values for advertising purposes not ere-'

ating and nurturing talent: This leaves .the talent agen-
cies and the networks. Each says it's the other fellow's
job. Since only two talent agencies are financially

equipped even to think of going into any project requiring
the time and money required for star training, it looks as
if It's.up to the networks, if the job is to be done.

To mention CBS again, it's trying. But, it is concen-
trating on properties, not. people. Any editor will tell you
it's people—names-T^that make news. . Any theatre man
will tell you it's names that make boxoffice, and unless
anyone thinks that bigtime; nighttime radio is soon due
to sink to a daytime level, something had better be done
to guarantee the continuance of something big in the
evenings when the personalities that now make bigtime
radio what it is have started to rest on their big fat
bankbooks.

Need for Talent .Questing

The networks have stations all over the country. It

is at the level of these stations that they must start their

personality searches. But the search must not foe done as

a stunt with sponsors, fanfare, prizes and an almost po.si-

tive guarantee of obscurity to the winners. It must be

a slow, careful, painstaking search . . . a lot of experi>-

mentation; a lot of trial • and error by competent writers,

and producers; people with know-how, -.'and it -must be

done on the local level; then on the regional . level and

always before audiences. There must be a lot of good

local audience shows, live ones before the -findings are

ready for network testing. Because it is only by per-

forming in front of people that personalities can learn

what to do and what not to do on the bigtime, nighttime
scale.

Nobody wants anything arty, but in a town like Dallas,

Where there is a great interest in the theatre and a lot

of nearby colleges^ . a network . would be weU advised to

open a workshop with scholarships for young people who
show some chance of becoming personalities. These stu-

dents mustn't be rushed,- and above all, they must be
handled by people who know what they're doing . . ,

people who will be as eager to help a talented new person
turn into a new personality, as he might be to help ^n
established personality survive week after week. The
difference is, ' the personality who came to radio with
experience knew something about himself. The youngster
who may become a personality must be allowed to find

out about himself under sympathetic—-almo-st motherly
help. Sounds pretty dreamy . . . and it is, But it's the

kind of dreaming someone had better make come true.

It just takes the plain oldfashioned kind of research and'

development any great industry does year»in, year?out

in its own laboratories to protect and improve its business.

The technical men in radio keep experimenting in honest
research, and with re.sults. What they find isn't much
use if the entertainment side doesn't keep up!

Radio and pictures, between them, have practically

wiped out their own source of supply. Now television is

coming and radio and pictures each hoggishly hoard their

best talent for the new medium, but spend no money on
salaries. . So, beyond some endowed and carefully ad-,

ministered way of developing; teaching, . training and
maturing new talent . -, ; the only hope, that the whole,
radio-television world won't eventually shrivel up into a
silly master-of-cermony, audience-participation-giveaw9y
type thing ... is the hope that the combined weight of

disembodied television, radio and pictures will cause a.

renaissance of the theatre bred by a desire on the part
of people to look at .flesh and blood. Then what was once
called "the road" may be reborn just as radio, alone,

caused the lecture and concert business to boom. If this

happens to the theatre we'll start again to develop a new
crop of troupers who know what they're doing and why.
It's gonna take a long time. Can radio afford to wait?
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The Diary of An Ulcer
.By MILT JOSEFSBERG.

Hollywood.
I
producer, RoUo Click, the come-

(Aiiy rcsemblancp bctnwcn the: dian, the bandleader, the singer,

ulcer in this story, avd avy other tall their agents, three of the

ulcer; Uvinq or duodenal, is purely] stooges, and two men from the

coincidental.) I
advertising agency with crew hair-

* * -I

I

cuts spent a lot of time patting

AUTHOH'S NOTE: Definition of each other on the back and con

an ulcer by Webster: A surface

sore, attended by much irritation,

pain and secretions. Definition ol

gratulating each other. Then they

all went to some place called "The
Brown Derby" for a party. As

an ulcer along Radio Row. An or- they left, the wife of one of the

cupational disease P'-ev-lenl i^gen s ot one 61 the s^

among writers, producers, and it 1° werman ana yeiiea

shouldn't happen to a sponsor.

Sept. 2. (I am conceived.)

Dear Diary: Human beings^ can't

remember the day they were born.

1)ut we ulcers can remember

You're wel-

come if you-want to join .us, Her*
man'" Herman declined and said

he'd go home to get some rest.

I'm glad he did, I was a little" tired

too. y

Oct. 15. (I go to , a doctor.)

KLZ Commercial Manager

R. MAIN MORRIS
A background ot 25 years in

circles including some ot the larg-

est radio accounts in the Rocky

things that hannened bpfore we ,
Somebody called Mr. Hooper came ' Mountain region qualifies R.' Main

w«e bora fmnembertht^dIy:out today. Nobody seemed very Morris for his top job as, KLZ's

TwL conceivedTure c^earl^^''?t happy about Mr. Hooper. I've
I

commercial manager_

was yesterday. My master, ller-,never seen him, but he must be a I
KLZ, DENVER.

man Jones, was lying at ease in 1
midget—they all keep talking

the patio of his Hollywood Hills about how low he ts. The adver

cottage, enjoying- the California

sunshine, and wondering where his

tising agency had another meeting
of minds about this Mi". Hooper.

next Mixmaster was coming from. jSome of the crew haircuts thought

The phone rang. It was his agent, .they could make Mr. Hooper grow

Harold McFagin. Harold asked I

»f the program had more jokes and

Herman if he would like to write ', 'ess plot. Some wanted less jokes
and irtqre plot; .RqUo Glick Said
he

;
dldin't eate\ abput- ratings : as

long as he was selling the product
but Herman better do something
about the rating and fast. Her-
man said he didn't care about big
studio laughs, the programs Mtei'e

good air listening/ After the meet'

arcpntpd He's snoDosed to meet Herman took me to see a doc-
acceptea. ^ ne s supposes w meet

, ^ ^^^^ ^^.^ .^^

doctor's -office but he didn't mind.

a radio series starring that new
comedian, RoUo Click. Herman
said if the terms were right, he'd

lov€ to work for this new comedian.
Silly boy.

Sept. 10. (I am in the em-
bryonic stage.) The terms Of the

contract were okay and Herman

' with the heads of the advertising

•agency tomorrow. Also at the i„„ „„i.i .»„.„ , , . > ^ j
meeting will be Rollo Click who J^e

met lots of old friends there

v,„. ,.rZ.^ i^^^. h^'A liv^ i„ th,.'! that doctor would keep his
liners to hirijself.

: fNittv. 3. (I'm on a diet.) That
Hooper went down again: Today
they had a meeting to figure out
why. it went down. I'm getting a
little tired of those' eggs arid milk

Radio Ams Riding for a lall?
By LLOYD LEWIS

The tipolf that ftome was riding for i* fall is now seen tp^^^h^

the day when the emperors began substituting ainateitr for Drofp?
sional talent m the amusement arfeha. ^ - ,

« wes-

Decadence set in the moment the imperial showiTien; in their Krep^^^^
I to fatten the gladiatorial gate, began hopping Bp their
ling off trained, expert fighters and sending in chumps whp; tot prized
l
or for momentary notoriety; would jump doWh in tlie arena^S

I butcher each other.

The exploitation of amateur uumtiskulls .worked foi: a while, sitiie
crowds: did beUow . with delight ai^d: gWl^se to sgg boobs imnair
themselves oh their -own swords and 't^idefttis,'Jt was a big laiigh wh^
a bungling volunteer Stubbed his toe 'and fell right into the lion's
mouth. But the: system collapsed when the pedple got tired pt' it-iand
of the emperors.: 5 .

:;','-.',,

And until; some modern Gibbon comes along to write the full historv
of the rise and tall of the radio empire, this paraller will do, • •

As a matter of fact, the audienee^participation show had, come to
full flower in radio long before any .televisior) Visigoths had begun
battering at the

,
city agates: Well ahead 61 any;' externail tlireat to its

fd I luture, radio was enticing fatuous wonii^ to liold theliv hands behl
their backs: while they rooted their noses tlirougU piles Of ice cream
and sliced tomatoes for pri7.es while sadistic .ainhpuncers; Stjuealed out
descriptions of the porcine shambles for the :ediflcation 6t a houseful!
of spectators—and a world of listeners; '

- •,

The full decadence was apparent when i"adip dropped so talehteS:.
a program as "Inlormation Please" and quadrupled those programs
which presented the maudlin tumblings of the uninformed i unequipped

'

a meeting anyway. :Herman and unprepared. Instead of enjoying the sharp answers of our betters
wanted to know why, and I think

. we listeners were asked to enjoy the wild, ludicrous gropings of our
they told him that they're holding

j

fellow-subliterates.
this meeting to decide what the

| The entertainment value of the highly professional "Infor(natioii

"

next meeting should be about.
|
Please" lay in information; the entertainment value of the amateur

Herman is drinking too much
I

quizzes lies in the. lack of it.

lately-^but he's lucky he gets 1 And those telephonic qui/, programs which suddenly summon unpre-
pared burghers to display tlieir stupidities are radio's confession ot

weakness. Every time the Ustener knows the answer tp some simple"'
question that a moron at the mike has. mUflfedi. there epines a transient
glow . of snobbish superiority^ but theh ^quiekly there fpllows a sense.

_,_ ^ „ of shame—shame. for. the, human.race^-and a wonderment if the. Us-

:

that something called Herman's !
tener, himself, nervous', rattled", flustered, could have done any better

Option has been lifted for another standing up there before a crowd; enduring its patronizing sympathy.
:

Every time I have heard radio ringing up some tired laborer and
hanging him there on the phone, ridiculously uhable : to give Ruther-
ford Hayes' middle initial, I hav* felt that the hell liad tolled for me,
too. ,

.„:- - '^i':' -r

.

has some: ideas he'd like in the

program. Click's agent will be
there with some ideas too. The
sponsor won't be there, but:,he's

teletyping some ideas. Just watch
my smoke, kids.

.Sent 12 (I eain strenelh 1
"'•''"^ umu .ui iuuse esBS arm miiK

TodafHerLn welt to the ad^^^^^^ '^^^P^ himselt

tising agency where they held their

meeting of minds. They were very

Scotch free.

Dec. 21. (I am born.) Mr.
McFagin, Herman's agent, came
bouncing into the house bubbling
over with good news. It seems

explicit with Herman, They want
him to write a show like Jack
Benny's, with a few more laughs

with. I miss those steaks and
ketchup.

Nov. 21. (I don't know ray- own
strength.) That Hooper thing
went up today. They immediately

Or a program similar to Bob I

called a meeting to figure out why
Hope's, with a little more plot
Rollo must be portrayed as a clean*
cut American youth, but one of the

: stooges can have a Norwegian ac-
. : cent, and at the same time do the

sort, of thing Red Skelton does.

Sept. 19. (The world is ready
for me.) Today Herman turned in
his first script. It was a very fun-
ny script, too. When Herman read

_it aloud to himselt and his wife, I

laughed almost as hard as they
did. All the men at the advertis-
ing agency liked it, too, except lor
a few minor things. Herman was
told he'd have to change the Nbr-
wegian character to a Frenchman
because, the sponsor's sister-in-
law' in married to a : Swede: and
she's sensitive about his aicoiit

Ooh, what an easy setup this is

gonna be for me, kids;

.

Sept. 23. (I'm ready for the i

world.) Today Herman turned in
his second draft ol his first sciipt
Jlerman, his wife, and I all thought
the second draft funnier than the
first. The men at the advertising
agcncj thoijglil the same They
loved all (lie new things Herman
added, but they weie afraid the
rest ot the script wasn't up to par.
This is going to be like shooting
fish in a barrel for me,

Sept. 23. (1 make myself known),
Herman rewrote the script today.
Late this allernoon he recei\ed a
phone call from the advertising
agency telling him to change the
French chaiacler to a Geiman It
seems the sponsor has lols of
French customers lor his product
up in Canada and down In Louisi-
ana. When Herman hung up Ihe
phone. I gave him a little twinge
(oh, it was ever .so lin.'y) just to
let him know I sympalhi/ed with
him. He patted his tummv and I

muttered, "gas " What a thing to '

call me, :

Sept. 24. (I make headway). To-

1

day Herman had to change the!
iGerman to an Engli.shman, We

!

•re no longer at war with Germany,
so the sponsor doesn't want us to

j

ridicule the Germans. No one
i

cares what you say about an Eng-

,

h.shman. That bicarbonate of

:

soda Herman's been drinking i

tickles my nose.
;

Sript. 26. (Our first broadcast.) 1

We went on the air today. It was
very exciting. But my goodness,
11 those weeks of fuss for just a
half hour. After the show, the

It went up. It was such a happy
meeting, except for the fact that
It had to be held in .Herman's bed-
room. His doctor won't let us out
of the house for a week.

Dec. 14. (1 get drunk.) The
Hooper didn't go. up today; It
didn't go down either. It stayed
exactly the same. So they called

13 weeks. Herman seemed upset
at this good news. He said some-
thing about needing a rest, but
McFagin laughed at him. Then
Herman said something about
quitting. McFagin seemed shocked
at this and shouted that a contract
was a contract and if it were
broken, Herman would be black-
balled all over town. Herman
seemed sad, and said, "Okay," then
he went to bed. I bled a little to-
night, and I felt a little pain. It's

got me worried. Can an ulcer get
an ulcer?

Dec. 22. (Hello.) I bled all

through the night. They took
Herman to the hospital %his morn-
ing. Today 1 am an ulcer!

McCracken Upped
. Chester McCacken; radio and

television director of Doherty,
Clifford % Shenfield since the
agency's formation in 1944, has
been named a veepee of the or-

a special meeting today to figure ganization by the board of dirCc-
out why it didn't go up Or down. tors.

'IT NEEDS PIENIY OF WORK'
By LESTER GOTTLIEB

All the super-salesmanship that
|
face the New Year with little hope

goes into interesting a prospective i of 'relief from fhe audition trials

.sponsor and all' the subsequent I and tribulations. But there ate a

Hooper ills that come once the opus i lew insensitive souls who havesuc-

is launched, stack up as kid's stutl cessfully immunized themselves by

when compared to that one tUmac-
1
following a secret set of rules,

tic span ot 30 very odd minutes ' guaranteed to protect the auditiqij

Herman lost his temper at this
meeting and afterwards took a few
drinks. I wish he hadn't. It hurts
me worse than it does him.
'. .Dec. 18. (I'm worried.) There
was no Hooper today, but they heldexec

Three other D-G-S staffers were
also given v.p. titles.- They are
James F. Egan, copy director; Ed-
ward M. Raynolds, research direc-
tor, and Aldis P. Butler, account

known as the audition.
The audition record, so shiney,

so groovey, as it spins merrily
arPund a radio executive's chrome
turntable, belies all the frustrating
experiences that made it possible.

Yet without that waxed monster
how could the veteran radio show
buyer demonstrate his uncanny in-

stincts about showmanship?
How could he criticize that one

sloppy musical bridge, that one
blue" joke that sneaked into the

record's fate. I recently uncovered

these closely guarded audition-

proof recipes in a pumpkin and

Differ them to those less hardly

radio producers who are looking

lor an easier way.

1. When preparing an audition

take elaborate precautions about

the weather. Call Ben.)f)inm Parry

or Dorothy and Dick and if they

predict rairt, cancel the audition

immediately. People in galoshes-

carrying: umbrellas are poor apr

pure white script, that unfortunate I plauders and are forever dropping
fluff by the AFRA extra, that in-

1 things when they should be up. and
flpcuous line that was off-mike, or

I about yokking.
the quiz question that was too hard
. . . or too easy ?

The more - honest practitioners

Beware of New Yorkers

Ben Grauer expresses telegenic delight at what nice old Varietv* $md
,

On television election night—"Grauer did va standout job."

2, Be careful about ticket dis-

tribution. Bus terminals and hotels

, that feature due-bills are ideal dis-

I
Iribution points. Be sure no tickets

. get into the hands of New Yorkers.

I
They are completely unreliable,

i
They refuse to obey the applause

[
cues and since thev all own tele-

I vision sets, you can't trust them to

! laugh at jokes m the aiidilioirtliat

I thoy, already hoard Bcrlo tell on

the Texaco show.

3 If you are doing an audience

participation audition, avoid the

"pros," or Mrs. Sadie Hertz wilt

turn up as your first contestants

4. Be sure your engineer is a

master of juicing the controls. Tate

the precaution of slufling his ears

with cotton so he can't hear the

jokes and react like the audience.

5, Hire a night club comic for

the warmup and alleipiece. Give

him all the blue ]okes the censor

cut from the audition stiipl- Bagw

pants, noses that light

standard equipment but oooi

overdo it. One zealous feiw

traveler even installed a runway.

He didn't sell the audition rccoj":

but the candy butcher did a helluva

business in roasted almonds w«"

prizes in every box.

If they don't like the comic,

blame the materiaK If they

the material, blame the star.

It audience reaction is less tnai

.

enthusiastic, tell him business

along Broadway is way oil,

even "Edward, My Son" had na»

a houses .
,

:

If the radio exec starts to yawn

half way through, beat lum to n

own punch line and say tt

Plenty of Work." ..„

And if by some mii acle, the « >

actually likes the damned tli ns
|

be sure your fountain pen nas
, ,i
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Radio Is Here To Stay
By LEWIS ALLEN WEISS

(President, Don he'e Broadcasting System)

Hollywood.

There has been so much extravagant publicity about

4*iP«ision that it is time to appraise the future of the

iew medium and to assert that radio is here to stay for

a long time.
True, radio's audience is slightly

diminishing with the expansion of

TV, but examinatioii of the problem
on a long range basis reyeals that th^
new art form is beset by many com-
plex technical and economic, factprs

that will limit its circtilatioh for sev-

eral more years, even thoUgh a qoajc^

ial (table may link New York and
Hollywood by 1952. ^

. Fast and cheap, .radlb " renders a

service to city, village and \ f^rra in,

such a variegated patterp that cost

uta
• of duplicating this service in video

^ewis Allen Weiss
^.^^^j^j require an investment m box-

"^Indeed"the manufacture of television sets sufCiciont to

..furate this great potential will require many years at

the present rate of assembly-line production.

Further, television still faces three major hurdles that

must be cleared before it can en.ioy widespread set sales

by a public already sharply conscious of cost-of-living

""'The first of these is a possibility of a channel ' shift to

hieher frequencies. While this will afl'oct the telecaster

more than the individual set owner, it still may cause ex-

oressions of hurt surprise by lookers who are not cog-
"

nizant of this technical necessity to clear the lower spec-

trum for other uses, thus obsolescing many receivers. A
' somewhat similar upset occurred in AM years ago^ andv

more recently in FM, obsolescing practically every FM
receiving set in the country overnight.

The public should be informed now that the upper

bands once designated as "high" and allocated for TV
iiSes; have since, due to more thorough scientific research,

become "low" aS experimenters continue to explorp the

ultra high frequency levels.

Bein^ first in the aerial communications stracturei FM
radio enjoys a fixed position, with more and more;special

stations' clamoring for avenues below it, and: even dO'

manding a slice of the lower television bands beyond it,

thus leaving TV the only alternative of moving upward.

A Pattern of Confusion

Add to this the fact that more than 2,000 stations now
share the AM highways and the pattern of confusion for

the public is complete.
Without this knowledge it is apparent why the public

Will be confused When it discovers that channel shifts

have moved favorite TV stations beyond, the scope of

many receiver tuning dials.

Secondly, if : the . receiver owner manages to. have a

quality set that will encompass the higher channels, he
will.be.faced sooner or later with the purchase of a new
set that will accept color. Polychrome, of course, will

necessitate a shift to higher megacycles anyway, because
of the wide pathway required for it. Thus, if the home-
owner manages to span the higher level with his re'

ceiver, the advent of color will again obsolesce his mono-
chrome set.

Many .-telecasters, happily in ignorance of such basic
technical facts, consequently make all sorts of claims and
predictions for television which only deceives the public
and builds up an expectancy which may turn to wrath,,
once the scramble of channel shifts emerges with the
grim: reality that a new home receiver is required. In in-
forming the public also, the television industry should
.make dear that most so-called wave traps, adapters and
other supplementary gimmicks are impracticali Trusting
citizens will buy them, only to find that they have been

Life Can Be Hooperfui
By ROBERT P. HELLER

(CBS Executive Producer, N, Y.)

All of • your radio life you'd, been ( as Corwin once put
It) tall, dark and sustaining. A, longhair, do-gooder, pub-
lic servicer. You'd- believed passionately in your side oi
radio. You'd tried to pioneer some new techniques and
you'd been moderately successful. At times you'd been
snobbish. You hadn't cared how the other half in radio
lived. You'd been above all that.

Theui. one morning six months ago, you found yourself
al a new desk with a new job—on the other side of the
fence. When • the phone .rang it wasn't an atomic scien-
tist or the head of a research foundation; it was an ad-
vertising agency. The papers on your desk weren't the
latest reports on racial tensions; they were ratings,, pro-
gram schedules,- commercial announcements, outlines of
new mysteries, new quizzes, new dramatic shows. Your
new associates spoke a new language; they kicked an idea
arpund instead of discussing it. You were in a new world. -

Now, a half-year later, you're much more at home in it.

You're detached enough to make comparisons. According :

.
to your old friends, you'd been as pure as the driven snow,
hut.you'd drilled. Into what? Now it can be told.

• For the lir.st time in your radio: life you know- compe-
tition and you appreciate it. You realize that your docu-
mentary job was relatively easy. It wasn't too crucial that
you reached eight million Americans^or 20 million, Now.
you find yourself in a day-to-day sweat, as a creative crafts-
man, to make your programs better entertainment, better -

communication. Because now the ultimate payoff is audi'
ence—more audience.. In the hectic heat of commercial
competition, you've learned more about reaching people
than 10 years of public service ever^ taught you. Your
goal isn't awards, important and satisfying as they can
be. You're tight'ing for as many ears as you ean-attract.-^
That means knowing the American people^what they
want—better than you've ever known before. You dis-'

cover that commercial radio is much clo-ser to grass roots
than its severest critics would be willing to grant.

As a documentarian, you'd been given all the time you
needed to prepare your shows. You and your writers had :

been blessed with the freedom and the funds to experi*
ment. So when you moved over, you were worried. But .

not for long. Because you saw a producer like Cy'';How-

ard encouraged to take all the time he needed, all the :

experimentation and concentration, to evolve the fina|;

formula for "Life With Luigi." No deadline, no presssures.

And what emerged was a program that was fresh and new.
Building time: almost two years.

In the evolution of "Our Miss Brooks," on which work
had been started a year before you arrived, you witnessed
a doggedness and perseverance that came as a refreshing

and pleasant surprise. You watched the new series grovsr-

through draft after draft; you followed the painstaking

search for the right lead. And when, late last Spring,

you listened to the final audition record starring Eve Ar-

den, you were happy. Not only because all the hard work
had been rewarded; more, because you were involved in:

a network "package" operation that was just as devoted

to experimentation and perfection as the Documentary
Unit you'd been so proud of.

Yet, even with these good impressions, you ve had your

anxious moments, when you questioned yourself, and
longed for the absolute, sustaining purity you'd once pos-

sessed. Moments when you reacted to the very small

minority of the men and women on the commercial side

t)f the fence who rankly underestimate the tastes of their

listening audience, who seek higher ratings with less qusii-

Ity. ' They are the very lew you've met who have small
respect for their medium.

Biit at such times you reached for the network sched?

ule covering an entire week. You measured the happier

trends against the dark. You looked for the broad pattern.

And you found yourself on the side of the optimists. Be-

cause you noticed the two sides of radio moving towards

Morris. 1,. Krnst

TV In Relation to the Public

Interest; Gov't Subsidy ?

By MORRIS L. ERNST
In all the to-do about television, the industry Aiinds have

gotten so panicky that they have lost sight of at least one
essential factor. Video is not equipped to do serious harm
to feature films in picture theatres. People like to go out :

of the hornet and the screen is too
small for any story other than a man
and a woman on a raftl ; On the otiier

hand, television, in time, ' Will ;take;

over or subsume radip for aU sfept:

'

'

news events : and ideasi If : fh* Bt^^^^

assumption is inco^rect^ I, suggest that
the harm will be done to the film ;

dustry primarily bece^use of the stupid-
ity of the ; leadership tif the industry.
in facing up to television. /\ye all re'

member when ; thei three great .prtss
associations agreed, / by -resoiiiUdn,;. t^
allow, none of their' news' to ;^e. h^ai-d
over the radio. This is typical Of the

state of mind now held by the giant film companies. •

The social danger of television arises from very differs
ent facts: It looks now as if, for many decades, we will:

have: no more than 1,000 television broadcasting stations.
It takes at least $1,000,000 to go into television. This
means we will have competition between 1,000 million- .

aires pr millionaire companies. : This means • also that '

there will not be much diversity of basic attitudes and
points of view. Moreover, it, takes'a lot of money for the
telephone company to supply the wires for the effective
use of television. I would suggest that the Government
will either have, to force ; the telephone company to putv-
in many dollars in order to help the development of tele-;

vision, or have the Government itself make the investment
and own the cables. On the other hand, I do not believe
that the people of this nation wilt long permit this great V
new instrument to be owned by 1,000 millionaires' alid
there will be a plea^suocessful though invalid-^for the
Government to take over television. This is a frightening ;'

concept, even more frightening than having this great new
pipeline to the mind of man in the hands of only 1 ,000
millionaires. . ,

We have proceeded in other walks of life in a direction
which might point to a way out of the dilemma. In our
national parks, for example, hotels and restaurants are.

;

owned by the Government. The Government put in the
money to build the structures. The Government then leases
the restaurants, for example, at a fair return based on the
Government's investment,, and to those organizations
which will supply the best service to the public; Maybe
we should consider liaving the Government put up the
billion dollars needed for television station equipment -inr

' stead of : allowing 1,000 millionaire: groups to do it. - If
the Government owned the investment, it could lease the
investment to the license holders at a low Interest and

:

replacement rate and could then invite bids from the'

public for the running of the 1,000 television stations. In
this connection't at this point, I should imagine tliat

Variety might then be able to be one of 'the bidders ivn^

der such circumstances and could do an amusing job! In
other words, instead of hiving a limited market of 1,000
millionaires bidding for this new instrument, there might
be 10,000 bidding groups or individuals, and without any
semblance of censorship or control over content of pro-

; .grams we w,ould be increasing the potential diversity and
attitudes of licensees of television. , :, >•

;

Amusingly enough I find substantial support for. this

: thesis among people who are present investors in this ex-
pensive new toy of man known as television.

cheated and twice betrayed by a TV industry striving for each other. You saw public service programming learn

national circulation in this generatidn.
fr«m /.ommpi-nini rariin hnw to talk to more and more

"Thirdly, there's the program hiirdle. As television popu-
larity increases, the program list must be lengthened.
Mommg and afternoon shows must be initiated, each one
sequentially spurting operating costs beyond an over-
all nut covered by slowly added sponsors. Also, there is
no turning back, because once pendered to the public in
the tace of growing competition, a program service must
oe maintained. Therefore, it is logical that telecast crs
will grow more dollar conscious as they lengthen their
program lists to meet radio in all time brackets. Later
(On, a few outstanding examples of profitable TV station
operations cannot, with justice, be set as criteria for a
national pattern.

'5'°" growing rapidly in selected metropolitan
centers favorable for its development, and technical ad-
vances are being made every year. There is no denying
"s great sales impact artd in time TV rate cards may be

Si A^"
^" attempt to reach a national parity with

«to -t
^^'^^ radio, itself the target of the mon-

l'^^"
Whelped, may be forced to reduce its own rates,m mat even, a whole new field of circumstances will be

put into play. Radio set manufacturers, unwilling to see

imli'^*-''''?"*"''^^ market entirely disappear, even while
"itratively manufacturing TV sets, may be forced -to re

ing from commercial radio how to talk to more and more
Americans the way they want to be talked to. And you

saw commercial radm as a whole moving towards higher

levels of quality, taste and usefulness.
, ,

As a veteran of one side of the fence, and a newcomer

to the other, you come out believing it possible to bridge

that gap. You believe it can be done, because you are

working towards that end and you see that your present

colleagues don't scoff at you, but have the very same

hopes, and the same dogged drive to see it come to pass.

Scoring for Television
By HARRY SOSNIK

Composing background music for television brings into

u.se a technique not called for in radio, but similar to that

used in motion pictures, although more difficult.

In motion pictures the scenes are filmed and then run

off for the composer who times the length of each

sequence and then composes his music to the stopwatch.

During the actual recording the film is run as often as

is necessary, until the perfect recording is made.

In the new science of composing music for television

In Lp}"i*^?„*"*
'^^M^.sets or produce cheaper models, this

'composer v?rites"to"a scriipTin"which "he tries to lime
l,,,JI=A„'=°™Pensating the radio broadcasting industry

sequences calling for music as accurately as possible
numerioally for the audience lost to television.

fi.H
struggle of the TV and AM giants of the

luture, radio will have on its side the leaders of national

by himself, always making allowances for visual sl.igeplay

between lines of dialog. In the script the scenes without

f.n„„v,
A/^^^ca lives in the "outside market," the smaller

nn^ilu"""^'^^ help give the nation its character and
purcnasing power and which have little chance of getting
televLsion m the near future.

rp^^*^
^-elevision grows a little more, a pleasant and

«edssuring indication that the spirit of Free Enterprise

^ at work in this counti-y. Don Lee's position in this com-
munication field is unique in that its KTSL went on the

er,n;r'
^^' ^^31- and has been beaming regular TV pro-

inti^
'^^'oss Southern California rooftops throughout the

cE'^"!?^." y^^'fs. This fact leads us to the ready con-

mnnP ^^^^^ is nothing wrong with television that

the
'^"""''t ewe ... but at this writing it appears that

Averaging Principle

Mpnoiai , i... V""- "° o.u^ ^"v 'v-cMv- ^-r-:----- a„Heo are briefly described and what may look hke a two

Sf 'y*"*. '""''^ constantly produce more than a few
^"j^^i^e .eauence on paper may turn out to be three or

ha! of '^^^'J''
tj^^i"^ charts, because almost

J^'„';"'^Ss du"ng the dress rehearsal,nait of America 1,vp« i„ "„,.f.,,i„ ,v„.tot thp omaller
*°^^^„^the dress rehear.sal is the first complete run-

through for cast and orchestra, and is held shortly before

the telecast, it is obvious thati the music must be flejtible

enough so that entire sections can be added or taken out

at a moment's notice. After the dress rehearsal, correc-

tions are made/ Then it is up to the conductor, for the

next run-thKough is the actual telecast and that i.S it.

The conductor and orchestra are in a different, studio

than the cast. He has a screen with no audio to, \yatch

the action, a pair of headphones (one ear for audio and

the other ear for master; control Ciiies), a script and /his

scores brfpre hiitt. From ail this it is apparent, that this

mediuni Wiii have to;^d^^^ group of

ra6n as di^; tfie motibij wctvire industry: during its forma-

years.

There is one other suggestion which has not been previ-

ously publicly discussed . which might greatly help tele'

vision. The greatest: single: retarding influence- in the der

velopment of this great new medium is the vast sums that
must.be laid out by the telephone company for cables.con-
necting : different stations. As I see the figures, such jn-

vestment may be called for from the social and public

point of view beyond the point where the telephone comp .

: pany win make an adequate return on the .sums laid out.

This economic dilemma can be solved in two ways: il)

for the Federal Communications Commission, under its :

rate-making power to insist on the oldfashioned averaging
principle, that is the coaxial cable lo.ss to be compensated
for by increased charges elsewhere levied against the pub-
lic by the telephone system. This averaging principle is

no different than what is used on every railroad in the
country. A 14-mile subway ride in New York City even
for 10c results in a loss but is sound business when predi-

cated on the averaging process that shows a profit on the
short-haul trips. ( 2 ) As an alternative to forcing the tele-

phone company to go forward on such a basis, I think
it would be worthwhile to have the Government make the
investment in such cabes, open them freely without con-:

trols of any kind to all users and charging such reasonable
sums as may be needed to compensate the Government for
its, investment, it being under.stood that the Government's
investment, because ot its cheaper interest rate borrowing,
capacity, would result in much lower- rates than those,

which would properly be needed by the telephone cora-

pany.'..'''
'

.
•

•

Both of the steps might incorrectly be attacked as moyes
in the direction of Government domination- of the tele-,

vision business. This -makes no sense to. me, particularly

when we realize that practically every newspaper and mijg-

azine in the nation gets a subsidy through postage rates on
all of its mailings- And our press is the freest in the

-world!' .

dPQniffL^?"'*' require all the money in the country

liWo J? u*?? •'^PPy little publicity stories foisted on a gul/ jnen

Cines" whn^t«ilf,^*V^*' ^'^'"iS "r^' 111'' F„7es*t?N?0i"' bourse the ultimate answer to all the complicated

With nary ^ thiffi f IS

Megacycle Foiests ^ ^^^^j to eventually do shows of this type on film.

Sure Can Take It

The story I like is the one about the man with the big

Cadillac who brought it back to his garage in a dreadfully

battered condition. It really was smashed up. The Negro
garage attendant says, "Mister Jones, what in the world hap-
pened?" The Cadillac owner replied glumly, "A Ford hit

me."

The Negro attendant walked all the way around the car,

took another survey of the damage and says, "How many
times?"

—John Kieran,
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College-By-Radio
By STERLING W, FISHER

{Mgr., NBC Public A-ffairs & Education Dept.)

Where, in the many fields of

education, has network radio been

least effective? Where, in other

words, does it have the greatest

unfulfilled opportunity to serve

the public?

NBG's Public Affairs and Educar

tioh Dept., under the new general

ipervision of Ken R. Dyke, Ad-

home-study work. A handbook;
written by Ernest La Prade. NBC
Director of Music Research, was
also issued for the home "student-

body," Next steps planned, at year

end, by NBC for the University of

the Air were theses ,
;

1. The University of Chicago had
completed preparations to launch

I on Jan. 15 two home-study, courses
supervision ot js.en n. i^i'Kf,

] based upon the famous University
ministrative Vice-President, askea ^ Chicago Round Table broad-
itself that question early in 1948,

'

And it came up with this tentative

answer:

Casts, These ere to be on the sub-
.iects ofi "World; Economi6s" and

. . "World Politics." These courses
Network radio has been criti-

i nave been prepared under the di-

cized at various times as to the lection of Dr. Cyrus Houle, dean
number, the quality and the time

|

university College, University
of educational programs. But the

| of Chicago. The university set up
greatest shortcoming has not been

| j^jje machinery for the home-study
it has been rather

RICHARD SEFF
LONGEST ENGAGEMENT IN

TELEVISION.
60th consecutive ; week and cm

Lingos Linger As
Times Get Tougher

By ARNOLD HARTLEY
{Program Director, WOV, N, X,)

machina of ' this-Tlw deus ex

business bears a striking resem-

blance to a cash register. This

wise old counselor and seasoned

solver Of problems ^has been

murmuring "Come back to papa"

to independent broadcasters who
momentarily strayed from the for-

eign-language fold.

The only thing that's getting

simpler for the independent these

days Is likely to be Uie arilli-

metic of his weekly statements.

Everything else—opei'ating prob-

lems, the fight for audience and
revenue, the need to keep up with

technical progress—is enough toin these areas; it has been ratiier
i operations, offering these courses

i" ^•'''J''„^S* ^3imTtic°'us^^^
to listeners anywhere at a fixed tui-

Keep even some „i u.. ...u.

f fHnlic ht liXnir Loh^^^^^ °! to cover the costs qu,2» sponsored by Wliolan Drus
i t,.overted from enjoying life

Sded iSmra^^^^ ^ instructional activities. company, Channel 5, Thursday « at
,

worry the indepel

N. Y.; Boston and Worcester'
Mass.; Santa Monica, Cal.- phu'
adelphia, and New York City it"

self; now liave stations new to the
foreign-language business. So have
other centers. Wherever tlie popu
lation warrants it, there, is an in^
creasing tendency for foreim'
language programs to make their
appearance where there was none
before. This reverses the trend
of immediate postwar years and'
should set at ease the apprehen*
sions of the numerous welfare
social, and labor groups who
imagined thai foreign languages
would soon vanisli from the Amer-
ican air.

Changes are al.so taking place

. 1 t A * r..„A^,^\ 2. The University of Wisconsin S: 30 P.M.
basis of a dial turnea at ranaomig^jj

^j^^ university o( the State of Also in tel^'vision and radio, "Toast
when the listener happens to have

^^^^ York rounded out plans for of the Town," "Ton Ave ThPi-c,"

a little free time may prove at
|
jj^j^.^^j^^ home-study courses tor 1

"Brownstone Theatre," "\'idco Vai-ie-

tjmes informational, but it is
, ^^^^^.^^5^^ ^j^^j^, respective 1

'">^^'^ I« Manhattan.'
hardly educational. Not educa-

, j.^^^^^ cooperation with all the i
.Tuvenilo, 17 to 2.^ Al.songuin 4-';i93

tional, that IS, unless one accepts
j^e(, affiliates in those states.

the vaudeville definition of the
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^

ongm of the word education as
well-known weekly docu-

bfeing : from . the Latin , duco—a 1

varnish, easily rubbed off."

So in May its staff raised the
^^e ready to join

question with representatives of
^^^^^^ „f Louisville in offering the

some leading universit es and cha^^
^ .„ contempora-

lenged them to team up ,„ an
' American and British fiction,

effort to convert aj^rge group jjBC University Thea-
random, though good broadcast

^as„i„gto„ state College,
series mto systematic learning and

^

.^ with KHQ in Spokane
training. A number of universities

! readying plans for participa-

rontly" on'Bllf Slatfi Vs "CHARADE I kVcp even* some of the most ex-
j "'f

P[«g'-^™ni"S
.^^

^ - - oying life. I'M 1 '''^^'^ tlie f01 oign-language

(unless he happens lu uwn au yu.,-
1 ,^ v, ,, „i,(„(.„i,i

let) but TV probably does-nol
J/^'"-^"/

/j'"t

f«n ifc nnHionfP-rnhhine no-ij*^""'^, '"^ ^""f that language
to make way for such profitable

mentary, "Living 1949."

3. Other universities and NBC
the Uni-

accepted the challenge. : NBC affil-

iates all over the country also took

it up.

This is what lay behind the

laimching of the NBC conege-by^
broadcasting in tlie in-

?adB° ^^^^^l hvn.H PvZ^ n« '
terests of organized education was

th fall

expansion m.^nnounced just before Christmas

Mutual Shifts

Exec Posts
With Ed Kobak still on the prowl

for a program-sales coordinator for

Mutual, in the wake of the resigna-

tion as 1948 came to a close, and Hion of exec veepee Robert Swezey
several other institutions were in

|
(who has not yet announced n new

varying stages of preparations.
1 afliliation), the MBS proxy has

only for its audience-robbing po-

tential, but also because in many
cases he can't see for the life of

him how he will ever finance his

entry into the field, if he ever

does get the chance to get in at

all. And there is still that little

matter of his standard AM com-
petition.

The fight for audience that is

going on all overrthe countiT' is

approaching the dimensions of a

brawl, Some can't take it. AM
stations are being hawked on the

open market at strictly bargain
basement prices. Some; ot these
are postwar babies that are find

idioms as Spanish. Shrewd adjust-
ments of this kind are (aking place
all along the line, with immediate
benefits in both revenue asi
service. In short, programming is

beginning again to seek its own
level, and foreign-languages are
on tlieir way back in.

As for the perdurabilitv of the
foreign-language audience Itself,

we are today in possession of

solid facts on the subject. WOV's
survey of age groups in the Italian-

American communitv of New York
and vicinity indicates many more

inK the going rouch and getting J'^'""-''
vigorous life for ItaUan-

rougher.
^ Others are oldt^mer^ P'-°e'-«"^s this area

Another important step toward

Full-Scale Experiment

This plan consists of home-study
courses, offered to all listeners

through the cooperation of leading
universities, based upon weekly
broadcasts of the NBC University
of the Air. These were initiated

with an experiment- started by NBC
with cooperation of ; WAVE and
the University of Louisville. These
three partners ran an initial test

during the nine weeks' summer
session of the University of Louis-
ville, trying out a variety of teach-
ing techniques.' Encouraged by
results, they entered upon a full-

scale experiment the first week in

October. The method followed was

by .NBC, in cooperation with the
National Education Association
and the Boards of Education of
New York City, Philadelphia arid

Baltimore. This was the completion
of plans for starting early in 1949
the first television "school." Under
the general title, VStop—Look and
Learn," this cooperating group laid

out a series of five weekly video
"shows," for elementary school
children, covering literature, geog-
raphy, music, science and civics.

Tliese wiU be seen in the 5-5 : 30
p.m. spot^Mondays through Fri-
days. So at last facilities have
been set up by a network and edu-
cators, as a team, to make sys-
tematic, organized use of AM and

meanwhile put into effect

minor exec realignments.

Bob Schmid, who has been vee-
pee in charge - of station relations,
has been named v.p. in charge ot
program sales, as pari of a new
web bid to hypo the '49 operation.

Pete Johnson, the network's en-
gineering chief, will double from
that post into $tati(^ relations:

: Meanwhile Mutual is propping a
wholesale revamp of its program
structure, with the likelihood of at

least a dozen current shows get-
ting the axe as the prelude to a
new program development binge in
'49,

In three parts: First, students who i;'7 ^^.^^^ education of our citizens
*^ ' Now It s up to listeners to take I

registered by mail with the Uni- i

.

versify were required, to listen to

broadcasts of the NBC "University
' theatre," Second, they read the '

novels that had been dramatized ;

and study guides sent to them by j

the -University; third; they- pre-
pared written reports based upon
their listening and reading and
sent these to the University which
marked, graded and returned them.

I

Success of this experiment i

seemed assured, as registration >

from all parts of the United State:

and from several foreign land;

rose: to a weekly figure of more
than 1,750. Furthermore, the pei-
centage ot students losing interest
and dropping the course^—usual!'
very high in correspondence activi-

ties anywhere—^continued at a ver>
low percentage. This may be at-

tributed to unique contribution 0

1

radio to adult education—namel.\
a regular listening period,- which

;

keeps interest active.

As the year drew toward- an end,
NBC announced plans to ventui-e
out still further in this type of
activity, this time in the field ot

music. In conjunction with the
College of Music of the Uni-

j

ver.sity of Southern California, i

l^BC started a countijuide pioiect
1

enabling radio listeners to broaden
|

their horizons of musical imdor-

1

standing and enjoyment through a 1

home-study course conducted by
;

use. The core of this enterprise 1

was a new series, titled "Pioneers 1

ot Music." presented by leading or- 1

chestras throughout the nation. I

The program itself traced the evo-

1

lution of orchestral music from tlie
j

beginning of the 17th century to
1

the present; Through arrange-
ments made by the network with
Dr. Max Krone, director of the Col-

lege of Music at use, the Univer-
sity issued study guides and. other
materials, registered stud6nts, and
read, marked and returned their

advantage ot these opportunities,

Son loset Exits MB$
Don loset, Mutual's midwest sta-

tion relations rep. resigned, effec-

tive New Year's Day.
Ilis successor and -future plans

I are not yet set.

that can no longer snare audiences
of economic magnitudes against

the . superheated competition of a

latter-day spectrum jammed with
choices for the listener. The total

tunein has not changed appre-
ciably, and a lot more boarders
are reaching lor the pie. Nowon-
der everybody's slice is likely to

be smaller. -

Qualitative Factor

Old hands at this game, and
some new ones, are smart enough
to know that the qualitative char-
acter of their slice of audience
can often more than compensate
for any pos.sible quantitative de-

ficiencies. Tliis is simply a pomp-
ous- circumlocution for the audi-

ence specialization that is old stuff

to a great many successful inde-

pendents. And foreignrlanguage
broadcasting is tlie exti'eme form
of specialization.

More and more broadcastere are
having recourse to it. Jamestown,

You can projocl tliat to other for-

eign language groups as well. It

should hearten other foreign-lan-

euage broadcasters to Icain tli,it

WOV's policy of the broadest po.'!-

sible program service to this audi-

ence has won Hooper ratings that

often rival or exceed those of nio.st

other rated New York independ'
ents. all of them broadcasting ex-

clusively in English. And this de-

spite the lower incidence of tele^

phones in Italian-sneaking homes.

While WOV's sole foreign-lan-

guage interest Is Italian, similar

attention by other broadcasters to ,|i

foreign-language pi'ogram quality 1*

can bring equally : gratif.ving re^ M
suits in other languages as well.

The one big question mark to-

day for the foreign-language
broadcaster—as for all—is what

televi.sion will do to his nighttime

audiences. It is very possible that

the addition, of the visual image
will be enough to nullify the fact

that the audio is in English. After i.^

all, the foreign-born are great
'

devotees of American movies.

Within the next year we shoiiM

have some definite answers—and
also, I might add. some solutions.

PHIL HARRIS -ALICE FAYE
HEARD EVERY SUNDAY, NBQ

Fop rtEXALL

THREE ELECTED TO

BMB DIRECTORATE
Broadcast Measurement Bureau

has added three new board mem«

hers. Thev are G Richard Shafto,

vice-president and general man-

ager of Surety Broadcasting Co.!

Hcibert D. Bi.ssell, Electric Auto-

Lite Co. advertising manager, and

Alden .Tames, advertising director

of P. Lorillard Co.

Shafto was named by the NAB to

replace Robert Mason ot WMRN,

Marion. O.. whose term expirej

this vear. BIssell was nominal"

by the As.sn. of National Adver-

tisers to succeed rt E. Davis 01

Goodvear Tire & Hubbcr Co.. alio

.Tamos was named b\ Ihe ANA i»

replace Donovan Stetlor of Stano

ard Brands.
h.

As genei-dl manager of Suiw,

Shallo runs WIS. Columbia, b.^-

WSPA, Spartanburg, S. t.<

FM outlets in those cities ai'»

Charlotte. N. C. He's a form"

ohairman of NBC's stations P»»

nlng and advisory committee, an

current president of the o .

Carolina Broadcasters Assn. »»

ah NAB director.

Bisscll has been vilh wecu

Auto-Lite since 1941, is »n
.^th,

member and ex-president 01

Toledo Advertising Oub. Jan«:

P. Lorillard-s. ad director, h«»,
as P. Loriuards aa ""^^Im rtoWl
dies all edvertising for OW,^
cigarets and pthcr coinP«w f

products.
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Switch

Casting
By MITCHELL GRAYSON
(FreeUme Rodio Director) ..

The little red hand on the studio

dock seemed to me to be spinning

around with the speed of a spit-

fire
piopellor. I was in a tight

Sflueeze. The clock warned me

there was little time left to find

rtiv
actor-for a 70-year old part

S blank verse! I needed an actor

with the authority of an Kdmund

rvupnn one who could character-

fze "Sh the sincerity of Walter

Huston, a player who could tote aS play on his shoulders with

fhe ease of a Barrymore. I had a

star vehicle if ever there was one

But no Star. Every actor whom I

had auditioned up to that moment,

a( least every actor available for

the show, seemed tota ly unable to

perform with the quality I thought

so necessary for the part,

"it wasn't fair. Here I was with

the first broadcast rights to what

I considered to be one of the most

beautifully written half-hour radio

scripts by an extremely talented

writer and I couldn't come up "with

an actor to do the part the way

it certainly had to be done. Every

character actor I tested agreed

with me that it waS a great script.

Aiid each one, with feeling that

iie would give his eye teeth to play

the part on the air, had to agree

Wmi he was absolutely not right

for it.-

Now I know there are cynics who
gay that there isn't a part written

that at least one actor can't play.

: My point.is: that such ^an actor was
not available to me at the time.

But what . happened right then
and there taught me a lesson that

I've been grateful for : ever since.

A 17-.vear-old youngster who was
a student at City College, and who
hung around the studio during his
spare time picking up tips on act-

!
ing from the more experienced

r playersi asked if he couldn't read
i

for the part. I looked at him des-

!
pairinglyand shook my head. But

' he wouldn't take no for an answer.
He pleaded with me: "Look. I've
got a trick voice. I'm sure I can
do this part if you'll only give me
a chance. Besides, you've got
nothing to lose. Why don't you
hear me? You'll kiio* whether I'm
right or wrong In a very short
time?"

Ratings and the Stuffed Banana
In Which Is Deplored the Stale Religion of Radio Which Says That

Hooperatings Are Infallible, and Where Boldness, Adventure and
Imagination Are Systematically Penalized

HARRY SALTER
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Stop the Music—ABC

It: Pays to Be Igndrant-^CBS

By NORMAN CORWIN
... Hollywood. I tend to confirm the popularity of

Although the loud, splintering ' the. familiar, which by itself is i

crash of Gallup and Koper on
|

happy and wholesome. But this

Election Day was one of the most tendency also encourages sponsors
fascinating sound effects of irtod- '*od broadcasters to drop the bur-

I

ern times, it was not followed, as den of innovating and originating.
'

I

many had hoped, by the even ihOre ' ^"^ this might not be so thoi>

j

fascinating effect of a curfew oughly shoddy if it did not work
1
tolling the knell of parting polls,, out to the detrihient of practically
iln.stead the professors gravely <iH new, unfamiliar work. i

Z.'f nlii^"'; ""''•ysf^' observed p¥FF"et5^tTsnConformni
|ineir navels lor a clue to mys-

teries of Ule, and returned to the 1
Through the use made of

'

Jury Disagrees on 600G

business.

OiE coOi^e -Hooper and Nielsen;
both situated on the fault line of

C..:* « < 1.. •! 1 > i

^'"^^^ earthquake, lost no time
aUlt vs. Juvenile Jury

;

explaining that what they sell is

A S600,000 damage suit against I ~-t,iafis1omgTo Z-
,Tack Barry and others for alleged pen, in tlie grand style of Gallup
piracy of the idea and title of aid Roper, But at this moment.

old hot dog stand ready for new - Hooperatings, ilieir end rosult : is

to set rigid standards of conT
formity; to .justify and perpetuate
sameness and mediocrity in the
fields of music and drama; to dis-

courage the daring and audacity
that vitalize the creative worker
and to stifle what Variety m a

recent editorial referred to as "ad-

venture" in programming,
In this day of princely patron-

"Juvenile Jury" was stymied '^si
, tfed'-on VhVrtos'Wd thrcome- ^ge for the artist, the day of the

«eek when a- New York Federal
[ p^^^^^^^S'^^^^^^^^ brings you drama, the

Court jury disagreed after a seven- (jj^g (he pollsters it is nerhans gas-sponsored symphony, the rub-
day trial. Suit was instituted by i proper to ask if in the long run ^er tire that preaches religion,

William Evan.? against Barry, Dan
! it ,iiakes very 'much difference '

assume that the artist,

Ehrenreich; the Bamberger Broad-
! whether inxiper—for one—is ac-

^'"'^^ ''^ relatively rich and se-r

casting Service, WOB, N. y., pro-
{ curate at all cure, is also unencumbered; that

gram service, and General Foods,
I j ^^y^^^^ „g,

' his imagination roars and soars

sponsor of the WOK stanza
Evans, who may now petition for

a new trial, claimed that he origi-

nated "Juvenile Jury" and submit-

like a jet lighter. Instead he has

inality, a sheeplike plodding after

success formulas, : and the avoid'^

ance of ideas that either have not.
been tried, or which, having been
tried, have not scored; high in
some rating.

Radio dares to do far less than .

films, simply because it is com-
pletely enslaved to the^ ratings.

Programs must have "circulation,"
and the best way to circulate is

to; copy other circulation-setters.

Two million listeners, which is

vastly more than ever saw a
'.smash hit on Broadway, are not
enough for a program fronv week.'
to week; it can die of that. The
artist IS seldom free to go after
big game. In the boundless pre-
cincts of drama, from Aristoplianes
to Oboler; radio is little interested
in old cliissics or new literature.
Beyond the repeat of a mystery
chiller like "Sorry, Wrong Num-
her" and the annual presentation
of Christmas script's, radio will not
I
even encore its own homc-de*
veloped classics, few as they are.
It is content to adapt books,

I movies, plays, or to rehash detec-
' tive and romance patterns end-
'lessly.':

ence rdtings in raclio is bad from tome closer to surrendering his
a.; cultural and artistic pomt of ^entity than ever before,
view Not

.
in the research per se, The big fee, which theoretically

ted the idea to WGN, Chicago, Sf'^'' Z^n^'fJ!!!'?.,/,,' * fir**" ^•'""I'l ^'^"^ ^^'^ "^'^''^t' constantly

which returned it to him. A few ^rf^nte nrWert ^n^L^^Tn fnr^^^
^'"^ on a leash,

months later, according to Evans, when 1 wL rmnlprt fn \h^. ^^Im which is not

Barry and. Ehrenreich launched the
, Toil'Vo"t' not ' '''' "^'^

same show on WOR.
-^valter Winchell chided me

for sligfitirig Mooperatihgs. "Mr.

It's the Abuses 1

Another piracy suit against
",Iury" is pending in N. Y. Supreme
Court. Plaintiff, Carol Marshall,
says "Jury" infringes on her \m-

vestor; which is not "commercial"
in the sense that it is instantly
recognizable to millions who have

produced radio show called "Junior I about that. But a rap at the abuses

Corwin," he wrote, "they just heaid" or'seen the"7outinrsora&
measure what Americans listen to I where before
most." That is right. No quarrel

Judges

Only Slightly Sensational

of the rating system, ' is not the
same thing as' rapping the top-

Nobody, lea.st of all the artist,

wants an investor or sponsor or
employer to • lose mpnoy- That

,. . ,
would be stupid business. Yet

rating shows. '

.^^,hat the operators and enlre-
I Not even if Hooper were 20% I preneurs tend to forget is that

e be -grounds for
{

hundreds of "commercial" ideas,
complaint against the leaders in

i
based on the safest and soundest

Farnsworth Marion Plant

Acquired by RCA-Victor 1 oft, -would ther

Marion, Ind
RCA-Viotor has purcha.sed the i

lho hit parade. It's not their fault
|
cliches of the business, turn out

Marion plant of Farnsworth Tele- that people love 'em; I do myself; jto be uncommercial flops—mostly
for want of invention; and artistry.

When "research'' was addfid to
vision and Radio Corp., Fort
Wayne. Latter has moved all its

activities to its expanded main
plant.

RCA officials said the newly ae

that people love 'em; I do myself;
and such popularity must be de-
served. But at the .same time
there are such things as minority the union of sponsor and artist.

rights in radio as well as outside I as a sort of in-law, or back-seat
of it; and sometimes a low^rating

]

driver, artistic freedom in radio

What occurred in the next few
minutes could only be used for
grade-G story plots. In the movies.
The kid was sensational. The
broadcast was terrific. The author
was happy. I grinned. For weeks
afterward, as a matter of fact for
10 years afterward—vou see all
ihis happened in 1939—1 havemade it a rule to give actors achance at switch casting. Encour-

ihL^hn"' I? ^7 Pa'-'s thatthey honestly feel they can do
Nowadays I read through a script

wp^imlv,
" -T^ some

?6m^^?h'J Then
h?fn thi

'^^^''ching ' penetration

mlL u
^ai'away corners of my

c stlp « Sood switch-

allv fini^^
S**'"^ exception-

actor L/"' ^.''^'nPle. I know an

heavv
""'"^ type-casts him a

pens ln\J^"'*=*'' ^ '^'»«'-- He hap-

thre Iritl I'J
the most sensi-

th?f i^"*^" business. Use
n a Sf °^ "is talent-
role

character part and the

« or S«if* dimension. The

"lan parts „° ^^""^ ^un-

inner Pvli? ^ creates an

•"ore exSri^'jd stimulates a

him -rS Performance from

- reS'^enToyT""^
''''' '""^

^Mnsidpr?'^,: "Stress whom
Perfom " ^° ^ ^"'y ^i»^tuoso

of souT.« ^"L"*»t interpreter

'ers °s a fin?*' ''P?*"^ «=harac-

*«ws bv rifro"!^"'^^ 2" ™a"y
lier onlv ^^'^ t^ink of
As a m»tf»l \^i""-'=hewing moll.

th6 rS^tlt?
of fSct, one director

•"how of "T ^^'^ a'^fess in

t«rs u^,p^ S""^ couldn't believe his

«t the announced
he dlrpo^^ "U^^ program. Said

'didn't ^"^y see whiz,

"ike that' r/''%^°"l'* Pl«y Pa^s
Wk for L ^**' known her
-this a^v«"' ""^ year^and gee!

'hout Xf " '^'"''e new Idea
"•^ What she can do!"

quired Marion plant would be show of acknowledged good qual- ! began to feel elbows in its ribs,

made the midwest center of RCA's
j

ity gets pushed around simply be- j The researchman is paid to tell

television tube production after
|

cause it's little. And even oftener
j
the creator what is popular; to

completion of a modernization andithan it gets pushed around, it gets ifind out what people are likely to

expansion ; program. Plant property excluded. like on the basis of what they
consists of six buildings and 54

j
Nobody can deny that ratings, in { have liked in the past. This nat-

acres of land. - the field . Of general programming, urally invites a distrust of orig-

LUCY MONROE
,1948-1949

TOURING VETERANS' HdSPItALS CAMP SHOWS

This is not to say that conimer-
icial radio is a monster. It has, in
i spite of itself, accomplished more
,in this country than government
I radio has done anywhere in the
world, save possibly in England. It

:
is not commercial radio itself that

. stands indicted by the artist, but
,
the abuses and excesses of com-
mercial radio—and among these

{ abuses can be ranked as chief ac--
cessory, the ratings. Or rather,

!
again, tho u-te made of ratings:

1
the policies framed by them, the
programs killed and kept alive,

I
choked off or coddled because of

I them.

' Radio does excellent things in
i
music, comedy, and special events,

j

But where is the high vision, the

I

adventure, that programmed Mac-
I
Leish's "Fall of the City and
Millay's "Lidice?" What has hap-
pened to the Columbia Workship
and "Great Palys?" And why has
"Candid Microphone" gone off the
air and why does "You Are:
There" lack a sponsor? Why was

I

Orson Welles' old "Mercury. Thea^.i

i tre of the Air" uncommercial until
: the morning after it scared hell

I
out of the country with a Martian '

invasion?

Answer: not enough circulation.
And who measures circulation?

The gods of the ratings: Hooper
and Nielsen, Oallup and ROper.
Could they possibly be wrOHg?
Could they, ever?

Shakespeare, the writer forgot-
ten by radio, had a phrase for ev-
erything and everybody, and he
might have been a addressing the
National Assn. of Broadcasters
when he wrote. "Traffic's thy
god; and thy god confound thee!'^
In one blinding, apocalyptic flaish

on the evening of ; Nov. 2, last, the
gods who traffick in polls were
themselves confounded, and it was
a great moment boys, a great mo-
ment.

What a hell of a life it would
be if, at the only hours that
adults can go to movies; they
could only ; see Hed Skelton or
Jean Autry or Jane Russell; if

books, of poetry were taken oft'; the
shelves because ratings show they
are perennial worst-sellers; if

Barber's Symphony No. 1 were
never to be performed in concert :

because it is colossally less popular
than the Strauss waltzes; it the ah-
stractions of Kley were never to
be exhibited because people pre-
fer. 75,622 to 1, to look at the can-
vases of Norman Rockwell. ,

Radio is the only major field of
expression today where a high IQ,
where boldness, adventure, imag-
ination and audacity in program-
ming are systematicallyi faithfully,

and deliberately penalized. Radio
has not progressed, but retro-
gressed. It is not growing up, but
down. It once had a toehold on

:

the threshold of the arts, but its

great, bulky body slipped on a
stuffed banana, the skin of. which
concealed a hard, compact roll of
fast bucks.
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THE NAKED MP THE DEAF

Kadio Scripter Speaks His Mind on Radio and

Radio Criticism

By HAL KANTER
Hollywood.

Oiup of the first tilings a radio comedy writer must learn in order to

maintain his digestive system and ward off dampness in the wnsts ot

his sports shirt is the deceitful art of ignoring all teletypes from New
York." Once he completely masters this, he finds that he is either out

of a job or Don Quinn.
Speaking as a radio comedy writer whose

stomach groans at the approach of anything more
complicated than a GobU salad (a fieadish. Admix-

ture of pfe-digested vegetables and Jack Hellman

cigar ashfes) find whose shirt-cuffs ate Soggi^ir .t^^^^

a pair of rented howling - shoes,, the: second most
important thing a r. c. w. must lieai-ii is how to rekd

a daily newspaper's .radio critic without bristling.

; Present company inspected, allow
; m*: ^^'>%

once around this exercise ring
i despondencies. ,

, ',
;'

The man who shot Mayor Cermak probably said

eVefyone's entitled to his own" opinjoii, arid radio

critics are ipaid to congeal opinions about radio

programs and then couch those opinions as best they can for their read-

ers. That's fine. Radio needs good critics and those among us who sit

with our backs to America and toss things over our shoulder for Ameri-
can consumption can learn from them. When a good one comes along, f

that is, Unfortunately, there is more vituperation than erudition among 1

their ranks. But vituperative or erudite, accoutred or barren, my yelp
|

is directed at all of them who have been guilty ol a cardinal sin in their 1

reviews, That sin is the reviewing, of a radio program they have
,
never

|

h«ard. _ I

It is comparable to a blind judge. pinning a

mi Kantcr

LURENE TUTTLE
RADIO

Red Skelton Show, Ozzle and Harriet

Sam Spade George P'Hanlon
: Suspense

PICTURES IN RELEASE
"MacBeth"—Republic

''Mr. vBlanding's Dream House"
RKO

A Bit of Doing

best of breed" ribbon
on a Bedlington Terrier because he smells less offensive than any other 1

at the show.
It is quite obvious that the radio critic cannot review fairly a radio

program by reading the script some zealous press agent has couriered

to his cluttered cubicle. It is not so much lilce the book reviewer who
scans the dust .iacket extollings and then hammers out a critique as it

is analogous to the man who receives an empty frame and then criticizes

a Grandma Moses.

Scripts Need Plus Factors

This may shock my fellows in the Radio Writers Guild, but I firmly

believe that the script is only a portion of a radio show. It was written
to be heard and an entire program cannot be praised or condemned on
the script alone. Many a script that afi'ronts the eye falls pleasantly on
the ear when it is blown to life by the director, the musicians, the
sound men, the goburras m the audience and the mummo's. Conversely,
many a passage of beauty that lies enchanted on- a sheet of paper rises
stifl-leggedly and topples on its asterisks when infused with the in-

tended elements.
Can an honest man look over the score of a Bizet opera and then^

pass judgment on a Metropolitan performance? Or read a wire story^

a.s it chatters out of a teletype machine and then pass judgment on the
Sunday edition of the Kansas City Star?
Few members ot the radio critics circle can honestly say they are

not guilty of this abuse of their office. Some of them have said in print
' that they read ft script without having heard the broadcast. Most of
tnem quote lines which they couldn't possibly have taken down in short-
hand, so exact is the .warding, the spelling and even the punctuation.

If these men—andi dewey-eyed ladies, too—are going to do the kind
of a job that will eventually raise them to the status first string drama
critics enjoy, they might do well to be honest with their readers, fair
With radio itself. Alid they'll still find time to do outside magazine
l>ieces and radio scripts on spec.
No fingerpointing. Not necessary! In Jack Douglas' masterwork en-

titled, ."No Navel to Guide Him,'' there is a chapter called "Famotis
Bastards in History." Under the title is printed; "What's the differ-
ence? You all know who you are."

' Amen.
'

'.
' '

:

,

'

Tele Acad's 'Ernmys'

To Be Awarded At

Jan. 25 ATAS Shindig

Hollywood.

Four "Emmys," video's equiv-

1

alent of the film industry's "Os-

1

cars," will be presented Jan. 2r) 1

at the first annual awards banquet
i

ari seminar of the Academy of I

Television Arts and Sciences. Pro-

gram announced by Acad prexy

Charles B. Brown calls lor a full

day of activity at the Hollywood
Athletic Club.

Awards will be made tor the

best vidfilm produced in Holly-

wood, for the most outstanding

tele personality, for the most pop-

ular program, and for the out-
Standing technical achievement in
1948. In addition, a plaque will be
awarded a local station in recogni-
tion of the best overall achieve-
ment during the year-.

Seven speakers have been lined
up tor the morning and alternoon
seminar sessions. They mclude
Television Film Producers' Assn.
priixy Hal Roach Jr., who'll di.s-

cus.', producing pix for video: Wil-
liam R. Watson of the Herbert
Horn Co., who'll talk on installa-

tion and servicing of tclcsets; and
AI Wager and Bernie Tabakm of
MC.V, w^ho'll dwell on the me-
diums talent pioblem. Other
speakers lined up are Paul Lewis,
veepee of the D'Arcy agency, and
Len Erickson, Ken.von & Eckhart
veepee, to talk on ad agencies'
relationship to tele; Mike Stokey
of Stokey and Ebert, who'll discuss
production problems.

The Year of

Decisions— By WAYNE COY—
'(Chainuoii, Federal

Covwiunimttcms Coimim-sion).
'

Washington.

This will be a year of decisions

by the Federal Communications

Comraisston-^decisions destined to

I affect almost every phase of broad-r

casting.

Holding the spotlight at this-

time is the proceeding to deter-

mine how to deal with the problem

ot tropospheric interference in the

television low band and to deter-;

mine the feasibility of employing

the high band channels.

The complexity of these prob-

lems makes it difficult to predict

when decisions can be made. If, as
a result of the interference prob-
lems in the recently-allocated tele-

vision bands, the Commission finds

it necessary to provide greatei!^

separation between co-channel sta-

tions, we will likewise find that our
allocation table will have to be re-

vised to allow fewer station assign-
ments than the plan now. in effect.

Possibilities for some relief may
be afforded through the synchro-
nization process, developed by RCA
and still in an- experimental stage.

Even under the most favorable cir-

By NILES TRAMMELL
{President, National Broadcasting Co.)

Radio enters 1949 with a greater assortment of problems--.ari(i
brighter vista of opportunities—than it has ever faced during the tw'
dycades of network broadcasting. ' r™ ;

How rough or smooth the going will be will depend, of course n
the vision, work and courage of the nation's broadcasters. Ii will rl!
quire doing.

*"

Th« ferment in this seething industry, naturally, is televi.sion w,
have seen the beginning with television astride the airwaves in sevpn
league boots. Many of the problems which brought such turmou in thS
thinking .of the broadcasting industry as 1948 ended were mere svmn
toms of the growing pains which the lusty infant of sight and sound hai
brought to radio.

First and foremost, is the fact that the new member of the radio
family adds another insatiable maw for creative entertainment to feed
I have every confidence that the writing, acting and producing talent
in our industry will meet the challenge and will fill television's vora.
clous appetite with popular fare lor the millions of viewers,

Second, is the relation of television to the great structure of sound
broadcasting which today penetrates practically every home in the land
Television cannot fully replace overnight, or within the immediate
future, the more than 70 million radio sets now in the hands of our
vast listening public. It cannot at this stage go beyond the horizon
except by inter-connection which presents mountainous problems, eco-
nomic and technical, that must be met. Only future events Will tell

us how these problems will be solved and only the future will fuUy
reveal the part which the advertiser will play in iheir solution.

In pioneering in lelovision as it did in AM networking, NBC has
embarked on a long-term policy to be there "fust with the mostest "

The details of our long-range policy will be made public from time to

tune as they are fully developed and approved.

It's not too great a secret that much more effort than in the past,

and much more investment in the future ,will be necessary to meet ail

ti e problems confronting the industry. That's how it will have to he.

I, for one, have every confidence that experiment and experietic«

will shake down the relationship; of AM to television. 1 have every

confidence in the great and growing talent pool of the nation.
^

All in all, the opportunities, as well as the problems, are challenging

indeed. Broadcasters have a medium second to none to attract enter-

tainment ideas, discover enlertainment personalities, and to introdtice'

new talent quickly to almost unlimited audiences. It's a job, it is trtie,

faced by no other industry; for in radio the show must go on almost 24

hours a day, 36,'> days in the year, and with Sundays and holidays more
of the same. We must, therefore, keep our pool of talent for radio and
television well filled at all times and constantly enlarged with new
ideas, new techniques and new performers.

The maturity of sound and the emergence of sight places these prob-

lems right square in the broadcasters' lap. It will take a bit of doing

to solve the problems, but there will be plenty of excitement for all in

the trying.

cumstances it is a certainty that
there Will be an insufficient num-
ber of channels in the Very-High
Frequencies bands for a nation-

|

wide system of television in this

country.

Whether or not the Commission
will be in a position to determine
that UHF can be- used at a time
when it has cleared up the inter-

ferencs problems in the VHF
bands is a question that cann'ot

now be answered. If the Commis-
sion finds, on the basis of the hear-
ing already held on the question of
utilization of the UHF, that it can
utilize these frequencies for tele-

vision and the Commission -deter-
mines that It will utilize 'those fre-

quencies for black and white tele-

vision under the present stand-
ards, then the Gonvmission will

face the question of allocating

those frequencies together with,

the VHF frequencies so as to pro-

vide for a nation-wide competitive

system of television.

Freeze Extension Liketr

If the course outlined in the pre-

ceding paragraph is the Commis-
sion's decision; It is probable that

the freeze on television applica-

tions might be extended beyond;

the minimum six-month period

which was anticipated: when . thts

freeze was announced on Sept^iU'

'

ber 30.

There are other; questions th«t

the Commission will face before

it Can reach a decision as has

been outlined. They are the pos-'

sibilities of utilizing the UHF for

high definition black and white

television, and for color. If tlie

decision should be to utilize the

UHF frequencies for either high

definition monochrome or colori

the standards for either of those

services would not be compatible,

with the present black and white

standards and, therefore, an al-

location plan combining the VHF
and the UHF would become im- ,

possible.

Another possibility by way of «

Commission decision would be to

adopt new standards ol sood en-

gineering practice lor the VliF;

revise the allocation plan lor tli«

12 channels and perhaps hold fur-

thcr hearings on the utilization of
:

the Ultra-High frequency band.

This possibility would mean too

few television assignments lor »

nation - wide television -system.

OZZIE and HARRIET
FIFTH SEASON FOR INTERNATIONAL SILVER

'NBC-—Every Sunday Evening
A bow to our current writing staffi

Bill Davenport, Frank Fox, Ben Gershman, Riqk Vollaerts, Pag! West

I
40% Within TV Bange J

Television is snow-balling, Wi
have 50 stations on the air. With-

in another two years wf may hav«

as many as 400 on the air 01 nrai-

ing completion. About 40*^0 ol the.

population is now within range

ot at least one station.

Now let's take a loolc at other

broadcasting devices, 13\ the eno.

ot this year we should have 3,1««

AM stations and 1,100 FM stations

on the air. This will give us a

total of 3,200 sound stations. Wlin

that many sound stations, as weu

as 100 TV stations, on the air n

will behoove all of u.s—the indus-

try as well as the Commission--

to start thinking about the even-

tual future of AM service at leasj

in the metropolitan areas, ll"'

will not be a matter of decision

this year but I mention it in pass-

ing because sooner or later we ai»

going to have to face up to tii»

problem of employing two syste»»i

of aural radio where one systeM-

the technically superior system-

would suffice.



HOW TO STAY YOUNG!
By FRANK STAINTON

(President; Coluntbia Broadcasiing System)

U the secret of staying young is, to keep developing, to keep moving

froni one frontier to the next, to keep making tomorrow better than
|

\e^terclay, broadcasting evidently lias hold ol that secret.

No industry in ancient or modern times has ever packed so much ex-

citement and development into so tew years as broadcasting. And now,

alter a quarter-century of galloping expansion, broadcasting has taken

another deep breath and is; moving into another, new cycle even more

fciioiting or important than what we've just been through.

For broadcasting, of course, is now television as well as radio. These

are twin electronic miracles to stir men's imaginations with new op-

portiiriities to move ideas and goods, and to send entertainment and

cul ture and news into every corner of every .honie in America.

But observe that I call them ''twin" electronic miracles. I do not say ,

"successive" miracles, one following the other. For the most idle of all

talk today is the talk that already has radio wrapped in a shroud, readj

tor quick burial "now that television is here." Teleyision is here, cer-

tainly. This "baby giant" of communication is growing faster than al-

jnbsil anyone expected; is outperforming even the fondest hopes ol its

fondest parents.

But is radio cowering in a corner shrinking before the sight and
|

sbund of television? Not so you could notice it. Is radio's expansion .

stopped? Have you seen the latest figures? Is radio going to be pushed

aside as an outworn, old-fashioned "listening box?" No more than radio

itsell destroyed the piano or phonograph. i

, Hold Off on the Funeral
|^

I'm sure that everj' Variety reader has seen or heard diflerenlly. 1

You have all seen or heard of swrveys which show radio listening drop-

'

Ping way off in television homes You have heard how, here and there,
'

budgets have been shifted out ol radio and other media into television

You have heard the cry: "Goodbye radio. Goodbye magazines. Here ,

comes television!" I

But don't get dressed up for the funeral. For a great deal of radio i

iind television material comes across my desk every day. Aqd-thc lacts I

©1 lile just don't bear the" sob-sisters out. -
"

'
' '

|

• Of course, there has been some fall-ofl' of radio listening in television

liomes. Was there ever a bright baby that didn't get a great deal of I

special attention? But to take tlie indications of current television re-

'

.search and say: "This is what television is like, and will be" is preciscb
,

like saying that the spotlight any bright baby gets in the family will be

no dillerent when that baby grows up and lives as an adult among
|

adults. .
" '

• In these past two great years of television's growth, what happened
to radio?
Radio set., ownership increased bv 20,000,000 sets!

- Even more significant: radio listening has reached a new all time high

for war or peace, Nielsen reports four hours and 19 minutes ol radio

listening for the average family each day, in the last full year ol record

"^a full hour more listening per day tlian in 1941 and 1942.

And remember that Americans as a whole continue to get more and
niore leisure time—-one ot the most important of all trends in America
today—with more hours of the day* and more days of the week, for more
people to fit in both radio and television.

Television has its great virtues, radio has its great virtues—and in no
fAmeriean family can either one or the other ever hope to satisfy all the

hicmbers of the family all the time.

Above all, remember radio's sr/.e. It i.s 91% as large as the United
States Itself today—with 37,623.001) families. 94';'( of all American lam-
flies, owning one or more radio sets: and with the vast majority of

'America's new automobiles today equipped with a radio as virtually

ctandard equipment.
Thus, even at the current and anticipated rate of television receiver

•production (a miracle in itself! i, television, cannot reach one-eighth of

'today's total of radio families lor another two years at the least.

This gives you a strong clue about radio's program schedules in the
years ahead. For radio is the oniy universal advertising medium in the

'nation today, as widely distributed as the air itself in every type of mar^
ket. every type of home, every part ol the nation.

That is why America's advertisers- will eontinue' to use radio's, pror

jgranis as enthusiastically and lieavily as they do now (and will continue
to. look for better and belter programs to get the most out of their

radio dollar).

They know that "every customer owns a radio." They need radio's

universal coverage of all marltets to maintain their sales and profits.
i

These advertisers will use television too. for additional pressure in
|

television's^ growing markets. They will add television to their adver- i

tising: arsenal, just as the American family is adding television to its i

basic entertalntnent and news and cultural sources. i

• So we'll face In the future what we've become familiar with in the
jpart—the healthy competition lor the American family's time and at- I

lention by aU media; a competition which insures (as good competition
always does) steady improvements on every front, especially in pro^
graxnraing. .

• And no broadcaster will have a 'chance to grow old! r-:c: - \

Boffs In a

Broom Closet

How Do You Make A Hit?
By HllBBELL ROBINSON, JR.

(Program Vice-President, CBS)
That's the triple-decker jackpot question, for any showman.
If I knew a simple surefire answer f wouldn't be pecking away at this

clatter box. I'd just be counting my capital gains. But after 18 years
of association with a variety of hits and misses, I think tlicre are sign-
posts which point the way to Hitville."
The signposts read time, patience and people.
If that seems obvious, tliere is an appalling number of people wlio

are ignoring the obvious.
When It comes to time there is no substitute for it. Sliows wliicli arc

created against an arbitrar>' dateline are usually poorly made sliows.
Wellmade shows ate those with which the creators have had time to
"live" before they ever put their wares before the critics and the pulilie.

A half-hour of entertainment doesn't just happen. The creators have
to know the characters for whom they are writing as well as thov know
their own wives and considerably better than they know their girl

friends. They must know not only the principals but all thc subordinate
characters and their relation to each other. They must know just what
they would and would not say under any given set of circumstances. :

"Irma" was a year in the making Tlie Godfrey shows had an equal
amount of time and sweat, blood and tears poured into their making.
Months have gone into ttie readying of the Godfrey TV productions.
It took eight months to bring "Miss Brooks" off the drawing board and
into a studio. Tlie Morey Amsterdam show had six months of work
before it went before the microphones.

1% Good Bnltiii": Avera«»e
|

PI.»i« 7-0700

JACKSON BECK
Actop>Announc«r- (larrator

And Television) Too!

=By ART HENLEY=
I wi.sh I could get the alarm

|

clock concession in L. A. and
N. Y. For now that TV is hurting;

the b o. of AM in the p.m., night-
time radio may soon sliiit to, the
lianKOvei' hours between dawn and
dusk. And top names are already
b' inking their; eyes

. at. the '. glare
ol the sun on the wet ink ot their

new contracts that put them on
the day shift. Crosby. Kyser, War-;
ing, Ameche and' even Mrs. Roose-

:

velt are working under- j;he solar
system.

Of course there's a difference
between having fun in the sun and
getting laughter by lamplight. The
frantic pace in tlie race for bofls

by night must give way to a. more
leisurely approach to comedy,
True, it may spell the end of the
ulcer and thus destroy a lucrative

source, of daytime money: the milk
companies: But it's a fact to be
faced squarely. Even now. vvrit;ers

are snuffing out their eandles
earlier and getting their Vitamin
n from Old Sol instead of Old
Granddad.
There seem to be just about

five kinds of da,vtime programs
around: 1. The soap operas, whose
ranks appear de.st;ined to dwindle
to a state of obscurity, approaching
that ot bathtub gin the Literary
Digest and unreclaimed Dewey
butt:ons. 2. The disk lockoys. who
will be with us as long as.; there
is Petrillo, who will be with uS
as long as there is 3 The audi-
ence participation sliows. which
will probably be on the upswing
again to provide more good clean
wholesome refrigerators, and may-
be give away some fun to daytime
listeners. 4. The interview pro-
grams, who.se tribe cannot readily
increase until some substitutes are
found for commercials and au-
thois. 5. The variety shows, and
here is where the revolution will
occur chiefly with more big names
in comedy and music scheduled to
take to the kilocycles in the .sun*'

drenched hours between Arthur
Godfrey and Edwin C Hill.

To The Ladies " ' "~~1

A new audience is wailingTtTbe
wooed, an audience used to being
wooed: the ladies. You will have
to entertain them over the s'wish-
swosh of the kitchen mop,

,

above
the gurgle oi dishwater dribbling

,
down a clogged drain, on top of.

the cries of tots, the yipings of
chihuahuas, the jangle of door-
bells and telephones, the calls of'

bill collectors and window-wash-
ers. ,

.
: :

It's time for the personality,

;
vMth a blinking eye on sunlit kilo-

' CNcles to leara how to ad-lib. Thi.-i

IS very simple< AU he or .she needs
is a good writer, a patient director
and the ability to leart what isn't

quite on the paper. The best of
i ad-libs have always been written,
as the best of ad-libers viU tell

you. They are written into a script
so naturally, so briefly, that the
personality can throw them away.
You can't try too hard or too

long in daytime radio. This is

why soap opera heroines breathe
so heavily and so often and why
interviewers drone on and squeeze
every lemon to the pulp. -You've

i got to have fun and play easy for
daytime means time to play, usu-
ally across the board, with nola-
roid vision and a bare modicum
of benzedrine. But don't play too
hard. And at night, relax by tak-
ing pot. shots at the guy who in-
vented television.

Tune, of course, is one asset the netwvorks have. We think -it's more
than an asset. It's a responsibility. Wo have the opportunity to create
new properties and ti-y them out: develop them into values that will

interest agencies and their clients. But only a long view approach will
discharge that responsibility successfully. It can't be done by building
shows quickly to meet sudden emergencies. It means always having
more shows ready.,than you have open spots to fill. And that means
a continuing, relentTess effort to find the best possibilities and make
them "happen" as shows. If I'r-o of your starts finish on the air, .vou're
doing fine.

^

. That's why patience is such a vital signpost in trying to arrive at a
hit. No matter how well you start, there are bound to be those mo-
ments of blank despair when you vvonder why you ever tried,when, the
doubters seem sure to be vindicated, when your closest as.sociatcs s"cni
like idiotsi your star a temperamental cretin, your writers fugitives
from a grade school. It is then it seems the only man in history equal,
to the task is Job. And even after you are underway; an: acknowledged:
hit, things can suddenly collapse. . Parts of a show-^writers- or per-
formers or directors—suddenly begin to give at the seams. A properly

, that seemed headed for the top suddenly wavers and careens. Even an
enthusiastic bankroller can abruptly evidence, what.seems to you. at

least, unmistakable traces of dementia. And often a good properly
that is going along swimmingly finds it seemingly ; impossible to find
a taker: "Crime Photographer" was a non-paying boarder on CBS for '

a year and a half before it started its long and successful career as a
; big league audience-getter. "Suspense" has been such a long time
aristocrat that it's hard to remember it went its lonely and unsponsored
way for nine months before it started to play for pay.
And not only relative newcomers like those tagged above but the

succes.ses that have been up there so long they're legends have the
same trouble. It's only because of their limitless-patience, understand*
ing and sympathy coupled with their great basic sk-ill that Jack
Benny, George Burns, Ed Gardner, to name a few of 'which I can

I speak from experience, have kept their shows among the leaders year
in and year out, have sen.sed and repaired weaknesses before they
became crises, have toiled and painstakingly improved and improved

I their techniques, their conception and their execution until their shows ,

are ones of whose craftsmanship the whole industry can be proud.
i Which serves well enough to emohasize the importance ol people
in making a hit. Not .lUst any people but men whose consuming in-;

: terest :jn life is making the show or shows which bear their label, hits.

It must be not only an occupation but a pre-occupation. Nothing else-
' can be quite that important. Divided interests can have no place among
those who hope to land a show at the top. This, in turn, means people
whose lite is the entertainjnont business, who find it so irresistible,

so compelling they are not only willing but want to see, hear, study
it through all their waking hours and dream about it after that. If

they do.enough of that, long enough and have a basic talent the dreams
become less bad. They even make some of the good ones come true.

1 They become professionals. Thej' build standards of professionalism
from which they won't depart. Competition in the radio business lias

gradually eliminated most of the people unwilling to give it that kind
ot concentration; that unswerving fealty. It is that kind of absorption
with the job, that can be credited to showmen such as Harry Ackerman^
Cy Howard, Irving Mansfield, Jesse Oppenheimcr, CaroU; Carroll. .

People like.that coupled with time for them to develop their ideas,
pdtience -while the creative function gets under -way, :sputters. wavei^
and then gets going again may not get you a hit. But you can put it

in the book you won't get one without them.

Gfftetingii tp all. of my friends

JOHN GIBSON
"Ethelbert" CRIME PHOTOGRAPHER
"Mr. Peatherfield' MILTON B£RLE A«R SHOW
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Neatest Trick of the Year:

Serving Two Masters
By EDGAR KOBAK

(Pres., Mutual Bfoadcasling System)

Boioie I start saying what I have on my mind, I want to be sure

tliat my position with regard to television itself iS quite clear. Don I

cet me wrong, I believe television is the hottest thing ever in adver-

tising in entertainment, in education and in public communications.

I have been a television enthusiast for many years, and had a hand

in laying the commercial toundation back in 1935. when u.is with the

National Broadcasting Co I have been an enthusiastic television looker

and listener for the past few years and I am thoroughly convinced that

it has the greatest future, both in terms of the contribution it can make

to civilization and in terms of the commercial success it is bound to

'"'in^'spite of the fact that I have more than the average familiarity
'

with television, both from the inside and from the audience viewpoint,
1

I do not consider myself a television expert and I do not propose to
1

make a lot of .statements as to what it will do or will not do. .

Right now I am busv building a bigger and better Mutual AM net-
I

work and I still find radio a fascinating and challenging field of activity. I

So fortunately, do a number of others who continue to give most ot .

their time to radio, AM broadcasting still has many years of useful

life ahead, and still needs sound and wise leadership, and the benefits
|

of long experience. . 1

i am not too keen on the present tendency of many radio organiza- 1

tlons to mix their television with their radio and try to operate both :

enterprises with a single staff and in common departments My think-

ing tends toward setting up a separate division to handle television

and not trying to run both.

In the first place, because of the fascination which television un- '

doubtedly has for anybody who gets into it, the temptation is to dabble. '

It becomes a fascinating hobby and it inevitably diverts a lot of atten-

tion from other things which maybe we ought to be doing. To play
|

with television when you are also in the radio business, is in my opinion

hot fair to radio. 1 have never satisfactorily solved the problem of
1

serving two masters, and 1 doubt whether very many other people

have developed a fool-proof system tor performing this neat tricky

either. _ .

Robbing Pettir to Pay Paul,

Heigh-Ho Everybody—

Tele Is Here to Stay
• By ELAINE CARRINGTON-

ED EAST
M.C. "MEET THE MISSUS"
CBS Pacific Coast Network

rv p.nckagos—"Mort the rhamp,"
"Ea.fy iJoo.s It" a,n<l -'Wlio's .N'rxt?"

It Can Happen

To Yob, Too
Us=By FRANK PULASKI=-

It was a sunny fall day in Montclair, N. J. The year .%vas 1922.

Nothing in particular was going on at the Center, with the pcssible

exception of some teen-agers humped over chocolate sundaes at the

drug store on the corner, when suddenly from nowhere a monstrous

voice blared out. The teen-agers rushed out into the street. So did

the shop keepers. So did everyone else in the neighborhood. What
was this voice—WTicre did it come from—what was it saying? To
their blank amazement, they found themselves listening to a play-ljy.

play description of a football game which was taking place at that

moment hundreds of miles away.

It was radio. Montclair's first taste of it. It stopped trallic The
police were called out. They had a hard time breaking up tlic frantic

crowds. Everyone wanted to own a set of this awe-inspiring gadget;

even though the cost was prohibitive—even though the cheapest set

I came to around $350. But they must have it in their homes, tliis

fascinating plaything—this tremendous force—this magic. And ihcy

'.got'-it;.:'

If somebody bought the space on a white Sign in Times Square today

and projected a television show on it. I dare say the same tiling would

happen—traffic would be blocked—the police would be helpless, and

everyone would want a set. And eventually, when. the price came

I
jilown, would get it.

I

In other words, what is happening today in television happened
over 25 years ago in radio.

Pattern the Same
1

Ts to the influence of radio in terms ot television's future program-
j

—an asset owned by seven out of

niing and business development, frankly, I cannot think of the two 1 10 men. And, of course, I had

The pattern is almost the. same. Those early radio shows gave ttie

public talks aboiit food, helpful household hints, descriptions ot .sporti

events—doesn't that sound like television today? Remember Rudy
Two short years ago, the micro- luncheon hour, broadcasting from his Heigh-llo Club?

phone and I weren't even on nod-
; "Hejgh.ho everybody—this is Rudy Vallee and his Connecticut

ding acquaintance. I had never
, Yankees." That was the year 1926, when NBC was formctl.

been in front of the little monster ^ those days there were very few dramatic shows. Dramatic shows
which can be so- frightening and '

^^^.^ ^.^^^ expensive, .lust as they are today on television. It was four

I

awe-inspiring. I had only one as-
, ^^^^^ before the daytime serial made its first appearance. To

,
set in my lavor—a pleasant voice

j.^^ ^^^^ ^jj^^g there were concerts, public service programs—
you haven^t lorKOtten the Sisters of the Skillet, have you? Or Dr.

M(ICann, who talked about food and general items of interest? All

thdt was early radio.

It wasn't until 1932 that my first serial, "Red Davis'' later to bocome
made its bow oh the air waVe.s: ItWasn't •

in any other terms than vigorous competition, I think such vigorous ,
never even seen a television cam-

competition will be best for both. I am not happy about the idea of [era. I was .lust an ordinary guy
^ ^^^^

trying tff'makc them live together in one stable, or to jog along robbing! with 2'.2 years in the Southwest
..pypper Young's Family, .... „ ,.

Peter to pay Paul. If you have real competition between them, both
|
Pacific under my belt, and a hor-

^^^^^^ ^ggg ^^^^^ years Irom the start of radio, that daytime serials

will gain from the efforts they make to win the audience away from rible boredom with my postwar
^gid that every housewife could tune in on her

the other. I say "let the best man win," and I realize that the best job.
lavorite story and visualize herself as the suffering heroine,

man will not be the same in every part of the United States, lor many But I had another "asset" ... a ^11 this is to say that what has been done before can be done again,

years to come. In some places, television w ill undoubtedly have the
,

good friend, who kept at me to That television will take over the audience now listening to radio is

upper hand, at least at certain hours of the day or n'ght- J" f I

"try radio." inevitable, in my opinion. But .just when it will do this is a horse

"You have a good voice," he of a diflerent color. It could be as close as three year.s. from nowi or

said, "Why don't' you try to get as far aWay as seven or eight.
;

:

' ;
'

.X' ''.^ ; , V
a job as a radio; announcer?" : . Who thought : 20 years" ago ihat there would ibe ::30' mijlioiv Vadt«

But how to break into radio in
j
sets in the cbahtrV? Seop^^^

the biggest city in the world . . ^ but they couVdn't stay aiw^y .T^^ it and a.s the • iiitenfei'
s

' sw^
That was the question. . i BUniber, -as the scts^^^^^^^ prograiiv cpnleilt

"Spend . a few years in^ : small ! changed.
.

•

'

'

^j / - " V:;,'

everyone ;
"That is just what will) in my opinion, happen in television. . For the

said, "And then . . ^ ri^ybe . . . present, it' has tremendous problem Obviously, it will

someday, you can "get on 'a New !

net :be; ppSrfW^^^ Mhdivided attention, xlue .tb'

places, radio will continue to have a clear field and in still others, the

battle between them may well be a ding-dong afilair. How in the world

such a competitive setup can be handled under a single management-
active management, I mean--is something which I look at with a very

doubtful eye. This skepticism is based on experience. One network
1

I worked for didn't really get going until its creative and selling tunc-
'

tions were Completely separate and "on their own." I think it will be,
|

just as hard to run a TV network and an AM network with the active
1 !„,-,=

management and personnel "doubling in brass." It looks to me like towns at small stations

-I a rare case of "united we stumble—divided we standi" .

Hold Off on That Obit
By MARK WOODS

(Pres.i American Broadcasting Co.)

The past year has been.' in evei'y sense, a television year.

r

household activity. With tiidio, she cari llsteri \Vhile sevyi^ngy cooldhg,:
ironing, minding the baby. But it is not possjble to do all this and look
at a television screen at the same time. ^ s : \

'

, I don't know how this will, be aqc0rrii)li5hed,'biit^ *^^ 1*

economic pressure, there arc always ways made pOssfble tp meet that

pre.s.surc, and a process will be found. "~
.

The reason I say that daytime serials wiirevehfually appear On th«
television screen is because they are by .far the most satisfactory -sloi'y''

telling medium They fill an actual need ,of the audi^

because the; basic story structure of daytimei radio tiah fee tf^^^^^^^

to television. On the .stage, on the .screen, and on television, the

And there it was; the first step ' human interest story^the .story in. which the woman or luan in the

an audition. Let's se^ . .
." audience can visualize herself or himself, can live vicariou.sly. will

I

York City station.'

! But that was too vague, and be-
< sides, where was one to .start?

I "Well, there are always audi-

tions." you say to yourself, "if you
' can talk . someone into listening
' to you."

I And where was a better place

to audition than in I'adio's capital,

'New York City

During
the last 12 months the medium has undergone almost unprecedented
expansion—new stations coming on the air, new programs undertaken,

exten.sion of cable facilities, the programming of television networks
and the presentation to the public of some of the outstanding news
events, such as the national conventions and elections.

Amongiother things the past' year has produced, insofar as television . . .— j ni
is eoncerned, is a bumper crop of predictions and forecasts of ^what i where??? Well, suppo.se you start

]

have a deathless appeal,

a medium largely on the basis of our experience in broadcasting, at WQXR. You listen to their pro- 1

The only rea.son t'lat

Some of these have been pretty bearish so far as radio is concerned,
1
grams all day long, and halt the

''

Some have gone so far as to see the disappearance of radio into an night, you know a little about
all-consuming television maw. ,compo.sers and symphonies. See if

Personally, I can't go quite that far. lyou can wangle an audition there

I don't, for example, think that television will completely ab.sorb . . . and so on, musing and think-

our radio broadcasting system. I do thinlc that it will build itself as
j
ing the thing out.

a medium largely on the basis of our experience in broadcasting, 1 So up to WQXR for an audition,

complementing and supplementing our present radio system. And in

that growth, I think that the programming techniques we have devel-

oped in radio will be of vast benefit to the new medium.
.But I do not believe that television can take over without change

tho.se program techniques, just as a matter of course. I feel that to

a large extent it will have to create its own program format, drawing cotton in you throat, and the few
from radioes experience to help it. i sounds that do manage to sq;Ueak

Television, from the viewer, demands intense, concentration as corn-

radio cannot be transferred to television at

once IS because of the cost to the advertiser in ratio to the number
of listeners available. Will it be worth while for the client at. prCijfellt

to garner so few listeners at such high cost?

vThey hand you a script, and you
! start shaking all over; and by the ,

, time you are called to read, you
are so nervous that the words

i
don't get past that piece ol dry

'

Reshaping Living Hahitft ^
That is the reason I say that while thcre> is no qucsiion that the

appeal of television is ' greater now than the appeal of radio, the prc.s«

ent cost of a television set practically limits the home to bne receiveft

But that does hot mean that in the future there will not be televisibn

sets available at low cost for Daddy, Mommy, and the kiddies. Not
only that, but I firmly believe people will want to see television so

much that they wiir revise 'their living habits aecordingly. Tli'ey SW'U.

orgainize their day so they can li.steii to certain programs, ;

'

,

Now j want ;to present to you the opinion 6f a real expert-^Procter:
out are so weak, that you know 1 & Gamble's Director of Radio, Bill Ramsey, who knows more about

pared with radio. Therefore, I think the trend in programming it will .you've failed miserably, and you • radio in one minute than I shall ever know in a hundred thousand
be more in line with the current of film programming than with that slink out of the studio. years. I asked him his opinion of the probable future effect of tele-

of AM broadcasting,
|

But you don't give up. "You
i vision on daytime radio and, more specifically, on dramatic serials.

For television can ignore neither the aural nor the visual appeal of
j
need experience," you tell your-^ Here is what he says:

each presentation. In the field of music, for example, we cannot ignore
|

self, "And .you've got to get it "Naturally I have tor a long time been giving a great deal of thought
the demand for such program fare but at the same time we must face

;
somewhere." Let's see if we can to the entire subject of television and what it is likely to do I0 radio

the fact that the symphony orchestra and the virtuoiso ofl'er a type of ,flnd .some small station that will listening generally, both daytime and nighttime. Briefly, my coffclu-
entertainment directed primarily to the car rather than the eye. jgive you a break. So you get the 'sion is that television will come clo.se to destro

Watch That Contour
_ ,

. - . - - , - -.- — - — 'oying AM during the

I

'phone book, and find WGYN 1 evening hours but will efiect only relatively mihor changes in the

A similar problem is posed by the televising of dramatic productions.
Stage presentations, per se,, do not make for good television. Many of
them move too slowly for the pace of television and many are too
complicated in action for presentation on the home television screen.
Wc of ABC believe we have made a good approach to the presentation
of such programs with our "Actors' Studio." which is an attempt to
develop television plays expressly contoured; to the medium w^hether
requiiing adaptation of standard plays, one-act dramas; short stories
or other literary forms.

In the field of news and special events. I think that television will

also have to develop new formats combining the best advantages of

the radio and the motion picture presentation forms and ultimately
emerging' with .a technique and a format all its own;

;
listed. It's a new FM station, and

;

right here in New York. You go
isee the station manager and poUr
out your heart to him. He happens
to be a very nice guy.

pattern of daytime AM. listening.'

''The rea.sons for this conclusion must be obvious. During the

evening most people are relatively at leLsure and can thus give to

television programs the more concentrated attention -
whifh ti" Mieir

very nature they require if they are to entertain effectively. During
the daytime, on the other hand, the average woman has tar too muchFor 'Nothing a Week' , „- - ,

"Not bad,''l'ipTays, when he has .

to do to be able to sit down and give her attention solely to the tele-

heard you.' "You have the mak- ^'s;?,"* .screen, ^ >
' ings of a good announcer *' So ybu *t *S conee^vablei'. of course, that the ultimate pattern of daytirne

finally win him over to the idea
|
*?1^»''^P» P*<'S*ahiming couple df hours in W

of letting you Work around the afternoon (between 2 and 4 j);m,, for I'hstance) of coBaJheWlaHy sp«<n^

Station, doing odd jobs, and even ^ored programs on the theory that of all tjse diiytlme hours these are

^„.^ „ , „.. reading a newscast and doing a '
** '^<' i" whiqb housewives ar^ likely to have more

But I feel that radio will continue to grow alongside television, 'show once or twice a day . . . all !

such a pattern develops, however, 1 .think it most unlikely that it

Inasmuch as it has qualities that insure continued public acceptance, for "nothing'' a week; noUung, ,

would appear on more than one network or at the most two simul-

It has immediacy, selectivity and a circulation that television probably that is, except a world of experi- | ''J.",®?,"^'*'' , J^'* ^^'^^9 .Pi^nty of room for AM P^gJ'^J^f/
u'ill not achieve for some time. It has by no mean.s even approached lence. :

" " "
'

the saturation point insofar as listenership is concerned; It has proved I After a few weeks it isn't so
its sales potentialities and is an accepted pAvt of our business as well

1
bad; you can read without the

as our amusement and cultural pattern,
|

shakes, and you even find yourself
So, while no one is . more sanguine about the future of television getting' better. But. you need

than r am, I don't think it's time to start preparing an obituary for
;
plenty of training, and you start

radio. I think both media will march forward side by side to new ito look around for more work, and
peaks of efficiency, effectiveness and public service.

;
(Continued on page 168)

and the total net effect on the serials particularly should be negligible.

"In other words, my feeling at the present time is that the better

serials on the AM daytime air will maintain positipns which are vir-

tually impregnable to the onslaught of television. On the other hand,

such shows as audience participation, etc. can be adapted to television

production at relatively small cost increases and for that reason i

think we're likely to see more such adaptations when television re-

ceivers are installed more broadly in homes throughout the country.
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Confessions of a Quizo-Phrenic
By MARK GOODSON

•'Jung man," the doctor said. "You are r

"Oil come on," I laughed^and twitched. ^
'

"Aha," he noted.

"But doc," I said coyly, "my wife says that I'm one of the "

"No. No no," the doc mtcrrupled with a hasty gestuie that nearly
knocked , over a bronze of Freud perched on his desk. "Dot is one
thing. Und dis is an udder" Suddenly I was fixed with a snake pit

blare- "Jung man, isn't "it so dot you produce dose gaveaway szhows''

"Sure," I twitched proudly, "but I don't like to hear 'em called 'give-

av\ay' shows. They're audience paiticipalion game programs"

"Veil now"—^the doc picked his teeth with his pencil—"vit freud
alien poging fund at you und the eff zee /ee making your life miserable
and the noozpapers taging cracks from you—rvat you need is to fight

bag
"

"Aw heck," I tittered mildly, "I got nothin to fight about The shows
are doing dandy in rating—they're soiling our sponsor's products—the
people love 'em. Why should I f—t—f—f—ight?"
The doc looked at me sadly _and moved for his little black satchel

—

"jBebbressed," he said.

"Ouch," I yelled, "what in hell stuck me'"
"Rellagz jung man," the doctor soothed, "I have just given it to you

an injection sodium pentathol. Dis vill rellagaz your inner gemmut-
likeh«its und you will be able to talk—und fight bag."

The doc's voice came shimmering in to me—-and I knew he was
trying to pick a fight—because he began with that old cliche argument
against prize shows "Everywhere on the radio its the same thing Mi ,

GOoooodzon—your szhows mit telefooons and zhackpods. Everywhere
it gives a listen—oud comes zhackpods telefoons."

Suddenly I was a snarling fighting animal. "Hominy grits," I shouted.

"In all of nightime network radio right now, there are less than lialf a

dozen telephone jackpot shows, but from all the yakking about it, you'd
think that 20 to 30% of the network air was being occupied by the big
prize programs. Right now, if you lump all nightime audience -partici-

pation shows together—quizzes and non quizzes alike-—all : the wav
from "Leave It To the Girls" to "Stop the Music"—ithe whole kit and
kaboodle only occupy some 10% of network time "

The doc's voice"was the texture of cold borscht—"Isn't so dot your
szhows buy the oudi6|aces mit izebogses and ming codes"'"

"Plither," I shrieked. "The "street is paved with the bodies of shows
that tried to. get away with merely 'buying' audiences. . Shows; with
sweeter jackpots than 'Stop the Music' have chalked up far lower:
ratings. People do not tune to the biggest jackpot—-but . to the -sliow

which entertains them the most

"

I panted in anticipation of his next thrust. "Do you mean to say dot
peeble listen ven they know they can't vin?"

WW
First Prize to a Radio Soap

Opera Oucen: Evita
By RAY JOSEPHS

What AIkhU the II Million?

r kicked the couch in fury and bared my teeth. "Crunch/' I said.

"I am lousy with statistics to prove that overwhelmingly people listen

without expecting to win/ For instance, on 'Hit the Jackpot,' listeners

who: want to be phoned must write a postcard every month. Our aver-
age receipt of cards is 300 thousand a month, but the rating says we
are listened to by about 11 million.
Suddenly the doc's voice- sounded a little like a well-known comedian.

. "Peeble dot listen to your szhows are all morrrrrons," he said nasallv.
^ "Popcorn balls," I: laughed. "And those who make such a charge
are-pretty darned patronizing and condescendmg towards millions of

fellow Americans. Having seen all kinds of studio audiences and read
• all types of listener mail^I'd bet we were hitting, far from morons, the
more intelligent, informed, and prosperous group in the population

—

the group that, naturally, enjoys the excitement of competition. Be-
sides"—-and I rubbed my hands maliciously-^"if we appeal only to

moi'ons why are certain entertainers so anxious to entice these sell-

same 'morons,' as they call them, back to their programs. Hey?"
The effects of the shot were beginning to dim and I wondered If I'd

have a hangover. The doc's voice was closer now; "Isn't it so dot vit

television you will be a dett duck anyhow?"
I gnashed my teeth only slightly: ' Sure, .some participation shows will

get It in the neck from TV^iust: as they have in AM. Quiz shows that

try to sneak mto TV the easy way, bv lust putting their radio show in

front ot the camera, are doomed to the ashcan. A show like "Winner
Talve All." however, has already chalked up Top 10 Hooperatings m TV
because' we've started from scratch to build- an eye-interest Show. Good
participation will do as: okay in TV as it has in AM. Bad participation
will die of lingering Hooperitis no matter iwhere you put it."

"Dot"-:—I heard the doc's voice—"will be $50.'' And I knew the
narcosis had worn off.

' Check." I smiled at him confidently with my new personality."It's
worth every cent of it believe me, ' and I quickly peeled off 49 ones and
emptied my pockets of change;"
;"Und now if you will excuse me please I have waiting outside another

patient." The doc waddled over to the anteroom.and opened the door.
"AUright now Mr. Allen—as soon I dust off the couchr^you'U be
neggst."

RUTH HOLLAND
RADIO SONGSTRESS

Pi esented bv Bon Tiu-lwr s
lllidsoi) Bay l^iir Co.

WINS), Kew Yoik, NIGHTLY at
7 45 P M.

A \ \n.\iiij: roR booktxos
Personal Manager, Sy Merni

BA. 7-5471

NBC Stymied

In Issuing

Its'Conunand'
NBC's ambitious plans for the

projected "Command Perlorm-
ance" series, which, was scheduled

for a full-blown; premiere last

Sunday (2) night in the 8 30-9

I
period, blew, lip in a flurry of Ilol-

Ijwood nixes At the last minute
NBC was forced to abandon, at
least temporarily, the whole proj-
ect and to rush in with a filler.

Originally the web had nego-
tiated tor Ingrid Bergman to do
a radio adaptation ot "Joan ot
Arc" lor the teeoft show. Miss
Bergman, however, cancelled out
because of a previous commitnTent
to do "Joan of Lorraine" for ''Ford
Theatre" and she didn't want to
antagonize the auto client or the
agency, Kenyon & Eckhardt.

Then NBC was all set to get
'Command" oil with Jennifer
Jones in an adaptation of her
"Poi trait of Jennie" pic, but at

the last minute the . script was
ni\ed by David O. Selznick and
the deal was cold.

NBC still hopes it can give
"Command ' a belated preem tlii.s

Sunday (9). Question of title clear-
ance (the Army presentlv own.s
the "Command Performance" tag)
IS still in abeyance, but the web
IS hopeful that clearance will come
through. . i

Kay Jo/iephs

Fust prize to a radio soap opera
queen The role of Hemisphere's
Most Powerful Woman, for keeps.

Sounds like a gag, doesn't it? 11

did when, soon :

after my. re-:

turn from the
latest VARIETY;
tact- finding
jaunt; to the
other Amerir
cas, I tried it

out on a story
CO n 1 erence
crowd in Holr
lywood not
long ago
"Imp o s-

s 1 b 1 e," was
the verdict. "People wouldn't be-

I hcve it."

I

But what's been happening down

I

in .Latin America these last post-

I war years makes all the standard

I

giveaways— and' all the standard
plots Seem right out ot the discard

I

file

I For the stiaight, unvai nishert

fact IS that the most poweiful gal

in the Good Neighbor territory;

today IS a one-time soap opera
actress who -less than .five years
ago was doing roles down in Ar-
gentina for a green-wrapped prod-

uct known down there as Palm O'

Levy.. '
,

Today the senonta^Evita Duarte
de Peron. the wife of Argentina's

Dictator —^ IS not only the most
powerful femme politico, but active

candidate for what many believe is

her cabeUero's plush seat.

Her strength,: moreover, comes
from fields in: which she first tried

to push her way up, and which she
later took over as her own province
— radio, then the theatre, next
films, later the press.

She also runs the Arc;entine
Ministry of Labor and Social Wel-
tarc, which not only controls stage

and screen unions but eveiy other
related group as well.

But the 28-year-old bleached
blonde with the look of a Lana
Turner, the figure: of a Bettv
Griible and the mind of a Borgia ,^

has her eye on bigger things. And
ddv h\ day she s fighting the twice-
her-a£;e General Peron to get them,

Not so long ago Evita—the name,
incidental^ means Little Eva —
was a.sniall-tiine radio actress over
Radio Belgrano, one of the big
t h V c e outlets m cosmopolitan
Buenos Aires, r knew her then
when, as Variety mu?g and news
CQirespondent down there. I cov-
ered South America's No. 1 thea-
trical metropolis.
Came the revolution—and it was I

a coup, 'rather than a revolt —;!

staged by the military, and Evita '

met the colonelswho had taken

j
over the country. They knew

I tonvinyguns but they missed out
! on the megacycles. Their propa-
I ganda programming was flatter

than the Argentine pampas.. . .

She showed them howrt.o dram*
atize their radio programs. She gave,

them the gags and the stunts taken
.

right from her own metier train-
ing. And she made sure that wlien
the Hoopers were counted, Evila
got the vivas.

Before long she married Peron,: :

then on his way up. When Pei'on
became President she got her long-
sought . top starring role in the
films and radio shows slie wanted
But that was small time stutT

compared to the real dictating;
And it wasn't long before .she

emerged not as a power behind tlie :

throne, but on a full sissed .tltrone :

ot her own

No.: 1 Propai^anda Weapon |

1
Argentine radio, once Latin

America's best, has become her
: chief propjiganda weapon. She; and '

[ her . stooges decide on programs.
I
Then bar anybody they : don't like, .

' and take over the stations thev
i think pay off. There is no longer
; any opposition broadcasting m the
country.

I Motion- pictures—and Argentina
I
used to lead the Latino circuit here

I —are also under her control. No
; script can be approved, no actor
' 01 actress hired, no director em-
I ployed who is not a publicly ardent
i supporter.

I

Legit has fared the same wav.
1 And B..(V- with 25 houses lit during
, the season was once the top loot-
I light held in the Latin Americas.

.

The press i.s even more under
! Fvita's control. Literati-wise, Evita
I
has her own papers and exercises

; control over others through a-new
; technique. Nobody's ever censored
or busted up. Instead, newsprint

i; permits are witheld and the paper
' starves, or fines are imposed for
i
parking, noisv presses, lack of

I ventilators and every other alleged
! violation in the book.
: Evita's hates, loves, plots, have
all the elements of a soap operu^

I in spades. Nothing she does is bv
halves. My files have- enough stuff

! to fill a couple of full-length ers
I and leave enough: over lor in-
dividual trailers- for each of the
Pan-American signatories. But it

!
doesn't seem real enough—-too im-

i po-ssiblc-

Still Evita has proven one thing:
That while soap operas and others

I have given good prizes here in the
!
Stales, nobody ever drew n pv\7.e

!
like the one Evita trom Argentina
copped for herself below the Rio
Grande.

MEL BLANC
RIPE FOR TELEVISION

Benny Still Tops

At Year's End
Jack Benny, catapulted into the

headlines by his switchover from
NBC to CBS effective last Sunday
(2). retained his No. 1 position in
the lop 15 Hoopers at the jeai s

end (Dee. 30 report.) The con^
tinued Benny pileup ot audience
has onlj seived to heighten tuide
interest as to how Benny laicd on
ins initial Columbia stint (it was
a lloopei rating night, too T

Consensus among tiade hepslers
IS that Benn.\ would wind up with
an 18 01 19 for the CBS teeoff.

Only halt ot the Top 15 shows in
the Dec 30 lepoit aie NBC propei-
ties That s a lar eiy iiom the
midscason score of .past- vears;
wheri NBCi was 'ridiri.g high and
handspme w'ilh 12 oi- 13 of the lop.

rating pullei's.
'

Here's the new Top 15:
Tack Bcnn\ 2'$ 6
Liiv Radio Thenlte ... 24 0
W<ilter WinchelV . ; : ^. , 23.6
Mr, District -Attorney ' : . .. . . . 19..4

Phil llati is-Alice Faje 19 4
My Friend Irma ; - - - . - . .... 19 2
Fibber Mollj 17 8
Bob Hope ...... ... ........ .17 7

Charlie McCatthj 176
Horace Heidt ... . . , . . . . .... .il7.3
Godfrey's Talent Scouts ...... 16.8
Bing Crosby 16.2
Duffy's Tavern 16.2
Louella Parsons ... .... * . , , , . 16.1
Crime Photographer 15.8

. CHARLES IRVING
DIRECTOR—This Ti Xoia T)uiK>—(t!S XR(' ANNOUNCER—Th«

I ii -\i in— \Br "SAM HARRISON"- \liilon l!<iio Show—ABC "NICK
THE BOSS"—-Moiev Amhtiulum fchcw—Ll.fe. "BABE RUTH"—Ulia
Aily,?.'iilui:es of Babe Rutlr.

CHARLES IRVING PRODUCTIONS
2 Weit 45th 8t., 6uitt 1208, New York.

RADIO—"Solo in Crime"—Live and tian.^cnhP(i. TELEVISION—"Pri«»
Story." PRODUCTION—Senrice-adeas-itadio and Television,
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Do You Think Tele

Will EverCome Back?
By FRANK SCULLY

Mt. Lookout, Xmas, 2020.

What killed television, the old boys at the Television Home For Aged
and Indigent Actors were saying, was the monopoly,

TV was fine in the beginning because young people in America, who
had seen as little of vaudeville as Soviet buck privates had seen of the

I

czars, thought the miniature vaude they first saw in television was I

terrific. They didn't realize that many of those acts took years to

perfect and could survive as long as they could be booked in various '

-.circuits,.

.

In those days television projected about 60 miles and an act could

get one night bookings across the country. But soon some smart oper-

ator put the acts on film and shot prints around like newsreels.

Not long after that coaxial cables as thick as your thumb were run-

ning across the counti-y and up and down the land. From above the

landscape looked like a huge wire basket for frying French fried pota-

toes. By then coast to coast television was as common as radio chains

had.been.'..

As soon as the big TV chains had merged into one big show, talent 1

Was burned Up at such a rate of speed there was no living with the

thii^g. First, all the vaude routines were consumed: I

' Then came the fight between the picture companies and the TV
monopoly to see who'd own whom.

BILL STEWART
"Meet the Stars," ABC

"Harmony House," KLAC-KVEN
"Chef Milani Show," KMPC
Stewart-Scott Enterprises

I
AC Means Anaconda Copper?

Anaconda Coppet and American Tel and Tel were bulging with what
It takes, and the picture companies couldn't " get thetr 'foreign coin
released to throw into the fight for cpntrol. So they had to sell out to

the television monopoly.
TVM consumed old movies they had got in the big buy at the rate of 1

live a day, and in a few years there were no more pictures to feed the 1

voracious tiger., _ _ 1

Next the old ifadio comics were dragooned from their places, of re^ I

tirement to save the day. Their faces were lifted, toupees were built 1

into their tired old domes. Fjor those whose memories were gone, dia-
j

log was printed on electric signs behind the television cameras and
|

run much like the Times Square news bulletin; Old timers who had I

run Marconi's wireless into a billion dollar biz before radio too died,
|

because it had lost the secret of spawning as a means of survival, soon
|

Baby Picture

on a

Bearskin Rug

By C. M. UNDERBILL
(GBS-TV Director of Progravis)

Having torn up the first 25 open-
proved too old for the ordeal. Hearts conked out faster than raindrops

i j„g paragraphs hedging- the whole

*"Mant''o"\hesro'id comedians dated 1948 as the swan song in radio
predicting program trends

That was the year the Henry Morgans, Jack Paars, Sweeneys and
|

m 1849 or usmg the opeifing

Marches, Garry Moores and other smart-alecs, j.g., were shelved for t gambit "none of us ate experts''

giveaways, and audiences had to be insured or they wouldn't show.
1 3^ a safeguard \ve decided there

Lloyds of London was making so much money insuring radio comedians I •; htAi^^o in tfiio Anrnpr
their audiences there was talk of buying the Encyclopedia Britannica

j

^'^^ "°
,

,° " Z
back from Sears Roebuck and running it as a television feature on a ' • I "on t mean to Hide be-

world circuit. This blew up because Soviet Russia wouldnot accept
|
hind "we." So I'll advance the fol-

the capital gains structure of the comics who had pieces in the big book.
1 lowing theories in the belief that

Tiiat ended the revival of "Britannica Rules the Waves" as a world ^ .^^ improve its programming
television slogan. r

, i- n • i-

Legit and opera next went into TV's hopper. Some of this was con- !

m 1949 along the toUowmg lines:

sumed and more of it regurgitated. Rejection of the. Met's idea of ! Above all, I believe TV pro-

opera was the first hint that TV was human and might eventually sue- I gramming will become increasing-
..cumb tO'.' reason. .

*

I
I

Who Spoiled Television?

What had turned the head Of the monster in the first place was the
way it was swooned over in its infancy. It was so over-praised in 1948
that after that anything went to its head. Faked wrestling matches,
fairly fought football and baseball games, parlor games and old rainy
prints of medieval movies sent people reeling with delight in living

rooms throughout the country. ^ _
People who hadn't stayed home in years unhooked the phone and 1 wiYf forget, at first/ 1^^^

began ruining their eyes instead of their ears. Those who couldn't I

is not the intimate medium ra-
afford the several hundred bucks that a good TV set cost in those days tiio, a medium in which a voice or

ly more objective. : It will realize

that it is a spectator sport . . . a

spectator medium of entertain-

ment. It will reluctantly admit that

is not a parlor game. This will be
a slow process, a process impeded
by hangovers from 1948 and by
latecomers *rom 1949 radio. They

latched on to the lapels of their neighbors. a sound embraces the participa-

count on the intimacies that
worked (and still work) in radio-^
a subjective medium.. And after;

experimenting with programs that
are born of radio j they will ad-
vance to shows derived from the
experiences of visual and/or ob-
jective entertainment. This will not

At first the neighbors welcomed this intrusion of the privacy of : their
I tion Of the audience, in the life

homes; But soon the hosts saw that in buying a TV set they had in-
|
size of imagination. They will tend

herited a lot of people who stayed longer than relatives.
j to ignore the fact that television.

The flounders, as they were called, had to be served drinks and if I as far as the audience is Concerned,
the night's TV program involved a double-^feature. an opera or wrestling I is a picture to be seen. They will
matches which persistently ran to two out of three falls, the visitors had "

" " "

to be invited to a midnight snacki and of course, being fiounders, al-

ways, accepted.-.

After a year of this, the TV owners discovered that far from saving
money by staying at home they were running 'way over their budgets.
The red figures came from operating a nightclub without either a li-

cense or a cash register.

Many had to borrow from the banks- (now owned by the TV manu- ^ _ ^ _
facturing monopoly) to pay their income taxes. TV owners began to

j come overnigM
look alike. Non-owners Began referring to them as Telly Types. They '

,

had bulging eyes and lived so much indoors that groundhogs watched '
I

Need For Origmal Drama
for them to come out on Feb. 1, and if the Telly Types cast their

j
Drama received a significant en-

shadows the groundmoles returned to their holes, assured that winter ' dorsement in 1948. It will go fur-
would continue for another six months and cause a lot of spring ball

.

games to be postponed on account of snow.
At the turn of the century, the TV monopoly felt it was in a race

against time. In such a short time it had used up every conceivable
form of entertainment. Its inner circle hoped that all this stuff could
be reissued, as soon as

:
the current generation was out of diapers and

able to understand what it could see and hear.
There were, however^ two flaws in this expectancy. One was that

radioactivity and birth control were cutting down the supply of new

Many shows born of excellent
ideas, extended to Broadway the-
atrical forms, failing because of
that extension, have in them all

that is necessary to be topnotch
liaU'-hour and hour entertainment

ither in 1949; 1949, however, shoilld

I

demonstrate that TV caiiiiot exist

i

on revivals of Broadway and Holly-

I

wood. 1949 will see original drama.
I Not alvtjay s the best perhaps; but,

! possibly the best dramatists will

i
begin to experiment with TV

I

draiha. Some of their efforts wiil

, , . - . -
]
be from the trunk. Some will be

suckers who had never seen old routines of stage, screen, radio, opera completely new Some of the
or television. The other was that the insiders who controlled all TV trunk product will be excellent
had neglected to buy out the government as well as Us competitors. TV tare material not particu-
This was a flaw that grew into a catastrophe. (

;
la.-iy suited for three-act stage

Ordered one day by a surviving department of justice to break It up. drama. "Joy To The World" was
the insiders controllmg all TV began throwing lawyers and briefs and , a belter hour TV play (for Ford)
continuances at courts and press releases at newspapers at such a rate ' than full length for Broadway
that nobody could get a Christmas greeting into the mails edgewise.
Some TV ci*rtelists even thought of pulling out for another country

and projecting their programs back to the United States on shortwave
bands.
These cartelists set up a committee to see if such a deal could be

;^otked' Out. But most countries of any size already had TV monopolies _ _ _

and these, like tobacco, railroads, the telegraph, telephone and po-stal for TV. In any "eVent" U can't "be
services, were completely in government hands. The cartelists felt lohg before 'TV (with four net-
these commissars of entertainment would gobble up the foreigners in-

,
works and how many dramatic 1

sitead of vice versa. shows weekly) exhausts the triedA few banana repuhhcs \\ere receptive to the role of stooge, but the and true of Broadway Pretty soonTV monopoly decided nonfe of these could be trusted from one revo- TV must strike out for itself And '

lutioh to another.
, . ^ ^ „ ^ . ^ 1 believe it will . . . with the help

'

Thus the monopoly was forced to the wall at the point of a Depart- of good playwrights If not the '

iment of Justice subpoena. Ordered to break it up or do their singing established ones, then the soon-to-
'

on a rock pile, the monopolists released their grip, thereby beginning be-established ones will do the pio-
another era of show business. They were follovi>ed by some smart neerlng. But the pioneering will
showman who had found a way to latch laughs on to atomic energy, not fail for lack of pioneersWhen last heard of these boys were trying to find a way to close the i'

' One of the present blanks In
market out to competitors and at the same time circumvent the anti- TV is the place to be occupied bv
trust act. . . . Crime marches on.

i Hollywood film production loi

TELEVISION
By BLANCHE MERRILL

What's this thing that came a-creeping
Then came leaping and a-sweeping
Caught the show world all a'Sleepinjt

Almost over night .

What's this thing that came a-stealing
Then like thunder came a-pealing
Rent the ceiling—sent us reeling
So dynamic was its might /

We thought it an infant crawling
•lust a baby that was bawling
Did we know that all that squalling
Was the trumpet that was calling

Calling us to give us warning
That the child that we: were scorning
Would some funny sunny morning
In the morning light

Wake up and Idck off its blanket :

Caring not who'd like to spank it .
•

Caring not who'd even thank it

In its skyward flight

Bang! The fireworks then-started
Radio! The Lion Hearted!
In and out of stations darted
Quaking in its fright

Movie bosses^faces blanker
Wond'ring where their films would anchor
Wond'ring what to tell the banker
What an awful plight!

Goldwyn—Mayer—Sclienck and Zanuck
Saw the boogie-boo titanic

So titanic—come the panic
Yes, a dreadful plight!

But agents-T-ilO percent receivers

Started running round with fevers
Dizzy—busy now as beavers
Calling for those grand oldtimers .

With dreams of Goldie's «iickle-and-(!imers

Acts that have beo on an outing . .

' Since vaudeville .left them knockabouting;.. >;

Now these agents all are scouting
All are spouting-^and they're shouting

"Acrobat,s--your tights are shabby
Muscles have grown fat and fiabby
Get yourselves back in condition
Once again boys—an audition"

"Jugglers—«tart to throw tho.$e nine pins .

Yellow—'green and red like wine pins" :;

"Pantomime—join this procession
Greatest of all art's expression :

Once again you'll take accession
Your crown's again in sight"

"Get that gal that we've been breakin'
Breakin' in at those forsaken
Places—cold as ice on cakin'
Tell her stars are in the makin'
Video has got them gabbin'
Movie «coutS ihave started tabbin'
Why they've ^ven started grabbin"
Better sign that gal tonight" ;

ASCAP wi-iters cutting capers
Lawyers drawing up new papers
Authors' League is burniilg tapers
Till the morning light

Theatres with their high admissions
Have stopped gabbing 'bout traditions

Want to know 'bout these transmissions
In their brand new plight

And tho,se boys^those old bartenders
Pals of all the elbow benders .

Bars are empty—no more spenders >

They stay home at night

Mama has zipped down her zippers
Papa's in his bedroom slippers
Sipping nippers—eating kippers

'

To their heart's delight

What a riot! What a rumpust
Video you sure have bumped us
Till we're all non mentis compos
AH non compos mentis—right

The little child shall rule the waves now :

Shall be getting all the raves now
Though it's driving us all frantic

Its kingdom soon will be gigantic .

Radio—you reigned most xiueenly
Movies—mighty—ruled serenely
Thanks! We all salute you- keenly
And of thee we'll sing
The King is dead!
Long live the King!

television. Hollywood will un^
doubtedly occupy its place in TV;
But this place will not be occu-
pied until Hollywood learns to use
film as a means of transcribing a

television .show, ^ just as radio
utilizes Y transcription.

I haven't yet mentioned daytime
TV broadcasting. There are many
who underrate its possibility; I

feel that daytime TV as it will
develop in .1949 will be a demon-
strative servant of the American
housewife. She has relatively few
hours not devoted to the imme-
diate interest of home and chil-
dren. Radip can accompany her
work without interruption. But TV
must perform a service if it is to

earn the privileges of being

watched. It must teach women hpw
to shorten a skirt, how to make ,

a

Shirtwaist; how to knit, how to do -

a million and one things of real-

value (in a woman's kit of knowl'

edge) if it is' to be watched.

' Next-to-lastly, 1 believe coinmei-

cials will improve. In TV, the ad-

I
vertiser will learn the power o£ a

!
simple visual demonstration. If «
happens to the eye, as seen in TV»

it happens! ,
Lastly, can it help but improve,'

With so many people contributing

so many ideas with so many rca-'

sons for desiring the improved et-

fectivenesf -< TV, can it help but

improve?
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TV In The Hinterland

A Succession of Crises
By J. LEONARD REINSCH

Atlanta. pattern to slait Aug 22 plus or
Television is simple—it's notli-

|
minus seven days, with T-Da\ set

ing moie than the combination of for Sept. 29. This schedule" was

a Ihousand and <ine details—but met though it was necessary to ic-

every detail has to be double-
1 emphasize the dates to overly

checked and all have to coordinate I conscientious engineers. Set man-

It IS a series of crises, lew of
i
iifacturers were quite surpiised

which are ever salved. ithat we lollowed the announced

When you are on the cable, lite schedule It seems that m the

easier—all you have to woiij flush ot television e.\citement the

about is the cost of the cable and pubUcitv department is olten lai

uluch network is coming out ot ahead of cngineeimg progress
|

h(- nine or over the hill via micio- Obviously ott postponed starting

]^^^^^ dates cool off the cntliusiasm of

There is a new frontiei in tele-

vision, however, and we'ie on it

The n'' w group will lollow tiails

well marked by the Damms, Ban-

nisters and Burbachs. As these

pioneers check the meeting ot the publicitv splurge for T-Day Our
tv\ain as east becomes west and stall, howe\ci, was reminded that

west becomes east, we anxiously i set owners expect planned pro-

sliKh the piogre&s of kine record- giamniing the d.ij following T-

"inf!, oiUci spare tubes for vital Day and the many days thcre-

lilm cameras and assure our audi- I atier

ence that they will have the finest ' Since we wei-o the first station

television pr'ograms available^we in Atlanta we lelt that television

hope:

dealers and distributors and slow
down the dGvelopinent' oi- circula-

tion

We planned a special- section- in

the Atlanta Journal lol' a grand

How the Film Industry

Can Utilize Television

To Boost the Boxoffice
By PAUL R4IBOURN

There is a new influx of sti-ange and to learn again the lessons they
people into the show ; business, learned. Just think about th^
They don t speak V\RiErY oi Greek thcatio the Roman Colos-
'Danion Runyon", thev express seum (he Cue us Ma.\ima the
then ideas in (Jieek and Latin civilizations to which \\e look back
Vtom here on out, it this tiend lor our cultural heritage and

continues, we aie going to have to which developed without modem
recall our ancient languages in mass communications
order to ,get along. They aren't

purists, and are not averse to op-
The thcati e and the arena in

some form have paralleled the his-
portunistically mixmg roots liom

i^,., of man because man is a grc-

PAUL TAUBMAN i

, Pianist-Organist-Conductor :
I

-

'Itosoinm " "J'oirv JIason" I

'

; "Tvjie Dciortivc" ,

''My.stein6us: Ti'iivoler*'

^

'Adiytntiii es of
,
I'^ranU JIowi.\Vpll"

. BGA Victor Recording Artist

two languages as they do in thou
master . word 'television'—from the
Greek 'tele,' distant, and the Latin
video.' to see.

sold out the firsi week reads well

in the trade papers, w'e didn't want

waslu7ira mIgitwoVd Uut'weTd l-"'"' a chance on sourmg good

ganous creflturo; he has; the herd:
instinct;

: he needs to gailier to-
gether with ; his; feilp\v::. men; to,;

share things. Nothing, not even
Theie's no telling now where television at home in the living

room,: will ever destroy t his- Human
noc'd, Emotional response in a,

gathering of people, is contagious/
Laughter and te,ars can swebp
through an audience like a fire

,

j

this lancy mixing of the classic

I

and show business will lead us, but
I anybody w ho thinks this new in-

! flux of ideas can be ignored had
better take stock again

To pin down one detail, we had "ot need a studio crammed with |adveiliseis by inept handbng of

heart to heart talk with A T & T big stais to atliact attention to .television commercials Television
T-Day. After all. we were to be
dependent on kme, movie film and

is a medium of motion and toWe were told that WHIG-TV, Day

ne:tio°n\roUt "?9r\h?ci; roVarrtairioiTu^ Ve^urar '^^^^^^^^^^^ the fullest advantages of

me r apprO^mat^iy 'l8 'months ules. We did not want to get off
^i^^iut u/ U^^'^evcM^S^^^^^

connection, l^'or to a false start with a star-studded, |

Lccmmiuc m uic ucvciupmcni ui
without direct

I commercials.
WSB-TV, Atlanta, the network

,

expensive and expansive opening
, p^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^

It's not quite as

;ing a slide on the
screen with the dealer's address

the low pressure approach

Our main concern is to develop
circulation. To repeat—circula-
tion makes for effective advertis-

ing, effective advertising means in-

creased revenue, and; increased
revenue makes possible better pro-
grams, better programs develop
circulation. Programs are sched^
uled on a regular basis that will

connection was indefinite, but i

mgl't and follow with low

p.obablj five years away Obvious- budget shows ol starless nights
,„<j telephone number . There has

h a diireient approach wa.s c a led While oui publicity was geared been a steady increase m the num-
ioi in the two maikets In this foi the opening night, we held

j^^^ commercial accounts on
aiticle we will discuss, in the back some big leleascs toi the wSB-TV though we still are using
niain, the handling of some of the

I

period when the inevitable honev-
details in Atlanta in the hope that

[
moon; would be over, and ,

buyers
they may prove of some value to 'no longer took sets away from le-

those of you who follow, (Editor's , tailers.

note WSB-TV went on the aii Expeuencp tn other cities
Sept. 29, 1948, with a seven-day- , proved that dealers would not take
a-weck schedule, afternoon and ; the initiative m selling sets and
evening. Sets installed by Nov. 1 that WSB-TV would have to pro-
totalled 3,800 according to con- vide the necessaiy stimulus. A
servative NBC figures.) Our bow sthodule ot visits to the television

toithose who proceeded and have , plant was set, up; for dealer, sales- 1 , . -
, , j i- „ tu

been so kind in guidmg us men and their families. The aver- I Promote favoiable woid ol mouth

One oi our most piofitablc in- age television sel salesman who
i

„^w"Si^cs stiow tnat De-

vestments was the time and mone> meels oui potential circulation t"/''^" ™"
spent in tiavellmg to Msit otiiei does not own a set and is just an ^(-'ts-.a^ purchased bv people who

telcMMon operations We advised avciage guv worried about the aie influenced in their purcha.se by

each station in advance and ar-
1 iamily budget. We found that it

1

J^'atching programs on a menu s

ranged .our personal plans to lit ' was pos.sible to get quicker Ciri television set

the convenience oi the visited sta- c ulation by keeping the dealer or-
tion's personnel. Incidentally, we . ganizations interested in WSB-TV
still spend considerable time m , activities

tiaveMing and consider our travel i As part of our cooperationwith
budget an integral part of our de- ! the dealers, test pattern periods
velopment. [ were scheduled more than 30
The American cycle of broad- [houis a week, m addition to the

casting as given in "Radio Station I 30 to 35 hours of programming
Management" (Harper—1948) is

j

It was thought that it would be
better programs make listener.s,

i
toolish economy to cut down on

listeners are circulation, circula- i (he test pattern periods as it is :
topnotch program material and

tion makes for encctlve adveitis- ] iundamental that sets to tune m Ihus make him an efTectnc mem-
mg ellcctive advertising means jour channel cannot be installed ber ot our circulation depaitmont
increiised revenue, and increased I without test pattern transmission, i

Though we
, shuddered when we

Criticism of our; programs comes
m the main from the new set own^
ers who invite friends in to sec
television programs. When the
program doe.sn't meet a high stand-
ard the new set owner's pride is

hurt as his friends belittle his

purchase. On the positive side
the new set owner is our best
booster; we- try to protect him with

revenue makes possible better
I
So that viewers would get the

programs. ; In television one lac- 1 habit of turning on the television
tor IS added: better programs sell i set we -put programmed music be-
sets and sets provide vital circula-

j

hind all test pattern transmission,
tion.

I We used the low pressure ap-
We had distributor and dealer

|

proach on ; commercials in our in-

looked at the balance sheet, as the
only station in Atlanta, apparently
for a long time to. comCi we; sched-
uled programs seven' days a week
both afternoon and evening.

Each morning our executives

I picked up my evening paper a through a forest ol diy leaves,
week or so ago and what do vou i gathering momentum a.«i' it goes,
suppose caught my eve immedi- E\ en thine is beltci shaiod Theie,
atolv and kept me leading 'til the m a nutshell is the answei to
veiv last line'' A column with the those who lear the impact of tele-
teise, succinct, provocative title vision on motion picture theatres.
"Veni, Video, Vici" — Caesar's . g.,— _ —j;—; r

words, with a slight alteration m :
Stir, Fear, Confusion

|

tense sequence to fit the subiect The addition of an eye to radio
and the occasion—^the story ol how i has long been foreseen and hoped

; one ot our modern Plutarchs was lor. and its coming is looked upon '

finally conquered by his own curi- ; with joy bv us here at Paramount
osity and bought himsell a tele- i Pictures who have awaited impa-
vision set. i tiently the day when the entertaiiw

And It that isn t pioot that world would recognue tele-
' Classicism is upon us again, I went vision's potential and welcome it

to a luncheon a few days later, at '"to the entertainment fold. The
I which all the 'elite' ol televusion dav has ,ii rived Nothing since

weie gatheied, and it happened ' sound has cieated such a stir, such
l again; In the course of a luncheon i

conversation, such fear and con-

discouise to the assembled haute l"''ion The \ear 194H saw tele-

imonde ol communications, the ,

vision' formal debut and also saw
.chairman of the FCC Wayne Coy, i

large screen television a lealily.

got off a lew interesting phrases
|

At Paramount, we have been
|A nice little sentence about a comr

i
.erooming television for his debut

mittee which he called 'ad hoc' loi the oast 10 years We are

j

caused a general, stirring in the full of ideas by which it can be
'audience. Here and there could be useful to us i.i the motion picture
! seen a farawav look in the eye ol ,

business. We will make it an ally.
' a ' mouthpiece" whose spirit had It will complement and supplement
i been induced to leave the show- our theatre programs. Events ot lo-

bufsiness ; and go back, to his law cal and national import which
school days A few others just '

would keep people away Irom the
looked puzzled, as it they weren't theatre will be brought into the
quite sure whether it was Latin or theatre on the large screen—in

some other language. Anyway, the addition to the regular program,
door was opened wide in sui I ender That is lust one way in which
to the new era boys when one

; televhsion will help the boxoffice. :

brave man got up and asked it ; There are many wavs. Vor. to
someone would please tell lum

, descend once more irom the
what !ad hoc' meant, jn.st- so there ! sublime Latin mot to the vcrnacu-
wouldn't be any misunderstanding lar of Bioadway, let me remind
about wliat the FCC was doing you that George Cohan had the an-

1 about the "free7c " The (hiindeious swer in a phrase iust as torse as
silence which greeted his request any ot Caesar's when he said,

j

(lid it.
I "There's nothing ever been invent-

i It told rne that the enthusiasm ed to keep a guy at homo except
'being exhibited for certain phases a doll " And a guy cant stav home
ot television was being mis- lorever and a doll won't, not if

iduected Too manv ol us were tail- she'has a new coat or a new hat

,
mg to go back to Rome and Gieece to show ofl", no' matter how much
to learn what those peoples Pleasure the television set in the

thought about the show business ( Continued on page 168

)

meetings late in May and an-
1

troduction to the Atlanta market.
; discuss the previous day's programs

nounced a daily schedule ot test
'
While the publicity of being 95% ' and the lessons learned are applied

to upcoming schedules.

While; our .main stress has been
on programs to develop circulation
we have tried to be equally care-
flit on the commercial side of the
picture. • Our rate card was de-
vised only after consultation with
our representative, Edward Petry;
& Co., and a nuihber of agency
time buyers. Chief objection to
present day television r&te; cards;
has a faniiliar ring—too many dif-

ferent rates artd too many different
formulas in arriving at the final

cost—sounds like the comnients
about AM rate cards in the early
30's. A review of all the present
television rate Cards; quickly , de-;
velops Synipathy for the agency
time buyer who must prepare a
presentation cbvering several cities..

In response to agency requests
we have prepared several types of
maps and make every effort to
keep up-to-date coverage data in
the h«nds of our representatives
and readily available; to time
buyers.

We found that extensive and in-
tensive newspaper publicity pro-

,
motes television circulation the

I quickest way possible. This is our
main interest in life at the present
time—a maximum circulation in
the shortest possible time. In this
connection members ot our staff
accept any and all invitations to
speak wherever and whenever.

:

In all- of our operation we have
found , one quality imperative—

a

flexible mind.
,

Music By

JOHN GART

PROF. QUIZ
Xow selliii!; OU^PJJ XL TS I'XVK'l b ftu PoSt Cei'<'al3 D-lvision, Qea*

oral Foods Corp.
Exclusive Managements
FRANKLIN H. SMALL

HatttI Abbey, New York Cityt N. y.
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Local Station Sees No Black Ink,But

If You've Got Your Teeth—Hang On

Milwaukee.
|

I'll start with an understatement,
j

A television station cannot be
]

operated on a shoestring. That
^

means regardless of how you pro-
|

gram your station. It takes money,

gentlemen. Lots of it. :

First, television takes am invest- !

ment of close to $400,000. But

that's only the beginning. Before
|

you get on the air, you'll find that

Bv WALTER J. DAMM
(Vice-President and Gen. Mgr. If Radio and Television, ihe Journal Co.. Milwaukee)

of simultaneous AM isnd TV shows.

Simultaniebus broadpastiflg looks

good on paper but .1 am coriyinced

tliat it is far from satisfactory.
!

Either TV or AM suffers ahd tal-

ent asks double salarieis; At The

Journal bur AM hour-long Gren-

adier variety: show., iS; an. entirely:

separate Shw, . .and treated.

SUC.ft: ^v'::.v''"; t''^. ''^-'A"..

'

Can a television station show a
|

vounek^aiaVVr'prVgramToperat-l profit at the present time? Well,

fng and miscellaneous television on that subject and on the entire

staff than you ever figured. Frank- ' sub.iecl of TV financing, you get

ly (and I sav this from experience)
,

a different answer from every

vou can wok vour head off for a person interviewed. The individ-

vear getting readv, convince your-
;

ual's answer is also usually based

self vou know what you're facing ! on what the person being ques-

and iiow vou're going to meet it, , tioned wants you to believe. 1 11

but until you get on the air and , say this much: There is no such

are commtted to a daily schedule thing as black ink in operating a

haven't even got |
television station right now, aiid

1 probably for some time to .come if

1 you're honest in your bopkkeep^
1 inig. By that I njean if you ; make

*-^brothei-, you . haven't even

got your feet wet.

Then, once you're on the air, it

commences. You may have de-

cided to load your station with

film. Think you're going to get off

cheap? You'll find out. Film—any
kind of film—-costs money.

.

I mean this kind of money: To
mi a
ftve-minute nim features at $5 per

additional help,
feature, or $60 an hour. AU of ! "

which means that using only film

on a four-hojjr schedule costs you ,

$240 for program material alone. I To sum up, our. first year of

But . wait. Five-minute shorts.
,

television operation at WTMJ-TV

won't satisfy yo.ur audience for- ' has taught us these facts:

ever, and from there the price
,

It takes money to start a tele-

really goes up. A 15-minute travr vision .station; more money to op-

the proper chargeoffs for every-

: thing; 1*6' TV station- irianager

; who does not makfe Such charges

lis siniply kidding himself and .is

I
in for a shock when video takes

can u...-, «x ... •'•'"rmore and more time and per-,
quarter-hour you buyJhree , ^^^^^j becomes necessary

'

e

Learneil These Facts

PROBLEMS OF SElllNG TELEVISION
By HOWARD S. MEIGHAN

(CBS Vice-Presidc7it and General Ex'ecutiveii

,

Among alert-minded businessmen, interest in television is high. Thev
are aware of its power to help their enterprises. The crux of our effort

to sell television as a going medium lies, therefore, in converting this

interest into network billings.

Any advertiser's decision to use or avoid television is determined by
his belief about the medium's ability to produce increased income tor
his product or service.

This is the scratch from which we have to start in selling television

as a practical proposition to sponsors.

Accordingly, it behooves us to conduct energetic education among
agencies and heads of business on several vital points:

(1) That television is not just another advertising medium, but a new
and strikingly efficient form of selling (lhat it embodies the difference

between information about a product and a personal demonstration by
'

a live salesman, or a compelling counter display). Or, to sum it all up,

a product actually in use.

(2) That in spite of admittedly higher per-thousand audience costs

in television at this moment, the trend is downward, and that in some
cases these costs are beginning to compare favorably with those of other

'

media. A heartening cocnparison of TV and newspaper costs in New
York City can be made in this connection.

(3) That right now, and into the luture, television gives the business

I

enterprise that uses it a powerful promotional lever because distribu-

tion and retailers as well as the public generally, are sharply attuned to

television happenings. Tclevision^tsclf is news and will continue to be,

I

Eslablishinjw Franrhises I

ALLEN PRESCOTT
"Any Offers"

elog: sets you back $45, a one-hour
feature film costs $100 to $150.

SOj you turn to live local shows
and you may try a man-on-the-
street series. This is when you
discover that. In addition to those

Who appear on the show, it takes
I

erate it.

There is only one way to op-

erate a television station even

though you run in the red every

month . . . and that's the right way
. . . in the public interest.

Television and radio are two

I (4) That the: early television advertisers, thpse who are- g^^ in

I

now, are investing in more than contractually defined ad\fe^tising and

I

selling services. They are also getting the: opportunity to' establish
'

I
time and talent franchises which they'll ne^'Iater, l>ecause n

I tiser of any importance is going to be able to stay out of television

I
permanently;.

(5) That the speciaUied techniques of .
TV prograiriih

duction make demands peculiar to television alone, both in entertain-

ment content and commercials.
Another part of our selling problem lies in getting the. adyertiser

to cooperate with us in building the mass audience which will, w
the perrthousand viewer-cost to his satisfaction.

.

Production costs in television are highet toeGaus,e ;.you're sho

th ings as well as talking about them. .'This fact; has tp
.
be translated for

advertisers into the fact that televisioh is. gofng tb save: them substan-V
tial outlays in personal demonstrations by their Sales staffs. :

'

Unlike the practice in older niedia. televisipn costs
:
cannot be bas^

on "guaranteed circulation." Each advertiser, according to his own
needs and budget, must style his television campaign not only to enter-,

1 tain the present audience; but to assist in the; increase of the. television;

Confronted with the problem of
I

audience as a whole,
wiping out a 16-year sponsor iden-

j

Concurrently with our selling efforts, we -must never neglect- the

Crosby, Boyer

Et AL, Aid WW

Into K-F Groove

tificatlon, one of the longest in

network annals,- William H. Wein-
traub agency, which handles the
Kaiser-Frazer account, came up

a crew of five or six techincal men entirely different fields. The same ' with the slickest trick of the sea
practically eight hours to spt up, t gtandards of operational procedure

] i5on in commercial radio when
do the show,, and tear down for

! cannot be applied,
your quarter-hour man-on-the-

|
pioneers in tele-

''''^^"Ibout public service P- /Ji^^^/.^'^rr^'n^tL^^^^^^^^^^

=Tt "^'^ 0°n \

M in Mifwaukee and in the

there's the set to be prepared, re

hearsals with a full technical and
production crew, all costing money
and all taking hours of time;

Now, let's look at this' question

nation.

All of us still have so much to

learn about television station op-

eration. And experience remains

the best teacher.

Television Via Fili^

Faces Rocky Road
By J. L. VAN VOLKENBURG

(CBS Vice-President, Director of Television Operaiions)

Walter Winchell went on the auto-

maker's bankroll last Sunday C2).

For the teeoft program, Weintraub
had Bing Crosby, do the K-F com-
mercial. On the three subsequent

WW's 2-Web Coast Ride ; able to attempt

network's own programming. Practical workaday demonstrations that

Creative, imaginative programming -will build and hold the total tele-

vision audience, is the most effective reassurance we can give to poten-

tial users of television; Almost equally important is guidance, based

1 on our experience, in the development of the proper commercial for

i the given product. Television: is too intimate a medium for the classic

copy cliches. The advertiser has to dig for the real-life levers that

1
will move: customers toward his product or service. And tlie broad-

caster has to help in the visual formulation of these reasons.
Given the kind of education described herein, television will still

have problems in selling itself as a going medium but they will be;

greatly simplified, because there will be general understanding of the

fact that television is doing a selling job no medium has ever been

;

A hookup deal probably un-
precedented in character has
been set for Walter Winchell's
new Kaiser-Frazer commercial
seriesv which teed : off last

Sunday (2). The Coast repeat,
heard at 8:30 p.m; Pacific time,

not only embraces all ABC
stations, but the. full facilities

of the Don Lee-Mutual net-

work on the Coast
In addition^ there will be

Alaska and Hawaii pickups.

Let's face it. For the next five

years or so television recordings

(film) are going to be a big factor

in network program distribution.

No matter how you slice actual,

; pUis anticipated, cable aftd micror

wave relay facilities, it looks like

What are the technical problems in

process of being surmounted? They
fall Into five groups:

l_Availability of equipment.

Most apparatus used in TV film re-

cording is of recent origin and
doesn't come through very last.

2—Mechanical problems. Tele-

a-half nighttime hours a week on

the cable to Chicago is obviously

not enough for the combined needs

of all broadcasters. The 90-day

periods for which these allocations

are made also give small cause for

comfort. Even if the east coast to

Chicago cables are quadrupled by

1950, that still leaves the west coast

unlinked.

the number of stations will KeeP ,v^si^n recording

growing faster than available cable
| moving parts of cameras and

and microwave relays. Three-and- other equipment. Until television

there Were virtually no cameras
that would TUn eontinupHsiy

;

for a;

half hour, or moife, without reload-

ing. \:'^'- •;.;,;.;; ..;;:vi ;'::;;;:.,';

. 3-^Phbtpchemlcal COhttols. Neg-
atives and prints ;for television de-

mand far more critical prpcessing,

On much tighter delivery schedules,,

than for any other use. ; The con-

trols, ilncidentalli', a^ply to .the

visual image as well as to the rahge
and fideltty .of sound.: .

>

4—Speciai - lenses, ; fineir
:
film

emulsions and improved' camera
and prbiector designs are al;;Q :hOW:

'tj.hd^l',-'-. ep.iisi'deratip'h.
.

'

^

5-^Perlbi'mance of the elebtrbhic

elements in television film record-
ing must be carefully maintained
at peak .standards. CThis goes for

ojperational manpower, . too).

: A detailed report of what tele-

vision; engineers ;and those in re-

iated ;flelds are doing : would turn
this simple attempt at ah outline,

intb a dry and Scientific paper; But
on the basis pf such reports,: tele'

Only One Choig^

Delayed broadcasts are the prac-

tical answer, not only operationally

but ecPnomically. The industry as

a- whole must choose, for the mo-
ment, between accepting film-

recorded programs as a "second-
best" method, capable of quick and
gratifying improvement, or re-

nouncing much of the revenue it

needs to insure the new medium's
rapid and healthy development.
This factor of economic necessity

Theatre Technique Inlieis^^^^^
; By .4RTHl'H KNORR

(Producer, "Texaco Star Theatre"). \ :
-''I

As new as television Is, it is nevertheless merely ahother: phase: of

.

show business, which is as old as ciyilizatioh./ Putting "^^^

television will help this -medium just ais it: has been ;a' big ; assist ti

motion pictures and radio. By- -"theatrjS" I mean all the devices that
.

;

have been developed through the ageS to attract, amusb and amaie the;

;

paying public.. The audience: must be. ehtertained and eybiy effort pn

the part of the produc?er must be made to: ihake the productiori out?;;

standing. A star, cast, play, director, et;;!al,:are as feood as their

last show.
'

Lighting, for instance. For a long time the quality of the "TV: picture :

has been flat and without depth, like a snapshot taken oil a gray day;

Good lighting is becoming more critical by the :day^

is required to transmit: the picture; hut there IS missing in -many .ShOAws'/;

lighting .that -adds character: and dramatic -emphasis to that picturft,

Lighting can help the picture and the Scene by enhancing; the dramatic
or serious^comedy or amusing—musical, comedy or novelty—myste-

I rious or tragic.

I Lights and shadows can submerge or accent any part Or all bf the

I

picture so desired. Shadows should be Used tb; establish depth aiid .^

interest and can be. created in many ways such as: ; :

J Silhouette or back : lighting, foreground or fr'Piiit Hghtihg,- atraPS-: ;

into a strictly commercial pUch,
i

«'«verh«ad and floor lighting, highlights or s^^^^

except for the integrated plugs '
I'Shting through transpftencies and translucencies, broken shadows oy

projecting light through cutouts and foliage.
There are many wayjs of designing with lights atjd . shadows biit at all

times, visibility is of great importance;; The audience must always see

ti,«,.,.„„ „ ' 'he performer, particularly in TV as the video is often more- vital than

^^^^v i„ «1hL n,.fnf th "m^ f„ne '
a"*^^"- Therefore one must be careful not to underlight although

crack in getting out of the lotions
| ^jg^t mean sacrificing an effect.

?h» whi^en^;^? -1 The very nature of television is conducive to the development of
the highest sponsor identifications

|
effects that would be peculiar tp it. S?iooting through cut-out mats or

in radio, particularly in view of the various fabrics has proven interesting Double image pictures and the

superimposing of same by the use «f two catAeiras at one time can^^ ::

interest and help to tell a story. ''lA' -I'-i

In television we cannot cut and edit as in mbtiPh pictures; ;The cut-

ting and editing is done from the control room as : the director calls the.

camera shot.s. The success of a good telecast is due to timiiig. of .the ..:

ingredients-—exits, entrances, curtains, light changes, music; :
and pa«*

''

pf entertainment. The attention of the audience iimiist be focused on

the performer who is entertaining them Ajna theiit;*^^
caught and pointed by lighting, action and camera. ; ^

Television is exciting. It offers unexplored territory for experimenta-

tion, and, with the development of color, its posisibilities will be practi-

cally limitless. We should make it new, vivid and unhabkneyed but at

the same time it must be "good theatre." •

Sundays Charles Boyer, Joan
Crawford and Jane Wyman will

handle the announcer chores and
get in the K-t plugs.

While each of the stars is ber
ing : paid -the minimum $30 AFRA
fee, actually Kaiser-Frazer is al-

locating ah. additional total of
.$4,000 for WW's pet charity, the
Damon Runyon Cancer Fund, "in
honor of" the four stars doubling
as announcers.

Last Sunday marked the first

time that Crosby had detoured

worked into his own Philco-spon
sored ABC show. ^
Weintraub agency, and WW

,

is, in itself; a guarantee for raising

film recordings of programs to a i vision executive personnel profess
high and satisfactory level. ithe same firm faith in U. S. en-

It is my belief that the present
j

gineering know-how that the aver-

attitude of audience and advertiser [age television set owner: is display-

give the television industry a rea-
1

ing.

sonable amount of time in which to I think that television film re-
^

make film recorded programs the.cordings are here for whoever ' his Sunday show until the spring
practical equal of the live show. I needs them; and right now practi-

j or the fall, although it's definitely

;:ow is this time being used, and'cally everybody does. on the upcoming agenda.

"Jergens Journal" tagline

It- s : for that reason that the
agency . hasn't any particular mis-
givings about losing Ben Grauer
as announcer . on the show; al-

though recognizing that WW has:

parted company with one of the
ace salesmen on the webs. In-
stead, Cy Harrice has taken over;
Latter, a freelancer, also has
"Quick As a Flash" and "Sherlock
Holmes," as well as the announcer
berth on Procter St Gamble's
"What Makes You Tick" and "Por-
tia Faces Life."

Grauer, like Winchell, did the
Jergens show over the whole 16-
year stretch, and as such has been
indelibly linked with the product

Winchell, incidentally, will hold
off; on a. simultaneous televising of

St. Louis—^Veterans of Foreign
Wars, through the Missouri organ
ization, presented a citation of ap

Witmer Kesign* NBC
Roy C. Witmer, for nearly

years an NBC veepee

15

charge
staff

preciation to KXOX, local ABC 1
"f sales and in recent ycjrs a sia>

outlet, in appreciation of the gen- i

v.p. carrying out as.signmtnih ^

eral contribution of its lime and Piexy Niles rrammell, itsiB"'=»

facilities to the presentation of la- : last week due to ill heaj n.

dio broadcasts sponsored by the Witmer joined the neivvoiii. »
VFW, ' 1927.
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"But Hames Will Never Hurt Me"
By NORMAN BLACKBURN

{National Director, TV Programming, NBC)

Up until some three months ago, television's thoroughfare could have
been aptly dubbed the "street with no names"—show people and picture
people, whose names really mean something to the American public,

had, for the most part, left television standing around with "egg oh
its face."

*

Top name talent avoided TV fdr th^'^e reasons
^one^ they were waiting for it to ;grow up—two,
they didn't need it—three, they were afraid of it.

Perhaps their attitude was right---perhaps it wasn't
grown up-r-perhaps they didn't

; nfeed it—perhaps
they had every reason to be .afraid of it.

Oh sure, there were some staiwarts in the pro-
fession who braved the hazards of its, ihadequaeies
and the inexperience of its techniqal br Sirectprial
pioneers. Even as far back as 1939; stars siich as
Gertrude Lawrence, who appeared in the iRrst TV
dramatic presentation ot "Susan and God," and

Norman Blackburn Bert Lytell, whose "Valiant" was a notable TV
Rrst, were foresighted enough to see its possibili-'

ities and give it a helping hand by doing noble experiments just to

see what made it "tick." But even after such important productions

as Henry Fonda's appearance in excerpts from "Mr. Roberts," Ray-
mond Massey's great "Our Town," Gertrude Lawrence's appearance

in the TV version of Bernard Shaw's "Catherine, The Great," and
other fine works with Paul Muni,: etc., there are hundreds ol top names
who still don't regard television as being "of age" or technically or
directorially capable of giving them their just deserts.

I happened to be sitting with Raymond Massey and : his charming
wife at flie premiere of the Philco TV dramatic presentation, in which
Dennis King and Mary Boland starred in Noel Coward's "Dinner at

Eight." Mr. Massey was completely carried away with the fine pro-

duction and the possibilities of the medium. "Every actor in the busi-

ness," he said, "will find in television much the same satisfaction he
derives from the stage or screen.

Recently, such screen pioneer.s as ZaSu Pitts, Edward Everett Horton,

''Marjorie Gateson and Sidney Blaekmcr have been delighted with the

rtJany favorable comments and review.s occasioned by their television

apfiearances. James Dunn, who received the Academy Award for his

performance in "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn," took time out from
Iiis Brpadway i production, chores to appear in a television drama en-

titled "No 'Shoes.'' That veteran of stage and screen, Guy Kibbee, has
just made his television debut. Arthur Treacher,: .Bob Burns, and
Shirley Ross flew in from; Hollywood to give it a whirl. Lovely Janet
Blair interrupted a family reunion in Pennsylvania to tharm her way
through a television dramatic^names and more names.

KEN ROBERTS
RADIO — TELEVISION

SChuyler 4-5700

FSoor Cables

Are Driving

Lensmen Nuts

Freedom of the Dial
By BILL TODMAN'

Still a Bugalioo to Many
I

Despite the splendid performances ol these established performers,
TV is still a bugaboo to many ot the top-braclceted stars because it

entails hours of hard work and study. No more is it possible to walk
into the studio in street clothes or loafer jackets,- give the script, a
fast reading; and then hurry over to the nearest pub to have a couple

' of quick ones before strolling leisurely back to look over the script

cuts—then, go out and read it without worrying about facial expres-
sions, makeup, gestures, action, or appearance. And if a laugh is

needed anyplace, just throw the whoie% mood out the window by
making a few ad lib remarks about your incapable writers.

. Performers with stage and vaudeville background have taken to
TV like a duck to water; they usually have a quick study, know what
to do with their hands, and realize that a bit of sight business conveys
much more : meaning than ; the spoken word. Their timing is better
than those who have become accustomed to having dots and dashes
in a script to show where the pauses in the speech should be. .

TV means that a lot of artists, who skipped kindergarten and grade
school training in learning the rudiments of show business the hard
way and have been doing dramatic and comedy scenes with 30 retakes
and three days to memorize a page or two, will either have to take a
refresher course in how to "troupe" or drop by the wayside.

Stars with two faces will have to forget that they have, always been
shot from the good side and let the public in on their real appearance
from all angles, No longer will that slightly double chin be dispersed

!

by an upward angle or spot lighting. However, the actor or actress i

that goes out and creates real entertainment will be just as popular
j

regardless of this slight diminishing ol their glamour; In' fact, some
{

of their fans may even like their "new look" better. 1

By ARTHUR SUSSMAN
(WPIX, N. Y.)

Like baseball umpires, tele

vision cameramen do their job
i

best when spectators- are least con-
'

scious of their presence. In thedry,
'

our job is to train the camera on
those scenes enumerated by the di- ;

rect6r . in the studio control room, i

I say ''in theory" because there are
]

so many things required of a floor i

cameraman, particularly the mus-

1

cular: feat of getting the camera

(Producer, "Winner Take All," "Hit the Jackpot")

If .vour cousin Willie has got into the habit of grabbing his portable
radio and locking himself in the bathroom to tune in his favorite quiz
show, knock on the door and tell hun he can come out now.
.Chances are that Willie's simply been reading too many newspapers

:

and listening to too many radio comics, with the result that he has
been unwittingly converted to the view that audience participation
programs, like the French postcards of another day, are not to be
enjoyed in public.

it may not be easy to convince Willie to unlock the door and—head
held high—march plumb into the living room, confessing- "Yes, I do
listen to quiz shows. I enjoy them. 1 don't see anjlliuig wrong with
them." And, probably, even if Willie were to take so bold a. stand,
he'd hardly win friends in the living room.

I know all this, sadly, from my own experience in 1948—T'^e Year
of the Great Assault on Giveaways. It seemed at times as though
anyone who had a word to say to me about a show of mine felt obliged -

to preface his remarks with: "I was dialing around for Toscanini when
I happened to come across your show and . .

."

This deplorable snobbery is not to be attributed to the activities
ot the FCC and N.\B, for of these the average listener knows very
little. Rather, it has been molded by the bad press and bad radio to
which audience participation shows were incessantly subjected last year.
The tact that perhaps none oi the hostile publicity was malicious

and that most of it, indeed, was at the hands ot intelligent and con-
scientious .scrivenoi-i. is small balm All that matters is that there was
an abundance of anti propoganda and no concerted pro; Result: the
Willies of the world, portables in hand, took oft" lor the dark cornersi
And, honestly, one could hardlv blame thcui. For one could learn

for the price ol a newspaper that giveaway shows stimulated avarice
and exhibitionism, appealed to the lower intelligence levels, bored
listeners with recitations of gift n.imes and ovorlong commercials,
wore everything bad, nothing good.
Some ol the sniping 1(11 like buckshot. One critic lamented that

airtimc (though presumably not all of it) occupied by audience partici-
pation shows might better be filled by Toscanini. Another earnestly
saw our entire economy in peril, what with everyone (or almost every-
one) winning five-figure cash prizes. A third upbraided the giveaway
as a danger to radio because a ianipd comedian, unable "to compete
with Santa Glaus," had benun to suffer Hooper-wisc.

I
'Speak 'Up7Wiirie!'

|

Where; are you, Willie? Gome, come, now! Enlbolden yourself
'

and speak up! Put down, your clandestine portable and think ott^^

tor us. Think!; Tell us why you, Willie, Set' .a Itiek but of audienee ,

participation shows . . . (All right, I proinise not to use your real name.i
Well, eventually, here's what WilUe told us. It's precisely what

hundreds ol thousands of persons have told us, the prbilUCBrSj as; w
as the networks and sponsors. Here's why tens of mlllidn;; <^ listener?.

.

tune in on giveaways every week:
. '.i'':

They like tJiC; real . people, not professional actors, they meet on

over'thoTe floo? cables and abound
j ^"/f^f"'^^ ' tVJ.fLp" n^^r'" '^'''^auT^LT ^TZf^^^';.^^^ t^^/^t

tK-. .ir^ii., *i,«\v.;v,™„i,^„„ actual and, tneretorej near ; . . Quiz shows are educational;, add tothe dolly of the microphone boom.
^^^^^^^j.^. fy^^ knowledge . . . Americans traditionally eijoy the

Three cameramen make up the spectacle ot fair competition . . . The quiz adds to the diversity of
average studio crew. As an in- i-gdio fare
dividual cameraman, you might

j

Spoken "like a man, Willie!
say - that I

.
bake one layer; pf a

; A writer not too long ago did a Sundav magazine piece entitled:
three-layer cake. The director,

j
"jack Benny or Jackpot?" Why not put it this way: Jack Benny AND

who selects these pictures to be jackpot . . . and drama and commentator.s . . . and newscasts and soap
telecast from the three pictures on

! operas ... and concerts, variety and brealtfast shows. That, as I sec-
his monitors, so contributes the

| radio's job—to dish it up and let Willie do the choosing
icing to the cakes fo» jserving i Freedom of the dial is his right; let's not trifle with it.

in the living room at home.
|

— . . _ _ — .
, .

So lar as the creative contribu- I

.1
tion of the cameraman on a studio
sliow is. concerned, he must work

lifted over the cables, one at a
[
while We reassemble and get bp^

time, or the cables have to be
j

gahized, fast, for the next show,
raised over the cameras. Either 1 Our particular pride at WPIX iSi

way, it's like a broken field run in I the one-cahiera sliow, the simple,

bv the floor manaeer an ubiciuit- ' ^ ^P^Shetti dish.
|

unpretentious program in a small

ous eentlema^ v^o ni-ws the nirt I

Transitions from one show to an- . studio. The cameraman, with his

ol tramc Top for workmg ciws .

the real test of these ex- camera mounted on a tripod with

within the rigid framework sup-
plied by the director, as as.sisted

Buck Gunn to F-C-B
Chicago.

Buck Gunn, who resigned last

partment, which is due for expan-
sion in '49.

Apart, from film spots and ,the

"Uncle Mistletoe" series on WENB'
September as program director of i TV, FC&B has been slow in enters

WGN, joins Foote, Cone & Belding
|
ing Chi vidett. Recently, however,

Jan; 3. Newconier will be the first I its clients have been sounded out
assigned to the agency's tele de-

i
on tele tries.

and perlormers. There is more
latitude- allowed a cameraman on
a special event outdoors or remote
telecast. Not so much during a
.sports program where the action
lollows a reasonably predictable
pattern.

"The Monster"

PENNY SINGLETON
"RLONini;-'

^ '« ;i $ince' 1938

Floor maneuvers are coordi-
nated by our headphone system for
communications between all par-
ties 'concerned . except the per-
lormers. Each camera is equipped
with a lens turret by which any
one of four different lenses may
be switched into position. This
enables a cameraman in a given
tixed position to get a diversity
of shots trom closeups to wide
angle. To increase the flexibility

the cameras are each mounted on
a dolly or truck.

AH cameras also are mounted
on pivots, giving a horizontal as

well as vertical range, and there's
''the monster"— a massive iron

,

and steel creation like a small i

crane. This enables the camera
j

to be raised higher than a head i

ol a man or to be lowered to floor i

level, a variety ot positions which i

soon qualifies the cameraman as i

an aerobat. With this flexibility I

the cameraman should get any shot
called for within the physical limi-
tations of the studio.

The over-crowded condition of !

the studio floor IS what cuts down
|

the mobility of the cameras. All i

traffic, for instance, must move I

around the five foot square micro- <

phone boom, and the big fingers i

of Scenery and furniture for each i

set reach out to complicate the

-

movement. Tlien there are the
scattered, lights which can't be

,

brushed aside at convenience.
|

But worst of all are the cables '

crossing the floor. An inch or;
more in diameter, they connect to

|

cameras, mikes and lights and can- !

not be rolled over by the cameras.
The camera wheels have to be

perienced cameramen. We have 30 - caster type Wheels, is more the-
seconds- to take our positions on > boss on a show ot this type al-

a new show, usually across the though he stiU gets the director's

studio, plunging through the mid- orders through the man-froni-Mars
die of the spaghetti on the tloor : communication system inherent'

m

with the mike boom appearing like i television. Once the lens has been
some outsize meat ball. Viewers selected the cameraman must stay
at home see only a title card, hear ; with it throughout the shoWy often
soft music or an announcer's voice ! as long as 25 minutes.

PAUL WESTON
Musical Director

CAPITOL RECORDS
CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB THE JO STAFFORD SHOW

.-'..Starring For
JO STAFFORD REVERE CAMERA

. NPC-'T'Tuesday Evening :
< :. : ABO-r"Thursday -Evening -
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mn 'So. .

.

Koy Ky(»r'« Colkg*
ofFun and KnowMg*
Monday through Fri-

day, 4;oo pm* (Pills-

iury Mills, Inc.)
'

« n ,S(,

Hi* Ratlroad Hour, starring Gor-

don MacRac Mondajf, 9a9o fm*
{Assmiatienof^mtrktstitiaHrmls)

Sity Kinf Monday-
Wednesday -Friday,

5 !30 !>*• (PerfyJMH

Tad MoloH* Monday
through Friday, uyo
am* W<it">sl'OK"^

Jimml* f^idltr Sunday, losjo

j>nt*. Nuwj snd tejfjews from

movielftlKl. iCOfkr Pfaducts)

The Metropolitan Opera (line

Ste\ ens, ibovt) P.iturd.iy, 2jm
ptp* {Ti* Ttxos Co.)

The Sheriff Friday, g:^o pm*
(abovt) Don Bnggs, [Pmfie

Ceiat Berax)

Betty Crocfcer MagoxiM of TheMerMdlHiWtnMtt^tltfw Thittf Voitr »l (director

the Air Monday through Wf Wed,, 10:30 pm*. Delightful Jerry Devine) Friday, «yo

day, 10115 am* (G««f8fa/Wi//4 music and whimsy. {^Wfo) pm* {Eguitatlt U/f)

The Oflgifinl Amateur
Hew (Ted Macit) Wed.,

8:00 pm* (/', Loriltard Co.)

AbboH & Costeilo Thttrs., S:oo

pm*. Hilartoiis fun with Amer-
ica's favorite funnymen!

The Theatre Ouild ort the Ah'

(Guest star Madeleine CarrolJ).

Sunday, 9:30 pm* (J/. S. Sttel)

The lone Rmgwr Monday^Wednesday^
Frid»y, 7:30 pm*. Thrtlla ftrf the Itids—

and grown-ups too! {Gttittal Miltt\

The Fat Man Friday, 8»q
pm',Action,sti»pense,rlitiHs!

{Nerwii/i Phnrnmeat Co,)

Challenge of the Yiflton Monday^
Wednesday- - Friday, 5 soo: pm^
t^tikefOats Co.) ©c v ixc

Champten Roll Coll, with Harry
Wismer. Friday, 9:55 pm* (C&tiM-

pion Sfark Plugs)

DttrMhy Oik <m lb* Air Monday
through Vridity, lijj piiw*. Tune tn

on your local ABC Madon.

The HMman Std* »f New* with

F4win C, Hill. Monday through ;

Friday, 7:00 pm* {Nasi, Ketoimrtor)

Vm fMlton Berie Shaw Wed-
nejKtay,9M0 pm*. ABCe nevi«9t:

comedy eeniBtion! (TixtU Co.)

Hlfeleam* Travaten Monday
through Friday at noon. Lively

ibteittng! (PfenttrfSOmtbf)

TM» Changing
Harrison Wood,
pm* (FriieJiaiif

Worid

Sunday,

TtmUt)

with touella Pareens Sunday,

3!oo 9;i5 pm*. r4o!lvwoodiiina

!

(JtrgeNS and IVoodbury)

Mr, President starring Ed-

ward Arnold. Sunday, 2:30

pm'.PatriOticeducational.

Drew feorean Sunday,6ioopm*.
Keen analysis of the news; accu-

rate predictions. (£// Hals)

CowMee*S|»y( action -packed

adventures. Tuesday, Thurs-

day,7 130 pm'(/*'^"-Cii/«Ce.)

^mmm
ffeiMey J, Taylor Monday,

8:45 pm* NeW( commen-
tator, (Central Molars)

Cavolead* of Spam, Fri-

day, 10:00 pm*. Sport fans:

this is for you I (Cillelu)

w
1^
OalAK 0rafi* Monday

f "ihtot^h Friday, tnui *«»*
Fwii^attne hwnsic-iAterest

Oofotby KiTgatten THunday,
lot+J am*. Interviews of fa-

tatm folic; news of Broadway.

(JOthtQ mrnhx)

Beeaii th* Batiti Friday, 9:00 pm*.
Exciting fun for every~ member 'of

the family! Bert Parka (above) i»

kit4«. (Brisiet-Mytrs)i

linhi Herman Saturday.9:00

ptti*. Tune m this new dt*-

matrc «iy»»ty t>rAgram.

ArilmOaMfc Monday,

triad, KnffffjuitMmkmt

O. I* N«iWM (Art

Ottkletter, above, m.c,)

MoAd»r thKiugh. Fii4«y>

Th* J« CMiltarrf &b«w
Thwtday, stJS* I"** ^
eingm your favorite »ang»i

ift4etit*€f»mti^»)
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Wpller Winehell Siiiid.iy, 9 00 pni*

Rcqiirriil.Iistcnini} Ipr itiillt(ms,of

.

Aiiiei-JtiiMs, (AwMW- iTiizer. Corp:) -

Monday Morning Headlinot

w^tlv 13on (jardmcr. iiundiiy,

6;l5 pin* (.S«wtt« /iw.)

Mehopoliion ;Opera AuiHtiont of :

•he Air (Wiltml l'd1eti«i, lOhdiu-
- tor> Siind!iy, 4;3o' pill*

i h. Ufniwvrth 'lelern.iv" tniit Ktijn C6r^,\

My True Story (iihove, Mary ErwiB D; Cahham ond
bliipp) iMand:iy throijgli I'fiday, t.h« NewS- Tuesday, yyo
ia:oo am*. 1 lirdluiy, true to-lite pni* (C'^/vidrtw AVfVwr*

drsimas. {LMy,Mtltrill ^ iihit) J'uilis/iiux Sociely)

Th9 Sing Cro»by Show Wednesday,
.10:00 i>in*. limi^ tToons and clowns

With his f«mouH ({U(Mits. U'/itlio)

Thoaire U. S. Ai (above,

Tallulith Kuiikbend, guest

star) ^riiursday evenini;

{U. S. Air Force ll(mtitr»g)

Tha Graotett Slory Ever Told

(Henry Denker, director,

above) Siindiiy, (Si-jo pm*
{Cioddyear Tire & RuhherCo.)

tqilie* Bo Seoled • with genial Tom Jock Arm»»ronBf adventure 8rido «knd <ir««m> with John
Moore, ni.c. Monday through Friday, storic!.. Tuesday, Ihurtday, Nelson. Monday thru Friday
3;oo pni* {Quaker Oals, Tout Co.) 5:30 pni* {(leneia/ Mills) 1:30 pm* (Sterling Drug, Int.,)

The Br«akf(t«t Club, star-

ring Don McNeilti Mottday
through Friday, gioo am'
(Sv,ifi, P/iilte, Oenerat Mill))

Eleanor and Anna Rootevetl Monday;
Wednesday, Friday, 10:45 Interesting

disctissjon of the news. Don't miss their

, stimulating program on ABC.

Carnogi* Hall (Gen6
Hamilton, produtcr-iom-

(nentator) Sunday, 7130
pin* (//ffwriVrtn Oil Co,)

Tho Groucho Marx Show
Wednesday, 9130 pni*. Ftdl

laughs. {Elgin-Ameriiati)

Amerixa't Town Moeling of iho

Air with (Seorge V. Denny; Jr.,

moderator. Tuesd.»y, 8:30 piti*

0 0 0

George Jessel (above), C'onnee Bos-

Well, i'luil Draper, and otiicr headhn-,

.

crs tiinlled .'MiC teievicwtfS recently

in a^alu two-hour liolidav show! ,

The Metropolitan Opera's opening

night was seen hy over .i,ooQ,oo(?

people on ABC-'I V, Above: Milton

Crosb, ABC's fanied "Mij Opersi."

Ray Bolger, Ella logon and Bea
lillio starred in the .sensational,

smash-hit premiere of ABC's New .

^ ork st.ition (WJX TV) last f.iH>

James J?,»rton, Heni'y Morg,in and

niiiny other gresit stars :ap{)i::ired.

Oinny Simmt, Jerry Colotma, Victor iiocge,

Lou Holt/ and a whole galaxy of top^notcli

entei'tawers ««r« »h hand,whenWEN(t-TV

wenfon the air 5n Chicago.

Poul Whileman has appeared recently on

ABC Television, Also Jessica Tandy, Marc
Cgnttelly, 0«»r^e Price, Frances ttmlfotd,

Don.McNe!U, I'twl and {Irace Hart^gtao.

Batebail, boxing, football . . . many of the

biggest sports events are telecast on ABC.
And vou have better than front-row Matt
right in your own living-room

!

Speeial eventi like the Presidential Inau-

pnntion happen right t>efore your eyes—on
ABC Television. AUC cameras catch im-
portant television events as they happen.

ABC's.giganticnew million dollar Television

Center iH New York is an entire city block

long. It is the largest, most modern in the

world . . built especially for television.

ABC
Id Hollywood, ABC will toon hegw telen

casting from the networtt't new sites the

famous ito-acre Viugraph jr^ovte h>t, which

has the latj^ vmwi stage in iHi^ilfw«od>

* /ill times litttd are Eastern Standa/d

Time. Tn other zojtes eonsubyour radio log.

with c;eor(;e Beverly

Shea.Tuet I J 41; im*. t-avorite

hyta'm,~(Ctut> /tluminam PmJ.)

Slap lit* Minic, Bert Parks,

«,c. Sunday, 8sao pro*

(Smith Br0f., $titrikarp,

SptiiilC^,, PJjiritlitrdCiii,) - American Broadcasting Company
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PHILCO
The Leader in radio advertising, says...

BING CROSBY, America's favorite singing

personality, turns Philco salesman every

week on star-studded "PAifco Radio Time".

And a host of famous names from show busi-

ness appear as Bing's guests to help him make

this a high-ranking program with millions

of hsteners . . . and a powerful force in

selling Philco radios and radio-phonographs.

DON McNeill and the cast of "The Breakfast Club" me co-sponsored by
Philco 6 days a week over the coast-to-coast ABC Network. With all the

charm that's made their show an outstanding favorite for 16 years, they tell

American housewives how to become "queens in their kitchens" with the

new Philco Advanced Design Refrigerators and Philco Freezers.

BERT LYTELL and Actors' Equity Association join hands

Philco to bring television audiences all-time hit play!

leading players of Broadway on "Philco Television Playho

Here is a new high in television entertainment . . .
sliow

ness at it best! And it builds plenty of business for Philc

Scene from "A Christmas Carol," starring Dennis King, £

here with Dennis, Jr.
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(ot btuMmaPmeo safes
"

Here, in what Don McNeill calls "Philco-delphia", you don't have to

sell us on the power of radio and television advertising,

.

For no appliance manufacturer has invested so muck
time, money or interest in radio and television entertain-

ment as Philco. And none has reaped such rich rewards.

Today, we are fortunate to be represented by three outstanding

programs. The incomparable Bing Crosby is currently selling Philco

radios and radio-phonographs over the largest group of stations ever

devoted to a single similar show. We are co-sponsors of Don McNeill's

famous "Breakfast Club", a daytime favorite for 16 years. And we
have recently brought the finest in show business to Television by
presenting the all-time hit plays and leading players of

Broadway on '^Philco Television Playhouse".

In so doing, we are investing millions of cold, hard dollars to back

our belief in show business as an advertising force. And it has amply

paid off I Yes, we have found that show business is mighty good

business for us!

So we say, "Thanks !** to the stars of the entertainment world. And
we give them no small credit for the fact that Philco today is a leader

in refrigeration . . . the brightest new star in television . . . and the

undisputed leader in radio sales for the 19th consecutive year.
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ALAN
YOUIVG

fvery Friday Night

NBC

JIMMY DURA

Starting January lUb for TUMS
I'TiBS? fill. JMKI If^iilleA <KteiiMtnaff!if

Under Contract to

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Soon to Be Seen in

"CHICKEN EVERY SUNDAY'

thanks to

FRANK COOPER
MCA

NICK SEVANG
MAURY FOLADARE

RADIO PICTURES
Eddie Cciifor-PafcEi Bl«e Ribbon Starring in Columbia Picture'sShow—NBC Comedies

The Smifhs of Hollywood
Transcribed

CURRENT RELEASE
"The Saxon Charm'"—U. I.

Public Relations: DON HIX. 6404 Hollywood Driye. Hollywood 28. Calif.
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lo build

It takes a lot of talent (which NBC stars certainly have)'

the best shows (which they certainly do)

to program America's No. 1 Network (which it. certainly is).

And then it takes plenty of nudging and lots of releases,,

mats, and glossies—and the rest of press service to keep

talent in the news.

Year after year, NBC stars rate more lineage than any other

network's names—first because they're America's No, 1 stars

—but also because they're backed by the solid efforts ofi

38 people in New York, 7 in Chicago, and 15 in Hollywood,

NBC is gratified that the nation's radio editors and columnisti

have singled out Syd Eiges and his staff—in the Fame magazine

poll—as giving them *The Best Network Publicity Service",

It's further confirmation of just one element that always

• > marks NBC as .,

,

America's No, 1 Network

the National Broadcasting Company

A Service of Radio Corporation of America XSU!
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Our Father Thanks You

Our Mother Thanks You

And We Thank You

JILL and DICKIE KOLLMAR
"Breakfast With Dorothy and Dick" WOR Every Morning

CONGRATULATIONS p^^S^^jJ^f

A.B.C. BREAKFAST CLUB

Personal Manager:

AL BORDE

203 N. WABASH AVENUE. CHICAGO

Publicity Managert

MARALEITA DUTTON ASSOC.

19 E. PEARSON, CHICAGO

O Fabian Bachiaih
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Ifs an old

ROMAN CUSTOM
.ibut not ours!

We like laurels as luucli as the Roiiians— but not to rest ou!

Such laurels as the George Foster Peabody Award . . , the

Advertising and Selling Gold Medal . . . and the citation of

the National Council of English Teachers for ^'die program

which did most to furdier listeners' understanding and ap-

preciation of our literar)' heritage" ... to mention a few we've

received . . . are an incentive for us to continue to bring good

theatre to radio ... to make 1949 our most successfid year.

THEATRE GUILD on the AIR"
Every Sunday Night-ABC network

UNITED STATES STEEL
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CAN YOr TOP THIS?99

7

SENATOR FORD • PETER DONALD • JOE LAURIE, JR. • WARD WILSON • HARRY HERSHFIELD

ED. J. WEBER
Gen'l Mgr.

156 W. 44th St., New York 18, N. Y.

THE EITZGERALDS
ED and PEGEEN

GEORGE WRIGHT
ORGANIST

io * Thesaurus Transt^riptions ^ Regent Records

PARAKIOyNT THEATRE, New York

NOW 22ND WEEK

ThGnkst to BOB WEITMAN and BOB SHAPIRO
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MOVIES:
" 'So this 1$ New York' . . . Henry Morgan excellent."

RADIO:
"GteoT wit . . , fine performer . . . wruer . . . director."

TELEVISION:
"Of course he's just as funny . . , talented.'

SUMMER THEATRE:
"Grade 'A' actor . . . imaginative/

NOW AT LIBERTY:
Henry Morgan.

ON SALE AT ALL NEWSSTANDS:

LOCATED AT 1270 6TH AVE.
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THERE'S "KNOW-BUSINESS show business !

^ ,-...1... December

19 98

NieWs btcst lop 2»
.

.
. 'Gti''".'

protram ...30.3
Lux JVp^ 'scou'ls .

25.8

GoAIS^y'^ Z^^Z ... 238
Fibber & Mo''^

. 21 :6

Mystery Theatre
. 21.6

Bob Hope . 21.4
Walter Wlnchell ; 20.2

Mr. Keen . . .Inj^l-v" "^-f 2
Mr. District Attorney •••

j^g
putty's Tavern jg g
Inner Sanctum ^ - • •

jg.g

Phil Harii'-AUce lfay«- •

My Friend
'

" ; ... jgS
FBI in Peace »nd war..,-

Jack Benny • • • 19.2
CharVie McCarthy jgo
Mr. and Mrs. North ••••••

Fred Alien ••• i1 .8

Suspense •.• •

Original Amateur Hour.

194JI

ToInU
Ckante
+25
+ 59
_0.7
+ 3.1

—3.1
+3.2
+09

—22

17.8
+3.1

20
Amos 'n' Andy

n.6

)| TED MACK I
^

Pulses Top lOTV Ratings

the Towm" u„i!ke?hi u*""' '""owed by Ed SulHvn .^^.^"^ ^he-

'ailed to make ti,^ f
cos"y dram«H« Television

Boxing
Kraft TV Theatre
^e. the People
Small Fry Club

WNBT, Mondiy

VVCns-TV, Thm-.Mi.,y

HOUR X
An AmBticQn Imtitutm

- ^

RADIO CITY* ^
^^^^ SrS DEC. 16 10

MONTHS - ^^JfSS^JNIT BIGGER yTT^f^^
. RECEPTION 05 ^qUR

THAN A«^,^SlS STARTED

°«5'' 'OU^VE GOT

''SOIAETHWG^ _

Produced by the

MAJOR BOWES
STAFF

ON TELEVISION FOR OLD GOLD-

SUN.-7 to 8 p. m.
over WABD and
Tur niiMnMiT Tri

' v¥M,'i>i/. anil -—
^Ttr^niiMii'

'

THE DUMONT TELEVISION NETWORK
THE F/RST COASr-TO-COAST

TBEV/S/ON rtOOK-UP
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MARK
GOODSON

BILL

TODMAN
AND BILL TODMAN ^_ AND MARK GOODSON

CO-PRODUCERS OF

—HIT THE JACKPOT—
-TO OUR swell SPONSORS-

THE DE SOTO-PLYMOUTH DEALERS OF AMERICA

AND TO-

BBD&O-
FOR THEIR WONDERFUL COOPERATION!

I T ^ '^'^NY EXECUTIVES AND THE OTHERS WHO HAVE HELPED ON CBS

Also Producers of

"Winner Take All" (AM & PM), "Winner Take All" (TV), '^Beat The Clock"- All on CBS

HOWARD CONNELL - LOUIS COWAN - HARRY SALTER
FOR A GREAT YEAR!

Al Hollender - Bud Barry - Bob Kintner - Jack Turner - Charles Harrell - Read Wlqhtand the rest of ABC.

Thanks to Sponsors -Smith Bros., Eversharp, Shick, Old Gold, Speldel (in order ofthe.r quarter hours on the air!). And to their Agencies -S.SX. & B., The Blow CoCecil & Presbrey, Lennen and Mitchell.
'

Thanks to "MY WIFE" and mr fred alien.

AfARIT GOODSON
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fred alien

employed

by the

ford dealers

"No question though but that

ABC has n most engaging and
capable guy in Kiernan.J* He's
smooth or the ad lib,' pleasant

of voice : and appearance and
equally at home in the roles: of
newscaster, inter /iewer and em-
cee. ' ABC should make good
use of him." Doan, VARIETY.

"If Walter Kiernan* didn't

emerge as the greatest commen-
tator on the National Scene he
certainly is down in our book
as The Most liistenable . : .'We

make no claims to originality

when we repeat the boy is dyna-
mite.^' Weiss, RADIO DAILY.

"As a solo act I'd say he"* was
(radio's funniest performer—
without exception."

Anderson,
CLEVELAND PRESS.

"Walter Kiernan,* an un-

frocked newspaperman . . . a
personality who should be a
walloping success in the new
medium . . . poise and fluency."

Connxff,
JOURNAL-AMERICAN.

, Walter Kiernan's"- gab is ear-

srresting vis his WJZingers. I

liked his crack in the paper too
about the White House 'Wel-

come' mat still being therein
only 'Welcome' is. changed to
'Well'?" Winchell, MIRROR.

"He* has a witty, easy style,

and just as important, a sense
of good timing that puts him in
the class of topnotch entertaiur
.nent.' Mahoney,

SAN DIEGO UNION.

Available on ABC and ABC-TV

1948-A YEAR OF ACHIEVEMENT
1. Our best year of business in the face of multiplied com-

petition.

2. Consistent top audience ratings for our odvertisers.

3. Introduction of Faximile to Atlanta.

4. Completion and activation of o new and highly efficient
' 50 Lw. (am) transmitter.

5. A new and completely engineered building for television

operations, together with a 598-ft. tower, pylon and
antenna.

6. THE FIRST TELEVISION FOR THE DEEP SOUTH. -

1949-A YEAR OF OPPORTUNITY
Twenty-six years young is "The Voice of the South" ... a
pioneer in 1922 and still heading the procession twenty-six

years later. Programming Icnowrhow . . . engineering effi-

ciency . . . audience loyalty . . . industry consciousness . . .

agency confidence . . . sales productivity ... all these will

be maintained by a staff old with WSB and steeped in the tra-

dition and appreciation of this market.

WSB is as much Atlanta as the dogwood ... as much Georgia
OS red clay hills and piney woods. Only WSB can offer these
advantages in this market.

The Atlanta Journal Station

50,000 WATTS Wit^ 750 KILOCYCLESWSB
ATLANTA, GEORGIA

Represented Nationally by

Edward Pety & Co., nc.
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Skerman &C Marquette

ADVERTISING

CHICAGO • NEVYORK • HOLLYWOOD

PERCY FAITH
ON THE AIR

COCA-COLA
Sundays, 6:30 P.M., EST, CBS

Exclusive Management

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA
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EYE AND EAR SPECIALISTS
RADIO SHOWS

Bristol-Myers Company "Duffy's Tavern" NBC—Wed. 9:00-9:30 p.m. NYT
The Drackett Company 'Star Time with Dorothy KUgallen^' ABC-^Thurs. 10:45-11:00 a.m. NYT
General Electric Company "G-E House Party" ABC—Mon.-Fri. 3:30-4:00 p.m. NYT
General Foods Corporation 'The Aldrich Family' NBC—Thurs. 8:00-8:30 p.m. NYT

J> » »» "The Jack Carson Show" CBS—Fri. 8:00-8:30 p.m. NYT
if » >» "My Favorite Husband" CBS—Sat. 9:00-9:30 p.m. NYT
>y » »> "Gangbusters" CBS—Fri. 8:30-9:00 p.m. NYT

"The Meredith Willson Show" ABC—Wed. 10:30-11:00 p.m. NYT
It ff ft 1

"Professor Quiz" (Transcribed)

>t W tf "The Second Mrs. Burton" CBS—Mon.-Fri. 2:00-2:15 p.m. NYT
» ff ft "Sheb Wooley and His Calumet Indians" (Transcribed)

Gulf Oil Corporation "We, the People" CBS—Tues. 9 :00-9:30 p.m. NYT'

International Silver Company "The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet" NBC—Sun. 6:30-7:00 p.m. NYT

•Johnson & Johnson "It's Your Life" WMAQ, Chicago—Mon.-Fri. 11:15-11:30
a.m. CST

Lever Brothers Company "The Bob Hope Show" NBC—Tues. 9:00-9:30 p.m. NYT

Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. "Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts" CBS—Mon. 8:30-9:00 p.m. NYT

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company "Eric Sevareid and the News" CBS—Mon.-Fri. 6:00-6:15 p.m. NYT

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company "Dave Voile—Neivs" CBS—Mon.-Fri. 8:15-8:30 a.m. PST

Rosefield Packing Company "Skippy Hollywood Theatre" (Trans6ribed)

Sanforized Division of Cluett, Peabody Nancy Dixon series 9 local shows in 8 markets

TELEVISION SHOWS

Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co., Inc.

Cluett, Peabody & Co., Inc.

General Foods Corporation

Gulf Oil Corporation

Thomas J. Lipton, Inc.

Packard Motor Car Company

The Bigelow Show starring Dunninger-
Paul Winchell and Jerry Mdhoney NBt:—Thurs. 9:30-10:00 p.m. NYT

"The Arrow Show starring Phil Silvers" NBC—Thurs. 8 :00-8 :30 p.m. NYT

Author Meets the Critics" NBC—Sun. 8:00-8:30 p.m. NYT

*We, the People" CBS—Tues. 9:00-9:30 p.m. NYT

'The Gulf Road Show" starring Bob Smith
in WHAT'S NEW NBC—Thurs. 9:00-9:30 p.m. NYT

'Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts' CBS—Mon. 8:30-9:00 p.m. NYT

"The George Scotti Show" WWJ-TV (Detroit) Thurs. 8:00-8:30 p.m.

RADIO SPOT CAMPAIfiNS

The Borden Company

,

John F. Jelke Company

TELEVISION

SPOT GAMPAIGIIS

Centaur-Caldwell Div.

of Sterling Drug, Inc.

Life Savers Corporation

Duffy-Mott Company, Inc.

-Metropolitan Life

Insurance Company

General Foods Corporation

International Silver Company Purity Bakeries

General Foods Corporation Rath Packing Company

MoUe Brushless Shaving Cream

Simmons Company .

Young & Rubicam, Inc.

ADVERTISING

. New Yerk Chicoqo Detroit Hollywa«Mi ^

San Franciico Montreal Toronto'

. •'"Mexico City ..LoRdea ':
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MORTON DOWNEY
00^

Cm
HoH,

Texaco

Show

Ed Sullivan T.V. Show

Tues.>Thurs.-Sqt. ,

On NBC For "^^^

COCA-COLA Personal Publicity

Dorothy Ross

Tli« Mound**
Cleveland

Arthur Godfrey

y Sho

<P

Monagement

M.C.A.

MR. Jacqueline Susann Mrs. Irving Mansfield



MARY LIVINGSTONE
PHIL HARRIS
ROCHESTER
DENNIS DAY

and DON WILSON

Writers

SAM PERRIN

MILT JOSEFSBERG

GEORGE BALZER

JOHN TACKABERRY

.. Producer .

'

HILLIARD MARKS

Agency

BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE & OSBORN, INC.

Sp&nsor

lUCKY STRIKE CIGARETTES
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PIN DOWN THE BIG PACIFIC COAST WITH

MUTUAL-DON LEE
The World's Grealest Regional Network

ON r y BON I r K oa the Pac ifi, Coast lia. enough station, to
1
ck aM> yom mc-sifre item u lihm cveiy important btiyinff

maikot. Don Lee 45 blations...one in evci v ( ,(y ^^hel e
the oilier tliree Panfie Coast netvvo.ks have one-an.I to
cose, the n.i of the Paufie Coast, Don Lee has tidce
as many stafon. as tlie olhei thiee networks comhinvd
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to say, "Advertising will solve

your problems. Just buy some time on the air."

It's easy to say, but it isn't always true. For

advertising can be really effective only when

product and package are right— distribution

healthy— selling appeal sound.

This fact is acknowledged at WLW, and

service is geared to meet the issue squarely. There

arc facilities— not found at any other radio sta-

tion—to aid a manufacturer all along the line.

There is a "know how" peculiar to the area, and

man power adequate to help you reach a position

where advertising can really do a solid job.

HERE'S AN EXAMPLE:*

In 1943, the manufacturer of a proprietary doing

only a negligible business in the WLW area,

approached the station in regard to a radio cam-

paign. Upon our advice, he first signed with

WLW's Specialty Sales division to obtain distri-

bution. He then began his WLW campaign,

. sponsoring three early-morning quarter-hours per

week, using WLW's staff rural entertainers.

During the last live years, this advertiser has

been a steady, year-around advertiser on WLW's
early-morning schedule— is now sponsoring seven

quarter-hours per week—and has engaged the

services of Specialty Sales eight different times.

WLW's Drug Merchandising Department has

\ also given full support to this client, in the

matter of checks upon distribution and competi-

tive position, dealer and consumer attitudes, the

design and distribution of display material, etc.

The result? Sales have increased steadily in the

WLW 4-State area— have now reached a total

more than thirty times greater than when the

advertiser began his WLW campaign in 1943.

And he has used no other media in this area.

Yes, The Nation's Station can help you solve

your selling problem in many, many ways. And
when you have solved it for WLW-land, you

pretty well know the answers for the nation. For

WLW's Merchandise-Able Area is a true cross

section of America. A vast territory where almost

fourteen million people live—an area which is

covered by one station as a network covers the

nation. An ideal proving ground for products

and ideas. A proving ground for success.

*Name on request

WLW
THE NATION'S MOST MERCHANDISE-ABLE STATION
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AM-FM-Television

MARY MARGARET
McBRIDE

RADIO-TELEVISION

' Exclusive Managtment

ESTELLA H. KARN
49 West 45 St.

NEW YORK CITY

New York Rangers

HOOKEY for SCHAEFER BEER

Naw York Gtonts

FOOTBALL for SCHAEFER BEER

mm BASEBAir ^.rss
"TAKE A TIP FROM ME"

"WARM-UP TIME". "SPORTS EXTRA"

"TODAY'S SPORTS"
for participating ailvertim
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It's a Treat instead of a Treatment

AmericaV largest selling disinfectant

a concentrated germ-killer John Citizen has Switched to

Dream girl, dream girl, ;

Beautiful Girl . . »<

Newspapers .

.

'^Give light and the people

will find their own way'' Everything GOOD for your car!

% the way.

.

.

« not, wouldn't it hp » „ ^ •

,

• 308 JV.Roj^ Drive Be . „""ve, Beverly Hi,,, c,^^^^^

The Man who Cares says
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///

/

Five times weekly for RCA-Victor

WBKB since Oct. 13, 1947

NBC TV Network Now

Music by Jack Fascioato

iProduced by Beulah Zachary

for J. Walter Thompson

Directed by Lewis Gomavitz
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TRUTH
OR

CONSEQUENCES
FOR

DUZ
NBC

Saturdays

RALPH EDWARDS

THIS IS

YOUR LIFE
FOR

PHILIP MORRIS
NBC

Tuesdays
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margaret whtttng

Happy New Year! Everybody I
f

JERRY COLONNA

Congratulations, f^bmm i
f



FRED WARING
and the

PENNSYLVANIANS

\
ONE OF

AMERICAS GREAT
RADIO INSTITUTIONS
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THINKING OF

on its glorious 43rd Anniversary, vo^re reminded of the variety of radio

clients we serve, and the variety of talents we feature in the variety of net-

ivork programs we produce in the great world ofenterUunment—for which

the magazine Variety is such an important, able and lively spokesman.

]»(pCAIVN-Kni€KSOX
KETWOBK , PBOGRAMS

ARTHUR GODFREY
TIME... CBS

BREAKFAST CLUB... ABC
DR. CHRISTIAN... CBS
GRAND CENTRAL

STATION... CBS
HARVEST OF STARS... CBS
KYSEWS COLLEGE OF FUN
AND KNOWLEDGE... ABC

LITTLE HERMAN . . . ABC
STRAIGHT ARROW...MBS
TED MALONE... ABC
THE SHERIFF... ABC

Televiiion

THE SWIFT SHOW. . .NBC

McCANM-ERICKSON RADIO AND TELEVISION CLIENTS
American MolasscA Go.

Altes Brewing Co.

Beverwyck Breweries, Inc.

Bosco Company
Briggg Mfg. Co.

Broadway Dept. Stores

Brush Development Co.

California Packing Corp.

California.Walnut Grower*
Association

Chase Candy Co.

Ghesebrough Mfg. Co., ConsM
Chrysler Corporation

Coldstream Products Co. :

Columbia Records Inc.

Consolidated Edison Co. :

'

of New York
Cowles Magazines, Inc.

W. p. Fuller & Co.

Ceneral Brewing Co.

Gluek Brewing Co.

International Harvester Co.

John Hancock Mutual
Life Insurance Co.

Junket Brand Foods
Lehn & Fink Products Corp^ :

Leisy Brewing Co.

Milk Foundation, Inc.

Minneapolis Gas Light Co.

National Biscuit. Co.

National City Bank of

Cleveland
Northland Milk & Ice

Cream Co.

Northwestern Electric Go.

The Ohio Bell Telephone Co.

Pacific Coast Borax Co.

Pacific Power & Light Co.

Perfection Stove Co,

Pillsbury Mills, Inc.

Portland Gas & Coke Go.

Richman Brothers Co,

San Francisco Baseball Club •

The Soil-Off Company
The Si O. S. Gompany
Southern California Gas Co*
Soutbci'n Counties Gas Go.
Standard Oil Go. (Indiana)

The Standard Oil Co. (Ohio)

Swift & Company
Trans-Canada Air Lines
Twin City Federal

Savings & Loan Association
'

Westinghouse Electric Corp.

*Start8 February 7.

M«CANN-ERICKSON iQ^fW'/rjfh^ • NfwYork • Chicaga

San Francisco • Boston • Cleveland • Detroit • Minneapolis • Los Angeles • Hollywood • Portland

Toronto • Montreal • Winnipeg • Vancouver • London • Paris • Buenos Aires • Rio de Janeiro

Sao Paulo • Montevideo • Santiago • Lima • Bogota • Caracas • Mexico City • San Ja^n * Havana

MILDRED FENTON PRODUCTIONS. Inc.

40 East 49th Street

NEW YORK CITY

Telephone

PLaza 9-8266

LAWRENCE and LEE
Persond/ Manogemenf:

NAT WOLFF

For t/ie Theatre:

HAROLD FREEDMAN
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mmmm
m HIS ROYAL mmm

Currently At The

ROOSEVELT HOTEL
NEW YORK
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Edward H. Weiss
and

Marvin L. Mann

OF Weiss & Geller Advertising, Chicago

Congratulate Variety

on its 43rd birthday
me tool

Groucho Marx Show

"You Bet Your Lite"

ABC Network

9:30 P.M., E.S.T.

for .

Elgin American

"MY FRIEND IRMA"
CBS Monday Evening

"LIFE WITH LUIGI"
CBS Tuesday Evening

Created By CY HOWARD
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Dear Radio Editors:

Columnists:

Critics:

My warmest thanks for your

having voted me the No. 1 spot

forgirl singersfor the 8th con-

secutiveyearinyourannualpolL

Gratefully^

DINAH SHORE
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THE GOOD

NEIGHBOR STATION"

WINDSOR and DETROIT

SOMO VfATT POWER
in Um, middle, tUe dial ai 800 he

To keep ahead of the expanding needs of

radio advertiser* in the*Detroit area — to pro-

gressively serve our ever-growing audience —
and to strengthen our already enviable posi-

tion in public service, CKLW will soon increase

its broadcasting power to 50,000 watts, at 800
kc. Only one other radio station in this region

will be so equipped. Watch for formal an-

nouncement of this Greater Voice, fostering

Good Will on both sides of the border.

PIlEflPENT

GKLW-Muiual Broadcasting System

HAPPY NEW YEAR
FROM

JIMMY

BLADE
AND HIS

MUSIC

WMAQ- 6:00-6:15 P.M.

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
'

FOR

Chicago Motor Club

6th YEAR

COMPLETE ADVERTISING FACILITIES

including RADIO AND TELEVISION
SEASON'S GREETINGS

JACK BRICKHOUSE

WGN

W6N-TV

mm
new york~chicago-los angeles
minneapolis'-oklahom^ city-toronto
montreal ~ london - rio de janeiro

Stockholm;

Hi GUYS!

'SUDS lEBKEl'

CHICAGO'S "WAX MUSEUM"

GREETINGS FROM TELEVISION

CLAUDE KIRCHNER
RADIO CHICAGO
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AND WE APPRECIATE IT!

appreciate the hard work of aU the people who work ph these shows

with us, as well as th« work of the principals themselves. The same goes for

the folks on thej^gional programs we haiidle, and mc spot accounts, too. Thanks to

each and every one of you! ^-

The Staff of
"

tATTEN/ BARTON, DURSTINC & OSBORN; Inc. f ^

NEW YORK • BOSTON • BUFFALO • CHICAGO • CIEVEIAND * ntTSBUft^
t J

MINNCAPOUl • SAN FKANCISCQ • MOUYWOOO • l^S AN6ELES • DETROIT



"Be Qood % yo44nuH"

IS THE

HEW YEAR WISH OF

DON MCNEILL
TOASTMASTER OF THE

1 6th YEAR

SPONSORED COAST TO COAST

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

ADC, 8 to 9 a. m., G. S. T.

SWIFT - PHIICO

GENERAL MILLS

GREETINGS

FROM

PATSY LEE

HAPPY NEW YEAR

FROM

SAM COWLING

"BREAKFAST CLUB"



TO

THE PRESS • THE RADIO EDITORS • THE

BROADCASTERS • THE AMERICAN LEGION •

DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS • AMVETS

• THE VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS • AND

THE NATIONAL RETAIL DRY GOODS ASSOC.

FOR

MAKING POSSIBLE THE "BIGGEST XMAS PARTY IN THE WORLD"

IN OUR 5tli ANNUAL DRIVE to "GIVE A GIFT TO A YANK WHO GAVE"



Season^s Greetings

MOLLY
PICON

BROADCASTING FOR

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEt

16th CONSECUTIVE YEAR

Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

DWIGHT
WEIST

-ALWAYS NEEDSJ^ HAIRCUT-

But he has packaged three television

shows that are definitely not long hair.

IIFEATURE STORY"

"WHERE IS IT"

"WHAT'S NEW"

M. C on

"WE THE PEOPLE"
for GULF OIL on CBS
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EW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • Wf
WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW

E

E

WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW
EW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • Wl

WNEW • WNEW . WNEW • WNEW
EW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • Wf

WNEM
«

E

WNEW * WNE^

iW • WNEW • V|

WNEW • WNEM

WNEW • WNE\

V • WNEW

«

WNEW • WNE\

EW • WNEW • \

WNEW • WNEV

GREATER NEW YORK'S

FAVORITE STATION FOR

MUSIC AND NEWS

ON THE AIR 24 HOURS A DAY

^NEW • WNEW
V . WNEW • Wl

^NEW • WNEW
W • WNEW • Wl

fNEW • WNEW
^ • WNEW • wr

/NEW • WNEW
V • WNEW * wr

^NEW • WNEW
' WNEW • W
NEW • WNEW
• WNEW • W

/NEW -WNEW
y •WNEW ' WI

WNEW • WNEW 'WNEW • WNEW* WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW
EW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW * WNEW • WNEW * WNEW • WNEW • Wr

WNEW * WNEW • WNEW • WNEW * WNEW • WNEW * WNEW * WNEW
EW * WNEW • WNEW * WNEW • WNEW* WNEW * WNEW * WNEW *W
WNEW * WNEW * WNEW • WNEW * WNEW * WNEW * WNEW • WNEW
EW * WNEW • WNEW * WNEW * WNEW • WNEW • WNEW * WNEW •W
WNEW * WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW * WNEW * WNEW * WNEW
EW * WNEW • WNEW * WNEW * WNEW • WNEW * WNEW* WNEW • Wl

WNEW * WNEW * WNEW * WNEW • WNEW * WNEW * WNEW * WNEW
W • WNEW * WNEW * WNEW * WNEW * WNEW * WNEW * WNEW * Wf
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you bet we believe

THE

EDDIE CANTOR SHOW
FRIDAY NIGHT NBC

Sponsored by PABST BLUE RIBBON

DRAMA!

THIS IS YOUR F.B.I.

FRIDAY NIGHT ABC
Sponsored by The Equitable Life AssuronCil

Society of the U.S.

and Produced by Jerry Devine.

THE METROPOLITAN OPERA

AUDITIONS OF THE AIR

SUNDAY AFTERNOON ABC
Sponsored by Farnsworth Television & Radio

Corporation (Makers of Capehart Television

Receivers and Phonograph-Radios)

HOUYWOOD AND NEW YORK

JIM AMECHE

IN RADIO . . .

IN VIDEO . . .

IN CHICAGO . . .

Season's Greetings

Hen's Hoping You "Strike It Rich" in 1949

TOD RUSSELL
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'

AIR FEATURES, inc.

WORLD'S LARGEST ADMINISTRATORS OF RADIO PROGRAMS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES OF "HUMMERT SHOWS"

PROGRAM SPONSOR TIME NETWORK

AMERICAN ALBUM OF FAMILIAR MUSIC. Sterling Drug Inc. 9:30-10:00 P.M. NBC-Sunday

MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUND Sterling Drug Inc. 9:00-9:30 P.M, NBC-Sunday

MYSTERY THEATRE Sterling Drug Inc. 8:00-8:30 P.M. CBS-Tuesday

MR. CHXmELEON Sterling Drug Inc. 8:00-8.30 P.M. CBS-Wednesday

MR. KEEN, TRACER OF LOST PERSONS Whitehall Pharmacal Co. 8:30-9:00 P.M. CBS-Thursday

ROMANCE OF HELEN TRENT Whitehall Pharmacal Co. 12:30-12:45 P.M. CBS-MTWTF

QUR GAL SUNDAY Whitehall Pharmacal Co. 12:45-1:00 P.M. CBS-MTWTF

BACKSTAGE WIFE Sterling Drug Inc. 4:00-4:15 P.M. NBC-MTWTF

STELLA DALLAS Sterling Drug Inc. 4:15-4:30 P.M. NBCMTWTF

LORENZO JONES Sterling Drug Inc. 4:30-4:45 P.M. NBC-MTWTF

YOUNG WIDDER BROWN Sterling Drug Inc. 4:45-5:00 P.M. NBC-MTWTF

JUST PLAIN BILL Whitehall Pharmacal Co. 5:30-5:45 P.M. NBC-MTWTF

FRONT PAGE FARRELL . Whitehall Pharmacal Co: 5:45-6:00 P.M. NBC-MTWTF

Above Programs Sponsored by Clients of

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc.

LORA LAWTON B. T. Babbitt, Inc. 11:45-12:00 NOON NBC-MTWTF

DAVID HARUM B. T. Babbitt, Inc. .3:00-3:15 P.M. CBS-MTWTF

Above Programs Sponsored by Client of

Duane Jones Company, Inc.

All the Above Shows Are Written and Produced

Under the Supervision of

FRANK AND ANNE HUMMERT



THE

EDDIE CANTOR SHOW
FRIDAY NIGHT NBC

Sponsored by PABST BLUE RIBBON

THIS ISYOURF.B.I.
FRIDAY NieHT ABC

Sponsored by The Equitable life Assurant)^

Society of the U. S.

and Produced by Jerry Deyine.

THE METROPOUTAN OPERA

AUDITIONS OF THE AIR

SUNDAY AFTERNOON ABC
Sponsored by Farnsworth Television & Radio

Corporation (Makers of Capehart Television

Receivers and Phonograph-Radios)

ilOUYWOOD AND NIW YORK

IN RADIO . . .

IN VIDEO . . .

IN CHICAGO . . .

Season's Greetings

Here's Hoping You "Strike It Ridf" in 1949

TOD RUSSELL
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AIR FEATURES, inc.

WORLD'S LARGEST ADMINISTRATORS OF RADIO PROGRAMS

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES OF "HUMMERT SHOWS"

PROGRAM SPONSOR TIME NETWORK

AMERICAN ALBUM OF FAMILIAR MUSIC Sterling Drug Inc. 9:30-10:00 P.M. NBC-Surtday

MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUND Sterling Drug Inc. 9:00-9:30 P.M. NBC-Sunday

MYSTERY THEATRE Sterling Drug Inc. 8:00-8:30 P.M. CBS-Tuesday

MR. CHAMELEON Sterling Drug Inc. ,8:00-8:30 P.M, CBS-Wednesday

MR. KEEN, TRACER OF LOST PERSONS Whitehall Pharmacal Co. 8:30-9:00 P.M. CBS-Thursday

ROMANCE OF HELEN TRENT Whitehall Pharmacal Co. 12:30-12:45 P.M. CBS-MTWTF

QUR GAL SUNDAY Whitehall PharmaCal Co. 12:45-1:00 P.M. CBS-MTWTF

BACKSTAGE WIFE Sterling Drug Inc.

.

4:00-4:15 P.M. NBC-MTWTF

STELLA DALLAS Sterling Drug Inc. 4:15-4:30 P.M. NBCMTWTF

LORENZO JONES Sterling Drug Inc. 4:30-4:45 P.M. NBC-MTWTF

YOUNG WIDDER BROWN Sterling Drug Inc. 4:45-5:00 P.M. NBC-MTWTF

JUST PLAIN BILL Whitehall Pharmacal Co. 5:30-5:45 P.M. NBC-MTWTF

FRONT PAGE FARRELL Whitehall Pharmacal Co: 5:45-6:00 P.M. NBC-MTWTF

Above Programs Sponsored by Clients of

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc.

LORA LAWTON B. T. Babbitt, Inc. 11:45-12.00 NOON NBC-MTWTF

DAVID HARUM B. T. Babbitt, Inc. ,3:00-3:15 P.M. CBS-MTWTF

Above Programs Sponsored by Client of

Duane Jones Company, Inc.

All the Above Shows Are Written and Produced

Under the Supervision of

FRANK AND ANNE HUMMERT
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"MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM"

WNEW— New York

SYa Hours Ddily

Starting 15th Year

"CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB"

N.B.C.

starting 5th Year

MARTIN BLOCK

LEFT TO RIGHT:

(((Row—
Riehtrd Kollmar

(Boiton Blackie)

Guy Lembardo
Ronald Colman
W«yn* King

2nd Row—
D«v!d Rosi

Kenny Baker

Barclay Allen

frtddy Martin

Jrd Row—
Barty Wood
Larry Douglai

Franldyn MaeCormaeli

MalrgaratWhUIng

4th Row—
Goodman Ac*

Jan* Ac*

.

Milton CroH
Vincent Lopei

S«h Row—
Jackson Beck

(Philo Vance)
Donna Dae
Pappy Cheihir*

Nancy Event

ilh Row-
Nancy Pepper,

Jimmy Wallington

Paula Kelly

Sam Baiter

TthRow—
The Four Modernairei

IthRow—
Marty Gold
Stan Frittt

Charlie Koenig
NeliLaakio

(of th* Korn Kobblert]

9th Row—
Lightning Jim
Alan Courtney*

Howard McElroy*

Eddie Grotto'"

|*ot th* Korn KobblertI



DAYTIME PROGRAMS

f^ANCER

jplTZGERALD

AMPLE, INC.

Radio
and Television

BACKSTAGE WIFE*

BETTY CROCKER MAGAZINE OF THE AIRt

BRIDE AND GROOM

FRONT PAGE FARRELL*

JUST PLAIN BILL*

LIGHT OF THE WORLDt

LORENZO JONES*

MA PERKINS (CBS)t

MA PERKINS (NBC)t

OUR GAL SUNDAY*

ROMANCE OF HELEN TRENT*
.

STELLA DALLAS*

THE BRIGHTER DAYt

YOUNG WIDDER BROWN*

ZEKE MANNERSt

NIGHTTIME PROGRAMS

AMERICAN ALBUM OF FAMILAR MUSIC*

BEULAHt

MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUND*

MR. CHAMELEON*

m. KEEN*

MUSIC FROM THE HEART OF AMERICAt

MYSTERY THEATER*

THE LONE RANGERt

THE JACK SMITH SHOWt

TELEVISION PROGRAMS

FALSTAFF SPORTSt

MARY KAY AND JOHNNY!

OKAY MOTHER

- SMALL FRY CLUBt

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO

"^A Frank and Anne Hummert Production

tShow Productions, Inc.
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Season's Greetings

BOB HOPE

JAY SIMS Speaking,

*for MOTION PICTURES
Exclusive World News Commentator For

NEWS OF THE DAY
An M-G-M Release

104 Issues Each Year

Film Shorts

Commercial Films

*for RADIO
HIT PARADE
JACK BENNY
ANDRE KOSTELANETZ

*for TELEVISION
LS/MFT!

*for TRANSCRIPTIONS
SAMUEL GOLDWYN
AMERICAN AIRLINES

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
REPUBLIC PICTURES

Management — MARTIN GOODMAN

With the b0^dt

in TV films...

NOW . . . serving 95% of

all TV stations daily.

Our sponsors include: Phiico

Dealers, R.C.A. Victor Dis-

tributors, Fischer Baking Co.,

General Foods, leafmint

Gum.

"The Man from Scotland

Yard". New television film

mystery series. First 1 3 now
ovoilable.

We serve yoo with the larg-

est TV film library in the

industry.

Send for our illustrafed

film lists

BILL SLATER
FREELANCE

Radio

Television

Recordings

147 East 50th Street

New York 22, N. Y.
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Eddie Albert Claude Raim ' Marlcne Dietrich Ray MtUand

h

Janet Blair

A Sincere 'Well Done''

to all the Players and Participants in

THE FORD THEATER

AND

John Garfield
THE FORD Television THEATER

Dorothy McGuire

Joan Lorring

Both^roducttms under the supervision of Kenyan & E^khardt Inc.

FLETCHER MARKLE. , . . Birector-TKarralor

CY FEUER . . . , , , Composcr-Comluctor

VINCENT MgCONNOR . , \ . Script Editor

IAN M. SMITH ...*... Continuity

NELSON CASE . Announcer

THE FORD THEATER

9:00 P.M. (EST) Fridays

CBS

MARC DANIELS , . . , , \ , , Director

CY FEUER . ,. t , • » Composer-Conductor

SAMUEL lEVE . . . , . . . . Settings

NELSON CASE Announcer

THE FORD TELEVISION THEATER

7:30 P.M. (EST) Sundays (once a month)

CBS TV

Burt Lancaster
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WORLD
VIDEO

ON THREE MAJOR NETWORKS!

-NBC, Saturday, 8:30-9:00 P.M. (Live).

Starring EDDIE CONDON and GUEST ARTISTS

-ABC/ Sunday, 8:30-9:00 P.M. (Live).

[19

-CBS, Sunday, 8:30-9:00 P.M. (Live).

Sponsored by GENERAL ELECTRIC

^iioW

-NBC, Thursday, 7:15-7:30 (Film),

Starring FAYE EMERSON

WORLD VIDEO, INC.
718 MADISON AVE,

NEW YORK 21, N. Y.
REGENT 4-6615

PARIS LONDON

BRg Promote In

fThe Right Places!

Over TSjOOO people a day see this KQV spectacular

on one of the busiest comers in downtown Pitts-

burgh. This steady, round-the-clock, round-the-

calendar effort pays off in ratings . . . ratings that

make KQV one of the country's outstanding

stations for local and national spot revenue.

KQV
PITTSBURGH'S AGGRESSIVE

RADIO STATION
Basic Mvtu^l Network • Nat'l. Reps. WEED & CO.

JOHNNY OLSEN . . . RADIO-STAGE-TELEVISION . . . JOHNN

SEN . . . RADIO-STAGE-TELEVISION , . . JOHNNY OLSEN

GE-TELEVISION . . . JOHNNY OLSEN . . . RADIO-STAGE-TE

ADI0-STA6E-TELEVISION . . . JOHNNY OLSEN . . . RADIO-

NNY OLSEN . . . RADIO-STAGE-TELEVISION . . . JOHNNY 0

VISION ... JOHNNY OLSEN . . . RADIO-STAGE-TELEVISI

JOHNNY OLSEN , . . RADIO-STAGE-TELEVISION . . . JOHNN

SEN . . . RADIO-STAGE-TELEVISION^N . JOHNNY OLSEN

GE-TELEVISION . . . JOHNNY 5^

ADIO-STAGE-TELEVISIO^

NNY OLSEN .

VISION .

johnnX

SEN

6E-TELE\N

ADIO-STAG>

NNY OLSEN .>

VISION . , .

PADIO-STAGE-TE

IN . . . RADIO-

. JOHNNY p

-TELEVISI

. . JOHNN

5Y OLSEN

Vage-te

. RADIO-

JOHNNY 0

RADIO-STAGE-TELEVISI

JOHNNY OLSEN :\ ^^O-STAGE-TELEVISION . i . JOHNN

SEN . . . RADIO^AGE-TELEVISION . , . JOHNNY OLSEN

GE-TELEVISION . . . JOHNNY OLSEN ... RADIO-STAGE-TE

ADIO-STAKJE-TELEVISION . . . JOHNNY OLSEN , . . RADIO-

NNY OLSEN . . . RADIO-STAGE-TELEVISION . . . JOHNNY 0

VISION ... JOHNNY OLSEN . . . RADlO-STAGE-TELEVISI

JOHNNY OLSEN . . . RADIO-JBIAGE-IELEVISION . . . JOHNN

SEN . . . RADlb-SIAGE-TELEVISION . . . JOHNNY OLSEN

GE-TELEVISION . . . JOHNNY OLSEN . . . RADIO-STAGE-TE

ADIO-STAGE-TELEVISION . . . JOHNNY OLSEN . . . RADIO-

NNY OLSEN . . . RADIO-SIAGE-TELEVISION . . . JOHNNY 0
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LOVE AND KISSES

EDGAR and CHARLIE
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Wednesday, January 5, 1949

JOHN REED KING
Master of Ceremony

"GIVE AND TAKE"

SATURDAYS—CBS

"MISSUS GOES A-SHOPPING"

MONDAY THRir SATURDAY—CBS

"GO FOR THE HOUSE"

SUNDAYS—ABC

"THREE'S A CROWD"

SATURDAYS—WOR

CongratuUaions P^KIETY

€Y HAKRICE

ANNOUNCING

Walter Winchell

Sherlock Holmes

The Thin Man

Meet the Boss

Quick as a Flash

William L. Shirer

Portia Faces Life

What Makes You Tick

JACK
MILLER

Musical Director

THE ALDRICH FAMILY

Thursdays 8:00-8:30 P.M., EST

NBC

HANK SYLVERN
CONDUCTOR COMPOSER

BOB HAWK SHOW

MQREY AMSTERDAM SHOW

BOSTON JLAGKIE

STRIKE )t rich

M-G-M TRANSCRIBED FEATURES

SAM GOLDWYN TRANSCRIPTIONS

NICK CARTER

PHILO *VANCE

REPUBLIC PICTURES^Spot Announcements

MYSTERIOUS TRAVELER

CALLING ALL GIRLS

THIS IS OUR CAUSE

BREAK THE BANK

ARTHUR GODFREY TALENT SCOUTS

ARTHUR GODFREY TIME

Top Ttdenil

Bill Stern

Mary Anderson

Patricia Bright

Harriet Van Home

Vinton Hayworth

Top Writersl

Alton Alexander

Bernard Oougal

Priscilla Kent

Mort Lewis

Larry Markes

• • • •

Top TV Shows!

Hollywood

Screen Test

Starring

Neil Hamilton
WJZ-TV
ABC-TV NatwQrk
Sunday, 8-8:30 P.M.

Tales of

The Red Caboose

Sponsored by

Lionel Trains
WJZ-TV
ABC-TV Network
Friday. 7:30-7:4S P.M.

In Preparation :

Ghost In the House
starring

Mary Anderson

Tops

In Radio

And Television

• * • •

LESTER LEWIS

ASSOCIATES
1 Christopher Street

New York 14, N. V,

WAtkins 4-8582



"HERB SHRINER TIME"
FOR ALKA-SELTZER

Mon. through Fri., 5:45 to 6:00 P.M., EST

CBS
Produced by LOUIS G. COWAN

Currently Appearing 36th WEEK

"INSIDE U.S.A."
AAAJESTIC THEATRE, New York

My sincere thanks to the radio editors of America who
voted me the "MOST PROMISING STAR OF TOMOR-
ROW" in the 13th Annual Radio editors' poll conducted
by Motion Picture Daily for Fame Magazine.

Personal Management:
TED ASHLEY

Direction:

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Public Relations:

SID BAKAL



f^'' CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUR
MONDAY - WEDNESDAY - FRIDAY

7:00 - 7:15 P.M.

NBC
Coasf to Coast

for COLUMRIA RECORDS

MITCHELL AYRES
GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION

THOMAS G ROCKWELL, President

NEW YORK •CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD - CINCINNATI .lONDOri

A MILLION THANKS TO .

.

THE NEW YORK YANKEES
for the Privilege of Airing Their Baseball and Football Gomet

THE GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR CO.
For the World Series (MBS)

All-Star Game (MBS)

Rose Bowl (CBS)

Army-Navy (MBS)

BALLANTINE ALE AND BEER
For Yankee Baseball and Football (WINS) - WOR - FM

WHITE OWL CIGARS
Yankee Baseball Games (WINS) - WOR — FM ^

White Owl Smoker (NBC)

CHESTERFIELD CIGARETTES
Football Television (CBS)

CAMEL CIGARETTES
Basketball (CBS)

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS
Sports Reel

MEL ALLEN



Progress can mean a lot of things in'a year's time. New studios—new programs
—new business-new technical facilities -even magical new call letters are

all part of the past year's advancements forWMGM, the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

radio station in New York;

The staticHi which has always catered to New York's

particular program tastes, with top sports cover-

age, dominant news reporting, and delightful

entertainment around the clock, has added bright

new shows— sparkling audience participation

shows ^nd many other distinctive features from

WMGM's new million^doUar Fifth Avenue studios/

plus a parade of showmanship from Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer in Hollywood,.

Already one of the nation's top-powered stations,

WMGM has improved its technical leadership over

competing stations through all-new, higher-fidelity

input equipment throughout, through acoustically-

perfected studios, lending sharp new brilliance of

signal over the most populous, most prosperous

market on earth. Duplication of programs on

WMGM-FM, too, now gives WMGM advertisers

redoubled impact in the New York area.

iN^motion

Proven (by Billboard Radio Promotion Awards for

the past two successive years) the pace-setter in

promoting radio programs and the products they

advertise right up to the point-of-purchase,WMGM
played true-to-form in telling the world about its

new studios and new call letters—in the press and

over the air, on the screen and everywhere!

Two hundred thirty-seven advertisers have chosen

WMGM- for their broadcast campaigns during the

past year. Most of them—and many new ohes—are

continuing right on through 1949. Only results can

bring them back like that—results in terms of

listeners, or in terms of mail pull, or, most impor>

tant, in casA sales oftheproducts you want to selL

Yes, in N«w York, the progressive station, the well-programmed, the promotion'Wise,

the preferred station is the powerful WMGM.

'

50,000 WATTS
1050 KCS. CLEAR CHANNEL
WMGM-FM 100.3 MC.

711 FIFTH AVENUE

MURRAY HILL 8-1000
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GEORGE and GRAGIE
"The People Who Live in the Burns House

On the air again for

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE

Thursday Evenings

Over NBC

8:30 EASTERN STANDARD TIME

Written by Paul Henning and Keith Fowler

Season's

Greetings TO ALL MY FRIENDS

..^HISPEWNG CI

S^^'^^^UnWe.- Short.

March of T-m.

Columbia
Shorts

Univarsal
H«wi

LANGiWOllTlV_A

TBANSCRIPTIOHS

t600
Stations!

CONCWT
r'nTsYmp''^"^

,
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Happy birthday to you

happy birthday ta you

happy birthday,

Var-i-ety

Happy birthday to you:t

(43rcl that is, froin

Footey Cone
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BEST WISHES

to

ON ITS

43rd ANNIVERSARY

HARRY WISMER
Director of Sports

AMltRICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY

People Say WCFL,

The Voice of Labor,

in CHICAGO is

ONE
GRAND
STATION

, . . not only becaiise it is 1000

on the dial, but also because

it's ONE GRAND STATION

for Power—50,000 Watts—

for Programming, and for a

big PLUS in listener loyalty.

"AT YOUR REQUEST"

ROSEMARY WAYNE
"The Gal Who Makes the Hitsr

WJJD • WAIT • CHICAGO

Personal Management: SAM Dl CARA

'IT'S A BIC, WIDE, WONDERFUL WORLD
ALICE PEARCE JOHN ROX

IMr. atd Mrs.)



Congratulations

On Another Great Year

CARRY MOORE
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The borderline between competitive items is often mighty slim.

But not WSM promoted goods. They carry a strong stamp, of

approval. You can't see it, but you can sure feel it in sales. Be-

cause the WSM audience believes in WSM. hence in what is

WSM-advertised.

Since 1925, WSM has carefully and painstakingly built this

^acceptance.

It has grown into a power of far more importance to adver-

tisers than our 50,000 watts, our clear channel or our audience

of millions.

NASHVILLE
MMRr:»aNI,«(K. M'ir. • 'MVtN* WAUAH, C»iii.M«r. > ISWARD PIIRV aCO.> Nallml llo.

St,*Ot WAtTI * Cll«ll CHANNIl > «JI KIIOC VCIII • NIC Aff lilATI

WDEL
WILMINGTON

OEIA.

WCAL
LANCASTER

PENNA.

WKBO
HARRISBURG

PENNA.

WRAW
READING
PENNA.

WORK
YORK
PENNA.

WEST
EASTON

STEINMAN STATIONS

Clair R, McCollough, Managing Direcfor

«.p..e..d<.K ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
Chicogb San Franclico New York Los Angeles

THE MAN OF A THOUSAND NIGHTS . .

.

JERRY SAXON
WIND

CHICAGO'S "NIGHTWATCH" VOICE

K
A

o

PAUL
BARNES
Annonncer, Narrator,

, AeAor

Creating All Characlers

on
^'Calling All Dotecilves"

. W«X .
.

Chieaga

G
R

K
T
I

m
G

GREETINGS

CHICAGO RADIO COUNCIL

STATION ^ B E Z ~ ''-^

GEORGE JENNINGS - Director

JOHN J. ANTHONY
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Stfop The Musics

policy

is stiU in force

-—deliver

tlie listeners

* . • more

every week,

week after week

Howard Conneix - Louis G. Cowan, inc. Mark Goodson



^
BILL KEMP

WALLY CROUTER

Want to catch the "hep" crowd?
HOP THE C¥M BANDWAGONl

When it comes to providing lively programs

that keep the customers happy, CFRB is right

in there pitching!

Takft "Club Crosby" for instance — Bing's

Bmooth crooning on this new Saturday after*

noon show is keeping the kids banging over

their radios.

Then there's Wally Croutcr's "Top o' the

Morning" program—it's the first thing listeners

reach for when they stumble out of bed in

the morning.

Bill Kemp dishes out hot music and bright

chatter on his twice-daily "Kemp Calling"

—

and what Bill doesn't know about hot music

isn't worth knowing; You won't need a second

look at the program ratings of these shows to

know they have what it takes to please a large

group of lisleiiers.

The CroS)by,,Crouter and Kemp shows, with

their vfidt appeal to the younger crowd and
to women in the home, represent just one

phase of CFRB's balanced programming. CFRB
reaches a larger and more varied audience than

any other station in Ontario. So no matter what
type of listener you wish to reach, CFRB is

unquestionably your No. 1 radio advertising

buy in Canada's INo. I market!

CFRB
ONTARIO'S
FAVOURITE
RADIO
STATION

Representatives—United.States: Adam J. Young Jr. Inc. Canada: All-Canoda Radio Facilities ltd«>-

How Shelley vould have loved us ! He

dreamed "of some world far from ours,

where music and moonlight and feeling

are one."And today, to find that vorldt

be would have only to turn the dial o(

his radio to WQXR and WQXR-FM.

That's what more than half;* million

New York families do every day; And

they keep their dials glued so con-

stantly toWQXR andWQXR-FM. no

other stations caii. reach them so cffcC'

lively^ Choice families, these are . . .who

love good things as they love good

music, and. can afford to .buy them.

Advertisers know them as one of the

choicest markets within this biggest of

all markets. Let us show you how to

mix music and moonlight and feeling,

into more business for YOU.

AND WQXR-FM

RADIO STATIONS OF THt NEW VORK TIME*

JIM CAMPBELL
CBS, Chicago

Radio Films Recordings

Best Wishes to P^ESlf

DAN SEYMOUR

DAVE CARROWAY
LISTENER'S FAVORITE DISK JOCKEY
DISK JOCKS FAVORITE DISK JOCKEY

1948 RADIO MIRROR POLL
1948 BILLBOARD POLL

PEACE

NBC SUNDAY
10:^0 P.M. CST
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GREETINGS

JACK BARRY
JUVENILE JURY"

LIFE BEGINS AT 80"

BAY

ON TV

FROM COAST TO COAST
Films Made Especially for Television From the Studios of

STATE FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.

. BOSTON
T«l.

Hancock 6-8904

STUDIOS AND LABORATORIES IN

SPRINGFIELD

Tel.

3-2932

NEW YORK
Toi.

HA. 9-4955

Remember the story about . .

.

Fulton's steam boat that grew into

the big ocean liner ?

The huge beauties that rush

across the Atlantic today are

a far cry from the modest tittle

steam^boat that first chbrned

up the Hudson River. So is

today's W-W-D-C in Washing-

ton a far cry from the W-W-D-C

of a few years ago. Today, on

both AM and FM, your sales

message over W-W-D-C sails

out like a mighty ocean liner.

Get the ful! story from your

Forjoe man today.

Seosoii's Greetings

4 SHADES OF RHYTHM
Radio, Television and Recording Artists

WWDC t^^ The D. C. Independent

REPRESENTED na'OnalL't BY FORJOE & COMPANY

A BoFFO Combo

Jackie and Eddie
'TELE-CHROMATIC

MAKE-UP
CHESTERFIELD ABC CLUB

ABC NETWORK
ABC TELEVISION

HUBBARD

IT'S YOUR LIFE 59

WRITTEN AND PRODUCED BY THE PEOPLE OF CHICAGO
TECHNICAL AIDS: ' ASSISTANT. PRODUCERS:
JOHNSON & JOHNSON ' BEN PARK
YOUNG & RUBICAM DON HERBERT

WMAQ— 11.15 A.M„ MON.-FRI. TONY PARRISH

CHICAGO. INDUSTRIAL HEALTH ASSOC.
JOHN LEONARD
MOLLYBELLE SLOBE
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— Named by New York Radio and Television Critics as 1948 s—

Dennis James
5 days a week WABD;New York 1:00-1:30 p.m. starring in his own show

Okay Mother''
Sponsored by Sterling Drug, Inc.

(BAYER ASPIRIN - PHILLIPS' MILK OF MAGNESIA - LYONS TOOTHPASTE)

4>

V- 4 ¥44t*«*"V'*AM
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JACK
CBS-FRIDAY EVENINGS

SANKA COFFEE SHOW
For

GENERAL FOODS

Thanks for all the

help, kids,

BOB POOLE
WOR

RECENTUr FEATURED ON "GLORIA SWANSON HOUR." "WENDY
ARRIE SHOW." NBC'S "SATURDAY JAMBOREE." ETC.

TEIEVISIOH'S NEWEST DISCOVERY

RONALD ROGERS
MUSICAL COMEDY BARITONE

Currenrly: GAIETY THEATRE. MONTREAL
Mm Cafes. Radia Mqmt.t Phil Offin, 48 W. 48Mi S»., Now York City

TO yARIETY
and to

everybody

a greot yeor

In '49

JlUiH Banian

In Chicago

ERNIE SIMON
IS vn'AhoxA a doubt ....

a iro 10 A.M.

T:30 ta.2:30

MAN ON THE STREET'
10:15 r« 11:30

T«l««ixion

WBKB

Man. tliru Frf.

"CURB STONE CUT-UP"
7:30 P.M. Wad.
"ERNIE SIMON'S

Daffy Darby"

SEASON'S GREETINGS FROM

LANNY and GINGER GREY
TELEVISION

"Moil-o-vision"

Friday Evenings
7:45-8 P.M.
WABO
Ne. 5

"JINGLES
. . . that don't jonqie"

Martin Blades
Adam Hafs, Minute Maid

Orange Juice, Etc.

Write for List

RADIO
Singing "Mr. and Mrs.
Breakfast Program"
Mens, thru Sots.

8:00-8:30 A.M.
WMGM

LANNY and GINGER GREY-1350 Madison Ave., New York 28
ATwater 9-4020

CONGRATUUr/ONS, US^IETY

TOMMY BARTLEH

"WELCOME TRAVELERS"-ABC

Charles "Bud " Dant
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

FOR

JUDY CANOVA PROGRAM
AND

"A DAY IN THE LIFE OF DENNIS DAY"
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First it was...WABD NEW YORK'S WINDOW ON THE WORLD

NEXT it was,,.wnc WASHINGTON'S WINDOW ON THE WORLD

AND NOW (January 12, 1949) ifs

PITTSBURGH'S WINDOW ON THE WORLD

station linking the East Coast and Mid-West networks!

All Owned and Operated by

THE

TELEVISION NETWORK

DU MONT TELEVISION NETWORK, 515 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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Congratulations From

"THE MOTHER OF SOAP OPERAS"

* Nate Gross In ^'Town Tattler'' Column, Chicago Herald-American

It Can Happen to You, Too
Cotttiuued from page 100

;

alter a while, you land another

deal like the first at WGIjr, an-

other FM station in N, Y., a joh

with no pay, but experience, which

is the main thing..

So now you're working at two

FM stations, making nothing a

week, but getting background, and

training, and you keep improving

wherever possible, meeting more
and more people.

Then, you get a lead on a job

at the United Nations, and you go

out to take their audition, along

with some of the top men in radio.

You win, and the UN signs you
to narrate a coast-to-coast show
called "The United Nations To-

every day.

After three months, you feel I

fo nicely, in fact, that you are

that vou're qualified to go back to called in agam, from time to time

WQXR and audition for a paying whenever you're needed to fill in.

shakes again, and . . . .< you . don't

get the job. The other man wins,

but you do get a job as emergency
relief announcer, which means

1
day."

that you'll work part time when i
With a coast-to-coast show in

someone is sick or goes on vaca- 1
your pocket, you send out cards

tion. land photographs, letting everyone

Then, comes that day when you .
J'ou can think of in radio know

do your first job for pay on a big
I

what you are doing, and have

.station, and everything goes nicely,

Raibourn on Boxoffice
; Continued from pa{;e 103

done,: You knbck on every avail

able, door, and see everyone you
can see. You . really work hard to

"spread the word around.''

4„W en vn., tflkP yourself UD lo see That first check, very small, looks .

Yo" want to get a start in tele-

i'^rrnhTand hrouts vour M^^^ big; it's the first money vsion, so you get your name on
Al Grobe, and he puts your iidiiie

stand-in lists at the networks,
on the audition list. At the nextyu it eamea in laoio.

, „, . , . ,

living room gives her. The day is

long and four walls, no matter
how charming, will bring on-claus-
trophobia. In the end, the herd
instinct will prevail.

TV and Films

audition, you make out pretty

well; you are not eliminated in

the first bunch, and you get called

back for the competitives, along

with six other men. Thpse six are

narrowed down to two, and you
are one of the two. And then , . •

the finals; the big day . . . and the

Then, on the strength of work-
I The casting dept. at CBS-TV calls

M-G-M—
"On an Island with You"

niK twMiu. snow
Kivry VrUlny Mte, 8:80 K.S.T.

Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON

. „ , ., you : regularly for stand-in work,

«4v.'
^^?^'*' l°iJ,'"^"Jr°iand oni day she calls you for a

WNYC. where Doc Seigel inter-
1 gj^^j^ -g^j.

views you, gives you an audition , . .

in a live television

show, which is what you've been
praying would happen. You do a

clean .iob, and the calls start to

come .fegularly, small parts, yes,

but he'i'ertheless, parts:... _ . , ., I So you've finally broken into

^^,f..^'!". J''?''J'ilM television, (and radio) and you

and tells you he'll get in touch
with you if a job comes through.
Then you go back and sweat out

that magic telephone call.

It comes in three weeks, and

out of his office on a flying carpet.

You've been hired as a staff an-
nouncer at WNYC at $50 a week.

Getting the Works

And that's when you really be-

gin to learn radio. At WNYC, you
announce, newscast, spin your own i, ^ . . , • .. , l i.,

records, wnle and produce record '"A" i:^^.'"' i!' i'^'"

shows, adlib at special events, and

can look ahead confidently, to a

career.

Well, that's only one man's
story, of course, but it happened
once, and it can happen again, to

you.
So, for all you young fellows

The works.

I

Nine months there, with a pay
! check every week, and you begin
to feel like a real announcer. So
4ar, you've been in radio just a

;

year, always trying to get ahead,
taking auditions whenever and

Currently

''SALUTE TO GERSHWIN"
College Inn-Hotel Sherman

Thanks to ERNIE BYFIELD

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
"Naval Air Reserve Show" on Transcri|>l'ion.

Manacjeinent;

ART WARD
Direction:

MCA

be encouraging to you. In two
.short years, starting from- scratch,
this is my .scoreboard today:

Narrator: "The United Nations
Today," "United Nations Weekly
Kound-Up," "Documentary Films"
lor the Air Force.

Actor: "Winner Take All,"
"Toast of the Town," "Studio
One," WCBS-TV.
(And also, parts in soap operas.)
And almost every day, I see di-

rectors and producers and take as

: many auditions and readings as I

'can. That's the main thing; see as
imany people as you can, and don't
jgive up, even if the going gets

I

tough.; Don't forget, it can hap-
pen to you. Good luck, all, and
Happy New Year.

With television, the theatre and
the arena have the greatest means
ever devfsed to advertise its ex-
pensive features. We can make
trailers especially for home re-

iceivers by which we hope to arouse
I
a desire to come out to tiie theatre.

I

This medium may reach a larger

I

audience, in time, with a television

I

set in every home, than any other
j means of advertising h* ever done.
I These trailers can be made at the
1
same time as the feature picture
and will do two things—preserve

I
the emotion of the feature picture

I and be cheaper.

I

And, by means of television films
I
for home receivers only, we will

I be able- tc develop new personali-
I ties. This is a rich new mine to
discover the boxoffice favorites of
the future. Television studios are
being stormed by young people
equipped only with talent and
hope, by old time legit actors who
have been in eclipse since the
advent of the radio. Also, present-
day radio stars are beginning to
move over into the new medium.

Television will make new stars,
break old ones. Television will de-
mand more than a voice. Players
will need better acting ability. Tele-
vision shows will need to be re-
hear,sed like legit plays are. Young
players will get good training.

Lines will have to be memorized^
All these things will help both
television and the motion picture.

Such training will bear Iruit when
a star developed by television is

signed up tor motion pictures.

Perhaps the greatest thing that

television will do for the motion
picture business is that it will he

in competition with it. Competition
is always good. We will have to

make pictures that will be artistic

i

achievements in order to bring peo-

ple into the theatres. That's good.

Television at home will be a con-

stant reminder to us that we will

have to achieve artistic and scien-

tific masterpieces. In the end, tele-

vision will hfve done its greatest

service for the theatre by making
the attractions which people were
satisfied to stay away from a part

of- ancient history.

Prince Albert, Sask.— Jackie

Cennon has joined CKBl here as.

production manager. He had been

m.c. of an early morning show on

CFQC, Saskatoon.

Season's Greetings

FRAN JACKSON
AND ASSOCIATES

PUBLICITY

21 East BcllvH*

CHICAGO

Oh, Wandering One
Holtywood.

ABC sports director Harry Wis-
mer had one of those "ca.'iual"

guests on his interview program
from here l<tst week. The visitor
seemed to enjoy himself, but Wi.s-

mer hasn't been the same since.
The guest, ex-film star Charles

Farrejl, owner of the Racquet Club
at Palm Springs, had his host in a

stew from the start by arriving only
a few minutes before air time.
When they started the question-
and-answer session before the mike.
Farrell was apologetic to Wismer—and the listeners. "I'm .sorry,

Harry," he explained, "I forgot
and Went over to CBS and then to

Mutual. I didn't realize you're on
NBC."
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/Inter!COS No. I

fn/ksinaer
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PERSONAL APPEARANCES

COAST TO COAST

EXCLUSIVE RCA VICTOR

RECORDING ARTIST

1^
AFFILIATED

HILL & RANGE SONGS, INC.

7164 MELROSE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 46. CALIFORNIA

TED

vDIO

wi th

RADIO

PRODUCTIONS
Nashville, Tennessee

„ lU. OUR

SincereW-

Thanksl
AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO OUR PALS AND ASSOCIATES

THE ONE AND ONLY

DUKE OF PADUCAH

OKLAHOMA V^RANGLERS ANNIE LOU AND DANNY
ROY WIGGINS AND GABE, TUCKER

OUR PRODUCER—PHIL McHUGH AND "BEVO"

LISTEN
TO THE

EDDY ARNOLD SHOW
CHECKERBOARD

JAMBOREE

Mutual Broadcasting System

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY .

Sponsored By

RALSTON PURINA CO.

HEAR
EDDY ARNOLD

ON THE NATION'S

JUKE BOXES

READ
the story of

EDDY ARNOLD
in the January issue of

"TRUE ROMANCE"

Now on your newsstand

BUY
EDDY ARNOLD

RCA-Victor Recording Hits

At Your Local Dealer

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT - THOMAS A. PARKER - 4218 SAN PEDRO, TAMPA 9, FLORIDA
PHONE W 3951
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LOUELLA O. PARSONS

19th YEAR IN RADIO

NOW ON BOTH ABC AND MUTUAL NETWORKS

EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT 52 WEEKS A YEAR

Sponsor

WOODBURY SOAP PRODUCTS

AgoHcy

ROBERT W. ORR & ASSOCIATES, INC.

Music in Television
By SAMUEL CHOTZINOFF

At this stage in the.: development of television, we cannot have an
impressive record to point to in musical production. When any new
medium of entertainment comes along, it is necessary to' feel ones way,
to experiment. In the .next few years, we expect to make our quota of

mistakes, but we also hope to add materially to the development of
music in "television; •

Last spring, when the American Federation of Musicians' ban on
"live" music in television was lifted, we immediately arranged to

televise the regular broadcast concert of Arturo Toscanini and the
NBC Symphony Orchestra. This event, on^ March 20, was not only
historically important, .but it was a distinct artistic achievement.

Most credit, of course, goes to Maestro Toscanini, whose dramatic
personality is of compelling interest. However, the producers and
cameramen who handled the technical details also are in a large
measure responsible for the overwhelming success of this simultaneous
telecast and broadcast.

Since that time, we have had three additional telecasts of the NBC
Symphony Orchestra with Toscanini. _

The second occasion to televise Toscanini was on April 3, when he
performed Beethoven's Ninth Symphony. This gave us a change of
setup involving as it did the orchestra, a large chorus and four soloists.

This fall, Toscanini's first television appearance took place on Nov.
13,' when we had still another setup with two instrumental soloists in
one work and in the other, a chorus and two pianos.
Some critics have raised the point that the telecast images some-

times have a tendency to distract attention from the musical per-
formance. This undoubtedly is true. However, it should be pointed
out that the novelty of seeing Toscanini, or any other great conductor,
on a television screen is still fresh.- The average.: concertgoer does not
focus his visual attention on the conductor throughout the performance..
He may look at bis' program or at his neighbors or just close his eyes'

and look at not'hing. Then for a while, he may watch the stage. This
will undoubtedly become a listening habit in the home when the
novelty of television concerts has worn off. However, music in tele-

vision will reach its true stature only when television develops its own
new program ideas; For this reason, we are not tryiing to rush things,
and present each week a repetition of what has already been done.

. from the. French Quarter u» .

the Gulf and South Louisiana listCMn,

From daily atsociation with time-honored

fitw Orttmut histitutioHS WDSU haf

dcvcToped « high quality of inicjjrity*

WDSU dcvcHcs pngrmm tint* rfguiarif

ftfid exclusively to the St, Louis Caihcdral^

the International Housc^ Nfoisant Inter*

national Airport,: Tulanc University^

UnionStation^theMunicipal Auditoriuni^ .

Symphonies and Operas. - '
.

WDSU's dominate Hoop* '

crating proves that hon.* :

oring local jiistitutionii.

create! high listcncy

loyalty.

:::.lw
cr, c-.-.>

•':

NEV/
ORLEANS

nSO kc
WDSU

Ate
Affilial*'

SOM
Want

Kellogg Sponsors

TV 'Singing Lady
First new sponsor to enter tele-

vision following network time: al-

location on the east to midwest-
em coaxial cable is Kellogg, which
signed last week to bankroll

Ireene Wicker's "Singing Lady"
show on 11 ABC-TV stations.
Agency is N, W, Ayer.

Show has run sustaining in the
Sunday 6:30 to 7 slot for the last
several months on ABC-TV's east
coast web. Now that the network
is certain of getting the same
segment on the new cable link,
thereby affording much wider
coverage, it was able to snag Kel-
logg as sponsor. Format has Miss
Wicker telling fairy tales to a
moppet audience^ backed by a
puppet show.

'Great Voices' Expands
WOR, N. Y. s "Great Voices" rec-

ord show, will be expanded to 63
Mutual web stations, starting Jan.
16. Program is sponsored by the
Radio Art Club of America, Which
sells reproductions of famous paint-
ings.

Stanza will be heard on MBS
Sundays from 1:45 to 2 p.m. Kling-
er Advertising Corp. is the agency.

SEASON'S GREETINGS

ETHEL COLBY
(MISS HOLLYWOOD)

FOR RKO ON WMCA

SE4S0N'S GREETINGS

JAMES H. MARTIN, INC.
2614 W. North Avenue. Chicago EVerglode 4-6500
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New Faces Held a Major Need

For Hypo to Band Business
By BERNIE WOODS

The band business en masse

ung up its" stocking a fortnight

ago. All it wanted for Xmas was

a brand new face^—one that could

help pwrtp fresh blood into the

rather pallid kissers the public has

been looking at for too many years.

As side gifts, St.. Nick might

have been—and probably was—
asked for the elimination of th^

20% tax, the exit of the American

Federation of Musicians rule limit-

ing a band financier's return on an

the promotion pattern helped the
decline, but it could be.

If Dorsey returns-to that buildup
blueprint, others will, too. Mae-
stros must learn, as have other
businessmen since the war, that
normal operations cannot earn
money every week in the

,
year,

that there are many losing ;0nes.

That's the way it was prewar; if

a band lost $20,000 on a location^ it

made, it'up again in 10 days follow-
ing one-nighters.

others Would FoUoAv
1

Many leaders say in excuse of

L t t-. sew , hinH's '
avoiding long smd prestige build-

ihvestment to 5% of a band s ,

.^^ ^^^^^.^^^ ^j^^^
e^^^

plus some new method ot iion no longer permits losses to begross,
matching figures so that operating

I ^ade up easily. That band re-
costs wouldn't loom so blackly in

j

cordings do not sell as they did
the light of reduced incomes. All

I

-
-

these and some sadly ^ packing

braiiiwork, too.
, . „ \

That's no short order,* But its

what it will take to revive the band

business to the point where big-

money eafnings are again possible.

And there's plenty of life left.

The industry didn't dp so badly

That's all true, but the band busi'

ness as it now stands is going no-

where. Big bands must take the
lead . in stimulating new interest,
Only in that way can a new face
come along to help the overall in-

dustry bloom anew, unless some
outstanding individual is discov-
ered and clicks. And; the chances

Corn and Bebop, Plus the Petrillo Ban
Marked '48 As a Strange Music Year
Publishers, Major and Minor Record Mfrs.

,
Struggled to Keep Up With Trends

By ABEL GREEN

This was the, year of. corn and of the (}isks for exploitation and
i

RCA Victor and Columbia (with

bebop, the Petrillo - ban. and
ASGAP's big legal setback at the
hands of the independent theatre so that on the American Fcdera-
owners. It was the year of folksy tion of Musicians' agenda, now
song items , such as ''My Happi- that disk peace has been made for
ness," "You Call Everybody Darl- i at least five years, prexy James
ing, "Hair of Gold," "Nature Boy" ' C. Petrillo has his eye on the kilo-

and revivals such as "Underneath
]
cycle recordings, along with juke-

Jast year; sales were sizeable in i of that are remote. By staying off
comparison to prewar years. But

there's no b.o. excitement sur-

rounding an industry that once had

.the rausic-loying publip by the ear.

And that's where the brainwork

^comes in.

It's quite possible that 1949 will

see a return to the promotion
processes that occurred during the

late '30s and early '40s, when defi-

nite patterns were followed to

bring a band to public attention.

In recent years, this pattern dis-

appeared. Bookings were laid out

on the basis of how much money
could be earned at all times, not

• what they could do for a band's
future. That, too, was war-de

the air except for short periods,
top maestros create a lack of spirit

for :tlie. dialers when, the batoners
eventually do hit the air.

- Bandleaders can also be helped
by removal of the 20% tax, which
without question keeps -many-
patrons out of location rooms, the
same as it has hurt niteries. The
AFM can help, too, by revising or
removing its 5% rule. No money-
man feels like- putting cash into a
band when the possibility of get-
ting it baclcit so remote. And even
if it does s.tart coming Ijack, to do
so, in such small chunks.' These are
all side issues, however. It's what
the hand biKsiness can do for itself

the Arches," "Four Leaf Clover,"

"Blue Bird of Happiness," "Down
Among the Sheltering Palms" . . .

and it's also the year of Frank
Loesser with his "Slow: Boat to

China" (pop) and his musicomedy
excerpts from the ,Ray Bolger
legit, "Where's Charley?" titled

"My Darling, My Darling," and
"Once In Love With Amy.''

It was more or less ,a static year,

and in a large, measure historic.

It proved anew that song hits can't

be manufactured, stylized or

mechanised off the assembly line,

it evidenced that people's tastes

can never be regimented, cer-

tainly not the American public's.

Songs put on wax in anticipation

of, the Petrillo stalemate didn't

click, whereas .- the . unexpected-
items, such as Al Trace's "YouCall
Everybody Darling," on a rela-

tively obscure label, Regent, "You
Can't Be True Dear" (Ken Griffin-

Jerry Wayne) on Rondo, the
Steeles' (Jon; and Sondra) with
their "My Happiness" on Damon,
and Pee Wee Hunt's revival of
"12th Street Rag" on Capitol, and
the like, suddenly catapulted into

unexpected popularity.
From England came such smash

pops as"A Tree in the Meadow''

popularization, the disk jockey as- their NBC and CBS network ties)

sumed , greater stature. So much were the eager-beavers in hasten-
' ing an accord with Pfetrillo.

.

Capitol's affluence created; ex^!

paiision plans into the Latin and
British markets. Decca decided to

merchandise a Coral label, in order

.

to invade i;nark?t!i, iestricted tp
possible Decca beeaus6 o£ .'its' Wd .tit^s- (and

subsequent contractual ; *estric-t

tions) With British petc&. (PpP
that: reason, - tlhe latter comi*ahy:
utilized : the LoridQh tag to invade
the ^vy"es pther-

wise ; disnied / them under its : old
Dew:a''.des(l)v---.

,

box . performances -for.

revenue to •• the >APMi
Capitol's Year

This was undoubtedly: Capitol's
year with its success of smash hits,,

the result either , of astute, showi
manship (keeping a couple of songs
under wraps in order to steal the
market) or happenstance because

I certain pops and/or revivals

I

caught public fancy due to unique'
1 artistic interpretation.

I

London Records continued its

forward-step by quickly waxing
surprise hits with full orchestral
accompaniments- abroad and flying
pressings over to cash in on the
peculiarity of the U. S. market. In
addition, London impressed be-
cause of its fundamentally worthy,
recording quality.

'As Was to be expected, the year
saw many diskers scraping the bar^

rel< as the backlog, dwindled, al-r

though firms like Decca weren't
panicked into over-recording be-

fore the '47 year's-end deadline,

relying more on a stable and staple,

catalog of standards^ Jack ;Kapp,
Decca prexy* prides -himself thfit

he has some 60 masters of Bing
Crosby which have yet to be re^

leased; Incidentally, one of the
lastrmade Decca recordings, Irving

vfeloped! But the war's .over, In
i

that means the most. And the way
case one has forgotten.

Th» Rlgbt Direction

things stack up today only the top
leaders can dp the. job, paving the
way for fresh faces to create fur-
ther excitement, which in turn will:

benefit the toppers.

number of Instruments in Ameri
can homes, I was amazed to dis-

12,000*000
And you

could have: knocked me over with
a be-bop here- when I found that

• A start in the proper direction

has been made. During the past

six months the majority of name
maestros have been reducing- in-

strumentation. Led by high-earn-
ing leaders who had tax problems,
many bandleaders jumped instru-

mentation during the war from
around 14 men and singers, to 22
and more musicians^ plus-vocalists.

They got buyers accustomed to

huge combinations to the point
where reductions were feared.
Now, however, most are back to

prewar size though costs are still

higher due to salary boosts. With
costs as low as possible, the be- 1 cover that' there ; were
ginning of a return to a promotion domiciles with

,

pianos.

. pattern seems to be forming in the
minds of some leaders.

, Take Tommy Dorsey, for exam-
ple. Events that occurred during:
and after his recent long run at

the Pennsylvania hotel, rJew York,
seemed to have helped change
Dorsey's thinking. He received a

considerable amount of mail from
teenagers .-who ,: beard- .liis„"three'

months of consistent broadcasting
from the Penn. Too, Frank Dailey,
at his Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove,
N. J., found Dorsey's name at the
top of the list of bands requested 1 sales symphony
by vote of his patrons. Of course,
T: D. had his hit recording: of
"Until" riding fairly high during
the same period.

But that only strengthens the ef-

... feet of' the prewar ^pattern. At
: that time, bands followed' a prac-
tice of sitting down at -.broadcast
ihikes for long periods, pushing ar-
rangements that were on records

western songs like "Hair of Gold,"
I
Berlin's "Acapulca" song, waxed

and "Now Is the Hour," and the
revitalization of the old-school

banjo technique via Prime Scala's

accordion band revival of "Under-
neath, the Arches."

It was a strange year wherein,
paradoxically, witb tite stalemating

by Guy Lombard© in the dwindling
hours of Dec. 31, 1947, is another
still to be released. This is evi-

dence of how certain companies
were more fortunate in their back-
log: or business: methods. <

The radio-affiliated diskers like

Let's Sell More Sheet Music!
By ARNOLD SHAW

(jlduertismg-PMblicit^ Director; Leeds Mttsic)-

The other day I was looking over Soto's journeys and discoveries. . Each September, approximately

some figures >^ mathematical, not I Why, not the songs that Columbus'
|
3:000,000- Mds enter the nation's

anatomical. In a chart showing tlve i and De Soto's sailors were singing? '

' — — - ..

Another development was the
LP (Long Playing) record, sparked
by Columbia in a tie with Philco's

$29.50 player attachments, for, the
33 rpm microgroove recordings. •

.

'

As the disk business develop?,

the LP technique- may be Widened
to include some or all of the other
majors. The 33 rpm technique, pf

course, is not new, dating back
many years pre-war. and aban-^ •

doned. notably by Victor which at

one time was bullish on the idesi,

and may be amOng^the first to .i-^

enter that aspect.

So dependent on- records hfjs

the music publishing business be-
come that the disk debacle also

revolutionized several other influ-

ences on sundry segments of shotur

business. No longer did certain

records make certain artists, at

least not with the same: regularity.

The bands suffered. An occasional
,

Frankie Laine came through, just -

as King Cole catapulted- tP new
heights vvith "Nature Boy," or as

Dinah Shore's latter-day "Buttons
and Bows" or Evelyn Knight's "A.
Little Bird Told Me That You
Loved Me" did latterly. It had
effect also: on Crosby and Jolson, ;

although Bing's steady bestseller,

"White Christmas," this past holi-

day season hit the 5,000,000 mark
for Decca.

Naturally it stymied those album
tieups for the new legit musicals,

Columbia being the first to jump
back into this type of disking with
the original cast doing the "Kiss :

Me Kate" (Cole Porter) score.

Revivals

Most childre-i find the study of
geography and history dull. Done i

^'^''''S

to the accompaniment- of appro

schools. In little more than five

kids become buyers pf

sheet-music. In other words, if

priate music, these subjects might
: music were taught to every kid en

acquire new interest.

Are a nation's songs less im-
there were 12^500,000 Americans

|

portant than its exports and cli-

mate? Obviously not. Unfortunate-
ly, however, our school ' curricula

tering school today, in five years

from now, the market for sheet

music would be at least twice as:

large as it is today. Even if our
sales efficiency didn't increase at

all, we should then be selling

twice as much sheet music as we
now sell.

This is a problem that no one
publisher can solve. But it- can.

be licked through the concerted
efforts of all publishers. In truth,

we need the power and resources
of the entire industry—music

teachers, instru-

of one-nighters to take advantage
of the interest generated by the
combined

, broadcasting and re-
cording promotion squeeze. Then
another location, a: string of thea-
tres, and a start all over again.
T. D. was going to take a rest, but
he's starting on college one-nights
ers in a few weeks. That speaks
for itself.

Since the start of the lush war
days leaders found reaction so big
at all times that they figured loca-
tions were waste periods. Promo-
tion wasn't necessary. They either
disregarded locations or fluffed
them Qff, with a couple weekiS at
« time to rest musicians. Dorsey
was one of the prime violators of
the exploitation system. Since he
was a top band, otliers followed
Ills course. Bands at that time be-
gan tP drop in importance. Sing-
ers can;ie up. No one will ever
know whether the discarding of

who play the 88ers

Twelve and a half million! And
the current crop of hits is selling

j

devote more time and attention to

only 300,000 to 400,000 sheets of I.anything-—except music. There is

music. . . . Just 3% of the potential i no reason why a child should learn

market. I thought back ,to the war
i
to read and not learn to read mu-

years. They were better. Then, I sic. But this situation is an old

the smash hits climbed to t'he mil- 1
one, and will persist so long as

lion mark. Rut again, just 10% of those who sell music are less arlicu-

players and instruments. Obvious- , late in school affairs than those

ly, there's something sour in our
;

who sell rice, coffee, clothing, etc.

This last statement may sound I dealers, jobbers

Some pop publishers believe that I
funny to pop publishers. It has a

j
ment manufacturers as well as

there's nothing to be done about very definite meaning to those who, I publishers.

They would like to for exaipple, build airplanes and
run the airlines; These days, when
you go on a trip overseas; you re-

ceive a: map. It's not like the ,map
j
jp^'^gYry- but bettoeen industries,

-we studied in school. Instead, it's
| J((,,^^, many years is it since the

the kind, of map that pilots and i airlines were competing unsuc-
navigators use in flying. Just in ,,essful]y against tKe railroads?

Extensive industry-wide promotion
by the airlines shot air-travel

ahead at a rocket pace. Now; the
railroads are frantically spending

» ...^ o—r ^1 - . millions as an industry to recapr-

•just as the wartime top was a minded" from the day they enter {t„re the. traffic they lost to the
j school. That's how the airlines are 1 aij-iines

the situation^

sell more- sheet music. But the only
solution they see is better songs.

Or better recordings. - Or better
plugging: and exploitation. Theyire

It is well to bear in mind that,

in today's industrial setup, there
i is competition, not only within an

Among -the revivals, besides
"Arches" and "Clover," "Little

White Lies,": "Down Among the
Sheltering Palms," "I'd Love to
Live In Loveland" and "Blue Bird
of Happiness" asserted themselves.
"Palms" looms particularly strong,

sparked by, Sammy Kaye's: Victor ;

recording and now a just-released
Al Jolson-Mills Bros, version on
Decca. This, like "Oh Johnny,"
was co-authored by Abe Olman,
the director general of the Metro
publishing firms (Robbins, Feist

and Miller Music). Irving Berlin
tried it- twice, once with "What'U
I Do?" and latterly with "Say It

Isn't So." Berlin's trouble seems
to be that his songs aren't .old

enough for revival, or if they have
suft'icient antiquity they are almost
as well-known to. the present gen-
.cration as when first published,
hence the "revival" interest is .'at

a minimum.
ASCAP

whistling in the dark, and I know
that they know: it. Instead of the

_ ,
musie their wotds go 'round and ' case you don't know it, the aii lines

This would be followed by a series ! 'round, and they come out nowhere, are working like beavers to have

Today's sales average for a hit is ithe schools discard the old maps

,

350,000, and with few exceptions, and adopt these new "air "
maps,

that's the selling top for ihost hits i

They want children to become "air-

million copies

Well, if better songs and better
I

^;^ing t» build increased air-

exploitation won't increase sales

what will? Put in the form »f a
one-minute commercial, without
benefit of musical background

Extend the Market

If music business is to compete
successfully for the nation's pur-
chasing dollar, industry-wide co-
operation and promotion are a

If Lindy's is the 10 Downing

.

Street of Tin Pan Alley, certainly;

ASCAP . is its Bank of England.
And the Society remains the eco-
nomic barometer for the . entire,

music business, not forgetting the -

progress that Broadcast ' Music,
Inc. has been making. -BMI con-
tinues the biggest bloc comparable
to ASCAP, and the radio interests

assured itself ,of the wealth of Ed-
ward B. Marks Music -by extending
the (approximately^ $200,b00-per-
annum licensing deal for another
10 years.
ASCAP, despite the indie ex-I am aware that some publishers ' must! To sell tobacco, the tobacco

{

let's stop concentrating on those
[
dismiss the problem of extending

: companies launched an industry-r
j
bibs' setback on the performance-*

who play instruments and go to the market as a long-range proj-
1 wide campaign to teach the nation

j

licensing issue, parred last year's

tfjork on those who don't a-nd :ca»'t ;-ect, unworthy of their immediate
^

smoking. To sell vacuum cleaners, i $8,000,000;
more of ( attention. They are too, busy with f the companies send demonstrators I Other intra-trade problems are

their current plug songs to spend l around to teach housewives how
| set«-^i.e. the -same as in yeaiss pasfc^

play. There are many
them—at least 100,000,000 more of

them!
When I went to school I: learned

that China exported rice. I was
much older before I discovered

time, -thought, or money on what 1 to operate them. To - sell more
j
"Pluggers a^nd publishers tackle

is, after all an industry problem..' sheet-music, we're got to teach ' payola problems anew," will prob-
But isn't it good hor.se-sen.se lor

! more people the alphabet - of mu-
j
ably be as true a Variety story

all firms to join efforts in trying sic. Basically, it comes down to' next year, ahd the year after, as. it

thatthe fentatonic scale also came i to make the pie larger, rather i the same thing. Let's launch aihas lOand 20 years back,
from China. School children are , than to spend themselves in try- I powerful, concerted drive, involv- 1 The only something new that's

taught the height of the Swiss
Alps. Why not the yodel songs
that originate there? They learn

in detail of Columbus' and De

ing to grab a bigger chunk of the ing the entire music industry, to
smaller pie? With a bigger- mar-
ket, less ::eiIort,:WiU produce great-

er sale$ fignres.

make music a required part of
the school curriculiim. Qpen that
school-door, Richard!

been added applies . to the music
business as to all every other as-*

pects of show business: Television.
The jury is still out on that one.
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Ix-ASCAP Gen'l Manager Objectively Views

Future of tlie Society, Now Under lepi Attacit;

Cop y r i g h t

Law, in the

preamble of

which,
amongst oth-

er ringing
declarations it

was stated, as

basic that

there is "no
property more
peculiarly a EHviin Claude Mills

man's own
, *!,„

than that which is produced by the

labour of his mind."

Twelve of the then 13 colonies

(in 1783) uitdet the same basic

concept of recpgnizihg such ' prop-

erty" in the realest sense gave the

By EDWIN CLAUDE MILLS
(Loitgti'mc General Mamger of ASCAP)

granted rates to the particular

groiip which had sparked the ac-

lawful public performance in these tion, substantially lower • even

thousands of scattered locations, than those which had been m eti^ct

He was hopeless and helpless as an

individual to protect the rights

clearly granted him under the law.

And, in justice to the pro-

A hundred and sixty-five years
,

owner, to police and protect his

ago before the formation of the works against mfrmgement by^un-

United States of America, through

a federation of the 13 colonies,

Massachusetts
enact e d

A Meeting After Death
.By ROBERT STOLZ

prior to the proposed increase,

under licenses running for -a long

term of years.

ASCAP apparently learned noth-

prfe^ors of {hT infringi„r est^b- ing fron. this 1-on
fishments it must be said that they

f^,

-s.^for^ U ^allo^^^^^^^ only^some

proposed to another group of users

an intolerable incjease in its rates.

Through negotiation, lioweyer, a

compromise with this group was

effected, under which a reasonable

increase was grantedr Wd:*5' this

niieans only; did ASCAK avoid again

bfeclsmittf a def^ndaW
trust •action.!'"

Still, apparehtly having learned

nothing from ..these pireyiouS expe

I

would have been equally helpless

I

to avoid infringements for the ob-

jvious and practical reason that

they simply could not have dealt

with the several thousand musical

copyright owners in tliis and for-

eign countries of whose works
they were making an illegal use.

The musical copyright owners,:

composers and authors, found

their answer to this intolerable sit-

uation through organization. In

1914 they had formed the Ameri-
can Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers (ASCAP) with the

full sanction of law toi the exclur object of protecting through group

give ownership by the creator, of
]

action legal rights which as in-
siue ownersnip uy uic ti5:««-«">

i

all rights in and to such proper-

1

ties; stories, songs (which arc but

stories in a musical setting), and

works of art.

Long prior to the founding of

the United States of America the

principle of property rights vested

dividuals they could not protect.

It was clear to the founders of

ASCAP that the users of their

music; were compelled to*! be in-

fringers; that it would be im-
possible and Impracticable for

them as individuals to deal with

• Vienna,

It was on March 11, 1938, that

the sad ceremony took • place.

There was no priest who pro-

nounced the "requescat in pace"

but a great number of relatives

and friends murmured with tears

in their eyes these words. It would
have been but a fifth rate funeral

ceremony had not thousands of

German dive-bombers been -swarm-

ing over Vienna, offering a burial

music, so horrible that it could

never be forgotten. Nobody dared
to show the sorrow of his heart at

the barbaric destruction of a life.

Which, for four decades, had only
existed to the benefit- of others.

The "beloved deceased one,"

which had just been buried, .was

the Association of Authors, Com-
posers and Music Publishers in

Vienna, known all over the world
by the abbreviated name of AKM.

riences, ASCAP: in 1947 proposed [Being the second oldest organiza

with faith, in Austria. We, ' both
AKM and I, have indeed kept it.

And what had happened since I

have been here last? ' AKM's first

report tells US In simple words:
"Seven years of national socialistic

power have left only ruins and rub-
bish in our country. We did not
find more than that in the first days
after the liberation in 1945."

The organization, once excellent- :

ly working, had been ruined and
all those coimected with it scat-

tered to the four winds. Funds and
property of the corporation had
been confiscated by Berlin. But
still more was taken away. The
entire office equipment, counting
machines, typewriters, desks, etc.,

all had been transported to Berlin.

The Nazis even changed the name
of the street, where AKM was,
which has always been known as •

Baumanngasse; The Nazis chris-

tened it "Adolf Kirchlgasse." But
Jin 1945: tfie Adolf Kirchlga.sse was

P ii?i^nw„7nf a^^ the copyright owners as individ-
in the creator an «rig»nal„"ter_

„ais-that there simply had to be
ary or musical work had been rec-

ognized and sanctioned by the

laws oi civilized European nations

—then the world centres of cul-

ture

som^ sort of a . central:; clearing

house : for niusical performiftg

rightSy as the .oniy: .
alternative 'to

(a) cbiripilete deriial t« thfe former
, * , H»„r, iu„ rt^^ I of their rights under the law, and

In troubled 1787, when the Con-
^^^^.^^ ^^^^^ .^^^^ ^^^^ gt^t^^

stitution which was to form tlie

basic lifw of this then infant Fed-

eration, of States was written by

the founding fathers, incorporated

therein was a clause empowering

the Congress to from time to time

enact such laws as would perpetu-

ate the prindiple of property rights

to be vested exclusively in the

creators of original literary or
musical compositions.

The Congress, : pursuant to the

powers thus vested in it, but under

no mandate, voluntarily enacted a

Copyright Law, and from time to

time since has amended it—-alwws
in the direction of increasing and
improving the protection granted

such properties, and enlarging the

field of creative works to be con-

sidered eligible to copyright—never
decreasing or whittling away from
the degree or extent of the protec-

.,.:tion.-.

- The Federal courts of the nation

In their adjudication of these laws

have been clear, positive and unan-
imous in upholding <he principle

of "property" rights thus vested

in creators, even though the prop-

erties themselves are completely
incorporeal and intangible.

One of the rights vested in the

creator of an original musical

work, amongst the package of

rights granted under a copyright,

but if the copyright owner desires

may be treated as an entirely divis-

ible .and separate right, is that of

the "public performance" of the
work "for purposes of profit."

Until about 1917 this right (of

public performance for profit) was
boldly, baldly and universally in-

fringed by the entire industry of

public amusement — dancehalls,
cabarets, hotels and cafes, vaude-
ville and motion picture theatres
—in all establishments where
music is an incident of or the main
item of entertainment offered to
the public.

In not one single instance did a
proprietor of any Such establish-
ment request from an owner of a
musical copyright a valid license
to thus -publicly perform a copj'-
righted work. 100% of the per-
formances of such music in such
places were, infringements upon
the legal rights of others; 100%
Of the proprietors of such estab-
lishments were tknowingly or un-
knowingly): violators of the law.

100% of the musical copyright
owners were the victims of these
Infringements of their rights. Why?

of lawbreakers.

ASCAV's Objectives.

ASCAP; therefore came into be-

ing with two principal: objectives,.

(a) to protect the lawful rights of

its members which as individuals

they could not themselves do, and
(b) to afford the users of their

music a convenient, responsible

central source at which license

might be obtained which would
legalize the public performanee of

the bulk of the music included in

their programs.
But, from the very outset of its

activities, ASCAP met with active

and bitter resistance from many

|A 'Dear (?) With Picture Business]

Whether the fact that Tnore than

„ a third of the publishers' partici-

of"the users of mu.sic; unwilling to ipatson in ASCAP dividends was be

recognize the manifest convenience I ing paid to owned and/or eon-

trolled subsidiaries of major motion

pictiirc producers was resipbrisible

for the rejection I am not prepared

to state, it may be said, however,

that in 1947 the ASCAP dividends

paid to these subsidiaries of major
producers amounted to $1 ,432,849.

Another group of exhibitors

determined to actively test the is-

sue as to Whether or not copyright

music perforiiianee licensing prac-

tices xoultf be so changed, through
legislatibn or litigation that the

of the central agency, and , deter-

mined to continue the free and un-
restricted, even if unlawful use of
music, as had theretofore been
their habit and custom. Many of

the users were entirely unwilling
to recognize the property rights of
the copyright owners.

Quite true that copyright is, un-
der the law, and intended to be
a- complete individual monopoly.
And; it is equally true that ASGAP,
to the extent that it represents
these individual monopolies, be- 1 fees would be paid "at the source"

comes a "monopoly of monopolies." I (by the producer), reactivated a

ties, as a pioneer and extremely
efficient society.

As "universal heir" of the assas-

sinated, AKM entered the German
STAGMA, managed by Dr. Joseph
Goebhels from Berlin, and made
itself most objectionable and hated^

The inglorious memory of
STAGMA, since 1938, will be kept
for a ' longtime in other countries;

later overrun by the Nazis. Tyr-r

anny, robbery and outlawing re-r

placed the principles of interna-

tional unity and justice and af-

fected deeply single people as well
as affiliated organizations in their

material and moral existence.
How : small was the number: of

those who still believed in Justice,

in a Resurrection of our AKM? I

for my. part always believed and
never had the slightest doubt that
evil must be conquered and Justice
and Freedom will return. This will
bring back all that, that had been
taken away from Austria on March
11th, 1938.

October 30, 1946! It was an un-

forgetful day in my life ujlien :JL

entered agoin Vienna, hand in hand
with the most devoted and faith-

ful companion of my lifei my dear:

wife.. We had passed eight hard
years and ever so many sad days
and sleepless nights filled with sor-

row and longing for our relatives

and friends left bcfiind, for Vienna
and the bygone times. . . . And
now, being back- to :^^ienna^ 1 am
afraid of the reality awaiting-ns
here. How did they charige youi my
Vienna? Where are all my friends

of former times? How cruel is it

to face reality and to learn par-
ticulars 'of each separate fate.

Thu's, lost in my thoughts, I did
not look to the right nor to the left

on my way from the airport to. the'

city.

ing all AKM friends very happy in-

deed.
To ' put it simply, in 1945: AKM

had to start with nothing.

Emil Oswald's AUssion

a formula and increase in rates tion of its kind in the world, AKM gggj^ renamed Baumanngasse, mak-
for motion picture theatres, comr I enjoyed the esteem of all her mem- . -.. .

pletely - and justifiably unaccept- bers as well as all affiliated socie

able to them. - — - a ™* 1,

One group of exhibitors, repre-

sented by their association, nego-

tiated an entirely acceptable in-

crease in rates, and continuance of

the old formula, to which, exhibit-

ors .had. become accustomed after

more than a quarter of a century

of its application.

Soon after the advent of "talk-

in^' pictures" however, the ex-

hibitor lost all. control, whatever,

of the music to be performed in

his theatre. He presented the

music recorded on the film and
was completely subject to the deci-

sions of the producers as to what
music was selected. ' V
Recdgnizing the inconsistency pf

the exhibitor's position, ASCAP in:

1936 proposed to the producers

that licenses to publicly perform

the music of its members, by means
of sound pictures, should be pur-
chased "at the source," i.e., by the

producers.
This proposal was by the pro-

ducers rejected through the Copy-

right Committee of the then "Hays
Office."

The users, through their asso-

ciations and .trade organizations,
determined that they would geld
ASCAP, render it impotent for
both its purposes, by invoking the
anti-trust laws 'ta : bring about its

dissolution, Under these pressures
the Department of Justice, which
had theretofore: for many years
been familiar with the existence

suit under the anti-trust laws

which had been dormant since

1942, with the result that a District

Court rendered a decision harshly

condemning ASCAP's practices as

to motion picture exhibitors.

Another District Court in the

midwest followed along the same
lines.

These two cases are now going

and policies of ASCAP, in 1935 did 1 through the weary and time-con-

bring such a suit, which came to I suming processes of appeals to

I

Yesteryear Greats Still Here
|

Oct. 30th, 1948. I am again en-

tering the house on Baumanngasse.
This time to welcome my friend,

the general manager of AKM, Emil
Oswald, one of the most capable

men in Austria today, who has just

returned from the Congress of the

Confederation Internationale deii

Societes d'Auteurs, Compositeurs
et Editeurs from Buenos Aires. His
remark that two years have passed
since I visited Vienna for the first

time after the war, brings about a

conversation about the develop-

ment and work of AKM during

these past two years. Behind the

vast statistic and numeral material

there is hidden an enormous recon-

struction work, done with much
ability, love, tenacity and effi-

ciency, which can only be appre-

ciated by its results. Oswald's eyes

are shining proudly while he is re^

porting: "Thanks to the most com-
prehensive and efficient help ex-

tended to us by. the authorities we
have been able to d& some very

good work."
We have regained for AKM an

international place among other so-

cieties. The financial success of

AKM, within our country, is due
to a precisely working apparatus
of the organization which protects,

in Austria, the rights of all AKM
members as well as members of all

affiliated societies. In this connec-

tion I would like to mention a few
^

figures proving : the. amazing effi-

ciency of AKM.
In 1945 AKM's intake was $21,-

505 With 159 members and 7|5(J

people entitled to receive fees. .

In 1946 AKM's intake Was $104,-

700 witb 186 members and 1.002

people entitled to receive fees.

In 1947 AKM's intake was $213,-

Suddenly the car stopped and in
1 335 with 221 members and 1,460;

trial in the summer of that year,
and after just four days in: Court
was adjourned on motion of the
Government's attorneys.

In the 'meantime the Federal
courts of nearly every jurisdiction
—in many trials which tested
every ground upon which the
rights of the musical copyright
owners were based—uniformly sus-

itained the laws which ASCAP in

behalf of its members was policing.
But, in 1939, ASCAP became the

victim of its greed; It sought then

30,000 Music Users

higher courts.

If these decisions are sustained,

all the way up through the higher

courts, it may well mean the disr

solution—the end of ASCAP, of

the only Important centralized and
responsible clearance source at

Which worlds-wide performance li-

censes for: both domestic and for-

eign' copyrighted music may be
secured. .

•

The rank and file of the nation's

songwriters, men and women, liv
ing and dead-^thelr lives dedicated

to impose upon one class of the i to the creation of songs and music
users an unconscionable increase

|
that constitute the very life-blood

in its tariff, Resistance came like i of the amusement industry, de^
an explosion, for the simple rea-

son: that the "rates proposed if given
effect would have been ruinous
upon the users.

Complaints to the Department
of Justice were immediate and
vigorous, with the result that the

There were then (and are now)
more than 30,000 public amuse-
ment enterprises, scattered through I

anti-trust suit adjourned in 1935
every city and village in the coun^jwas reactivated, tried, and the
try using copyrighted music as a [terms of a Consent Decree imposed
necessary incident to their enter-

tainment of the public.

It was completely impossible and
-"•--icticable for the Individual

i>"thor or copyright

upon ASCAP, in some measure,
but insufficiently, regulating its

powers and freedom of action.
As a result of this litigation, and

the pressures upon ASCAP, it then

serve better at the hands of those
Whose vast profits, indeed their

continued existence, depend; upon
the efforts of these talented people.

This rank and file» of writers is

completely innocent of any partici-

pation whatever in the formation
of the policies promulgated by
ASCAP's administrators who cre-

ated a monopolistic power whici
must have powerfully affected the
thinking of learned, and distin-

guished judges in the Federal Dis-
trict Coiirts—heretofore so zealous

(Continued on page 196)

another moment I found myself
surrounded by old friends expect-
ing me, Overwhelmed by the fact
of meeting again after so many
long and eventful years, we can
hardly find words to express our
feelings. Sieinski, of "Vienna, City
of My Dreams" fame; Marx, famous
composer of "Lieder" and a true
successor to Hugo Wolff; Dr. Stein
of the Austrian Dramatists Guild
and son of the famous Leo Stein,

author of the "Merry Widow;''
Ernst Marischka, Writer of so many
operettas and motion pictures ; to
which I

,
composed the miisic, and

many, many others. They all were
there to welcome me. Herzmansky
whispered, while embracing me:
"Robert, we are so happy to see
you again, and do you know biir

AKM arose from the death?"
This was my first meeting on

Oct. 30, 1946, with my great love,
buried on March ll, 1938, but
aised from the dead again by faith.

When I entered the house of
AKM for the first time again my
heart was filled with memories.
Deeply touched I stood, in front of
the stony board where the names

people entitled to receive fees,

In 1948 AKM's intake in Aus-

trian schillings is expected to be

over $258,000.
,

Considering the fact that AKM
had to start in 1945 from scratch,

and within two years succeeded in

building up an organization ca-

pable of collecting in Austria 10

times as much as at the beginning,

one is full of admiration for the

tenacity, ability and efficiency of

AKM. More so even when thinking

that this has been achieved under

very difficult conditions in a coun-

try whose population is only 6,000,-

000 people, and in a country stiU

occupied and divided in four zones.

"As you ca;i see," explained Os-

wald further, "we had no assets, no

reserves at all in 1945; and still we

wete able to pay out regularly not

only fees due to our members, but

to an increasing extent since 1947,

considerable amounts of money to

those entitled to old-age pension,

even though there was no old-age

pension fund. We are indefati-

gable in our efforts to restore that

property of our AKM, whose legal

shareholders are all former mem-
of honorary members have been bers of the AKM society dissolved

in 1938. we shall take care of that

restituted prbiperty as trustees, un-

til we succbbditi finding out the

residence bf the very last of our

former members scattered al 1 over

. the world in order to make him
with golden letters. I was deeply

!
beneficiary to his legal share. We

moved and wished with all my hope that the day is not far that,

heart that this honor given to me this work will be completed. In

by AKM shall tell all our friends any case this will be our proudest

that faith is osfoin being rewarded (Continued on page 198)

engraved. Nearly all of these men
were gone.

Since 1938 these boards have not
been shown to the people. As the
first inscription after the "Resur-
rection". I saw my name > engraved
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Rise and Decline Of
Disk lockey Empire

By ANDRE BARUCH

Two years ago, disk jockeying

ceased being a job and became a

hiehlv paid profession. Top net-

JTk names-Ted Busing Paul

Whiteman, Kate Smith, Woody
Herman, Tommy Dorsey, Duke

Ellington, Mel Allen and Deems

Taylor—were signed to spin plat-

ters at salaries that, astonislied

everyone except those who know

what goes on in radio. My wife,

Bea Wain, also signed for a disk

Tele, LP Expected to Have Bi^ Effect

On Sales of Records in the Next Year

names vjfhp hojpped aboard the disk
jockiey. :fiaQdwagon diflcing the hys-
terical djiys back in '46, have
found it to be the easy iride thejr
expected. Many have dropped frorti
the marathon and a feW jmbre are
expected to be. As for Bea and myf
self, we hope to be spinning the
platters for a long tiffle to come.
We're conyinced that spniiewhere
betvveen, tcahscrtptions that .iH<

„^.„ _ quire about .the state of your lazy

iockey show and because Slie
i Mver and dishpan coraplexio^^^^

called it "Mr. and Mrs. Music, 1
1 there's a ussful service that the I

occurring in metropolitan cen
* ' —

' ... . . . ' ters well-serviced by video trans-
mitters is indication enough. Parr,

ticularly among the youngsters.
In most' eases, they hive 4j"01>ped

disks liice hot pQtatoes wh6h a telcr
yisibn set moved into their daily

lives. And these ate the dlsk-buy-

•By BERNIE WOODS*
The coming year promises to be i pop material for CRC are rare, for

a fateful one for the recording in- 1 the simple reason that no one can
dustry. It's svery probable that

{

hope to divine the hit potentialities
within the 12 months coming up a
couple of sets of initials will leave
a mark on the field, or at least^

make an impression for the future.
Those initials are TV and LP—tele-

vision and long-playing, •

TV figures sooner or later to
exert a fracturing influence upon
the sale of platters. What already

disk jockey performs.went along. A sort of package deal

you know,

Looking at the disk jockey field

today, it's alarming to see how
few of the name jockeys have sur-

vived. It takes more thaa a net-

work reputation and some' Bing

Crosby records to put on a suc-

cessful disk jockey show and that's

what all of uS have been finding

iout in the past few years.

Those who have outlived the

trendi have'learned not to sell the

listeners short: ; Subsequently, Be^
and I have made note of a few
malpractices and pitfalls which the

disk jockey should avoid. To corn

a phrase, "We've got a littte list."

^Z^^ i^TcXf near approach to North American
on disk jockey shows IS good tal^^^

or roadhouses,
Judging from some platter chatter .

; jj j ^ Ajpamy music
I've heard, you can hear wittier

spt-tiau^e in i>oii, uiediny mubu,.

(aiknn thp BMT St 5 30 D m The i

majority use platters, broad-

Sograms w™h sLm to offend '^^^"ng them over public address

mo.st are those featuring "inter- "^i'* T.fT fP™^^^.'*
views with famous stars," You can't 1

about gardens dotted with rustic

expect a Crosby or Sinatra but arbors and discreet dmmg alcoves.

Romance Songs

Best In Arg.
Buenos Aires.

'

A cHeek-to-cheek vogue is in-

spiring new trends in Argentine
dance styles and popularizing a
chain of intime dance spots along
the River Plate coast line, from
Buenos Aires down.

:The riverside dance spots, a

of new tunes.. And to place three
or four songs on one side of a 10-

inch disk is too risky. Even if two
became hits, and the second and
third turned up toes, the sale po-?

tentiality is badly reduced. '

I
Other LP'l^Mems

|

LP has other problems, too. And
they'll most likely be crowded in-

to the coming year. There's the
budding battle between Columbia's
apparently successful system . of
.33^^ rpm' .speed, using a specially

designed tone arm, and RCA-
Victor's forthcoming 45 rpm plans,
also involving, a special " pickup.

ered figures. Recording companies
began to feel the slump' back, in
March, too soon for the disk ban
to have exerted so much influence:

Manufacturers are fairly well
agreed that the slump; was a simple

,

return to more normal times. Re-
cordings, aft^ all, are a luxury
itemt^

Cap's His Strides

Capitol 'Records made the big-
gest strides during the year. It

started out in '48 with a smash hit,

Peggy Lee's "Manana," followed
closely by King Cole's "Nature
Boy," then came Margaret Whit-
ing's "Tree In the Meadow" and
Pee Wee Hunt's "12th Street Rag."
These disks , helped run Gap's total

sales for the first nine months up
over $13,000,000, a considerable
jump over the previous year. It

ers of the future. If they get out of I A number of engineers assert that
the habit of listening to recordings

I

the 33 Vfi idea is basically superior.
now, it's figured that the industry

i But anyone who discpunts the pos-
[

placed Cap as a major company,
as it's known today will be a dead

'
sibility of a successful project

1 what the new year will hold in
duck.

I

when it's backed by the vast
|
the way of sales is something that

Habit has always been a power- ;
engineering resources of RCA is (,„e can foretell. Disk jockeys

ful. influence. And for moppets to i
off the beatn.

I exert a heavy influence on buyers
get out of the- record habit would ; Despite atl the talk about LP

i
^surveys • indicate that 85% of

probably mean they wouldn't re-
,
disks, however, the regulation 78

turn easily. Unless recordings are
developed that throw action on a
video screen at the same time they
make with music. Such a disking;
idea perhaps would catch . 'em
young and keep 'em.

rpm platter is still kingpin. And
it's likely to be for some time.
There is claimed to be close to

15,000,000 record-players, of lall

makes in private homes through-
out the country and. they won't be

LP promises tP be some sort of ,
easily discarded pr equipped with

a
more likely than net,, the Great
Name turns put to be the relief

' drummer from a rhumba band fea-

tured somewhere on Route . 4. In-

terviews are w'orthwhile only when
yon'vfi got .a star with a provoca-
tive or interesting story to tell. It

also helps if the jockey has an in-

formed curiosity. Frequently, we
hear jockeys asking a bandleader
about his happy domestic lite and
children only to hear the victim
reply that he's a bachelor.

2. Another major abu.se is ^ the
choice of songs and artists. AH too
often, programs try to sell bebop
music to Guy Lombardo fans and
vice versa. Unfortunately, too many
jockeys pick their records from the
best seller lists .without stopping
to analyze the tastes and prefer-
ences of listeners. We: believe that
shows should be programmed ac-
cordiiig to requests, mail or phone.
Of course, we were all handicapped
during, the, recording ban, those
days when it looked as though the

. Harmonicats would drop dead
from sheer exhaustion. Now that
the good platters are coming in
once more, there's no excuse for
giving listeners anything but the

. songs they want to hear performed
by the artists they prefer.

I
Telephone' att4 tbe Mediiim

3, I: suppose one of the worst
abuses of all is the telephone con-
versatien. These cenversatiens can
be gems of wit and human interest

and make wonderful listening if

the jockey can handle people ex-
ceptionally well. It's a taxing job
to . make one end of a phone con-
versation sound interesting but it

can be done. Too often, ,though,
the calls are from bartenders who
are interested in promoting saloon
camaraderie. On our. show, we use

;
the phone gimmick occasionally to
keep in touch with the listeners
and find out what and who they'd
like to hear.

These are the spots where the
waiters have to \_light matches to

read the' check—-then revive cus-

tomers with smelling ' Salts, once
these- have passed out as the hor-
rible total dirnmed their conscious-
ness. Soft music, plus candlelight
pr, in winter,, a rearing fire in an
ppen chimney, are the special fea-

tures of the new spots^now open
the year roun'd and as popular in •

winter as in summer.
The return of the long skirt and

the more feminine- trend in

women's driess seem to have in-

spired a switch to the sentimental

in dance music down here, -bring-

ing a strong demand for the cheek-
to-cheek type tunes, with swing
and bopgie-wpogie relegated tp the
limbp. Outmpded, too, are the
lively Latin, zambas, rhumbas and
rancheras, so popular a year back;
the bolero holds sway as. the one .

great popular dance-tune, because
of its lilting slow rhythm and sen-
timental lyrics. It's a case of one
dance and one dance-step, with all

the variety that, went with the
Cuban rhythms forgotten.

For all that the bolero is king of

the dance floor in the classier

spots, tangos still weave their

sensuous spell over the more pop-
ular masses. The; social and- ath-
letic clubs, where the great mass
of the middle and laboring, classes

foregather, feature the popular
tango bands at their weekend ses-

sions.

The year 1948 has been distin-

guished for the lack of outstand-
ing new hit , tunes. There has been
nothing like the craze that , hit

Buenos Aires in 1946 for '"Sym-
phonie," or in - 1947 for "Quiza
Quiza." In tact the trend has been
towards the revival ol old favor-
ites. Such tunes as "Hora Stac-

cato." "Night and Day," "Margie,"
"A Pretty Girl is like a Melody,"
"Blue Skies" ; and other old favor-

ites are back to charm, another
generation.

saviour,- eventually, although Wall
street doesn't think so at the
moment. LP disks, however, may
be the answer to the front thrown
up by television, since the latter

field is so costly an operation, tech-
nically, that there may not be
enough room for the trying of new
talent, a field recording excels in.

For some years now a goodly por

extra pickups in numbers large
enough to make any appreciable
differenfce between 78 and LP
sales for awhile, forgetting tele-

vision for the moment.
Though sales fell way oft this

past year from 1947 statistics, dur-
ing which the business- hit its. peak,
the industry is still some 20%
ahead of prewar figures, v This

tion of the new faces fed into vari- ' means that 1948 turned up at least

sales are due to the tremendous
exploitation and promotion pres-
sure they exert. And they're still

all-powerful.. Television, even in
the advanced state that it enjoys in
New York and surrpunding areas,

does not as yet interfere with them
too much ' since they broadcast
'round the clock as against the con-
fined periods of telecasting. -

What would help sustain or even
boost the past year's sales totals is

a band business revival. It's diffi-

cult to determine how much of the:
'48 sales can be attributed to name
bands, but the odds are in favor of

-

Statistics that would prove they ,

accounted for a very small portion.

:

If bands were to begin a surge
PUS phases Pf entertainment were

|
a total sale of perhaps 150,000,000

|

back to prewar acceptance they
propelled to the front via, success
on disks.
: But: there are problems even
with LP. So far, Columbia Rec-
ords Corp.'s success with its

diskSi in round numbers. That's
some 40% lower than 1947. which
ran to 265,000,000, • While the
American Federation of Musicians
recording ban, which lasted 11%

Mitfrogrppve development has been i months, had some- cfl'ect on sales,

almost completely confined to the I it did not account for anywhere
classical field. Pop artists ; cutting i near the major cause q£ the low-

might reduce the hold held on the
recording business by name sing-
ers, but there are those who do not ,

feel that would happen. It's be-
lieved that sales totals by vpcalists
wpuld be greatly maintained while
band sales would ; be an' added
factor.-, •,.-:

This Surprising Song Business
Despite Petrillo, BBC and Other Restrictions

Interpational Song Hits Come Through

By REG CONNELLY
London.

Music business has : always pro-
vided surprises and . ,it - was cer-

tainly not Inconsistent in this re-

spect during the past year. Much
has been said in disparagement of

the 1948 crop of tunes. It's been

I came a potent factor in putting
\over the song for the tremendous
! hit it became.

I

'Serious' and Standard Music

i
musiCv seems to have exhausted

'all possibilities, along comes the

i

unexpected hit' legit musical, film
: tune, or what, have you ... of im-*

mediately recognizable calibre. The
The sharp slump in music sales

,
creatPr may , find a new melpdy pat-

hit mpst countries more or lessitern which would at first hearing

asserted in" some" qiTarters that/^b and, as always, standard and i seem too extreme, or "different.''

for the Petrillo Ban, Certain songs
I

'^^^ss'^^" '""sic was affected hardly
! But. ,

if it's fundamentally well

made immensely succes.sful by oh- '

In this connection, the; sucr
|

writtenv the public invaraably ac-

scure recordings would never have ''•^^^ of the composition, "Dream of
j

cepts it as spontaneously as it re-

seen the light of day. Significantly i
Ol^en," drew attention once again

|
jects synthetic efforts

*

though the same songs in nearly j

potentialities of the film as

every case were as big hits in Eng- ^ medium for creating interest and

land where conditions are com- ,

demand for more serious types of

pletely different and the record has music. Whilst no second "Warsaw
yet to achieve dominance as the ,

Concerto made its appearance, a

principal exploitation medium for !
glance at screen credits for the

4. The biggest problem name
disk jockeys face is the matter of
filling time. Back pn the netwprks ( „ • ci xx- ¥t
we were raised pn the crede that xSruilIS betting Up

pop songs.

"You Can't Be True," "My Hap-
piness" and "You Call Everybody
Darling" by American writers and
"Galway Bay/' a.British song, all

came, from unexpected, sources,

each registering successfully in

both countries. Another surprise

was

better - British films shows there
are film producers wise enough to

provide, along with other ingredi-
ents, for a big budget production
name composers and symphony or-
chestras, opening up record tieups
with immense possibilities.

This increasing interest in a type

every show must be scintillating
and brilliant. That theory might be
okay when you're doing one half-
hour show a week but it's an im-
possibility when you consider that
the average platter show runs
three hours daily, seven days a
week. For this reason, the suc-
cessful name jockeys are those who
have learned to pace their shows
leisurely. Strange as it seems, be-
coming a disk jockey was some-
what of a challenge to all of us
since we had to abandon the dy-
namic selling teehniqufe that net-
work sponsors demand. Of course,
the main reason for this is the
multiple sponsor setup of most
disk shows. Imagine using force-
ful, "hard sell" on 14 different
sponsored segments daily— you'd
drive listeners straight back to
soap operas.
Needless to say, not all of the

Own N. Y. Jazz Spot
Georg Brunis,, jazz trombonist,

who has been working with Eddie
Condon's group at the latter's own
New York club, is setting up his

own jazz spot. Brunis broke away
from the Condon group last week
and is taking a site above Stuyve-
sant Hall, N. Y.

He'll use a six-piece jazz band.

Col. Signs Trace
Al Trace orch has been signed:

by Columbia Records: He's the

Assuming:
always,, of cOurse, the .public gets,

to hear these ' new
properly..'

:, |, V;: Dis^te^^VI^^lpo^ta>»ce.,;' -
.:,)

.

Gpnditibns in- America;: provide

i

opp'6rtuhit^es^J|l;6ater; thaii evfer be-
fpre to : "get ;across" qstickly to the;

I public the right interpretation of

;

new compositions through the me-'
diums of discs and jockeys, sind

"even mere so lipw PPstrPe.trillo.

i

With the right interpretation the
right songs are well on the way to

w.. the"ZSus"popXritrof "he ?f music u-hlciiVwhiie-s^milcla-ssicV^ hhdom after a few con-

<?irinp RanH—"pornv^' tvnp rpporH<; i" character, has elements of popu- centrated exploitation in this way.

accSns f^r Hie DoSuv lar appeal, is a bright spot of EngUsh publishers and writers are
accounting lor. the popularity ol

enterprising publishing firms ! less fortunate, for there are not

took advantage. Quite ah amount iniore than a half dozen radio-disk

of this music made its appearance" Rrograms in all in the BBC sched-

on records, the best efforts like, i "les, and it is curious to note it

"Fiddle Faddle," "Irish Blarney," Very often :happens numbers be-

etc, drawing attention to hew coming hit^ in Englahi? as s^^^^

name conductors like George Mela- music sellers do not have one
chrino and Philip Green, as well :

correspondingly big record seller,

as to the compositions of course. I Although there are ,various reepr

Bui, whether it De pop tu^es:t^!^,<>iS^^^^^
production music, 'bop" or class-

ics, it is that great "standard" that

fhi's7despite'the'makeshift from
|

rea^y matters, and whatever the - ^ . ^^uce the
dav-to-dav Dlannine of the record i trade results, not a year pa.sses

Siaauauy lo reuute ine
aayioaay planning oi tne re™.™

^ snmpthinf npw anri wnrfh hoi"s of commercial record pro-
companies attempting to cope with ' wittiout sometning new and worm

j^. ^g^j ,^ drawing at-
conditions, the recording ban has while appearmg from the creative ™s memu^^^^^^^

^g^^^
imposed. At least, one truly out- viewpoint.

|^^^ singers, etc., unfortunately
standing disc and a 1,000,000-copy

|

There occur many .surprises to '

"

such songs as "Fourleaf Clover,"
"Hcartbreaker," and "Underneath
the Arches," but maybe there was
a nostalgic appeal, both in the
.songs themselves and this partic-

:

ular record treatment. I

Likewise noteworthy, although >

perhaps less surprising, was the
fact by the time any of the year's :

crop of tunes developed into hits,

there were at least a half dozen or
so xecords. available

stand-out sales as is generally the

case in U. S. A., and since the BBC
has agreed with the musicians'

maestro who hit solidly last year
on the Regent label with "You Call

| seller was Margaret Whiting's ''A t stimulate and intrigue those striv-

Everybody Darling," on wliich ,he Tree in the Meadow," recorded or- ing to intelligently appraise music
was co-writer.

Trace will make his first disks

for Columbia on a term pact some-
time this.month in Chicago.

chestrally in Europe and dubbed < and this "glorious unpredictability"
vocally in California,—Certainly--a-l-of the music business is one of its

tribute to the resourcefulness of
j
greatest appeals,

all concerned since this record be- 1 JUst when this writer, or that type

may diminish gradually.

I
Television and Vaudeville \

In the year which saw television

make such giant strides -in- Amer-
ica, relatively little developed in

(Continued on page 198)
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i
lives :ahd/ governing board roem-
beiTB. ASCAP apparently will con-

I
tinue to be in trouble, it's stressed-

i
It's held too, that rainy of the

i Society's difficulties aren't eased

by the almost coBstant internal

1 strife between jp6rsonalitie$, their

I individual lust for : pow^r, . and
"

the refusal of muSife biisinesS in-

ti^Uigfiiitsia to take a hand in its

:
operation. It's felt that they

' either are too busy with their own

The past year was a particularly of music, they can cause plenty of affairs or refuse to lock liojrns with

foing one for the American So- expensive trouble. *
"

cjetv of Composers, Authors and ASCAP didn't have to be hit so

h.-ifd. some aven It was hit so

hiard becausfe a combination that

exerts tremendous powei' in the
prewar fig- music fieid. and which coUeets and

Particularly Trying forASCAP,
*

Paced by Loss of ITOA Decision;

Need Expressed for Public Relations

Publishers, which has been watch-

ing music and record sales sink

back toward normal

ures. And 1949 can be even more

trj'ing for the Society, since the

aftermath of Hi. Y. Federal court

Judge Vincent L. Leibell's decision

in the Independent Theatre Own-
ers Assn. case is still to be felt.

The ITOA action result was a

stunner. It hit ASCAP from a

quarter that the majority of music
business attorneys have always felt

the Society was vulnerable.

ASCAP's pre-decision attorneys

and executives never dreamed that

the duke would go again.st them,
let alone the extent

the cliques tliat control the organi
zation's board, becau.se if they do
they are gotten rid of anyhow.

: ; Recent Coast Case I

British Music Biz on Even Keel

Despite Varied Disturbances

By JOHN FIRMAN i

^Managing Director, B. Feldman, Ltd.)

London.

distributes more than $10,000,000
annually, is to a great extent badly
mirmanaged and advised, it's

stressed. It has "never" attempted
to create good-will between itself

and the people with whom it must
do business; Within the compara-
tively narrow field of its relations

with suhscribers, ASCAP is

looked upon in the same sort of

light that the general public feels

about James

Take -the recent case • on the

Coast, in which a petition was sup-

posed to have been circulated to

force a change in the Society's, by-

laws. This would have allowed

the membership to vote for the oc-

cupant of the presidency, instead
of his being elected by the board,
which in turn is seated 'by card-
holder balloting. This petition

Although subjected to a lot of

obstacles^ music business for 1948

jin England ended on a fairly

bright note. It was a year of politi-

cal and economic disturbances,

which' weren't conducive to . good,

music sales, and many hit song's,

perhaps, didn't reach their selling

peaks because of these disturb-

ances.

to add that this is a very rare ex-
ception, however.

Old SonxH Click 1
It has : been a yiear for revivals,

cptoe up ireslj ;:and fteld its own
with the new material.

. Here
again is anollu'i- example of a
British song well up in the list of
American besi: sellcjrK, 'Tlie title
of this one. . lis "Unjletneath the
Arches," which comedians Fiana-

The acute shortage of paper is Sean and Allen m»d« famous here
some years bel'oro the war.

still; as big a problem as ever and

seridiisly retards music business. Such
'''"Heart'

generally, y eispeeially / .
oinj thei '

There ' are many

cupy the president's chair. It was B^ai worits now entirely oiit ol

There is the contention, too, that
j

felt a membership election of this print,- and it is a point to, be great*

of Judge
\
many an argument between the man could be accomplished via the

| ly deplored. However, we have
regarding Society and its buyers could have 1 weighted vote system used by

|

f,opes t],at the situation will im-

C. Petrillo and his
was sponsored by a man who would

; onjhfettral-'iWft..

American Federation of Musicians. l'.''f..t?_^«5..?^l«_°li'';15°*»°;l^ works now

Iseibell's o p i n io»n s . _ . . , , „
ASCAP's mode of operation. He been avoided if ASCAP spent half

|
ASCAP. Once the chair was at

said ASCAP was a monopoly, leav- the sums eaten up annually by i tained for him, the sponsor would
ing the organization wide . open, if legal tangles on . an individual or i have had no trouble, : perhaps, in
his opinion stands on appeal, Co corps ot relations men who could I securing a good-paying ASCAP
suits from every disgruntled user .pick up . a. phone and say to an

i
job he was seeking. That's only

of copyrighted musi?. . Granted {
embittered customer, "meet, me on I a sample of some of ASCAP's in-

that the majority of these are disr.- the first tee and we'll discuss it."
i
ternal fighting. A:.id it goes on

contented simply because they Because ofv this failing; and the
[
while the Society is facing one of

must pay for- the. commercial use failing in the past of high execu- ! its toughest periods to date.

prove in 1949.

It is gratifying to see that Brit-

ish songs made, good showings

among the hits of the year, and

even more gratifying to see that

two of them," "The Tree

songs as "Peg o' My
'I Wonder Who's Kissing

Her Now," "When You Were
Sweet 16," "I'm Looking Over a
Four-Leaf Clover'' and- "Down By
the Old Millstream" have all fig-

ured prominently among 1948's
hits, it is encouraging that these
grand old songs are not completely
forgotten.

Old songs associate old. memo-
ries, sometimes pleasant, occasion-

ally a little sad,, and although new
tunes may keep coming along and

The Peatman Annual Survey of Song Hits with the Largest

Radio Audiences
(January 1, 1948, to January 1, 1949}

The. 35 song hits tinth. the largest radio mtdietices are listed bcloto in order of the total ACI points re-
ceived in the ACI surveys during 1948. t Songs in stage or film productions are indicated. Songs cur-
rently active are marked vnith an asterisk. Songs whose activity tegan vn the ACI surveys during the
jail of 1947 are noted by the 1947 date.) . .

Number Of
Total Weeks In
ACI ACI

Kank Points- Survey Song Title Production Publisher
1 28,711 31 Now Is the Hour , ' '. , . Leeds
2 23,472 23 But Beautiful (Road To Rio) BurkeVH
3 22,.543 31 *A Tree In the Meadow .'.

. Shapiro-B
4 20,368 14 *Buttons and Bows (Paleface) . Famous
5 20,230 34 It's Magic r (Romance on High Seas) Witmark
6 20,158 24 I'm Looking Over Four Leaf Clover Remick
7 18,736 27 Haunted Heart (Inside U.S.A.) WiUiamson
8 16,491 18 Manana Barbour
9 16,070 20 Beg Your Pardon Bobbins

10 li5,682 23 *You Call Everybody Darhng . . . Mayfair
11 15.096 15 Ballerina (1047) Jefferson
12 14,793 15 *On a Slow Boat To China ; Melrose
13 14,362 26 You Were Meant For Me (You Were Meant For Me) Miller

-

14 14,326 15 Golden Earrings '(1947) (Golden Earrings) . .Paramount
15 14,084 24 Love Somebody ;.. Kramer-'W
16 14,059 24 *Maybe You'll Be There Triangle
17 13,886 19 'You Were Only Fooling i Shapiro-
18 . 13,826 21 Baby Face , Remick
19 13,579 17 Serenade Of the Bells' (1947) Melrose
20 13,491 21 *Hair Of Gold, Eyes Of Blue Robert
21 13,463 14 Nature Boy . Burke-VH
22 13,267 21 Dickey-Bird Song (Three Daring Daughters) Bobbins
23 13,016 24 Best Things In Life Are Free (1947) (Good News) Crawford •

24 12,829 21 *Cuarto Le Gii?ta . Southern
25 12,473 . 26 Tell Me a Story , : . . . Laurel -

26 12,219 12 I'll Dance At Your Wedding (1947) . Geo. Simon
'

27 12,217 20 What'll 1 Do (1947) (The Big City) Berlin
28 12,193 23 *Ev'ry Day I Love You (Two Guys From Texas) Harms
29 12,195 12 *My Darling, My Darling (Where's Charley) E. H. Morris
30 I2,ffi6 , 16 Laroo, Laroo, Lilll Bolero ....................................... Shapiro-B
31 11,482 22 YOU Can't Be True Dear ........... . ... . Biltmore
32 11,476 24 Little White Lies BVC
33 11,433 19 'fooUe Oolie Doolie ............. i. . / C K Harris
34 11,365 20 Sabre Dance (Gayne Ballet) . Leeds
•35 11,298 26 I May Be Wron(? (1947) .......... . (Wallflower) ...... i . . . Advanced

.
I

topping the ''Hit' Parade,'' some ot
ift ine

. ^jjg old "tones will always retain
Meadow" and "Now Is the Hour," <

became such hu^e hits in Amer-

ica. Among the other top British

j

songs of the year were '^Time May
' Change," "Somewhere Beyond the
Stars," ''Galway ; Bay," "Shoe-
maker's Serenade,'' ''One Upon a'

Time,""Reflections in the Water"
and "I'll Make Up for Everything,"
all of which have proved good
money-makers.

Of the latter titles, one is a good
example of a "natural." The song
•was "Galway Bay," and it sprang
to top position almost 'overnight
and stayed there for inany weeks.
Also, I might; mention,- with very
little plugging support,

American songs have, of course,
played a big part among the local
hits throughout 1948. throughout
1948. Top titles I can call to mind
are "Near You," "South America,
Take It Away," "Golden Earrings,"
"The Coffee Song," "Civilization,"
"Serenade of the Bells," "Ask Any-
one Who Knows," "Theresa," "Na*
ture Boy," "Ballerina" "Toolie
Golie Doolie," "Heartbreaker,"
"Woody Woodpecker Song," "Ram-
bling Rose," "You Can t fie True,
Dear," ''My Happiness" and "So
Tired." In the case of "So Tired,"
I believe the English publisher can
claim to have made the song first,

as our American friends had ap-
parently -overlooked . it: I hasten'

,thcir nostalgic places.

Turning for a. moment to the
more modern idiom, we find that

be-bop music has created some in^,

terest, even if only on a smiall-

scale. Instrumental albums ar.^

ranged by top line instrumentalists

1
have shown steady : sales, together

I

with orchestrations of the belter

I
known "bop" tunes,

i Album and "selection" trade has
Ibeen stead.v and healthy through-
out the yeaFi. This is the "bread
and butter" business for the

publisher, .^and consequently, one;

which' is . always under review for

new ideas. Educational works
have also, shown a marked sales

Increase since the war. This is the
side of music publishing whose
importance cannot be too strongly
stressed.

The most important event this

year was the agreement reached
between the. BBC and the Music
Publishers Assn. to abolish pay-
ment for plugging, or "payola" as,

it's termed in the States. . There
were many people, myself in-;

eluded, who thought -any ; agree-

ment of. this kind impractical and
that there would be wiiys and
means to circumvent it, but, con-
trary to expectation, the agreement-
does work—and, so far, without
any appreciable loss of plugs by
the publisher.

TOP '48 SHEET SELLERS
Song : Writers Publishers

Now Is the . Hour. . ; . , ....... .... (Maewa Kaihan-Clement Scott-Dorothy Stewart) Leeds
A Tree in the Meadow iBilly Reid) ... Shapiro-B
My Happiness
You Can't Be True. Dear
I'm Looking Over a-Four-Leaf Clover. (Harry Woods-Mort Dixon).

(Betty Peterson-Borney Bergantine) ........... ... . . . , . BIa.sco
. iIEal Cotton-Ken GriiFin)

: ; . . . . r . , ....... . . ..... . i BiltmoffS

You Call Everybody Darling
It's Magic!'. ,

,

. , , ,., .

Nature Boy . . ... . . ; . . i .

Buttons and Bowst ,

Dickey Bird Songt, ... . .

Woody Woodpecker Song
Manana . i . . . .

On a Slow Boat to China, . . ^ ........ i Frank Loesser)
Bog Your Pardon . ... - . .

.

. : .,. ; ( Francis Craig-Beasley Smith)

Remick:
iBen Trace-Sam Martin-Glera Watts) . . . ; . . ; i . . ...... . . Mayfair
iSii iivmy Cahn-Jule Styne). , . . ... .......... . i . Witmark
iJJclon Ahbez) , feiu-ke-'V'H
iR.iy Evans-.Jay Livingston) Famous
'Si'iiimy Fain-Howard Dieiz) Robbins
'Cvovgc Tibblc.<i-Ramey Idriss) Leeds
D.ac Barbour-Peggy Lee) Criterion'

. , .;. ^ . . , ... . 1 ; , .
.

'.. . .Melrose
. . ; . ; . . . Robbins

Little White- JLies. . . . . . . , . . . (Walter Donaldson). . . . . . . . . . . . . ... i . . . . ... ' BVC
Hair of Gold. , . , . . . (Sunny Skylar). s .Robert
Toolie Oolie Doolie . ; ......... . . , , . . ( Artur Beul-'Vaughn Horton) . . . ,;. . . . . ; . . . ..... . . . . C. K.-Harris
Maybe You'll Be There. .

.'.
i Rube Bloom-Sammy Gallop) : . . . .;. ..... .... . . ..... .Triangle

Love Somebody ... .... . . . . , . i . . . (Joiin. Whitne.Y-Alex Kramer). ; .... . .... . .... .... . Kramer-W
Baby Face iJicnny Davis-Harry Akst)

, Remick
My Darting, My Darling"!'. . . ......... il.<'r;ink Loesser) , i . . . . . . . : . . . . . ... . . ; . . .Morris
Bluebird of Happiness 'Ktlviard Heyinan-Harry Parr Davics-Sandor Harmanti) .T.B. Harms
You Were Only Fooling. . . . ......... i Hilly Faber-Larry Fotine-Fred Meadows). . . , . . ... . . , Shapiro-B
Put 'Em in a Boxl . Sammy Cahn-Jule Styne) . ... . . .... , ; . . . . ; ,

.'

, , .Remick
My Two Front Teeth 'Don Gardner). ... . ... . . . ... . . . ^ . .... . . . . v

. Witmark
Cuanto Le Gustai ............ . ... . . .

iGabriel Ruiz-Ray Gilbert) . . . . . . . , . .v . . . . , . i . Peer-Inter
A Little Bird Told Me . , . , , ( Harvey Brooks) . \ Bourne
Lavender Bluet. . . : (Larry Morcy-Eliot Daniel) Santly-Joy -

Until •.
.
(Jack Fii)ion-Bob Crosby-HUnter Kahler) Dorsey Bros

Galway Bay 'Dr. Arthur Colahan-Michaej Donovan) Leeds

«' Legit musical, t Filmusical.

Favorite Standards for 1948

- (Peatman Annual Survey)

(T/ic'35 standards with the Largest Radio Audiences are Listed Belgw

in Order of the Total ACI Points in the ACI Surveys During 1948.)

NumberOf -

Total Weeksln "

' r ACI •ACI,.:,

Rank Points Survey Song Title . . Publisher

1 6,633 7 While ChrLstmas Berlin

2 6,600 28 Begirt the- Beguine . . . ......Harms
3 5,253 22 Blue Skies .\ . . : . . Berlin

4 4,974 19 Just One of Tho.se Things Harms
5 4,949 20 Tea For Two .

.

". Harms
6 4.521 19 Lover Famous
7 4.244 18 Embraceable You Harms
8 3,838 6 Winter Wonderland BVC
9 3.214 4 Santa Claus Is Comin' To Town. , Feist

10 3,151 13 All the Things You Are Chappell
11 . 3,148 2 Easter Parade Berlin
12 3.133 12 Somebody Loves Me Harms
13 3,104 15 What Is This Thing Called Love. Harms
14 2.904 5 Great Day '..Miller
15 2,875 7 or Man River T. B. Harms
16 2,709 11' Falling In Love With Love Chappell
17 2,648 9 Smoke Gets In Your Eyes T. B. Harms
18 2,,'j86 10 I Know That You Know. .V. . Harms
19 2.519 12 Where Or When

. , T. B. Harms
20 2,473 10 Temptation .' Bobbins
21 2.339 3 Christmas Song Burke-VH
22 2,155 31 Night and Day Harms
23 2,054 10 I Get a Kick Out of You .Harms
24 2,042 12 Alwa.ys Berlin
25 2.033 9 Brazil

, .Southern
26 1,954 6 Alexander's Ragtime Band ....... Berlin ,

27 1,884 10 Dancing in the Dark Harms
28 1,814 7 'Liza .• Harms
29 1.813 12 Stardust Mills
30 1.809 8 Over the Rainbow Feist
31 1,685 7 My Blue Heaven Feist
32 1,635, 6 Summertime Chappell
33 1.629 6 Because Chappell
34 1.623^ 8 Body and Soul .' Harms
35 1,591 2 Take Me Out to the Ball Game . . Broadway
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V

Associates

FRANCES CHURCH

BOBBY PHILLIPS

GEORGE WALKER

JAMES TYSON

BERT BLOCK

JOE MU5SE

BOB BUNDY

LARRY GENGO

OSCAR COHEN

7!t5 Fifth Avsnufr, New Ytjrt N, Y

Pta?fl f-440Q

SfVERtY HlLLl,

M^^yanint floor, fipvtrly Wilthir* Hetfef

MILT DEUTSCH
Monaqgr

Ci-tlCAGD

103 No. Wabaih

fftEP WILLIAMSON
icf f'^54id(;nf and Manag;."
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ii mnRKS IS
ANOTHER WAV OF SAYING

Edward B. MARKS Music Corporation
RCA BUILDING.. ..RADIO CITY. ...NEW YORK; N. Y.

YEAR AFTER YEAR—SINCE 1894—
THE HOUSE OF MARKS HAS BEEN
PUBLISHING THE BEST IN POPULAR
MUSIC.

New H/fs for ffie New Year! 6000 Mfws Fdii a
from JAY-DEE

DO YOU STILL LOVE ME
^^^^^^^^^ ; B^^

ROLL THE PATROL

CLOSER TO THE CURB

I
(THE GRANDMOTHER SONG)

DO. RAY and ME TRIO (Commedorc) I By; HOWARD MARKS

BEAUTIFUL EYES DON'T PUY WITH LOVEI

AMELIA CORDELIA McHUi
(Mc Who?)

fteeorded'by—

^ » »>ANNY KAYE — THE ANDREWS SISTERS (Dteeo)

I Vj CHUCK FOSTER (Mercury} • DENNIS DAY {RCA-ViclorJ

DON'T

Recorded by—

ART MOONEY (MGM)

THE RANGERS (Regent) • DEL CASINO (Rainbow)

B. HAYES (DeLuxe)

DUCHESS MUSIC CORPORATION
RKO Building, Radio City, New Yoric

By: DUB & ROY HOWINGTON . LILLIAN CLAIBORNE

JAY-DEE Music Corp
1650 Broadway, New York

CY MANES. Prof.



iiisl in seivice lo
_

the Disc JocKc?

JHvi'e art' 4 Hour» of Praeiieal t*rogram -

.

Suggt'siimiH of UMl Muaie on Mttniord»

Es>pecially usefnl lo ihe Disc Jockey is BMI's spcciql- service of
Practical Programs, providing 12 full hours of recorded music each
monlh . . . evperl selection of musical programs arranged in 15-

minute segments . , . Perfect for participating shoMs . . . The BMI
kit of Practical Programs noM contains a total of 234 hours.

PIN UP PARADE
0:00 IN MY. DREAMS—Vaughn Monro* Vic. 20-3133

IT'S A •!& WIDE WONDERFUL WORLD
Baddy Clark (Voe) CoL 30370

ONE HAS MY NAME—Bob Eberly (Voe) Doe. 24492

DAINTY BRENDA LEE—Eddy Howard (Voel Mor. 5200

MUSIC FROM HbLLYWOOD
0:1S I WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW

Perry Como (Voe) Vie. 20-2315

pUANTO LE GUSTAr-Androwi Sisteri (Voe) Dee. 24479

FLYING HOME—Lionel Hampton (Inst) Dee. 23837

BAIA-^BIng Crosby (Voe) Dee. 23413

CANARY ROW
0:30 THERE'LL BE SOME CHANGES MADE

Peggy Lee (Voe) Cap. 15001

FOOL THAT l> AM-^Dinah Shore (Voe) Col. 379S2
NOBODY BUT YOU

Margaret Whiting (Voe) Cop. f|^079

HIGHWAY TO LOVE—Helen Carroll (Voei Vi^, 20.291

5

MUSIC FOR BABY
0:45 BABY. BABY ALL THE TIME '

Tommy Dortcy (Voe) Vie. 20-2912

DON'T BE SO MEAN TO BABY
Peggy Lee (Voe) Cap. 15159

AIN'T NO HURRY BABY—Etta Jonei (Voe) Vie. 20-2310

PAPER DOLL—Milli Brothers (Voe) Dee. 18318

FOLK TUNE FROLIC
.0:00 BOU9UET OF ROSES—Eddy Arnold (Voe) Vie. 20-280i-

LAST LETTER—Gen* Autry (VocI Col. 20495
TENNESSEE WALTZ—Pee We* King (Voe) Vie. 20-2*00

TOMORROW'S JUST ANOTHER DAY TO CRY
Erni* Lee (Voe) Vie. 20-2i45

STRICTLY INSTRUMENTAL
0:15 STRICTLY INSTRUMENTAL

Horry James (Inst) ^ , Col. 3.i579

AIR MAIL SPECIAL
Page Cavanaugh Trio (Inst) ' Sig.1S19B

FLOATIN'—Les Brown (Inst) C«l. 38292

Nirft-TWENTY SPECIAL

^ Horry James (Inst) Col. 3M87

BARITONE TIME
0:30 YOURS^Andy Russell (Voc) Cap.10112

SERENADE—Buddy Claric (Voc) Col, 38091

WE'LL BE TOGETHER AGAIN
Franl(i» Loin* ( Voe) M*re. 5091

COOL WATER—Vaughn Monro* (Voc) Vie! 20-2923

LYRICS ABOUT LADIES
0:45 ' AMAPOLA—Jimmy Oorsey (Voe) Dec. 25120

TERESA—Vie Damone Mere. 5092

DELILAH—Glenn Miller (Voc) Vic. 20-2942

NINA NANA—Alan Dal* (Voe) Sig. 15178

MUSIC FOR WALKING
0:00 WALKING WITH MY SHADOW

Meaiea Uwit (Voel

WALKIN' WITH MY HONEY
Sammy K«y* (Voe)'

YOU WALK BY
Jerry Wayne-Bebhy Byrnes (Voc)

PARADE OF THE WOODEN SOLDIERS
Morton Gould (Inst)

FIESTA TIME
0:15 SAY SI SI—Andrews Sisters (Voc)

TICO TICO—Oesi Arnox (Inst)

TAKE IT AWAY—Enric Modriguera (Voel

MISIRLOU—Jan August (Inst)

JUNGLE RHYTHMS
0:30 JUNGLE DRUMS—Fred Waring (VocI.

JUNGLE RHUMBA—Freddy Martin (Inst)

JUNGLE FANTASY-Esy Morales (Inst)

JUNGLERO—Noro Morales (Inst)

PIANO MAGIC
0:45 GLOW WORM—Frank!* Carl* (last)

PIANO PORTRAIT BOOGIE
Jack Fina (Inst) :

BABALU—Jan August (Inst)

MALAGUENA—Carmen Cavallaro (Inst)

SOMETHING OLD
0:00 BALLIN' THE JACK—Danny Kaye (Voc)

JUST AN OLD LOVE OF MINE
Tommy Dorscy tyoe)

THERE I GO—Vaughn Monroe (Voel

SONG OF THE ISLANDS—Bing Crosby (Voe)

SOMETHING NEW
0:15 SUNDAY IN OLD SANTA FE

Jose Morand (Voe)

YOU STARTED SOMETHING
Tony Pastor (Voe)

FOR HEAVEN'S SAKE
Claude Thernhill (Voe)

THE CLICK SONG—Tony Pastor

SOMETHING BORROWED
0:30 THE BREEZE AND 1 (Andolueia)

Three Suns (Voe)

MY PROMISE TO- YOU (Chopin)
Lorry Green (Voe)

THE THINGS I LOVE (Tschoikovsky)

Tommy Dorsey (Voc)

WILLrAM TELL OVERTURE (Rossini)

Spike Jones (Voe)< :
' ^ .

SOMETHING BLUE
0:45 BORN TO BE BLUE—Mildred Bailey (Voe)

TROUBLE IS A MAN—Sorah Vaughn (Voe)

BLUES FOR YESTERDAY
Louis Arnistrong (Voc)

JAZZ ME BLUES—Will Bradley (Inst)

Refer io your monthf/ re/eases of BMI's Practical Programs
for hundreds of addit'ionat suggestions.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
580 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 19, N. Y,



*Undon full range recording reproduces EVERY sound audible to tk nmm\ eor.

1h« Undsn Oramophon* Corp.,U W. 22 $f„ N.Y. 10, M. V.



Viedneigday, January 5, 1949 FoHy-thitd- P^S^OBSFy Anniversary

Operator,
fc,

^''^ "oz/on'* , ,

AND HIS ORCHESTRA
CURRENTLY ON TOUR

MARSHARD MUSIC
IXCUISIVI MANAGEMENT

RCA-VICTOR
RECORDS

M lOCKiniUR nAZA, NIW YORK
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I
MUSIC PUBLISHERS HOLDING CORP.

RCA BIdg., Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N. Y.

•

firty-Third Anniversary greetings
froiii

and their

RECORD STARS
Th* kach«l«r>

BluftBarron

Th« BmI* Sirtat Bays '

Th« Jaekit Brown Quart*!

The Canterbury Choir

Tho Singing Crutadar*

Hanic D'Amico
Donvcr Darling

Johnny Detmohd . :

'

Jimmy Dorsoy

Jimmy Duranl*

Billy Eckftin*

Jack Edwards

ZigHy Elman
Derry FalliganI

Jack Fina

Holen ForrotI

Slim Gaillard

Betty Garivtt

l(Mlhryn Grayson
Philip'Gratn

Harry Hardan

Bud Hobbs
Harry Horlick

lana Horn*

Bob Houston >

Marion Hulton

Jarry Irby

Chubby Jaeksan

Rem»)lohnson ^

Van Johnfon :

.

Johnni* Johnston

Buddy Kayo Ouinlel

Gon* Kolly

Rov. Kolsey.

Jack Kihy

The King's Men
The Korn Kobblers

Art Lwnd ,

franklyn MacCormack
Hal Mclnlyra

Joseph McNally
Malty Malneck
Macklin Marrow
Frankie Masters

Laurils Melchior ':

Art Mooney
Nero Morales

Jimmy and Mildred Mulcoy
George Murphy v

Sam. Nichols
Sy Oliver

Jackie Paris

George Paxton
Five Red Caps
Tommy Roberts '

Carson Robison'

David. ''Rose.

SinginVSam
Raymond Scott

Jerry Sellers

Slim Seward and
Fat Bey Hayes . / V

Bert Shefler

Nev Simons

Arthur (Guitar Boogie) Smith

Kate Smith

Danny Thomas
Joe Turner

Evalyn Tyner

Vioia Watkins

Buddy Weed
Hank Williams

ivy Willis

Bob Wills

Sh*b Wooley



HERE ARE THE HITS ALL AMERICA IS SINGING

OBUttS B« :

^M'>- ^ I
London

• M.o.n,."^

•^"^W JOHNSTON.. Co/o„,b;,

f^-G-M \

o

^f-Ur, 1619 Broadway, N, Y. 19 • harry link, Gen. Prof. -Mgr. — CfOSGf D4i./N, Prof, Mgr.



Variety's 43rcl Anniversary helps celebrate

ANOTHER HAPPY

MILESTONE IN

THE WORLD OF

ENTERTAINMENT

The recent signing of agreements between

the American Federation of Musicians and

the phonograph record industry continues

a principle for which union musicians

have contended for many years

A WELFARE FUND THAT SERVES BOTH

THE MUSICIANS AND THE PUBLIC

'T'HROBGH the
press, over tlie

radio, via television,

and on the screen, it

has been my privi*

lege to announcer

"Thf most sigrnificant thing about the accord

reached between, union musicians and the record in-

dustry is that the public is the big winner—and that

is as it . should. 'be!

:

"I'he agrreemeikts just signed mean that some two

miilion dollars' worth of live music annually will

continue to be provided free to the people of the

United States and Canada—thus carrying on under

tlie trusteeship of Mr. Samuel Rosenbaum a public

service similar to that provided by the Federation

of filusicians over the last two years.

"All in all, it is a very agreeable Christmas pacii:-

age and we of the Musicians Union are Kratefiil for

the'patience the public and the musicians have dis«

played while we worked, out the arrangement which

has now been declared legal by Attorney General

Clarlc and Secretary of Labor Tobin.''

JAMES C. PETRILLO, Presidenl,

.

American Federation of Musicians.

Greetings from the "Old Swingmaster^^ Himself

AL BENSON
HEARD SIX TIMES DAILY

WGES CHICAGO WJJD

BROKE JAZZ CONCERT RECORD ELECTED MAYOR OF "BROWNVILLE"
IN '48, CHICAGO CIVIC OPERA HOUSE, WITH MAJORITY OF OVER
NOVEMBER 21 1,400,000 VOTES

• WATCH AL BENSON'S 26.PIECE ALL-STAR JAZZ ORCHESTRA •
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THE STARS WHO MAKE THE \m
ARE ON

Another great name

added to RCA Victor's

star-studded roster!

WatcK for Thornhiirs

first RCA Victor

post-ban waxing-to

be released shortly.

And watch for a steady

stream of hits from

RCA Victor in '49.

Yes, it looks like

a lianner year-

a

banner year for

riding high with

RCA Victor!
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The New King of Rhumha • • •

CHUY REYES
and his ORCHESTRA

3 Return Engagements

MOCAMBO . , . 212 Weeks Total

2 Return Engagements

TROCADERO ... 78 Weeks Total

EARL CARROL'S
THEATRE RESTAURANT, 110 Weeks

Total.

8734 SUNSET BOULEVARD

Currently 30th W(ick

GIRO'S
HOLLYWOOD

Exclusive Management

FEDERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION
HOLLYWOOD 46, CALIF.

BEST SELLER

"RHUMBA de CUBA"
CAPITOL RECORDS

CR. S-5251

f

DUKE
ELLINGTON

GRttlimS FROM

CUHRENnY:

SWISS' CHALET
BISMARCK HOTEL

AND HIS

ORCHESTRA

COAST-TO-eOAST:

MUTUAL
WGN—CHICAGO

GREETINGS

VICTOR
VINCENT

His Singing Violin and His Orchestra

Presenting

"MODERN SOCIETY MUSIC"

8734 Sunset Blvd.

FeoturJng; '^' ^'^^^
:

BETTY MARTIN
Gnrrently at GIRO'S; Hollywood

EXCLUSIVE MAHAGBMENT

FEDERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION
Hollywood 46. Calif. CR. 5-5251



From the CHERYL CRAWFORD MUSICAL SUCCESS

LOVE LIFE
Lyrics by Music by

ALAN J. LERNER KURT WEILL

THESE TWO GREAT SONG HHS

ARE HERE TO STAY!

HERE

STAY

RECORDS

HERE I'LL STAY
Jo Stafford-Gipitol

Sammy Kaye—Victor

Buddy Clark—Columbia

Gracie Fields—London

GREEN UP TIME
Sammy Kaye—Victor

Buddy Clark—Columbia

Gracie Fieldt^London

Varsity Orch-Wright

GREEN-UP

TIME

CHAPPELL & CO., INC
RKO BLDG. RADIO CITY, New York 20, N, Y.

By '^rrang.-n^.nt .ith M ARLO MUSIC CORPORA'^iZ^

/// r ^ 'f



Congratulations from

MERCURY
RECORDS

THE COMPANY THAT

STARS THE ARTISTS''

P. S. It's our Anniversary

too! We're 3 years

old, thank you—
and doing very well!
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HITS

ALFRED DRftKE
TOHW.

^^.^

T. B. HARMS COMPANY
RKO Building Rockefeller Center, New York

By Arrangement with Buxton Hill Music Corporotion



CHARLIE SPIVAK
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

featuring IRENE DAYE

TOMMY LYNN-BOBBY RICKEY-RUSTY NICHOLS

Personal Manager

LOUIS ZITO

Band Manager

JIMMY WILLIAMS

Direction

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
Press Relations

PAUL BROWN

OUT Of THE WEST COMES

EVEREn WEST
Singing Sensation

JHst Concluded Successful Engagements at

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
VANCOUVER, B. C. ^ SPOKANE

PORTLAND - SEATTLE
Rebooked fer Return Engagements

at Each Spot

Gxelativt Monagement:

FEDERAL ARTISTS CORP.
8734 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood—CR. 55251
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5ECCi 1

R E CORD s

A STAR PERFORMER FOR 43 YEARS
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P^ff says

"TUNEFUL MUSICAL

-SPRIGHTLY SCORE"

V MIKE TODD'S MUSICAL HIT jf\ ft

1

rl

Currently:

WINTER GARDEN
New York

^1
1 1 TEX WILLIAMS

FROM THE SUNDAY NIGHT
"WINCHELL" OVER HIS A.B.C.

COAST - TO - COAST HOOPER:
"Michael Todd's new musical

smash hit, 'As the Girls Go,'

opened at the Winter Garden, It's

one of the greatest shows they've

ever seen. The critics loved it."

"A BOUNTIFUL AND "UP-

ROARIOUS MUSICAL SHOW. It

is a gap and rowdy Broadway en-

tertainment. JIMMY McHUGH'S
TUNES ARE LIVEtY AND
MELODIOUS."

-MOOKS ATKINSON. N. Y. Timai.

"A BRIGHT NEW HIT! . , .

MUSIC THAT IS UNASHAMED-
LY POPULAR . . . CONTAINS
THREE OR FOUR POTENTIAL
SONG HITS."

-RICHARD WATTS, JR.,

: N. y. Posf-Hom* N»i»«.

"THE HAROLD ADAMSON-
JIMMY McHUGH SONGS AHE
GRAND."

-RQftERT GARLAND,
- N.' Y. JawrnoMmcrican.

FROM ED SULLIVAN'S "LIT-
TLE OLD NEW YORK": "This

new musical adds color and ex-

citemeiit to the Manhattan scene.

. . . McHUGH-ADAMSON SONG
HITS. Catchiest of the songs, to

this reporter, was 'YOU SAY THE
NICEST THINGS, BABY,' but the

composers believe their 'I GOT

LUCKY IN THE RAIN' will first

hit tWb jaclcpot." - -N. Y. N»w».

"There are some pleasant JIM-
MY McHUGH tunes that wiU be

heard around; including the title

song. The plugging goes to 'YOU
SAY THE NICEST THINGS,
BABY' and 'I GOT LUCKY IN
THE RAIN'."

-W. HA>VKINS, N. Y. Wotld-Uhgram.

"It can't miss. "Girls' has a
spriglitly score by JIMMY Mc-
HUGH and HAROLD ADAMSON,
including AT LEAST THREE HIT
POSSIBILITIES.
"The opening musical number,

'AS THE GIRLS GO,' sets the

musical pace for the entire show,

starting it off with a bang. A
CATCHY TUNE, 'YOU SAY THE
NICEST THINGS, BABY,' is the

standout along with the first-act

finale, 'Holiday in the Country'."
-KAHN, Vatiaty.

"The girls are among the pretti-

est, and THE SONGS ARE SOME
OF THE BEST AND MOST SING-
ABLE HEARD SINCE 'ANNIE
GET YOUR GUN.' HAROLD
ADAMSON and JIMMY McHUGH
have done themselves mighty
proud on that score, and produced
at least four tentatives for the

honor roll' of hits as well as a

brace of novelty pieces which will

find their proper niche."

-BILl RILEY, Billboonf.

Score Pwblislied by—
McHUGH, ADAMSON ond BLONDELL .PUB. CORP.

Sole 'Selling Agent—Sam Fox Pub. Co.

AND

THE WESTERN CARAVAN
featuring SMOKY ftOGERS

and DEUCE SPRIGGENS

NOW STARRING FOR

UNIVERSAL- INTERNATIONAL PICTBRES

UNDER TELEVISION CONTRACT TO

NBC

HELD OVER RIVERSIDE RANOHO

LOS ANGELES 35th WEEK

Personal Managomont: CLIFF CARLING

SU. 26V19



md Very Uest Wishesfor the J^ew year ...

^aek and Jrving Mills

THE FIRST BIG HIT OF THE NEW YEAR!

RED ROSES FOR A BLUE LADY
: by the writers of "So

Recorded by

GUY LOMBARDO (Decca) VAUGHN MONROE (Victor)

JOHN LAURENZ (Mercury) and more records to conie!

Smash Seng Seipsdfion of the

Contiheht and England-<--

Now making her HIT Debut here

. Watch for an
Outstanding Array of Recordsl

Already released—
GRACIE riELDS (London)

VIC DAMONE (Mercury)

BARRY GREEN (Rainbow)

en every program and record

FIDDLE'

by

lEROY ANDERSON

His "SUIGH iriDf" is Wonderfuil

America's Big Sweetheiiiiit Ballad

IM^SAY SOMETHING]
SWEET
TO YOUR

SWEETHEftRT
by

sn TEn>ER <m >oy nOBSkY

<jr.<>. ""^BBl BENNY STRONG'S
'.

"REDdy" with his new big Tower-rlfic Record :

THAT REDHEAD GAL
She's a Sweetheart of a disk

,

GOING STRONG and STEADY With JUKES and JOCKS

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
SIDNEY MILLS, Gen. Prof. Mgr.

1619 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y. 6533 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

64 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, III.

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF MUSIC, Inc. Starts the Year Bright...

""^3 B-l-G SONG SUCCESSES!

DOWN BY THE STATION
recorded by

TOMMY DORSEY (Victor) CONNIE DESMOND (Mercury) SLIM GAILLARD (M-G-M)

MY SWEET PATOOT WITH THE BUMBERSHOOT
Riith milis* great new song smash recorded by the SOFT WINDS (Mercury)

BLUE MOMENTS
American Academy of Music, inc. 1 61 9 Broadway, New York 1

9

AL BRACKMAN, Gen. Mgr.; Cbi<aso4 * Mellyweodat
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Thanki LAWRENCE WRIGHT---'

-

MILLS MUSIC tl»» Amtrleoii Publlealloii right! f
THE WORLD'S MOST ROMANTIC MELODY

THE DREAM OF OIWEN^ CHARLES WILLIAMS

Andante conmola
KCLEASeo

I'n

CHARLES WlLLU.^'y ^"^l*- tVic*.

. . . And thanks too for tht acquisition of tlio REMARKABLE

CONCERTO In JAZZ
By DONALD PHILLIPS

Rteordod by MAKTOVANI and his Orchestra on London Record No. 12003

SKYSCRAPER FANTASY
By DONALD PHILLIPS

Recorded by CHARLES WILLIAMS and Orch. (Columbia) • MANTOVANI
and Orch. (London)

,
W."*' COMPANY

MILLS MUSIC, me.
Chicago4, Hi 1619 Broadway. New York 19. N. Y. Los Angeles H.Calif.

Holiday Greetings

Johnny Mercer



TOPS IN EVERY CLASS OF RECORD ENTERTAINMENT

VOCALISTS
Pearl Boiley ^ >

Thelma Carpenter

..Doris Day .

Janette Davit

. Ton! Harper

Beatrice Kay
Mary Ann McCall

Jane Russell

Dorothy Shay

Dinah Shore

Kay Thompson

VOCALISTS
Buddy Clark

Arlhwr Godfrey V

Frank Sinatra.

Jerry Wayne

ORCHBSTRAS
Les Brown

; Frankie Corlo

. Xavier Cugat

; Eddy Duchin

Duke Ellington

Woody Het'mon:

Harry James .

Dick Jurgens

Gene Krupa

Kay Kyser .

Elliot La.wrence,

Roy Noble ^

Tony Pastor

Claude Thornhill

Tommy Tucker

Marck Weber

INSTRUMINTALISTS
Frankie Carle

Eddy Duchin

Hazel Scott .

VOCAL GROUPS
The Charioteers

Marlin Sisters

Modernaires

SPECIALTIES
Victor Borge

Andy Cummingi

Beatrice Koy

Fred Lowery

Harry Owens
Dorothy Shay

Kay Thompson

AIvy West

FOLK ANP WESTERN
Roy AcufF

:
. Jesse<'AiMock ". ^

-

. :
..^

Bob Atcher

Gene Awtr/

lailet ^rolhm..

Johnny Bond

Ted Daffon

lynn & Molly Dovis

Al Dexter

Jimmy Dickens

Wilmo Lee & Stoney Cooper.

Bill Monroe

Curly Williams &
his Peach Pickers

Andy Reynolds

Skeets & Fronki*

Floyd Tillman

Wiley Walker &
Gene Sullivan

SACRED
Chuck Wagon Gang

Daniel Family Quartet

Deep South Boys Quartet

' Johnson Family Singers

Old Hickory Singers '

Speer Family

Deacon Utiey & Smil*

A While Quartet

RACE
-Busier Bennett Trio

Bi« Bill

Big Three Trio

Roselta Howard

: Memphis Minnie

Hot Lips Page

Kirby Walker

Joe Williams

Tnuti Marks "0!tmtU" mJtt) Hep V. 5. fat. Of. Mitmisllnfifr4i4$
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CHICAGO'S

WONDER
BALLROOMS

ARAGOH
AND

TRIANON

Whert tht Spotlight of

Famt Always Shines on the

Nation's Greatest Dance

Bands.

fxfen«r

Best Wishes

to

SEASON'S
GREETINGS

MEYER
DAVIS'
MUSIC
Orchestras Extraordinary

MEYER DAVIS THEATRICAL
AHRACTIONS

Offices

NEW YORK
119 Wnt 57th Street

PHILADELPHIA
The Bellevue Stratford:

WASHINGTON
71V 1 3th Street. N. W.

SEASON'S GREHINGS

UNIVERSAL RECORDS
BILL PUTNAM, BERNIE CLAPPER, RENNIE GIBSON
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LONDON NEW YORK CHICAGO BEVERLY HILLS SAN FRANCISCO

CLEVELAND DALLAS DETROIT BOSTON MINNEAPOLIS



BEST WISHES—

LEO ROBIN

JAY McSHANN
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Composer Of

HOT BISCUITS
(Current Best Seller On Exclusive}

CONFISSIN' THE BLUES

VINE STREET BOOGIE

SWINGMATISM

DEXTER BLUES

HOOTIE BLUES

GET ME ON YOUR MIND

JUMP BLUES

SLOW DRAG
And Many Others

Recordings For

DECCA-MERCURY-DOWNBEAT and

MODERN RECORDS

Jxelutive MonQgement

FEDERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION
B734 Sunset Boulevard Hollyweodi Col

CRestvlew 5-5251

in protection of the legal rights of

composers, where recently - deci-

sions of grave impott have gone
against ASCAP.

If ASCAP is destroyed or dis-

solved, through litigation or other-

wlsie, the composers .
and -authors

Will not be thus deprived of their

rights as individuals. It will merely
mean their separation into smaller

groups, or perhaps into individuals,

with each Of whom the users will

have to deal as the alternative to

responsibility for unlawful ^uses of

copyrighted musical works.

"The pot calls the kettle black"

when any branch of the motion
picture- industry—producer, dis-

tributor Of exhibitoi*—each honey-
combed and tainted with monopo-
listic practices, complains that it is

victimized by a group qf sojig-

writers.

"He that is without sin amongst
you, let him first cast a stone at

hei'." (The premiere of this quotar:

titin in the "Bible of Show Busi-

ness").

in law, and of lAquesti.Otiable

probity. ',

6. The agendai for such ^ taeet-

ing should be pr^irared lit «d^^
and forwirded; to the invitees «iid

to the trade press; It should pose
fo):' the consideration of the ineetr

iiig such questions, amongst others,

as for instance:

(a) Is it agreed that under ejcist-

ing Copyright Law the indtHdual
cbpyright owner is vested -with the

sole and exclusive, right to license^

the public performance, fqr

of Mis copypghted Work, ipaxt snd
distinct from other rights, uiider

the ciiip^iigbif i.v
.

-?' v
;

<b) is it agreed that the so-called

"synchronizing right" is sepiirate

and distinct from the "public per-

I'prming"' right (in the case of mo^
tion pictures), and if so, to what
extent if at all should the for^ner

right be iiGeUiedV $iinuitM
with aiid to the sam^ 'ticensi^e as
the "performing" right?

(c) IS; it -advisiibie, afld ;ih^^ te^^

best iiit6rests of all pohcerned' that
through a pooiiiig of these rights

of individuals in a centralized

reservbir, tlKere : exist a single

source at which may be obtained,

under regulations and tariffs open
to all, and in every respect non-
Tdiserimtasitoigr, public pe;rfd*«aa^ce

license's in 'respect Of all RiUsie

copyrighted psirties tp th* pool?

(d) If so, by what, means,
through what InStrumeiitality, shall

the practices and policies of the

pool be regulated and controlled

Ju such manner as will prevent'

. , repetition of the very acts that
deprive the individual musical jij,ve brought about the present
copyright owner of his sole and i situation? Through Arbitration, or

Conclusions

The following are, in my con-

sidered opinion, the plain facts

controlling, and the practical as

well as ' most economical proce-

dures which should be^csiadopted to

forestall a tremendously incon-

venient, costly, confusing and
chaotic condition which, must ensue

if ASCAP is dissolved or destroyed:

1. There is not the slightest like-

lihood that Congress will amend or

the courts so construe the Copy-
right Law in such manner as will

musical

Season's

Greetings

exclusive right to license the pub-

lic'performance of his work.

2. There should be industry-

wide recognition of the justice and
equity of the legal protection

afforded the owners of these

copyrighted properties' against en-

croachment, invasion or infriage-

ment of their propert}^ rights*

3. For the convenience and
necessity of the users of copy-

righted music, no less than that of

the creators thereof, the continued
existence and functioning of a cen-

tral clearing house for public perr

formance rights should be encourr

aged and supported.
4. The powers of such a central

clearing agency to impose its- arbi-

trary will upon.the licensees should
be strictly subject to such controls

as will safeguard and adequately
protect all concerned against in-

equitable, harsh or capricious for-

mulae, rates or restrictions.

5. At . the earliest, possible mo-
ment there "should be convened a
meeting attended by representa-
tives of (a) the Department of Jus-
tice, (b) producers, distributors and
exhibitors of motion pictures, and
(c) ASCAP, The presiding chair-

man should be a well-known, en-
tirely impartial party, well versed

SAMMY

FAIN

ril Be Seeing You'

amended Consent Decree?

(e) The agenda being strictly

limited : to the consideration of

problems v.is-,a-vis motion pictures,

should licenses ("synchronizing",

and/or "public performance") be
secured and paid for by and at the

source" (the producer of the pic-

ture), or otherwise, and should the

clearance be "woridrwide" or for

domestic use only?
^

(f) To what extent, if at ail, will

the Department of Justice sanction

(1) the pooling of copyrights and
operation of the central licensing

agency, (2) the execution of firmly

binding agreements for a consider-

able period, and (3) settlement
of differences by arbitration or
amendment of the Consent Decree?

If such a meeting is . convened,
and reasonable men calmly and
unemotionally consider the prob-
lems, determined to .find equitable,
'constructive, practical and legal

solutions, there is no question of
the result.

Thus, and only thus, in .my opin-
ion, can an end -be brought to the
long continued and to . all con-
cerned costly controversy between
ASCAP and the motion picture ex-
hibitors of the country.

SEASON'S GREETINGS

. . . And God bless you

dear public, for without

you I would never hw^
hod hits.

Keep Your Dials and
Sef for

"Colifo'nio"

"If My Head Hod Only

Listened to My Heart"

"You-'re o Regular Guy"

"When Lovely Lucindo

Sings"

fours for Better Songs • • >

ANDYRAZAF
3429 Country Club Drive

Los Angeles. Colif
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ENTERING ITS 4A YEAR OF SERVICE6*

CAP
The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers will have

completed its 35th year on February 13, 1949. Down through the years,

from the pioneering days when Victor Herbert and a small group of far-

seeing associates organized it as America's first performing right society,

ASCAP has given constantly expanding service to members and patrons.

Its membership has grown from a little more than 100 to some 2400

composers, authors and publishers. Men and women of every state and

territory of the United States, and Americans by adoption born in more than

forty countries are on the ASCAP roster. The great mass of American music

created by this array of talent is augmented by myriads of works of affiliates

in other countries. This great melodic stream becomes the life blood of many

thousands of business enterprises whose music problems are solved

through the simple machinery of the ASCAP license.

Qn the eve of its 36th year, ASCAP, now a truly national institution,

takes this opportunity to express its grateful appreciation of the loyal

support of its licensees in all fields. ^

American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New. York 20,. N.Y.

BRANCH OFFICES IN 25 CITIES, COAST TO COAST, FOR CONVENIENCE OF PATRONS
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Artie Shaw Beefs

To AFM, Another

Using His Name
Artie Sliaw took the first step

toward legal action last week as a

means of stopping the use of his

name in conjunction with a band
organized in Galit'omia by Ace
Hudkins, formerly connected with

Shaw. Andrew Weinberger, Shaw's
attorney, filed a complaint with a

request for action with the Amer-
ican Federatioh of Musicians. At
the same time, he advised the

Hollywood branches of Music Corp.
of America, General Artists and
William Morris agencies that any
use of Shaw's name in billing by
theatres, cafes and one-nighters,

which may sign Hudkins, will bring
legal action.
i Hudkins^ former road manager

I
A DREAM OF A LULLABY

|

TARRA
TA-LARRA

TA-LAR
OXFORD MU^IC CORP.

1619 Broailynitt N«w York

for Shaw, organized a band earlier

this year With clarinetist Bob

Keene playing Shaw's parts as a

hired hand. He began billing the

band with Artie Shaw's name,
since the arrangements he was
using were actually from Shaw's
old library.

Shaw looked the combo - over a

few months ago with .a: view
toward sending it on the road
under his tag, and playing with it

on concert and occasional theatre

dates. He decided against it, how-
ever; and has since had no contact

with the ; combo. Hudkins con-

tinued to use his name, though.

This Surprising Biz
Continued from page 173

Best British Sheet Sellers

London.

Buttons and Bows. .... Victoria
In Love . . . . , Wood
My Happiness . . . . . , Ghappell
So Tired Connelly
Galway Bay ... Box & Cox
Dream of Olwen: . , . . . . Wright
Rambling Rose : , Dash
Be There . ..... .... . . Victoria
La Vie en Rose. . . ... .Gay
Cuanto he Gusta ... Southern
Anything I Dream . ... Reid

Second 12
Dressed Up v . . ; , . ;Cinephonic
Everybody Darling . . . .Morris
Ballin' the Jack F.D.&H.
Underneath Arches . . Connelly
Betty Blue Feldman
Sabre Dance . , ^ . ...... Leeds
Loveland . . . ........ i . Sun
Can't Be True Chappell
Loch-Lomond .;. . . Unit
Dickie Bird Song F.D.&H.
It Only Happens Berlin
Loye Somebody ....... Morris.

i England. The programs having

.regard to their non-"commercial"
' character were good up to a point,

but often were semi-professional,

both as to bands and artists em-

ployed. Several theatre circuits re-

fu^ to allow talent they had
booked to televise; Nevertheless;
progress had been made /and the

bigger provincial cities will un-
doubtedly be linked up with the
main London programs before

long, enabling many to "look" in

on the offerings of this entertain-

ment force that has so certainly ,

come to stay*^maybe to dwarf all

other programs .projected over the

air.

Finally, a: word about, the sur-.

prising success . the new style,

vaudeville programs are having in

Great Britain. Illustrious names
graced the Palladiurn's bills
throughout the year,- and in nearly
every case the biggest successes
were scored by singing acts en^-

deared to the British public by
one or more great pop songs..

These appearances were just as'

warmly welcomed by the British
publishing fraternity as by the gen-
eral public itself.

A word of praise here for Val
Parnell's astuteness in providing
the slickest possible mu.sical ac-.

companiment with Wolfie Phillips'

Skyrockets (ex-R.A.F.) Dance Band^
Maybe 1949, which will certainly

see an extension of this -invasion,
will "also, .with the help: of new
faces and new voices,, prove to be
a "comeback" year for popular
songs.

Inside Orchestras-Music
Decca prez Jack Kapp reprises his 17-^ar-old association with Bing

Crosby in a piece tagged "Mr. America" which appears in Doll Pub-
lishing's "Bing Crosby Album." Kapp describes how the "greatest re-

cording career in the history of the business began when Bing elim-

inated the 'boo-boo-boo-boo* manner and permitted his accompaninicnt

to really accompany him instead of playing what Bing might like to

hear." In looking back, the Decca chief says he considers himself
privileged "to have a front row seat where 1 could see the development
of the greatest talent the world has known in years." In mag formal,
the album itself is in four parts—Bing's life story, as the showman, the
family man and "Bing-the-beloved." In the latter bracket Paul White-
man also nostalgically recalls Crosby's debut with him as one of the
Rhythm Boys.

Spending the holidays in the east cost the Mills Bros. $3,000. Combo
was to have received $1,500. each for two air-show guestints on the
Coast, but cancelled out because Skip ^ills, father of the other three
singers, wanted to go east for, the Yule season. Combo cut a- tape-
recording with Bing Crosby on -Dec. 13 a^d were booked for a repeat

'

yesterday (27) and a spot on the Al Jolson airer Thursday <30); How-
ever; they had finaled a four-frame, stand at the Casbab. southside -L; A;
Hitery, on Dec. 20, at $3,500 per; week, and: decided to head cast rather
than wait around.

Rlleeting After Death
i
Continued from page 172 j

VOTING IRREGULARrriES'

GET 802 BRUSHOFF
Complaint of irregularities in

the recent elections for oftices of

New York Local 802 of the Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians were
disallowed last week by the Com-
mittee on Labor Elections of the
Honest Ballot Assn. Unity -^Coali-

tion group, which opposed the win-
ning 802 Blue ticket, had claimed
that voting machines used were de-
fective. After all their immediate
post-election charges; . they did not
claim fraud oMcially, : as they did

at first.

Recheck of the votes tabulated
by the machines found the Unity
position actually improved, but not
sufficiently tO; upset the result. It

was found the machines were de-
fective. When a voter pulls tabs
for the nine-man trial board, for

example, he must vote for; all nine
or none is supposed to be counted.
Voting for eight, the machine is

automatically supposed^ to cancel
all. In this case the machines did
not eliminate the unfinished votes.
That was . the extent, of their de-
fectiveness.

Vic Lombardo Dated
For N. Y. Capitol

Vic Lombardo's orchestra goos/
into the Capitol theatre. New
York, with the Arthur Godircy
''talent winners" show opening
first week in February. It's Lom-
bardo's second shot on . Broadway;
he played the Strand earlier this

year.

Date is Godfrey's first vaudfilm
date. He's drawing $20,000 weekly,
with a split over $84,000, out of

which ' he pays the people in his

unit.

report,, by- which we shall fit in the

last stone to the noble edifice of

our ARM. May a younger genera-

tion follow . into our footsteps to

whom, we shall leave, as motto,

these obliging words which are en-

graved on our honorary board in

memory of our founder: Josef

Weinberger: "Take care* by dil-

igence and self-sacrificing work
that, to all members of AKM the
protection of their rights, the profit
from their work, and the insurance
for their old age be secured."

|

When leaving the house in the i

Baumanngasse my eyes fell on that i

dedication and at my name on the
honorary, boardi and , being very
happy and proud I said: to the .old

doorman, "You see; my friend,
faith is always being rewarded by
faith."

THERE'S

A BARBER

IN THE

HARBOR OF

PALERMO
a TERRIFIC NOVELTY!

SANTUY-JOY

1619 Iroodway

New York 19. N; Y;

EDDIE JbV. Oin. PrtC Mgr.

FRANKIE LAINE
ON PKOGT LEG'S

CHESTERFIEI.D 8IIPrj!!K CLVB
TliufMla7,l!!Tcntnc .

CAB

CAllOWAY

PerMtial. Mondgcment

WM. H. MITTLER
1619 Broadway

New York 19. N. Y.

Season's Greetings
JULIAN T. ABELES
745 Fifth Avenue. New York





Motion Picture Industries
By NATHAN D. GOLDEN,

Nathan D. GoWea:

"
(C/iie/ of Motion Picture-Photographic

Washington.

Probablv one of the mo.st important factors affecting

exhibiSron of U S. films in foreign markets today is leg-

fSn enacted by foreign governments protecting and

ass?stog ?he development of a national motion pictui^e

industry. Such legislation may take

various forms, such as guaranteed

playing time for nationally produced

films reduction in taxes when do-

mestic films are shown, direct and in-

direct subsidy of the industry, import

quotas that limit foreign competition,

dubbing restrictions, and other meas-

ures that directly or indirectly pro-

mote or aid the domestic industry. In

some countries the motion picture in-

dustry has been completely national-

ized and State monopolies established

that control all phases of the industry

Including importation, distribution,

production and exhibition of motion pictures

exhibition of motion pictures. „„*i„„
Where this trend in government assistance to motion

picture industries will lead is a matter of venous concern

to the U. S. film companies. In a number of countries it

is becoming increasingly difficult for U S. pictures to be

exhibited profitably due to these legislative restrictions.

However, U. S. Hlms are still preferred by movie-goers m
most foreign markets, reports showing that boxoffice pop-

ulSritv of American films has never been gre^ater.

In direct contrast to this trend, foreign films may be

exhibited in the U. S. free from any restrictions on impor-,

tation, distribution, or exhibition, with the exception of

payment of small customs duties at the port of entry.

Furthermore, there are no quotas or devices designed to

protect the domestic industry, foreign films being booked

ihte U. S. theatres on a free competitive basis.

Attempts to assist and protect domestic motion picture

industries in the United Kingdom and France have greatly

affected distribution and exhibition of U. S. films in tnese

two major markets. Under the provisions of the 1948

Cinematograph Films Act, the pritish Board of Trade set

the following quotas to be effective Oct. 1, 1948: 45%
British first feature films must be exhibited in the theatres

and 25% of supporting films (second features and shorts)

must be British. At the present time, there is alsopentJ-

ing in Parliament a bill to establish a Government film

financing corporation making available about ?20,000,oup

to assist in the production of British pictures.

A recent film agreement between the U. S. and France

limits the number of dubbed features to be imported from

the U S to 121 and provides that French films must be

shown' five weeks out of each 13. A measure has also been

passed Creating a fund for the temporary subsidy of the

French film industry. This fund Is supplied by two taxes:

One on theatre admissions amounting to five francs per

ticket costing up to 99 francs- and 10 francs per ticket

costing 100 francs or more; and the other a meterage tax

of 400 fran4s per meter for Franch'Speaking films of long

meterage, 25 francs per meter for foreign films of long

meterage in the original version, and 50 francs per meter

for short subjects. .

Films not intended for commercial exhibition and ne\ys

films are exempt from this tax. The meterage tax is col-

lected at the time of delivery of the exhibition permit

required before any film may be shown in France. The
amount of the subsidy for French exhibition can in no case

be leiss than the revenue from the meterage tax. French

Sroduters who have produced films the first presentation

of which has taken place since Jan. 1, 1946, are eligible

for assistance from the fund. Since the major part of

films shown in France are U. S. productions, revenues- for

this fund are largely derived from exhibition of American

pictures.

Branch, Office of International Trade, U. S. Dept. of Commerce)

are obliged to exhibit annually at least 3 feature national

filrtis to be treated and shown in the same manner as with

the best of foreign productions. On any jirogram in^

eluding a foreign feature film, a Brazilian-produced short

subject 'must be exhibited; A congressional tommittee of

inquiry was established in June, 1948, to study the gen-

eral situation surrounding the motion picture industi-y and

it is expected that this will result in recommendations
with regard to the control and development of Brazil's

motion picture industry.

Institute Plan for Uruguay

According to press reports from' Uruguay, a govern-

mentally-appointed committee has presented to the Min-

isiter of Industry proposals calling for the creation of a

National Film Institute, financing of prc'uction by the

official bank, and the building by the Si_te of modern
studios and laboratories to be rented to private companies.

The plan proposed that only those countries which would
show Urugufiyan films would be permitted to exhibit in

Uruguay.

The Ministry of Social Affairs in Egypt has informed
motion picture distributors that only three foreign films

may, be dubbed intp Arabic each year. Since U. S. films,

dubbed into the Arabic language earn considerably more
than do the original versions with subtitles, this limitation

greatly restricts the. earning power of U. S; films in . this

market.'. .

In addition to these major programs of government
assistance, other countries have pas.sed legislation aiding

the development of domestic newsreels. In Portland it is

mandatory that a Polish newsreel be a part of every pro^

gram. The Swiss newsreel is subsidized by the govern-

ment, and although there is no legislation requiring it to

be Shown, it has become an established part of every pro- .

|ram. Recently the government of Colombia has taken
steps to 'encourage the production of newsreels and has
instructed the Ministry of Education to study the situation

' with the thought of requiring all theatres to include Co^
lombian affairs in the newsreels exhibited in the country.

In Peru the exhibition with each day's program of a do-

mestically produced newsreel covering national events is

obligatory for all theatres. In the Netherlands each the-

atre is required to show 12 Netherlands-produced shorts

per year in towns with less than two theatres and six in

towns having more than two theatres.

:In Finland, Norway, Turkey, Mexico, and Iran, reduc-
tions in taxes are granted when nationally produced films

are exhibited; This makes it more attractive to the ex-

hibitor to book national films whenever they are avail-

able. In Turkey this difference in taxation, 25% for

domestic films as' against 70%' for foreign pictures, is

expected to give a strong impetus to the domestic industry
since Turkish pictures meet wiyi more public favor than
imported films. -f

'

.
' .

The operation of the Italian film industry is coming
more and more under government control. The provisions

of this control have been brought together in a law ef-

fective May 30, 1947, termed the Cinematographic Law.
This law established a Central Cinematographic Office

to assist and promote the national motion picture producr
tion, to supervise activities in the field of motion pictures

which are of public interest, and to promote and care for

relations with foreign countries.

It may be seen from the above that the motion picture

has become the important medium of communication with-
in the borders of foreign countries; that foreign goveriir

ments are going to great lengths to protect and promote
tlieir own motion picture indu.stry, not only as a source
of entertainment for its nationals, but also as a medium
to control the thinking within the country. :

London.

.

Although government intervention in industry control
and management has so far only touched the fringe of
the problem and, despite fears to the contrary, is still

far removed from threats of nationalization, a 'more posi-

tive move 'in this direction may be expected in the new
year, unless there is a sudden upward trend in British

production.

:Until now nationalization hai^ only been .talked of as a
loose threat. On the labor side none of the unions has a
mandate from its membership tQ agitate in this direction

atid had not contemplated seeking one. With the produc-
tion stop, however, the situation has .changed radically

overnight. •

It can now be Confidently forecast that unless there is

a decided improvement in the first quarter of 1949 there

will be a- cietermined drive in favor of direct government
intervention. The unions, facing the biggest unemploy-
ment slump for many years and having to bar all new
entrants from the industry, will not have to fight hard to

per.suade their membership that nationalization is the only

cure. If they can sell the idea to th^ rank and file that

this is the only way of insuring continuity of production

and employment, the proposal will be carried witji little

dissension.

Stalwarl Opponents

Among prominent members of the government it is

known that the stalwart opponents of nationalization of

the film bi% include Herbert Morri-son, who is Premier

Atlee's deputy; Sir Stafford Cripps and Hugh Dalton. On
the other hand, Harold Wilson, Board of Trade president,

who has seen in his comparatively short term in office

the growing studio depression, is already half sold on the

idea and, if it had complete and solid union backing, would

seek to. persuade Atlee and othet Cabinet colleagues of

the advisability of such a measure.

Without a mandate from the electorate it is unlikely

that nationalization would be contemplated in the- lifetime

of the present Parliament, which has at least another 18

months to run. Assuming, however, that union backing

is forthcoming, the next step would be to get support from

the National Labor Movement at the party's annual con- "

ference. Experienced laborites believe that despite ex-

ecutive opposition, it would be- possible to secure, a com-
'

fortable majority at Such a conference for a nationalized

film industry, which .would be one of the platforms on

which the 1950 election would be fought

I

Spain and Portugal

Probably the most complete protection to the domestic

motion picture industry is provided by the programs en-

acted by Spam and Portugal. The Spanish government

some years ago embarked on a program of encouragement

to the domestic industry by direct and indirect subsidy..!

Licenses necessary to import foreign feature filmsHare

granted only to Spanish film producers. The producer may
use the license himself or he may sell it at whatever the

market will bear. In effect, this practice provides a sub-

sidy for the Spanish producer and limits the number of

films that may be imported each year. In addition Spanish

theatres must show a Spanish film one weelt out of six, and

a Spanish newsreel must be shown on each theatre pro-

gram. Imported films must be dubbed into the Spanish
language in Spain, and dubbing permits are issued to pro-

ducers on the basis of the number of films produced- in

Spain. These dubbing pefmits are sold on the open market
and also provide an indirect subsidy to. the Spanish pro-

ducer.
In Portugal, a system of controls affecting all elements

of- the motion picture industry was introduced by the

Government in December, 1946, and inaugurated a regime

pf protection and encouragement to the national industry.

A motion picture fund was created to offer financial

assistance to producers, and exhibition time for Portuguese
films was set at one week to every five weeks of foreign

films. Money for the motion picture fund is derived from
a tax placed on each theatie program licensed for ex^

hibition. Here again the major portion of theatre pro-

grams in Portugal are U. S. films, and revenues earned
from exhibition of i American pictures are used to sub-

sidize production of Portuguese films.

A singular charaeteristic of the motion picture industry

in Argentina has been the assistance and protection re-

ceived from the Argentine government, which has included
tax rebates, compulsory playing time for Argentine pic-

tures, and the granting of loans. All theatres in the

Buenos Aires area must exhibit Argentine feature films

at the rate of one film per month during seven days, in-

cluding a Saturday and a Sunday. All other theatres in
Argentina will exhibit national films at least two weeks
Out of every five, including two Saturdays and two Sun-
daysi. . • 'v.:'

A law of Jan. 24, 1946, provides that theatres in Braisil

Yank Pix Make Great Strides

In Influencing Jap Public

Tokyo.
American pictures in Japan have made astounding prog-

ress since the end of the war in garnering a large chunk
of the Nippone.se screen biz, while local producers and
exhibs alike are being squeezed at every turn by the in-

flationary pressure which continues to hamper the nation's
economic recovery.

Pix still provide the most popular form of entertain-
ment in postwar Japan . and queues a block or more long.,

in front of firstrun houses are a common sight in big
cities. But most theatre owners, including the nation's
four big chains, have watched their ' profits gradually
shrink as soaring production costs forced Nip studios to

make percentage slashes, and- the national government set

strict boxoffice price ceilings and upped its.admission tax.

150%.
: Despite , these handicaps, U. S. film biz here has stead-
ily improved. The Motion Picture Export Assn. imported

.

84 films in 1948, compared to 60 in 1947. This is only a
third of the number' of prewar U.. S. imports, but the
American product has captured 42% of the current Japan-
ese film biz, compared to 16% before the war. Pix are
distributed to 728 theatres, of which 246 are under ex-

clusive contract, 203 'play American films half time, and
279 exhibit U. S. pix on a spot-booking basis. American
films are booked into: more than a third of the theatres
in Japan.
Only dark spot in this rosy - picture is the fact that the

U. S. industry must wait indefinitely to realize dollar re-

turns from its revenue in Japan. Sifice end of the war,
all yen income from American film rentals has been
banked in a frozen account and cannot be converted to

U. S. currency until an official exchange rate is set. Cen-
tral Motion Picture Exchange, local MPEA outlet, has
socked away something like a billion yen since 1945. This
Is about $4,000,000 at the present, military exchange rate,

but what it will be when the official rate is set ( presumab-
ly when thp wsace treatv i.s siened) is anybody's guess.

Maurice Cowan on Nationalization;

Britain's 'Anti' Nothing But Bad Pix
London.

British government' .<r takeover of the film indu.stry is

viewed lis a real possibility by Maurice Cowan, erstwhile

critic and currently an independent producer, unless U. S,

exhibitors come through with more playing time and more
,

coin. Don't gloat Over the flop of the Quota Act, Cowan
advised U. S. distributors, because "failure of the industry

here will bring no compensating success to Hollywood."

Some of the British producers may be driven out of

business, but a film industry will go on, Cowan asserted.

"Inevitably the government will interfere to an increasing

extent." he observes, "and a government that nationalizes

railways, coal/ gas and electricity would hardly hesitate;

to nationalize a film industry with all its manifold impli-

cations. And nationalization would not stop at produc-

tion. It would include exhibition."

Cowan said Hollywood is mistaken if it "believes that

any failure here to reach the required figure (45% of all

playing time under the Quota) is going to open the flood-

gates to their product. They sadly misfigure the temper-

of the people over here." Before it's too late. Cowan ad-

vises Hollywood to talk matters over frankly with British,

producers, and "put all cards, face up, on the table.".

Hollywood should remember, he said, that "prosperity in

the film industry is indivisible."

Referring to the terrific U. S. squawk against the 75% .

ad valorem duty last year, Cowan said a more moderate -

reaction might have headed off the new quota law.

"Hollywood let us down when we were most" in need of

friendship. Hollywood may recall that, not so long ago,

stalwarts like Sir Alexander Korda, J. Arthur Rank and

Herbert Wilcox were all against quotas of any descrip-

tion. They wanted free film trade all over the world.

They wanted a picture to earn its screen time, and its

money, on its merits." But, said Cowan, they changed

their minds because, of the U. S. embargo on pix imports

during the 75% tax period, and secondly, because P«

Britain's hard money famine and general economic Pes|-.

tion. These factors constituted Bank's reasons for switch-

ing his stance in favor of the auota law.

I

*LiHie' Theatres Sluff-Off?
~
ZII

"Take a look at Variety's weekly theatre returnSi

Cowan suggested. ' "Analyze them and you will find that

British pictures which arc smash hits are screened in the,:

.'little' theatres. Can one wonder that British pioducers

are sore? And to add insult to considerable ini^^yj *"f
pundits of Hollywood tell us—often after they have mal-

treated the original-^that the U. S. public is not keen on

British stories and British players." It's the bunk, Cowan

feels. "The plain fact is that* the British producer is tiren

of being pushed around, fobbed off with promises that

never materialize, and on occasion, grossing millions oi

dollars from which a trickle reaches these shores." _.

Hollywood's recurrent lament that the British press and

public are "anti-American," are also "bunkum,"
,

at'J"'P"

ing to Cowan. "Ask Bob Wolff of BKO how anti-Hour

wood we were over here to 'The Best Years of Our Live°,v

Ask him how anti-Hollywood we are to 'Walter Mitty •

And where did this picture have its first run in Lonao»v

Not in a back-alley 500-seat art cinema, but in a 1.^^,
seat theatre right in the heart of the West End. Ask »»'

Kupper of 20th-Fox how anti were to 'Sitting Pretty /
as»

Sam Eckman of Metro the business he played to wiin *'

Bride Goes Wild' and 'Unfinished Dance,' even thougn

press was not too encouraging. Ask Jim Perkins ot r^

mount how much anti-American feeling there was to nu

to Rio' and 'Blue Skies,' and ask Teddy Carr of ^enci-

Film Distributors, how anti the press and public were

'Naked City ."
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$12,000,000 Profitk Govt. British Picture Industry Views 1949
Via Argentine's Casinos Pessimistically; Production's Retreat

$140,000,000 Grossed on Gambling, Time When Film Biz Seemed to .Thrive on Crises at an End—^Threat to U. S. Just a

$20,000,000 from *urf, Pix T^ng of the Past—^Indies Squeezed Out of Business

Do $15,000,000 in B. A. By HAROLD MYERS

Buenos Aires.

The 100% increases: which labor has obtained on the

wages of all but the whitecoUar workers in Argentine,

since President Peron took over the government, are

mostly pouring into the casinos and racetracks.

, The breakdown of what the citizenry spends, on .cnter-

fainineat is approximately as follows (in U. S. currency):

Racetracks $20,000,000
Casinos 140,000,000

Pictures '. 15,000,000

beeit 3,000,000

Football 1,102,300

Boxing: 277,200 ~
.

Concerts 115,000

Millions of the workers' earnings pour onto the green
baize roulette and baccarat tables at Argentina's casinos

every year, although the Government, which operates the

gambling palaces, claims that these millions .flow back to

the people in the shape of new roads, hospitals, schools

and social welfare schemes. Opposition elements, oh the^
other hand, charge that, these millions are squandered/

by the Peron regime on its own political ballyhoo and in

making the people ''gifts" in the way of bicycles, free

tider and cake at Xmastide and other forms of donations.

Close to $12,000,000 profit was netted by the governr
ment in the 1947-48 summer season through operation, of

the seven government-controlled casinos scattered-

throughout the republic. The total gross ,for the period
has never been made^public, but careful libservers esti-

mate it at $140,000,000. The .seven casinos are .mostly
concentrated in and around Mar del Plata, known locally

as the. '"Pearl of the Atlantic." It's a coast resort teeming
With gigantic apartment houses, deluxe hotels and beauti-

ful villas^ Mar del Plata has proved a colossal boom real

estate development in the last decade.

Mar del Plata itself boasts three casinos. Most im-
\portant of all is the palatial Gran Casino, built with the
proceeds of the gambling, which includes indoor swimming
pools, racket courts, bowling alleys^ concert halls, restau-
rants, cafes,: a nightclub,' barbershops, skating rinks and
the Gran Hotel Provincia, inaugurated in March of last

year. An annex of the Gran Casino operates at the old
Club Pueyrredon and another at the traditional and for-

merly very snobbish Club Mar del Plata.

The socialites, for whom Mar del Plata was formerly a
sort of exclusive deluxe Newport, now patronize the sea

-

spots on the Uruguayan coast, like Punta del Kste and
Carrasco, where life is freer and they can say what they

. think about Peron without feariof the cops tapping them
on the shoulder. Encouraged by the millions pouring into
the state coffers on the Argentine side of the River Plate
from this: summer gambling, the Uruguayan government
has ta^cn over the casinos at Carrasco and Punta del Este.
It uses the profits to build more and bigger resorts, and

: Wider and smoother roads over which the Argentine cars
run from the ferry that brings them to Colonia on the.

' Uruguayan coast, out to the Atlantic beaches.

I
'Family* CasinoB |

A half hour's drive from Mar del Plata sees the smaller
and more family type of bathing resorts of Necojphea. and

' Miramar, each having its own casinos, which also rake in
' plenty, of coin for the Argentine state, even though the
'Stakes are smaller.

In the winter season, when, the Atlantic coast casinos
are shuttered, Argentines can still gamble at the. Termas
de Rio Hondo, while taking the waters at this spa in the
arid northern province of Santiago del Estero. The Rio
HonclO' Spot, .mecca of the, rheunjatic rich in the deep of
'Wihter, netted the state around $807,400 in the 1947-48
season.

'

\Mendo;za, the sun-splashed valley city on the slope of
the Andean foothills, surrounded by fertile vineyards; has
a casino which made a profit of about $300,600 for the
same season. The Mendoza spot is open all the year
round, and this year the Buenos Aires provincial govern-
ment, which controls the Gran Casino, Mar del Plata, ar-

. ranged to keep this essentially summer spot open all year
:

for weekend gamblers from Buenos Aires, who can spin
down to the^ Atlantic spot by train or automobile, for a

. Saturday-to-Monday fling at the tables. There are no of-
ficial figures to show what profit has been netted by this
weekend operation, but a safe reckoning is that attend-

. ance fell short ot what was expected.

_
The casino operation is closely tied in with the Argen-

tine film industry, as the Gran Casino was the creation
of picture tycoon Miguel Machinandiarena and his broth-
ers, of San Miguel Studios. A percentage of their profits
was supposed to go back into the pic biz until the Govern-

,. ment- stepped in and cancelled their concession. Recently
the provincial Government turned film-conscious and or-
..ganized' a filmcfestival coinciding with inauguration of the
Casino hotel. The festival was planned as an annual event;

.
but uncomfortable questions have been put in some quar-

.
tbrs about the fabulous sums absorbed in its organization,
6i»d the current prediction is that no festival will be held
in the 1948-49 season.

Of the fabulous profit made by the state-operated
casinos, $4,000,000 go to public works projects and
Public health service. The l>alance swells the Senora de
Peron's social welfai'e fund-4-wbicfa has never published
any balance sheet.

1 .SOOG Bet on Favorite
|

The coin spent on the, tote machines at the Palermo
and San Isidro racetracks in Buenos Aires during 1948
hfve^spiraled way above anything, recorded in the history
of the Argentine turf. The favorite in one race Was
backed up to $500,000 for a win and $160,000 for place
(the horse came in second). So much money has been bet

.- 'London.'''"

The British picture industry has reached the stage of

perpetual crisis. The year 1948, which 6pened with the

ad valorem crisis and threatened^ to close most theatres, ^

was followed by a series of intermittent emergencies

throughout the year, and as 1949 saw the light British pro-

duction, was faced with Its biggest slump as studios be-

came idle and technicians unemployed;

. 'There was a -time when the British film industry ap-
'

peared to thrive on a crisis, but that time has now clearly -.

passed. The British'-made. picture, which in the immedi-

ate postwar period was developing as a serious competitor

•to Hollywood, is now receding into the background. Its

predominance in home and certain overseas markets ap-

parently was little more than, a one-day wonder.

The depression in British production has squeezed the

independent out of business. To all intents and purposes

British production i;s now in. the hands of the Rank and

Korda groups, with Associated British as' modest runnerup

in collaboration with Warners. Odd production's -are being

made here and there, but the independent has little hope of

continuing production while the present difficulties per-

sist. Even among the bigger groups the policy of retrench-

ment is developing. The Rank Organization, for example,

in closing its Islington Studio, is adhering to a produc

tion program of around 40 pictures, and although it has

facilities available, does not propose at this stage to in-

crease that figure. Improved production methods, which,

are being tried out within the Rank colossus, may eventu-

ally lead to further closures but not apparently to an in^

creased output.

British production, which is the center of all the ills

ot the picture industry, is fighting on two fronts, for in-

creased production and improved quality. With few ex-

ceptions, however, the campaign is not proceeding accord-

ing to plan, and a retreat is taking place on both fronts.

The number of topflight British productions which

made the boxoffice grade during the past year could

almost be counted on the fingers of both hands. The de-

cline. ;ih quality, a se.rious factor in itself, h;as not been

compehsatdd for by any substantial improvement in quan-

tity.

Who would have thought that when the 45% quota was
introduced in the summer of 1948 that within a few weeks ;

British production Would be at its lowest ebb? Who would
have thought that with this new incentive that studios

would go dark, one after another; and search in vain for

potential producers? And who would have thought that

unemployment would reach a new peak?

i
Seeks to Salvage Industry

Frankly no one thought that, least of all Harold Wil-.

son, president of the Board of Trade, who is devoting

more and more time towards the salvation of the British

picture industry. The first failure of the quota to keep
the studios going was put down by Wilson to lack of

finance. Too much money had been lost by banks and
insurance companies,, and financial circles in the "City"
(the British Wall Street) no longer regarded British pro-

duction as a good risk. So Wilson introduced legislation

to provide for financial aid to be made available to dis-

tributors. So $20,000,000 of public money was set aside

for this purpose; and a Film Bank was set up. But as the
' first loans were made^the studiO crisis deepened.. Finance

on nags which any racing' fan could tell couldn't possibly

get to the winning post first, as to make it obvious that

the betting is not bemg done by the usual racing crowd,
biit is pouring on to the gee-gees from the .blue denim
pockets of the newly-rich laboring classes, who don't know
what to do with the shekels Peron has put in their grasp.

The total coin bet on the first 10 months of 1948 was
around $16,000,000. When the fall year is counted up, it

will probably reach $20,000,000. The state takes 17% of

the totalizator.

Football is a sport which absorbs an immense propor-

tion of the average Argentino's surplus cash, and a fund

;

of his enthusiasm and energy. The 16 professional foot?

ball clubs grossed gate receipts of $1,102,300 last season.

: Grosses toboganned spectacul9rly as a result of a squabble
involving professional football players.

The grosses lost by the football clubs during this rift

swelled the already high legit and film grosses, especially

the latter, which spiraled steadily throughout the year,

notwithstanding all the snags distributors and exhibitors

had to overcome to get good films in face of government-
curtailed imports. There were 204 pic theatres in opera-

tion as compared to 19 legit houses. Xegit grosses also

spiraled, mainly due to increased iidmission scales. At-

tendance upped as regards comedies and musical revues,

all of which were sellout hits. More serious fare, on the
other hand, was distinguished by a notable succession, of

boxoffice flops. This may be the result of much govern-
ment interference in the choice of plays and players.

Nitery operators are cagey about revealing what their

returns were on the year's operation, but at 12 pesos
(about $3 the drink) it stands to reason that they have
been raking in coin in proportion to the spending mania
of their patrons. Most niteries report that they have
been working to capacity every night of the week. The
trend towards presentation of shows has increased and
has gone, a long way to helping. the increase in niteiy

''-.attendance,.'".

alone was not the sole stumbling. bl«ck, and Wilson has
been compelled to make .this admission.

Obviously something has not gone according to plan.
What is it? What explanation can they give in high gov-
ernment' circles that a 45% quota has produced one of the
biggest production slumps in the history of the British
film industry? After all, the quota means, in effect, that
virtually one-half available playing time must be given
over to native product. Yet despite this incentive studios
'are out of business, independents idle and technicians and
craftsmen on the dole.

The answer is not too difficult to find. This Island of
ours presents only a comparatively small outlet for
Britiiih .producers. With less than: 5,000 theatres. in the
country, only pictures made on a modest budget can hope
to show a profit if their exhibition is restricted to the home
market. But everyone appreciates that the! entertainment
value of a modestly made picture is all too frequently re-
flected in the finished article. Cheaply made productions
have little hope of competing with the best from Holly-
wood or the best from Britain; v With- this realization,
many British producers have gone in for expensive pro-
ductions in the hope that apart from achieving success
with native audiences they would crash the export market^
particularly the American market. That appears to have
been their undoing.

Eric Johnston, prez of - the Motion: Picture Assn. ot
America, during his visit to London in the summer, frankly
intimated that the entire British production industry

-

would not earn $1,000,000 in America for the year. That
is against a figure four times as great as in the previous
year.!! Now the French market is closed to Britain, with
the: exception: of 20 pictures annually, and only modest
returns are coming in from other parts of Europe. ' The
far-flung British Empire is all too sparsely populated to
induce enough foreign coin b.kCk. to Britain to refinance
new production.. Patently, the attraction is still America
r^but America is not to be attracted. Only a handful of
British pictures have any hope of making the grade, and
these are productions of tlie calibre of "Hamlet," "Red
Shoes," "The Fallen Idol" and "The Winslow Boy."

Leaders of : the British industry, like J. Arthur Rank and
Sir Alexander Korda, are unquestionably disturbed at the
trend of events dunng the: past 12 months. The boycott
of British films i'l the U. S. during the summer has ad- ,

versely affected their businesses and .unless there is a rap-
prochement between the: British and American industries;
their difficulties are going to ; increase. In March they
are, going to Neiv York with Sir Henry L. French, direc-

tor general of the British Film Producers Assn., to discuss
problems of mut,ual concern with their American counter-
parts. They will talk mainly of the strained relations ex-

: isting between the two industries in a frank and earnest
endeavor to overcome the present situation. :

I
Mietro, 20th aa Prod. Aid

|

With the abolition of the renters' quota, American-spon-
sored production in Britain is naturally curtailed, but were
it not for .such -companies as Metro and 20th-FoXi' both of
which, are carrying out Important programs, that the situ-

ation in British studios would be -at its worst. Activities

of these and other American companies, wliich are ab- ;

sorbing some of their frozen coin in British production
venturesi has avoided a big catastrophe. But notwithstandr
ing their voluntary efforts, they are being blamed for not
doing more, and there is many a Member of Parliament
who would cheerfully hold the American- industry respon-
sible for the grave situation at home.

Under the terms of the Anglo-American agreement con-
cluded earlier in the year between, Harold, Wilson and
Eric Johnston, provision was made for the spending of
frozen assets. The permitted total of $17,000,000 for the
entire American industry is divided up on a proportional
basis, depending on the turnover of indiWdual companies.
The surpluses can be spent in a variety of ways but so
far the only choice has been in production. Twentieth-
Fox has allocated all its iced assets in an ambitious pro-
gram, M-G-M: is even -going over the lim-it, and other com-

'

panies such as Columbia are working along more modest
lines. Therefore, to blacie the American distributors -for- -

not : doing what they ar^Tiot 'ooliged to do is Symptomatic^
of the- present situation In Britain today.

. Inevitably the troubles on the production side are re-
flected in the exhibiting industry. From the outset ex-
hibitors have never disguised their dislike of the 45%
quota, which to them-'has always been anathema. Despite
the mass reliefs proferred by the Board of Trade, there are
going to be a large number of defaults which wiU.l>e-made
up of two categories: those Tirho cannot get British, prod-

'

uct at all and those who can only get it at a price. The
"have nots" who fall into the first classification will have
a strong defense if challenged by the Board of Trade as,

after all, they can hardly be expected to show product
which is not available. In the other category, however,
are the exhibitors who have been campaigning during the
past few months against "onerous" film-hire terms charged
by : some British 'distributing companies.

Indie exhibs who have a quota to fulfill cannot see the
logic of meeting that obligation if by doing so they are
involved In a direct financial loss. That is the crux of the
negotiations which have been dragging on since Bank ad- .

dressed the Cinematograph : Exhibitors Assn;'s general
council last July.

Britain needs American product. That point is con-
ceded even by the bittere.st enemies of Hollywood. The
plight of British theatres was more than demonstrated
when American product was cut off, and it would be idlp
to suggest that home industry could •be kept going with
Britisl> product alone. Only too well ik it realized that
nothing short of a miracle will provide the product avail'^

•ble to pull through the quota. Otherwise stalemate: may
lead to checkmate, and checkmate may clearly spell disas-

ter for tht British induitry.
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Argentine Film Producers See Need

To Stress International Sales Angles

Mounting Costs Force Them to Rationalize in Face of Industry Collapse—Pic

Execs in Foreign Junkets Drum Up Trade

the screen to marryj while Nihi JlarshaU niade only^ one

picture for Sono, "Nayidad de los Ppbres."
;

v

Oil th^ maic! side, sometfti^^ lias been added
teta^nAii '-i^^s^-.'.'Sfiiio'': has excellent baritOhe ^iiies as

wpH as ple«>t^y :g9od^ the lEpre with

rapid strides. " '

If the economic situation continues deteriorating, it is

"raTand' director and launching a"botabastic publicity, anticipated that the producers will find the credits granted
cast and oirecior, * . ' them by the government considerably cut down. Many

campaign. Pictures made on this simple sysiem ai veiy
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ congressional elections are ovet in

low cost cashed heavy coin.
_

March, the Peron government will start cutting down

A glance at last production figures is revealing (using grants to many activities. '

U. S. dollar equivalent)

:

Buenos Aires.

Argentine film tycoons have just begun to realize that

the time has come to set the industry on a rational, busi-

ness level, or local production faces complete collapse.

Hitherto, malting movies in Argentina had just been a

question of renting a studio, building a few sets, hiring

1933—four pictures were made at an average cost each

of 112,000.

1934 six pictures Were made at an average cost each

of $16,000.

1936—15 pictures Were made at an average cost each

of $24,000.

1937—31 pictures were made at an average cost each

of $27*000

Ejchibition

Althdugh biz has been reaching lecord highs through-

out the j^ear, exhibitors haye never had so many priDblems

to contend with, so much so that only the :strdng^^ can
keep their heads 4ind weather the storm.

To begin With they have had tiii graht Wage incM^^

operators, managers and ushers .without satisfy them

,

and with the demands increasing every so many months.
, . Then they have had to face aU the dislocation of busi'

1938—!jO pictures were made at an average cost eacn ^^^^ subsequent to enforcement of the protectionist de-

of $30,000.

1947_36 pictures were made at pn average cost each

of $100,000.-

In 1948 even a grade B pic can't be completed under

$60,000. Pix like "Rosa de America," VLa Dama Duende,"

"La Guerra Gaucha," "Su Mejor Alumno," "Nunca te

Dire Adios," "Madame Sans Gene," "Como Tu Lo
Sonaste," "Dios de lo Pague," "Historia de una-Mala

cree; in many cases this has meant relinquishing a pic-

ture which was bringing in record grosses, to substitute

a nationally made picture which scarcely drew a hand-
ful of patrons. Government employees who demand free

admission are yet. another headache.

The Entertainment Board created another snarl when
exhibitors were forced to eliminate the system of reserv-

ing seats on telephone order from favored clients, and ever

Mujer,"' "Pasaporte a Rio" cost from $100,000 to $206,000, since they are prevented from selling advance admission

mostly on account of high" talent costs. to most shows. Then there have been the "flor de ceibo"

Faced with these mounting production costs, Argentine shows three days a week. This is the term given to lower-

producers looked around for a lifesaver, but instead of priced shows for the benefit of the laboring classes, decreed

planriing a campaign to win foreign markets for their pro- by special order of President Peron. Ticket speculation

auction on its own merits, their only recourse was to

pressure their government for a protection only too read-
;

liy granted. The first , protectionist step was the decree

forcing exhibitots to . show . en Argentine production in

each theatife for at least one week of each month, includ-

ing a weekend, and at preferential percentages. Later this

protection was supplemented by the granting of govern-

ment loans to producers up to 75% of the cost of each

picture. Not content with this, some producers have been
pressuring the government to raise barriers against foreign

film imports, unless the affected countries «igree to ac-

cept equal numbers of Argentine pix.

Although the nationalist-minded government waS: eager
to fall in with the protectionist proposalsi since it; invested

in production Via the loans to producers, it has been
anxious to get.a return on the investment, and has its eye.

on the foreign exchange which new markets would afford.

As a consequence, producers are being high-pressured into

internationalizing their production. Their first start has
been to import directors and stars from Italy, Spain and
Mexico. Apart- from: awakening some interest in Argen-
tine pix in those countries, they hope that local talent will

gain from the.experience.with better-trained actors;

Following this trend, Atillo Mentastl of Sono-Film
signed Dolores del Rio and Arturo de Cordova in Mexico;
Juan Jose Guthmann of Cinematografica Inter-Americana
is mulling with Sir Alexander Korda a plan to make Anglo-
Argentine pix in Argentina; Benito Perojo, ace Spanish
director, is to make pix alternately in Argentina and Spain,

using Argentine and Spanish actors; comedian Luis San-
drini may also make pix in France, directed by Pierre
Chenal, under the Inter-Americana aegis.

'

has been severely repressed, and all theatres have to post
plans of their seating, capacity in a prominent spoty so
that all patrons can have equal opportunities to buy their
way in.

Exhibitors were able to ward off the threat of govern?
ment decree forcing them to include vaudeville turns in

every show So many times a week, but this was achieved
only at the cost of accepting Mrs. Peron's 10-centavo tax
on tickets in all theatres charging over 80 centavos.

Lautaret & Cavallo operate the most important exhibitor
chain, which includes eight or nine.t affiliated companies
which stretch like an octopus over the entire country. The
firm owns the Gran Rex, Buenos Aires, the largest de-
luxe firstrun house in the capital city. .

Boxoffice Survey"

:?i»Accent on Sales-

Euture';accent is to be on the sales angle, and studio
execs have' been setting- forth on travel junkets to drum
up markets in countries which have so far rejected Ar-
gentine film fare as poor entertainment. Italian film dis-

tributors hsLve been-bludgconed into lending a helping
hand in this direction; it was cither that or have their
Italian pix banned from the excellent Argentine market.
Now, schemes tor producing italo--Argentine films in Argen-
tina are being bandied: back and forth between Rome and
Buenos Aires head-offices.

It is not on the. selling angle only that Argentine pro-

ducers realize they must reorganize. Argentine fans have
grown accustomed to seeing and bearing local film per*
sonalities on the screen, and demand improved entertain-
mcntv with better stories, good talent and better tech-
nique. They have fpund that the boxoffice will not re-

Epond to mere patriotic hokum. The public wants good
entertainment, whatever its nationality. So, it's up to
producers to; see that directors and talent really deliver.

. Reviewing the year's crop
. of pictures, the most sig-

nificant fact is that a low-cost documentary, "Pelota de
SCrapo," made by an: ' independent company on a ' Shoe-
string, turned out the best Argentine-made: grosser of the
year. It certainly will give its makers good revenues for
years to come.

Reviewing local talent, it's seen that, on the distaff
eide, Olga Zubarry and Susanita Freyre, di.scovered: in

Noblesse Oblige

While playing the London Palladium I had occasion to
record at the Victor studios. The hour was unusually
eatly for me to be doing anything: constructive buti as
usual, the show hiad to go on or words to that effect, so
there I was recoi-ding. On that same morning a ^t-d^up of
men \vere at the studio to view television, but liniEprtu-
nately, the apparatus went out of commission. They were

1947, ran away with all the honors in 1948; Tilda Thamar asked by the executive" in charge if they woiild like to
has disappeared from the local scene, "banished" by hear "this American girl" (meaning myself) who was re-
Senora de Peron, and now graces the French studios or
the lush spots on the Riviera. Delia Garces made no pix,

"for reasons known only to the presidential lady," and has
had to turn to acting in musical comedy^ The ban on her
is expected to be raised next year. Zully Moreno (Mrs.
Cesar Amadori) was teamed with Arturo de Cordova in
the hit, "Dios se lo Pague" (Sono-Film), and Mirtha Le-
firand, who has evolved from a giggling ingenue to a

BritaiQ Making More Films

Than '39, But Mm Fol(liii|

-By SIR HENRY L. FRENCH.

During the first months of the year, when import quotas

were hard to get and future restrictions probable, the

Hollywood releases were held back for the more important
winter season, so that only a few oldies were being ex-
hibited. This benefited the local productions to the ex-
tent that "Dios se lo Pague' (Sono) at the Gran Rex
grossed as well as any Hollvvood film, and ran for a record

".14'weeks.

Ho^ grosser of the year, as far as can be reckoned«at:
present, was RKO's "The Kid from Brooklyn," which ran
11 weeks, after release early in May. The Italian pic-
ture. "Shoeshine" (Eagle Lion), also did phenomenally,
being held for 11 weeks. "Pelota de Trapo" (Sifa) stayed
for 10 and on release in second run has continued gross-
ing exceptionally. Twentieth-Fox's exclusive contracts with
the Luxor theatre kept "Captait\ from Castile" and "For-
ever Amber" in firstrrun for 19 and 14 weeks, respectively.

British pix were seen in limited quantity and lost most
of the ground gained in 1946 and 1947, when "The Seventh
Veil," "Great Expectations" and many others aroused
vivid local interest. "Stairway to Heaven" (tltree weeks);
released by Universal, was outstanding of the British re-
leases, and James Mason drew heavily in the "Upturned
Glass" (Rank) (four weeks). "Henry V," which was'
shown both in dubbed and original English versions, in
alternate shows, grossed well for five weeks, and has since
been reissued, but Shakespeare was a hard nut for local
audiences to crack. "Blithe Spirit" was considered too
talky and made little stir* French pix, on the other hand,
have begun regaining ground lost during World War II.

Italian distributors labored against heavy odds, with the
local authorities refusing them import permits unless Italy
agrees to buy some Argentine-made productions;

(Director-Gcnerol, British Film Producers Asiri.)

London.
' My friends and (j^Ueagues with 10 times as many years
in the film industry as I have had iissure ine that condi-
tions today are not very different from what they have
repeatedly experienced in the past. Film production is

a' difficult business!

The present situation in the> British industry is not easy
to analyze. In many respects events seem to be moving
in opposite directions. For example, we are making more
films thanvat any time since the outbreak of war in Sep>
tember, 1939; yet studios are being closed, and even in'

studios fully at work men are being dismissed as reduh-
dant.: Just as a happy marriage attracts no publicity, ^o-

the steady output from our chief studios passes unnoticed
in the newspapers while the discharge of 1% or less of

the staff from one studio is featured as a sensation.

A trade union leader said at a meeting recently: "if we
go oiii like this we shall have no film industry." And he
did not mean to exaggerate. He wasi quite naturally and

. properly, concemed°^ at his union's increasing list of un' :

employed and for the moment he could think of nothing

else. But newspaper readers, ignorant of the essential

facts, see the situation out of perspective. They thiiik

that the British' industry, after being given by Parliament

a larger share of its home market than it has ever had, is

failing to grasp a splendid opportunity for expansion.

There is some truth in.this judg|nent but lt is by no means
the whole truth.

' Motion picture compatiies: in the U. S. have for some
time been reducing staff and cutting' down expenditures

in 'many directions. British producing companies are

doing the same, but not for exactly the same reason.
'

American companies are faced with a big fall in their

revenues and are doing their best to reduce their out*

goings. British producers have for many years lived in

hope that they would before long obtain substantial earn-

ings from the showing of good and suitable films to; the

large American public who patronize movies. They now
. realize that these hopes are not going to materialize, at

;

any rate not in the immediate future. Consequently they

are cutting down expenditure, in -every directipn .to -bring

their costs of production down to the probable earning
capacity of their films. Moreover, their estimates of

revenue are now being made on a more realistic basis

than at any time during the last 10 years.

I
Wi^hfin Thinking? ~|

The- public expected that the reduced competition of
American pictures would have sent British film production

: bounding ahead with speed and confidence. Many differ-

ent reasons are being given in England why this lias not
happened. Some Americm writers have gone to an ex-
treme and claimed that the effort to bring abouf an ex<
pansion in British film production has already failed. Is

that wishful thinking? My: own view, for what it is worth,
is that the making of pictures is a slow business and that

in England recently so many things have happened, the

effect of which cannot be properly measured at this mo* .

nient. lhat man/ of the small producers are being cautious.

The improved quota for British pictures on our home
screens; the Government .scheme for advancing loans up to

$20,000,000 for film production; the reduced spending
power, of .our people as compared with two or three years

ago; the increased output of films frpm our major studios

with the inevitable demand for more working capital; tbe
fear -of increased production in England by American
companies from their unremittable sterling balances fol-

lowed by the unexpectedly small amount of competition
coming forward from that source; the reduction in the

number of expensive "prestige" British films and the re-

placement thereof by moderate-priced films; all these

events, some pulling in one direction and some in the

opposite, have delayed large-scale expansion, especially

by independent producers. But my; own feeling is that

some progress has been made in the last 12 months, and
that as the outlook becomes clearer the pace will quicken.

cording in another room. They agreed and were brought
down to hear the playback of my recording. After it was
over, I noticed a distinguished member of the group ap-
plauding my efforts. I walked over to him and apologized
for what I thought was. not my best work, but he very
graciously insisted that he considered it outstandingly
good, and introduced me to his wife, Mrs. Marconi. I
was so flabbergasted at learning that this was the great

femme fatale, without any change in expression, but plenty Marconi that I became inarticulate and could only blurt
in makeup, made another picture, "Pasaporte a Rio," with o"'. "May I have your autograph?" To which he replied,
de Cordova, for. Sono, wliich can be counted as one of "Certainly, if 1 may have yours." '

'

the important pix of the year. Ingenup Maria nnvai i<>f( Sophie Tnclcer

QptimiBtic Notes J
There have been two encouraging features in the last

12 difficult months. First, producers have found subjects

to take the place of war stories, and the quality of their

best films has been xully maintained. Such pictures a*

"Hamlet." "Oliver Twist," "The Fallen Idol," "The Wins-

low Boy" and "Red Shoes" are at least as good as any

produced in the same period in any part of the world.

Secondly, we have reason to be thankful for the way the.

British public is supporting British films. The boxoffice

receipts are, on the average, higher for British first-

features than for those coming froitt any other nation. K
this continues-r-as it should—the dislike felt by some

exhibitors at being obliged to Show a larger proportion of

British films than hithei-to should soon disappear.

There is a widespread feeling of sympathy in England
for the .motion picture industry in America for having lost

a large slice of the British market in which, until quite

recently, it provided 80% or more of screen time. At the

same time Britain has for 20 years, at least, been trying

to establish a British film industry. This has now been

achieved. In spite of this, our producers and our public

are glad that there is still plenty of screen time left for

all the best products of Hollywood. The proportion, leti,

free of the quota, varies from a minimum of 5,^% i» *

maximum of 100%, according to the character and posi-

, tion of the cinema. The regret is that British films are

not being given the same generous treatment in U. S. As

as comparable pictures from Hollywood are given m tne

United Kingdom. Perhaps the forthcoming mcctinfi oi ine

Anglo-American Film Committee will find some means oi

putting this right. No doubt the American members
Have points to raise which are equally important to. 'n*
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Closer liaison Ur^ed on H'wood

Prodnction-Distrib-Exhibition

By NORMAN B. RYDGE -

(Boord Chairman, Greater Union
Theatres, Australia) /

Sydney.

Last time I wrote for Variety I

took the liberty of predicting that

poor films would land the industry

into a mess. With business coming

down the ladder all over the world,

it> was obvious that only good en-

tertainment would get money. )

That's just what happened. Ifr

didn't talce a genius to figure that

ou,t. Cold, hard \og}c and an appre-

ciation' of the- facts pointed to the

trend. The trouble with some
people is that when they add two
and' two they make it 22 instead of

four. Such optimism may be in-

spiring, but it is misleading,

The finger in Australia is on
Hollywood. It has to give us boys

the product. We'll sell it^ to big

money, if it's food. If it isn't most
of our effot't goes xlown the drain

after the picture has opened, if it

ever opens. •
:

Perhaps I could make a construc-

tive suggestion. Why not establish

an intelligent liaison^ between pro^

duction, distribution and' exhibl-

tiott, not on the "how much c;an we
make" side but on the "what will

make most ' for us all"- angle. I
Jiave the feeling that Hollywood
lives in some sort of a vacuum, in-

sulated from the world of real hard
selling of pictures.

Making pictiires should be a busi-
ness, and no business can do much
without, a pooling of brains to
drive it along. The one-man shows
aren't very big. We're in world

' Class, and of world standard, and
it takes a lot of people to keep us
there.

Nips' First Color Pic

London Shopped For Its Shows In '48;

Smash Hits Got The Biz,
^By CLEM HUMPHRIES

:

Tokyo. London.
The first Japanese feature pic se- Austere Britain in 1948 tightened

quence ever filmed in color was 'its belt, shrouded its grime and
shot at a Tokyo studio this week. ! bomb-blast in a tinselled facade
Using color fllm recently developed

I and prepared to welcome its big-
by the Fuji Film Co., Tokyo studio
recorded the last 200 fe^t of "New
Wives' Conference," skedded for
Release early in January. ; Cost of
shooting even this small : portion
was 600,000 yen ($2,200).
Only imported tinters the Jap-

anese have seen since the end of
the war are "Henry V" and "State
Fair." •;.

Combine Forces

We're discovering that we can't
run the world single-handed . We
have to

- combine forces. So it

should be with motion pictures.
The industry is full of very intelli-
gent people—^let's use them all.

I'm not laying down any bluer
print--.iust making the suggestion,
sort of throwing a hat into the ring.
Let's $ee if we can work it out.
Greater Union, for instance, has
not lost faith in the industry. On
the contrary, we are expanding,
adding units and theatres to the
group. We foresee great things,
even, with television, and new
methods of making pictures.
Some of the crop we've had

lately are a sad commentary. If we
lose our grip on the picture^
minded, we lose the basis of Our
revenue. We get less, remit less,
and the thing becomes a vicious
circle. We're maintaining tip-top

-tbeatres, but what use are they for
poor product?

; Let's wake up to one big fact—
our prosperity starts with what's
on the screen, and no alibis can
shake that one. Every time We get
a worthwhile feature we hit the
high spots with it. When we show
the mediocre ones, our boxoffice
collapses. Don't tell me good show-
manship will put over indifferent
Stuff. It merely gets an opening.
After that, it's up to the picture,
and if that let's it down,- nothing
can save it.

What sort of pictures do people
want? Broadly, the answer is-^
good ones. Comedies? Yes, if they
are under.standable Qur audiences
con__t want the over-sophisticated
stuff, and ihey just won't have
propaganda p 1 c t u r e s at all.
w-amas, too, if they're interesting
and climactic, and told in simple
terms. Complicated stories are a
pain in the boxoflice neck. The
people come out puzzled instead of
entertained.

Picture

Biz Not All It s

Cracked Up to Be
By RAUL QUATTROCCHI

. '.Rome."
Whoever wishes to get an exact

idea about Italian cinema, let him
try to imagine a building lustruous
and bustling outside but squalid
and silent Inside. Incoming visitors

—film-buyers, above all-^see, ob-
viously, only the facade. Then they
leave, taking back with them one
or more pix and an impression of
animation and well-being : from
which springs abroad the legend of
a flourishing; free Italian picture
business. What nobody knows is

I Charles Cochran took a poll in the

gest invasion of overseas visitors

-^the bulk of whom, during the
summer, came to attend the 14th
Olympiad at Wembley stadium.
But the swarming crowds of sight-
seers, plus the thousands of pro-
vincials visiting the metropolis for
their first trip since the war, failed
to fulfill the high hopes engendered
in managerial circles. The only
shows to reap a rich harve.*t were
the already established successes,
for there was less money than ever
to spare. The average theatregoer
became, of necessity, more discrim-r
inating. He patronized the attrac-
tions , that were already fully
booked,: so there was the: glutted
boxoffice; of one theatre . extending
its advanced bookings, not, as dur-
ing the boom war years, resulting
In the spreading out of this pat-,
ronage so that all and. every theatre
reaped the benefit. But for the
consistently bad weather, Condi-'
tions might have been -even worse,
for the unsettled:'Eurppean' situa-
tion was another, depressing factor
affecting trade in general and the
entertainment world in particular.

Managements had to decide

repertoire of Ghekhdv's "The
Cherry Orchard" brilliantly played

by Edith Evans. Sir Ralph Rich-

ardson and Sir Laurence Olivier

being absent had a decided reac-

tion at the boxoffice.

Best comedies currently drawing

big money are the naval "Off the

Record," now in its second year;

''Traveller's Joy" and "Little
Lambs Eat Ivy." In fai'cial vein,
"The Happiest Years of Your Life,"
"The Perfect Woman" and the re-

cently produced -Robertson Hare-
Alfred Drayton; '.combination in
"One Wild Oat" look set for pro-
longed runs,

,: Serious shows included "The
Chiltern Hundreds," held over
from last year; "The Blind God-
dess," "Cockpit," "The Hidden
Years," "The Indifferent Shep-
herd," "Rain on the Just" (from a
promising new playwrighti Peter
Watling), most of which had fair
to lengthy runs.

Among the many revivals staged
about 50% proved profitable: Gor-
don Harker repeated his cpckney
detective in ''Saloon Bar;" Tom
Walls turned from farce to drama
in "The Barretts of Wimpole
Street;" John Gielgud made his
return after two years In St. John

whether to revert to the prewar
I Hankin'S flimsy Edwardian comedy

evening opening hours, many do-

ing this during the Olympic season
to give these patrons a chance to
visit; amusements at terrflination of
the games in 'the evenings. To get
a line on public preference; Sir

that the films they have bought are
generally a number of years old.

Such as "The Spirit and the Flesh,"
"Four Steps in the Clouds" or "The
Loves of Don Juan,'' currently re-

le'ased'in the U. Sv Italian produc-
ers had no new passable - pix to
offer.

Except for a few films, the so-
called "new" Italian picture busi-

ness has only awkwardness, pre-
tention and vapidness. The main
part of the export is therefore
made np of old features—yes, the
Fascist-era ones, which have at
least- a good technical standard. If
the government helped native pro-
ductionj many prestige pix could
be made. But it turns a deaf ear,
only pre-occupied, one would say;
in building obstacles—^ increasing
taxes, strangling censorship^ re-
fusal of credit.

Home produrtion might make
light of all difficulties if it had the
support of native filmgoers. But
the Italian public, submerged by
a flow of pix, begins to tire of them,
and having the possibility of
choosing, preferences don't go to

lobby at the Adelphi, and kept to
the early hour. Only house to re-
vert to 8:30 performance is th(*
Criterion, where "Traveller's Joy"
is packing them in.

Musical Accent

The Prodigal Son;" Cyril Ritchard
scored so well in the Restoration
piece, "The Relapse" that it moved
up to the West End from the Lyric,
Hammersmith; and there were
"Musical Chairs," "Eden End,"
"The Anatomist," Ibsen's "The
Wild Duck," Strlndberg's "The
Father."

Chief acting honors went to
Eileen Herlie for her portrayal of
Medea in Robinson Jeffers' version
of the Greek classic; Clive Brook
and. Pamela Brown for "The
Gioconda Smile;" Michael Red^
grave, "The Father;" Joseph Cal-
leia, "All My Sons;" Eric Portman,
"The Browning Version;" Peter
Ustinov, "Frenzy;'' Yvonne Arnaud,

Accent is undoubtedly on musi-.
cal productions this year, headed
by the three big holdovers from
last year, "Bless the Bride," "Okla-
homa" and "Annie Get Your Gun."
Of the native hits, "Bob's Your
Uncle," with Leslie Henson; "The
Kid From Stratford," \vlth Arthur
Askey; ''Cdrissima,'' having started
slowly, has now built up to a solid
profit-maker. "Cage Me a Pea-
cock," with Yvonne Donlan now a
firmly . established favorite, is

another that mounted slowly to
prosperity. Having to leave the
Strand theatre to make way for the
Christmas production of"The Wiz-
ard of Oz," it benefited by the

I

Australian radio's flag of free-

early demise of Prtestley's ''Home I dom is being hauled down and re-

"Traveller's Joy;" Mai Z!etterling,

"The Wild Duck;" Fay Compton;
"Family Portrait;". Helen Hayes, :

"The Glass Menagerie."
^

Foreign importations of distinct
tion included Katherine Dunham-

:

with her "Caribbean Rliapsody;"
which was a knockout during: its -

limited 'London season, and. Car-
men Amaya with her Spanish
gypsy dancers. Ruth Draper did
her usual sellout booking for her
Haymarket engagement, w h i 1 e
Maurice Chevalier had his month's
season at the huge Hippodrome
extended to five weeks, doing turn-
away business. -The Comedie
Francaise did : excellently for its

three weeks at the Cambridge,
proving far more popular than the :

Italian companies, whose one week
at the same house proved a finan- '

cial loss partly because of inade-
quate; advance publicity. They
were unlucky in having to open
without their costumes and only
part of their scenery, owing to de-
lay in transport. "Oedipus" played
in working overalls put a great
strain on the imagination already—

~

burdened with the alien tongue,

American shows that held over
from last year, concluding lengthy
runs were "Anna Lucasta" and
"Life With Father." Also, among
American importations; Mae West's

.

profitable twice-nightly engage-
ment at the Prince of Wales' in
"Diamond Lil."

Flops from America Included:
"Rocket to the Moon," "I Remem-
ber Mama," "Burlesque," "The
Lute Song" and "Family Portrait."

Recurring ballet seasons ' were '

presented by the International
Ballet Cot, the Champs Elysees Co.,

: the Metropolitan Ballet, Ram
Gopal and his Indian dancers and .

.

the standard Covent Garden pro-
ductions by the Sadlers' Wells: -

company.

On. the wholCj. a diverse and:
plentiful supply of attractions for .:

the 12 months, but the spectacular
musicals held the key to the pub^
lie purse all the' time.

Australian Gov't Adopts

Control of Radio System
By ERIC GORRICK

• Sydney. ,
orators saw the writing on the wall
for radio freedom in

Is Tomorrow," which it replaced
at the Cambridge.'
Of the revues, "A La Carte" is

the pick of the year, with Her-
domestic product but, as' ever, to i

mione Baddeley and Henry Ken-
American one; even If With evident I

heading a talented company
decreased enjoyment. The first

three months of the current sea-
son haven't been too favorable for
American pix. Except David O.
Selznick's "Duel In the Sun," which
looks like an unprecedented smash,
other Hollywood entries don't
measure up to the previous years'
hits. Selznick's "Spellbound,'' Par's
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" and
20th's "The Black Swan" Were the

The more recent production,

placed by the emblem of govern-

mental control, Bill to set up new
regime- Is being greenlighted by
the Ben J. Chifley labor govern-
ment: The liberal opposition

party's fight to nix the Bill never
got beyond first base because of

Video and FM 1

'Slings and Arrows," co-starring
j
labor's terrific power in the Aussie

Hermione Gingold and Walter ! political arena. ,

Crishman, is well settled in at the
\

Throughout 1948 the labor

moguls have been working . to

bring radio under political control.

Funny angle to the* whole setup

is that top politicos aver Aussie

radio is not to be nationalized.

Nevertheless, commercial opera-

tors know that the politicos aren't

16m Develops in Arg.
Buenos Aires.

Exploitation of 16in film.s and
equipment has been developing
Slowly but surely^ in Argentina
since the end of World War 11,
and sbould develop considerably
jnore with all the far-flung- terri-
tory to the interior of the country
waiting to be opened up.
- Atalaya Films Argentina, in
Which Jose Nuarros, Americo Fa-
lomi and Rafael Calderon are lop

""ost up and coming
ot the local firms exploiting 16m.
«-ades. set up by Jose T. Elizondo
and Augu.sto A. Baldini, is rapidly
building up a chain of small thea-
tres in the hinterland equipped
with 16m. ,

small Coihedy theatre, but is not
cprisidered on the saine brilliant
level as the stars' previous, "Sweet
and Lowrer-est." "Pour Five Six,'-'

a spicier edition of "One Two
Three," ,had the ill fortune to lose

„ ....^ „,„^.v K^„„„ I,,,;
"^^le lead, Sonnie Hale, who

,

only other boxoflice leaders but
i

^^^ *^^'''*^ ''1 on eve of opening and ! fooling anybody with this kind of

while RKO's "Notorious" '

(last I

by Bobby Howes; then as i
chatter

year's b.o. winner) totalized $42,000 1

^"O" go* going, sister Binnie
]

;

and $40,000 in its respective Rome |

Hale was also hospitalized and out —
- A...f...,u„

and Milan firstruns. the cast for many weeks. Speaking on the Austral an
;

, .—5—5 r Contributions to the straight Broadcasting Bill, Prime Minister

i

Other Imports So-So
| p]„y jjgt included Terence Ratti-

Other American imports did so-
|
gan's dual "Playbill," consisting of

so, and even worse, among them,
|
"The Browning Version" and "Har-
lequinade;" which, proved an un-
qualified: .SU:ecess from the start,

giving Mary Ellis and Eric Port-

,

man two strongly contra-sting roles. 1 ever figured on any other system
,

I

J. B, Priestley, whose last year's of control.
Fort Apache,'' WB's"Treasure of

[
success, "The Linden Tree," car- 1 Prime Minister went on to say

films such as M-G's "The State of
the Union," "Green Dolphin
Street" and "Cass Timberlane,"
20th's "The Ghost and Mrs; Muir"
and "The Foxes of Harrow," RKO's

|
J. B

BBC Pattern

Ben J; Chifley declared he did not
' think radio should ever have been
1 allowed to get out of the govern-

I
ment's control. Said: that the BBC

I

was completely government-owned
and no British government had

When questioned why the gov-

ernment would not grant an okay
to commercials to use frequency
modulation or television in opposi'*

tion to the non- commercial and
semi-governmental controlled Aus-
tralian Broadcasting Commission,
Chifley said that both FM and
video belonged to the people^ and
the government represented the
people, thus the government of the
day was ju.stified in reserving the
right to these new developments
in the entertainment field. He
went on to .say that minor radio
stations realized they would be
driven out of business if great
monopolies controlled FM and
video.

All „af,_which makes the 1949
radio picture even more gloomy
tor the commercials.

Unshackling Radio 1

iSierra Madre," Par's .''Aloma of the i ried over for half the current year,
. South Seas."

|
failed to ring the bell with "Home

,

1 The beginning of the season has
\
Is Tomorrow," being more of a !

been, for the home pix, an. unin- - treatise than a: play, and it folded I

terrulited series, of flops. Only 1
after five weeks. An unusual' ex-

exception was Lux's '^Street Hero," perience for its star, Leslie Banks.
I

which isn't a great film but a quite
,

R. C. Shcrriff came back info the i

amu.sing comedy. Univer.salcine's i field with "Miss Mabel," his first

that the world was entering upon
a new era of radio development
which made a review of the whole
situation necessary. In Australia
a special board of control was:

needed, comprised mainly of govr
ernmental officials, including a
Treasury topper, with a govern-

I

"Under the Sun of Rome," one of 1
play in 12 years, and it gives every . ment spokesman in the top seat,

the best things ever made here; I indication of a healthy run.
|

Questioned on what was planned
did strongly in Rome but mildly

|
The Old Vic had its least pros- for Aussie radio in the new era

elsewhere; Vittorio De Sica's "Bi- ;

perous season in many years, with ! ahead, Chifley pointed out that the
cycle 'Thieves" is doing rather well

j

"The Way of the World," "Doctor
j

present commercial system of air-

here but the reports from the other
i

J'austus" and "Twelfth Night," the ing patent-medicine splurges did
key cities, are discouraging. Played

|

company being headed by Alec , not tend to make for very good
in a sureseater, the Rivoli, the

i

Guinness, Cedric Hardwicke and I broadcasting. With those remarks
, _

Roberto Rossellini-Anna Magnani |
FaHh Brook, butjcompensation was : coming from the Aussie nation's i a major share of the $4 license fe«

Love," was a mere success of
i

P™vided at the end of their en- j chief spokesman, and issued in
]
charged the local fans for yearlf

Throughout '48 politicos Down
Under have been stressing the
need to "unshackle" radio from
the clutches of major newspapers,
which they claim control 62% of
local commercial setups. Politicos

also claim that soapers practically

control the major air time over
the ace commercials, making it

tough for other sponsors to get
best air dates. Politicos' allega^

tions: are denied by the commer-'
tials. Top commercial execs point

out that the Aussie commercial
stations have an 80% listener cov-
erage, made possible only by play-
ing topline entertainment.

Throughout 1949 the Aussie gov- ;

ernment will sponsor tKe non-
commercial Australian Broadcast-
ing Commission from Treasury
coffers. Up to '48 the ABC took

Pic,

curiosity^ I
gagememt by the addition to the I Parliament House, commercial op- > listening.
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Show Biz Down Under, Circa '48

By SIR BENJAMIN FULLER
Sydney.

Quite an exciting year with Dan
D. O'Connor, my co-director, pull-

ing off the hat trick. To those

who don't understand that piece

of legerdemain, in cricket, taking

three wickets with three successive

balls entitles the bowler to the gilt

«f a cricket cap.

In this case, the first hit was the

Boyd Neel String Orchestra, a de-

light, whose first house was its

worst. What an artistic treat!

The second was the Ballet Kam-
bert. It cost us £ 15,000 for trans-

portation from London of 40 peO'

pie, props, wardrobe, electricals and

scenery by sea and air. Their tour

has been a triumph of prganization

and patronage.

Then the third, the Old Vic

Company, from London, under

the aegis of the British Coun-

cil.

A heap of non-habitual theatre

patrons came to see, in the flesh,

Vivien ("Gone With the Wind")
Leigh, and Laurence ("Pride and
Prejudice") Olivier. Their reper-

toire: "School for Scandal," "Rich-

^ard-lll'^ and-^^Skin-of-Our- Teeth.'l.

Jn regard to the latter, there were
two soirts of dissatisfied patrons;

those who thought it drivel, (one

critic called it that), and those who
said it was "divine" and thought

they sensed great depths of mean-
ing, therin.

with "Under the Counter" at His

Majesty's theatre, Perth. She has

been hereabouts for over a year

and has yet to play Adelaide to

complete her tour.

Fullers are running a- repertory

season under Ronald Fortt at Ade-

JaidCi lately playing "Fools Bush
In" to" be followed by "The
Shop At Sly Corner." Fortt suc-

fceeded the eight-week season of

straight plays by Kathleen Robinr

son and Dick Parry, whose last ef-

fort and greatest success was "The
Guinea Pig." They went back to

the Minerva Sydney, to do "The
Paragon."

Will Mahoney Active

Aussie *bkla.!' Debuts

in Melbourne Feb, 16
San Francisco;

"Oklahoma!" Will make its Aus-

tralian bow at His Majesty's Thea-

tre, Melboufne, Feb. 16, with seven

American thesps supported by
domestic talent. Australian law

requires that 70% of each Ameri-

can show playing there be com-
posed of Aussie" thesps.

Planing from here, next week
will be Redd Knight, Robert
Reeves, Carolyn Adair, Davey
Gladstone, Hal Gary and two
others to be chosen this week. Rer-

maihder of cast will be recruited

in Melbourne, and Ted Hammer-
stein will direct. Production will

be Offered under Theatre Guild-

J. C. Williamson Theatres Aegis.

Sonth Afiico Stalling To Look

Kindly On Comml Radio

I

N. Z. Army Show's Big Hit

Another record that looks like it

may beat the one set by American
minstrel George Williams at the

Gaiety, Melbourne, in the 1890s, of

over a two-year run, is the season

of the "Kiwis," a : New Zealand
army unit that opened at the

Comedy theatre, Melbourne, in De-
cember, 1946. Only now are they

announcing their "farewell" -pro-

gram. (A Kiwi is a flightless New
Zealand bird). They previously

toured New Zealand and all other
states, barring Tasmania and New
South Wales, and each performer,
30 of them, draws the same salary,

and each shares equally in the
profits;.

:

';

Dave Martin did a brodie with
••Marinka" at the Empire, a 2,400r

seater; originally built by the late

Rufe Naylor for musical comedy,
but has since been a cinema. Is

there a man with itchier feet than
Dave? Twice, in as many months,
Martin has flown to London and
Mew York,m» does he stay put
when in his own country. He flies

. hither and yon; one day in Welling-'

ton, N. Z., next day in Melbournet
next in Adelaide, and so on. His
Pandora's box has fiot yet been
opened to disclose the result of his

present tours, but Dave always
comes up with something startling.

He opened a new vaudeville show
at the Melbourne Tivolii' mostly
British aits. It was really a joy to

behold and listen to, and he ex-

pects to run it to panto time.

Will Mahoney still runs vaude-

ville at Cremorne, Brisbane,, and he
is also lessee of the Theatre Royal
in that city with occasional, flyers

in straight plays;

At Perth, Brilce Carroll is featur-

ing- Gladys Moncrief and ' a ,
good

solid vaudeville company at the

Capitol. After the panto season

the Tivoll will be converted into an
ice rink; and when the Adelaide
one is erected, and Brisbane and
Auckland- foUow suitrthere-will be
quite a chain to accommodate over-

seas specialists on ice. Also the
international hockey teams.

Yankee Maurice Diamond has ac-

quired the late George Sorlies' Big
Top:;and is to present a show
in Newcastle, which has a popula-
tion of 150,000 and is "the Pitts-

burgh of Australia," with the larg-

est steel works and subsidiaries

and the best coal in the Southern
Hemisphere,

Wirth's Circus in Melbourne for

the annual racing Cup Carnival
and a host of smaller big tops con^-

tinue to dot the landscape.

I musn't forget to mention that
entrepreneur . Levitoff has been
exploiting the Joselite Spanish
Trio. One-man- shows are having ,a:

difficult time.

The Government Broadcasting
Commission gives well supported
concerts ;tvith more or less famous
soloists and the State Symphony
Orchestras, and the Private Sta-

tions satisfy the great majority of
listeners.

Night trots are well established
and a menace to. show biz in most
capital cities. Dogs everywhere,
American professional tennis en-

trepreneurs have bellyached at
financial results of their first in-

vasion. With proper facilities It

will yet be another contender.
No drive-ins yet, and keen hostil-

ity is displayed wherever they are
discussed.

Business generally is flourishing
and employment is no problem.

Buenos Aires Legit Biz

Doubles '47 Grosses,

Mostly Due to Prices Up

- Cape Town.

Biggest amusement stofy of year

was provided by radio, with' the

publication of the long-awaited re-

port of the Broadcasting Commis-
sion. This Commission sat early

in 1947. "Not much attention was

paid by listeners, who regarded

this inquiry as just another red

herring of the South African

Broadcasting Corp. to placate its

antagonists.

When report was finally tabled'

in the House of Assembly in

March, 1943, it jproved a bombshell,

particularly as it -strongly con-

ly 50% of total license-holder.<; in
the Union, although the station is

well heard and listened to in all
the other provinces, with the ex< '

ception already mentioned of the
Cape Province.

The SABC will, if it can provide
programs as popular as those from
Lourenco Marques have become,'
find enough advertisers still un-'
touched in the Tri^nsvaal, and a
ready field in the rest of South
Africa, It 'is a fact that a local
medium-wave station will always
give better reception within its

service area than a short-wave one;
and should command the listener^demned past policy of the SABS, a"? s"""'" commana in

accusing the corporation of extrav- '
ship ij it goves a good or better

agance unbusinesslike handling of ,

Program than a shortwave rival

its affairs and slowness in technical
^—

L Sir Ben Touts This One

Cockney Freddy Bamburger &
Pam—'keep your eye on this couple
of chatter, patter and piano enter-
tainers. They are international.

I'm picking them as eventually giv-

ing New York a thrill. Since Clay
Smith and his original partner I

have never seen a better double.
Gil Lamb heads a corking good
show at the Sydney Tivoli, in the:

isarne bill as comedians Australian
Terry Scanlan and Englishman Bill
Shakespeare ; all three : getting,

great receptions and: responses,
showing the cosmopolitan outlook
of Down Under audiences.

"Annie Get Your Gun," with
Evie Hayes and Webb Tilton in the
leads, looks set for a year at

Sydney.
When Garnet Carroll and I

booked Peter Gray and Daphne
Newton for the production of

"Present Laughter" at the Mel-
bourne Princess we thought 12

weeks would be a decent run, so

in the meantime again booked the

local. Grand Opera. National The-
atre to open Nov. 19. In their sea-

son earlier in the year for

eight weeks, with "Aida," "Gar-
men," "Rigoletto," i'Faust," and
'Marriage of Figaro," it aver-

aged ' £3,700 per week and
was a most praiseworthy effort.

A new McMaster's London
Shakespearian company opens
with Rosalind Fuller at the Mel-
bourne princess early in February.

Cicely CoUrtneidge is doing well

Buenos Aires,

Plenty of coin poured, into legit

coffers during 1948 in Argentina,
and the Authors and Dramatists
Society (Argentores), which checks
for royalty collection; predicts that

1947's estimated grosses of $2j259,-

000 will be almost doubled when
the final count- is '.made.

Impresarios point out, however,
-that -the-inorease is- chiefly-due-to-

hypoed admission scales, because
there has not been any construc-
tion of new theatres, and . only 20
legit theatres were operating for a
population of 4,000^000. in the coi-
tal city of Buenos Aires.

From the point of view of qual-

ity entertainment, this deteriorated
noticeably, especially as regards
drama. Despite the government's
Entertainment Board protectionist

policy, which prevents companies
from putting on translated plays
until after their season has opened
with the work of some Argentine
4ramatist, no outstanding dramatic
material was presented. And local

writers seem to prefer journalism,
penning historical treatises or
novels to any venture into legit

' The heaviest legit returns were
marked up during the period from
April to Augtisti then started to«

bogganing. This -is attributed to

the flow of tourists into the capir

tal city from the provincial hinterr

land for the severe part of the win*
ter.

Los Chavalillos (Rosario and An-
tonio), the dance team; gave the
most satisfying grosses in May-
June-July, at the Municipal the-

atre, winding up with two dance
recitals at the Colon Opera which
were sold out soon after the box:-

office opened:
Musical revues and comedy were

the best grossers all around; and
from what is kiH>wn at present of

plans for 1949) this will doubtless
bring an epidemic of that kind Of
entertainment.'

improvements.

Biggest surprise was the recom-
mendation in the report that com-
mercial broadcasting should be in-

troduced, as it h?d been confident-

ly predicted that this" would be

opposed by the Commission. The
report was strongly against the

SABC being granted the handling

of the new venture, on the grounds
that this might stifle healthy com-
petition and also that the SABC,
as a pnblic utility corporation,

should not be allowed to .compete

with private enterprise. It sug-

gested that licenses be granted to

companies for experimental pe-

riods."' .

Commerce has not reacted favor*

ably to this decision, reasons being
principally a rehash of those set

out in the Commission's report, all

summed up in the feeling that this

monopoly will, in the long run,

benefit neither listeners nor spon^
sors.

laanguagc. a Hurdle

One interesting factor which
emerges from the advent- of . coni'^.

mercial' radio, is that the hitherto
unknown listener's survey on the-

lines of Hooper and . Crossley will

have to be introduced to South
Africa. Advertisers are bound to
require information as to how their

programs are getting across and
will demand something of this na-

ture.

Television is still a long way off

here, and will probably never be
a payable proposition owing to the

vast .'distances between major
citiesrbritlged'only by thinly-popu* -

lated villages. Even so, some ap«

plications were 'made by private

companies during the year to oper*

ate television stations. These were;,;

all turned down by the Govern-
ment, which has ruled that, video:,

should also be under the control of

the SABC. ,The Board of Govern-
ors admits that it will be some con-

siderable time before anything ii
:

done, but, meanwhile, is investigate

ing technical details with the Brit-

ish Broadcasting Corp. in London.

It will probably be at least two
years before the "C" network,

which will carry the commercialSi

is in active operation, as there are

many problems to be overcome.
Language will be a major hurdle.

South Africa is a bilingual coun-

try, and SABC transmissions are at

present in English and Afrikaans.

Advertisers will probably demand
to call the tune so far as the lan-

guage used in their programs is

concerned, whereas the Broadcast-

ing Board will almost certainly not

be happy about a preponderance
of English. Endeavors will most
likely be made to strike a SO-SO

U. S. - British Good Will

Via Talent Exchange
iBy VALPARNELLi

iManagiiig Director of Moss' Empires Theatres, Ltd., and Controller
o/ the London Palladium) .

London.
The recent Palladium vaudeville

season seems to have fired British,

audiences with enthusiasm, as
never beforCi for vaudeville. I be-
lieve the reason to be that there'

has grown up, during the war
years,' a generation who, though
keen followers of movies, disks and
the radio, have formed the vaude-
ville-going habit. It was these
youngsters whom I set out to at-

tract to the music hall.

Their fathers and mothers, who
already comprise the greater part
of our vaudeville audiences, were
accustomed to appreciate live en-
tertainment, b\it to the younger
generation it was, in the main, a
novelty. To that series of per-
sonal appearances by American
stars, whose names are household
words over here; attracted not only
the regular music hall patrons; but
also thousands Of the. younger set

who; had never been inside a music
hall before. And, once in, they
were to become regular customers.

The Invasion

There have been comments
about the British variety stage be^
ing "invaded" by American acts.

Actually, there is no question of
"invasion."

"Show Business Is Internation-

al," Bud Flanagan said to Danny
Kaye at the end of the memorable
Royal Variety Performance held at

the London Palladium in the pres-

ence of the Royal Family on Nov.

1. In Britain, we have always

sought the best that other coun-
tries have to offer. Likewisei we
have sent out our best acts in ex-
change. And I believe that those
of us who are engaged in the book-
ing and presentation 'of interna-
tional artistes are doing something
to show that current trends of
thought in other spheres of activ-
ity could be diverted into healthier
and more cooperative channels by
application of the show business
maxim quoted above.

The interchange of vaudeville
acts between the U. S. and Eng-
land is a symbol of the goodwill
each bears the other. The re-
sultant understanding of each
other's outlook on life, which is

spread by these unofficial ' "am-
bassadors," serves as a link .be-

tween the two peoples which can
result in nothing, but good, at a
time when such . understanding is

a much-needed influence in the
::W01"I«' i^Mir. .:

Besides the language problem,
the question of sites for; new trans-

mitters and their erection will take

Some time, and an important item
is the complete new organization

that will have to be built up to

handle the whole question of sell-

ing time on the radio, a hitherto

unexplored field so far as the SABC
is concerned.

Some doubt has been expressed
whether this- new venture will be
able to overcome the very strong

hold that Lourenco Marques Radio
(Portuguese East Africa) has estab-

lished.- This station has recently

again found it necessary to extend
its broadcast hours to' cope with
the demand from advertising^ and
it at present booked solidly for its

12 hours daily.

Early in 1947 the Johannesburg
firm of Davenport & Meyer took
over the advertising management
of Lourenco Marques Radio, and
has built' up a worthwhile array of

sponsors. John Davenport and
Richard Meyer are both experi-

enced radio men, while Frank
Lamping, who is their chief radio
executive, was, before the war, as-

sistant general manager of : Radio
Normandy.

Unless, therefore, the SABC Is

able to obtain the: services of radio
advertising imen as experienced as
these;' their chances of bucking
competition of this nature may, on
the surface, not appear very rosy.

It is also pointed out that Lourenco
Marques has a nationwide coverage
and consequent appeal to advertis-

ers of international products,
whereas the SABC will be: able to

cater to a largCi hitherto- untapped
potential of local manufacturers,
storekeepers, etc., in the towns
covered by their "G" programs.

Further, the situation Of Louren-
co Marques in the north means
that listeners in the southern cities,

such as Cape Town, do not get con-
sistently good reception, although
the station has two 7,500-watt RCA
transmitters, with a third one on
order. Principal coverage is, therer
fore, in Transvaal, which has near-

Yankee Talent Seen

Getting Plenty Dates

In Australia in 1949

By ERIC GORRICK \
Sydney, "i

There'll be plenty of sweet coin-.^

age available to Yankee talent in

Australia during 1949, as yen for

the Stars-and-Stripes zooms. Thi»

takes in legit, Vaude-revue; night-

clubs, radio and cinemas. The

toppers back of this "Broadway of

the Pacific" see 1949 as a lush

year for flesh-and-blood.

Flying time from the U, S. to

Down Under is just four days. This;

way makes it that much sweeter

for the U. S. talent. Only sour

spot right now is that the Aussie

government limits coin out-take to, ,,

a thousand pounds. It's hoped to

have this figure up-jumped before

long on strong plea to the powers^
that-be. >

Aussie flesh-blood hit record

highs throughout 1948, with the,

Old Vic Co., headed by Sir Laur-

ence Olivier and Vivien Leigh.,

and the Ballet Rambert, imported

by the British Cultural Council-

D. D. O'Connor - Fuller - Carroll

combo. (See detailed story by Sir

Benjamin Fuller.)

Ntehtcrub Baild

Aussie nightclub biz is on the

pickup, with bright prospects for

the year ahead after slow kick-

off. Talent importations from,

U. S. look like kicking the takes,

high, this despite less spending

dough available to the populace as

cost-of-living zooms. Key night-

club men here aver there'll al-

ways be a fair amount of coinage ,

on tap for a night out at least

once-weekly by Aussie pleasure

seekers. :;.

Joe Taylor, well-known Aus«e
nightclub operator, reopened the

Celebrity Club in Sydney witn

Hollywood's Freddie Bartholomew

as the marque draw. I^^portea

figure for importation is said, W
be $1,200 weekly. And Bar*

tholomew is getting over nn**
with the Down Under job. Slapsie

Maxie Rosenbloom is next in.^iay-

lor runs two bands, Eric lann

and Paul Lombard. Possibility i?

there'll be one or two top u.

band names coming this way soon.

Out in the Aussie key urbans

there's a decided upbeat 'n nigni

club biz. The U. S. enterfainmeni

blueprint is used all around tne

Aussie zone, copied mostly irout

musical pix.
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Nippon Radio's Distinct Effort

To Reflect Democracy at Work
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By RUSS SPLANJE
- Tokyo;

Radio in Nippon, through the

nation's monopolistic Broadcasting

Corp. of Japan, is makiDg an effort

to reflect the democratic tenor of

the times. Progress since the end

of the war has been slow but

steady BCJ's network has been

increased from fll to 105 stations,

and will be expanded to 112 early

next year.

The number of radio receivers

in use has risen from 5,400,000 in

1940 to 7,200,000 in 1948., The

web's programs have taken on a

somewhat livelier air, with several

shows patterned after U. S. pro-
' grams topping the popularity list.

Most significant of all is the fact

that local stations have been given

greater freedom to originate pror

grams, instead of devoting 95% of

their broadcast time to network

shows originating in Tokyo as they

did until the end of the war.

However, the biggest changes in

postwar Nipponese radio will not

be felt until this year. Last year

ivas notable for the fact that the
groundwork was laid for these im-

pending reforms. Frincipal shake-

—up will be -in BGJ's -archaic and
bureaucratic program department,

which has been drastically over-

hauled. With tBfe help and advice

of the radio branch: of SCAP's
; Civil Information and Education
Section, BCJ execs have set up
programming organization similar

to, but not consciously modelled
after, program department of Brit-

ish, Canadian and Australian
broadcasting corporatlonsi

New organization will have sepa-

rate planning and production de*
partment, with writers, announcers,
directors/etc, pooled and assigned
to specific shows by their respec-
tive chiefs. Heretofore, BCJ pro-
gram department was a liodge*

podge of individual empires, with
separate program chiefs for each
type of show (music, education,
sports, etc.), with their own writers;

announcers' and producers.

foreign ownership; Several groups
have . already announced, their in-'

tention to launch- a broadcasting
venture, but soaring costs may rule
out all but a few. Estimated cost
of building one station is lOO'.OOO,-

000 yen ($400,000), providing ma-
terials could be fouii^ at all. The
Mainichi, nation's second largest
newspaper, is studying the Osaka
area 'with a view to building a
transmitter there that will eventu^-
ally be expanded into a network.
Paper is prepared to pour 3,000,000
yen ($4,000) a month into the
project.

Lack of Know-How

France as a Market for Americans

In All Phases df Amusement Biz
By MAXIME DE BEIX

Biggest stumbling block com-
mercial radio faces in Japan is the
lack of know-how. National ad-
vertising is pi^actically nil in
Japan, since very few : Japanese
products are natioftally marketed.
Moreover, advertising is profitable
only in an economy of surplus;
and the Nipponese economy will
likely be l)ased on scarcity for
many, years to come. However,
some potential radio entrepreneurs
say frankly they will engage
American talent to handle sales
end of their, broadcasting v«ntures.-
One characteristic of Japanese

radio which has retarded develop-
ment -of .BCJ and which commer-
cial stations will have to overcome
is the lack of imagination and en-
terprise among the men: who make
radio in Japan, BGJ's 25-yfear
monopoly has induced a stodgy
form of complacency which is re-
flected in the firm's programming.

I

Another weakness is the poor
technical development of the in-

dustry. American radio men in
Japan estimate that Nipponese
radio is 12 years behind the. U. S.

Listeners Poll

Second big change which will

make itself felt in 1949 is the
launching of BCJ's first scientific

listeners' poll. Firm has made no
real effort up to- now to: ascertain
listeners' wants.

BCJ is a privately-owned public
service corporation : supported by
listener's fees from radio-set own-
ers, now set at 35 yen (13c) per
month. Comnany operates two net

, Paris.'''

,
Though prevailing political apd economic condi*

tions make it tough to prognosticate what Franco-

American show biz relations will be like during the

year aliead, the shadows cast by last year's record

permit at least an idea of the current trend.

For American showmen, France is a market, a ^

source of material, a bridgehead and a turntable; :

also, according to how they are situated, a play-

ground or a headache. France is a market for Amerir;:

ican talent, for picture's, for iplaywrights ' for mustc,
and is becoming a market: for radio productions] and :

may become' one' for .video If and- when French TV
gets out of what: amounts to the lab stage. Also:

.

for American equipment, :

Conversely, France is a source of creative talent

in all- phases which, even if seldom expertly com-:

mercialized, can be used in the: American show biz

pattern. Some of tlie recent Gallic bookings inv
N. Y, niteries cue to use of French music. Both v

Broadway and Hollywood can find liere adaptable
material, as evidenced by "Red Gloves ("Les Main
Sales"), and eventually some more live potentiali- >:

ties. . French ballets and orchestras have .played
America, and the French are trying hard to plug i

France in America via radio. :

These trans»Atlantic exchange of values cannot
be estimated only in dollars and cents. Both politic-

ally and_ geographically,_France, even if temporarily
"fallen from her historically commanding position

in world affairs, is still more or less a doorway to

Western Europe, and everything, that helps keep it

open by bringing U.: S. and France closer tends to

permit American ideals and way of . life to perco-

late through the whole continent, and to maintain, ,

peace. An American star, an American picture,

play or song, can be a most efficient vehicle for

American propaganda abroad. This should be borne
m mind when show biz finds itself confrpnted :with

economic hurdles.

As a playground, Paree, if somewhat dimmed in

its century-old splendor due to postwar economics^
and beaucoup- bluenosc' shuttering, still retainir

worldwide glamor. So does the Riviera, whose cli-

mate and gambling both make a little heaven in a

' '"^ I. Scarcity of legit production money and desire
to avoid risks will result in many American adap':
tations : playing France even if with little profit to
U.S. right-holders. Ambitious talk is heard here of
producing some of the Broadway musical hits, like

"Annie Get Your Gun" and "Oklahoma!"

An American group has thought of taking advan-
tage of the low cost of production here and of
visiting talent to incept an Anglo-Saxon theatre
that, would produce , plays,: in English. On closer
figuring it has not been found feasible, without
crossing a sea of red.

2. Desire to draw business will make those nit>

erties or even theatres that can afford to pay sala-
ries book American talent. What is very hard for :

theatres (such as Theatre de Paris, where; the :$6,000-

per-week salary of the Katherine Dunham ballet
made it tough for producers F. Lumbroso aqd Leon.
Volterra to break even despite -socko .jbiz. at top
scale) is easier for the bigger and better niteries;

.Biggest' employer; of American . talent here is

.Pierre-Louis Guerin, whose floorshow is, financially,
practically all-AmericaUi with such draws as the
Debonairs, the Ben'Yost singers and Chaz Chase.
Guerin is now working hard to make the Ambassa-
deurs, recently taken from Clifford Fischer on a
lease and purchase option basis, the ritziest spot in
Paris. The Bernard Bros, scored heavils 'there be',

fore .packing Sa Majestic dub. r

C. SiEout8"O.0. Talent
I

in technical knowledge; and 18 - - , . . . . ...
years behind in the production of very much war-shattered continent against which, as

equipment. Vacuum tubes, for in- !

a headache, France is one of the continental coun-
-' tries where postwar regulations are, in all phases.stance, are not of uniform quality,

and are poor at best by American
standards. Recording disks are.

also greatly interior to the U; S,

product, ' As for television, Japs
have developed at least one labora-
tory model described by U. S.

radio experts here as "not too
bad," but commercial development
of TV in Japan is a long way off;

most distracting for American showmen, and gen-
erally speaking f6r tourists. ''i:

Politicos' Lust to Keep Power

FILM BIZ IN IRELAND

UPBEATS 10% IN '48
'. Dublin.

The heavy backlog of American
^ pictures waiting to be played off in

works, "file No. 1 xv^eb blankets the I
Eire prevented any dislocation of

country with 88 stations, including biz due to the U. S. embargo when
the key statioii, JOAK in Tolcyo.

No. 2 network includes 17 stations
in; principal cities, which reach
Y0% of the population. JOAK op-
erates on 50,000 ^ watts, eight so^

Britaih upped import duties in

1947'. Several distribs bought: up
a number of reissues and looked
like they'd cash in until the em-
bargo ended just when the last; of

called "central" stations in kev 1

the backlog was being played off

.

cities have 10,000-watt output, and The result was that Irish firstrun

local stations operate at 500. in liouses began to play new Ameyi-
addition, net includes 42 tebroad- l can product before it played Lon-
cast transmitters on 50 watts for

j

don, namely, "Call Northside 777,"

boosting Signals over difficult ter-
j

"Naked City" and "The Iron Cur,
rain. An estimated 43% of Japa- 1 tain." These tliree were among
nese households have radio re- ! the top grossers of the year. "The
ceivers. [Best Years of Our Lives" was

Manufacturers are turning -out
"^ht on top with a 26-week run

sets at the rate of about 70,000 a i"*
.

month, and are limited to this !

^ ^"Sht shading of the govern-
figure by material shortages. Re- 1

'"'^"t entertainment tax on film

ceivers up to now have sold as fast 1
ho^s^s helped biz, which was

as they reached dealers' shelves,
but a group of manufacturers is
readying a petition to the Japanese
Finance Ministry asking that the
commodity tax on radios be re-
duced to 20% from the present
30% on the grounds that the high
;tax

. is discouraging potential
buyers.

, BCJ has shown readiness to
adopt American ideas where adapt-
able to the slow-inoving Japanese
radio technique. Two most popu-
lar shows on the air, judging by
letters from listeners, are "Twenty
Gates," based on the American
"Twenty .Questions" and "Foun-

tain of Knowledge," modelled after
Information Please." A Major
Bowes type of "Amateur Hour"
also ranks among the top 10. Two
new shows, "What's My Name"
and "Hit Parade," both based on
i{. S. programs, go on the air
shortly.

Commercial radio in Japan will
soon become a distinct possibiliti'.
A bill to authorize such ventures
was introduced in the Japanese

slightly up all round. A heavy in-

flux of tourist coin hypoed the box-
office, and the improvement over
1947 is estimated at around 10%;
although runs have been shorter
and holdovers, fewer . than in re-

cent .years. Film rentals have
shown a tendency to rise about 2%
or slightly more.

Interest in musicals is still

slack, and there is plenty of evi-

dence that customers are shopping
around for their entertainment.
Surprise failures were "Gentle-
man*s Agreement," "The Miracle
of the Bells" and, despite a big re-

ligious buildup, John Ford's "The
Fugitive."

Most of the continent is going autocratic in : a
double effort of local politicos to remain in power
besides raising the dust necessary to save their

country from going to the dogs. Very few of them
follow the lead of the Swedes, whose legislation

for pictures, for instance, enacts practically no pro-

tective measures for their home-industry with the
result that their home , industry is; doing compara-
tively better than in any other country, thus evir

dencing the value of free trade.

The French exchange regulations not only re-

strict the transfer home of pix revenue, but also

that of live-talent salaries, supposed to be 50% of

earnings, but there are even hurdles on the latter.

Katherine Dunham, for one, found that out. Their
pix industry is protected now: by a five-weeks-per-
quarter screen quota, stiffer tlian formerly,- plus

what amounts to discriminatory taxation and tech-
nicalities as to the emoloyment of non-native tech-

nicians in French studios. Their -legit branch is

placing a ceiling on the amount of foreign adapta-
tions that can be produced and practically places
the American playwright at the mercy of his

adopter. His revenue, in francs, is just an induce-
ment for liim to come and spend it liere. Worse:
still for Yanks, SACEM, local equivalent of ASCAP,
if they belong to it, holds them in its folds, even
if they are Americans, and won't . permit them to

join ASCAP later, insisting on acting for tliem therei

American acts here find working permits and ex-

change control two bunkers to negotiate, and
tooters find those stiffened still by local Petrillos.

Diskers and equipment manufacturers can also use_a
lot -of aspirin before they can cash in on their

exports.

It must be borne in mind that the French are

themselves suffering from an economic crisis which',

legitimately or - not,' is currently pauperizing the
masses. Also of a vodka-reeking propaganda which
America might be well advised to combat by con^

verting some of its dole into indoctrination media.

Show-wise, the economic crisis causes the popular

seats to - do less business than the higher r priced

ones in the theatres, while about- 2,000; people who
make Paris cafe society pack the better niteries

though the cheaper amusements cannot do business.

Mass spending is at a low ebb, increased by antici-

pated tilts in rent and: terrific taxation.

These very unhealthy conditions, translated in

concrete terms, require no wizard to anticipate that

during'the coming year:

U.S. talent scouts have flne-toothcombed France
lately. Joe Glaser imported Yoninelli, now playing
U. S. William Morris and Jules Stein, among others,
have given niteries and all shows the o.o. without
finding much they could really consider for tlie

U. S. liigtime, apart from singers.

Generally speaking, French operators won't take
the risk of payin? U.S. salaries, , even at a very
'much cutrate. And if tbey undertiake at their own
risk to guarantee part of it in dollars, the exchange
may make; the deal far worse for them than orig-*

inally planned. Within a year, the unofficial rate
has gone from 350 francs to $1 for 500. The French

_
musichall producers prefer to cut the nut to the

' bone and use local names in revues.
Marcel Carrere, occasionally, may put on an

international act, but French variety, of late, hasn't
been much of a market for American talent, though
it has been a source of vocal acts for U. S., namelyi
Compagnons de la Chanson, Edith- Piaf, Suzy Solidor,
Georges Ullmer and. skedded, Yves-Montand. French
talent is increasingly ogling U. S. dollars. Nitery
conditions in U. S. help cue that development.

' 3. Pictures are something else again. Motion
Picture Assn. ' of America reps here, Frank Mc-
Carthy aided by Il]ip-2rt Allan, have done a job
which should earn them the gratitude of every
Hollywoodite, besides that of the continental reps '

whose problems they have helped solve with such
diplomacy that even the French regard them very
highly. They have set a very, high standard for their

MPA successors, Gerry Mayer and Eugene Van Dee:
: American- pix here, despite local obstacles, are more
than' holding their own. Their importance cannot
be estimated in terms of revenue. -This is why the
I'olding of U. S. newsreels for economic reasons is

to be deprecated. As to the French themselves, tliey

are inclined to kid themselves as to the potentialities

of their liome product in U. S. But that is another
story.

4. French National Radio is a government-owned
and operated part of the amusement business. Ther
trend there, due to shenanigans of some of the
execs, is to use strictly local material under their:
control, thus mostly precluding American exports'^

Radio Luxembourg, ' which covers a good deal 'of
France from its Luxembourg airer, is the expertly
run independent and commercial opposition. It is -

doing very well and: an excellent bet for American
exporters, but won't sell to American interests,

some of which evidenced interest. The French, of
course, are very keen on getting American airtime,
through disks, tape or direct transmission, and
welcome such U.S. producers as Ray Morgan, Who
may get them a break in U. S.

5. As to TV, it is still in diapers. France- may
produce a certain amount of usable material, espe-
cially when it concerns fashion or deluxe trades
that welcome an American plug. This explains why
they look favorably on closing a deal with Bbrrah
Minevitch . to introduce tlieir material in U. S.-

One of their ' main difficulties is that, whereas radio,
has an appropriation sufficient to operate it,. TV
has practically none, And there's no one willing to
angel it under current conditions.

6. American pop music is extremely popular here.
The younger generation is crazy about it. What it:

will bring Tin Pan Alley in the way of revenue is

-another: matter. .'. ,; ;..-. ',.,:: .,:

7. As to American equipment, it is . of course;
much in use in the film industry. But American,
radio and TV sets would be hard to market: Local'
manufacturers, backed by taxation, are controlling
the market.

British Films

British films are doing good biz,

a good British pic taking about the
same coin as a good American. Top
grossers among the British list in

firstrun houses have been ?'Ham-
let" "Oliver Twist" and "Red
Shoes." The general lack of in-

terest in British pix, noted a few
_ _„t,„ years ago, appears to have been

IMet early In 1948 and will prob- i overcome,
ably be enacted. Law will provide I Only one Irish feature was pre-
fer licensing or privately-downed duced, by Dublin. Films, during the
broadcasting stations, but will ban year, "My Hands Are Clay"; it got

a lukewarm reception and lasted

only one week on its firstrun ap-

pearance in Dublin.
Building of new cinemas has

been slow owing to government re- :

strictions; only about six new nabe
houses liave been opened in the
past year. Projects for another
20 have been submitted for gov-
ernment approval.
During the year fresh ap-

proaches were made to Eire gov-
ernment for removal of import
duty on newsreels, which are not
shown in: Eire. Newsreel Assn.

spokesmen claim; it would be un-
economic to resume sending news-
reels while current tax is in force.

Both exfaibs and newsreel distribs

have had - discussions with gov-
ernment officials, who are advising
Finance Minister; lilacGilligan on
possible adjustments.
There has been a considerable

extension in the 16m market. The
number of mobile projectors tour-
ing rural districts has increased,
and there are indications of

exhibs' and renters' associations
to check encroachments on terri-^

tory covered by regular cinemas,
Both the .Dept, of Education and

'

Dept. 'of Agriculture .haw
keeii

. inteirest in these visual aids,

and drders for projectors are; re-

;

portedly oh their :iivay, 'The Edu^'
cactibh Dept. is to include filrti

ejcyperts in its new Council of Edu-
cation, an advisory body how be-
ing set up. The same department

.

has okayed special courses in film
claslies with regular 35m inter- technique and teaching with visual

-

ests. Cases are now before both ' aids at state training collegci.
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AustraBan Film Theatres Forcedto

Meet Increasing-Costs Problem

By ERNEST
iUanagivg Director, Hoyts

Sydney.

Several factors invest the forth-

coming rear -with real coniplexi-

tie<;, and" the capacity of the Auf-

tralian exhibition industry to meet .

them will tie taxed, to the utmost..;

By comparison with the year 1939

for example, the uncontrollable

costs of operating a theatre show

verj' substantial increases.

Advertising expenditure remains

ihe : same, but the vCbst of .news-,

'liaSer space, radio tinie'. arid, gen-
.

eral printing items have soared.

thus minimizing the scope of pre-

war coverage. It is obvious that

onlv substantially increased at-

tendances since 1939 have enabled

exhibitors tov ^itteet ;tte.'burden of

.spiralling -costs, 'and still return

profits; .During tbe^ :ffar : years,-:

this was easy, in Australia,, as else-

,

where. As each year since the

var has passed, the task has be-

come naore difficult.

National policies have in no way
'

^eased . the sitiiation: The .
federal

government continues
,
to . apply

the crushingly. h i g b wartime

.

_"emergencv'! taxation leyies on
entertainment.
On the industrial fronts, union-

ism has made great strides, and
the application of a 40-hour week
and basic wage increases have all

.reduced the safety margin between
Otitgoiiigs :

and income, Australia

,
todaj*' is ill the .midst of a semi-
inflationary condition, and there

is a clear danger signal that prices

are outstripping wages.

1
Tipped Costs

Household costs have .lumped so

alarmingly that housewives must
economize prudently to purchase
the essentials to living. Present on
all silles is evidence to psove that

TURNBUIX
Theatres Lti., AvstralUt)-

little remains of the pay envelope

for entertainment once the rent,

food, clothing ' and medical bills

have been met, so much so that

the bulk of picture-goers are shop-

ping in a most discriminating way
for the best show available, and
wherever convenient, are by-pass-

ing the others.

All these considerations inevit-'

ably must cut into theatre receipts,

and effective antidotes do not sug-

gest tiiemselves readily, except, of

course, the great cure-all of better

pictures. In view of all the cir-
i

cumstances, no Au.stralian exhibi-

tor can view his trading prospects

for 1949 With complacency. He
,

will certainly have to operate his

theatre ivith the utmost vigor and
apply tbe arts of showmanship in

their' fullest and best sense.

Twelve months ago, British

product showed great promise and
attracted patronage to match the
performances of the long-estab-

l.ished American films. In 1948,
the ground so quickly won has not
been held. The year has been
distinguished by the success of

"severalnfiffrtilms^froifl" the United
Kingdom, but on the debit side,

is a disturbing percentage of com-
parative failures.. I believe this

state of affairs to be only transit

tory and look forward to the new
year telling a much happier story.

Comedies and comedy - dramas
of ever.v-day life are ; what Aus-
tralian audiences seek today. An
over-ejnphasis on heavy drama and
"problem" pictures as far as this

country is concerned is a costly
adventure. •
One simple fact still stands out;

when we have a really good film
to screen, we have found a ready
response from the public^

Loses Appeal on Tax Rap
i

Chicago,
i

Mike Potson, former owner of

Colosimo's, lost his appeal of his
,

two-year prison sentence in Chi >

federal appeals court:
I

Court, confirmed lower court's

finding -that Potson had evaded
paj-menf of $l€2,16e in ipcome
taxes for years 1940 through 1943.

Nationalist Victory at Polls Tipens

South African Amusement Spending
By JOE HANSON

Cape Town. realized, due* almost certainly, to
There is nothing of great portent ,

the fact that these shows have
to report on South African amuse- ; never paid their way. The fact ig

ments for 1948 except that gener- that the jnajority of South African

ally business has been just about audiences cannot, or do not wish
RADIO E»£ANN SHOWS
nPAM A IMPffnVRMFNT par, or perhaps a little below. Set- to. pay the high admission charges
VIUUUA llfU nUf JLIflWll ijaack was caused in May by.the un- neces.sary to cover the heavj- ex-

Dublin.
\

expected victory of the Nationalist penditure incurred in the sea and
Best work in Irish radio in 1948

1 party at the general elections.
'
air transportation of east and prop,

was done by play.-production divi- which seemed to cast a gloom over erties.

sion of Radio Eireann under guid- all major key^ities, which are pre-
; The only towns In South .iVfrica

ance of H. L. Morrow, who han- dominantly pro-Smuts. The angle with theatres of any size and popu-
dled, with station reperatory com- on this is that theatre boxoffices lations large enough to support
pany, first productions in English ihere were as sensitive to the vol- legit productions are Johaiines-
of Ibsen "s "Brand"'; "I'lnvitation ing as the stock exchange is to local burg. Cape Town, Durban. Port
au Voyage'' and "L'lmpromptu du i or international aflFairs. Elizabeth and East London. These
Telephone" by Jean-Jacques Ber.'

j

Money is certainly tighter, and towns are hundreds of miles apart,
commerce ;

generally concedes that
; so that heavj', railroad expenses

business is slow and will sag; still
; jnvist be,added to the inM^

more as a isesult of the new gov.^ iiaportationi aiid^tt

emment's . import-control , , restric- recovered fcom fi

tions aimed i at conservation of do) - , The result ii usually: a heavy 1 ossl

The last show seen here was Ivor

nard, and Pirandello's "Henry IV,"

Station also gave premieres to J. B.
Priestley's "The Long Mirror,"
Alfred de Mussefs "On ne Badine
pas avec ramour," and a ; six-in-

South Africans Take
Their Pix Very Seriously

By JOHN ABBOTT
(Co-Jtfnftapmg Director, Francis, Day Hunter)

stallment version of Philip i lars. Importation of most luxury
Rooney's bestseUing novel "The articles is prohibited, and only es-

Golden Coast." Latter was given sentials may be brought in under
within three weeks of book's publi- permit on a reduced quota. Result
cation. : iwill be a return almost; to wartime
Maire O'Neill, bac-k from U. S. austerity* which might, at first

; on "vacation, made a radio appear-
;
sight; imply that the people, having . attraction.

;anee in John Millington Synge's ' no commodities to buy, will have
-"Riders to the-Sea'i with the rep ^ore money -1o spend-on -amuse- — - -^tt'it'l*.!^''

troupe, plajing part of Maura, ments. Seeing, however, that the
emplified-fay the fact that two c,

^which she created at the Abbey measure is tied up with shortness
theatre in the play's first produc- of money, it is obvious that ready
tion in 1910^ cash will become scarcer still, with

: Radio continued" under state the inevitable results at the box-
control, with C- E. Kelly, deputy . office. -—
director, being upped to director ! Attitude; noted last year, of .cine-

to succeed John Brennan, who re- ma^^^ns picking and^^^^^^^ ^he^artists'ScrdepI^ored the

There has been a trend towards Good business can still be done; by
lighter enlertainment although an outstanding film such as. to
there is a lack of good comedy think of a few that have played
script writer.s, and plans are ap- here during the year, "Night and
proved for an increase in pro- 1 Day." "Gentleman's Agreement."
grams. These, however, are being "Jolson Story," and, on the Eng-
held up pending construction of ad- ' lish side, ."Hamlet" and "Spring in

• ditionai studio . space. Most popu- : Park Lane.'' ADjthing mediocre
: lar programs were quizzes, and : can only be relied upon for a short

j

these have now been extended, i run.
Litttle new ralent seems to be} The industrj-, generally, has
[available, and less than one-third i since the close of the war adopted
of the vocalists and musicians audi- a mark-time attitude. With acute

NoveUo's "Perchance to Dream,"
which played Johannesburg arid
Cape Town only at the beguming
of the year; Now "Oklahoma!" is

coming out as this year's Christmas
traction. >

Difficulties of legit here are ex-

com-
panies that have been touring in

straight plays hav^, had to give up
'

ovslng to lack of support. One was -

Jed by Nan Munro and the other
by Marda Vanne and Gwen Ffrang-
con-Davies. under the direction of ;

African Consolidated Theatres;-'

lored the
poor support given to the stage by
South African audiences.

Government Theatre

' Only permanent louring com*'
pany now left is the South African
National Theatre, a group which
was launched in March with the
aid of a government grant. They
not only play the larger cities, but
do one or two-night stands in every'
town possessing a hall and a siz-

able population. ;So far two toun.

London.

For me 1948 was a year of travel,

with just that mixture of pleasure,
iind business that maintains lively

interest in new surroundings and
escapes boredom.

After the U. S. 1 decided to try

something where the pace was a

little slower, and the first choice
was South .Africa. As there had
been an interval of about 3,'5 years
since my previous visit, I was pre-
pared for some changes, but not
quite so many as I found.

The -first reaction was the near-
American complexion of the prin-
cipal cities. That goes for cars,

electric washing machines; radio
. sets, jukeboxes, films, musical in-

struments and even clothes mir
ported from the States, while the
United Kingdom supplied' woolen
goodSj scotch whisky, machinery,
.china, pianos, and about ^O' o of
the cars.

South Africa has great future
possibilities, but there's one big
problem—the native question. The
white population of the ^^hole
Union is about 2.500,000, with a

"native" and ; colored one oi over
8.000.000. All unskilled labor,

whether It be for the mines, farms,

or domestic work, is done by the
native boys. South Africa badly
needs -an influx of Europeans, but
the only openings for men iire

:

skilled artisans, particularl.v in Ihcv
engineering and building trudes;
and for women shorthand t\ pi>;ts,

and anyone, with capital,to de\ eiop
industry. .

. :

On the cultural side. South
Africa, like many other newly de-
veloped countries, somewhat lags
behind and is. rather conscious of
it. The principal entertainment,
and almost the only one apart from
some high class concerts; i.s the
cinema, which is still called the
Bioscope. In. the more important
cities like Cape Town; Johannes-^
burg and Durban, there are some
fine up-to-dsite houses. Unlike the
States and Engla'nd, where a visit

lo the flicks is regarded as some-
thing casual, the South Alrican
tak.es it rather seriously, alniost as

,

Wfr 'do a- visit to the theatre.
*'

; SThere is obly one show a niRht,

;

excepting Saturdays. The first i

half consists of a newsreel, a car-
: toon and about; a dozen, advertising
. shorts. Then - comes the interval
I and the second half, with one fea-
,
ture picture. Good American films

' often get a release prior to a Brit-
ish showing.

I found the biggest change in
. Johannesburg. In 40 years it has
grown from a mining camp into a
miniature New York. It accounts
lor about 35% ot the world's gold.

. One of the big eyesores around
' Johannesburg is tht dumps from
which the gold has been extracted,
and as it has been chemically
treated, nothing will ever grow on

. them.

The language is bi-lingual, Eng-
lish and Afrikaans, and by law all

notices must be in both. All broad-
cast announcements must also be
in both languages.

; Broadcasting, as in England, is

practically . a government monop-
oly and derives its revenue from
the issue of licenses to the owners
of receiving sets.

Due to the lack of home talent,
a considerable amount of "broad-
easting is done by means of gramo-
phone records and transcriptions
purchased from the BBC or Amer^
lean' broadcasting companies.

.
|.'; .. .. ..; Seeregation. . .

'

.

!

The population is divided into
European and non-European. The
Europear»5 consist of wliites.

whether born in, Europe, South
Africa or any other part of the
world, so long as he is not colored.
Nori-Europeans cover natives, col-
ored and Indians, The color bar
is harder in South Africa than in
any southerft state of the . U. S.
There arc separate seats on rail-
way stations, carriages, waiting
rooms, and even queues for trolley
cars and buses.

While in- South Africa, I received
a cabled im-i Jation to serve as - a
delegates of the Performing Rights
Society at the International Con-

'

iederation of Authors and Com-
posers, held in Buenos Aires in
October, and as this seemed to hold
promise of ,an opportunity to study
conditions in a fresh part of the
world, I promptly accepted.

This Is the Confederation that

„„i, . r
" ~ —r- hBA'e been carried out, presenting

.tioned are considCT^d possibles for housmg shortages still imposing both English and Afrikan plavs,
programming. After a brush with restrictions on any but the mo,st but the financial results have not
;Jocal dance orchs, the station ar-

i urgent building, the erec^^ Of
ranged a couple of comBjs of its

i new theatres is still a long way ofl'.

0W71 for regular airing.
j
and the threatened influx of the

Sponsors are still slow about maior companies has not yet mate-
;

taking air time, largely because ! rialized.
;
only lunchtime segments are sold
a j:hange of policy to sell peak-

1 lives now established in South

bieen made public.

Besides this, a repertory com-
pany operates in Cape Town under
the direction of Brian Brooke, a

,^ j ^ ; ..voung English actor. Starting a
the big producers have repre.senta- : ^^^^-^^ ^^^^ venttire

Thus, although most of

listening periods in the evening
: if;iea,"th-ey aVI^nt {o reTease "^^^T^TT.^^'fJ^^l^^'J'^e.

popular, and appears to be battling

I
through, though hot wifhout per

.
.

.

..J ~ YcrsesSome reshuffling has taken place
I

would produce a considerably
J
through cxistinsi channels;

higher interest from advertisers.

i

An advisory council on branA- i

' Reshuffle Quttets
;.casting was named by the govern '. „ ^ment m the fall and commenced ' in Ihese outlets. Towaid?"the^end I

addition, legit has to a lal^t
meetings; so far its work in as- ' of the vear RKO concluded a deal *'^''ent been kept alive by amateur
sLstmg policy-shaping has not been i with 2dth-Fox to release oh latter's

slramatic companies that have
noted. ,]oca] circuit, and Sir Alexander achieved a high standard in presen-

Korda Productions have changed
j

^^^^ 9'^ P^ays m plac?*
jlike,-\the-...-i:att3€';,th6atrft-, .m. Cape
.,TowB\.'an.d 'tjiis'" :.Libi-aiy ...:theatt*,, .

JbhaMeisburg. .Difficutly^^^^^ air-

ways been th«i . lade «f Suitable
theatres, and a step in the right di*

rection has been taken by the es-

tablishment of the Civic Theatre,

in Cape Town by public subsSffp-
tion and government grant. A suit*

able bttildiiig has : .been acquired
and is at present; -being eohveifted ,

into a theatre, iseating
,
eajfiacity

.

the year t)erore was held in Lon- VTa^^'^
*° ConsOli-

don and was responsible for the i „ / f,^''''**-
threat of proceedings against I

Production . of ' fuH-length fea-

ASCAP under the Sherman anti- : ^M,""**
Afrikaans dialog, start-

;
trust laws by the U.S. Government * couple of years ago. was con-

• with the result that, although reo^ '

tmued. African Film Productions

,
resentatives of ASCAP had al- '

^^^^^-''^^ ^ comedy, "Dr. Kwak."
ready left for London, the Society ""^ another company. Unifilms.

hastily withdrew from the C6n- !
historical vehicle.

federation. ;
"Sarie Marais." In addition, some

At B.A. practically all countries I

companies have done, or
sent delegates from their national

i

"'^'l shortly be doing, location work
; about %fiO

performing rights societies with '
°" stones with a South African

, „ „ , , ^
the exception of the U S ,

background, but these cannot be ,
Ballet, always verj' popular here,

— regarded as local productions. Visit "^s been m the doldrums for some
Staskc

1^
of Sir Michael Balcon during the owing to the departure over-

The Confederation, as a matter J'^^r probably presages active par- s^^s of most local t-alent. In 1948

of fact, is perfectly harmless It ticipation of his comuany in film- the South African .National Ballet

gives an opportunity for delegates ' ™^^in8 here. of Johannesburg combined with

to air their, views and meet old During the session of Parliament the University Ballet of Cape Town
friends socially, .As hosts, the Ar- recently ended, the new Govern- * tour under sponsorship of

geptine Society (SADIAC) was en- hient announced its intention of
' titled to and received full atten- imposing a quota s.vstem on South
fion. which included a personal African cinemas by making it corn-
welcome
Peron.;

Popular music consists of native
sambai; arid tangos, with a mixture
of foxtrots, but sales are not par-
ticularly large. There is a good

African Consolidated Theatres.
The annual season of grand

opera, which has now become a

regular feature; was also present-

ed by African Theatres with a com-
bination of local and imparted art-

ists. Here, again, the heavy cverr
.

head of opera present-ation put

this season in the red.

DOWN UNDER MOPPETS

CANNOT SEE 'VERDOUX'

to ;ali from President • P"lsory for all houses to. shov? a
percentage fprobably about. Ci-ifyf )

of tocally-made filrhs A small but
vociferous; section of the commu-
nity has for a long time agitated <

_ _ „ for more Africaans pictures in

;

demand for phonograph records, cinema programs, and their view- "

not only domestic 'pressings, but point probably has the sympathy of
platters from the U. S, the Nationalist govemmejit.
Jukeboxes are getting into cafes ' The language of mo.<rt. of the big-

but not into saloons. Unlike the gfr toMTis is predominantly Eng-
demand for records, there is litt.le ish. and the needs of the Afrikaans-

,

call for sheet music, excepting for speaking element has so far been
^"cational and standard. met by dubbing the local newsreel 1

^'^
*

^""^^"5^"^' unlike, and any South African-produced
i Charles Chaplin's "Monsieur \er-

Brazil, s not a party to the Berne. shorts or documentaries in Afri-.do,,v" «c -w cnii^ble for chil-Convention it has cop.vTight laws kaans for exhibition in country !^*^"^.
sn^^^^ tor ui

that t-ake the point of view that if ; centers. Hea^'y session prevented i

^^^^ *

a work is cop.vright in the country • this legislation from being intro- Chaplin pic to ever get the red-'

fr.h I'i?

author is a national, dnced, and it is not known whether ! light on Jure dating in the Aussit
t should au omatically receive pro- the Government intends proceed- Jnnrtection in the Argentine without

;
ing with it in 1949 or not.

sector.

any formality. It provides strict
1 On the legit side the hope thai !

Monsieur" bows into the Mayi air

penalties for infringement. That's there would be a postwar influx of here for Hoyts on deal wih UA
as good a formula as I know, visiting shows has not so far been early in the New 'Srear.

Censor Alexander

Sydney,

has t-agged
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Bonnie Scotland Invaded
By Yankee Vauders

By GORDON IRVING
Glasgow.

Vaudeville audiences in Scotland

saw in 1948, the biggeSt-ever inva-

sion of American artists. Majority

topped music-hall bills, mainly at

Glasgow's No. 1 vaudeviller, the

Empire.
Most successful were .

Martha

Raye, the Bernards, Jack Durant,

the Nicholas Bros, and the Ben
Yost Hoyal Guards. Last-mentioned

went on from Glasgow to score

Heavily in summer show at Edin-

burgh Empire, with native comic

Jack Radcliffe.

Other U. S. vaudeville visitors

included Pearl Bailey, June Rich-

mond, Ella Fitzgerald, John Boles,

Bob Parrish, the Merry Macs,

Arnaut Bros., George Riley and
Helene Heller, Jack La Rue (who
joined Jack Durant in his act),

Frank Marlowe, and Jackie Bill-

ings and' Diana Chase.

old minstrel, Sir Harry Lauder, In
the circle) was a memorable event.

Despite strong, press criticism re
lack of new gags and fresh mate-
rial, resident shows in Scotland^
changing programs Mondays and
headed by Scot comedians, regis-
tered good biz.

Jack Hadcliffe wa? sole Scot
comedian to make- extensive tour
south of Gretna Green. He is fast
becoming a favorite in England.

Leadins Comics

Leading comics in Scotland are
Harry Gordon (who made brief
autumn tour of States and Canada

Edinburgh Festival,

Top Musical Event,

Draws Many Visitors

Glasgow.
Biggest event in Scottish music

in 1948 was the Edinburgh Festival
of Music and Drama. Over 250,000
visitors swarmed into the Scottish
capital for the second festival.

For three weeks in August-
September, ' Edinburgh becomes the
scene of an orgy of international
music-making; The Augusteo orch
from Rome and the Concertgebouw
from Amsterdamt in addition to
five British orchestras, gave con-
certs last year. Names of Piati-
gorski, Schnabel, Menuhin, Cortot,
and Segovia indicate the type of
soloists booked.

Legit Shows In Upswing
In Eire; Vaude Slips

» By MAXWELL SWEENEY
Dublin, lage of comedians. Apart from

There was a definite upswing in I
Jimmy O'Dea, wha plays Dublin

biz in Irish legiters in 1948, al- 1
twice-yearly in his own revue,

though the year was not notable I
there is no other Msh topliner who

for anything outstanding in way of f^*" P"U >« the customers. English
new productions. The Abbey Thea-
tre, which had been downgrading,
has checked the slip and under Ria

comics do not ge^ laughs as read-
ily as in their own country and,
generally viewed, the biz they bring

and soes out ae,iin iindpr thP Wil-
one regret was expressed, was Walter Macken, formerly

Uam Morris banner"n 19^^^^^^
difficulties kept down known only as a playwright. MarUn

Son^ Jack Radcliffe D^^^ °^ ^^^""^^ ^- S.
!

MoUoy, a comparative newcomer,

Wnnr Tommy Mo^^^ Allc <*PP3'-«"tly baggage-burdened is the best bet among dramatists;

Finlav
J^iorgan and Alec Americans are not so air-minded as his "King of Friday's Men," essen

.
Shortage of good new comedians 1

^Ij-^ and none

iS worrying agents., although Lex :

"^^^he^ great^Amencan^orc^^^^^^^^^^

Mooney's stage direction is now dO' does not cover the heavy coin they
ing work approaching Standards of , are demanding,
its best period. But the company Big name bands did only moder-
is still: losing players to the screen j

ately at the b.o.; with the exception
and youngsters are coming up' of Joe Loss, who. had a good sea

-

slowly.
j

son at fhe 3,750-seat Theatre Royal,

But acting acquisition of the year "^"hlin.

iTnnhiP Tui^ker cooed valiantlv McLean, Tommy Lester, Frank ,

J^'*''Sophie iucKer ?°pea vauanuy
Timmv T nean (tipoIipw ,

Carnegie dips into his pocket to
with the non-music-hall atmosphere

;

^'"vey »^^^4'"™y ^"San (nep^^^^^
^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^j^^,

of the 3,000-seater St. Andrew s r^' .^.^a. i^o^an) are oemg cioseiy
(,,^^,^,, ^^

Hall in Glasgow. Her one-night

stand here (with Scotland's grand

Danish Amus.

Biz Nosedives

tially an Abbey play, did smash biz.
Other new plays during the year
were a couple of. eomedies from es-
tablished wirtttr^ 4- "The Garei
takers," by George Shiels, and Len-

bassy, Scotland is likely to know
i

nox Robinson's "The Lucky i

. The oldtime circus has swung
back into the entertainment spot-
light with a big open air show by
the- Becco Bros., at a Dublin foot-
ball, stadium in tht summery this
was followed by the dropping of
pantomime, tradition by Theatre
Royal for Christmas and importing
the Kayes Bros,, Continental Cir-
cus;.

While opera took an upswing

"^Generanv The'^mfl^^nflui „f i th"e"Am7rYca"n "orchestras onlFby !
Finger'-r'anT'^The D'rums""Are ^^'^' P"" '''an legit stage, con"

A^an Ikude^lle name^^^^^^
Itheir gramophone disks.

; _ _ .
|

9ut," a_ not very inspiring piece
; Zll "t'l^iZ?.''." .HI* J.

playing Glasgow before their Lon- i

" ^»"anced by the British Arts

don debuts) helped considerably to
:Council Edinburgh Corp. and pri-

buttress music-halls here in popu-.^.a'f Festival So-

lar favor. But native acts, especially "ety budgeted the first year for a

eoi^edt^flSjrare-sfill-xlear^q^tiqttiSt^

aiuiieihcfes,;

iijEcca' ' Of numerous, American
sta^e folk is Lauder Ma,' stately

I
modern mansion home near Strat-

By VICTOR SKAARUP
]

haven, Lanarkshire, of Sir Harry
Copenhagen. |

Lauder, now retired and in his

Danish boxoffices have tumbled ;
79th year. He's yet a name to

while the costs and taxes are still conjure with in American minds,

high. Worst hit are the cafes. The I

and the veteran minstrel has re-

terrifically high alcohol tax has i
ceived numerous requests to make

emptied most of the cafes. Also,
I

a final tour of the U.S.A.

the new statfe-authorized rule, that ]

Top favorite with.Scottish vaude-

waiters are entitled to 12i/^.% min- vUle houses is kilted tenor Robert
WiLson. who plans visit to America
soon. He last toured States aS
member of D'Oyly Carte Opera
CO.,, now features Scottish songs,
new aild old, on stage and radiO-

No. 1 acts in Scotland, apart
from regular comedians^ include
comedy dancers Stewart and
Mathew. impressionist Janet Brow.n
and pianist-singer Nicky Kidd.
Scoring heavily In native comedy
and song are. the talented family
act, ; the Logan

,
Family (fathery

mother, two sons: and daughtetK
Moiheri May Dalziel, is sister of
America's Ella Logan

Imum as tips has made restaurant
going unpopular^ Two new enter-

tainment places are Atlantic Pal-,

ace, which features dancing, sev-

eral bars and 'foreign vaudeville
names, and Hollywood Canteen,
Where the- jitterbugs gather over
toft drinks: and ices and dance and
listen to hot disk jockeys.

Concert impresarios here have
had to cut prices severely; and
still many world-famous artists

cannot fill the big K. B. Hallen,
where most concerts are held de-
spite the not-quite perfect acous-
tics. Big names like Jussi Bjorling
•nd Yehudi Menuhin did not draw
the thousands, they would have
drawn just a year ago.
The biggestUlm hit here in some

time is '.'Carnegie Hall," bought by
independent film renter Durloo
from United Artists. But many

deficiU-of—about— £30,000- (about
$120,000); they dropped only £10,-
000 ($40,000). Last year's deficit

was about the same. .' And for this

outlay Edinburgh pockets from visi-

tors over £2,000^000 (about $8,000,-
000).

Opera Fails to Pay Oflf

.
Only the opera failed to pay its

way. The Glyndebourne Opera was
held in John Christie's private
opera-house adjoining his mansion
in Sussex. Ljuba -Welitsch, the
Bulgarian sopranoy was this year's
"discofvery''

. among the multi-
national casts.

For rest of the year, Scotland is

dependent for opera on the long-
established, peripatetic Carl Rosa
company, and for orchestral music
mainly on the Scottish orchestra.
Latter, between October and April

from Torontoan, John Coulter, i

'*''.''^' aPParently due to high ad-

These productions were directed 1

2?'®"°" Principals of tJi«

by Ria Mooney, who also did new :

•French Opera Comique made a suo
productions of "Blind Man's Buff"

; T^^^"' V" ^ J?
,^.P'''"^ P*^?

( Ernst Toller and Denis Johnston )
^ormances of - - Pelleas et Mel*

and "Mungo's Mansions" ( Walter ' under auspices of the Dub-
Macken). Rest of the vear was 1

1"), ^"^and Opera Society, and the

filled with, oldies. Heavy tourist I ''*"^^"^°?.T^i''' ? number of im-

biz during the year brought a good P*"^?^ ^° .^'"S leading roles

flow of coin to the boxoffice. i
—Returned smash gro&es. Long-

no.,,-,,.,] A v,K„ . * .
nau's who concerted have included

f„ hZ ffl^i?fl'*^*"'>*'''^,^'''i "wbi. Pouishnoff, Lauritz

,„HcH?.
^.'"T'ated Irish play-

i Melchior and Cortot, with Sir

r^^Hnin rAl^'^^^io'iQ'^KT''*'" .

Thomas Bcecham maMng two visits

?nrth.„Jna*^t L^^*^'
''"^ T"^ ^"h -the Royal Philharmonic orch.forthcoming from new writers.

; Ballet proved a big attraction
Broadway and London successes

,
with a short season by the Sadlers

hit the jackpot at the Gaiety, with Wells Co., which is to Tje repeated
"The First Gentleman," "Edwafd, I in the coming spring.
My Son," "The Winslow Boy," and ' Radio Eireann symph, country's
'Life With Father" at the top of sole major orch, added a number
the list. Absence of Hilton Ed- of continental European iiistrumen-
wards and Micheal MacLiammoir I talists and for most of the yeai-
company on U. S.-Canada tour dur- j played under visiting conductors,
ing part of the year left room for . Bis-scale public concerts were
some, interesting work from "im- 1 ended after being found financial
ported'" companies, the first since

i failures; public, in small numbtrs,
1939. The Bristol. Old Vic co., did

;
can now see orch perform for freegives SO^odd concerts in- Glasgow . , . — -

and half as many in Edinburgh, be- I

well with The Second Mrs. Tan- 1 in its newly constructed Phoenix
sides paying visits to Dundee and I

Queray. but its revival of "Lady
: Hall studio.

elsewhere. < j
Windermere's. Fan" was knocked! Disk sales, both modern and clas-

Iturbi, Rubinstein, Lily Pons, j

as too arty. The Glasgow Citi-
1
sical, showed an upward trend, but

Lauritz Melchior, Gigli. Sophie I
^^ns' Theatre did a short season interest in sheet music continued

Tucker. Duke Ellington, Isaac ""ith an oldie, "Bunty Pulls The low.
Strings," and James Bridie's"The .

—
: .

. —
Forrigan Reel"; both were well

American who visited Scotland 1

Stern are among big names from
hii( nn( iinfnHiinatplv fnr Qtat>l> the U. S. WhO haVB entertained -"•»*&"\> '^•<-v; ,

""wi wcic w

appfarrncV'- wa^durk/ Ma'xt^e Scottish audiences during the past done but failed to pull-audiences.

Sullivan. Fortv-eight hours before 12 months; and they have all prom-
|

Biggest draw of the year was
ised to come back. . j

Mrs.. H. T. Lowe-Porter's chronicle
While Scotland has produced vir-

j

play, "Abdicatioh," basied on Ed-
opening at London Casino she flew
north foi-' summer .• evening's
glimpse of Loch Lomond, romantic
Scot spot she has sung (and swung)
about 10,000 times in the famousother big films have had quite

sliort runs, and generally, both in . baUrd ortrat'name
Copenhagen and the. provmces', the
cinema takings are 30% less than
last year's. Hardest hit is the
Danish film industry, which has
had some costly flops: It is be-
lieved, that the state will allow
special tax reductions for Danish
film companies. Hitherto Danish
films have had to pay the same
high entertainment tax- as the for-
eign films. Most Hollywood" pix
have had only half the run they
would have had last year at the
first-run theatres.

tuosi like Mary Garden 'ahd Fred' j ward VIII's bowout but set back
erick Lamond, she is mainly de- [400 years in time and put into
pendent for recitals on the celeb-

|
Shake.spearean verse. As a play it

rities Harold Holt tours: on the en- ! had little but curiosity value to
terprise of a newcomer to the ranks
of British', impresarios, Harold
Fielding, whose stars this year in^
eluded Lily Pons and Gigli^and
Sophie Tucker and Duke Ellington;
and on the chamber music societies.

'Charley's Aunt' A Hit

The legit theatre in Denmark
has only one real hit, "Charley's
Aunt," at the small Nygade the-
atre. It stars Christian Arhoff, who
after being Denmark's most pop-

Over 60,000 Nitery

Employes Affected

Rw Nanlrinff" n<»/»ri»A
"^^'^''^ societies, numerous in Brit

liaiinuig I/CVl€Ciain, in many cases qualify for Gov
Shanghai, j

ernment grants through the Arts

Mrfie than 20,000 taxi dancers, 1

Council, and bring noted execu-

some 500 musicians and 40,000 ;
tants and the best of music to even

recommend it, except brilliant stag-
ing and production by Hilton Ed-
wards. Play aroused considerable
press controversy in Ireland and
England which was reflected in
upped boxoffice takings.

China Show Biz

Balked by NG Pay
By HAL p. MILLS

Shanghai.
Show blis in this once hectic city

has vanished intb the ainaconda of
all things temporal-<—the past. In
Other words,' show biz is dead. Any
good, artist thinkiiig of journeying

j

to Shanghai to ply his or her
• »»• «- , .

~,—"T"" chosen line should have his headMicheal MacLiammoir's ' The examined. - Engagements are short.
Mountains Look Different" was the pay is less than peanuts and
the best new work by an jnsh the cost of living terrific.

Best New Work

other cabaret and ballroom em-|the smaller centres. Run on the; author, but .got severe handling consider these facts^
ployees will soon be jobless as the Isame lines as the American clubs, from local critics beoause of its ' The city^s top femme artist is a
result of Hie turnabout of the |

these music clubs throughout Scot- 1
theme. It's about an Irish hick I gai whose: Sftamsh roU^^

Nanking government with refer- -land bring chamber music to an ,

who unknowingly marries a prosti-
; click almost anywhere; She has

ence to "commercial dancing." i

ever-growing Scottish public.
|
tute and brings her home to his been dancing at a famous local

Niteries not employing hostesses \
In spite of the short distances

;

father, who turns out to have been hotel. Salary: 56 gold yuan per
will not be affected by the new 1

separating the main cities and
'

one of her patrons. week, which is about $14 at the
ruling, which became effective in ;

towns of Central Scotland, tliere is
I A revival of Denis Johnston's official rate of exchange. On the

December.
j

no permanent all-the-year-rpund
I
'The Moon on the Yellow River" black market, which is commonly

ular slapstick comedian became I

According to the government's ,
orchestra. Inter-city rivalry has reawakened interest in the work of used despite severe penalties if

unpopular on political grounds and ' austerity plan, the cabarets and jthis year led the Edinbuigh Con-
j
this dramatist, who has now gone caught, the gal is being paid about

went into retirement for three ballrooms will be gradually elim- ,

cert Society to invite the Halle
;
into radio and television. •, $7 pef- week. Of course, she gets

years. He's had a comeback with inated, the process of eliminating
;

from Manchester, and the York-
. pigy^ gt other theatres had little

' her dinner, which she generally
completely sold-out houses through to be done by drawing lots. Last

|

shire and Birmingham Orchestras. '

to commend them, except for a needs.
many months. Most of the too- y«ar the government announced

,

to give concerts in competition ^old effort by Pat O'Connor, who '. There is not one American artist
many summer revues closed in the a ban on commercialized dancing, ,

with the L,Iasgow-ba.sed Scottish produced "The Iceman Cometh" , in town. The total embraces a
red."Deai- Ruth" ran over 200 1

but following a storm of protests •
fenestra, with a moderate degree of success, I motley aggregation of Russian.

times at the Nv, but often to and an attack on the offices of the '

—— —
although hampered by a cast Hungarian, Chinc.^e and Central

small attendance. It has now been ;

Bureau of Social Affairs by i R|r|l|c|i TAiifKf Rnard largely made up of part-time play- Europeans.' In order to make ends
followed by "Edward My son" a i

enraged taxi dancers, who com- wiuwu ^uuiioi uvaiu
^^.^ jneet these artists are obliged to

big hit With Guiinar Lauring in the |

pletely wrecked the
,

office?, the
leading role. The Norwegian I

"""der was recinded, Followmg the

prima donna, Lillebil Ipsen, who 'action of thf taxi dancers, more
, London. stage. Latest to go to Hollywood of them are oftiroes hungry, .-^nd

had a flop in her first play, now i
than 50 were arrested and of that

;

r,,,^^
British Board of Tourism is being Abbey-ite Eileen CrOwe. An^ as. for costumes, few have been

scores heavily in "I Remembee
i

n"niber fully half are still m i p^ppgring to fight intention of the ' other senior Abbey player, Michael able to buy new ones since the
Mama" at the Folketeater. ithe clink.

j
Labor Party to introduce legisla- ' Dolan, was away from the theatre end of the war.

.
The music publishing biz is look- I ^ ., ..,', . —^ I

tion forbidding entertainment after for work on Rank and Korda film.S: The huge Chinese dining and
ing brighter. After many years' i

Mozambique's Rative House
j u p.m. Boarl feels that such a ; Anew McMa.ster. one of the best dancing spots are indifferent : to,

shortage of gramophone records
\

Mozambique. law would result in the loss of veterans, alSo left during the year foreign artists unless accepted on
you can now buy new records with-

]

Application has been filed to tourist trade and their sorely need- , for an extended Australian tour, their own terms—starvation terms,
out giving an old one as compensa- . construct a special motion picture ed dollars. I Noel Purcell, topline comedian, was The few foreign nite spots cannot
tion for raw material used. And j theatre for natives on the out- The 11 p.m curfew, if adopted, missing from stage while working afford to pay decent salaries,
the record companies,' although

I
skirts Of Lourenco Marques. Al- would probably mean the end of , oh "The Blue Lagoon" for Rank's The artists have no guild or

Tn Fitflit Nitorv Cnrfaw '
Departure of players for films work in from two to four" spots

:»v I Igui nuci J vUIICn continues to be a drain on Irish evei-y night, and even at that some

still restricted in their importing i though there are 5.000,000 inhab- i all private bottle clubs as well as Individual Pictures, and later on "nion to protect their interests
of foreign records, are now mak^ ! itants of the colony; there are inlsuch spots as the Embassy, Cocoa- Korda's "Saints & Sinners." their battles chiefly being fought
ing Uie highest number of local I operation only nine permanent the- 1 nut Grove, and the Nightingale.

[
Apart from current boom in big by the Shanghai Theatrical Enter-

recordings, in years, jatres and three mobile units. [Latter club opened two weel^ ago ; legit houses there is a growing pulvvP'^s^Sj ? hooking agency, hssaded by
But, all; in all, the entertainment

I

Regular theatregoers are d Ambrose Orch and
|
lie in the provinces,

situation in 'Denmark is rather from the 27,000 Europeans living Hutch (Leslie Hutchinson). Other Vaude standard faa$ continued to
cloudy. here. 1 spots have girl shows. I slip, and thete is aft acute sbbrt-

Miss Vi Erickson, an American. If
her agents had to depend for itf

(Continued on page 226)
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THE RANKS OF SCREEN IMMORTALS

^HAMLET'
(RELEASED THROUGH UNIVERSAl-INTERNATIONAU

'THE RED SHOES
(RELEASED THROUGH EAGLE LION) COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR



WORTHY SUCCESSORS TO COME .

.

SCOTT OF THE ANTARCTIC
COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR

Starring JOHN MILLS • A MICHAEL BALCON-EALING STUDIOS PRODUCTION • EAGLE LION RELEASE

'THE BLUE LAGOON'
COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR

Starring JEAN SIMMONS, and DONALD HOUSTON • .A GILLIAT LAUNDER PRODUCTIQN

- . UNlVERSAL-INTEJttMATIONAl RELEASE ' ' •

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS'
COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR

Starring FREDRIC MARCH with FLORENCE ELDRIDGE • KATHLEEN RYAN; LINDEN TRAVERS; FRANCIS L.

SULLIVAN • A SYDNEY BOX-GAINSBOROUGH PRODUCTION • UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL RELEASE

SARABAND'
COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR

Starring STEWART - GRANGER, FRANCOISE ROSAY, JOAN GREENWOOD,, FLORA ROBSON . .

A MICHAEL BALCON-EALING STUDIOS PRODUCTION - EAGLEilON RELEASE

'BLANCHE FURY'
COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR

Starring STEWART GRANGER and VALERIE HOBSON • A CINGUILD PRODUCTION • EAGLE LION RELEASE

'NEVERMORE'
Starring ANN TODD, CLAUDE RAINS, TREVOR HOWARD • A CINEGUILD PRODUCTION « Directed

by DAVID LEAN UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL RELEASE
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m vcE<m

WAIKIKI LAU YEE CHAI IS RECOMMENDED
BY DUNCAN MINES IN HIS BOOK

"ADVENTURES IN GOOD EATING"

AS ONE OF THE BEST EATING PLACES
ALONG THE HIGHWAYS AND CITIES OF
AMERICA.

LOCATED IN THE HEART OF WAIKIKI
FEATURING EXCELLENT ORIENTAL AND
AMERICAN (KAU KAUl FOOD.
THE MAGNIFICENT GUNG HO COCKTAIL
LOUNGE.

TATS MATSUO

SEASON'S GREETING TO OUR FRIENDS ALL OVER THE WORLD AND SINCERELY WISHING HEALTH,
HAPPINESS AND PROSPERITY TO EVERYONE.

ALOHA NUI LOA. TATS.

THE

SKY ROCKETS ORCHESTRA
FROM THE LONDON PALLADIUM SEND GREETINGS TO ALL THEIR AMERICAN FRIENDS

AND HOPE TO SEE THEM ALL AGAIN SOON

Direction:-CHARLES L. TUCKER'S ENTERPRISES LTD.

A ROBERT LUFF.

TIVOLI CIRCUIT AUSTRALIA S
DAVID N. MARTIN

CURRENT ATTRACTIONSi
TIVOLI THEATRE, MELBOURNE

FREDDIE BAMBERGER AND RAM • PHYLLIS ROBINS • JACK
STOCKS # NORMAN LAWRENCE • THE HARTNELLS • DUMARTE
AND DENZER • WILFRED BRITTON AND CO. • THE SKATING
MERENOS • REMARKABLE REX RAMER • JEANNE FRANCIS AND,
JERRY GREY.

" - Managing Dirtcfor

EMPIRE THEATKE, SYDNEY

TESSIE O'SHEA
ERIKSON • MARIE LOUISE AND CHARLES

In Association:

TIVOLI CIRCUIT NEW ZEALAND LTD.

and

KERRIDGE-ODEON* R. J. KERRIDGE. Managing Director

TIVOLI THEATRE, SYDNEY
By Arrangomont With DAVID N. MARTIN

J. C. WILLIAMSON THEATRES

GRAND OPERA SEASON
Ovorstas Roprtstntativts:

.„„ LONDON LOS ANGELES
LEW and LESLIE GRADE LTD. ifOAUBD

Rogont Houso *^"" »"AMiR
235 Rogont Hons* Orphoum Thoatro iHflding

London W.I MA South Broadway



"ANNIE GET YOUR GUN''
iy arraHgMHMt with Rodgcri t Hammtntclii and Chappcll A Co«. Ltd.

COLISEUM. LONDON

''ANNIE GET YOUR GUN''
By arrangtrntnt wifh Redgtn A Hammtrilctii and Ckapp«ll Ir C«.t Ltd.

NATIONAL COMPANY GLASGOW SEASON

"LILAC TIME"
Op«niii9 HIS MAJESTY'S THEATRE 1949 Season and Tour

rr"SONG OF NORWAY
. By arranqcmmt with Chappcll & Co^ and Irwin Ltttcr

ON TOUR

^'The BARRETTS of WIMPOLE STREET"
ON TOUR

"WALTZES FROM VIENNA"
TOUR AND LONDON PRESENTATION IN 1949

"CHARLEY'S AUNT"
HIS MAJESTY'S THEATRE. TOUR TO FOLL6W

EIGHT RESIDENT CHRISTMAS PANTOMIME SEASONS
LONDON— MANCHESTER— BIRMIHGHAM — SHEFFIELD — BOURNEMOUTH — NORTHAMPTON — PLYMOUTH

GREETINGS
FROM

EMILE LITTLER
. 31 ST. MARTIN'S LANE. LONDON AND PANTOMIME HOUSE. BIRMINGHAM



STOLL THEATRES CORPORATION, LTD.

ASSOCIATED THEATRE PROPERTIES (London) LTD.

Chairman and Managing Director . . . PRINCE LITTLER

TELEGRAMS: OSWASTOLL

LESQUARE, LONDON

STOLL OFFICES

LONDON COLISEUM

LONDON, W. C. 2

TELEPHONE;

TEMPLE BAR 1500

^ GREETINGS FROM LONDON
AND

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

To All M/ American Friends

HERMIONE GINGOLD
'SLINGS ANO ARROWS"
COMEDY THEATRE, LONDON, S.W. T.

SEASON'S GREETINGS
FROM

CHARLES L. TUCKER'S
ENTERPRISES, LTD.

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT OF ARTISTS
DIRECTORS:

CHARLES L. TUCKER
SYDNEY GRACE
DAVID ORUKKER

THEATRE - FILMS • RADIO - VARIETY
17 SHAFTESBURY AVE.

LONDON, W.I
ENGLAND



The World's

Greatest AHraciions

1888-1948

WE EXTEND^ CORDIAL GREETINGS TO OUR

AMERICAN ASSOCIATES, THE WILLIAM MORRIS

AGENCY, AND TO ALL THE ARTISTES AND
MANAGEMENTS WHOM WE HAVE THE PLEAS-

URE OF SERVING.

WE ARE PROUDLY CELEBRATING OUR SIXTIETH

ANNIVERSARY AS THE LEADING AGENCY IN

EUROPEAN SHOW BUSINESS.

FOSTERS' AGENCY
HARRY FOSTER LESLIE MACDONNEU

Piccadilly House, Piccadilly Circus, London, S.WJ.
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KEITH
PROWSE

LONDON CALLING

S. VAN LIER

GENERAL MANAGER

SEND

I, CO., LTD.

FOR 1948-49

1X9. *he?r man/ American friends

and espeelally t9

LOUIS BERNSTEIN—MAX DREYFUS—FRED FORSTER
SAM FOX—LOU LEVY-^ACK MILLS—ABE OLEMAN

JACK ROBBINS—ELLIOTT SHAPIRO

42/43 POLAND STREET

LONDON W. 1, ENGLAND

TELEGRAMS—ACADEMY, RATH, LONDON.

CABLES—STALLS, LONDON.

CODE—WESTERN UNION 5 LETTER EDITION.

IRWIN DASH
LONDON Calling . .

.

WATCH THESE

IN ENGLAND
IN 1949

'IN MYwm
Thanks to JOE DAVIS

'I'D RATHER BE

WRONG THAN

BE SORRY'
TiKmlis to SOI BOUKNS

'THE CRYSTAL

GAZER'
Art English Surprise!

'STREET OF REGRET'
Thanks to LOU LEVY

and many others

WATCH THESE

IN THE U. S. A.

IN 1949

'WHEEZY ANNA'
(LEEDS)

Recorded by PRIMA SCALA

*

m OVER ITALY'
- (FEIST)

lieconl«l kf PRIMA XAIA

'MY nRST LOVE

MY LAST LOVE

FOR ALWAYS'
By BILLY REID

(ROBERT MUSIC CO.)

'BY CANDLELIGHT'
"A 5LEEPER"-More Later

SEASON'S

GREETINGS

1948/49

FROM

ENGLAND

TO AMERrCANS

BY

AN

AMERICAN

IN

LONDON

LEE EPHRAIM
CURRENT ATTRACTIONS

"CARISSIMA," Palace Theatre, London

^DON'T LISTEN, LADIES," Booth Theatre, New York



STAGE t

"SKY HIGH"
AT THE

LONDON PAUADUIAA _ -
~~

' " WITH
. CHEERFUL JOHN

CHARLIE CHESTER BOLES

STAGE

SID FIELD
in the Pulitzer Prize Play ;

;

By MARY CHASE

^ "HARVEY ~
.

(In Aisoeiation with H. M. Tennent, Ll(i.k and
Brock Pembcrton)

RECORD SUMMER SEASON SHOW
' JFdr 80 Weeks at the 3,ir0U SeiHrr ' " '

NEW OPERA HOUSE, BLACKPOOL

. A New PredHCtien with :

Cheerful Charlie Chester

NAT JACKLEY In

''PBCGADILLY HAYRIDE"
SCREEN

Protluced for the
.T. ARTWVH BANK ORUANI/ATIOK

"TROUBLE IN THE AIR"
WITH

Frcddt* JIMMY
FRINTON & EDWARDS

Extended Tour of . rrovinciiU Tour u£

"PICCADILLY "SKY
HAYRIDE" HIGH"

& 2 ROAD SHOWS TO BE ANNOUNCED
SCREEN

PATRICIA ROC

''THE PERFECT WOMAN"
Stanley V Nigel

HOLLOWAY PATRICK
A TWO CITIES COMEDY FOR J. ARTHUR RANK 22 HALF MOON ST.. LONDON W.i. PHONE GROSVENOR 2992/4

To Alt Oar Friends in U.S.A.

CHARLES B. COCHRAN
and

//I

ANTHOli^iiyi^
Now,PrfieliWng

'

BLESS THE BRIDE'

By A. P. HERBERT and VIVIAN ELLIS

(first Performonco Adelphi Theatre, London, April 26tli, 1947)

LONDON'S LONGEST RUN OF A CURRENT MUSICAL

In Preparation

A New Light Opera by the same Author and Composer
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VERA LYNN
BEST WISHES TO ALL MY FRIENDS IN AMERICA

and Particularly

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
FOSTER AGENCY
TOOTIE" CARMARATA
LONDON GRAMOPHONE COMPANY
tENATIORNE
ANDREWS SISTERS

DANNY KAYE .

Thanks to All Disk Jockeys for Playing My Records

TED HEATS
SENDS GREETINGS FROM LONDON

AND INVITES YOU TO

LISTEN TO HIS MUSIC



from

GABRIEL
PASCAL

1949
PRODUCTION PLANS

include

One BERNARD SHAW PICTURE

One PICTURE STARRING DEBORAH KERR
One PICTURE STARRIISC JEAN SIMMONS
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M. P. M. ENTERTAINMENTS CORP. LTD.

199 PrCCADILLY, LONDON, W. 1.

Greetings to All Our Friends in America

GENERAL MANAGERS

CHARLES MUNYARD

FRED MARLOW

REPRESENTATIVES for

INTIMATE THEATRE Si^E^r

PAVILION THEATRE, Newport

QUEEN'S THEATRE, Minehead

SEASON'S GREETINGS
TO ALL MY FRIENDS IN AMERICA

Will See You Soon

Sailed, New York, "Caronia," January 4

MAURICE WINNICK
18, St. George Street

Hanover Square

London, England

NEW YEAR'S GREETINGS TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

IN AMERICA

DUCHESS PRODUCTIONS,
LONDON, ENG.

LTD
Managing Agents:

DUCHESS THEATRE
DUKE OF YORK'S THEATRE

SAVILLE THEATRE

Directors:

M/ytlANNE DAVIS
LEIGH STAFFORD
EDWARD HORAN
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Compliments of the Season
FROM

LINNIT and DUNFEE Ltd.

28, Brook Street, London, W. 1.

AMBASSADOR'S THEilTKE

JOAN HAYTHORNE
ARNOLD BELL

LIONEL MURTON
JEANETTE TREGARTHEN

in

LiniE LAMBS EAT IVY
Comedy liy Noel Langlty Directed by Charles Hickman

OlMBftfDGE THE4TRE

YOLANDE DONLON
in

NOEL LANGLEY'S

CAGE ME A PEACOCK
A New Musical

Music by Eve Lynd Directed by Charles Hickman

COMEDY THEATRE

HERMIONE GINGOLD and WALTER CRiSHAM
in a New Infi'mafe Revue

SLINGS AND ARROWS
Devised by Hermione Gingold and Charles Hickman

Direcfed by Charles Hickman

G4RRICK THEATRE

ROBERTSON HARE and ALFRED DRAYTON
m

A New Force by VERNON SYLVAINE

ONE WILD OAT
Directed by Richard Bird

ST. MARTIN'S THEATRE

FAY COMPTON
ROBERT HARRIS
MAI ZETTERLING

ANTON WALBROOK
WALTER FITZGERALD
MILES MALLESON

In Mok Fober's adaptation of

THE WILD DUCK
By HENRIK IBSEN Directed by Michael Bentholl

VAUDEVILLE THEATRE

A. E. MATTHEWS
MARJORIE FIELDING MICHAEL SHEPLEY

in

THE CHILTERN HUNDREDS
W. DOUGLAS HOME'S Comedy Now In Its Second Year

OSS vires

Chairman: PRINCE LITTLER

LONDON W.C.2.

Managing Director: VAL PARNELL

OPERATING THE BIGGEST CHAIN

OF 'LIVE' THEATRES IN THE WORLD

To All American Friends

Who Have, orHave ]\ot Had
The Thrill of Playing the

London Palladium.
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SEASON'S GREETINGS

FROM

REG CONNELLY
CAMPBELL, CONNELLY & CO., LTD., LONDON

CAMPBELL, CONNELLY, INC.

565 Fifth Avenue, New York

7/'

THE GREAT BRITISH SUCCESS

TIME MAY CHANGE"
Which followed "A Tree in the Meadow"
will be released in America early in 1949

TO OUR FRIENDS

ALL OVER THE WORLD

WE SEND

GREETINGS!!

Southern Music Publishing Co. Ltd.

Liber-Southern Ltd. n

Latin-American Music Publishing Co. Ltd.

London W. C. 2

' England

Season's Greetings from

mim MM
Can Always Guarantee Acts 15 to 20 Weeks in

England but They Must Be Reasonable in Price

Communications direett—

101, Albion Gate,

LONDON, W. 2.



The

Season's

Greetings

FROM

HIS MAJESTY'S THEATRE OFFICES

LONDON, S.W.I
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BEST WISHES FOR THE NEW YEAR TO ALL MY AMERICAN FRIENDS

from

B I LLY
REID

and THANKS TO YOU FOR ANOTHER WORLD-HIT IN

^^TREE IN THE MEADOW
Congratulations and thanks lo_REG. CONNELLY, LOUIS BERNSTEIN and the SHAPIRO-BERNSTEIN .ORGANIZATION

for a Wonderful Promotion

MY BEST WISHES FOR A SIMILAR SUCCESS TO
,

LAUREL MUSIC CORPORATION WITH

''^ANYTHIMIi I DKEAM IS POSSIBLE"
Bill Reid Publications Limited

London, Dec. 1948

SEASON'S GREETINGS AND ALL GOOD WISHES

TO ALL OUR AMERICAN FRIENDS FROM

LEW and LESLIE GRADE, Ltd
REGENT HOUSE

235-241 Regent Street, London, W. 1.

TELEPHONES: Regent 5821—2—3: Regent 5592—1 CABLES: GRADAGE LONDON

BERMANS
BRITAIN'S FOREMOST FILM COSTUMIERS-

WISH ALL THEIR FRIENDS IN THE INDUSTRY

A Happy and Very Successful New Year
M. BERMAN. Ltd.

London Office:

18 Irving Streef, Leicester Square, W.C. 2

Whitehall 5726/8

COSTUMIERS OF FILMS
U.S.A. Office:

4519 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood,

California '
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SEASON'S GREETINGS

TO

ALL OUR FRIENDS IN AMERICA

FRANCIS, DAY & HUNTER,ltd

ASSOCfATEO COMPANIES:

SUN MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., LTD. . . LONDON

MAGNA MUSIC COMPANY . ... . LONDON

PUBLICATION FRANCIS-DAY PARIS

FRANCIS, DAY & HUNTER GM.BH . . . BERLIN

HYMAN ZAHL
WISHES TOTHANK ALL HIS FRIENDS IN

AMERICA
FOR THEIR WONDERFUL GUIDANCE &

CO-OPERATION DURING HIS RECENT

BUSINESS VISIT

THE ZAHL AGENCY
CHANDOS HOUSE

45-46 CHANDOS PLACE

LONDON W. C. 2

TELEGRAMS: "STAREVUE" LESQUARE LONDON

TELEPHONE: TEMPLE BAR 7255 (3 LINESI

GENERAL MANAGER: CYRIL BERLIN

ZAHL AGENCY, INC.

1619 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, U. S. A.

PLAZA 7-3158

PERSONAL DIRECTION:

IVAN MOGULL



r 1 D ITUPATDETCA 1 Ttt Managing Director

r Jb Da 1 1 TllaM 1 flt^y ft- 1 mfm f. j. butterwojith esq.

"ENGLAND'S URGEST INDEPENDENT CIRCUIT"

HEADLINE AND SUPPORTING ACTS ALWAYS REQUIRED FOR:

Hippodrome BOURNEMOUTH: Palace GRI/yiSBY: Hippodrome NORWICH:

Hippodrome ASTON (BIRMINGHAM): Empire BRISTOL: Empire YORK:

Hippodrome WOLVERHAMPTON: Theatre Royal LINCOLN:

Savoy SCUNTHORPE (LINCS): Bedford Music Hall CAMDEN TOWN (LONDON)

English stars played include "Old Mother Riley'': Max Miller: Vic Oljver:

Reid and Squires: Vera Lynn: Eric Barker: Lew Stone Band: Jack Jack-

^ ' con Band* Biliv Gatfan and Band: Bio Bill Camnbell Show: ''lanorance

Is Bliss" radio feature: Carroll Levis, etc. We have also had the pleasure

of playing Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy and have booked to play John

Boles. Others in negotiation.

ARTISTES-MANAGERS-AGENTS ARE INViTED TO COMMU-

NICATE WITH THE EXCLUSIVE BOOKING AGENT FOR THIS

CIRCUIT.

FRANK POPE (NATIONAL THEATRICAL VARIETY AGENCY)

35 PANtON ST., HAYMARKET, S.W.I.
T.l.phon.s Abbey 4877-4878 4879

Telegrams NATVARY LESQUARE LONDON

Season's Greetings to All My Friends

LOVE AND KISSES

BUD FLANAGAN
Still at VICTORIA PALACE LONDON

ALL GOOD WISHES TO MY AMERICAN FRIENDS

from

CARROLL GIBBONS orchestra
Playing at the

SAVOY HOTEL RESTAURANT

LONDON
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GREETINGS

TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

IN U: S. A. AND CANADA

from

THE HOUSE OF FELDMAN

Special greetings to my very good friends

Herman and Willie Starr with very many

thanks for their warm hospitality and kindness

shown during my recent visit which made it

one that I will always remember.

My b^st wishes ahd thanks also to the

staff of Music Publishers Holding Corporation

and to my numerous friends among the Amer-

ican Music Publishers for their kind help and

cooperation.

^ Managing Director
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Season's Greetings

To All My Friends

In the U.S.A.

SID
Two Cities Film

"THE CARDBOARD CAVALIER"

"HARVEY"

PRINCE OF WALES THEATRE

LONDON, W.l.

Direction: LEN BARRY

ARCHIE PARNELL & CO., LTD.

3, Golden Square, London, W.l.

rui

Producer and General Manager

IE LIDO

LES AMBASSADEURS

(PARIS)

Consrutidations to

on Its 43d Anniversary!

\7

I
Austrian 'EroicaV Budget

Sets Postwar Pix Record
Vienna.

The postwar record figure for a
Single film of &,500,000i schillings

I

($550,000) has been spent on
I "Eroica," a film about, Beethoven,
starring Ewald Balser, which has

|

just been completed, only six days

I

behind schedule. Net profits, es-

1 timated at around 1.000,000 schil-

I lings, will be given to needy Vien-
I nese children, it's announced.

1 The reason for the record budget
i

I

is, that, production Was first started I

I in 1947 by a new firm with a cap-

1

I

ital joi 2,000,000 schillings. Soon
|

afterwards the nut was spent, with
i

I
only 300 finished feet of celluloid.

[

In 1948 director Karl Hartl was
' called in to finish the job* ^

China Show Biz
Continued from page 207

! revenue on local bookings she
I would long ago have been out of
i business.

1 Time was when this town im-
pported name artists such as the

I

late Fay Courtney. Ella Shields,
the Six Hollywood Blondes, Bo-'

I

Diddly, and others—paid them
r plenty of good American coin.

|: Music men are almost as badly
off. despite their strong; no-non-

;
sense union. But the days of such

i bandmen as the late Teddy Weath-
erford. Buck Clayton, Terry Dantz-

' ler. Whitey Smith, Earl Whaley, Al
Uhles and Danny " Danforth are
igone; There- remains one lone
: American bandman. Bob Hill, col-

i
ored, who does very well at an
American .Army officers club.

Buck Clayton macfe muaic his-

tory here, but he now would have
to labor a year or more to dam
what he formerly was paid in a

[

couple weeks. -At the Casanova
j

iBallroom, where Clayton played i

( for the highest salary ever paid to
t a jiye man in Shanghai, a 10-man
I

Chinese band holds forth for the
equivalent of less than $50 per
month. ^

Reasons for this deplorable state
of affairs: The H. C. L., the gov-
ernment's Austerity program and
the M'relched exchange.

K & P PRODUCTIONS
LEON KIMBERLY and HELEN PAGE

(Two Americans From England)

Once More Wish Everyone the Happiest

of Holiday Seasons

Phonei: Tampli Bar 7255,7256. 7257 CflANDOS HOUSE

Grams: "Star.vue" Usquar., Lgnden
45-46.-^handos Plact

L. u. .. , „ . London, W. C. 2
Cablet: Kifflbcrjy, Variety, London . .k,.»ENGLAND-

MR. and MRS. SIDNEY FISHER

Send Greetings

To Their Friends All Oter the World

Glad to. Welcome Our Old Customers

Now Working in England

HOPE TO SEE YOU SOON

Spet'lal Sliop-to-Ship Export Arrangemenl«

Still TAILORING to the Best People in the Show World

75-77 Shaftesbury Avenue

London, W» 1, England
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England's Music Centre . .

.

CHAPPELL & Co. Ltd. . . - - - IRVING BERLIN Ltd.

EDWIN H. MORRIS Co. Ltd. - - WILLIAMSON MUSIC Ltd.

VICTORIA MUSIC PUBLISHING Co. Ltd. - - NEW WORLD

PUBLISHERS Ltd. - - STERLING MUSIC PUBLISHING Co. Ltd.

BRADBURY WOOD Ltd.-CONTINENTAL PUBLICATIONS Ltd.

wish all their friends in America the

compliments of the Season and a

Happy and Prosperous New Year

continues its progressive policy,

consolidating its leadership in the

Southern Hemisphere.

Showmanship is the corner-

stone of its vital structure.

"Success With Honor" and "For-

ever Onward"—its guiding stars

--have given Greater Union its

proud eminence.

NORMAN B. RYDGC,
ChaimiM of DireeWn,

Greater Union ThMtrct Jvy. ltd.

49 Market Street,

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

STILL 'TOPS' IN BRITISH MUSICAL

PRESENTATIONS

Jack WALLER
(Doyen of impresarios)

Sends Greetings to His Numerous

American Friends

*
latest 'Smash-Hit' Production

"THE KID FROM
STRATFORD"

starring

BRITAIN'S NO. 1 COMEDIAN

ARTHUR ASKEY
New Playinci to Capacity Business at the

WINTER GARDEN THEATRE, LONDON
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AL BURNETT
SfNDS GREETINGS

TO ALL HIS AMERICAN FRIENDS

Appearing Nightly at

THE STORK, MAYFAIR, LONDON, W. I.

Drop me a line even if it's onfy a gag or a pqrody

f incidciitmlly I am still woiting for lost year's matcrlall

40, PORTSEA HALL, LONDON, W. 2

OLIVEUrS
Famous in Last 15 Years as

THE SHOW PEOPLE'S RENDEZVOUS

SEND NEW YEAR'S GREETINGS

TO ALL OUR EMENDS

HOPE TO SEE MORE OF YOU THIS YEAR

35, Store Street

London. W. C. 1.

GREETINGS
from

PRIMO SCALA
of

LONDON RECORDS
Prime Scala's Band is known in Greet Britain os tii« lead*

ing Aecordien Band of Radio. Recording and Vaudeville

Sole Representative:

MICHAEL LYON
U.V.A. Ltd.

52, Haymarket, London, S> W, 1

Intl Fihn Selling

Special Technique
By GEORGE GILBERT

There's an art in extracting dol-

lars from the overseas markets and

that. Icnowledge is often demon-
strated to top U. S. producers by

a select group of "super" interna-

tional film salesmen. Among the
j

talented coterie are Jacques Gri-

1

nieff, Calvacade Pictures' head
|

Harvey Pergament, and George i

Bookbinder. j

This trio, has demonstrated a I

faculty of getting those dollars on I

the line that, in some instances, I

flabbergasts veterans of the film
I

export business. Just how it's

done remains a mystery, but when
Grinieff can ofter Walter Wanger
S900,000 lor: overseas distribution'
rights to "Joan of Arc," as he was
recently reported to have done,
tliere can't be any slipups in the
technique.

Most common avenue of thaw-
ing, frozen earnings " of American
films Is to utilize the blocked
pounds, francs, lire, etc., in financ-
ing location films in the respec-
tive countries where remittances
are banned. Grinieff, it's under-
stood, is grooving idle lire to back
the forthcoming film version of
Hans Habc's "Bridge of Sighs"
which is due to roll as a 100%
locationer in Venice next spring
under Rudolph Mate's direction.

Also looked upon as a practical
means, of conversion is the pur-'
chase - of raw materials: abroad
which have a ready market in the
U. S. Blocked coin buys textiles,
wines and other goods which be-
come dollars when exported to
America.The Motion Picture
Assn. of America, in an effort to
free some of its members' idle
earnings abroad, last year entered
into a deal with the World Com-
merce Corp. which often employs
such an arrangement to liquefy
clients' frozen foreign assets on a
commission basis. •

Pergament handled the deal last
month whereby « Wive Films of
Stockholm handed Samuel Gold-
wyn $25,000 in New York in return
for an outright buy in Sweden of
the producer's "Song Is Born"

despite the fact that none of the
majors is currently extracting anyr
thing from that: territory. In nego-
tiating the transaction, he indi-

cated that film men in Norway and
several other European countries
were desirous of bringing about
similar deals on the same outright
basis.

Bookbinder injects the personal
touch into his dealings with Conti-
nental exhibs. An accomplished
linguist, he trekked through such
Russian satellite countries as
Yugoslavia, Hungary and Czecho-
slovakia last year setting deals for
Walt: Disney as well as a number
of other U. S. indie producers. He
explained in New York recently
that he found no difficulty at all
in negotiating circuit deals behind
the Iron Curtain since theatre: men
there have always needed: good
product at a fair price.

However, the industry's prime
salesman, some observers feel, is
MPAA prez Eric Johnston who,
last summer, sold pix to the Rus-
sians, Czeclioslovaks and Yugo-
slavians. Pacts, in all cases, call
for partial payment in dollars.
Johnston's feat is another example
of what the "personal touch" can
do.

Del Giudice Asking Aid

From Brit. Govt. Pix Corp.

As Riley (Ir.X') Steps Out
London.

Pilgrim Pictures, founded by
Filippo del Giudice, a former asso-
ciate of J. Arthur Rank, is uwdef-

'

Stood to be 'seeking a substantial
loan from the government's Film
Finance Corp. Company's move iojt

fresh coin resulted when Gludice's
millionaire backer, W. G. Riley,
withdrew his financial support and
stepped out as company chairman.

Riley, it's recalled, is the "Mys-
t^ious Mr. X'' who aided Giudice
shortly after the producer lelt the
Rank fold more than a year ago.
Pilgrim's first production, "The
Guinea Pig," made in association
with the Boulting Bros., scored
modestly and the company's second
entry is now nearing completiom-

La Monte Vamed By Trans-l,us
Trans-Lux Corp. has turned over

management of its Mexico City
house to John La Monte, v.p. Tliea-

.tre is operated as a feature house,
:
La Monte is former branch man-

ager in
:
New - York for MonograM,

SEASONAL GREETINGS

With MANY THANKS for your confidence

in the PAST, and BEST WISHES for a

continuance of our pleasant association

in the FUTURE.

Sineerelyi

-HARRYa LOWE
26 Glencestcr Mansiont. Cambridge Clrcut, London W. C. 2

C«Uc A<i4r««— Lowe. London

SAM BROWNE
England's Leading Recotding Star

REPRESENTATION

England: Foster's Agency America: William Morris Agency
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"PENCIL ME IN FOR '49"

.By SOLLY VIOLINSKY.

Here I am starting in on a New
year when I haven't even finished

ihe old"one. Once a year I like to

rummage through my Taylor trunk

and look at old press notices,' and

programs of my good old vaudeivUe

days. I'm a sentimental guy and

when I came across an old. bill that

1 was on way back in 1909, tears

rolled down my cheeks when I saw

the names of Bisset & Scott, Butch

Towel-, Dancing Shack, the 6 Un-

American Dancers and Pat Rooney

The 5th! . . , ,When I say, tears

' rolled, ' that's an understatement. I

cried like a babyt I cried harder

ihah the audience did; Anything

. nostalgic puts such a large lump in

my throat that I have to take my
collar off . . i You have no idea

how 1 miss those sleeper jumps in

a day coach; the stale sandwiches
' and rancid cofitee for breakfast; the

: hiking with a heavy grip from the

depot to the stagedoor thru a

muddy alley;- rehearsing: with a
three-piece orchestra and kicking

about my billing until the manager
changes it, and then: doin' a king

size Brodie all over the joint! . ...

Those' were the GOOD OLD-
DAYS?????—But don't get me
wrong, I love Skolsky.

Now to get back to my trunk.

It's' a treasure chest of beautiful

memories and a few old under-

:
shirts. It's also where I store some
of my extra good writeups. One
critic said: ''In my humble opinion,

Violinsky, who plays a piano and
a violin simultaneously, is much
too generous." . . . Even then I was
always big hearted, I believed in

giving all managers a bargain, and
the sala.ry I received proves it, ^

:
- In vaudeville I was always con-
scientious, ready, willing, stager
struck and ambitious. I made it a
point to never let any .acts get
ahead of me. I was always on first.

Once I was on second. I followed
an acrobat and. before he went on
I gave him my very last piece' of

: violin rosin to use on the soles of
l;ls shoes. When he finished his
act he had to take his shoe ofl' real
qulclc so I could use it for a violin

' bOw. That's real cooperation..

-Nearly all vaudevillians were
cooperative. . Any time a single
girl was on. the hill,; every married
man in the show offered : to' take
her out for a midnite snack . , .

One wc^k there wasn't a single gal
, on the bill and I went out with a
trained seal. We had some fish
and chips and then went to a
swimming pool. I've tcild that to i

so many, people who don't believe '

it; that I'm beginning to doubt it

myself.

for the pantSf I bowed my head
in silent reverence and somehow
I just couldn't resist trying on the
coat for old time's sake. There 1
Stood in front of my mirror and
imagined I heard the audience ap-
plauding, I took a coupla bows and
I was just going to- steal a couple
more when my radiator started
hissing. I whipped the coat off
quickly, gently laid it away in the
trunk, tenderly crossed the sleeves
and quietly closed the lid . . .The
silence was broken by a knock on
the door.: I opened it wide' expect?
ing to see the trained seal, > but;
instead it was only my landlord. I

thanked him for allowing me to

look through my trunk again and
wished him a Happy New Year.
And, xome to think of it. this is

a dandy spot to wish you the same.

BELLE BAKER
BEST WISHES TO ALL
AND CONGRATULATIONS

VARIETY

Healthier Yaude Outlook

Fith Theatre Divorcement

Big Factor Is in Relaxing of Rules

By Musicians' Union

=By JOE COHEN—— 8

Although the amount of vaude-
ville playing time has reached a
low ebb this season, indications

point to a far liealthier outlook.
Developments in the past year,
mainly in the fibn industry and in

union circles, point to an increased
amount of time during the next
year.

The ' most immediate ' prospect
lies in the more tolerant attitude »t
the American Federation of Musi-

1949 Nitery Prospects Uncertain
Nitery prospects of a hoom year

are dim^^unless a sufficient num-
ber of foonifaces turn up with some
fresh ideas of what people- will go

for'. The more prosperous cafes

have been getting along hand-

somely on the strength of names,

but. since there aren't a sufficient

number of attractions to go around

for a 52-week-aTyear operation,

nightclub - owners, by necessity,

must dig for ;new formats and

different approaches that will set

them off from the, competition.

That's the general perspective of

experienced showmen;
There's even some danger that

spots that have been consistent
users of names will be forced off

that standard. There have been
instances of late when operators
have come out on/ the short end
with topllne talent. Many stars

have played the circuit too fre-
quently. Others that haven't have
hit other unfavorable factors, wliilc

in some instances it's become ap-
parent that certain spots are
situated in a sector that can no
longer afford to- pay top prices for
entertainment. ,

Also, the nitery industry has
failed to develop new audiences.
Cafe owners have been catering
to the same cut of niterygoers for
years, many of wiiom have been
forced to drop that form of enter-
tainment because of economic

circumstances or because the cafe
[
course, behop is- limited to large

clamor has worn ofl'. cities. Tliere aren't enough cultisls

. However, signs of a renaissance I j" smaller towns to carry an opera-

of boniface thinking are beginning '
this type,

to appear. There have been several The strip idea is now; a firm
instances where the introduction
of an idea has paid off -in huge
dividends.

clans. Various AFM locals have re«
laxed considei-ably their originally
steep demands and have permitted
vaude houses to reopen imder-mors
tolerable terms. It's already hapf.;
pened in Newark, Boston and In-*
dianapolis.

However, the larger promise lies
in the creation of competitive situ*
atlons by the Federal government
through its anti-trust and divorce*
inent actions. Admittedly, event*:
are moving slowly in this direction,
but action has already taken place ;

on a small scale which is seen as
being a working model of divorce-y
ment once it comes along. '

/Indications of how completed
:

divorcement will work is. seen ins
the recent action taken by the
Schine circuit. Recently, the Fedi
eial government forced the circuit
to rclenquish many of its theatres

>
|

in order to end the monopoly thatThe strip idea is now; a

fixture on .52d street and has
|
tiie'chVin "hariirmany luu^^^

Intime Spots DoVWell

For a time, the Latin cafe paid

off dividends; then came intime

operations, which are still doing

well, especially at the Blue Angel
and Ruban Bleu, both N.Y. Other
clubs that have tried that type of
format haven't been too. success:

ful, possibly because of the limited
; which was believed to have been

brought a degree of prosperity to

certain spots on that thoroughfare.
They've given the old Minsky
patron a home. Even difficulties

with the Police Dept. have paid off

in plenty of free publicity. How-
ever, it's doubtful that the strip

policy can survive in other cities.

The third development came at

Nicky Blair's Carnival, N.Y. His
introduction of a dance spot with
name bands has revived . a . cafe

Once a competitive situation was
created, Schine turned to stage
shows in six houses—something
that would have been impossible
during the heydey of its scissors-
hold on that area. The circuit Is
reported doing very well for itself
in its vaudeville operations.

number of that type of patron,

The most notable developments
of 1949 hit N.Y. cafes in the way
of behop stripjpers and the name
bands.

Behop is, of course, the most
amazing, and the current shrine
of that cult is the Royal Roost,
N;Y. Story is that operator Ralph
Watkins was ready to close his spot
when he gave a "Tuesday night be-
bop concert on the regular band's
off night. Response was so terrific

that it's been a permanent policy
since.

Spot caters te

of spender
can

through. After pperation with
high-priced names, Avhich failed to

.bring patronage to this qfl-Broad-
way spot, Blair has had some
degree of success with the banfls.:

While the idea isn't entirely new,
because there : have been: failtires

with th&t 'policy, notably^ at the 400
club, there's been a long .enough
interval to warrant its :

classifican

tion as a/'new'' ideai;{bi^m$ period.

The vast majority of nightclub
owners are still wrestling with the
problem of what to do about new

1 business. Now that the New Year's
every categorv

j

Eve coin has gone out to pay back

Forerunner

The vaude adherent feels that
the Schine operation is a forerun-
ner of what will happen wlien the
larger circuits a r e eventually
forced to secede from tlie studio
and distribution aspects of the fUm
industry. It's felt that once that
happens, theatres will be placed in
the hands of showmen with whom
vaudeville stands a good chance of
being a perment house policy.

Talent agencies point to the sit-

uation at the Earle theatre, Wash-
ington, which -was a prosperous op-:
oration with SCageshows. The dis-
tribution execs of the Warner chain -

demanded national terms for that
hou.se on film rentals. Vaudeville --

I was then forced out, and grosses
oendor There are those who bills or provide a nestegg for the

, ,,ave„'rbeen as heav^ since. Loew's
sit and listen at 90c a head,

|

lean weeks to come, another cnt-
1 n Y which completed its

if table-service is wanted, it's icaf penod is facing the average |

' ;. „j vaudeless operation.
and
$2 minimum. Since then, the

|
club owner. Until income-tax time.

Clique club has been established I it's figured that receipts will be
in N.Y. along the same lines. Of I lean.

It's That Agent

I've heard people say that vaude
vlUe is dead, but I don't share that i

viewpoint. Vaudeville still has a
little life in it and I wish I could
say the same for my agent. Vaude-

|

yille is still going strong in ling-
|

land. I played over there about 30 1

yeai.s ago. The English audience is
loyal and never forgets an act.
Ihi'ih why I never went back. I
met my old English agent the other
day and he says he'll book me over
mere again as soon as they start
using air wicks for footlights.
But I don't care. I've got song-

wriUng for a sideline, and while
,

going through my trunk I found
one of the first songs I ever wrote.
n was a moonlight song that never
saw daylight. It didn't sell a single
copy, but it helped make me a
member of ASCAP. I'm in Class
Double "D"—Double "D" means
drop dead„ A few years ago I got

,

a very small royalty statement i

Horn a music publisher and when i

my father saw it, he said: "Solly,
stop the music!" He was way ahead
01 his time, but I was ahead of him

i

because I had already placed a
i

couple oi songs that stopped the
publisher. ,

Songs are not the only things I
found in my trunk. I also found an
autographed*picture of that boauti-
lul trained seal upon which was
inscribed "To Solly Violinsky, with
Love and Kisses." ... I also found
the old stsge coat I used to wear
in my act. I put my hand in the
inside pocket and found the ticket

has been kept in top grosises by a
flow ot major films. >

Once theatres have to compete
i
for films without backing of a huge
chain, many houses will be left In
the cold as far as product is con-
cerned it's telt. For them it will be
a mailer of vaudeville or dishes.
Miin.N' house operators even now
iiave reached that conclusion. Cir-
cuit booker^ report that an increas-
ing number of theatre managers
are inquiring about stageshows be-
cause of declining business. With

'

the severe -shortage of top films,

gro.ssps have been dipping steadily.

Situation is apt to deteriorate -be-
cause the loss of foreign markets
makes super-budgeters inadvisable.
And television looms as a threat to
the film industry.

Showmen think that, under these
circumstances, they'll' have to give
the public ; something that many
towns haven't had in years. The
talent agencies are ready with huge
lists. ,;

GEORGIE PRICE
Direction MCA

Nick Cravat Held For

Hearing on Assault Rap
Nick Cravat, partnered with;

Burt Lancaster In an acrobatic act

.

at the Capitol theatre, N. Y., is

slated to appear Friday (7) in Mag-
istrate's court on assault charges
brought by William Miller, son of
an acrobat who worked with Lan-
caster and Cravat some years ago?

It's charged that Bliller sought
to QLieslion [iancaster on circum-
slances SLiTroundiiig the:; death,' of
hi.s talhei. William Miller, Sr„ and
was assaulted by Cravat,

It's claimed that the elder
Miller fell from a 20-foot pole held
by either Lancaster or Cravat dur-

'

ing a perlonnance in Davenport,
la., in 1941. It's alleged that the
fall resulted in internal injuries

1' resulting in his death. A compen-'

,

sation suit brought by Miller's
widow is still pending.
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THEY LAUGHED AT US!

Excerpts From The Memoirs of Smith and Dale (Ayou Comedy Four) on

The Occasion of Their 50 Years As Partners in Sho^ Business

' Jackie Osterman—Hero
At the Fox theatre in Detroit, Jacltie Osterman was on

the stage doing his act. The stagehands were setting our

.ct behind him. We carried scenery which represented

the railing and upper^decK o.^an -a-^--^^ ^e dui

laria" and Uad a company of five.
.

We were made up aiid standing in

the first entfance watching and laugh-

ing at Jackie's iact. Jackie Osterman

was a wit oil and oft the stage. We
had known Jackie's mother and father:

and watched Jackie groVf up so to;

speak—he was one of the Jftest ypuiigj

stets to d& a -^'hot, last single,,
'

his material was ahiead of the tiines,

though not over the heads of the au-;

dience. Jackie was what we called

"a performer's performer."
Joe Smith There he was, standing before the

drop in one. Our scenery and deck chairs were all set.

In a few more minutes Jackie's act would be finished and

our act would follow. ,

While we were standing in the entrance we heard a

sound like a pistol shot. Charlie and

1 looked at each other then we looked

up toward the border lights behind

the front curtain where the sound

, of the shot came from. We saw that

one of the electric light bulbs had

exploded and as we watched we saw

the light, silken drapes that hung

close to the border lights catch on

fire. There was a hissing sound. We
called the electrician's attention to it,

and he immediately turned off the

border lights, hut it was too late. The

drapes were on fire and the fire was

spreading rapidly.

The asbestos curtain was immediately lowered and as

It was coming down Jackie stepped close to the footlights

giving him only a foot between the curtain and the foots.

Digressing from His act he told the audience, "Smith &
Dale's act which is supposed to be on the deck of a

steamer takes up so much room that the asbestos curtain

has to be lowered." Jackie, of course, knew that the only

' time they lower the asbestos curtain is when there s

trouble, and what the nature of the trouble was he could

guess and hope that it would not be what he guessed it

was. Putting on his famous grin he continued with his

«ct.....

Charlie and I were standing there transfixed. We could

see two of our own drops on fire, and the flames spreading

to other hanging drops. We were closing the show so that

all the other acts were already out of the theatre. We
sent the people in our act out of the building.

A still alarm was sent in. When the firemen arrived

they took one look and started to work fast. They didn't

bother to tell Charlie and me to get out ot their way.

There was only one thing to do, Charlie and I told the

By JOE SMITH (& CHARLES DALE)

(In Collaboration With AARON FISHIVUN)

stage manager that we were going out in .the front ot the

house to join Jackie Osterman ''holding the house.''

Outside of the theatre-^a crowd had gafliered; Acrdss

the street the police kept them in prder jriotloniiig thein .

to stay quiet lest their noise cause a pflhic. ;.

Charlie and I quickly walked to tbe froiit Of the theatre.

As we were about to enter the cops tried to sioi! uis unitil

we put them wise to our plan..

.

In the theatre we walked down the aisle. -'^Look,'' I saiid

to Charlie, "I gotta go back to the office. I forgot to lock

the' safe.''

"What are vou worrying about," Charlie answered.
''We're, both^-here!" .

That handed the audience a laugh and wr<>. could sep

the smile on Jackie's face.

'

"Well if it ain't uncles Smith and Bale,'' Jackie jsaldi and
by that time we walked up the side Stipps from the or-

chestra .to the stage; - We shook: hands with Jackie and
for the next 35 minutes we were doing parts of the School
Act, and the Hungarian Rhapsody.

Jackie gave an imitation of Rudy Vallee, and the insui:-

ance routine, keeping the audience laughing :all the tinie.

During a long laugh at a piece Of business that Charlie
was doing,; Jackie turned to me. ; V ::1.' i,

'
^ v

"Does it look bad backstage?" he whispered;
;

'*So far two of our.drops- went up hLflame,'': I ahswere^^
The water was seeping in from Uiider the asbestos just

where we were standing and reached-the fpotilghts- form- .:

ing a puddle around us. We could smell the smoke and
we could see some of the people in the front rbW whq.
seemed to smell it too, and they looked alarmed. The
t^ree of us kept on with whatever routines or gags we
could think of. We were happy that the avnUeiicei ilie

house that seated -over 3,000 people . Vvas hot asf^ire ' that;
,

.

a fire was being foaghfc. hack stage,; ' W^
manager's voice coming from behind the asbestos piirtaiSni

"OK, boys," he said. -

We did the routine of the ''dollar bit'' ahd^ stepped over
the footlights and down the steps to the orchestra :and
while walking up the aisle to the applause of the peoiple.

the house lights were lowered, the asbestos curtain raised,

and there stood, the picture^reen with the spot from the

'

picture machine booth flashing the bpenihg.music 'fp^

feature film. ,: .::.. .' ,

<
.The audience never moved, and hadn't known what had

happened until they saw the engines outside of the theatre
when they left.

The firemen's heroic work backstage and our comedy in
front>af ttj averted what could h^ve been a. catastroi>he.

:'Fhe next day Jackie came into our dressihg room raving
mad. "Can you imagine, boys.'V he said, "I happened to

' talk to one of the district managers ,and tOld him what We
did last night while the- fire was going ohV aind instead of
expressing his gratitude, that 'Jdumb, ungrateful, addle-
oated, buttonhole-maker of a district manager said to me;
'I stood in the back of the theatre last night and saw what
you fellers did, and I want to tell you I didn't like the act

; at'all';"v.. ^^^r^r^:r^..:•^

Charles - Dale.

*He Thitiks He's Napoleon!'
Chicago.

A painful series of circumstances found me sitting in

the pine-pannelled lounge of the Ambassador East hotel,

dressed up as Beau Nash in his scarlet coat, wig and make-

up. X exhuded an odor of patcliouli and mothballs and

was- otherwise unhappy. The circumstances included a

socialite charitv function at which Elsa Maxwell appeared,

for a fee. and for which I helped sell tickets. There was

also Miss Maxwell's refusal to appear in the Pump Room
as prenously agreed unless paid a second fee.

My exasperation over the whole matter was not due., to

the non-appearance of Miss Maxwell. What vexed me was

that I ordered a complete Beau Nash costume, up to the

tri-cornered hat, to welcome Miss Maxwell to the Pump
Room. It was an idea of Howie Mayer's. I have yet to for-

give him for it.
. , ,

The costume set me back 150 years and the bankers

wouldn't O.K. the voucher. So it dangled in my closet

for nearly 10 years and whenever I saw it I had a slight

thrombosis;

When Jim FitzPatrick was getting ready to shoot the

Pump Room bit of "Chicago By Night," I told him the

slory. "Marvelous," he said. "We'll take a shot of the

Beau Nash portrait and then dub you in, alive and grin-

ning.?' 1 rejected the suggestion with violence, but Jim is

a persuasive and forceful fellow, so there I was in the

lobby, made up as aforesaid and very wretched.

Mrs. Byfield paid me a compliment: "Vou look exactly

like Marie Dressier!" she said. "Like a younger Marie
Dressier," she qualified hastily, noting my scowl,

A few minutes later Sgt. Foley and Ofi^icer Swee were
making their rounds of the area and walked through our

lobby. I was silting in a large Georgian chair, appropri-

ately hameflia.v "drinking chair," but parts of me pro-

truded; Swee Caught sight of me first. He blinked. Se
must have thought he was seeing a trailer for "The Snake
pit."

"Foley., for the love of God, come here!" he said.

•There's a nut here who thinks he's Napoleon!"

*rhe two of tliem tiptoed up to get a closer look and
recognized me just in time. "Good God! It's the boss!"

they said, and tiptoed out, shaking their heads.

To this day they look at me strangely, I can almost

hear them saf to one another, "Well, it got him at last."

And I can't help but feel that MGM's delay in releasing

"Chicago By Night" has something to do with that shot.

When Jim FitzPatrick convinced me to agree to the stunt,

he saldi "It will make the picture." I don't know whether
It made the picture, but it certainly un-made me.

—Ernest Biifield.

WilUe Hammerstem^
In the early days of vaudeville, in New York City, the

Sunday performances were called Sunday concerts and
vaudeville acts that did sketches, danced, or did acrobatics
were not allowed to perform. Sunday concerts consisted
mostly of story telling and singing.. When the curtain
went up at tiie opening of a . performance; tt stayed up
until the closing of the performance; The Sunday'- show
was referred to as a "sacred concert-'V

.

We were doing our School Act at Ham'merstein's Vic- -

toria; Willie Hammerstein, son of Oscar the Great, came
to our dressing room after we finished the Sunday after-
noon performance. Gathering the four of us around him,
he said, "Boys, I'm going to make a test case of you fel-

lows tonight to finfl out if we can put on regular vaude-
ville shows Sundays instead of just doing 'concerts.' NoWi
tonight, instead of you boys doing a; straight 'singing act
as you did this afternoon, I want you to do your regular
Schoolroom Act with your school desks, comedy makeup,
and your singing and comedy dancing." We nodded our
agreement and he left the room, but a few seconds later

_

the door was opened and he stuck his head in. "Oh. I

'

forgot," he said, "toniglit, right after your act, a detective
will arrest the four of you. But don't worry boys, I'll bail
you out."

As planned, that night after we finished our acti a de-
tective came backstage and. ordered us- to- 'get out^ol our
makeup and to hurry up and get our street clothes on.
"You'se hams are arrested," he said. We acted surprised.

And, as planned, .Willie Hammerstein . bailed us out
and we were to appear in court Monday raorning -at: 10
o'clock. The courtroom had most every theatrical manager
in New York city present, since this was going to be an
important test cast to determine whether regular vaude-
vVille shows could be given on Sunday.

The judge called out, "The City of New York against
the Avon Comedy Four." There was a loud laugh from
the spectators. The judge rapped lor silence. He then
called the detective who arrested us and had him explain
the charge. The detective 'took out a notebook, glanced
at it, closed it and. proceeded to explain.

"Your Honor," he began, "on the stage there wa^ three
school desks, three chairs and a teacher's desk. Out comes
a feller supposed to be a schoolteacher, with a Dutchman's
chin piece and a red wig, then he rings a cowbell and out
on the stage trots a sissy boy with bicycle pants and red
stockings. Then the ham—I mean the guy with the chin-
piece—asks him, 'Where's the rest of the gang?', and he's
told that the boys are down in the yard playing pinochle.
The 'chinpiece' walks out and the red stocking feller sings.
Then three fellers come rushing «n the stage and slaps
one another around. The teacher asks one of the school-
boys who wears a beard to name two of the principal
oceans in the world, and the bearded schoolboy says 'the
Atlantic and Pacific' Then the teacher says, 'You're
wrong, that's a tea company,' and he makes the boy hold

Coiriedy (?) of Errors
I like to think of this as my bloody debut, or who's

afraid of the big bad Palace? I was 16 at the time
and after a three-day, break-in at the RKO Fordham
was on the thre.<;hold of the ultimate aim of evervi '

performer, egad! the Palace. • .When one is fresh outi
of high school (and I was very fresh) it takes a bit of'
doing to' impress one. My mother [Grace Hayes, vet
vaude headliner—Ed.] was terribly nervous about my
debut and also about my apparent . lack of inier-
est; as a matter of fact, from time to time she'
calted me unflattering names that actually reflected-

'

on her. But the great day finally arrived and there
we were—waiting—waiting to get. on.
The year was 1932 and the act we were to follow

was on and killing the people. It was a great brother
and sister team, Fritz & Jean Hubert. You will recall
that near the finish of their act, Fritz does a comical
fall all the way across the stage. The stagehands
had pushed our piano a little too far downstage aUd
as Fritz fell into the curtain, with a resounding whack*
he knocked himself comnletely out. He cut his head
pretty badl.v and at the first sign of blood his si.ster .

tore off her male wig and frantically screamed, "My
'

brother! My brother! You've killed my brother!"
Two stagehands stepped, "gingerly into the spotlight,
grabbed poor Fritz by the heels and pulled him offa

• 'V

stage. At this moment several things started -happen-

-

ing. The audience started mumbling.
Jean Hubert, in a high falsetto voice, started

'

threatening the entire executive stalf of RKO, and
my mother started parading, and singing "Lovable,"
the hit song of the year. She crossed the stage twice
and her dress, which was white, suddenly turned
crimson up to the knees. At long last the audience
settled down anc^ decided to watch the rest of our act.

'

By this time we had arrived at my entrance. I was
hidden in back of a big papier mache; dummy wliich
was meant to represent the spirit of radio. I control le'd

the operation of the dummy's mouth by means of a - •

shark cord, vvhicli I had wrapped securely around
my index finger; At the finish of the dummy bit, I

ran for the first entrance in one. to' take my: bow;
In the excitement I forgot to unwind the cord and
naturally cut my finger to the bone. It hurt so that'

I put my linnd.' in my coat pocket. Next, my mother
explained that 1 would do my impression of Cab
Calloway. As I started "truckin" to the microphone—
uh huh! more blood—mine! and splashing happily
all over my beautiful white suit. In spite.jOf^ all.thi'i, .

we were a big hit and Jis we stepped down to make a .

"thank you" speech, Lynne Cantor (Mrs. John Schultz)

a very clo-se friend of my mother's, stood up in that

little box at the Palace, and with mascara streaming, :

shrieked, "I knew you'd do if'^and promptly fell out
of the box. As they carried her from the theatre we
retired to our dressing room and started a partnership
'that did pretty well.

Now, thai I think back about it, I'm in the same
position my mother was. My wife is starting-to steal

our act right from under my nose. She often Complains
- that I talk into her laughts. Hummmm!!!?

. —Peter Ltwd Hayes.

out his hand but hits him on his brown derby hat with 1

rattan cane, and then . .
."

"Stop! That's enough!" shouted the judge as he rapped
hiS' gavel.. .',•.,:.

''Case dismissed. They've got no act."

And thus: was establishe'U the precedent for regular :

vaudeville on Sunday.

Rube Bernstein's 'Threat'
Actors have always been ready to give of their services

to aid worthy causes. The number of demands made on

performers are so overwhelming it becomes physically im^

possible to accept them, all, hence "doing benefits" he-

comes a hardship. Often when the telephone rings, a per-

former will say, "Hm, I hope it's not another benefit,"

We were playing the Palace, New York, when we were

asked to appear at a benefit for a hospital, .at ttie th<eii.:

Jolson Theatne on Seventh avenue.
"Let's do the False Alarm Fire Company skit," sug-

gested Charlie. So we both went to the fire engine house

on West 47th street and borrowed two pairs of firemen's

working outfits. We arrived at the Jolson at 8:40; 'Rube

Bernstein was staging his charity show. Rube, by the

way, was a seasoned showman who had owned his own
burlesque shows, a fast, wisecracking manager, and a gen-

tleman, too. Several acts were crowding him at the switch-

board, asking him the same question,"When do I go on?'

The backstage of a benefit show is a particularly dif-

ficult thing to handle because the timing schedule is not

arranged in advance. Performers have to drop in as their

professional appearances permit. Some promised appear-

ances do not show up, others unexpectedly drop in. Some
are in a hurry to keep other engagements. Some even aslc,

for choice spots on the program. Anyway, Rube bad a

long list of acts on his sheet, and after the first act went

onv we asked for the approximate time of our act since

'we were due to go on at the Palace that evening.
"You're on at 9:30," he answered. "Boys, give me only

eight minutes. I've got a long .show."
"That's all the Firehouse takes," we told him.
It was warm backstage. The boots and helmets

wore were getting uncomfortably warmer every niinute.

It was now 9:30. Rube told us that we would follow the

next act. : We had our property man set our props and
«x.kfin,v . : iiuu.' uMi. ^Liuy\.in.^ 4Ji»ujia iaw.v r--*. j..

took our places at the table so that we would be reaay

when the curtain rose; The m.c. 'announced some olnw

act instead. I got up and walked over to Rube.
"Look Rube, you know that we are playing at tne

Palace." . ,

"Sure, everybody knows that," he smiled and wmKeo,

"and I know that you're on there pretty late too.''
,

"O.K.," I said, "but don't be slipping any more acts on

before US.
:

J

Again he told us to be ready to follow the "next act

and again the m,c. announced another act before us"
J;?.'

time Charlie hopped over to him, blazing mad, but nW'
with his ingratiating Smile, stopped Charlie short.

"Chariie, my pal, you and Joe will positively go on i"'

lowing the act that's on now." Again we took our pia*-«

at the table. This time the m.c. announced Vincent Lopw-

That was the finish! We both got up and started

door. Rube caught us. "Where the heU do you guys in"'"

you're going?" he shouted. „ .

"We're getting the hell out of here!" we yelled hacK.

"If you fellows leave here," he warned, shaking a

at us, "I'll see to it that you never play another beneni

long as you live!"
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Do Actors Have a Right to Think?

Just finished paying off an election bet, and this is my first day

"AUt of Macy's window. I admit I didn't pick Truman, but neither

did the gtiys who predicted that I would be the No. 1 comedian of

1948 which is a heck of a straight line for the question brought up

every so often whether people in show business have a right to

think' We pay taxes. (Crosby and Benny alone keep Fort Knox
loaded). Come to think of it, Truman was a piano player and

Dewey a former baritone. They campaign for the things they be-

lieve in; why such a fuss when people in show business campaign

for what they beUeve in.

' Actors have a right to fight for what they think is right and the

American way Is naturally the ballot. In Las Vegas, one comedian

went to the polls, stepped in the booth, pulled the lever and three

dials started spinning around until they stopped at two cherries

and a lemon.
'

It's about time the "civilians" realized that actors have other'

things on their minds besides gags, wine, women and song (not that

I'm knocking any of these).

The public is too smart today. All the publicity and newspaper

space in the world can't influence their opinion. That was proven

in the Truman election.

Perhaps we could campaign with a sense of humor. That might

be the best way to make people listen. Today if you want to butt

into a conversation with inflation as it is, and you want to put your

2c in, it costs you a nickel.

I want to stick to my acting even though President Truman of-

fered me a job in his cabinet— polishing the silverware— 100 a

week—and today with a hundred a week you can live like a King

—

that's my dog's name, King.

Come to think of 'it—we could use some sense of humor in

Congress and the Cabinet. What's new about comedians in Congress

anyway? Except I would have professional comics.

For instaneej Bob Hope would get up in the house, tell a lot of

Jokes and when he got everybody's attention, he would make a plea

to send clothing to Europe. Then Milton Bcrle would tell a lot of

gags and when everybody was listening he would say, "Let's send
food to Europe." Then I might tell a lot of Stories and everybody
would say, "Let's send Joey Adams to Europe."

I'd have a great cabinet, too. Eddy Duchin would be my Vice^
President so .that we would be assured of having a good piano
player in the White House.

Sec'y of the Exterior—JaneRussell. ; :

^ec'y of Treasury—Bob Topping (I'd advise him—not because
be married Lana Turner. That could happen . to any number of

men—and it did).

Sec'y of War—^Errol Flynn, etc., etc., etc.
'

Of J. C. Nugent
ELLIOTT NUGENT

Hollywood, [after the: original struggle, there

On occasional intervals between was a disagreement about policies

4. t. i /T.™ . /-lif withm the ranks of the White Rats
"shots" (I'm busy directing CUf- j,^ Mountford were on
ton Webb and Shirley Temple in

i opposite sides. Everybody was
'Mr. 'Belvedere Goes to Col-

|
quite wrought up about it in the

lege") I have been thinking of theatre world, and while the re

Varhsty and Its Anniversary Num^
bers. Because that reminds me
of the articles my father, J. C. Nu-
genty used to write for Variety
and I wish I could do one half as
good. It might be interesting to

tell about some of the things I

remember about him and my own
first -consciousness of Vabiety as
a youngster.

One_ summer,' when wfr were
living in Ohio and J. C. was spend-
ing the vaudeville actor's usual
summer layoff—at :home—I no-'

ticed that he had very little time
to go swimming with me and my
friends at a swimmin' hole, in tlie.

Sugar Creek, which we called the
Old Sycamore. It had an over-
hanging tree trunk equipped with
a rope swing frohj which the more
acvobatic and aquatic small fry
used to execute astonishing para-
bolic flips and somersaults into
tUe muddy waters.

Usually Dad liked to go doun
there, cool off, swim -and smoke
"IS pipe, but that summer he was
spending more of his days and
nights pounding his Blickens-
derier typewriter and walking
down to the post office to mail
long artifcles to some mysterious
publication in New York.

.
A few days later he'd be parad-

ing down to the newsstand to gel
this weekly—not only to read his
own stuff but .to see what Harry
Mountlord had to say. My mother
explained to me that J. C. was
tiarrying on some kind of a news-
paper cdhtroversy in Variety re-
gaidmg the policies of the White
Bats. (I knew what the White Rats
veie but I don't know whether
many of your present day readers
would remember that this was the
hist actors' union organized by the
Vaudeville artists just before the
turn of the century. Dad had been
one of the leaders in the big
sUike against the producers and
Wie United Booking Office in 1900,
Other leaders were George Fuller
Oolden, DeWolf Hooper and many
other famous names of that day).

When I questioned Dad, he ex-
plained to me that, now, years

percussions m our small Ohio
town were faint and far away, I

became interested and began to
read Variety. It's a habit which.
I find hard to shake off.

Actors' .Xmases

An Anniversary Issue makes me
think of Christmas, and another
thing I might write about is: an
actor's Christmas. People outside
the theatre seldom stop to think
that Yuletide is no holiday for
thespians. In the legitimate thea-
trCj :it almost always ; means a

matinee and in vaudeville it some-
times meant an extra show , in ad-
dition to the usual two-a;day.

In spite of that our family was
one wliich did not give up tradi-

tions easily and even in a hotel
room in Fond du Lac or Sheboy-
gan. J. C. managed to lug in

a Christmas tree and Mother
trimmed it with ; just as many
stars, bells, angels and candles as
it we had been in the old home
in Dover, Ohio. Of course, I

preferred the occasional Christmas
at home but there was something
exciting: about being, on the road
and I looked forward to receiving
a big box lull of presents from
uncles, aunts and cousins.

I remember very well one
Christmas in Sacramento when I

got two books by Jules Verne:
'20.000 Leagues Under the Sea"
and "Michel Strogoff." There
wasn't any snow in Sacramento

—

only a lew white blossoms drop-
ping from the magnolia trees.

Either this lack of the usual
meteorogical Christmas trimmings
ormy increasing years led to some
embarrassing questions about how
Santa Clau.s got into, and out of

a hotel room without the benefit

of a chimney, so Dad and Mother
decided that it was time to make
the necessary explanations and
Santa Claus became a fictional

character from then on. Perhaps
this is why Christmas in Califoraia
has never seemed quite as satis-

lying to me as the eastern variety,

complete with sleigh bells, icicles

and gingersnaps.
It was always veiy difficult for

Now In 6th Year

DANNY DEANE
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, ::La.

Don't People Cry Into

Their Beer Anymore?
.By HARRY G. SMITH.

any One of us to find the right

thing to give my father for Christ-

mas presents. A man of very sim-
ple tastes and few interests, out-

]

side of the theatre, books and his
|

family, he did not like to be i

bothered with the usual knick-

knacks of life. He never carried

a watch or a fountain pen, a sil-

ver pencil or a knife.^ and as he
got older and lost his hair he
hardly ever needed' a hair brush.

I remember a much later Christ-

mas vi'hen we were touring with
"Kempy." My mother finally? in-

flicted a silk dressing gown on
him. He wore it some times out

of loyality but felt it was sissy

and- much preferred an agcient
flannel robe—or in a pinch, just

an overcoat' around his shoulders.-

I gave him a couple of brief-

cases; after I was grown up, for
his manuscripts but they soon
were lost. Strangely enough they
didn't have any manuscripts in

them when they disappeared. Dad
was never one to mislay a manu-
script or anything really important
to him and he developed a tech-
nique of tucking promising plays
inside his vest. If unwary man-
agers encountered him in the
Lambs Club and opened up with
a remark such as: "l would like

to read one of your plays some
time,"—a simple twist of the wrist
produced 120 pages of manuscript,
and before the manager could say
"knife" he was tucked in a- leather
chair and listening to the opening
ot Act One. ;

'

Even though two or three such
producers made a lot of money as
a result of this surprise attack,
people began to notice whether
J. C. was wearing a vest before
bringing up the subject of . the
drama;

Come to think of it, I never
gave him a vest for Christmas

—

and now I wish I could.

The trouble ; witli this man's

world is that people don't cry into

their beers anymore. : In this

sophisticated era now current, we
who have tears to shed, don't;/

It's just not being done in our
set; -and so, with no lachrymal let-

down to ease the tensions and
drown out the canker gnawing at

the vitals, we have become a cyni-

cal and wry-minded generation.

With flippant gag and wisecrack,
we accept the ills, social unrest, in-

dustrial conflict, frictions, frustra-
tions, breakdowns, phobias and all

the other chronic headaches.

We have: become inured to hot and
cold wars, laugh oif the discords
and accept the inevitable disturb-
ances of life with merely the faint-

est moue on our mugs.

And with this sneaky: approach
to a more placid past^^but a wet-
ter one-^let's step through the
garish brilliance marking the en-
trance to 50 Bowery, through
which the strains of Prof. Charley
Eschert's Elite i Lady orchestra can
be heard. Right merrily they
struggle through the mighty finale

of a musical melange retaining the
best features of "I'd Leave My
Happy Home for You" and "She;
Was Happy Till She Met You."
The Atlantic Garden, gents, which
for a half-century was the fore-

most concerthall of young New
York! Here it was where senti-

ment waxed rife and the emotions
got more of a play; unhampered
with any intellectual ' restraints
and deadpan stoicism, as today. •

Not that the Atlantic Garden

I

was headquarters for crying out
I loud. Good Grief, no! Music and
I revelry by niglit and convivial up-
I
roar were epidemic there, and fre-

quently shivered the panes in. the
long skylight overhead. But the
sentimental, tear wasn't far behind
the mirth. Traditions and asso-
ciations cherished throughout the
years had made thts a mellow joint

indeed, and this was the mood in-

fecting the patrons as the evening
went on. The so-called Gay '90s

really was an epoch shot through
with 'pangs, judging how keenly
the gentle folk of the period went,
in their lighter .moments, for the
moist and sombre melodies and the
stop-you're-breaking-my-heart type

[
of lyrics. Why, even the comic

I

numbers had bad news beneath
their lively lilt.r like "For One Day

j

of Turkey That's Six Days of

I Hash."

I
The good burgher and his fair,

i fat frau, over .rhine-wine-and-

I
seltzers or schloppens of beier;

never enjoyed tliemselves so heart-
ily as when they wept into their
wurzburgers while quavering
tenors and strident sopranos sat-
urated the atmosphere with "She's
More to be Pitied Than Censured."
True, they have an effete type of
torch ballad nowadays, but these
ultra moderns consider it corny to
let down their hair too much emo^-
tionally. You've got to hand th«
smelling-salts to the sob soubrets
of that damp decade (damp is the
word) who knew how to reach high
tide with their vocals. They could
plaster a measure with pathos: so
thickly that the tougher citizenry
from around Five Points or
Chatham Square would even feel a
sob in their throats while reefing
you of watch and wallet.

But this was long after the plush
period when the Garden boasted a
earriage trade and when, around
the long table close to the stage,
"sat the heavy cush coterie—the
Metzes, the Webers, Baumans and
Schermerhorns. .. All scions of - the
early settlers in that area. At the
time of the great exodus from the
small German states to America,
William Kramer established the
Garden, alongside the classic Bow-
ery theatre, later the Thalia, and
provided a spot .with a Fatherland
atmosphere where the exiles -could
gather for gossip and entertain-
ment over pipe and stein.

Prestige Institution 3

LUCILLE and EDDIE ROBERTS
The Magical Montallstt

: Lucille and Eddie Roberts, originators of the popular radio show
"WIJ.'VT'S OX YOtlfl MI.N'D," h.ave Btarted worltinK on a new musical
revue vitU AI<?rvj-n NfIson and Kva Franklin writing matevlal.

The Roberts most recent New York appearance was at the new CHAT
NOIH in ihe St. Moritz Hotel, they also recently played their fourth
engagement at the Cotillion Room of the Hotel Pierre, Frances E.
Kaye handles their press relations: Harry Green is Personal Repre-
sentative and bookings are fliru all major agencies. ,

From 1858 on the Garden rapid-

ly 'became, an institution, gather-

ing plenty of prestige. An or-

chestrion purchased from the Duke
of Baden was installed and its

mammoth pipes rumbling out the
melodies in thunderous fashion re-

cei-ved the awed admiration of the

patrons for years. In 1884 came
another imported innovation when
Albert Eschert, father of Charley,
stole a march on.Phil Spitalny and
brought over the first all-girl

orchestra. It was Charley, though,
who, as concertmeister, wielded

:

the baton over the gals, all dressed
in white, for a quarter of a cen-
tury. He was a tall Teuton, with
a shock of white hair and an opu-
lent mustache bristling in the Prus-
sian mode. He had one of the
most remarkable accents that ever
tangled up with \ English verbal
complexities, and many a Dutcu
comic later ,on must have received
dialectic inspiration from this
maestro.

Variety saw its- dawn here long
before it became popular in other-
parts of town, Emma Carus was
a foremost favorite, and Joe Welch,
eminent "Heeb" comic, got his
first encores here with his patter
and parodies. Harry Von Tilzer,
Cole & Johnson and Al Reeves
heighten a long list ot performers
who played: here at the start of
their careers. The Avon^Comedy
Four (with Jack Coleman, then)
polishe'd up their close harmony
and started "My Gal Sal" (mmm-
m-m-m) hurtling down the long
corridors of Time from the trem-
bling lips of 7,685,234 quartets that
followed them. Not to ; mention a
similar number, in embryonic
stages, who stand prepared to per«
petuate that frivolous soi-t of a gal
for the ages untold.

•One favorite house act was
Charlotte Russe, billed as ''The
Barcelona Songbird." She sang
folksongs of the Pyrenees, inter-
spersed with concert hall favorites
such as "The Mansion of Aching
Hearts" and "Though Once We
Loved, We're Strangers Now."
This was as a primer for the local
tears, without which she would not
have been the success she was.

For a closer the til gypsy sang a
Romany idyll, the artless pathos
and passionate fervor ot which will
remain to any survivor's dying day.
The haunting tragic beauty of the
melody, its lyrical power and utter
weltschmerz. were beyond descrip-
tion. A motheaten memory recol-
lects only the southwestern part of
the chorus, and the lines- embla-
zoned upon a world-weary mind
were: .

"Though she had a wooden leg
Still she didn't give a peg~—
Now she sleeps by the Erie Canal.'

(Splash!)

There wasn't « dry eye in th*
house.
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WHEN VAUDE WAS IN FLOWER,

ACTORS WERE SOCH CUTUPS

The

By BENNY RUBIN
-ate AI Boasberg, Metro tall, but about the same width

,.,.-itn.- U PC vUHinP !)f <hP ' around. His nead was shaven and
comedy wutei, vas visjtmg at the

^^^^^ undershirt revealing
. Zeppo Marx home one evenmg.

g,,^^^,^ shouWers and muscles that

Groucho was there too, and after
; pigde me think ol a truckhorse. He

they got tired playing casino, Al look a step into tlie 100m. Hale

«aid to Groucho: ! ''^<^ Kabakofl' slipped out.

"Isn't Arthur. Sheekman staying

at your house now?"
,

"Sure/* Groucho answered, "he's

vorking on a script tor me. Why?"

But there was 110 f scape for us.

The little giant held out his big

arms to prevent pur leaving.

"Now, Elly," Zeppo said nCry-

.ously, "don't get excited. These
"Well," Boasberg continued, "he

;
my friends."

once pulled a funny telephone
;

^.j, ^^^^^ 3^,^^ ^^^^
gag." With a chuckle, Boasberg

; ^j^, ^^^^j .^^^ bellowed like a bull
went to the telephone directory,

j^j^^ ^ Teutonic accent: "No! No!
"We select a number, at random

j ^ poleezmens. Dey vont to
then WG dial it."

Groucho with a big grin watched
j beeziness-ss!

take Elly. Dey vont to ruin his

the prankster. He didn't know that

Boasberg , was calling Groucho's

home. Nor did Sheekman, when
he answered the phone at the other

*nd, recognize the gag.

Boasberg, making his voice

nOund very official, recited: "This

Is the Beverly Hills Water Depart-

HOLIDAY TIDINGS FROM
BUDDY LESTER
"Now slaving «t the

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
NEW YORK

po said hoarsely. "We have no

A Stage Doorman's
Dream of Heaven

When Irving Berlin came up,

with his now famous "There's No
Business Wlce Show Business," he
wasn't telling us anything new.

But to remind

By JOE BROWNING
too." That afternoon and evening
he did his old act and bowled 'em
over like he used to. He sure made
'em yell, and to clinch it, he fin-

ished by stopping the showi

Joe Biownine

US of our head-
aches set - to

music, and
making us
sing it and
love it, well,

only Irving
could do it. To
prove it let's

take a qiiick

peek at the
career of
Smilin' Sammy
Smerk who

Scared half to death, I started

talking fast, pleading with Elly to ^
believe we were not policemen and 1 time to lose. The man is mad."
that I had been there before and '^e scrambled into the car and
had met him. ' ' slammed the doors. It was just in

I A Very Suspicious Gent \
time.^ Elly was coming at^-^^^^ with

J__^ —£— —— the biggest crowbar I had ever
Elly looked at me and scowled.

' ggg„
ment calling. The main water pipe

I

Then he advanced and laid his
; 7-^ :„ evnitemcnt

has broken and we will require .10 h„ge fist against my chest.
! ^

Zep in ^"'S^^^^''™^;';'

hours to repair it.^ Please fill every poleezmens, ya! Und
'"etifped Elly reacL

th^Wou havl'lmple wLlS'anS Uoo-I will keel you. I keel all ?at"dtis^weVpon. li^' was about

drinWne water Z l morn n| •'
;
P^l^^^P^?^ 'T.^.*»"^-

^^' ^ -to strike a crushing blow when he
dnnKmg water until moinmg.

niunteen upschtaus!" frothed at the mouth, wavered
Groucho thought that was very^

mistaken, Elly. my and fell to the sidewalk. 'Zep got
funny. Especially since he had no ^ -

-

Idea the call was going to his own

an actor." I yelled lor Zeppo to
When Groucho arrived home an

(.gii ^,0^ off But there was no
Zeppo. -Rose and I were alone in

: the room with Elly and he thought
I we were cops.

I Then suddenly the place was

And -They, Ban! Baisk

hour later, Sheekman had com-
pleted the job of filling all the

bathtubs and washbowls in five

bathrooms and was busy storing

more water in pots and pans in the

kitchen.
Marx, feeling a bit sheepish

I was playing the Palace theatre
In New York and one of my best
pals at the time was Billy Rose. We
went to the .old Lindy's Restaurant
foi a midnight snack, after the
showi While we were eating, Zeppo
Marx, Georgie Hale, Broadway
dancer-producer, and Harry Kaba-
koff, a good featherwei.ght boxer
from St. Louis- came in. They sat

down with us and in a few minutes,
Zep^o was painting a rosy picture
of a party that was ,iust about be-
ginning in a flat occupied by sev-
eral chorusgirls in Brooklyn.

These girls, Zeppo said, always
have parties that are the talk of

friend," I said affecting a brave the car going and we roared down
air, "I am not a policeman, I'm

, the street.

I was mad now. I started calling

Zeppo al| the names I could think

of. I ,said I would fight him,

Georgie' and the boxer all at once
' for bringing us to such a place,

I
Zeppo replied calmly. "Well if

filled with eerie noises. There was you're that tough, why didn t you
the sound of chains rattling and cgijt

hit liim

said.

Zeppo

trying to get out. "l veiled "again =
went on quietly, - but everybody

at the top of my voice for Zeppo. '
I briiig down here says the same

Elly now seized me by tlie neck
j
"""f Kabakoff was holding

ha'^'ds."He Reached ^^'r^ wUhN "Tt^^J^^^^
f^J^l^S^ "^ Se^rrai^htdturi'ed'f^^^fs
I won t let you suffer.

,

^^.^^^ .^^^ ^^.^^ laughing too.
I pleaded agam that I was a

, ^ slowly dawned 0K-.me that the
comedian and dancer, and that

! ^hole thing was a rib. T swallowed

.er\hVoigrrh^ehou^p.Sthel^ wa^ .iust about ,0 hi

Plugs in the sinks and bathtubs.
^^icams^ for^ help.^^

l^,^oiicen"e„
' ^vhen he had tha, fit.

' 1 s.iic

r Just Like a Universal Chilli who were still alive upstairs and "You know._

the little guy with me was a song-

writer. . ;
.

"I give you vun chance
vill show me."
So while Billy sang, I danced

and gulped: "I suppose you fcl-

. lows think I didn't know it was a

You gag all along. I knew it from the

, beginning."
This made Billy Rose utter the

All the while I was screaming for
, first remark he had made during

Zeppo. Then the hellish noises ' the entire episode: "Why didn't

broke loose . again and now I

looked at Elly and he was a horri-
you tell me, Benny?''

Billy didn't talk to any of us
I later learnedknew GLrX Ha e so well^ we '''^ ^'^^t- '"^^ ^'''^^^^ '^^^""^

fver^^ all in^tPd Non^nf u^ WIS ^

staggering toward me. 1 that the warehouse was a stable

Carried at the time L it was^^^^^
""^'^^^ '^''' ^'''^ and

!
and the tramping of feel were the

Ions before we Sliced oui^eTves i

''°^''n- ^ '^""^ ''"^'^^s being disturbed by Kab-

iZSt Rose Lid out forTS^'^ ^ ^^'-^"^V'' ^f.
^

.

^^^'^^
T?^''

^'^^
' crawled out from under him, ; other noises and beat .chains on
grabbed Billy by the hand and we

j
the floor. Elly was the night

ran out of the door and into the
j
watchman, who was always paid

street. There, by the light otthe " '

greenish lamp, we saw Zeppo.;
Harry and Georgie.
"Thank God, you're alive," Zep-

but he finally agreed to go along.

We started off in Zepp's big car.

It was a hot summer night and
Instead of being cooled by the ride.

It got hotter. We didn't know until
we were half way to Brooklyn that
Zeppo had the heater turned on
full force-^his idea of a cute gag.

Zeppo promised that he was
through clowning. We tilrned

down a street that led to the
Brooklyn bridge. Instead of going
«n the bridge, however, he cut off

and went down to the waterfront
Under the first span.

"The reason I came down here,"
he continued, "is that I M'ant to
make a stop at a warehouse where
we can pick up a couple of bottles
of pre-war Scotch. We oughta take
the girls something. We shouldn't
walk in empty-handed."
He pulled up in front of an old

warehouse. It was a narrow street
lighted by one dim greenish street
lamp. Zeppo, Georgie and Harry
got out. Billy and I said we would
wait for them. :

"No, come on in," Zep insi.sted.

"I want you to see the big store
o£ pre-war whiskey they have in

here. It's amazing."
It was such an. eerie street that

we didn't need much convincing
to leave the car and go inside. Zep
maneuvered us into a .small office.

The place had a bad smell. There
were no lights i)Ut the street lamp
from outside sent the green rays
through barred windows into the
room.

"I'm sorry," remarked Rose in

gentlemanly tones, "that 1 let you
get me into this."

"Zep, get me out of here, and
•luick," 1 said.

But the door was suddenly
blocked by a monstrous figure. He
was only about five feet two inches

$10 by Zep to do his act. His
foaming at the mouth .wa"s effected

by a powder Zep purchased at a

drugstore.

used to do a comedy single in the
dear departed days of good old-

fashioned Vaudeville.

Sammy was very successful. Not
because he was a great comic,
singer or dancer, but he knew
exactly what the paying customers
loved to hear in gab and song and
Sammy being a very smart boy fed
it to them in liberal doses. He'd
open with a home-made comedy
song to warm 'em up, go into a i

home-made monologue about love,

'

. marriage, home cooking, relativity

. (relations) and other homey topics
so dear to the hearts of most home

; folks, a format which couldn't miss
' and then finish with a home-made
I lilting comedy song with lots of

I

extra choriises which usually took
1 him Off to show-stopping applause.

I

Yes, Sammy was very successful.

'Turn him loose in'any vaude house
from Maine to California the- re-

.• suit was always the same. He killed

the people. His batting average on
the books Of the various circuits

added up to 98% which was plenty

good enough for the bookers who
were glad to give him 40-odd
weeks workr year after year. Yes,

' Sammy was .very successful. He
was raising a nice family, a wife,

two kids and putting away lots of

green lettuce for that rainy day.

But, Sammy wasn't happy. Being
the hit of the bill and slaving

money was aU right, but being the
hit of the bill and the other acts

getting all the nice press notices

was something else again. That was
something that Sammy couldn't

I

savvy. The reviewers, in mention-

j

ing the other acts, would come up
i

with items like these, "Bing &
Bang were clever," "Doaks &
Doaks were fine," "Zilch & Zilch

i
wore class," and then wind up with

i
Smilin' Sammy Smerk "also ap-

'peared." He'd grab the local sheets

i
after opening day, knowing that

1 he was the outstanding hit of the
jbill and .sure as shootin' it would
I
always be the same — Smilin'

I Sammy Smerk was also there,

j
which was really letting him down

i
gently.

I
^

Itaimcd the I'ress

NICK LUCAS
In KEN MURRAY'S "BLACKOUTS"

:
On Capitol Record* ---^ Telewayt Ti'«nscrlption»

PeMonal Mflt,! JACK BEEKMAN, Bank of America Bldg., Beverly Hilli

One-day he got a great idea. lie

began razzing the press boys dur-

ing his act. Then the fun began.

That's when the fireworks really

started. The boys of the press
passed the good word along to

th«ir colleagues, and they really

went to work on him with little

tidbits such as "Smilin Smerk
smirks again," "Smilin Smerk
smells again," etc.. This was bad

enough, but when one of the boys

wrote, "Smerk is still small time,"

Sammy redlly went nuts. "Small

time,'.' said Sammy, "I'll shoW 'em

I can be big time; Up to now I've'

been writin' down to my cash cus-
tomers, but if it's big time they
want, I'll write up to the critics,"

and re-wrote his entire act and
began floopin' all over the circuit,

which was crazy, to say the least,

In.stead of the homey gags, so
surefire, he tried to feed them with
what he thought was highbrow
satire and reially began laying eggs,
king-size. Reports on his act to the
home office, week after week, got
worse and worse, until the day he
was to open in San Francisco when
he received a wire from his agent,
which read, "Go back to your old
act stop new material stinks."
Sammy stood there looking at the
wire stunned. He folded the tele-
gram,_ stuffed it into his pocket,
and sighed, "Well, that licks me. 1
can't fight audiences and the press

ck ^
The following morning on his

way to breakfast he picked up
both of the town's papers, turned
to, the reviews and sure enougli

there it was again. One of them
said "Smilin' Sam really has 4
golden smile, you can see the gold
in his front teeth from the last
row of the orchestra." That was
the last straw. Appetite gone, no
use going to breakfast, so he
walked over to the theatre to see
if there was mail or wires, and as
he stepped into the stage entrance,
he saw the doornian seated in a
chair tilted against the wall, di-^

rectiy under the dressing room
key-rack, fast asleep, Trying not
to awaken him, Sammy reached,
picked his own key, which had a
big brass plate attached with the
dressing room number on it. But,
being in a' somewhat nervous state'

from his ordeal with the news
boys, it slipped out of his hand to

the stone floor with a crash that
woke the doorman, who jumped to
his feet as if he'd been shot.

"Sorry," said Sammy, "Awfully
sorry, it was very clumsy of me.
There you were having a nice
snooze, and I had to spoil it."

"That's all right, Mr. Smerk,"
said the doorman. "I have no right
being asleep. Suppose something
happened? Besides; if the boss
caught me asleep, I'd lose, my job,
so I should be thanking you." But
you know the funny part of it is

that I was having a nice dream, a
beautiful dream. I dreamed that I
died and went to heaven and when '

I got there, Peter, met me at the

golden gate to welcome me per.

sonally. Yes, he did, and he asked
me where I came from. 'San Fran-
cisco,' I tell him. 'And, what did

you do there says he?' 'I was the

stage doorman at the Orpheum,'
says I. 'Good,' says he, 'Our keep-

er of the gate has been promoted
to a higher job, so you can take
his place.' 'Now what could be

sweeter' says I. 'But, before you
start' says Peter, 'This is Actor's

Heaven, be careful whom you ad-

mit. So put on your wings and go

to work.'

"Well, after being on the door

of the Orpheum for 22 ycar-s, I

guess I luiew most of the vaude-
ville actors, and also quite a few;

legits. I put on my' wings, got on
the job, and in no time at all the

actors began to arrive. There were
acrobats, song and dance teams,

jugglers, sketch artists and single

entertainers, like yourself, Mr,

Smerk. Sure, I let them all in and

no questions asked. They knew me,

and I knew them, and it was fine,

just a grand reunion.

"Then you came along, and

while we were greeting each other,

who should come racing up trying

to crash the Gate, but one of those

fresh wisecrackin' newspaper crit-

ics. 'Just a moment,' says 1 to him,

'and where do you think you're

going.' 'To heaven,' says he. 'To

hell you are,' says I, 'and please

stand aside.'

"Then along comes the feller on

the .other paper, and he wants to

get by me. 'No you don't,' I tells

him,' not while I'm boss here.

You're the guys that used to pan

the acts, even when they made

good, so be' on your wa,y.' Well,

they begged and pleaded with me

to let them in. They explained that

it wasn't their fault the way they

panned the acts. They saifl they

had to wisecrack in their reviews,

to make 'em snappy reading. «
they didn't, they'd lose their joM

and they had families to support.

Well, that got me. Being a family

man myself, I began to feel sorry

for them. I was really toucheo.

And, when they told me they hao

children to feed, I felt roysclt slip-

ping. If there's one thing I can
J

stand is hungry kids, I cou d leei

the tears rolling down this old lat"

of mine, and I was just about w
let them into Heaven, v'hen you

dropped that big brass key, anu

woke me up,"
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Season^s Greetings

DICK GENE

WESSON BROTHERS
*Tivo Sons of Fun

Management:

GEORGE ''BULLETS" DURGOM
8580 Sunset Boulevord

Hollywood. Calif.

ileto gear=1949

our fiienbsi in tlje

resit of tfie toorlb

aijerpf)apppileU)|9ear
y::;r; ^iy''-r'?'A::':y^^

and her manager

Greetings to My Many Friends

from Coast to Coast

LARRY STORCH
Dtrectiont

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
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Holiday Greetings

With Love,

From

MITZI GREEN

p. S.:

SEE YOU AT THE COPA

Greetings From

the comedian of the year I

GEORGIE GOBEL
david p. o'malley — chicago
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THE MOST
*VERSATILE entertainer

OF THE PRESENT DAY ^ concerts

i

HOLLYWOOD BOWL. Hollywood'
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN.
New York

SOLDIERS FIELD, Chicago
PABST THEATRE, Milwauke*
MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM.
Long Beach

CONVENTION HALL. Atlantic City

ACADEMY OF MUSIC, Philadelphia

THEATRES
ROXY THEATRE. New York
CHICAGO THEATRE, Chicago

•k HOTELS
PALMER HOUSE. Chicago

(Two Engagements Within One
Year) -

PLAZA HOTEL, New York
(Three Engagement)

FAIRMONT, San Francisco
(Two Engagements Within Six

Months)
PARK PLAZA. St. Louis

(Three Engagements Within Six

Months)
RADISSON HOTEL, Minneapolis

(Six Engagements Within Four
Years)

•

HOTEL LAST FRONTIER, Las Vegas
(Six Engagements Within Three
Years)

STATLER HOTEL TOUR
(Seven Consecutive Yeors)

RADIO
Featured on the "TEXACO STAR
THEATRE," "SATURDAY AT THE
CHASE." and with such famous per-
sonalties as James Melton, Hilde-

garde. Tommy Dorsey, Jack Smith,

etc.

'

•k TELEVISION
Referred to by NBC as the "CHOPIN
OF TELEVISION." First|instrumentalist

to be featured on the FULLCOLOR
TELEVISION.

RECORDINGS
SIGNATURE RECORDING ARTIST.

Featuring outstanding interpretations

of classical aiid popular piano and
vocal music including original eeAi-

positions. .

MOTION PICTURES
First full length feature toon tO' be
announced.

Personal Manager:

GEORGE LIBERACE

(UBER-AH-CHEE)

MCA ARTISTS, Ltd. BALDWIN PIANO
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hotel shermaii
hame of the

completely
new and

college inn
now presenting the
most talked about
show In the country
a musical montage
directed by SHERMAN AAARKS

narrated by JIM AMECHE .

salute to
gershwin
originally presented by

shitch henderson
continued now by

jack tina hispiano,

orchestra and a great cast.

ALSO DON'T MISS THE RESTAURANT OF THE ERA>

well of the sea
Exclusive sea food room startling in design

*

unique in its beauty—a show place for show people,

offering the most complete and unique sea food menu—

the finest in' sea food flown fresh daily from the seven

v: seas. .

ABEL IN VARIETY

SAYS OF LIDO-PARIS

"CHAZ CHASE
HEADLINES CURRENTLY AND KILLS THE CUSTOMERS

IN ANY DIALECT"

• AGAIN!

• BEST WISHES
FROM

^ EDDIE DAVIS

• LEON & EDDIE'S
• 33 W. 52d St.. N. Y. C.

^ From Olio iti*u«<lwav lni^tl«

>^ tiitloii lo Another

GMBHSGS

T!«ES SQUARE • NEW YORK
"AT tHt CROSSItOAOS Of THt VfOSlB"

COMKDY MATERIAL SALE!
(For Stag*, Radio, Telav'ition, Eft.)

Gags! Monologsl Dialogs! Etc.

Tlllirm'.?»*.'
'•"»wini mat,rl,| tiivo writton tor Edillt 'C.iitor. Milton B»rle, PmiI WIo-

Alh t M.?.v »™' '^''1,' " J**""' "»™»". "-.lir. J.nie. Dunn, EddK

ni»nv („,.h. f I »"r J ,
I'"' "I'' Contal*. tha latest r.rl|iin»l nags •»

r CnMFBAPIf.^ Tn'^urr°°J 'J-'il,"
I""*''"" 5" • COMIoV CLASSICS MD l|rt» M

OM.InS ^''ijM^'^^PS*..'' ,• "T«l«vl5.il Hon.ymooii'» sketch $5.

Golf S^WA,.- B'by Sitters, $2; My Life, J2: Ba«tiel»r. $1: (Intctr.cks, II;

OHl'lhlVnl.iL
Pe«l>le at Nito Clubs, $2; Housing. $1; Psychiatrist, J2.

rlan rr»?.«J." t,*'^ T. "
"i"!''"*'

comedy, $2; Comedy Team Patter, 1(2; Conndy
Team Crossflre, $2; Vontriloqiitst Act, 53; Books, $.1; Prison, $3; Western, S,1; Dancehall. J3!

SPFriaF nrrco. !T? IS''
^{""^ *2: Drums, J2; Clarinet, $2; Gullar. $2.^ Jf iSL^fi"' A*.'-'-.]"''
»f.?'Ml!!,'«'''«' •n'l' M»- Or send $S and get any »I3 W'l-*"

•t material. Alio ffee^wltli ANY arder: 6 parodies, * radio aketeli and a moiieloil.

LAUGHS rNLOflTED
J76 WEST 43RD STREET lo 4^943 NEW VORK CITV

f. %.: Oh, yes, wm wiUa «pMfal iHatarial f» bnfat. Kantowobb priw*-





Heartiest Anniversary Greetings

To

FROM

THE GREATEST SHOW
ON EARTH

RINGLING BROS

AND

BARNUM & BAILEY

CIRCUS

GENE BAYLOS
1948 1949

BRADFORD HOTEL, BOSTON, 2 Weeks

CLOVER CLUB, MIAMi; 4 Weeks

MOTHER KELLY'S, MIAMI BEACH, 17 Weeks

BILLY GRAY'S BAND BOX, HOLLYWOOD, 30 Weeks

EL RANCHO HOTEL, LAS VEGAS, 2 Weeks

MOCAMBO, HOLLYWOOD, 5 W^eks

5 O'CLOCK CLUB, MIAMI BEACH
• (Opened Decombfr 23(1(1)

BOOKED FOR 12 WEEKS

Managcmanf: LOU IRWIN

91 34 SunMt Boultvard, Hellyweed, Cal.

WHAT D'YA

KNOW

SAME STAND
SAME JOE

STILL BOOKING

Same Places

(Only the Best)

JOE HILLER
AGENCY

C«nlMr)r BIdg. • Pittiburgh, Po.

Office

National Thtafricol Exchangs

Atlantic 2600

SfASOAf'S GREEr/^fGS

ARTHUR
BORAN

DOROTHY
LEWIS
ICE SHOW

MINNESOTA TERRACE

HOTEL NICOLLET
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Indefinite Engagement



Personal Management

JOE E. LEWIS
Currently, Copacabana, New York

AUSTIN MACK
Starter

^YVVTLE

CHEERIOl

DWIGHT FISRE

1. M. RAPPAPORT

Exclusive Management

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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THEATRES

NiTE CLUBS

*
RECORDS

RADIO

TELEVISION

Talent Questers'

Stardust Route
By JOE COHEN

For years talent-buyers have
been moaning that there aren't

enough performers developing to

provide freshness to theatre and
cafe circuits, and subsequent grad-
uation to radio, video, pix, etc.

The old development grounds of

burlesque 'and the myriad small
vaude houses dotting the country
have long since gone; What's left

isn't sufficient to incubate enough
stars to provide marquee interest.

All fields of entertainment are now
feeling the effects of permitting
talent-building sources to evapo-
rate.

Whether this 'condition will be
corrected in 1949 with the reopen-
ing of many vaude houses remains
to be seen. However, three inde-
pendent ventures were started in
1948 that hold promise of breed-
ing new performers. The talent

quests by Arthur Godfrey and
Horace Heidt, plus the Ted Mack-
Lou Goldberg combo of the late

Major Bowes staff, indicate that
much new material will result.

That, . by necessity, is a long-
range program. Stars aren't made
overnight, and even a season or
two in the tyro or semi-pro cir-

cuits isn't sufficient background
for first-class theatrical stops. Ac-
cording to Mack and Goldberg, it

takes about five years to incubate
new performers. Tlie amateurs
that started with the late Major
are in virtually every field of
showbusiness. It took most of
them between five and eight years
to reach fruition: The cream of
the crop includes Frank Sinatra,
who was part of a quartet known
as the Hoboken Four; Robert Mer-
rill and Regina Resnik, are both
with the Metropolitan Opera. In
assorted fields from all the Bowes
ranks are Vera Ellen, Tommy Dix,
Wesson Bros., Stanley Clements
and Jan Bart.

A jaunt with the Bowes amateurs
has been helpful to all performers.
They made their mistakes when
they could afford to.' A slip was
frequently more amusing to thea-
tre customers than a straight pres-
entation. Soon the mistakes disap-
peared and they became seasoned
performers. Following the stint

with the ams, a performer was
generally' showcased and was soon
playing minor houses and cafes.

SEASON'S GREETINGS to All Our Dear Friends

Trampoliningly Yours a

PAUL AND PAULEHE TRIO
Amtriea'f Foremost
Trampolino Artiitt

Currantly; Latin <f\uaivi, N. Y<

SEASON'S GREETINGS
.

• to

LOU WALTERS - RAY LYTE - MAY JOHNSON
Pen. Dir.: LOU COHAN. 203 N. WABASH, CHICAGO

THANKS
for a wonderful 22 weeks
and a HAPPY NEW YEAR to

Mr. and Mrs. NATHAN at the

Original 606 CLUB, Chicago,

and also to MARTY WHITE.

The Barons
Parsonal Managtmml: SEYMOUR SHAPIRO

Ileidt's Talent Hunt

Horace Heidt talent hunt seems
to be developing performers at a

faster rate. Heidt conducts audi-
tions in various towns, getting the
cooperation of schoolsy city offi-

cials and radio stations. He selects

the cream of the crop, ipr presen-
tation on his air show and in vari-

ous auditoria, and has come up
with a sizable list of accomplished
performers. In fact, Dick Cnntino,
the accordionist who has been a
consistent winner in his contests,
will head a Horace Heidt unit of
his own- this year;

Godfrey's talent-winners are
now taking to the vauders in ad-
dition to radio and television. All
of them are of professional stripe.

Acts that have been having com-
paratively rough sledding have
found that

,
winning one of the

Godfrey contests provides a short-
cut. They'll be able to play thea-
tres with the two Godfrey units
now foi'ming.

To-ppers of these shows have
done yeoman work in digging up
new talent. They've beaten the
bushes and raided the sticks for
those likely to make the grade on
the circuits. They've nurtured pos-
sibilities, frequently having given
them professional advice and, more
important, provided a' showcase.

There's plenty of talent around
—if one looks for it. Most of it

is jn a rough state and needs ex-
pert guidance, but the basic ele-

I

ments of many good acts are
I
around. Even after discovery, it's

I
frequently difficult to get them to

' go into show business. Many re-

The current revival in popular-
ity in this classification is reflected
in radio and television. Godfrey,
after two weeks in television, has
a Hooper second only to Milton
Berle's Texaco show. The Mack-
Goldberg unit is in fifth place.
Heidt who commands 14th position
in the radio Hoopers, has been as-
signed the former Jack Benny
spot on NBC, opposite Benny's
current top Hooperated show on
CBS.

jr«rNonal A[nnttK«m«iit

iilARK J. LEDDY
Blreotlon

LEOH NEWMAN
41 WEST 48TH STREET. NEW YORK

ROY DOUGLAS
^

"Singing Ventriloquist"

Takes GrMf Pkqsur* iit Announcing His Exclusive

Management by

MATTY ROSEN
143 West 49tii Street. New York 19

PLaza 7-5135

DOROTHY KELLER
Musical Comedy Dancing Star

Just Concluded Personal Appearance at

COPACABANA, NEW YORK

Direction: WM. MORRIS AGENCY

BETTY BRUCE
JACK DAVIS

Happy 43rel Anniversary, P^ORIEff

from JOEY BISHOP
it's My 43rd WeekAversary

at Vine Gardens, Cliieago

ranwaal MoNagtmtiit: WILIIAM MORRIS AGENCY
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Season

Greetings

TO OUR FRIENDS

THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

from

GRACIE FIELDS
. and

MONTY BANKS

Exclusive Management

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, Inc.

(Greetings
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SEASON'S GREETINGS
FROM

Jerry MURAD'S
FEELINS*

Currently: CLUB VENETIAN. ^PES MOINES

Week January 20 — Rivtrsidt Thtatcr, Milwaukee

UNIVERSAL RECORDS:
MTEST RELEASE — "DIANE" U-134
"DANCE OF THE COMEDIANS"

MUTUAL ENTERTAINMENT AGENCY 203 NORTH WABASH AVE., CHICAGO

Grins, Greasepaint & Grapefmit,

formula of the Cireus SM
By LES KRAMER

Some luncheon clubs honor a
celeb by pouring so much goo into

him that he forfeits his lunch,

while Others go to the opposite

extreme by peddling verbal brutal-

ity as humor. The Circus Saints

& Sinners Club of N.Y. City tries

to strike a fair balance, dealing

out a couple of hours of sharp sa^

tire and giving the victim 10 min*
utes for comeback. With this for-

mat, a group of 17 guys around a
table at Sardi's has become a herd
of 1,200 bjursting the seams of the

Waldorf.

Competing locally with the Ban-
shees and the Friars, and nation-
ally with Washington's Gridiron
Club, the Circus Saints & Sin-

ners has deflated one celeb per

month, 10 per annum, since 1929.

The secret of its growth is not

alone in Big Names—the others

have them, too—but in using pro-

fessional talent to wither the wax-
works.

The performing cast of Circus
Saints & Sinners is 100% profes-

sionali and, except for occasional;

outside acts, 100% /from The
Lambs. President and M.C. is for-

mer Gov. Harold G. Hoffman of

New Jersey, no stranger to audi-

ences. Tex O'Rourke usually de*
livers 18 to 25 minutes of ''louse"

I

biography. Production mgr.,. .co-

1 M.C; director and writer is the
i guy who's writing this.

! Augmenting the professional cast

aie the supers, or "zombies," who

are Willing if not able. They're

nuts about "acting on the stage,"

and we trust them with everything

but lines and business. The Lamp^
shade Lancers help to dress the
sketches, and that's all, brother.

We learned!

Preparations start about two
weeks before showdate. Lots of
terrific ideas come in, on the order!

of:"'Have. this guy seated at a desk
with lots of bottles on it, because
I hear he drinks now and then."
Another show-stopper is; " . . . and
when he went downstairs and
opened his locker, the bottle of

~

rye was gone!" Some helpful chaps
confuse' satire with character as-

sassination and want us to drama-
tize an unpleasant incident in our
Fall Guy's background. If he had
been caught- on a morals charge
(gos.sip), or had been condemned
as unpatriotic (untrue); or his
father had been shot in a bawdy
house (true!), he'd get a great kick

l out of having us give it publicity.

1 Yes. indeed! The job of the Pro-
duction iTiRr. is to sort out these

offerings, beat his brains into a
pulp, assemble a cast and deliver
90 minutes-'of blackouts^ 'crossovers-

audience-participation, planned
becking and musical numbers..

In With a Buck ft Vling

Season's Greetings

Mike Fritzel

Joe Jacobson

Chez Paree Fritzel's Theater Restairant

The cast gets the script 10 days
in advance, , it says here. In real
life, they may have three to eight
days in which to learn lyrics and
sketches.. Rehearsals? Two read-
throughs, one walk-through. Every
show is an Opening Night-^no try-
outs and no repeats. As with para-
chute jumping, you've gotta do it

right the first time. Sure we lafn
flu0s, miseues, blowups, but our
audience enjoys a professional's
mistake where they'd be intolerant
of an amateur's.
While our specialty is satire, and

sometimes we can get pretty broad
with it, we aren't out to hurt my^
body. Occasionally a Fall Guy will

peeve, but this is rare. I recall
Mike Todd, who fumed because his
guests didn't get front row. seats
(Variety reported the incident),
and Frank Sinatra resented a slur
on F.D.R. that was slipped in by a
politieaUy-minded songplugger. .

The audjence is about 80% busi-
ness execs, the rest from Wall St;

to Left Field. They love to get
conned. Once we 'made 1,200 of
'em stand up and raise the right
hand, and solemnly swore them in
as Governors of Georgia. Another
time Tex O'Rourke gimmicked a
Bingo game, grand prize a '49 Kai-
set or Frazer car, so that every-
body got the winning square at
the sime time.
Our roster of Guests of Honor,

or "Fall Guys," reads like the in-
dex of Variety's Anniversary Num-
ber—Bergen, Durante, Chevalier,
Berlin, Berle, Waring, Jessel. Ol-
sen & Johnson^ Joe Cook; Joe £.
Brown, Gene Buck, Senator Ford,
Ilershfield, Laurie, Lahr, Lou Lehr,
Lee Shubert, Lindsay & CroUse,
Bert Lytell, Ed Wynn, TomiJiy
Dorsey, Hersholt,, Cohan, Arthur
Godfrey, and more.

Here's the formula: Write 90
minutes of crisp, topical humor.
Assemble actors who perform like
Barrymore, sing like Danny Kaye
and change faster than Owen Mc-
Givney. Rehearse for three hours
maximum. Throw 'em at a hard-
boiled audience that has paid six
bucks for a ticket. Then sit back
and wait for victory—-or vegeta-
bles. You, too, can do it! All you
need is the boys with the budget.

COMEDY MATERIAL
for AH Branchtt af ThMlricab

FUN-MASTER
"Thi ORieiNAl SkeW'Bii Gog fib"

Nei. I lo 22 @ $1.00 rach
{Order la Seqaeace Onlyl

SPECIAL: Tin Firif 13 Filtt

for $1.00 ! !

!

3 DIFFERENT BOOKS OF PARODIES
(IS In Euh BMk) %l» rtt BMk

Send lOo for llitt •( atlur cnmcdj
nnfcrlwl,. .Mnc«, > panidlci, mlDiitnl
patter; blaclb'nata; .etc.

KO O.OJ>,'8

PAUIA SMITH
CM W. Mh, Btnaf, Nan Tark »

In the Heart of Times Square

MOIL CLARME
44th St. and B'way, New York

".Af '.Alwoyf".

Catarinf to the Prefanlea

Reem with. Both, Shewar.
.""and-'Kodio .

-:'' -

21 DOUBLE

JACK PARKER
"THE JACK
OF CLUBS"

Appaared on

NBC'S
NEW YEAR'S

EVE
VIDEO SHOW

WNBT

ManagaManl;
TOM FITZPATRICK

CLINTON HOTEL ;T« „c..

too OUTSIDI KOOMS ham •2 0Altv|
sricMi wifKi* (jiris
NovHKimNa M«tiri<*

w4ij(iN* xirANcf or All rHrAFHll
~

VALDO and PRINCESS PAT
MENTALISTS

FOR OPEN CLUB DATES PHONE:

TR. 7-2299

<0aakla« tlufough A.e.T.A. flran«bl(e4 •canf* aalr)

THE BEST ~ IN '49

Dorothy Dorben
"LINES OF DISTItJaiON"
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BENBERI
HOLDER OF A NEW RECORD IN NEW YORK

4 Broadway Theatres in One Year

Jaii.^-Capitol. New York—Thanks Mr. Picrmont—Mr. Zee
June^Strand, New York—Thanks Mr. Mayer—Mr. Morgan
Septd—Rexy, New York—^Thanks Mr. Rauseh—Gac Foster

!»•».—Rwaio wiTyi now . lorKv^^inanKs Mr. LeoniaoiT

.

Direction

N. Y.—Al fBusy Bee) Wilson
Chicago—Sam (Got a Mlllieni) Roberts

SP£CIAI«: My friend Amazing Mr, Ballentine

is booked solid unfit March few open dates after

THE SENSATIONAL NOVELTY

OOLINOFF and RAYA SISTERS
in

"Doll-usions"

Week -of December 23

RKO Albee — Cincinnati

Week of December 30
RKO Keith's - Dayton

, , Thank You Dan Friendly

RENALD and RUDY
THE "TOPSY TURVY" BOYS

PEDRO and DURAND

Tops in Comedy & Tricks

Felisidades en Ano Nuevo

"Adonis' of Balance"

Booked Solid: Starting March

Buster Crabbe's Water Show

FAYNE and FOSTER

"Musical Surprises"

BILLY CREEDON PRESENTS
3 RAYS THE AVALONS

3 WELLS 3 RHYTHMETTES

Rang Out the Old Year —

Ringing in the New

JUST FINISHED CHICAGO THIATRi—THANKS HARRY LEVINI,

3 HEARTS 3 QUEENS

3 DEL MARTINS

Produced and Conceived by BILLY CREEDON

Personal Management—^AL WILSON

A NfW fINO!

GINNY LOWRY
"Vocal Touch of Velvet" .

Pretty? . . . Very! Sing? . . . Great!

IIP-TAP-TOE
RAYMOND WINFIELD

SAMMY GREEN BROTHER FORD

JACK and SALLY TAYLOR
"Perfection in Balance"

RETURN ENGAGEMENTS EVERYWHERE!

BOB HAMMOND'S COCKATOOS
Currently—Return Engagement

. CAPITOL THEATRE-WASHINGTON
Thank You—SID PIERMONT

ABOVE ACTS UNDER PERSONAL MANAGEMENT OF

AL WILSON AGENCY
Associates: PHIL GRAE, BILLY CREEDON

Paramount Building 1501 Broadway, N. Y. BRyant 9-^543-4
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MICHAEL DURSO
and His

COPACABANA ORCHESTRA

Now in 3rd Year at the Copacabana, New York

Thanks to th« Copo Management '

Direction: MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Si
mi

MICHAEL

EDWARDS
Currently

Featured with

MAE WEST

in "DIAMOND UL"

to Be Followed by Engafeiiients at

LAST FRONTIER HOTEL—Las Vegas
«nd AmkrIca'i For«m«ir Hotels & Supptr Clubi

Direction: FEDERAL ARTISTS CORP.

8734 Sunset Boulevard. Hollywood CR^ 55251

CONGRATULATIONS
TO

JACK PARKER
"Th* Jack of Oubi"

Mt Too

TOM FITZPATRICK

MALINY
Toilay tlie Knr«Nt Act on Kaftii—In ail lliiiidual nemlitatlan

A Few Open Dates In April
. Xext—Hotel ArJInictan, Hot Sprlncn, Arkiiniiaii
r«im B«»rh and Miami Be*«h, >'lori<f i;, to Vollow

Florida Nitery Comics Rise From

Clucks to Clicks in Repeat Dates
By LARY SOLLOWAY

Miami.

Always an anomalous town, tiiis

area is proving this season that the

comedians who laid eggs, or just

got by in past years, are clicking

and making the spots they are
working in; typical being Dean
Martin and Jerry Lewis at the
Beachcomber.

Hottest thing since Kay Thomp-
son's click at the Copacaf)ana last

winter, the combo overcame the
preem of the new and completely,
advanced Copa City across the
street to keep the Ned Schuyler
spot packed; despite Milton Berle's

opener of the Copa and a folloWup
show that has Xavier Cugat, Johnny
Johnston,: Jan : Murray, Georgie
Tapps, Dorothy Jarnac and a lavish

production. ....
Several seasons ago, thte, young-;

sters .flopped at the Lou Walters
operation on Palm Island. Their
return here has brought raves from
the same critics who belted theni
in their last appearance in the
Miami area.

Gene Baylos-, current at the Five
O'clock Club is another. Last year,-

he teed off at the CloVer to bad
critical and public reaction. Some
weeks later he opened at Mother
Kelly's and scored heavily, making
a room that had been attracting in-

different patronage. In at $500, he
is currently tabbing over $1,Q00 at
thfr Barken itinery and bringing in

the biz.

Jackie Miles, who opens with
Sophie Tucker and Harry Richman
for a return engagement at the
Beachcomber in January, is still an-
other. Before and during the war
years, his was a fairish success, To-
day, he is in the $5,000 weekly
class, with the same basic act, but
definitely a bigger audience attrac-
tion with more laughs-.

Current at the Copa City is .Tan

Murray, who did not do so well
some years ago at the Riptide and
Kitty Davis'. In this engagement
he is racking up the yocks in hear-
tier manner "than when he teed off
the first A^eason of the old: Copa
with Johnny Johnston,'who, in him"
self, is an illustration. Three years
ago, a suspiciously platinum blonde
crown-swoon lad, today he wraps
up with a humble approach, a nat-
ural hair color and a solid sesh of

-

singing.

and died on first dates then came
back to belt the tough audiences
here typical being Stan Irwin,
Julie 'Oshins, Sunny Kay, Guy
Rennie, Sid Gould, George De-
Witt, Jatk Carter, Hal Fisher in
the group.

Mo.st of the nitery' ops, who take
a chance on booking these acts
back, seem to feel that this area's

I

supposedly blase audiences can
I
brush an act, yet, when they re-

turn, hail them. Continuing, they
observe that it might have been an
off week, not actually : a bad one.
At any rate, the illustration of : the
faith the vet operator may have

I
in performers could well be illus-

trated in the $6,S00 .salary Dean
Martin and Jerry Lewis are being
paid by. Ned Schuyler, who re-
fused to book them last year at a
much lower figure, and this ; time
out is smiling happily while the
cash registers ring—pointing out
that he "took a chance"^much as

so many of his rivals do here?
a bouts. ' -

All of it adds up to the fact that,

with the terrific competigh come
winter. : season, the bonifaccs will

take a chaiice, because of a short-
age in what they think, is a good
comedy or act setup. .Solution
may come with the opening of

bookings to Negro performers,
viz: the click of the Ink Spots at
the Monte Carlo, and the subse-
quent contracting of Lena Horne,
Cab Calloway,. Louis Jordan, King
Cole Trio;: Nellie Lutcher, et al, by
the Clover Club, with, the Beach
spots expected to fall in line by
next season at the latest, once
local laws are adjusted.

For. the vacationing patron, it

will be a welcome change from- the
usual.

HELENE and HOWARD

Club Dates and Television

Dir.: MATTY ROSEN

. HAPPY 1949
- Preu A(|enr ami M«ilagor

Sinet 1919

JIM WIHERIED
42 rue de L'Eehiquier 42

Paris 10, France

Cablet; Witericfiw, Parit

HAPPY HOLIDAYS

Phyllis Louise

Erom Lukewarm To Hot

Same applies to many a comic
or .singer who came here before
to floppolo and now is back to
click, betore the same basic audi-
ence and critics. There's Lenny
Kent at the Paddock; Johnny
Howard in his own spot 'st the
Albion; Charlie Carlisle at the
Clover Club for a return engage-
ment; Alan Gale, fairish hit pre-
viously, a solid smash at his own
spot, the Celebrity Club; Harry
Richman, who was unhappy at a
Copa date some years ago now re-
turning for a third straight sea-
son at the Beachbomber; Henny
Youngman, who in pre-war years
was unhappy here, but since has
hit whenever he played; the emer-
gence of young comics who jplayed

Manny Opper
fkof now (omtdion

86th Week
Hollywood Shaw levngo

fm. Mtt.: lllV LEVIN

DILL McGRAW
Singing Star

Currently appearing. Bpston Latin Quarter

(GOING INTO 8TH WEEK)
Batton LaiiH 9wit«r Bookiiig by Dick Hanry, Wm. Marrlt A^tHcy

MARIE McCORMACK
Singing Sfylisi

Eleanor Roosevelt's "My Day"
"A cbormiiifl yomig woman with a lovaly vfict."

.M Siillivaii, Now York Dally Newi Columiilst.

"SHE IS TERRIFIC"

: Portonally manai|«ii by: -

BETTE S. WHYTE—PLAZA 5-9134

Best Wishes to p^^OiiETY

203 N. WABASH BUILDING
CHICAGO

HAL COWEN-MGR.
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MPLS. CAFES SimiNG

TOP NAME TALENT
• ' Minneapolis.

PeSpite sagging income, at least

two local night spots, the jHotel

Badis^on Flame Room and Club
Carnival, plan to go in for name
Hoorshow attractions on a bigger

scale in 1949, while a third, the

Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace,

Will continue its ice show policy.

' Flame Room has Connie Haines
underlined and probably Abte Bur-

rows to folloWi Carnival's current

headliner is Jan August who will

be followed by Ghico Marx, Andy
Russell and Joan Edwards. Ten-
tative are Vivian Blaine, Martha
Raye, Rose Murphy, Jane Froman,
Buddy Lester and Frances Lang-
ford.

Seidelman
jGontinued ftom pate S

i

Nix Benny Deal
^ Continued from page 3 s

and not the $1,000,000 reported,

which represented 25% of $4,000,-

000. Now that the Government has

nixed the capital gains venture,

Benny's tax on the sale, if it still

went through, would be $1,044,120.

"Thus, the Government's action

would have cost the comedian
$705,120.

Question intriguing the trade

this week is whether CBS boaid
chairman William S. Paley will at-

tempt to proceed with pending
deals involving' acquisition of Ring
Crosby, Fibber McGee Molly
and Edgar Bergen.

Immediate reaction in informed
tax circles was that, in the wake
of the Benny nix, any further at-

Benny's $1,356,000
The trade always knew that

the capital gains deal between
CBS and Jack Benny involved
approximately $2,300,000 and
not the magnified $4,000,000
figure which the dailies head-
lined but which necessitated

official CBS denial. It forced
the network to disclose the

actual figure of $2,260,000,

of which $1,356,000 would
have gone to Benny who owns
only 60% of his Amusement
Enterprises, Inc., which CBS
bought.

CBS airing of the figures

wasf motivated by a , desire ^to

overcome impressions that

Benny- could be held on a per-

sonal tax of $3,080,000.

tempts by Paley to woo other top
personalities into the CBS fold

under similar conditions would get

a D C. veto. This ruling is not ex-

pected to- have bearings on the

Amos 'n' Andy $2,000,000 CBS
deal. •

.

. (An "I told you so" atmosphere

has permeated NBC hq., where
execs were quick to remind all and
sundry that, although Niles Tram-
mell & Co. had first call on Benny's
capital gains services and were on
the verge of a pact, an RCA board
of diuectors' "lay-off-capital gains"

edict has saved NBC from the
present embarrassing situation.)

Benny preemed as a Columbia
personality Sunday (2) and a high
CBS spokesman stated that, "as
far as we're concerned, we've got
a contract and Benny is staying
with us." Benny meanwhile has
been in huddles with his lawyers
In an attempt to unscramble the
Lloyd Wright, who engineered the
Loyd Wright, who engineered the

*:CBS deal .. .via Music Corp. of
America, Issued a cryptic statement
saying; "The status of Benny re-
mains completely unchanged. His
services as a radio artist will con-
tinue to be paid for by his sponsor
(American Tobacco) at the same

^ rate as heretofore and Benny , will,
' Of course, pay personal income
tdxes like anyone else."

The trade recalled that at the
time of the Benny acquisition by
CBS there, were reports that,; in
the event of a D.C. "no dice edict"
on capital gains, Paley would
equalize the financial score for the
comedian through an annual "con^
Bultant" retainer fee (some put it
at $200,000 * year) and extending
over a 10-year period. CBS flatly
denies there ,are any "protective';
clauses involved in the Benny deal.

.One recourse to upsei the for
ternal Revenue boys, it was pointed
out, would be to appeal the ruling
to the U. S, Court of Appeals, for
ivbich there is precedence, al-
though only in the case of corpora-
tions (Standard Oil, among others)
but not personalities.

production of films overseas, U's
biggie doesn't think that technique
is the answer. "Production is not
going to be concerted or even large
next year," he said. "It will con-
tinue as in 1948—spasmodic and
scattered."

"English - language films pro-

duced overseas are still meeting
one hurdle which they've failed to

clear," Seidelman explained. "They
can't compete with Hollywood's
films in quality. As for foreign-

language films, the risk of ex-

changing local currency for local

pictures is still great. . Moreover,
in either instance, the American
companies- are so .preoccupied with
problems here that large-scale
production abroad is not likely."

The business outlook for '49

must be divided into two separate
subjects; Seidelman stressed. First,

the boxoffiee revenues of the films
themselves; second, the. "transla-
tion of billings into dollars;" ;

.

Enlarging on the first, Seidel-

man said: "I think that business
prospects at bbxoffices throughout
the world have reached their peak
and have now started a slow down-
ward readjustment. The preoc-
cupation of potential patrons to ac-

quire commodities and: necessities

denied; th^m- during the -wstt, years
does not leave any great -surplus
for entertainment. .

"In other words, the housewife
who couldn't get the most , basic

of utensils, such as pots and pans,
today shows a ravishing interest

in these things," he continued.
"That's how low it. gets. Therefore,
there must be a levelling oft of
film grosses.

"Moreover, I don't believe any
great change in' the quality of films
will bring about any substantial
change in this type of thinking,'';

U'f! foreign chief continued. "We
get the same reports from iill of
our people—it's not the quality of
the films but the lack of money.''
No real shift in currency restric-

tions in '49 appears 'likely to Seir
delman. Either complete or partial
limitations on the amount of dol-
lars exportable are now In force in

every country on the globe except
the U. S., Belgium, Switzerland
and Canada,, he noted. "I do not
believe any great change in these
restrictions-—either in lifting or
making them stricter -v. is due in
1949. But I do think that towards
the end of. next year, and cer-.

tainly in 1950, when enormous
sums of EGA (Economic Coopera-
tion Administration) dollars hegin
to percolate down, films will be
aided."

'Icelandia/ Musical On
|

Skates, Tq Bow on Coast
. Hollywood.

I

Dick Barstow flew in from j

the east to write, and direct "Ice-

1

landia.'V a new ice musical which
j

Bert Gervis will- produce at Las i

Palmas, 'Jan. 19. Barstow is conr

cocting both the music and the

thin thread of story which will

hold the blade show together.

Production has been budgeted at 1

around $25,000. Weekly nut is ex-
|

pected to be high, since show will
|

necessitate house alterations. Las '

Palmas seats 388.

Already inked for the skate opus

are the Brinckman Sisters, Karyle

Leigh, Bert McCuskor, Dorothy
McCuskor, Johnny McKellen and
Marie Purviance. •

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF JANUARY 5

Nuineralt In connection with bill* beloir Indicnta epenlnt dny of iliow
whether fiiU or gpllt week.

Letter In pnrentheBes Imllcatei' olrciiit: (1) Indeiiendent; (1.) l.oew; (Al) Mn»}
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movie fans. Like most businesses

during that: time, it forgot all about
the regular customer. Now he has

to be lured back because we need
him! There are millions of him and
her in this country who have gotten

out of the habit of movie-going.
They are older, too, than they were
seven or eight years ago (but not

as old as you think-) and more set

in their ways. The old rocking

chair hasn't quite got them, but

they do prefer the carpet slipper to

the dancing pump. There's lots of

competition for their leisure and
their amusement dollar. They, are
prosperous; with the result that
they like to buy comfort and con-
venience- as well as -entertainmenti

I

Depinct's Reserved Seats Plan

, Priority Imports

Seidelman added: "To illustrate
that point by a case in point, I had
a conference only a few days ago
with an Important official Of a
Latin-American country. I wanted
to know why EGA money should
not aid films immediately. He
showed me a list of priority im-
ports which would be paid for with
this money. Films arr 36th on the
list. Not until that country has
bought enough of the other com-
modities will pictures get the n6d."

Foreign revenues hit their peak
at the end of 1947 and have been
receding since, according to Sei-
delman. He believes the difficUt
ties which sprung up in Britain
"were the beginning of most of
our troubles.^ What happened in
England when the ad-valorem tax
was imposed and the chain of
events thereafter "was one of the
most important developments in
our business," U's exec declared.
"It started things popping else-
where."

Looking over the British situa^
tion-^by far, America's most im-
portant foreign film market—Sei-
delman said reciprocal problems
have b^n greatly magnified by a
decline in grosses both in the U.S.
and Britain. He does not see any
likelihood of the United Kingdom
snarl improving in: '49. In Aus-
tralia, another important market,
government officials have already
said that no better deal than the
present 50% \freeze can be ex-
pected in the coming stanza. .

-

Elsewhere, Seidelman envisages
the inexorable laws of economics
inflicting their sting into remit-
tances. While "business has been
tops in such countries as Italy,

India and Mexico, the demand for
the commodities of living, Seidel-

man thinks, will bar any advance
past the present mark.

I have an idea, which I am pass-

ing on to our own theatre operating
company, that I think might be suc-

cessfully put into operation in

hundreds of theatres throughout
the country^ It is, reserved seats

for a portion, of the house. - Ifs not
new, the Radio City Music Hall has
successfully maintained its first

mezzanine floor as a reserved seat

section since its opening 15 years
ago and many theatres in Europe
and Latin America either, have a

wholly or partially reserved seat
policy.

Such reserved seats sold: at a
slight premium : pver the : regular
price would,' J. >am : sure, ' be wel-
comed by thousands of people un-

willing to stand in line or take
chances at securing satisfactory

seats. No doubt in most cities and
towns such reserved seats could be
sold on a subscription basis with
the patron assured of bis regular
seat at a specified matinee or eve-
ning performance with each" change
of program. By setting aside a
comfortable section for the men
and women who won't go unless
you cater to them, business can be
distributed over the slack periods
of the week and comfort and con-
venience can . be habit-forming as
well as good pictures.

The year 1949 will undoubtedly
bring many changes. In our own
RKO company, there will be, sub-
ject to the stockholders' approval,
a very important change; the com-
plete separation of our picture and
theatre companies. This move,
which I sincerely believe is in the:

best interests of our stockholders,
wiir mark one of the most vital

changes that has taken place in.

the- industry in 20 years. Fortu-
nately, in our case,- this voluntary,
division can be made relatively

simple. We have always had a pic-

ture company and a theatre com-
pany and they will continue their
operations largely as, in the past.

Naturally,' there will be some heart-
aches as the RKO family splits up
into- two separate households, and
each goes its own separate way, but
it is my belief that both will be.

successful and prosper,

RKO has a fine program of pic-

tures completed and ready for dis-

tribution and we look forward to
1949 with great confidence.

The industry has done much this
past year to heal its wounds and
solve its problems, but the job isn't

finished, and in a changing world,
perhaps will never be finished, but
there is reason to believe we are
all healthier than a year ago. There
is still much to do and it would be
a serious error to ease up for a
second in our efforts to: correct
mistakes, eliminate waste and fight
for a deserved better share of that
entertainment dollar.

NEW YORK CITY
Capitol (L) t

Burt Lancaster'
Julie Wilson .

Nick Cravat
Charlene Harrli
Gene Sheldon
Walter Long
S ' Henderson . Ore -

Music Hair (I) •
George : Tatar
.Evelyn Garay
Joan . Lyons .

Crlstianis
Pallenbcrg's -Bears
Kockettcs '

Corps -de Ballet
Synv Ore .

Paramount .(P) 5.

Bennjt Goodman Bd
Buddy Lester
Pelro Bros

Roity (1) 4 :

Barbara Ann Scott
Ming & Ling
Harold Barnes
Cordon Goodinan-
Gautier's

.

Steeplechase'
Bob Evans

StrMnd (WB) 7
Tommy Dorsey O
Bobby Van -.

BALTIMORE
Hippodrome (1) 7

3 Honey Bros
Al Gordon's Dogs
Betty Jane Smith
Wesson Bros

State (I) *-(

Lou Seller :

(three to lilD
. ..;9-n. .";

-The Tannos
Dot .& Barney
(two to fill)

BOSTON
'

: Boston (R) 7
Horace lieidt Rev
Don Rice
Phillis Lile
Johnny MunKaU
Pat Thei'iault
Jack Green
Jimmy Grosso
Harold Parr
Nadtne Jansen

CHICAGO.
Chicago (P) S

Jack Carson
Marion -Hutton
Geo Mann
Dave Willock
Bob Sweeney
Tommy Wells
Emerald Sis

CHICAGO
. Orlantal (1) I
Three Suns
Vivian Blaine
Jack Leonard
Winter Sis <3)

Carl sands Ore

CINCINNATI
Albt* (Rl t

Sammy Kaye Ore
Pansy the Horse

COLUMBUS
Palace (R) lOrll

Peter Lori-e
(three to nil)

HARTFORD
State (I) 7-»

King Cole 3
Ray Anthony Ore
Coco, Steve &
Eddy

MIAMI
. Olympia (PV S
Lawrence & Mitzl
Owen.' &• Johnson
(three to fill)

NEWARK
Adams (I) *

Charlie , Bnrnet Ore
Janis Paige
Gary Morton
Bunny BrigS-s

PATERSON
: . Malestic (I) «*
Steve Evans
(four to fill)

PHILADELPHIA:
Carman (I) *

J ft E Hayden
Dawn : Bros
Stubby Kaye .

Cathalas- 3
READING

Raiah (I) 6-1

Pec Wee Hunt
Jerry Wald Ore

ROCKFORD
Palace (I) 7-V

"Hollywood on
the Loose"

3 Jay Walkers
Deitrich & Diane
Carter Sis
J Meyatid -at :Co (2)

Helen Shawn
SPRINGFIELD
Court Sfl (I) *T»

Roberts Sis «=

White
Dixie - Banjo Boys
Ruton's Dogs -

Boyd Heath
Harper *. Louise
The Kayos
WASHINGTON -

Capitol (L> «
Vaughn Monroe O

MONTREAL
Caitly (1) 1

Lili St Cyr
Ronald Rogers
Chet Clark
Mario *: Enrique
3 Zephyrs
Burton & Janet
Athos Co .

Billy Goldie
Peggy Adams

G Benedict Ore
Ice Revue
Hotel Pennsylvania
Tommy Oorsey .

Helal: Piccadilly
DeU Trio

Hetal Plaia
Louise. Howard
Eleanor Jones
Gene Martin
Lorraine Browning
Jack Williams
Jay Presson
Allen Pershmg :

C . Carpenter
Leo Reisman Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Payson Re Ore '

Nycoia .Matthey Or
Brevoorl

Shiela Barrett
3 Flames

Hotel Plerra
Patricia Bright
Artim St Consuelo
Stanley Melba Ore
Ralph l.aue Ore.

Leon A Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Art Waner Ore
Narda
Carl Conway

. Graham Sis
Allan <& 'Noblei-
Shcpard Line

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks

Jackie PhlUips
Larry Mai'Vln
Barbara Davia |
Nanette -f
Bella. Smaro f
Joe LaPorte Or* !

D'Aquila Ore > 1

Panthout* -

[

Kurt Maier '

Art Ford
Royal Reesf

Billy EcfesUne .

Charlie Ventura
Charlie Parker
T Dameron Or*

Splvy's;
Kelly & Keating
Spivy

< varsailics
Oeorge Vhner
Bol».fGtant':Ora ,

Panchito Ore
. village Barn

Capt. Stubby Oro
Shorty Warren Oi«
Harold Barry
Piute Pete
Village Vanguar*
Dolores Martins
Will Jordan
Cyril Haines: 3

Waldorf-Astoria
HartmanS - .

Jimmy Carroll
Emll Colman Or*
Miacha: Borr.-Ora

CHICAGO

BSITAIH
GLASGOW

Empire (M) 1
.lack Radclitfe
Robert Wilson -

B & A Pearson
Prestons
Helen Norman
Joyce. Edmanson
Matt Nixon
ilacqueline Dunbar

HACKNEY
Empire (S) I

Lt Ian Eraser
Frogmen
Tarzan Jr
HazeU
Conky Javen
Aqualovlies
-Doug . Wainwright
Gerry Leader
Piet Van Brecht*
Falsons . .

Charlh Indra ,

Australian Air
. Aces . -

LEICESTER
Palace (S) 3

John Boles
L * B Lowe
V & J Crastonlan
Yale & Diane
Frank Preston
;Stevanp
Harvey Sis

PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 3

Madrigal
Anne Shelton
MacDonnld &
Graham

M & H Nesbjt
Dolaire -

Suzette Tarri
Downey & Day*
Scott Sanders

BlacknawR
Sherman Hayes Ore
Del Welcome
Bob Karl
Nancy Bell

Hotel BIsmark-
Don Rcld Orch (U)
G & 1 Palmer
G Dormonde Bros
Gwen Parke
Russ Jonas

Hclslrigi
(ieorge Goebel
JiU Adams
Pat Nassa (4)

Johnny Belts
Billy. AMeghar
H Edgewaler Beach
Leighton Noble O
Gloria Gilbert
Mary Ann Fedele
Preston Lambart
D Hild Dancers <12)

Chez Part*
Ted Lewis
Geraldine DuBols
Reed Sis (3) :

White & Pease
Adnrables (10).

C Davidson O (H)
Sherman Hotal

.Tack Flna Ore
HOney: Dreameri
Olivette Miller
Jim Amcche

Brookes: Randall .

Robert Dev
Kermit & Gloria
Joseph Cole
Gil Lewis
Pete-Landros >

Hotel Stevens
Frankic Masters O
Phyllis Myles
Tommy Traynor
Neil Rose
Jean Arlen
Meryl Baxter
Skating Blvdeart
Bog Turk
Bin Keete
Jeannie Sook
Charles & tuclU*
Jerry Behiield
Manuel Del Toro
Elwood Carl

Palmar Hous*
Barclay Allen O.
Larry Adler ^

M Abbott Dcrs a»
Paul Draper

Blaekston*
Beatrice Kay
D LaSalle Ore (»

Vine Gardens
Mel Cole Ore
Joey Bishop
.Tack Soo .

Tato Sc Julia
Pancho's Rhumba

Exhib Pan

Cabaret BiDs

NEW YORK CITY
Bagatell*

Dorothy Ross
Deep River Boya
Jack Corleis
Jose- Foniere
Louis Hawkins

Blue Angal
:Imogene, Coca . . .

Fletcher Sf Sheldy
Roger Price
Ellis Larkin 3
Muriel Smith

Cafe Jamet
Pat Harrington

Caf* Society
Jack Gilford
Patti Page
Roche & Aznavour
Dave Martin Ore

Clliiu*
Sarah- Vaughan
Fred Robblns
Buddy- Rich Ore
George Shearing

Copacabana
Joe E Lewis
Austin Mack
Vic- Damone .

Dorothy . Keller
Terry Stevens
Sonny Calelio :

M Durso Ore .

Alvares Ore
China Doll

Noro Morales Ore
Jose CurbeUo Ore
Joe Wong
Beatrice Fung Oy*
Line (7)

Dalmonic*
Greta Keller
Diamond Horsasli**
Al.Bernle
Jack Gansert :

BUly Banks
Choral Sextet
H Sandler Or*
Alvarez Mora
Juenger BalltSt Una

El Chlco
Maria T Acosta
Trio Casino
Vizcaino Ore
Hotel St Moritt

Erwln Kent Ore
Hotel St. Regit

Julie Wilson
Lasdo & Peplto
M.Shaw Ore
HM«i Roottvan
Guy . Ijombardo
Hotel Savoy Plata

Billy ToBeU
Irving Conn Ore

Hotal Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore

Hotel Warwick
Irving Fields Ore

Latin Ouarfar
Sophie Tuckejr
Ted Shapiro
Landre & Verna
Step Bros
Arnaut Bros
June (;raham
Richard Darcy
Miriam - Gwynn*
Ruth Webb
Winton Frankel
Eddie Michaels
Dick Grayson
Prominaders
Ving Merlin Ore
B Harlow Ore

:L* Porroquat
Hugh Shannon
Marvin Raymer

Le Runan Bleu
.Tane Dulo

.

Martha Davis
3 Riffs
Mike Brown
Norman Paris 3
Jullus:Monk

Havana-Madrid
Kalo & CHiarmaine
Fernanda Sc Crespo
De Castro Sis
Mildred Ray- Lin*
Qulntero Ore
Argueso Ore
Hotal Balmo't-Plaza
Franklin Sc Moore
Gary Norton
Marlon Callahan
Eddie Stone Ore
CasteUanoa Ore

Hotal Blltmer*
Blue Barron Ore
Fairfax
Harold Nagel Ore

Hotel EdlsOn
Henry Jerome Ore
Na 1 Fifth Av*

Nancy Andrews
Goodman &
Kirkwood

Hazel Webster ^
Downey tc Fonville
Hotal Amlntsartar
Fred ''Oliver Otc
WUItaitt : Adler Ore
WUIlatli ScottI
Hotel N*w verk*r

— continued ftpm p»e« J

business brought about by exhib-'

iters and, if first we put our own

house in order, we would be in «

better position to urge, ands even

demand, that the producer and dis-

tributor put their house in order."

Getting down to specifics, Grain-

ger referred to the Allied resolu-

tion urging the studios to dlsclplina

those stars "whose conduct brings

them into pulilic disrepute." H«
averred the resolution would hav«

been much more effective if exhibji

had resolved to discipline the star*

by immediately withdrawing book-

ings of their pix and by refraining

from immediately contacting ex-

changes to nook films In which sucb.

stars appeared. He added:

"I venture the thought that when
Robert Mitchum was featured in

every newspaper in the country

because of his difficulty with th«

law, 90% Of the exhtbitcirs who
attended the N.O. convention im-

mediately contacted film exchange*

for his pictures. (I'll beat you to

the punch-—we were no exception.)"

"On the same grounds, Grainger
panned the Allied resolution con-
demning the dlstrib practice of
reissuing oldies with such stars.

If exhibitors would quit booking:
such reissues, he said, the distribs

would very soon refrain from rush-
ing them into release. -

Grainger also could see no sens*
in the Allied resolution opposing
"forced percentage playing time,
especially in smalltowns and low-
grossing theatres." He urged ex-

hibs to go on record that once a
percentage : contract is signed,

"every exhibitor is obligated to
make just as honest a return to. th«
distributor as- they expect from
their own employees." He added:
"We firmly believe a distributor
wouM prefer to get an honest
count on -a lesser number of per-
centage pictures, than a dishonest
count on: a greater number, Tliis,

in our opinion, would bring about
a reduction in the number of per«
centage pictures mucb sooner than
100 resolutions.'*
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Broadway Saw Interesting Shows,

New Talents in an Impressive 1948

74 Productions Include 18 Hits-Total of $7,000,000

Invested—$29, 000,000 Grossed

The vear 1948 was a notable one in the Broadway the-

«lre Although the number of productions failed to com-

pare with a generation ago, it more or less mamtaihed

the pace of recent years. ^ , , • *

More important, the year producfed a number of mter-

estine shows, both straight plays and musicals, and

brought forward a crop of vital new talents in the author-

ship, directing and acting fields. There were also local

engagements by several notable visiting organizations.

Statistically, 1848 was fairly impressive. There were 74

productions (counting repertory engagements as one pro-

duction each), including 45 straight plays, 18 musicals,

eight revivals and three miscellaneous. Foreign imports

accounted for 14 of the shows (exclusive of revivals and

visiting troupes).
v, i„

There were 18 hits during the year, including such in-

dicated clicks as "Anne of the Thousand Days," "Lend an

Ear " "Madwoman of Chaillot" and "Kiss Me, Kate,, all

of which opened recently to fa.vorSble reviews and yirtu-

ally capacity attendance. There were also seven setni-hits.

That is, shows that had generally favorable critical and

public reaction arid did good business, but failed to repay

the entire original investment ("Joy to the World, for

The total grOss for all shows for the year was $28,896,000

on the basis of Variety's weekly boxoffice estimates. The

total playing time for all shows came to 1,261 weeks.

An estimated total of nearly' $7,000,000 was invested in

productions during the year. Of this, around $3,500,000

—$4,000,000 may be paid back, including complete returns

on continuing shpws. Incidentally, with Hollywood buys of

legit shows now virtually a thing of the past, that impor-

tant source of revenue has been largely eliminated.

Some of the 1948 shows that were notable for one

reason or another are "Mister Roberts," "The Kespectlul

Prostitute," "Hope's the Thing With Feathers Ballet

Ballads," "Edward, My Son," "Summer and Smoke, Ule

with Mother," "As the Girls Go, ' "Goodbye, My Fancy,

''Light Up the Sky," "The Silver Whistle," "Red Gloves,

"Anne of the Thousand Days," "Lend an Ear," "Mad-

wortian of Chaillot" and "Kiss Me. Kate."

New producars (or production firms) which made suc-

cessful Broadway starts during the year included Michael

Kanin (in association with Aldrich & Myers). Henry

Sherek (aoted London manager who teamed wrth Gilbert

Miller in tlie presentation of "Edward, My Son"),, Margo

Jones, the partnership of Ernest Martin, Cy Feuer and

Gwen Rickard, and the teams of Arnold Saint Subber and

Lemuel Ayers, and James Rus.so and Michael Ellis, An-

other event was the-successful managerial -comeback-of

Michael Todd. i

1 Newcomer Authors A

By KOBE MORRISON

such advance sellouts by other shows, the total theatre

party volume may actually have increased. v
Continuing the trend of 1947, there was a splurge of

musicals during 1948. The revue, virtually npn-existent

as an entertainment form during the preceding decade,

had a major comeback as seven such shows; wereA pre- ,,

sented. Also, following the success of the .
pld-fasl^ioned

musical comedy, "High Button Shoes," there was a rash of

somewhat similar productions. Finally, with the «j-rival of

"Small Wonder" and "Lend an Ear," there a revival

of the long-lost "little" shows. '

:

The success of "Mister Roberts" and, to a lesser degree

"Command Decision," demonstrated the fallacy that war

plays are boxoffice poison immediately after a war. And

despite agitation by yearners for the good old days, the

ballet shewed no sign Of relinquishing its new risceHaancy

Over old-fashioned hoofing in musical shows. ;

Censorship

The threat of censorship arose again in New York dur-

ing the year, but was at least temporarily balked as the

Cunningham bill was defeated in the City Council, after

vigorous opposition from; various theatrical and civic orr

ganizations. However, under curiously quiet circum-

stances, the management of "Mister Roberts" made cer-

tain dialog revision at the "friendly suggestion" ojE. police

officials. ;

Elsewhere, the forces of suppression were more success-

ful. Chicago authorities forced the cancellation. of a sched-

uled local engagement of "Respectful Prostitute," and

there were the usual censorship incidents in Boston and
other towns, which had repercussions on Broadway.
Another out-of-town development of direct concern to

Broadway was the closing of Washington as a legit; town.

Rather than; abandon its policy of racial segregation in the

face of Equity's refusal to permit its members to appear

in a Jim . crow house, the management of the National

switched the theatre to films. Despite obviously reduced

income as a picture house, the new policy has continued

and various attempts to obtain a non-segregatipn legit

theatre in the Capitol have thus far failed^

i ET Takes a Powder
I

In the authorship field, the brightest newcomers were

Thomas Heggen and Joshua Loean. Gertrude Berg, Robert

Morley (in collaboration with Noel Langley); Fay Kanin,

Robert E. McEnroe, Richard Harrity. Frank Loesser (new

to legit) and Charles Gaynor. In this category, tpo, there

was an exciting comeback by Cole Porter, in collaboratipn

With Bella and Sam Spewack.
Outstanding among the directors who "arrived" during

1948 was Mary Hunter, with Sam 'Wanamaker and Paul

Crabtree runners-up. Jules Dassin and H. C. Potter also

made impressive one-jjroduction returns from Hollywood;

It was a big year for actors, including new stars, Holly-

wood names making first Broadway appearances and
established players scoring new : successes. vA,mpng; these

were John Garfield, Henry Fonda, Alfred Drake, Marsha;

Hunt, Louis Calhem, Beatrice Lillie, Jack Haley, Robert

Morley, Peggy Ashcrpft, Tallulah Bankhead, Ray Bolger,

Anne Jeffreys, Howard Lindsay and Dorothy Stickney,

Bobby Clark, Madeleine Carroll, Jose Ferrer, Charles

Boyer, Rex Harrison, Joyce Redman and Patricia; Morison.
"There were also a number of non-stars who made strong.

Impressions in featured parts. They included David
Wayne, Mag Mimdy, Faye Emerson; Valerie Bettls, Lou
Gilbert, John Raitt, Margaret Phillips, Tod Andrews,
Nanette Fabray, Allyn McLerie. Juano Hernandez, Lili

Darvas, Sam Levene, Audrey Christie, Julie Harris and
William Eythe.

Economic conditions took on; even greater importance
during 1948. Basically, two different but related factors

appeared to be involved. One was the increasing levelling-

ctt' (which began to be evident in 1947) of business from
the war years' boom. With the public beginning to shop
tor show buys instead pf mobbing every, entertainment
offering regardless of merit,; managers were: .forced .:tb

present strpnger shows.

'

Increasing Costs

The other factor, the increasmg cost of production and
operation, made; it progressively more difficult to finance
shows and; tougher to keep, current : ones running. It also

reduced the profit potential: Invplved. Managers were thus
squeezed by rising costs and declining net, simultaneously
facing growing buyer resistance from the public,.

"

Two significant developments resulted.' One was the
widespread use of "two-for-ones," a variation of an age-
old cut-price device. This was u.sed chiefly; to bolster

shows that had begun to slide downhill at the b.o. or to

stimulate interest in borderline entries.- ; The ''twofcrs,"

;

as they're known- in the trade, were credited with enabling
a number of productions to survive the boxoffice slump
of last summer.

Presentations' which u.sed the "twofers" widely iwere
"Command Decision,'' "The Heiress," "Harvey," "Born:
Yesterday," "Strange Bedfellows," "Respectful Prpstitute"^

"Hope's the Thing," "Angel in the Wings" and; starting

.recently, "My Romance."
The Pther developments stemming from the growing

economic difficulties of legit preductipn-management dealt
with theatre parties. Possibility as a ; result pf eriticism pf
this .practice, several managements took steps last fall

to- curb it Hpwever, because of the increased, number of

Charlotte Greeenwood

The year saw the demise, or possibly only hibernation,

of the Experimental theatre under pressure from the craft

unions. On the other hand, 1948 saw the emergence of

New Stages as a vital ofl-Brpadway prpducing prganiza-

tion and the first public presentatien by the Six O'clock

Theatre, a; cooperative actor's workshop group.

Of possibly far-reaching; importance Is the "Stovepipe

-

Hat" legal case, involving charges of. monopoly against the

Dramatists Guild by Carl E. Ring. This damage suit was
still being tried as this issue of Variety went to press,

Equity, abandoning a long-standing policy, went actively

into management during 1948. The union started its own
television program, under the sponsorship of Philcp, and
took over full financing and management of the Equity

Library ^theatre productions. At year-end, the organiza-

tion: was preparing to sponsor a full-scale ; conference in

New York on the state of the theatre and what may
; be

done to improve it. j

In the real estate field, the Shuberts were particularly

active, buying the Broadhurst, Shubert, Booth and Ply-

mouth theatres in one; deal and acquiring the Belasco in

another. Meanwhile, the Winter Garden returned to the

legit fold with Michael Todd's production of "As the Girls

Go" and the Golden ; resumed stage fare with "Oh, Mr..

Meadowbropk." The Maxine Elliott and Playhouse were
used as, television studios.

And 'l948 saw; the passing of a loved and respected
veteran of the; Broadway scene in the death of Jack
Pulaski, the Ibee of Variety.

To Whom It May Concern
By PAUL GERARD SMITH

; Several times in the last 50 years, I have heard re-

peated over the air, in newsprint and in the Obituary
columns, the fellpwing fact; '

'

"Jack Norworth, songwriter, wrote several ditties,

, among them a very ungrammatical ai)d. musically tor.-

turing text.; which was released under ; the .name
"Take Me Out to the Ball Game."
There is no doubt whatsoever that Mr. Norworth

wrote this number; He: will never let you forget that,
nor will anybody .. else. Hpweverj, the legend has
sprung up that Mr, Norworth wrote this having never
seen a ballgame, that he detests baseball, and he only
wrote it because he needed meney and he thought it

would be a good idea as baseball was slightly hot 'in

those days. It ain't cooled off none.
This statement is a direct equivocation and a mi.s-

aligning of fact. I personally will rise to refute it

.and as proof offer this in evidence:; I remember the
first ballgame that Mr. Norworth attended.. He, got in
on a pass. I got in at the same; park on a fpul ball.;

We sat in adjoining seats. A man named Ulysses S.
Grant was pitching for the Blues with a guy named

,
McClellan catching. For the Grays, a gentleman
named Robert E. Lee was in the' box. There was no
catcher as the Grays could not afford one and if the
ball got by the batter's bat, the' entire team chased it

until it was captured.
:

Mr. ;Nprworth cheered lustily for either Side. It

didn't matter much, inasmuch as he sat all during the
game with his back to; the diamond eating,hot dogs.
These hot dogs were offered fpr sale by salesmen '

;
frpm bpth teams. Mr. Nprworth showed a complete
partisanship by devouring equally the hot dogs made
out of pppssum meat from the Gray side of the ledger
and out of boiled down alderman, tinctured with
strong mustard to remove the taste, offered by the
Blues.
The game ended in a victory fpr the Blues, a very

No Mere Pooch Was Winkle
By CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD

Hollywood.

We were, inevitably, an incongruous pair, Sir Geprge
Winkle and I. Which bothered neither of us, I might add, '

I'm used to being fairly conspicuous because of my size

and the manner in which nature flung me together, and
; Sir George, with his centuries- Old

ancestry, had an inner security which
made him

;
quite insensible tb an* -

"'

cpncern but his deyotiort to me.--
'

:
,.';

Whenever we went for one of ouif;
habitual walks, we ignored tlie smiled
of passersby. Even when, pn one
occasion, a sightseeing 'bus di'ivei? :.

thpught us amusing enough to direct
the attention of. his passenger^ toward
us, and neglected to lower either his
voice or ; his megapihtihe :in jppintin^
out the discrepancies in oUr respective •

sizes. My friend merely gazed at the
driver, his dark eyes disdainful,

His eloquent silences were of superb comfort to Martin
[Broonesl, my husband, and me. He managed in those

silences tp cpnvey such a depth of understanding pf our
every mood. And never, in all the years he lived with us;

did any criticism of us, or our sometimes gypsy-like

schedules, find expression. He was born knowing, was
Sir Winkle. And all the wisdom of his kind .was poured
from his stout heart through the years.

a: foreigner, he needed no instructions in the manners ;

of our life. He taught himself the .technicalities. He
adapted himself with the silent and great simplicity which
stems from a selfless devotipn;

Despite his great prepccupation with whatever concerned
,

Martin and me he was adequately interested in our friends-
,—but never demonstrative in any attention he gave them.

He was, when need be, sharply articulate, He' was almost ;

-

frenzied in his warningti on a couple of occasions when
strangers to him arrived. His warnings were prpved

.

quite, valid. .

: Because of his smallness, his good manners seemed
dainty. His woWd-wise little face wpuld crinkle with joy ;

when he was greatly pleased and;; became a :mask -of
:

inscrutability when he was not. •

He loved me; I know he did. And in a way he loved
,

Martin, top. There was a difference in the caring he gave
each ;pf us. A warmth and enthusiasm in his ;attitude

tpward me. A reserve and respect fpr Martin.
;He greatly . enjoyed Martin's music and wpuld, when

;

Martin was playing^ Or composing, sit by the hour, making
,

himself as; inconspicuous as possible. Except once. Martin
was composing. A : certain passage was not smooth.;
Martin knew it. It bothered him but he decided he was
over-stresslng its importance^d let it. alone.

Sir George was, of course, a privileged friend. Martin
was not even aware of his presence in the room. Martin
came to this passage; Winkle's objection to it was intense,

so violently protestin.g that Martin gave him no argument.
He worked on it with Sir George's purely instinctive

reactions as his authority for its rightness. When he'd
- re-written it to Winkie's satisfaction the delight on their . -

respective faces as he played it for me was proof that
Martin had another hit tune.

: Small as he was; .Sir Geprge was exquisitely fprmed.
And he' knew it.

; 'Far frnm resenting his size, he was ;

charmingly vain. Only because it pleased me to watch ;

him—his mpvements were so b|BauUfully coordinated, and
he was; so: graceful always—did I discover his Narcissus.

;

complex.
Tliinking he was unobserved, he'd sit, on every sun?

shiney day, .on the edge of our pool.. (I never saw him
swim.) He'd just sit on the edge of the pppl by the hour,

utterly lacking in .self-consciousness, and ; admire hiS; :

.reflectipn; ; Snmehow bis poise did not desert him even
in these moments; of self-contemplation. He gave the

impression that, having judged the reflection, found it

pleasing to his taste, he was giving it the attention it
'

deserved: So, even in this highly personal procedure he
:

retained a sort of superlative objectivity.

He traveled with us both here and in Europe. Often
he had to endure the delighted attention of strangers,

for his appearance was extraordinarily appealing., His

calm was never shattered. Patience rather than resent-

ment was manifest and he always came out on top. His

dignified silence managed to make the chattering female
sound noisier- than she was. His perfect control always
made gushing comment seem gauche.

His ta.stes were simple but exact. His preference for

tepid water was one of the little exactitudes. Whenever
cold water was served him bymistake or indifference he
handled that mistake like a .small eniptftor. No luss, no
noisy reproach, Ju.st a quiet glance at the unpleasing
liquid—a mild questioning glance at the iorgetlul one.

Underplayed, his reproach was as potent as it was rare.

So : lor years, we dwelt together in deepest under-
standing, devotion and shared laughter. There was no
preparation for Sir George's departure. Martin and I

just expected he'd always be with us.
'

He left us quietly. Quite in character. . .

: One morning we missed his cheery greeting and Martin ;

found him—asleep. During' the night the gentle little

aristocrat had joined his ancestors. For 4,000 years his

kind had been the friend of man. In his own. sort of

heaven I'm suce that Sir George Winkie must know, lie;

lives permanently in eur hearts. A' great example of ;

; behavipr, A challenging example of friendshipi,- devotion,',

and understanding.
; Yes, I reinember Winkie;

, To every one but Martin and me he was, of course,,

, just another Pekingese, But to us he was a friend.

slight edge, and it was' only due to the fact that the

South lost their baU and couldn't put up another
that the Blues were victorious.

Since that time, Mr, Norworth has attended many
baseball games. I happen to know th&t he is manager,

.

captain and proprietor—under an assumed name—of
the Laguna Beach Sand Dabs, a team organized in the

vicinity of his present home. It is a very unique team,

inasmuch as they use a broken oar for a bat and a

hard shell crab for a ball.

It is misleading articles like this that bring the mu-
sic world of the United States into international dis-

repute.
1 hope Variety will find the opportunity to correct

this ever-spreading falsity.
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George M. Cohan
4* ' By CHARLES B. COCHRAN >

..• London." ^

The greatest penalty of increas*

4„a years is the loss of friends.

And to the tragedies of the war

has b^ien added for me
years

the. ending of

many old . and
cherished as-

sociations and
f ri e nd ships

which, despite
the long dis-

tances which
have -separat-

ed us, have
endured for a
great part of

my active ca-

dancers who ever charmed an
audience, and the : great little
George himself. The Cohans were
topliners—or very near it-^with a
travelling variety combination.

.
I myself was touring with a be-

draggled version of "Around the
World in 80 Days." By the time
we reached Havilin's theatre, St.
Louis,, our manager had ceaised to
pay our salaries, and those who of "the"
were able to had left the company wright
to find other engagements or go to
their homes. Hence I, unable to
leave, was playing some half a
dozen other actors' parts in addi-
tion to my own. We gave a mati-
nee of the Jules Verne play one

WeepNot fortheLowly (?)Dramatiat,

Or 'Are Playwrights Human?'
The playwright is probably the

most weptTOver character in the
annals of theatrical tear-jerking.

Commentators, critics; and other
assorted

reer. The old-
1
day when the Variety theatre did

• er one grows not give one, and young Master

the moi^e - one feels the loss of i
Cohan was in our audience with

those who were contemporaries, Charles Warren, the father of the

and often comrades, of one's life's well-known British radio comedian

adventure. They are the folk who of toc^ay, Charles Denier Warren.

knew; to the younger generation

it is necessary to explain.
• 'When the death of George M.

Cohan was announced on the wire-

less the day -before Guy Fawkes

Day, 1942, few London papers re-

ferred to him, and in no obituary

notice I came across did I see any

reference to the two great suc-

cesses which he gave me in 1922:

"So This Is London," at the Prmce

Charles Warren, Sr., was later well
known in the halls of England, in
an act with his wife, under the
team name of Fish & Warren.
Among the parts I assumed On

this particular afternoon for the
first time was that of an Indian
chief, with a tremendous bit of
rhetoric inveighing heavily against
the "paleface" for trespassing on
the redskin's land with his cursed

mourners —
to say nothing

play-,
him-

self when he
writes a letter

to the editor— are always
eager to de.-

scribe his piti-

ful plight,
I've . done it

myself on- oc-

casion, ' when
Eugene Burr

of Wales4heatre, and "Little Nellie
I

iron horse.

Kelly " at the New Oxford. Be-
|

Warren and young George paid

eause'of my old friendship and in- 1

me a visit after the show.

tense admiration for George, I

wrote a longish tribute, which the

Daily Telegraph published on its

leader page. And when his film

life-story "Yankee Doodle Dandy"
was issued, I spoke of him on the

air for Warner Bros.
The film Ufe^story was fictional,

but good entertainment. After see^r

ing George in 1923 at the Hudson
theatre, in a slight little play, "The
Song and Dance Man," which he
had written for himself, I formed

You are great, kid," said
George, slapped me on the chest,
and laughed his head off.

What a fresh lad he was! War-
ren did his best to restrain that
awful boy, and went so far as to
compliment me on my elocution.

Before the end of the week . I

had a chance of seeing the per-
formance of. the Four Cohans. The
audience tore the place down With
applause, but I got even with
young George by praising enthusi

the opinion that he was a magnifi- astically the dancing of his sister,

cent actor—an actor who could
hold an audience tense without
acting. Towards the end of 1944,
through the courtesy of the Amer-
ican Library, London, there came
into my hands a book entitled
"George Mi Cohan,-Prince of the
American Theater," by Ward

7 Morehouse. As my enthusiasm's
are constantly getting me into
trouble, I was delighted to come

Josephine, without reference to his
own unquestioned ability,

I've needed a column.

For some reason, nobody else
seems able to evoke quite so many
hot, unnecessary tears. Actors can
wear their legs off to the knees
looking for jobs—but who . asked
them: to be actors anyhow? Pro-
ducers can go broke and set up
housekeeping in the caves under
Duffy Square—and it probably
serves them right. But mention a
playwright fresh from the clois-

tered halls of Old Siwash, with a
tender brainchild of a play cradled,
in his arms, and the listeners will

out-sob ; the ! chorus of company
managers at the Wailing Wall in

Shubert Alley. ,

Most of the sympathy seems to

center around two points: the
awful, stupid people who are air

lowed to read the playwright's
•wonderful play and reject it, and
the awful, stupid managers who
are allowed to produce it and ruin
it in the process. It's true that the
people who read , plays include a
number of near4Uiterates • who
must be maddening to any drama-
tist; it's true that the author is

likely to get an assortment of

By EUGENE BURR
A tear could be shed for him. too.

Some producers ' avoid play-
wrights in their most virulent
form, screening themselves by
reading only plays offered by an
agent. This isn't often much help

-most common
,
varieties, the Deteiv

mined Man of the World. He look*
down his nose at you as-rhe gives

-

you his script; and, being carefully,,
casual about it all, remarks that '

it's just a little something he—-but it's some. The people "who i dashed off while he was being
really get the playwright m all his
pristine glory are the agents them-
selves (unless they too build a'

screen in the form of a reading
fee) and play editors of film com-
panies.
These last are an all but extinct

species of fauna classed among the
lower vertebrates. In the days
when they flourished they were
characterized by a constant wag-
gling of the ..head (caused by say-
ing "no" to dramatists) and a very
pained expression (caused by the
decisions, of the Coast office). The
species was extinguished during

bored at Newport last summer, but
all bis friends say h'e really
shouldn't allow it to lie in his
trunk, S.0 . , . And then, a little

later, when you tell him that it's

well 4one, but just at this time you
think his subject is ill chosen, he
looks down his nose again until
you're afraid heUl fall off the edge
of it, and there's a moment of icy
silence. He picks up his script, still

being carefully casual, and stalks
to the door. In the doorway he
turns.

"I told my friends that I'd'get
mixed up with morons," he an-

one of those weird pnics that nounces. "Not that it matters, otJ. .-11 i,..
.

,

, course. We'lJ. just forget about the
Whole thing," This last is said in
the tone Of Nero dismissing a
clumsy valet at the door of the
lions' den.

Then he goes home and writes a
long-hand letter to every editor in
the Western :Hemisphere, denounc-

In anv rasp this all hiil Pvtinnt I

'"^ ^'^^ " perverted imbecile*
^„^ii"'!:la'^d claiming you're an unsuccess-

ful playwright who pays money to

periodically overtake the wild life

of the West Coast, wherein the
animals kill themselves oft like
lemurs. There is said to be one
example of play editor still ex-
tant embedded in the masonry of
the Paramount Building—a variety
know to archeologists as Byrainus,
Johannes.

species, along with some agents
and some producers,, has made it a
practice to see, even if only by
proxy, every playwright or play-
script that comes in. And to them
the

,
sad tale of the playwright's

sorrows appears just a little over-
done. There's often no sorrow of
the playwright as hard to take as
the playwright himself.

I

Prima-donning Poseurs

After he had fallen out with the opinions no two of which bear
American actors over Equity, he
announced that he was giving up
the American stage and would
join forces with me in London. I
offered him the most cordial wel-
come," but he~changed his mind.
He did, however, let me have two

even a family resemblance to each
other, and that one theatrical
Great Man will tell him to change
the third act to get more comedy,
while the next will tell him that
the~first act is bad, and the third-

act tragedy has to be emphasized.
of his plays, and did the entire I

This is apt to be confusing.

Strangely enough, the writers of
good; plays don't usually fit into
the general condemnation. There
are a number of prima-donning
poseurs among our successful
dramatists, of course; but the
chances are that their emotional
leprosy developed along with their
success. Among the beginners, the
better writers are usually the nicer

be allowed to sit in a spot where
you can rum the work of other
playwrights.

The Personality. Kid

guys. That's i>robably because good
plays -are- seldom - written- by- new- -tell him his script's no good,

Then there's the Personality
Kid. He breezes in as though yoa
were a radio director and he were
an actor trying to get a job. His
eyes sparkle with treacly chummi-
ness, and you never knew ,any
mouth could have so many teeth.
There's a studied breathlessness
in his efforts to put you at your
ease. He agrees enthusialstically
with everything you say, except"
that, every once in a while he care-
fully weighs a minor detail, just
to prove that he's an intelligent
fello'w with a mind pf his own..

He makes no scene when you

playwrights unless the new play-
wright has either^ worked on a
newspaper or has had solid thear

across a quotation in this first-rate work of production on one of them But, alter all, the playwright is trical backeround In either case
; book from Percy Hammond of the
New York Herald Tribune.

:
;

Said Mr. Hammond: "Just as we
are about to exclaim, 'Alas! there
are no more First Actors,' along
comes George M. Cohan. His lat-
est play, 'Gambling,' is but a
Broadway-Park Avenue show. Yet
in it he portrays a quiet, four-
square, sentimental, iron-grey bet-
ting man with a validity and
charm so remarkable that it en"
titled him to the vacant dais. From
the first minutes to the last he fills
a false play with integrity by the
sheer credibility of his acting. Like
his predecessors, has the secret of
personal affection."

I Heywood Broun's Observation

Another firstrate critic and es-
• sayist, Heywood Broun, picked on
that very quality of listening,
which made me ^o so far as to fiind
a similarity to Cohan's method in
that of Lucien Guitry.

Said Broun: "Somebody should
create a foundation which would
endow all stage aspirants with
tickets for the new Cohan play.
ihey.wUl not find a more likely
master. And I would particularly
request the fledglings to note the
way in which Cohan listens . . .

i-ohan is all attention when the
other person in the scene is speak-
ing. You forget that he not only
wrote the play, but prbduced it.

• i*^?.^ not to miss a line
01 the dialog,, and it is all surpris-

.
ing to him, as if this were the first

S" ^'^'^^s had ever been

In his early days, first of all a~s

song-and-dance man, then with his
partner, Sam Harris, as successful

•

fh?^""^.!"^
»"*or - actor, I don't

tmnk it-was realized that GeorgeM. Cohan, the "Yankee Doodle
«oy. was a great actor.

first meeting with George
Cohan was in St. Louis about 1892,

would make him the'n about

l^J si'' years older. We
both^staying at St. James's
at the theatrical rate of $1per day, three mea^s and a room.

J;*eorge was one of the Four Co-

rn^o' i-*
I'ifh-priced variety act

^"I'sting of his father, Jerry, his
mother. Helen, his sister, Jose-
phine, one of the most delightful

for which he would accept no pay- . fundamentally just another fellow
went.

I

with something to sell^even if

that something happens to be hisA Volsteadian Memoir
During one of the Prohibition .

life's blood—and, taking it by and

years he gave me a party at the i^rge, he doesnt get any worse

Hitz Carlton,, New York. There
were 40 to 50 fellow-guests—

a

bunch of song-'andTdance men,
George . called them. Just before

treatment than most peddlers.

For some reason, nobody's ever
bothered to look on the other side

of the desk, 'and study the sad case

he's a workman rather than a
Great Young Artist; as a result, he
not only writes a' good play, but
adopts a sensible, practical, and
altogether commendable attitude
toward it.

It's when you hit the Juniper
Junction geniuses that your
troubles really begin. The boys

we sat down, George's devoted I of the murderer' who has to view
i
and girls who write the bad ones

friend, Steve Reardon, once of the the long succession of authors and can be pretty bad themselves.
' (.Continued on page 256) the scripts they so soulfuUy tote. Take for example one of the

ALFRED LUNT and LYNN FONTANNE
Now in ReTiearsal, "SPEAK TO ME OF LOVE"

There's the same chumminess, . the v

same breathless ease, the same
careful impersonation of a friendly
puppy-dog; except that now a
pained, hurt look, bravely hidden,
has rather obviously been added.
You know he's already thinking
of hitting you with his next play.

You have to carry your flit-gun
in order to get rid of this fellow.
His toothy grin will flash out
everywhere,- even from between
the tree^i in Bryant Parki H yoit
once give him a foothold, his
friendliness will ooze all over yoUj
until you feel as though your un-
derwear had turned into flypaper.
It wouldn't be quite so bad if he
had sense enough to hide the fact
that he really hates you.

Then there's the Serious Social
Problem Solver. He enters smell-
ing of decayed herring, and sniff-
ing contemptuously at the" aura of
effete capitalism given off by your
secretary (who hasn't been paid
for three weeks) and your figured
curtains (.$1.98 a yard). He always
wears a thick, plaid shirt that has
been carefully frayed at the cuffs
and decorated with what looks like
axle grease at the neck-line. His
pants never match his coat, and
he's obviously allergic to barbers.
He slaps his script (which looks
as though he'd filed it in the city
dump) down on your desk with a
bang, and stands glaring at you.
Then he announces that this is the
best script, you've read in 25 years.
Your secretary rushes in to stop
the fight, and feels very abashed
when she discovers that that's just
the way he talks.

There's never any problem,
later, in telling him you don't like
his play; you just say^ "I'm afraid
your script . . and then duck
behind the desk. He lets out the
inevitable bellow, and stands pant-
ing with his hands clenched at his
sides. When he gets his breath back
he roars. "You lousy capitalist! You
yellow; yes-man of the bosses!
Turning down the greatest play
that's ever been written! You'll be
sorry! Pah! You couldn't have it
now if you came to me on your
knees!"
He waits for you to come to him

on your knees; but, when you,
don't, he stalks out, leaving an
extra "Pah!" for the use of your
secretary. For weeks thereafter yoi'

(Continued on page 254)
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iHoM? to Produce a Playon $2,400,

As Told by E^-Shoestringer
By THERON BAMBERGER

I now a columnist, on the Detroit giwng Mitthell 25% of the profits

That's My Cue!

tion, although
the shoestring-

er was some-
times a pic-

turesque fel-

low who ad-
ded a touch
of color to- the

Broadway
scene. I know
8 0 m e t hi n g
about the sub-

ject, because
1 was a shoe-

stringer my

It was a farce laid in the office

of a tabloid newspaper and it had:

of thiB profits?

I protested that I had not proven

By EZRA STONE

Once upon a time, in the days of actor-managers and 52-week road
tours, there was a theatrical star whose name conveniently escapes
me, and who made an annual farewell tour in his most famous role
It was a swashbucltling part in a costume piece. Being' almost as'

I'ussy and unpredictable as a second character lady, he had used up
more stage managers over a period of years than nose-putty.

In preparation for his 21st farewell tour he hired a young, eager
stage manager, fresh from the Unitarian Actors Guild of Picayune
La. This chap was so determined to go down in Variety as one stage'

manager who lasted a whole season with "the old man" that he de-
cided to hunt up former stage managers who had been fired by th&
star, and get some tips. He tracked down three of them in Bergen's

stuff, but I discovered, being a re- myself as a director. 1 might be i ^jtg There they sat at the bar, on the flat stools, flat broke, and
markably bright fellow, that it i

good or I might not. Mitchell was
, splitting one flat beer.

needed work. I went to Detroit for' a known quantity. But the non-
. ^j^.^^ ^^j^ ^^^^^^ „

a week's confab with the author pro threatened to walk out. What i^.

^^.f ,.^j,g„ y„„ ^^^^^ „^ ^is dressing room door for
and in fact tried my hand at

i "
find

'

his first entrance, you have to time it so he can walk out and down
v\here would ^ "^^^^^^^^^V" red carpel to the wings just in time for his entrance cue. Not loorewriting.' Finally we got Barton

in as co-author.

\ thought the script was funny,

I
but X couldn't raise a dime. (I

suppose I would, have needed . be-

Thtron Bambcreer I

tween $10,000 and $15,000 in those 1 tree.

someone
terest, which now had risen to

$800? So I said I would cordirect

vWth Barton, . the co-author, both

self on one Occasion^ though I was

not exactly picturesque or color-

ful.

I once' produce4,.a play for

$2,400.
'

The show opened on a Tuesday

night. The next morning the N, Y.

Times . dismissed it with on e of

those briefies and the following

Vfeek VARIETY reviewed it with

that doleful postscript: "Closed

soOn V and, of course, not too late, but ,
',

, right pn cue!"

'.'Ariother thing,'' belched the .second vjexTstage ma^ "be sure
to ihave ; ihertftOmeterl iOM^ tjip;, Jjaick of the flat at each exit. That's

the''flrst thing he looks at every, tipie off stage, ' Oh yes,

, > • • t « i. T 1 * the thermometer must read 68. degrees- A match delicately - applied
days). Somehow Shepard Traube

|

After a week of joint ellort 1 let
1 j^^j before each of his exits can achieve this effect. But don't let

got interested, and arranged lor i

Barton conduct, rehearsals without i

pg^^,, p^^^ remember, not 67° and not 69°, but exactly 68°."

me to read it to the late Joe
j

what I laughingly call my assist-
,

rpj^g
third ex-islage manager came through with the most important

Gaites. Gaites was convulsed, and
j

ance. At that ppint the shovv looked
^jp "Always pick out the best looking young super in each town and

persuaded Lee Shubert to lisleii !
Sreat; the actors were doubled up

j
j^.^ j,;^ j^^^^ jj^g j^e sword just befofls the duel scene in the

to it. I did the reading and the
|

laughing. But.from there on ft gg^^^jj^j ^^.j ^^^^ j.„j,e who can Jill a pair of tights where it

play laid an egg. It wasn't funny ,

started to go downhiu. l '"ink u
g^^tg^ especially for matinee audiences, and be sure he enters on

at all that night and Shubert went
|

was because Barton, although a g^g Remember, not too soon, and not too Jate, but . . . right on cue!"
to sleep on me. I can hardly blame

|

c'ever fellow, had given his all in

him.

Great Exodus

. ,
Traube disappeared from the

Saturday after seven perform-
, picture. He wasn't the only pros-

ances; printed for the record." - ---- - r ^^.^ xr....

For a long, long time my flop

was a subject to be avoided as

the beginning and then had no
place to go. Shortly before the
opening Walter Hart took- over as

director, . also for - free, What
prompted this noble gesture I am
at a loss to recall.

Anyhow, the production cost
pective, associate i had - Ifist. Hp*;
ard Benedict, Morrie Ryskind and
Howard Dietz got mixed up with i

only $2,400. That^s an achievement,

carefully as Cyrano's nose. 1 am : the script at various points along l

and even though the show was a

forcing mVsclt to write about it , the line, which 1 mention to prove I

Aop. ,maybe it's time for me to

now only ini-a spirit ot bravado, to
I

it must have had some mer
ptOve to myself finally that I no I in each-case the outcome was

longer care. But lor years I was
[
same;

Armed with all this information, 4 paid-up Equity card and a copy
of Duncan Hines, the new stage manager- hit the road; determined to
please the old man and last the season.

The tour started in Wilmington for a split week. It was fine Indian
summer weather" and the scenery came up from the spotted cars in

the yards without a mishap. The show was unloaded and hung in

record time, the wardrobe was .distributed to all the rooms, the star

dressing' suite was spotless, the advance, sale w^as lively, and. the old
man was in excellent humor.
The new stage manager, very pleased with himself., invited the road

as nervous as a tellow who is afraid

someone will remind him of the

time he did a stretch in stir.

There were some things I didn't

There was a great part for: Vic-

tor Kilian and I got the script to

him. Ho was nuts about it. I>re-

member that I was home recuper-
ifhave to be ashamed of. Don't ating from an illness^mumps

think with $2,400 to spend we put you must know and since I am
on this play in a cellar. Not at all.

j

spilling the entire ttuth—when he

We produced it in a first class the- dropped in. I reported my inabili-

atre. (I call it first class. Anyway,
|

ty to raise the necessary funds.

••Harvey" has managed to struggle
I

"Why don't you shoestring it?",

•long' there for quite a spell.) he said. "I think T c o u 1 d get

We also had some first class Tommy Mitchell to direct it for a

actors. Dennie Moore was the fem- piece of the show,"

That Oldfasbioned Sock

.By Arthur Schwarii.

£rade in • Hollywood: Raymond
Walbum, JliHard Mitchell, Victor

Kiliani Don Beddoe and Horace
McMahon. Also the late Leo Don-

ih "Oklahoma!" Since the first day,

in "Oklahoma" since the first day,

and a youth named Martin Gabel

When the "Band Wagon" opened
in 1931, I remembered that Max
Gordon predicted lavishly that' it

was going to be "the end of the
oldfashioned kind of revue." A
couple of - weeks later, George

_,, , , ... , , i
White came into town with a regu-

That started me on a new tack Ija^on "Scandals" and cleaned up.mine lead. In the cast were, some
Kys wiio-later-were toTnake the-iiTitclie]l-sa-id-Tykayr-I~SEt my new 'X"^^ Ser" Earl "c^rrJSr'sc^^^^^""^"""'^

g<?^» «t |P1,500. Barney Klawans,
I

^J^* ^H^h' r'i;rnesto'ne's^*an7 G-

^J^^1^!^"S%s"' ^n^
sti^- Max wa. dumbWed.;.^^

which , was the 48th Street, agreed j.
S??f'y«^'s J?^^,r> ^ '^

to take the plunge, for a thiiti. 1
"Cover Girl,'^ several of the

Another fellow, a non-pro who had i'="tip went pverboardun pra?^

ideas and a vocabulary, came in '
"freshness and ground-break-

,wliO had juSt Slipped out of hi si for another $500 and I dug up thei'"S" and committed to doom the

American Academy of Dramatic
[

.-jame amount. After two years of ^^^''^le -scliool of conventional back

Arts cap and gown.
t

.
, _

EZ

his kisser. The stagemanager moseyed over to him and said, "Excuse
me, Mac, but how'd: you like to pick up a few easy buclis for the next
three days?"'

"Don't mind at all," he replied quickly. "What doln'^ actin'?"
"Yes, how'd you- guess?" He was ;frankly amazed. Damn good ad«

.

vance when even thfi barflies know you're in town. "I'm the new
stage manager for the show troupe that pulled in today," he boasted,

"That's- what I figured," the local lothario snapped back.
"Of course it's not a very big part," the stage manager alibied.

.

"Yeah, I know. It's just giving the old man that sword in the
Second act."

"Now wait a minute," said the stage manager, suspecting the stage-

hands had rigged a gag, "who told you?" .

"No one told me,'' he answered. 'That's my part. I've handed the

old man the sword for the la.st five years every time he plays Wilming-
ton. What's more,~my big brother did itrbefore me and my pop before

"

him. That job's been kinda traditional with my family. Like those

people that grow beards in Australia for them passionate plays."

"Oh, you're kidding me/' laughed the stage manager.
"NOj I'm not," 'swore the Wilmington Warfield, "You ju.st take me

down into the super's room under the stage and I'll put on the tights

and you'll say they was made for me."
He was right, and the stage manager felt even happier that, just

by chance, he had stumbled on the very super that had done this

before. He gave the chap his call for

Two-Bit Actors

I struggling with this script I wa.s l^'^*^^ You important task .so many times b<

I now a producer My name would iguessed it. The critics were wrong. I

the next day, and said goodnite.
I. , .. •

, . . ifPK« „ijf.,„i,i 1 ™, ,..u„- His new found budd.v just told him not to worry.look great on the houseboards. \'^^^ oldfashioned= musical, when
Every actor received the same

, Mitchell was to get 25% of the
i-weU executed, still cleans up. And

pay, $25 against varying percent-
, profits m lieu of salary. Klawans

j

1^°,",^ ^L"
^'^^'^.^^ ""^^^

ages of the gross. Originally we
, m:,n..,apr ,viihn„t ' ol^fashioned" means. Ir\'ing Ber-s ot me gross, cfrigmaijy wc u^gs the manager without compcn- . T-l i ^ Tu <"

had planned to put the show on tor nation, I was the press agent on ,'5''
'-""'WeJ-'ng '^^ charge that

$1,500, and two other fellows and tf,„ n'l,— T.^,„ i
Annie Get Your Gun' was old-

He had never

missed a performance in his life. Neither had his brother or father,

and off he went down the alley whistling "There's No Business Like

Show Business." ^ - <

the. same terms. There was no
guarantee for the- house, no re

I' All's Well—So Far

hearsal expenses and we 'were to
'""'^^\„'''^ ^ ^"^^ oldfashioned

I each put up $500. The actors

were signed to a straight percent-

age, but when we sent the con- open lord."" Oiir sVtup "wa^sh^
tracts around to Equity, they in- financial wizardry ! The musical stage took a running
sisted that we guarantee every Our third partner, the non-pro | broad-lump ahead with "Okla-

who shall be namelessi balked at
I

: (Continued On page 254)

Ifashioned, is reported to have said,
I

Opening night and' all was well. The Old Man was called for his

player the then minimum, which
was 25 bucks. Tliere were 20 ac-^

tors, so this new development
meant posting a bond oi $1,000.

|

IVIy two partners and I each put i

up another $300, or a total ot $900,
|

and sent $1,000 around to Equity.

I cant explain the mathematics at I

this late date. Maybe we cut down
]

the original budget from $1,500 to i

$1,400.
I

There was no, rehearsal pay in !

those days and the main item ot i

. expense was scenery. We found a i

hungry designer pal, who tor 100 I

smackers, dug up an old set which i

was rebuilt and repainted for $400. l

The props cost a trifle, the lew co.s-

tumes were rented. We had an i

ofl'ice upstairs in the theatre rent-

1

free, and I- cannot -remember that i

we had either legal or accounting
ffees. What did "we need a lawyer

i

or accountant for? We merely I

opened a bank account and started I

producing. . I

That was April, 1933, the season i

of "Dinner At Eight," "The Late
Christopher Bean" and "Of Thee

|

I Sing." fhere were 150 produc- '

tiotis tliat season, but mine was not I

among the 149 best.

I was planning ,to tell the story
:

without mentioning the name of i

the play, but what have I got to

lose now? It was a little number!
called "Man Bites Dog," b.v Don I

Lochbiler and Arthur Barton. '

(Didn't Kermit Bloomgarden's pro-

,

duction of "Woman Bites Dog"
th r ee Seasons ago give; you a !

twinge? Ed.) Originally it was the '

ivork of Lochbiler, then a repotter,

MADELEINE CARROLL
"GOODBYE, MY FANCY"

Mprosco Theatre, New York '

first entrance and he strode right on stage from his dressing room
without having to hasten or slacken a step. He received a tremendous
ovation, It was a McCoy one too. Even the ushers who were getting

paid to .start it felt they should give back the money. Aftt-r his first

.scene, the old, man made a grand exit and a quick pirouette to read
the thermometer on the backing. It was right on the nose . . .

68°.

He slapped, the beaming stage manager on the back, said, "Good boy,"

and then walked over to the pro.scenium peephole to count the house.

The curtain dropped on the fir.st act and didn't even bounc'e up its

usual two feet. The pit orchestra came right in on cue with the enlre

act music and, believe it or not, it really sounded pretty good. Our
sword carrier was standing in the scene door that had been left

partly open becau.se it was such a warm nice evening, and mostly

because the carpenter had no other place to stack the paper mache
Sedan chair that only worked in the last act. The star super was
standing with one toot on stage and the other in the alloy. He knew

,

aH the tricks. He was smoking a cigaret, and if the fireman came
|. around he could be in the alley just by crossing his leg.

The stage manager joined him for a butt. "Pretty good house!"
"Yeah, they love the Old Man in Wilmington. But it was a better

opening, season before last. More pearls in the Parquet Circle," he

chronicled.
"I'm going to buzz the lobby in three minutes, you better get ready,"

the stage manager warned. "Have you got the sword?"
"The prop man always slips it to me just before I go on."

.

"Well, I better remind him," said the stage manager. "I don't want

any slipups!" .

"Don't give it a thought," he answered confidently. "I never missed

a cue in my life. Neither did my brother or my father
"

Just as the stage manager rang up the curtain for the second act

he noticed the "sword super" light up another cigaret, so he tiptoed

over to him and whispered, "The curtain just went up on the secbno

act. You better get ready!"
,

"Don't worry about me, just run your stage." he said as he held

the match at his forehead and blew it out with a gust of air snot

from his underslung lip. "I know my cue!"
But, of course, the cue came and went and the Old Man was pacing

up and down on stage ad libbing a mile a minute. The stage man-
ager was frantically trying to push the super onstage, sword and all.

The Wilmington thespian just braced himself against one of the lig"'

trees and refused to budge, shouting, "Leave me alone! I know my
cue! I know my cue!" .

Finally, in desperation, the old' man stuck his head through the

ca.stle window and yelled offstage, "Where the hell's that dumb so-

and-so with the sword?!" • .

With a flourish the super took the sword, straightened his t^"".!^,^^,,

started for the entrance, calling hack to' the stage manager, i"""
J my cue!"
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Pigeons and People
By JtOUBEN MAMOULIAN

When I was working on "Oklahoma!" I thought it would be a

fine effect, expressive of the mood of the play, to open the first cur-

tain on a sunlit stage of Lorrie's house, with its happy country

backdrop, and before anything else happened, to see a flock of

white pigeons fly across the stage, then proceed with the opening

song, which as most Of you know by now, is "Oh, What a Beautiful

^The^Theatre Guild got hold of a man who was an expert on
pigeons. I described to him what I wanted, and he told me it

could be accomplished with the greatest of eas*. He would train

18 pigeons to do just what 1 wanted, at $15 a pigeon. Because of

my enthusiasm for the idea, the Guild was willing to pay the price

.

which, ill theatre teijms, was as high as my enthusiasm.

Throughout the rehearsal period I kept inquiring as to how the

training of the pigeons was: getting on.^and the -expert assured me:

that everything was fine. Finally, for the dress rehearsal in New
Haven a big crate arrived backstage- and was placed on one side,

in the' wings, while on the other side, way up in the rafters, an-

other crate was hung with pigeon food inside and the door open;

The thebry was that the pigeons would fly into this other crate to

Bet their food. AH my associates were curious to see the beautiful

spectacle of nature itself cooperating with the actors behind the

footlights. Personally, I don't think I've ever been as excited and

•impatient to sec the first curtain go up at any other dress re-

^FinaUy the great^moment came. The sunny panorama of the

Oklahoma farm was disclosed by the rising curtain. The .conductor

breathlessly held his baton in abeyance, awaiting We flight of the

birds. The door of the pigeon-crate was opened by the expert

(whorii I never want to see again) and then—^the unexpected hap-

pened. Instead of flying across the stage, as they were trained to,

the perverse birds flew'straight up, like Roman candles, and landed

on various scenic pipes on the top of the stage. There they stayed,

not only throughout the. dress rehearsal but through the three days

of .our performing in New Haven, causing unexpected embarrass-

...ment.-.'' •

«
.

• :•:
•

All the Fun Has Gone Out of the Theatre;

Today they All Look for An Angle

In my early newspaper days in

St. Paul there was a poetic recluse

on the Pioneer Press who fash-

ioned occasional human : interest

stories out of
the routine
events of the
day. He once
attracted wide
attention by an
obituary story
of a prostitute,

Of course, he
would not re-
fer to her
residence- by;
the worn t out
phrase, ' ; house
of ilMame.- He

Arthur Hopkins

made the nature of the place. clear , . .. . ., , , „, ., ,

to all by describmg it as a house lout whatever nonths of layoft that

a.

in which "the laugh of a baby had '
m'ght follow

never been heard;" Contrary to

the old appellation "joy-house" in
|

his . story, it became a joyless
house.

In comparison with earlier,days
It was the daily menu, ieijriched by

V, .,, - ,^ , , . * J,
-

I

the lummaries above and such
stiU remembered by some of us, ^aily contributors as Benjamin

Plans For Prolonging

Longevity of U. S. Legit
By LAWRENCE LANGNER
( Co-Director 0/ Theatre Guild

)

iLawreiica liangner

Actors Kquity Association has

called on the managers to help
them during the coming year in

solving the unemployment prob-

lems of the

theatre. This
conference
should call
forth the most
c onstructive

. efforts on the
part of every-
vitody to make
suggestions
which will pro-
vide employ-
ment i not
merely for the
actors, but for
all the other arts and crafts which
exist in the theatre, and are equal-
ly affected by the adverse business
with whiqh the theatre may be in-
creasingly faced during the next
few years.

It is, first of all, necessary to face
resolutely the fact that "The Play's
the Thing," and that without plays,
there can be no theatre. There-
fore, the first constructive step is
to find ways and means of helping
playwrights to get a hearing, and
to develop latent playwriting talent
throughout the country. This is
the foundation on which every-
thing else must rest. A valiant
effort has been made through the
Experimental Theatre in this direc-
tion. This effort has apparently
come to naught, through no fault
of Equity or the managers. It held
forth much promise, and every ef-
fort should foe made to revive it.

In England, the existence of
Sunday Night Societies, small Art
Theatres, and theatres outside Lon-
don which encourage the experi-
mental production of plays ha*
changed the face of the British
.theatre in the last five years to
such an extent that we cannot be-
have like ostriches and ignore its
significance. Thus it is possible
Wr an actress, such as Pamela
Browne, to have played over 75
parts before she had reached the
age of

- 25, where an American
actor or actress would be lucky to
have played 10. It is also possible
lor new English playwrights to
nave their plays tried out in such
tneatres at a very reasonable cost,
ana it they are successful, they are
brought into the West End.

experiment or to try out new plays
is present. The possibility . of in^

creasing employment by increasing
use of summer theatres for try

the theatre has become a joyless
place. The fun has gone out of it.

Now it is a place of frantic
scrambling for recognition and ap

k^ew ftow t^E inafe it^^^^^

theiji ranki^ >yew dharles OUjittg-!

ham,
:
Sain EEirris, ' Al : Woo4s and

Hajprj' S^ra^ees. They kh^w' how top;

take the strain; off others With a»
laugh. Worried dramatists and
actors found life was not so tough
after a few mlnHtes of relating
their Irouljles to Sim/Harris. T^
usually left him - wondering what

,

theyhad be^h wofrj^iiig about, in ..

baekslagg bipkeElip(|i Ijliun^jti^^^
Isughed the biBlligeiraht^ to shajnov
Oil 'one Occasion a . direcior' arid
author slopped a troublesome re-
hearsal to square off for a real bat-

,

tie. Dillingham, sitting in front,
calied out, "Wait a minute, boys,
hold this fight until I get back. I

don't want to miss any of it. I
have to go now?, but 191 be pack la
an hour, so just hold everything
and I'll referee." Who could fight
after that"?

r'K-'-''':

'

To any of the oldtime producers,
was not limited to special afl'airs. the idea of being ashamed of a
1^ ,1.. J.:, — .. J t.. failure would have seemed rather

ptepbsterous; Shame of failiire
is comparatively new in the the-

By ARTHUR HOPKINS
bread. The great moment of q
Lambs Gambol or Friars Frolic
was not the show, but the dinner
that loUowe^, for here there were
speeches-^and what; speeches! At
the Lambs, Wilton Lackaye, Wil-
lie CoUiert Irvin Gobb, Nat Good-
win, Augustus Thomas, Raymond
Hitchcock, David Warfield, De
Wolf Hopper, all men of culture
and true humor. At the Friars,
Renold Wolf^ the permanent toast-

master and the greatest deflator of
his time. Again Willie Collier^

George M. Cohan, Walter C. Kelly,
Sam Harris, Bugs Baer and all the
wealth of vaudeville humor.

Lambs and Friars dinners fur-
nished long-remembered humor
that remained nourishing through

A Daily Habit

But fun at the Lambs and Friars

Hapgood Burt, Barney Bernard,
Frank • Craven, Earl Benhaiu, Joe
Frisco and not a few others.

Other zanies of. the day, whose

^n'^InH h^t^^^^^'.^'n! '%f"?«^°n™t""l<=l"b Metropolc, w^re Ben
an end, but a means. It i« ;some- l

- - - - t >

tt,i„w t« K~ ,
Shields, Junie McCree, Walter C.

hli h„ ^ ^ffi^h ™^rc.iJ^ vn^ 'Kelly, Scamp Montgomery, brother

finH thf fr.cw!r l^f^t ^ave, and funnier. Bob Daley,

^nH J^rr„u?„T f».l ^L.T ,
^^^thcr of Pete, and funnier, John^

Tht i= ?h„ ^.fv „f ih» Zl- I
ny Stanley, Lee Harrison, Bob

?virvnn.?« iJfrfn/tnr ?h» ^"f ^ !
Maslerson and Helen Green both

Jtveryone is looking tor the angle. „v >r,„i>,W„„„i; iHi,„A
It IS hard to see straight when you ' °tv.n nthl=^!h„^n^^^^^^ Jj^Z
are looking for an angle. That is

, ^^eo" vTnted ?ha We wa° 1 serious
the life of the politician, the as-

«e convincea that iiie was a seiious

piring bookkeeper, the dopersheet 1

^"<* ""^''"'n

student^ the mobster and all fran-r".— — oLuuciit^. iiic liJuuaLCK aiiu ail J.i.aii-

out purposes is exemplified by such I tic seekers of the Short-cut and
the quick payoff.

The theatre was once Jree' bit

this frenzy. There was inore er(i-

ployment arid less living expense,
There was no Governnient relief.

hits as "Life with Father," "The
Pursuit of Happiness," and, more
recently, "The Silver Whistle,"
which started in summer theatres.
•Instead of burdening the summer

**rr.*"'fL7il'!,„ili''H?±L?±}«; ;

^ut somehow everyone managed to
tions, they should be given special \ ^^^^^ tho fi,-=t ?,.i„r»'
consideration when willing to try i

- - ^. manaeer.;
out new plays, including adequate '

tiiVlL,? ^Lf if +i?i w^Tr. Jf^!
rehearsal time and conditions. The Relieved that if the actors were

unions should cooperate- with -sum-
mer theatre managers to encour-
age^ rat)|ier than discourage, such
tryouts.

Another method of increasing
employment is to. take advantage
of the dissatisfaction existing with
some of the current films, and to

supply in their place stock com-
panies uhder the auspices of
Equity, in which important Equity
members will participate. If 10
important Equity members acting

Like-minded people from other
fields found their way to the
actors* gatherings. George Cohan's
constant conipariloii in his iatet
years was a reti!:ed detective, Steve
Reardon, who : COiitinued 'Ms vlife^

of disarming by liis huinpr. , Steve
once accompariied Cohan to> Chi-

- ., „ . . , i
cago. At a pi-ess interview Cohan
introduced him to the reporters.
They asked him how he liked Chi-
*Gago. His reply, "It's a double
Newark." —

,
y-

Humor has its own grapevine.
The humor of Broadway found its

atre. To the oldtimcrs that would
have had as much sense : as Babe
Ruth being ashamed of striking
out. The nearest to a complaint
that was heard was Harry Frazee's
ruetul remark after failure^ "Show
business was misrepresented -to
me.".
These people had something of

themselves that they never lost.
The only possession that any of us
can take with us is the part that we
refuse to sell for money, glory or
approval. It can be summed up
as simple human dignity. When
the fun went out of the theatre
much of this, too, was lost.

'Summer& Smoke

Closes 60G in Red
denied ^pay _ long_ enough __ their
heeds would demand "peace. They
forgot that actors had long train-

l"«v 'wh«r«l?nr?^^fi°nn hY«*^r^w«y to touring Companies in far
pay. What actors live on has long

,/ iirt,t„„AH lif» th^
been a mystery, a mystery that is r"*" i

heightened in these days of less '

employment.

places and lightened life o^ the
It also found all :stage doors

in the city opened arid bfblight: the

„ . , ., , . , I

late.st causes for merriment like
But, somehow, the greatest loss I jaiiy bulletins.

the theatre has sufi'ered is the loss I

of joy.

Wit, for which actors were once
famous; has been replaced by the

as "visiting stars" would conduct
i wisecrack; humor by the gag

a crusade along these lines, 10 im-'
portant stock companies could be

(Continued on page 272)

Malice has replaced geniality.

In the old days there were true
wit.s who leavened the thealncal

Writers and Producers Too

Fun was not confined to actors,

but was enriched by such- irrepres-
sible writers as Paul Armstrong,
Wilson Mizner and Henry Blos-
som. And believe it or not, there
were producers who liked ^un and

Encourage the Sti-awhats

Every effort .should be made by
fjquity, the Dramatists Guild, and
Jhe League of New York Theatres

T?"^ sure that young play-

•n t'^
plays tried

out under proper professional con-
aiiions in the summer theatres.
Which IS the one field in which it

iP"^^'''l« PWt on a play

M^nrt!.'
"sking from $40,000 to

?• ^''^^y «*f<""t must also be
maoe to keep the summer theatres

rfrtl ?"l.''^^*"''t>»'»s which would
their being used for ex-

penmental purposes. The Will to

Margo Jones production of "Sum-"
mer and Smoke," which closad
Saturday night (1) at the Music
Box, N- Vi, involved a loss of about
$60,000. Tennessee Williams drama
played 102 performances, 32 of
which were sold to theatre p&rties.

Show was budgeted at $90,000,
the production cost was $70;00a
and the tryout tour lost $23,000,

I bringing the total expense to
$93,000 to open on Broadway. ' It
repaid $20,000 to the backers arid
earned an additional reserve of
$10,000, about $3,000 of which may
be required to move the production
out of the Music Box and store the
settings.

Although Miss Jones doesn't plan
to tour the play this season, she
may do so next fall, or else lease
the road rights to some other man-
agement. In that case there would
presumably be additional return
for the investors.

Last week, only a few days be-
fore "jSummer and Smoke" closed,
the local musicians' union demand-
ed retroactive wage boosts for two
of its members employed With the
play, although the m^agement
had granted a raise for aft the men
in the orchestra even before the
increase recently negotiated by the
League of N. Y. Theatres.
Although the show was slated to

close at the end of the week any-
way, the raise was given when the
stagehands union joined the loot-
ers in a walkout threat. The boost'
involved a total of $402. •

SEASON'S GREETINGS

CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER

Back Mpk Stock
Minneapolis^"

Civic-minded localities are unr
derwriting a six-week , dramatic
stock season for Don Stoltz, oper-
ator of the Old Log, strawhatter,
in the amount of $20,000. It will
be housed at the Lyceum, legiti-

mate roadshow theatre, during:
open dales the balan6e of the
winter. " *

Season gets under way Jan. 10
with^'The Front Page" with Min-
neapolis newspaper people and
the Hennepin county sheriff play-
ing the roles of their prototypes
in the opus. Piece was done .simi«
larly at the Old Log last summer
to turnaway business. ; ;

Stoltz plans an Equity company
and guest stars.
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few Loal Runs, One Broadway Hit,

Several Errors as 1. A. legit's Score

By MIKE KAPLAN

liOS Angeles.

Coast legit production hit a new

high in quantity last year .— but

the quality was sadly lacking. Sea-

con that was touted as a harbinger

Of a production boom that might

make Los Angeles the country's

No. 2 legit town, bogged down

halfway through- the year and
Wound Up leaving locals wonder-

ing if L.A. legit had yet outgrown

Its swaddling clothes.

. The wiseacres,; of course, point

to- the figures involved to show

that it was a great year. And it's

true that better than 60% of the

great estimated $3,377,600 chan-

neled into legit hoxoffices during,

the 1948 calendar year was paid

to strictly local attractions. How-
ever, a .breakdown of ,

the figures

indicates that the grosses don't

mean too much. Ken Murray's
"Blackouts of 1948," for example,
grabbed a wow $870,000. The five

Gene Mann musical revivals at

the outdoor Greek theatre ac-

counted for another $389,000: And
none was intended for: anything
more than purely local consump-
tion.

Unlike previous years, when
many producers frankly admitted
that their efforts, like "Blackouts"

and the Greek theatre offerings,

were tailored expressly for An'
gelenos and visiting tourist, a
majority of the shows born here

' during 1948 .were ^ optimistically

labeled *'Broadway-bound." Some
; actually made the trek. But not

until ^*Lend An Ear" hit the east-

em seaboard last month did a Los
Angeles r originated show look as
if it had a chance in the east.

Biggest controversy, of course,
was ovei^ the L.A. Civic Light
Gpera Assn.'s lavish "Magdalena,"
an over $300,000 ."What - is - it"

that combined exciting, though off

r

1 the-beaten-track, music with col-

t 'orful choreography, lavish settings
' —^and costumes, an excellent east

and a flyweight book. Local pride
sent the critics here and in San
Francisco into raptures, but "Mag-
dalena" eked out a bare 88 per-
formances in : New York and . was
.withdrawn. It may try again, how-
ever.; Production is currently be-
ing worked over with a view to
Including it in the L.A. Civic's
1950 schjedule with the possibility
of a road tour and another New
York trail to follow.

'Tonight' Was Short

was James S, Elliott's American
premiere production of Keith Win-
ter's "Rats of Norway." It was
cast and rehearsed on the Coast

but never presented here, entire

production being flown ,
immedi-

ately to Broadway, where it

opened cold and left its audience

in the same state. It was with-

drawn after four performances.
That one, incidentally, shouldn't

be charged to Coast producers
since Elliott, a New Yorker,
merely happend to be in Califorr

nia when he conceived the idea of

producing the Winter script, which
had been a London success some
15 years earlier.

Purely local busts during the
year were many and varied. They
ranged from - political pontifica-

tions to arty anathemas. But with-
al, there was a fay of sunshine.
The year had none - of the smut-'
alecky offerings which had marred
the Los Angelas legit scene for so
many years.

Certainly the most pretentious

flop of the year was "Eurydice,"
Jean Anouilh's French success,

which got its . American premiere
at the tiny Coronet with the Ac-
tors Co; producing. Group, com^;
posed of David O. Selznick thesps
who- had; operated a successful
strawhatter for two years at- the
downcoast resort town ; of La Jolr

la, had never started . a play ; in
town before although two of its

summer offerings; ; "Biography"
and VAngel Street," had been,
given successful Coast tourS;.

"Eurydice" ' boasted: , such names
as Viveca Lindfors, John 5eal,
Christian Kelleen and Melville
Cooper. Despite the hoopla, and
the highly - publicized fact that
such film names as Gregory Peck,
Dorothy McGuire, Joseph Gotten
and Mel Ferrer, who directed,

were, associated with the venture,
it lasted 10 days at the 255-seater,
playing to less than 1,500 people
before moving from the showcase
to the warehouse. ;

"Eurydice's" - immediate prede»-
cessor at the Coronet, an alleged
comedy yclept "Lucy," fared even
worse. It hung on grimly for 11
days, but playe^ to less people.

Quickest demise was registered
by "One Fine Day," Charlie Rug-
glesrMary Boland starrer, which
came into the Biltmore late In No-
vember and collapsed at the end
of the first week, with a take
around $7,500. It was the worst
frame the Biltmore has had in a
considerable period. Incidentally,
"Day" was the third successive

MICHAEL EDWARDS
Singing love songs to MAE WEST
in "DIAMOND LIL," one of the
important leading men in her life.

show to e;tpire at the Biltmore,

others being "Burlesque" (not a
Coast production) and "Happy
Birthday."

1949 Prospects Fair

ABOUT STRANDED SHOWS
: By JOHN WILSTACH

The prospects for local legit

production in 1949 are not particu-

larly blight. The succession of
1948 flops; has scared many would-
be producers. Some are. pondering-
tryouts in neighborhood little the-
atres so that the loss, in the event
of a fold, wouldn't be too great.

Others have abandoned their plans
completely.

It may be, however, that Los An-
geles will get a legit shot in the
arm this yearr—.but not from An-
gelenos. More than one New York
producer 'here on a visit has done
some figurative head » scratching
on comparing costs locally with
those on Broadway. And there is

a^growing possibility that at least

one New Yorker may start a show
here, taking it east by easy jumps
to hit. Broadway withi perhaps the
initial investment repaid even be^r

fore the Gotham bow. Local pro-
ducers claim It's possible, although
they haven't had much luck in
that direction themselves.

Certainly the local legit scene
.needs some sort:.of transfusion.
But just plain "green blood" isn't

all that's needed. Along with the
currency there should be some-
thing that might be called the
"B.O. factor."

Baccaloni As Sub
Columbus, O.

Salvatore Baccaloni, Met Opera
Co. basso, will appear as guest
soloist with the Columbus Phil-
harmonic Jan. 11, replacing Mar-
tial Singher, who was also forced
by illness to cancel his Deer 7 date.

I first heard about stranded

shows from a then-famous old

press agent, "Punch" Wheeler. He
was fat and jovial, and the nick-

name came from his looking like

the man in the Punch & Judy
team.

"I've been left in towns many
times," he told me, "^nd got used

to begging rooms with southern

exposure in county jails. Only once

did I smell what was coming be

fore it happened—the ;
wind

disaster must have been blowing

my way. I was then advance agent

of Thurston the Magician, and

just before he started eating the

rabbit he carried in the high hat, I

wrote him: 'Dear Boss: You are a

magician and you can do many
tricks. I can do one trick you can-

not do. Mine is called the disap-

pearing press agent. I'm going into

the silence to he seen no more.

You bring a lotta things outa your
hat. Why don't you study hard and
see if you can't bring out a paying
audience? Yours—Punch Drunk',"

Afterward, of course, Thurston,

who is now" dead, became very
successful, but that was in his

early days. ».
,

.

"Punch" had another yam about
a Shakespearian troupe vhe was
with that ran into a jam. And the

night it happened creditors took
the trunks m the dressing rooms
for bills owed at lodging houses.

The cast was left on the stage in

the robes of the time of Julius

Caesar. The manager had run
away with all that was left of cash
on hand. So they got a bunch of
bloodhounds and caught up with
him, and started the one and only
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," as if written
by Bill Shakespeare.

"They were a bit short of play-

ers,'^ he concluded, "so I recruited

a lotta hotrand-cold running cham-
bermaids."

I like to give hira credit for that

last line, used by a well known
humorist. He was a great old boy,

was "Punph" Wheeler, Who lost

many a job because when he went

j

to. newspaper offices_he was such
a character he got more publicity

than the attraction he represented.

My own first stranding started

off in a very high class manner.
I was advance; agent of the Im-
perial Russian Ballet/ The
dancers were wards of the Czar
and brought over under bond. They
included Pavlowa and the great
Mordkin. Before the start of this

last tour Mordkin had a fight, left,

and no one knew what happened
to him until long afterward when
he was found back in Russia. We

left without Pavlowa, startina
south and playing eight perform^
ances a week.

With a big orchestra and com-
pany, the expense was terrific I
never received any salary, left a
supposed expense account at box-
offices, (or a week, every time i
could get away with it. Instead
the envelope wotild be my I0:IJ
We finally landed in New Orleans
The opening night there was a

ofJ»fight between the orchestra and
the dancers, and the curtain never
did go up.

First L.A. to N.Y. bust of the
year was "Tonight at 8:30." Re-
vival of the Noel Coward one-act^
ers, starring Gertrude Lawrence,
was produced by Coast producers
Lewis and Young, although origi-
nally mounted in Pnnceton. It

made its way west by easy stages,
coming into Los Angeles early in

- January before heading for New
York. Although acclaimed here,
it ;quickly died on Broadway.

It was a bad year for Lewis and
Young, In 1947, they clicked with
a highly profitable road tour of
"I Remember Mama," starring
Charlotte Greenwood. Their 1948
offerings, however, were money-
eaters. They followed "Tonight"
with a new show, the Norman
Krasna - Groucho Marx comedy,
"Time for Elizabeth," but it died
on Broadway. Then they grabbed
off the road rights to ^'Happy Birth-
day," inked Miriam Hopkins to
star and set it for a tour. Produc-
tion came into Los Angeles after
a few one-nighters and withered
under a critical blast. It played
only two of its scheduled three
weeks and folded here.

Outfit's revival of "The Desert
Song" was beset with similar dif-
ficulties. It shriveled in the mid-
west's cold and was due for a
loldup late in November in Kan-
sas City. Production got a last-
minute' transfu-sion however when
a midwest legit fancier stepped in
with fresh coin.

Another ''Broadway-bound" ve-
hicle that couldn't negotiate the
Manhattan traffic was "The Vig-
il," Ladislas Fodor drama which
Alexander Markey presented at
the Coronet here. Although the
short local stand was not particu-
Jarly encouraging, Markey, with
the aid of George Jessel, took it to
New York.. It died quickly.

Most spectacular foldo probably

:f'GBEETINGS" l I

IRENE RICH
In "AS THE GIRLS GO," now at WINTER GARDEN, NEW YORK

with Bobby Clark for Michael Todd

Russians Everywhere

Russians seemed everywhere
with no knowledge of English, and'
the Russian consul was at his wit's

'

end, without authority. Finally I

heard the bond money took the
cast back to - Russia. What hap-
pened to the musicfans; I never
heard. I had enough money to get
to New York by a five-day boat.

Back in the city I heard about
one show, "The Mayor of Tokio;'*

that had been sent out year after
year. It always stranded, after 10,

15, or .20 weeksi but players always
would' sign up to take a chance
again. Now with Equity protecting
players, generally with a bond, and
other union people safeguarded, -it

seems that actors then were very
reckless. True, but the stage sup-
ported more than a hundred times
more people 30 years ago than
now. In any case the theatre was,
and still is, very much of a gamble.

However, the cart was really

sometimes put, before the horse,

for instead of the producer back-
ing the players, it often turned out -

that ; they ;backed; him!'

I knew the husband of a well-
knovm star. He would 'engage
players with good wardrobes, then
a great asset, and he preferred if

they had a profitable season the
year before. He. would send the
show upon the road and milk it of
money every week whether the at-

traction was getting good receipts

or not . This way he could not
lose,_L:never did lose, and If the_
company stranded he would only
send on money for the return of

the star, his wife, who never got
any salary anyway, only her ex-
penses.

. * .

At Any Rate, Sardi's

Never Eorgets to Give

Itself Top lUII

On^ of Broadway's odd star-bill-

ing; systems, obviously not covered

by contract or Equity regulations,

is used by Sardi's restaurant, N. y.,v

which is frequented by show

people.

Current legit shows are listed

on the back of the menus at th6

establishment, with data as to mat*._^

inee days, curtain times, etc. In"
the case of most productions, the

ii&t billing is according to the
wishes of Vincent Sardi, .Ir., the

restaurant proprietor, rather than
on the basis of professional rating,

In general, regular Sardi patrons

get the preference, natch.

For Instance, on the menu last

week, David Wayne got sole star

blUing in "Mister Roberts," at the

Alvin, with Henry Fonda not even

mentioned. Also, Marl Stewart got

co-star listing - with her husband,
Louis Calhem, in "The Play's, the

Thing," then current at the Booth.

The previous week, before Miss

Stewart entered the revival's cast,

Sardi ribbed Calhem by giving

him also billing as Lou Stewart;

• Other notable items in the Sard!

menu listings are Nanette Fabray
as star of "Love Life," Conx^d
Nagel, Shirley Booth and Sam
Wanamaker as co-stars, but nO"

mention of Madeleine Carroll in

"Goodbye, My Fancy," Margaret

Phillips as star of "Summer and

Smoke" and "Tom Ewell (Him;

self)" as star of "Small Wonder.

Somewhat similar billing proced-

ure is followed at some of the the-

atre ticket agencies, where brok-

ers are personally acquainted wk»
certain actors. For example, in the

show listings on the wall «
Mackey's, next door to Sardi's, Sam
Levene Is featured with the tine

of "Light Up the Sky," and M.iss

Fabray gets like mention W""
"Love Life."
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A Memory of Munich
.By EMMERICH KALMAN.

The summer months of 1904, 1905, and 190^ I speni: ip Munich on
3 scholarship to attend the Bayreuth Wagner-Festival. I left for Bay-
reuth, accompanied by some fellow-students, but after only two per-
fo'-mances of the festival I changed my mind, t.'.L'ned to Nuremberg,
and from there went on to Munich. That was the very town to my taste.

I rented a room in a cozy boarding house for artists, on Maximilian
strefet, attended the Mozart and Wagner festivals and was as happy as

never before in my life. I even had the good luclc of finding a patron

in the person- of venerable Arthur Nikisch. He allowed me to submit
the full score of my "Saturnalia" to him, and never shall I forget the

hour he, the master conductor, and I, the young composer, spent to-

gether at th^ Four Seasons hotel. His hands, his wonderful head, his

lion's glance will never fade in memory. He perused the entire score

most attentively, I sitting beside him, speechless. "A good ifiece of

work, keep working, son," said he, and I was too embarrassed to find

the proper words of appreciation and thankSi ''1 am going to conduct

the Meistersinger tomorrow at the Prince Regent's theatre; will you
call for me?" he continued. The house was sold out but Maestro
Nikisch had a chair put in for n^e in the orchestra, and from then on,

lie bade me attend each 6f his Meistersinger performances.. I- always

had a place in the orchestra,*one night near the French horns, another
night next to the violins, etc. To see Nikisch conducting was a memor-
able experisnce.

That important event, however, did in no way impair , the real gaiety

I found in the Munich atmosphere. I was happy, young, full of "joie de

vivre," and open to tun. Quite an exciting gamble originated in those

days, and whenever my way led me to Munich in later years, I fondly

remembered the Kmmerich Kalman "roulette" I had invented. Here's

how it went: There are a multitude of dogs in Munich, cherished by
tntir respective masters^and by the entite population for that matter.

Thus you could find water-bowls all over the place; to take care of

thirsty pets. Now my game: Bettor No. 1 and Bettor No. 2 take a stand

near a water-bowl. Before long, I am sure, they will see, say a little

' dachshund come their way. He will drink ... he won't goes the bet.

Our particular dachshund gets to the bowl; he pokes his nose on it . . .

srtd he goes on. "Lost" for No. 1. "Wait a minute, kid"! Nothing is

sui'e yet. Surely, Bettor No. 1 is quite familiar with a dachshund's

soul, for all of a sudden, doggie turns back, as though he forgot

something, getting again to thfe water-bowl. "Won," cries No. 1 in tri-

umph. "Not yet," maintains his partner, also an attentive student of

the dachshund psyche. For: lo and behold, just as the pet may have
had a drink in mind, fate decides against it . . . sending a cute dachs-
hund-belle across his way, and his thirst for a drink of water is gone!
Besult: the bet is definitely lost for No. 1!

Ziegfeld Girls Carry On
By BERNARD SOBEL

(Longtime Flo Ziegfeld, Jr., Publicist)

Back in 1907 and for about 25
years thereafter, the ambition of
every predatory young man in the
V, S. was to see a Ziegfeld show

and take out
a Ziegfeld:
glri; Adver-
tised oh the
billboards as
"An ' Am err
I c ai h InstitUr
tion," t h i s

young la dysymbo-
lized perfect
beauty, fppt-

liglht fiasciha-

tion : aiid : the

J o. y s a tt d
Bernard Sobel

griefs of love, failure, wealth and
achievement.

But with the passing of Florenz
Ziegfeld and the cessation of his
productions, the names of Zieg-
feld girls began to appear less fre-

, fluently in the newspapers and
gossip columns. .

"What has become of them?"
asked the first nighters who liked
to follow the history of the glori-
fied ones. "Where are they?" in-
quired the stage door Johnnies of
days gone by, the playboys and the
round-the-townQrs.

But answering these questions
wasn't easy. Some of the girls
vanished deliberately because they
wanted to be forgotten, preferring
pnvate life and domesticity to foot-
hght fame. Others, finding that
tney must earn their living in busi-
ness, shied away from greasepaintm order to establish confidence in
tneir commercial abilities.

Thus, tracing even famous girls
like Dolores, Dorothy Knapp,
^ouise Brooks and Katherine
Burke has become a difficult task,
yid programs have disappeared,
ocrapbooks were destroyed or aremng around in some warehouse,
^photographers of 20-odd years ago
offer little help, for they have
cnanged hands or gone out of busi-
ness..

, ,

*,

Fortunately, however, the num-
Der of Ziegfeld girls was numer-
ous. They still carry on the legend

•^'werican Institution. For

wK^l'^l the Follies was a su-

hfaK school. Ziegfeld'smgh ideals dominated when he
hohj„i" .f™"* the theatre,

out „f fK*'*'..
or even

«im*°*
*he theatre entirely. His

w«e dear to the hearts of

one fr«l "a
^t'^ff' every-

to pteht'"""
K is not surprising, therefore,

that graduates of the Ziegfeld
shows have distinguished them-
selves in many fields of achieve-
ment.
The_history of Paulette Gqddard

Is somewhat typical. When she
came to the Follies she must iiave

been about 16. She had beautitul
great blue eyes, golden hair and
her face, roundish then, matched
the perfection of a French doll.

Though young and full of fun, her
manner was quiet, her voice in-
credibly beautiful.

.

After she left the Follies, she
changed . her style, as they say.

She lost her plumpness and Her
full face grew oval as it is today.
Her hair, back to the natural color,
was dark with a somewhat reddish
cast.. .'.

. .

At first sight, it was difficult to
recognize in her the little dancer.
Also, it was difficult to realize that
in a few years she had known so
much experience: married life and
divorce, miscellaneous love affairs,

marriage again with that engaging
yet difficult genius^ Charlie Chap-
liUj and still again with that expert
player^ Burgess Meredith.

Salf-taugh Paulette

. But experience did not harm
Paulette. , She took all happenings
as part of the training she was
storing up to become a movie
queen. Her success she owes
largely to herself. Self-taught, she
distilled from experience what was
good, bad, beautiful and ugl.v. Out
of these, ^she compounded that in-

terpretative attitude toward life

which makes an artist. And as an
artist, . Paulette has enriched the
lives of hundreds of thousands of

people who love the sound of her
voice, the sight of her beautiful
face, and her personality which
assumes expertly one fictitious rol?

after another,: in a continuous ef-

fort to satisfy the public's need
for make-believe.

Contrastingly Interesting has
been the career of Dorothy Brown.
This is the very simple name which
belonged to Mrs. .Tack Fox, when
she was a graceful brunet prin-

cipal in "Annie Dear." Billie Burke
was the star of that musical and
she delighted the audience in a

scene which the biltboards used
to call "uproarious." It showed
Billie Burke as a cook, fatuous yet

engaging, like one of her radio

characters, making a cake, a pro-

cedure that she complicated by
putting the ingredients in the

wrong places and the flour over

herself.

The production had humor,

For a Truly National Theatre
By RALPH T. KETTERING

Ralph T. Kettnlng

Chicago.
Down through the ages, in what eventually be-

came France back 20,000 B. C, in the Egypt of 3,000
B. C, China of 618 A. D., and India of 48 A. D., came
The Theatre. From the origin of the drama, as we
find it, at the festivals of Bac<
chus and the first Greek trag-
edy of Aeschylus, througb the
drama of Rome, those: great pe-
riods of the 14th, 15th and 16th
centuries, of Italy, the early
school of Corneille, Racine and
Moliere to the romantic school
of Sardou, Dumas and Rostand
and the last half of the 16th
century which brought to The
Theatre Jonson, Marlowe and
Shakespeare, The Theatre has
lived as one of the chief sources
of culture and entertainment.
Nor will It perish from the earth.
Its immortality is as fully assured as the immor-

tality of poetry, music and painting. At times the
caprice of fashion may lend its allurements to dif-
ferent forms of entertainment; at times authors aind
producers may. fall short of accomplishments while
great actors are not always with us. But, at sUch
times The Theatre is not dead but sleeping.

It is the history of The Theatre that brings to my
heart the undying hope that eventually America will
have its National Theatre. As one looks back over
those centuries how can one fail to understand that
there must come to our land a recognition of what
The Theatre stands for and what it meahs to the
common man and woman. This understanding may
be long in coming but we can see evidences of its
sprouting on all sides. The seed is there only
awaiting to be nourished.
On that morning of Feb. 7, 1938, when the Hon.

William I. Sirovich called up H. J. Resolution 79
in that first session of the 75th Congress, we saw a
first stirring of a National Theatre. They called
Bill Sirovich's group the Committee on Patents in
the House

,
of Representatives but any old name

could have smelled as sweet to the hopeful. It was
the first sprouting of an American theatre. It is

Still with us, but 10 long years have passed and so
has that far-seeing statesman. Bill Sirovich. Were
he here today perhaps that first sprouting Would
have been nourished to greater advantage. Not that
sporadic attempts have not been made to bring it

to life but that the genius of inspiration was missing.
In the 'creation of an American Theatre we en-

vision opportunity for all the peoples. I believe that
the great American folk drama has already been
written, the great American opera already composed,
and .other great contributing creations already in.

existence, all waiting to be unearthed. They may
be found in some hall bedroom, on some farm, in
some faraway place of our great country only wait-
ing for an opportunity to be heard. I believe that
there now "exists material "of "significance ^nd dis^l
tinction sufficient to warrant a hearing that is not
now possible in the existing conditions today*. I

believe that we should do everything in our power ;

to bring such an American Theatre into being as a
stimulant to the inherent genius of our Youth.

ure of our civilization stand forth to provide the
ways and means by which the talent that now exists
in comparative obscurity may be coordinated and
given hearing. The arts in America are more than
well represented in their native locale. The oppor-
tunity is being denied due to the prostitution of the
Arts for purely commercial enterprises. No great
country can hope to produce great art it it makes
sacrosanct Its commercial value. The Art perishes
unless its development Is sacrosanct.

And so I say that, strangely enough, it is no vast
sum of money which is required to set in motion,
the chemistry making possible an ever-growing field
whereby American genius may be discovered and
brought to maturity. One million dollars will., give
sufficient impetus to a movement that would :even^i

tually be self-sustaining.

,
We have seen the beginning of State Festivals that

point the way. Only last summer the University of
Illinois gave birth to such a One. They called It the
Festival of Contemporary Arts and it ran for 24
days covering creative writing, music, dance, motion
pictures and the drama. Other states have had
similar festivals. Why not all states? Wljiy not en-
courage 48 such festivals, with committees to adver-
tise and promote; and finally to select winners in
all categories, the winners to contest In some cen-^
tral national festival. . Having spent some 20 years
or more in The Theatre I know, and you should
recognize, that the publicity attained frbm- 48 such
festivals would encompass the whole of our .country.
The contestants and their families alone would 1^11

theatres from coast to coast.

Gri^t Fountainhead for Talent

Spur to Americanism

At this time it is of more than ordinary impoiv
tance that the oncoming generation : be given an in--:

centive and an oblective whereby it may renew its

allegiance to American traditions and American cul-
tural advance. It is my prayer that some great figr

Do you know what that would- mean? It would
mean the creation of a demand that would only be
satisfied by a supply. It would bring from hiding
aU the latent talent of America.- Of course, no longer
would Broadway be the stem from which all the-
atrical blessings floWi Main Street would be the
Great White W^y and the well known first-night
death watch on Broadway would not select what it

believes Main Street should accepts regardless of
its own inate desires. The Theatre would then take
on the appearance of a cross-section of our people.
Sadism, perversion, double-entendre and sex-in-the-
raw could not possibly be the basis for our plays.
We would be sure of exactly what was wanted by
the people from California to New York and from
the Canadian border to the Gulf. There is very

: little difference in, the people in general. And those
48 State- Festivals would show us exactly what was
wanted.

Now suppose this same far-seeing figure who
stood four-square for a National Theatre, with his
million to support him, would look just a little fur-

tlier into the future. He might see a theatre in

every stages: then, in every city and finally in eveiy

.

—village- -and town, presenting the -great- American
folk drama, the great American historical drama;;
the great American opera, the great American sym-
phony, and the other great American divisions of
entertainment playing engagements for weeks, or
days, throughout our land, bringing back to the
people that lost habit of "going to the theatre,"
with made-to-order audiences releasing in them-
selves: that ' suppressed desire to live' the romance
of life and love through the great medium of the
Arts—the great American Theatre.

Is it too much to hope? Not if we gaze in retro* -

s'pection back through the centuries to the begin-
nings 20,000 years before Christ.

handsome clothes and settings, but
it closed all too swiftly. Dorothy
Brown, however, went on to meet,
fall in love with and marry Jack
Fox. He is a sales executive for
Leacock i& Co., with an eye sympa-
thetically turned on the stage. She
was the second 'president of the
Ziegfeld Club.
They live at Mount Vernon, N. Y.

where their extensive home has a
spacious garden, capable of hold-
ing a full Ziegfeld party of 30 to
40 guests. What the refreshments
outdoors will be everyone knows,
in advance, for Jack presides at a
large bWek oven where he turns
out hundreds of charcoal-burned
frankfurters and hamburgers while
Dorothy and her helpers pass
around gallons of beer; No one,

indeed, has ever put on better

parties..
'

Though all of Ziegfeld girls were
beautiful in face and formi o^ily

four or five did'he consider so ex-

quisite in symmetry and grace that
they could discard dress , entirely

and stand like: marble statues in

the spotlight, every wondrous line

revealed.

j
dith Howard, whose recent triple

' marriage a r rang e m e n t s have
amused the world. She is one of
the famous duplicate twins, sister

of Virginia, who adorned the Fol-
lies and the Midnight Frolics.

Meredith has - specialized in civic,

social and patriotic activities.

Beryl Halley, Howard Sis, Et Al
i

Beryl Halley was one selected
to exemplify this type of perfec-
tion. Her rewards were impres-
sive; fame, high salaries and
eventual stardom. But mere beauty
did not- content Beryl. She wanted
to use her mind and: talents, prove
that .she could: do much more than
stand motionless in the glare of
the footlights. So she studied
dancing, and soon had engage-
ments in important night clubs.

Then she deserted the dressing
room to become a private secre-

tary. She did noteworthy work on
Ziegfeld Club activities.

Quite different, yet equally color-

ful has been the record of Mere-

Ziesrfeld Club 13 Years- Old

Thirteen years ago the Zieg-
feld Club came into existence. And
this organization has done much
to keep in touch with the Ziegfeld
girls and- what they are doing.
Gladys Feldman is the hard-work-
ing president.
Her many, continuous achieve-

ments in keeping the organization
going through World War II have
been extraordinary^ and have
gained for the club affiliation with
some of the foremost philanthropic
and cultural organizations of the
nation. Gladys has been aided by
her distinguished : actor^husband,
Horace Braham.

Outstanding too, has been the:

work of other members of the club.
Gertrude . Vanderbilt is a success-
ful advertising agent. Mary Alice
Rice is one of the foremost New
York' fashion commentators. Bar-
bara Parsons is known for her
work with the Red Cross, and
Annette Herbert Roof for her hos-
pital service. The dub boast.s

three- prominent writers, Gypsy
Rose Lee, Dorothy Wegman (Mr,?.

Samson Raphaelson) and : Louise
(Mrs. "Bugs") Baer. Peggy Fears,
night club singer, was co-producer
of "Music in the Air."
Helen Gates, secretary of the

club, is one of the indefatigable
workers. Recently^—and this fact
has not been , published-^she be-
came the heir to an unexpected
fortune; and it is the opinion of

the club that no: one is more
.worthy of this good luck.

I Wide Industry Probe

Rumored on Booking

Situash; No Action Yet
Washington.

Anti-trust division of the Justice

Dept. is currently delving into the

legit theatre booking situation in

N. Y. and on the road, it has been
learned here. Investigator for the

department was in N. Y. recently

interviewing producers and play-

wrights.. He reijortedly ran into

"considerable -reluctance on the

part of . some people to talk for

fear of reprisals.'*

Understanding is that the probe

revolves primarily around control

of legit theatres in N. Y. and on
the road. Justice -Dept. officials

he^e aren't speaking and there's,

no indication up to this point that :

enough has been found to justify :

an anti-trust suit.

Current activity is believed also
to involve the shutdown of the
National theatre for legit here. Ac-
cording to one source, the investi-
gation will also take in the refusal t

of Actors Equity to permit its \

members .. to . play the house be-
cause :of its racial segregation
policy.

Rumors of impending Govern-
ment investigation of possible mo-
nopoly in the theatre have been
current in New York for months.
There have also been reportj of
impending damage suits by private
individuals, one of which would
be brought by an ad agency to ob-
tain "freedom . of action" against
alleged discriminatory practices.



Concert Business' 2
Greatest Seasons

By F. C. SCHANG
(President 6i Columbio Artists Mgt.)

ThP roncert business is the i ually cost $5 a year, and the join-

•Janest segment of the amuse- ers get from three to five concerts

f^L,,ctrv hilt because th'ere according to the amount of money

^e a nmber of great names L raised. Often the concerts cost the

?WsLrd drawingbigmoney, it is members less than $1 a piece,

Issumed
™

weaftliy. On thelvvhich makes them a bargain com-

ronTarv the total gross business p.red to a traveling show and

«raU arUsts in cg^^^^^^ opera and
^

^o.neumes cheaper than a picture.

radio in one year is not as great;
Experts Supervise

a sum as that taken" in across the
|

till by two New York picture the-.
i Experts supervise the programs

atres, Radio City Music Hall and g^y^^ jj^ese towns and they are

Koxy. 'printed in New York with full

With this perspective' estab-
' musical annotations calculated to

Jished it is tlien safe to state that
| increase listener interest, particu-

the concert business has ]uft en- , larly for the initiates. The sev-

joyed the
" two greatest seasons m

]
eral million ;

programs thiis sup

Its history, and that the forthcom- i plied to these audie/ices during the

ing season' does not look much dif- course of the year have had and

fereht. Since the films a nd are having an enormous effect in

legitimate theatre are reported ' the growth of musical appreciation

not in this thriving condition, this
|

in this country,

•writer will hazard a few guesses on
j ^^e production side, the

What makes the difference.
| concert business is providing the

In competing for a part of the
|
amusement public with fine talent

fatiiiiy entertainment budget, the
i at all, price levels, it offers them

concert field has the advantage of (plenty of seats at reasonable prices

Weep Not for Dramatists
: Continued from page 249;

GLENN ANDERS
"LIGHT UP THE SKY"

have a feeling that he and his

cohorts ara pointing fingers at you

from across the street.

EVfeFyone who's been alflicted

with playwrights knows the Gay

Young Thing. She's written
sa-himply th© most raah-vellous

little play, and she gushes into

your office to bring it to you, her

hips swinging like the farm vote

in a national election, and her

decoUetage cut down to the Tropic

of Capricorn. As she puts her

script down on your desk, she

gaily leans over so that you get

art ilnavoidable view^ of the equa-

tor. Someone has told her that

know it's a bit early to ask if

you've read my play yet^ but I just
thought . .

."

This continues every hour on
the hour for two weeks. You start
off being polite, figuring that the
poor fellow really- doesij't have
better sense. You end up with
none of your own sense lelt; and
every 'time you hear his > gentle
voice on the phone, with it!s quiet
questions, - you begin frothing at
the mouth and biting hunks out of
the receiver.

When you've finally read his
play—or read a reader's report on
it—it gives you infinite pleasure
to ^^top the quiet voice in mid-
career .and announce, that the
script is the. worst combination of
silly characterization and 12th-rate

excellent talent in its top or "A'

level, and its product at the "B" or

next level is still superior, the

main difference being one of draw-

ing power rather than merit of

performance. At the next levels,

"C" and "D," the talent offered

Is far .isuperior ta other fields.

Ne<!ds What It Taftes

It is steadily expanding its mar?:

ket to reach more listeners.

A final word may be said on the

subject of responsibility assumed
by those participating in the pro-

motion of the arts. There, must
be faith by listeners in the in-

tegrity of the performers. This

faith is protected first by managers
through judicious selection, and
second by music critics who inoni-

I mean to say by the above that
.„ ,

people geared to "longhair" music] tor specific performances,

have available to them generally But to give their best, artists

better talent than that offered in
| must not be worried about the

other fields. Arduous training and

a network of great music schools

account for this superiority. A
dimpled girl may graduate from a

coat-check concession to a HoUy-
wocld contract, but the young con-

cert singer has got to have what it

takes in art to escape the lethal

Philly Orch Snarl Eased
Philadelphia.:

Teapot tempest between the

Philadelphia Orch and the Robin
flood Dell Corp; ovet the orch's

proposed trip to England, appears
to have simmered down. Princi-

pal hitch was the fact that the
symphony, nine-tenths of whose

everybody in the show business is
I plotting that has ever crossed your

a slave of sex. !
desk. You tell him things you

It's simply the cutest little play, ;
wouldn't dream of telling any

.she says, standing up and allowing other playwright, in a manner you

her accessories to, slip back ihtp

place. It's the funniest thing, and
sooooo clever. Of course, it doesn't

really mean anything, but, if you'll

only read it . . .

All this while you are cagily try-

ing to keep the sanctity of the
members double at the Dell, would

|
^^^^ between yourself and the' on.

be overseas when the al fresco
gia^ght. Eventually you get around

to the door, gasp that you have toseason started."

Gonferences between Orville

Bullitt,' president of the Philadel-

phia Orch Board, and Frederick
B. Mann, new managing director
of the Dell, worked out a mutually
agreeable schedule. ;

,

Oldfashioned Sock
payment of grocery bills.. They
have to have a market. - The orig-

inality, energy and money in-
1 lowed

vested by artists and their man-
agers In the

'

Continued from page 250 s
homa!" and the shows that; fol-

in its wake. "Carousel,".

. . J. I

'Finian's Rainbow" and 'Briga*'

, „ ^ audience
| ^^o^., f^,y„d huge audiences for

plan have brought about a mag-
1

^^^^^ ^y-g j,f g^^^y treatment
nificent result redounding to the

interest of the entire industry. . It I

which 1 think would never have
been attempted if ''Oklahoma!"

fusillade of the ,New York critics is an example of enlightened busi-
| j,ad riot succeeded.

circle.

Now the"A" talent or big con-

cert drawing cards such, as Pons,

Melton, Eddy, Anderson, Horo-
witz, - Heifetz,- Rubinstein, Iturbi,

AfenUhin, Levant, Tagliavini and
Bjoerling are not limited by em-
ployer-booking arrangements or

by theatre-ownership syndicates.

They are their own jjrincipals and
have available to them a circuit of

Independent auditoriums, mostly

ness enterprise,

where.

Tinian'_36G Sets SeasoiCs,

Boxoffice Record in Pitt

unmatched else-
j

You would think that nobody in

his right mind would challenge

I

this trend by putting oyer $3QO,pO0
I into something frankly labelled
-meat-and-potatoesT-^ind-tTi^ifcteese^^^

cake.'' Yet a couple ^of niOttths ago
that js exactly what Mike Todd
did; His friends were worried.
They felt that Mike was leading

nearly $36,000. That includes a

^^i^^A/^.^^^ 3-0 ^I.^^u^dfg%a'':^%-Xm:l

Pittsburgh.
First of two weeks for "Finian's

Rainbow" gave the Nixon its big-
1 .., .. ^ j » i.

gest take of the sea.son so far at, with his chin. It turned out he was

capacity, which they are able to ^ gg
obtain on' a fairly consecutive '

^

route.

It is for this reason that many
not strictly concert attractions of-

ten go on concert tours with rich

financial success. Romberg,

I

"Finian" will do ju.st as well on
I
the windup, since second stanza

I

was virtually sold out, too, shortly

]

after the opening. Show makes way
|

leading with his aces.

It does seem pretty clear though
that what the .boyS;CaIl a hot ticket

can turn ,out to be practically anyr
thing. As George Kaufman said re-

cently to a friend: leaving town for
a tryout; "My only advice is to

bring it in a hit; It's a strange

Spitalny, Waring, Whiteman and ing back Jan. 17 for a fortnight
Ellington are some of the names

!

who have used concert technique i

in rounding out their seasons. Stars I

from other fields who, are able 1o
i

devise suitable programs have also i

found excursions in the concert i

field rewarding, as for instance,

Jeanette MacDonald, Paul Draper, I

Larry Adler and Mia Slavenska. i

Monday (10) for Frank Fay in
]

thing about audiences—they seem
"Harvey," With "Oklahoma!" com- 1

to like hits better than, they do
-

-flops/":':
:.

see .a man about a play, and then

sit around in somebody else's

office until the Gay Young .Thing,

gets tired of waiting for you.

Later, when you tell her that

you don't like her play, she's not

;

too disappointed. After all, she

knows what has to happen first. So
she leans over the desk again, and
suggests that maybe you can talk

over what's wrong with it up in

her apartment. She has the cutest

little apartment . : . . She doesn't

believe it when you tell her that

there's no point in talking it over;

and she keeps on calling, suggest-

ing that next Thursday evening
would be simply lovely. Eventu-
ally, your secretary gets to know
her voice, so that's all right.

A particularly pernicious exam-
ple of : playwright is a fellow who
might be called the Spirit of Quiet
Insistence: He usually— seems—

a

gentle and timid soul, who appears
sincerely convinced that he's in

the presence of Deity while he's;

talking to you. He's hardly sure

that his little play deserves such
honor. You find yourself hoping
that you'll like his script; and
you're already trying to, figure out
how, in the event you don't like

it, you cart break the news to him
•most gently. He leaves; hat in

hand,, profusely . apologizing for

having taken up so much of your
time.'

Fifteen minutes later you get a
phone call from him. He says, "I

wouldn't use on a pickpocket. But
anyhow, you figure, this finishes it,

The next day you get a phone
call. "I hate to bother you, but I

wonder if you wouldn't; consider
re-reading my play. You see, I

think you'd find . .

."

And ' this goes on forever— or
until your secretary begins to

recognize this voice too. When he
can't get through to, you on the
phone, any more, the Spirit of Quiet
Insistence vstarts sending- you post-

cards;

Audience Movement

But the main reason why the
concert, business is more steady

]

may be traced to the sensational
1

development by the two largest I

agencies in this field iColumb'ia I

and NCAC) of the "organized audi-

1

ence movement." This plan is now i

in operation in about 1,500 cities i

and towns in North AmeriGa, and
|

has resulted in this: amazing con- 1

dition: there are more than three I

times as many concerts given in I

the U. S. and Canada than in all !

the rest of the world put together! i

Thi-s plan has developed during I

the last 20 years and its influence
jon our musical life and musical
!

economy has been protound. Il l

has added millions of new listener.^ i

to music's audience and has pro^

'

vided a -matk«t for dozens of new-
j

comers, native: and :foreign.
|

Major symphony orchestras and
struggling .debutantes liave alike

been served by this movement, but
most of all it provides a steady
market for "B'' artists, tliose

superior performers who are poten-
tial drawing cards but who have
not yet arrived. This movement
supplies the amazing annual total

ot\ e.OOO concert- opportunities, and
acc<ftints in money for about one-
liatf of the income earned by all

: concert artists; V

Memberships In these com-
munity and civic : associations us-

REASON'S GREETINGS

CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD

And the Others

There are many, many others—

the fellow who spends an hour

telling you, how-wonderful the play

is before you've read it; the fioon -

who stops in to read his rewrites

:

to you,; raving about them -all, ::tjie

while; : the doctor whp; writes »•

noble-minded drama about pre^

ventative medicine, but hasn't , yet
learned how to operate on the
King's English; the foreign-ac-

cented fellow who, as you discover
when you read his script, even
writes with an accent—and who
sends you threatening letters (also

in accent) when you~"turn him
down; the Hollywood hack who
does you a tremendous favor by
allowing you: to see his play-—:
which turns out to, be a sort of ani-

mated comic - strip; the charming
society woman who's so appallingly
charming that she cons you into

listening to readings^and reread-
ings^and rereadings of her dread-
ful drama. ; They're a horrifying
crew, each convinced that he or
she is a world-staggering genius, .

each an egomaniac who lacks taste,

ability, : consideration, and. even
the modicum of common sense
necessary to evaluate his worth-
less little script.

Of course, the new playwright
^good or bad—does take a shel-

lacking from the people who read
his play. But, as you may gather
from the foregoing, in 49 ca.ses out
of 50 the pasting is deserved. And
it's to be .noted that the guy on
the other side' of the desk; is only

human too;-' if his constant a.ssocia-

tion with dramaturgical flotsam

and jetsam has given him the out-

look of a beachcomber, it .s only

to be expecte<l. .

As for the other plaint of the

playwrights, the one that lias to

do with the terrible treatment ;

their beautiful brain-children get

at; the money-grubbing hands o£

Broadway producers, dircctoi's, and
actors, it's as old-fashioned—-and
as emotionally cogent—as "East

Lynne." Floods of tears have been
shed over this situation, but they're

just so much salty bilgcwater. All

of the waiters conveniently forget ,

a little kaffecklateh known to its

intimates as the Dramatists' Guild.

You don't have to be told that

the Guild, with its standard con-

tract, guarantees the author prac-

tically every right except the right

to toss the producer into jail it he

fails to come up with a hit-^and I

wouldn't be surprised if that were
included next season. The author

has the right to pass on the direc-

tor and all of the aetors. From the,

godlike theatrical altitude of his,

experience as pageant director for

the Hogsbottom High School Fife

& Drum Corps, he can completely

stymie the production efforts of

such comparative know-nothings

as Gilbert Miller or Brock Pem-
berton, simply by saying a firm

and steady "no" to all of their sug'^;

gestions.
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Total Broadway Grosses

The following are the comparative figures based an VARiExy's
boxoffice estimates, for last week and the corresponding week of
last season:

Thi* Last
'SeasoD'"'

• .Season.

Number of shows current 34 29
Total weeks played so far by all shows 653 716
Total gross for all current shows last week .... $874,500 $777,500
Total season's gross so far for all shows. . ., $15,571,500 $15,327,000
Number of new productions so far 38 34

Physical Productions of London l%ows

Below Broadway's, Pemberton Reveals
Despite the austerity campaign-

and material shortages, the English

theatre is in a fundamentally

healthy state, according to Brock

Pemberton, who returned recently

from London. Producer went over

to sit in on the production and

provincial, tryout of "Harvey," but

managed to get in considerable

playgoing during his stay. It was

his first visit since 1931.

As an ardent admirer of the

British people and one who learned

to love London during many trips

there, Pemberton found current

general conditions in the English

capital depressing. Unappetizing.

fOQd, Shabby clothes, lack of the

traditional goods in the stores and

dilapidated buildings, all resulting

from the war, give London a

gloomy atmosphere, but the cour-

age oi the people is more inspiring

than ever, he notes.

Because of the material shortage,

the physical productions of \yest

End shows are far below the

Broadway standard, Pemberton
says. The British public and the

trities have learned to accept set-

tings and costumes that would be
• scorned by New York critics and
audiences. However, he explains,

the relatively low production costs

there make possible a steady pres-

entation of new shows. As a result,

managers are able to maintain a
continuity of production that is

more economic and healthier.

:Also, aecording to the showman,
there is. not so much hit-or-flop em-
_phasis in the London theatre, so
the profession and public dbn'f
take, the success or failure of a
play as seriously as they do here.
Consequently, a manager isn't con-
sidered virtually disgraced if ^his

production fails, and he doesn't
have to avoid his normal haunts
and shun his acquaintances.

' Critics Deflated

Another healthy aspect of the
Situation is that the paper shortage
has drastically curtailed the space
available for legit reviews, so the
critics have learned to be more
concise and confine themselves
more to the merits of the show it-

self. That' has tended to decrease
the influence of the critics, so the
public has a better chance to find
out for itself whether it likes a
play or not.

During his London stay, Pember-
ton saw "Oklahoma!," which he
liked practically as well as the
Broadway original; "The Giaconda
Smile," which he'd be interested
in doing here, with Clive Brook re-
peating the starring part if it

hadn't been done as a film; "Miss
Mabel," which he also enjoyed but
for which • Guy Bollon and Sir
t-edric Hardwicke have plans;
Playbill," the Terence Rattigan

twin-bill which the Theatre Guild
has set for next season; the origi-
nal 'Edward, My Son" production,
wnich he thinks may compare well
With that at the Martin Beck here;
li'aveler's Joy." a typically British

larce; "Together Again," a raucous
low comedy; the Old Vic revival of
1 he Cherry Orchard," and the

Wermione Gingold revue, "Slings
9nd Arrows."

Pemberton was satisfied with the
British production of "Harvey,"
wnich he saw during its tryout per-
lonnanqes in Birmingham and

c
i^hton, and is confident that with

«>id Field as star it will be a hit
in London. He's now considering
production of a new, topical melo-
flrama of undisclosed title and au-
morship, possibly for next season.

Am Camera Bugs In

'Whistle' Bally Tieup
Novel exploitation stunt for its

production of "Silver Whistle," at
the Biltmore, N. Y., is being pulled
off Jan. 18 by the Theatre Guild, in
a tieup with Peerless camera
stores, N. Y. It involves a photo
contest for amateur camera bugs,
with $5,000 in'prizes to be awarded;
Jose Ferrer will appear onstage in
costume from 6-7 p.m. that night to
pose for the contestants.

Stunt will cost the Guild a total
of a r o u n d $300 for one-eighth
week's salary for Ferrer and three
hours' pay for stagehands and
ushers, plus expense for police to
handle the expected crowd. Ex-
pense for Peerless may run as high
as $25,000 for prizes, notices to its

10,000-name .mailing list, advertis-
ing, etc.

'Shoes' Hot iG,

PhiHy; 'Ld' 20G
Philadelphia.

With the holidays behind them,
Philly's legit houses can now settle
down to the regular winter grind,
and present indications are for
considerable booking activity.

What the biz will be is another
-matter; last -week's -attendancey -ex-

cept for New Year's Eve, wasn't
any too encouraging.

Estimates for Last Week
"High Button Shoes" Shubert

(1st week) (1,877; $4.55). With
soldout New Year's Eve, this
musical got the cream of the holi-
day week. Estimated at nearly
$40,000 with aid of tilted scale.
"Diamond Lil," Forrest (Ist

week) (1,766; $3.90). Mae West
revival opened Xmas night. First
full week fairly good at $20,000, or
near it.

"Play's the Thin^," Locust (1st

week) (1,580; $3.25), Drew second-
string crix but some glowing no-
tices. However, biz not so hot.
Some aid from bargain rates given
to First Night Club. Fair $12,000.
"The Smile of the World." Wal-

nut (1st week) (1,340; $3.90). Drew
generaly good notices but biz dis-

appointing. Also around $12,000.

:

Current Road Slwivs
(Jan. 3-15) -

"Allegre"—Amer., St. Louis (3-
15). .

"Alone FlfUi Avenue''-—Shubert,
Bos. (3-8).

"Annie Get Your Gun"-—Aud.,
Hartford (3-8); Court Sq., Spgfld.
(10-12); Aud., Wore. (13-15).
"Blackouts of 1948"—El Capitan,

L. A. (3-15),

"Bom Yeaterday"-^KRNT.. 'De«
Moines (4-5); Music Hall, K. C.
(6-8); Aud., Denver (10-12); Cap.,
Salt Lake (13-15).
"Brigadoon"—Shubert, Chi. (3-

15).

"Carousel"—Temple, B'ham (4-

6); Aud., Montgomery (7-8); Tower,
Atlanta (10-15).

"Command Decision" — Cass,
Det. (27-8); Davidson, Mil. (10-13);
Parkway, Mad. (14-15).

Dante—Geary, Frisco (3-8).

"Desert Song" — Opera Hse.,
Bost. (27-8); Shubert. N. H. (10-15).
"Diamond Lil"—Forrest/' Philly

(27-8); Ford's, Balto. (10-15).

"Favorite Strangei^" — Royal
Alex., Toronto (3-8); Shea's, Erie
(10); Park, Youngstown (11);
Colonial, Akron (12); Town Hall,
Toledo (13-15).

"Figure of a Woman"—Shubert,
N. Haven (6-8).

"Finian's Rainbow"^Nixon, Pitt.
(27-8); Cass, Det. (10-15).

"George White's Varieties"

—

Curran, Frisco (3^8). .

"Harvey"—Ford's, Balto. (3-8).

"High Button Shoes"—Shubert,
Philly (3-15).

"Laugh Carnival"- Mai., Ft.
Worth (3); Aud., Okla. City (4-5);

Conv. Hall, Tulsa (6-7); Aud,,
Wichita (8); Music Hall, K.C. (9-

12); Aud., Des Moines (13-15).

"Leaf and Bough"— Plymouth,
Bost. (27-8); Forrest, Philly (10-15).

"Make Mine Manhattan"-^Shu-
bert, Bost. (10-15).

"Man and Superman" — Gt.
Northern, Chi. (3-15).

"Medea"— Blackstone, Chi. (3-

15).
-

"Mr. Roberts"—Eilanger, Chi.
(3-151.

"O Mistress Mine"—His Ma-
jesty's, Mont'l (3-8); Plymouth,
Bost. (10-15).

"Oklahoma!'' (No. 1 Co )—Hart-
man, Col. (3-8); Aud., Cincy (10-15).

"Oklahoma!" (No. 2 Co.)—Aud.,
Topeka; Aud., Denver (3-8); Aud:,
Pueblo (10-11); Aud., Hutchinson
(13): Aud., Salinas (li>).

"Raze the Roof—ShUbert-Laf.,
Del. (3-15).

Shakespeare Co — Aud., Prince-
ton (10); Aud., Mt. -Vernon (11);:

Mitchell Hall, Newark, Del. (12);

Aud., Charlottesville (13); Little,

Hollins College (15).

"Shop at Sly Corner"—Wilbur,
Bost. (3-8).

"Show Boat"—Aud. L. A. (3-8);

Aud., Freisno (10-11); Aud., Stock-
ton (12); Aud., San Jose (13); Aud.,
Oakland (14-15).

"Smile Of the World"-Walnut;
Philly (3-8).

"Streetcar Named Desire"- -r-

Harris, Chi. (3-15).

"The Heiress"—Biltmore, L. A.
(3-15).

"The Play's the Thing"—Locust,
Philly (3-8); Wilbur, Bost. (10-15).

"They Knew What They Wanted"
—Playhse., Wilm. (14-15).

B way in Spectacular Comeback;

6 Openings Spark Holiday Week;

Ice 66G, 'Girls' 60G, 'Roberts 40G

WHITE'S 'VARIETIES'

SOCK 25G, FRISCO
San Franciscov

George White's "Varieties'? with
Lou Holtz, Rose Marie and Joe
Howard, hit a sock $25,000 for its

first week at the Curran (1,776;

$2.50). Show garnered an excellent
press.,

Dante's "Foolies of 1949," at the
Geary (1,550; $2.80), chalked up a
fair $8,000 for its first stanza.

Donate San Antonio Theatre
San Antonio.

Theatre San Antonio, organized
last year with Lily Cahill as di-

rector, has acquired a permanent
iiome here. House, donated, is 103
years old.

As always, business made a

spectacular comeback on Broadway
in the Christmas-New Year week,
after the progressively brutal pre-

holiday period. Climaxing with the

New Year's weekend, wiHi New
Year's Eve falling on Friday night,
most shows made sharp recovei'ies
from the previous week's lows.
Sucessive days of bad weather hurt
some presentations, hpwevei:.. :

Pact that there were six ; open-
ings during the week, starting SuU'
day (26), possibly sparked theatre-
going. However, the real boost for
grosses was the New Year's Eve
performancCi at upped prices.
When the celebration, trade failed
to develop for weaker shows there
was some price-cutting.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C {Comedy), D (Dramo),

CD (CoTnedv-DTOma), R (Revue),
M (Musical), O (Operetta).

"Anne of 1,000 Days," Shubert
(4th wk) (D-1,387; $4.80). Maxwell
Anderson's new . click,- with - a $6 top
New Year's- Eve, rocketed to
$34,000.

^'Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
(138th wk) (M-1,472; $6.60). Irving
Berlin longrunner, with a $7.20
top New Year's Eve, also rebounded
with the. holiday- week attendance;
went clean starting Wednesday
matinee; $38,000.

"As the Girls Go," Winter Gar-
den (7th wk) (M-l,519;"$7.20). With
a $9.60 high for the New" Year's
Eve. performance, the Bobby Clark
show topped the list of eight-per^
formance shows with a staggering-
$60,000.

"Born Yesterday," Miller (152d
wk) (C-940; $4.80). Garson Kanin
comedy had a $6 top for New
Year's Eve and hopped to $16,000.

"Don't Listen, Ladies," Booth
(1st wk) (C-712; $4.80). Sacha
Guitry farce, with Jack Buchanan
and Moira Lister, opened Tuesday
night (28) to poor notices: played
seven performances, with New
Year's Eve scaled to $6; got mild
$9,500. - -

"Edward, My Son," Beck (14th
wk) (D-1 ,214;. $4.80). New Year's
Eve top of $7.20 boosted the week's
take here to a new high; nearly

. $30,000.

"Goodby, My Fanc.v," Morosco
(7th wk) (CD-931; $4.80). Madeleine
Carroll show also hit a new ceiling,

with $6 high for New Year's Eve;
week's gross was over $25,000.

"Harvey," 48th St. (219th wk)
(C-921; $4.20). Scaled to $6 for
New Year's Eve, this Mary Coyle
Chase entry had its best week in

some time; next week is the final;

$11,000.

"High Button Shoes," Broadway
(65th wk) (M-1,900; $6). Top of
$8,40 gave this holdover hit a nice
sensational boost to a new high;
$50,000:

"Howdy, Mr. ,Ice," Center (28th

wk) (R-2,964; $2.88), With a 14-

performance week, plus $4.20 high
for New .Year's Eve, the skating
show went back to the top of the
list and a new record; $66,000.

Pricm New Eckstein Play
Mummers Guild of U, of Cin-

p,?v ?H wi" premiere Dr. Gustav

Feb l4?^6.'^^^^'
"^"^ ^''"'^

v.R'^^.^A^^'^}^'^ "Christmas Eve"

the mQ"i^o!.1.*"
York during

McciS. by Guthrie

Mpls. Snares Tentative

Bookings for Lyceum
Minneapolis.

While the local legitimate road-
show season looks about- the bleak-
est within memory beeause of the

paucity of touring attractions,

Jimmy Nederlander. Lyceum man-
ager, at least snared some tenta-

tive bookings during a New York
trip-from which he has ju.st re-

turned. These Include "Command
Decision," "Baze the Roof," "Born
Yesterday," "Allegro" and "Har-
vey," the last-named for . a fhird

engagement, this time with Frank
Fay.

Except for the Breden-Savoy
Gilbert & Sullivan opera company,
which is current, the house had
nothing definitely in prospect,

aside from pictures, although the

ATS-Theatre Guild still owe local

season subscribers three attrac-

tions. The last show ,was "Desert

Song" a few weeks ago.

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

REK HARRISON

"Inside U.SJ*,,." Majestic (36th
wk) (R-1,659; $6). Beatrice Lilli*
back- in the cast, plus $9.60 top for :

New Year's Eve; gross went to
$34,000.

"Jenny Kissed Me," Hudson (2d
wk) (D-1,057; $4.80). Newcomer
using twa-for^ones , and will stay
three weeks to give the manage- >

ment a share in the amateur rights;
New Year's Eve top was $6; gross
was $5,500. '

"Kiss Me, Kate," Century (1st
wk) (M-1,654; $6. Premiered Thurs-
day night (30) to smash reviews
and looks certain to sell out and
supplant VMister Roberts" as top
agency draw; New Year's Eve
scaled to $9.6P; first four perform-
ances got $26,500.

"Lend an Ear," National (3d wk)
(R-1,172; $6). New "little" revue is

a n o t h e r SRO smash -and. a hot
agency ticket; $7.20 top for New
Year's Eve week's take hit $32,000.

"Life With Mother," Empire (11th
wk) (C-1,082; $4.80). With $7.20
high for New Year's Eve, sellout
brought $25,500.

"Light Up the Sky," Royale (7th
wk) (C-1,035; $4.80). Moss Hart
click also jumped back, with $7.20
top for New Year's Eve; nearly
$29,000.

"Love Life," 46th St. (13th wk)
(M-1,319; $6). Musical • comedy
"vaudeville" bad an $8.40 top New
Year's" Eve; week went to about '

$35,000.

"Madwoman of Chaillot," Be-
lasco (1st wk) (D-1,077; $4.80). With
New Year's Eve scaled to $7.20, first

week was promising, but normal
conditions will give better Indica-'
tions; nearly $18,000,

"Make Mine Manhattan," Broad-
hurst (51st wk) (R-1,160; $6). Cui-
rent week is the finale for this re-
vue; with $8:40 New Year's Eve top
and Bert Lahr into the cast, gross
upped to almost $26,000.

"Make Way for Lucia," Cort (2d
wk) (CD-1,064; $4.80\ New Thealr*;
Guild offering, with $6 scale New,
Year's Eve, had satisfactory first
full week; $18,000:

"Medium" and "Telephone,'^
City Center (4th wk) (0-3,025; $3).

No boost in scale for the holiday
with this; twin-bill, but the gross
improved to $19,000.

"Mister Roberts," (Alvin (46th
wk) (CD-I,357; $4.80). Top of $9.60
for New Year's Eve enabled this
SRO entry to have its greatest
week, possibly a Broadway record
for a straight play; $40,000.

"My Romance," Adelphi (11th
wk) (0-1,434; $4,80). Shubert oper-
etta, with a New Year's Eve top of
$6, hopped to $23,000.
"Oh, Mr. Meadowbrook," Golden

(1st wk) (C-1,057; $4.80), Closing
Saturday night (8), a f t e r 16 per-
formances; New Year's Eve top
was $6; grossed $4,500. -

"Private Livies," Plymouth (13th
wk) (C-1,062; $4.80). With its low
operating nut,, this revival is one of
the real money-makers; New Year's
Eve scaled to $7.20; week- did $27,-
000.

"Rape of Lucretia," Ziegfeld (1st
jwk) (O-l ,628;. $4:80). Opened
I

Wednesday night (29) to mixed re-

I

views; New Year's Eve top was $6;
I first six performances got $8,000.

I

"Red Gloves," Mansfield (4th wk)
l(D-l,041; $4.80), New Year's Eve
high was $6; week brought almost
$27,000,

"Silver Whistle," Biltmore (6th
wk) (C-920; $4.80), Theatre Guild
comedy doing well; had $6 top
New Year's Eve; grossed $23,50().
"Small Wonder," Coronet (16th

wk) (R-998; $6). With New Year's
Eve scaled to $8.40, the holiday
week brought a needed boost;
nearly $19,000.

"Streetcar Named Desire,"
Barrymore (57th wk) (D-1 ,064;
$4.80). Prize- winning drama
bounced back to SRO business and,
with $7.20 top for New Year's Eve,
grossed $29,000.
"Summer and Smoke," Music

Box (13th wk) (D-1,012; $4.80).
With « $6 top New Year's Eve, the
new Tennessee Williams play
closed Saturday (1) with $16,600.
"The Victors," New Stages (1st

wk), D-299; $3). Holiday week and
a $8.60 scale for New Year's Eve
gave this Sartra drama a first week
of about capacity; $3,000,

'

"Wliere's Charley." St. James
(12th wk) (M-1,509; $6. Ray Bolger
show jumped back to capacity; with
a $9.60 high for New Year's Eve,
set a new house record at $40,000.
"Younr and Fair," International

(8th wk) (D-1,173; $4.80). First
week of resumed engagement, witU
$6 for New Year's Eve, got $5,500.
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Tooriog ofSpph Orchs, BaOet Groups

Undeterred by B.O. Lag, Big Deficits

By ARTHUR BRONSON
Despite the ease-off in show biz

boxoffice generally, as well as the

increased cost of operations, the

touring of large-scale longhair at-

tractions like symphony orchestras

and ballet troupes is on the in-

crease, with boxoffice take being

commensurately satisfactory. Its

one of the anomalies of present-

day show biz.

The war, of course, put a stop

to most orchestral tours, but each

year since has seen more sympho-

ny outfits going on the road. The

N. Y. Philharmonic-Symphony So-

ciety, which made a tour in the

spring of 1947 for the first lime

since 1940, toured again for two

weeks last fall and will go out for

two more weeks this spring. The

St. Louis Symphony is undertaking

its first tour since 1941 when it

goes on the road for three weeks

in late February, and next season

will tour extensively to celebrate

its 70th anniversary.

Columbia Artists Mgt., which is

handling the N. Y. Symphony
tours, is touring the St. Louis

Simfonietta regularly this season.

National Concert & Artists Corp.,

which will book the St; LQuis

Symph anni tour, is regularly tour-

ing the Farbman Simfonietta this

season.

money, and there was a consider-

able deficit. Deficit might have

been smaller if a last-minute snarl

hadn't forced cancellation of one
stop. Receipts of the two7woek
fall tour weren't disclosed, but ex-

penses of the tour were estimated

at $80,000, Estimate for the spring

tour expenses is set at $86,000;,

Even' though the orch charged

as much as $6,000 an engagement,
expenses outran Intake, as was ex-

pected. Columbia Records, for

which thiB Philharmonic records,

agreed to sustain part of the deficit

of the '48-'49 tours, to extent of

$25,000. The tOurs are not under
the sponsorship of the Philhar-

monic-Symphony Society, the So-

ciety's board selling the orchestra

to Columbia Artists Mgt. for the

four weeks involved.Tlie orch

was sold to local managers for

various figures, depending on loca-

tion of city, but prices were the

same as in 1947, despite increased
costs in salaries and expenses
since. This year alone there was
a $15-a-week pay increase per
man (from $110 to $125), with the
orchestra numbering 103 men.

Some, but not all, of the figures

are available to explain the esti-

mated $86,000 expense of the Phil-

harmonic's spring '49 tour; Trans--

George M. Cohan
•Continued from page !S49;

SEASON'S GREETINGS

ANN DVORAK

New York police I believe, arrived

from the docks with a portmanteau

full of Haig & Halg bottles—the

real stuff, he assured me. For fear

Reardon wouldn't arrive in time

with the Scotch therp was a bpttle

of champagne beside each plate.

What an evening that was! The

start was unfortunate, as from the

other end of the room a bottle of

whiskey came whizzing past my
head. The bottle smashed against

the wall, but otherwise there was
no damage. Neither Cohan nor I

knew who had done it and all

seemed quiet. It was not long,

however, before another bottle

just missed me. This time Cohan
saw the pitcher; he was on his feet

in ail instant, and my playful

friend was led away to a room and
locked up. By this time my nerves

were a trifle frayed, but the at-

mosphere soon biscame so genial

that we forgot altogether the

bottle^hrowing incident.
Pitt Civicers Underwrite

60G for Summer Ops
Pittsburgh.

Pittsburgh was assured another

season of outdoor operettas at Pitt

stadium next Summer when 75
|
of days and nights on interminable

With "A Breezjr Time"; I had been
under the management of niz Sc
Webster! When It dawned upon
the company that it was a fact—,
after George had said with an un-
mistakable air of sincerity which
left no doubt: "Believe me, it's on
the square—^he, Charles Cochran,
was with Fitz & Websler—did
pratfalls and played musical in-
struments!" the laughter could be
heard from one end, of Broadway
to another. To say an actor had
been with "A Breezy Time," had
been for 20 years or more a Sure
laugh on Broadway. In a day or so
my bottle-throwing friend turned
up at my hotel with abject apolo-
gies. I have never known a more -

contrite Irishman.

In January, 1942 I cabled Cohan
for permission

. to use a number
from "Little Nellie Kelly" ip a pot-
pourri of my musical shows which
I proposed, to put together. A
reply came back from Dennis F.

In my youth I had played P'^^ien a member of his boyhood

through the U. S. with a strange

entertainment called "A Breezy
Time," and I had often amused
George Cohan with reminiscences

. portation for the two. weeks, on an
The Philadelphia Orchestra and I all-Pullman special train, will be

Boston Symphony Orchestra, the $28,500. Indication of the in-

two heaviest tourers of the major creased cost of railroading is seen
symphonies, have as large sched- hn fact that the two-week spring
ules as ever this season, 'fhe Phil-

1
tour, encompassing a triangle of

adelphians^ in addition, are sked- n. Y.-Atlanta-Bloomlngton, Ind.,

cmc and business leaders met with one-night stands "n^er the man
, „ , I agement of Fitz & Webster, an old

board of directors and agreed to
| ^ ^ ^^at is

underwrite losses of around $60,- ' '

000. That much red is expected

ded for a British tour in May, for

tiie first time in their history,

Schedule calls for a minimum of

14 concerts in England, and the

symph may add another 14 con-

certs in Scotland and Ireland as

well. The Minneapolis Symph,
which spends more weeks on tour

during its regular season than it

- plays at home, will be as busy this

season as before.

In the opera field, the Metro-

politan Opera Assn.—though it had
to curtail its N. home season

this year—will tour this spring as

extensively as before, going as far

as the Coast, and including two
weeks in Los Angeles in its itiner"

ary. For the first time in its his-

tory, the N. Y. City Opera Co.

went to Chicago this fall for 18

performances in December, to

score a rousing reception. Busi-

ness and professional leaders in

Chicago underwrote a $40,000

guarantee' fund to bring the N. Y.

troupe out.

I
Monte Carlo Ballet

|

will cost $28,500, . whereas a four-

week tour in ; 1947, with. N. Y.-New
Orleans-Milwaukee as the- triangle
covered, cost'only $36,000 in trans-
portation. :

In addition to the $28„500 railr

reading cost, there will be mu-
sicians' salaries of $10 a day, fees

of two. conductors (the highrpnced
Leopold Stokowski and Bruno
Walter), baggage costs, and staff

and managerial expenses. Trucks
are needed to haul instruments
and musicians' clothes from train

to auditorium and back. For the
two weeks' tour_this fall ('48), bag-
gage cost was $2,900.

Whether : symphonic tours will

continue to expand, 'however, de-
pends on the fact that income and
expenses don't get too far apart.

The Ballet ilusse de Monte
Carlo, celebrating its 10th anni-
versary this year, started its sea-

son off this fall with a three-week
engagement at the N. Y. Met Opera
House. At a $3 top, the troupe I

grossed $155,000 for 27 perfor- i

mances for a remarkable showing.
Then it touted. In Chicago

—

where show biz generally has been
30% off this season—it racked up
a record gross at the Chi Opera
HdUse, over $133,000 for 14 days.

Take, according to managers, is

proof that in the concert business
,the public will come if it's an at-

traction they want, despite hard
times, high living costs or comper
tition. They point to Nelson Eddy's
recital grosses last iall, where in a
town like Springfield, 111., fae

grossed around $6,900; in Spokane,
clicked off $5,100, or in Denver,
grossed $5,300. Or to pianist Ru-
dolf Serkin,: drawing a bigger house
in- Washington last fall than ever
before.

Unusual factor about the N. Y.
Philharmonic 1948-49 tours is that
both are off-season^ in contrast to
other orchestras (Boston, Philadel-
phia, Cleveland, Minneapolis),
whose tours are part of their reg-

. ular season. The off-season tours
thuS: bring the musicians extra pay,
whicli was one reason the Philhar-
monic scheduled ; them. The '48

tour took place betore the regular
N. Y. season- opened. The '49 spring
tour will come after the home sea-

son is concluded. Since all or-

chestras have trouble getting (and
retaining) good players, extra pay
for off-season work is an induce*
ment for employment. Philhar-
monic players have 28 weeks'
winter work, at $125 a man weekly
minimum, plus $23 each for the
Sunday broadcasts. They also have
eight weeks' summer work at Lew-
Isohn Stadium, N. Y.

: Although the N. Y. Philharmonic
did excellent business on its fall

tour, it didnt expect to make

'Harvey' 270, Balto
Baltimore.

"Harvey" with Frank Fay star-

red, chalked up a terrific $27,000

In the first of a two-week run at

Ford's.
Second (current) week indicates

an equally bullish fisiure.

unless shows get perfect weather
at every performance , which - is un-
likely, based on experiences over

past three years. Previous sum-
mers, loss has been absorbed- by
Kaufmann's department store; and
has amounted to around $175,000.

At same time. It was announced
that "William Wymetal had been ap-

pointed managing director for the

ttiird straight season. Meeting
with Pittsburgh's top citizens was
called last week to determine
whether to abandon the series next

summer and wait until Civic Light
Opera Assn.'s permanent $1,000,-

000 ampitheatre was ready in 1950,

termed in the profession a musical

act, each playing a number of in-

struments. They had accumulated
some money, and . with their odd
show, made up of every variety of

hokum, continued to add to it in

the .small towns where they gen-
erally played. The clothes, the

.scenery and accessories were kept
spotlessly clean, and the few girls

carried were goodrlookers. I won't
say much about the talent, but on
the whole Fitz & Webster's ;'A

Breezy Time" left a good impres-
sion, which resulted in good busi-

ness on return visits. In the days
when George M. Cohan' was touring
with "Peck's Bad Boy" he might

ouu ampitneaire was reauy m i«ou ^
Latter venture, which _will seat

«hnw'<: namp and thp V\W &
9,000, is already insured, and no
public funds will be needed.
Donors for the million have al-

ready been lined upi and arrange-
ments for^the site have been made
with the city although a .pouple of

details have to be cleared before
location can be made known.

Stephens CoUetre Extends Drama
Columbia, Mo.

Drama every ^ night will, be the
regular policy: of the Stephens Col-
lege drama department beginning
next fall, according to John Gun-
nell^ department .head.. The de-
partment, now operating produc-
tions only part time, wiU function
every night with the exception of
alternate Monday and Tuesday
nights.

our show's name and tlie Fitz

Webster colored pictorial printing

was as much a childhood's memory
to him as "Uncle Tom's Cabin."

Our salaries were small but they
were always""paid punctually. At
some time or another many old

vaudeville or -variety performers
had played with "A Breezy Time,"
and this' inspired Cohan to pick my
fellow-guests from song-and-dance
men, hand balancers, and monol-
ogists. When he arose to present
me to the company, after a great
buildup of my position, as a pra-
ducer and manager in London and
my associations- with distinguished
American actors in America, he
went on to say that he had some-
thing even more interesting than
that to tell about me: 1 had toured

baseball team at North Brookfield
(Mass.) and his friend and lawyer
all his grown-ftp life. It said that
George was very ill, and in any
case permission- -could not be
granted as rights of all his compo-
sitions were held by Warner Bros.,

for "Yankee Doodle Dandy," the
Cohan .life-story- which was being
made. 1 cabled O'Brien not to
tliink of the music any more but to
give George my wife's and my own
love, with . our best wishes that he.

would soon be well. In a few days
came another from O'Brien with
George's thanks; he wished me to

say>: -what song I would like and
the release of the rights would be
secured for me. I was touched by
this kindness, and we were more
than happy to hear that his health
had taken a turn for the better.

It was not long after that he died.

*KnowS AU the Tricks' 1
Tbe memories of - George M.

Cohan I like best are of our meet-
ings in Paris. At that time I was
fond of walking, as he was, and we
covered many miles together on
both sides of the river. I took him
to Maurice Chevalier's dressing-
room- -after a performance of

-

"Dede." "That kid knows all the
-

tricks," said Cohan. :

But the outstanding memory is

in connection with Lucien Guitry.
One morning In Paris he rang me
up. "Last night," he said, "I saw
a great actor, Lucien Guitry. How
does he stand -here?" I told him
that he couldn't stand any higher.

"I want to show those guys at the

Lambs what acting is!" Cohan de-

clared.'

Such was the boy who played i

violin while standing on his head
in continuous vaudeville at Keith's

Boston; who, even when such

.

critics as George Jean Nathan,
Heywood Broun, and Hammond
were calling him America's liest

actor, would style himself a "song-
and-dance man." For the sheer

love of great acting, ''Yankee

Doodle Dandy" wanted to show
' New York the world's greatest

actor. That Guitry was thi.?, Cohan
had no doubt.

I did my utmost to bring the

engagement about. When I ar-

I

ranged a meeting, although unr

I

able to speak one anotherls lan-

1
guage, an immediate understand-
ing was established. Cohan's m-

I tense admiration for the great

actor was obvious. "I like him, and

I would have gone with him,"

Guitry told me, "if the sea didn't

rock." Several times before liUcien

Guitry had received big offers for

American engagements, but a bad

voyage to South America had de-

cided him never to cross again «

piece of water bigger than the

Channel.

Friends of mine who were in

New York tell me the stirring

thing about G e p r g e Cqhan s

funeral was its solemnity and en-

tire; absence of exhibitioni.sm.

My recent visit was the first

time for many years, 1 had been

to New York without .seeinl

:

George M. It was a great gap.

"GREETINGS"! 1

ANNE JEFFREYS
STAR OF "MY ROMANCE"-Currently Playing A<(.lphi Theatre, New Ywk

Omaha Sked
Omaha.

Revised schedule of roadshows

at -Omaha theatre sliows "SJ'.<'V'

Boat," Jan. 31, Feb. 1, 2; "Tlign

Button Shoes," April 18-20; "irar;

vey," April 26, 27, and "Bngadoon,

May 9-11.

Thi» ia third time "Harvey" has

been booked here, but it hasni

showed yet.
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Plays on Broadway
The Ilap0 of I.u«r«tiaWilHU Me, KAle

i.!V.t <3iihber * Lemuel Ayers produc
.^^t muScal comedy in two acts (10

''"np^f with muSc «nd Jyrics by Cole

hnok bv Bells and Samuel Spe-

'<!(«? Alfred Drake. Patricia Mori-

"^^f^'flatS^es Hardld Lang, Lisa Kirk.

StSLd by John C. WU.on; choreosraphy,
Stagea

..ttings and costumes,

P™?.*.i Av«s- musical director, Pem-
P'V,^' navlmort; orchcrtratlons, Robert

S''*'=fiiB™nett- Incidental ballet music
''"'^Jfi.rt h? Genevieve Pitot. At Century,

P*."^ Usa I«rk
i?'™ Maniart Don Mayo
?t?.f*v»i«S? . . . . . . . . .Patricia Morlson
LiUl Vanessi • • • • •

; Annabcllc IHll
Hattie ;•, toren/o Fuller

Eiff rkniniin
" '

". Harold LanS
Bill Calhoun .Harry Clark
First Man -

...
•

;
" ;; . ////j^i^k 'KamoAd

San... BiULHling

Harrison"ll.-. Denis GreenStage Door
Harrison Jt

specialty Dancei^^^
D.vL..,Eddte Sledge

Sb»omtor>-.Ch»^^^^^^^^
{\?iIr,Vi,. mm Callioun) Harold Lang
lucentio (Bill Calhoun)..;.. .Harold Lang

Katharine (LlUi Vattessi) .Patricia Morison

Petrfiihio (Fred Graham). . .
Alfred I^akc

n^wTla^lier John Castello

??nnr - . Marc Brcaux
WnKprs- Peggy Ferris, Florence. Oault,:
*

c1iv Laurence, Ethel Madsen, Helen

Ripe. Matilda Straw.a, Tom Bole, George

Cassidyr Herb Fields. Noel Gordon, Al-

lan Lowell, Charles Wood.
Dancers: Ann Dunbar. Shirley Eckl, Jean

Houloose, Ingrid Secretan, Gissela Svet-

Jik, Jean Tachau. Mark Breaiix, John
CMtello. Victor Duntiere, Paul Olson,

i Glen Tetley, Rudy Tone.

The smash success of "Kiss Me,

Kate" (and it is iin(3[uestionably a

smash) is a thrilling story of show

business—the triumphant return of

Cole Porter, the prodigal com-

poser, to the ranks of the theatrical

great. He has been "away" too

long. But just as Irving Berlin

and Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, sur-

vived slump years to write their

greatest hits, Porter has Ynade his

comeback -with the finest score of

his career.

Even after its tremendous adr
j
shame'

vance buildup,' with rave, reviews
from out-of-town and a growing
volume of expectant talk around
Broadway: "Kate" isn't a letdown.
It's solidly enjoyable^ with one
hummable tune after another,
many of them with slyly amusing
lyrics. There's fine singing, plus
captivating personalities and . per^
formances, entertaining dancing,
and stunning settings and cos-
tumes.- Even the book, usually the

|

Marjone. and Sherman Ewlng and Gio-
vanni CardcUl production of music drama
in two acts (four scenes). Features Kitty
Carlisle. Staged by Agnes deMille: scenery
end costumes, John Piper. Book by
go.nald Duncan! music by Benjamin
Britten; lighting. Peggy Clarki musical
director, Palil : Brei.;ach; assistant con-
ductor, Walter Taussig. At Zlegfeld,N Y , Dee, 29, '48; $4.80 top.
The Male Chorus Edward Kane
J.-.T,*'"*" '''•WUS. .. , . . . . Brcnda Lewis
Collatlnus. . . . . ... , , , . , . .Holger SorenseU
Junius EmUe Rcniin
Tarquinius , George Tozzi
Lucretla Kitty Carlisle
Blanca Vivian Bauer
Lucia.. . ; .. . . . iMarguerlte Piazia
Roqian Woman Lldlia Franklin
Two Etruscan Soldiers. . .Kaiiimir Kokic,
^ :. y ...Lucas. Hoving
Roman Man : ... Robert Pagent
Roman Youth . ... Stanley Simmons
A Prostitute ; Bunty. Kelley

Billed as "music drama" to be-

guile the provincial Broadway
theatregoer, "Rape of Lucretia" is

modern opera ^ and excellent

opera,, too. .It's a tasty chunk of

caviar, but caviar to the general

nevertheless. The general Broad-;
way public isn't likely to go for it,

with its appeal Umited largely to
longhairs.- '

.

But these will find it superior
stuff, in vivid, exciting . music-
theatre brilliantly presented. The
legend of the chaste Roman wife,
Lucretia, violated by Tarquinius,
son of the Etruscan ruler, lends
itself to dramatic staging. Here
composer, librettist and designer
have collaborated perfectly for a
striking reenactment of the legend..

The opera unwinds slowly, both
musically and dramatically, so that
the first 10 minutes are dull. Then
it begins to grip as a wild Tar-
quinius dashes into the city on his
lustful: errand, and it holds one's
interest thereaftKr. The four scenes
all have their stirring moments as
they disclose the baiting of Tar-
quinius by a jealous Junius; ' the
quiet chamber of a lonely Lucretia;
the rape,.and Lucretia's suicide for

The libretto- is poetic aild

skimpy farce presents the dealer
and his wife as suspecting each
other of infidelity and of a former
wife taking' advantage of the situa-
tion to try to make a comeback. -

Buchanan, in particular, gives a
skillfully edged and nicely poised
performance as the harried antique
dealer, while Moira Lister is deft
and decorative as the wife, and
Adele Dixon is acceptable ;as the
ex-wife. There are $ilso , notable
supporting portrayals : by Ivy St.
Helier as a philosophic veteran of
the romantic wars, Hugh Miller as
an aging Lothario; Ian Lubbock as
a sentimental shop assistant and
Austin Trevor as al gay philanderer.

' Leon Davey's single setting looks
stylishly clutteredy Miss Lister's
gowns are almost perilously be-
coming, while one of Miss Dixon's
is handsome and another appears
frumpy. The opening night cur-
tain : was inexplicably delayed 15
minutes beyond the:' announced
time. ' Hobe.

Patient Progressing Nicely
-By EDWARD JOHNSON-

[ Memorabflia
By RALPH T. KETTERING]

; Chicago.

DO YOU REMEMBER WHEN—
Jack Manley (Civic theatre, Chi,

manager) was first mate on a Lake
Michigan passenger ship.

Eddie Wappler (Nixon, Pitts-

burgh, manager) was manager of

;

the Dixiana .Show Boat.

• John Wildberg ("Anna Lucasta")

,

was: a Broadway - theatrical lawyer.

Ed Furhi (Auditorium, St. Paul,

manager) was auditor for. the Finn
& Heiman Circuit.

Sam Kahl (insurance) was book-
ing manager of the. same circuit.

Eddie Darling (retired) was the
big booker of the Orpheum Circuit
Pat Short.managed the Olympic,

St. Louis.

George Nicolai managed and
booked the Stair & Havlin Circuit.

Boris Thomashefslcy and Jacob

{General Manager, Metropolitan Opera)

The many. Broadway friends of Metropolitan Opera will be happy
to near thai tiieir venerable neighbor, in the yellow-brick, house soutli

of Times Square, has recovered from what was thought to be a fatal
indisposition, and is again at home to a legion of adniirers^turning

.

them away, in fact. To say .that the Metropolitan :

never felt ibetter in its life, and is lopkiiig liitp'

the future with assurance and optiinism, is lio idlt;^

boast—unmistakable signs of the. rehais^a.hce hslve'

become evident even to the most lie^SiinisUQ ineiinr;:^'

ber of the death watch. And that imicii^re raittl*

you hear could be coin in'the till.: ^^^^^•^^
:

":

Like its colleagues in the theatre' businesSi tlie .'

Met has admittedly been beset by its .share of occw^
pational ills, and as a result, has been tiie,:recipi0iit .

'

of a , plethora of well intentloned reiiifidlai idylbe.
'

,

Countless sure cures have been offered-^many :of

them in newsprint—for everything froip under" ,

nourishment to avoirdupois. Deep-hued pink pills

have been prescribed in abundance by doctors-in-i
spite of themselves; alleged relatives have been overheard discussing

'

their shares of the inheritance while the "corpse" was still warm. But ;

the inevitable didn't happen. Gathering together all its reserves, the
Metropolitan determined to live—and did. -

Edward lohnson

Anytiling Ne'w?

There is probably nothing in this analogy that is new to most pro- .

moters of theatrical enterprises. As individuals, you will recall that
everyone knows better than you how to produce, your show, what to do
about your second act, where your casting is at fault, how to make
twice as much as you spend, and so on, ad infinitum. Maybe .you have
a- IS-minute radio program at stake—or perhaps it is a motion picture
epic,

.
involving hundreds o£ people and a dream-world budget; Prob^

'

lems multiply, you pale, and feel faint. . But: take heart^r^-you can count '

on the, doctors, with their fool-proof remedies, to. be at your elbow. •

When your: problem is an -Opera House, which has been in the busi-
ness of musical repertory for 63 years—when it has come tq represent
around the world the pinnacle of operatic achievement, and in this
country is recognized as the permanent repository of the art of music
drama of many nations, your aliments are inevitably diagnosed in a
Babel of tongues. Included - in this unmusical chorus are the voices

-

«f those who insist that; your only, chance of recovery depends on the
addition to the: repertory of new works, or on the restoration - of old

;

ones, or on the immediate construction of a new 'building,' or on opera
in English,, or on opera in the language of the composer, or on new
scenery, or on duplication of the original settings, or on the adoption

catch in a musical,
and serviceable.

clear, and the mu.sic vivid and
searching. Together they form
graphic, gripping opera.

The colorful sets and- costumes
the staging, the attractive appear-
ance and especially the sterling

voices of all the participants, con-

tribute to its artistic success, to

make this production a credit, for
all concerned.

Benjamin Britten's miisic_affords

of one of the thousand-and-one solutions which alone can be the cure-
P. Adler vied for honors as the I all for your sad case. The patient, who, in the course of years, has
greatest Yiddish tragedian. become something of a diagnostician himself^ is left to determine where

is interesting
j

excellent drama for Tarquinius'
ride; for the. struggle between him

In every 'department, "Kale" is

a superlative show. From the
original idea, it is imaginative, in-
genious, tasteful and skillfully

and Lucretia, and for the death
scene. It also supplies a lovely
lyric mood for the early moments
of the rape scene, to heighten the

quinius; Emile Renan, as Junius;
Holger Sorensen, as Lueretia's
husband Collatinus; Vivian Bauer,
as Lueretia's nurse, and Marguerite
Piazza, as her maid, perform and
sing admirably. Brenda Lewis, as
female chorus, and Edward Kane,
as male chorus^ hold the stage (or

done. The scenes are brilliantly contrast of the uild ^excitement of

routined to provide contrast and
tempo.

: John G. Wilson's direction
is firm, yet pliable and expressive.
There is an uncannily effective
mixture of sentiment, comedy and
rhythm in the mu.sic and lyrics,
and excellent variation in" the
choreography, from ballet to hot
hoofing.

Although there isn't a weak tune
In the show, some of the- Porter
songs are certain to be memorable.
Sure bets for mos,t-played ratings,
:P()Ssibly with revised l.yrics in
some instances, are ''Why Can't
You Behave," "So in Love Am I,"
'I Hate Men," "Too Darn Hot,"
'Where Is the Life That I Led?"
Bianca" and "Brush Up- Your

Shakespeare." It's the sort of
score that sends an audience out
of the theatre singing.
The Bella and Samuel Spewack

story is the hectic romance of a
stage couple, divorced but si ill in
love, who are playing Petiuchio
and Kate in a tryout of "Taming of
the Shrew" at Ford's theatre, Bal-
timore. Both acts get opening
litis by rousing ensemble numbers,
and there are only a few brief
slow spots thereafter. There's an
unusual amount of plot, but it
never seriously impedes the show.
Alfred Drake and Patricia Mori-

son are superb as co-stars. Their
singing is impressive, with the
nim actress, in particular, having a
J,<|y«ly. waTm voice. Both combine
"™ "no humor in performance,
ana .their styles and personam ies

V% «'i"»»rably paired. Lisa Kirk
ana Harold Lang, co-featured,
register as second leads, the
tormer m particular with the "Why
hf? * ^*>" Behave" ballad and the
latter especially in a show-stop-

«'*th Fred Davisand Eddie Sledge. Harry Clark and
Jl, 0»ainond, as self-consciously
genteel hoodlums, also halt pro-
ceedmgs with their "Shakespeare"
?„*^ 'i.-*'"".

'Whole company is
infectiously enthusiastir

The Brothers Byrne in "Eight
Bells'' was an acrobatic, boxoffice

wonder attraction.

Opie Read dared William Light-
foot Vischer, the pOfit, to act in

Read's '"The Starbucks" and he ac-

cepted the dare and played the
part five years.

The La Salle, Chij opened as the
New Orpheum, with Dave Lewis,
Al Shean .and Nat Ilaines as the
comics in Chow-Chow."

he hurts most;

63 Years of Repertory

The fact, that the Metropolitan Opera has operated as a repertory

theatre since 1883 will indicate sufficient reasoin f6r . its, deep-lying

.

pains in these times; Despite, periodic ;|erVent iitt^iii|»tg,; ,the Americaii

legitimate stage has never oeen able to -establi^K a lastiii^ brgariiza-

:

tion for the presentation of its . clasait^Jn. a- roportpry . system.- Thei^

presentation of operas, sea.son after season, alqiie- keeps before tl?e

public in living form the masterpieces representative of the cultures.},

J^pf njany nations and. peoples. The myriad : complications of adminisr.

Gus Sohlke was B. C. Whitney's tration of repertory, as well as the "expense, are symptomatic headaches

great dance director.

Julian Mitchell, stage director

was loaned by Weber & Fields toits latter moments. Tlie- music for
the femme quartet in Lueretia's
house, as well as for the gOod-night
scene between ; Tarquinius , and
Lueretia's attendants, is also, bril-

liant music writing.

Kitty Carlisle makes a beautiful
|
agent> before he became a

Lucretia physically, while histnon- I ducer. Tommy Kilpalrick
ically and vocally doing an excel-

1 present general manager, did a
lent job. George Tozzi, as 'Tar-

| jjn^g gj^^j.^ Patterson McNutt.

which most commercial producers are mercifully spared, But reper-
tory as a basis of operations is as fundamental a requirement for Metro-
politan Opera as the accumulation and circulation of reading matter

FrpH Hamlin tn^HP^^^ "Thp Wiyaril ' is for the New York Public Library, It costs money, it involves heart-

of Oz," turned down a percentage
deal for cash, and lived to regret it.

Brock Pemberton was a writer
for the N. Y. Times and press

pro-
his

the sides oi it) lor most ol the i ihr^p Ames, Al Woods. Sam Har-
evening, to do a yeoman job of
singing and exposition, presenting
the- story in all its' stormy- passion
and tenderness. : . ^

Agnes deMille's staging is fluid

and perceptive, and John Piper's
sets and costumes among the sea-
son's most vivid. Paul Breisach
condikcts orchestra and cast with
authority and taste. Bron.

breaking wear and tear, on both materials and personnel, but because
it contributes tangibly to the intellectual andjmusical crd'vin how-
ever various, of millions of people, it :iS: worth;?yery iiuanag^rial twinge
that it, .engenders.: ,, -^^

''
'i'

./''

: ;,:S
'

^'i-/

This season, the regeneratefl: Met eelebifated its return t(i 'health With

a long stride forward. For the first tijiae in history, ai compete opera

in performance, Verdi's great ' -Otello,'' was telei^ised froiri it.s stage

on opening night. The Opera House audlenc^ of 3,456 persons, plus

, ^ - ^ - i a full complement. of standees, was joined by numberless observers
er) was treasurer of the Casino,

, ^j^^g ^^^^ Atlantic seaboard, who also, for the first time, both saw and
N. Y:, tor Oeo. W. Ledeier.

I heard the festivities on 39th Street. Admittedly an experiment, the

telecast, through its enthusiastic public reception, proved to be an in-

vigorating tonic. With a minimum bf dissenters reporting, .the futuWf'

of televised opera assumed a new importance overnight, even for those

whose video appetites had previqusly been iconditioried by less Weighty
fare. Correctable faults proved to he far outnumbered by possibilities

envisibned by television critics and devotees alike, and the 42.3 Hooper
rating for the evening placed a professional blessing on the pro(!eedings.

Gus Schlesinger (Leon's broth-

The great producers of Broad-
way were . Charles Frohman,
Charles Dillingham. Flo Ziegfeld,

George White, Earl Carroll, Win

Tyler and Wagenhals
i ris. Geo. C
I & Kemper.
! The great melodrama producers
tof America were Charles E.

jBlaney, the Mittenthal Bros.. Li
I coin J. Carter, Rowland & CliiXord

Fred Wright, Peck. Gatts &
|

Sackett, Leifler & Bratlon and
W. F. Mann.

|

The, great writers of legit plays

were Clyde Fitch. Edward E. Rose,

•d,
' Only the Theatre Gould

Get Away With It!
I Only the theatre could get away

Henry Arthur Jones, Arthur Wing with il, No other luxury business,

I

Pinero, George Broadhiirst, Rich- in the face of constantly increasiinf

lard Walton TuUy, Eugene Walter 1 and steadily improving competi

and William Gillette,

I The great writers of melodrama

I

were Owen Davis,- Theodore
llCremer, Charley Blaney. Cecil

Don't IJslon, Radios
Lee Ephraim and Jack Buchanan pro- „, • _ _ ,, „. .~ ' i. r ..„..»,.nfi,. ;nr.r.n,>i.ino

duotion oif comedy in two acts by Saciia
|
Pinero, George Broadhiirst, Rich- i in the tace ot constantly intrea.sing

GultTjrr translated by Stephen rowys. " '

Directed-by WiUard Stoker; settings. Leon
Davey. At Booth, N. Y., Dec. 28, '48;

$4,80 ($6 opening).
Daniel Bachelet.; .Tack Buchanan
Henrlette ; .loan Seton
Madeleine Mou-a Xi.stei-

iiaM.!'.'!"'. i"M Mane Correll, Line Car.

Valentine.. ... . . . Adele Di.vou
Porter. . .... . . . . , . .. . < .Bartlctt Mulllns
Michel Aurbion. : . . . .. ;Austm Trevor

Julie Bme^M-Bois'.'.'.".
'^J ..ffi ^JV".""'

I^er, Beulah Poyliter, Hal Reid and
j
Lew Parker. :

;

Broadway sent forth more than
80 fir^t class roadshOvvs jannually,

Chicago 15 and Los Angetei! 5;

while ' there were", touting 70 bur-
lesqiie slio>^si 5O0.;ineioiar^^^ 20
rep shows and business .was good,
everywhere.: - ,:

usly enthusiastic

Pv^lJ^fi""'^**^*^ •» as "Kate" in-
evitably suggests comparison with

ArtnX^'l^J" "Oklahoma!"
bein» t comparable,

anrt
in style, flavor

S?P S?««t- as long as there

"K-,tp"T.'«'*« "Oklahoma!" and
dHpp "^an quite take thePlace of the theatre. Hobe.

Latest in the string of French
adaptations to reach Broadway is

a Sacha Guitry farce, "Don't Listen,

Ladies," translated by Stephen
Powys and presented b.v Lee
Ephraim and .Tack Buchanan with
the silent backing of the Shuberts.

It's an extremely thin and rather

dated jest about the eternal battle

of the sexes, but has some amusing
moments and is adroitly played by
,an all-English cast. It may. appeal

to the caviar trade, but seems too"

light for commercial success.

As suggested by the title, the

play is in the form of a wry lecture

by Jack Buchanan, as a Paris

antique dealer, to the male mem-
bers of the audience on the faith'

leiS^ess ant" «uile of women. The 1 house.

mgroMOG, Cincy

: Cincinnati.
"Allegro" scored a holiday romp

last week in the 2,500-seat Taft
theatre for an estimated smash
$40,000 on eight performances at

$4.29 top.
It was Ciney's biggest gross since

last season's "Annie Get Your
Gun" $52,000 buHseye in the same

tion, with general economic condi-

tions so uncertain, could charge

such prices, treat its customers S9

badly, do so little' to develop new
markets or develop its own re-

sources^and still survive.

Only in legit do the top-price

customers face:

Antiquated, crumbling theatre

buildings, either drafty and cold

or suffocating and hot in winter,

and inadequately cooled in sum-
mer, with faulty acoustics, rickety

seats, narrow aisles and • hideous
decor.

Rude and sometimes obtuse box-
office men, arrogant house man-
agers, day-dreaming ushers, bull-

dozer-like hatcheck concession-
aires, noisy confectionery and soft

drink butchers (where, but in the
theatre, would anyone dare to sell

such stuff under the guise of soft

drink?) and intrusive "souvenir"
similar pests

—

Deliberately delayed opening
curtains to catch late dron-'- •''de.

regardless of the convenience of
program hawkers-^ ,

Maniacs who are permitted ^tp

light matches to the peril of
countle.ss innocent victims—

Candy-munchers, paper-rattlersi,

,

wearers of goofy hats and lofty,

hair-dos, conversationalists' and
those who took the trouble to ar-

rive on time

—

Pocket - size lobbies, in which,,

cigaret addicts cram during inter-

missions and which thereafter
spout tobacco smoke into the audi-
torium

—

Inaudible actors

—

Ragged performances, , battered
scenery and shoddy costumes , of.

long runs

—

The necessity of buying tickets

for hits weeks or even months in
advance, with no assurance that
casts (including stars) won't be
,changed in the interim

—

The prevailing attitiide that
there will always be enough people
"who love the theatre" and 'who
will therefore continue to be will*
ing to put up with the difficultiei
and irritations of patronizing: it.
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"A BOUNTIFUL AND UPROARIOUS MUSI-

GAL SHOW. It is a gay and rowdy Broadway

•nterlainment. Mr. Todd has promised his clientele

an old-foshioned fandango without benefit of bal-

let or spiritual elevation. He has brought back the

lohguid, lounging showgirl, well stacked, and the

pony chorus; fast on its feet."

-BROOKS ATKINSON, Times

"GREETINGS TO A NEW HIT! An opulent

musical extravaganza in the tradition of the Winter

Garden. Beautiful girls and the incomparable Bobby

Clark. Bobby is at his best, which is something

wonderful in the American theatre. Oleg Cassini

hos contributed vivid and revealing costumes and

there ar« striking backgrounds from the scenic de-

signer, Howard Bay." - WARD MOREHOUSE. Sun

"BOBBY GLARK IS AS WONDERFULLY
HILARIOUS as you have every reason to expect

liim to be. There is nothing in his kind of theatre that

con top him." ~ WILLIAM HAWKINS, World-Telearam

"BOBBYGURK MAKES HIGH MERRIMENT
out of a fanciful fable."

— HOWARD BARNES, Herafd Tribun*

"'AS THE GIRLS GO' ADDS COLOR AND
EXGITEMENT to the Manhattan scene. The girls

ore gorgeous." —ED SULUMAN, Daily News

"IT PROVED A THOROUGHLY CHEERFUL
EVENING." — Time Magazine

"AN EVENING FULL OF WONDERFUL
NONSENSE. It's a fine show."

— WOlCOrr GIBBS, New Yorker

B^WAYa 50*" ST
MATINEES
WED. & SAT.

FROM THE SUNDAY NIGHT "WINGHELL"
OVER HIS A. B. G. GOAST-TO- COAST
HOOPER: ''Michael Todd's new musical smash hit,

'As the Girls Go/ opened at the Winter Garden. It's

one of the greatest shows they've ever seen. The

critics loved it."

"A SMASH HIT! Bobby Clark is the funniest

man in the world. He's terrific, he's marvelous. If

you're looking for laughs, 'As the Girls Go' is the

answer to your problem. If you're looking for scads

of beautiful girls, you'll find them at the Winter

Garden. You'll have to be as stolid as the Sphinx

and as grouchy as Scrooge not to have the time of

your life at Mahatma Todd's irrepressible new gloom

chaser. Bill Callahan and Kathryn Lee do some of the

most exciting dancing seen on the stage in severol

semesters. They get able support from a whirlwind

Hermes Pan ensemble. Irene Rich is a lovely, charm-

ing and delightfully feminine Madame President."

- ROBERT COLEMAN, Mirror

''A BRIGHT NEW HIT . . . gay and rowdy car-

nivdis, with low-down, slap-stick comedy, and show

girls that look like show girls. Mr. Todd deserves

congratulations for bringing back not only Bobby

Clark, but the rowdy musical comedy and the stun-

ning show girl. Here is what we have all been

needing." - RICHARD WATTS, Posf-Home News

"BOBBY GLARK IS FINE IN A SPARKLING
SHOW. He is as funny as I have ever seen him. The

Harold Adamson-Jimmy McHugh songs are grand."

— ROBERT GARLAND, Journal-American
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BROCK PEMBERTON presento

Now 48lh St. Theatre, N. Y. C.

HARvey //

with IVIARION LORNE

Enroute Chicago, West Coast

" HARvey

"

with DORA CLEMENT

Mil

a new comedy by MARY CHASE

directed by ANTOINETTE PERRY

Settings by JOHN ROOT

The Pulitzer Prize Play

Greetings

GERTRUDE LAWRENCE

Congratulations and Long Life

PAUL MUNI
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THE SREATEST SHOW ON ICE

CARIDIS of1949



TENNESSEE WILLIAMS
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NOW ON TOUR
18 CITIES FROM COAST-TO-COAST

LOS ANGELES

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

NEW HAVEN
HERSHEY

PHILADELPHIA

CLEVELAND

BUFFALO

TORONTO

MONTREAL

BOSTON

PROVIDENCE

PITTSBURGH

CINCINNATI

MINNEAPOLIS

SEATTLE

PORTLAND

SAN FRANCISCO

The
THE SHIPSTADS and JOHNSON

IKEFOLUESI
Otigmsi and Finest!" ^^T^

OF
I3th EDITION!

GREETINGS

Herbert and Dorothy Fields

ALEX COHEN
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LELAND HAYWARD PRODUCTIONS

"MISTER ROBERTS"
By THOMAS HEGGEN and JOSHUA LOGAN'

ALVIN THEATRE— NEW OrORK CITY

Starring

HENRY FONDA
with .

DAVID WAYNE
ROBERT KEITH • WILUAM HARRIGAN

ERUNGER THEATRE— CHICAGO

RICHARD CARLSON

James

RENNIE

Robert

BURTON

MHrray

HAMILTON

Staged by JOSHUA LOGAN

It

{In Association with THE PLAYWRIGHTS' COMPANY)

ANNE OF THE THOUSAND DAYS"
* Starring

REX HARRISON • JOYCE REDAAAN
SHUBERT THEATRE.-^ NEW YORK CITY

(In Preparation)

{In Assocfdfion with RICHARD RODGERS, OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN 2nd, and JOSHUA LOGAN)

"SOUTH PACIFIC"

s>an,n, MARY AAARTIN • EZIO PINZA

Congratulations P^fr

BEN MARDEN

Theatre Royal, Sydney

STAR OF

"ANNIE GET YOUR GUN"
GREETINGS

Now in 2ncl Year, Australia

Greetings from —

STAGE •

SCREEN •

VIDEO •

RADIO •

BOB GODDARD
CHICAGO- G. A. C. PUBLIC RELATIONS

("ROUND THE TOWN WITH ROBERT")
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THEATRE GUILD
PRODUCTIONS

SEASON 1948-1949

GREETINGS!

CAROL BRUCE
Currently

"ALONG FIFTH AVENUE

"

Personal Management:

HOWARD HOYT

11 Wesf 42ncl Street

New York City

Joe E. Rrown

"HARVEY"
4th Season

48th Street Theatre
NEW YORK
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Helen Hayes

Broadcasting Via CBS
"THE ELECTftfC HOU|l"

For The
Electric Companies Of America
Every Sunday at 9 psm. EST-.

JOHN C. WILSON Productions
10 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, N. Y. ^

JOHN C. WILSON
Presents

TALLULAH
BANKHEAD
- in NOEL COWARD'S Comedy

DONALD COOK
BARBARA BAXLEY • WILLIAM LANGFORD

Staged by MARTIN MANULIS

Settings by CHARLES ELSON

PLYMOUTH THEATRE, HEW YORK. CITY

1r

•

it

*
ft

It

*

I

*^*********** MAJESTIC Theatre
245 Wmi 44 Slrt»t, N»w York 18

SEATS NOW FOR NEXT 16 WEEKS.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
Make checks paystiletciMaiesUcthMtre^a^^^

Mif-addressed, stamped enweWpe. Eyes: {6.00, 4.80.

Ima oO, 2.40, 1.80. Wed, & Sat. Mats. |3.W: 3.00;

2.40, 1.8% 1.20. Wl prices include ta^^^^^

•
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•

A whirlwind lampoon . . . loud, broad, tempestuous, acted at

top speed by a wonderful cast. The jokes bound off the rafters

in an evening of honest, merchantable laughter

... it helps to light up the BroadwfflT Skx,

Levene gives a powerful versain*^ ji?>»d richly

coihic performance.
' -BROOKS ATKINSON. Times

"Moss Hart has brought malice, wit and affection to a show ^V^^^'/i-

about ^how people. It has scenes of jubilant satire . . .
affords

intriguing glimpses into the complicated mechanics of the

theatre and has o fund of rich entertainment,"

, , / -HOWARD BRMES. H&tald Tribune

''Rollicking and lovely comedy about the stage. It certainly is

amusing and Mr. Hart has directed it adroitly. Audrey Christi*

is present with another one of her brassy performances/'

~J0HN CHAPMAN. News

'V

"Extremely funny, high riding

comedy ... racy and rambunc-

tious .
.'

. a revealing hurly burly. -.^

Noone initis morepiiercingwith

satiric paraphrase than Glenn ^
Andeta." -WILLIAM HAWKINS

Wotld-Telegtam
_~"

"A bright, amusing, gayly ma- —
licious ond steadily entertaining

play . . . acted to perfection by

an ideal cast/' -—

"

-B/CHARD WATTS Jr., Post ^

h New Ploy

.,MOSS HART

SAM

l£V£HE

with
'

VIRGIHI*
aifHH

CS.E pWh nelson RaB-NSOH

7TT[7\> -.^

"A LAUGHAPALOOZA!"-WALTER
WINCHELL

"It is a fast, furious; tremendously funny prank . . . the sparks were shooting,

off all the way to the East and Hudson Rivers . . . fascinating

and cyclonic characters and some of the sharpest and wit-

tiest dialogue to test your ribs in several semesters. Producers

Joseph Mi, Hyman and Bernard Hart have given the play a
perfect production, with author Hart magnificently directing

a superb cast. Bartlett Robinson and Jane Middleton con>

tribute handsomely to an uproarious evening/'

> ROBERT C0£^MA1V, Mirrpr

"An entertaining and affeciionote play from o mon of the theatre who knows
it and loves it. A show-wise, witty ancJl delightfully malicious play . . . played

by an expert cast. Virginia Field is vastly entertaining as the J^'ir^^fy
star. Philip Ober is excellent and Phyllis Povah contributes a \S
comical performance." -^WARD MOREffOI/SE. Sun

"An hilarious comedy . . . everybody had a fine time. It has /j^j^SlfX
been quite a while since Broadway has known a cast as

expert, Barry Nelson as the playwright conses in for my greatest odtniration^f

•^ROBERT CARLAND, /oumai-Americaa

ROYALE THEATRE

.

4Sth Street West of Broadway

MAIL ORDERS NOW FOR NEXT 24 WEEKS
Evenines $4.80, 3.60, 3.00, 2.40, 1.80. Mat-
incas Wed. and Stt. $3.60, 3.00,, 2.40, 1.80, 1.20.

(tax included). Please specify two alternate dates

•ntf enclose stamped, self-addresjted envolopt..

Greeff'ngs from

CHARLES BOYER
The "RED GLOVES" CO.

Mansfield Theatre
New York

MICHAEL MYERBERG

Owner

A LUSTY SALUTE FROM
"THE SILVER WHISTLE"

By ROBERT E. McENROE
CUIRl LEONARD AND CARL COWL

Aulhori RtprcMntorivei

S16 Fifth Avcnu* New York 18

4nno Liicosfa — Favorlfe Stronger
Bruno and Sidney ^ 11 Lives of Leo
fabulous Screwball — Mulligan's Snug



SONJA HENIE and ARTHUR M. WIRTZ

Present the

World's Greatest lee Skating Speetaele

SONJAHENIE

and Her

'^1949 HOIXYWeOD ICE REVUE"

IVow an Tour

Appearing at Madison Square Garden Beginning January 20
^

>f

^^HOWDY, MR. ICE''

CENTER TREATRE
RoclLefeller Center

,

JVEW YORK

Produced by SONAIIT PRODIJCTiaNS

Exccuiivei Director, ARTHUR M. WIRlTZ

Frodnction Dirccior, WILUAM H. KVRKK

Staged hy CATHERINE UTTLEFIELU
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PULITZER PRIZE CRITICS' AWARD

IRENE M. SELZNICK

preseiUa

ELIA KAZAN'S PRODUCTION OF

Happy Holidays fo All

Our Friends in Show Business

— FROM^

FORTUNE GALLO

SAN CARLO OPERA CO,

ICE ENTERTAINMENT
OUTDOORS UNDER
THE STARS......

Attention. Ballpark Owners

and State Fair Managers

"HOLIDAY ON ICE"...
Sfagtrf en 'world's latgnl perfabU in §urfae», now thrilling tmii.'

• -anitM horn €oM to 'cooil wifh ill coft of 110 tkating: siara;

1^

~ HAS A FEW SUMMER DATES OPEN FOR FAIRS AND LARGE
ALLPARKS. MUST HAVE MINIMUM OP 6500 SEATING

CAPACITY- WITH DRAWING POPULATION OF 300.000

OR MORE.

"ICE VOGUES"..
Our Mcond, ilighr/y ' smalltr, in tptetacf* wifh casf . ef 75, oIm

hat fow epM Summer Datan Muif hav* mimmum 4,500 stalinf

coppcify anil drawing population of 150,000 or nior*.

If Interested Forward All

Information and Details at Once to

GEORGE D. TYSON
Holiday On fee Shows, Inc., 1775 Broadway, Suite 624

TelepAono Circle 6-8660

Wuku

BROOKS
COSTUME CO.

IISO AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS

NEW YORK CITY

GLORIA LE ROY
COMEDIENNE

Now with

OLSEN and JOHNSON'S NEW REVUE

DMECT/ON:

MILES IN6ALLS JULES GOLDSTONE

N«w York Hollywood

TAanks #o Me William Merrb Agency
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ANYBODY GOT A PYRAMID?
T ATE IN OCTOBER when we published^ Billy Ro«e'« "Wine, Women and Word.,"

we bought several big ads in which we pointed

, out that it was fast, frenetic and funny;

Well, shortly after these ads appeared,

the distinguished humorist, P. G. Wodehouse^

sent us the following letter:

Nov 11, ;i948

lletars Simon and Schuster
1230 Sixth Avenue

Hew York Citj

Oentleaen*

1 have read a number of reviews or WINE, WOMEN AND WORDS and

I have aeen aome acres of advertisements, and I an not satisfied with

either^ It aeema to ne that the reviewers have all approached the book

In a splrtt'Of amused oondescenslon, - with a sort of .superior

sflloker, as It were, as tf they were saying 'So old Billy has written :

a book? Wellj well. You never know what *s going to happen these days,

do you? 'V treating it as If it were a bizarre attempt at a quaint sideshow

by a Broadway Jack-lA-the-box who ought to be devoting himself to

elephants and swimming girls.

I suppose it was Inevitable • But why do you In your advert-

•>lsements fall Into the sane trap and take the kidding, tbngue-lii'^the-

-cheek angleT I have 'now. read WINE, WOMEN AND WORDS three times, and I

still adhere to tty original view that It la not a book to be condeseended

to or treated as a Joke. It is an extraordinarily fine book, as

Intlnate as Pepy* and as salty as Abe Martin, besldes^about twice as

funny as anything alsa have read for a good many years* To me It

seems that it hka everything, » ehari», wlt> wisdom, thrills and that

electric quality whloli Billy calls X.

Do please make those advertisements a llttl* atraighter, so that

people will realize that this is not just a 'Joke book but- something a good

deal more Impbrtant. 'Will yer, Jlmt' , as Sayles usqd to say to Dooley.

If r were hot afraid of being pompous^ 1 would call WISE, WOMEN AND »VORDS

iioclal document and a real contribution to American literature. ^

Yours faithfully

Next, The Saturday Review of Literature,

in its December 4th issue, opined that Billy's

opus "combines the narrative quality and

barbed jape of Twain and Damon RunyonIt

and represents "the most widely esteemed,

typically American humor of the 1940's.'

And now comes the January Atlantic

Monthly with these unminced words: "Billy

Rose is God's gift in a dreary year, and his

book, ^Wine, Women and Words,' the most

refreshing slice of Manhattan we've had since

Damon Runyon. He writes with a beautiful

sense of timing, and with an impeccable ear

for dialogue.'

Okay, gentlemen, call off your dogs. We
.thought we had done right by. our Bill—after

all, we printed up his book as pretty as we

knew how, threw in a 4ot of colored art by

Salvador Dali, and ordered a first run of

30,000 cloth-bound ($3) and 100,000 paper-

bound ($1) coiiies. In fairness to ourselves,

we must point out that our ads must have im-

pressed some folks because "W., W. and W."

is now well up on all the bestseller lists ; we're

ready for a cloth reorder, and we've already

taken delivery Ion an extra 50,000 copies of

the paper-bound edition.

However, we don't want to row with Mr.

Wodehouse, The Saturday Review,. And The

Atlantic Monthly, and if they think Mons.

Rose's writings ought to be carved on the side

of a pyramid, we're willing to go along with

them. We stand ready to buy the necessary

cold chisels and mallets, and hire a hundred

members of the Stone-Cutters Uni6n. The

only trouble is, we haven't got a pyramid.

.

Anybody gpt one handy?
]

SIMON AND SCHUSTER, Publishers

WINE, WOMEN, AND WORDS
bySIlLniOSE
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to

who shouts

Thank* for wonderful prms

notiMt:

Yvonne Adair, who is an un-
commonly versatile performer,

pops quite a few people in the

aisles with her hot dancing.

Brooks Atkinson, Times.

Yvonne Adair is a riotous

comedienne of the Charleston
and-Black Bottom school in the

operetta burlesque.

John Chapman, Daily News,

As for versatility it would be

hard to beat Yvonne Adair. She

sings a couple of smooth torch

songs, then turns herself into

raucous hip slapping hoofer

the Charleston era for "The
Gladiola Girl" which is the most
au'thentic satire yet turned up
on the musicals of the '20s.

Wm. Hawkins, N.Y. Telegram.

The atmosphere is so unaf
tectedly high-spirited that there

is no resisting its appeal. To see

Yvonne Adair burlesque a sou-

Wette Of the twenties is worth
any playgoer's while. .

Richard Watts, Jr., Post

'The Gladiola Girl," road com
pany that has been lost in the

sticks since 1925, and with its

ancient costumes and hammy
routines, and with Miss Adair
to demonstrate, the "old Yahoo
step," the skit is a riotous joy,

N. Y. Sun,

The whole gaiig o£ them is so

good that it seems almost unfair

to spotlight any of them with
special praise. However, new
comediennes like Yvonne Adair
have everything to head them
for future feature brackets.

Billboord,

. nice tunes which are in the

main excellently realized by
Gloria Hamilton and Yvonne
Adair;

Variety.

Thanks for the opportunity:

Wm. R. KatwII. Frank Gilbert,

Thanks for show stopping ma-
terial;

Charlti Ggyner.

Plans for Prolonging Legit
sContlniied from page 251;

started folhnext season, and might

run very . successfully.

Moreover, the idea, that an actor

demeans himself by goin.g on the

road, should be dispelled by ex-

ample.

There should be an Emergency
Employment Committee connected

with Equity and tlie League of

N. Y. Theatres, wlvose duties

should be to assist in solving prob-
lems with Equity members or man-
agements whicli are affecting the
business of . an attraction, and will

ultimately cause its elos|ng; Such
an Employment Committee should
be empowered to use the influence
of these groups on their members-
in the interests of general employ-
ment.

' Theatre Council and the accomr
panying annual conventions of the

theatre should be continued for it

is useless for individual manage-
ments and unions each to attempt
to solve the problems of the thea-;

tre as a whole by individual action,

At a period when good will is in

]
the air, it would be a fine moment

j for all of those who have power in

I
the various organizations of the

I theatre to look into their hearts

i

and see whether thoy could not

I accomplish more for, their . own
good by mutual: cooperation rather

than mutual distrust.

Thanks : for direction, choreog-
aphy, costumes and arrange-
ments::

Gowar Champion^ Hal: Gerson^

Rqoul Du Bols, Georg* Bauer.

Thanks for placing me:
Jalfs Ziogltr Agency.

Thanks for press relations:

/ Art Franklin Asfoe.

Thankt to the "itnd an Ear" cast

I
for. their warmth and friendship.

BUT MOST OF ALL ^THANKS
11 TO MOM AND POP WHO
MADE IT ALL POSSIBLE.

Great Moral Force

. I could giVe. many examples
where plays have liad to be closed
because of actions - on the part of
members of. the castj on the one
hand, : or of the management, on
the other, which ultimately re-

sulted in destroying the business of
the play and caused its closing.

In a number of such cases, there
was no actual breach of contract.
The moral effect of an Employ-
ment Committee calling on the
actor or the management, as the
case might be, and pointing out
that the cast was threatened with
being thrown out of work, might
have a great moral force and save
a -number of .plays which other-
wise might close.

Some years ago, I assisted in
forming an organization known as
tlie American Theatre Council, the
purpose of which was to bi-ing to-
gether all the elements of the the-
atre in an effort to solve those
problems which affected the eco-
nomic structure of the theatre.
Two successful conventions were
held in New York, but unfortu-
nately, the effort was dropped al-
though it proved itself well worth-
while. Possibly, the American

Actors Fund Grosses

20G at Annual Benefit

Annual benefit of the Actors

Fund of America, held Tuesday

I

night (28) at the Astor hotel; N.Y„

drew an audience of about COO and

grossed an estimated $15,000, in-

cluding admissions, sale of pro-

grams, program- advertising and

proceeds from games. Instead of

being a straight show, this year's

benefit was in the form of a ballt

entertainment and buffet supper.

Stars who appeared included

Ray Bolger, Anne Jeffreys, Bobby

Clark, Ethel Merman, Howard

Lindsay, Dorothy Stickney, Robert

Morley, Paul Muni, Bill Robinson,
Jimmy Savo, tallulah Bankhead,
Same Levene, Smith and Dale,

Sophie Tucker; Henry Fonda, and
Phil Silvers. There were various

j

other group acts. ;

Joe Laurie, Jr^, and Ed Sullivan
emceed and - the orchestra wa.s

batoned at various times by Meyer
Davis, Blue Barron, Benny Good-
man, Guy Lombardo and Frankie
Carle. .

Keane Waters directed the show
and James Sauter was in general
charge of the entertainment.

UNION NIPS CREDITS

FOR 2 Bm SHOWS
:Unu$ual situation found two of

last week's Broadway openings

with names of set and costume de-

signer omitted from: the Playbill

programs. Irony of thev. situation

was pointed up by the fact that re'-

vicwers singled out sets: and cos-

tumes . in both plays for high

.praisci. „.|

Sets and costumes for "Tlie'

Madwoman of Chaillot" were those
|

of Cliristian Berard, created for

the original: Paris -production and .;

imported for the' N. Y. run. /"The

Rape: • of Lucretia" : sets : and : cosr

tumes, created by John Piper, ' were
those of-the original Glyndebourne
Festival production in England in

1946.

Omission of the - names was due
to a regulation of the United
Scenic Artists union,, because sets

and costumes weren't created here.

EDDIE RICH
Co>Prodiie*r

"O' MISTRESS MINE"
Road Tour With

SYLVIA SIDNEY and JOHN LODEK

Music Hail Summer Theatre
' Clinton, New Jersey

214 West 42ad Sti«et

Shows in Rehearsal
"AH for Love"—Sammy Lam-

bert & Anthony B. Farrell.

"Death of a Salesman"—BlDom-
garden-Friedi-

"Figurc of a Girl" (formerly
"Emperor of China") — Theatre
Guild.

"Forward the Heart" ^ Jules
Leventhal.

"They Knew What They Wanted"
^John Golden. "

Happy New Year

from

ARTHUR ROW

"Streetcar Named Desire'' Co.

Chicago, III.

PABST THEATER
Milwaukee's Finest

Drama * Concert
Ballet • Pictures

MYRA PEACH E, Mgr.

144 E. Well Street. Milwaukee

Tel.: Daly S-3760

OViR

$1,000.00

IN ONI
MONTH

FOR ERVINI

TWO MEN WANTED I ^
°-

WITII I
$18,000.00

I lAST YEAR

SHOWMANSHIP ABILITY I

IIe« U na anpor.tuiilty (or two men ivJio have ahowniaiiHliip nblUt.r to train
to niBkv nnusuiil. earnlnKsi. We want nU>n anj where from SK to 8.">. I iilie

Krilne, foiwer .student lu I>rainatl<», enrnefl $1,0S3.S6 IN ONK JlONXlf.
Wiley Rerr;*« amateur avtinr ability helj>ed bim eurtt ' over . |S18,000.(MM>
lart year.' w. •, .»... .

FrofesMonal or amateur nrtor* and show people have aii UnUnual oiiitortunlty
to make bl« money In oiir saleH Held because of their pn'iHt, cAUlrOIIed fticlnl
expresslpni, trained voli'es and appearance.<i. Our sales work is Interesting
and profltable. We olTer exeeUent commission rates and. In addition, a
healthy bonas "plan.

150 or

OUR MEN
$400.00 TO

$1,500

IN A MONTH

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Write or wire todays staflnic age,
name and qnnllflcations H yon are
free to travel.

Presidtnt

PANTHER OIL &
GREASE MFG. CO.

Dept. V, P.O. Box 711, Fl. Worth I, T.x.

EXTRA

BONUSES

VIC HYDE
Currently in "HUMPTY-DUMPTY"

CASINO THEATRE, London

NAOMI HQRRABIN, rer$ottal Manager
HARRY FOSTER Paramowit Theatre Building

lONDON. ENGLAND Dei Meinei. Iowa

THE NEW HIT MUSICAL!

SAINT SUBBER ft LEMUEL AYERS Present

ALFRED PATRICIA

DRAKE MORISON

KISS ME, KATE"
Meiie and Lyrici by

COLE PORTER
Beoli hf

'

BELLA & SAMUEL SPEWACK
with

HAROLD LANG LISA KIRK
"

Production
:
Staged by

JOHN C. WILSON

CENTURY THEATRE
. .

Till Avenue and 59lh -Street

Ray M. Kavanaugh
/Ausical Director

'Annie Get Your Gun"

NATIONAL COMPANY 2N0 YEAR

THANKS

TOM NIP, Senlot
FOR TRAINING ME TO DANCE WELL
'enough TO BE IN THB SEASON'S
GREATEST MUSICAL:

"HIGH BUTTON SHOES"

B/IL PIERSON
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CITY PLAYHOUSES, INC., New York

*

LOUIS A. LOTITO. Pres.

*
CORONET THEATRE

"SMALL WONDER"

FULTON THEATRE
"JOAI^ OF ARC"

MOROSCO THEATRE
"GOODBYE^ MY FANCY"

46TH STREET THEATRE
"LOVE LIFE"

*

*

GILBERT MILLER and HENRY SHEREK

PRESENT

ROBERT MORLEY
IN

EDWARD, MY SON
By ROBERT MORLEY and NOEL^ LANGLEY

NOW IN ITS I8TH MONTH AT THE LYRIC THEATRE, LONDON
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WALTER MOROSCO
Walter Morosco, 49, 20th-Fox

producer and director for the past

10 years, died of a stroke Dec. 30

at Coronado, Cal., where he had
been vacationing for several days,

He was the son of the late Oliver

Morosco, legit producer.

Long identified with the film in-

dustry, Morosco at one .
time

turned out educational shorts and
later was associated in variou.s

capacities with United Artists,

Fox Films and Paramount. While
with 20th such recent boxoffice

successes as "Margie" and "Give
"My Regards to Broadway" were
made under his guidance.

Born in San Francisco, Morosco
came under the wing of his

father at an early age and was
with the latter's theatrical organi-
zation for a number "of years. In
his tenure with 20th. he produced
many films, - some of which were
'at Happened in Flatbush." "The
Man in the Trunk" and "Wing and
a Pi-ayer."

Surviving are a son, Tim, and
his mother. ; Mrs. Anna Morosco.
He was thrice wed, having married
actress Corinne Griffith, Shirley

FRANCIS X. HOPE
' Francis X. Hope, 77, former
general manager for producing
lirra of Cohan & Harris, died at

hi.'^ home in Philadelphia, Dec. 27.

Hope had been with th^ produc-
ing firm for a number of years.

When Sam H. Harris and George

recurrent attacks of arthritis and:
sciatica.

Miss Van Riper had either writ-

ten or collaborated on many films;

including "The Harvey Girls,"
i

"Babes in Arms/' "Lady Be Good'
and Metro's Andy Hardy series

She was born in Minneapolis. .

Mother, Amy Van Riper, sur

vives. :-

In Memory of My

Beloved Husband

DICK RYAN
MARY RYAN

M. Cohan effected a schism of part-

.nership, he subsequently had held

similar posts with Florenz Ziegfeld

aiid Elmer Rice, playwright, on
latter's productions.

He was a founder and honorary
life member of the Friars and a
member ol the Lambs Club.:

HENRIETTA LEE MORRISON
Mrs. Henrietta Lee Morrison, 79,

Widow of Charles F. Morrison,

comedian, Sied in New York,

Dec. 29.

Mrs: Morrison specialized in com-
edy roles. After making her debut

in "The Two Sisters," she sub-

sequently appeared with Richard

Carle in "Mary's Lamb," "A Con-

tented Woman," "Girl of My
Dreams" and "So Long Letty."

Her husband died in 1934.

Screetn Guild, died after a heart
attack at Covington, Ky., De<i. 28.

Harry Brodsky, theatre decora-
tor,' died in Philadelphia, Dec. 28.

Survived by wife, two daughters
and two sons.

Donald Rudd, 60, Columbia pro-
jectionist for the last 17 years, died
m Hollywood, Dec. 28, after a heart
attack.

Brother, 63, of screen actor

Monte Blue, died at his home in
Indianapolis, Deo. 25.

PETER PANN
i Peter Pann, 76, veteran characi

ter actor who more recently had

MRS. WILLIAM BLAISDELL
Mrs. Clara Lavine Blaisdell, 75,

actress and widow of William

Blaisdell, actor, died in New York,,

Dec. 29.'

Born in New York, she had ap-

peared in a scries of comic operas,

and at the turn of the century in

Edward E. Rice's production 'of

"Tlie Girl from Paris."

LOVING MEMORY Of

BILLY SMYTHE
Wlio Passed Away Jnii; 51li, lOde

We Miss You

GLADYS, WILLIAM JR., ROBERl
AND PHILLIP

Joseph A. Block, 55, Metro studio

policeman for 25 years, died Dec.

26 at his home in Culver City, Cal.

Arthur Smith, 51, film property
man, died Dec. 27 in Hollywood
alter a long illness.:

IN LOVING MEMORY
OF

HARRY VON T|tZER
July 8, 1872—Jan. 10, 194«

His Brothers

WILL-JULES-HAROLD-ALBERT

COL. WILLIAM S. SAVAGE
Col. William S. Savage, 51, vet-

eran executive of RKO Radio's
legal department, died in Garden
City, L. I., Dec. 29. I

He came to RKO in 1932 via
j

the real estate department and
\

later transferred to the legal de
parlment.

Survived by wife.

A. Q. Hodges, 50, Metro investi-

gator for 20 years, died Dec. 26 in

Santa Monica, Cal.

, Widow of Warren William, film

star, died in Manhasset, L. 1., Dec.
31. William died last September.

i HEDLEY COOPER
j

Hedley Cooper, 59, violinist, died
' Dec. 25 in Dallas, He was born in

Addingham, Yorkshire, England
i and was concertmaster of the Guild
1
Hall of Music of London before

! coming to Dallas in 1920.

I

He was a member of the Dallas

I

Symphony Orchestra and was also

an instructor in violin.

Son, 10, of Martin Coil, RKO film

editor, died in Hollywood, Dec. 24.

Global Kick
Continued from page 21

Listenwalter and Marie O'Keefe,
a model. All ended in divorce.

JOHN GECOMA
John Gecoma, 51, owner and

operator of Bright Jl.ights Exposi-s
tlon Shows, died of a brain tumor
in Pittsburgh, his home town,
Dec. 25.

In addition to his outdoor attrac-
tion, Gecoma operated an agency
in Pittsburgh for outdoor talent in
association with Frank Cervone,
bandleader, who preceded him in
death by five weeks. The office,
which is associated - with Hamid
13nterprises, will be operated by
Cervone's sons, Joseph and Jack,
with the passing of Gecoma.

Survived by a sister and two
orotlieis.

been a member of the staff of the
Actor's Fund, died in New York,
Dec. 29. His last stage appearance
was in the 1945 Broadway producr
tion, "Signature."

A native of Hamburg, Germany,
Pann started his career in Shake-
spearean repertory, later acting in
stock as well as in vaudeville".: He
was also seen in the road compa-
nies of "Peg o' My Meart" and "A
Bit of Diplomacy."
A daughter survives.

KAY VAN RIPER
Kay Van Riper, 40, film scripter,

radio writer and playwright, died
]

in Glendale, Cal., Dec. 31, an ap-
i parent victim of an overdose Of
I
sleeping tablets. For years she had

JACK FLANNERY
B. J. (Jack1 Flannery, 51* branch

manager of National Screen Serv-
ice in Seattle, died there Dec. 25,
following a heart attack.

Survived by wife and a brother.

Wife, 28. of George Laskey,
Uniontown, Pa., exhibitor, died
there Dec; 17. In addition to her
husband, parents, two brothers and
a sister survive. ''\

Wife of Charles Lindau, owner
of the Kedzie and Kedzie Annex
theatres, Chicago, died there Dec.
28. Survived by husband and three
sons. ' •

Wife, 43, of Larry .Jacobs, In-
dianaiJolis branch manager for
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tory for "Frank Buck Returns to
Africa," in which Jules Levey is

interested. He will take a color
camera unit, as ; will Cooper-;
Schoedsack, and film exciting wild
animal footage for an exploitation

picture to go out under above tag.

Buck .will be in Africa approxi^
mately the same time.
Third outfit to make use of this

sector will be George Breakston
and Yorke Gaplan, who last year
made "Urubu" in ' Matto Grasso
jungles of Brazil. Their . goal is

Mountains of the Moon, and they
plan to make an elephant -picture.

Title Of their film will be "Okapi,"
which will be changed, since an
okapi is far cry from an elepliant.:

They, too, will be roaming Africa
in early spring, but will probably
get away first of the three com-'
panics.
Robert Lord and Humphrey Bo-

gart. for their second Santana pro-
duction together, are doing "Tokyo
Joe." While star won't make jaunt
to fJapan, Lord made the trip in

early fall and laid out a wide loca-
tion outline, in. area:around Tokyo,
and later a camera crew spent six

weeks filming background material
which will be used for much of
picture. Breakston-Caplan will go
to Japan late this yearf too.

India also is to serve as setting
for a Hollywood company, Orien-
tal-International, headed by Ken
MeEldovirney^ although it is

financed by a Hindu rajah. McEI-
downey is now en route to Bombay,
where at least two and orobably
four pictures wiU be made.

Thei'e has been scarcely a week
this past year that some Holly-
wood production company wasn't
active abroad. Italian production
was particulaTly heavy, and so Was
British,

In Italy, 20th-Fox had "The
Prince of Foxes"; Goldridge, Inc.
ifinanced with all-U.S. coin by New
York Realty tycoon

. Robert W.
Goelel, Jr.) made "Rapture," at
Scalera studios; Victor Pahlen,
"Pirates of Capri." Jimmy Save
also was to have started "Little
World. Hello" there. Gregor Rab-
inoyitch, for Columbia release, was
making "Faust" and "Aida," as
well as "Tales of Hoffman."
England saw 20th-Fox doing its

second British postwar picture,
"Impulse," which will be released
in the British Empire under its
original title, "Brittania Mews."
Company also will shoot portion of
"I Was a Male War Bride," now in
Germany, in British studios.
Metro finished -"Edward, My

Son" and started "Conspirator."
"Quo Vadis," which rolls in Italy
in March, likewise will be lilmed
in London.
Alfred Hitchcock shot his ^'Un-

der Capricorn" in London, finish-
ing this Transatlantic production at
Warners in Hollywood. David O.
SelznicH also filmed portion of
"The Third" Man" in London, al-
thougli most of it was shot in
Vienna.
Coming up, In addition to "Quo

Vadis," noted above, is Selznick's

"The Tale of Two Cities," to he
made in England and probablv
France. Warner's currently X
doing "The Hasty Heart" in Lon!
don, and Arthur Hilton will launch
his indie efforts with "Master Skv
lark" in England.

;

Nat Holt will returh to Canada
for "Cariboo Trail," and 20th-Fo»K
has set a North African looatioiT
expedition for "The Black Rose''
This company will be particularly
active abroad this year. Slated also
to go will be "Inside Scotland
Yard," "Unseen Harbor," "C
Highway," "The Gay Pursuit," all
set for British filming, and will do
Northwest Mounted Police yarn in
Canada. Robert Bassler, too, will

'

go to Sweden for 20th-Fox for a
documentary based on American
flyers interned in Sweden during
war.

Mexico is to get heavy attention
again, after having practically been
abandoned during past year. Arpi
again will go south, for story of
Pancho Villa, Metro is to do "Za-
pata," and William Rowland and
Edward Nealis will do "Medal of

'

Honor" and ''Fate Takes a Hbli.
day" in southern capital. Albert J.
Cohen is planning "The Blue
Flame." John Ford will do "Sanc-
tuary." Ford also is propping "The
Quiet Man" for production in Ire-
land..

Joim Beck will produce 'Xorna'
Doone". for Edward Small in Eng-
land and Scotland, film to be made
in association with J. Arthur Rank,
and Selznick will do "Tess of the
d'Ubervilles'' in England. Wil-
liam Cameron Menzies likewise is

set to produce "The Ballad and the
Source" for Walter Wanger in Bri-

tain. Metro will make part of "The •

Undesirables" in Cuba.

Mike Frankovitch currently is in .

Italy, with plan to make two pic-

tures there, and Universal is send-

ing Deanna Durbin to Rome for

,

an untitled -musical in association

-

witlji Scalera Films, an Italian

,

concern. California Productions is

another to do a film in Rome 'In
,

association" with Scalera, to star

Robert Cummings. Hal W.aljis may
do a film therCf too, "September." '

Buddy Rogers and . Mary Pick-
ford are planning to leave for
Rome early in 1949. They want to
make at least two films there.

Plenty of other production com-
panies likewise are looking off-

shore for' locations. World is so
small these days, what with fast-

flying planes, that it's only three
days to India. What's distance,
now, anyway . . . and tliere's that
frozen coin. '

MARRIAGES
Ellen Lewis to Aldo Praisot,

Greenwich, Conn., Dec. 24. He's
with Pittsburgh Symphony Orch.
Lcda De Gusipe fo Jimmy Gis-

modi, Uniontown, Pa., Jan. 1. He's
chief sports announcer on WMBS
in Uniontown.

Betty Bigelow to David Rose,

Las Vegas, Dec. 28. He's a com-
poser-orch' leader. . <

Marguerite Chapman to C. Bent-

ley Ryan, Santa Barbara, Cal., Dec.

29. Bride is a screen actress.-

Margaret Whiting to Hubbell
Robinson, Jr., Las Vegas, Dec. 29.

Bride is a: songstress; he's a veepee
of Columbia. Broadcasting System.

Judith A. Beaumont to Howard
B. Pine, Hollywood, Dec. 31. She's

an actress; he's a film producer
and son of WiJliam Pine, of Pine-

Thomas Productions. •

Lucy Gilman to Jack Scott, Chi-

cago, Dec. 25. Bride is a radio

actress; he's partnered in Schwim-
mer & Scott ad agency.

Eileen West to Johnny Greenhut,
New York, Dec. 29. He's in the

television dept. of Music Corp. .of

America; bride is former showgirl,

previously married to Greenhut.
Mrs. Betty McCrossin Allen to

Jesse Lasky Jr., Riverside, Cal-i

'

Dec. 31. He's the son of Jesse

Lasky, pioneer film producer. .

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mr$. Leo Eugene,

daughter, Texarkana, Tex., recent-

ly. Father «is manager of Kl*"
there, ^

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Zide, daugh-

ter, Detroit, Dec. 17. Father >s

Realart Pictures franchise holder

in that territory.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Meltzer,

daughter, Hollywood, Dec.
Father is a writer at Paramount.

Mr. and Mrs. Eli Cass, son. New
York, Dec. 25. Mother is publicist

Phyllis Kraus; father is also •

pressagent. , , ,„
Mr, and Mrs. Paul Bechslein.

son, Pittsburgh, Dec. 20. Father

manages Uptown theatre in Pn"-'

_

Mr. and Mrs. David Wise, son,

Hollywood, Dec. 29. Father i-

plant superintendent at RKO.
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TELE SPONSORS BURN AT COST^
Taknt Agoiaes BinMing Lower-Cost

Shows; See Strimger Bid FromRadio
Although talent agencies antici-*

pate the usual amount of sponsor c

spending in radio, they're buildinj;

lower-priced packages In keeping

with the general lower economic

trend in all fields of show business.
|

Pointers feel that television in-

JoWs are still comparatively minor
and heavy slices in radio spending

will not be evident for some years

to come. They believe that even

with extension of the coaxial cable,

there will still be a considerable

segment of the countryopt covered

by video transmitters^^^ It's also

[figured that advertisers experi-

menting in video will not diminish
radio budgets to any appreciable

degree, difference probably: being
made up by decrease of spending
in other media.

Agencies think that program '

sales will start perking next month ,

When the majority of advertiser

budgets come through/ Until then,
|

percenters are lining up new pack- •

. ages, -.^-./^ i;. -|

The talent peddlers say that
'

they've considerably more selling ,

points than were present during
j

the past year. Firstly, they believe
i

that the Jack Benny switch frorn
\

NBC to CBS points up- anew the ;

need for development of new shows i

-and new stars. Inasmuch as Benny :

was the keystone of NBC's former-

,

!y Smash Sunday lineup, networks
(Continued on page 34)

Danish King Batons Orch
For Benefit Recordings

Gopenhageni Jan. 11.

One of the top prizes in a Danish
lottery to aid needy European
countries will be a set of classical

recordings waxed by the 70-piece

symphony orchestra, of the Royal
Danish Theatre under direction of

King Frederik IX.
Ability of King Frederik as a

musician and director has long
been acknowledged in Danish mu-
sical circles. The 49-year-old mon-
arch has been a music lover since

his early youth and once wrote a
march for the Royal Guard Orches-
tra.

RESENT NBC FEES Major Pic Compames See 1949 Biz

Holding Up as WeD as Last Year

Richard Rodgers Nips

Oldtimers in Defense

Of 'Hard Work as Fun'

By RICHARD RODGERS
In last week's anniversary issue

of Vauiety there viras an article by
Arthur Hopkins, the title and teijor
of which was, "All the Fun Has
Gone Out of the Theatre." With
all due respect, and no more, I

ask, "What's the man talking
jbout?" I searched his ai-ticle care-
fully fbr an indication of what was
Considered fun in the "good old
dSys." and I found that they had
some go-sh-darned witty speeches
at dinners at the Lambs and Friars.
Mr, Hopkins also comes up with
>^'iat he declares is the origin of

(Continued on page 63)

Benny Willing To

Tackle Video, If

It Can Afford Him
Hollywood, Jan.; 11. :

Either live or on film, Jack
Benny is available for video-^
whenever the medium can aft'ord

him. That's the comic's answer to
recurrent reports that he'd retire

from show biz when tele becomes a
major factor.

What's more, Benny -declaredi

his rallio characters will remain in-

tact. He has maintained his situa-

tion comedy format with video in

mind and only minor revisions will

be required to convert to the new
medium. Televiewers will see
Benny and Rochester riding in the
Ma.Kwell, they'll see the vault in

tContinued on page 62)

By GEORGE ROSEN

Clients and ad agencies involved
in the majority of top-budgeted
dramatic and variety shows on
television have been doing a fast

burn in recent weeks over mount-
ing TV production costs. Shows
that would normally, have a $5,000-

$6,000 a week talent nut, they
claim,: spiral to as high: as $9,000
and $10,000 a week, principally be-
cause : of scenery designing prob-
lems..

They're particularly resentful of

the fact that their, hands are tied

and they can't do anything about it,

and the finger is' particularly

pointed at NBC's standing rule that
all production mountings: must be
undertaken by the network itself,

that none of the scenic work can
be parcelled out, The problem is

becoming an increasing headache
to such sponsors as Texaco, Swift,

Kraft, Admiral and: Philco; among
others represented by NBC-TV net-
work programming.

In the case of "Texaco Star The-
atre." both the client - and the
agency, Kudner, point to the fact

(Continued on page 30);

Argientine Musicians

May Ballt Cugat Visit
Montevideo, Jan. 11.

It now: looks as though the con-
tract signed in November, which
would bring Xavier Cugat to Uru-
guay and Argentina ,

in March-
April, 1949, may have: to be can-.

I celled as far as Argentina is con-
cerned.

This is the result of the opposi-
tion put up by the Argentine Mu-
sicians' Union, based on the con-
tention that their U. S. counter-
part has consistently opposed any
booking of Argentina bands or mu-
sicians in U. S. territory. :.

Benny Goodman Does
Quiclv Fade at N.Y. Pau
Benny Goodman pulled an un-

usual disappearing act at the Para-
mount theatre, New York, Saturday
(8) night. He walked off the thea-
tre s bandstand during Buddy Les-
ter s comedy act and kept right on
going out of the house. He hasn't
oeen back since. Gene Krupa was
aiagged in from a vacation for the
second show Sunday (9) and con-
ducted B. G.'s baivd until it closed
la^ mght (Tuesday).

action was due
to the fact that a bronchial con-

<Continued on page 47)

A. J. Balaban-Friedlander

Head Country Club Synd.
Syndicate headed by A. J. Bala-

ban and Emil Friedlander has pur-

I
chased Adolph Zukor's 800-acre
estate at New City, N. Y., and plans
to develop it into country club es-

tates for wealthy show biz names.
Group aims to run it as a co-op
with about 200 families in the

I

entertainment field participating.

They'll have homes oft the acreage,

I

plus swimming pool, golf- course,

small filniery and all Other ele-

ments of a top country dub.
Balaban, managing director of

the Roxy, N. Y., and Friedlander,

head: of Dazian's, costumers, head
the syndicate which includes Abe
Lastfogel, William Morris office

topper; Eugene Zukor, son of
Adolph; Harry Thau, who oper-
ates Cavanaugh's and the Cardin-
al restaurants in ;N. Y.; Nat Rob^
bins, Balaban's brother-in-law and
others. They paid around $500,000
for the property, which originally

cost Zukor about $2,500,000.
/ ' :

Names Piled High

For Truman Show
Washington, Jan. 11.

What must rate as one of the big-
gest all-star variety shows ever
assembled will take the stage the
night of Jan. 19 here at the inaugu-
ral "gala" before President Truman
and an overflow audience at the
National Guard Armory.
Here is the cast who will high-

light one of the stellar affairs of
inaugural week in Washington:
Gene Kelly, Feruccio Tag! iavini,

Dorothy Maynor, Lawrence Tib-
bett, Kay Starr, Abboti and Co.s-

tello, Tony and Sally De Marco,
Lena Horne, Lucy Monroe, Eeopold
Stokowski conducting the National
Symphony Orchestra, Lionel Hamp-
ton and his band. Alice Faye and
Phil Harris, Phil Spitalny and his

allTgirl orch, Lum 'n' Abner, Phil
Regan, Jane Powell. Dick Haymes,
Gene Autry. Kdftar Bergen and
Charlie McCartiiy. and a 32-piece
pit orchestra of Washington's Capi-

(Continued on page 55)

14 B'way Gosings

Force 700 Out Of

Work; More Due
Curj^nt epidemic of closings,

the most severe in years, is crimp-
ing theatrical employment and
worrying the entire legit field. Al-
though conditions are expected to

be 'better for the next couple of
months, at least :« few more shows
iflay fold soon, :

Figuring the 10 recent closings
on Broadway and the road, plus
the four scheduled this week, an
e.stimated 700 people, including
actors, musicians, stagehands, etc.,

will have been thrown out of work.
About 100 more are employed In
three other shows that may go
off soon. , That figure excludes
those in shows that left or are to

leave Broadway to tour. One re-

sult of the rush of. closings in New
York is that the threatened theatre
shortage of a: few weeks ago is ap

(Continued on page 61)

Ten major film- companies, for
the first time since the war, plan
to release about eight more pictures .

during the current year than
they fed to- exhibitors in 1948. Ap-
proximately 353 features will be
distributed in 1949, as compared to
the 345 turned out during the
preceding 12 months, In addition,
several companies have scheduled
a group of reissues.

Similarity in the number of re-

leases indicates that the ma.ior
company sales chiefs: believe busi*

ness will be at least as good as it

was in 1948. All the companies
quizzed in the Variety compilation
emphasized, however, that current
release plans are only tentative and
the number of releases may be

'

increased or decreased, in line with

.

market conditions. *

Big Five, surprLslngly, are slow-
ing down on their releases, indi-

cating their optimism that the high-'

budgeters will grab off longer
playing time in the first runs,
thereby making: necessary fewer re-

leases than last year. Paramount,
for example, has trimmed its sched-
ule from 27- released In 1948 to an
estimated 19 for 1949. Dip of eight

(Continued on page 63)

I
Relaxing of Gambling

.Law Needed to Hypo

I

Havana Nitery Biz
I Havana, Jan. 11.

;

I Nitery operators are hopeful that

'the new national admini-stration

iwill ease the laws on gaming. Busi-
ness here, despite influx of tourists

resulting from resumption of

cruises, has been below that of the
wartime years when visitors were
at a minimum. ' Bonifaces feel that
relaxing of the casino regulations,
wliich permits green-felt operations
in the Havana suburbs only, will

come shortly.

As a result, few cafes are doing

(Continued on page 55) -

.

Artie Shaw's Gonna
Let His Hair Grow

-Artie Shaw has been signed for
I longhair concert appearances bj

,
the' Judson, O'Neill & Judd division

of Columbia Artists Mgt. Latter if

' offering him now to orchestra)
! managers as clarinet soloist witir
; their symphonies for midsuinmer /

. al fresco appearances and for^

[
October-November this yean Man-

J

agers are being advised that Shaw:.
(Continued on page 55) '
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Govt BiH^eteers Discreet DecN'

Of B.O^ Predict Higher Admish Take

Washington, J«n, 11. +

Taking sharp exception with

those who predict that the box-

oftice is in for a considerable

period of decline, the Federal

budget-makers are predicting that

the 20% admissions tax will bring

Uncle Sam more during the cur

Bob Hope's Arena Tcwt

Doing SRO Texas Biz
.

: . Pallas, Jan. 11.

Bob Hope'8 arena and auditorium

„„„. _ lour has been playing; to capacity

rent fiscal year than during last
^

g^jigncgg jn various Texas cities

S ^r^af j

Fun houses «"onded Hope-s^inJ^

bite lor the next fiscal year (com- showings m Fort Worth, Abilene,

mencing July 1, 1949) will be still
j
Austin, and two shows in Dallas,

higher than in this fiscal year,
| ^^^^ j„ gan Antonio and

President Truman's budget, sub-
I

Tonight's (11) display lesiUmiue ihoiiUe.

mitted yesterday (10) to Consres'i.
Houston, where he does his ----- - —

disclcsed that during the bjisiness h^.^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ut in advance,

year ending June .30, 1948,^ the
j ^^^^^ resumes in Beaumont
tomorrow (Wed.) where a twilight

344th Week!
3,519 Performance*

Al)-ti»ie ions I'un record In the

Ffideral Government got $38.5

100,699 from the admissions tax.

For the current year the take is,

estimated at $390,000,000. Next

fiscal year, the 20% tax is figured

to yield $400,000,000. An esti-

mated 80% of this tax is estimated

to come from films. Remainder is

show was added to take care of the

huge advance sale. Thursday's

shindig in New Orleans has a 16,-

000 advance.

Hope chartered a DC-6 from

United Airlines to make jumps I

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1949"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, C«l.

And now in woi-ld-uiii€ rfleaso

"BILL AND COO"
Ken Murray'e ^ .

Acadenr<y Award Film

from a wide variety of .sources
|
easier and eliminate need for^ a

ranging from admissions to ball- strict adherence to schedule. Al-

rooms and legit to sports and though shows are slated to run two

swimming pools. and a half hours, most displays run
' around three hours. «

Hope's cast is similar to that of

his radio layout and included Doris

DSyi Irene Kyatt, BUI Farrell, Hy
Averback and Les Brown Orch,

The President's budget message,

calling for an increase in taxfjs,

plus his estimates showing that he

figures even higher returns from
admissions, makes crystal clear

that the Administration will fiKht

jmy proposal to lower the admis-

sions tax from the present 20'

^

level, instituted in 1943, to the

older 10% figure.

While the Government figures

that show biz and entertainment
genierally will hold its high levels

, for the next 18 months at least, it

does acknowledge that nitery biz
j

is off and will continue to slip

$36,m000 Asked

For Info Abroad
Wa.shington, Jan. 11.

The State Department's interna-

The 20% tax on nitery tabs earned ,

tional information and educational

Irving Berlin In

Talent Plea For

Overseas GI's

Plea fo'r regular foUowups to the
show biz caravan, which he and
Bob Hope headed' to entertain

troops of the Berlin airlift during
the Christmas holidayls, was made
by Irving Berlin this week. Song"-

writer, who appeared in the show
and wrote some special tunes for

it, declared that there is even more
need now than there was during
the war for American performers!

Waller Win«hell
In New York

How They Got Their Names
Friends of Mark Hellinger will gather Sunday in a Brjiadwav

theatre named for him to do honor to the first by-line to appear in
lights. The ceremony will dedicate a plaque which expresses the love
of the people Mark brushed up against covering the Broadway beat.

' The tribute on the plaque, which your scrivener was honored to
compose, says; "To Mark Hellinger, reporter, playwright and pro-

ducer,- Gifted in two of the great modern arts, journalism and the
theatre, his talents and his energies never failed to express his great
love for his fellow men. In memory of his friendship, this plaque is

dedicated by them with no less affection than his inscription on their

hearts."

It's o great pity it's a ceremony Mark can't attend. A greater piiy

Mill he hadn't the power of seeing ahead, a quarter of a centui y ago,

to this monument. What a laugh he'd have at the showmen who op^

posed columnists on the first night press .list!

Anthony B. Farrell bought the theatre and named it for Mark for

Ihe most sensible reason yet advanced ior titling a building: lie got
pleasure out of Mark's column. How many columnists get fan letters

made of steel and stone and costing $1,500,000?

the Federal Government $i)3..'i27,- program, includmg the Voice ot ^^^.^ regular junkets abroad to

145 in the fiscal year ending June I

America and « »™Uea P'««^e , ^ ^^^^^^p ^^^^^^^

30, 1948. For the present fiscal
|

pro.iect, would receive $36,000,000
jj^g unglamorous part of

year, the estimate is only $49,000,-
1

m the
""„^Lc! i the war." Bertin explained. "Those

(Continued on page 62)

' Most tlicafres are named unimaginatively. When the Theatre

Guild came out of pauperdom with a string of Hungarian hits, it

decided to build its own home and give up the ancient Garrick on
35th St. George S. Kaufman, speaking for all the neglected USA play-

^\ rights, sourly suggested the name Hungarrick or Budapest-tiouse. It

was called The Guild.

Tliere was a rich woman, Edith Totten, anxious to wear her nam*
on a theatre. At the unveiling the lobby displayed a piece of rhyme on

marble to the ett'ect that the theatre was fnsurance that the "name o£

Edith Totten will ne'er be forgotten." The house played two stiffs, and
Ihe Edith Gotten became the President.

LoCs oj prodwcprs are commemorated in houses that u.scd to sprout

their hits: Sam H. Harris, Edgar Selwyn, Sam S. Shubcrt, George

Broadhurst^ John Cort, Oliver Morosco, Martin Beck, Florenz Ziegteld,

David Belasco and John Golden, The most powerful of the showmen,
Abe Erlanger, has no memorial on Broadway. He lost his billing to

.St.:James. .. :•
•

•

budget request made to Congress
, „j ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ jy-t

yesterday (11) by President Tru '

man
I For the current year the project

t received $27,000;000 and probably
. will have to- make up a deficit of

I about $349;500. Of the new request

$1,000,000 is to pay for a contract

There's a lot of difference between
the excitement and glamor that

went with a fighting war and the
plain hard work that is. going into

this cold war. . Those fellows, cov-
ered with soot and coal dust, look
more like Al Jol§on than Air
Corpsmen. We should arrange to

Sartorial Sam Goldwyn

Swipes Style Lead From

Rank, Korda, Sez Brit. Mag.-S^e:s'"?o"r''7hu"/ea'/ but'?o'r
, .

-7 t't.
-

' '
, • „ <--ongiess> 101 iiiis> jedi

I send entertainment over to them
London, Jan. 11: which no lunds were provided.

As a climax to a year in which i Of the new money $8,603,104

they have had unsympathetic treat-
! would be spent: for international

raent from British critics, J. Ar- [ broadcasting ("Voice of America")
thur Rank and: Sir Alexander

! and $2,049,968 would be earmarked
Korda are taken to task for their for .special international pictures.

"slovenly'* dress by the editor : of
i

: .
: :

— —.—^-—
the Tailor and Cutter, British IVPp AMIIC QTHflf?
magazine on men's styles. : ULKj. nalliu* JlVliIViJ

Publishing pictures of Rank in
|

a check sports jacket and striped I

flannels and Korda in a creased
! Entertainment stocks showed re

double-breasted suit, the journal i markable strength during Decern-

SHOW SHARP SPURT

on an intensive and regular
schedule."

Berlin, whose experience with
soldier entertainment runs from
"Yip, Yip. Yaphank" of World
War I to "This Is the Army" of

the last war. was* accompanied on
the recent tour, in: addition to

Hope, by Jinx Falkenburg and Tex
McCrary, Jean Harvey, a half-

dozen Radio City Music Hall Rock-
ettes and : Russell Markert, who
produced their dances; Jay Black'
ton, orchestra leader; writers Si-

mon Rose and Ranald McDougall
(Continued on page 62)

4 BILLS IN CONGRESS

SEEK 20% TAX CUT
Washington, Jan. 11.

Although President Truman

says of Bank "you're feehng rather ber, with the total on the N.Y.
shy aren t you, and no wonder, exchange rising sharply by
with that check jacket," while;

^.t the close of the
Korda is said to look as though ^^^^^ aH amusement
he lias been screwed up in a ball

j.^^^.^^ i,jg ^^^^.^ climbed to
and left overnight. ^„ ^^^^.^ $679,625,351.
To cap it all, the two British Listed on the N. Y. exchange are

film chiefs are advised to study
j
ail major film companies except

a picture of Sam Goldwyn and United Artists, big radio nets and
some of his American associates, a number of disk outfits.
"You won't mind admitting," says I The rally came after amusement ,

,

the journal, Vthat every one of shares, along with the general run ' "i""^ his budget message
them is a neater figure sartorialty of industrials, slid badly following tS'''**^'*'^'''^ 'f) that no taxes—in-

than either yourself or your chirm, tj,(, reelection of President Tru- ' eluding excises^—sliould be: cut at

Sir Alex. And we don't even in- iT\an in November. Prices on I'^his time, number of bills have
elude Mr. Goldwyn out." amu.sements then dived to the low- t introduced in the new Con-
And from all of this, the Tailor est point since February, when Sress to reduce or wipe out war-

and Cutter draws the conclu.sion the postwar bottom was hit, "'"p '"^tes. Four of these

that U. S. film chiefs are "streets , Average per-share price on en- s-pecificaUy would drop the 20%
ahead in style consciousness, and tertaihment stocks amounted to 1

^mission tax to the former 10%
Britain's traditional lead in men's ."SIS.TO at the end of the year. That M:"*?; .

wear is being challenged by figure compares with $14.69 on _ ihese bills were introduced bv

Few octors have been honored. Henry Miller and George M.

Cohan, actor-producers, made sure of their billing, and the honored

performers include Maxine Elliott, Ethel Barrymore, Richard Mans-

field and Edwin Booth. Walter Hampden's name was sold out with th«

building, and Nora Bayes' and Nazimova's fell with theirs.

T!ie Nora Bayes, atop the 44th Street Theatre, was burdened with

an almost unending run of turkeys. The house figured in the play

"Arsenic and Old Lace." The play's hero, a critic, preferred to duck a

Bayes opening to spend the evening, with: his two: aunts, 'both mur-
deresses. It was more restful there.

Tile Fulton ujosji't named lor Maude, a star of three decades ago,

but for Robert, the man who got laughed at for claiming steam could

drive: boats. The Fulton opened as the Folies Bergere but went native

when its supper shows failed to pack enough vitamines.

The Fwltort, Plymouth, Longacrc' and Hudson have root in USA
history. Five borrowed their handles from hotels. Ritz, Vanderbilt,

Belmont, Biltmore and Ambassador. Nobody knows where the Royalf

got that tag-^maybe somebody showing off his French.

The Alvin was a valentine to two producers, Alex Aaions «nd

Vinton Freedley. They justified the gesture by .bringing a mess oX liits

into. .it; • ..

.

Wlicn :t?ie Mo,Tiiie Elliott became the home stage for the loveliest:

act:ress of her day; it was whispered that J. P. Morgan had built it m
a little remembrance. The late Mr. WooUcotf squelched the fable «nd

suggested that Mr. Morgan was hanging around for market tipSj to

loaded with bu.siness cunning was. Maxine's pretty little head.

Wlien BiUy Rose acquired: the Ziegfeld, he proclaimed the glon-

fier's moniker: would always ride its facade. It. was a popular gesture,

and for Billy to skip his: name in print represented an act .of seltdenid

unmatched since Joseph was having none-of Mrs. Fotiphar.

Ethel Bflrrvmore becanfie plagued by her longest jinx the minute

ihey gave her a namesake to work in. The Barrymore has housed many

hits, and none for Ethel. Her recent smasheSi "Whiteoaks" and "The

Corn Is Green," enriched rival boxoffices.

^ Nohody lias memorialized a composer on. a: house sign. Irving

Berlin is believed to be most deserving of the honor, but he can't even

feet it from Co-landlord Irving Berlin of the r Tusic Box.

America through motion pictures." Nov. 30 and $15.18 on Oct. 30.

Subscription Order Form
.'Enclosed find check for $

Please Send VARIETY for One Year .

To ..

Street

Cilv. . Zone State

.

Regular Subscription Rates for On* Yoar $10;00

Canada and foreign—$1 Additional

USfilEfY Inc.

154 West 46fh Street New York 19. N. Y.

I
Beps. Gordon McDonough, of
Hollywood; John Dingell, Michi-
gan; William Calmer, Mississippi;

' and Donald h. OToole, of New
, York.

AI Jol.wi, Who put all his bouncy personality into the WiD,t«f

Garden lor sea.sons, was rewarded with his own house, at' 7ili Aw
and Central Park. He took one show into it, hut he wasn't .happy
iiom the hot pa.strami o4ors of 50th & Broadway, and the Jolson lie-

came the big Century.

Cantor May Move East

If AM-TV Show Jells

Hollywood, Jan. 11.

1
Eddie Cantor is considering sell-

1
ing his Beverly Hills home and liv-

. ing in New York, if Pabst, Cantof's

radio sponsors, want him to do a
!
dual radio and television showifrom

I

New York. If plans materialize,
this will mark the comic's first

leastern residence since he played
1 "Banjo Eyes" some years ago.
I . AleanwhilCi Cantor is mapping a
I series of personal appearances as

I

a means of creating a stimulus for
sponsor's products, between sea-

' sons on the air. Balaban & Katz
,
is reported lining up a series of

. dates at fancy fuarantees and per-
! pontages,

,,,
.

, „ ,.„ ,

totelj/ on attempt has been made to restore the glamor hou.seslik*

Frohman's Empire and Lyceum, The 46th Street Theatre lias been

beautified up to encourage people to find the theatre fun no less than

its attraction. The Coronet, Fulton and Morosco have also joined tl)«

parade of dazzling houses.

I The 48f;i Street once was a pulmotor for gasping attractions. Jo*

I
LeBlang controlled it and fed its tenants with cut-rate patronage iroin

I his agency under Gray's Drug Store. The show Joe's cut-rating couldnt

save was as doomed as a job-seeking Dixiecrat.

OliveY Morosco couldn't stay lucky. He built the Moiosoo out of

profits of four smash hits. "Bird of Paradise," "Peg o' My Ueail." yr
stairs and Down" and "So Long Letty." But the knack of picking e»'

vanished when he had his own houses for them, and soon he had nu

houses or hits—only "his monument, which is more than most showm«"
leave..' .

When ihe N. Y. Times took title to the Little Theatre on
a bit of ham showed in the sedate management, and the thcUie is no

The Times. Playing all the shows fit to kill?

A drink, then, to the Mark Hellinger Theatre. It begins life

a good name to drink to. .

•
I.
"

, I ^„ ,(K,i;i>i'iiiyted|fr{qn) 14.,Y. Mirror, Jan. 11, 194».)
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PARAMOUNrS mY SPLIT
Hhchcock-Bamtein Unit Reported

Conadering Quitting Indie Prod.
Hollywood, Jan. 11.

Alfred Hitchcock-Sidney Bern-

. stein indie unit, Tranprftlantic Pro-

ductions, was reported this week
• considering calling it quits, fol-

lowing the finale of two other in-

dependent production deals. Pair

are Independent Artists, the

Bosalind Bussell-Frederick Brisson-

Diidlev Nichols unit, which ended

its tie with RKO. and Michael

Curtiz Productions, Warner Bros.

""Report on possibility of Trans-

atlantic fade lound no official con-

firmation, but definitely appeared

to be under consideration, at least.

Hitchcock has ditched plans for

Immediate production of a third

film for the unit and committed
himself next to direct a picture

for Warner Bros. It will be "Man
ftunning,"-to be before the cameras

in England in April, with Jane Wy-
man' starred.

Hitchcock was to have made "I

Confess" next for Transatlantic.

He and Bernstein had already made
a pair, "Rope" and "Under . Capri-

corn," for release by WB under the

unit's banner. These fulfilled their

two-picture contract with Warners,

RKO Theatres' Net
Hollywood, Jan. 11.

Net earnings for the year by the
RKO theatre chain was reported
in financial circles to be $4,700,000.
Tliese profits are of big interest to
RKO stockliolders, in view of the
split this summer of RKO produc-
tion and corporation's theatres into
separate companies, ,

The net Is considerably down
from both 1947 and 1946.

"

Thorpe Slated

As Co-Director

In Britain for Col.

Max 'Thorpe. Gplumbia's general
manager in England, is expected
to be uPPi# to cb-inana^iiig direc-

. . tor for Britain following a series
which, until very recently, it was

{
of home office conclaves next week

planned to extend. by Col chieftains from all parts of
"Rope" will gross close to $3,000,-

1 the world. Thorpe, it is antici-
000 worldwide and is expected to pated, will be raised to equal status
show a profit. "Under Capricorn"
hasn't gone in release yet, but cost

$2,750,000 (in doUaris) to produce
in England with Ingrtd Bergman
stama. That means it .will have to

(Continued on page 18)

Hitchcock Sued For

UMm Theft of

'Hamlet' Idea Charged
Plagiarism suit, asking $1,-

230,000 damages, has been' slapped
on Alfred Hitchcock. It charges
hira with swiping an idea for a
modern-day" version of "Hamlet"'
\vhich Hitchcock claims to have
abandoned almost as soon as he

; made the announcement of his
plans for the film.

Suit was brought by Irving
• I'iske (nee Irving Louis Fishman,
9c«ordihg to the complaint) in New
York Federal Court. It asks
$250,000 damages on each of live
counts. Since Hitchcock gave up
the "Hamlet" idea even before
Fiske's suit was filed, his attorney,
'Joseph Levine, revealed existence
of the suit for the first time in
planning to ask that the case be
thrown out as lacldng a cause of
action. Actually^suit w&s filed a
year. ago.
Fiske claims that he wrote a col-

loquial version of the Shakespeare
tragedy and a preface that were
both copped by Hitchcock. His
play was rehearsed but
produced, according to Fiske
Hitchcock's announced plan was
for a modern story using the basic
Hamlet" plot, not the original play
In modem English, according to
Iievine.

in England with Joseph Friedman,
company's vet British cliief and
European supervisor.
"Disclosure of plans to give
Thorpe the co-managing director
title immediately raised conjecture,-
of course, to the possibility of
Friedman's . retirement. It is un-
derstood, however, that this is not
contemplated, the promotion of
Thorpe merely being in recognition
of his service; as British sales
chief. Friedman has restricted
himself pretty, much' to matters of.

policy in recent years, . with Thorpe
handling most of the operational
duties.

Change in Thorpe's status came
on the heels of reports that Metro's
Sam Eckman, Jr., dean of the
American film reps in London,
was considering retirement in a
year or 18 months, - although his;

contract runs to 1954. This has
been denied by Eckman and Metro
but is known definitely to have

(Continued on page 18) "

TRUMBO LEADING 10^

BACK TO PIX FOLD?
_ HollywoodtJan.il.

^_
Dalton Trumbo, one of the 10

unfriendly witnesses" ban-ed from

Ih ^'^^ majors following
"i« House un-American Activities
i-ommittee probe, is authoritative-

ly
reported working on a script

lor Samuel Goldwyn. Latter, how-
ever, has denied the report. If

,V"?i"?
has been taken on, he

would be the first of the 10 hired
ny an indie since the Society of
independent Motion Picture Pro-

recently disavowed the ban
adopted by the Motion Picture
Assn. of America.

m!!,'"u'' which Trumbo
thnL^?

working is unknown, it's

\f adaptation of tlie

High Heaven,"
concerned with anti-Semitism. It
is also reported that Howard Law-

bn? LT'^^I'^ .^''^ Walter Wanger,
•

ha
this, saying he

no writers «t present on the

DOS' UNIQUE ADMISH

POLICY FOR»r
Selznick Releasing Organization

has started to seU "Portrait of
Jennie" on an unusual policy of
increased-admission exhibitioh. It is

not asking theatre^owners . to hilke

the scale to a specific figure, such
as the $1.20 or $1.50 which is usual
with roadshows, but is asking them

never i to tilt tlie price just sliglitly to give
the connotation to tlie public tlvat

this is an out-of-the-ordinaiy pic-

ture. It is suggested that if the
regular b.o. fee is 60c the exliib

up it to perhaps 80c.

After sitting around with nothing
new to sell for months^ tlie SHO
sales force, headed ' by Sidney
Deneau, was finally given tlie go-
ahead on "Jennie" last weeki bates
may be accepted, however, on order
of • David O. Selznick, only in
houses which agree to make- the tilt

in scale and to install, a- 40-fo(>t'

cycloramic screen and' multi-sdund
equipment, which is used to giye
greater eifect to the hurricane witti

which the film finales.

"Jennie" opened at the Carthay
Circle, Los Angeles; Christmas Day
and will go into release in aboiit

10 keys next month if Deneau ckn
set up the dates under the terms
set. ' Rental of 50% is being asked;

Complete separation %i Para-
mount into two companies^ne
giant theatre chain and the other

Further Cost-Cutting Schemes Seen

On Agenda of Prexies Miami Meet
> Prexies of the nine member
companies of the Motion Plctur*

I

Assn. of America are slajted to
I
hold a conclave in Miami next

Johnston Back in DX;
a nurplv nmrinntmn rt!of,.iK„n„„ Eric Johnston, Motion Picture I

Tuesday and Wednesday (18-19).

outCs cu??enHv rt'hi^^^^^^^^^ I

Assn. of America prexy, is back at Eric Johnston, MPAA proxy, has

aw i^sSS'ti^S GovernmeS^ Washington headquarters this se„t_ out the invitations, but, re-

anti-trust case, it is reliably re-
, T'^nnV^np'^'^lrt^! "r^if^^J^r

ported. Barney Balaban, company ^"./P"'^^."^^!^"; ^'^^ Christmas-

president, according to one persist-
ent rumors will surrender his Over-
all supervision to direct the for-
tunes of the production-distrib
unit. Leonard Goldenson, present
theatre chief, would head up the
new circuit as company prez.
For the past week, it is reported.

Par's board of directors has been
huddling over the knotty question
of top personnel for the two new
companies. The Balaban-Gol den-
son joint presidencies is believed
to he the outcome of the series of
meets which has had the boai-d
burning the lamps overtime In
puzzling out management, opera-
tional tactics and other details.

It is believed another possible
outcome of the protracted huddles
would be the resignation of Adoljph
Zukor as board chairman, with
Balaban stepping up to that spot to
guide the company through the dif-
ficult reorganization course pre-
liminary to a breakup into two
companies. Another report singles
out y. Frank Freeman, company
yeepee who is sitting in on the

(Continued on page 18)

MPAA boss goes to Florida next
week for two days _of meets with
company prexies an'd is scheduled
to be on the Coast Jan. 26; to ad-
dress the Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce. He'll be out there
about a week, during . which : tinie

he will huddle with studio execs.

Johnston is slated to meet with
State Dept. officials today. (Wednes-
day) on film problems abroad. He
is said to be considerably closer to

plies have not yet been received
from all tlie company chieftains.
It is expected, however, that all
will be present or will have top
echelon reps on hand.

Johnston, who will chairman tha
meet, said in New York, Monday
(10), that the British and South
African situations would be fore-
most on the agenda. It is antici-
pated, however, that the two-day
session will see a wide variety of
topics covered, probably including
further steps on cost-cutting.

Confab will take the place of;

Dean Acheson; new Secretary of i
the sessions scheduled for tlia.

State, than he was to General i Coast Jan. 26-27-28. Those have
Marshall, which may bode good '

been cancelled, one of the rea.sona

for the industry.

TOA Head Asks

AO-Indnstry Meet

To End Feuding
. Boston, Jan. 11.

Bewailing the cross-purposes of
different elements of the film in-

dustry, Arthur Lockwood, presi-
dent of Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica, today (Tues.) asked that an

I

all-industry meeting be called to
work out iiarmony among dissident
factionsi Lockwood L^sued his call
at a testimonial dinner tendered
liim by the New England Variety
club. "It seems to me," he said.

being the anticipated absence of
several of the prexies, including;
Metro's Nick Schenck and Para-
mount's Barney Balaban. who were
to be vacationing in Florida at
tliat time. y
The Coast sessions were to be-

much; broader tlian. those to be;
held in Florida. Reps of unions
and guilds,' as well as e:thibitor ort
ganizations, had been invited to
the Hollywood assembly.; They
will not attend the Florida meet.
One of tiie behind-the-scenes rea*

; (Continued on page 13)

down and have a 'talk; and I for
one am willing to recommend such

(Continued;on page 19)

Yanks Win, Lose

In 'Curtain Areas
While the Yank picture industry

is showing slight signs of progress
on breaking into two previously
shuttered Iron Curtain countries,
it has retrogressed to a standstill
on getting back Into two others
which suddenly called it quits last
fall. Advances are being made on
the Soviet Union and Yugoslav:
deals which Eric Johnston, Motion
Picture Assn. of America prexy,
initiated during the summer, while
Hollywood product on the other
hand, appears to have no chance at
the moment of returning to the
screens of Hmigary and Rumania.
On the positive side, best results

are being made on Yugo.slavia's
deal to acquire 25 films. State
monopoly there has been screening I It was the second time in a week
a large number of subjects which | that Arnall had come to D. C, and
the Motion. Picture Export Assn.

|
he will be back for several days

already had in Europe, and has next week in connection with the
(Continued on page 19) Truman inauguration celebration.

Loew's Int'l May Help

Finance Palestine Film;

Metro Would Distrihute
' Jj(ieSv's International prez Arthur :

M. Loew may help fitii^iee the
fortlicoihihg pileture 'Which director'
Fred Zinneman plans to turn, out

"tliat now is the time for all rfr^ in Palestine, similar to the way in
sponsible industry leaders to sit i

which he brought Metro money in-

Arnall Visit. D.C.
' Washington, Jan. 11.

Ellis Arnall, prez of the So-
ciety of Independent Motion Pic-
ture Producers, checked in for a
few hours today (Tues.), accom-
panied byi^ndie producer Seymour
Nebenzal, for whom Arnall was
straightening out a European busi-

ness matter with the Government

National Boxoffice Survey
Bad Weather, H.O.'t Hurt Biz—'Paleface,' 'Words,'
•Married,' 'Pit,' 'Sky,' ^Hamlet,' 'By Night' Toppers
Post-holiday dip, following a

|
films are "Joan of Arc" (RKO),

smash New Year's week, is less I
"Red Shoes" (EL) and "The Ac

severe than anticinated this ses-

to "Search," Swiss-made film which
Zinneman directed. If the deal
goes through) Metro will automati-
cally < assume .worldwide distribU'-

tion rights to the Palestinian film,

which iS: as yet untitled.

Metro,; at Loew's instigation, re* ;

(Continued on page 18) '

sion* especially in view of western
storms and record cold and snow
in California. In many key cities

cused" (Par), last-named opening
this week at N. Y. Paramount.
Long string of new pictures are

being launched currently. "Don
.luan" (WB)j on basis of three

covered by Variety, firstruns are :

j
...

,
', mntipv-makw

in fhPi.. <hir.i Kroniro """a* uatcs, looKS a money-maKer.
in their third : weeks : with ace
product which, of course, is denting
the overall total.

"The Paleface" (Pai-) continues

"Command Decision" (M-ti), due
I

at N. Y. State next, slipped off in
third L. A. session after big openv

j

ing week: "Wake Of Red Witch"]

Rank's Long U.S. Visit
London; Jan^ 11.

British team to take part in tlu-

Anglo-American film talks in New
York at the end of March, J.;Ar-
thur Rank, Sir Alexander Korda,
and Sir Henry L. French, are plan-
ning to sail from here March 18.

It's understood that Rank will be
on an extended visit to the states

and: isn't proposing to return im-
mediately' '«ft< tlie' end of tbe talks:

national boxoffice leader for the
, (Rep) shapes as a potentially big

|

fourth week in succession even boxoffice bet, judging from its sock
i

though on third rounds in a major- initial week in N. Y. "Whiplash" '.

ity of ke.vs. "Words and Music" kwb), disappointing in N. Y., is I

(M-G), also on extended-run in stout in L. A. "Unknown Island" i

most spots, is a strong second. (i,'C), heading fpr a new house high '

Every Girt Should Be Married" in N. Y.. is strong etiough to win a
(RKO) I'S third-place winner despite Chi holdover. i

its elongated title. "Snake Pit" "Boy With' Green Hair" (RKO),

!

(20th), living up to its early-pla.v- opening in N. Y. today (Wed\ is i

date promise, is soaring to fourth
, enjoving a nice Balto week. "Scott 1

spot although sagging sharply in of Antarctic" (EL) shapes huge in •

third L. A. week. Toronto. "Men From Colorado"
!

Fifth po.sition is taken by "Yel- (Col) looks nice in St. Louis and i

low Sky" (20th) while "Hamlet" (U) Buffalo. "Act of Murder" (U), also ;

is copping sixth moneyi "Enchant- 1 fairly new, is very mild in L. A.
j

ment" (RKO) is climbing up into "Angel on Amazon" (Rep) is in for I

seventh slot, with ''He Walked By a brisk Cincinnati session. ''Won-

i

Night" (EL) in eighth."Gotta Stay derful Urge" (20th), barely okay i

Happy" (U), just getting extensive in third N. Y^ week, is doing just
bookings, is a solid nintht-placc . fair in Seattle and Portland, Ore.
wiiineri "Blood, on Moon" (RKO) is

j
(Complete Boxq/jSce Reports ort

loth on the list. Top runner-up Posierif-iS.) v.-
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CoL May Expand Oiitstamlnig Common

By 14029 Shares, Prospectus Shows
Possible exipatifiion of Columbia'sf

outstanding common stock capital-

ization by 148,329 shares was sig-

nalled this week when the company
published a prospectus for the pro-

liosed issue. The current total of

outstanding common amounts to

654,311 shares.

Of the block, some 70,935 shares

are available to preferred stock-

holders who have the right to ex-

Acad Votes Jan. 20
Hollywood, Jan. li:

Ballots for the 21st Oscar Der-

by go out Jan. 20, with nine days

permitted for the return of the

votes". Nominations will be an-

nounced Feb. 14.

Final ballots will be mailed

March 1, to be returned M^rch

ercise warrants granted with their j

15. Awards will be made on a

stock. Issuance of these shares,

prospectus states, depends ;,, on
the.se stockholders buying in at $30
per share. Sale of the balance will

mean no proceeds to the company
Itself, prospectus states, since it

involves offering of shares by com-
pany officers . obtained either

through stock dividends or pur-

chase warrants. Stock dividends to

Barry and Jack Cohn, company
prez and exec veepee respectively,

which would be put on the block

come to 25,746 shares. Balance of

51,648 shares would be derived

from the warrants.

sound stage on the Warner lot

March 24.

Bucfaman s Wd
Tops Col. Wages;

Harry Cohn 2d
Producer Sidney Buchman drew

OfFpvpri for raifi woiild be 35 404 !*^ highest pay of any officer or

.v,?i;fin wJrv rohn Tick employee of Columbia Pictures

Cohn's bfic^'Sts o?' 5 827 during 1948. Buchman, prospectus ,

S.t"es. "Nal'e sSoV^dS of the c^

veepee, is offering 9,000 shares and
i

$250,000. He toPPe^^^^'/y ^o"";

f/fir •

'

pay= jacrcx:

''c^irpreLident is the .^ggest

stockholder in the company, cur-
g^^^^ gg employees who received

rently owning 143,895 shares or
jjO.OOO or more cut up $3,849,768.

22% o£ the total outstandmg. Jack ^^^^^ ^j^jg ^^^^ 17 officers who
Cohn has 49,168 shares or 1Vi% j^^^ ^ ^^^^^ salaries of $1,056,-
of the totali 1821, Total to top-drawer personnel

of $4,906,589 Was an increase oveir

the X947 salai^r hut of $4,510,800,

;

• In / the fourth p^ in the

salary derby was Abe Montague,
Col's distribution veepee, who was

GEORGE GIVOT
Now Playing TIC TOC, Montreal

"Givot is currently entertaining
the customers no end at the Tic Toe
I. . . and easy style arid well-re-

I
hearsed stories keep .his- audience
{chuckling delightedly throughout.
I Mr. Givot offers a straight vocal
I rendition 'Glory Road' which has

I
his. listeners howling , for more."

Montreal Gazette.

Openrng. Jan. 19
CLUB BAGATELLE, New York

Pointing Up Sexy Angles

Of Femme Star in Ads

Spices Nipiips on

Col. Reveals

Plight of B s

Plight of the B's which have pro-
gressively lost their b.o. pulling
power over the course of . the last

few years, is amply demonstrated
in an unusual breakdown of nega-
tive costs and grosses included by
Columbia in its new . stock prospec-
tus. Figures submitted by Colum-
bia show that over the period from

5^2 MiDion Sliced by Warners

From 6add(% During 1947-48

' '
,

y The big push currently being

H, . , .
{staged by the majors to cut top-

WAAII l.haritV LaffS heavy, film inventories amasS'edWUUU UWIIiy liaga
over recent years Is paying off in

Hollywood, Jan. ll._ I

j-jie case of Warner Bros. Reversing
Fourth Annual Appeal, the

jj^g ^rmd of the more immediate
single charity collection agency postwar era, WB has sliced $5,558.-

of the film industi-y, reports a tO;- o62 from 4ts film backlog for Die
tal to date of $928,068, or 29% '

jj^gal yeai which ended Aug. 31,

short of its goal of $1,303,720. Biggest bite into inventory was
Individual subscriptions w ^ade on pix completed but unre-

.

this time amount to 14,680. Labor
, ^^j^g^^ ^jjjgj, totaled $15,101,689,

unions and guilds have made 12,- i j^g^j^^j $24,391,622 in films-in-the-

813 subscriptions for a total ot
|

gj^se of fiscal '47.

$301,439. In the higli-salaried
j striking decrease in inventory

brackets the totai is $626,640, wiin
.^^,^^ turned Up this week in War-

1,867 pledges.
I ners' annual report, which showed
a net of $11,837,000 for the year

against $22,094,000 for the previous

seniestei*. Grosis revenues dwinr

died to $l4t,057,<!(li0, a dip of $17,-

Si86,000 for the year. Equivalent

stock earnings leveled off at $1:;62

:

per share oh 7,295;000 shares out-

standing against 1947 's $3.02 per

share.:
,

; Indicating the big , reyefse iti

backlog^ W^irners' entire' celluloid

stock totiaied $39,577i404 against

$45,135,466 &t the end of '47. Pre-
Wai-ner Bros.' top-management

,
viously, inventory had steadily

salary nuf for 1948 tilted slightly
\ mounted, increasing, for example,

over '47 under the pressure of
i fjom $42,500,000 in 1946 to a peak

H. M. Warner's

$182,D Tops

WB Salaries

mandatory pay. boosts in employ-

ment cont!racts with officers and
directors. Total amount paid to

officer-directors by WB during the

12 months which curtained Aug, 31

camfe to $1,167,000 against $1,135,-

000 for the previous semester.

Biggest pay envelope went to

Harry M. Warner, company prez,

whose stipend was' $182,300. Jack
L. Warner, production chief; was
a shade below with $182,100 while
the third spot was shared by Ben'
jamin Kalmenson, distribution vee-

pee, and Harry M. Kalmine, thea-

$45,135,466 figure in '47,

While the net take dived almost

50%, several favorable factors

(Continued on page 18)

.
1

1944-1948, low-cost pix (under . r--, - - -

I paid $130,000, Veepee B, B. Ka-
1 35500,000 in Col's bracketing) have I tre veepee. Latter two each took

hane follows with $104,000.
I steadily declined as a source of $117,000

. Salaries to other officer-directors
i profit to the company. Col, of

Unusual picture being used in !
were as follows: Abe Schneider,

|
course, is traditionally one of the

•*ds -for Samuel Goldwyn's "En- 1 veepee and treasurer; $93,600; Nate
, V ^,,..1. .„ i spingold, ad-pub veepee, $83,200;
Chantment" has brought on a spate

tester W. Roth, veepee, $78,000;
..of aHjistic comment from public

i Joseph A. McConville, foreign

Chief, $73,200; Louis J. Barbano,
veepee. $46,540; Leo Jaffe, assist^

ant treasurer* $33,700; Mortimer
Wormser, assistant treasurer, $30,-

100,

chief producers of B's.

Albert Warner Buys

300 WB Common;

Jack Cohn Unloads
; ,

'
'':'] ^t?^i4ihinglon, Jan 11.

Albert Warner ia c q u i r e d 300
'

shares of WB commoh last month
in one; ofi the*;: dtillerv nioirths , flOr

, ,„ J show biz insider, stock transactions,
Maj. Albert Warner, veepee ^nA

\ ^^^^^^^^^ reports of the Seciiri-
treasurer, was handed $104,700.

| ^j^g Exchange Commission. War-
^i'PJ",?^ ""'^y ''^^'=l«"sw«4«!ner increased his holdings to 444,.

Most remarkable aspect of the 1 $91,850 apiece tp Robert v W.

relatldns-minded observers both

)vUhin and without the industry.

Art work is a: mammoth-bosomed
portrait of Teresa , Wright, .star of

the picture, in a clinch with Farley
Granger. Spotlight effect is used to

play' up the points tliat count.

Ned Depinet, prexy of RKO,
which is distributing the film, blew

" up when he saw the ads and
ordered them killed. Charles
Skouras, National Theatres topper,

j

$32,909.

is also reported to have squawked I Under a new five-year ticket

to the producer. By that time, how-
i
given McConville in June, Colum-

ever, it was too late to do anything
j

bia exec received stock options on
about tbe national mag campaign, I 5,000. shares, prospectus further
since ads were already appearing.

J
disclosed. As of June 30, Monta-

]

New York and Los Angeles art is I gue held options on 10,686 shares.

prospectus table submitted by Co-
lumbia is that B's 'dropped as prof-
it-makers during the banner years
of the company. In 1946, for in-

stance. Col's . films budgeted at

$500,000 or under brought in $3,-

376,000 over negative costs '°'<while

500 shares, plus anoljier 21,000

Schwartz & Frohlich, counsel for I the 1944 profit "was $4,933,000.
Columbia, racked up legal fees of By the same token, the continued
$80,600. Mitchell, Silbcrberg &

i b.o. strength of A's through the
Knupp. studio counsel, were
handed $78,000. Accountants
Price, Waterhouse ii Co., drew

understood to have been toned
down, but. the campaign is. meeting
with considerable favor from hih-.

terland exhibs and they are using
the original.

Monroe Greenthal agency pre-
pared the ads, which were approv-
ed by Goldwyn,

PAR SPENDS 875G TO

REGAIN 41.700 SHARES

Kahane on 10,506, Roth on 5,253
Irving Briskin, 3,677 and Gerald
Rackett, 1,050.

five years is demonstrated in the
Columbia breakdown. For instance,
seven top pix in '44 earned $9,262,^

000 while Six in ^47 cleared $8,-

790,000.
Following Is the table submitted

by Columbia:
Total Total

Year Ncff. Cost Grossed •

1944—28 B'S.$6,029,000 $10,962,000

Relief Fund Received

10 Million on 'Army'
Army Emergency Relief re-

i

ceived almost $10,000,000 from the
{

film and live versions of Irving I

Berlin's "This Is the Army," it I

1945-

1946-

1947-

1948-

7 A's. 7,4

-31 B's. 5,407,000
8 A's. 9,281,000

-25 B's. 4,357,000
9 A's. 8.331,000

r-24 B's. 4,739,000
6 A's. 9,029.000

-,19 B's: 3,675,000
5 A's. 9,010,000

16,728,000
9,803,000

18,825,000
7,733,000
22.154,000
7,733,000

17,819,000
No figure

No figure

In- its biggest buying activity to was- learned this week. Legit

Buchanan's Influence
Liberal travel leave plan aired

date. Paramount took "over a giant musical gave AER $2,000,000, while I

^^.^"'^''''"f'J.*^ *^°'i
^8enc han-

its own the Warner Bros.' picture earned fij"" accountsblock- of 41,700 shares of its own the Warner Bros.' pictmv camcu i
- .„„^,: „ . . <. j „

common slock in December to $7,553,000 for the fund from its
[ i^^^ I'i'L'LV'P "iJoj^l'*")^

push the total of shares held in its ' worldwide .showings,
treasury to 789,233. Hitting the

! the agencies. Number of Bucha-

j

going to AKR. available al any lime.

. . .. .. , nan's competitoirs^ Sre eurrently
. A . -

1
Another snow biz wartime con-

1 n^lititf fh^ ' nlnn with- th»" ^

top figure in two years of stock
!
tribution, "Stage Door Canteen,'' ?|uowing throueh with Slar

SmarNfl^^'s oo'rfdr.Hnf I f^'^
Lesser, made $2,000,-

\

Ltvl^ for theT em&es "Sev'proximate $875,000 during last
| OOO for the Amer can Theatre pral have askeH Biiphanan fnr Hp

TaX V'-'c'^^^Jl^J^'nZ^l '

" "'^^ '''''''''
' - tre^'h^eme "devised by

thrlnlue of r.fnrk in Kr« "^^s Is the Army" film version
,
John Hertz, Jr., board chairman.

comIstosomeS18 200 L^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ $1.-^00,000 to produce and, Under the plan of "broadening-

P.t\ont c,.^^^^^^^^^
{racked up a worldwide grcss of through-travel," all Buchanan em-

UanThv P^y iT^ JLn^Za^^^^ Wamers charged only
. ployees with five years' service are

inrr,.. .h^ .
^ loughly

J, nominal 20% distribution fee
i

entitled to six-week's treks with

?hV*;ittUnro7San7inTcom"^°^
"'^"^ ^ake ' pay and part expenses. Vacation is

mon stock. Well over 10% of
Par's publicly-held stock has been
bought back, exclusive of large
blocks already devoted to the pur-
chase of Liberty Films and Rain-
bow Productions. : The approxi-
mately 200,000 shares paid out in
those two deals are-additional to
the 789,233 still held by the com-
pany.
Par has steadily built up its

activities on the N. Y. exchange
In the past five months to hit the
peak in December. Total of buy-
ups in November came to 41,500
shares, the then top figure, while
October's total was 40,500 shares.

Stock acquisitions in September
toted, to 32,500 shares; August to

22^00; and July to 31,000. i

Perkins, veepee and general coun-
^^^^ ^ ^ ^

set, and Samuel Schneider, veepee;
I

. . ^.

$65,750 to Stanleigh P. Friedman, ^
I" three separate transactions,

veepee; and $50,670 to Samuel I
Jack Cohn unloaded 2,000 sliares

Carlisle, controller. of Columbia pix no par common
_. . u 4 1- I „ „ .-.held in a trust account. He still

20,157 in the trust account, and
for re-election at the annual stock- i

i. 'i j _ < i r. I.m i
lowns another 49,168 shares. Jack,

holders'meet, Feb. lS in Wilming-lKapp, of Decca Records, added
ton. These are Carlisle, Friedman, ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ j^j^ holdings of
Schn'eider, . Charles S.

heimer and Morris Wolf,
-Guggen-

N. Y. to L. A.
Neil Agnew
Otis T. Bradley
Charles Casanave
Vltalis Chalif
J. Cheever Cowdin
Cy Feuer
David Golding
Hal Home
Anne Jeffreys
Arthur W. Kelly
Howard Le Sieur
Harry Levine
Jules Levey
Dan Michalove
E. ,C. Mills

Harry MuUer
Paul O'Brien
A. J. O'Keefe
William A. Scully
Gradwell Scars
Charles Schwartz
Harold Weill
Paul White

Europe to N. Y.
A. V. Colon
William Dleterle
Myra Hess
Sid'Hyams
William J. Kupper
Charles Laughton :

Benrio Moiseiwitch
Jack Segal
Francis L. Sullivan
Max Thorpe
Maurice Winnick

Decca 50c common and now his
44,560. .

In three sales, Earle G. Hines
got rid of 600 shares of Generat-
Precision Equipment, leaving him-
self with 500 shares. Loew'$,- Inc..

still quietly picking up odd lots of

-

Loew's' Boston Theatres'
. $25 par

common, managed 'to buy another--

458 shares during the month. The
(Continued on page 19)

Col. Shows Americans Big Foreign Rally
Tremendous rally scored by the American film business in foreign countries other than England

following the end of the war is demonstrated in a pro.spectus issued by Columbia this week.
Detailed breakdown by Columbia of the sources for its film rentals" for the past five years shows

a resurgence of over.seas business which drove up the total of Col's take to ah all-time high fr6m
beyond-the-border markets.. At the same time, the British market, before the Anglo-American film
pact, showed a consistent level for the five years despite the wholesale departure of V. S. armed forces.

'44 '45 '46 '47 '48

Domestic $23,479,000 $22,677,000 $30,091,000 $28,457,000 $28,718,000
Canada ....... 1,263,000 1,329,000 1,538,000 1,671,000 1,703,000
England 7,847,000 7,329,000 7,427,000 7,311,000 6,112,000
Other foreign. . 4,512,000 4,848,000 7,951,000 10,494,000 9,160.000
Other rev 871,000 891,000 842,000 899,000 1,206,000

Total $37,972,000 |37,074,000 $47,849^000 $48,832,000 $46,899,000

L. A. to N. Y.
Irene Agay
Jean Arthur
Max Alexander
Carlton Alsop
Joseph Bernhard
Eddie Bracken
Irving Brecher
Bill Burton '

JohnCIaar '«

Nat Cohen ^

Helen Coltop ,

Melvyn Douglas
William Elliott

Martin Field
Gene Fowler
W. R. Frank
Jacques Grinleff
Sidney Komheiser
Arthur Kurlan
Jack Lait
Robert L. Lippert
Frank Loesser
Tony Martin
John Payne
William Pine
Eleanor Powell ;

Brian Roper
Steve Sekely
Irene M. Selznick
William Spencer ;

James Stewart
William Thomas
Jane Wyatt

N. Y. to Europe
Jack Buchanan
Robert J. Engler
Lee Ephraim
Paul Graetz
Aian Gundelflnger
Kay Harrison
Henry Hathaway
Louis Lighton
Lauritz Melchior
Adele Dixon
Abe Steinberg
Bamon Vinaj^

,



PICTURBS

MPISH B. 0. AFTER ROADSHOW
Roadshow Pk Grosses

Following is a summary of domestic (U.S. and Canada) rentals

received by the five leading films exhibited on a roadshow policy,

followed by regutat r^inS, during the past two years:

- : ' '4^
; Regrular Bun Total

"Best Years" $7,670,000 $2,300,000 $10,170,000

"Duel in Sun" 6,500,000 2,200,000 8,700,000

"Unconquered" 2,000,000 3,2.50,000 .),250,000

"Forever Amber" . . . 3,800,000 1,2.50,000 5,050,000

"LifeWithFaUier".. 800^000 2,500:000 3,300,000

Totals $20,700,000 $11,700,000 $32,470,000

Top Company Execs to Decide Fate

Of MPEA in Foreign Territories

5 FILMS SLIP IN
No Cheerful Earful for UA Owners

'~

At Next Week s Conclave With Board

'Conclave of top-line major com-f-

pany execs will be held in New
|

York next Monday (1,7) to deter-

mine the fate of the Motion Pic-

Ss^r'^oTdis^lu^^^^^^^ outfit"
Bank of America, in charge of film

Giannini Eyes N. Y.
Bernard Giannini, v.p. of the

now serves. It is expected that

MPEA will be continued in all

areas with the possible exception

of Austria and the Netherlands

East Indies.

MPEA has separate contracts

with 10 companies (the eight ma-
jors plusi Republic and Monogram-
Allied Artists) for each of the ter-

ritories serviced. Country-by-coun-

try vote will be taken at - next

week's session to determine in

vrhich ones the companies wish to

continue MPEA operation.

Pacts, , which were for a three-

year period, expire at different

times, all between the beginning of

May and the end of August. Re^
. newals,' it is expected, will also be
on a three-year basis.

United Artists has already noti-

fied the MPEA that it will not re-

new. : If any other major decides

to pull out in any territory, it is

anticipated that the area will be
dropped. None of the companies
wants to give its major competitors
the advantage of selling in a coun-

(Gontinued on page 19)

loans, is in New York from Los
Angeles this wee}c for confabs with
distribution execs and Manhattan
bankers.

Giannini is having a general
looksee at the state of the industry
from the distribution viewpoint;
|Iis: conclusions at the end of the
visit niay determine Bank of Amer-
ica's future attitude regarding
loans to indie producers. It' is one
of the few institutions still making
such advances, but has consider-

ably stiffened its terms recently.

Negotiations Off

Again Between

Selznick-EL

One of the exhibition phenomena
of 1948 was the comparatively poor
grosses scored on their regular
runs by the five films released on
an upped-adinission, roadshow pol-

icy during the previous year. Tlie

quintet got an aggregate of about
$6,000;000 less in: their regular en-

gagements than had been, antici-

pated.

Considerable significance is seen
by distribs in the disappointing re-

turns. They indicate that the mllkr

ing at upped scales siphons oif a

larger portion of the potential in-

come than was thought. It is a

point : to which sales chiefs will

give plenty of thought in the fu-

ture before deciding on a road-
show policy.

However, also an important item
of consideration, despite the fact'

that the pix didn't do as weU as

anticipated, is that they did count,

in their combined roadshow and
'

regular^rclease, for total domestic
revenues of $32,470,000—a whop-
ping figure no matter how you look
at it.

Samuel Goldwyn's "Best Years
of . Our Lives" and David O. Selz-

nick's "Duel in the Sun," which
teed off the roadshow sweepstakes
in 1947, came nearest to anticipat-

ed grosses.- Warner Bros.' "Life

With Father" was farthest ; from
meeting the distrib's hopes, while
Paramount's "Unconquered" : and
20th-Fox's "Forever Amber" both
proved middlingly disappointing.

Expected $43,000,000
Anticipated overall domestic

gross for the five films, as esti-

United Artists owners Mary

II llT'il MfiOfO I
Picktord and Charles Chaplin will

HorDe With iliruvi j

hear some harsh music when they

, I

meet with company execs and a
Hal Home, former 20th-Fox pub-

; four-man subcommittee of the
licity-advertising chief, accompa-

, board of directors on the Coast
nied Neil Agnew and Charles Cas-

1 next Monday (17). Subcommittee
,

anave to the Coast last week. Ag-
, has prepared a report, concurred

new and Casana've recently set up
! jn completely by proxy Grad Sears,

the Motion Picture Sales Corp. to that will lay the cards squarely on
rep indie producers and went to the table for the two owners. No
Hollywood to talk deals with sev- punches will be pulled in making
eral of them. It could not be

; clear to Chaplin and Miss Pick-
learned how or if Home will be

' ford that there is no further time
.associated with MPSC. 1 for procrastination or shilly-shally-

Jules Levey and Paul While, who
|
ing if the company is to be pre-

head operations of the recentlyr I served. a
organized Lion Television Corp.,

j
Principal need is for $2,000,000

went to the Coast earlier. Agnew
; or more in a revolving fund to

and Casanave are associated with provide financing for indie pro-
Levey and White in Lion and they

|
ducers. Most regular sources of

share offices. It is understood they
j

production coin are now closed
wiU look into deals for production [ down, so the independent tkvCt
of video product.

J. Schenck in N.Y.

Talks on Theatre

Partner Splitups

United Artists Theatre Circuit's

multiple tieups with major com-
panies, which must be cut under

make pictures. And without their
pictures, UA is dead. It is as sii)a>*«'

pie as that.

Subcommittee was named by the -

board to look into UA's assets and

:

devise methods of using them to
obtain: the financing needed. It has
come up with several schemes;: all '

of which WiU take some sacrifice

j

by- the owners. Report which the
J nuartet wiH make leaves no doubt

:

' th.nt Chaplin and Miss Pickford
must be ready to make these . sat.

; rifices—or else.

: Nubs of the plans outlined in

(Continued on page 19)

'Snake Pit' Strong

In Smaller Cities,

Allaying Fox Fears
. Execs at 20th-Fox, who had been
anxiously awaiting returns from a
group of post-Christmas openings

' of"Snake .Pit." were breathing
easier this week. Problem pic,

which previously had highly suc-
cessful engagements in New York
and. Chicago, proved almost -, as
strong in smaller towns.
• Story of a .demented woman's
experience in an insane asylum
has had 20th execs frankly wor-
ried as to its reception outside big

|

are not permanently off; They may
cities. Results in almost all situa-ibe picked up in,.a couple days to
tions so far have, equaled" or bet- try to work but a new arrangement

On-again-off-again negotiations
between David O. Selznick and
Eagle Lion reportedly are in the
off-again stage this week. Terms
were reached on handling of eight
Selznick reissues by EL, but when
it came to contract-writing on the
deal for residual selling of *'Duel

in the Sun," "Mr. Blandings" and
"Paradine Case," it bogged down.

Selznick, it is under.stood, will

not go through with the reissue
end of the arrangement unless he
and EL also come to terms on the
tail-end selling of the other three
films. He feels that the reissues
give him a strong lever in the
negotiations that have been going
on on the Coast with EL prexy
Arthur Krim.

It is understood that while the
deal as^ originally contemplated
has fallen through, negotiations

the Government anti-trust deci^ Ynnllc llAri^A tn Waif
sion, are coming in for discussions ««lllio UCl/lUC lU fiail

in ^the course of the current: visit

of '^sToseph Mi Schenck to N.

'

-
, , i , I Twentieth-Pox exec, who is a large

mated by 10, top sales execs in a '

tockholder in UATC, is reported
survey by Variety just before they

I huddling with Paramount and
started mto regular release a year bkO officials on ways and means
ago, was $43,000,000.; That's around
$10,500,000 less than they actually

turned up with.

The pix did comparatively worse
in their straight admission runs

(Continued on: page 16)

Hughes Reported

ClosingN^^^^
lioward. Hughes is reported clos-

ihg his New York office. Harry
Gpld,: his' sale^ chief, it is under-
stboci,: *ill he inactive for the time
remaining under his Goiitract. Alec
Moss,: Hughes' press chief, has
been giyeh his notice as of: Feb. 1;

when thj^ oifice is sliated to shutter.
Gold, who left a division sales'-

managership at United Artists
three- years ago to head sales oper-
ations foir Hughes at $1,500 a week,
has been handling distribution,

u^ :.-, . o 1 • , /! ,. i i • , via XTA, of "The Outlaw." No
parative purposes, "Gentleman's new Selznick film about to go mto 1 more dates are being accepted on
Agreement "

!
release Recent action by the pro-

j the film, however, since it is in-
Snake Pit" winds up its lOth ducer, however, m eliminating the du^ed in a batch of three which

*eek at the Rivoli, N. Y., today |

salesmen but retaining all division

tered those of another problem
pic which 20th is using for com-

No mention has been made in

the talks of "Portrait of Jennie,"

Out Pic Restrictions

By Brazilian Govt.
Shift in the strategy of battling

of breaking up partnership houses. restrictions imposed on
Schenck may also be talking with :

^'"^"can pix by the Brazilian gov-

20th biggies on the question of
•^'^"™«»t.*'as executed this week by

whether he will stick with the com- ,

a>stribs. American com-

pany or throw his lot with exhibi- '
panics have decided to take no fur-

tiQn I

tlier steps but to wait out a sud-

Schenck arrived in N. Y. last 1

.
insurrection against the li-

week after a Florida Stopover.
,

<^pnsing, restrictions now being

While in the south, he met withlt'^ged by Brazilian exhibs. - Battle

his brother, Nicholas, Metro presi-
! 2^

,^n« the more ef-

dent, who is on vacation there. ,

fective industryites believe, be-

Schenck is slated to remain in I

<=ause the strictures were imposed

Gotham another week before trek- :

a protection to native theatre-

king to the Coast itnen.

Under RKO's' consent decree,' Brazilian exhibs, after serving

company must liquidate its one- "ot'^e on the government that the

third interest in Metropolitan
Playhouses within one year. Met-
ropolitan" is partly owned by
UATC. Latter also has 50% in-

terests in a number of theatres in

taboos were unacceptable, are now
negotiating with government of-
ficials for their lifting. Meanwhile,-
compromise made by Gerald Mayer,
official for the - Motion, Picture

which Par has the other half, j , . . .

Among these is the Rivoli, Broad- ^oto.

way showcase
It has been reported for many

months that Schenck will prob-

. Rio exhibs are objecting to the
regulations imposed by the Bra-
zilian Price Control commission on

(Wednesday), and holds indef. It
will end a run of nine weeks and
one day at the Garrick, Chicago,
Jan. "13. Those were the only pre-
Xmas dates, and Fox was not
counting on them too heavily as

(Continued on page 18)

metro'execs to head
west for screenings
Group of Metro's top-level home-

office execs will head west early in
February to sit in at the company's
six-day advance screenings of new
M-G product. Expected to be on
"and, along with William F.
Hodgers, distribution veepee, are
Joseph H. Vogel, Loew's theatre
chief; Arthur M. Loew. foreign
oept. topper, and Edward M.
''^"n^ers,

. assistant sales manager.
Other biggies from the theatre

aept. who will probably be present
• sre John J. Murphy, Eugene Picker
and Ernest Emerling. Sales execs
trekking coastward include Hen-
deison M. Richey, John P. Byrne,
Joel Bezahler, Alan F. Cummings.
Kichard A. Harper and William B.
zoellner;

Meets start Feb. 6.

UA is tentatively committed to

turn back to the producer. Hughes
has no other films in release, so
Gold's office has had nothing to

do in recent months.
Hughes? decision to shutter

ably take over complete direction !

^^e ground that they represent un-

of UATC. Studio exec has also 1

warranted government interfer

been dickering for a 50% slice of ^nce. Additionally, they are op

the big Golden State circuit, which
blankets the Coast.

E. C. MILLS PLANS TO

RESIGN FROM UA BD.

posing a 40% ceiling on percent-
age deals with tlie argument that
fixing a maximum generally means
that the top price becomes the acn
cepted minimum figure.

While the battle goes on in Rio,
Yank distribs are withholding all

further: film shipments to Brazil.
Early adjustment with the govern-

(Continued on page 18)

RKO SEEKS 90 DAYS

ON DECREE DEADLINE
RKO is asking for a 90-day ex-

tension of the consent decree dead- . „ . .
"

»i V " "

i. l<->oasi, iifxi, ween, xieasoir is. iviuis
| riii* i*vi\nAnn w a ninwi

line set for obtaining stockholder '"fea^e'ht , n^rnd.'^n?- ul^^V^^ P'^" "^i? ^0^ Pe/"}anent:
|

FILM APPROPRIATED

Edwin Claude Mills, will resign

from the board of directors of \

however, is still expected,

Gold's operation in supervising
,

united Artists at the annual meet-
, pun mn 1 rAn nil an/in

sales results from his purcHase .

^ company stockholders on the i SUt fOK 150(l, IHAKGcsome months ago of the controll-
; ^^st next week. Reason is Mills''

'

approval of the theatrerdivorce-
ment proposal. Application has
been filed by the company with the
N. Y. federal district :COurt. Gov--
erninent acquiescence to the move
is expected.

Original date set by the decree
for stockholder okay was Feb., 6.

Tremendous computations have
been required in preparation of
proxies, and the first 90-day pro-
vision has been found insufficient.:

No stockholder meeting can be
called until the proxies are mailed
to stockholders and time is al-

lowed for them to affix their signa-T

tures.

Understood the proxies will be
circulated within the next two
weeks. They will provide the sta

tistical basis for the proposed ere

release his - product through that
company in the future and thus

(Continued on page 18)

Wick Exits Selznick

ly from New York to Hollywood i

about Feb. 1. . .

There's a, possibility that Mills'

resignation will not be accepted, ;

but that UA partner Charles Chap-
lin, whom he reps on the board,
will make arrangements for him to

commute from the: Coast to the

dio exploitation for indie film pro-

ducers. He has been head of Selz-

ation of sejjarate theatre and pro- [nick's radio department for the

duction-distribution companies. 1
last' six years.

Charging the film, "SarMmba,"
was lifted from him, George (3uig-
ley and Century Productions have,
filed a $150,0()0 suit in N. Y. su-
preme coiiH agiiinst :Mercury iFilm
Laboratories, Eastern Sound Stii-

T ^ w V
Hollywood, Jan. 11. eommutT from'Thr CoasT to"the pi°?;, "/'''T.Hr"!.^^„^".'i ^tf,Ted Wick is exiting the Selz- ^narH mpptine.! 5n Npw York Ofh '

Pictures. Action came to light

nick organization at the end of this ^"^^^L™^^;^^^^^^ week when the defendants
week to handle biz affairs of his ^^^n Mfii^^nin^A •

""°ved for dismissal, claiming the
own. He recently activated Court- •.„,* vif<r^-

; plaintiffs had no cause for action,

ney Productions, which ' currently
I ^^^f."*'

longtime general manager
, According to Eastern Sound

has five video shows and two radio [O^ '"^ American Society of Com-, prexy Danziger's affidavit, Century
packages ready for marketing. Two posers. Authors and Publishers and

i and its head, Quigley, completed
of the video shows are to be tele- !

active in show biz for four decades, 1 "Sarumba" and then sent nega-
cast later this month as live shows i

P'ans to btiild a house on the Coast tives to Mercury for printing and
with kinescopes to be made for and take it easy. He and his wife developing. When the producers
eastern stations. going to drive west in easy allegedly failed to pay $5,831 in

Wick's outfit also wiU handle ra- !

stages.
j lab charges, the picture was sold

Mills left New York yesterday at public auction on Feb. 9, 1948,
(Tuesday) to attend the stockhold- to Eastern for an undisclosed sum.
ers' meet a^d will be.)){(c)c east next

1
PlaintiflSj •i.ta claimed, .Wfere duly

week.
i
notified in advance of the auction.
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150-THEAT
LAUNCHES WALT DIS

From the heart of America to Americans heart comes
''So Dear To My Heart",Walt Disney's miracle merger
of warm, living drama and joyous cartoon— a real

"story-telling story" that gleams and glows with

tenderness, laughter and tears to delight all of all

ages, who know and remember the miracle of youth.

Climaxing a phenomenal campaign of magazineand
newspaper advertising, exploitation, network radio

and music promotion, "So Dear To My Heart"comes to

America's heart January 19th in an unprecedented
150-theatre premiere in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky
and West Virginia.

COLOR BY

TECHNICOLOR

'^Stonds cit the heod of the class! Potent fare! A
must for kids and adults alike! A first rate job
of story telling! Plenty of laughs, suspense <and
meiodramo!" -^VARIETY

''Writ delight the young-tn-heart of all ages! Eye-
filling Technicolor . . . ticfed with verve by on en-

dearing tp&\ . . . mogical flights of cartoon fancy!"

MOTION PICTURE DAILY

''Rating: Excellent! Fundani^ntdl entertainment , .

.

fine, heart-warming diversion for all kinds. <and
classes of people! A rare experience!"

— MOTION WCTURE HERAID

"Amply endowed to join the lon^ line of, distin-

guished Walt Disney predecessors ctnd carve itself

a noteworthy place among themi as concerns pop-
ulority and profits!" BOXOFFICE



mADE RAVES:
"A rare opportunity for exhibitors to sell a dean,
wholesome show! The nejad for su«h ^ti attraction

^has long been evident!" -

HOllYWOOD REPORTER

^Xon't miss at any run, small or largfe, big city

or small Jown! Disney's reputation, plus splendid
Word-ofrmouth bound to make it a big grosser*"

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

FEATURING THAT "DIllY-DILlY" SONG
"LAVENDER BLUE" (DILLY-DILLY)

and

"SO DEAR TO MY HEART" • "IT'S WATCHA DO WITH WATCHA GOT"
"STICK-TO-IT-IVITY" . "COUNTY FAIR"

Directed by HAROLD SCHUSTER • ScMen Play by John Tucker Botllc

Adopltfrion by Maurice Rapf and Ted Sears • From the Story by Sterling North

Relea*ed through RKO RADIO PICTURES, INC

''A constant delight? Walt Disney has again turned

out another roundly good entertainment for the

young-in-heart . , , rich and warm!"
— FIIM DAIIY

"A must for the seniors as well as the kids! Plenty

of laughs, suspense and good old-fashioned melo^
drama! Stands right up in front of Walt Disney's

— DAILY VARIETY

Mit-ll fllllflll
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Criss €ro8S
' TTniversaMnternational release of
Klchel Kraike vroductlon, Stars Burt
lancaster, Yvonne De Carlo, D*n Duryea:
features Stephen McNally. Dbrccted: by
Bobert Siodmak^ Screenplay, Daniel
Fuchs, based on novel by Don Tracy;
camera, Frank Planer; special photog-
raphy, David S. Horsley; editor, Ted J.

Kent; music, Miklos Hojia. Tradeshown
N. v., Jan. ;10. • '49. Running time, 87

Steve Thompson Burt Lancaster
Anna .Yvonne De Carlo
Slim Dundee. . . . T>«in Duryea
Pete Ramirez Stephen McNally
Slade Thompson .,«..... ... .Richard Lopg
Orchestra Leader-. . ..i ..... ..Esy Morales
Vincent, i . . . i, .

.Tom^Pedl
Frank ...... . .i t. ., . .. . . ;Percy Helton
Finchley.......:.... ........ Alan Napier
Pop . . ...... . ... .

.

. , . . . . .Grl£f Bamttt
Helen Meg Randall
The Lush ... .... . ... . . . . . Joan. Miller
lllrs. Thompson. .... . . . Edna M. .Holland
Wall .... . ... . . . . . . . . i John Doucettc
Mprt, ..................... , Marc Krah i

Waxie. .'ames GlHear I

Midget. ........ . .. .John Skins Miller

"Criss Cross" is a Burt Lancas-
ter thriller in the same brash, ex-
citing vein as its predecessors,
"Brute Force" and "The Killers,"

in which Lancaster also starred.

Fortified by a wealth of action and
suspense, the film looms a surefire

grosser in key first runs and should
clean up in the subsequents. ;

Granted it's in the groove of the
gangster icycle, "Criss Cross" none^
theless has been so skillfully as-

sembled and acted that the pic-

ture's inherent entertainment val-

ues are sufficient to offset any pos-
sible speculative comment that it's

Vjust another cops 'n' robbers'' en-
try. Lancaster's name as a mar-
quee dressing Is additional b.o; in-

surance.
Utilizing liberal flashbacks, the

film unreels the relentless, unswervr
ing devotion of Lancaster for his

divorced' wife, Yvonne de Carlo.
Basically he's an honest guy in coni
trast to the shaky character of his

ex-spouse, who has become the
moll of bigtime crook Dan Duryea.
Caught in a ^rendezvpus with his

old flame by Duryea and his

stooges, Lancaster fends off the
jealousy of his rival by suggesting
the group pull off an armored car
holdup. It's a cinch, he argues, for
as the driver of the payroll truck,

he'll secretly work with the crooks.
Under Robert Siodmak's know-

ing direction, the flashbacks blend
into a cohesive unit and are never
confusing or draggy. His staging of
the holdup scene is a masterful job
that's the more accentuated by the
double-cross Duryea pulls on Lan-
caster. Latter is plenty gutsy in
partially foiling the holdup. How-
ever,, his unrequited love lor Miss
de Carlo proves his undoing when
Duryea rubs them both out tn: a
beachfront hideaway. For retribu-
tion's sake, the cops close in at the
fadeout. *

Ijancaster's role is a made-to-
order part of a two-fisted square-

. shooter who gets fouled Up in a
jam through no fauU of his own.
Duryea's portrayal of the gangland
leader is charged with Tealism.
Miss de Carlo is perfectly cast as
a gal who likes high living and
doe.sn't care who pays for it.-

Stephen" McNally registers as ' the
copper, while other players lend
so.' id support.

Reinforcing the punchy script of
Daniel Fuchs, as taken from "the
Don Tracy novel, is the underlying
polish handed the film by producer
Michel Kraike. Camerawork of
Frank Planer is topgrade as are the
special effects of David S. Horsley.
Musical score by Miklos Rozsa does
.much to heighten the suspenseful
mood of the pic, while editing of
Ted J. Kent is also praiseworthy.
Only possible b.O; drawback is the
meaningless title. Gilb.

Miniatnre Reviews
"Griss Cross" (U-I), Excit-

ing Burt Lancaster thriller;

surefire grosser.
"I Cheated the Law" (20th).

Dull melodrama for secondary
bookings.

'^William Comes To Town"
(UA). British schoolboy pic of

limited draw.
"Shep Comes Home" (SG).

Boy-and-dog theme lifts this

into money class for dualmar-
. itet."'

"War nine To Wantons"
(GFD). B r i t i s h romantic
drama of mild draw;
"The Last Stop" (Polish)

(Indie). Horrors of Auschwitz'
concentration camp is back-
ground for resistance meller;
limited appeal. •;

. .

. *'Once a Jolly Swaeman'*
(GFD). Good British auto rac-
ing thriller.

Wanting to Wantom
(BRITISH)

. London, Jan. 4.

GFD rdeau o( AquiU Film (Donald B,
WiliQnMndependent Frame. Droduction.
Feature* Harold Warrender, Anne Ver^
non. Directed by Wilson. Screenplay by
Wilson and Jamei Laver, from novel by
Mary Mitchell; camera. Bill Allan; editor.
Sidney Hayers: frame supervisor, Geoffrey
Woodward; > transparency photography*
Eric Gray; transparency projection.
Charles Staffel. At Odenn, Leicester
Square, London, Jan. 4k '49. Running
time. 144 MINS.
Count Anton Kardak.^ Harold Warrender
Renee d« Vaillant.... .. Anne Vernon
Count Max. . ..> . ....... .David Tomllnson
Maria. . i .. . ..... .:. . . Sonia Holm
Pauli: . ... ... . , . . . Hugh Gross
Therese. . . .... .> , . . ,;. . .... Marie Burke
Miml. . . . .... ....... . .i . ..... Judy RcUy
Baroness de Jammes. . . . . Ellen Pollock
Obiensky .;. Andre Van Gyseghem
Archimandrite ........ . . Bruce Belfragc
Franklin Budd . Denis Vunce
Maurice Lugard . , . Jack Melford

A Place of OhieV Own
"A Place of One's Own," J.

Arthur Rank production be-
ing tradeshown in New York
today (Wed.), was reviewed
by Variety in London May
23,,' 1945.

Pic, starring James Mason
and Margaret Lockwpod, was
tabbed by. Variety's reviewer
as a "mild" bet for the U. S.

saves Steve Brodie from a murder
rap. After winning the case, Bro^
die tells him how he was tricked
into furnishing the alibi. Conway
then starts an odyssey to bring
Brodie to. justice for another 'kill-

ing^ but the meandering movement
of script and direction dull -inter-

est.-../.

Sam Baerwitz' prpduction gives
the picture okay physical dressing
as a background for his original
story. Lensing and other technical
credits are standard. Brog. '

William Comes to Town
(BRITISH)

London, Jan. 1.

UA release, ot Diadem Film.John R.
Sloane production. - Features - William
Graham, Garry Marsh, Jane Welsh. A. B.
Matthews. Dii^ected . by Val Guest. - Screen-
play l>y Guest; camera Bert Mac6n. At
Pavilion, London. Running time. It MINS.
William . . . ; . .... . . . . William Graham
Mr. Brown Garry Marsh
Mrs. Brown.. ..... .lane Welsh
Robert.................... . Hugh Cross
Ethel, .... . . . Kathleen Stuart
Emily: ... .:. .. ........... . . Muriel Aked
Minister ................. A. E. Matthews
Henry . . . . . . ...... ........ Brian Weske
Douglas .................. .James .Crabbe
Ginger. . . ...... .Brian. Roper

Inconsequential story of a
schoolboy's adventures which will

have" seasonal appeal in London,
but cannot hope to go beyond the
Saturday juve trade in America.
Based on the well-known Rich-

mal Crompton character, the film
describes the adventures of Wil-
liam, who takes his father's econ-
omy lecture to heart, and gate-
crashes the Prime Minister's home
to pass on information on the key
to prosperity for the nation.

Story is told in the true William
tradition, and some fine shots of
the circus provide a pleasing sea-
sonal background. The impish
character is again played by Wil-
-liam Graham in a manner to please
the kids. Garry Marsh ^nd Jane
Welsh are his long-suffering
parents and a competent cast han-
dles the subsidiary characters: in
a suitable manner. JWj/ro.

First of the Independent Frame
productions, to be made .for gen-
eral exhibition, "Waiming to Wan-
tons'' bears no ' obvious traces of
this new factory-like method of
film making, other than the intro-
drotion of new technical grades
such as. frame supeivisor, trans-
parency photographer and trans-
parency projection. Although its

production- qualities are commend-
able, the. novelettish theme and the
limitations of the script make this

a doubtful starter for American
audiences.
Based on the well-known novel

by Mary Mitchell, the plot centers
on a 17.iyear-old girl who escapes
from a convent school and steps at
once into high society. She en-
chants a : count, dazzles; his son ; and
infuriates: his daughter-in-law, but
eventually foreswears the riches
they can offer and goes off with k
peasant youth.

Plot itself/ is light ; and incon-
sequential but with a more polished
script it might have been a scintil-

lating comedy. As it is, only Anne
Vernon, in the femme lead, really
captures the spirit of the theme
and comes to life. Neither Harold
Warrender as the -count, nor David
Tomlinson as ' his erring son, ap-
pear happy in their parts and Sonia
Holm tends to overdo the jealous
wife who schemes-to. get her rival

out of the way. Mj/ro, ,

Tlie Last Stop
(POLISH)

Times Film release of Wanda Jaku-
bowska production. Stars Huguette Paget.
Directed by M. Wainberger. Screenplay,
Wanda Jakubowska. Gerda Schneider;
camera, B. Monastyrski; music, R. Pale-
ster. Previewed in N. -V., Jan. «, '48.

Running time, U7 iUINS. .

Michele . ^ ...... . . . . . . . . . Huguette Faget
Helene W. Bartowna
Eugenie. . . .. . ......... .T. Gorccka
Anna . .

.'.
- A.:- Gorecka

Nadia .M. Wlnogradowa
Marthe. . . ........ . . . B. Dra^inska'
Agnes, i .............. . .. .. . B. Fijewska
Superintendent.. .....i.. .. . . . A. Slaska
Elsa. . .. . ... . . . .;......< .. .B. Rachwalska
LaU.. . . i . ........... Drobacka

wide appeal. However, a choppy
editing job makes it apparent that
the opus has been: cut down to
acceptable length. There Are a,iew
sequences that dangle mid-air
without strong connections with
the rest of the work.

It's a well-made film. Photo-
graphy in chrome color process is

firstrate. The camera work lingers
at times over - strong peasant faces
and some beautiful outdoor stills.^

Another potent factor is its

mu.sic. The folk music sequences
have an earthy and folksy quality.:

The -choral . work is ear-arresting
and musical background of folk
themes is frequently, better than
the action.

Story concerns a young Russian
musician whose hands are injured
in the. war. Feeling that he can no
longer conjtinu^ at the conserva-
tory, he goes off to his native
Siberia where, feeling close to the
people, he sings and composes in
an obscure tea room; He's dis-
covered by his former classmates
at the conservatory^ but after leav-
ing the place returns feeling that
he's found his plac« with his peo-
ple.

Film is dotted with some good
concert hall sequences that will
miss complete longhair appeal be-
cause of comparative light tone of
music selected.

Vladimir Druzhnlkov gives a
good enactment as the musician
while Marina- Ladinina shows up
passably as his love >r interest
There's a subordinate, romance
between Boris Andreyev and Vera
Vassilieva which is carried off with
charm and humor. Andreyev play-
ing a busdriver and Miss Vassil-
ieva, a waitress infatuated with
Druzhnikov,. provide many lighter
moments. Ivan Piriev's direction
is frequently spotty, but that might
have been the fault of the editors.

.

.:• Jose. .',

I Ciieated the Law
Hollywood, Jan. 8.

20th-FQx release of Sam Baerwitz (Bel-
sam) production. Stars Tom Conway,
Steve Brodie; features Robert Osterlolii
Barbai a Billingsiey, Russell' Hicks, James
.Sciy. Directed bv Edward L. C-ihn.
Screenplay, Richard G. Hubler: story,
S.nm B.Terwitz; ci;mera, Jackson C. Rose;

Siiep €omes Home
Hollywood, Jan. 8.

Screen Guild release of Robert . L. Lip-
pert produbtion (Ron . Ormond, associate
producer). Features Robert Lowery, Billy
Kimbley.' Martin Garralaga, Margia Dean,
Sheldon Leonard, Michael Whalen, J. Far-
rell MacDonald. Directed by Ford Bcebe.
Screenplay. Ford Becbe; camera. Ernest
Miller; editor, Hugh Winn. Previewed in
Hollywood, Dec. 29. .'48. Running time, 60
.MIXS.
Mark. . .................. .Robert Lowery
Larry........... Billy Kimbley
Shep ,'.

I Flame, the d£g
Martha . ............. . . ...... Margia Dean
Manuel. .... ..... . ..... .Martin Garralaga
Swifty ; , . . ... . . ... .Sheldon Leonard
Ciiance. ... i ........... . :Michael Whalen
Cap ..........J. Farrell MacDonald
Doctor Lyle Talbot
Iceman Frank : .Tenks
Mrs. Fleming .............. Edna . Holland
George. ... .. Matt Willis
Mr.. Gardner . .Ben Erway

"Shep Comes Home" is a follovv-

up to "My Dog Shep," one of
editor, Arthut Hilton" "previewed in' Hoiiv- 1

Screen Guild's top money pictures
'l!"e^ " -ViNS.

I of last season^ and consequentlywood. Jan. 4. -'49.

John GampbeU. , . . . , Tom Conway
Frank Bricolle ..... . Stev« Brodie
Joe Corsi . , Robert Osterloh
Mrs. John CampbeU Barbara Billingsiey
D. A. Randolph .

, Russell Hicks
: Bodd Simpson: ........... .lames Seay
Himself... . Chet Huntley
Snd Sam Carney Tom Noonan
First Judge . ,. William GoUld
Second Judge— . ..... . ; Harry Harvey
•Jorry.. . ... G.irry Oweii
Al Markham . .

.
- - - Charles Wagenheim

should do; better ^ than - average
;bi;siness with a market alreadi'
awaiting it. Fact that it$ plot oar-
ries a boy-and-his-dOg

,
preniise

likewise contributes notably : to
film's potential. . ^

: Narrative: fbliows. an orphan lad
and his dog; Shep; as lad skips
being sent to orphanage when his

"I Cheated the Law" will attract
mother dies. Out where the spaces

only a minimum of attention, even 1^'"*^ ^'"^ pair manage to get into
in the lesser secondary bookings i

trouble when boy refuses to give
for which it is fated. Film is over- 1

sheriff his word that he won't run
Jotis. away, and: later boy and his dog

"lelodramatics are dully project- '
'""fe instrumental in capturing cou-

ed under Edward L. Cahh's slowly jP'e of bankrobbers.
paced direction, and the story, de- 1

Ford BeebCi megging his orig-
spite several fairly interesting i 'nal screenplay, keeps action at

(Jtt Polish; Russian, Gcrraon,.
French; English. Titles)

This is a vivid, gruesome ver-
sion of the notorious Auschwitz
concentration camp of Poland. Un-
fortunately for its' boxoffice, this
amounts to just another undet-
ground story after it gets through
showing the miseries experienced
by women at the Nazi camp. As a
resistance spy meller, obviously the
picture is several years late; its

appeal is limited.
Film has several excellent per-

formances as distinct from the
rather haphazard story. It starts
out well enough, and then begins
scattering its shots.
Wanda Jakubowska and Gerda

Schneider scripted,, the former;
reportedly having been a prisoner
at the camp. Story could have been
more effective if the plot had con-
centrated on fewer characters and
the underground movement had
been given earlier headway.

|

Besides Huguette Faget's fine
|

I portrayal, A. CJorecka does a fine
|

Ijob as the resistance leader. The
|

I virtually 100% femme cast also i

boasts excellent performances by
W. Bartowna, T. Gorecka, M. Wino-,
gradowa, -B. Fihewska and A;
Slaska. :

B. Monastyrski's camera work is

standout. Mme Jakubowska's pro^/
ducing effort: is lots more com-
mendable than her - scripting.

Weor,

'

finee a •Tolly Swagman
(BRITISH)

. London, Jan. 2.
GFDTelease of J. Arthur Rank-Wes.<»x

production. Star» Dirk Bogarde. Bonar
Colleano. Renee Asherson. Directed by
J«el«,Lee. Screenplay by WllUam Rose
'SS.if^*',*™?' novel by Montagu Slater:
addttlonal dlalor by Cliff Gordon.
Camera, H. . E. TCowlt, L. Cave-Chinn:
editor. Jack Harris; music, Bernard
Stevens. At Leicester Square, London.
Running time, 100 MINS.
Bill Fox.. Dirk BogardeTommy .Ppssey. . . . . . ..... Bbnar Colleano
Lag. Gibbon*.. ..... . ;. , .Bill Owen
rat.^, . ....... . ,, ...... ...Kenee AshersonMa .Fox..;...........,;....

, .Thora Hlrd
Pa ^Fojt. ; James Hayter
Dick . . Patric Doonan
Dotty Lli Moira Lister
Rowton sidn«y Jame«
Taffy; ............ . .. ..... . Dudley .lones
Duggle. . . .. . .. . . . . .Gyru Cusack

Symphony of Life :

(Color-Music)
(RUSSIAN)

Artkino release: of Mosfihn production,
Stars Vladimir Druzhnikov. Marina La-
dinina; features Boris Andrevev. Vera Vas-
sileva. Directed by Ivan Pirlev. Screen-
Play, Eugene Pomischikov, Nicolai RozH-
kov; music, Nikolai Krlnkovi camera, Val-
entine Pavlov. At Stanley, N. Y.i week
Dec. 2!i. '48. Running time, IU2 MINS.
Andrei Bala.ihov. . . .Vladimir Druzhnikov
Nat.isha Maliniiia.. Marina Landinina

twists, is founded on a doubtful ,
nice pace. Billy Kimbley makes

! rJaUiJha^MSif^i •

Andreyev

premise that makes following
|

the most of the juve role, Martin
events strain at credence. Dialog Garralaga is standout _as Mexican
also is awkward. Idea that an at
torney would let a case proceed to
trial when he is the foolproof alibi
for murder is doubtfuMegal ethics
and gives an incredible start to the
plot.

Cast is no more tfian adequate
in answering light demands made

immigrant who picks him up, Rob-
ert Lowery does punchy work as
immigration inspector, - J. Farrell
MacDonald scores as sheriff iand
Margia Dean provideS'\vhiff of ro-
mance.

Natasha ;MaUninia . : . . . .Marina Ladinina
Korney Sergei Kalinin
Kapitolina ... . . . ..... .Helena SaVitskaya
Boris Olenich Vladimir Zeldin

(In "Russian; Ens;Usli Tiles)

yvith better editingi the Hussian-
made "Symphony of Life" might

, , _ .transcend language audiences and

wf«i!.v?°Il« fh ""k? /"k,,
Michael get healthy patronage from the art

,, „. " ----- —- -—— I

wnaien are the bankrobbers who hou.se's wpII FiTfri has ii rnniH.by the Richard G Hubler script, are captured by boy, with do-'- -is- S of light mom" with foU^Tom Conway is the attorney who • sistance. Whit. and classical mSJ^^r^It

Speedway racing forms the afy
tion background for "Once a Jolly
Swagman," and the subject is rich
in spills and thrills. Although main-
taining a brisk pace for the first
half, story is inclined to meander
in the last few reels, but with
careful pruning it should make a
useful

. attraction for American
exhibs;

-First half of the story depicts
tha rise of Bill Fox from humble
factory hand to speedway star. He's
in the money, gets involved with
a society dame, but eventually mar-
ries a homely girl, the sister of
one of the riders who is in a men-

1

tal home as a result of an accident.
Eventually Bill is blacklisted after
advocating formation of a trade. I

union for speedway riders, and'
after an interval for the war, in
which he is divorced and recon-
ciled, decides to chuck the track
and settle down to a steady, if
more humdrum, existence.

There's plenty of action in the
early part of the pic, showing Bill's
buildup from novice to star, with
excellent crowd shots of frenzied
bobbysoxers there to cheer their
favorites. The track atmosphere is
genuine and the racing packs full
measure of excitement. So far so
gopd, but once the star is made,
the script lacks decision, the story
is unnecessarily complicated and
apart from the union angle there
a))pears to be little point in in-
troducing the side issue of the
brother who fights for the Interna-
tional Brigade.
Taken as a whole the acting Is

good. Full credit goes to Dirk Bo-
garde as the speedway star and
Bonar Colleano is in top form as
another rider with a ready wit
and a charming streak of senti-
ment. Bill Owen is not too happily
cast as the rider who fails to hold
the pace and Renee Asherson's
sibiljty is hardly shown in the part
of the young wife. Myro.

H'wood SeDs Self

Effectively Via

Series of Shorb
By HERB GOLDEN

First four of the six shorts which
the film industry will release dur-
ing the next year to sell itself to,
the American public were uti*'

veiled for the press Monday . UO).
They -proved to be highly-enterta in*-

ing one-reelers which any exhib
should be happy to have On his.

screen.. On - the other hand,' the
emphasis' on entertainment value is'

so great it becomes questionable
whether the films will serve their
public relations function as fully

'

as they might.

The quartet Was "Let's Go to the
Movies," produced by RKOi which
is a generalized view of the indus-
try and is being, used as a : teaser
for the whole series; "This The-
atre and You," produced by War-
ner Bros., supposedly to: show the
role in the community of theatre
and manager; "Movies Are Adven-
ture,'' produced by Universal, to
illustrate films* magic carpet qual-
ity, and "The Art Director," made
by 20th-FoXi to show the function
of the art director.

The two additional pix to be re-
leased in thfs year's series are
"The Screen Director" and "Films
Go to Market." Scripts are now
being prepared.. Each of the iiine-
minute subjects is -distributed by
the company that makes it. The
pix are to be sold at regular shorts
prices, with the profits providing
a revolving fund for further films.
Motion Picture Assn. of America
provided $75,000 as a starter. Ex-
perimentation in getting desired
scripts and finished product was so
great with the initial quartet that
the 75G and mor« was used up.

From an entertainment and tech-
nical point of view, all the pix
shown this week are beyond re»
proach. They draw heavily oil

scenes from famed films of the
past—going back to "The Great
Train Robbery'' and • beyond—and
are highly enjoyable as pure nos-
talgia, if nothing else. Modern-
day picture references are pretty
much absent to avoid charges of
plugging.

Perhaps the film industry might
have put just a little more em-
phasis on. "the sell" to sock over
the public relations points it wants ;

to make. Major defect is in the
two "specific" briefies— which
aren't specific enough. They are
''Theatre and Yoii" and "The Art
Director." On the first, instead of
sticking closely to the vital func-
tion of the theatre in the life of
the community and going into some
detail on its operation and relation-
ship to other business and indus-
try, the pic takes off on a flight of •

fancy through another flock of
films of the past.

"Art Director," likewise is .su-

perficial. Instead of going into

some detail on the function of this
studio operative—which undoubt-
edly could have been interesting-^
slough-over technique is used, and
again thtere's' - a reprise of scenes .

from past films. :

Initialer, "Let's Go to the Movies,"
does serve its purpose well. It

offers a ' rapid-fire history of the
industry and ties up Hollywood
with other parts of , the country.
For example, it shows how much
silver from western states is used .

to sensitize film and how. much
cotton from southern states it takes
to make the rawstock.
"Movies Are Adventure" is by

far the most entertaining and best
done of the lot. That's fully under-
standable, inasmuch -as the subject

matter is easies't to handle. It takes

a typical family of mother, father

and 10-year-old junior and sets

down in the world's most magic of

carpets—a theatre seat. Through
gentle humor—and a good "sell"—
it shows each of them as they iden-

tify'themselves with the characters;

on the screen. Priceless i.s the take-

off on Rudolph Valentino in "The
Sheik," racing across the desert to ;

snatch a fair damsel from the back-

of a speeding horse, only to have

said f.d. turn around and prove to

be momm^—who's sitting breatn-

Icssly, of course, in her theatre

seat. If there's any criticisrn of

this subject it will be from a
sector of the audience— the one

that it is most necessary to reach,

perhaps— which may find that the-

"adventures" of the films appear?

to be aimed too much at the level .

of the 10-year-old member of the

family.
Shorts carry no credits beyond

"Members of the Motion Picture

Industry Present . .
." and ".- •

Produced in cooperation with ine

Academy of Motion Picture Arts

& Sciences."



lA, Majors Both Now Optinustic

On Exchange Workers' Contract

nCTVIKES

Exactly duplicating the patterij-f

of last year's contract talks, reps

-of the major distribs and of the

International Alliance of Theatri-

cal Stage Employees have succeed-

ed in breaking through a serious

deadlock on new pact talks for

6 500 exchange workers in 32 cities.

Negotiations, - which folded early

last week after the companies flat-

ly refused to grant any part of

the lA's 15'% wage hike demand,
- are cutrently continuing, with

both sides optimistic over a set-

tlement. In 1947 there were simi-

lar occurrences of deadloclcs and
makeups before a :

one-year pact

was inked. Latter expired last

Dec. 1.

Distrib reps made.the first move
to resume talks last *reek after

lA negotiators moved to call in

L. A. Stone, of the U. S. Mediation
• and Gonciliation Service* to settle

the dispute. Before Stone stepped

into the case, however, the com-
panies asked for one more meeting
with lATSE in an effort to reach

an agreement without outside help.

Progress has been reported at the

last negotiating meetings, although

It's understood lA's demands for a

15% hike and 37W-hour week will

be compromised.

Distribs' negotiating: committee
comprises Clarence Hill, 20th-Fox,

chairman; Pat ScoUard, Para-
mount; H. J. Kauman, Columbia;
Charles O'Brien, Metro; A. A.
Schubart, RKO; Harry Buckley,
tJnited Artists; G. F. Malafronte,
Universal; Bernard Goodman, War-

• rier Bros., and Al Schiller* Repub-
lic. Three national officers of the
lATSE, handling the talks for the
67 diiferent locals, representing
both front office and backroom
employees, are Thomas J. Shea,
.assistant international pi'esident;

."Xjouise Wright, vice-prexy; -and Jo-
' iieph D.' Basson, International rep.

UA to Release 2

hAA Prod. Deal
Hollywood, Jan. 11.

United Artists board of directors
has approved deal for two films' to
be made by Pioneer Pictures orig-
inally to have been produced un-
der Allied Artists banner. Pictures
•re Roy Del Ruth's "Red Light"
and the King Bros.' "Gim Crazy."
They will be budgeted at about
$700,000 each.

Unusual setup was arranged so
producers can" secure name play-
ers whose contracts specify com-
panies for which they can make
outside pictures. Allied Artists is

one of firms for which they couldn't
work. Because producers were
anxious to get top name players,
AA execs permitted release deal to
be made away from their company.

Pictures will be financed 50%
by eastern bankers and 50% by
Monogram, AA's parent company.
AA's contracts with Del Ruth and
the Kings to make more pictures
are still in force.

Popcorn Saluted
David A. Smart, board

chairman of Esquire mag Cor-
poration, which owns a major
interest in the Alliance thea-
tre chain in the midwest, said
last week that 1948 was the
best year the 80-house circuit
ever had. It was popcorn, not
pictures, however, which
turned in the profit, he de-
clared.

He asserted that the film-
eries had never sold more pop-
corn than during last year, the
crunch - crunch accounting for
one-third of the ieiiciiit's net
income.

Kamen's N^w Pact As
Disney's Mdse. Rep

New sevenTyear contract with
Kay Kamen to handle merchandis-
ing product was inked by Walt
Disney Productions in September,
1948, letter's financial report dis-
closes. Pact calls for Kamen's ex-
clusive services on a straight com-
mission basis.

Kamen has been repping Disney
since 1932. His job is to negotiate
licensing contracts with manufac-
turers who pay royalties on either
quantity or dollar value of goods.

Disney s Net

Loss of

Emergency Exhibs' Meet in N. Y.

Seen 1st Step in Natl Tax Drive

Craetz to Paris, Sforts

Van Gogh Film as 1st

Of Series for 20th-Fox
French producer Paul Graetz,

with whom 20th-Fox recently con-
cluded a production-distribution
oeal for an unspecified number of
pictures, planed from New York to
i'aris last night (Tuesday) to start
work on the first in the series. Un-

terms of the' deal, 20th will putup 50% of each film's budget, the
most It's allowed under current
*rench government restrictions.
Money is to be drawn out of the
trozen currency 20th has in France.

*irst film to roll is an untitled
°f Vincent Van Gogh, the

^"'Pt >* "OW being pre-
pared by Jean Aurenche, and
C.raetz plans to lens it with an all-
*rench cast. Despite 20th's part-
nership deal, it's doubtful whether
the company will handle U. S. dis-
Jribution.

~

Chemical Bank

Stiffens Terms

For Financing
With bank coin tor indie film

production already so hard to get
that most producers think things
couldn't be much tougher, Chemi-
cal Bank & Trust, N. Y.^one of
the few institutions still making
loans^has come up with a couple
new angles to stiffen : terms fur*
ther. Chemical is demanding that
releasing companies defer larger
portions of their distribution fees
than in the past and that cost of
prints, and advertising be included
in original budgets so they don't
get pSiid out of first receipts.
Aim of both new regulations, of

course, is to get the bank out
faster. Ordinarily « both distribu^
tion fees and charges for prints
and advertising come out of film
rentals before the payoff of the
bank loan begins. Under the new
setup the bank doesn't entirely
lH«cede the other commitments,
but moves up a bit closer to the
payoff window.

Chemical has set no hard-and-
fast rule on how much of its fee
a distrib should defer under the
new scheme. Each deal will be
subject to negotiation. Bank's
thinking, however, is evident in
the case of United Artists. Com-
pany for the past few years has
been_ charging producers a 27^!%
distribution fee and, when pressed
by banks, has agreed to take only
25% initially, getting the other
2V4% retroactively after the bank
has been paid off. Recently UA
has upped its fee to 30% and
Chemical is now asking that it take
only 20% Initially and the other
10% retroactively following bank
payoff.

Inj-egard to prints and advertis-
ing, bank wants to end having pay-
ment for them come off the top.
By including their cost in the
original budget (which ordinarily
covers only completion of the
negative),: the bank will (1) force
the second-money source to foot
directly a portion of the prints-
and-advertising charge and (2) get
interest on the money expended
for them, since the bank loan will
have to be larger to include these
costs. And, when the time comes
for paying off, charges for iE)rints
and advertising will have already
been taken care of, so the bank
loan will be right behind the dis-
trib fee In the payoff line.
UA and other distribs are ex-

pected to put up a squawk at the
new rules, particularly the defer-
ment of their fee.

After reserving $1,300,000 for ex-i

pected losses on feature product
currently being distributed, Walt
Disney Productions has showed up
with a net loss of $39,038 for the
fiscal year ended Oct. 2. Loss com-
pares with a profit of $307,075 for
the year before. Writeoffs were
mainly necessary because of the
shrinkage ^of foreign markets, a
particularly heavy source of reve^
nue for Disney pix.

;Loss was equivalent to 10c. per
share on the 652,840 outstanding
against 43c. earnings per share in
'47. Current and working assets
of the Droducing unit, however^ ex-
ceeded liabilities by $5,043,229

I against $4,385)563 in the previous
stanza.

Report disclosed that Disney's
share of blocked -funds in foreign
countries amounted to over $850,-

000 at present exchange rates. New
contract covering publication of
books made by the company last

year brought in more cash than
heretofore and resulted in a re-

duction of the longterm loan, for
which proceeds of the publication
contract is the sole security, from
$1,000,000 to $874,095 on Oct. 2.

Picture income for the 12 months
came to $2,566,955 for features and
$1,182,333 for shorts. Income was
$3,975,437 and $1,388,156, respec-
tively, in '47. Revenue from pub-
lications', comic strips and other
sources was $1,190,456 against $1,-

157,869 the year before.

Govt.-RKO Swap
Something new in the way

of a Government-private com-
pany deal has been engineered
between the U.S. State Dept.
and RKO-Pathe, The duo have
agreed to swap distribution

rights on two pix. Domestic
rights to the State Dept.'s

"Blue Ribbon," a two-reelcr on
the 4H clubs, have been grant-:

ed to RKO-Pathe. In return
for which RKO has granted
the Government foreign rights

to its "Border Without Ban-
dits;"

RKO has changed the title

of "Ribbon" to ''County Fair"
and is including It in its "This
Is America" series. 'Border,''

made several years back, was
also- part of that series. State
will handle "Border" overseas
as part of its informational
services. All revenues are to

be retained by the distrib.

MAITLES HEADS SPG

IN UNOPPOSED VOTING
Running unopposed in today's

(Wed.) Screen Publicist Guild- an-
nual balloting for new officers, Sig-
mund Maitles, of Metro, will be the
next SPG prexy, replacing JeflF

Livingston, of Universal. Ray
Murray, Columbia," and Ray
Malone, RKO Service Corp., are

Kinzler Severs Tie

With Fox Ad Acct

Ib Schlaifer Snag
Charles Schlaifer, who will take

over the 20thTFox advertising ac-
count next June, and Morris Kinz-
ler, who has served as 20th's ac-
count exec for the past 12 years,
have been unable to come to terms
on a deal to join forces. Kinzler
will thus no,' longer be associated
with 20th's advertising- after June.
'

. Schlaifer, who- retlre? as pul>-:

licity-advertising chief o£ 20th at
the end of this month, is planning
to open his own agency to service
the account. He is being succeeded
as pub-ad chief by Charles Ein-
feld.

Kinzler, who has controlled the
20th iiccount. through the regimes
of four pub-ad managers, has serv-
iced It through the Kayton-Spiero

I

agency. He and Schlaifer have
been in protracted negotiations on

I
getting together to handle the, Fox

j

advertising through K-S or an
'agency they'd set up jointly.

Schlaifer is also reported to have
been in contact with other agencies
on the possibility of servicing the
account through them, 'but :1s

understood to have decided on his
own setup;

- Schlaifer reportedly is getting
the account on a one-year contract
with options for three more years;
He is going on a month's holiday
when he leaves the company : and
before fully announcing his plans.
He was given a combination fare-

well and testimonial cocktail party
yesterday (Tuesday) by other ma-
jor company pub-ad chiefs

Yank Fdming In

Mexico Set With

Local Financing
Group of Mexican businessmen,

represented in the U. S. by; Milton
Gladstone, are reported advancing
financing for a number of films to
be made at the Churubusco studios
in Mexico City. Walter Batchelor,
New York agent, is currently on
the Coast assembling packages for
production under the plan; Monte
Proser; operator of the Copacabana
nitery,.N. Y., and a: former produc-
tion associate of Batchelor, is also
assembling a package for filming:

under the deal.

Pix will be moderate budgeters
in English, designed primarily for
the U.S. market. Initial package
being assembled by Batchelor is a
remake of "M," the 1931 film in
German which starred Peter Lorre.
Producer will be Seymour Neben-
zal, who owns the remake rights.

Deal is tentatively set for United
Artists to release it.

Proser's package is • prison
story, "Four Steps to the Wall,"
from a novel of several years ago.,

Proser and Batchelor were asso-
ciated with Sam Coslow three years
ago in production of "Copacabana"
for UA release.

'

Also talking plans for produc-
tion with the Mexican financing is

UA producer Jules Levey. His idea
is to uscthe Mexican terrain for
a series of westerns, similar to the
"Hopalong Cassidy" pix.

Gladstone is keeping under cover
the monikers of the Mex money-
men, but says they have never been
in film production before. Churu-
busco studios, a 'firstrate, modern
lot, is half-owned by RKO.

Calling of an emergency, exhibs*

meet in New York this, week on
the critical tax question looks : to

be the first step in a national drive,

The move, shoved under way by
the Metropolitan Motion Picture
Theatres Assn:, repping the major-
ity of Gotham's exhibs, is aimed at
setting up a central information .

bureau on threatened theatre taxes
in localities so that national tlie-

atre groups- can throw their com-
bined weight against proposed
levies.

Understood that MMPTA will

ask , the four groups invited to the
N. Y. confab to get the program
under • way first in N. Y. state.

MMPTA's proposal will be that in

each locale an exhib be designated
to watch for threatened bites on
admissions and transmit the in->

formation in time for the national
units to take up the cudgels
against hiked taxes.
Move for joint battling of taxes

has been brewing since^ the end of
the war. It picked, up its 'real mo-
mentum last week; however, when
the - city council . of Binghamton,
N. v., slapped a new tax against
theatres under an enabling act

.

which has been on the state books
for several years but untapped,

.

The big shocker which galvanized
exhibs was the fact that the coun-
cil's action was unnoticed until the
damage was done.
Underscoring the weakness of

the present hit-and-miss system for
mobilizing exhibs was the fact that
several other proposals, including
a tax on -vehicles, were turned
down by the council. In the case
of the vehicle levy; automobile
orgs were on top of the bill and
managed to beat it by whipping up
strong public opposition.' Exhibs,
on their part; were caught with
their petitions down.

,

Confab is set for tomorrow
(Thurs.) at the St. Moritz hotel.

Invited" to attend are the Theatre
;

Owners of America, the Independ-;
ent Theatre Owners Assn., TOA
of Albany and the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of N. Y. State.

Leo Brecher, prez of MMPTA, will

chairman the meet.

I

Kinzler has no plans beyond: the

]
time when the 2Dth

i passes out of his hands. He is

I

understood to : be uncertain- as yet
on, whether he'll continue in asso-
ciation .with Kayton-Spiero.

in a Contest for the first veepee
post while Murray Goldstein, Col,

ini.
Graetz declared before I and Herb Haines, RKO, are op-

jeaving that foreign-language films posed for the second veepee post.

?j^w*.I""*^** ''etter chance in the! Others running without opposi-
jT^^ ^ " . spotted carefully in art

i

tion are Marie Van Slyke, for re-
louses. It s believed such distribu- I cording secretary, and Leo Israel,
uon can be handled better by a i treasurer. Induction of new of-
imaii releaser who is specifically I ficers will be held at the next gen-
oei up to Operate in that way. jeral membership meeting.

ALLIED BD.'S FEB. MEET
Washington, Jan^ 11.

Annual meeting of the board of

directors and executive committee
of the Allied States Assn. of Ex-
hibitors will be held here Feb.
14-15.

The indie operators will elect of-

ficers and work on business devel-

oped since the recent New Orleans
convention^

IW SEQUENCES OF

OSCAREDPIXATAWARDS
Radio City Music Hall's audience

will see one^minute sequence of pix
which won the New York ;Film
Critics awards when the prizes are
handed out on the M. H. stage Fri-

day night, Jan. 21. Critics are
arranging for brief sequences from
Warner Bros.' "Treasure of Sierra
Madre," Maycr^Burstyn's "Paisan"
and other films which they ac-

Goladed.

This marks the first time that the
Rockefeller showcase has partici-

pated in such an event. It was
chosen by the reviewers because,
not being tied up with any film

advertising I company, it provides a neutral
ground to give all a fair break in

passing out the awards and the
publicity that goes with: it,

Olivia de HaviUand,,,
named best actress, and John Hus^^
ton, best director, have nofifled the
critics they will be at the IM. H.
to personally receive their awards.
Also tentatively to attend is Ro-
berto Rosscllini, who directed
"Paisan," He said he'H iBy otrer
from-. 'Rome:
Thomas M. Pryor, of the New

York Times, chairman of the
critics' group, will mak^ the pres-
entations.

WBPnNlHalts,

Writm Toil On
Hollywood, Jan. 11.

Windup of sliooting on "Task
Force," story of wartime devasta-
tion, resulted in the firing of more
employees on the Warner lot, esti* -

mated at sevieral hundred.* Studia.

'

has gone into hibernation for an
indefinite period.

Eight publicists were lopped
from Alex Evelove's flackeryi leav-

ing a skeleton crew. Filming is at

a standstill "until further orders."
Meanwhile, the scripting, staff is

busy on future product. . Total of
18 writers is the same number at
work at this time a ye,ar ago. The
scripters are ..working on a total

of 14 story properties. Currently
the music and editing department
are toiling on seven pictures re-

cently shot, but there will be no
further scoring or editing in sight

.

when these chores are woutad up;

Goldman Takes Action

To Force Prods. To

Drop Philly Theatres
Philadelphia, Jan. 11.

Action to force Warner Bros,
and other Hollywood producers to
drop theatres in this area was
taken Thursday (6) in U. S. district

court by, counsel for William Gold-
man, indie theatre chain operator;
The action was in the form of a

motion, backed up with a volumi-
nous brief, embellished with
photos, which detailed the long
fight of Goldman to obtain first-

run pictures for his four midtown
houses. It asked the court to re-

:

consider a motion entered last .

June, which had requested the
court to reconsider its final decree
issued, in December, 1946.

The Goldman motion maintained
the only effective remedy would
require the defendants to divest

themselves of theatre ownership in
this district, and to , prohibit all

the defendants in the case from
licensing their feature product to
any other defendant in the district.
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In the first three openings since its sensational current
World Premiere engagement in New York, "Joan of
Arc" strides forth as the mightiest of all boxoffice attrac-
tions! In LOS ANGELES, standout crowds are straining
the Palace (continuous performances) and the Beverly
(reserved seats)! In NEW ORLEANS, a first week record
that had stood for 27 years at the Orpheum Was
smashed to bits! in PHILADELPHIA, the Karlton is doing
busimiss that wasn't even believed possible! In NEW
YORK; the terrific record-making pace continues at the
Victoria (9th week, continuous performances) and at
the Fulton (4th week, reserved seats)!,

JoanofArc
INORIDStarring

Bergman
A VICTOR FLEMING PRODUCTION

COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR cast of thousands
,

'with JOSE FERRER
FRANCIS! L. SULLIVAN . J. CARROL NAISH • WARD BONO^SHCPPERD STRUOWICK

HURO HATFIELD. €ENI LOCKHART* JOHN EMERY* GEORGE COULOURIS
JOHN IRELAND and CECIL KELLAWAY

based upon the stage play 'Joan ol Lorraine! by MAXWELL ANDERSON
uraan ploy by MAXWEU ANDERSON and ANDREW SOIT

qrt dirtclion by RICHARDDAY • dircttor of photography JOSEPH VALENTINE A,$.C.

Produced by WALTER WAN6ER^» Directed by VICTOR FLEMING
proMirtod by SIERRA PICTURES, IMr^rflMMd by RKO RADIO nCTURiS
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Chi Biz Holds Oke; 'Accused'-Carson

Revue Strong at $60M% Night'

Brightm WaithfuHy Fine 20G
Chicago, Jan. 11. *

Expected after New Year's slump

at Loop boxoflflce is not as great

as anticipated, with several the-

atres rolling up lusli_ grosses. Chi.

cago theatre with "Accused" and

Tark Carson revue, which includes

Robert Alda and Marion Hutton, is

heading for strong $60,000. Other

iiew pix are aiding aUo.

"He Walked by Night" at State-

Lake should grab a bright $23,000

"Unfaithfully Yours" at United

Artists looks trim $20,000,

In second frame, "Blood on the

Moon" shapes hefty $17,000. "You
Gotta Stay Happy" at Palace is

only so-so $15,000 in second round.

"One Sunday Afternoon" at Roose-

velt appears brisk at $15*000, also

first holdover week,

"Three Musketeers" plus Three

Suns and Vivian Blaine co-head-

lining at Oriental should bring In

sweet $42,000 for third frame.

"Red Eiver" at Woods is sweeping
to great $33,000, also In third.

"Shake Pit" winding up ninth and
final week at Garrick is neat $13,-

000. .

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1.400; $1.20-$2.40)

—''Hamlet" (U) (7th wk). Fine
$15,000. Last week, $21,000.

GhicaffO (B&K) (3;900; 50-98)—
"Accused" (Par) with Jack Carson
radio show in person. Excellent
$60,000 or near. Last .week, "Pale-
face" (Par) with Billy - DeWolfe
heading stage bill (2d wk), gigantic

$75,000. ,

Garrick (B«cK5 (900; 50-98)—
"Snake Pit" (20th) (9th wk). Bright
$13,000 for last week of run. Last
week, $15,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 50-98)—

"Blood on Moon" (RKO) (2d wk).
Lush $17,000. Last week, $25,000.

Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 50-98)
—"Three Musketeers" (M-G) (3d
wk) plus Three Suns and Vivian
Blaine co-headlining {3d wk).
Nifty $42,000. Last week, sock $52,-
000.

Palace (RKO) (2.500; 50-98)—
"Gotta Stay Happy" (U) (2d wk).
Fairish $15,000. Last week, nice
$21,000.

Rialto (Indie) (1.700; 50-98)—
"Corregidor" (PRC) and "Lady
From Shungking" (PRC) (reissues).
Four-day run looks pert $7,000.
Last week, "Phantom of Opiera"
(U) and "All Baba" (U) (reissues)
(2d wk), $11,500.

.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—

"One Sunday Afternoon" (WB) (2d
wk), Brisk $15,000. Last week,
$19,000.
Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.20-

. (Continued on page 16)

'Argyle'-Hampton

Soy 18G. L'ville

Louisville, Jan. 11.
Biz is continuing briskly and

downtown houses, while three have
holdovers, will register healthy
takes currently. National with
Argyle Secrets" is making the

register jingle with Lionel Hamp-
ton's band and stageshow. Strand
IS pacing new plx . with healthy
week with "Northwest Stampede"
and "In This Corner."

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200;

fnH^'TSl'f^'l Vigilantes" (FC)
and Badlands of Dakota" (FC)
(reissues). Nice $4,500. Last week,
Mexican Hayride" (U) and "Ad-

oke $4?000
^^'^^ °

/L^17 Anderson (People's) (1,200;

mf^:^A One Sunday Afternoon"
<2d wk). Down to $6,000 after

mild $6,500 last week.
National (Standard) (2,400; 65-

TinTi^^'S''^ Secrets" (FC) and
t/nJi.!

Hampton orch heading

wf!w.n^., $18,000. Last
^„^*'«,.^.*^**'>™>a Firebrand" (Rep)

on stage, oke $12,000.
.Rialto (FA) (3,000; 45-65)—
holrifnf

^ ^^.'''^ '2d wk). Still

3.^,"^ ^\ 1"^ $14,000 after
last week's socko $22,000.

"w (Loew's) (3,000; 45-65)—

MnH» f F"slc" (M-G) (2d wk).

bis $18 000

"Nnvfl"* <1'°00: 45-65)-
..Tn°'*J?.^'«st Stampede" (EL) and,

HT ^inPr^
Comer" (EL). Rousing I

(Pk,.?- "^iffr^^eek. "Sealed Verdict"

«6 000^" Isn't It Romantic" (Par),

:

Broadway Grosses

EsHmated Total Gros.i
This Week . : $601,000
(Based on 18 theatres)

Last Year $713,000
(.Based on 23 theatres)

'Bandit'-Monroe

WowmO()0,D.C.
Washington, Jan. 11.

Few newcomers on main stem
this session. Holdovers and second
runs show staying power, with biz
holding up after New Year's boom.
Steady lines at Loew's Capitol,
where Vaughn Monroe band is
hypoing "Kissing Bandit," is the
standout sock bill. Town's two
long run road shows, "Hamlet" at
Little and "Red Shoes" at Dupont,
look good for many more weeks.
"Every Girl Married" is big in sec-
ond Keith week.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)—

"Kissing Bandit", (M-G) with
Vaughn Monroe orch on stage.
Smash $38,000. Last week, "Yel-
low Sky" (20th) plus vaude, firm
$28,000 but not great for New
Year's bir
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-74)

—"Yellow Sky" (20th) (m.o.).

Good $7,500. Last week, "Mexican
Hayride" (U) (m.o.), $5,000.

Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 44-74)—
"Every Girl Married" (RKO). (2d
wk). Steady $14,000' after line

$19,000 opener.
Dupont (Lopert) (376; $1.80-

$2.40)—"Red Shoes" (El)., Terrific

$5,000 after 11-week run at 1,600-

Little (Lopert) (287: $1.20-$2.40)
—"Hamlet" (U) (12th wk). Settled
down for indefinite run after day
dating with Playhouse for 11 weeks.
Holding well at better than $3,500,
with sell-out over weekends. Last
week, $3,000.

Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-74)

—"One Sunday Afternoon" (WB)
(2d run). So-so $6,500. Last week,
"Angels With Dirty • Faces" (WB)
(reissue), okay $6,000.
Playhouse (Lopert) (432; 50-85)

— 'Louisiana Story'' (indie). Strong
$5,000 for documentary. Last week,
"Hamlet" (U) (11th wk), $7,500 at
upped scale.
-Wamtsr (WB) (2,154; 44-74)—
"Don JuanV (WB) (2d wk). Slipped
to fair $13,000 after husky $20,000

National (Heiman) (1,600; $1.20)
—"Blanche Fury" (EL) {2d wk).
Holding very well at $5,000 after
okay $6,000 opener. "Mourning
Becomes Electra" (RKO) opens
after two weeks of "Fury."
Trans-Lux (T-L) (650; 44-80)—

"Enchantment'? (RKO) (3d wk).
Looks big $11,000 or better after
solid $11,5()0 for second. Initial
week hit strong $13,600.

Taleface' to New Records

In 2 Port. Spots, $26,500
Portland, Ore., Jan. 11.

"Paleface" is setting new house
records at Orpheum and Oriental
this week despite the thaws and
hazardous weather conditions.
"June Bride" at the Broadway also
is sock.. "Song Is Born" and "Won-
derful Urge" are off sharply in sec-
ond week, the former after' great
first week.- .,

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50-85)—"June Bride" (WB) and "Texas,

Brooklyn" (UA). Sock $1-3,500. Last
week, "Mexican Hayride" (U) and
"U^ubu" (UA) (9 days), $14,700.

Mayfair <Parker) {1,500; 50-85)—
"Song Is Born" (RKO) and "Money
Madness" (FC) (6 days) (2d wk).
Disappointing $5,000. Last week,
terrific $10,000.

Music Box (H-E) (1,000; 50-85)—
"Unfaithfully Yours" (20lh) and
"Sealed Verdict" (Par) (2d wk)
(m.o.). Fair $1,500 or near. Last
week, okay $2,300.

Oriental (H-E) (1,000; .
50-85)—

"Paleface" (Par) and "Manhattan
Angel" (Col) (5 days). Day-date
with Orpheum. Scorching $10,000. •]

Last week, "Yellow Sky" (20th) and !

"Jungle Patrol" (20th), $6,500.

Orpheum (H-E) (1,750; 50-85)—
"Paleface" (Par) and "Manhattan
Angel" (Col), also Oriental. Torrid
$16,500. Last Week, "Yellow Sky"
(20th) and "Jungle Patrol" (20th),

$12,000.

Paramount (H^E) (3,400; 50-85)—
"Wonderful Urge" (20th) and "Hol-
low Triumph" (EL) (5 days) (2d wk).
Fair $6,500. Last week, fine $11,-
500.

Playhouse (H-E) (1,200; 50-85)—
"Yellow Sky" (20th) and "This Is
New York" (UA) (m.o.). So-so $3,-

000 or close. Last week, "En-^

chanted Valley" (EL) and "Gallant
Bess" (EL), $1,500.

"United Artists (Parker) (895;
50-85)—"Words and Music" (M-G)
(2d wk). Fine $9,000. Last week,
terrific $13,000.

Guild (Parker) (427; $1.20-$2.40)
—"Hamlet" (U) (2d wk).

.
Near-

capacity $10,000. Last week, huge
$11,500 and capacity here.

B'way Spotty But 'Red Witch' 45G,

'Island' Sock 30G; 'Starr Mild 21G,

'Words' Good $114G, 5th; 'Pit' miOth

loon' High $8,000, Omaha
Omaha, Jan. tl.

Holiday week gave the city its

biggest grosses in years, with mid-
night shows helping via ^advanced
prices. "My Dear Secretary" at
Orpheum looks good but outstand-
ing is "Blood on Moon," at
Brandeis, New storm hurt over
weekend.

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-

65)—"Dear Secretary" (UA) and
"Gallant Bess" (EL). Looks okay
$10,500. Last week, "The Paleface"
(Par) and "In This Corner" (EL),
terrific $21,000, being helped by
upped holiday prices.

Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
"Blood on Moon" (RKO) and
"Ladies of Chorus" (Col). Smash
$8,000 or very near. Last week,
"Every Girl Married" (RKOJ and
"Indian Agent" (RKO) (2d wk),
okay $6,500.

Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-
65)—"Words and Music'' (M-G)
(2d wk). Good $9,50Q. Last week,
fine $15,500, with upped holiday
scale.

Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)—"The Paleface" (Par) (m.o.). Okay
$10,000. Last week, "Mexican
Hayride" (U) and "Blonde Ice"
(FC), better than average $11,000.

State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)—
"One Sunday Afternoon" (WB) (2d
wk). Oke $3,000. First week was
fancy $5,500.

'Hayride' Smooth

$12,000 in Toronto
Toronto, Jan. 11.

With "Paleface" and "Three
Musketeers" still doing terrific

business in third weeks, such new-
comers as "Snake Pit" and the
reissue combo of "She"' and "Last
Days of Pompeii" are also garner-
ing near capacity returns. On the
Empire patriotic angle, "Scott of
Antarctic" is hefty at the Odeon.

Estimates for This Week
Hyland (Rank) (1,354;$1-$1.50)—

"Hamlet" (U) (8th wk). On final

week announcement, has climbed
to near capacity at $10,000 and
may hold over a few days. Last
week, big $8,500.

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 36-66) —
"Paleface" (Par) {3d wk). Solid
$15,000 after last week's great
$22,000.

Loew's (Loew) (2,096; 36-66) —
"Three Musketeers" (M-G) (3d wk).
Big $13,500 after last week's lusty
$16,500.

Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 35-$1.20)—
"Scott of Antarctic" (EL). Ter-
rific $17,000. Last week, "Miranda"
(EL), hefty $14,500.

Shea's (FP) (2,386; 36-66) —
"When Baby Smiles" (20th) (3d
wk). So-so $9,000 after last week's
okay $11,000.

Tivoli (FP) (1,431; 36-66) —
"Snake Pit" (aoth). Capacity
$9,500. Last week, "Return of
October" (U), light $4,200.

Uptown (Loew) (2,7,43; 36-66) —
"Mexican Hayride" (U). Swell
$12,000. Last week, "Gotta Stay
Happy" (U), okay $9,500.

Victoria ,(FP) (1,260; 36-60) —
"Last Days Pompeii" (RKO) and
"She" (RKO) (reissues). Phenom-
enal opening and looks capacity
$6,000 or near. Last week, "Good-
bye, Mr. Chips" (M-G) (reissue),
very good $4,200.

Usual post-holiday slump at

Broadway firstruns was accentu-
ated by the all-day downpour last

Wednesday (5), but a surprisingly
strong weekend last Saturday-Sun-
day is enabling many deluxers to
finish the current session with
healthy totals. Because overly-ex-
tended longruns and a few weaker
pictures are hard hit this stanza,
Broadway is on the spotty side.

New Year's Evey sloughed by
snow and gales; was one iof the
worst in Times Square in years.
Slippery condition of roads lead-
ing into N. Y. that night also hurt.
However, flrstrun theatres surged
forward in smash fashion New
Year's Day and continued strong
the following Sunday, making the
New Year's holiday week compare
favorably with the previous session.
Two independent productions,

"Wake of Red Witch'^ and "Un-
known Island," are making the big-
gest impressions ' of , the new pic-
tures. Republic's "Witch" at the
Mayfair is soaring to a smash
$45,000 or better, far ahead of
theatre's previous tenant; although
"One Sunday Afternoon" played

I through the holidays. "Island,"
which was circused and smartly
plugged, is hitting a new all-time
high of $30,000 at the small Rialto.
This represents virtual capacity for
the house at $1.20 top.
entry, "Belle Starr's Daughter," at
the Globe, is mild $21,000 or less.

"Mexican Hayride" teed oil! smartly
yesterday (Tues.) at the Criterion.

Still pacing the field is "Words
and Music" at the Music Hall with
a good $114,000, albeit down
sharply from the terrific $160,000
registered in the fourth week. This
fifth stanza at the Hall is nice
enough to win a sixth round. Week-
end upsurge, too, was strong
enough to win a fourth week for
"Every Girl Should Be Married"
at the Capitol, where Burt Lan-
caster tops the stage bill. Combo
will reach very nice $75,000 in
third stanza.

"Bnchantftient,'' which landed a
trim $34,000 in second week at the
Astor, is holding up: well in third
frame with nearly $32,000 prob-
able. "Force of Evil;" which
reached strong $34,000 in second
stanza at the State, likely will sag
to around $28,000 in current (3d)
week. ' "Joan of Arc," which con-
tinues in the money on ninth week
at the Victoria, ended its day-date
run at the Fulton last Monday (10)
night. Reserved-seat policy with
upped scale of $2.40 top at the lat-

ter house never did catch on, final
week being only $11,000. "Snake
Pit" is holding remarkably well,
with smash $32,000 probable in
10th week at the Rivoli, not far
from ninth frame's $35,000,

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.50)—"Enchantment^ (HKO) (Sd wk).

Current week ending next Friday
(14) not slipping off much -from
hefty second round with about
$32,000, very good, in prospect;
second was $34,000.

Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20-
$2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (12th
wk). Present round ending tomor-
row (Thurs.) is down to $18,500;
still great, two extra shows help-
ing; eight extra shows in 11th
week sent biz skyrocketing to ter-
rific $22,000. Stays on indef.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 80-$1,50)
—"Every Girl Should Be Married''
(RKO) with BUrt Lancaster, Skitch
Henderson orch topping stage bill

(3d wk). Current frame ending
today (Wed.) is off sharply from
second week at $75,000 but did well
enough on weekend to justify a
fourth round. Second week was
very big $88,000, not far from first

session's smash $90,000. "Man
From . Colorado" (Col) with Ink
Spots,' Blue Barron orch, Alan
Carney opens Jan. 20.

Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 70-

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari'

ous key cities, are net, i.e.,

without the 20% tax. Distribu-
tors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

Friday (7) was off to $7,500, after

strong $14,000 opener. Now play-

ing reissues.

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 60-$1.25)
—^"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep).

Initial stanza ending next Friday

(14) soaring to smash $45,000 or

better. In ahead, second week of

"One Sunday Afternoon" (WB) was
very thin $9,000.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 70-$1.40)--

"Boy With Green Hair" (RKO).

Opens today (Wed.), initiating re-

turn to firstrun policy. Terrific

campaign including trick display

cards in barber shops, novel car-

toonist stunt in lobby and spedial

reduced rate for high school stu-

dents. Last week, "Stagecoach
(UA) and "Long Voyage" (UA)..{re-

issues) (2d wk-10 dq^s), stout $21,-

000 after sock $20,000 opener, with

40-95C, scale in effect.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)

.-^!'The Accused" (Par) with Mills.

Bros , Joan Carroll, Ray McKinley
orch, Vanderbilt Boys heading
stageshow. Opens today (Wed).
Fourth week of "Paleface" (Par)

with Benny Goodman orch. Buddy
Lester topping stage bill held up

.

okay at $60,000 after smash $92,000

for third round, making two weeks
when total hit $90,000 or better.

Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-

Third new ! $2.40) — "Hamlet" (U) (16tli wk).

Fifteenth week ended last (Tues,)

night did very well with nearly

$16,000 after huge $24,000 for 14th

round, which was aided by eight

extra shows.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40) — "Words
and Music" (M-G) with stageshow
(5th wk). Down drastically from
terrific fourth session but plenty

good enough to give it a sixth

week. Current round looks good
$114:000 after giant $160,000 fourth

week, taking in New Year's Eve
and Jan. 1 business. Friday (31),

including New Year's Eve with
$3.60 top for reserved logo seats,

hit .$31,500, biggest single day in

Hall's history. "Letter to Three
Wives" (20th) comes in- next.

Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-$1.20)—
"Unknown Island" (FC), Soaring

to new all-time high for house at

any scale with $30,000 or close

likely for first week ending to-

morrow (Thurs.). Holds, natch! In

ahead, "In Navy" (U) and "Pardon
Sarong" (U) (reissues) {2d Wk-9
days), was fancy $8,800.

Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60-

$1,25)—"Snake Pit" (20th) (10th

wk). Current week ending today
(Wed;) looks smash $32,000 after

$35,000 for ninth frame. Stays on
indefinitely.

Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.80)—
'!Wonderful. Urge" (20th),,with.Bar-
bara Ann Scott topping Iceshow
with Ming & Ling, Bob Evans,
Harold Barnes heading stageshow
{4th-final wk). Third week ended
last (Tues.) night fell abruptly to

barely okay $72,000 or less after

great $1 19,500 for second stanza*

though hurt by .slow New Year's
Eve. "Chicken Every Sunday"
(20th) with Tony Martin heading
stagebill opens Jan. 18.

State (Loew's) (3,450: 80-$1.50)—
"Force of Evil" (M-G) (3d Wk),.

Present session ending Friday (14)

looks to wind up near $28,000,
good, after strong $34,000 for

second. "Command Decision"
(M-G) already being advertised as

next in here but opening not set.

Strand (WB) (2,756; 76-$1.50)—
"Don Juan" (WB) plus Tommy
Dorsey orch topping stageshow
(3d wk). Current week e^nding to-

morrow (Thurs.) looks to hold up
to $60,000 after sturdy $63,000 for
second.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95-
$2.40)—"Joari of Arc" (RKO) (9th

wk). Ninth session ending today
(Wed.) still is showing solid profit

at $28,000 or better as against $30,-
000 last week. Continues indefi-
nitely.

$1.85) — "Mexican Havride" (U).
,

(Dpened yesterday (Tues.). In gues Republic fOF 885G
ahead, "Rogues' Regiment" (U) (3d

*^

wk-10 days), okay $30,000 after
sturdy $28,000 for second week.

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 90-$1.50)
"Belle Starr's Daughter" (20th).

First week ending next Friday
(14) looks moderate $21,000 or less.

La.st week. "Whiplash" (WB) (2d
wk) was dim $10,000,

Fulton (City Inv,) (f)85; $1,80-
$2.40)^"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (4th-

final wk). Wound up limited run
here last Monday (10) night with
$11,000 after sock $14,500 for third
week, best of run. Second week
was only $7,500. House returns to
legit policv.

Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.20)—"Angel on Amazon" (Rep) (2d
wk). First holdover week ended

On Unmade Picture
Los Angeles, Jan. 11.

Lou Moss, head of Lou Moss
Productions, filed suit against Re-
public for damage; amounting to

$885,012, charging breach of eon-
tract. Suit declares Republic
agreed to distribute "Voodoo
Legend," starring Johnny Weiss-
muller, but held back its approval
of the script until it was too late

to shoot the picture.

Moss asks $840,000 for loss of
profit, plus $5,000 for producer's
fee, plus $25,000 for loss of pro-

ducer credit, plus $15.,012 for in-

curred expenses.
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Hob New Year Opens Big;% N^ht'

Robust $16,000, lords' $30,000, 2d
Boston, Jan, 11.

Hub marking time with hold-

overs at all flrstruna. Great post-

holiday week upset the dope hei;p,

strength of product being largely

responsible. "Walked By Night-

is fine at Pilgrim. New "hill at the

RKO brought in Horace Heidt

amateurs along with "Adventures

Gallant Bess" and was^only so-so.

"Snake Pit" and "Every Girl

Should Be Married" are top hold-

overs.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200; 44-85) —

"Enchantment" (RKO) (3d wk).

Still hefty at $10,000 after about

114,000 last:

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—

"Adventures Gallant Bess" (EL)

plus Horace Heidt amateurs, Don
Rice, others, on stage, Only new
bill in town and okay $26,000. Last

week, "Dude Goes West" (Mono)
with King Cole Trio, others, neat

$31,800.

Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 44-75) —
"Paisan" (Indie) (3d wk). Wow
$8,000 after $10,000 in second.

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 44-85) —
"Snake Pit" (20th) and "Trouble
Makers" (Mono) (2d wk). Off to

$5,000 on second week aftei? big

$8,000 first.

Ma.1estic (Shubertl (1,500; $2.40)

—"Red Shoes" (EL) (8th wk). Sur-
prising $7,000 after okay $8,000
last,

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 44-85)—
"Every Girl Married" (RKO) and
"Behind Locked Doors" (EL) (3d
wk). Still clicldng at $18,000 after
big $26,000 last round.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 44-
85)—"Paleface" (Par) and "Dyna-
mite" fPar) (3d wk). Down to $20,-

000 after nice $27,0P0 for second.

Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 44-85)—
"Words and Music" (M-G) (2d wk).
Fairly good $20,000 after $27,000
In fiist,

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 44-85)
—"Snake Pit" (20th) and "Trouble
Makers" (2d wk). . Okay $14,000
after big $21,000 for first ,

Pilerrim (ATC) (1,800; 44-85) ^
. "He Walked By Niaht" (EL) and
"Old Fashioned Girf' (EL). First
bill for this redecorated firstrun
for the American Theatres Corp.,
formerly tlie Olympia, is doing
fancy $16,000 or over. Iiast week,
subsequent-runs.

State (Loew) (3,500; 44-85) —
"Words and Music" (M-G) (2d wk).
So-so $10,000 after $14,000 in first
round.

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gros*
This Week . $3,890,000
{•Based on 22 cities. 227

theatres, chiefly /ir&e runs, in-
cluding N, Y.) ;

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $.1,072,000
( Based on 21 cities; 214

theatres}.

'Street' Sturdy

$12,000 in Indpls.

Indianapolis, Jan. 11.
Firstrun film biz, featured by

holdovers, continues at a fast pace
here this stanza, following a hefty
New Year's week yield. Both
"Paleface" at Indiana and "Words
and Music" at Loew's are doing
okay on holdovers. "Race Street,"
at Circle, Is stoutest of new en-
tries.

' Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-DoUe) (2,800: 44-

65)—"Girl From Manhattan" (UA)
and "Race Street" (RKO). Nifty
$12,000. Last week,* "One Sunday
Afternoon" (WB), same.

Indiana (G-D) 3,300; 44-65)—
"Paleface" (Par) (2d wk). Nice $11,-
000 on top of sizzling $22,500 in
holiday stanza.

Keith's (G-D) (1.300;- 44-65)—
"One Sunday Afternoon" (WB).
(m.o.). Pulled after two days and
only $800. "Next Time We Love"
(U) and "Sea Spoilers" (U) (re-

issues), dandy $4,500 in five days.
Last week.' "Mexican Hayride" (Ui
(m.o.), oke $5,000.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,4,'iO; 44-65)—

"Worxis' and Music" (M-G). Trim
$10,000 following hefty $18,500 first

week.
Lyric (G-D) (1.600; 44-65)—

"Sealed Verdict" (Par) and "End of
River" (U). Good $7,.500. Last
weeki "Northwest Stampede" (EL)
and "Homicide. Three'- (Rep), fat
$8,000.

mZON^KAYE TAU
f26,000,CINCY LEADER

Cincinnati, Jan. 11.

Solid holdovers are providing
some lift for major spots in the
general letdown after a hotsy holi-
day biz spree. "Countess of Monte
Cristo," only newcomer, is only in
par stride at Keith's. Town topper
is the combo Albee with "Angel on
Amazon" and 'Sammy Kaye hand
on stage. ;

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 64-94)—

"Angel on Amazon" (Rep) plus
Sammy Kaye orch onstage.
Sprightly $26,000. Last week,
"Blondie's Secret" (Col) plus .Jack
Carson, Marion Hutton, others on
stage, mammotli $40,000 and nearly
a house record. Carson received
terrific radio and press backing.

Capitol (RKO) (2.000; 55-75)—
Paleface" (Par) (3d wk). Holding

Cold RO. s Clip LA.; 'Whiplash' Fast

SSOMlurder Dim 21G; loon 36G/

Hope 40G, in 2d; 'Enchantment' 31G, 3d
Los Angeles, J.in. 11.

"Unusual" cold wave, witlv snow,
is keeping Los Angeles shivering
and is nicking firstrun business.
Nearly all bills are being hurt
some by the weather although
weekend trade was brisk.

Surprising strength is being
shown by "Whiplash," which
shapes to hit $50,000 in three thea-
tres. Other newcomer, "Act of
Murder," looks very slow $21,000
in five sites.

"Paleface" continues strong
$40,000 or over in two Paramount

nicely at $8,500 after sock $16,000 ' }i°"ses. Bob Hope comedy being
second round '

, m second frame. Snake Pit and
c .^A mvr,\ M Ann cr i-\ "Command Decision" both are off

"w^,^?.
5a-7o)— sharply ^nd stay only six days of

<5^fn nn«^«l??".*f
'2d wki.

!
third session. But "Enchantment,"

nf La^Wi ono „?i!£'^t?"ii''''''' ' a slow starter on Christmas Day,
of smash $21,000 preem. Holds an-, ig Voiding steady at $31,000 in

i

v-'-^i-

Gam (Tndie) (?7«- «l 90 s:9 dn, '

""^d week, two spots. Second
ij,ma (Indie) (278. $1.20-$2.4())

] gjanza Of "Blood on Moon" is
fcmash

I
snappy $36,000 or near in live
locations.

week, "Gotta Stay Haopy" (U) and
",lungle Patrol" (20th) (2d W'lc>.

$2,500.
Hawaii (G&S-Prin-Cor) (1,106;

Sij-.'Sl-"Best Years" <RKO) <2A
wk). Plea-sing $4,500. LaSt week,
$6,300.
Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 60-Sl)—

"Whiplash" (WB). Brisk S15,000.
Last wock. "One Sunday Atter-

! noon" (WB) (2d wkVj :moderate $10,-
800.

Hollywood Music Hall (Prin-Cov)
(.55-85)—"Best Years" (RKO) (2d

, wk"). Near $3,500. Last week, good
' So 300.
, Iris (FWC) (828: 60-85)—"Act of
[Murder" IV) and "Shew Comes
iHomc" (SG), Slim $2,500. La.st

i
week, "Gofta Stay Haojjy" (U) and
Jungle Patrol" (20th) (2d wk).

(278;
—"Hamlet" (U) (3d wk).
$7,000 for ; 16 shows with schools
buying matinee seats in blocks : i- ^ . ,„ ,
Last week, huge $7,600, bolstered „
by two extra showings.

I ^^f.^^
Keith's (City Inv.) (1,542; 55-75)

,

..B'""'' ^f"""-,, '"^0' and
-"Countess Monte Cristo" (U>. 1 ^''^^'^'S i^^^ '^.^

Good $8,000. Last week, "Mexican ;

wk'- „ Brisk $4,o00. Last week,
Hayride" (U) (2d wk), great !(;8„500. $7,00()^

Palace (KKO) (2,600; 55-75)
"Every Girl Married" (RKO) (2d
wk). Fine $9,000 in 5 days. .Last
week, sensational $20,000.

Taleface' Hotcha

I, Pitt Ace

%k Bally Tilts 'Hills'

To Fine $12,000, Mpk;

larried' Lush 13G, 2d
Minneapolis, Jan. 11.

With "The Paleface" and "Every
Girl Should Be Married," both in
their second weeks, giving terrific
boxoffice performances, the iSfew
Year here is off to a ^(reat start.
The Bob Hope comedy likely Will
chalk up the "biggest take of any
film here in more than a year.
Lone ma.ior newcomers are "Hills
of Home" and "Hollow Triumph,'*
with the former.having all the bet-
ter of the going.
"Henry V" is back for a second

run at the Lyceum, Where it played
a roadshow engagement. This time,
again with New York Theatre
Guild sponsorship, it's scaled at
$1.20 top. Weather conditions
have been highly favorable for. biz
here. " '

Estimates for this Week
,

Century (Par) (1.600; 50-70)

—

(2d '
^^'fo^ow Triumph" (EL). Mild $6,000

wlO. Good .$7,500.-- Sta-ys"again.

SnowBopsDenver;

*Happy Hot 23G
Denver, Jan. 11.

Heavy snow and cold is hurting
biz here this week. "Gotta Slav
Happy" will land top coin, play-

i
ing in three spots 'with solid tak-
ings. "Song Is Born" and "Pale-
face" both are holding well on ex-
tended runs.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35

74)—"Song Is Born" (RKO)

Pittsburgh, Jan. 11.

Only new picture in town this
week is "The Palefa^ce" at Stanley,
and it is getting much of big coin
there is around. Bob Hope coroedy
looks the biggest thing this house
has had in a year. Everywhere
else, holdovers are the rule. Best
of them looks to be "Every Girl
Should Be Married" at Warner, and
likely to stay again. "Mexican
Hayride" falling off sharply in sec-
ond session at Fulton and will
come out after five days.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 44-76)—

"Mexican Hayride" (Ui (2d wk).
Taking shax-p dip following the hol-
iday and will get only 5 days, with
"Wake o£ Red Witch" (Rep) open-
ing tomorrow (Wed.). In abbrevi-
ated session, Abbott-Costello com-
edy won't do more than $4,000.
Last week, stout $10,000.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 44-76)—
"Yellow Sky^' (20th) '(2d wk). Got
a good start on h.o. and should hold
up to around $11,000, very good
for second stanza. Last week,
sizzling $20,000, helped consider-
ably by upped ; tariff day before
New Year's.

Penn (Loew'«-UA) (3,300; 44-76)
— 'Words and Music" (M-G) (2d

(Continued on page 16)

:

Loew's State (L6eWs-WC) (2,404:
60-$l)--"Snflke Pit'! (20th) (3d wk)..
Pair $12;000; Last weok, okay .$20,-
400 after; robust $32:400 oitener;

I

Ijos Ansreles (D'town-WG) (2,097;
|60-S1) — "Command Decision"
! (M-G) (3d \vk). Near $11,500. Last
week, oke $18,000 after rousing
S33.400 first week.

Beverly .!FWCM1,352. $1-1^0)-
1 ..sl^r'pi/'ni^t^.'ls'dnvk)''^^

'Joan Arc" (RKO) (3d wk). Downi $5,000. Lfist week stout
to $6,500. Last week, okay $9,000

| after big $12 IQO first
after pleasing $9 700 first frame

I

Orpheum '

(D'town-'WC) (2.230;

PHnTnrT MR9d.'**R\'*n''"
(G&S'

,

60-$l)-"Blood on Moon" (RKO
l""'V,°V,oTi-^^f ,^^f"*^ ,r "Trouble Preferred" (20th) (2dYears" i (RKO) (2d wk). Okay i wk) Good 'fiifi'inn Ticf ,„»ov
$4,500. Last week, neat $6,400.

i s,!^,' a $26 700
'

^iS?,)"'"?.,Ir.i^^» iT^?nnil^^,?iRo; (D'town) (1,191: $1-$1.80)

Ih T: "iio"n,;«''"T"' .
'^*^?M—"Joan Arc" (RKO) Ckl wk). Nice(3dwk). Nice «,12, ()0. Last week, I ^ig.ooo. La.st week, $20,000 afterdown to $14,800 alter strong $19,-

1 sock $28,000 ini1i.^lpr

$8,000

000 first week
Chinese ' (Grauman - WC) (2.048; i

60-$!) — "Snake Pit" {20th) (3d 1

wk). Finals near $8,000. Last i

week, "okay $13,800 after robust
I

$21,300 first week.
|

Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l) —

I

"Blood on Moon" (RKO) and
"Trouble Preferred" (20th). (2d
wlc). Hearty $5,500. Last week,
sock $8,200.
Downtown (WB) (1,757: 60-$l)—

"Whiplash" (WB);^ Smart $21.000.

1

Last week, "f>ne Sunday After-
i

noon" (WB) wk). light $11,000. !

Downtown Music Hall (Prin-Cor)

Pantages (Pan) (2.812; 60-$l)—
"Enchantment" (RKO) <3d wk) and
"Blackie's Chinese Venture" (Col)
(2d wk). Nice S15,500. Last week,
just okay $18,000. '

Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 60-$l)—"P.nleface" (Par) and "Far Fron-
tier" (Rep) (2d wk). Smooth $23,-
000. Last week, great $30,500 on
first 5 days and New Yearns Eve
show.
Paramount Hollywood (F&M)

(1,451; 60-$l )—"Paleface" (Par) (2d
wk). Bijj $17,000 or ' Over. Last
week, sock $19,400 in 5 days plus

fRTfn) !
N*^"' dear's Eve show

^ ' PKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890
50-80)—"Knohantment" (RKO) (3d

(902; 55-$l)—"Best Years"
(2d wk), Nfiar $9,500. Last, week, ; -j,

""EgyptiariFWO (1.538: 60-$l )- '
)vlt) and "Chinese Venture" (Col)

"Command Decision" (M-Gi (3d j

'^^/'^J-
Last Week,

wk). Fair $6,500. Last week, oke i

"i™.'/"™
^^.J;™^^^^ .

$10,200 after heftv $17,700 opener.
I '^^SIt^'"5= ..l?'^^^7r

^"^^

El Rev (FWC) (861: GO-HV—' o( ^'Si\rdO^-" (V) r\^^^^

"Blood On Moon" (RKO) .-jnd
I

Home"_(SG). _Slight $6,000. Last

"Trouble Preferred" (20tl)) (2d wk)
Smooth $4,500. Last week, robust
$6,300.

Fine Arts (FWC) (679; $1.20-
$2.40)—','Red Shoes" (ELi, (2d wk).
Sturdy $8,000. Last week, good
$8,500.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; $1.20-

$2.4l))—"Hamlet" (U) (11th wk)

(SG).
week. "Gotta Stay Haopy" (U) and
",Tungle Patrol" (20th) (2d wk).
good $6,700 after neat $10,000
opener.

Studio City (FWO (880: 60-$l)—^"Act of Murder" (U) and"Sh(;p
Contes Home" (SG). Only $3,000.
La.st week. "Gotta Stay Happy''

I (U) and "Jungle Patrol" (20th) (2d

Neat $8,000. Ljist week, handsonie !
wk), okav $4,000 after good $6,900

$9,800.
Guild (FWC) (968;

of Murder" (U) and
Home" (SG). Mild

60-$l)—"Act
'Shep Comes
$2,500. Last

wk).Simday Afternoon^
i $4,500.
I Gopher (Par) (1,000; 40-50)—
I

"Blockade" (UA) and "Hangmen
Also Die" (UA) (reissues). Satls-

!

factory $3,500. Last week, "Model
^t^A'^^^^" 'f'lflic^ and "Unfini.shed

':olympic"Game:s'T948" (EL), day- '

^ '1"^,'^) (reis.sues), $3,000

Last week, big $12,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)

—"Paleface" (Par) (3d wk). Fine
$13,000^ and holds a: fourth. Last
week, big $15,000, '

'

.,_"fnver (Fox) (2,525; 35-70)—
.
i^olta Stay Happy" (U)

Mununers Boost Phiy; 'By Night'

Record $25,m 'Stay Happy' Fine 23G

Ksiuire, Webber. Great
*'',000 or close. Last week, "One
Sunday Afternoon" (WB) and
pg^^thered Serpent" (Mono), $16,-

^
Esquire^ (Fox) (742; 35-74)—

"ky, •
Happy" (U) and

vUlympic Games 1948" (EL), also
Denver, Webber. Fast $3,500 or
near, La.st week, "Sunday After-

UrMf^'.^"-* "Feathered SeJ-
Pent (Mono). ,$2,500.

.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
ihree Musketeers" (M-G)

Wki. Fine $15,000. Last
smash $26,000,

.
Paramount (Foxi (2,200; 35-74)—
Kiss B ood Olf Hands" (U) and

P^ -%onnn'' 'P"*!'
Rabbins" (UA).

siJl-
'"^^^ week, "Yellow

u '^?,^' anil "Million DollarWeekend" (EL), big $13,000.

"r„H '"'o.
'^"'^^ "50; 35-74)—

n^n^^"*'!.^'"?'®^ 1948" (EL), also

rli •
^squu-e. Passable $2,500,

»nrt
"Yellow Sky" (20th)

fpr ^ c ^o'^'^r Weekend"
"i-L), fine $3,400.

(2d
week.

Philadelphia, Jan. 11.

Spring-like weather and a tre-

mendous influx Of visitors bro)ight

in by delayed staging of traditional
Mummers' Parade are giving firsl-

Lvceuih (NedoWnnrfBri ' Tiorq: I
ruus here the best weekend of sea-

90^$1 20)—"Ilenrv V'' (UA) (2^^ '
s""- There were lines Saturday and

run). Played tliis same house as ^'J"^'"'^' '"^'i^s at virtually every

roadshow attraction at higher ad- !

^P?,;
. , a , .uu

missions sevpvai vp'm-q nan w-.cn'f I Stanton set a house record with

^elTfoeTZ^U^uLl^^^^^^ Walked By Night." ''Yellow

On grind policv. Great $9,000 or !

sent the Fox figures skyrock-

over. Last week. "Macbeth" (Rep) : ^^}:"^^ ^oth firs and second

1 (2d wk), light $3,000 i

weeks.' Joan of Arc, at Karlton;

i Lyric (Par) (1,000; ,50-70)—"Yel-
: ,. Ml"'!?''^

jlow Sky" (20th) (m.o.). Good f,^'^
Music," at Earle and Gotta

000. La.st week. "Mexican Hay- ^'^^ Happy," at Boyd, are other

I
ride" (U) (2d wk). $4,000. j

strong entrants,

i JMx (Cotwih) (300: 50-70)-^''Mex- !

l-stimates for This Week
, ican Havride" (U) (m.o.) Nice ^Idine (WB) (1,303; $1.20-$2.40i

'$2,000 indicated. Last week, "Sit- :
"Hamlet" (U) (7th wk). Still solid

j

ting Prettv" (20tli) (2d run), okav ..at $12,500. Last week, $16,500.
! $1,600.

"
j

Arcadia (S&S) . (700; 50-94)—

! Radio City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)— 1 "Three Musketeers" (M-G), Fine

I

"Paleface" (Par) 1 2d wk). Still on $6,500. Last week, "When Baby
all cylinders at fa.st $14,000 after Smiles" (20th) (2d wk), $5,800.

. giant $23,000 initial staniia. I
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—"Gotta

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (1,600; 50- 'Stay Happy" (U). Trim $23,000,

fix's t WGcik
United Artists (UA) (2.100; 60-

$1)—"Act of Mui-der" (U) and
"Sliep Conies Home" (SG). Thin
$7,000, La.st wePk. "Stay Happy"
(U) and "Junfirtd Patrol" (20th) (2d
wk). mode.st S7.000.
Uptown IFWG) (1.7]9; 60-$!)—

"Sii.'ike Pit" (20th) (3d wk). Mild •

$5,500. Last week, good $9,200
after handsome $13,900 first week.
Vogue (FWC) (885: 60-85)—

"Blood on Moon" (RKO) and
"Trouble Preferred" (20th) (2d
wk). Smart $5,500, Last week,
rousing $8,400.
Wilshire (FWC) (2.296: 60-$!)—

"Command Decision" (M-G) (3d
wk).' Down to $6,500. Last week,
good $10,700.

WJltern (WB) (2,300; 60-$l)—
"Whiplash" (WB). Nifty $14,000.
Last week. "Sunday Afternoon"
(WB) (2d wk), slow $8,600.

70)^''Evei=y Girl Married" (RKO)
(2d wk). Holding speedy $13,000
pace after, terrific $21,000 first

canto.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; ,50-70)

—"Last Da.vs Pompeii" (RKOJ and ! terrific $28,700.
(Continued on page 16) I Fox I20th) (2,250; 50-99)—"Yel

Last week, "Kissing Bandit" (M-G)
(2d wk), $14,000.

Earle (WB) (2,700;' 50 -'99)—
"Words and Music" (M-G) (3d wk).
Smash $23,000 or near. Last week.

iow Skv" (20th) (2d wk). Hottest at

this house recently, great $26,000.

Last week, record-breaking $46,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; ,50-

99i_"The Paleface" (Par) (2d wk).
All traffic will bear at $25,000. Last
week, wham $26,000.

Karlton tGoldman) (1,000; 90-

1.80)—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (3d

wk). Stout $28,000. Last week, sen-

sational $33,000, new house high.

Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-99)
—"3 Godfathers." (M-G). Mild
$10,000. Last week. "Mexican Hay-
ride" (U) (2d wk), $11,000. .

.

Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—
"Don Juan" (WB) (3d wk). Down
to $16,500. La.st week, neat $24,000.

Princess (WB) (450; 35-80)—
"Paisan" (Indie) (2d wk). Lines all

dav for this one. $7,500 after initial

.week's terrific $10,000.
Stanley (WE) (2.9,50; 50-99)r—

"One Sunday Afternoon" (WB) (2d
wk). Dull $14,000. Last week, Oke I

Paramount, "Every Girl Should

$23 000 ]Be Married" at Orpheum, and
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)— "Words and Music" at Midland,

"He Walked By Night" (EL); New |
with "Married" standout,

record here at $25,000 or close.

'

'Happy' Top New K.C. Pic,

;

$15,000; lamed' IIG, 2d
i

Kansas City. Jan. 11.

! Boxoffice is good in nearly every
! situation, mostly being a continue
! ation of last week with three hold-
' overs and a raoveover in the
i line-up. Only new film is "You
I
Gotta Stay Happy," rolling sraooth-
!ly at Tower-Uptown-Fairway com-
' bo. Holdovers are "Paleface" at

Last week. "The Plunderers" (Rep),
big $15,000,
- Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; $1.20-
$2.40)—"Red Shoes" (ED (3d wk).
Exploitation helping to $11,000 or
over. Last week, huge $14,000.

Estimates for This Week
ESQuire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45-

65)—"Yellow Sky" (20th) (m.o.).

Holding its own at average $3,500.
Last week. "Rose Washington
Square" (20th) and "Runaway

(Continued on page 16)



'COMMAND DECISIOhr
IS THE FIRST BIG
PICTURE OF 19491
DECISION IN LOS ANGELES: '^TERRIFIC!" World Premiere sets new all-time

record for first two days! 3rd week at press time. Running neck-and-neck with record-

breaking "Cass Timberlane" and "Green Dolphin Street.'*

DECISION IN SAN DIEGO: '^SENSATIONAL!" First three days are new allr

time high with continuing business beating the biggest, "Green Dolphin Street," ".Cass

Timberlane," "Easter Parade" and "Three Musketeers."

DECISION FOR YOU: ''WATCH M-G-M IN '49!" While "Words and Musi<^''

delights the nation and "Command Decision" starts its history-making career, M-G-M is '

ready with the greatest line-up of completed pictures it has ever had in its entire careeri



<TAKIETrr LONDON omcK
8t, BUfMl^ Vbce, Tmfiilmr Bqaara

Ealing, BBC Deal on 12 Features

Bombshell to Brit. Pix Industry

INTKRNATIONAL 15

London, Jan. 11. 4-

Unity of action in the industry
pj| Q\Ai^ Grabbed Tin

nn the current television negotia- * ""'^ VitrdUUCa up
tions with the British Broadcasting For New Distribution
Corp has been shatter^^^^ Siritzky International Pictures
gale of 12 Ealing Fifties foi tele-

, j^^^ ^^^^ acquired the U. S. and
casting purposes. Oll'clal explana- Canadian distribution rights to the
tion from Ealing ^

tha^he com- I ^^^^^ ^^.^^^^ ..^^^^^
pany was under a misapprehens^^^^^ Ueal was set through P.
and thought that the- provisional

producer of the picture,
pact made ast month on an expeii- ^^j^^ j^^^ ^
njental basis gave them the green- -

light to go ahead and negotiate

with the government's video mo-

nopoly. All the dozen pix are oldies

and in the prewar category.

Fresnay and Erich Von Stroheim.
Walter Bibo's Excelsior Pictures

picket^ up woridxvide distribution
fights tbvVOneiThicdjQt « Nation"

" - ,iand "Back Door to Heaven," both
Although the news came as

^^j^^ Paramount,
bombshell to the »n_dusUT which

, ^^^^ "Freaks," Metro oldie. Pur-
chase, however, doesn't include
Uv S; .and Cjaiiiadian territories.;

'

met to reconsider its attitude on

theatrical video, the information

reached them too late to enable

the arrangements to be cancelled.

But it is generally accepted that,

this breach excepted, there will be

concerted action to enable a unified i

and agreed plan to be drafted, for
|

the future.
Provisional agreement reached

|

in the latterjiart of last year by

Which picture theatres were offered

television facilities in exchange for
/ Montsyideo, Jan, 1;

;

Films are the only entertain

Tsuppr; orc™t"pir h^^^^^^^

shelved for the tune being and the

Pix and Revolutions

Lighten Paraguay Life;

180 Theatres in Uruguay

trade wants further safeguards be-

that lighten the lives of the 150,000

sleepy inhabitants of revolution-

Mex Filmhouse Pined
For Reissue as Firstrun

Mexico City, Jan. 4.

For exhibiting a 1937 Argen-
tinian pic as new, and charging
40c,, full Urstrun price, for it with-
out ^ informing customers of the
truth, in defiance of the recent!
civic ban on sUch doings, the Cine

! A vfkinn fft nictrihlltp
Metropolitan, important local first, ,

^"5™®
J
V^*^^^

run cinema, was fined. $50 (U. S.'i : 7 DEFA RUSS PlX in 1949
H'the city amusements supervision-! geven German films turned out
aepartment.

\ DEFA studio in the Rus-
Two vaude comics were also sus-

1 sian zone of Berlin will be dis-
pended three days for blue jokes

! tributed in the U. S. and Canada
and for appearing almost nude on 1 this year by Artkino Pictures. Ac-
the stage.

I cording to Artkino's prez, Nicholas
'
—

. ". ,— , , i Napoli, prints of the seven pix are

I

now in New York and preparations
I are being made for their felease.

:
Product; includes "Palace Ci(»n-

certi" color musical; "Street Ac-
Brit. Pix Producers

Seek Tax Relief <

Fdm Gassics Britidi Distrib Deal

Snagged OverU^. Unit Booking PoBcy
London, Jan. 11.

Filni Classics distribution deal in

Groat Britain is off.

Negotiations, which have been

.

going on for some months with:
Siv Sidney Clift, D. E. Griffiths,

prcsidont of the i
Kinematograiili

Renters Society,, and F. W, Baker,
head of Butchers , Film , Service,

litd ,. iiave now been abondoned
and overtures are being . made; on
beliaJf '

of, Film Classics to i others
in Uio industry. „ .

Linked with the original nego^
tialioh.s were Kay's Laboratories,;

. . : „ . , , .. . , p;ii't of whose plant was to have
quaintance, socia hygiene pic; converted for processing in
"Chemistry and Love." comedy cinocolor., and E. G. Roy o£ Nettle,
drama; 'Wozzsk,'' based on a 19th-

j.^,^, studios, whence British pro-
i ducuon would have been plannedI

century drama of the same name viumu <iav
, .

t
. . ^ .

I

"Somewhere in Berlin," juvenile 1 V''y4'i;" nnX^^^London, Jan. 11. delinquency pic; "No Room for
lo' thp new group.

Because British producers can- Love," comedy drama, and 'The
not hope to pay their way under , Strange Adventures of Hen-
the present system, by wiiich the I Fridolin B."
Treasury takes in entertainments -

.
.

.

'

.: r...

;

tax 8V2C. out of cverv 20c. paid at ' p • lyi A il I
the boxoiTice, the British Film Pro-

' fOrClgn TlUn UU[UH)K
is sending a deputa- '

' •

fore it is prepared to commit itself infested Asuncion, capital of the

to a definite policy,

List of pix submitted by the BBC
to the industry embraced produc-
tions made within the last 12

tiny Paraguyan republic, north of

Argentina. It is only when the: re-

volts become bloodier than usual,

as happened In 1947 and 1948, that

months and included among others |

grosses toboggan wildly. On an

such pictures as "Hamlet"' and
"Red Shoes." The industry is not
prepared to meet the-BBC demand
on this score and is preparing an
alternative list of films which
might be made available, for inclur

sion in video pragranis. Industry-
Ites also are proposing to geek fur-

average tiTey amount to about
$600,000 (U. S.) in the year.

Apart from revolutions and pix.

there are occasional brief visits

from legit companies, mostly Ar-
gentine, but r in general there is

never anything to go to except pic-

tures. Over weekends especially.

ther discussions with the BBC on ,
the 12 theatres in Asuncion are

questions of copyright and the i
sold out

availability of picture theatres for
items televised by the BBC.
But before the . industry formu-

lates a definite policy for the sup-
ply of films to the BBC it is .asking

for permission to experiment with
big sereen. television in cinemas in

order that it may ascertain public
opinion to the new. medium.

. Cautious outlook on the part of
the industry is a reflection of tlie

jitters being experienced in the
t^ade, particularly among exhibi-
tors at the present time; who fear
they -may be faced with a substan--
tial investment charge which will
bring, for the time being at any
rate, only a problematicar return.
The London branch of tlie Cinema-
tograph Exhibitors A.ssn., for ex-
ample, which covers all the the-

. atres within the present BBC trans-

The i Paraguayan hinterland
boa.sts few theatres. The, townships
of Concepcion. Villarica, Encarna-
cion and Bilar boast -one each, and

-

there are approximately another
live houses in as many villages.

UruiTuayans Depend un Pix
The Uruguayans, like the Para-

guay.-ins, have to rely on films as
their major source of entertain-

ment. Taken all in - all, the Uru-
guayans are extremely lucky in

this respect, since pic fare is cheap
and plentilul in democratic little

Uruguay, and; since dollar short-

ages have stymied imports of Hol-
lywood pix to Argentina aci'oss the
River Plate, the Uruguayans are
getting releases long before their

wealthier .neighbors.
Uruguay, has 180 theatres for a

population of, 2,310.000, and 82 of

ducers Assn
tion to meet the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, Sir Stafford Cripps,
next Monday (17).

Tn representations, which have
been made by the BFPA to the
Chancellor, and also/ to the Portal .|

Improves in Portugal;

No Coin Outgo Freeze
Lisbon, Jan. 4. ;;

Cinemas in Portugal ; 'ai-e the

Committee inquiring into exhibi- ,
only showplaces where business

j
^ducc-Md out of th^'major rireuHs'

tion and distribution, it has been improved in 1948. In 1947 there I jeadin" distributors are making a
pointed out that the present distri- ,

were 380 cinemas in tiie country
direct "attack on the independent

Officially, no reason is given for
the sudden breaking off of the
tallis. Throughout the industry-
the general belief was they were ,

on til e verge of consummation and
tlve news of the failure will come
as a complete surprise; Well in-

formed industryites believe that
the deal has failed because of the
changed situation -brought about
by the unit booking policy recently
fixed by Eric Johnston, first ef»

"feeta of which are now being felt.

With top American product

inal boxoffice take.

To end the exi.sting anomaly and
to aid directly all sections of Brit-

ish production, the BFPA is pro-
posing that Sir Stafford Cripps in

his next budget, to be made in the
early ..spring, should evolve a
scheme whereby a ..proportion of
the Treasury take in entertain-
ments tax should- be passed back
to British producers.

This scheme is in line with pro-
posals that have been made re-

cently by Roy -and John Boulting

I
and other producers and has come

I
to the fore since Board ot Trade
prexy, Harold -Wilson, told the
House of Commons last month

and frequently two top

,

are being ofl'ered as a
rn.,'

played

.

the reissue market—except 'in - the
case of a British feature still con-
sidered, for the quota^has also
contributed to the success of lesser

bution of gross receipts is inequi- and 25 more were built in '48
, e.i;,ii,ito,.

table and apart from the amount
i

while eight more are in construe-
1 j.;..,,^,,.^,;, „„^.,^.„ «

which goes to the government, ,
tion and will be completed in 1949.

^j,,^^^^^ This deveiop-
6"/2C. out of 20c. remain w th the Registered distributors of na- , j^j^j^ ^ • , . ,

exhibitor, and the producer and !
tional and foreign films in Portugal

'w™'. wnicn nas piayea navoc >Mtn

distributor share between them the ' increased in '48 to 35. Filmes

remaining 5C;, or 25'!'c. Of the orig- 1

Lumiar, which specialized in Euro-
' pean films, lias been declared

Ua'lfan''Ld"'!)HiL'Emw

distributors. ' u '

i- i, u ^. j .j.

English, French. Spanish and
Central and South American com-

i

panied will be able to take out of .

l"'*^
f'^ cv'^c-^?' ^ V J^l?^^

the country, and al the oflicial ex- IP'«^ ^as led Sir Sidney Clift

change, all the profits that their

that out of a total boxoff'ice gross rthey produced only three feature

and his associates to -.appreciate

films will make in Portugal, itif'^"^ there would be little to gain

will, however, be a very small ^"^ possihly much to lose,

amount compared with even, the
half of exportable American

'
WCW TAYCC QTYMVINf

profits, as American pictures con- iJlAl^iJ JlllfUll^U
tinue to dominate the market.
There are registered in. Portugal

15 producing eompanies, but. the,v

work only occasionally. In 1948

yield of $432,000,000. 8152,000,0001
was paid to the state in the form I

of entertainments tax.

mis.sion area, has- set up a special ' these are concentrated in the capi

committee to investigate the possi-
j

tal city of Montevideo. Thirtysix

bilities of theatrical video and its I

the Montevidean theatres are
cost: to the industry if Universaliv co,nliolled by the Glucksmann cir-

adopted;
l... rt„„„., < «...

English Versions To

Aid Filipino Pictures

cult and by Censa (Cinematografica
Exhibidora Nacional). The first-run

Metj'o is owned by MGM and
shows that' company's distribution,

exclusively.

Manila, Jan. 3. DISNEY DICKERS WITH
* "

CANTINFUS FOR HlMduced films are not only getting
popular, but may eventually solve
the industry's problem of limited
niarkets. Outstanding example of

Mexico City, .Tan. 4.

Walt Disney is dickering with
this new trend is X-Otie Produc- i Cantinflas (Mario Moreno), Mexi-
tions' initial release, "Sunset Over ,

pic-slage comic now presenting
Corregidor," a huge Success. After ''^^ French j-eyue,^ "Bonjour
its recent world premiere in Ma-

"

i)ila, the production is now being
shown simultaneously in the lead-
ing theatres of Philippine cities,
including the natiohal capital. Uni-
versal-Internationa! has Inked it
for Far F.a.st distribution.
Sampaguita Pictures is credited

With having made the first Filipino
picture with an English version,
-Manila" -•n.-"n*"j 1— t t.

rdirected by Loren'/o P.

Mexico," at the Teatro Iris, to star
him in a picj in person and in
cartoon. .; ; ..

'
.

Dickering is being done.here by
Kdmundo Santo.s, who heads Dis-
ney's Latin-American depart ment.
Santos played here years ago as
a member of the song and dance
team, Santos & Lee, is now a name
radio comic here, '

.

-

Tueiis. The picture, one of the Boag Set for Summer
first released by Sampaguila Pic-
tures afttr the war, and starring
i;ly Ramos, has Tagalog and Eng-
lish versions.

Season at Blaekppol
. V London, Jan. 4.

Wally Boag, now in the U. S.

Another Filipino picture made- ^'^'-er a month's engagement at
in English is the Ateneo Aluniiu i

t'ircuS: Medrano. Paris, returns to
Assn's "The End of the Road, " di-' England in May to play a summer
reeled by Laniberto V. Avcilana. i

season at the Hippodrome. Black-
' pool, for Tom Arnold. After that

he appears in pantomime for same
management.
D a v i d Driikkor. Charles L,

„ _ . Jerusalem, Jan. 1. 1 Tucker's aide, made bookings in
|

I he Motel King David was the Paris with Boag before he sailed
scene on Christmas Day of an un- to the U. S. '

, i

usual event—the presentation Of- While in France, Drukkcr also!

n 1) t ,
"^fational Rina Nikova ' closed deal for Simpson's Human-'

1
lot m Biblical and Oriental bal- eltcs. ouiTcnIlv pantominiins lor'

HIS i.ncl(>r sponsorship ot the i Arnold at EniDirc. Newca.stle, to
iSalions Military Observers ' anpear at the ABC, Paris, month of

Jewish Ballet Scores

Unit
Group.

I March.

Down Under Picture Biz

Looks Bright for 1949
Sydney. Jan. 1.

Aussie showmen predict good biz

in '49, following a strong Yuletide

b.o. upbeat. ' j

Aussie pix marquees will be
mostly Yankee. Tops here include
'Paleface" (Par), "Island With
You" (M-G), "Julia iVlisbehaves"

(M-G), "My Wild Irish Rose"
(WB), "Melody Time" tRKOV,
"Family Honeymoon "

( U1 1 , "Feudf
In', Fussin', & Fightin' " (UM. "If

You Knew Susie" (RKO), "Fort
Apache" (RKO).

Current London Shows
<i Figures shonjs xueel:.i oi rim)

London, .Ian. 11.

"A La Carte," Savoy (29).

"Anatomist," West nn.
"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm (84).

"Bless the Bride," Adolphi iPOi.

"Bob's Your Uncle." Sav. (36i.

"Browninff." Phoeni.x (18i,

"Case Peacock,'' Cailibrid\S!e i40!:,

"Carissima," Palace i44i.

"Charley's Aunt," Maj, i4).

"Chiltern Hundreds," Vaude i72).

"Don't Listen," SI Jas. (19).

"Edward My Son," Lyric (85).

"Four, Five, Six," York (14i.

"Gioconda Smile," Wynd. (31).

"Happiest Days," Apollo (42i.

"Harvey," Wales (2i

"Hiffh Button, Shoes." Hipp. (4i:

"Kid From Strat," Winl. (15i.

"Little Lambs," Ambass. (40).

"Miss Mabel." Duchess i7i

"Off Record," Piccadilly (80).

"Oklahoma!" Dmry Lanp i^W.

"One Wild Oat," Garnck' (6)

"Perfect Woman," Plavhouse i l8>,

"Bctuin of Prodigal," Globe H'.

"September Tide," Aid, '^k

"Slinsrs & Arrows," Comedy iR).

"Together Ai-ain." Vic, Piil, i92i,

"Wild Duck," St, Mart (9i,

I "Worm's View," Whileliall (90).

ARCilTINE PIX I
Buenos Aires. Jan. 4.

. Buenos Aires film exhibitors are
frankly pessimistic over prospects
(for 1949. They feel that, failing
: some extraordinary develppment, a

I

financial craSft is inevitable ini:

1 Arsontina, KoVever mucli govern-
! nieiit ts'coons ihake speeches dertV-
! ing it; Knowing the nature of the

-

: average Argentine patron * Cxhib-
i itors reckon that the first economy :

I made In the family budget vvill be
i on fllin eiitejtjaJnmentV : ,

I

Apart froth; tlijis :pessiifniistic at-

titude, exhlbitots are facin,? more
I injiUediate "problerns iri the shape
I of increased taxes which they wilt

I have to pay. to municipal autliori-

Dublin, Jan, 1. I ties, as of Jan, 1. Tax on all film

Show biz topped an all-time high ' duoals is increased by 10%, After
through the extended Christmas ' considerable negotiation, exliib-

Ivolidays here. Biz. usually off dur- il.or's have been authori/ed to pass

ing week before Christmas, kept up the increase on to the public, with
better than usual in cinemas, with exhibitors fearful of a drop in

films and five will be completed
in 1949; -There : are only three
completely equipped and small
studios for the production of pic-

tures in Portugal, and all are. in

Lisbon, The first Portuguese
studio was in Oporto, but this

hasn't the necessary modern equip-
ment anymore .and Is used.for ad-s

vertising shorts and documentaries.

RECORD HOLIDAY B.O.

RACKED UP IN DUBLIN

"Oliver Twist" the best grosser.

Three theatres—Gate, Gaiety
and Abbe.v—were closed for re-

hearsals; they reopened Dec. 27
with SllO notices out early. Same
notices were also up on '.rheatre

Royal where the circus played
throe-a-day Monday and Tuesday,

gro.ssos.

The lO'^o municipal t.ax isn't the
only increase. The Peron povoni-
nienl hus set a surplus profits tax
on all trading from Jan. 1, and
thi.s will amount to 8.2.5% on film

grosses.

and bi/ kept fright up through the Qd.eon $2,500,000 ISSUC
week. Pars "Paletace." which sot " ^ ^ ' „

Oversold m 48 Hoursit.s Kuropean pi'emiere at Capitol

here, had bin queues despite liike-

vvarin reception from critics.

German Film Notes
Bad Nauheim, ,Ian, 1. .

Rox Film (Bloemer & Co l, Ber-
lin, will roll a musical comedy.
"The Forgetful Girl." in the

spring. Gcza von CzilTra suggested
idea : . . Eriok Engfels and Wolf
Neunieister are scripting "Murder
Trial of Dr, Jordan" for produc-
tion by Gomedia Film Go; . . .

Comedia starts late in .lanuary on
"The Red Cat" at Geiselgasteig.

script is by Helmut Weiss, based
on story bv Erich Ungels . ; . 'lema
Sound Film Production starts

shooting "Chanel No. 5"' in Feb-
ruary at GarmischrPartenkirchen.
It's the first for Tenia .since 'l'eddy

Mattiver took over general man-
agement, succeeding Priia: Kirch-
hoff. Script is by Bobby H.

Luethsc. Leads are Son.ia Zei-
niann. Christina Ohiscn and Otto
Falvcy.

Toronto, Jan. 11,

Mirroring the high rating of film
.industry stocks and bonds in
i Canada and the high diWdend re-

I
turns ivide Famous Players annual
.slaicJDcnt earlier reported in
V.-\R":Ty), Canadian insurance and
trust companies, plus- many private
invcKior.s across the Dominion,
.lumped in within 48 hours to over-
subscribe the $2,500,000 bond issue
ot Odeon Theatres (J, Arthur
Rank).

In order to make fair distribu-
tion of the bond issue, Viy and
Co, and Nesbitt-Thomson. Toronto
investment brokers, arc comniling
a pro rata distribution of stock to
Lhe ground floor applicants,- First

public financing undertaken by
Rank Interests in Canada, the
.$2,500,000 issue first mortgage
sinking fund Series A bonds, to
mature Dec. 15, '63. Were offered
at $97.25 to yield 412^. Issue
covers only the 10 newly-built post-

war deluxers in Ontario's key
I spots, ^ these totaling 14,500 scats.
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Picture Grosses

Frisco Unhurt by Cold;

m' Trim at $18,000,

'Regiment'- irStep 12G
San Pcancisco, Jan. 11.

Record cold spell here is not

btinginH much lower grosses, will.

Paramount and several other hpUV
ov'ors still holding strongly. Most

• of hi? deluxcrs are holdover which
Mill clip the overall total. "Hills of

Home" is fairly good at Wui'ileld,

beint! the be.st newcomer. "Un-
tamed Breed" shapes nice at

Efrmirc.
"Paleface" looks best holdover

with fancy total in third week at

Paramount. 'Snake Pit" which
w;.>s big in first session continues
nice On initial holdover round at

fox.
Estimates for 'Jfhis Week

GolArn Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-8,')-—"Evcrv Girl Adarried" (RKO) and
"Indiiin Agent" (RKO) (3d wl;i.

Fi!.ic ¥10,000 in 4 days, Last week,
so- ko .'521,500

lo\ IFWC) (4,651; 60-9,o> —
"S.iake Pit" (20th) (2d wk). Nice
$20,000 or near. Last vveek, big

^S'iOOO.
Warft/ld (FWC) (2,656; 60-8.)i—

"llitl.s Of Home" (M-G) and - Ng
M-nor Vices" (20th). Trim $18 000

O!' close. Last week, "Words And
]\'iusic" (M-G) and "Code Scotland
Yard" (Rep) i2d wk), big ,1,2:',..300.

-'aramBimt (Par) (2,646; 60-S.3)—

"Paleface" (Parj and "Dwa.-tcr"
(l»r;r> t3d wk). Fancy $19,000. Last

w k, rrcat .S28,000.

'

. ri-a:>cis (Par) (1,400; fiO-Sr))--

"'l'-' Accused" iPar) (3d wk). Fine
$i ' 00. Last week, .'89,000.

triiheimi (No. -Coast) (2,448; 55-

8r> —"Rogues' Regiment" (U) and
"T aclics of Chorus" (Gol) (2d wk).
iik:\\ S12 000. Last week,' liu-sky

S20 000.
JTnitcd Artists (No. Coa.st) (1,207;

5,- 5)— "Best Years" (RKOl (3rt

Will. Good $7,000 or over. La.st

w. ck, !i;8,500. .

'.tarrcdoor lAckerman) (350; ¥1-20-

, $2.40) — "Hamlet": (U), H9th tfk).

F''\: sn.OOO. Last week, capacity
.

$]:'.300.

>>siiii>re (No. Coast) (955; 55-85)
— "Untamed Breed" (Col) and
"Highway 13" (SGI. Clo.se to .solid

$6,000. Last week, ''Return of
October" (Col) and "Blondie's
Secret" (CoU (m.o.), oke $4,000.

State (Par) (2,133; 60-85) —"In
Na\5" (U) and "Hold That Ghost"
(U) (reis.sues). Hefty $9,000. La,'?t

week, "International Lady" iRLl
and "Blood On Sun" (UA) (re-

issues), $7,500.

*Rope' Ties Up Great

Coin in Mont'l
; $19,000

Montreal, Jan. II.
With many holdovers here this

week "Rope" is going great guns
«t the Capitol. "Sorry, AVrong
Number" looks best of holdovm
bein.s; sturdy at the Palace,

iiistimates for This Week
Loew's (C. T.) (2,855; 40-65)—

"Wnen Baby Smiles" (20(h) (2d
Wk).

. Nice $18,000 following
emash $22,000 in first.

?r5nce«s (G.T.) (2,412;' 34-60)—
"Luck of Irish" (20th). Good
$10 000 or close. Last week, "Two
Gi>,vs Texas" (WB), okay $7.i500.

I'alace (C.T.) (2,625; 34-60)—
"Sorry, Wrong Number" (Par).
Sturdy $13,000 after- rousing
$20,000 opener.

Capitol (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
"Rope" (WBI. Socko $19,000, Last
week, "Southern Yankee" (M-G),
strong $13,000.

Imperial (CT.) (1,839; 26-45)—
"Kinart Girls Don't Talk" (WB)
and "Creeper" (WB). Okay
$7,000, Last week, "Race Street""
• RKO) and "L,ouisiana'' (Mono),
fct rCy $6,500,
Orpheum (C,T,) (1.040: ;i4-60) —

"Red River" (UA), Big $7,000 ai-
tei- .sock first at ,S10,000.

CHICAGO
(Continued from pa,ge 11)

S2,40'—"lied Shoes" ("ED (3d (vk).
01-,iv $10,000. Last week, fancy

;

.$) 000. ' -:|

.^(atc-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98) ^—"irc Walked by NifUit" (KD, i

So' -i .$23,000, La.st wGck. "Juno
Br of" (WB) i2d wk), $18,000.

'

'^'nrf (Indici (650; 85)—'<This Is
Ntw York" lUAi (7lh wk). Perl
$3 .•)00. Last «'eek, $4,000,
'United Artists (B&K) (1,700: 50-
98'—"Unfaithfully Your.s" (liOilii

Trim 820,000, La.st week. "Man
From Colorado" (Col) (2d wk).
fancy $16,000.

. Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 9Ri—
"R'd River" (UAi (3d \vk» .Sock
.$33,000 expected. Last week, $39,-'

000.
World (Indie) (578; 80)—"The

'

Lost One" iCoI) i9th wk). Neat
$3,500. Last week, $3,600.

fine

MINNEAPOLIS
(Continued Ifrom page 13)

"She" (RKO) (reissues). Hefty
$10,000. Last week, "Blood on
iVtoon" (RKO) .(2d wk), nice $7,000.

State (Par) (2,100; 50-'70)—"Hills

of Home" (M-G). Good exploita-

tion helping this one, fairly, fl^^^^

$12,000 sighted. Last Weeki "yel-
low Sky" (20th), $13^000.

Vntown (Par) (1,000; 44-60)—
"Road House" (20th). Qne o|E first

nabe showings, fsdv $3^000. Last
week, "When, Baby Smiles" (20th),

good $4,000.
WoHd (Mann) (350; 50-85)-*"One

Sunday Afternobh" (WB) (ni.o.)i

Third week Ih loop. Mild $2,000.

Last week, "The Mikado" (U) (re-

issue), god4 $2^800.
^

'Green Hair'-Vaude Fine

17G in Balto; 'Atlanlis'

Fat8G,^Sly^^^M
, Baltimore, Jan. Jl,.-;'-''

ji'Sde Is htfWihg fairly 0^^^ hete;
"with most of, the dDtvn.townfers re-
porting steady response. "Boy

'•Son Monte Cristo" (EL) (reis-
| Green Hair'' is nice at Hipp. "Yel-

sues). Average $3,500. Last week, Mow ,Sky'' is in excellent ..shape at

KANSAS CITY
(Continued from page 13)

Daughter" (SG) (reissues),

$4,000.
Kimo (Dickinson) (55Q; 35-45-65)

.^"Life, Loves Tschaikovsky" (In-

die). Standard $2,000 or near.

Last week, "Eternal Return" (In-

die), same.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65),

—"Words and Music" (M-G) and
"Leather Gloves" (Col) (2d wk).
Strong $12,000. Last week, big

$20,000.
Orpheiim (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—

"Every Girl Married" (RKO) and
"Indian Agent" (RKO) (2d wk).
Sturdv $11,000. Last week great
$16,000,
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)—

"Paleface" (Par) (3d wk) hefty

$10,000. Last week, with holiday
trade, smash $15,000.
Roxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)—

"Count Monte Cristo" (EL) and

hade Stuff-Pictnres
One of the most unusual rises to stardom in all Hollywood history

is that of Montgomery Clift. With only two films released ("The
Search'* and "Red River") and with no studio backing, he has suddenly

become one of the two or three most in demand male players in Holly,

wood and can. pretty mucti have a choice of parts at any studio. He's

also demanditig—and will probably get-.-$125,000 a picture.

Ciift resisted for a number of years anything but the roles he wanted
and refused to commit himself, Interest grew in .him when magazines

and columnists began demanding info on him folIo\ying "The Search."

Peculiarly, Metro, which released the film, had very little dope on him.

Now he is in the very profitable position of being rated a star and yet

having no old commitments at -low salaries. His*pnly tie currently is

with Paramount for three films and even the.se are protected, since the
pictures must be done by William Wyler, Billy Wilder^ Frank Capra or
George, •Stevens. '

Talent guilds are also pointing to Cliffs success as refuting the tra^:

ditional theory thitt it takes a studio to make a star. . It is on this basis

that tlie lots justify the seven-year contracts under which, they put
newcomers. *

.

British film circles are closely watching a current London law Suit

which will determine whether a film producer has the right to hit back
at a critic for panning a picture. Case^ currently being appealed to the!

House of Lords, stems from a libel action taken by, Ambt Robertsprt,

critic for the British Broadcasting Corp., against Metro fotf writing a
letter of protest to the BBG directors and barring her from attending

after strong bally as world preem, ' its previews. While film critics generally are supporting Miss Robert-

opened strong at'Mayfair. Rest of
,

son-hv_launching a fund to cover trial costsr several London newspapers
' are backing Metro's right to retaliate, jaditux'iirl in-the-Evening-St'and-^

ard recently said; "The critics cannot expect complete freedom for
themselves, . . . The right ol free speech and free criticisrti should not
be enjoyed by the Press and denied to the entertainment industry." ;

the New, and "Siren of Atlantis,"Panhandle" (Mono) and "Sixteen
fathoms Deep". (Mono), $4,000.
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox

Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700: 45-65)
|
list shapes all right—'fGotta Stay Happy" (U). Has

i Estimates for This Week
new-film field to itself for oke Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20-

$15,000. La.sl week, "Yellow Sky" 60)—"Words and Music" (M-G)
(20th), : with holiday take plus ex-

! (2d wk). Holding very well at $13,-
Ira midnight show and preview ' OOO after hangup $19,700 opener.
helping to solid $19,000. i Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2 240; Jean Cocteau, French screenwnter-produccr-du-ector currently m

— • 20-70)—"Boy With Green Hair" i New York, cracked back at a couple of N. Y. film critics who claimed
(nnrrnvt CTAV UADDV i

(RKO) plus vaude. Pleasing ."iH?,-
1 they didn't understand his latest film, "Eagle With Two Heads": "It's

uUllA ulAI tlArri |000 "r better. Last week, "Man ' alright not to like my picture, but if they don't understand it, send

mi n AAA i&i nf f niTiC ' ft'om Colorado''. (Col) ; plus ; Pee someone who does." He was referring' to Kate Cameron, of the Daily

.lllNllllll IN SI LIiUIj Wee Hunt and .lohnny Desnjond I News, and Bosley Crowther, of the N, Y. Times.

St'. Louis, Jan. 11.
| Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-

Rainy weather and lower tern-
,
60)—"Paleface" (Par) (3d wk).

roeraiiurcs are taking a toll at the
i
Maintnining fast pace at $10,000

1 finstruns here this ses,sion. Making
! after bi,e second week at $15,400,

best showing is "Gotta Stay
|

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65)

—

Happy," with big week at the
, "Siren of Atlantis" (UA). Strongly

Ambassador. Top coin goes to .sold and pointing to .strong $8,000,
"Man From Colorado," which

|
Last week, ^'Belle Starr's Daugh-

shanes nice at the giant Fox,
i ter" (20t.h), mild .$4,200,

"Words and Mu.sic" is still goo«| New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
after socko first week at Loew's,

; "Yellow
Fstimatcs for This' Week !$]4,000.

Roadshow's Mildish B. 0.
Continued froin page 5 :

.Embassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
i
"Wonderful Urge" (20th)— 'Gotta Stay Happy" (U) and^ho'd up at $5,900.

"Strange Mrs. Crane" (EL). Big I Stanley (WB) (3.280: 25-75)—
,'til8,000. Last week, "One Sunday

I "The Accused" (Par). Fairish $12-
Aiternoon" (WB) and "Rocky'-'.: OOO. Last week, "One Sundav
(Mono). $14,000, Afternoon" (WB) (2d wk), mild
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—"Man s7 300.

From Colorado" (Col) and "Homi-| ' Town (Rappaport) (1.500; 35-65)
eide tor Throe" (Rep). Nice $20,- —"Every Girl Married'.'- (RKO) (2d

i.lian they did at the upped scales. I $5,000,000 roadSiiow and: $3,000,000
It was expected by tlie distribution ' regular, as against its afctiial total
toppers that they'd hit a total of of $5,050,000.

Sky" (20th) Very hrii^ht ''^^'^''^^^-^'^^ regular release, I Estimates on"Unconquered"
Last wcclt, second "of

I

«hile the tally shows actually only were $2,500,000 and $5,000,000,

! 000. Last week, ''Mexican Ilayride"

I
(U) and "Blondie's Secret" (Col),

$18,000.

I

Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75) —
! "Words and .Music" (M-G) (2d wk),
I Fine $15,000. after Sock $25,000
. llrst stanza.

I
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—

l"Tatlock's Millions" (Par) and
;
".figgs, Maggie in Court" (Mono)

j(2fl wk). Trim $9,000 following
I $12,000 for initial Session,

i Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; .50-75)-^-

"Texas, . Brooklyn" (UA) and
"Urubu" (UA). Okay $7,500. Last
week, "We're In Navy" (U) and
"Pardon Sarong" (U) (reissues),
$8,500,

Shubert (Indl (1,500; 40-60) --
"Paleface'.' (Par) and "Dynamite"
(Par) (m,o,) (2d wk). Solid $4,000
after $5,500 for first session.

wk). Okay $10,500 after $13,600
opening.

PITTSBURGH

didn't ' $11,700,000 is in the till. while the actual total turned out
Roadshow runs were $5,500,000 to be only $5,250,000. Crystal-ball

below expectations, but a large '. on. "Father" was $3,500,000 and '$zy
part of that could he attributed to 750,000, for a total of $6,250,000. is
the extremely poor showing of lagainsit the $3,300,000 which' WD
"Life With Father.". Total anlici- i was actually able to bank,
pated tor the quintet of pix had

|
Part of the reason for the broad

been .$25,250,000. while actually re- ; differential between estimates and
ceived was $20,770,000. "Father's" I actual returns was undoubtedly
part In that drop is -seen in the the general decline in the boxoffice.

fact it was estimated to bring in
|
picture sincQ. the predictions were

$3,500,000 at roadshow prices and ' made more than a year ago. Scc-

fContinued from paije 13)

wk). Nice $13,000. Last week,
wow .$26,000.

Rifz (Loew's) (800; 44-76)—"The
Search" (M-G) and "Big Citv"
(M-G) (2d wk). Rave notices for
"Search," and continued press sup-
port, holding -this one to nice
dough. Heading for .$3,500, and
may hold a- third. First week was
strong $4,000.

Senator (Harris) (1,7.50; 44-76)—
"Harpoon" (SG) and "S.O S. Sub-
marine" (SG), Fine $3,500; Last
week, "Canyon Passage" (U) and
"Frontier Gal" (U) (reissues), $4,-
500.

„^
—— ——

, ;

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 44-76)—
htortnS Slough Seattle; "Paleface" (Parl. Biggest smash

<rk..4. > -D A ii>in AAA ^"'^ house has had in months, tcr-
Oct/ Returns $10,000 Irlfic $27,000 or near. Being

helped, too, by interest in Bob
Hope's p;a. here night of Jan, 25

only got $800,000.
i "Father,'" with a $2,500,000 gross
on its regular run, paradoxically

bndly, none of . the five films had
played any regular-priced engage-
ments up to that time and distrib

hunches, based on their experi-

ence, on wliich to make their esti-

mates.

came nearest to expectations on i execs had nothing more than
that type release. Reason is obvi-;

ous, of course. It did so poorly on
roadshowing that, it's figured, it

wasn't milked by the time ..it got
around to its regular engagements.

'Amber' Gools Off
"Amber" was the weakest of the

quintet in standard-price engage-

1

ments, racking up only $1,250,000.
It showed no staying power, drop-
ping off precipitously : after the
first few days: of each i*un and get-
ting virtually no extended playing
time. Part of . the reason was a
ban by the Catholic Church, which

HOOO^OOO FOR 'BIRTH'

ROADSHOWS REPORTED

Seattle, Jan. 11.
New Year's came with an encour*

I aging rush of biz but weekend
I

storms will slough the week's total

j
take badly. "Return of October"
at Fifth looks fairish, but "Coun-

I tess of Monte Cristo" at Orpheum
shapes very slow.

I

Estimates for This Week
I Coliseum (H-E) ( J.877; 50-84)—
•' "Paradine Case" (SRO) and "Kid-
napped" (Mono) (2d wk). Good $7
000 in 5 days alter wow $13,400 i

SI 1,000,

last week,
I

' — • .,.—- •

Fifth Avenue (II-E) (2,349; 50-84) SOPEG GctS Nod To— Return of October' (Col) and i , „^ ^
;Hoinicide for Three" (Rep), Nice ! Kcp MOMO S H.O. S

Last Week, "One SundaV After- . , , , , .

noon" (WB), r.-.tlie,- drab for holi-
Pretty much neck-and-neck in regiv

dav .session at .512 000 I""' release, with only a $300,000

Warner (WB) (2 000; 44-76)— ''•'''^•'''ential between them. Gold-
"Every Gin Married" (RKO) (2d i

wyn pic did $2,500,000 and Selznick

, wk). Second stanza for Gary Grant ' $2,200,000. "Years" played 4.500
I comedy here following a single se,s- i

upped admission: dates as against
ision at Stanley. Holding up well i 5.300 by"Duel."
I.at close to $8,500, and may mean! On the roadshow engagements,
another ses.slon. Last week, sock 1 "Years" was ahead without a

VarietV's statement in its list of

all-tilWe toP; grossing filins last

week, that "Birth of a Nation" Is

yariously estimated;: by;: oldtiniers

as Havlhgl earned anywliere from
. , ^ ^ , $20,000,000 to $50,000,000, brought

was subsequently removed but con-
,^53 optimistic estimates from othee

tinned to keep some potential audi-
' ^how business figures. While some

ences away. of oldsters associated with re-
Best Years" and "Duel" ran ..,^35^ Griffith clgs.sic

$10,000, La.sl week, "Wonderful I

Urge" (20th) and "Parole, Inc."
(EL) (2d wk), $5,500 in .3 days.

Liberty (Ind) (1,650; 50-84)—

'doubt, although different met,hods
;
of accounting used by the two pro-
ducers, mako- an absolutely: accu-
rate comparison impossible. Gold-
wyn eliminates advertising ex-
penditures before tallying total

film rentals, while Selznick does
not. Goldwyn's net li,c;uie on

continue to maintain that it did

upward of the $20,000,000 figure,
:

othei's wlTOse memories may not be
so clouded by no.stalgia declare

that "Birth" got $4,000,000 on its.

roadshow engagements between
1915 and 1919.
U was sold then at $2, the first

pic to get this admission. Addi-
tion;il rentals were earned later at

regular b.o, scales, but they are

said to have amounted to ' com-
paratively little. The "$4,000^000;
roadshow return is: based on the

$1,000,000 received as his 25''n of

the take by Thomas Dixon, author
tlie, of "The Clansman," novel from

which "Birth" Was adapted.
Pic was handled by the late J.

Staff
Screen Office and Professional

Eiiiployees Guild, CIO, was un.ini-
mously selected as the collective

Palel'ace" (Par) (3d wk) iii<r $11
.

' '''"'S'l'^hig agency by Monogram tilted-price showings was thus $7,-

000 after sock $13,000 Wst week.
'

)

homcoffice employees in National 670,000. Selznick gol almost ex-

Music Hall (H-i5) (2,200; 50-84)— i '^^''or Relations Board elections actly the .same amount With ad-lj (.Toff) MrC-irthv whnsp rcoula-
"'Words and Music" (M-G) and .yesterday (Tues,), SOPEG's rival verti.sing included. When this is i

tion for DicWnHAo h
"Guns of Hate" (RKO; (2d wk). m Ihe h,o, (ield. Local H-63, was trimmed to bring it into line with '

so ereat that Gxh?hs are said to
Okay $7,000 after smash $14,500 not represented on the ballot. Goldwyn's accounting procedure

, have let him set his ovra
"^Z^^- .o^nn =n .

i

Monogram's h,o, has been unor- • which is more or le,ss standard in Frecuientir«^^^^Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; .50-84)— 1 ganlzed up to now. the industrv) "niiel" fir-m-p ic «fi
1
^'^'l"«=""y, tneatiemen man i even

•^^^ ^''^r '"cU^n"n^i in.str„ctions from the !500,oSo ' " ' McC r hv'sToneslv n7t. e cm.'"

L^ rwec^c 'X^ne' Sundav ' • "^"T^ whitecollarite union to Panel of di.stribution execs from
;K hh prS L'^so^J^^^^^^^^^^

n::on''rv,% an^-Se'ret'lLe"^ !«:
'^ 'i*%,X"'lnP?r h'''"'"

companies who .ere queried a addition' to "Biith'" he 'handled
. % •

,

m ine him industi-y, SOPEG began year ago, had anticipated , -
.

tor" (Rep), fair $8,400.
Paloraar (.Sterling) (l..?50; 40-65) '

^

—"June Bride" (WB) and "Gallant ,
^

.
. " P'""-'* companies regular run Kross for "Years

Bl; -

La

mapping plans this weeks to gaih $8,000,000 roadshow and $3,500,000 ; Parade'''" and "Orphans of the

to a total Ov $11,500,000, as against
| Incidentally, the term "load-nde'' (Col) (2d run.s). Dun ,H()00~i

"'^'^"..'^•y* ^I?^^^^ refused
. _ ,. „„, ^ „

St week. "Good Sam" (RKO) and negotiate. SOPEG will spread in- the $10,170,000 it actually received, 'show'

Big

• Race Street'-' (RKO),'.sweir$7,060! "'ea.sed picket lines before Loew's Same group saw a' $t)',250,6oo7o.id- ' ab^^ 'lntsmucl'i'*as
Parainount (H-E) (3,039; 50-84)— hcatres to pressure Metro execs show income and $3,500,000 regu- that was the period befoie sound-

Rogues'_ Regiment" (U) and inip a settlement, At RKO, the lar income, for a total of $9,750,- racks of course tlie^^^^^^^ «c-

r,u'°'i'^'om^''-'-V 'SPV,
'2d wk)-. denvrnding a substantial 000, from "Duel." It actually compan°ed bv an m^^^^^^^$K 1 t

'"
elk

"^'^ '"""^""^
:Sinrpr "'"'^"'^

1 T"'r"? "'"^ ^'•IT^' eSdeiablc ' bTcksSr'ue; of
^ '

standing pat.
| Predictions on "Ambet" were sound effects expert*.
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"AWOW! 'DON JUAN' IS STTTO CUMB INTO

HIGH-GROSSING SPHEISSI'n'

ONE FOR THE MO

M.P.DAILY

N.Y.TIMES

IN HIS BEST FORM!^:.Y.MIRROR

FILM DAILY"HERE'S

ERROL FLYNN'S

GREAT BIG ADVENTURE

TO REMEMBER^

IT'S ERROL FLYNN

"STUNNING!

I.Y^UN

IN THE GRAND

NOW FROM WARNER BROS.

fiE§ mmimm(m in

NEW YORK, PHILLY, WASHINGTON!

THEY'RE NOW RUNNING UP THE BIGGEST

ERROL FLYNN GROSSES OF ALL TIME!

OH BROTHER, WATCH IT GO FROM HERE!

STARRING

WitH

ROBERT DOUGLAS

nd
ALAN HALt • ROMNEY BRENT

DmcCTeo fROOUCIO iv

ANN RUTHERFORD VINCENT SHERMAM' 3ERRY WALD
«lltCN l>LAV «V acOIICC OI>l>ENH(IMIII AND HA)M«V KUaNITI. fROM A tTOAV' (Y H(I<HI«T PALMftt • MUM* BV MAX *T|!(N*<»
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Hitchcock-Bernstein Unit
Continued from page 3

earn well over $4,000,000 in rentals
to break even-^a ftgure .now
reached by only a handful ot pic-

tures each year.

IA Made One Film

Critics Pasted By

Raftery on 'Blimp

Independent Artists is bowing roll. They are Dons Day, David

out of RKO after making only one I

Bryan, James Mitchell and Fred

film under a four-picture pact. '
Clark. In addition to 25% on up-

Film was "Velvet Touch." starring
i

coming pix, Curtiz will get the
I same amoui
productions:. They are "Flamingo

' Year-long jcbinplaint of the Fed-

eral Trade Commis.siott: .against

United Artists for advertising .the

the pro&t on pictures which he
inakes. and WB will; provide iiH the

ftikajhcingW V';:,' }/^' ''.'r \..

p'^risonalities under cotitrac

Curtiz will go on the Warner pay

BritJsh-nnade "tife'and iDeath of

Corohel filimp" as "the original,

J. urn was -velvet loucn. starring p-, — w... fw^J±; -Al^l^if^f^l^X^^^^
Miss Ru-ssell. It reportedly cost same amount on two ""released that name, when to^^^^

stinnnnnn anH ,vin «.inrt .,n «,iih productions. They are "Flamingo had been cut considerably, finally

Road" arid the Techhicolor "My
fiream

,
Is Yours^ he

ihiade indepehdently included these
two' plus

;
''Thje tjnsuspected" ,and

"Roniance on the High Seas." : ;

lA Closint; New York Office

came to trial in New York last

week in a hearing before FTC trial

examiner Abner E. Lipscomb. Gov-
ernment also charges that the de-
leted footage caused the film and
story to be "substantialliT and
materially" changed. •

FTC's ultimate disposition of the

$1,600,000 and will wind up with
only $1,200,000 from the domestic
market.

lA, which was to have sh£u:ed the
profits with RKO, turned all rights
to the film over to the distrib as of
Jan. 1 and bowed out completely.
Unit relinquished further returns,
ceding all income to RKO, which
held a junior lien on the film via
having granted deferments on stu-

dio production charges and putting
up the completion bond.

According to Brisson, lA prexy,
imit received a cash settlement and
is now dickering for another re-

1

i... v ,,. i a^. ,

-lea^er-He-saidHhe bowout-of-.RKOj.l^'wSi'"' t'^^'^'^'^'^l^"'''^^^
a maltir of pnn

. inrtip u,,4. fj-^Jt counlant whorhas-gei"Vedras^eastepni-.ciple.i

Indcpendenl Artists is closing
, ^^^^ ^,,^1 be relatively meaningless

down Its New York office in mid-
1 since "Blimp" has been withdrawn

February. Although the office is
|
from distribution. But the vital

no longer handling "The Velvet
Touch," it has another month to go
towind up lA affairs.

issue behind the ;
- Government's

complaint is whether film com-
panies have the right to re-edit

Continuing until that time are , prints. Thus UA Is fighting the

Won't break up the indie, but that
he would dicker for another re-
lease. .

,

.

Curtiz's situation was • slightly
different. He was a WB producer-
director, who, like many other per-
sonalities, was anxious to take ad-
vantage of greater earnings under
capital gains tax: provisions by op-
erating as an indie producer. As
a result, he made a deal with WB .

to set himself up in a unit. He
put up half the financing of his

pictures and Warners the: other
half, with earnings to be equally
divided between him and the com-
pany.

Headaches of financing and: run-
ning a business as well as making
pictures were too much, however,
and Curtiz last" week signed a new

inconclusive
rep, and Ed Svigals, who recently I session adjourned with the~hext
moved over from the Samuel Gold-

I
hearing slated to be held in Wash-

wyn office to handle sales.

WB Backlog
Continued from page 4

;

I

ington in: February at the mutual
1 convenience of both Government
and UA attorneys,

j

Other respondents to the com-
plaint include Mary Pickford,
Charles Chaplin and David O. Selz.-

nick as principal UA stockholders,
and Edward C. Raftfiry, former

I

Cost-Cutting
Continued from page 3

sons for cancelling the Coast ses-

sions, as a matter of fact, was the

invites to these outsiders. It was
feared that the press would inter^

fanner Siii^I^

Dktrib Earnings
.(Walter Wsnger slapped Univer-

preVthrme^lingrtoo 'ini^^^^ with a suit for undetermined

search for means of further cost- damages last week after charging

eiitting. Industry policy now is to I
the distrib company with supplying

avoid public emphasis on economy, him "false" statements on earnings

as it is feared this hurts the box- 1
of four of his films. Filing the case

office,' audiences thinking tliat|in N. Y. lFederal court Wanger's

only cheapies are being produced. I petition alleged that U had failed

n„ii„„ „w, ti,.ifo;« «^i.<,f ' to account properly for the 16m,
• Policy on Britain which must be -„„„.„^ i.„a ..i^w^^ « a
rtptPrminpH l^v the nrpxip<i i<! the foreign and reissue rights on Ara-
aeterminea oy tne piexies is tne y^.^^ viohtc •> "s^iiomo whoi-» <5fi.

next step to be taken in the event
that the English go through with

a threat to push up their present

45% quota to 60%. Since it is

higlily unlikely that there would
be another embargo on shipments
to Britain, as was ordered in 1947,

^

company toppers must decide what
j

bian Nights," "Salome—Where She
Danced," "Gung Ho" and "Eagle
Squadron."
Wanger stated he was . supposed

to get 50% of the gross, minus
certain deductions, but, it is

elaimed.j he found- out, in' October
that U's 'Statements on remittances

ran be done Thev want to headt^ere "incomplete, erroneous, false

the auota tilt off if possible of in violation of agreements."

course
Possime, ot

Regarding "Arabian Nights," com-
„, ... , i. ,. plaint states Universal sold it to
They will also 0.0. the result of

, victoria Films in Lisbon for $65,-
the unit plan of booking 1ft Biitain.

| f^j. gpaj^ distribution." Wanger
which they instituted last Oct, 1.

. j,„„tg„jed that sale of the Spanish
That provides that American pic-

eights and the subsequent resale
4ures-^cannot^beuclatexl_ oi!L_double

features with British films. This
prevents the latter being carried

along by superior Hollywood prod-
uct and reportedly- has had a
rather severe effect on British ex-

„j ^ product on which do
hibition. Exhibs liave recently , ^ggHj, ^^^g^^ ^j^^^ ^^^^
been squawking about it.

I Harris-Broder, Inc., for $1,7.90,000
MPAA member companies whose

, in cash and $1,500,000 in promis-
prexies have been invited by John-

,
gory notes, plus a percentage of

to UniversarjLjSpanish subsidiary

was a device used by the distrib to

"enrich themselves at his expen.se."

Producer also claimed that all

four pictures were included in a

were disclosed in. the report. Long- i ^, . . . „ , _ ^ „- .

—

term indebtedness, for one, was i UA president. Government coun- ston to be on hand are Metro^.P^a-
1 the gross. Wanger says he received

lopped to $17,891,000 during the
|
sel Robert N. McMillen introduced I

mount, Warner Bross,, KKP, Co-jno cash or an accounting for his

year. It was $21,.'592,000 when '47 favorable reviews of the N. Y. I
lumbia, 20th-Fox, Universal, Re-

1 share.

ended. Pre-payment of $1,591,000 I
critics as evidence of the "excel- I P"f»l>c and Monogram - Allied

] Narrow-gauge rights on. "Ara^

thut. ' the net profit for the first

quarter 01 fiscal '49 (three months
seven-year producer-director pact I ended Nov. 27 ) is approximately

in October has now brought the |
lent" quality of the uncut picture

I

Artists,

figure even lower to $16,300,000. i
in an attempt to prove the final

Dimmer aspects Included a state-
,' version of 91 minutes deceived the

ment by prexy Harry M. Warner P"""*^-

Raftery, who appeared as UA's
Counsel, countered with the retort
that "although the critics unduly

with the: studio. He'll get 25% of

New York Theatres

one-third off from the comparative rayed about it, the infliience of

JOAN
OFARC

INGRID

BERGMAN
A ViaOK FUMWS PIODUCriOH

^coiM ar nCNNKOio* r MST or n

quarter of '48. Since Warners gar-
nered $3,947,000 during the initial

'4S stanza, company's take this year
is approximately $2,600,000. For
the fourth' quarter of : '48

. (three
months ended Aug. 31), net came
to $1,516,000.

critics is negative." As an example
of this he; cited the reviewers' pan-
ning of ''Paleface,'' but people
"went there anyway." In a spirited
attack upon - the crix, he strenu-
ously objected to the introduction

I

of their opinions as evidence and

, wIthlOSErinEI.FMNCtSL SUtLlVAH.I.CAMOlNAISH.WUOI...^ _
: snimio strudwicx . huad haificlo * CEifEioaiHUT . john iMCflV I

'
. .. flEOSfiCCOUtODRIS. JOHN (RtUNDMd CECIL KELUWAV ..

blltdiim thtiuit euy 'JMn ( LMiimi-k, MAXWELL AJWEMM
>j,Ma kr MAXWitt ANDIISOM ,.4 ANMEW tOH .M JImHm I

•ICNAM) DAY • riU.ilM a, .Miro-X, JOJIfH VAUHIMf,

t„i,M i) mmmm kium tr viciornEMHC

— RAPIO CITV MUSIC HAU ."^
Rukeftllir Center

"WORDS AND MUSIC" •

;
; JUNE ALLYSON . PERRV COMO JUDY

'

'

GARLAND . LENA HORNE - GENE KELLY' '

MICKCY RODNEY - ANN SOTHERN
Colpr by TECHNICOLOR

A M*/ro-6oMwyn-Mayer Pitlun
4THE ^ GREAT ; CHRISTMAS STAGE SHqw'

trvKONz: jpowER - gknei tibb^ey
'THAT WONDERFUL URGE'

A 20fh' Century-Fox Picture

oii !<!« Stae«-IARBARA ANN scon
Olympic Champion Figure Skaterl

In "WINTBB C.4HNIVAI.'.'
i>iu!i.-^ni(i .s'l'Atii: SHOW

ROX Y • -w £^ M aoth St. '

Also on the downbeat side is

the fact that the '48 returns are
only slightly affected by the Anglo-
American pact limiting remittances
from Britain, Report notes that
year's accounts cover only to July
31 and, therefore, "reflect the ad-
verse impact of the British film
agreement for a period of only six
weeks."

"Vigorous defense" is being in-

terposed in the Government anti-
trust case, report declares; It rec^
ognizes the fact that there has
been a substantial Increase^ in the
volume" of triple-damage- actions
brought by exhibs. As for tele-
vision, Warners is "actively inter-
ested" -ind "is engaged in research ! privately"'
activities in the field" besides op-'
crating KLAC-TV, Los Angeles sta-
tion, under a temporary permit.

Cash holdings declined $498,000
over .the year to reach a total of
$16,094.00 New item — "produc-
tion advances unrecoverahle" i— is

listed at $2,006,101. Amortization

stressed that the real "test here is

how is the- public being hurt?"

"Blimp's" run at the Gotham,
N. Y., in 1945, Raftery declared,
was a boxoffice failure, because the
original version of 148 minutes was
used. Still lambasting the critics^

he charged that of "all that hog-
wash jerix notices) UA could find
to pud in the pressbook were- 'ex-r

cellent,' 'one of the best,' "spec-
tacular'," etc. When McMillen
queried, "Why then do film com-

Thorpe Slated
Continued (Fom page

,
bian Nights" and "Salome,'' tha
complaint alleges, were sold to
Film Highlights in a package of U
.product for $175,000, without his

I
receiving his share. Wanger also

!
claims he didn't receive a cut on

been under consideration. Cliarles
i

''Ea^^^^^^ Squadron

Goldsmith was sent over from the
"""" '°

homeoffice for a six-month tour of
duty under Eckman and, if he
chooses, may take Eckman's spot
should latter retire. Goldsmith is

expected back in New York . tn the-

spring, following : his sixrmonth
stint abroad.

Joe McConville.

nited
World Filmsj; a 'wholly-owned sub^
sidiary of Universal.

Install Max A. Cohen
Installation luBcheon which will

;

. 'induct new officers iof thy
Gol's foreign

I

Picture Associates is slated Jan. 29
manager, and Friedman have been {at the Hotel Astor. Si Fabian, eir-

in New York for some time for { cult operator, has been tapped at
.the sessions that begin next week, [chairman of the luncheon commit-
jack Segal, v.p. and treasurer of jtee. MPA board of directors meets .

Columbia International, who has jtoday (Wed.) at the Astor to work
been abroad since last March, ar- i out the details.

rived back yesterday (Tuesday), as
did Thorpe and Lacey Kastner,
Continental manager. Sig' Kusiel^
Latin American supervisor, came
in before Christmas. Niclt Pery,

Max A. Cohen, head of Cinema
circuit, becomes the new piez.

panics take so much time inviting, [managing director for Australia, !

entertaining and quoting the
1

Straits Settlements and Siam, is'

critics?" Raftery replied, "because
It's a custom." He added that "usu-
ally those fellows won't ; even go to.

a picture^we have to show it

Par Split-Up
Continued from- pxge 3

Selznick-EL
Coutinoed from pace 5

and some district managers Of his ' days,
Selznick Releasing Organization, I

of film costs climbed sharply to
]
gives indication of his plans. The

'

$41,600,009 against $34,265,895 1 Staff retained is plenty large tb
while operating and general ex- !

handle key and circuit engage- ]

peases dropped to $77,015,831 from
I

ments of "Jennie," but not to I

coming next week, as Is Roy
|

Brauer, supervisor, for the Near huddles, as designee for a high
East and India.

,
position in the theatre outfit.

All of the men would ordinarily i
The plan which incorporates

be coming into New York during |
such comifletit divorcement is said

the year on their regular bi-annual I
to be under i>reparation by Par's

leaves. It was decided "to have I

management. It would closely pat-

them all arrive at the same time 1
tern Itself on the RKO formula,

so a general looksee at the state of which was acceptable to the Gov-
the industry abroad could be had. ernment.. Whether the Dept. of
Meetings will Continue about five Justice would go for the scheme

when it involves a far larger the-

$84,6i52,599 la.st year. handle the tail-end selling. Obvi-

Hughes' Office

atre setup such 'as Paramount's is

an open question.
No oonfabs with the Government

are believed to have taken place
in the past couple of weeks. How-
ever, Washington meetings during

JOHN WAYNE
GAIL RUSSELL

'WAKE OF THE RED WITCH'
A Re))iil>lic rtrtnre

Bra ndt.'f M A Y F A I R
7fh AvMise and 47th Sfrccf

'Snake Pit'
Cbntiniied from pxge «

I

gauges, figuring the pic was bound
I

to do well in these cities. Since
then it has opened In Oakland

r
SMVn F. IMNCK HKMti

OLIVIA de HAVILLANO 1

mnu unmi'MniuuniH iMnrTMsiui £i:ftm

Angeles, Boston
and Toronto. It will operi 30 to 40
more engagements throughout the
country this week and next.

Exactly same technique of sell-
ing is being used as with "Agree-
ment." It was booked first into
large cities to allow critical praise
to seep through the country and
only now is going into smaller
towns. No great amount of coin is

Continued from page il

ously,^ therefore, Selznick is plan- 1 will require no outside sales rep, the recent court heiringsm
ning to make a deal for this dis- as he did at UA. resulted in D of J expressions of
tribution similar to; the one he is Gold was reportedly offered the . interest in the divorcementnow seeking for residual selling

' opportunity by Hughes to move 1
scheme.

ot his previous three pix. to RKO in an executive capacity
j

Decision for complete divoiye-
SRO formerly had reps in 26 or to sit out the contract, and he 1

ment and creation Of two compan-
exchange cities and four in Canada, i

chose the latter course. . He has if it's carried out, undoubtedly
He had about 50 men in all. This

|

another year to go on the two- i
stems mainly from tlie belief by

has been pared to about a dozen, year renewal of the original two- 1
Par's board that it Would be the
best possible solution so far as
stockholders' interests

exi.sting between Gold and RKO
distribution execs is understood
back of his decision not to make ,

tinued intact existence of a good

Long Beach, Riverside, Bakersfield
j
con.sisting of s,ix divi.sion managers !

.vear pact he entered into Feb. 1,and ban Diego, Cal., as well . as in and a.ssistants. 11946. An undertone of bitternessban * rancisco, Los Angeles. Boston pxi.stirnr hrf«/ei>n R<iiri •.nfi nirA

Palestine Film
Continued from pane

ilm
I

(e 3 II

portedly put up $300,000 in finan-
cing for "Search," which represent-
ed considerably more than half the
total budget. Film is still being
spotted in the U. S. by Metro in

are con-
cerned. By agreeing to the RKO
formula. Par could insure the con-

the switch therej part of its chain of theatres. This
profitable Cli:eult atone would
mean the payment-.of sizeable divi-
dends to stockholders.

Since hp slnigle stockholder or
group of theiii hold^ sufficient
blocks of stock to contrbl the coni- :

pany, no enforced sale of shareii
by holders would be necessary as
In the ease of Howard Hughes with
RKO. ' Division, therefore, would

v—, -— , — V. ..6 u„„uu^.nu„5i neen cosrme "f management only,
build up word of mouth. ,ularity of Montgomery C lif t I around $5 000 a week Freeman has been mentioned as
Among the reasons for 20th 's coupled with the nomination of the |

The only remaining indie pro- * Possible theatre chief because he
eoncerii is the comparatively large ' film on several of the year-end "10 dueer holding rental space at RKO- 1

formerly headed the Paramount

Closinf Culver City Studio
Hollywood, Jan. 11.

Howard Hughes' retrenchment
policy means the closing of the
RKO-Pathe studio in Culver City,
probably in February. With plenty
of vacant space on the sound stages
of the main lot on Gower street,

being spent on advertising and ,
selected art house bookings and

publicity, but a technique of "satu- while it hasn't yet returned its i the ooeration' of 7h«"riiTvpr''prtwration screenings" is being em- 1

costs, it expected eventually to I plfnt'^SV used t^" Overflow

production nut on "Pit," It iis un-
\

Best" lists, is helping boost grosses.

SOOoSft Th°.<
cos about $2,. Clift accompanied Zinneman on

fTin. "''u"\]\ '^"^^ « lecent location-scouting trip toto do about as well as "Agreement" ' Palestine and is expected to aoDea?
?nih', Jl T "r""'-

f'^ film also Amounfof

yea^eZit sIsSo'oom'' T",^' 'i''"'
intoX pro

*,?^ftJ3UUJ?8 »<J,80p^0J!flQ,^.. . .duction hasn't been determinedT-

Pathe is David O. Selznick, who '
circuit and is thoroughly versed in

has offices there. Selznick Is I
^^hibition. While Balaban Oi igin-

shortly expected to move his of- i
a^V was drafted to head Par after

fice workers over to Eagle Lion,
]

a long tenure in directing the Chi-
under his new releasing deal. Ar- 1 cago Balabari & Katiz circuit, his 12
gosy and Sol Lesser will probably ! years as Par's prez makes him the
take space on RKO's Gower street I likely choice as chief of the pro-

I duction^distribution company.
lot.
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Meet on MPEA Fate
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EASTERN WRfFERS

VOTE to JOIN SWG

try while it is operating through indies, none of which distributes

tlie MPEA. [
via UA, also have never belonged

Sessions next week were origin
,
to tlie MPEA. They are Samuel

hally scheduled for December and
I Goldwyn, David O. Seizniclc and

postponed. Since that time each
i Walt Disney. It is only if these de-

company has pretty well come to a
|

fections become too numerous that
|

groups

conclusion on Its desires in the va-
1 MPEA will be forced to drop a ter-

riouis territories, so the voting is ex- 1 ritory, since it can't get the terms

pected to move rapidly.; In attend- j it demands when too much other

ance will be the MPEA board, con- U. S. product is being offered in

sisting of proxies of the 10 com-
' competition,

panies or top brass substitutes, and , Indies generally are dissatisfied

the foreign managers.
|

with the MPEA because of the fact

Austria, NEI Likely that payoffs are not based on in-

AusU'ia and the NEI appear to dividual picture performance, but

be the two areas from which the on each distrib's domestic biz dur-

MPEA is most likely—although not ing the previous year. They feel,

at all cjitain—to withdraw because i

therefore, that their good pix may

restric tions there are at a minimum ' be used to carry weaker major com-

and coin is being received from pany product. Likewise, many of

Associated Film Writers, east

coast union, voted Monday MO)
to join the Screen Writers Guild,
cifective yesterday (Tues.). Move
was made because of the affinity

of interests between tlie two
heightened by the rapid

them, Altliough Austria is techni-

cally an occupied nation, remit-

tances are being legally made,

although not through governmental

agencies.
Since rentals are frozen in the

other three occupied areas, Ger-

mahv, Japan and Korea, and opqra-

tion.iare under tight Army control,

it is not ariticipated~THar"fhe com-
panies will prefer to operate in

these on tlieir own. In tlie Seven

"Iron Curtain" countries serviced

by the MPEA, cooperative distribu-

tion is felt to be almost a neces-

sity, since dealings must be -with

state film monopolies. These coun-

tries are Russia, Bulgaria, Ru-

mania, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovalcia,°

Hungary and Poland. There is only

a slight possibility that there will

be any defections In these areas

the indies are in a position to nego-
tiate dollar deals which the MPEA
can't make in these areas. -

Yanks Snarled
S QoiittaueA frnm .paKe 3

indicated~approvahrofTFiramber-of-
them. MPEA in New York has ac-

knowledged this but has refused to
divulge titles as yet.

List of 100 pix, from wliich the
Russians were to choose 20 or
more, -was forwarded- to the,Soviet
several months ago via . the -State

Dept.j as per terms of-the Johnston
arrangements. No. word has been
heard from the Kremlin regarding
the selections, although it Is known
that Russe embassy attaches .in

growth of television and its re-

sultant new problems; Outfit will

be known as the Screen Writers
Guild, eastern division.

Move was ratified by tlie SWG
board on the Coast after a series

of .huddles between officers of the
two groups. Unions will seek to
work out a standardized wage scale
applicable both to freelance and
staff writers. Merger also gives
the SWG further ammunition in

its , fight against the Authors
League attempt to establish a sepa-
trate •Television Writers . Guild for
any scripter working in TV. Under
the AL plan, any member of the
SWG, Dramatists Guild and other
affiliated unions, would be forced
to join the video guild also in or-

der to work in the new medium.

A monthly meeting is to be held
between members of the east and
west coast chapters, formea Into

a 'liaison committee* to discuss and
iron out mutual problems. Harold
Mantell, of the Army's Civil Af-

fairs Division, is. prcz of the east-

ern group.

NEW YORK
Clayton Eastman, United Artists

district manager for New England,
joined Film Classics as Boston
branch manager; replaces Nat
Beier, who remains with FC on
new assignment.:

Ansel Winston, manager of
RKO's Coliseum, N. Y., upped to
Chicago city manager for the cir-

cuit under Jerry i Shinbach, divi-

sion manager for that territory; .

Realart Pictures franchise hold-
ers and homeoffic'e execs, huddled
here last week on sales problems.
Budd Rogers, sales manager, pre-
.sided'..; . .

Universal is handing out a total

of $6.'J,000 in cash prizes as the
payoff in the company's current
presidential sales drive. Coin will

be distributed among four district

managers, 17 branch" heads, 34
salesmen, 44 bookers' and four Of*

fice managers.
P. F. Rosian, district manager of

the Atlanta - Charlotte - Cincinnati'
Indianapolis sector, took top money
_of_$5,000. _Charles_ Ost. New Or-

Gem, Lyndonville, Vt., with Royal
Dam. manager. House has been
given facelift.

The Pilgrim, formerly the 01ym»
pia, held its inaugural as a flrstrun

Jan. 5. Now flagship of American
Theatres Corp., "He Walked By
Night" broke opening, day record
for hoiisOi

In Holland, the Yank concerns i
Paris and perhaps other European
capitals have . asked:.: for screemngs
of some , of the prodxict,

No Yank films are now being
shown -in either Hungary : or Biu^

niania, although Anierican pix

are already operating individually

so far as remittances are con-

cerned, but use the MPEA for cen-

tralized physical facilities. Com-
panieii had intended to abandon
the MPEA there Jan. 1, but appar-

ently are temporarily- stymied by
lack of space and equipment. Ar-
nold Childhouse, MPEA's Nether-
lands chief, is currently in Paris

huddling with majors' Continental
managers on the iuture' of the
Dutch operation.

- UA Exit Not Serious

UA's withdrawal from the MPEA
Is not viewed seriously since most
of its indie producers had never
gone along anyway and are selling

their films individually in« the
MPEA territories. Three other top

Industry Meet
: Continued from page 3 g

a mfeeting to the board of directors

of TOA at any time." ^'

"Hardly anyone in the industry,"

TOA prez declared, "approves of

what anyone else in the industry

is doing.-- Governor Arnall objects

were highly popular there until the I
to the methods and policies of Eric

ART

MOONEY'S

MESSAGE TO

RADIO AND

VIDEO

THE SHOWMAN'S FRIEND

in Jlai. /^HfUu

SOO Modern Rooms
with both and radio'
'YertniMf on ffi* CwHf"

ALEXANDRIA HOTEL
. Fifth at Spring f Let' AnqeUi
FRANK WALKER, G«n*ral Manager
Formerly «t Olmsfod, Clafoland, O.

governments called a halt last fall.

In the case of Rumania the Amer-
ican product was frankly banned
as "ideologically unsuitable." In
Hungary, diiferences with the
American industry were said to be
entirely "commercial." , State mo-
nopoly reportedly offered the
MPEA, under a projected new deal,

about the same for national release

as pix had previously been earning
in a single Budapest first-run en-
gagement.
MPEA is now hoping that if it

concludes a deal with Moscow that

will influence Hungary and Ru-
mania to re-accept the; U. S.

product.

Johnston Scored
Moscow, Jan. 11.

.

Eric Johnston^ Motion Picture
Assn. of America prexy, who re-

cently had a friendly : chat with
foreign commissar V. M. Molotov
in- Moscow, is now- in the Soviet
doghouse. Sudden attack on the
MPAA exec was launched in the
weekly Soviet Art, which described
him as an "imperialist agent with
the face of -a model and the smile
of a toothpaste advertisement."
The periodical accused Johnston

of'being responsible for such anti-

Russian filma as "The Iron Cur-
tain," and foisting American films
on European countries in an effort
to^ compensate for the dipping
home market. He was also blamed
for cooperating with the House Un-
American Activities Committee in
the blacklist of Hollywood writers
and directors. He was also charged
with the purging of Charles Chap-
lin from Hollywood's ranks.

Johnston and vice versa. In dis-

tribution, the Little . Three are

miles apart from the Big Five in

the anti-trust case, and in other

matters. And in exhibition, our two
national trade associations seldom
see eye to eye on anything.'-

LockwOod .quipped: "Evei-ybody

seems to want, the industry as a

whole to win, but tlie other fellow

to lose." Unity is necessary. TOAer
said, for a program -of attack

against unfair criticism and legisla-

tion including discriminatory taxes.

It is also required to meet com-
petition from television and to

work out ways of selling pix and
the industry to the public.

Knocking the "peddlers of

gloom," Lockwood declared that

tele presents "a great challenge."

"There are hundreds of angles to

it, good and bad for the theatre i

industry," he said. "Let us keep

leans exchange chief, won a" high
of $2,500 in the branch managers'
group. Leading 'salesman - in the
east was Arthur. Rose of Buffalo.

Century circuit is distributing a
manual of "do's and don'ts" to all

theati-e personnel as part of a gen-
eral indoctrination campaign of
"courtesy and service" to cus-
tomers.

Five Metro sales staffers were
promoted yesterday (Tues.) by dis-

tribution veepee William F. Rod-
ger's, Lou Marks one of the' com-
pany's trainees at its executive
course, has been upped to sales<-

man, workln'g out of Detroit. Dor-
sey Brown, Cleveland office mana-
ger, has been advanced to salesman
as has been. Spencer Leroy Wyatt,
formerly , in the checking dept.

Jerry Banta^ Denver head book-
er, becomes a salesman. George
Bailey, booker, is upped to Cleve-
land office manager. Metro has
also added trio of student sales-

men to field force. They are -Rich-
ard L. Huffman, Edward H. Brinn
and Harvey M. Amando. .

DENVER
Robert Hill reelected head of

Rocky , Mouj.tain Screen club.
Others named are Pat McGee and
Robt. Selig, vice presidents; Ken-
neth MacKaig, secretary, and Wm; :

Ahren, treasurer.
Cooper Foundation Theatres en-

:

tertaincd exchange bookers and of- :

flee managers at luncheon in Rocky
Mountain Screen club.

-

Frank H. Ricketson, Jr., Fox In-
;

.
termountaln Theatres prexy, enter-
Itained office force with cocktails :

at his home and at Broadmoor
country club with dinner dance,

Fred Lind, Rifle, Colo,, exhib-
itor who suffered heart attack at
Allied convention, home after re-
coverlnK sufficiently. .

: T. P. : Arrarits 'made State" man-'
ager here, succeeding E. P. (Buzz)'
Briggs, resigned.
Harmon Montgomery sold VOgue*,-

Littleton, Colo., to Wm. B. Jury,

DALLAS
A. M. Whitcher and- L. A. Couch,

with local Columbia exeliange,
leased the, Lucas here from Mr.
and Mrs. L. Rv Robertson. Couch
will resign as Col booker to man-
age the house. - „,

I The Midway, Robb and Rowley
house; reopened after having been
closed for three months- for com-f
plete reseating and facelifting.

Gidney Talley of circuit bearing
his name: opened the Tower .thea-
tre at Luling, Tex., which he. re-'

made from the old Princess. .

MINNEAPOLIS
Minnesota Anius. Co. had the

only special New Year's eve midr '

night show, at the Radio City, with
"The Paleface."

Will Frank, back from Holly*
wood, still trying to sell his IS^ : ;

theatre chain.
Lawrence Hess, 36, projectionist

at Brooten theatre, Brootcn, Minn.,
near here, killed in fire that
.started in booth and destroyed the
house....'.

Situation tor downtown firstruns
becomes increasingly tougher here
as more and more neighborhood
houses get' earlier availability.

Another theatre; the new River-
view, joined the ranks of 28-day
clearance spots, making a total of
five. Until the consent decree deci-
sion, only one neighborhood
house, . the Uptown, Paramount
circuit, had : 28 days - availability.

;

ahead of it if posiblc, or at least I i^rarGriVeXn fro^mfS W^
abreast of it.

i-- -^ .. .
-

—

UA Owners
SmjSm Continued from page 5

I

McManus. Martini, head of Mar
tini theatres, bought house because
he started, ushering there 24 years
ago.

C. C. Hamm, operator of Dorothy
and Royal theatres at Henrietta,
sold both houses to Claud Thorp
of Ryan, Okla., and Aaron Burns ofthe report are being kept under

heavy cover by the board members
j

Grandfield, Okla. They plan to

until they are presented to the I build a circuit in north Texas,

stockholders. They all, in one way
I

Pat Murphree is new owner of

or another, require that Chaplin Cedar, Cedar Hills, Tex., haying

(.lohnston's office in New York
said there would be no comment
on tlie Soviet editorial.)

Albert Warner
; Continned troni page 4 s

parent company now has 123,721
shares of the subsidiary.

Sam Wolf sold 1,633 Shares of
Monogram Pictures to reduce his

block to 2,500 Shares of the com-
mon. ' Leonard , H. Goldenson, laf

Paramount, purchased another 500
shares of Par $1 common. He now
has 1,100 shares, plus an interest

in 1,000 shares held jointly in a
trust." -:

William H. Clark made a gift of
his last shares of RKO common.
He gave away 76 shares, plus war-
rants for 730. Arthur J. Miller sold

his final 100 shares of Republic
! common. Edwin Van Pelt bought
liOOO of the same company; he now

]
has 3,600. Herbert E. Herman took

I
on another 100 shares of Translux

S. i
common last month, increasing his

block to 5,200 shares. ,

and Miss Pickford more or less

relinquish control of the company.
Only alternative is for them to ad-

vance coin out of their private

grouehbags, a procedure for which
neither has shown any enthusiasm
in the past*

Subcommittee report will be
presented at a deferred annual
meeting of the stockholders next
Monday. In addition to the four

, i,. -t ,.. .

board members, a five-man con-! man on the house committee and

tingent is going west from New Ben Domingo, general, manager of

York for., the sessions. Part of the

bought house from Bill Shaw.
Murphree was formerly a manager
for Phil Isley circuit.

BOSTON
National Gonference of Chris-

tians and Jews, New England di-

vision, is celebrating its 20th anni
with a Freedom Day observance on
Feb. 27 at Boston Opera House.
Jim Connolly, 20th-Fox is co-chair-

group left yesterday (Tuesday) by
train and the rest by plane tomor-
row (Thursday), which will giveluw viiiui»u»j^/, ,v.,"v" ^y," I

prises, supervising au tneatres in
the whole party time to huddle

i

jj^g circuit, with special emphasis

RKO Theatres, is on advisory coun'
cil.

T^eo Young named district man-
ager of : Richmond^Stern Enter-

supervising all theatres in

over the weekend in preparation
for the meeting.

On the subcommittee are Charles
Schwartz (& Frohlich) and E. C.

Mills, who rep Chaplin on the

board, and Vitalis Chalif and Har-
old Weill, who rep Miss Pickford.

Others attending are Sears, Ar-
thur W. Kellyi exec v-p.; Harry
MuUer, controller and a.sslstant

secretary; Paul G'Brien, of O'Brien,

Driscoll, Raftery & Lawler, UA's
counsel, and Otis T. Bradley, of

Davis, Polk, Wardwell, Sunderland
8? Kiendl (John W. Davis' law
firm), which represents Miss Pick-

ford,

It is expected that the sessions

may take several days. Most of the
New York contingent is counting
on returning over the weekend of

Jan. 22-23. . . .

on the Magnet, Dorchester, and
Mattapan, in Mattapan.

Boston exchange of Baglc Lion
placed -first, -In- national Heineman
Drive. In addition, Sam Levine,
booker, won first place in the na-*

tional bookers drive for company.
Lloyd Bridgham reopens ttte

Have YOU lri«(l

• SKYBERTH on

American's

famous DC-6
"MERCURY- flight

ko LOS AHGELES7
riWR* H/tvtMtytr li-WM er yeor hwrelaiMt

T/cUf Office! : Air/int» Term/nol

RockifefferCenUr • Ho(«/ New Vorier

120 Brbodvvoy • Hot»l St. (Seoif•

AMERICAN
AIRLINES

AT LIBERTY

SAMUEL J. FLUGELMAN

HELLO JOE:

Did you hear Jan August play the piano? It

sounds like two pianos to me« Wonder how he

hides the other piano?

AL
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39^0 of N.Y. Homes Start Dialmg

At Nfidnight, Puke Survey Shows

Cart Before Horse
Reason why a sponsor on one

of the New York indie' stations

dropped a quiz program last

week:
Test was made by Horace

Schwerin research operation as

to audience impact and the
findings showed listeners liked

the Vel soap commercial bet-

ter than the show.

New Corwin-CBS

Pact in Doubt

Metropolitan New York com-i
prises a large portion of stay-ups,

According to a Pulse, Inc. survey
taken at the behest of WNEW,
N. Y, Pulse, in a survey based on
2,000 in-person interviews around
dinner time, found that sets-in-use

at midnight is set at 16.3, while
the tally at 11:45 is 7.4, indicating

a terrific pickup in listener inter-

est starts at midnight, when 39i3%
of homes start dialing.

Survey, however, discounts fact

tljat metropolitan New Yorkers are

insomniacs, inasmuch as wide pop-
ularity of post'midnight listening

encompasses all age groups. Nearly
one-fourth of the audience is in

the 20t29 age group and largest

single age group is between 30
and 39 with male listeners . pre-
dominating.

Ju.st why most people tune in

just at midnight usn't fully ex-

^plaiii£d^±yiJhe__survey^ It's be-
lieved that many coming in "ffom
a night out or coming home from
work turn on the radio tor a while
before turning in. Fact that news
programs predominate after
11 p.m. until midnight, may ex-

plain why the maximum number of

sets are off at 11:45 -but pick up
considerably starting at 12. :

Result is that 39.3% of horned
listen after midnight at least once
a week, and home listening ac-

counts for 89.5% of all post-mid-
night tuning in. Pulse also showed
that there are an average of, 176
listeners in lOO average listening

homes.

:

'Matinee' on Top
Survey was undertaken by

WNEW to determine the popu-
larity of its "Milkman's Matinee"
between midnight and 6 a.m.
"Matinee.'V fortunately for the in

die

up
in use, WNEW nabs 4.0 while it's I

nearest competitor gels 1.6. Be-
,

n|l|,t„j,l'_ 'Afrniw' SIai-iac
tween 1 a.m. and 2 a.m. sets in use "lUlUdJ 5 mlUW UCIICS
fall to 5;7 and WNEW gets 2.8 I

against the .5 of its nearest rival.

Between 2 a.m. and 3 a.m., sets
in use tall to 1.9 with WNEW scor-
ing ;G as against .2'.for its highest
opposition. Past 3 a.m., set opera-
tion drops to .8 with WNEW get^
ting' .6 and other .stations dividing
the remainder. Beyond 4 a.m. re-
cejvers used decline to .7 with
"JJlatinee" hitting .4, and between
15 a.m. and 6 a.m., with sets in use
at .5, WNEW gets .3.

Survey also shows that midnight
listening has perked up nearly"
50% since lasit April when a simi-
lar measurement was taken.. Sets
in u.se at that time between mid-
night and 1 a.m. was 9.4. "Mati-
nee" between 12 and 1 a.m. gets a
rating of 4.0 (29% share of the
audience) which compares favor-
ably with many daytime shows.
Pulse .showed that 57.2% of listen-
ers tuned in more, than ante a
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Pres. TrumanMs $6,634,000 For

FCC; Points to Spectrum Problems

Norman Corwin is presently,

witlvout a GBS contract. His conr^

tract expired Dec. 31 and at thcj

momeiir^lheFe^?^ considerable-

doubt as . to whether he and, the
network wiU Ink a new deal.

Gorwin, No. 1 prestige man in

radio, had been in negotiation with
Columbia for the past few months
but nothing of a concrete, nature
materialized, despite discussion on
5ev0i^al . new series embracing both
radio and television.

, Corwin' has been living- on the
Coast for the past year or more.
His previous contracts committed
him to a six months' exclu.sive for

CBS, with the privilege of doing

I

other work the remainder of the
I year. Last contract was at a re-^

I
ported $500 weekly.

Corwin is due in N. Yi frorti the
Coast later this month to begin re*',

hearsals for the legit show in

KLZ Writer-Produ«er

CLAYTON BRACE
[The Sunday a.m. "Funny Paper"
1 show , which he scripts packs the
I KLZ studio with kids and grown-
' ups every week. In addition, Brace
lis producer for other top-notch
programs heard on KLZ.

KLZ, Denver

Luker's New BBC Post
Norman Luker, present head of

the BBC's Talks Department, Lon-
don, has been appointed North
American representative of the
British Broadcasting Corp., succeed-

ing William R. Reid^ Latter is re-

turning to England after six and a

half years of duty in America.
Luker; will take up his new

duties around Feb. 18.

Billings in 1948;

Ralston Coin Tops
Mutual network racked up' gross

billings of $^2,769,P0O itt ,l!948, top-

I
ping the previous year's : take 6t

I

$22,372,000 by • 5%. Drugs and
toilet good purveyors led the net-
work bankroUers with $6,020,000
spent for" time arid talent during
tJ>e. i2-nionth period. Fdod and to-

bacco t>raducts'W^^ iii run^^rlup
ppsitionis. V,:';

, . . ,„ , ,. Biggest single spender on Mii-

1

which hell star with^ his wife,
(.yal during 1948 was Ralston Pu-

...mo i„ nn tnn chn„„na thM ,

'^""'•^""e
'^'"^^^U^"'' ]'%J^,^l

''6-
' riria, Which Shellcd OUt $1,408,000,'

fnT ,m nJ li th» ?l
t'^e^^ume talks \Mth CBS at that time, maintainmg its record of spending

to 1 a.m
,
out ot tne ij» sets ^^^^ $1,000,000 yearly on the web

siface 1945. Philip Morris Was

CBS Sees Light

On lux Spot
"Lux Radio Theatre," via J.

Walter Thompson agency, wliich up
until the: advent of the Jack. Benny
AMtitAhnvffr .was ea.silv CBS' No. 1

rating property; did plenty , of
squawking last week when the net-

work was all set to move "Ford
Television Theatre" into the
Monday night: TV time opposite
the AM show.
"Lux" is heard at 9 to 10 p.m.
Mondays, and .under- the revised

Columbia- video programming
schedule to fit into the N.Y-to-
midwest co-axial link, the Ford TV
dramatic show was inked in for

the same hour on video, instead of

its present Sunday slot.

JWT agency had only to point
out that there's a standing offer for
NBC's inheritance of the Lux bill-

ings and toprated show should
anything happen over at CBS >—

j

and Columbia did a quick change
act. "Ford Television Theatre"
doe.sn't go into the Monday time.:

Washington, Jan. 11.

President Truman asked Con-
gress yesterday to give the Fed-
eral Communications Commission
an appropriation of $6,634,000 for
the fiscal year beginning July 1,

1949. This would be a drop of:

$84,000 from what FCC is actually
spending during this fiscal year.

The. 80th Congress gave the
agency $6,351,000 for the current
^fiscal year and - the commission Is

expected to ask another $367,000
in supplemental appropriations to

meet an anticipated deficit.

In his budget ju.stification.

President Truman explained that.

From Cradle to Grave
Washington, Jan. 11.

Of the: 57i00a plus applica-

tions received in the 1948: fis-

cal year for non-broadcast u.ses

of radio, requests extended
"from the cradle to the grave,"

. the FCC said : last .week in its

annual report! "rnus;" Ihs—

^

Commision reported, "while
one Texas applicant .sought '

radio for his baby diaper pick-

up-and-delivery service, a \ara,e

Chicago cemetery wanted rr?.dio

to direct funeral corteges." :

Maybe the Texan wanted to

advertise "Two-way service for
three-cornered pants."

Cues 'Superman' Revise

m
second place With disbursements
of $1,401,402, followed by: Bay«k
Cigars, Miles Labpra.toi'leiSj Garter
Pills and Serutan. A total of 73

To Half-Hour Format 31nr94a
"Superman," always a cross-the-

board 15-minute .strip show, is

being expanded into a half-hour
format for a three-tinies-a-week
showcasing on Mutual. The Robert
Maxwell package is currently
heard in the 5:15-5:30 p.m. slot

on a co-op basis.'

work in 1948.

Out of 56 ad agencies handling
the web's accounts, Cecil & Pve.s-

brey topped the field for the first

time, with $2,050,000 of sponsor
shekels going through its hands.
Ruthrauif & Ryan was second with
$1,921,000, and Sullivan, Stauffer,

Colwell & Bayles third with $1,-

Move to revise "Superman's" 1

523,587. Other agenciea giving Mu
format is cued to Mutual getting
the "Straight Arrow" adventure
series, under National Biscuit Co.
sponsorship, for the 5-5:30 seg-
ment, but for Tuesdays and Thurs-
days only, thus requiring a half-

hour show for the remaining three '

days. As result "Superman" as a
half-hour program goes in Mon-
days, Wednesdays and Fridays.
WOR, the key Mutual station

tual over $1,000,000 worth of busi-
ness in 1948 were Wade, Gardner,

I

William Weintraub, Neil D. Ives,

Arthur Kudner, Irwin Wasey and
Roy S. Durstine.

PHILLY TROLLEYS, BUSES

EYING MUSIC INSERTS'
week and only 5.2??) listened every ' however, figures it can do better,
night. ,,1 • ... . ... .. .

I^ade value of the survey, it's

pointed out, lies in the fact that

Philadelphia, Jan. 11.

coin-wise, by forgetting all about i The Philadelphia Transportation
I "Superman" and plans using "Tele i Co, has begun experiments with
Kid Quiz" for the three-day ride.

Changes are effective next
month.

there's a
: goodly amount of noc'

tumal dialing. Until a few years
ago, It was difficult to prove that
point. For example, the Kent- i _ , , , ,
Johnson all-night show on the Blue I I Am|iarf||l C KMC th RflpPt
network (now ABC) was forced off * »UW lU HICCl
the air .some years ago because it
was difficult to convince sponsors
that the .show would be heard. It's
now evident: that there's some
valuable airtime on the spectrum
when da.v is done:

CBS WANTS OUT WITH

MAESTRO HERRMANN
CBS is confronted with the

problem of what to do with Ber-

!

nard Herrmann, the composer and
'

musical conductor, long identified

,

with Columbia musical presenta-i
tions. The web has politely noti-

1

fied Herrmann that it wouldn't be I

averse to his negotiating some
deal elsewhere and thus relieve
the network of its contract, which

iFM loiidspeaketrs' to. place : radio
brdadcasts and music iii; its moii-e

|

than 2,000 buses and' trolley cars. J
'Tentative tryouts are being made

;

in one of pTC bii.ses, currently

'

Out of circulation, with the FM i

facilities of WIBG. i

Traction company, however, is

eyeing results and public recep-

,

Although Guy Lombardo's Satur- ;
Q*" rausic-whileryou-ride plan

I

day night Mutual show, "Meet ,
"» otl^er cities. So far project is

I

-the Boss," loses its Kaiser-Frazer I ^^e experimental stage, al-

sponsorship after the Jan. 15! though the PTC could use the

,
broadcast, the show will remain !

revenue source of radio com

On Mutual as Sustainer

on the web as a sustainer. Mutual
execs are confident they have a
potential rating stealer in the
musical.

Present format of show will be
altered after the. bankroll ride
ends. ,

>. mercials. Transit outfit is now ap-
pealing to the Pa. Utihties Com-
mission for another tare hike to
13c. As recently as last year the
fare was raised from 7Vic. to lOC.

Denny on NBC Board

Lotta Sound 'h' Fury
Des Tvioines, Jan. H:

The moving of the Jack Benny
program from one network to

another caused a furore in the
Des Moines city council since sta-
tion KSO received permission to
use a sound truck on downtown

KXLW Prexy Pinched

On a Zoning Rap As

Station Woes Pile Up
St. Louis, Jan. 11.

Guy Runnion, prez of KXLW,
St. Louis County indie station, and
two of the station engineers were
nabbed last week on charges of

|

violating the zoning ordinance of I

Olivette, a residential suburb of
the county. The pinch is another
chapter in the turmoil that has be-
set the station in recent weeks.

Because of a tiff with union
engineers, over wages the station
has been operating with non-un-
ion help. The latest charge grows
out of the erection of the transmit-
ter tower in Olivette which the
Town's board of trustees assert
was done without a permit. An
agreement was. made between the;
station execs and the trustees for
the : removal of the tower during
this year but the building- of ' a
new tower in another community
has been stopped by pickets from
the AFL engineers who are' on
strike over the wage squabble.
Runnion said the village fathers

are attempting "to hara.ss the .sta-

tion and interfere with its opera-
tions."

However, Clarence W. Miller,
chairman ot the board of trustees,
who signed the complaint and also
the Police Judge who will hear
the cases, retorted that Runnion's
statements did not necessarily re-
flect the opinion of Olivette resi-
dents.

Miller said, "The station is try-
ing to kick us around. The trans-
mitter was erected without a build-
ing permit, and right in the heart
of our best residential area, too."

Gov. Bowles' Radio Gal

"Spectrum reallocation will con-
tinue through 1950 to be at the
forefront among Commission prob-
lems. °

"Frequency a.ssignments of many
U. S. stations," he continued, "will

be changed to implement agree-
ments reached at the 1947 At-
lantic G i t y Telecommunications
Conference establishing Interna^
tional master frequency allocation
tables. Considerable eiforts will

be required, too, for the determi-
nation of definite locations for
specific services within the broad
channel categories e.stabli8hed at

Atlantic City, through hearings
and continuous participation in

international, regional, and indus-
try conferences.

"Broadcast activities will center
ori,television and the backlog in

standard broadcast station applica-
tions. Technological developments
in television have created ma ior

problems in frenquency assign-?

ments and application processing
which will absorb considerable
Commission time and effort to re-
solve successfully. Declines in ap-
plications for new standai<d broads
casting stations and changes in

facilities, on the other hand, will

permit increased attention to the
large backlogs which at Nov. 30,
1948, numbered 793 applications/'

DON WILSON MIDWEST

MANAGERtlFmiEn'
Don Wilson^ Variety.'s traveling

representative, has been named
midwestem manager, with head-
quarters, in Chicago.
During his 15 years with Variety

Wilson has covered every, key city

of the U. S. and goes to his new
post with a comprehensive knowl-
edge of nationwide show business.

I Charles R. Dennyj exec yeepee
of NBC, was elected a director of

_
the company at a meeting of the

doe.sn't expire until next October! ^°'''"d last Friday (7).

It's a ease, CBS points out, of
' Move gives Denny, as the web's

such shows as "Invitation to Mu- 2 man, the same status as that streets to ballvhoo the changeover
sic" and "School of the Air," with by Frank Mullen when he Safety Commissioner M. J. Ben-
which Herrmann has been most exec veepee and top man in

,

nett, who is a disk jockey on KSO,
prominently identified, no longer iietwork's video operation.

|
made the motion and the vote divi-

being on the air. As of now. Herr- Denny has since also moved into ded with Mayor Heck Ross oppos-
mann is sticking—and pointing to 1

^^^^ TV spot.

his contract. '
I On the parent RCA front, Jo-

Meanwhile, CBS is utilizing the seph H. McConnell was elected
coinpp.ser-conductor on its mental v.p. in charge of finance. He has
hygiene hour-long documentary been

ing it as "a -private promotion."
This brought forth arguments on

|

whether or not a radio station is I

'educational institution,"an eaucaiionai msmutlon," since
. „ , ^ . ^ - ^'•'SP'C m charge of law and the use ot sound-amplifying equip-Feb 2, and worked him mto two finance ot the RCA Victor Division ment is limited to charitable re-

ipliday^week^firograras-^,,,
_

«nce,Ai,ril. 1947. „ , ,

^
i lijjious and pjfUil9Uc or^4«ws,

Hartford, Jan. 11.

Radio-wise" Gov: Chester Bowles
has appointed Jean . .Joyce, of
Darien, to handle the radio end of
his publie relations department.
Gal handled his radio political
campaign. Miss Joyce will handle
the governor's radio addresses and
programs atid act as liaison between
the ex-huckster and radio indu.stry
here. Her appointment is some-
thing new in history of a Connecti-
cut governor's press relations.
Marks first time that an aide has
been appointed: specifically for
radio.

:

Gov. Bowles' vigorous radio cam-
paign has been directly attributed
to his winning office. The ex-ad-
vertising man utilized every trick
of radio promotion in his political

Taylor Going Wholesale

As WOR Sets Sunday Slot

Looks like Deems Taylor is

WOR's dish; Currently heard cross-

the-board 11:30 to midnight, the
"Deems Taylor Concert" longhair
disk jockey program is also getting
a Sunday afternoon showcase on
the station, starting nnxt Sunday.

Problem now is to find a SaB-
bath: afternoon segment that: won't:
interfere with Taylor's "Weekend
With Muvsic" CBS program at in-

termission time of the N. Y. Phil-

harmonic.

Anybody Want a Job?
Shingle is out for new person-

nel at. New York's municipal sta-

tion, according to the outlet's direc-

tor of operations, Seymour Siegel.

Jobs open include that of contin-

uity writer, radio director's assist-

ant and radio traffic assistant.

Pay starts at $2,700 annually.
Applications must be made through
the Municipal Civil Service Coin-

mission. Requirements arc two
years radio experience and a hi.^h

school graduate or. six ' months ex-

|)erience and « college degree,.
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IHREE NETS DDE FOR CROSBY
Candor from Cantor

By EDDIi: CANTOR

H5 WAS A RADIO COMIC
AND SHE, THE GIRL OF HIS CHOICE,
WHEN SHE ASKED WHAT HE'D LIKE FOR HIS

BIRTHDAY
HE SAID IN HIS RADIO VOICE
CHORUS:
GET ME A COAXIAL CABLE
IS, THAT TOO MUCH TO ASK?
I'VE BEEN WORKING OVER A HOT MIKE

FOR YEARS
AND NOW IT'S BECOME SUCH A TASK.
MV RATING IS DROPPING BUT DAILY
WHAT DOES HOOPER WANT FROM ME.
I HAVEN'T HAD A CALL FROM PALEY
AND IT'S SO LONESOME AT NBC
SO GET ME A COAXIAL CABLE
COME ON, BE A GOOD LITTLE GIRL
I'D LIKE TO TELEVISE MY STUFF MYSELF
BEFORE IT'S DONE BETTER BY BERLE.

WhitehaU $5,000,111 Loss at D-F-S

Omg Entire Account Pullout

The "worst agency billings cas-*

ualty since Foote, Cone Sc Belding

lost the American Tobacco busi-

ness to BBD&O, saw the bulk

of the Whitehall Division of Amer-
icail Home Products check out of

Dancer, Fitzgerald it Sample last

week. With it went the lucrative

billings on four five-times-a-week

daytime shows and a Pacific Net-
work strip show, representing a

loss to D-F-S of nearly $5,000,000

a year in time and talent costs.

As result of the . Whitehall-

agency split-up, two CBS soapers,

"Helen Trent" and "Our Gal Sun-
day," two NBC serials, "Just Plain
Bill" and "Front Page Farrell,"

along with the Pacific web "Zeke
Manners" program, move over to
the John F. Murray agency. Latter
is more or less of a "house agency"
which in the past has handled

i

some of the minor Whitehall bill-

ings, and trade conjecture is that
the Murray designation is simply
a pro tern arrangement until the
client effects a deal with another
big league agency. It's considered
likely that Sullivan, Stauffer, Col-
well & Bayles, which currently has
the American Home Products'

. Bisodol account, may wind up
with a good chunk of the White-

|

hall .business. i

It is also considered a certainty I

that, on top of the present deser-
tions from DfF'S, ' the entire
WhitehaU account, totalling nearly
$7,000,000 and also including the
"Mr. Keen" CBS show, would part
company wit hthe agency. White-
hall's daytime shows will continue
to be produced by the Hummerk
and serviced by Air Features.

Since' the bowout of Henry
TurnbuU as the D-F-S account
exec on the Whitehall biz to join
the Bipw agency as a veepee last

month, the Dancer outfit has been
minus a Whitehall account man.
The fact that in recent years there
has been a succession of Whitehall
account execs at the agency is seen
as a factor in the client's deter-
mination to place its business else-
where.

Time Doesn't Marcfat :

Looks like the CBS docu-
mentary on the Henry B. Luce
Life-Time magazine, dynasty^
which provoked considerable
trade interest when first an-
nounced, will be permanently
scrapped by the web.

It's a question of getting the
material and coming up with
the right formula* so that it

won't sound like a 60-minute
version - of "CBS Views - the
Press." -Board chairman Wil-
liam S. Paley is still inulling

it over.

PALEY, NBC IN

TORfilD TUSSLE
By JACK HELLMAN

Hollywood, Jan, 11.

: The big guns of three networks
will be turned on Fort Crosby this
week with the simultaneous ar-
rivals of William S. Paley of Co-
lumbia and James "Carmine of
Philco. The lalter's mission is
clearly defined; to talk a new
contract with the actor-singer be-
fore the old one runs out in June.
As for Paley, he'll be around to

throw the (check) book at any and
all who can dress up his network,
with a flirty look in his eye for el
.Bhigo, But onuthat^score-he:!! have-
plenty of competish from ABC,
which has gotten used to him by
now, and NBC's Sid Strotz, who
has Crosby in his Sunday plans.
Naturally, Carmine has the last say
but Crosby will have a voice in any
decision that will be made;-
Wherever Crosby goes, should he

choose to stray from ABC, it would
entail a reversal of policy on pre-
recorded shows. CBS has already
weakened on this front, arid NBC,
it is said, is willing to make such
a concession as the price for bring-
ing Crosby back to the network.

ABC Running for Cover in 25%

Radio Budget Cut; TV Accent Seen

Bid to Romance Network Purchaser

Toni Cancels Out

On NBCs 'Nora
Toni Hair Wave has decided it Is

no longer interested in bucking
the Arthur Godfrey CBS morning
cpn^etition and is cancelling out
Its five-times-a-week "Nora Drake"
serial on NBC; Program, which
origmally started on NBC, has
been duplicated on both networks
smce last May, with the client con-
tinuing the show in its afternoonms slot.

Toni decision to abandon its

^i,??J^'*"»
project means a loss

^.S',.."*
*1.'*00.000 in annual

gross bilhngs. (Toni has been buy-
ing the 15-minute cross-the-board

r^S.
«t 40% of the hour

rate). "Nora" goes oft NBC in

f
^'^'"ary. Last Hooper gave it 3.4

Godfrey'r?™'"^

CBS Documentary

Unit Maps Strong

1949 Blueprint

If there were trade misgivings

as to CBS board chairman William

S. Paley peHnanently detouring

from the documentary-public serv-
ice sphere of : operation in the
wake of his commercially-minded
."star binge," the CBS Document-
ary Unit this week came up with
a '49 blueprint calculated to erase
any apprehensions.

Documentary agenda mapped for
the coming months, as a matter of
fact, is probably the most ambi-
tious in the department's career.
Scheduled to be tackled are such
serious and varied subjects as the
state of the nation's health; its

politics, its penal system, the UN,
and one which will even explore
the whole aspect of U. S. relations
with Russia in an attempt to get
at the root of the problem.

First 60-minute documentary up
is the Arnold Perl-scripted "Mind
and the Shadow,'^ scheduled for
Feb, 2, which will "aelve into the
nation's mental health problem.
Eddie Albert, who also did last
season's "Fear Begins at 40" docur
mentary. Is being sought for the
lead.

Next on the agenda is an hour-

(Continued on page 34)

Paley's Trump Card
Hollywood, Jan. 11.

CBS board chairman Wil-
liam S. Paley's : only comment,
on his Coast visit is that it's

part of the overall plan "to
consolidate our position,"
At the same time Paley left

the unmistakable inference
that, as far as Columbia is con-
cerned, capital gains deals are
henceforth out in future bids
to wrap up top stars.

Informative quarters say
that Paley is willing to talk a
CBS stock deal with Bing
Crosby as the "trump card"
maneuver for the Groaner to
"come on over."

He Can't Get Away
Around town he's known as

the guy who can't get out of
town.
A couple years back Charles

(Bjid) Barry was shipped off to
Washington by the ABC web'
to head up the D. C/ opera-

;^tion. He was properly toasted
by the organization and given
a handsome travelling-bag.

Coupl?" vi^kr"later he was-
back in N. Y., bag 'n' all, the
D. C. order being rescinded.
Two weeks ago Barry was

sumptuously feted by the four
network program biggies on
the eve of his scheduled de-
parture to head up Coast
operations for ABC. Last week
he was given new orders—^to

stay in N. as network tele

chief. '

NBC Stin Leads

In Low Score On

Availabilities

RAYVE MAY LATCH ON

TO ROOSEVELTS SHOW
Rayve : Shampoo (Pepsodent-

Lever Bros.) is mulling the possir

bility of picking up sponsorship of
the Eleanor and Anna Roosevelt
morning program on ABC,
Bob Kintner, ABC exec veepee;

John Masterson, packager, and
Mrs. Anna Roosevelt Boettiger
have already huddled with Need-
ham, Louis & Brorby execs in Chi,

Thus far it's no deal, with the price

reportedly being the chief snag
(Levers has never used ABC and
there's no discount incentive to

push the deal over). But ABC is

still hopeful the client will pin its

label on the show.

In his new home up on the Mon-
terey peninsula, just south of
Priscoi Crosby has fitted out a re-
cording studio that is said to ap-
proximate anything the nets have.
It is slyly hinted that Crosby may
do some of his" shows from there,
taped on Ampex, of which he is a
heavy stockholder.
NBC is making frantic moves to

repair the Sunday damage to its

comedy bloc and would like Crosby
in there, not necessarily slotted
opposite Jack Benny. The Jordans
(Fibber & Molly) and Dennis Day
have been overtured on switching
to the sabbath but so far no dice.

There's a. note of vindictiveness in

(Continued on page 34)

64370 Knew WW

Switched to K-F
Newest Ripley which practically

throws the "sponsor identification"

book out the window is that con-

cerning Walter Winchell and his

recent switchover fromv Jergen's to

Kaiser-Frazer.

Survey just completed reveals

that, for his final Jergen's broad-

cast Dec, 26 (after a ll-year asso-

ciation with the same bankroller)

WW came up with a sponsor iden-
tification showing 67.8 of every 100
persons listening were familiar
with the product he was plugging.
Yet on his initial broadcast for
K-F, Winchell came up with an
almost equally impressive sponsor
identification of 64.3.

Could be, it's figured, that the
Bing Crosby commercial on the
K-F getaway show (with the client

turning .over the announcer, fee to

the Runyon Cancer Fund): was an
important factor.

Winchell, incidentally, copped a
29.7 rating for his K-F opening.
That's not only WincheU's, but ra-

dio's high for the season.

Despitq the succession of CBS
program coups and the accent on

Columbia's ascendancy, notably on

Sunday, the. start-of-a-new-year

scorecard on time availabilities still

gives NBC much the better of it.

Here's the cross-the-board tally

sheet: CBS has four and a half-

hours of nighttime segments for

sale in contrast to one and three-

[ quarter hours of after-dark vacan-

i
cies on NBC. On the other hand,

jABC has 11 hours and 15 minutes
I of nighttime segments for sale.

! Sunday afternoon, NBC has 2 to
3:30 and 4:45 to 5:30 open, while
CBS has 2:30 to 3 and 4:30 to 5
for sale. With the exception of the
sponsored "Metropolitan Auditions
of the Air," ABC's Sunday after-

noon time is wide open.
'

NBC-CBS nighttime oreakdown
shows both webs having 8:30 to 9
and 10:30 to 11-open on Sunday
nights. NBC has 10:30 to 11 Mon-

j

day night on the availability roster,

!

with Tuesday, Wednesday and

;

Thursday solidly commercial. Fri- I

day night 10:45 to 11 is open and '

Saturday is SRO.
CBS is sold out Monday night.

:

Tuesday night 9:30 to 10 and 10:30
j

to 11 is open; Wednesday 10 to 11

1

is open (Bill Paley is hopeful of ;

enticing Bing Crosby into the 10-

:

10:30 segment); Thursday and Fri-

[

day are sold out, and Saturday;
8:30 to 9 is open as well as 10 to 11.

;

ABC network practically ran for
cover on the radio front last week,
lopping 25% off the 1949 budget
in order to pay the freight for its

-virtually sustaining television op>
eration; The move immediately .

brought in its wake a wave of fir^

ings, a number of employees pick-
ing up their final pay checks last
weekend, and creating tension and
unrest at Radio City headquarters.

Unlike NBC, which can look ta
the parent RCA operation for sup-;

-portr or-CBST^ithr its-eorlumbia
-

Records and, other profitable sub-
sids, or DuMont, with its profitable
manufacturing arm, ABC is dfr*'

pendent on its AM network opera"
tions to carry the ever-increasing
television load. Thus to stymie Iti
radio enterprise through the 25%
lopoif when it's to radio that it

must look for financial TV sus-
tenance has stirred conjecture and ,

eyebrow-raising in the trade.
While ABC maintains that

neither the vital programming or
sales divisions will be affected by
the cuts, it's considered likely that
such drastic curtailment of activity
is bound to be felt in all taceits :

of the AM operation.
That ABC has been suffering

heavy television losses is not sur-
prising in view of its less than tw©
hours of commercial network time

l a week. (The key WJZ-TV outlet
in New York has been somewhat
[more successful, but through sale
of spots rather than programming.)

Major Accent on TV "

I
That the network also intends to

1
put major accent in '49 on video
is also reflected in the ambitious^
plans now under way to start a
daytime schedule some time next :

(Continued on page 38)

Nothing Like Praising

Your Competitor, CBS

Learns From Godfrey
As far as CBS eicecS; were con-

cerned, those must have been
strange sounds emanating from
Arthur Godfrey's morning Chester-
field show on Columbia Monday
(10). For nearly 10 minutes God;
frey went to town on what he de^
scribed as the funniest act he had
ever seen^-ra couple of guys named
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis,
whom he had seen in Miami last

week.

:

What Godfrey didn't mention—
and what CBS execs figure he
didn't even know—^is that .the Mar-
tin-Lewis combo are NBC's newest
comedy acquisition. -

When Martin & Lewis go to the
Coast, incidentally, for their ini-

tial film assignment, it'll be in "My
Friend Irma." That's the CBS'Cbm-
edy package.

NBC Beset By

The 8J Miseries
In a frantic 11th hour move to

fill the 8:30 Sunday slot, NBC
closed a fast deal with Screen Di-
rectors Guild for a dramatic series

that has the network more worried
than pleased with, its new acquisi-
tion. Commitments have been made
for only six shows and continuance
beyond that hinges on the quality-

of the shows and listener accept-
ance.
While NBC got a marked-down:

bargain in the deal, paying $5,000
weekly for script, star and director
of the picture being dramatized,
It is not too hopeful of a rating to
offset the inroads of "Stop the
Music" and the momentum ofT;he

.

CBS lineup, NBC will hold Off its

decision on continuation of the
iseries until after the first few
sliows.

NBC's original plans to spotlight
"Command Performance" in the
8:30 time, with Academy Award
nominees in dramatizations of the
films and performances that won
the Oscar nods, fell through when
the- film studios refused to go for
the money offered, informing back-
ers of the scheme that "Lux Radio
Theatre" offered better termsi
Army, too, refused to lend-lease its

rights to "Command Performance"
title.

NBC GRABBING OFF

CBS MUSICAL SHOW
Sometime this week : NBC will

announce the acquisition of a mu-*
sical show currently sponsored on
CBS. It was originally on NBC
and switched over.
Meanwhile, the NBC "fence-

mending" department Is bullish on
the possible.acquisition of tbe t^.S. :

Steel-sponsored "Theatre Guild of
the Air" to throw in against CBS'
heavy Sunday night artillery.

Board of directors of steel com-
pany is reported seriously mailing
tlie switchover, from ABC<;
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*rHE BERLIN STORY
With Roger de Koven, Raymond
Edward Johnson^ Santos Ortega,
Dean Carlton, Joseph Julian, Jo-

seph de Santis, Stefan Schnabel,
Xotte Stabinsky, Danny Ocko;
William L. Shirer, George Hicks,

commentators

Music: David Broekman
Producer: Robert Saudek
Director: Martin Andrews
Writers: ABC Public Affairs Dept.

;

MY FAVORITE HUSBAND
With Lucille Ball, *Riehard Den-

ning, Parley Baer, Frank Nelson,

Ruth Perrott, John Hiestand;

Bob Lemondi announcer

Producer: Jess Oppenheimer
Writers- Bob Carroll, Jr., Madelyn
PUgh Oppenheimer ' ;

30 Mins., Fri., 8:30 p.m.
GENERAL FOODS
CBS, from Hollywood

(Young & Rubkam)
60 Mins., Mon., 9 to 10 p.m. (EST)

, Favorite Husband," CBS*
Sustaining

1 family series of marital squabbles,
ABC, from New York

| ^^^^ gg^e commercial for Jello, and
Robert Saudek's Public Affairs 1 i„ so doing (if judged by Friday's

Department at ABC, which a few
|
(7) program) has gone a little pat.

months back won accolades for its
,

Situations^
^.Ts'^ire'r^rri' th^l

"Communism—U. S. Brand docu- problem of teaching wifey to keep
mentary, has again' put itself on

i within her month's spending budgr
et— but in dialog and gags the

material was a little pedestrian and
synthetic. -There - were amusing

record with another ambitious and
significant hour-long production.
This one, presented Monday night
in the choice 9 to 10 o'clock seg-

ment, was called "Berlin Story."

)
Assuming that nothing in the

news today as important as the
Berlin story could be handled with
complete objectivity, this particur
lar presentation was not too subtle,

even though it wasn't labelled
propaganda. Had it been more ob-
jective, it would have, made for a

moments—one of the best of them
was tied in neatly with the com-
mercial, when the electric com-
pany turned off the juice for an
unpaid bill in the middle of a radio

program hailing "Jell..." and bal-

ance of the Jello name came back
later as juice was turned on and
one heard the final " Ho." The
singing commercial that opened the

^program-jKas^SQ-gffiadbetter-aocumentary.
dialog strained a little-foS

Saudek brought out the finest ^ff^^t and laughs, and
performers m New York radio s

, mcille Ball's too—coy- approach
public service repertory, the di-

^^^J^,^ ^gjp program discussed the
rection and production were of

| business of getting up in the morn-
equal calibre—all in keeping with

; j„ tj,e breakfast table scene, as
the importance of the Berlin eiin,i„aries to the matter of
Story" documentary. For its a Staying within one's housekeeping
story that merited the best, and a allowance, and all this was good
sto^ that needed telling. But

, ^^bject for a family airer. Some
ABC, unfortunately, didn't tell the

^^^e gags were funny^ some
whole story. ' pretty drab. Bron.

It purported to show Germans ,
'

•

.;
—

^

over the past three decades,
| , f

through.war and peace, and now in
i
ROBERT Q. LEWIS .

_

the hold of the cold war and the ,
With Ames Bros., Eugenie Baird,

airlift. Flashbacks and recordings, Howard Smith Orcb
commentaries and narration were Producer: Lester Gottlieb

all integrated through documentary ]
Director: Rocco Tito

technique in a bid to show what
I
Writers: Joe Stein, Bob Cone,

Berlin is today, But by rather ob- 1 Lewis: ^

vious editing, it emerged as a one- 30 Mins.; Mon.-Frl., 4:30 p.m.

sided Story, offering little hope of 1
Sustaining

peaceful solution. •
|
CBS, from N. Y.

Alwavs pointing the finger at the I
Robert Q.. Lewis, who started as

harm done by Russia, there was ,» radio comic with CBS two years
' ago, after a term as a disk oockey

BEN LUDLOW
MUSIC

TALES OF FATIMA
Basil Bathbone, Carl Hoff Orch,

Frances Chaney, Tony Barrett,

Betty Lou Gerson,'Ed Begley

_Director;_Harry Ingram
Writer: Gail Ingram
30 Mins. Sat., 9:30 p.m. (EST)
LIGGETT & MYERS
CBS (transcribed)

( WerDell-JSmmetf

)

Basil Rathbone, who's been do-
ing the Sherlock Holmes char-
acterization for some time, is still

to get off tlie police blotter with
his current assignment for Fatima
cigarets. This time, he's a sleuth

in modern dress who draws his

inspiration by dreaming of the
fabulous Princess Fatima.
Show is a weird combination of

hard and often taut dramatics,
mood of which is broken up by
the poetic flights with_ his long-

i ''*ut nbc" ne^dr'^^^^^

NBC THEATRE
("Stagecoach")
With John Wayne, Claire Trevor,

Ward Bond, Henry Russell's

orch
Director: Howard Wiley
Writers: Milton Geiger, Richard
Simmons

30 Mins., Sun., 8:30 p.m. (EST)
Sustaining
NBC, from Hollywood

More in desperation than any-
thing else, NBC effected a tie-in

With the Screen Directors Guild
for this new half^our dramatic
presentation. It's designed to fill

the Sunday evening 8:30 gap by
the temporary retirement of Edgar
Bergen and Fred Allen's subse-
quent takeover of the ex-Bergen
8 o'clock spot. :

"NBC Theatre" is a $5,000 week-
ly package showcasing adaptations

of outstanding pix, with the orig-

inal leads, and the director of the
film on hand to take a bow and
Intro each installment.—Obviously- this_isn!t_the_an5SKer
to NBC's . counterrmaneuvers and
blueprints to .stem the CBS Sun-
day ascendency. For "NBC Thea-
tre,'' as the basis of the initial

"Stagecoach'' production this week
(9), might just as well have been
a dozen or so other dramatic offer-

ings currently riding the kilor

cycles. Nor, for that matter, could
it compete with such top.shelf

stanzas as "Lux Radio Theatre,"
"Screen Guild Players" or even
NBC's own "University Theatre"
serie:^, which is characterized by
much finer production qualities.

Minus Jack Benny and Bergen
and with Allen threatening to

dead pinup girl. Reference to

the Princess is an extremely odd
and frequently a leftfleld way of
keeping the sponsor's name run-

more vital or scintillating for Sun-
day night (Bhtertainment than

:
this

new drama series. There's a little
Keeping ine sponsors iiaiiie im^^^

itp^ ^y^^ j^BC
ning throughout the show. . -This

^^^^^^ ..gf^p ^^^^„ ^^ich can
blow it clear out of the Hoopers.

•^never a constructive thought pre'

--^entedi unless the listener could
take the pessimistic "if," with
which the documentary concluded,
as an honest hope for peace.

is still one of the more promising
exponents of the avahte - garde
humorists. Lewis is a comedic
stylist who makes few corlcessions

j_ _ _ it 11 I to commercialism and with an

,.^^9t^r.^^^
?1-t''e-spot tape

I undeniable appeal to listeners from
recordings to reflect the viewpoints

i fhp hifViPr T O patpporif";
fif fhe nprman nnnnTorto h,if n»,-n„ ^"2 i-w. Categories

stratagem tends to become slightly

I ridiculous at times, suggesting that,

I

the cigaret Rathbone smokes when

I

he calls upon Fatima for help,
I might contain ingredients frowned
I upon by the ; nareotics bureau.
I Initial session told of Rathbone
meeting a man in a daze who

|

of the German populace, but Berlin
Is too great a pawn in the world
today to be translated through tape
recording of a few stray Germans.
The plight and problems of these
few Germans and the German peo-
plBj and Incidentally the people of
the world, come down to the com-
mon denominator— peace* but
peace for the whole world, include
Ing the arch enemy, Russia.

Rose.

In this series of cross-the-board
late afternoon programs, Lewis
seems to be getting a better break
than during his previous turns on
the network. Handling of his show
s(?ems to be more sympathetic to
his general aims. He's got a chance
to do his long rambling discourses
filled with touches of genteel
humor and satiric observations. He
touched on a wide variety of subr
jects, virtually carrying the show
single-handed.

He's got an audience participa-
tion gimmick, in- which he- gets
several from the studio audience
to answer "a question. On initial

"Stagecoach" condensation to a
half-hour stripped it to the bare
essentials of dialog and action; all

the excitement attending the Ringo
Rid and Geronimo's Apaches that
lifted the United Artist oldie into

doesn't seem to belong to anybody. I

something of a film classic was
completely lost, despite adequate
performances by two of the orig-
inal leads, John Wayne and Claire
Trevor. Rose.

MAyOR OF THE TOWN
With Lionel' Barrymore, Agnes
Moorehead, Conrad Binyon; mu-
sical conductor, Frank Worth -

Writers: Charles Tazewell, Leon- 1

show he queried them on "What
ard, St. Clair

|

Christmas Present Were You Hap-
ProdUeer-director: Arthur Trask Piest to Return?" He also did a
30 Mins.; SUn., 7:30 p.W. satiric resume of the news high-
MUTUAL BENEFIT HEALTH & "gbts of the year which had its

ACCIDENT OP OMAHA moments.

Subsequent investigation discloses
that the gent has been dead for a
decade, having been killed in an
explosion during an attempted
safe-cracking. After a huddle with

, onmir
Fatima, Rathbone comes up with J 5,9,5^9'?.?^*'?^
a solution that makes everybody
happy.
According to the debut stanza,

the show's elements are too di-

verse to jell. The poetic flights
resulting from conversation with
his dream girl breaks up the mood
of suspense created during Rath-
bone's worldy meandeFing&. Jose.

INSIDE NEW YORK
("Cause for Divorce")
With Charlotte Holland, Nat Pdlen,
Maurice Gosfield, Ben Cooper,
Mildred Clinton, Ray Muldric,

With Heidt and orch; guests; Rob-
ert P. Patterson; Roger Forster

Producer: Jerry Downe
30 Mins.; Sun., 7 p;ini,

PHILIP MORRIS
NBC, from N. Y.

(Biow)
NBC's new Sunday night lineup

Jan. 2 landed the Horace Heidt
show in a spot where few other
programs would fear to steprrrinto

the niche vacated by. Jack Benny-^
with some fearsome results. Al-
though the program stood up to
standard in quality, its rating took
quite a shellacking. From the 17.3

JACK BENNY SHOW
With Mary Livingstone. Phil

Harris, Boohesterr Dennis Day,
Don Wilson

Writers: Sam Vcrrin. Milt: Josefs* .

berg, George Balzer, Jack Tacka-
berry

Producer: Hilliard Marks
30 Mins., Sun., 7 p.m. (EST)

.

LUCKY STRIKE
CBS, from Hollywood

iBBDW) '

The payoff is in the ratings. One
can assume that the initial Jack
Benny Hooper on CBS (27.8, a
high for the season and even ex-
ceeding the., fondest hopes of Co-.

.

lumbia - execs) was an inflated
sequel to the web's super, promo-
tional job and the Page One bally
attending the D. C. capital gains
nix.' ,

But you can't take away from
CBS* Bill Paley the fact that Sun-
day night on Columbia now sounds
like NBC did up to the first of the
year; or the fact that Paley hfis

-parjayed^the;Sabbath _7 to 8 p.m'.

:

(along with ."Amos """n* 'Andy)' into'"'

one of the choicest comedy back-
to-back sequencings in all . radio.

.

Nor can yod take away the fact
that, despite the lack-lustre qual-
ity of the script that marked the
Benny pr^em as a Columbia per-
sonality, the comedian has built -

up a stock company (of characters
and situations) that's unequalled .

on the Idlocycles. If Benny & Co.
are down one week, it's a safe bet

,

(and Paley's wagered plenty on it)

that they will bounce back the next
for a resounding laugh payoff.

The Jan. 2 curtain-raising on'
the wholesale reshuffling of NBC
vs. CBS Sunday programming
similarly demonstrated for the
trade what has become accepted as
axiomatic in the trade, that the
Hooper repercussions ' from a :

single- pivotal half-hour can extend
right down the line-^with an equal •

effect on . the opposition network
as well. . That the Benny show- •

casing on CBS sparked the whole
'

Sunday night lineup on Columbia
to the detriment of NBC's com-,
petitive shows, was precisely what,,
Paley had in mind, and doesn't
come as too great a surprise.
The amazing .19.3 rating for

Amos 'n' Andy as new in'heritors i

of the post-Benny slot, with the
,

attendant nosediving of the Phil
Harris NBC rating from 19.4

(when it, last followed Benny) lo

14.5; the ability of CBS' "Sara?
Spade" to slug it out almost point-
by-point with NBC's Fred Allen,
etc., clinches the long-accepted
argument in radio that the show
you come up with is only half the
answer. Whefe you're spotted is

equally important. Paley has';

plunked down plenty of coin to
ride along on that thesis, and he's ;

translated it for Columbia into the
No. 1 Sunday network. Rose.

William Taylor orch . .. , . ,non
Writer-Director: Lawrence Menkin Hooper in its last previous 10:30

MBS, from Hollywood
(Ruthrauff Sc Ryan)

The homey philosophy of "Mayor

Lewis has developed an ex-
tremely arch style of song presen-
tation which seems to be just too
cute. After, he makes a winning

of the Town," as personified by ' appeal on humor containihg gray
Lionel Barrymore in the title role, i

matter, the song style seems to tear

has been fafriiliar to most dialers ''"^.''°*"i '^.?,™P.'^'<='y;.

30 Mins., Frid., 9:30 p.m
Sustaining
WMCA, New York
"Cause for Divorce," written and

p.m. Sunday slot, where there was
no competition, the program's
rating plummeted to an 11.7 oppo-
site Benny on CBS, while Benny

on several nets for the past four- ,

outside^ ingredients of the I and well wrought production, care-
and-a-half years. In moving over fS°iT-

^fos-
[

fuHy cast and thoughtfully di-
' ----- > '

o-."" "
. reeled: Viewed as dramatic fare,

I

it held interest .throughout; 'the
dialog, was fluent and real -and the
oharacterizations were syihpathetifc
and understandable.

directed by Lawrence Menkin, and
,

.^"f" super 27.8

presented on the "Inside New ,
And although the youth oppor-

York" WMCA series last Friday ! '"n^jy type of program which is

I

(7).. was an intense, highly dramatic
|

«'/„Pr„"'l,^l'".?lf't';l)l^rI^

to Mutual on Sunday, Jan. 2, the
same format evidently has been
retained, for the airer is still

charged with a sleepy aura of un
.
sophistication.

Getaway stanza on MBS found

iPatti, Maxine, Laverne and Irving,
according to Lewis) provided a
punchy rendition of "Guanto Lai
Gusta" and Eugenie Baird does <

well in her rhythm tunes. . i

Lewis is a bright spot on the
afternoon spectrum and Should

to a teenage, live-crazy audience,
and isn't actually competition for
the family-style comedy of a Benny
airer, fact nevertheless remains
that Benn.y bit badly into Heidt's
Hooper. First week isn't generally
a fair, conclusive test, but indica-

hJ!fItpp„ii'°°'A^„±'"'?rj/.'.ii^ eventually work his way to an
attention-getting show in the even-

Jose.

housekeeper, Agnes Moorehead
and youngster Conrad Binyon in-

i riff ^ppmpnts
volved in a perplexing problem of
how to honorably dispose of old I

Christmas trees without breaking UNSOLVED MYSTERIES
*Jlt^^iT^^?^J^\^^'^^^^-!!^'^ Writer: David Taylor

SJiL.^!^'*^* tiPf "i^"''°"Vu"'^ Producer: Frederick C. Dalqulst

Smnr^^n/Hiffin^iH,**"^
'^'^^ ^

I

Mius: 12:15 p.m. Sat.minimum of difficulty.
! ParJicipating

Program is enlivened somewhat WOR, New York
by the petty bickerings between

i This new .stanza is a transcribed
the. Mayor and his housewife i package of Kaspar-Gordon, Inc., of

,
which generally are of an earthyj Bcston, which reprises famous un-
hature. This domestic touch, along j solved crimes and at conclusion
with what passes for a serious

i gives a solution theory. On stanza
analysis of the civic problems of 'caught Saturday (8) it reenacted
the imaginary town of Springdale,

; the famous Lizzie Borden murder
no doubt is first rate fodder for mystery in Fall River, Mass., some
family listeners. At any rate, years ago, wherein a wealthy
Barrymore, Miss Moorehead and

; couple, parents of two daughters,
Binyon rattled off the trivia with

1 were simultaneously bludgened to
8<istp.

;
death. One of the daughters, Liz-

Copy for Mutual Benefit Health zie, was tried for the murders but
' & Accident of Omaha is delivered acquitted. It was the narrator's
with a patronizing air by "coun- :

theory that a tramp in the act of
selor and ; adviser" Warren Cook.

,
commiting a robbery had commit-

"For -income protection with life-i ted the dual slayings.
time, benefits," he stressed, "drop 1 Stanza was suspenseful and

, a card to Mutual . .
." Plugs were played to the hilt by a cnirtpetent

that innocuous and presumably :
cast. Commercials were for Scotch

are well suited for the age bracket
j

tape and Kellogg'g All -Bran
o.-j' at which they're slanted.'i 'Giihi

,
product. > • i . JEdbo.,

Tinf tvnrv, fh,> „t I tions in this case are too sharp to

pubHc e?^ce feature ^he scodp
^^nore. NBC is patterning its new

L3f«.fri."?ul'^f ''^^ Sunday night schedule to youthwas too ambitious. For it attempted
to introduce, through the life of
one family, too many of the causes
and effects of divorce. The stream
of consciousness technique Was
quite effective in revealing back-
ground and causes, but the lengthy
dialog required in expounding the

or
]uve, rather than family appeal,
and the question is whether it's

.wise:

Other than that, Sunday's (2)

program was fast and tuneful, in
Heidt's grade-A tradition. Some
amazing talent was unearthedW %nvp^ni^„ I-

''^P^"""™^ T^ne among the half-dozen 16 and 17
laws governing divorce were not, year olds who participated on the

program, in a trumpeter, saxpplioh-
too well integrated into the pro-
duction.

m,,„ ,„„ „ - 7. „ l ist,: accordionist, hanjoist, boy "Vo-

, J) 1*"". ^Ifvorce" were i oalist and a sister singing team.

^hl f^^Vl^^u^- f'i2°''t Program has its novel standout

v^tv c* f ?^
.
production, in the smooth and con-

i^n^n
^tate divorce laws could

,
stant flow of contestants without

easily have been reserved for an-
other broadcast. The fact remains
that Menkin has ably dramatized a
canker in American living. Rose.

LIKE MUSIC?
I
With Johnny Desmond, Tikhy Mtot-

1
tola Trio, Charlotte Mansbn

i
Producer: Jack Wyatt
5 mins., 7:55 p.m.. Sun.

, RONSON LIGHTERS
1 MBS, from New York
! (Cecil & Presbrey)

The virtue of brevity is apparent
in the five-minute stint by Johnny
[Desmond on behalf of Ronsbh
j (Continued on page 40)

dull, slowing waits; in use .of the
bell, to parallel the rounds of a
prize ring, etc. Heidt could leave
off such fantastic claims as he
made to one entrant, "I know
you'll, have the nation on the edge
of its chairs with your rendition of
'Sweet Sue'," but it may be- good
psychology for a nervous con-
testant.

Ex-Sec. of War Robert P. Patter-
son was present at Sunday's (2)

broadcast, given from White
Plains, N. Y., under auspices of the
local American Legion, to praise
the Heidt ; show for its youth
morale-building qualities. Bron. i

WALTER WINCHELL
With Cy Harrice, announcer; Bing

Crosby, guest announcer :

15 Mins., sun., 9 p.m. (EST)
KAISER-FRAZER
ABC, from Miami Beach

iWeintraub)
Walter Winchell's switch from

a 16-year reign as .star salesman
for Jergen's Lotion into Kaiser-

Frazer sponsorship was as neat a

segue as radio has iwitnessed. ,
A

doff of the hat to the Jergen boys
in Cincinnati for an uncensored

I

regime, and it was business as

usual for the man who, for better

l or for worse, has parlayed Sunday
at 9 on ABC into America's: No. 1

spot for the molding of public

opinion.
Recognizing he has one of the

toughest sponsor identification

nuts to crack in radio annals, what
with that 16-year "lotions of love"

routine, WW hurdled the move-
over with maximum salesmanship,

:

On the initial broadca.st (2), Bing
Crosby, via transcription, did the

K-F commercials straight, with

subsequent broadcasts to be han-
dled by Charles Boyer, Joan
Crawford and Jane Wyman (the

bankroUer- in turn: pouring :$4,000

"announcer" fees, into the Damoij,
Runyon Cancer: Fund.) It was
strictly in the WW showmanship
groove.

Otherwise, Cy Harrice takes

over the regular announcer chore,

previously handled by Ben Grauer.
, Rose.

'

SPIKE JONES SHOW
With Dinah Shore, Fred Asiaire,

Doodles Weaver
Producer: Joe Bigelow
30 Mins.; Sun., 6:30 p.m.
COCA-COLA CO.
CBS, from Hollywood

( D'Arcy )

Spike Jones' new show for Co(:a-

I

Cola, on CBS this year, is a lar

' (Continued on ,page 40)
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BBD& O's BIGllE '49 SPOTUGHT
TVs 'Spectacular' Rise, Pacn$ An AM

Increase, H^Uights '48 FCC Report
Washington, Jan. 11.

The spectacular rise of televi^r

»lon, bringing "an unprecedented

surge" in the number of applica-

tions for new stations and further

accentuating the "housing" short-

age in the radio spectrum, high-

lighted the growth of broadcasting

operations during the fiscal year

1948, according to the Federal
Communications Comnxission an-

nual report issued last 'week.

With. receivers, transmitters,

cameras, and other associated

equipment becoming plentiful, and
heightened public interest in visual

radio, the Commission reported,

there -was-an-increase- of 43-video 000,000-which would-bring-th
authorizations which brought the
total to 109 by June 30. A supple-

ment to the report noted that by
Nov. 1 station authorizations < had
risen to 124, that television sets

produced since war's end to Oct. 1

reached 612,000, and that demand
for stations precipitated interest in

opening up the ultra high fre-
quency (UHF) band.

' The Commission also pointed to

large gains in: sound broadcasting,,

with authorized AM stations in-

creasing by 239 to 2,039 and in the

four months following June 30 to

2,103, It also showed a rise during
the fiscal year from 918 to 1,020
FM authorizations but noted a
"leveling off" in. FM applications
in the last half of the year (Jan. 1

to June 30) and a decrease in the
subsequent four months to 996. The
decline from June 30 to Nov. 1,

the Commission explained, was due
to permits being surrendered be-
cause of requirements that con-
struction be completed within a
specified time and to relinqujush-
ments "because of increased con-
struction costs and limited initial
revenue in a new service."
The report - stated that applica-

tions for new television stations,

(Continued on page 35)

Status of BMB

StOlUpinAir
Future of BMB, as far as its

structure and future activities are
concerned, still remained up in
the air as BMB's exec board wound
up an all-day session of talks in a
crisis atmosphere in New York
yesterday (Tues.) without reaching
definite conclusions.: Huddles of
BMB toppers are slated to continue
today.

Major issues at stake before the

Radio's heiaX Tab
Washington, Jan. 11.

It cost the broadcasting in-

dustry approximately fS.OOO,*:
000 for legal services in 1947,
according to an analysis of op-
erating expenses issued by the
NAB last week. A breakdown
of the

.
industry's expenses

' shows the* lawyers were paid
113 cents out of every dollar of
total revenue received. .

According to official figures :

by the FCC, 1947 gross rev-
was slightly over- $374,-

industry expense for legal serv-
ices to $4,862,000. The analy-
sis shows that of the various
^types of fulltime stations the
230 waiters had the highest ex-
pense ratio for legal costs—
1.6 cents out of every dollar of
revenue—while the 50kw clear
channel stations had the low-
est ratio which was .9 cents per
dollar of revenue.

.

The entire cost of operating
the broadcast branch of the
FCC is less than $5,000,000.

Don Lee Resents

'Guinea Pig' Role
Washi^

The t'ederal dommunicatioris

Commission was asked last week
by the Don Lee Broadcasting Sys-
tem to tike immediate action , oh
its various applicatiohs for station
renewal and eonstruction permits
and not to hold th^se lip any long-
er while it considers possible vio-
lations by Don Lee of the COmmiSr
Sion's network regulations.

Don Lee listed two appliciatibns
for television stations on the >V"est

Goiast and many other applications
pending for as long as four years,
which it : said are being held up
while the Commission inquires into
questions "it Should not decide on
the basis of an inquiry into a single
operation, both because of the un-
fairness of sihglihg out one opera-
tion and treating it, in effect, as a
guinea pig for determining the
propriety of practices that are com-
mon to all or most other singte OP!-
erations."

Because of the llohg pendency''
of the procbedingSy hearings on
which were held two years ago,
Don Lee said it has been subjected

BMB board involve demands for -a
j

to "severe hardship and competi-
thorough-going overhauling of the ti^e tiisadvantages." It contended
organization and postponement of I

that withholding of action on its

the second coverage survey from
next March to some time in 1950.
Seriousness of the BMB situations
was highlighted by the urgent re-
quest by Justin Miller, NAB
prexy, to NAB directors to move
up the date of an NAB board
meeting from the middle to the
beginning of Februaryi Miller has
been in New York for decisive
confabs.

Present at yesterday^s meeting
were Frederick Gamble, AAAA
prez; Leonard Bush, of Compton
agency; Paul West, ANA prexy;
J. Harold Ryan, BMB hoard chair-
man; Roger Clipp, of WFIL,
Philly, and Hugh Feltis, BMB
president.

Armstrong's Last Ditch

Fight for FM Low Band
Washington, Jan. 11.

Dr. Edwin D. Armstrong, inven-

tor of FM, will go before the U. S.

Court of Appeals here next month
to make his last ditch fight to hang
on the FM low band (44-50MC)

which FCC ordered him to vacate
Dec. 31.

Dr. Armstrong went into court
New Year's eve, Just a few hours
before his temporary authority to
operate his experimental low-band
FM station in Alpine, N. J., ex-
pired, and got a stay order until
the case is argued.

tinn'c- i^t^.,^ I. 7""''r"~ ,
"'"

I The scientist contends there is

results
horse-race

j no reason why he shouldn't be al

WMEX, Hub Indie, Now

Being Quizzed By FCC On

Hors^-Race Info Charges
Boston, Jan. 11.

WMEX, Hub indie, is currently
undergoing FCC hearings for a
renewal of its license, which ex-
pu-ed Nov. 1, '47. Station has since
been operating on temporary li-
censes pending the hearings, held
primarily to determine the sta-

applications for new stations Is de^
nying benefits to the public.
Don Lee listed as being held up

two years its applications for li-

cense renewal for stations in San
Diego (KGB), Santa Barbara
(KDB), San Francisco (KFRC),
and Los Angeles (KHJ and KHJ-
FM). He also cited applications,
filed more than two years ago, for
television and FM stations in
Frisco. ;

DUFFY IS KINGPIN

IN AGENCY SPUm
With the arrival of 1949, the

emergence of Batten, Barton. Dur-
stine St Osbom into agency lead-

ership on radio programming
represents one of the foremost
achievements in the constantly
shifting radio picture.

Singular aspect of the BBD&O
radio operation today is the sharp
contrast to only a few years back,
when commercial radio was virtu-
ally bypassed by the agency in
f a V 0 r of newspaper « magazine
media and, whenever obeisance
was paid to radio,, it was strictly

alohg-institutional-lines-^nt-hehalf-
of such clients as Dupont and U. S.

Steel.

The transposed agency lineup
today, too, is iii sharp contrast to
the year-ih-year-out battle for
supremacy that once existed be-
tween Young & Rubicam and J.

Walter Thompson on toprated

Station Reps Ask FCC to Block

Natl Spot Sales by Nets in Tele

D-F-S Slip Shows
For the first time in many

years, Dancer-Fitzgerald^Sam-

:

pie's commanding lead among
agencies in top gross radio
billings (due chiefly to its

flock of daytime airers) is now
jeopardize d. Loss of the .

Whitehall biz lops upwards of
$5,000,000 off its total billings

(for '48) of $20,985,510.
Other top agencies' radio

billings for '48:

J. Walter Thompson, $10,-

399,023; Foote, Cone & field-

ing, $9,474,328; BBD & O,
$9,245,141; Young & Rubicam,
$8,814,207; BentOn & Bowles,
$8,750,818; Compton, $7,774,-

349; Wade, $6,242,239; Mc-
Cann - Erickson, $5,279,824;
Newell - Emmett, $5,185,747;
Duane Jones, $5,075,384.

Fancy Figures
CBS has come up with soma

fancy new figures to prove its

undisputed Sunday program
supremacy.

Network's total ratings for
Jan. 2 (the night Jack Benny
preemed on CBS) represented
a 53.3% hike over the Hoopers
registered two weeks previ-
ously (Dec. 19), while NBC
suffered a minus 34.8% set-

back for the night. ABC main-
tained the status quo, with an
0.8% hike. (Period covered in
-the check-is -betw.een..6:30. and_
11 p.m.)

That round-robin of betting
among CBS execs, incidentally,

as to what Benny would tally

: on his first time up, was won
hands down by prexy Frank
Stanton. He predicted 27.2.

Benny' actually grabbed a 27.8.

Stanton says it's his "research
background."

shows. JWT still boasts such prize
packages as "Lux Radio Theatre,"
while Y&R has fallen heir to the
Bob Hope show through a switch
in Lever Bros, product plugging.
Y&R, too, can lay claim to the
CBS-develop "Talent Scouts" and
the still potent : audience pulling
"Duffy's Tavern," among others.

But that both agencies - have
dropped several notches in stature
in : recent years Is undeniable,
with BBD&O aliready outranking
Y&R on billings. Standard Brands,
once preeminent on the JWT books
with a brace of Fred Allen and
Edgar Bergen shows, has van-
ished from the Sunday night

(Continued on page; 38)

Sun. Nite Hooper

Story Repeated
Last Sunday night's (9) Hooper-

atings pretty much duplicated the
Jan. 2 story of S (for switchover)
Day on the networks. Here's the
vital 6:30 to 9 p.m. score:

6:30-7 P.M.
Ozzie and Harriet 9.5

Spike Jones . , , .: . . . i . , . . . . . 10.5

Greatest Story. . , . . . . . .... 5.1

Nick Carter 10.0
7-7:30 P.M.

Horace Heidt. , 11.4

Jack Benny. . ..... . . .. .... 27.3
7:30-8 P.M.

Phil Harris 13.3

Amos 'n' Andy . . . . . . . . . . . , . . 19.1

8-8:30 P.M.
[Fred Allen 10.7
!Sam Spade 11.2

I

Stop the Music 19.2
I 8:30-9 P.M.
i Stagecoach ..... ... ....... 8;2

Luigi 8.6

Stop the Music 22.3

Washington, Jan. 11.

The National Assn. of Radio
Station Representatives told the
FCC today (Tues.) that it will ask
that networks be barred from act-

ing as station reps in sales of na- :

tional spots In the TV field.

Concluding hearings before the
Commission, James L. Fly, NARSR
counsel and former FCC chairman,
charged that television affiliation

contracts now being made by net-
works are being used as a device
to control representation. Fly said
his purpose in having the affilia-

tion forms submitted for commis-
sion study is to show the scop* :

of cp_ntrot lodged in:Jhe networks.
'

especially in the TV field.

Judge Samuel 1. Rosenman, CBS
counsel and former White House
advisor, in offering the affiliation

forms, said he would object to the
Commission's regarding them' as
representation agreements without
giving the networks a chance to
present evidence. Counsel for NBC.
and ABC joined in the request.
Commissioner Paul Walker, pre-
siding, complied, saying, "you will
not be taken advantage of." .

During cross - examination by
Benedict Cottone, FCC general
counsel, James V.-McConnell, NBC
spot sales vice-prexy, admitted that :

the network decided against going
after business in the national spot
field when the NARSR complaint ;

was filed. However, he said, the

(Continued on page 38)

Torney's KGO Bowout
San Francisco, Jan. 11.

Kirk Torney, sales manager fOr
KGO and mahager of ABC'S Spot
Sales office here since . 1946, has
announced his resignation, effec-
tive Jan. 15.

Torney will enter his own busi-
ness, the Torney-Bush Television
Co., of San Carlos.

Gov. Dempsey Into FCC Ring Again

For Renewal of Pepperday Slugfest

Examiner James C. Cunningham
(Continued on page 38)

lowed to stay on the hand until the
commission actually assigns- other
services td'lt.' ' 1 1 » . .

Washington, Jan. 11.

The battle of Dempsey and Pep-
perday, which started three years
ago when the two former friends

who knew each other as. young men.
in New York became political ene-

mies in New Mexico, was still go-

ing On last week In the petition

box of the FCC.
The Issue arises from a revoca-

tion proceeding instituted by for-

mer Gov. John J. Dempsey of New.
Mexico against the 50kw station,

KOB, Albuquerque, owned by T.

M. Pepperday, who sold time for

a series of political attacks against

Dempsey's campaign for the U. S.

Senate; Dempsey charged KOB
with allowing hidden sponsorship
on the station. Pepperday denied
he knew the sponsorship was con-
cealed until FCC investigators

looked Into it.

KOB's latest petition, filed last

week by Pierson & Ball, counsel,

repeated a previous charge that

Dempsey's complaint against the
station was initiated out of "a po-

litical and personal animus" enter-

tained against Pepperday. Demp-
sey's counsel is his son, William
J. Dempsey, of Dempsey & Koplo-
vitzfiJ • >

' 1.1
! . .

,

KOB had previously asked ; that
the complaint be dismissed, and
said that appearance of Pepperday,
who is suffering from coronary
thrombosis, for examination at a
hearing, might endanger his health.
Dempsey came back and said he
had nO: intention of subjecting "a
sick man to cruel and ruthless
cross-examination^" KOB replied it

made no statements to justify
"such absurd characterizations" of
its position.

KOB contended that when
Dempsey lost the political support
of Pepperday and his newspaper,
the Albuquerque Journal, he insti-

tuted a series of retaliatory actions
against Pepperday"both personal.^
ly and through the agencies of the
New Mexico State government."
The station said FCC "should

not permit itself to be used by
either party as an instrument in a
wholly personal and political con-
test."' It said it filed its petition
because of its inability to obtain
any kind of medical assurance of
complete recovery of Pepperday
and renewed its contention that
the hearing set in the case would
have no purpose and the hearing
order be' rescinded. ' r ' • •

,

FCC Members May

Get I71/2G Salary
Washington, Jan. 11.

Members of the Federal Com-
munications Commission would be
[paid $17,500 a year under a bi-

j

partisan bill introduced in the
;
Senate last week. The measure,

I which affects executives of many
! other agencies, would also au-

,

thorize the President to pay the

,

chairman of the ; Commission
'

i

$20,000 annually.
I : The bill was introduced by Sen.
Lucas (D.J 111.) for himself and
three. other members of the Senate:
O'Conor (D., Md.), Flanders (R.,

Vt.) and Baldwin (R., Conn.). In a
statement urging passage of the
measure, the four Senators de-
clared the : increases are "long
overdue'' - and should be given im-
mediate consideration by both
Houses of Congress. "As the larg-

est organization in the world," the
statement asserted, "the U. S. Gov-
ernment requires- that its Im-
portant functions be In the hands
of the most capable executives
it is possible to secure.''

Passage of the measure, which
is in line with recommendations of
the Hoover Commission on govern-
ment reorganization, may affect
the tenure of Chairman Wayne
Coy who has been offered jobs in
private industry at - considerably
more than the $10,000 now paid
Commissioners.

New Adult Psychology

Dramatic Series to Be

Aired by CBS Each Wk.
In addition to its ambitious up-

coming documentary series, CBS
this week is auditioning a new
weekly dramatic series to sustain
its public service accolade. New
series will be in the nature of a
sequel to its widely-kudosed
"Doorway to Life" of last year,
dealing with child psychology in
terms of dramatic presentations.

New series will be called "The
Mirror" and will be done by free-

I lance writers. It will deal with
I adult psychology, but in contrast'

to the clinical studies which

I

marked "Doorway," It will probe
' into the simpler, emotional psy-
chological problems via dramatic
context to help people solve their

. own problems. Werner Michel will ;

i produce. 1 » m •
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Leave us now join

Before we wipe the old slate cleah

Lefs sing a song^ let's pen a paean

To everything in '48

Whichwe would like to celebrate:

To Eadio, first, a cup of cheer

For winding up its biggest year,

Knowing full well, while we're about it.

That none ofus could live without it.

Hail to a year of glad relations

Between this network and its stations

FromWest Palm Beach to Puget Sound,

And, boy, bring on another round

For the nine-and-ninety million folks

Who listen weekly to our jokes.

Our songs and stories, news and dramas

—

Here's to them all, their pops and mamas.

Their sisters, uncles, aunts and others

Including i/i the Lever Brothers.

To Pepsodent's /rma, Palmolive's Brooks,

Ho Phil and all the other Cooks,

To Chesterfields

and that old peachy

Godfrey guy,

and Bon Ameche

(The "Lucky" boy)

-

toVaughn Monroe

And Hawk Jfrom whom
all Cmels flow,

To Johnny and to Philip Morris—

You're all okay in our thesaurus.

Hasn't it been a dandyyear

libr all theaters on our air!

The **15th straight" for champion Lux,

Ford looking like a million bucks,

Electric's showwhere Little Helen

Is standing 'em in the aisles, all yellin'.

While Armstrong, Hallmark and Prudential^

Just keep on being existential.

Three cheers, we say^

and three more cheers

For all those

doughty engineers

Who worked the night-long

and the day-long

To make those records

that can play long;

All ofwhich just goes to prove^

We're always in that micro-groove.

Remember the day when General "Ike"

Stood up before Columbia's mike

To raise a cool three hundred grand

Eor Europe's hungry kids? We stand

Hats off to "Ike" and his Crusade

And guys like himwho make the grade!

A pair of Sulka's best pajamas

To grace the gams of Lowell Thomas.

And now let's pay our proper dues

To Edward Murrow aiid his News



hands
Than which there is no super-duper,

And let's salute our Average Hooper,

And all our shows—and there are plenty—

That broke into the tough "top twenty."

Hooray for Sunday's Peerless Tonic

Which millions call the Philharmonic

(In this connection, shout hooray

For Standard Oil—that is, [N. JJ.)

We would be derelict in our mission

Did we not honor Television.

Man's glassy essence,

theeWe toasi^^

Now on your way

from, cosi^t to coast

Toward new tLonz^niL

Haiiwi';-;-::^,

There's more in ydu

than we can see.

Bochester, Jack and Mra. Benny

Of happy returns we wish youmany,
.

And here's a cane all made of candy

Pbr Lum 'n' Abner 'n'Amos *n'Andy.

Shoot Boman candles to the slsy

In praise of dear old NKI,

And while we're on the alphabet

A pox on us lestwe forget

IBEW...RDG...

abracadAFRA and NAB,

Four fanfares and a furbelow

For Messrs. BBD&O.

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell, Bayles,

-We know that you will never fail us.

And may the light of yon great Star

Shine gently on you,Y&R.

-In-Thompson's name-we-shout-our skoals--

And we're all yours in Benton & Bowles.

On, Procter! On, Gamble! On, Gallup and Boper!

Let bygones be bygones

for each horoscoper.

Let's pin a sprig

of holly on

The famous Crosbys,

Bing and John,

And with another

:wre?rfih-adorn^;;;'- ::;/:x;v'x;,':-

The brows of Gould

and Miss Van Hom^
For Variety's "mugs" koA Radio Daily

A long locomotive and a willow-waley.

Well ...'48 was mighty fine.

Now looking out toward '49

Wt wish from electronic science

The best to all our friends and clients.

To everyone in Radio

A hug beneath the mistletoe.

We're only sorry we can't list 'em ,

This is,..The Columbia Broadcasting System.
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Boxing Czar Greene Sees 6.0, Slump

From TV, Especially in Small Clubs

Detroit, Jan. 11.

No other sports leader seems so

learful ot the effects of television

as does Abe J. Greene, commis-

sioner of the National Boxing Assn.

in his . annual report, Greene

Vicks Rubs Out Wendy
Vicks Co. has decided to drop

its "Picture This" television show I j„ programs preferred
Wendy Barrie on the

SPORTS HOLD LEAD jN

CLEVELAND TV SURVEY
Cleveland, Jaoi Hi

'

Sports continues to bo the favor-

ite program among TV'ers in the

Cleveland area. A second survey

among 500 hand-picked teleview-

ers, conducted by Ohio Advertis-

ing, lists sports as the top shows

However,

Wednesday, Janmuy 12,. 1949

St Loo Schools Seek Bigger TV .

Fund, Stressing Educational Value

* .A ..«4.Ua -ry^Ain r^Ai.*\ AmAnna A^l>^ + v "vy
. _ j u:«ui«,board of the Radio Corp. of America

(RCA>, as estimating that 2,000,000

television sets would be produced

in 1949 and that by 1953 the annual

output would reach 5,000,000.

The boxing czar shuddered at

these figures. Instead of sending
congratulations to the RCA for

prodigious achievement, Greene
•wrote::

"More serious (to boxing) than

the dearth of good fighters; more
Serious than boxoffice anemia is

the threat of this latest of modern
gadgets, which is giving, promoters
cold chills and promising to drive

ambitious knuckle-artists into other

_.fieJdiio_Jex_their_abilities.'^_^^
Greene found no comfort in ra-

dio's contribution to previous pros-

perity of the boxing business.

"With radio," he went on, "you
merely listen to a machine-gun
voice rattle off a lot of punches.

If you know fights, you follow the

announcer. If not, it's mumbo-
jumtao.

"Television j on the other hand,

gives the homeside spectator- a

ringside seat, which he can't get

Unless he is among the 400 Garden
mjllionaires. - ,

"The result of increased produc-

tion of sets wHl be more hearth

and tavern referees and a corre-

spondent slump in ringside cus-

tomers.''

What disturbed the boxing chief

more than anything else was the

effect of television on the smaller

dubs. .

"Wh6n Beau Jack and Ike Wil-

liams boxed for the, title in Phila-

delphia," he wrote, "the club in

Newark, 100 miles away, might as

well have folded up for the night.

It did fold completely later."

Greene is undoubtedly right in

Ws assumption that the fight fan

would rather watch a championship
bout by television than a minor
match in person; but conflicts are

not necessary.
Very few fights are worthy of

national telecast, and the small

club operator could avoid them by
negligible shifting of dates.

weeks winds Feb. 2. Program has

been slotted in the Wednesday 8:20

to 8:30 p.m. slot.

.

Web hasn't , lined up a replace

highly popular.

A highly interesting report

comes on the question "would you
welcome a morning television pro-

ment yet. CBS has the east to mid-
}
gram?" The answer: No, 51%;

western coaxial cable from 8 to 9 Yes, 34%, weekends only, 8%. Of

Wednesday nights, which means , those welcoming an AM video, the

that an advertiser taking the NBC- ! greatest number, 12%, say they'd

TV spot can get ,no more than 'the
I

prefer music, with 9% voting for

latter web's seven east coast sta- i a woman's show. The Arthur God-

tions for a live production,

'HOWDY DOODY' PICKS

UP SECOND SPONSOR
,^Enb^ Smith's "Howdv Doody
puppet show picked 'up its second
sponsor this week, when the Mason
Candy Co. signed to bankroll the

5:45 to 6 p.m. segment of the
across-the-board program on
Wednesdays only. Sponsorship
starts today (Wed,), when the open-
ing of tlie east to midwest cable

makes is possible for the show to

be- aired simultaneously; on 14
NBC-TV outlets. Agency is Moore
& Haram.
Candy firm decided to pick up

the tab after a five-week test run
on NBC's east coast web paid off

with TV's usual "success, story"
i results.' Moppet, viewers were
offered a humming lariat for two
candy bar wrappers. Giveaway was'
mentioned on five shows and
brought in more than 4,500 replies^.

Repeat sales also were big; accord-
ing to candy firm.

"H- D's" other , bankroller is

Unique Toys, which sponsors the
show on selected stations for a.

quarter-hour on Fridays.

Tele V^ill Make As Many

Baseball Fans as Did

Radio, Sez Veeck
Cleveland, Jan. 11.

Television will make for more
baseball fans today as radio did
back in the '20's, is Cleveland
BaiSeball Club President: Bill

Veeck's outlook' on the: alleged
video challenge to gate receipts.

Commenting on the arguments
and fears expressed by minor
league officials recently, Veeck
declared he had keard all the same
'reports 20 ,.years ago when radio
was cropping into the. picture; .

Veeck debunks those fears, say-
ing "If I can't get: to the ball park,
I want ' to be near a radio or a
television screen. But,'' he added,
"If I can go, to the park and see
the game, I'U certainly do so.

There's no substitution to being at

the park yourself.'' He declared
the ball team itself can offer a
bigger and better attraction for,the
fan than a broadcast or a video
shot. Last year, the Indians ap-^

pearQd on WEWS-TV and were
heard over a WJW-northern Ohio
hookup to . several FM and AM
ctations.

Although no contracts have been
announced for this year's ball game

Chi's WBKB Budgets 250G

For a New Transmitter
Chicago, Jan. 11.

WBKB is shelling: out $250,000
for a new transmitter which will
go in operation this spring. Pres-
ent stick atop the State-Lake build-
ing has been a Chronic source of
ghosts in . some areas of Chi. .

,

New 5kw transmitter will rise
about 700 feet above street level,
topping all other . Chi stations.
WBKB guaranteed coverage will
be expanded from 35 miles to 42.5
miles.- Station studios -will remain
in the State-Lake building, with
programs fed by co-ax to the trans-
mitter. Studios and offices are
skedded for face-lifting by Hatts
Teichert, theatre designer.

frey type program gets 5%.
For afternoon video/: 54% - say

they'd be able, to watch the

screen; 32% say no, and 13%
have weekend afternoons free for

screen gazing. . Sports top the

afternoon preference with music
.secnnd-audlvarietY; women's airers KRSC-'I'V, first video

Evelyn Knight's TV Pact

Singer Evelyn Knight has been

signed . to a long-term television

contract by NBC-TV, which Is now
building a 15-minute across-the-

board package around her for an

early March preem. Show will

probably be slotted in the early

evening.

Norman Blackburn, NBC-TV's
national programming chief,

brought Miss Knight into the web's

fold and will supervise the pack-

age design.

KRSC, SEATTLE'S FIRST

STATION, IN OK START
Seattle, Jan. 11.

Biz is good, but could be better,

and films third.

Par to Fight

FCC Curbing
Washington, Jan. 11.

Paramount Pictures Indicated

last we^k that it is going to make,

a fight on the proposed decision of,

the Federal Communications Com-
mission denying its applications
for additional television stations on
the ground the firm controls Uu
Mont and therefore has its limit of
five outlets.

" Through its counsel,. Duke Pat-
rick of the firm of Hogan & Hart-
son of Washington, Par submitted
a petition asking for an extension
of time to Feb. 21 to file its ex-
ceptions to the' proposed decision
"because of the importance of the
issues involved." Extra time was
also asked because Patrick is to
participate in oral arguments next
Monday (17) before the Commis-
sion on its proposed multiple own-
ership rules. Patrick is expected
to oppose final imposition of regu-
lations to limit a single licensee to
five video stations.

The Commission, on its own mo-
tion, previously extended the time
for Submitting comments and re-

quest for oral argument on the
Par-DuMont proposed
which was issued Dec, 16,

Par video, applications pending
In Boston and : Detroit and Du
Mont applications in Cleveland and
Cincinnati would b6 dismissed by
the Commission : if its decision is
made final.

1.11, viuuu stationj

here, which has Been in~operatr(jni

six weeks. Acceptance , by adver-

1

tisers locally has been better so

far than we expected, Al Hunter,

station sales maiiagtr told Va-
riety, with 65% of sponsored
time sold locally. There are be-

tween 2,500 and 3,000 ;
receiving

sets in operation here with, about
400 in bars, clubs and other pub-
lic places,' according to station

estimates.

KRSC began televising home
games of th* Univ. of Washington
basketball: team last week, and
General Electric has bought a

series of 26 Korda feature films,

beginning Jan. 17. Days of opera-
tion have been changed, with
hours on air remaining the same.:

It's Thursday through Monday
now—? formerly W ed n e s d a y
through Sunday.

Quality of broadcast picture con-
tinues so-so, with good job being
done on local Coast , League hock-
ey games, but recent televising of
trip through brand new plant of

local Hearst sheet was a bad bust
with just about everything going
wrong that could. Local interest,

and, support however^ continues at

high pace.

St. Louis, Jan. 11.

A recommendation that- in-

creased funds be earmarked for

experimental work in television

during the 1949-50 year for public

school children will be mrfde by
Supt, of Instruction Phil J. Hick-

ey. Hickey's announcement fol-

lowed a powwow with two mem-
bers of the audio-visual education

division and discussed the growing
place of tele and radio in' the
school program.

.
Dorothy Blackwell, asst. direc-

tor of the audio-visual division

said: "Television is the shorthand

method of learning — the poor
man's college. But we should

judge television by what we see

today. It can bring fine art work
into the schools. Legislative hear-

ings can be brought into the class

rooms. News broadcasts will be
better. We can no longer say

'manana' on television in the

schools. The 'manana' is here."
-._ For, jthe„third_yearulhe school

board will offer a series of tele

programs twice a month on KSD-
TV, starting this month. And
NBC will present a daily series of

educational programs for children

of elementary-school level this

month.
Hickey stated that the in.struc-

tion department has "held back"
on the purchase of tele sets be-

cause screens were not large:
enough for classes 0|f 40 pupils.

"We may ask a little more next
year to experiment , in - television.

The question is. how can we ,use
television sets best in the schools?

.

It is a new, overpowering thing."

Draw of Mpls. Basketball

Team on Video Nights Is

Cited to Prove TV Helps
MiiihejipbliSi J^h. 1 1.

Biggest crowrds drawn this Sea4
son by: Minne&polis Lakers, BAA
league basketball team, paradoxi-
cally,: have been on Wednesday
nights, the one game of the week
that's televised; Last .two Wednes^
days have been- complete capacity
with paid kdnilssionii excei^ding
..9,200;.v;--: ^^,,''Vv\,; ^::,,:;-;::'.;;.^^

Cailiber of oppohentS: and the
_ • n I I

contests' importance, x>f course,

Minairil KpnPWill SnAn ' have been the reason. But thaJdllMltd nClieWdl JIMII
turnouts are being pointed out by

Wrestling Off in DuMont,

New York
ABC-TV operations chief Dick

Rawls recuperating from a minor
operation at St. Luke's hospital. . .

Warren Wade, NBC-TV national
production manager, scheduled as
guest speaker at the Publicity Club
of N. Y, luncheon tomorrow
(Thurs.). . .William Burke Miller,
NBC'^TV program editor, named
night television manager. . Her-
bert Bayard Swope, Jr., former
CBS-TV remote pickup chief, now

Oliver, preems on ABC-TV tomor-
row (Thurs.). . ."Eight to Eighteen,"
packaged by Ronald Dawson and
Harry Kramer, with Bill Mogle
writing, optioned by Advertisers
Televising Service . . . Jerome 8-
Harrison, French & Preston's
radio-TV veepee, resigned to join
the exec staff of Carles Dallas
Reach Co... Profile on Milton
Berle and his TV success, penned
by Edith C. Olshin, appears in the
February issue of Magazine Digest

Video preem of "The Gold

DuMont's Friday night wrestling

mc Jamaica Arena, L. I., has been

decisiorT
temporarily called off, following

' expiration of the contract between
DuMont and promoter Mike Weiss,
who stages- the Jamaica cards. .

: Weiss reportedly asked tot ah
increase in price for TV rights :to

his bouts on the basis of tlie great-
er number of sets in circulation
now than when the deal was signed
a year. ago. DuMont has turned
down the bid on the assumption
that the number of fans; paying to
attend the bouts in person has in-

creased considerably becaiise of
the publicity given wrestlihg via
TV. New deal is expected to be
reached within the next .(ioupie of
weeks.

Bud Stapleton, formerly asso
elated with indie; AM stations in
several pai'ts of the country, joined
Barlow ad agency's radio-'TV de-

„ ^ partment John D. Fitzgerald,

programs," there is no question but formerly CBS special events and

••""^ir/ .SiL?riL^^.„Sf bergs " starring Gertrude Berg, set
for Monday (17) night on CBSrTV
.

; . Jackie Cooper signed to star
with Peggy Kiiudsen ahd :Erhest
Tr'uex. in George MoseKs "Jiiiiked"
on the "Chevi-olet Tele-Theatire"

that both the audio and video pacts
will be ' inked for the World
Champions' rights.

Washington Sales Hypo

sports chief and later with the
Compton agency, named to the
CBS-TV sales staff, along with
Ralph E. McKinnie, until, now
an account exec for DuMont
. .

.
Bob Jamieson, operations man-

ager of WARD, DuMont's key
N. Y, outlet, upped to network
traffic manager. Roy Passman,
formerly with CBS and Cowles

show next Monday (17) over NBC-
TV. . .Dudley D. Earle, former

Denver TV Braintrust
Denver, Jan. 11.

Mayor Quigg Newton is one of
seven prominents here organizing
a television company; Others are
John M. Wolfberg, theatre man,
president; Gifford Phillips (of the
Phillips Milk of. Magnesia family),
also newspaper and Pueblo, Colo.j
radio station owner, vice president;
Richard M. Davis, secretary-treas-
urer; Morrison Shaforth, William
Grant and Harris P. Wolberg, the-
atre man, father of John M.

Plans call for utilization of Colo-

Washington, Jiin. 11.

Record increase in television set

sales during December, spurred

by Christmas giving, brought the i
Broadcasting, takes over as_ opera-

number of receivers in the Wash-
ington metropolitan area on Jan.

1 to 30,500, a gain of 6,000 in one
month.

The, Washington Television Cir-

culating Committee, whose mem-
bership includes the four video

stations in the Capital, reported

the increase as the largest during
any single month si»ce television

came to Washington.

tions manager. Jack Raycl, until
now assistant web programming
chief, named WARD daytime pro-
gram manager. . Dwight Weist,
long-time "We, the People" emcee,
resigned to devote more time to his
own package agency, but will con-
tinue his other radio assignments

.
. . "Wrens Nest," domestic com-

edy scries starring Virginia: Sale
and Sam Wren and packaged by
former WPIX producer Sberlinjc

sic Corp., named sales veepee of
Television Features, indie pack-
age outfit. <..

veepee of the National Wired Mu; 1 rado's scenic beauty in television,
r-. J

. , study of relationship of television
to theatre business, hot ohly : as
affecting films, but Use of stage fa-
cilities for televising variety and
dramatic shows. The company is

taking over the pending television
application of Phillips.

Hollywood
Shirley Dinsdale, moppet ven-

triloquist, taking her "talking"
doll over to KNBH from KTLA,
where it was the most popular kid
show . . , "Darts for Dough," long
time on radio, becomes a .sight act
on KNBH with Orville Anderson
returning as dartmaster, . .Don
Bernard, veteran radio producer,
takes his first dip in television as
producer of "Strike Up
Music" on KTTV . . Featured are
Gpie Gates, Harry Babbitt and Judd

(Continued on page 34)

KSTP-TV to Illustrate its conten-
tion that in the aggregate tele-

vision ordinarily stimulates at-

tendance at athletic events. It

quotes the Lakers* sponsors to the
effect that -they.-believe television- .

ing of the games has made many
professional basketball fans who,
if they're able, will attend the
event instead of watching it on
TV. Owners of, the Minneapolis
league hockey team also think that
the televising of one game a week
has helped attendance similarly. ,

KSTP also is citing the fact that
Univ. of Minnesota football gamei^
here the past season drew capacity

'

crowds, although televised, and
that the Minneapolis American
Assn; baseball team enjoyed its

largest attendance in the face of
the televising of its contests.

Tojiy Stecher, local boxing and
wrestling promoteri who isn't sold
yet on TV and does not allow any
of his cards to be televised, al-

though all of them are broadcast^
feels that the importance of the
attraction is one of the determin-
ing factors as to whether TV will

adversely affect attendance. He
doesn't believe that wrestling,
which flourishes here, and boxing
need converts so much as cus-
tomers; and the: fact that they show
to so much better advantage on TV
than baseball, football, etc., makes
them particularly vulnerable. Also,
he points out, bars — practically
all of which have TV sets—cater
more to fight fans than those of

any of the other sports. And when
sets become more numerous in

homes there'll be a -better test, he
points out.

MARLOWE'S 'HOTEL B'WAY'
First package of the newly-

reopened Harvey Marlowe Tele-
vision Associates, titled "Hotel
Broadway," preems on the DuMont
web Jan. 20 in the 8:30 to 9 slot

the I under sponsorship of Whelan
Drugs. Agency is Stanton B.
Fisher. Show is to feature Jean
Darling.

Arnaz for Video
Hollywood, Jan. 11.

Variety show for tele with «

South American travelog motif has

been packaged by General Artists :

Corp. as a layout for Desi Arn.-iz

and his orch. Agency reports

nibbles from both CBS and NBC.
Half-hour program is being of-

fered for sale live locally and kine-

scoped for eastern telestations,
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SNAFU SEEN IN TV SET PRICES
Tideo Sdiedule (m Co-ax Time
Following are the television shows that are to be seen hence-

forth on both the eastern and midwest networks following the

opening of the coaxial cable Unking the two sections of the country

last (Tues.) night. With the exception of ABC, the webs have set

up their schedules on a permanent basis. ABG is scheduling shows
temporarily- on a week-to-week basis. Probability exists that the

other webs, through swapping time back and forth on the cable,

may also change their programs.

WESTBOUND SHOWS

Moil. thru Fri.

Mon,. *ues..
Thurs., Frl..

Wed. ........

Mon. thruFri...

H«n. -thru Sat,

Monday'

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

10:30-11

Friday 5-2„„--
8-9:30 ...

9:30-!):4!r
9:45-10 .

.

f 10-cIosing

Sat. 8-8:30 .

8:30-9 ..

9-9:30

Tim* Show Nttwork
-lO-lOsSO a.m. . . . .Johnny Olsen^a Bumpus Koom . . . . .DuMont .

10:30-11 ....... .Welcome, Neighbors. . . . ........ .DuMont
11-12 V ... . ... . ..Stan Shaw. ... . ............. . .DuMont
12-12:15 p.m. .Amanda .......... ... ... . ....... . . .DuMont

' 1£:1S-12:30 ... . .Man in the Street...: .DuMont
' 12*30-12:45 ..Camera Headhncs. .DuMont
12:45-1 ....... . .Fashions in Song . . .... . . ..... .... . . .DuMont
1-1:30 ... . .V. .Okayi Mother; . . ...... .DuMont

1:30-2 .. ... .....Vanity Fair. .CBS
"l:30-2 .........:Dione Lucas Show. ..v.CBS:

2-2:30 (Open) CBS
2^30-3 ......... .Inside Photoplay. .DuMont
3.3!l5 . ..Needle Shop. . . . .DuMont
3:15-3:30 .Vincent Lopez Speaking. «. v. ....... DuMont
3:30-4:30 (Open) NBC

_^:30^ . . . ,^.^._.iQpi!H) . .
ABC

5-5:30 (Open) ABC
5:30-6 ........ . .Howdy Doody .NBC
6-B:30 . .Small Fry . . . . ... . . . , . ..... . . . • -SJjMont
6:30-6:45 (Open) CBS
0:43-7 >.(Open) :

7-7:15 ........ ..News and Views. .................. -ABC
"7;lD-7:30 (Various Shows).... ABC
7:30-7.45 CBS News CBS
7:45-7:50 (Open) .-^.........r NBC
7:50-8 . . ..i . . .. .Camel NcwsreeT;..... ..NJil,

. ,8-8:30 . ... ..... .Goldbergs ... .... , . . . .... « .CBS
8:30-9 .' .....(Open) .(Open)

9-10 .:: ....(Open) , ....... .................. ...CBS
. 10:30-Closing ...(Open) -DuMont
..8-9 Texaco Star Theatre N'B(;

9-9:30 iii....... DuMont Teleset, Show. ............. .DuMont
9:30-10 (Open) ABC
10-10:30 (Open) "Jg?"'

,;8-9 ..Arthur Godfrey * Friend*. 'P.P?.
9-10. : . . . . . . . . . iKrait Television Theatre. . . . NBC.
10-clOslng ...... .(Tourriamont of Champs)*. . ..... ... .CBS

..8-9 Pic and Pat ABC,
9-9:30 .. .........DuMont Teleset Show. .DuMont
9:30-10 . . .Blgolow Show. .1 • - -"SS
10-10:30 ........Club Seven ., AoC

. . .Quizzing the News, : . . ABL ,

...Admiral Broadway Rcvuel . . . .DUMortt. NBG
, . . Break the Bank ... . ......... , . . . . . ABC
, . ; (Open) .ABC ^

. . (Open) .DuMont

. . BoiCing • NBC

..(Open) CBS^

..(Open) . . ............ . . . . . . . • .
DuMont

•(Open) (Open);;

Sunday

9:30-10 ........-(Open) .>,......;.,.".....,.....•.. ..NBC
lO-Cldsing ..... .(Open) . . . , . . . . > , .... .... . . • i^if'":
5-0 .

. . . . . .... . . .(Open) . . . . ... . .... .1. • . .NBC .

6-R:30 .•. . ..,..:. .Cartoon TeletaleSi ...........,..;•• >ABC
6:30-7 ...... ....Singing Lady ,ABt,
7-8 .Amateur Hour . . . . ............... .DuMont
'8-8:.30 ..........Hollywood Screen Test . ............ABC .

8:30-9 ... .... Actors Studio ........^ABC
; 9-10 .PhUo Television Playhouse, i ..... ..tNBG

9-10 ...... .Toast o£ the Town . ............... .tCBS

EASTBOUND
Mon., thru Fri .... 7-7:30 Kukla. Fran « Ollie NBC
MoBday ........ .8:30-9 . ...... .What Do You Think.. ............. .ABC :

.
' 9-9:30 , ....... ..Skip FarreU Show....... ....... .....ABC: ,

Tuesday 10-cIOSing .. ....Boxing . . . .. , t. .. ................. .
. .ABC

Wednesday .....8:30-11 ..... ..i .WreatUng .i. -ABC
Friday. . . ... .....8-9 . . ....... ....Vaiudeo Varieties. . ......... ..ABC

• Saturday ........9-9:30 .. ........Stump the Authors. .ABC
9:.^0-ia .........Stand By tor Crim*.... ,ABC

Sunday 5-6 '.Super Circus ABC ~

7:45-8 ..........Fran AUiSon Show ,., ... ...ABC
9-9:30 ....... . . .ABC Television Players ABC
9:30-10 .........Music in Velvet. .......ABC,

SMALL IDLLS
Unveiling of the new 16-inch tel-

evision sets by both RCA and Em-
erson to sell at $495 and $400 re-,

spectively, has tossed a serious
dent into sale's of those sets already
produced and on the market. Dis-
tributors and, retail stores through-
out the country have complained
during the last week that potential
customers, after being warned that
it may take months for them to get
one of the Ifirinch jobs, are de-
manding a proportionate cut in the
list price of the smaller 12- and
10-inch models.

.Question of whether television
set prices would go up or down
during the coming year, ' mean-"
while, continued to draw conflict-

ing answers from manufacturers^
with the final outcome apparently
dependent on the availability of
kinescope tubes '.and how far the
public's virtual nix on currently-
produced sets last., Adding-to the-

general confusion of both: the trade
and the public were announce-
ments of substantial price reduc-
tions by Capehart prez E. A. Nicho-
las and predictions of higher prices

in 1949 by Emerson prez Benja-
min Abrams.
Out of the entire hodge-podge,

two facts seemed discernible. RCA,:
through advance demonstrations of

its 16-inch metal-tube model, is

ready for an all-out fight with Phil-

co for leadership in TV set sales,

with the next move now up to

Philco. Philco has proposed to

(Continued on page 34) '

N. Y.-to-Midwest Co-Ax Web Preems

With 52 Sbws in 2-Way Spread

Hold That Loss!
Here's a sample of the think-

ing still prevalent on the video
administrative front: -.•

Manager of a Washington,
D. C, TV station, in New York
last week for huddles, con-

fessed to, intimates that last

week marked the happiest and
most promising in the station's

short career., "Losses for the

week were only $22,000," he
added.

: Toughest week for the station

was about a year ago,, when the

seven-day deficit hit $58,000.

'Admiral Revue

To Get Two-Web,

38-Station Spread

* Starts next Wednesday <1S). -
. . ,

.t Starts Jan. 28 over the combined facilities of both: networks.
tAlternates weekly/ with "Toast" starting Sunday (16).^

ABC (dves Even Dozen Reasons Why

Sponsors Should Take TV Plunge Now
ABC television, in .an altout at-4

tempt to lure more advertisers into
the- fold, : this week launched a

broadside, at ad agencies and cli-

ents, listing 12 specific reasons for
making the plunge into video .bank-
rolling at this time. Whilie the
brochure incorporating the 12
points went out over the signature
of ABC sales veepee Fred Thrower,
spokesmen for the web pointed out
that it would be equally important
to all networks and thus repre-
sented the first attempt of this kind
to aid the entire industry.
ABC hopes the 12-point pro-

gram will succeed in ensnaring
many top-spending advertisers who
have been recalcitrant in buying
TV time, mostly because of their
fear of, high production costs or
belief that the number of sets in
circulation is still too small to
make the investment pay off;' Aim-
ing it at the agencies as well, it Is

hoped, will correct some of the
. wrong thinking fed t6 clients by
many agency execs through sheer
Ignorance of the facts.
Web prefaced the brochure with

the declaration that TV does not
cost more proportionately than any
other, ad medium,, since it com^
bines the advantages of two to four
other media. Advertisers, it states,
are becoming alarmed at the fact

that television advertising costs I

more per thousand homes reached !

than radio, newspapers, or maga-
Mnes. There is, actually, no valid

'

justification for this appraisal of.
the medium." Following are the'
12 points listed:

|

"1. In television, as in every I

(fynUnu^jd pn, page 34) , i

'T or CV TV Tryont
- Hollywood, Jan. -41.

Ralph Edwards is scheduled to
debut his "Truth or Consequences"
show Jan. 20 on KNBH, NBC's tele-
vision outlet here, in a one-shot
test setup.
Commercial angle isn't set yet

but if the Procter & Gamble plugs
are left in the simulcast, they'll be
a cuffo ride for the sponsor.

Total of 40 different television
shows originating in N. Y. are
scheduled for airing over the en-
tire eastern and midwest video net-
works by the four major webs, fol*

lowing the opening . of 'the east ^ to .,

midwest cable link last (Tues.)

night. In addition; 12 other shows
originating in Chicago will hence-
forth be transmitted eastward for
airing over the east coast webs,,
with the single link in either direc-
tion furnishing advertisers with the
largest , number of viewers yet
available to; video.

In a last-:minute change of plans,
the N. Y. Daily News' WPIX, which
had been bidding for time on the
"cable ~a"lGng-^'ith'~tlrer -four- major =

webs, decided to pull out last week,
thereby opening several hours
more to the others. Reasons for the
pullout, according to WPIX. prez F.
jM. Flynn, lay in the small amount
lot time available,, most of which
i conflicted with the local station's
I sports coverage, and the fact that
i WPIX, through paying a minimum
I charge, would be shelling out more
1 proportionately than the other

I

users. According to Flynn, WPIX
l is "determined to, concentrate on
serving a N. Y. audience, and. until'

coaxial cable time is available

'

Benny, A V A TV

Future on CBS

Clinic Agenda
First di-sclosure of the television

plans CBS has in store for Jack
Benny and Amos 'n' Andy,- plus d
formal opening of the new CBS-TV
studios in Grand Central Terminal,
N, Y., are expected to highlight the
web's three-day television clinic,

scheduled for Jan. 21, 22 and 23 at

the homeoffice. More than 200
execs of CBS stations throughout
the country are expected to attend.

Reports that CBS plans eventu-
ally to work both Benny and the
A 'n' A team into its TV operation
were , hinted at throughout the
negotiations in which board chair-^

(Continued 6n page 30)

New WFIL Rates

Hurt Packagers
Philadelphia, Jan. 11.

A blow to the infant video pack-
aging industry here was handed
out in the new rate card issuied by
WFIL-TV. Sales manager Kenneth
W. Stowman, in announcing the
rates, which are effective .Jan. 1,

called attention to the fact that the
new schedules for live shows are
set up on a package basis "as far

as possible."
= The- new live rate, which ranges
from $80 for five minutes to $400
per hour for a single shot, includes
for that price full use of studio and
camera facilities, plus the neces-
sary technical staff. It also counts
in normal rehearsal time. Only
items excepted are talent, art and
construction work.

Local TV packagers are mutter-
ing that the station can't do any-
thing they haven't done before;

and that the move leaves them un-
touched. Their attitude is debat-

able, however, since tlie sponsor or

agency is going to consider out-

side technical help on a WFIL-
TV show just doubling the cost.

The $400 "live" cost per hour is

graded down to $380 for a 26-week
contract and $360 for a 52-week
run. The price cut for long con-

tracts follows proportionately right

down the line. Other single time
rates are: Half hour, $240; 20 min-
utes, $200; quarter hour; $160; 10

minutes, $120.
Spot announcements, live or
film, Cost $50 for one time. .$47.50

for 26 weeks, and $45 for 52 weeks.
Film programs cost from $60 for

five minutes to $300 for the hour.
The same 5% and ld% discounts
hold for the 26 and 52 week con-
tracts. All rates are guaranteed
for 26 weeks.

Kudner ad agency's revolution-

ary move in scheduling the hour-
long "Admiral Broadway Eevue"

, , . , .,, >. . .

on the combined DuMont and NBC ^ '"^h will fit into our program

webs starting Jan. 28 was taken to Pjans, we will forego service to

insure full coverage in both the
,

"t'lfr stations
^. ^ . , , ^

east and midwest. Program, to be Networks with the high-budgeted

produced and directed by Max commercial shows, such as CBS and

Liebman, will be aired simul- 1 Pp, meanwhile, announced plans

taneously over 24 stations in 16 to transcribe on film those shows

cities and kinescoped to 14 addi- w""ch could not be carried^on the

tional cities in the Friday night s\cMe because of the lack of facili-

to 9'slot i ties and then air the shows in other

Kudner, acording to an agency ' stations at the same time as they're

spokesman, had a "gentleman's ;

transmitted in N. Y. In that way,

aereement" for that segment with 1

sewing habits can be built up

NBC-TV but with the condition ;

among midwest audiences to tune

the web would get the time on the into the shows at the same time

east to midwest cable. Under the 'they originate in N. Y. When ad-

cable allocation schedule, however,
the time went to DuMont, thereby
paving the way for the joint net-

working. When the opening of
additional relay links in June may

(Continued on page 34)

LA. AREA REPORTS

79,640 TElE SETS
Hollywood, Jan. 11.

Television set sales in the Los
Angeles area reached a total of

79,640 as of Dec. 31, an increase jgion on midwest stations, including
Author Meets the Critics," "Meel :'

ditional cable links -are provided;
the shows can be carried live over
the entire network with no change
in program time.

Both NBG and CBS plan to util-

ize that system with "Philco Tele-
vision Playhouse" and "Toast of the
Town," respectively, on which
they're forced to rotate each Sun-
day night. On the nights when the
cable isn't available, midwest audi-
ences will see a film transcription
of the show. NBC already has
plans to kinescope-record several-
other shows for delayed .transmis-

of nearly 13,000 receivers since

last month's survey by Southern
California's Electrical Appliance
Association.

Most dealers reported a gradual
catching up with unfilled orders.

the, Press," "Colgate Theatre,"
"American,'' "Girl About Town,"
"Phil Silvers Show" and "The
Swift Show."

Houston's 2,000 Sets
Houston, Jan. 11.

W. Albert Lee, owner of KLEE-
TV, which took to the air la.st

week, has estimated that there are 1

about 2,000 television sets in this
I

area to receive programs from the

'

outlet.

Jan. 21 Preem For

Bacher to Package

Tele Programs With

Wm. Morris Clients

Hollywood, Jan. 11.

Bill Bacher, who deserted radio
for pictures, is making another
move—this time to television, He
has made a tieup With the William

I lK'Irv .Strikp ViHniY i

Morris agency whereby he'U pack-LUtnjf Jlime "UP'Alage programs for TV with clients
Series of half-hour dramatic

; from the Morris list. He is how
telefilms produced by Marshall in New, York, for six weeks to ob-
Grant on the Coast for American .serve and study video techniques
Tobacco tees off on 25 NBC-TV as practiced in the eastern tele

Fred Fidler JWT Veepee
Hollywood, Jan. 11.

Election of Fred H. Fidler, re-

cently appointed. Coast manager
for J. Walter Thompson, to a vice-:

presidency in the advertising firih

was announced by prexy Stanley
Resor.

Fidler, who joined JWT in 1929,

began pioneering in video for the
firm some 13 years ago. He re-

places Arthur C. Farlow, recently
transferred tp JWT's New ' York

,
office to join the senior admini$-

I trative group. -

stations Jan. 21 in the 9:30 to 10
p.m. slot. Luckies has signed a 52-

week contract with- the web
through the N. W. Ayer agency.

I Pix were adapted from classical

I

novels and short stories, most of
which are public domain material.

I

First one produced, which will

I
probably launch the program, was

I Guy de Maupassant's "Necklace."
i Series is to be titled "Your Show
' Time."

centers.
Bacher is foregoing pictures for

the time, retaining only a "legal''

interest as result of his suit against
David Selznick, calendared for
early next year. For many years
Bacher was rated one of the top
radio producers, and up to a year

,

ago was on the production staff at
20th-Fox.

j

NBC-TV Sets Auditions
1

Continuing its emphasis , on
' house-built packages, NBC-TV has

j

; scheduled special auditions for po-

i

itential television talent Tuesday I

afternoons at its Radio City, N. Y.,

studios. Singers are heard from
2 to 4 p.m., and actors from 4 to 6.

Owen Davis, Jr., the web's pro-

;

gram procurement director, is in
;

,
charge, with Bill Kaufman acting

I as his coordinator.

TV Documentaries .

Hollywood, Jan. 11.

Series of half-hour semi-docu-
mentaries for video rolls next week
under the Hal Eugene Roach ban-
ner.

Better Business Bureau and L. A.
Police Department helped develop
the initial, Allyn Butterfield's origi-

nal "Don't Be a Sucker," exposing
rackets to which householders fall

prey, Carroll Case is associate,
producer with Hal Rqach, Jr., on'
toe series. «o,.,,i'!v/ i.'
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Radio

represents:

WCBS

MVCBS-TV

iVcw York

KMOX
Sti Louis

KSL

Salt Lake City

WTOP
Washington

WET
Charlotte

WBBM
Chicago

WEEr

Boston

WCAU
WCAU-TfV

Philadelphia

weco

Minneapolis-

St. Paul

WRVA

Richmond

WAPI-WAFM

Birminslmn

KNX

Los Angeles

Columbia

P\(;iFic

Network

Columbia

CALIFORNIA

Network
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TheirLanguage

Local likes and dislikes are as regional as dialects.

You get the best results when you talk the native

tongue. And you can do so -effectively- in twelve

of your most important markets. In these territories,

according to the most recent analysis, the heal

live talent programs on the Radio Sales represented

stations command twice the average audience

gathered by tlie local talent on all competing

stations! No wonder national spot advertisers are

now sponsoring close to 600 local live talent

broadcasts each weelv on the Radio Sales stations.

To get a home-town favorite to do your selling, see

your Radio Sales Account Executive.

Radio &aies-
tlABlO AlSn Vtil^KYlHiaS STATIONS

itEPn)iSEKVArMVK...t'BS
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COLGATE THEATRE
With Edward- Forbes, Alexander

Kirkland, Howard Wendell,
Neva Patterison, Lawrence Tib-

bett, Jr., Peeity Conklin

Writer: Beth Hodmn, iidapted by
William L. Stuart

Director! Hal Keith
Producer: Viv McLeod,
30 Mins.: Mon., 9 p.m.

COLGATE
NBC-TV, from N. Y.

JAZZ CONCEBT
With Max KaMtnshy sextet, Henry

("Red") Allen, Willie ("The
Lion") Smith, Edward Powell,

Avon Long, Fran Warren; Jack
McCarthy, commentator; Valerie

Bettis, Georeres Ulmer, guests

Director: Clark Jones
20 Mins.; Monday.^ 7:10 p.mi

Sustaining -
'

WPIX, N. ¥;

N.Y. Daily News' WPIX, in

Jazz Concert," has come up with

.£t't^^r.l^n^^^J'A- nifty replacement for Eddie Con-

low and insipid play. "The ; don's "Floor Show," the World

Haunting Years," the offering, was
; video package which recently

completely devoid of quality. '

s^yit^hed over to the NBC-TV web.

somfattSs'brtro^'ftrr of. carrying basically the same for-

Ihosts to frighten a young gal out
|

mat. "Concert" features several of

of her apartment. It was sup-»
i the jazz insti-umentalists who have

posed to be a gag of cosmic pro-
j pj.,yg^ ^^.^^ ^i^g to time with

SSlfrkindlglrdrromp' NonI '
Condon and should grab off a good

of the cast members had a chance
I

share of listeners among the

under this load, and director Hal {squares who refuse to get hep to

I
Tele Follow-up Comment I

t»»»»»*«»tt»<<«»»«4»»«»« M < » 4 >

"Critic At Large," John Mason i Berle doing a Charlie Chaplin, in

Brown's weekly half hour for WJZ, costume,, with Coogan as The Kid.

r rr 1 • • tu» K„* It supplied plenty of howls, added
put Television on the rack but ,k,hiAi, r<„„„or. w intn tha nnt

Keith was forced to resort to in

ept camera tricks to carry the

ghostly, or rather, ghastly action.

Keith, like everyone else, was vic-

timized by the script.

Two filmed plugs" for the Col-

_gate_ product_ were expertly pro-

duced. One for a hair shampoo
had a slick musipal accompani-

ment while the other, for a dish

had an effective

bebop, but want their music in the
true jazz form.

Show could stand considerable
polishing, particularly in the elim-
ination of those phony guest spots.

On the show caught (10), dancer
Valerie_ Bettis and French singer
Georges ~Ulmer~"were—'pominally-
guests but, under the prodding of
commentator Jack McCarthy, did

Hem.

washing soap, had an ettective
: nothing but interfere with the mu

Visual message and a nicely-toneo McCarthy himself should limit

his remarks to an intro of the musi-
cians; In addlti6n, that recorded au-
dience applajase, inserted for obr

'should be ditched,

commentary.

«riu*'^S?l„K?I**nav rarl Reiner, vious reasons, snouid De aitcneo.

^n!^« sJxoS Pamela O'S K the show's good, the home view-

Doris La^r PatsrDavis, Ela'ne ers can applaude with no prompt-

'Joyce'
mg.

Producer: Gene Seagle M"sic on the show was in the

Director: Howard Cordery °"S'"«L ^''^V
tradition and was

30 Mins., Thurs., 8 p.m. great. Max Kami»isky sextet, m-
Particinating'

eluding such name instrumentalists

ABC-TV, New York '\^^J^r%^^
Sedric, Vernon Brown,

lUKcuii-i,
. . . , Smith and Edward Powell were

standout in solo spots. Powell, a
symphonic flautist, was especially
entertaining with his novel "chro-

neither tortured nor tickled the new
medium. Frankly, nothing hap-
pened. The only expert within
camera range, anyway, was Dr. Al-

len B. DuMont with other of
Brown's guests being John Crosby,
radio critic of the N. Y. Herald
Tribune, and Charles (Bud) Barry,

v.p. of tho ABC network.

It was a cinch that Crosby wasn't
going to contribute much when he
started to apologize for his conv6r-

I sational split infinitives^ and it

I turned out just that way. Mr.

I

Barry was still tangled in the foi-

I bles and fables of radio's reticence

[ as to ever mentioning another pro-
gram or ' station, and Dr. DuMont
x;onfin6d himself to speaking only
when spoken to. This left Mr.
Brown to carry on practically

alone, an unhappy occurrence be-

cause Mr. Brown must be about
the unhappiest man in the world

—^-here-being no ..exp.ertsjn* tele-

vision . except the :engineers,"~Be-:

cause thfe rest of it is anyone's

guess at the moment. Dr. DuMont's
disinclination to chip in was a blow.

So what is Mr. Brown going to do
about television? Nothing, beyond
dueling with a slight siege of ver-
tigo at the thought of what it may
do to the cultural, state of the
union. For Mr. Brown has been
seeing the very devil in the cards
what with deploring the legitimate
theatre one week, the movies the
next, and comic strips and books
the week after that. Indeed, Mr.
Brown has gotten himself into one
h^l of a mental mess so that the
only happy hours left for him may
be Sunday afternoons behind the
locked doors of Brentano's. .

As the medico forced at gunpoiht
to perform an operation on ' a
wounded yegg, Marlon Brando was

to which Cooper got into the act I competent but imparted no special

together, ^ „
With the turns well executed. And
it's enhanced by some good pro-

duction,

But this multiple-sponsored pro-
instrument Vocalist Fran

value, winds up -.. ,. ^
comes to selling fashions. In spite

of all heralded claims that lashions

were right up the TV alley, this

showcase in reality fulfilled none

of these claims.

It was a good scripting job as

far as the commercial plugs were
concerned, with the models (who

^

double as the entertainers) in de-
j

scribing their own dresses lending
i

a natural note. But the actual
|

film of the creations—and the I

modelling of them-r-^lacked glamor
and failed to project visually. Its
possible that with simple, un-
dramatic clothes, without the fan-

fare of glitter and display, color

Is a must in putting across women's
apparel. Of course it's also pos-

sible that these dresses just didn t

have It. And It may be too much
to expect anyone to double from
vocals into modeling

pipes in her solo bit and dancer
Avon Long riffed through some
fast; taps excellently.

Clark' Jones^-camera-direction. for
the most part, was good. Stal.

Tele Sponsors
SSSS Contiinied froni 1 sssil

seldoni ftaVe. they heey abW to

bring l^ Ii sliow ph^ t^^

production liwt, with added'

ice tariffSj notably fijr ; scenery,

running as high as , $4,000 addi-

tionii. Swift recently foiind itself

in need of a scene depicting the

front porch 'of iari Indiana liome.
I NBC built it, but McCann-Ericksoh

The Marylyn Dav, Carl Reiner
i

"gency execs were floored when

duo deserve a good spot of their
|

they found they could have bought

own on a variety show, without the |
the entire Indiana property that

drawbacks of tying together a ' was represented at the same cost

fashion show.

costumed as the kid who drew
laughs and tears with Wallace
Beery./.

Miss Green showed up well on
tele, too. She did ' much of her
nitery turn first, th* imitations of
George Arliss, et al., capped by an-
other huge laugh piece with Berle
in skirts as Mud Garde, sister to
the Hildogarde takeoff by Miss
Green. This was the highlight of
the hour and It further labelled
Berle as the top performer on
video. As good as he and the piece
was it showed Miss Green up as a
sharp performer, too. For Berle
didn't smother her as he has others
in the same sort of situation. She
stayed right with him, in fact at
times seemed to' be stealing the bit
herself.

Calloway went over solidly, too.

In his outlandish hep costume,
used on stageshows, he kicked in

with . the usual "St. James -Infirm^

¥ry7'^TVBhilie~thB—Moocher'^and-

edge to the role. Harry Bellaver,
as the gunman, was hamstrung by
cliched lines. Settings, direction
and overall production were gbod
for this series.

worked with the other three.

"Philco Television Playhouse's"
version of "Cyrano de Bergerac"
on NBC Sunday night (9) was a
success: on all . .counts. Although
slicing the two-and-a-half hour
original to eo-minute size, the
video play captured all of the glit-

tering poetry and romantic fra-

grance contained within Brian
Hooker's translation of Edmond
Rostand's classic. Nothing more
could be asked,

Jose Ferrer, in his TV debut,
dressed the title role with the same
sweep that marked his Broadway
legit performance. Ferrer, sur-
rounded by other superlative play-
ers also recruited from- the Broad-
way cast, was the indispensable
pivot in the play's alternation' be-
tween wit and pathos. Frances
Held,' as Roxanne; Erne.st Graves

Rose.

MUSIC IN VELVET
With Johnny Hill, Kermit and

Gloria, Don Lindley. And Vel-

veteers (16)
Producer-Director: Ed Skotch
30 Mins.: Sun,. 1 p.m. .

Sustaining
WENR-TV, Chicago

It's somewhat early in video his-

tory to classify shows as "restful,"

but that's the word that most
nearly sums up this musical.
There's not a word spoken in it.

Credits and song titles are super-
imposed on shots of the orch or
on hands plucking harp strings.

Latter serve fo r transitions
throughout.

Deft cutting and camera work

of the stage mounting,

Kraft and J. Walter Thompson,
Philco and Admiral have complain-
ed of similar exhorbitant tariffs,

I
but find they're helpless in remedy-
ing the. situation. :

Max Liebman, whose new revue
for Admiral preems Jan. 28, made
overtures to open his own scenic
shop in connection with the forth-
coming ambitious musical produc-
tion. Plan was to take on 10 scenic
designers. NBC chimed in with a
definite, nix, claiming that all sets
must be mounted by the network.
Similarly, a few of the agencies
involved in the NBC productions
tried to band together and open a.
cooperative outside scenic house

Rudy Vallec certainly evidenced
his know-how and likelihood for
television, judging from his first

Sunday night guest-shot (2) on the
Ed Sullivan "Toast of the Town"

; as Christian, and Robert Carroll, as
program. Vallee was scheduled to the between-the-scenes narrator
repeat last Sunday (9) on the show,
but his N. Y. Latin Quarter nitery
opening that night necessitated a
postponement until the following
week (16).

Authoritative, poised and show-
wise, the contrast didn't do the
regular emcee Sullivan any good,
although both laughed it off ef-

fectively, inasmuch as both were
reading from script perched on a

not-too-well-camouflaged e a se 1

.

When one stepped on the other's

lines they capitalized on it to gen-
eral acceptance. Vallee wears his

20 years in show business with
aplomb and complete juvenility—
obliquely pointing up the full

crop of hair and the lack of em-
boinpoint—and was sufficiently
nostalgic without being AK. In
fact the passing double-decade, ac-
cented by songs now gone in
memory, was tribute to the "Vaga^

"Studio One," the dramatic work-
shop series which the CBS-AM
staff rounded into one of the: most
adult on the air, has become even
more successful in its . television
version under the excellent pro-
duction supervision of Worthington
Miner. For the fifth in the TV
series last Sunday (9) night. Miner
presented an adaptation of Millen-
Brand's w.k. novel, "The Outward
Room," via a superb adaptation by
Joseph Liss. The /quality of the

i production, direction and acting
combined to point up emphatically
that tele can handle the best In
drama: at least as well as any other
medium.
—Miner—took—the,jqpporluiiiiy, _fin
Sunday night's show t6 • corisoli-"^

date several : of the production
techniques he's innovated in the
series. Integration of film clips
with the live pei'formance, often
coming with rapid-fire cuts, ran
with split-second precision and the
use of a pre-recorded disk for star
Ruth Ford's introspective thinking .

aided immeasurably: in pointing up
the dramatic impact of the play's:
phychological motif. That roof
scene, with the clouds moving
slowly across: the screen in the
background, was equally good.

Cast was standout. Miss Ford,
as the psychoneurotic; was realistic
throughout the difficult portrayal
and Bramwell Fletcher, as her doc- -

tor, turned in a neat 'performance
in .his comparatively short scenes.-
John Forsythe, as the young ma-
chinist who helped Miss Ford 'to
recovery, gave an excellent reading
to his lines, and Joe Silver and
Lotte Stavisky, as his youngme Deiween-(ne-scenes narrator, ^

joined with Ferrer to make this tE^^Jf^' ^.^J^ S!^
supporting

ofTering a top video medley of
grace and eloquence.

Producer-director Fred Coe once
again framed the dramatic ele-
ments to the needs of the TV
screen. The, long and intricate
opening duel sequence was bril-
liantly executed. The imaginative
.settings, some fully furnished and
others only suggested, and the light
effects, especially the stark black
and white sculpturing of the war
camp scene; contributed heavily in
creating a rounded dramatic illu-

sion.

. Between-tlie-act plugs, using a
familiar formula on this' airer,
resurrected the ghost of Stradavari,
the violin-maker, to sing the
praises of Philco sets.

"We, The PedpleV^ isimulcast bh
CBS still has only: a miI4 Impact
as video, fare dest>ite an attempt
to hypo the program, by shifting
the emcees from week to week.
On the TV screen, the .Sti'aight in*
terview ty|)e of program is too*
static and becomes doubly so when
some of the participants are shown
reading from scripts. Last Tues-
day's shoW (4) rated better than
average due to the guest Appear-
ances of opera singer Ezib Pihza
and actbr Paul Henreid and the
personable emeeelng by Bennett
eerf, - Random House head. Both
Pihza and Henreid delivered solid

^ , . „ ,
Silvers gave viewers a bits, the former doing a solp oh an

bond Lover and the manner in
|
burlesqued autobiography on his I old American ballad and the latter

which the years rested lightly on i."Arrow Show" Thursday (6) night
I
giving an effectively schmamy

* on the NBC-TV web, with bur- i recitation of Poe's "Annabelle

roles. Difficult camera direction,
under the capable supervi.sion of
Paul Nickell, ran off without a
hitch. — -- -

him.

Vallee made this show off-bal-
ance, dominating it so well as to
make the clcslng - quartet. The
Ravens, and the intervening stage-
box heckling by Pat C. Flick,
thoroughly antl-cllmactlc. Sullivan
continues "casting" his audiences
with such personalities as gridders.

lesque naturally getting the chief
emphasis. Any blue material) of
course, was completely deleted, but
what remained still emerged as the
best Silvers has done in the series
yet. That "Flugel Street" I'outlne,
with Silvers and Joey Faye play-
ing straight men to Jack Diamond

Lee." The others, culled from odd
columns qf. news, varied' from a
90-year old marathon walker to a
legendary British spy. A more.'
dramatic format for presenting
these human'' interest facets is ur-
gently required.

golfers and boxers, a holdover i
must have brought forth ple'asanf

from the emcee-columnlst's back- 1

nostalgia for some of the viewers
ground, as sports writer,' and ofiand yocks from those who had

for the mounting of productions,

prevent monotony in lenslng the « f 'fOO »
""i^^

"ceiling" for

mch. Shots are skillfully synchro- ^± the. P™grams mvolved
This, too, however, was rejected,
it's reported.

,

the agehcie^ and clients contend
that, with the incteasing series of
dramatic, bigtlme::vaudeo pteseiita-
tidns coming before the NBC video
caniftras ,the network is no longer
tooled up to meet the expanding
commitments for turning out scenic

|

facilities. As result, ah enormous]
amount Of overtime •^is involved

nized, with the camera panning
among musicians during ' en.semble
work, then cutting for closeups of
those accented by the Scores Inter-
play of camera and music is gen-
erally smooth and precise. Stand-
ards in relaxed tempo are the
main fare. Strings and woodwinds
dominate the orch.
On show viewed Johnny Hill

biintoned three songs in good
if restrained, style Kermit and and it's this factor, perhaps more

and barefoot Haitian weaving to
drums. Only musician spotlighted
was George Barnes, who worked
over a show tune expertly on amp-
lified guitar.

All in all, "Music in Velvet"
stacks up as good standard video
entertainment. Through imagina-
tive presentation, it provides re-
buttal to some who have 'argued
that orchs are too static for "fuU-
length tele programming., • .:

in the spiraled Costs;

Some are squawking o^er the
fact that, in their estimation, NBC
should be rendering the scenic
work as a service on a non-profit
basis. But instead It becomes an
over -rights cost-plus operation,
which is passed on to the client.
And by the time the agency adds
on' its own 15% ftncluding the over-
rights) the bankroUer has plenty
Jo yap about.

course such diverse names as Sid'
ney Blaefcmer, Anita Colby and
Arthur Murray.

Last Sunday's (9) bill was stand-
ard "Toast" fare, enhanced by a
triple showcasing of the new school
comics—Harvey Stone (doing a re-
peat), Georgie Kaye and Frank
Fontaine (the latter a particular
smash with a reprise of his sweep-
stakes winner bit.) Luise Rainer,
in her first time up in video, pro-
vided an effective dramatic inter-
lude with a re-enactment of her
Anna Held telephonic sequence
from "The Great Ziegfeld" pic,
and revealing a magnetic TV
charm in some supplemental cur-
tain chitchat with the "Toast"
emcee. Neat, showmanly trick
leading up the Rainer bit was a
series of Patricia Bright-Frank
ipntaine impersonation vignettes
ot top pix personalities (Hepburn,
Cary Grant, Edward G, Robinson,
etc.) m w.k. pix telephonic
sequences. '.

Benny, A & A
Continued from page 27

never seeji it before. Its success
on TV proves further how the new
medium can use this old m'aterial Mr-m r. v. , i

to advantage.
" * man WiUiam S. Paley .snared the

Silvers' .takeoff on a typical 1 comedy shows from the rival

hurley line was standout, as was , NBC web. Question of how they'll

Iht IhL?^ !'n^i.f,ni°i''°fi;
^|be used in TV is expected to be

skits^al'okav bu^ot So tX '''^''''^ ^'^^

burlesqui par' Program"'has° it fLu'^Z.''''''''°'\ "hvproved slowly since its preem, but T'^"^
Stanton s reportedly ready

it's difficult to put the finger on ^° S*^^ with the an.swers. New
exactly what causes its sometimes :

studies have been in operation for

static - quality, especially in view some time, but their formal kickoff

Milton Berle had himself a ball
"S**'" on his Texaco show

(NBC) with guest names Jackie
Coogan, Jackie Cooper, Mitzi
Green and Cab Calloway, latter
working as a single. Situation par-
ticularly fitted Berle in so far as
Coogan and Cooper were con-
cerned. Neither has an act in the
strict sense of the word, so one was
wl}ippe4 up. IJi^Jufoily, it depicted

pf Silvers' talents;

Production mountings were
good. Show uses hurley's blackout
techniques well, adapting It to TV

has reportedly been delayed to

lend further emphasis to the clinic.

Talks, panel discussions and
demonstrations at the aff'air will

to cut from one skit to another.
' spotlight the theme that tele is a

Comiviorcials. were neatly ban- ' going business now, but sales vee-

T uny wlT. ^".'••i^'^^u^''/?''^- ' P<=e William C. Gitlingcr will still

TrinlPts Tpmnip T«v
t^e Mack

.
center his talk on the point that

luplets. Temple Texas and the "we're still spllinc AM'' nlscus-
rest of the cast, should eventually sinL%r» In hi il^ f.; qToSmerge into a unit with Silvers that

i c^tZ „lL^^r r v^^uth
will boost the show's Hooper to Y^^P^.^ J- Y""

^Y,*?
L*^

what was griginally expected of it.
hurg, engineering veejice William

I

Lodge, program chief Charles

"AMiirK VtttAitt" -^Y-A^^^^ir^A „ u„»
i

Underbill, news and special events:

ter-fha^rSVeS"^^^ A. CheLl^ slalions

TV Sunday night (9) but still sLws I

''^'^1°?^ ^^'^P''^ J-
^^^Ji^^}'^'

doctor and some gangsters that was manager of WMAR-TV (Baltimore);
interesting but never quite came I

Fort Industries prez George B.

alive. Partly it was due to a form- ! Storer, and WCAU-TV ipiiiladel-
less plot and partly to inadequate 1 phia) program chief G. Bcnnelt
ttfespjng ,,l|y spme ot

.
tlie, pli^ers.jl f^af^n jsjijl, ali;o |pq^ , > u
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hside Stuff-Ra£o
Foilowing a rebuke from the Catholic Church for propagandizing

for more liberal N. Y. State divorce laws in its special program, "Cause

for Divorce", last week, WMCA, N. Y., agreed to grant the Church spe-

cial air time for its point of view. Gottfrey T. Schmidt, Fordham Univ.

Jaw professor^ will speak for the N. Y. Archdiocese tomorrow -night

(Thurs,). Co;itroversy was stirred after Wilbur M. Wherry, prominent

lawyer, delivered a report over the indie which indica:ted the need for

reform in the divorce, laws. The station had originally invited Catholic

ii»okesnien to appear on the forum but received no takers.

- Before the War, Norman Twigger was on the staff of WCAE in 'Pitts-

burgh, a crack announcer and recognized at the time as an outstand-

ing newscaster as well. He was then close to 40, at an age when careers

are generally fixed and permanent. But Twigger had for years thought

long and hard about a. career in medicine but a family prevented him
from giving up the securitj^ of his radio work. After Pearl Harbor,

however, and even as the netwoi-ks were tapping at his door, Twigger

saw his opportunity to study to be an M.D. at Uncle Sam's expense,

tie wsignod from WCAE, enlisted in the- army and. was sent to med-
ical schboL Today he's Captain Norman Twigger, ear,, nose and throat

surgeon at the Oliver General Hospital in- Augusta, Ga. Sometime this

year his army stretch will be up and he'll settle down in Augusta for

private practice.

VALLEE'S 7iG TAG Godfrey Takes AM Cast

FOR mE-COMICS' I Over to TV for New Show
Hollywood, Jan. 11.

| New Arthur Godfrey television

Price tag of $7,500 a week has show, first on which the CBS star

been placed on 'Teje-Coimcs,"
| ^^ijf 1,^ playing exclusively to a'

series Of 15-mmute cartoon vidpix ; /. * -s^u..Sd out by Vallee Video as a,TV audience, preems tonight

flve-a-week layout. Pix consist of
|

(Wed.) on 10 CBS-TV stations in

a quartet of three-minute cartoons
(
the east and midwest in the -8 to 9

with remaining time left open for giot under sponsorship of Chester-
commercialSi

|

field, which also bankrolls the sec-
Quartet of subjects consists of I ond half-hour of Godfrey's .i.in.

"Brotlior Goose," drawn by Cal
|
cBS radio airer. Agency is Newell-

Ho«ard: "Sa-Lih," an Arabian
, Emmett.

nights novelty drawn by A. J. Met-
I p^^^gt jhe show, while not

calfe: "Joey and Jug,'» clown.seiaes following that of Godfrey's
b.v Arnold Gillespie: and "Rick "

Rack. Special Agent," by Miles

Pike and Pete Burness. Jack Kirk-

wood, Lillian Leigh and Bill Grey
supply the voices for the cartoon

figures.

morning AM stanza, is to comprise
most of the cast from the radio
program and- will have a similar
oflf-the-cult presentation. Featured
with Godfrey will be vocalists Ja-
nette Davis and Bill Lawrence, the
Mariners quartet and Archie Bley-
er's orch. Margaret Richardson
will produce and Jack Carney and
Paul Nickell will direct.

Godfrey's "Talent Scouts" show

Chesterfield cigarets, through the
Newell-Emmett ad agency, bank-
rolled the New York Daily News'
WPIX's pickup of the finals in the
Silver Skates tourney from Madi-
son Sq. Garden, N. Y., Monday
(101 night.

Fifteen new series of spots
started last week on WTMJ-TV,
Milwaukee Journal station. New
sponsors include the Plankinton
Packing Co., through Cramer-
Krasselt agency; Trubilt Trailers,
through the MaoDonald - Cook
agency; Milwaukee Co., through
Gramer-Krasselt; .Tohn P. Hansor
Soap, through Stonc-O'Halloran;
Waukesha Roxo (sott drink.s) and
W: P. Hammond & Sony through
the same, agency; John Graf Co.,

through Al Herr agency; Indepen-
dent Milwaukee Brewery,' via A1-;

len Reiselbach agency; Pate Oil
Co., through Herr; Wisconsin Tele-
phone Co., no agency; Mrs. Drenk's
Foods, Stone-O'Halloran; United
Coal & Dock Co., no agency;
Howard B. Stark Candy; Stone-
O'Halloran; Mammy's Foods,
Stone-O'Halloran, and York-Wag-
ner (ice, cubes), no agency.

Spear & Co., through the Wil-
-liam- Warren- agencyr-lias-rcnewed,
the Jimmy Jemail show,; and
Krueger Brewery has renewed box-
ing from Ridgewood Grove over
WPIX. On the same station,

Blackton' Fifth Avenue inked fori

13 weeks of one edition weekly of
the five-minute"New.s on the
Hour" show, and Lucky Strikes,

|

through Young & Rubicam. re-

newed its thrice-weekly spotSi

Spots were also bought b^ Celomat
Corp., through Tracy Kent; Molle
Shaving Cream through Y.&R,,
and .Long Island Railroad, through
the Al Paul Lefton Co.

FMA Confident It Will Push AM.

Out of Radio Picture in Five Years

Shades of Franklin!
Philadelpia, Jan. 11.

Ben Franklin, who was a
forward looking gent in his

day, would have gotten a big
boot out of the present use his
carriage house is being put to,

.

The former Franklin stable,

at 321 S. Fourth st. here, has
been remodeled and is now the

-

home of the Theatre Arts In-
stitute. The school will con-
centrate on television produc-'
tion and is the only one of its

kind in Pennsylvania. Robert
Wahl, rehearsal and script

head at WPIL-TV, is in charge.

ENDS 19-tEAR AIR SERIES
Dallas, Jan. 11.

The 'oldest program on WFAA
ended la.st Sunday with the final

broadcast made by Dr. David Lef-
. on Monday nights, meanwhile, will

kowitz. ' continue as a simultaneous AM-TV
For the past 19 years he has . presentation under sponsorship of

aired a 30-minute program spon- i Lipton's Tea. but the video version
sored bv the Brotherhood of

| will be can ied only on CBS-TV's
Temple iMuanu-El. ' eiist coast web.

'H'WOOD SCREEN TEST'

WINS ROVND IN COURT
"Hollywood Screen Test." Les-

ter Lewis Associate's package on
ABC^V._-won--the—first—round . in

the $500i000 plagiarism suit

launched against it by Screen Test,

Inc., in New York State supreme
court this week as Judge Aron
Steuer denied the latter company's
motion for a temporary iniunction.

Robert A. Monroei Mutual net-
work producer,, and Latham Ovens,
owners of the program, "Screen
Test," which was on the AM air-

lanes several years ago under
Metro's sponsorship, are charging

So Sorry
Hollywood, Jan. 11;

It was bound to happen with,

all the confusion attending a

mass telecast of one event.

With every going-station's

cameras-picking up the Tourna-
ment of Roses parade in Pasa-
dena New Year's day, links to

the Mt. Wilson transmitters be-

came mixed and KTTV carried
10 minutes of KLAC's iiickup.

"Hollywood Screen Test'- with lift

ing their original idea. A jury trial
|
comprehensive since the Associa

Washington, Jan. 11.

FM Assn., with a change in com*
mand to direct its promotional

activities^ was all set last week to

embark on its tliird year of opera-

tion, confident the new service has

won its toughest battles^ and that ,

it would push AM broadcasting out

of the cities within five years.

At a press conference Thursday
f6) to introduce its new executive
director,. Edward L. Sellers, who
succeeds J. N. iBill) Bailey, FMA,
announced that it is gearing ilS;

operation along the . lines of a
.
pub- ,

lie relations setup and has retained
the Faught Co., of New York, a«;

counsel "in establishing and ex-
ecuting an expanded program of
operations. for 1949." FMA said its'

board will hold a special.meeting
in the near future "to consider de-
tails of the new program and to
make budgetary provisions for it."

FMA stated it will extend its

bulletin—jse^rvJee—ta-membecs
will place greater stress in pro-
viding "how-to-do-it case material"
in meeting problems most common
to FM stations. In this connection,
it is planning a "clinic" on tim«
sales to be held in New York in the
spring, in cooperation . with station
reps, time, buyers, and other ad-
vertising agency people.

FMA announced it also has plans
under way to make its 1949 annual
convention, which will be' held in
Chicago, "the largest and mo.st

is slated to open Monday (17).

Suit is the first court ease in-

volving alleged infringement by a
video program on an Idea from aur
other medium. Defendants in the
case are Lester Lewis Associates,
Neil Hamilton, director and emcee
of "Hollywood Screen Test," and
the ABC network. . .

Tacoma -^ Charlie Bryant, , an-
nouncer at l^VI, .Mutual outlet
here, left the Citation .Tan, 9 to be-
come director of publicity for Gov-
ernor-elect Arthur Langlic

tion viras founded in Washington on
Jan. 10, '47."

Millard Faught, head of the
Faught Co., which has worked with:
other clients in the field of radio
and trade associations, participated
at the conference in acquainting
reporters with FMA's new plans in
selling the service to the public;
He predicted that FM will largely
displace AM in the next five year*
and that just as soon as broad-
casters see their AM audience be-
coming unprofitable "they will get
out ol AM nuick."

to quote...
^

in which WOK repeats some things it said in 1948

as an underlined assiirance of what it will continue to be in 1949.

*'
. . . what we've said attempts to mirror the wai-mth and human-

ness of WOR's programming from day to day. It is these qualities,

based on a skilled knowledge of what the public wants, that have

madeWOR one of America's gieatstations^andgreatsellingJorces

—for moie than a quarter of a century."

"... WOR is a powerful force in the lives of the majoiiL}- of 36,000,-

000 people in 430 counties in 18 states on the eastern seaboard. Trom

the windy reaches of Prince Edward Island, in the Dominion of

Canada, to the pine-scented border of Southern Georgia, WOR's
voice is a welcome and forceful one."

"... WOR's personality has always been a warm one; a method and

technique of programming based on people, not just shows. But in

evolving this form ofradio broadcasting, ^VOR has not ignored ideas,

nor the need for showmanship and day to day awareness of what

the public wants ..."

It is qualities such as those described above that mafie

WOR the amazing selling force that it is, and—
mind you— at a price that'll leave you gasping.

hearil iby the most people where the tnost people areWOR mutual
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"get LUCKY"

in Entertaining, Audience-'Appealing Half'hour LIVE
WOW designed for Radio or Television and made 1o

^rder for the national market as a traveling unit.

WRE ^ TELEPHONE
- FOR SAMPLE RECORD -

IS L. SAPHIER AGENCY
BrMghton Way Blvd.. Beverly Hills, Calif.

TthphM* Cnilvim 1.7U1

JOE GLASER or CHARLIE YATES
Associated Bookinsi Corp., 745 Fifth Ave., New York

T«tephew PUm *4t»
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Admiral's 2-W8b Spread
Continued from p^ce n ;

provide both webs with a separate

cable, Kudner and Admiral Radio

will decide wliich of the webs is

to handle the show exclusively.

"Revue;" which is to originate

from NBC's recently-acquired

International theatre, N. Y., will be

one of the highest-budgeted yet

aired. Permanent cast comprises

'

Sid Caesar. Mary McCarty, Imo-

gene Cocft, the Mfirge and Gower
Champion dance team, Bobby Van;

,

Estelle Loring and Ronnie Cun-|

ningham. Show will have a perma-
\

nent stock company, complete with '

its own technical: and administra-

tive staffs for all phases of produc-

,

tion; as well as a permanent ballet

company. Liebman, noted for de-

velopin? such personalities as Dan-
I

ny Kaye, Jules Munshin, Betty Gar

Albuquerque, Syracuse, MinneapO'
lis-St. Paul, Memphis, Louisville,

I lasting "name" appeal for that
New' Orleans, Fort Worth and [time when the consumer becomes
Houston. Thus, the show will be

|

more selective in his TV purchases,
seen in every city with a TV sta- Capehart price cuts range from $50
tion,',..:..

duc« and sell the projected 2,000,-

000; sets planned fot 1049.

According to Capehart's Nicho-
las, much industry research and
production streamlining is being
directed towards producing better

1 nbC's plan to rebuild its Sunday
sets for less money to establish

;
powerhouse, and the spleen would

Crosby
Continued from page 21

costs <*f nfetw6rk television "sftpw^^
will keep

;
piany adv^rtlstsrS; in

radio;. Also .the igenferat (ioWnbeat
of talent costs will: add" to . radio's

rett, Jerome Robbins and others
taltang points.'

during the time he conducted the For example, at Music Corp. of

summer theatre at Tamiment, Pa., America, highest-priced package on

be vented; tin those; desejrteir(>.

Jack Benny and; Ainos^^^'^^^^ AniSy.

''''/MPS' Ttvtiifj HtiiM

i

to $200, made possible through

I

economies effected by plant con- 1

<>*;tb« Mpot on radio" if bi»

solidatibn and producUfth ;expan-'fW up. lie's, in

I

S'ion.' :..v., .
,

Abrams.- iii introducing; , Emer-

I

jpn;'s new. 16-irich .dit'etit ;vifew con-
[sDlft which is set to retail at;)

$599,50i; based his predictiori
.
of ;,

I highei' prices on the public's de-

'

I

mand for large-screen sets. While
It's also figured that the lower some lower prices might prevail in

cost-per-listener in radio as against 1

present 10-inch sets, he said,

video, will appeal to the more con- j

the greatest Interest will be in the

servative sponsors. The still high ^^^'Scv screen models.

Talent Agencies
Continued from page 1 aj

and advertisers will be open
fresh shows.

TV Costs Still High

for

there for 13 weeks, on probation,
that is. Crosby, it is said, doesn't
like the idea at all of giving battle
to Benny. .

•

No one in the know is. writing oil
Paley's Hollywood visit as a social

just because he's bringing
alqng the missus,, recently accolad-

Tele Chatter
Continued Iiom page 26

;

AFRA Continues Strike

Ys: Atlanta's WATL As

GovL Mediators Move In
Atlanta, Jan. ij.

Strike of members of American
Federatior of Radio Artists em.
ployed by WATL, 5kw Atlanta iZ
die, operated by Atlanta Broadcast-
ing Co., entered 12th day today
(Tues.) with both sides adamant
Walkout came Dee. 31 at 5 a.m'
and station was off the air for nine
hours, hut has managed to (joii-

'

tinue to operate without serviced'
ot the strikers, five announcers and
one music librarian, and eight en-
gineers, who are respedting picket
lines.'.

Ed Schlesinger, national rep of
AFRA, is here and handlin;:; in-

terests of strikers..He says APRA's

Conlon's Rhythmaires, , 'Program

will sha)^im~'wTltiHg-TclTOre--on--the-Ust-is_theJoan JDavls sho_w, L'^jH have film inserts.

l.M ics and sketches with Mel Tolkin being offered at around $10,000. CBS clicke'riiig "with Joshua

and Lucille Kallen. Liebman has Several years ago. Miss Davis was Shelley to return to New York for '

P'etely social

j

packaged at $1'7,500. The "Let's
\ « live video series based on "The

'

1^"if "i" 'irnL'S i
Wizard of Oz".

.
Harold Nebenzal.j

guest spots . will retail around , \oi j « '

$7,500 and a Tony Martin show is sw ;
of producep Seymour

(

set nekt $6,500. Agency has also Nebenzal, organized ;West, Coiast

prepared shows around : Jerry Co-
j

Productiohs' With/"Jwri?i^

ionna. Vera Vague and Dorothy i and Albert Jaeger to inake Vidfilms
Shay. Otiiers ^n the MCA pros- i„ which IVIiss Gurtright will star
pectus include Judy Holliday, play

ed as; the best dressed woman in
America. True it is that there'll
be many functions staged in their
behalf but those are for the after- i . „i„„^i , ..u iir«r(,r j
dark hours. The Jack Bennys are 1^2" iq2« ^'^^7*^^"^""''*',
tossing a soiree Jan. 15 for the \?*?' ''"'.^

,^°"f t»

Paleys that'll bring out the to^vn's
n?8ot>ate a new one Prior to ex-

creme de la creme, and many a deal
p'^ation He states that in the lat.

will start with a handshake. The !
P^'"' °* December an agree,

guest list will bulk large with radio
I

^'.^^ reached with station

names and the MCA lads will be
ownership on all contract condi-

' tions and terms, but owner, J; wout .in force. The temptation will w^„j„..ff c„
be- too overpoweriniM«^go_€Om- J!^°?f-"?' - ?^

meinl * Kused^ to Sign. -Walkout

Viewing Habit Test
Admiral Radio's use of the

combined DuMont and NBC
networks for its forthcoming
Friday night "Broadway
Revue" is expected to provide
an adequate measurement of
viewing haliits in those cities

in which the webs each have '.

outlets.

While the network duplica-
tion procedure is expected to

boost the ratings of the show,
it will also determine which of

the two webs' viewers will tune
to for the same program. Only
similar situation has been for

pooled broadcasts of special

events,-, which have usually
• been carried by all stations in

; every: city, but the Admiral
show, marks the first time a
sponsored entertainmenfe pro-
gram h£is been duplicated in

this way, .

ABC-TV
Continued from page 27 ;

ing lead in "My Sister Eileen," and
"I Free the Innocent'' with'a male
filmster pencilled in for the lead.
MCA has also , prepared a soap-
opera, ''Riverside Drive."

Other agencies are similarly
packaging shows at budgets, con-
siderably lower than that of last
year: .'

• ... .

Generally, it's been found that
the higher-priced names are more
cooperative this season regarding
price, which has been a consider-,

able factor in percenters' ability to
get ' out, ; more ; reasonably-priced
productions.

;
The sole reason for' gloom in the

talent offices is the lower level oi
business. Otherwise it's felt that

I

the list of sponsor prospects is

Beiiay Venuta femceeing
KTTV's "Silent Partners" charade
show at $25 per weekly appear-

ance, indicative of the low talent

scale . on - the Coast. Show, inci'*

dentally, is- the third charades of-

fering on Coast telestations, others

being" "Pantomime Quiz," KTLA
and "Headline Charade," KLAC

I

. ,Kay Christopher and Keith

I

Hetherineton inked as, leads for
! the "Fireside"' telepic series
which Eclipse Productions will
turn out.

Joe Lowe took over as produc-
tion coordinator for KLAC-TV . . .

Hal Roach Jr. changed the name
_of his telepic production unit to
Hal Eugene Roach Productions to
avoid confusion with Roach
Senior's firm . . . Lee Green, Dick

Columuus, re-

-toliowear
Meanwhile^ federal mediation and
conciliation authorities had worked '

with both sides in eflfort to iron
out differences. J. W. Woodruff,
.Jr., manager of WRLB, Columbus,
Ga., has represented his father
during; negotiations, Schlesinger
said.

Duncan Quits WLWT
Cincinnati, Jan. 11.

J.'R. Duncan has resigned as di-
rector of engineering for WLWT,
ending a 10-year service stretch
with Crosley's television division.
He said his split with James D.
Shouse, president, was over "dif-

I ferences of 'opinion in handling
I
engineering problems that could

I

not be reconciled."

I Duncan said he will take a va>

I

cation before making a new affilia-
! tion. *

already tried out many of the skits 3,^?"*^,*''? as in recent years.
| cunha,'jimy "Terry and Bill Tillisch

to be used at Tamiment
Charles Santord, who had been

nnisiGai clivi-ctor ,for the Broadway
revue,.."Make Mine .Manhattan,"
will handle the same post on the
Admiral show. Legit designer
Frederick Fox is to design the
scenery, with Paul DuPont super-
vising the costumes. .lames Star
buck will direct the choreography

They believe that radio will still be
big business and the prophecies of
doom aren't warranted as yeti-

TV Set Prices
i Continued from page 27 .7^-

!turn out some 600.000 sets in 1949
Format will comprise a coinpleteiv ' >ts own^ Now that RCA has an-
new show each week, centering swered the challenge, it's expected
around a definite theme but sans that Philco will have to plan on a
a formalized book. ;

similar 16-inch job, which may re-

Show will bp aired by both NBC downward that set prodtiction

and- DuMont stations in the eight '^ure.

cities whore the two webs eaeli ; Sales Boost Seen
have outlets. These include N. Y.,

' Second fact is that, no matter
Philadelphia. Baltimore • • .. .

.

ton, Boston. CIeve
and Detroit. In addition
aired siiiniltaneously in Shenec- through greater .set sales. Public's
tady, Bull-ilo, St. Louis. Milwau- demand for cuts in current models
kee.

. Toledp, New Haven, Pitts- are expected to trim prices, which
burgli and Richmond. Cities get- in turn will boost sales materially
tins the show via film transcrip- If manufacturers can meet their
tions whicli will follow by two self-imposed production quotas, it's
weeks the live airing, include tiehoved the industry may well pro-

formed Caravan Productions to
lens commercials for tele . . .

Nate Piatt, talent chief for WBKB,
Chicago, and for Balaban & Katz
stage presentations, due here next
week . . Tom Milana and John
Shnll, cameramen, went into busi-
ness lensing repeats of video
stanzas to be flown to San Fran-
cisco for use on KPIX the follow-
ing day. starting off with KFI-TV's
"Hoffman Huddle" starring Tom
Harmon, Deal involves restaging
"Huddle" after the regular telecast

1

rather than picked up off the tube

Chicago
Swift Show (Lanny Ross) origin-

other advertisiilg medium, there is

ho substitute for experleiice." Web
pointed but, in this respect, that
many of tbe advertisers who with-;
drew; temporarily' from vidieo for
one ireascm or another "have either
returned with blj^ger budgets, or
are planning to return within the
very near future."

"2. Now*^ is the time to reseive
valuable time franchises." Bro-
chure states that the number of
cream time periods when the full
attention of an audience can be
captured is far ](e>ss than in radio
and; in additioTi, TV station faeili-

1

ties are conMdetably fewer lhan
!

radio. ,

•;•;,' ;':;,:?,;'., V

"3. Advertising competition must
be .met." Of the 21 largest U. S.
advertisers whose products are ac-
ceptable for sponsorship on TV^, 19
are already

:
Users of the new me-

diuni;
; - In addition, jjiany advertis-

ers are fioming in who have never
used radio.

.
•

.

"4. TV set ownership i.s predom-
inantly in middle and lower in-
come groups."

"5. Present TV riiaj-kets already
account for 40.4% of annual IT, S.
retail sales."

"6, TV is a great medium fi^^
public relations." This can be ac-
coniplisjied through

, tieins with
dealer associations, etc.

Evening Hour Advantaire
'7. High ratio of TV sets-in^^tise

means steady advertising impact"
According to C. E. Hooper, tele .

g(5ts "about ipo% higher set usage *^V*''"^*U8 our Speiety to pettal ter

"^H ^r^'ill"
"la'fu^acturing-end .

ates at the Morr^on'ToTel^'hele doirfadio*/' news-documentary technique
,.and, C.nca£;o ot the busine.-is takes, the broad- '

J^"- 13 . . . Art Churvis, former ..o t u c will be used on wli-.i is nrnbablv
ition. it's to be ca.sting industry will benefit ,

exec with Churvis Adv.;
Large number of vipwprc

,

»e used on wlial is pioDdOly

Documentaries
s Continued from page 21 a

long documentary dealing with

.

American politics. Pete Lyon is

doing the scripting and it will be
written around the life of a single

I

Congressman.

I
in the third documentary of the

'year, "The Cities of the World,"
i
the problems of UN and UNESCO,
in terms of an International Citi*

zen, will be projected, in a bid Jp
show that peoples of all nations
can get along together. Exact
format on this has not been set as
yet,, ',,-*:•'

,

The documentary on penology
will explore the wisdom of re-

joining NBC's TV i^taff as assistant
production director . . . Gorgeous
Qeoree, West Coast wrestler,
preenis on local screens via WENR-
TV, Jan. 14 . . . Rauland Corp..
subsid of Zenith Radio, starts mass
production of large screen metal
lubes next month.

number of viewers per I ^ , ... .
,

apo^t„,, I the most ambitious hour produc-
tion thus far attempted by llie

web—that deaHijg with U, S.-Rus-
sian relations.

Werner Michel, head of the

doGHinentarj^v: unit; will- pro^ftice
;;

the 'Series.

44 ADVERTISERS
hove been selling overWOV for an averag*
oi 9 yean each. Th«Y know that on WOV

mUllSisthe Buy-Word
Your WOV salesman will give you specifit

market Information on each of 5 Audited
Audiences. You toe can take the goeis out
of buying.

Wake Up New York
1280 Club
Band Parade
frairie Stars

Italian language ntttrket

2,100,000 Individuals
larger than St. Louis and
Kansas City Combined

mm
Originators of

WO¥
NEW YORK

set

TV." This, according to'the 'bro-
chure, represents about 66%%
more viewers per set than radio
has hsteners per set.

"9. Television delivers exception-
ally high identification of advertis-
er and product." CBS-Gult's "We,
the People" show, when simulcast'
draws a 44.2% radio sponsor iden-
tification, as compared to TV's
T2.3%.

"10. TV commercials are highly
acceptable due to entertainment
and interest valite."

"11. TV, geperally, provides the
lowest-cost method of actiial prod-
uct demonstration today." Aver-
age demonstration expense of a car
is $4.12, as compared to the 1.6c
for which a car can now be dern- !

onstrated over TV.
"12. TV delivers greater sales

Impact than any other advertising
medium today." Since it combines
two to four advertising media, "It
stands to reason that television in
moirt cases will produce a sales im-
pact considerably greater than any
other single medium." as witness
TV's many success stories. '

WGAR'S SBX PROGRAM
Glevelaiid, .fa' !

A six-week pi ogram sc >!>•

education has been- .1

WGAR in coopei'
Social Proteclior '

,
•

.
.

Cleveland We"i,(T'. , u

Titled •'
. a .

•

Youth," thbj,-. .'i'.iii- -

Mrs. AldarliM f^cis:'!!!

Merridew, WC.XR pr.

ioj:,-aii ving djsedw«<)un<-i-.

.''.>ri

il C P r,>i

.'Titten by
Hb Reg
in direc-

"On an Island with You"
, ,«U'IIK. C.AMKI' SHOW
r,vtr> i'liiiui Ni(.'. !<..(« KM.r.

Mgt.: LOU .^lAYTOH

PUSLSCHV WRITER
r-iSSTCStAL STAFFER

ill iilin>.i"i iniiiliiitiliM"

U (;nhlKM"l\ Mii/t |>r*»tl>o(Iitii wrltinU.

1 .int. 11, I'ViMM'U'm'.'il 111 hrtol.. I"''**'

•-If, Uwiilr... iiiUfiflNlnit flclllK.

• <t<il»'i-< Uroiil.iT, SI Chn""
., \Mi II. (11. S-WIH-

TOP QUALITY
StafF announcer and persanal|rr

(fiik jackay l«okinf| for new ofilia-

tion. All dtlaili in first i«n*r.

Box 1*49, Varic»y. 154 W. 46»h St..

New York It. N. V.
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Inside Television
" president Truman's half-hour "State of the Union" address, large-

screened last week to the N. Y. Paramount theatre's matinee audience,

met with a mixed reaction from a comfortably filled house. Younger
oavees were visibly restless after the novelty wore off while those who
were more mature were so interested in the speech itself that many
falled'to realize the President was spealcing almost simultaneously.

Although the Capitol scene was reproduced fairly well, a steady hori-

zontal flicker was rather trying on the optics. Closeups were partic-

ularly clear contrasted to the blurry longshots of the congressional audi-

ence Event was thrown on a 24x20-foot screen through coaxial cable

to New York from Washington, thence via telephones wires to thg the-

atre Finally Par's intermediate film process projected the historic

occasion on the screen 20 seconds after it actually happened. Few
customers walked j>ut during the special service program, although

it's possible they may have been waiting for the. Bob Hope pic, "Pale-

face," to start.

NBC performers are guesting on CBS' KTTV under a strange cross-

plugging problem. Guestints started Sunday (9) when Hal Peary
(•'Gildcrsleeve") appeared on the Jack and Patty Meakin teleshow.

Lillian Randolph, who plays "Birdie" on the Gildersleeve airer, follows

next Sunday (16) and Walter Tetley, the "Leroy" of the NBC layout,

comes on the fpUbwing week. It's all being done as a gesture of

friendship to the Meakins. Jack Meakin is musical director of "Gilder-

sleeve."

Pitt Plans No City Tax On

TV-Equipped Taverns
Pittsburgh, Jan. 11.

Asked for a ;ruling, Pittsburgh
law department said there would
be no city amusement tax for local
taverns with television sets. Com-
munity now levies a 10% excise
on all places of amusement, and
bar owners contemplating TV were
wondering whether they'd come in
under that category.

Opinion was asked for, since

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

television finally
reality here.

has. become a,

Boston George Graves, whose
"Homef and Garden News" is a
daily WCOP airer, to Ohio and
Michigan to participate in horticul-

turfil conferences. He will be on
the faculty for the 20tli Annual
Short Course for Landscape. Gar-
deners held by Ohio State's depart"
ment of Horiculture, and a panel
member at the Sixth National
Gladiolus Conference in East Lan-
sing.

i8) launched new hour-long Satur*
day afternoon participating t>ro^

gram featuring Darragh Aldrich,
novelist and playwright and a vet-
eran of recently-ended weekday
half-hourdiat session: MC will be
Staffer Bill Wigginton, sliow will
feature women's news and. intcr-
vi ews, farm visits, music ;and give*
aways.

FCC Report
Continued from page 23

HARRIS TO LONDON RE

CANADA THEATRE TV
Toronto, Jan. 11.

Edward L. Hanis, television

chief of J. Arthur Rank's 166

theatres in Canada, and general

manager of Gaumont-Kalee, Ode-

on's film projectoi-s and TV equip-

ment subsidiary in this country;

planed from here (11) for Lon-
don, for further first-hand study

of Bank's theatre television setup

development.

Harris expects to spend a fort-

night in Britain but is ready, in

tlie interim, to hop . back to Can-
ada immediately by plane should

the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,

federal control board of television

in Canada, fiiek the greenlight for

TV in the Dominion's filmhouses.

Hart Heads Six Additions

To CBS Television Staff
'^^aitep; Mart, former

Vidor Shifts to Video
Hollywood, Jan. 11.

. First top film director to switch
his activities to television is King
Vidor, who is propping a 26-episode

• vidpic serial. . He'll produce and
direct.

. Tentatively titled "Happy Acres."

legit'^^and

films ' producer and director, has,

been signed to serve in the same,
capacity for CBS television, top-

ping a list of six additions last

week to the staff. Richard Link-

roum, until ncJw program manager
of WTOP (Washington), has been
appointed a TV director, and John
Peyser and Kenneth Bedford were
upped from associates to full di-

rectors.

Named as associated .directors
were Roderick Mitchell, former
station manager of WLAN (Lan-
casterj Pa.); Robert L. !^impson,
radio-Alms .chief for Young
Rubicam in Canada for the last

three^-and^a^half years; Herbert
Hirschmani stage manager and pro-
duction supervisor of several
Broadway, plays, and Benedict
Magnes, former exec director for
Coast educational project.

Pittsburgh—'Charles M. Kerns,
Jr., head of production department
at WJAS, has resigned to freelance
locally as a radio producer-writer.

totaling 3.')3, during the fiscal year
almost equaled the number (385)

for new AM facilities. Applications
for FM stations (167), it noted, were
less than half the number for tele-

vision.

The Commission stated that FM
broadcasting continued to expand
during the- fiscal year "and fur-
nished a' considerable portion of
the program service available to

the--publiG. -Tliis statifcfreo. _and.
high-fidelity type of broadcast can
now be heard in most of the popu-
lous areas of the country.''

Pointing out that the number of

commercial FM stations on the air

increased nearly 2^/2 times during
the fiscal year, jumping from 238
to 587, .and that as o£ June 30 an-
other 700 FM stations were in vari-

ous stages of construction, the
Commission observed that rthe

number of FM stations authorized
'rexceeds the total of all AM. sta-

tions before the wjir."

While noting a decrease from the

postwar peak in the rate of filing

FM applications, with only 90 ap-

plications pending at the close of

the year, the report indicated that

more applicants will come in when
the audience is greaiter.

In its review of the growth of

television, the report stated that

at the end of the fiscal year there

were 294 video applications pend-
ing and 30 stations bringing televi-

sion service to 17 cities and metro-
politan districts, as compared with

eight cities served by 12 stations

the previous year.

Philadelphia —^ Alex Rosenman,
commercial manager of WCAU,
currently vacationing' in Kiorida,
has been upped during his absence.
Now in charge of AM sales, Rosen-
man has been placed in charge . also
of television sales for the station's
video affiliate, WCAU-TV.

Philadelphia — Norman Black,
musical director of WFIL and the
affiliated Inquirer stations, has
been named manager of the 20th
Century School of Music, in charge
of tliree departments—violini or-
chestras and conducting;

St. Xouis Lester _A. Benson,
president of WIL-FMj has; received
an okay from FCC to -purchase the
controlling interest in the station
from his brother, Clarence W. Benr
son, its secretary-treasurer. Lester
Benson, who owned 50% of . the
stock in the station, now owns
98.4% of the stock. The transfer
covers ownership of WIL, WIL-FM
and KIFF, a remote pickup station.
WIL is one of the pioneer stations
in the St. Louis area.

I Boston^Vii'ginia Nowell named
to publicity post at WCOP, Hubs
ABC - outlet. She will r«place
Caroline Harrisonr who has re-
signed to accept position at Boston
Museum of Science.

'

San Antonio—Edgar T. Bell has
been named manager . of KTSA
here succeeding George W. Johnr
son who plans to retire from the
radio biz to: enter private industry.
Gene Autry, cowboy singing star
of sci'een and radio whose pur^-
chase of KTSA: is awaiting FCC
approval paid a surprise visit here
to look over the station. Autry
stated he hoped to take over the
outlet by April or May and that
many of his CBS network shows
would originate from here.

Kansas City—KGKN - goes:- into

1
1949 with five sponsors; who: have

! paid the freight on programs on

Nashville—Tom Stewart, former-
ly of the station production staff,

has been named publicity and pro-
motion director for WSM, it has
been announced by John H. De- :

Witt; Jrij president,: Joining WSM
in 1935, Stewart has served in
many capacities, having been an-
nouncer, continuity editor, pro*,
ducer and director- of FM opera-:
tions.

the station for 10 consecutive

I

years. These are Feld Chevrolet
Co., Kuluva Department Store.
Davidson Dodge Motors, Katz Drug
Coi and Interstate Moving &. Stor^;

age Co.

Minneapolis — KUOM, Univer-
sity of Minnesota station, has
launched new series of Tuesday
afternoon music broadcasts featur-
ing Minneapolis Sympl^ony or-

chestra musicians and talent fi-om

University music department.

Kokomo^ Ind.— Joe Jordan has
resigned as veepee and general
{manager of the Kokomo Broadcast-
ling Co., operator of WKMO,
I

Kokomo. to bpcome general man-
I

ager of a new station in Logans-

.

i port, Ind., to be operated by the

I

Logansport Broadcasting Corp., of
[Which John C. Gotner is president.
I Call letters of the new station have
! not been assigned. .

I San Atttohid—'Henry Lee Taylor,

,

1 local attorneyi. has applied to the

I

FCC for a: new standard broadcast
I outlet to be built here at a cost
of 124,255. Outlet would operate
with 250 watts full time on 1,400

Minneapolis — WCCO Saturday ' kilocycles. -
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HOW TO MiASUREA NCTWOItK

As radio has grown, so have the techniques of measuring a

network's advertising efficiency ...

-^-An,d,with_each refinemen t of survey technique^. NBC's No. 1

position in radio becomes more impressive:

More total audience—A weekly total of 3,700,000 more radio

families in the evening than any other network, 2,900,000 more

in the daytime, bmb-adjishd iodafe

Alore average audience—On a national basis, the average sponsored

evening program on NBC attracts a 44% larger audience

than on any other network. In the daytime, NBC's audience

- advantage is 22-%'. U S JIoon-KAriNCS

More popular programs— In spite of numerous program shifts

throughout the years, NBC continues to have the largest

number of the most popular programs on the air.

The present score— 15 of the first 25. prockam jioonRMiN-.s-DjckMnir, i5-g»

More advertising e/o//ar$—Advertisers in 1948 spent over

seven million dollars more for facilities on NBC than on any

other network. B^sluo^.I'lB

More advertising efficiency—Using both time and talent costs,

NBC delivers 1 1 % more homes per dollar than any other network

in the daytime and lO/o more in the evening. u6jioo.>.ka..m,s

Such are the proportions of...

NBC.Americai NoJ Network

The National Broadcasting Company—fl5t:jx'kc o/Tlrtc/io Corporation ofAmerica
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fiV ISEW YORK CITY
Fred Allen's upcoming magazine bonanza : a 5,000-word Cosmopolitan

Raymond It; Morgan, has been turned oVer to Mutual for the selling

job, ; , Tom McAvHy put two shows on wax; a quizzer with Wendell
Niles as emcee, and "The Fireman's Daughters" starring William Frawr
ley. . . .Earl Ebi will pass a week at the Thompson agency In New York
discussing with John U. Reber plans for the development of television

j

programs.... Hal Kemp, now of Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample, around
1 , PonHiirHnB the t,.

to see that Alan Young gets off to a good start for Turns. . . .John Hie- ? \ ^ 1^
° 7^ .

®

stand teed up his new variety show, "Sing For Your Supper," on KECA
j

'"S- stated that the dissemination

WMEX
Continued from page 23

with Jim Doyle::as emcee. . . : Group representing California State Broad-
casters Association is seeking Governor Warren's support of a bill being
drafted'that would e:(empt stations from libel action in political speech-

piece by Joe McCartliy; a two-page color spread in Women's Day, and
, es and ad lib remarks beyond their control Norman Tyre, r^dio at

a full page of pix in Collier's. But the guy still wants to quit . NBC's
; tornev. hosnitalized followine heart attack:

exec veepee Charles Denny on a coast-to-coast looksee : at the web's
o Si 0 operations; accompanied by Jim Gaines, director of o & .0 oper-

ations: Will be back in two weeks .. . Fred Waring morning show re-

newed for another 13 weeks by NBC. /

Mike Jablons left Monday (10) on a four-week swing through, the^

south and Mexico on a combined vacation and business trip, for Gains-
borough Associates, publicity-package firm he represents. . . Jack
Grog'an, production manager of WNEW, wed to Blythe Miller Saturday
(81 in Phoenix, then flew with bride to Bermuda for honeymoon.
WOV manager Ralph Weil back' at his desk following a two-week

cruise on the NieUw Amsterdam . . Milton Bacon pf WCBS back in

harness-after two-week stay at the Mt. Sinai hosp for minor surgery . . :

.

Father of Mel Spiegel, of CBS press, died New Year's Day . . . . Joseph N.
Curl, of WOV sales staff, handing out cigars following birth of son. . .. .

Phil Cook sworn in as councilman of , Far Hills, N. J., for three-year
term. . . Dave Miller, Young & Rubicam radio attorney, to Coast for

torney, hospitalized following heart attack.'

m CHICAGO

of horse-racing news Is not pro,
hibited by Massachusetts lawi but '

the hearing seeks to determine the
names of the sponsors, if any, and
the sources of the information. Sta-
tion claims it devotes only miti-
utes a day to racing results, but
FCC attorney Walter Erhery
showed than on Sept, 20, '47, a

Larry McDonald, formerly of WDZ, added to WLS farm program
department ,, Curley Bradley, who plays the title role in Mutual's '

total of 98 'minutes was given tn"Tom Mix,'' and Mary Afflick, producer of the series, were wed Sun.
I the description Of races at lopiii

(9). Couple will honeymoon three weeks, with the show transcribed ^ • ' tracks arid the results '

Williamson Candy renewing "True Detective Mysteries" on WBS for ' - . , .
i t,

fourthconsecutiveyear...,JackOwens, "Breakfast Club" crooner, now
I

^'^^"^y a'so involves the cor-

under MCA management . . Edward L. Taylor, former sales veepee of I

PO^ate structure ot tne Northern

the Camfield Mfg. Co., named general sales -chief of Stewart-Warner
I

^'"'P- ."P^"*'"' 9* tne station, and

. . . .Bert Wilson, WIND sports director, off to Catalina Island for two ]

^^^^^ *° determine who the own-

months' vacash. He'll plane back in mid-February to emcee the Sports ^™' ac-

and Travel Show, then resume sun basking. .Karl Fruh, NBC staff

musician, gave a cello recital at Fullerton Hall Wed. (5) WFMF,
WJJD's FM sidearm, upped its power to 33,000 watts Jan, 1 . , . Horace

huddles with representatives of other agencies and Radio Writers Guild ;
Heidt stages his Youth Opportunity program at the Civic Opera House

... George Tiplady, ex-WMCA announcer, .now doing an early mom- j
March 13. . . .George Watson,: WBBM. announcer, rounded: out his 21st

ing show forWICC, Bridgeport . NoW that he's hit the radio-TV big- 1 year in radio last week Dorothy Rciynolds, Mutual's sales service
time yia his CBS network airers, Morey Amsterdam has effected a can-

|

manager, bedded by flu . . . . How to attend classes at the ,U. of Chicago
.cellation of his WMGM contract, which would not have expired until

j

and continue work at the same time has been solved by Les Hon.ipro-
- August.„.^:..Tommy_Riggs_andJJettj^_Xpu take over his nightime cross-] duction director of WBBM. His wife attends class and tape-records the
the-board segment . ; . George Lewis, ex-Mutual" anff WHN7aM~mwe^'lecture;rwhich- Hon- studies^on--4he- pray-back-at—home^:

.

recently factotum of Gag Writers Institute, named radio director of F.
j

HoUingbery Co. adding KUTA for station repping. . . . Johnny Erp, NBC
Darius Benham & Associates. Batter outfit prepping TV shows. ... sports ed, bedded by a stomach ailment, . . ;Tom. Moore, emcee of "La-
Arthur S. Feldnian brought up from Mutual's Washington office to take
over, special events operation , under Abe Schechter^ He succeeds Jack
Paige in the post. ...Syd Eiges home-towning (New Kensington, Pa.)
this week, speaking at high school assembly. Women's club, C of C, etc.

Jim Resor, radio time buyer at McCann-Erickson; father of a daugh-
ter born Dec. 22 Some of those strictly local giveaways are squawk-
ing over the Nick Kenny column leak on the answers, claiming it's tough
anymore to hike the jackpot beyond $20, , The "Stop the Music"-"Sing
It Again;" etc., coast-to-coast airings,, however, aren't particularly
harmed since, the telephonic accent is out-rof-tow?!'- Irving Brecher in
from the Coast for film huddles on the- release- of his "Life of Riley"
pic .version , . . , Radio Execs club tomorrow (ThurS:) honoring the Radio-
Television Critics Circle membership.

: Radio producer Arthur Kurlan is in N. Y. to set up sponisorship deals
for his Coast outfit, Radio Repertory, Inc. Other RR partners include
Dana Andrews, Fred MacMurray, Charles -Boyer, Joan Fontaine, John
Garfield and Myrna Ley. *

dies Be Seated," in Cyprus Gardens, Fla., this week for, the water ski
tourney . , .Bey Dean, WBBM producer, spends Feb. 4 and 5 at a Bap-
tist Conference in Green Lake, Wis

, instructing clergymen in the use
of radio . Andy Murphy bowing out of ABC's flack staff "Guessin'
Guys and Gals," new transcribed series with Jim Hurlbut as moderator,
bowed on WMAQ Sat. (8). . . Cash in place of merchandisie is now the
loot on "RiF.D. America," which resumed on NBC Sat. (8) . , . .Rosemary
Wayne femceeing "At Your Request" on WAIT.. -

quired and from whomvas a result
of the application of Alfred J. and
William S. Pote and Antoinnette
lovanna, for permission to acquire
additional interest in order to ob-
tain majority control.

Testifying in behalf of the sta-
tion's contribution of free time for
public service and charitable af-
fairs were Dennis Delaney, col-
lector of Internal" fevenuey Mayor

'

Reynolds of Everett, school com-
mitteeman Daniel J. McDevilt and
other politically influential people,
The station programs a weekly
talk by Mayor Curley.

Station Reps
Continued from page 23

i

fiV HOLLYWOOD
Jack Benny had a close call last week when his car crashed into a

wall at the Friarsdub. He got off with a bruised knee but the chariot

stations of similar character. We
therefore deOT^ to ac-

cept; vf^ for some of
.these stations." ,.:,,';

;''',;,

Prohibiting networks from en-
gaging in the national^ ^pot busi-
ness, he said, would "have ; the

was wrecked ,
,
,Tony La-Frano was moved up as director of operations

, KrljaLstina^omDaL^s ^of
for the Don Lee network after 11 years with the skein, mostly, as an

| ^llJ^^.f S'-f^^L'^u
announcer. . . Scripting battery for Jerry Lewis and Dean Martin was
shipped to Miami by NBC to study antics of the nitery team in action

. . . William Eynon, radio head of the Humphrey agency, in town to
line up picture stars for Mutual's "Great Scenes From Great Plays"
Arthur Church, boss of KMBC, Kansas City, fled the freeze lor the
midwest '.'balm".

,
. Jack Warwick around to observe the western brand

of television and to report back to Pabst and other clients: . Jack
Carson is taking up all: the tabs, including line charges, on his 10-week
personals tour. He figures that getting out among the people will be
reflected in the ratings of his show . . Herb Wixson pulled out
KMPC sales manager to package a few of his own pet ideas, . . . James
Seward, CBS veepee in charge of operations, in from the east to
straighten put some details with Jack Benny. He was recently named
proxy of Amusement Enterprises, acquired by Columbia in the Benny
deal.

Will Voellcr merged his Universal Recorders with International Re-
cording studios . , Dick Joy; ladio's only announcer-station owner,
turned over management of KGMJ in Palm Springs to Roland Vaile
so he can take more announcing assignments. . . Art Marquette and
his family vacating at Santa Barbara Robert Arden, KFWB's war-
time commentator, back with his "America Looks Abroad" on KWIK,
Burbank

. .
.William Robson is leaving CBS to co-produce with Sam

j
uon" He said WCAir wmilrt hPPierce the Maurice Chevalier show in Paris. Program, packaged by

! deemed if the CBS radio sales
" ~ '

~"
division was "spreading ItseljE ' too
thin.".:--,

A stateineht read in behalf of
Lawrence Phillips; director of Du-
Moht tpleyision network, said Du-'
Mont "does not presentlj? have; nor
does it presently contemplate

stantial revenue which is available
for development of radio and tele-
vision."

No 'Keen Competition'

Murray B, Grabhorn, vice-presi-

dent of ABC, opposed adoption of
any rule prohibiting a station from
free choice 6f , its national; spot
representative. Declaring that the
two fields'^station reps and net-i

work operation—supplement each
other, he minimized the "keen
competition" supposedly existing
between them.

G. Bennet Larson, veepee of
WCAU, Philadelphia, CBS affiliate,

testified that many stations feel
their representatives are handling
too many accounts and are there-
by prevented from giving maxi-
mum service to the individual sta-

'HURRAY FOR PLAY' TO

SPREAD ON ABC WEB
"Hilrray For Play,", ABC-TV's

most widespread , show' to date,

preems March^e on all stations in

the east and midwest connected by
coaxial cable and will be tran-

scribed on film for showing the
following week on a number of

other outlets for a mass distribu-

ABC Slashes
Continued from page 21'^

month, and in the newly-announced
organizational revamp, whicli finds

Charles (Bud) Barry remaining
east, as veepee in charge of overall

tele operations (revealed on the
eve of his scheduled departure to
head up Coast operations for
ABC).
General impression in tlie trade

is that board chairman Ed Noble
is still anxious to unload ABC,
preferably to a film company (pre--"—

- dickers for 20th-Fox's ac-
tion of 20 stations. Half-hour shOw I

QUisition fell through) and-that his
is to star Ian and Inge Martin and P^'Sgest talking point will obvious'

be bankrolled by the Toyj^^ be his expanded television em-will

Guidance Council through the
Reiss ad agency on a 52-week deal.

Martin, who played one of the
•leads in the recent Broadway mu-
sical click, "Finian's Rainbow," is
to be. cast as a toy shop proprietor
in a small New England town.
Show is to feature songs, games
and a party for moppets, laying
stress on instructional and func-
tional toys selected by the Council
for kids from three to 12.
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WCPO Promotions
Cincinnati, Jan. 11,

In tum-of-year promotions at

WCPO, John Patrick Smith
changed from: station- director to

assistant generar manager, under I sio„ for the purpose of represent-
Mortimer C Watters, who also is a ing other than DuMont-owned sta-
y^epee of Scripps-Howard Radio,

I tions in that sales capacity"
Inc. Smith has been with the sta-

1
Phillips- statement declared Du-

tion n years after a decade in the , Mont is presently utilizing two
bcripps-Howard newspaper divi- methods of serving its network

^"rionn n/r-i, ^ "'"^ programs. First is through di-Olenn Ciaik Miller, a five-year
; rect connection via coaxial cableman, stepped up from program di-
, and microwave relay. The other isrector to station director, and Earl
,
by teletranscriptions (motion pic-Coibett a staffer since 1940, ad- ture films of the programs as they

rPcf'nr tnTnit''''*/"* ^'"^T ^P^^^^ °" '"e face^f^a cathode raylector to Millers former post. tube, with accompanying sound re-
~ '—

- cording).

Seattle—Dave Crockett is now "^'^w'lrk plans to proceed with ex-
program director at KING here re-

Pension in selling national spots in
placing Fred Eichhorn, who plans '

'^^ regardless of the complaint,
to go into overseas public relations i

Monday's (10) resumption of
work for the government.:

|
hearings started last month, Mc-

i

Connell said competition between

BBD&O
Continued {rom page Z3

Jp^
r«Mous fOK ovm 75

CTnil'C ™""«c*i-«ievisiON

0 1 LBII O movii Mi4e-i^
AI lEADINO DKUO STORES AND DEAIERS CVERYWHHE

Three-quorler» ol a cshturyol
inoyr-how in (he oxelusiva
manufacture ol fine maka-up
for the profession hew made
STEIN'S, preferred by inote

;
theatrical, movie -<-«md now
teleyision people everyWheie,

. Yoiii* complete personal
make-up analysis! 1£ you
have a professional make.^
up problem, -write for free

rjerspnalizea: rdvice. Just send a
description, of your, coloring: Also, write
for Sitem s free iiew illustrated -booklet
Of make-up hints and Suggestions.

picture. The threatened with-
drawal of Al Jolson from Kraft
and Allen from the Ford Dealers
will dent JWT's stature still fur-
ther, y & R has made some re-
covery from the 33% off-depreS-
sibn that hit the radio diepartment I

a couple years back, but it's a far I

having a national spot sales divi- cry from the days when it boaisted '

27.coast-:to-coast network shows.

,

No. 1 Agency Man ,;

Meanwhile, BBD&O has hit the
bigtime with such inipact thatf ilj

the, wholesale CBS-NBG maneu-
vering and eounter-mahetivering of
sock Sunday night programming.
It was agency proxy Ben Duffy
Who held the master key to virtu-
ally aU the vital shifts.

BBD&O's Inheritance of the
$10jOOO,()Oo Amerieah Tobacco ac-
count^, with the resiiltaint :acquisi-
tipn of the Jack Beiihy aild '?Hit
Parade'^

: shows; the iu^^^^

heritance, of the Rexall business,
with the Phil Harris-Alice Faye
takeover; its enviable possession of
Sunday at 8 on CBS with the
Wildroot: "Sam Spade" : show-^here
were the ,crucial properties that
invited, on the one hand, a BBD&O
bonanza, and ift. aiahy; respects a
CBS

:
headache OH. the other. But

out of it emerged one salient
factor—Duffy's kingpin role as No, '

1 agency man.
1

pire, and not radio.

Under the new executive person-
nel realignment, Paul Mowrey will
continue as national director ot
television for the web. Ernest Lee
Jahhcke, Jr.,, was elected a v.p/
in charge of the stations depart-
ment for both radio and TV, and
J, Donald Wilson was named a
veepee , in charge of programs. Lat-
ter was formerly Coast prbgram
manager and will henceforth be lo-

cated in N, Y.

Frank Samuels, ABC Coast sales
manager, will take over as acting
head of Coast operations in the
job originally intended for Barry,
with likelihood that in a short time
he'd be officially designated, minus .

the' "acting."
, ,

: ,' :: ', -

AVAILABLE
SCREEN-PLAY SCRIPT-WRITER

H0I/T.YW00)) SCRBIiNl'IiAY ,

CREDITS
TELEVIHO.N l.'Il,.M.SCIinT

CREDITS
LIVE TELKVISIOX SCniPT

CREDITS
DOCUMK.Vr.MtY mill

EDrCATIONAl, l-'I L.M-.SCUI Pr
CREDITS •

, ,i

KBTWOUK l!.\l)J(l-SC.nil'T

CREDITS
KoW- Vfrltlop, film Hf-cnmln':- (nv stuff In

'

• Njow Yiirk but with
FREE TIME

for FREE-LANCE Work

AVAILABLE
VARIETYBOX 173

154 W. 46tll St., NliW York 19

* *

Pwj^fcww MAKE-UP
430 tROOME $I«EET, NEW YOlIK 13, N. Y

;
national spot representatives and
[networks has been "considerably
exaggerated." NBC represents only
one AM affiliate (WGY,' Schenec-
tady) in national spot "sales, he
testified, plus its six Owned and
operated stations.

McGonnell stated, however; that
NBC novv has representation agree-;' Agency meanwhile has parlaved

fn'^i'i-r"^
t'll'^^'^ion stations,

'

its U, S Steel-sponsored 'Theatre :

in addition to Its five owned videa Guild of the Air" series into a

:

outlets, and has affiliation con-; Sunday night ratinrpayoff for

A %rNBC', vfro"°n,/'''^°"';
the%ost-Wincheri-Parsons|AS to NBC s video plans in sta- segment, and is also riding the

'Z declared:, nighttime kilocycles ^th suchWe are fully equipped and quali- items as Fred Waring (General

NBrn. n'T^rr'
more than the

'
Electric); CavalcadHf America''NBC;owned stations, and we are (Dupont)- "Hit the Tirlrnnt" fPit

convinced that we can render a mouth-D^Soto and 'Inner sTnc'valuable service to independent
1 turn" (Bromo Seltzer).

FOR RENT
Desirable Office Space

NEW ELEVATOR BLDG.

2 FLOORS—2,300 FT. EACH

143 West 51st Su, N. Y. C.

Vi BLOCK FROM RADIO CITY

POSSESSION FEB. 1st

Circle 6-9400

KXt'EKlliNCKD TKLEVISION
WKITIOn^I'IlOIIUC'KIl .

Live, trariscl-ibed. fllmedTV prnUnMii.^ "nf^

cnmiiH'relaU slm-i- 11115. Heavy m-tfi'n-nilv'er,

thinft. ^liilUte' .Miivio.pxperipiice. , . -l, yHp. ftili'

Jor network' .tiribKi'aiiimliiK. m-i-iiit ivrttiMK. a"'*

editing. Cwisiimer-gfloiis poilsHUiitit: 4 .A,

asenplts.
. .Hit TV ((Uiimefdnls alml In

.AvuilaUlii Fob. X iiermiilJei^t roimcctlmi^ »fl''n^.^'

fllin ot liarltiSRij' tiroiliiccr,
'

Jlo.\" .''511.
- V'ntloty,,

134 Wost Wtli aireet, Kew York



High-powered WCAU-TV (equivalent of

50,000 watts) puts your high-powered product

demonstrator right into the same room with

thousands of prospective customers

in this television-minded city with the

2nd largest TV market*.

CBS affiliate.

""100,000 cets.

THE PHILADELPHIA BULLETIN STATIONS
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;

lighters. Inasmuch as none but the

top swooners have been able to

hold on to the regulation length

radio shows, a short-term teaser is

probably the besf way of present-

ing this type of singer. On this

program, Desmond is able to make
a good impression with a pair of

numbers and get ojS while he's hot.

Desmond's five-minute stint also

has the virtue of eliminating fancy
production; He'js able to sing his

tunes with good backing by the

Tony Mottola trio and make the
grade on that score alone; His
renditions of VMy Darling" and
•'S'Wonderful" filled the bill admir-
ably.
End commercial is done by a

femme voice which provides a nice
contrast to the predocinating male
motif.- Josq:-

of originality, falls too frequently
into the cliched line and pat sit-

uation.
"Little Herman" is a reformed

ex-con who doubles between run-
ning a candy store and tracking
down racketeers by using slightly

illegal methods of picking pockets
safes. As neatly

not an intentional copy of its predr

ecessor, although the similar

background of both has probably
been instrumental in developing a

like viewpoint regarding humor,
Williams has a show worth de-

veloping. Its viewpoint is fresh

and its satire is geiitle and inoffen-

sive. The program still needs con-

siderable work. The initial broad-
cast displayea a worthwhile format
which satirized mystery shows,
travel talks, a rib of the coinci-

dental type of dramas, and, a take-

off on Bette Davis films. Williams

Dla^vedTv^BUl olann The "char- has a literate flow of chatter that

K'lm^^-gfs'as^a" cross between creates a generally pleasant im-

Archie of "Duffy's Tavern" and
Sam Spade, combining casual com-
edy by-play with the cops-and-rob-
bers stuff. On the kickoff stanza

nations to make. fine radio fare,

and is a refreshing step away from
the usual script restrictions hob-
bling the industry.

"Red America" is best summed
up by a remark of an official of
the Associated Women of . the
Farm Bureau Federation. Guest-
ing on the show, which resumed on
NBC Saturday (8), she termed it

a "farmers' 'Information Please'
program." Quiz format is leisure^

ly emceed by Ed Bottcher and his

Choice of questions was varied
enough to make the stanza fairly

interesting to the general public
as well as to farm audiences.

Quartet of contestants, three
men and a lone woman, were on

pression. Stronger material plus

further work on the format should
give it a sizable audience. , am* «

uc-.=, ».u... t..^
Other accoutrements on the show

I receiving end of such queries
Herman was engaged in cracking; add up mcely. Bandleader Emer-

1 ..^,,y ^^^.^ Yagh if pigs
open an auto swindling agency in son Buckley contributes a bit ot

; anything?" "Is it love at

a plot that was too elementary to I
humor and good snowbacKmg,

, gjgjjj i„ ^ural communities?"
satisfy the average mystery addict, i

while Martha Wright does well in
i "What do you think of Presi-

Supporting cast and overall pro- 1
the vocal department. Other vocals i j|g„t Truman's foreign policy?" On

lili'TLE HERMAN
With Bill Quinn, Cameron Prud'-
homme; -William Podmorc,
Barry Thompson, Edwin Bruce;
Dan Donaldson, announcer .

Writer: Howard Buerman:
'Director:. John Wilkinson '

'

^Pr-oduecr:-J>orothy- Bi-McCann—

^

30 MIns.: Saturday, 9 p.m. .. .

:

GHESEBBOUGH MFG.
ABC, from New York

( McCann-Erickson): .

This new comedy-mystery airer
is a promising offering to brighten
ABC's Saturday night lineup; Se-
ries, judging from the preem
stanza (1), needs ' considerable
tightening and polishing, however,
before it can fulfill its potential.

All the palatable ingredients for
good dialer fare are at hand-—

a

likeable central character, a pop-
ular format and an easy-going nar-
rative style. But a serious draw-
back lies in the spotty quality of
the scripting; Howard Buerman,
while revealing occasional flashes

duction were competent
Three plugs for the bankroller's

hair-dressing lotion were long and
slugging. Hcnn.

1949

To Offer

"Dear EmilyPosf

it

Rcgsney Productions, Inc.

TELEViSIOH PROGRAMS
11 Eait 4m StHMt. N«w Yarii 17

"PLYMOUTH ROCK 1949"
(Transcribed)
With Ray Middleton, I. Zir Orch
Producer: Ted Hudes
15 Mins.. Wed (29); Z-AS p.m.
WOXR. N . Y. _ _
The Citizens'' Comfiiiftee dnUis-

placed - Persons is out to correct
one of the : mistakes of . the late

80th Congress with a well-pro-
duced transcribed show pleading
for admissions to this country of
people excluded by Congressional
.action.

"Plymouth Rock 1949," with
music and lyrics by George Klein-
singer and Paul Tripp, and sung
and narrated by Ray Middleton,
currently in the legit hit "Love
Life,':' i'! an entertaining and fre-

quent!' vlirring series of tunes in.

the be--, 1. folk-song manner. The

were by Artie Malvin, a good bari-

tone, who will give yiray to Stuart
Foster on subsequent shows.

• Jose. .

GET*MORE OUT OF LIFE .

With Jane Jordan, Sydney Walton*
announcer

Writer: Jane Jordan
Producer-Director: Sydney Walton
15 Mins: 9:15 a.m. Mon. Thru Sat.

WILHAM-H-WiSE-^-— -
WOR, New York
"Get More Oiit of Life featur-

the latter one participant doubted
that it was on a sound basis wliile

another felt that he had the wel-
fare of the farmers at heart.

A . Mrs. Rosabelle Stroh • of
Parker, ' Colo., .topped her competi-
tors to become "farm champion of
the week" and copped a $100
prize to boot, On the whole the
show, as , last season, appears to be
well organized and operated ok an
intelligenf,"practical basis~unlike~ff

number of lesser quizzers that clut

^ , ^„„„„ ii,„ :„,.i,,„_j. „i,„,v ^, discussed and. answered. Miss Jor-S iovP„l .o^L^t L„ T? % I

dan does her own script, with Syd-
those seeking entrance in the U S. I

„ Walton, producer-director of
with those that came m on the ^^e show, posiSg the questions and
Mayflower, who according to the carrying on repartee in her fash-
program were the first displaced

! jon/ hI also does the pitch for
persons admitted here,

j the sponsor's "Sewing Book." It

all adds up to an interesting sbs-

ing"jane "Jordan, woman's 'editor
| amX^ hinterland

for Wise publications, provides
|o"dwill a? Oie result of "RFD

some entertaining chitchat that f?"";!?"'
°^

will undoubtedly appeal to the
hausfraus, ranging from cooking
hints and recipes to salvaging out-
moded femme attire and resus-

citating it with the "new look."
On stanza caught Saturday (8)

Miss Jordan pegged her chatter
to remaking garments and ; other
thrifty items. On subsequent pro-
grams listener questions will be

I
Spike

I
. Continned

Jones
from page 22
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The tunes are fresh and some-

!

times clever and satirical. The lyr-

1

ics and narration makes it plea
|

through folksy humor and logic.

Unfortunately, the platter itself!

fails to explain with sufficient de-

i

tail just how the latest iramigra-

1

tion legislation works. With fuller
background, the tuneful message
of this program would have even
greater effect.

Platter aired on WQXR ( it. had
previously been done on. WNYC)
and will have* national, distribution
during this month. . Jose.

sion geared' strictly for the dis-

taffers: Edba.

RENDEZVOUS WITH ROSS
With David Ross
Producer: Phil Tonken
Director: Harry Everett Cktodman
15 Mins., Sun. 12:45 p.m;.
DOLCIN
MBS, N. Y.

(Victor Vondcrlin)
The term disk-jockey can ap-

parently encompass many varieties
of platter pilots. The calling has
been tried by all types of per-
sonalities from Jack Eigen to Mil-
ton Cross^each with a show that
has its own qualities. Latest in this

classification is David Ros.s, one
of the vet announcers on the air
who has won many citations lor

HAWTHORNE'S ADVENTURES
With Jim Hawthorne, Ike Carpen-

ter, Dennis Day, Johnny April,
Jerome, Parker Cornell; Owen
James, announcer

Producer: Dick Woollen
30 Mins., Sat., 7:30 p.m. EST
Sustaining:
ABC, from Hollywood,.,
Jim Hawthorne's zaniy, original

nonsense^in the tradition, but in
broader vein, of Henry Morgan-^
has full, happy range in this new
program. It's, a raishmosh of
songs, gags, musle (if you want to
call it such) on odd instruments,
various sound effects, and constant
assorted interruptions, that some-
how comes off. The program (any-^

more than the description just
given) doesn't make sense, but
strangely enough, for all its night"
marish quality, it does make for
relaxation in a mood of amused
tolerance to all this nonsense.

Hawthorne's soft, gentle, unhur-
ried style is quite winning. He is

clever in mixing stunts and non-

cry from his broadcasts of last

season. -This is Spike Jonefi. Last
year's Jones might have been a
guy named Spud for all the re-
semblance it had to the zanlness
that has spotUghted the name.

This- second' show of the new
series, using Dinah Shore and Fred
Astaire, seriously and as partici-

pants in gags with the Jones boySi
was a fast, tight and highly amus-
ing half-hour. It left no doubt
from the opening "Oh By Jingo'?
as to who was pitching the laughs.
And those laughs, incidentally,
were nicely written and spotted.

Jones himself has improved at
the mike. He has better timing
and presence although it's not all

that . it could be yet. But, so long
as he can induce such personalities
as Miss Shore.and Astaire to swing
with the act, he needn't strain too
much himself. Miss Shore slipped
her click "Buttons and Bows" in
quickly following the opening and
from there on worked a la Jones,
including a bit depicting,: by sound,
"two left feet" when she tried to
prove her dance ability to the in-
coming Astaire. It wis downright
slapstick.

Astaire's contribution was more
or less confined to gag conversa-
tion, capped by a duet with Miss
Shore on "Cheek to Cheelr '

which, too, was faoked up. He
.showed up well.
Highlight of the broadcast, how-

ever, was a bit in which the comic
strips were kidded in musical
form. Superman, Lone Ranger,

AT LIBERTY

SAMUEL J. FLUGELMAN

sense sufficiently often not to over- , ,^ „ . , „ - .

...... , , do one of them to keen the nrn. '-''Ck 1 racy and Annie Rooney were
his. diction and whose soft-purring

; ^?am from becoming dull, although "bbed to the quick in a well writ-

the airer still would be better as a ! If» staged pieces Doodles
quarter hour rather than a 30-min- I Weaver helped push this aloittg,

uteone. On show caught (8); HaW- '
W'bvifJng his own playing around

thome made his nod to Boston w"** lyric of "You Were Only
with a weird sound picture of the '

*''"''""8 " This came wrapped in
Hub city, the sound of the beacon

I

an idea that, it seems, could be ex-
on Beacon Hill, a sound picture of Panded and used weekly, it in-

grandmother opening a cam of Bos- 1
volved the delivery of comedy

ton beans, and Such inspired non- "."^ between lyric lines a la min-
sense. Dennis Day was present, ' ^'''^^^"d Inen. And it Was good,
and couldn't get a song in edge- 1

Plugs for Coca-Cola were
wise. A railroad engineer puffed "sgUgible. Wood,
in with his train, and was perr
mitted to parlc his puUmans-and-
Coaches on the prograrti; And so it

went, for some entertaining mo-
ments. .Bron;,'

and personal delivery has been
standard in radio.
Ross does a series of readings

designed to set a scene in prepara-
tion for a recording. The bit of
a girl readying isr her first din-
ner-^nce as a prelude to "Begin
the Beguine'' and a run-through
of poetic bits preceeding other
platters result in a soothing ses-
sion that provides restful listening.
Ross also does the commerciiils.

Although the trade talk is im-
peccably delivered, it tends to mar
the mood he creates. . Jose.

BILL WILLIAMS SHOW
Bill Williams, Martha Wright, Artie

Malvln, Emerson Buckley Orch
Producer: Frank McCarthy
Director: Arthur Van Horn
Writer: Bill Williams
30 Mins., Thurs.y 8 p.m.
Sustainingr
WOR, N. Y.

There's an Inevitable similarity
between WOB's experiment with
Bill Williams and CBS' handling of
Robert Q. Lewis. Both are Irom

::Followup Comment 1
t

WEEI REVAMPS SALES

STAFF WITH UPPED BIZ
Boston, Jan. 11.

Terrific sales records of WEEI,
Hub's CBS outlet, -has necessitated
revamping of sales force duties.
Shuffling involves Guy Gunning-
ham, director since 1942 of sales
promotion, to national sales dept;,
where he will be WEEI's contact
for Radio Sales, Inc. and all na-
tional firms having offices and
representatives in Hub. Donn

PEAR AL:

Sure I keard Jan August. That must be a gim-
mick he uses in the piano. Did you see this week's

Variety, page 52.

Alfred Luht aWd Lynn Fohtanne
transferred their theatre niagic to
radio Sunday (9> night for the air
preem Of theit last Broadway ve-

.j , . , -
, J ,

-.- - Terence Rattigan's "O Mis-w eJ?fjL*'^ '^K"''?»rir^ i
ti^^ss Mine."' Using an uncommonly „ - -- •

tor satire. The Williams show is good radio adaptation by Erik Bryne, with WEEI since 1948, will

[
Barnouw, and utilizing the original be upped to account executive on

f, Broadway cast, the incomparable
I
Lunts put on an hour of delightful

I

personal fooling in their unique
romping style. With their light,
facile playing; smooth .style, and
clear diction that many a i;adlbite
could emulate .to advantage, the
Lunts made the Theatre Guild aif-

! ep one of the weekend's hlghspots.

I

The. pjay« itself—the problem of a
teehage boy adjusting himself toJOE

Boston sales force.
Station reports that since open-

ing of sales campaign in fall, sev-
eral station records have been
broken, with a smash $250,000
worth of biz signed in month of
October and a boff $75,000 signed
Dec. 17, shortly after availabili-
ties were announced.

Hio t'i t „ ; „t ti Cleveland—Howie Lund, longthe situation of his widowed ab.sent from his disk jockey post,irioiner living with another man—
| returns to nlattor twirlino

WOR DIMS mTLIGHT
AS N.Y. MIDNIGHT SHOW
WOR, N.Y„ has finally deddect It

has had enough of experimentation
on its midnight ''Spotlighting New
York" show (originating from night
spots in Manhattan) and has given
it up as a bad job after a couple
of months. '

Originally Harry Hershfield went
into the show, then Benny Rubin
and finally Dan Healy. Consensus'
of station execs was that the show
still lacked the proper personality
to wrap it up; and coin-wise

it

wasn't making much sense.

Show faded after last Saturday's
(8) broadcast,. : Station^ has gone
back to remote band pickups.

Wilkey Upped at WCCO

To Asst. Gen. Manager
Minneapolis, Jan. 11.

. Oene Wilkey has been named by
Merle S. Jones, general manager
of WCCO,

.

assistant general man-
ager for the station, Twin Cities
CBS outlet. /

Wilkey has been with WCCO
since Jan. 31, '44, when he was
named assistant program director;
He became program director' the
next year and has been instru-
mental in- building a number of
successful programs around WCGO
talent, including a two-hour Satur-
day night series which has cap-
tured plenty of attention.

Prior to WCCO connection, he
was with WOOD, Chattanooga,
where he was program director.
He is a graduate of thq Univ. of
Chattanooga.

has excellent lines and good situ-
1 WJMO and WSRS.
returns to platter twirling over

You'd think Thomas Moore, the Irish

poet, had been ttlkiftg to some of out

*d.vettiwrs when he rhapsodized,"Musicl

O, how faint, how weik; language fadei

before thy spell." For it is music that-

keeps;nore than half a million NewYork

families tuned constantly toWQXR
and WQXR-FM ... so constantly,

no other station reaches them so cffec-'

tivcly. These families love good things

as they love good music . . . andcanaffoTd'

to buy them, too: That's why advertisers

seek them out as the most profitable part

of this biggest and richest of all markets.

May we help you find thqm, too?

AND ilV(jXR-lM

RADIO SIATIONS OF THL NEWf YORK TIMES
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KNBH
makes it the West's

Year in Televisien

- A-^ear-ago this month, -NBC-

CHAHNEL 4
Studios: Hollywood's Radio City,

Sunset and Vine

announced the opening of Net-

work Television with a report to the^^ ] i

nation, published in newspapers from coast to coast.

Today, NBC announces the most significant development

since then in its television expansion— the opening of its

key West Coast station . . . KNBH, Hollywood.

KNBH will be the exclusive outlet in Southern California

for NBC programs. The resources of the entire Network, the

creative talent of all Hollywood, will be at the disposal of its

experienced production and technical staff.

At the beginning, KNBH will serve the swiftly-growing audience

in America's third-largest television area, its third-largest market

area. It will also originate programs for viewers elsewhere—
first through Kinescope recording facilities, later (as connecting

links are completed) for a Western Regional Network, and

ultimately for a Transcontinental Network.

In announcing the opening of the NBC Television Network

a year ago, we invited advertisers and agencies to join

with us ill the development of the world's greatest means

of mass communication—and the most effective sales

medium yet devised. Today, in announcing the opening

.

of KNBH, we repeat that invitation to all who recog-

nize the importance of Southern California as a

production center

.

'

.
—and as a ^

NBC
market.

The National Broadcasting Company

A Service of Radio Corporation of America



ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC Wednesday, January 12, 19|9

Beefs Over GAC Takeover of Morris

Bandsmen Seen Cueing AFM Action
American Federation of Musi-f

elans may take a hand this week
in the situation involving the even-

tual dissolution of the William

Morris agency band department
and the attempted transfer of its

band properties to General Artists

Corp. AFM has had numerous com-
plaints from leaders, under contract

to Morris and Is said to have prom-
ised that a move would be made
to alleviate the situation.

Loudest complainants have been
Charlie Spivak, Claude Thornhill,

Count Baste and^ it's saidt Duke
Ellington, They so far have refused
to sign GAC management con-;

tracts and have been refused re-

leases by Morris. All others that

have signed With GAC have gotten
releases from Morris pacts, includ-

ing Red Ingle, Del Courtney, Bud-

Doraiti to Mpls. Symph
Minneapolis, Jan. 11.

Antal Dorati, Hungarian - born
4fi !-yea'r old Dallas . Symphony
orchestra conductor, has been
chosen Minneapolis Symphony or-
chestra conductor.
He succeeds Dimitri Mitropoulos

who resigned to become one of
the permanent New York Philhar-
monic' orchestra conductors.

W. A. BUCK OPERATING

V.P. FOR RCA-VICTOR
Walter A- Buck was named operr

ating vice president of the RGA-
Victor Division of RCA. He be-

ii.,"Tki„u D^Ti^K,* ti.,„<,A „f »i i
C«""es assistant to John G. Wilson,

!lyZ'5?^??A''L^Z':".?:.?itV„u^^^^^^ v.p. of the organization
and' filling a spot that Wilson once

Best Briti^ Sheet Sellers
• (Weefc ending Jan. 6)

London, Jan. 7. .

Buttons and Bows. . . .Victoria
When You're in Love. . .Wood
My Happiness . . . , , , .Chsfppell
Galway Bay. . . - t .Box & Cox
So Tired Connelly
Cuckoo Waltz. . -Keith Prowse
Dream of .Olwen . . . . . . Wright
Cuanto le Gusta . . . Southern
You Can't Be True . . Chappell
Slow Boat to China Morris
Cuckoo Waltz ... Keith Prowse
Rambling Rose .....— . Dash

Second 12
Anything I Dream Held
La Vie en Rose Gay
All Dressed Up . . . . Cinephonlc
Betty Blue Feldman
Ah, But It Happens . . . . Morris
Underneath Arches . .Connelly
Balling the Jack FD&H
Cool Water. . ... .Feldman
Heart of Loch Lomond . . Unit :

Suble Bay; . . ... . . Box & Cox
Little Girl Connelly
Little Bird Told Me Gay

Jocks,Jukesand Disks
— By Bernie Woods ' ——

«

is: threatening to break up his band
~ttnd"Wait out-his contract, -although-

it doesn't figure that he will..

Thornhill doesn't have a booking
currently, hut is set for four .weeks
at the Bodsevelt hotel. New Or-
leans; opening Feb. 9. Presumably,
GAC booked this date. Spivak has
bookings set into March, all of

which were made by GAC. But
he still won't sign with that agency.
Ellington Is fairly solidly hooked,
too.

Despite, the fadt that the recal-

citrant leaders, have accepted GAC
bookings they have continued to

complain to the AFM.

heldTiimsSlf,~whfeii "Frank~Fcrfeom,-
now RCA prez, was head - of the

'

RCA recording branch; .

Buck, a retired Rear Admiral in

the U. S. Navy, moves over to his
new. post from the presidency of
Radiomarine Corp. of America,
another RCA arm. He. took that
spot last March, fresh - out of the
Navy.

Coin Machine Institute

To Air Tele's Inroads

At 3-Day Chi Powwow
Chicago, Jan. 11:

. Annual convention of Coin Ma-
chine Institute will find at least

12,000 coinmen attending sessions
at Sherman hotel, Jan. 17 through
19. Three'day meet will find juke
box operators moaning about de?
dining sales of the past year, with
video receiving a good portion of
the blame.
Record companies : appareutly

aren't hepped up about the meet,
since five waxeries will exhibit

AKM, Alien Property

Row Set for Hearing
Washington,

Supreme Court has
Jan. 11.

agreed to

Decca Rides Crest

Widi Pludi Strn%
Decca Records currently has one

of the longest strings of hit records Minsfrel"'

it has achieved in some time.

Starting with Evelyn Knight's

"Little Bird" Told Me," Bing
Crosby's "Faraway Places" : ,.and
"Galway Bay," Bob Crosby-Patti

Andrews' "Pussy - Cat Song,"
Evelyn Knight's "Powder Your
Face With Sunshine," Gordon
Jenkins' "Maybe You'U Be There,"

, , , .i- , I

still going strong, Russ Mor-
hear an appeal in the row.between

I
gan's "So Tired," Ink Spots'

the Alien Property Custodian and
|
"You Were Only Fooling," Mills

Bros. "Gloria" and the Carmen
Miranda-Andrews Sisters recording
of "Cuanto La Gusta," the com-
pany's piresses have been working
steadily to keep up With the con-
suther demand.
.; :Not: in a long tiirie hS^
eountered such a sitring of top sell-

ers.:. :

a New York State-appointed receiv-

er for assets of AKM, licensor for

musical performing rights in Aus-
tria. The Federal Government has
won in the U.S. Court bt Appeals
in- New Yorki

.

Case involves funds held by
ASCAP under a written contract

for royalties between ASCAP and
AKM. Henry M. Propper, appoint-

ed receiver by the Appellate Divi*
sion of the New York Supreme
Court, seeks the funds; claiming
that the Federal. Government is

MIIT KKASNY EAST
Milt Krasny, v.p. and general;

manager of General Artists Cotp.,

gets into New York the end of this,

week from his post as head of the

compared to the 30 companies rep- 1
invading the jurisdiction of New I agency's Hollywood branch. He'll

rejented last year. Interest in Uni- York State. . .
|

remain east an indefinite length of

versal's.multigroove disks, with two
I

Attorney General Tom C. Clark, 1
1""^-

songs on each side, may provide who controls the Office of Alien Thomas G. Rockwell, GAC prez,
Juke box dealers with an aid in Property Custodian, claims the I is currently on the Coast on his
bucking mounting disk costs. Com- right to vest any interests of AKM |

semi-annual stay at his Monrovia,
bination tele and juke box sets will

! as an enemy alien. ' Cal., home.
also receive big play, although no

I

: :

radical music boxes have been an-
nounced for exhibition at the par-
ley. Upping slot price to 10c. in-

stead of the established nickel will

*lso be tossed around, as in previ-
ous conventions.

Harry James "Love Your Magic
Spell Is Everywhere"-"Redigal
Jump" (Columbia). James wax
hasn't shone so brightly as these

two sides in a long while. .He may
find himself a solid seller m either

or both of these. Standard gets ex-

cellent treatment, a tasty arrange-

ment that moves solidly.qn ajump
beat and is nicely piped by Eileen

Wilson. James* horn threads it all

commercially. FHpover, an original

with a zippy title. Is the sort of

thing that made the commercial

band business What it once was and

it could take the majority of th6

play. Bouncy, well played, the side

is a cinch for jocks and Jukes.
/

Johnny Mercer "Let's Fly"-

"Would Ya" (Capitol), It's about

time for Johnny Mercer to crack
through again. "Let's Fly" could

do it. With the Pied Pipers, he cut

a sharp arrangement of a new tune

that totes a lot of appeal for jock

and juke coverage. A rhythm tune-

with a good lyric, the disk gets bet-

ter witb rfepeat-spinsr-^Would-Ya-.
also has possibilities. A cute novel-

ty, it moves smoothly and is a good
thing for jocks. Paul Weston pro-

vides the background.

Vaughn Monroe ,
'^Melancholy

l"-"Red Roses For a Blue
Lady" (Victor). Monroe and the

"Minstrel" type of tune go together

like ham and eggs, It's the kind of

song that either goes over big or
drops dead. It seems to have the

power to make the first category

and Monroe does it well in com-
pany with a choir of bandsmen and
vocalists. At any rate, jocks figure

to give it a good play and it's" also

good juke material. Flipover, a

good corn tune, was reviewed sev-

eral weeks back.

Ames Brothers "Far Away
Places"-"Lorelei" (Coral). Decca
already has this hit tune on its own
label by Bing Crosby, but the Amos
Bros, version on the subsid Coral
is for foreign consumption, They
do a smart job on the song, though
they take it slightly fast with back-
ing by the Mary Osborne Trio. At
any rate, jocks looking for a dif-

ferent version will find it in this

side. Backing is good, too; a waltz
approach to an old tune.
Dinah Shore "Tara-Talara-Tara"-

"Rosewdod Spinet" (Columbia). Co-
lumbia's a bit late with the "Tala"
side and right on the ball with the
reverse. Miss Shore's shot at. the
first, an adaptation of an Italian
lullaby, is a buUseye and it should
help .push the«tune along. It's good
juke and jock stuff. "Spinet" is the
type of tune that has been very
successful for Shapiro-Bernstein in

recent years. It has that "Old
Lampligliter" flavor and it has good

MINDY CARSON GIVEN

OUT ON DISK PACT
After months of ' negotiation,

Mindy Carson secured a release
last week from a Musicraft label
recording contract. In return, she
was forced to forego whatever roy-
alties due her from past sales,

which gavfi her one cent a, side
during the first year and 5% of
the retail price: during the second.
She's negotiating wiQi two other
firms. '

Miss Carson is now? at the Pea-
cock, club, Jacksonville, Fla;, and
thereafter goes to the Belleville
club, Clearwater.

,.J2^L10 Best Seflers on Coin-Machines
Week of Jan. 8

1. LITTLE BIRD TOLD ME (B) (Bourne) '.
.

< 2. SLOW BOAT TO CHINA (11) (Melrose)

:: 1. MY DARLING. MY DARLING (7) (Morris) {aSr'''"':::::;:ColSa

Martin's Tenement Symph'

Gets U.S. Release by RCA
RCA-Victor is releasing "Tene-

ment Symphony," by Tony Martin,
a disking the singer made in Eng-
land last summer and which Victor
would not relea.se, here during the
American Federation of Musicians
ban. Martin had cut the tune be-
fore the British Musicians Union
forbade its members from joining

• in making masters or background
music for U. S. consumption, but
the two-sided recording was hot
released in the U, S. before the
BMU ban was set.

So straitlaeed was Victor in
Its approach to the ban tliat it

would not release the Martin sides
thereafter until the AFM ban was
lifted. _JBpA did make some aea-
pella recordings, but not 'many.-

'

3. BUTTONS AND BOWS (13) (Famous)

j Evelyn Knight ........... Decco
'
\ Paula Watson . , . . . . , . . . Supreme

I
Kay Kyser . . Columbia

'

I Benny Ooodinan. Capitol

j Dinah Shore .... .... ^Columbia
\ Evelyn Knight. ... , , ,

.

. . . Decco

I

5. FAR AWAY PLACES (3) (Laurel)

6.

9.

J Perry C.onio . . . . ,^ ..

.

. . . Victoi*

I Bing Grosby ; . . Decca
I'VE GOT MY- LOVE TO KEEP ME WARM (2) (Berlin) Les Brown Columbia

M-G-M
, .Decco

( Gordon Jenkins , . i . , . ; . . Decca
\ Eddy Howa'rd .

.

, . ... . , . Majestic

CUANTO LE GUSTA (10)

7. YOU WERE ONLY FOOLING (4) (Shapiro-B)
Spots""'

8. MAYBE YOU'LL BE THERE (83) (Triangle) ...........

(Pfeer-Iht) j Miranda-Andrews Sis .... Decco
•• •• '^V' *"'*""• 1 Xauier Cugot ........ .Columbio

10. GALWAY BAY (1) (Leeds) |
. Decco

•
.(, Anne S/ielton. ...... ....London

. BRUSH THOSE TEARS (Peter Maurice)

Coming Up
DOWN AMONG SHELTERING PALMS (Miller) HT"*".,-^"^*-

( Jol$on-M%tls Decco
BELLA gELLA

.
MARIE (Leeds) , Andrews Sisters Decco

PUSSY CAT SONG (Leeds) .
{Andrews-Bob Crosby .. ... .Decca

. [Perry Coivo Victor
.,' ,.;.>.; ( Evelyn Knight

.

' [Barry Greeny.

SO TIRED (Glenmore) . J j^ws' Morgan..
I Kay Starr

IT'S TOO SOON TO KNOW (Morris)

.. . . . . . ..Decco

. . . i .Rainbow

. ..... .DeCco
i ; . . . Capitol

[ Orioles . : . . . . . . . ... .

.

. . Natural
\ Ella Fitzgerald. . , .. ^ . . . . . Decco

GLORIA (Rene) . .

.

'.
i Mills Bros Decco
^ Ray Anthony Signature

<• WHAT DID I DO (BVC) \ Helen Forrest M-G-M
•

.... t ..........
^ Dinah Shore Columbia

SAY SOMETHING SWEET (Mills) .. H^'^ '5^°** Deceo
\Anne ShcHon London

POWDER FACE WITH SUNSHINE (Lombardo) i Evehjn Knight Decca
•* .

''. '"'"'iPrimo Scala. .London
' Ss RUsJ?i mfrr''

^"'""'^ • Brother Bones TempoFOOLS RUSH IN (BVC)
,. eillj/ Eckstine M-G-M

IFteures m parentheses indicate number oj weeks song has been in the Top 10 ]

i * » * M I
'

l l ' i
'

t i i i
'

. .
'
. . * * M t f I M I I M M > I M t l i t

potentialities. Miss Shore gives It

an understandinK treatment. »
could happdn big. Background ok
both is neat.

Billy Eckstine "No Orchids For
My Lady"-"Bewildered" (M-G-M)
Eckstine got hold of an excellent
new ballad in the "Orchids" tune
and it might serve to give him a
pop hiti He does a sharp job on
the lyric lushly backed by a biB
band under the baton of arranger
Hugo Winterhalter. Jocks will fin*
it-to their liking: "Bewildered" ij

a groove to which Eckstine is jc.
customed and he tosses standard?
for all the points necessary for «

'

hit. Quartones and Winterhalter
back him up.

Jo Stafford "These Will Be Tl«
Best Years of Our Lives'V'Funny
Little Money Man" (Capitol), Jocfo
will find wide use for the '^Best
Years" side. It's a good ballad

'

tune that Miss Stafford does as well
as anything she has cut lately, get.
ting a big assist from sparkling
-backgr'oundJby PauLWeston's- or-^
chestra; On the flipover, the
Chesty singer goes for a ballad that
tells an unusual lyrical story, It's,

a bit slow, but otherwise an appeal-^
ing item. Paul Weston again gets
an assist.

Rose Murphy "A Little Bird Told
Me"-"Baby, Baby" (Victor). Vic-
tor's a bit late with tiie "Bird;!' but
at least Miss Murphy's version fol-

lows her own style instead of aping
the Paula Watson (Supreme) disk.
However, it's a question .whether:
that's, good or not. Miss Murphy
does it well, flavoring it witll all

the rhythm she's capable of, and
that's plenty, but, it seems to lack
the punch of the others. That's ,

I

what caused the imitating of Miss
IWatson. ."Baby" is Miss Murphy
land her Chee-Chee routine in,
rhythm, not a song. It's good lis-

tening, but witliout a tune a couple
of times around is enough. •

Les Brown "Oh How I Miss You
Toniglit"-"Just One of Those'.
Things" (ColumbiaK Columbia is

hoping for a followup to Brown's
"I've Got My Love; To Keep Me .

Warm" in either of these two, also
made some time ago. "Tonight"
has the same sort of tasty arrang-
ing flavor that made "Love," but,

unfortunately it carries two vocals,

a ballad lyric by Ray Kellogg at the
opening and Eileen Wilson's: kick :

:

vocal later, which get in the way.
It can still do things, however, and
jocks should pick it up. "Things"
isn't a candidate. . It's all instru-

mental, but it drifts far oif the .

melody too often. Witli the pull of

"Love," however, it miglit move.
Ziggy Elman "How High the

Moon"-"Night Is Young and You're
So Beautiful'' (M-G-M). Jocks who
go for good' rhythm instrumentals
should, latch onto Elman's "Moon'' .

for it's probably the first time in

many moons the> piece, a favorite

jazz .selection, has been done in

what may be termed a commercial
jazz style. In other words, it's

understandable, yet good,' It ,

bounces solidly.' Backing also de- .

serves a nod. A ballad approach to •

a standard, the side features El-

man's muted trumpeting and ex-

cellent band work.
Jerry Wayne-Janette Davis. "A

Little Bird Told Me"-"If That Isn't

Love What Is;" "I Got Lucky In

the Rain"-"You Say The Nicest

Things Baby" (Columbia). Wayne
and Miss Davis are a new combina-
tion that has possibilities. They
work well together. All four of

sides are easy listening, from th«

late "Little Bird" arrangement,
done with the hand-clapping
rhythm, to the cut by-play of "You
Say the Nicest Things Baby.
They're good ^ programming for

jocks arid Wayne and Miss Davis

are good pairing for Columbia.
Something could come of it, if not

from these, perhtkpis from later

ones.
Mills Bros. "I've Got My Love To

Keep Me Warm"-"! Love You So

Much It Hurts" (Decca). Les

Brown's Columbia recording ot

"Warm," and Irving Berlin stand-

ard, is causing other, firms to get

it out. The Mills Bros, version is

excellent, a bouncing beat arrange-

ment in the style that only they

can give such a tune. It's swell,

and jocks and jukes alike figure to

use it extensively. Flipover is soha,

too, a ballad version of a tune tlvat s

drawing increasing attention, "i

too, will draw many spins, for it s a

fine disk. .

Platter Pointei's'-

Gene Krupa's recordings of

"Calling Doctor Gillespie" and Up

An Atom" (Columbia) are grooveo

for jock shows that lean towara

jump and jazz; they're both nne

pieces . . , For the opposite approacii

there's two lush recordings oi

• (Cdhtihued' ott 'tage 49)
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DISKES GOING ROUND IN CIRCLES
AppeUate Divbion Dedsion Gives

Pahs Some Disk-Arrangmg Control

Music publishers last week drew+-

. clear piaure of their rights in

he relation to the arranging of

cowrighted songs for mechanical

reproduction, from a decision by

Tud«e Learned Hand in U. S. Court

nf Appeals. Deciding an appeal

taken by E. B. Marks from a previ-

ous decision by Judge Henry W.

Ctoddard, of N. Y. federal court,

In a- case by E. B. Marks vs. Seva

Foullon, United Master, Inc., and

Bard Record Co., Judge Hand
made it clear, in the opinion of

music business attorneys, that pub-

lishers could control the arranging

of tunes for recording so long as

"ISoTffechanical license -had been -is--

sued by the copyright ovimer.

Case was one of the most im-

portant in recent years, music at-

torneys feel. For years it has been

more or less accepted by the music

trade that the publisher of a song

could control arranging channels

even in so far as recording was
concerned. However ,the angle had

jieVer been tested legally. And
when Marks sued the above trio

for infringement on the theory

that the tune "Malaguena" had
been arranged without its consent.

Judge Goddard returned a decision

for the defendants that set, in the

mi«ds of attorney, a dangerous
precedent
Judge Goddard stated that in his

;

opinion the pubisher's right to con-
|

trol an arrangement of a tune

:

existed only as far as it applied to
|

Common Man's Disk Jock
Disk jockey programs done

from nitertes, lounges and all

sorts of plush locations ap-'
proached the end of . the skein
of such ideas last week when ;:

Alan Courtney was offered a
show to originate in the Gar-
den Cafeteria, New York: Spot
is a super one-arm joint op--

posite Madison Square Gar- ;

den; Courtney- would- interview >
the average man. He still

hasn't figured whether to V

take it.

Courtney_onlyj:ecently_ha)Jli_i,
ed a show done from the win-

;

dow of a restaurant near Radio ;

City, N. Y.

E

RCA-CoL RPM Battle Royal Cues

Hottest Trade Controversy in 20 Yrs.

ASCAFs Tele

Rates Unlikely

By Deadline
It may not be possible for the

American Society Of Composers,

Authors and Publishers and tele-

vision interests to arrive at a fate

The forthcoming battle between
Columbia Records and RCA-Victor
to control the evolution of the
recording industry, the first since
the shape of -recordings changed
from cylindrical to flat, broke out
into a choosing up of sides last

week. Capitol Records and the
comparatively new, but fast-rising
Mercury label moved into the argu-
ment, which promises to be a lulu.

Capitol sides with Victor and its

new: 45 rpm : seven-inch disks, and
Mercury agreed to fight , on the
side o£ Columbia's ;

33i/j Micro-
groove Long-Playing platters.—Capitol—-has - accepted—XCictbr-'s

blueprints for the production' of
the company's newest development,
which will be marketed • by the
RCA organization by April 1. Mer-
cury has accepted Columbia pat-
ents and will be on the market
with a Microgroove disk "in - the
very near futurei" Both companies
have fairly extensive foreign al-

liances, Capitol only last fall com-
pleted arrangement with ^ Ger-
many's Tele-Funken, a recording
outfit comparable to Victor in this

country. Mercury had previously
completed a master-exchange ar-

rangement with , Czechoslovakia's
Ultraphon, Esta and Supraphon,
which isn't nearly as large as Tele-

Funken.

Capitol's tossing in with Victor
*and Mercury's move to Columbia

BG an AK to Kids
Hep kids who. follow the

fast-rising bop style ^ of music .

give short, shrift to the musical

stars of pre-war days. They ire-

fer to some of the most" re-

vered jazz names in the busir

ness.as "squares." Even Benny
Goodman, long acknowledged

aa the greatest among jazisi

clarinetists, is shrugged off.

When it comes to talking

about Dixieland- and Chicago—^style -names7—and • £r-om -that-

category anyone can take his

pick from Eddie Condon's mob
,

down or up, the youngsters
walk away disgusted. They
don't even -bother to comment.

tl^Trintog anVpubUshinT for sale \
structure for the use of copyrighted IfuT'^aSar??VecS'Yn'l'^^^

of sheet copies, that the right did !' music on video before the March 1 1

not apply to mechanical reproduc-
' deadline set weeks back by the

tions. He held that under the 1909
copyright law "the reproduction
(on disks) need not be identical,

but that some latitude must be
allowed to each manufacturer to

prepare an individual or vocal ar-

rangement of the composition. This
was construed by attorneys of de-
priving publishers of all control of
arrangements.

> Marks actually had sued the de-
fendants for failure to pay royal-
ties, attacking the case from the
infringement angle plus an action
to recover monies. When Judge
Goddard denied the complaint, but
delivered the decision on arrang-
ing, Marks and other music or-
ganizations were anxious for the
appeal. Sidney Wattenberg; John
Schulmau; and William Klein, at-

torneys for the Music Publishers
Protective Assn. and Songwriters
Protective Assn. appeared in the
appeal as friends of the court.
Arthur Garmize was Marks' attor-

ney.
V Judge Hand returned the Circuit

(Continued on page 47)

Stan Kenton To

Study Medicine?
Stan Kenton's future plans are

more of a mystery than ever as a
result of individual wires he dis-
patched last week to members of
the orchestra he disbanded in New
York several weeks ago. He ad-
vised his ex-musicians that he
would remain out of the band busi-
ness permanently and that he an-
ticipated going into the study of
medicine, presumably on the Coast.
.Since there had been rumors to
the effect that Kenton wanted to go
Into psychiatry, it immediately was
concluded that that was what he
meant when he spoke of studying
medicine. Yet, General Artists,
Which booked Kenton, stated Mon-
,«ay (10) that talks with Nicky Blair
concerning the reopening of the i

liter's Carnival Room, N. Y., as a
Hall of Jazz," with Kenton, has

completely fallen through.
When Kenton disbanded his or-

chestra a while ago following a run

\A
P^iramount theatre, N. Y., he

said It was due to the fact that
inere wete not enough places for
ms type of a band to work, that
Dookmg agencies were lax in not
endeavoring to set up a string of
jazz type bookings from coast to
coast J;p «!nai)l^ jazz ba^^s^ (o grow.

Society as the date Its $1 a year
experimental - lieenses Would end.
There is much to be done in the
seven weeks from now until the
deadline. As a matter of fact very
little has been accomplished .so far.

Whether ASCAP will extend that
deadline isn't known even to So-
ciety execs.
Within the next .week or two,

lawyers for both ASCAP and tele

people will meet to go over the
situation. Apparently, video people
still feel that the terms of the con-
tracts via which music publishers
have given ASCAP the right to

represent them in discussion with
broadcasters; are too: restrictive.;At
the time these terms ' became
known, there was considerable dis-

sen$ion among video execs ; and
producers, who felt that ASCAP

I
was not bringing rights of very

j

wide latitude to them. There are

I
so many restrictions as to the num-

I

ber of performers,' costuming,
i backgrounds, etc.,; that would dis-
1 tinguish between a "small right"

I

that could be dispensed in blanket
I

form by ASCAP and a "grand'' or

I

"dramatic right" that must be ne-

I

gotiated for directly and separate-

position. This firm, ranking with
Columbia and Victor in the pop
field, but some distance behind
both in classical, could sway the
balance toward whichever . side it

joined, if it does join. So far,

Decca has been offered both the
Columbia and Victor ideas, but it

has leaned toward neither. Jack
Kapp, the company's president,

states that Decca will sit hack and
watch and wait. Meanwhile, it will

go after the standard 78 rpm busi-

ness- hotter than ever. Neither Vic-

tor nor Columbia, of course, -intend

going out of the 78 field, but Decca
apparently figures that the absorp-
tion of both in trying to establish

their new developments will open
the 78 field wider to its own ef-

forts.

• Nothing that has occurred in the
recording biisiness in the past '20

or more years has so taken- it by
the ears than, the debut of RCAi
Victor's new 45 rpni seven-inch;:

recordings, In relation: to the rival

Columbia 33^^ ipm mtcrogroov*?'
disks. Controversy raii: riot; in Nfew
York Monday (10 ) afternoon ahd
evening following the first show-
ing by ; Victor of its deyelopmefit
as to the respective merits of the
Victor baby and ;thie Colum.bla . lUP ;

;

-dislc.; \ .:.? i-
'-;-; ;:';'::'.::.:! ::,,'

That there will be ar slam-bang
battle : between the two biggest'
maiiufaeturers for public patronage:'
is foregone. The two

,

types of re-
;

cording cannot be reconciled -and,--

apparently, neither can their pro-
ducers. There'll be a war to the
death over them, although: it's

obvious that it will be a long-range
struggle, since the standard >78 rpm
disk is still top dog and will

; be
:

for a long time to come.
Trade observers are loathe to see

the argument between Columbia
and Victor, since they both are

.

working on the first revolutionary
move In disk manufacturing in

many years. It's felt that before
either side gains the upper hand
the disk business will suffer. As
it is, dealers are already holding
back, waiting to see what happens.

Victor's 45 rpm is not a long-

Spvpral maior music nublishers I

Pl^yi^g disk in the same_sensethat_.
beverai major music Puo'isners .

j^^j^ij^^.g,^ uicto-
are planning to put a stop to an groove process (which, as has been
increasing tendency by small bop

1. said before, is not new; Victor

and jazz combinations toward ap- '
pointed out at the demonstration

nronriatine the basic melodies of '

"^^^^ Microgroove disks in
propriating tne oasit meioaies ot

^^^^ ^^^j^ gQ,^^ ^^^^ eventually
standards for recording under

,
dropped them ). Victor's seven-inch

original titles. It's claimed that
|
platters play longer than its stand-

many of the .so-called "original" 1 ard 78 rpm's only because they
tunes being cut for indie labels i spin slower. Some five minutes and
under all sorts of titles are too- 15 seconds of music can be gotten
close variations on valuable copy- i on each side,

rights. And the practice will be cut
j

However, Victor is not shouting
into before it goes too far.

' about the lojigerTplay. It is shout-

( Continued on page 46) .

Bop Variations

Alarming Pubs;

Add Up to Steals

New Crop of Beefs

On Release Dates

In many ca.ses in the past, pubs
have found jazz musicians and
writers obtaining copyrights on
"original" tunes that actually are
nothing but revised standards.

They let them pa.ss in mo.st in-

stances. But, the pubs claim that

the jsharp upsurge of bop in the
past year has made disk sales-in

that field fairly important. Too, the
major diskcrs are going in for bop ^ -

. .

groups in a big way. RCA-Victor ;
Frank Folsom, recently named

and Capitol taking the lead. And ,
president of RCA, himself handled

they don't want bop musicians and the introductory talk at the initial

maestros hanging their own regis- showing Monday (10) afternoon of

tered titles on "songs" that actu- RCA-Victor's 45 rpm disks. His

ally stem from noodling around first words emphasized that there

the basic theme of an established was no feud, no warfare existing

melody ' between Victor and Columbia Rec-

No Feud, Says

i RCA's Folsom

Now that recording is resumed, ;
"

.

' ' '

'
^

" ; ;
;

'

publishers and disk manufactiirers
[|J^Y; j{£|j^I££.KS* ^^^J^

are running into the. same old ar-

'

ly at extra cost with the publisher,
|

guments over release; dates. Leeds
that video people were unhappy.

I recentlv slapped a restriction on
At any rate, the attorneys for

j disk and live performances ot a
both factions will meet to deter-
mine what's;what. Meanwhile, the
broadcasters have supplied ASCAP
with sample programs covering
short periods. These are being
torn apart by the Society's toppers
and broken down into various per-
formance categories in an effort to
determine what a rate structure
should be like.

new tune titled "No Orchids For
My Lady" to minimize the effect of

jumping the gun on the marketing
of recordings of it before Feb. I,

which M-G-M did with a Billy Eck-
stine disk.

. Cause of all the difficulty on the
beating of release dates is the nat-

ural search for a hit in a reduced

PHIL KORNHEISER HEADS

MARKS' STANDARD POPS

abeid of the - proper; tiine set by
the publishers, in hopes of stealing

a' inarch on -rivali. . it's a :big heatj-

,, , . , , . , j
ache all around. /

Phil Kornheiser has joined Ed- i.
•

.'

ward B. Marks music company as

head of its newly created ; Standard
Popular Department, a post similar

to that which Kornheiser formerly
held with the Big 3. New spot will

be a separate operation from that Louis Armstrong wiU participate

of the pop promotion ^vision,
, in the New Orleans Mardi Gras

handled by professional manager,
p^g^^^^ ^j^^ traditional "King of

GRG Lp setup by offering a Philco

player,- which formerly sold; for

sales market. A disker feels a ^une
|

$29.95 in combination with two LP
may be a big seller, he needs one,

I disks which sold separately for
so he puts it .on the market weeks i $4.85 apiece, at a single: price of

BACK COL-PHILCO RPM
Retail dealers in New York, who

aren't too happy about the pros-

pect of a befuddling array of

record turntable speeds, launched
a campaign yesterday (Tuesday)

apparently in behalf of Columbia's

33% rpm disks; and ; the/ Philco

Microgroove player. Ads in N.Y.
dailies tempted , bliyers toward the jtime .to develop, the disk and the

ords over their respective develop-

ments.
Prior to the demonstration there

was some talk that the obvious

,

clash,- despite Folsom'S" denial, be- -

tween Columbia and Victor :mighi

be due to the enmity generated by
Columbia Broadcasting's winning:
of Jack Benny from NBC. That
was dispelled immediately upon
the showing of the Victor seven-
inch disk and. the equipment built

to handle it. RCA's engineers ob-
viously had been working for some

LOUIS ARMSTRONG

IN MARDI GRAS ROLE

$19.95 for the package:
Since the Philco players are said

mechanical methods of reproduc-;
ing it—long before CBS ever made
eyes at Benny,
On the other hand, whether Vic-

tor Is not, as Folsom said, warring
with Columbia, Columbia certainly
is warring with Victor over the sit-

to cost more; than $20 wholesale,
I uation. Tradespeople give Colum-

not to mention the cost of pro-

ducing the recordings offered, it's

assumed that Columbia is under-
;
from the start

writing some of the loss probably
being incurred by dealers in offer-

ing the package at such a low
price. -.,;: ,•.';.

bia credit for a masterful handling
of their Microgroove LP campaign

And late last week.

Harold Lee, but the two will- work
olosely together.

For many years head of the Leo
Feist firm, Kornheiser will begin
immediately digging out Marks
standards :for recording and tran-

scription promotion) one of the
aims being of course to achieve;re-

vival success. One of the outstand-

ing revivals of recent years, "Paper
i^gioiy is a MMftSXopjrcifiht^ t.

Glen Gray Comeback

the Zulus," a signal 'honor. Affair

takes place March 1 and Arm-
strong's bookings are being ar-

ranged to permit him to be in that

area.

Flamingo, Las Vegas, for ex-

ample, agreed to move his opening
back from Feb. 24 to March 10 to

accommodate. Armstrong is now at

the Bl^e Note, Chicagp.. .

i

when it was aware that Victor vvas
:

'about to .show its new disks, Go-
ilumbia moved in first and an-
1 nouhced its pwri, seven-inch version
I of the Microgrooye: LP's. They sell
ifor 60c (pop) and 90c (Master-
works).

Glen Gray talked with Music Announcement hung one on Vic-
Gorp. of America Monday ( 10 ) I tor since it came on Monday (10)

over the possibility of reorganizing morning, the day the latter's trade
his orchestra. Leader may resume

|

showing was skedded. Columbia
: work within the next month or so ' fed N. Y. dailies with stories on the
; in the event that an acceptable new seven-inch LP's which empha-
string of- dates are available. : sized the confusion that, would re-
Gray quit the band business last ! suit from the different type disks,

winter after deciding that the prob-
j
It ; gave the dailies a "trade war"

lems encountered in skyrocketing { angle, which undoubtedly increased
ico^ts ^ya^n't wortl\ J:he road .wqrk. confusion ip.:ihe public tilind.
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Bands at Hotel B.O.'s
Weeks

j,g„d
Hotel Playea

Efflll Coleman . , . .
Waldorf (400; $2) 13

Gardner Benedict New Yorker (400; $1-S1.50) 5

Guy Lombardo . . . Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2) 10

riankie Carle . . • Pennsylvania (450; $1.50-$2) 2

* Waldorf, Margaret Phelan, McCarthy Farrell.

Cflvers Total
Past Covers
Week On Date

1,950 7,450

• ' 7,425

l,7O0 25,875

1,650 3,600

Inside Orchestras-Music
MCA and AFM Local 47 in Los Angeles are hassling over union

demands that JTreddy Martin pay his crew $500 for an allemoon's

rehearsal with new: talent booked into the Cocoanut Grove. Rule;

never before applied, was dusted off when Martin returned to the Grove

In November. Orch rehearsed with Florence Desmond, Dorothy Shay

and incumbent Carl Brisson. Understood Martin hasn't paid and didn't

beef to union, preferring to call It to attention of Grove and MCA
toppers, pointing out that he felt talent or hotel should pay, rather

than the band. Agency, in taking beef to the union, wanted to know
^hy the rule had never been applied to Grove's rival, BHtmore Bowl;
where it's known that Jan Garber also rehearses with each incoming
show and hasn't been saddled with a rehearsal payoff.

Lombardo's 2d Post-Ban

Recording Date for Decca
Guy Lombardo did his second

recording aate for Decca Records
last week since the end of the di.sk
ban. He cut the second group of
tunes though still without a con-
tract tying him to Decca. Old
Decca deal ran out last November. ,

.Lombardo has been looking for i

a capital gains arrangement in so
|

far as his recordings are concerned,
j

Decca waits for the leader to come
'

up.with an idea as to how he can
get il; meanwhile, the relations be-

,

tween the company and band re-
main unimpaired.

ASCAP, B casters Schedule Meet

To Clear Up Renewal Contract

Ayres May Quit

CRC for Como

Goldovsky to Direct

Worcester Festival
; Boston, Jan. H.

. Boris Goldovsky, Hub pianist,

conductor and teacher, has been
named director and conductor of

the Worcester Music. Festival suc-
ceeding the late Walter Howe.

Goldovsky, who appears on the
intermission programs during the
Metropolitan Opera broadcasts, has
long been head , of the opera de-
partment at Tanglewood and has
been doing big .biz with . his New
England Opera Theater'" produc-
tions at the Opera House this sea-
son. Recent production of Ros-
sini's "Tuilc in Italy" grossed more
than $12,000, and revival of "Car-
men" in its uncut state with the
original spoken dialog, set for Jan.
16, is already a sellout.

"
Fans haveSH taken to the ' new -style,-tind-tlieatre-and-tei'pery -ops

haven't taken to the added .overhead, so Tex Beneke has axed his 10-

piece String section. Move cuts the weekly payroll from $6,000 to

$4,400. Beneke has been struggling with a 33-man crew for three years

and the size of the outfit has proportionately raised the price operators

have had to pay standby crews. As a result. Beneke hasn't played a

siligle theatre date since he closed at the NiY. Capitol last April. Cur-
rent at the Palladium, Hollywood, Beneke heads out with the smaller

crew Jan. 30 for college stands and one-nighters in the northwest and
then resumes a theatre tour Feb. 25 in Omaha.

Mitch Ayres, recording director]
for Columbia Records, will in all!
probability resign that spot within i

i
the next week or: twOi Ayres will '

I

go into : freelance work, but one
|

! of the primary reasons for his move ' _ , _ ;

is to enable him to conduct RCA- 1 ^HAW IN
. -V-ictor-j-ecording datps fgr Poi ry » *** »"
i
Como, with whom' he works on the^
'Chesterfield radio broadcasts out

I

of New York. He will not have any

i

other connection with Victor.

I
Ayres, former bandleader, .ioined

i
Columbia several years ago when
rhe gave up maestroing. Last fall,

I he took over the baton on Como's
1 Chesterfield shows despite his con-
nection: with Columbia and Como's
connection with Victor..

In booking the Blue Barron orchestra and the Inkspots to open to-

morrow (Thursday), the Capitol theatre. New York, bought itself, an
1

interesting problem. Both names are prominently connected with the
|

«ong hit, "You Were Only Fooling" and music men are waiting to see.;

Who will do the song onstage.

;

COMPOSERS GUILD PREZ

STUMPS FOR LYRICISTS

' American Society of Coiiiiposers,

Authors and Publishers radio com-

mittee expects to have a meetihg
with radio broadcastei's ,

within the

next 10;days to
'
clean viP tt"* final

details : of the automatic renewal

of the ASGAP-radio contract,
which occurred Jan, 1. Angle not
yet cleared up is the difference in
com accruing to ASCAP from eb-
operative shovvs and who ?is to pay
the extra chargesT-.th* networks
or aft'iUated ..StatiohS;;' ^^^'"^^^ a,

fairly large sum dyie' ASCAP in ..

hack paymeiits - and, while both
hetwTks and affiiiatcis agree that
it should- be paid .there's a differ-

ence
.
oiE opinion about Which side

shouldi (16 the paying. Jt's
.
hoped

that . the next meeting will decide
that;V'-:.:.-.,.v,-

: COoperaMve show disagreement
j

stem's
: from pftigirams that

: the netr
;

j
works : originate: at key', ^s^^^

sustainers, which ultiiinatdly are .

I sold by the affiliates locally;

— ' -^^n-xrimm—.^ - ' ASCAP has been paid in those in-

I nrrrTfr flll F rstances only~on th'e-ISvvor rate,-
OlililiUUl iU Wnl'li

I
which it does not think is tair. At

Billy Shaw's agreement with the
,

the start of talks concerning a rc-

Gale Agency, under which his one- ' newal this problem .was brought
third holdings in the organization ; up and it's been talked over since ;

were to be bought out by the Gales ' with, as mentioned above, both
I Moe and Tim), was signed Thurs- 1 radio factions agreeing to the
day (6). Shaw is said to have [

justice of it, but both feeling that
drawn somewhere between $12,000 ' the other is responsible,
and $15,000 for his slice of the com-

' That the automatic renewal of
pany, the nine-year contx-act- entered into
Shaw and the Gales, who came as of .Tan. 1. 1940, would occur was

together three years or so ago after foregone. The only way it could
Shaw quit as one-night booker for have been blocked was for ASCAP

.; :'New;.-York..".!v
Editor, Variety:
---This- letter-- ls-^pr-omPte<^^
obituary notice of the late William
Arms' Fisher, who died in Brook-
line, Mass., Dec. 19.

Quoting Variety: "He also made
numerous arirahgemfehtSf inclndihg
'Goin' Home.' I would like to
make some remarks regarding an
inaccuracy which seems to be prev-
alent and much misunderstood,
i.e., the use of the virbrk 'aprahger'

I

to describe a lyricist or composer:
I who is gifted ini the art of creating
;
a new work out of an old one,
adapting his words to an existing
melody or . his music to an existing

I
,
text.

,
:

•

I "In the first place, such a writer

j

is first and last a cresative writer,
' as William Arms Fisher was. ' What

i he* did with Dyprak's ' 'Larg^^^

:
the< New W!ofia l^niphdhy',' wheft
fiti cteated '.Goin' Home,' was ex-
actly similai: towhat Francis iScott

':Kej' did With the old EnglLsh song

I

known as '.To Anacreon in Heaven,'

I

by John Stafford Smith, when he
wrote 'The Star Spangled Banneir.'

. --Famous. ...................... 216 I
Would you, by any stretch of the

Here I'll Stay—i'"Love Life"—Chappell 150 [
Pen refer to our national anthem

For You—Witmark ^ 130 I

'arrangement?' Again, what
You Were Only Foollng----ShaRiro ........ .Vv* HgtJulia Ward Howe did with an old
Down Among the Sheltering Palms—Miller ....... ....... .115 1

Methodist hymn by Steffe when
Cuanto Le Gusta—t"Date With Judy"—Soiithem . ..... . ........ 106 ' i*^*

made 'The Battle Hymn of the

~'3'ari'on's M-G=M-Tecording--started*-.the---tune^to-ward-siiccess and, as.

always; happens, other companies jumped on it. Inkspots did it for
' Decca and their disking has achieved as much prominence as Barron's
due as much to Decca's superior distribution facilities as anything else.

It makes for a unique situation, with both^artists on th;e same stageshow.

'RH' Logging System
Bichord Htmbcr'* tieio development in logging broadcast perform'

Alices lists tunes.in the survey, based on four major network schedules.
They are cowpilcd on the basis of, 1 point for sustaining instrumental;
i points for sustaining, vocal; 3 - for commercial instrumental; ,4 for i

conimercial vocal, respectively, in; each of the 3 r,iaior. territories. New
york, Chicago and! CoasU For example, o GoTnmcrciol Vocal in all

i

,
three territories counts 12.' Added to these totals is the listener ratings

]

«/ commercial shows, which account for the Mrge point tallies below.

the William Morris agency, had ar-

rived at terms under which Shaw
would sever connections with the
agency some weeks . ago, but the
signing and coin arrangements were

to ask higher rates, which never
was intended. The only change in
the renewal is that .stations mu.st
decide at the outset whether -they

want to pay the Society on a
delayed. Shaw Will setup his own- blanket "or per -program arrange
business, under title, Shaw Artists, ment and once decided cannot
and is negotiating for space in the ' change.
Consolidated Radio. Artists -offices.

Week of Dec. 31 to Jan. 6

SoHf Publisher

On a Slow Boat to China—Melrose .... : .

My Darling, My Darling—*"Where's Charley" -Morris

.

Total

Pts.

282
222

A Little Bird Told Me—Boiune 217
Bftttons: & -Bows^t"Pale 'Faee" ""*

Krupa Tees Off Again

Jan. 28 at U. of Detroit

Gene Krupa, who broke up his

band 10 days ago intending to take
a long rest, will resume activity

Jan. 28 at the University of Detroit
and continue from there. Krupa
broke up a week ago Sunday (2)

due partially to physical exhaustion
after 92 straight one-nighters and
partially to mental depre,ssion over
the death of drummer Davey
Tough.

Reorganization of the band will

call for the return of most of the
men who staffed it before. It's pos-
sible that before heading for De-
troit, the outfit will make some
new recordings for Columbia Rec-
ords. .

;....

Bella Bella Marie—Leeds . . . . . ... .
,-.

. . . . . . , . .1. . . 99
Powder Your Face With Sunshine—Lombardo 98 i

Until-^Dorsey Bros. , , . . . . i . . ; . . ...
. 97 *

Republic' is exactly comparable to
Fisher's 'Goin' Home,'
"Innumerable instances of this

Far Away Places—LaureLW
. ....... .. 94ltype of creative writing could he

Pretty Baby—Remick ... . ....... ^ ... . . ] .

.

'. , .

"
'

87 i fl"°^^*'~'"'P'''"*''"' ' Why do^
So in Love—*"Kiss Me Kate"—T. B. Harms. 87 !

^'''^ ^'^^ 'v^'icist such a kickins
One Sunday Afternoon— i One Sunday Afternoon—Remick 8.5

' "^""^ where in fact he has cre^

I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm—Berlin ' " "
gj ,

ated an important song?
"

g(j ]

"Many times I have seen Fisher's

jjf, ; 'Goin' Home' programmed and

Shapiro j

have heardi it played in the radioi
V ^o j

recoirds, etc., and this title 'Goin'

,,K |Home' which he created has siir-

planted the original Dvorak title

: almost completely. The tune is

! now known as 'Goin' Home.' But
our habit of referrihg to this crea-

.
tion:as an 'arrangement' does such

i
damage: as; to- rob; Pisber of income,

: as well as well-earned credit, 'this

i glarihg error has become so deeply
;!j-ooted in oUr industry that it is

going lo fake some digging and
TNT to root it out.

Indeed, few if any programs
or. radio announcements ever men-
tion the name of the lyric writer.

y ! i'lah who created the title, aiid

in many cases wrote the lyric

wiiich made
, the song possible.

Without the lyric the song would
be not only pointless but would be
just, a! 'song without words.' an
iriki-tlinentai number, and eVery-
pne in this business: khOws how
totigh it is .to put over an ihstriir

mental number! Only rarely has
this: heen done, 'Stardust,'; 'Holiday
with Strings' etc. There are a
few^ -.but .oijly; a few,; w?herisa$ there
at'e sbngs which have carried great

'

words." '

GEOFFREY O'HARA
. Pt'esidcnt, Cohiposers-

Authors Guild .'
.

- - --.-r -— -Berlin
What Did I Do—f'When My Baby Smiles At Me"—Triangle
The Money Song—Crawford
In the Market Place of Old Monterey
Little Jack Frost Get Lost-^pitzer.
Lavender Blue— f'So Dear to My Heart"—Santly ^5
Say It Isn't So—Beriin 7.5
Hold Me—Robbins '.

.

.

'
'

"

' 74^
By the Way— i "When My Baby Smiles At Me"—BVC !!!.!.!!."!,' 72
ine Pussycat Song—Leeds , 68
Galway Bay—Leeds . . . . ^, ' 64
I Loye You So Much It Hurts—Melody Lane 64
Maybe You'll Be There—Triangle 63
Jlnat Certain Party—Bourne ; .... . ... ..... ............... 60
Bouquet of Rose.s—Hill & Range .56
Brush Those Tears From Your Eyes—Leeds 53
Look Up—Palmar 50A Tree in the Meadow—Shapiro 50My Own True Love—Paramount 48
sun Flower—Famous , , 47A Bluebird Singing in My Heart—Advanced 47
Too Much Love—Harms 45

T
y*.*e Rain—"As the Giris Go"--Sam Fox 44

J Mill Get a Thrill—Words & Music 42
l^iancy Lowered the Boom—Kenmore , 42
.^f.'ia-Talara Tala—Oxford 40
Llllette—Jefferson 36
Hair of Gold—Robert 33
^ne Has. My Name-Southern 32,
benonta—f'The Kissing Bandit"—Feist 31
«endezvous With a Rose—Jay-Dee , 31
Sunday In Old Santa Fe—Pemora 30

nZ,^T**'j'"S to Your Sweetheart—Mills 29"own by the Station—American Academy 28

* Legit musical t Film musical.

Disk Jockey Recruiting
. Chicago, Jan. 11;

Fifth Army Recruiting has lined
up public service time on Chi FM
and AM stations and will feature
disk jockey Sgt. George Bundo 12
times weekly, on WBBM, WIND,
WAAF. WOES, WOAK, WMOR,
and WHF-e. -

Sgt. Bundo is also planning video
disk shows, using request type for-
mat and chatter about the armed'
forces.

CBC Asks Royalty Cut
Toronto, Jan. 11.

On claim that- program trend is

from music to the spoken word,
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has-

asked the federal Copyright Ap-
peal Board for reductions in li-

cense fees and royalties charged
by Composers, Authors and Pub-
lishers Assn, of Canada, affiliate of
ASCAP, against CBC stations. Ca-
nadian Association of : Broadcasters,
representing 116 privately-owned
stations, did not file a plea against
CAPAC's tilted royalties scale; nor
did Canadian theatre - operating
chains on whom has been levied a

new 18% royalties tilt.

Under current CAPAC setup on
royalty fees to radio, the Board was
told by Hai-old Manning, CAPAC
counsel, that the tariff is 14 cents
for each licensed receiving set in
Canada; that this levy is paid 150-

50 by the CBC and CAB. But con-
tention of John Jennings, CBC
counsel, was that this overall

amount should be reduced on claim
that the CBC makes less use of the.

CAPAC works than CAB'S 116 sta^

tions. ' Jennings suggested to the
Board that, with the greater switch
of the CBC to the spoken word,
the^CBC be a.ssess^d 5 cents a li-

censed set in Canada by CAPAG
and the 116 independent stations
be assessed 9 cents a set.

RH Tele-Log
Fo!/ou;i/i.g i.s tabu!atio?i of .song pprforniances on Neio York television

nelurorks NBC, CBS, ABC and DuMont. They are based on. ratings of
seven top shows: Texaco ( Milton Berle) 80; Cliesfcr/leld (Arihur God-
frey) 55; Emerson ("Toast of the Town") 50; Chevrolet, 30; Kraft, 30;
Chesterfield (Perry Como) 25; Arrow Shirt, 25.

(Week of Dec. 30 to Jan. 5)

Total
:-Toint8:.

l\Iv Diirling. My Darling—Morris 85
llt'ie ni Slay—Chappell .55

For You—i-Witmark , . . .: . .
.'.

, . , . , j , ; . , . . ; ... 40
ButtoM.s & Bow.s—Famous ..... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .... 40
On a Slow Boat to Ghina—Melrose . . . ................. . ...... ' 35
Far Away Places—Laurel . : ... . . ; . , . . . . ... ...... . . . . , . . . .... . 35
Down Among the Sheltering Palms—Miller. . . . ... . .. . , . . . 30
It's a Big, Wide, Wonderful World—BMI 30
Cuanto Le Gusta—Southern 20
Hair of Gold—Robert 21
Tai'a-Talara-Tala—Oxford 20
A Little Bird Told Me—Bourne 20
Maybe You'll Be There—Triangle. . . . . . i . , . , . . . . 20
Powder Your Face With Sunshine—Lombardo . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . 20
It's Too Soon To Know-^Melrose . . . . . , . . , . . 20
The Pussycat Song—Leeds ..... ; 20
Say It Isn't So—Berlin ., ., , 10-
Lavender Blue—Santly-Joy , > 10
That Certain Party-^Bourne . . . ... ; . . .... . . ......... 10
Cornbelt Symphony—Mellin . . . . . . . .;. ........ . .;. . .... . . . ; . .... 10
Down By the Station—Amer. Acad 10

t
If We Can't Be the Same Old Sweethearts—Feist 10
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SONG CAVALCADE
(Musical-Historical Revieta: 18001948)

Compiled for f^fSIETY
By JUUUS MATTFELD

lagemf* anrf etA»r' buic bMksrounrf- intorniaffon, aftendanf *e >hf (ompilolienW prutnlarion, oppMrsd'in Ocf. i, 194», iw when lh» Vaihly Song

Cmaltadt tlatttd publicalion Mtimlly:' It i« •usguMd >haf thtlt ilif'0"'tiinr* b*

.((ipp«d and tihd for lulun rittnnc:
' AttanKbn i> h*r«by called to Ih* fact that thit iiHil*rial,i« wpytiaM ami may. not

lit isproduc«d «ith*r wholly .or in part.

.Vednegday, January 12, 1949

IConlinusd from lait Wotk)

1876
Grandfather's Clock, ' W:.^ m.,

Henry Clay Work. Ci M. Cady, copi
1876.

I'll Take Ifdu Home Ae^in, Katli-

I toughdown shall take jirec«4e)i»*;e

i over four touchdowns."
^

'

•
' Colorado joined the Union.

,

i

Chief Sitting Bull's warriors
massacred- Gen. Custer and 276

Iecn.w.,m., Thomas P. Westendorf.ifoldie^^s of the 7th Cavalry after

Cincinnati: John Church & Co.. ! the Indians had refused to sign a

COD 1876 I treaty movmg them out of the

» X,! •• iirxi. i.« c 1 TT Black Hills to a new reservation.
It Is Well With My Soul. Hymn. . , „ /> <. »„

w.. H., -C. Spafford. m., Paul P.
,

TJie gante of polo was first in-

Bliss. Cincinnati: John Church & troduced to the U. S.

Co., cop. 1876. I Bell and Gray patented the tele-

-..liJWsLJBearMt ifeart, w^i_?
•Arthur Sullivan. London: Boosey SIS'

called out, and property damage
ran into the millions.

Rutherford Richard Hayes was
inaugurated president.

In the Pennsylvania coal region
a number of "Molly Maguires"
were handed for various murders.
The Maguires were an organization
purporting to keep up wage stand-
ards, well as to keep foreign ele-

ments out of the coal labor market*
and their activities had for years
terrorized tjie community. '

Madame Modjeska made her
American debut at the California
TheatTe in San Francisco,
Humor entered the U. S. maga-

zine field as an editorial formula I A Tree In the Meadow

Peatman Annual Survey of Song

Hits With Largest Radio Audientces
(Jan. 1, 1948, to Jan. 1. 1949)

The ^S song hits with the latgest tadio audiences are listed belom
in order o.f the total ACl points corned dHring the year. Songs ctijv'
renfly active are marked with a double dagger.- Songs whose activitii
began in the fall of 1947 are noted by the date— (1947). "

Title
, Production Publisher

I Now Is the Hour ..,..,.„',,., Leeds
But Beautiful—-; "Road to Rio" B-VH

with Puck.
Edison heard "Mary Had a Little

Lamb" over his first phonograph.

• Shiipiro-B

1878
Garry Me Back To Old Virelnny.

w., m., James A. Bland. Boston:
Jolin F. Peii-y & Co., cop. 1878.

[Kminefs] Lullaby (Fritz, Our
Cousin German). w., m., Joseph K.
Emmet. Cincinnati: The John:
Church Co., cop. 1878 by J. It.

Emmet.
• A Flower From Mother's Grave,

, + »> <,-n

w., m., Harry Kennedy. Boston: I jjaby Face

Co. [,1876];
. .The Ninety and Nine, Hymn. w..

E. C; Clephane. m., Ira David
Sankey. The Biglow & Main Co.,
cop. 1876.
Rose of Killamey, w., George

Olivei- Ditson & Co.; cop. 1878 by
William H. .Kennedy, : Brooklyn,

IrTPhilaaelpHiaT the "Centennial
I

N. Y

tButtons and Bows— i "Paleface" .. . . . , . . . . . . Fjthious
It's Magic—t"Romance On High Seas" Witmark
I'm Looking Over a Four Leaf Clover Romick
Haunted Heart—*"Inside U.S.A." . Williamson
Manana , . , Barbour-Lee
Beg Your Pardon , , , . . . . Bobbins
tYou Call Everybody Darling Ma\ fair
Ballerina (1947) , JeflCerson
tOn a Slow Boat to China Melrose
You Were Meant B'or Me—1 "You Were Meant For Me" , , . Miller
Golden Earrings (1947)—i "Golden Earrings" Paramount
Love Somebody Kramer-W
tMaybe Yoai'll Be There Trianctle
tYou Were Only Fooling Shapiro-B

Remiclt

Exliibition opened to the tun<( of a
march composed by Richard
Wagnei',

After several years of contract-

jumping and gambling accusations^

the old Professional Ball Players

Saviour, Breathe An Evening
Blessing'. Hymn, w., J. Edmeston.
m., George Coles Stebbins. Cop.
1878 by George C. Stebbins.

Serenade of tlie Bells (1947) Melrose
tHair of Gold. Eyes of Blue Robert
Nature Boy- -^.—^—^^„„ n-yn

Cooper, m., John Rogers Thomas.
I league broke up and the National

J. L. Peters, cop. 1876. i Baseball League was organized
Trusting Jesus, That Is All.

' with Morgan G. Buckclcy as presi-
Hymn. w., E. P. Stites. m., Ira (jent
David Sankey. The Biglow & Main
Co.. cop. 1876

Wild Bill Hickok killed a man
named McCall, at the Pony Ex-
press stable, Rock Creek, Kans.
McCall's brother, Jack, walked up
behind Hickok : several months
later, at Deadwood, S. D., and

.killed- him.- -A.,vigilante.-committee
acquitted McCall, but the United
States Court in Yankton* S. D,^:

found him guilty of murder and
he was hanged.
The Brooklyn Theatre .fire took

• toll of 289 lives.

Princeton University -held an in-
tercollegiate convention with Co-
lumbia, Harvard and Yale (at
Springfield, Mass.) from which
modem football developed, in
which the touchdown is the decid-
ing factor. The new rules read: "A
match shall be decided by a major

1877
Karly In De Momin';: w., ra.,

William Sliakespeare Hays. J. L.

Peters, coo. 1877.
Hiding In Thee. Hymn. w.. Wil-

liam O. Gushing, in., Ira David
Sankey. The Biglow & Main Co.*

cop. 1877.
" The "Lost^Chifrd. w., Adelaide-

Procter, m., Sir Arthur Sullivan.
London: Boosey & Co. [,1877].

Roll Out! Heave Dat Cotton, w.,

m., William Shakespeare Hays.
Boston: Oliver Ditson & Co., cop.
1877.
Where Is My [Wand'ring] Boy

To-night? Hymn, w., m., Rev.
Robert Lowry. The Biglow & Main
Co., cop. 1877.

Dickey-Bird Song—t"Three Daring Daughters": i'. V. ui ; vRofaliins

Best Things In Life Are Free (1947>-r-t"G6od Metwgr
.

,
. , , CtaWford

tCuanto Le Gusta , . . ..... . . . . . > . . . . . . . ........ . .Southci-n

SkldmorrFanc^B^irwTW lf}^J^''^flV w /m^rr^
c"""'""'

Harrigan. m., David Braham. Wm. 1 1 » Dance At Your Wedding (1947 Simon
A. Pond & Co., cop. 1878. I

Whafll I Do (1947)— i
"The Big City" Eeilin

Sweet Mary Ann: or. Such An UEv'iy Day 1 Love You— 1 "Two Guys From Texas" ....... Harms
IMy Darling, My Darling—*"Where's Charley" .;, .;. . . . ... E. H. Mon-is
Laroo, Laroo', LiUi Bolero . . . . . , , < ; . ... . . . . ^ ; ; . . . ; , . . .. , Shapjro-B' >

You Can't Be True Dear
, . .w, . ; Bittmotos

Little White Lies . . BVC
Toolie Ooiie Doolie . . . , ; . . . . . . ,i * i,i . . ; . . . C. K. Harris
Svhre D-noc . .. ; . . .... ; . . ; . . .

,

. . ... . Lced.s
I May Be Wrong (1947)

—
•l"Waliflower" . , t- v Advaifitied

Education Has My Mary Ann. w.,
Edward Harrigan. . m., David
Braham. Wm. A. Pond & Co., cop.
1878.
Where Was . Moses When the

Light Went Out? m., arranged by
Max Vemor. Chicago: S, Brainard's
Sons, cop. 1878.

:
Railroad strikes swept the na-

. tion, with virtually every major
ity of touchdowns; a goal shall be line in a labor battle after 10%
equal to 4 touchdowns; but in case
of a tie, a goal kicked from a

wage cuts. Several persons were
killed, Federal troops had to be

P
ATTENTION

BIG MUSIC

PUBLISHERS
For Americo and the World's yearly *

MAY -JUNE -JULY TRAUE!
A worthy companion to 'REMEMBER' and 'ALWAYS'!

Th« Naw Waltz Sansattaii:

"Now The Or^an Is Playing
(Your Wedding March)"

(Ja pi« Orgtl Ipitit fut DKh (Dm HocbMiHmarMbl

Wordt ore in both Englisli and German.

Fifty per cent /50%) of ALL t/ie Writers'
Aoyaffies derived from this song wjff go to:

THE UNITED JEWISH APPEAL
Thif Sonq li a "Natural," the R*it li Up to

YOU!
AHHitir Nevlns also please write to: VARIETY. Box 777

1S4 West 46tfa St.. New York 19, N. Y.

The American painter, James A.
M. Whistler, sued John Ruskin, the
Englisli xritk and author, on libel

charge's after the Tatter had written
of Whistler: "I have seen and
heard much of cockney: impudence
before now, but never expected to
hear, a coxcomb ask -200 guineas
for flinging a pot of paint in the
public's face." Whistler, in an Eng-
lish court,, got one farthing dam-
ages and no costs.

The ilrst telephone switchboard
was installed at New Haven, Conn,
(at this time there were about 3,000
phones in the entire nation).

. One Prof. Gartier, for unknown
reasons, waltzed 16 ^consecutive
hours (9 a.m. to 1 a.m.) at Tam-
many Hall, N. Y.
Yellow tever was a .scourge dur-

ing this , year, taking thousands of
lives jlespite such home-advised
cures as cigai-s and whiskey.

Tidewater Oil began pumping oil

over the AUe^henies in pipes in-
stead of sliipping it' via barrels.

Bizet's oj>era "Carmen" had its

initial U. S. performance at the
Academy of Music, N. Y., with
Minnie Hauk in the title role.

1879
The Babies On Our Block, w.,

Edward Harrigan. m., David
Braham. Wm. A. Pond & Co., cop.
1879.

In the Momingr By the Brieht
liigjit. w., m.. James A. Bland. Bos-
ton: John F. Perry & Co., cop. 1879.

1 Filinusieal. Legit musical.

RGA-6olumbia^
Conthnied from page 43

;

F. W. Woolworth opened his
first five- and ten-cent store in
Utica, -N. Y.. founding one of
America's most fabulous fortunes.
News of EdLson's invention of

the incandescent lamp caused such
a rush of curiosity-seekers to
Menlo Park, N. J., that the Penn-
sylvania Railroad iiad to run extra
trains.

Henry George, the great Ameri-
can advocate of social reforms,
ivrote "Progress and- Poverty"
which created a sensation both
here and abroad,
George B. Seldcn applied for a

patent on a veliicle powered' With
an internal combustion Engine. It
was granted in 1895. •

Theatres continued opening
everywhere. In Harrigan & Hart's
Theatre Coniique, N. Y., the "Mul-
ligan" comedies were being staged—-"Muliigan Guards' Christmas";
"Mulligan's Silver Wedding," "Mul-
ligan Guards' Nominee," etc. Gil-
bert & Sullivan's "H.M.S. Pina-
tore'' was playing all bigger cities
simultaneously. Dion Boucicault,
the prolific and successful play-
wright, had "Contempt of Court"
on the boards at Wallack's, N. Y.

(Continued next week's issue)

Burl Ives Back to Col.
Burl Ives has returned to Colum-

bia Records. He signed a new two-
year deal yesterday (Tuesday).

Ives liad been with Columbia sev-
eral years ago, and shifted to
Decca. He made some sides for the
latter only a couple weeks ago, in-
cluding "Lavender Blue," from
Walt Disney's "So Dear To My
Heart4'^-yl,jpj,,,^^j^ofJ^j^.

.

ing loudest about extremely high
fidelity (now about 6,000 cycles,
which will be stepped- up) and a
claimed distortion^free reproduc-
tion. It's also shouting about tlie

comparatively tiny clvanger it has
engineered to handle the all-

vinylite disks. It has developed
two, one which can be hooked di-

rectly to a radio speaker, and an-
other, three-tube afl'air that actur
ally reproduces tlie music via ft

speaker of its own. At tlie same
time it has engineered large radio
and record combinations equipped
with two separate turntables in-

stead of one turntable with a two-,
speed motor, which isn't feasible.
Columbia's LP player, made by
Philco, can be hooked into the set-:

up. incidentally.

The recording itself is modeled
along completely new lines. It

uses ' a spindle perhaps V/2 inches
in diameter and tlie changing of
disks is accomplished amazingly
fast: The wide spindle hole, it's

pointed, out* make^ thte . disk easy
to handle. In addition, around each
hole there's a collar of raised sur-
face which' keeps disks from con-
tacting one another when stacked
on" a changer, Jeugthening their
life.

Victor will make only the seven-
inch disk, using it for all cate-
gories of music from hillbilly, pop,
etc., lip to the longest Red Seal
selections, all of which will also
be inarketed on 78 platters at the
same time. Briefly, it seems to in-
dicate that whereas Columbia
Microgroove disks are valuable in
the reproduction of long, classical
pieces', Victor's disk is the more
valuable in the pop field, due to
that changer. Classical material
that runs up to 4.5 mins., which
Columbia caii get onto tti two 12^
inch LP disks, is spread- over eight
Victor's 45 rpiri sides. Victor says
that the fast'action of its changer
almost nullifies the breaks between
disks. But there is a break, where-

1

as on Columbia's there is none.
1

And ' both miist ' be turned over
once.

On tlie pop items, Victor's
changer is superior. For Colum-
bia',s seyen-inch disk there's the
Philco. reproducer, which is not
equipped with a changer, JBut there
are others, the Webster, ior ex-
ample, that are.

Victor states that machine manu-
facturers have been supplied with
blueprints on its clianger equip-
ment and they may build and dis-
pense them without royalty pay-
ments. Recording manufacturers
have also been supplied with the
process of manufacturing the 45
disk (see separate story).

i;he. .picture, op;;eseiUed . by t}y^

squabble distorts everything but
the standard 78 rpm disks. But,
in the future, equipment of disk

lovers who will want high fidelity

recordings^ ease of and/or less

handling, plus retaining their 78

libraries, will be quite a montage.
A 78, a 45 and a 33V^ turntable,
perhaps grouped around television;

will need a room of its own.

gTHERFS
^ABARBERm THE

;Jharborof

^PALERMO
^ « TERRIFIC NOVELTYl

UNTLY-JOr
wA Ul« Iromlway

N«W Ywk If. N. r>

'M-' 'ov. rwr.wr.

TONY

PASTOR
"YOU STARTED
SOMETHING"

with

ROSEMARY CLOONEY

COLUMIIA RKCORft tum

A DREAM OF A lullaiy]

TARRA__

TA-LARRA

TA-LAR
OXFORD MUSIC CORP.

1619 Iraodwiiy Nsw Varii
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On the Upbeat

New York
ilnimv »wfante and Betty Gar-

«,tt recorded the "Pussy-Cat Song"

tandem for M-G^M Records. .
.

sLltch Henderson held oyer an-

Xr at the Capitol theatre

« Y PMl Brito signed with

Sr.i<iic' Corp. of America. .
.
.Benny

JSbert switched from the staff of

piist after 31 years, tp Miller _Mu-

companion firm in the Big 3

Xavler Cugfat's orchestra plays

tlii traditional Gasparil^ Corona-

tion Ball. Tampa, Fla.,.Feb. 7 ..

One of Bine Crosby's sons 'being

ireated for a broken nose in Hol-

Kd . . Eddie Shaw to Coast

nVxt week for Ralph Peer firms
" Georfe Jay stajrts new disk

inpk show from Sherry's, Holly-S Jan. 17, titled "Show Peo-

Sshow" on KWIK. ..Johnny

Taureiu into Paramount theatre,

V Y in March Benny Good-

mtn "will play a bop version of

"Missouri Waltz" at President Tru-

nian!s Inaugural Ball Jan. 20

Viu^n Monroe starting into south-

ern territories he has never played

bifore the end of this month;
works Alabama, Florida, Louisiana,

Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, etc.

Hollywood
AFM local 47 will break ground

this month for its new two-story
headquarters building on Vine
Street. Structure^ to cost around
$450,000, will be ready for occu-
pany by the end of the year . . .

Aaron Copland wound his scoring

dtiht on "The Heiress" at Par-
amount . . . Eddy Howard inked a
new three-year pact with Mercury
Records .: . . Dean Elliot named:
cohductor-arranger for Jack Carr
imn' for the next three months,
succeeding Frank DeVol ' who
'thumbed the spot because other
coivnutments wtfuld conflict witli

fccompanying Carson on an east-

«m tour.
- Jack -Palmer, joined Jack JPina's
bund, current at College Inn, Chi-
dgo, as vocalist .... Dicker on for
ToiHlny Dorsey to play a Septem-
\m ^^te in Honolulu. . . .Bddie^
SafKanslii, bassist, left Charlie Bar-
mt' to join Woody Herman, re-
placing Chubby JaclQion . . . . Dar-
rell Calker will compose score for
Pine -Thomas' "Manhandled". ...

ART

MESSAGE TO

RADIO AND

VIDEO

' -.R-- kV,,^D i.'.NC HIT

THESE WILL BE

THE BEST YEARS

OF OUR LIVES

tfcw loB fty^l

I

UM IROWNI „............lon4en.

I
MDY HOWARD Mwcury

I
nuOT UWIIIH«....Celumbia

lUDDYMOMHO ... RCA Victor

[» ITAFfORD ..;CiipIlo|-|

ROBBINS MUSiC CORPCRAnOK

I'M IN

THE MOOD
FOR LOVE

Wfisfc by . .

,

JIMMY McHUGH
ROniNS

Tex Beneke etched four sides for
RCA-Victor, first . since the ban
ended .

,'

, . Ivory Joe Hunter booked
for return date at Million Dollar
theatre here, opening next Tuesday
(18) with Joe Llsrgins set fOi' the
i'ollowing stanza.

Chicago
Bob Mellin, head of McUin Mu-

sic Co., in' town for brief visit with
friends on song^plugger row.

.

Disk jockey Eddie Hubbard turned
disk artist Monday, Jan. 3, when,
he cut his first side for Universal
RecordSi It was his own tune,
"You Kiss Me Too Much" . . , Al
Trace shaping corn belt orch up
for return to, Blackhawk Restau-
rant in March. Orch leader set a
record at the loop spot during his
last stay, which stretched to an
unpredicted six months. . . .Lou
Brecse, maestro and booker, will
front a 16-piece orch at Springfield
Inaugural B.-ill, honoring Gov.
Stevenson . Duke Ellington will

concert at Ghl Opera House, Jan
16 David LeWintcr, Pump
Room orch leader, hosted one of
Hotel Ambassador's bus boys to a
party, trimmings and all, because
orch- leader had heard 27-year-old
JtiusserJiad never had a party in his

honor , . . . Geraldine DuBois, song-
stress appearing with Ted Lewis at

Chez Paree, is composer of the
song "Pal-ing Around With Youi"
which is used as the finale at the
night spot . Al Kvale, top orch
front man of yesteryear, checked
into TB observation ward at, Vaug-
han" hospital, Hines, 111 . . , , Harry
Garfield, professional mgr. for

Harms Music, and Mack Goldman,
general mgr.^ Warner Music Co., in

Chi getting quick view of midwest
operations; with ideas, about viHeo

Pittsburgh
Dodo Marmarosa has come out

of retirement to head, a new trio

that's just opened at the Carnival
Lounge. In addition to Marmarosa
on- -the -piano, -it - includes Marty ^

Shor on bass and Tony Fornaro on
guitar. Marmarosa, a Pittsburgher,
has been around here taking it

easy for several months except for

an unannounced stint with- Al No-
bel's orch at Bill Green's in No-
vember, . Billy Yates and his
foursome wound up a seven.-month
stay at Mercur's Musio Bar last

week , . BUI Mackrell, one-time
saxman with Shep Fields, Is now a

streetcar conductor on a local line

, . .Harry Lane's band checked
out of Balconades after three
months ,,,, Pianiiit Teenie Trent
back to Mercur's Music Bar after

a long run at Carnival Lounge . . •

Maurice Spltalny and his band got
the nbd for the Inaugural TV pro-,

gram from the local DuMont sta-

tion

Tutti Camarata Hops To
London for 1st New Disks
Tutti Camarata hopped to Lon-

don liy plane from New York Sun-
day (9) evening to cut his first

dislcs for the London label since

the start of the American Federa-
tion of Musicians ban more than
a year ago, One of the London
label's artists and repertoire men,
Camarata previously did only back-
grounds in actual recording. He'll
now make some sides under his
own name.

He'll be in England four weeks
or so. Mrs. Camarata left N. Y.
at the same time her liusband did,
but heading for California to stay
with her family for the month her
husband wiU be overseas.

Connelly's British Rights

To Styne-Cahn Pic Score
Here on a periodic U.S. business

junket, Reg Connelly, head of

Campbell, Connelly & Co., has

acquired the British publishing
rights to tlie Jule Styne^Sammy
Cahn score to^Warners' filmusical,

"Romance on the,' High Seas,"
Picture, incidentally, , is being
retitled "It's Magic" for tlie Brit-
ish market;

Connelly, who recently returned
to New York from a trip to Nassau^,
B.W.I., plans to sail for • England
the end of the weeki His firm is

also handling "Manana'', in Britain
under a deal with the Capitol disk
organization. :

JAN. BAND GROSSES IN

N.Y. KEEP FALL PACE
I' ,

'

i Name band grosses in New York
hotels and other locations have sur-

. prised operators and bookers since

jNew Year's Eve in maintaining

1
early December figures. As a rule,

!the January period dips even lower
i
than the week immediately preced-
!ing Xmas and the fact that figures,

have stayed on aaunexpected level,-

{has generated an unusually optl--

'mistic fueling.
'

All through the' band business-;

last week there was an, attitude
that indicated the new year might
bring improved public reaction. -

Some 10 days of unexpected good -

business was like a tonic. : . ;

E. B. Marks
Continued from pate U

Court opinion last week (4), affirm-

ing Judge Goddard's finding for

the defendants In the basic points

of the case only because subse-

quent to making the arrangement
of and recording "Malaguena,"
they had applied for and been
granted a license to record by
Marks. This was tantamount to ap-

proval of the arrangement. How-
ever, the court held that by reason

of the failure of United to pay
royaltie* on the recording, Marks
could have repudiated the license

Issued and any later use of or sale

of recordings carrying the arrange-

ment would have been an Infringe-

ment.
This says, in effect, that although

the compulsory provision ol the

1909 Copyright law allows a record-

ing company to record a tune '^as

it stood" (Publisher's music) once
it is recorded by another company
under proper license, It ,

cannot
make Us own arrangement of the
tune without itself securing a re-

cording license. That means the

publisher can be sure of partial

control of recorded arrangements.

Benny Goodman
Continued from page 1 sa

ditiott was bothering him. But it's

weU known that during tlie open-

ing days of his date and on sub-

sequent occasions he had plenty

of friction with Par staging exec-

utives. Plus which he's been seen

around N. Y. night spots since he
quit the bandstand.
Whether Goodman' is abandon-

ing his new orchestra as a re-

sult of the walk from the Par,

or Whether lie continues with it

isn't known. He's booked into the
Flamingo, Las Vegas, opening
Jan. 27 and into the: Palladium

Ballroom, Hollywood, March ' 1.

A LITTLE BIRD TOLD ME

THAT CERTAIN PARTY

AH! BUT IT HAPPENS

LOVE, YOilR SPELL

IS EVERYWHERE

"^And How—
The QuKkest SMASH In Years!

JOHNNY GET YOUR GIRL

Recorded On Every: Important Label

BOURNE, INC.
NEW YORK CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD

799 Seventh Avenue 54 West Randolph Street 1 4S3 No. Vine Street
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Long Arm of Coincidence

(Plus Snowstormsy Parlay

Gillespie, Herman's Orch
I/9st week's heavy snowstorms ir

the west played havoc with one-

nighters in that area, but one

that halted train service throusl'

Colorado and Utah arranged a

unique alliance between Dizzy Gil-

lespie and Woody Herman's orches -

tra. Together they worked a one-

nighter at Jerry Jones' Cocoanut
Grove, Salt Lake, Gillespie guest-

Starring with Herman's combo (also

bop-stylist), thereby completing one
of two dato.<? which otherwise both
bands would have missed.

It worked thusly: Gillespic'.s

band worked in Chicago Sunday
(2).. He came intO; N. Y. alone on
business. Meanwhile, his band en-

trained from Chi for Salt Lake,
Gillespie planning to fly west to

jneet it. He got through by air onlv
to find his band wasv stalled bv
snow at Kearney, N«b., and couldn't
get through. Meanwhile, Herman
and 'his band were aboard a train

"ToWing^frDirrHoHywood -to-Denver-;
for a onernighter, It got stalled by
sinow in Salt Lake. With Gillespie
and no band on hand, and Herman
and his full band available, Jonef;

immediately made a deal under
which Herman's crew took over
Gillespie's date and Gillespie
guested.

Date netted $1,600 and Herman
drew $800 of it, vGillespie took an-
other piece; Herman's Denver date,

' hoiivever, was blanked out.

SALT LAKE CITY NIXES

ARTISTS, NO FACILITIES
Salt Lake- City,- Jan. 11,

A Board of Education nix will

prevent Ella Fitzgerald, other sing-

ers and name bands from concert

appearances here until auditorium
space can be constructed,

Following an enthusiastic but
financially weak "Jazz at the Phil-
harmonic" here in November, a
Board of Education spokesman has
inilicatod that future programs "of
that sort" are out, complaining of
"too much smoking" and similar
violations of building (Conduct rules.

Miss Fitzgerald had been avail-
able for February booking here but
Al (Jazzbo) Collins (KNAK disk-
en was unable to locate space.
Available halls are too small to
hold the 2,000 or better' audience
necessary to guarantee a financial
success. ,

- I

The campaign foe a suitable civic
center with facilities for just such
bookings has won new supporters i

because of thi.s ban. i

FRANKIE LAINE
CHESTKRFIKT.D 8II1>FER CXUB

Tliumday Sirenlnr

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail disk best

sellers, based on Teports ob-

tained from leading stores in

11 citie» and shoti)ing com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week. /ega
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EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca).

1 3 "A Little Bird Told Me" . .

.

1 1 3 3 6 2. 5 2 -.1'' 7 86

2 1

DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
3 3 7 vii'' 1 1 1 4 2 3 84

3 4
JO STAFFORD-G. MacRAE
"My Darling. My Darling" . .

.

(Capitol)
6 2 4 5 3 3 3 3 10 60

4 5

KAY KYSER (Columbia)
'<On a Slow Boat to China".

.

2 4 2 9 2 2 9 47

. 5 11
MAUGARE'l' WHITING (Capitol)

5 5 . 4 7 6 ,, 5 4 41

6 7
BING CROSBY (Decca)

8 2 9 6 6 24

7 7

SAMMY KAYE (Victot)
10 10 7 6 4 22

8 6
C. MIRANDA-ANDREWS SIS (Decca)
"Cuanto Le Gusta" 6 4 5 8 21

9 12
LES BROWN (Columbia)
"I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm" 9 9 1 5 20

10 16

FREDDIE MARTIN (Victor)

"On a Slow Boat to China" .

.

1; 3 18

llA 12
BROTHER BONES (Tempo)

7 4 8 14

IIB ..

EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)
"Powder Your Face With Sunshine". 6 2 14

12 15

LARRY CLINTON (Decca) :

• "On a Slow Boat to China".

.

2 7 13

-13A-
EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)

—i'Buttons...and _ Bows.".... . .

.

1 10

13B . .

INK SPOTS (Decca)
"You Were Only FooJins" . .

.

8 7 8 10

13C ..

RUSS MORGAN (Decca)
"So TIfed" 1 10

14A '.

.

MARGARET WHITING (Capitol)

8 8 9 8

14B .

.

SISTER ROSGTTA THARPE (Decca)
3 8

14C ..

MILLS BROTHERS (Decca)
5 9 8

15A 16
KAY STARR (Capitol)

"So. Tired" 4 7

1.5B ..

BING CROSBY (Dcceu)
4 7

16A 10
KAY STARR (Capitol)
"You Were Only Fooling'" 10 6 6

i6B ...

XAVIER CUGAT (Columbia)
"Cuanto Le Gusta" 5 «

16C ..

PEE WEE HUNT (Caoitbl)

"13th Street Rag". " 6 JO 6

16D ,.

JOY NICHOLS-B. LEE (London)
"The Pussy-Cat Song":. .. .. 5 6

16E ..

PETER LIND HAYES (Decca)

5 6

FIVE TOP

ALBUMS

ROSES IN

RHYTHM

Franlci* Curl*

Columbia

I CAM HEAR IT

NOW
Edward R. Murrow

Columbia

3

GIANTS OF JAZZ

Varied Arlisti

Capitol

VAUGHN MONROE
SINGS

Vaughn Monro*

Victor

5 .

JAZZ AT

PHIlHARMONie

Album No. • .

Mercury

Singer Jerry Wayne

In Pub Partnership
Singer Jerry Wayne and song-

writers Ben Baleigb and Bernie

Wayne have formed music, pub-
tlishiiig firm in Nei*;',.T^ork. It's

j
called Cambrid^j^ iviiisid.^^

First song, "jH!rha%,iSli't Love,
Wh^t Is." was cwt^jiy Jerry Wayne

! for Ciiilumbia Records.

The Happy Hudksfcr of Ha! Ha!

AL BERNIE
Billy Rose's

DIAMOND HORSESHOE
Ntw York

NOW

'REX' A HEX TO LE MAR
IN DECCA LITIGATION

DeccS Record, Ltd. (British com-
•pany) last week filed a triple dam-
age suit against Le Mar Distribut-
mg 'Go. in N. Y. Federal Court for
alleged infringement of its trade-
mark, "Rex." Action asks an in-
junction restraining the defendant
from using the name in sale of
records ' and albums or imitating
the trade term in any way. It's

also ' requested that all labels,
prints or any other infringing mat-
ter be delivered up to the court to
be destroyed.

Trademark "Rex," according to
tlie complaint, has been used by
Decca for over 15 years. It's fur-
ther charged that Le Mar "wilfully
and knowingly" disregarded Dee-
ca's rights with intent to deceive
the^public by wrongfully using the
name. After due notice of the al-
leged infringement was given, the
defendant allegedly refused to
cease selling under the Decca
trademark.

AKRON MUllS JUKE TAX
Akron, Jan. 11.

Akron city fathers are consider-
ing a proposed bill to license each
.iuke box and pinball machine at
$3 per year,

Earlier a simijflr ordinance was
defeated, because Council thought
It might license devices of dubious
legality.

Donahue's New Orch

Into Statler Hotel, D.C.
Al Donahue's new orchestra

comes back east again next month
to open a stay at the Statle'r
hotel,^ Washington, D. Feb, 14
Band is currently at the El Rancho
hotel, Sacramento, Cat., closing to-
night (Wednesday) to work east-
ward.
Donahue, who before th« war

supplied most of the band units
that worked coast-wise steamers
out of New York and Boston, is
back in that groove. He has booked
a group for the Queen of Bermuda,
which resumes N. Y. to Bermuda
services Feb, 12, Ship, used as a
war transportf is only now return-
ing to service.

BANNISTER TO GLASER IN CHI
Paul Banni.ster, formerly with

General Artists oifice in Chicago,
IS m charge of one-nighters for Joe
Waser's Associated Booking Corp.
Chi branch.

Tops of the Tops
Ketall Disk Seller

"A Little Bird Told Me"
Retail Sheet Music Seller

"Buttons and Bows"
"IMost Reqiuested" Disk
"A Little Bitd Told Me"
Seller on Coin Machines
"A Little Bird Told Me"

British Best Seller

.
"Button? and Bowi" ,

S-B, Simion Tiff Over

'JDreamer With Penny'

Copyright Ownership
Shapiro-Bernstein and George

Simon musio publishing companies
.are Involved in a dispute over the

' ownership of the copyriglit to "a
. Dreamer with a Penny," part of
^

the score of the forthcoming "aii
I for Love" musical, opening in Ne\v
I

York soon. As it stands, s-B ha«
;
advised Simon to • refrain from

' claiming the tune, and Simon in
turn asserts full rights to it via
bona flde contracts with writers
Alan Roberts and Lester Lec
Simon is publishing the score of
the show, excepting "My Heart's

;
in the Middle of July," by the
same writers, which Shapiro owns.
Argument over "Dreamer" stems

I

from the fact. that, it has been ac-
cepted by Columbia Pictures lor a
Humphrey, Bogart film titled

,
"Knock On Any Door." Simon
says the tune was withdrawn from
the film and returned to the

]

writers, who subsequently placed'it
in the musical and turiied the
publication rights over to his fiim.

-Shapiro-demursi-asserting-thahat^
the time the tune was assigned to ;

the film, the writers completed
contracts under which i1,s sub-
sidiary. Mood Music, owned co<

I
operatively by S-B, Columbia and
Decca Records, would publish the
tune. It's stated these contracts
are' in force and were not cancelled
when the tune was withdrawn from
the pictiire. Thatr Simon has no
rights and to desist from claim-

:

ing.any.
,

.-.

Simon asserts that what recot'd*

ings have been secured on the
'

song were gotten through his ef'>

forts and the tune'belongs to him.

WOODY HERMAN ASKS

PACT SUIT DISMISSAL
Pointing out that Herman Goldr

farb
. and Michael Vallon have je''

similar suit ^pending in the sam«
court against bandleader Woody
Herman, the defendant's attorney
last week, in N. Y, supreme court,

:

moved for dismissal of an $18,700
breach , of contract actionv Justice

'

Aron Steuer reserved - decision.

Plaintiffs, who are members of

the law firm of Goldfarb, Miren*
burg & Vallon, are. charging -in ths

I other action that Herman brokt

I

three contracts. Principal agree-

ment, allegedly torn up, covered «
personal management deal.

PLACES
KATE
SMITH
M-G-M RECORD

LAUREL MUSIC CO
1619 Broad,vay Ne/v lo'"

It'saDtlly!

LAVENDER

BLUE

AT LIBERTY

SAMUE J. FlUGEMAN
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i SongswA Largest Radio AwNce
i

;

' The top 30 ionflis of the week, based on the copyrighted Audi-
• • enee Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over

• Radio Networks. Published by the Office of Uesearch, Inc., Dr.
'.

'. John G. Peatman. Director.

Survey W«ek of Dec. 1948-Jan. 6, 1949

A Little Bird Told Me Bourne
' Bella Bella Marie— f'Melody Man" Leeds

'

Bouquet of Boses .
. Hill & Range

• Buttons and Bows—t"Pale Pace" Famous •

: ; By the Way—fWhen My Baby Smiles at Me" BVC
• Clancy Lowered the Boom Patraar

Cuanto Le Gusta—f'Date With Judy" Southern

Down Among the Sheltering Palms Miller
~

Far Away Places Laurel

For ,You Witmark
Galway Bay Leeds

Here I'll Stay—*"Love Life" Chappell

I Love You So Much It Hurts , Melody Lante:

It's Magic—t''Romance on High Seas" ;
. , . , . . .Witmark V

I've Got My Love To Keep Me Warm Berlin

Lpvender Blue

—

i"So Dear To My Heart" Santly-Joy
• yttle Jack Frost Get Lost Spit?;er

Lookup Patmar
Maybe You'll Be There Triangle

Money Song Crawford

My Darling, My Darling—*"Where's Charley" Morris

On a Slow Boat to China Melrose

One Sunday Afternoon—t"One Sun. Afternoon" :. . .Remick;

Powder Your Face With Sunshine Lombard©
Pretty Baby Remick
Pussy "Cat-Song -.

. t-t^. Leeds 'U:^

Say It Isn't So Berlin

Too Much Love—*"Kiss Me, Kate" T. B. Harms
Tara Talara Tala . . . . , < . . . .

.

. ... :. Oxford
That Certain I'arty Bourne
Twelfth Street Bag Shapiro-B
Until Dorsey Bros,

What Did I Do—t"When My Baby Smiles" Triangle

; ; You Were Only Fooling .' Shapiro-B
^ '

'

'

'

; y The remaining 21 songs of the ^eek, based on the copyriohiei
Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Mtisic Broadcast

f -- Oveif Radio Networks. Published by the Office of Research, Inc.,

Dr, John G. Peatman, Director. ,;

.

A Tree In the Meadow ... Shapiro-B -
. .

Brush" Those Tears From Your -Eyes .............. Leeds
Green-Up Time—t"Love Life" Chappell
.Hold Me Bobbins
1 Got Lucky lathe Rain—*"As the Girls Go" Fox
i Stm Get~rThnll-7T~rrrr.— - - -.- .-, .

.-— .-.Words -*r-M-7^

I -Vfish Somebody Cared Enough To Cry i . . ... . . . . .London
tn the' Market Place of Old Monterey Shipiro-B
It's a Big Wide Wonderful World BMl
It's a Most pnusual Day-^ i "Date vWith Judy" . ... . ; Bobbins
Lillette : . . Jefferson
Mississippi Flyer Mellin
My Own True Love •• . . . . . . i . , . . ... . ;

.

'. . . .Paramount
Kight Has Thousand Eyes—t''Night. Has Eyes" . • • . ; Paramount
Rendezvous With a Rose . . . . . . . . . v . . .\ . . . Jay-Dee
Senorita , Feist

Sunday In Old Sante Fe . .'. . . ...... . . .... . .. . . . . . Pemora
Sunflower Famous

. Too Much Love . .-. ^ . . . . Harms
t You Call Everybody Darling ............. . . . . . Mayfair
X You Came a Long Way From St. Louis Jewel

J- Miegit Mus{cal. i Filmusical.

4* * * * ** *** ******* * * * ** * ** * *************** ********

. ballaiH-Jack Nye. and his band
Il^ive opened here at the Mural
Room of the Baker hotel for an ex-

tended engagement. , He replaces
tihidk Floyd and his b^nd.

•I

BETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

' Survey of retail sheet 7tiwsic

sales, based on reports obtoined

from leading stores in 11 cities'

and sJioioing ca»nporoti«e sales

:

rating for this and Idst .week.

National
. Rating

This Last
wk. wk.

Week Ending
JAN. 8

Title and Publisher

O

. a

pa .CO

T
O
T
A
L

P
O
I

N
T
S

1 1 "Buttons and Bows" (Famous). . . . . .. 2 3 1 1 3 1 1 3 1 i .'t 103

2 2 "On a Slow Boat to China" (MelrOse). 4 4 3 3 1 2 3 2 2 2 6 89

3 3 "My Uarlins, My DarlinK" (Morris) .

.

2 2 2 2 3 2 6 3 3 4 85

4 5 "A Little Bird Told Me" (Bourne) .... 1 9 4 4 6
:
i.,.. 4 4 9 63

5 8 "Lavender Blue" (Santly-Joy) 3 5 6 .
7 5 5 8 5.- 5 5 5 62

6 10 "Far Away Places" (Laurel) V/. . 1 6 .4-'; 6 7 4 8 8 3 5?
7

:

'7' "You Were Only FoolinK" (^apiro-B) 10 8 10 6 8 6 5 7 ,6 6 38

8

-9—
11

—6-
"Galway Bay" (Leeds) ,—'*XJnti|!V4Borsey Br-osr) . , .

, .

.

8 10 7 9

8

4
..9." 1«

2 i6

18

10 9 "Cuanto Le Gusta" (Peer-Inter) 9 5 7 12

11 4 "White Christmas" (Berlin) 8 5 '9

12 "Among Sheltering Palms" (Miller).

.

4 7

13 "For You" (Witmark) 8 '9 10 6

14A "Say Something Sweet" (Mills)

.

9 10 9 5

14B "Powder Your Face" (l..oinbardo) 6 3

TAYLOR TO LA SALLE

AS PRO MANAGER
Larry Taylor takes over as pro-

fessional manager of La Salle

Music, a Ralph Peer firm, to pro-
mote a new song by Artur Beul,
Swiss"" writer of—"Toolre- - Oolie
Doolie," a hit last year for Peer.
Taylor will build a. staff for the
subsid. outfit:i It's his first music
biz spot in several years.-

Beul's new tune is titled "Under-
neath the Linden Tree," which was
successful in Europe. • Dick Man-
ning, one of the writers of the cur-
rent "Pussy-Gat Song,"- wrote the
English lyric.

Sydney Kornheiser, now in New
|

York setting April 1 release ar-'

rangements on the score of Bing
Crosby's "Connecticut Yankee",
film, returns to the Coast for Ed-
win H. Morris next week.

Dismiss 6MI Infringement

. Suit Vs. Havana-Madrid
Havana-Madrid Bestaurant

Corp., operating Broadway nitery

of that name, last week won diST

niissal_ of an eight-song infringe-

ment "sUit^'brljuglitJligainst it' in"

N. Y. federal court by Broadcast
Music, Inc., Peer International

Corp. and Edward B. Marks
Music Corp. In to.ssing out the
action. Judge Harold P. Burke held
that the evidence introduced at

the trial by the plaintiffs was inr

sufficient.

Original complaint alleged that
the Havana Madrid publicly . pet-
formed for profit seven tunes -copy-
righted by Peer and one by Marks
without a proper license during
the month of August, 1946. Court
further ruled that the testimony
of but a single witness employed
by BMI was not enough proof.

CANCEL OUT CARLYN IN

FB'S CHI DISSOLUTION
Pittsburgh, Jan. 11.

Frederick Bros, agency has lost

the last band working out of its

Chicago onice with abrogation of
deal .with _Tommy_Carlyn upon xir-_

ders of AFM. Carlyn, who signed'
a -five-year pact with Fr'edericks
two years ago, had taken- his case
to union, claiming that virtual dis-

solution of FB in Chi had made it

impossible for that outfit to fulfill

its contractural obligations to him.
Frederick Bros, had steadily re-
fused to release Carlyn although,
he's been tangling with them. for.

months.

Promptly after receiving notice

-

that he was free, Carlyn inked
four-year agreement with MCA in
Chicago office. Band, a local outfit,

is currently in the middle of a six-

week engagement at Bill Green's
Casino. ','

. .

start off th« New Year with
this big novelty hit.

,
DANA RECORD NO. 2032A

TOBIAS and LEWIS
USO Iroadwar, Now York

IRISH SONGS!
Wril»r, (Atcap), vf andant Irith
•<n«««t»y, hfli iuit MmplMad • group
•< vriginal Irish ballodt and novalty
•ongt, populpr-ilandord typt; fr«h,
"•v» idrai, MlUanding thin, chvir
'yna, lilting nralodin; idxil for Irith
tllm or ,tag, mutical, for Irith r«-
WMingt, ate, Writ*:

R«X ns, Vmioty
'M W. 4«ih ft., Now York 1»

Jocks, Jukes, Disks
Hail ConUniied: from pAg* 4Z asBB

"BMutiful Ohio" and "Missouri
Walti," by Victor Young (Decca) .

Jack Kilty, • newcomer to the M-
G-M label, does nicely -by "Sun-
Hower" and "Brush Thos« Tears,"

which he sold to the Loew outfit;

h« since has been signed. . .Strange

to hear Woody Herman's vocalizing
again on "Please Don't Say No,"
reissued by Deccn on the Coral la-
bel along with such listsnable old
^des as Johnny Messner's ' "Toy
Piano Minuet" - "Penny Polka;"
Oienn Gray's "Moonlight Cocktail—
"I'd Jjove To Live In Loveland;"
Jest«rs' "I Had « Hat," a good nov-
elty, and "Sure and It's the Luck
of »he Irish;" Dick Kuhn's "Down
Among the Sheltering Paims"-"Put
Your Arms Around Me, Honey"; .

.

"Oyp.sy Love Song" by Sam Dona-
hue tCapitol) is worth jock atten-

tion .. .Ditto "Harlem Sandman"
I by the Dinning Sisters (Capitol).

.

I National: keeps on dribbling out
I those Billy Eckstine standards,

I

latfst a smart pairing of "In. a Sen-

j
timental Mood" and "My Silent

; Love" . . .Dana label cut the pop

I

"Powder Your Face With Sun-
j
ihine" by Dick Byron and the Ted
{Black Or chestr a. . . Etna label

j
turned out an interesting piece in
"The Big Professor," by Nicola
Paone . .Same goes for "Chopsticks
[Bhumba" by Geri Galian (Coral).

Standout westwn, hillbilly, race,

iazz: Bob Wills' "Texas Drummer
Boy" (M-G-M) . O k 1 a h o m a Ed
Moody, "Don't Look Down On Me"
(DeLuxe) . . .Jimmy Wakely, "Think
of You Tliinking of Me" (Capitol)

. .Tina Dixon-George Nero Sextet,

"Walk That Walk, Daddy-0" (King)

...Coleman Hawkins, "Bifl'tide"

and "What Is There To Say" (Capi-

tol). The Frontiersman "Won't
You Bide In My Little Bed Wagon"
(Victor) , . The Gates "She's Gonna
Buin You, Buddy" (Columbia) . .

.

Hank Penny "Someone Moved the

Ladder" (King). . .Chubby Newsom
"Hip Shakin' Mama". .iPeLuxe) , .

.

fer ^/(^ /^^co^p OF^9

POWDER YOUR FACE WITH SUNSHINE
M-G-M RECORD No. 10346

M G M RECORDS
THE GREATEST N A V. E (^S) :N E N T E R T A

I N M E N '
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Nat Harris Seeking Florida

Coin for Reopening of Harem, N.Y.
MiamJ Beach, Jan. 11;

Nat Harris, operator ot the

Harem, N. Y., is attempting to get

Florida money interested in re-

opening the Broadway spot. Har-
ris, currently managing the Brook
Club, Miami Beach, has been
huddling with Harold Minsky, o(

the Colonial Inn, Hallendale, Fla.,

and Ned Schuyler, Beachcomber
boniface, on the proposition.

Schuyler was reported on his way
to New York to. look oyer the lay*

out when a lire occurred in his

spot. He planed back immediately.
The Harem's policy would be de-

termined by the new management,
Should Schuyler get the room. It's

probable that he would institute a

multiple headliner policy such as

he's . been using at the Beach-
comber. Move of this type would
probably create havoc with current
N. Y. nitery structure inasmuch as

I
other spots would be forced into a

talent war with • Schuyler. How-
I
ever, Schuyler's operation of any

Broadway room this year is prob-

lematical. He's MOW concentrating

on rebuilding his Miami Beach
spot.

,

Miiisky, if going in on Harem
deal, would most likely install a

burlesque type sliow such as he's

been using successfully at the Co-
lonial. He's undecided about the

venture inasmuch as he's reported
considering the same operation in

the now-closed Nicky Blair's Car-
nival. But it's reported that the
Harem's location appeals more to

Minsky.

Harris, before taking off for
I Florid;), w.i.s considering switching
the ri i') a cocktail lounge. If

I

no n<n . rators are lined up, it's

' possible tliat he'll make tite change
: and go it alone.. ;.. ; ..

. ..

Gypola's 180G Guarantee

For Carnival Tour
Chicago, Jan. 11.

Gypsy Rose Lee has signed a

season's contract with the Royal
[American shows calling for strip-

'per to play the carnival circuit

at a reported $180,000 guarantee

against percentages. Miss Lee
will supply her own line and three

Contract calls for $25,000 front

money.

iU MORTIMER, New Yeili Dally

MIrrert

Patrons ol the St. Regis Malsonett*
had the unique opportunity ol sceirtg

a star born. She i» Julie Wilson, a tall

and stunnlnc doll. . .You know she's «
star soon as she glides out on the

floor. . iThta is the most thrUllnglemale
tn town.

--MEiss Wilson's Impression at the Mai-
sonette room ol the Hotel St. Regis
bespeaks of much promise for a fast
upcoming songstress-comedienne. ..But
the fundamental, of course, is the basic
talent, and this she manifests from the
gong. Her songs are good, the selec-
tions showtnanly. and even those on
the familiar side are endowed with suf-
fldently novel interpretation to have
special appeal. ..There's- no disputing
her professionalism and promise 'as a
future singing personality in the top
leagues. Abel.

...A personality gal. giving out with
the charm through a number of nov-
elty aon<«. ..a real performer, work-
ing with a professional case and toying
with her audience as it she didn't havi
a nerv« in her body; „ ...' Bill Smith.

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER:

Julie Wilson is lovely loolcing, has a
beautiful shape and delivers' her num-
bers (particularly the special material
ones) In a huslcy voiced, sexy style
for which th« big crowd on hand gave
her mucho applause-. Edith Gvsyan.

EARL WlUOtr. New York fmA-
Heme NewH
Mis* Jull* WUson. of Omaha.' and

Hollywood, Is the biggest new hit in
saloon aoelcty toda]r-.<«i:claimeil "the
new Helen Morgen.'

JULIE

WILSON
Currently

MAISONETTE
St. Regis Hotel, New York

Ju^t Concluding:

CAPITOL THEATRE

New York

LOUIS SOIOL. New Yerk JeurHaN
Amtricee:

Julie Wilson came through triumph-
antly in her debut at the St. Reai»
Maisonette.. JJriginaUy planning \o
limit her slnshig routine to 25 mUutcs.
she was compelled to remain oil the
Hoop for close to an hour. Most of u>
vycre spellbound by her beauty ahd
charm.. The advent of a new night
S'uh—and possibly screen star—JTHie
Wilson.

PIERRE BOULTINCK fSt. Regis HofeW

BURT LANCASTER and HAROLD HECHT
GEORGE SMITH fPeocock iourii

{Mark Hopkins Hofe), Son Fronc/scoJ

SANFORD ADLER /Loke Tohoe, WevodoJ
CHARLES MORRISON /Mocombo.

HoWywood)
PHIL KASTEL (Beverfy C/i;b, H. 0.1
MONTE PROSER and LOU WALTERS

Julie Wilson is lovely to look at and
loveiy to hear, her material is fresh,
Bophisttcated. You might as well Jump
on the Wilson bandwagon now* you
will, sooner or later.

Manoycmanft

POLAN & ROSENBERG

NEW YORK LOS ANGELES
18 Bsskman PI. 451 N; La Gienejia

Telephone: Telephone:
PlcKo 9-4727 Crestview 1-8121

HUB COURT DELAYS PLEA

OF AGVA DISSIDENTS
Boston, Jan. 11.

Superior Court here yesterday

(Mon ) refused to issue an injunc-

tion restraining the New York na-

tional office of American Guild of

Variety Artist* from operating in

this territoiy. Court held up re-

straining move pending outcome of

a similar suit started s e v e r a 1

months ago in New York. No
trial date has been set tor the

N. Y. suit.

Action stems from contention of
ia_gr04Jiiy)f_adhei"ents to Matt She) -

vey, former AGVA" national a'd-"

ministrator, wiio contend that

AGVA'a elections we're illegal, and
have asked the court to invalidate

them.

Parisian Nitery Operator In

N.Y. to Pad Top U.S. Ads
Pierre Louis-Guerin, operator of

the Lido and Les Ambassadeurs,
Paris, currently in the U. S. on a
talent quest, plans an eKtensive
tour in his search of American
names for the Lido. Louis-
Guerin, together with his pro-
ducer Rene Fraday, will glom
acts in New York, Miami Beach,
Chicago, Hollywood, San Francisco,

and Honolulu. Lou Walters, opera-
tor of the Latin Quarter, N. Y., will

assist them in selection of acts.

Louis-Guerin is seeking Olsen &
Johnson, Sophie Tucker, and
Eleanor Powejl for the Lido. No
deals have been set, as yet;,

Yauders Getting Active

In Germany; U.S« Talent

Find Bookings^ Available
Bad Naulieim, Jan. 1.

St. Clair and Day, dance team

from the states, *re at present ac-

cepting bookings in Fari^ and in

Belgium. Among acts scheduled to
leave Europe in time to join

Ringling Bros.-Batnum and Bailey

ar<^Trio Margas, Guti's parody act,

Peterson's Jockey Dogs, Bokara's
teeterboard act. Franklin and
Astrid and the Five Varias.

The Tallow Boys, back to their

original six with the return of the

last partner from a Russian PW
camp, are looking forward to a
U. S. tour. Matt Duffln, Paris, is

handling their bookings.

Joe Roth, first American to play

for Gei-man civilian houses, has

just finished a long tour of Ger-

many and Austria and is headed
for Spain. C. Ebner, Frankfurt, has
booked him for a return to Ger-

many after March 1.

The biggest name in German
popular music at the mo,ment ia

Joe Wick, who fronts a 17-pieoe

baifdr'Thfey-lra'd-SRO at- the -2 .000-

seat Palmgarden in Frankfurt re-

cently.

Sandrini, owner and manager of

the Bal Tabarin, Paris, made a

quick trip into Germany, report-

edly in'-quest of acts for a new
revue in Paris to open March 1.

Karpis Troupe, balancing act

and antipodists, is leaving Ger-

many for the first time since the

war. Agent Duffin got visas for

the five troupers for Cirque Me-,
drano.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway -

Saranac, N. Y., Jan. 11.

Many thanks to Tom- Pliillips -and
Joe McCarthy for crate of oranges
sent from -Florida for our- New
Year's Xfive party at the Rogers.
•.,Harold Wood, exec of Neighbor-
hood theatres, Richmond, Va., in
for the holidays to yisit his frau
Ruth Wood, who's flashing O.K.
clinic reports.

Lowell Thomas in to ogle the
new ski-run and also crown the
King and Queen of Winter at the
Lake Placid Olympic arena. Dick
Button and Yvonne Sherman, for-
mer figure skating champions, were
the winners,

Joe . "H^py" Connolly, of the
Broadway theatre, N. Y. C, mo-,
tored in to visit Victor (IATSE)

|

Gamba, who is. now- doing nicely, i

Fred (Duffy &i Sweeney was i

handed his first real good ..clinic

at the I.O.F. sanatorium, Pacoima,
CaJ.

I "We the Patients" fund has been
! swelled with donations that will
I
enable it to furni.sh entertainment

,
for shutin patients for tlie current

I year, thanks to the plugs from
,
Danton Walker, of the N. Y. Daily

I News, and Nick Kenny, of the N. Y.
I
Daily Mirror. J. Arthur Slattery

! is the chairman of the fund.
I

Bert Ford, lormerly of the
j

vaude team,- Ford & Price, who
I
nrade the grade here at the old
|N.V.A. san. is now in business on
Long Island.

' Write to those who are ill.

ART

MOONEY'S

MESSAGE TO

RADIO AND

VIDEO

AT LIBERTY

SAMUEL J. FLUGEMAN

NOT YOUII PAL JOIV. lUT YOUR

BUDDY
LEWIS

JUST CONCLUDED

LOOKOUT HOUSE
COVINGTON, KY.

•

: Currently:

TIC-TOC, Milwaukee
{RETURN EKGAGEMENT WITHIN 3

Boolilnir I>lc»ttll»n:

Mj»T'I'V noMKiv
• 14» W. mih HlrrH

N*W, Iforh, N. y.

MONTHS)
I!<>i'ii(innl MunaKrni^iU:

HFiKNJK «OTHB.\nl>
v/n Hun, Anoitn
Bluilirrl IllllltTlllfe
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Musician Snarls May Delay

Return of Vaude in Warner Theatres

Difficultieis with various Ameri-t;

can Federation of Musicians locals

have again cropped up to hinder

vaude opening. The PhiUy AFM

local has stymied the reopening of

the Tower theatre, Upper Darby,

Pa., a suburb of Philadeltihia, and

xa&v cause the Warner circuit to

postpone its stageshow policy for

the Karle, Philadelphia.

In the case of the Tower, a Para-

mount house, it was the circuit's

ptan to use that spot as a break-in

for shows coming into the Para-

mount, N. Y. .
Presently, the Ritz

theatre, Newburgh, N. Y., is used

for that purpose. Paramount

wanted to alternate the break-in

shows between Newburgh, Upper

Darby and other cities. Plan has

now been abandoned.

Circuit is also slated to reopen

the Ritz, Elizabeth, Jan. 31, with
- the Tony Pastor._.b,and and .IsJookT

ing into possibilities of opening the

Central theatre, Passaic, N. J. Lat-

ter house may be used as a split

week with Elizabeth.

Pittsburgh, Jan, 11.

Stanley's One-Show Deal

Stanley theatre, WB deluxer

here, will get its first stageshow in

more- than three years week of

Jan. 28 when Jack Carson does' a

p.a. with^his radio troupe. Man-
agement's made it clear, however,
that this doesn't mean a steady
resumption of flesh. Attractions

Will be played only from time to

time/. In fait, house will go back
tO' straight pictures the following
w0iek -with Errol Flynn in . "The

' Adventures of Don Juan."

tibcal 60 of musicians union is

going along with theatre, and has
|

deittanded no guarantee of mini-

'

mtliki number of weeks, as in the
past, a. factor which has kept flesh

out of the Stanley for so long.

Previous scale with musickers re-

nifiins in effect and so do.es num-
ber of men, 15, in addition to the
leader.

Wirtz Nixes Telecasts

Of Henie Ice Revue
Chicago, Jan. 11.

Sonja Henie's "Hollywood Ice

Revue" IS running ahead of last

year's edition at the Chicago Sta-

dium with weekend performances
sold out until I Jan. 18, its closing
date. Show had started slowly but
picked up in the last week.
Arthur Wirtz, co-owner of the

revue, has nixed Chi-New York
telecasting of it, claiming it would
hurt b.o. and will not permit video
until "someone pays for the empty
seats," Stadium lost, it is esti-

mated, about $50,000 vvith the tele-

casts of Roy Rogers' Rodeo this

fall. Patrons returned tickets com-
menting, "we saw the show on
television." •

HORACE HEIDT FILES

SUIT AGAINST CONTINO
Horace Heidt has filed suit in

Los Angeles to prevent Dick Con-

tino from appearing with any other

orchestra. Heidt revealed that he

had a contract with the accor-

dionist, who was 1948 winner on the
nationwide talent contests staged
by the maestro, which called for

$500 week witli increases up to

$1,000. Heidt had planned to send
out a talent contest winners unit,

with Contino at the head, around
April.
- Contino is reported to. bave.left
the Heidt organization last week
and returned to his home in Glen-
dale. Court issued a temporary
resti-aining order preventing Con-
tino from working for any other
bandleader until the suit is heard.
Date of the .suit is still, to be set.

McCarthy & Farrell are set for
the Roxy theatre, N. Y., in March
or April.

JULES PFEIFFER OPENING

POP-PRICED CHI CAFE
Chicago, Jan. 11.

Legit producer Jules Pfelffer
will open the Bow-Wowei-y, a low-
priced boite with a 49c admission
tag and drinks at the same price.
Due to open in a couple of weeks.
Entertainment will comprise old-

time vaudeyillians, singing waiters
and bartenders, a line of beef-
trusters and a can-can gi-oup. A
feature will be a contest for the
"ugliest" girl.

Video s Impact On

Nitery Bookings
Television is having an effect on

nitery bookings in a way that book-
ers never suspected, at least inso-
far as the Village Barn, New York,
is concerned. This spot, operated
by Meyer Horowitz, feeds a remote
video program weekly to WNBT,
N. Y., the shot consisting, of course,
of the club's floorshow.
_. Horo-W-itz. bought-Red-Ingle'-s Jiov--

elty orchestra, which opened last
Thursday (6) evening, as much
for the purpose of punching up his
tele show as for the good Ingle
could do for the Barn b.o. Ingle's
group is the one that clicked solid"

ly last year on Capitol Records
with its novelty arrangement of
"Temptation," and later "Cigarets,
Whiskey and Wild Women," and
"Serutan Yob."

Ingle is drawing $2,000 weekly
at the spot, a considerable hunk of

coin in view of the Barn's normal
outlay foi talent, and Horowitz
figures he's worth it even if busi-

ness doesn't become overwhelm-
ing (January is accepted as a bad
showbiz period) for Ingle figures

to provide a punchy video show.

NICHOLAS BROS. IN ROME
Rome, Dec. 28.

Rome's Jockey Club featured
the Nicholas Bros, for three days
only. They appeared Dec^ 26, 27
and 28, leaving in order to fulfill

a contract in Sweden.
Both their wives accompanied

them.

Las Vega^' Talent Outlay Grows

As Four Clubs Vie for Names

Salkin Ankles Chi Morris

Agency to Set Up Own Biz

Chicago, Jan. 11.

Leo Salkin, manager of local

branch of William Morris agency
and with the firm for the past 14
years, resigned last week. Sudden
decision, coming on the heels of
the dissolving of the WM orch di-

vision, leaves Chi branch with only
two contact

;
men, Bob Lastfogel

and Sid Epstein. Salkin will open
his own agency.

Salkin replaced Morris Silvers a
year and a half ago when Silvers

sold his interest In agency for

$100,000. Silvers was one of the
founders of the Chi office.

Patio*» Weekend Vaude
The Patio Oieatre, Brooklyn, is

expected to resume vaudeville

shows as soon as alterations are
completed in that house. House
will run shows Saturdays and Sun-
days.

Patio had vaude shows last year
for two weeks, but difficulties with
the International Alliaftce of The-
atrical Stage Employees forced a
shuttering. House is operated by
the Century circuit.

Las Vegas, Jan. 11.

Talent outlay split among tha
town's Big Four nitespots topped
$40,000 last week as a "sky's th«
limit" attitude seemed to be shap*
ing up for floorshows. Biggest
budget was at the Flamingo whero
the nut soared beyond the $15,000
mark. Illtz Bros, are headlining
there.
Las Vegas has long had a pe-

culiar situation, talent-wise. None
of the Big Four (Flamingo, El
Rancho Vegas, Thunderbird, and
Last Frontier) holds a show longer
than two weeks and each spot con-
centrates on names. As a result,
town probably sees more names
annually than any other place in
the country.

Last Frontier is the only one of
the quartet which has anything.re-
sembling a budget ceiling, outlay
generally staying around the $7,000
mark. There are indications, how-
ever, that the rubber bands may
come off the bankroll to meet the

TWO-TON TESSIE A WOW
lit iiTCPin in imp ixfniiT come oir tne oanKrou to meet tne

IN AUbolh VAUUt UtDUi cflmp^eaMoa^ffsred by t

Sydney, Dec. 29.

Tessie O'Shea, British comic
here for the Dave Martin Tivoli
loop, got away to a fine start on
debut this week on two-a-night
basis. Known as "Two-ton Tessie,"

she quickly had the audience eat-

ing out of her hand with numbers
geared for home consumption.

Bill, a strong one, includes Marie
Louise & Charles, Sugar Baba &
Rudas Twins, Erickson, Joey
Porter, Astley ,& Jenny and. Joy
Bcattie.

Current shows include Hilde-
garde, headlining at Thunderbird,
where the complete talent outlay
is around $12,500 of which she
gets $10,000; Carmen Miranda and
Phil Foster topping the El Rancho
bill where the nick reportedly ; is

close to $10,000 with Miss Miranda
getting around $7,500; and Fron-
tier where, the $7,000 bought Ina
Ray Button's orch. Liberace, a line

of girls and another standard act.

Desmond's Chi Date
London, Jan. 11.

Florence Desmond planes out
Thursday (13) and opens at the
Blackstone hotel, Chicago, J^h." 20

'

for a one-month engagement to be
followed by a three-week stand at
the Fairmont hotel, Frisco.

Miss Desmond will also appear
at Las Vegas before returning to

London to fulfill a Palladium book-
ing in June.

Harvey Stone repeats at the
Capitol theatre, N. Y., March 31.

TV Guest Shots i

ED SULLIVAN TV SHOW
TEXACO TV SHOW
"GUESS WHO"

Direction —

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION
1/ THOMAS G ROCKWELL, President

SEVS I QRK • CH !:*G 'J .• HOLLYWOOD -CINCINh AT I -LONDOH
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Night Qub Reviews

Latin'4|uartor,> N. ¥•
Lou Walters production of rwue

•tarring Rudy Vallee; features Dor-

othij Claire, Elsa «e Walio, Paul &

Paulctte Trio, Chomeleon DcMicers

(8), plus Page Morton, Line, Snow-

girU. (Walter Gross at piano for

Vallce), Art Woner & Buddy' Har^

lowe Orchs.; $3.50 winimum ($o

openinf} niglit).

Catinion Boom, N. Y.
(HOTEL PIERRE)

Patricio Brififhrt, Artmi t Cpn-
suelo; Stanlew Melbo and Ralph

talgic brand, though now he s no Lane hands; $3 and $4 minwmtm,
longer leading it band. Still the corer.
assured performer. Vallee once! , ,

epitomized your kid brother home
j Stanley Melba', long a fixture

here, went to greener pastures

Twenty years ago many sca.soned

showmen were convinced that a
.

certain newcomer to show biz would :

Vagabond

do a quick fade. This curly-haired"-"""
ex-collegian from Maine, and Yale,

theV said, had lust . a megaphone.
And a sax. And a voice; that

teetered tremulously on those
gushy tones. Rudy Vallee sure

didn't have 'a chance.
Vallee has had a rough time

ever Since. He's had a rough time
finding banks large enough to han-

dle his deposits.
Here he is back on Broadway

at a top cafe, the Latin Quarter,

where he's taking a flyer for four
Weeks after being away from
Broadway for a dozen years. Yes,

Vallee has sure done a quick fade.
- - The-'-heigh-ho,- everybody'-' kid,

who's pushing the 50-mark. still

looks like fl million and manages
to generate a considerable re-

sponse to his song and instru-

mental offerings. Especially for
the femmes, of course.
Much of his stuff Is of the nos-

i'rom college, or your sweetheart;

radio and records did the rest.

The opening-night mob, which
certainly was not a show, mob in

any sensse of the word, went big

for Vallee, from his oldtime theme
opening, "My Time," through the

hits that have been associated with

him, namely "Whiftenpoof Song,"
Lover," and "Stein

Song."
.

Vallee is doing othfer standards

some three years ago but marks his

return with the first show of 1949,

succeeding Charles Reader. Melba,
per usual, manifests himself a
pleasant class hotel room person-
ality as maestro^emcee. The band-
leader at the Hotel Pierre also is

the director of entertainment.
An extraordinarily gala turnout

for the post^holiday season, espe-
cially when things seem to have

Miss DuBois »nd Lewis duet "Gee,

But It's Great," thanking the bis-

troites for their attention. Finale
has Lewis having to beg off after

his theme, "When My Baby Smiles
At Me."

Sol Klein directs the orch for

the show, with Cee Davidson tak-

ing over for the dance sets.

Zabe.

with which he's been linked, such
I eased with the rest of the town, was

as the "Alouette" audience parti- [a personal tribute to Melba. The
cipation, "Man on Flying Trapeze' i inaugural show, however, missed
and "Violets." All done somewhat

1 50% in that Patricia Bright,
cornily, perhaps, but the proof

jwho has been standard with her
lies in that the opening-night audi-

j
mimicry in the class boltes, and

ence gave him a strong sendoff.
i has also done a couple or, three

And this, coming on the heels of
, video shots, didn't register with

Mante Carlo, Miami
Miami, Jan. 8.

Bill Robinson, Jo hnny Ric e,

Louise Hoff, The Vallets, Tony
Lopez Orc/i.; minimum $3.

Coeoamt Grov«, l« A.
(AMBASSADOR HOTEL)

Los Angeles, Jan. 5.

Carl Brisfon, accompanied by
Dick Hart; Freddy Mortin Orch
(16); cower: $1.50-$2.

his television click on "Toast of

the Town" a we6k ago, is the tip-

off on hia tele potentialities for

the family trade. In short, Vallee

may still not be for the show biz

hepsters, but; who's still paying

the freight if not the public?

Bandleader, radio star, picture

star, a sensational seller olmsks.
nightclubs and, more recently

video—these are certainly terrific ^
accomplishments for one destined

1 failed to register as in the past

most of her new material. Some
of it may. improve but in

the main it's on the familiar
side. Some of it is intended
as hyper-inside stuff but never
registers.. There are asides to

1 'Miss Television of 1949;" "10%
.to my agent," etc. The fault^liea
I in her material and when she re-

i
coursed apparently to a surefire,

the Hildegarde satire, that too

JANE

JOHNSON

Americt^M

Foremost

Marimbiat

GEORGE

to do a fast powder. But that may
still come—rZO years hence,
Vet pianist-composer. Walter

Gross is Vallee's effective accomp.
Otherwise, this is a sprightly

layout that Vallee is heading, in-

cluding Dorothy Claire, vocals;

Elsa and Waldo, novelty comedy
act; Paul and Paulette Trio, tram-
poline turn, and the eight Chame-
leon dancers.

Miss Claire is the weak spot of

the layout with her tendency to

mugg too much. She's trying to act

too much the personality. Docs
mostly rhythm numbers, none of

Which is sung distinctively.

Waldo . are standard

one, because of what preceded; and
two, it's now as cliche as a Cohan
impression used to be. Miss Bright
has talent but the script is too
much agin' her.
The artistic Artini & Consuelo,

she a charming personality and he
a polished dancer, wham 'ein

with their reprise of old and new;
samba and polka, tango and yester-
year maxixe ( The Castles ) , plus a

lot of their own. They are def-
initely a plus factor in class cafes
and hotel rooms like the PieiTe's
Cotillion.

Per usual, Melba's dansapation
is compelling, and the alternating

Elsa and Waldo are standard,
;
Ralph Lane combo is likewise OK

both being garbed ludicrously for
|
for the Latin interludes. Abel.

special sight effects. Their slow

GUEST

motion panto is frequently hilari-

ous. They stopped this show, and
It was a tough spot for Vallee,

who follows immediately. (In-

cidentally, a tribute to Vallee's

showmanship that he took hold
the moment he walked on, strictly

on that quiet, conservative, dead-
pan personality).

Paul and Paulette Trio, two boys
in bellhop garb and a cute femme
looker, go over strongly in their

early spot as they bounce around
on the trampoline, while the
Chameleons likewise have a couple
of effective interpretative-dancing
spots.

Art Waner'g orch plays an ef-

fective show, and he and Buddy
Marlowe share the dance music.

Kahn.

Chez Paroe, C;iii

Chicago, Jan. 5.

Ted Lewis OrcJi with Geraldine
DuBois, Reed Sisters (3), Paul
White, Elrov Pease, Costello Twins,
Chez Adofahles (10), Sol Klein,
Cec Dauidson Orch (14) ; lUinimtwri
$3.50; cover 50c.

Boswell's Cincy Reprise
Connee Boswell returns to Glen's

Rendezvous, Cincinnati, Jan. 21 for

two weeks. It's the singer's ump-
teenth date at the spot.

Miss Boswell is now at the Car-
nival Room, Minneapolis, and fol-

lowing the Cincinnati date moves
to Florida for a run at the Olympia
theatre, Miami. .

Tricks in Every Trade!

JAN AUGUST
and his Piano

MUSIC THAT SPELLS

Ciirreatly:

PARK PLAZA
Sk teal*

Dir.:

MCA

Latest Mercury r*l«a>«

"NIGHT and BAY"
"JALOUSIE"

In the wave of nostalgia .sweep-
ing the country and marked by. the
reprised tunes of the '20's, no one
represents more faithfully this ren-
naissance than Ted Lewis.
However, the guy with the

battered silk topper, depends not
only upon the nostalgic fervor to
capture customers, but adds a
smartly produced revue.
Reed Sisters, three personable

gals, vocally intro Lewis, who does
a philosophical patter introductory,
"Be Yourself." He then brings on
Paul White and Elroy Pease, sepia
lads, for some clowning and terp-
ing. Dorothy Dorben's house line
provides an effective background
for the precision rhythm toe work
of the blonde Costello Twins in a
"Melody from Strauss."

Geraldine DuBois duets with
Lewis on medley of yesteryear hits.

I Vivacious brunet offers "After
You're Gone" and Lewis counters 1

with "You Great Big Beautiful
Doll" with pair doubling fori
"Smiles." .

- Maestro then walks
\ ijeder!

around the room blowing a few
j

bars of "After You're Gone," on the
clarinet. They team again for com-
edy number, "Face and the Body,"
for sock returns.

Pease pulls out all the stops with
"Woodman, Spare that Tree," for
neat response. Reed Sisters do
nicely on vocals of "Why JDo I Love
You?" and "Bill," bringing Lewis
back to sing-talk one of his biggest
hits, "Sunny Side of the Street."

Pease and younger partner.
White, return to display some fancy
triple winging, plus the inevitable
Pease clowning, ending in a truck-
ing-on-down session. They then'
burlesque a revival with Pease ad-
monishing seatholders to "Accentu-
the Positive." They get addition-
al guffaws on "Who Tljrew the
Whiskey in the Well?"

Line does a walkaround while

Bill Robinson was in a spot, fol-

lowing in the Ink Spots at the
Monte Carlo, the club which broke
precedent recently by presenting
Negro acts for the first time in the
deep south, with an ofay support-
ing show.
The years "Bojangles" has been

around are countless by now. And
their encroach is beginning to show
in his lessening of the tappings
purveyed, and the heavier in-
crease in tall and funny tales.
They're laughmakers, garnering
laughs via his confident, perfectly
timed delivery. And when, he
steps out, he's stin the Robinson
who made perfect, theJbeel^and toe
work tha"t mosftapsTersTiave iml-'
tated. Wins a begoff.

Followed one of the nicer ges-
tures of the early season here. On
the same bill is holdover Johnny
Rice, young dancer who lost his
eyesight 18 months ago. On Rob-
inson's say-so the lad was held for
tlie closing spot. He introduced
Rice, who on his own, sounds off
.some sock tapstery that hits. And
for the topijeFj he joins the young-
ster in a brief , albeit effective rou-
tine that brings show-stop ap-
plause.
Teeing off are the Vallets, with

some baton twirling that could
stand more rehearsing. Louise
Hoff fills the song spot in top
fashion with some special mateiual
rhythms.. . - -Larj/.

Diamond Horseshoe,

(FOLLOW-UP)
Billy Rose's "Violins Over Broad-

way" as it enters its second year,
displays unusual boxoffice stamina.
Spot is more than holding its own
with tourist trade and some Broad-
way patronage attracted by but-
tressing displays with top Broad-
way talent.

Second in the series of standard
comics to come into this spot is Al
Bernie, who followed Henny Young-
man's four-month'run. Bernie pro-
vides suitable contrast to the fiddle
and femme layout. His genteel
and frequently literate humor hits
the audience well. In two spots he
makes a good impact with a series
of yarns and small talk.
Bernie declares that with this

date. Rose has at long last made
good on a promise to play him back.
Comic appeared for Rose as a chijd-
performer at the defunct Casa
Manana in 1934.
The remainder of the show holds

up neatly. It provides a different
note to the Broadway entertain-
ment roster with its Alt Wlen ge-
mutlichkeit. The strings throb out
the better known melodies of
Straus," Lehar, Brahms, et al for
smaltzy effects. A note of mod-
ernization has been introduced
with the substitution of "Fiddle-

1

Eaddle" for one of the Viennese 1

The blend holds up well.
Jose,

Getting its new year off to »
classy st-art, the Ambassador hotel
has recruited Carl Brisson from the
plushier eastern boites to grace the
Cocoanut Grove for the next four
weeks. Long a. smart set fave, Bris<>
son is a cinch to do business here,
where Pasadena socialites and
Brentwood 'cinemalights sit ermine
to ermine.
Although extremely w.k. on the

Coast, both through professional
standing and family relationship
(he's Bosalind Russell's father-in-
law), this is his first local nitery
date. It occasioned a more-than-
usual stir opening night, with top
film names turning out to pound the
tables and scream for more. Open-
ing stint was a 60-minute affair and
could have gone on indefinitely, but
Brisson was forced to beg off to
clear the way for Freddy Martin's
band remote.

It's a top showmanly effort all
the way and the 60 minutes 4peed
quickly by. Whether it's a new
number like "Ring Around Rosie's
Finger,-" -or- the-familiar -"Cocktails
for Two," Brisson effortlessly
smashes it across. Using a portable
mike, and with the inevitable top
hat at a rakish angle, he -prances
around the floor, working closely
with ringsiders and selling all the
way. Pacing is excellent as he deft-

ly mixes folk tunes (including a
hot rod- version of the South Afri-
can "Henrietta's Wedding" com-
plete with added lyrics that draw
yoclcs), with pop stuff that's nostal-

gia packed. Obviously, a lot of
(Continued on page S4)

JOE TERMINI
wows 'EM AGAIN!

ORPHEUM THEATRE

OMAHA

"But the standout facts to be
recorded are that Joe Termini,
a vaudevillian of the old school,

stretched the audience in the
aisles with a technique that orig-

inated years ago. Joe does<com-
edy wonders with a violin, a

banjo and an electric guitar with
a fancy trade name.

Mr. Termini, besides being an
accomplished musician in: mel-
ody burlesques, also is an all-

around comic. An ordinary tune
to him may become a ponderous
passage, a rhapsody is trans-
formed into boogie woogie. Fa-
cial accompaniment, eccentric
posturing and some ludicrous
patter add to Mr. Termini's
stock in trade."

JAKE BACMMAN
Omaha World- Herald

APPEARING AT . . .

LATIN QUARTER
NEWPORT, KENTUCKY

JANUARY 14TH THROUGH 27TH

IVrinniiiMii AdflroKHt

Soiitli (^uventrj, .Conn.

HELENE and HOWARD
T.V. SHOT

Plttiburoh and New Ywrk
CLUB DATES

Dir.: MATTY ROSEN
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More Perfonners

Investing Coin

In Niteries
Restaurants and cafes seem to

be a favorite investment for per-

formers' excess coin. Latest to

buy in on an eatery is Harvey
Stone, who's purchased an inte'rest

in Virginia Foo's, Miami Beach.

Ted Shapiro, Sopliie Tucker's ac-

companist, recently bought the

Cypress Lounge, Miami, a restau-

rant and package liquor store, and

Buddy Lester is dickering for a

St. Louis restaurant. Alan Gale is

operating the Celebrity room,
Mifuni Beach, and Lenny Kent has

8 .partnership arrangement in the
Playgoers, N. Y,

Ifmay be that they're looking for a

financial cushion in case of a de-

pression or a good investment to

put them in a lower income bracket

for income tax purposes.
Actors have long been associ-

jated with cafe _and re.staurant operr-

atioii'. ^irtambT for example, is

president of the corporation oper-
ating Gus & Andy's, a theatrical

hangout in N. Y. Billy Beed, for-

mer line producer at the Gopaca-
Isana, N, Y., is owner of the Little

club, N. Y., a successful eastside

institution. Dave Chasen operates
H successful : Hollywood eatery and
the late Bob Murphy headed the
House of Murphy, also, in the film

capital.

59

Satira's Salary Attached
In Contract Bt-each Suit

Chicago, Jan. 11.

Satira (Patricia Schmidt), who
opened at the Music Bowl yester-
day (10), is still in the middle of a
financial hassle with Ross Miller,
owner of the Silver Palms nitcry,
who reportedly aided the dancer to
gain pardon from the Cuban gov-
ernment several months ago for the
slaying of John Mees. Miller claims
he was to receive 25% of her earn-
ings in return for his aid.

Dancer's latest offer is a $7,000
cash settlement, plus 5% of her
take for one year. Miller, so far,

has nixed bffer and has tied up her
earnings with a court order. Situa-
tion may be setU<;d thi.s week.

Chi Railroad Fair

To Reopen June 25
Chicago, Jan.i 11.

Chi Railroad Fair will reopen
-June 25-for a longer: run next sum-
mer, according to Maj. Lenox R.
Lohr, prexy of the exposition. The
grandstand which was filled to ca-
pacity at performances of the
Equity pageant, "Wheels A' Roll-
in'," will be enlarged.
Plans also include changes and

additions to the exhibits of trains,
equipments and displays. Fair
drew 2,500,000 visitors in its two
months' run last summer.

ANKARA, Pin, FOLDOS;

MAY REOPEN IN SPRING
Pittsburgh, Jan. 11.

First post-New Year's casualty
of the cafe belt here was big
Ankara, theatre-restaurant on the
outskirts of town which dropped
floorshows right after the holiday
and gave its band two weeks notice
at'the same'time. Going to-a' danciff

policy for a fortnight, spot will
close down altogether and won't
reopen until spring.

Plans call for considerable re-

modeling during that time. FJoor
will be raised in order to permit a
better view of the entertainment
from every part of the room and
table section is to be terraced.

Charlie Jamal, owner of Ankara,
i.s. also considering a deal with
Sammy Walsh, veteran cafe comic,
to come back for the summer as

I a host-m.c, working on a salary

I
and percentage. Walsh, a long-time

I

favorite here, was booked into the
i Ankara in December for two weeks
1 and stayed four, building up a

I large following in that time. That's
i
what gave Jamal the idea of latch-

! ing on to Walsh on a long-term
basis when he reopens. Nothing's
definite yet, however.

Although Ankara has had an on-
and-off entertainment policy since
$200,000 room opened more ; than
two and a half years ago, this is

the first time it has ever been
completely shuttered.

'

Fred Allen Doubles Up
Fred Allen, in taking out a

life membership to the Jewish
Theatrical Guild, sent a $500
check to the Guild, covering
enough for two memberships.
The other one, Allen

quipped in a note to Guild
exec sec Dave Ferguson, is "in
case I should live twice as
long."

Martin, Lewis Move To

Steak House as Schuyler

Rebuilds Arsonist Damage
Miami Beach, Jan. 11.

Ned Schuyler has^^ started to re-

build the burnt-out portions of his

Beachcomber,; portions of which
were destroyed last week in a fire

believed to have been started by
an arsonist. Damage was estimated

at $20,000, with most of the fire

confined to the lounge.

Meanwhile, the show topped by
' Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis has
been continuing at the Steak

I House, a 1,000 sea^ spot near the
-Roney—Pla^a- which- was- run as a-

I
nitery several years ago by Lou

!
WalterSi A large temporary stage

j
was installed to permit the show
to be performed.' Business con-
tinues excellent.

Meanwhile, police and insurance
detectives are on the hunt for the
arsonist, who left several un-
burned kerosine cans around. Fire
was discovered by Murray Miles,
brother of comic Jackie, who opens
there in several weeks, who was
coming from the lounge at about
5 a.m.

Beachcomber is slated to reopen
Sunday (16) when Martin and
Le\yis, Frances Langford and the
Vagabonds finale. Frank Sinatra
opens there the following day.

The Beachcomber was the third
fire in recent months. The first was
the old Copacabana, now replaced
by the Copa City, which burned
to the ground in the spring, sec-
ond the Bali still to be reopened.
All started after patrons had left.

Truce in Talent Splurging

In the Works for Florida Bistros
'
" —

—

. .

» Movement is on to effect a peace

A-^.. nr.^. V.»..~w between warring niteries in MiamiArmy Tags Young Juggler
Pittsburgh, Jan. 11. „, . , J- » , ^

It's taken Bobby Jute, local kid Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J., is. attempt-

.iuggler, quite a few years to get ,
ing to effect an agreement between

into the big dough. He started out
; Murray Weinger, CopS City boni-

around jjwip back in the early days
^ jjed SchUylet, Beach.

of Uie war playing the smaller
spots for as- little as $5 a night. Re. comber owner. It's Miller's aim to

cently he's graduated to around , set a compromise between both
the $500 a week class and had nitery operators whereby each
booked 10 weeks in Miami this win- would stop knocking themselves
ter as well as a tour of England in out by overbuying acts,

the spring even above that figure. Details of tlje peace-plan aren't
But now Jule will have to wait a ^nown as yet, but it's believed to

while to cash in. Uncle Sam has be based on an equitable division
tapped the youngster, and he pulls „£
out for his Army stretch on Jan. 28. _ ^ '. . , . ,,

"...
•

. .

I

Premise of Miller s talks with

- A.. i the bonifaces is that each could

IflFW S STATF flFVF l wind up the season with a profit ifLULTI i3 JIAIL,
..xercised re.straint in talent

buying. As it is, the Copa City is

running a good dinner trade and
Cleveland, Jan. 11. ;

diminished late business, while the

SETS STAGESHOWS

For the first time in many years.
Beachcomber is doing well, but

Cieuel^ndji^i havrmoTthan^one profits are eaten «P by the

vaude house. LoeW's' State" Will
herculean-performer costs -With an

-

play its finst stagoshow in some ' ^'1^**^%*,'"^ k"I'i
'

time. Jan. 21, wUh Jane Powell "^^^^^^^^ that both could wind up

topping hill. House will use shows
gjisl^versfeel'thft ?here iu uf^'ion a spot basis, and will probably " „,^TK,.;f^io; fL; f„J^^^^^ » „

space its playing time so as not J^h^yL^
to run into competition of the RKO P?.l^?*'^.S"^?i.r', ^^.f^^'^*'"'"^"*
Palace,

Loew's Is reported looking for

additional outlets for stageshows

budgets what they are.

Miller returned last week to
Florida immediately after the

Shortage of .suitable attractions at Beachcomber blaze, believed to
have been caused by an arsonist.

Carmen Miranda into the Chez
Paree, Chicago, Jan. 24.

! right prices has hampered exten-
I sion of its vaude operations. Chain

I
:

~

' now has the Capitol theatres, N. Y.
| Abramson Heads EMA

and Washington on a regular basis i „.i a »,^n«,,.«r. x^^^'a tu„ iir<-»t>

and recently opened Norfolk and
! ^

^a Abra«
^^^^^Richmond (Va) and Waterbury '^^"^'^ ' J^?tLtofi^^

.Conn.) to occasional stageshows.
1

Jnt^ ''L^MTTTTL^Z
I

' . „ ! last week. It's Abramson's fifth

I Levine S Coast Trek
|

consecutive term. Carleton Hub
1

Harry Levine, vaude booker for 1
was named veepee, Fred Watson,

i
the Paramount circuit, takes off for 1

secretary, and Edward E. Newman,

I

Hollywood tomorrow (Thurs.) to treasurer.

1 confer with studio executives on I Board of governors will comprise

I

lining up Paramount filmsters for ! Charlie Rapp, Sim Kerner, Tom
theatre tours. : Kelly, Bert" Jaslow and Joe Frank-

]

Levine will be accompanied by : lin. Four more board members will

I

Nate Piatt, managing director of ;*e elected at organization's next
[the Chicago theatre, Chicago. I meeting Jan. 24.

Smashing Box Office Records in Europe's Leading Theatres

NICHOLAS

BROTHERS
RETURNING SOON From Triumphant Appearances in England . . . France . .

.

Sweden . . . Portugal . . . Italy , . . Denmark . . . and

BY SPECIAL INVITATION

V^e liodfcU Command Pen^^m^^Hce

London, England November 1, 1948

Exclutiy* MfBNigviMnt:

New York

WILLIAM MORRIS AGEMCY, Inc.

Chicago Beverly Hills London

EfirajMiiA Tour: FOSTERS AGENCY-^AROUANI ft TAVa
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Cocoannt Grove, L.A.
thought has gone into the routin-

ing and it pays off handsomely.

The easy manner in which Bris-

son works (with constant interrup'

tions to bring ringsiders Into the

act), makes him a difficult per-

former for a band to back without
extensive rehearsal. The Freddy
Martin crew does the job effective-

ly' and with seeming ease, with

Dick Hart providing top pianistic

accompaniment. Martin band,
.
as

always, is tops on dansapation
chores. Perennial favorites at the

Grove, crew currently is starting

on the last lap of the current stand

since the room has decided against

continuing its usual policy of book-

ing Martin for the entire season.
Kap.

won't assert itself until later this

year.

Buti is a stocky chap who vocals

his tunes strictly in Italian. Inas-

much as he doesn't essay English,

the singer wisely programs such
standards as "O Sole Mio," "Funi-

culi, Funicula," "Estrellita" and
"Santa Lucia." Dark and Valen-

tinoish, his tones have a wide range
which wrap the numbers with a
warmth and reverence. Scored
heavily on every effort, but nixed
an encore at the finale by making a

coy bow. Current stint is not his

U. S. debut inasmuch as he's made
frequent American appearances in

the past.

Supporting bill comprises aero-

Iceland, N. Y.
Carlo Buti, Mona & George, BaY-

ton & Brady, Danny White, Guy
Martin Girls (8), . Jack. Palmer
Orch (7); minimum $2-$2.50.

batic turn of Barton & Brady, terp dience,

€opa Wty, Miami Beach
Miami Beach, Jan. XI.

Xavier Cugat Orch, Jan Murray,
Johnny Johnston, Marge & Gower
Charfipion, Harmonica Rascals with
Johnny Puleo, Georoie Tapps, Tony
Bavaar, Line (12); minimum $4.

Following up the preem of this

lavish nitery which featured Milton
Berle, spot is presenting another
top show.

Featuring Xavier Cugat and his

orch for the considerable rhumbad-
dicts on the dance seshes, support
layout is a lineup of young, top tal-

ent that scores all the way. ^ '

Johnny Johnston, for one, comes
back to the site where he first

played a nitery in a previous Copa
bow, three seasons ago, this time
With a different approach. His
vocaltstics are more authentic and
the impact of his* easy, self-effacing

approach to the ballads hits for a
sock reception with the hep au-

Smorgasbord of the
takes on an international flavor

with the bow of Italian recording
artist Carlo Buti at this Broadway
spot. W.k. via his Columbia disks,

the suave continental personality
undoubtedly has a following. How-
ever, his true b.o. pull probably

team of Mona & George (New
Acts), «racee Danny White, line of

eight girls and Jack Palmer's band.
Working in tails, Barton & Brady
pose as a couple drunks. Their
ensuing routines are of the exag-
gerated knockabout variety that
register well enough. Emcee: Wliite

rates plaudits for his energy, but
-his-blue'*gags-eould—be-replaced-

_ , , , with smarter and fresher material.
Iceland

I Guy Martin girls ate pleasantly

Currently

SHERATON-
BILTMORI

FroividMet

s

0
Margery Welles at the Piano n
Mgl.: Btn Lipul M.C.A,

decorative while Jack Palmer's
band backs show in expert fashion.

Gilb.

Club Norman, Toronto
Toronto, Jan. 10.

Roily Rolls, Wally
i

Orch (8 ) ; $2 minimum.

BARTON and BRADY
• 5»h WEEK

ICELAND CAFE
KEW YORK ClTt

Roily Rolls, the French pianist-

satirist, is the sole attraction at

this town's plushiest nitery. ,He
I does a 45-minute act at the piano
.that is jamming in the aficionados
for the supper and midnight

1 shows.

i
Rolls is a splendid pantomimist

I

of the keyboard. He plays the clas-

I sics straight and with competence
but it is when he goes into his

I

comedy planistics that the custom-
i
ers can't get enough. Rolls does

I the blase pianist, the conceited
concert artist, the gum-chewing
jitterbug life of the party, the gal
making her piano debut, the near-
cighted player, and the drunken
"professor."

His patter and vocal kidding of
the classics, coupled with that lan-

guage accent which charms most
women, is a fundamental part of
his act. When caught, he finished
with a Cole Porter medley, played
straight, that had him begging off.

McStay.

Jan Murray has added a couple
of new routines to his stint. One
especially, takeoff on the psycho-
thrillers of radio and screen, con-
tains the basics of a solid sequence.
Rest is his familiar stuff, sharpened
and turned in faster for top re-
sults.

Third in the trio of features is

the_ Harmonica. Rascals, i_A,s^„Ber_
usual, there's Johnny Puleo to lead
the way for the harmonica group.
But this time out, the act has been
tightened into a fast moving sesh
of panto-comedy, buttressed by
some legit musical blendlngs that
bring howls, mitts and ah overall
sock.
Terp department is out of the

^topdrawer. There's Marge & Gower
Wicfcen's ' Champion, who click with their

young looks, fresh and intelligent
dance satires. A definite click.

Dorothy Jarnac, somewhat ob-
scured by the Berle antics in the
preem show, comes into her own
with the ballet-modern interps.
On the productions, Georgie

Tapps sets handily with' the table
sitters via some brilliant stagings
with the line backgrounding. Tony
Bavaar handles the vocals in akay
fashion. And the line is attracting
The Cugat group background ad-
mirably, under an unbilled director,
while the maestro himseU, takes
over for the dance seshes. Lary.

^ World Famous Photographers

to ARTISTS of STAGE...SCREEN...RADIO

REPRINTS
We ar« now «quipp«d to make quantity

original repriritt at reproduction rates.

CARNEGIE HALL STUDIO :154 W. S7th ST. N.Y.C

Phone Circle 7-3505

BOSTON STUDIO ; Hotel Lenox ; Kenmore 5 300

graduated, was somewhat dulled

opening night (6) by bad routin-

ing and pacing of the show.
Meyer Horowitz, operator of the

spot, has St. Clair & Alden, a dance
team, and Harold Barry, m.c. and
comic, working with Ingle and be-

tween the two they occupy, rt

seems, more of the running time

than does Ingle. They're both okay
acts from the standpoint of the

Barn, but Ingle, after all, is the

draw.
. , „ , .

Ingle tees the show off, domg
a whacky version of the "Anvil

Chorus," then a cute bit built

Tedder, cute looker, does right

well by the vocal while Ingle

plucks fresh fruit and vegetables

from a Carmen Miranda benny
the gal sports. She cuts back
in later to d o t w o straight

vocals, "Can't Help Lovin' That
Man" and "Your Red Wagon,"
They're nicely warbled and in turn

are followed by a deadpan bit by
the bass and drummer men. Then
it's "Cigarets, Whiskey and Wild
Women," a screwy arrangement
ctone by the entire band, with

Ingle as preacher, that earns big

laughs. That's the end of Ingle

until the closing minutes, when
he comes up with his "Tim-tay-

shun," with Miss Tedder nicely fill-

ing the vocal slot held on the

recording by Jo Stafford. Then a
thing -called "That's What I- Like,

About Nowhere," a takeoff on Phil

Harris' "That's What I Like About
the South," and done with inter-

polations of "From Out of No-
where." Latter is a weak finish

and it spotlights the bad routining

of the* entire show.
St. Clair & Alden, a pleasing

dance duo, cover two similar bal-

lad routines, a lively Latin piece,

and a very cute bit keyed to the

tune of "Give Me a Little Kiss."

They'd 'be wise to revise their

pacing and move the "Kiss" bit

up front and expand it.

Barry is not always effective. In
fact. Some of his gags quit cold

on him, but the guy works hard
with his delivery and a couple of

dance routines and songs, and gets

by fairly- -well; - He uses recita-

tions with telling effect in one or
two spots and more of them would
be better than sonre of the gags.

As it is, he's on much too long-
Wood.

Cilass Hat, BT. Y.
(BELMONT PLAZA HOTEL)
Ames Bros. (4), Bert Stone

Mary Jane Brown, Eddie Stone'
Orch, Al CasteUanos Orch; $3,50
minmunu

The Belmont Plaza hotel's Glass
Hat has attained a reputation
among performers as being one of
the more difficult rooms to play.
Top acts have every reason to brag
when a pair of encores are at-

tained, but a show-stop is a rara
avis in these environs. This feat

.

was accomplished at the opening
night of the current layout when
the Ames Bros., a song quartet,
achieved such reception.

The lads, who started out a few
years ago as the Amory Quartet at

Leon & Eddie's, N. Y., have pro-
gressed to the point that indicates
potentialities for the upper strata
of performer ranks. They still ex-
cel In Negro spirituals. Although
they're an ofay group, they have
a feeling for this type of number
which nearly equals that of their
Negro contemporaries.

Show opens with the standard
hoofery of Mary Jane Brown.
Although her taps are clean and
sometimes colorful, she failed to
fully utilize the spot's comparative-
ly large floor which would have
given^ her a_wider sweep _of mo-_
fion. Otlier act on the bill is" Bert

"

Stone (New Acts). ^

Eddie Stone does an affable and
competent all-around job^ as
maestro. He backs the show ca-

pably and supplies sufficient incen-
tive for dansapation; Rhumba
chores are by Al CasteUanos, a
hard and efficient worker at vocals
and good-neighbor music. Jose.

Mayfair Room, Chi
(BLACKSTONE HOTEL)

Chicago, Jan. 5.

Beatrice Kay, Dick LaSalle Orch
(9); $3.50 minimum, $1 cover.

Although this is hardly the best
matching of room and personality,
Beatrice Kay makes the best of it,

overpowering deadpans with for-
tissimo vocals and sheer drive. Her
yesteryear styling is broad satire
to the younger set, but it whisks
oldsters back to their music-hall
youth.

Songstress, looking like a gay '90s
cover girl in plumed hat 'and feath-
ered boa, stays with the oldies ex-
cept for two disked novelties. After
introing with special lyrics, she
piles on lugubrious sentiment via
"Bird in Gilded Cage" and "You
Made Me What I Am Today."
Removing boa and bustle in a

striperoo bit, she contrasts the
knockout song delivery of grand-
ma's day with the sexy piping of
a modern chirp. Two community
sings had tableholders responding
well. Brace of call-backs had her
making like crazy in her recorded
"Man With the Little White Goat"
"Sheboygan," took her off to ample
plaudits.
Dick LaSalle's orch backs nimbly,

with the maestro on accordion and
Sylvan Green keyboarding. Dance-
ables were firstrate.

Venetian Room, S.F.
(FAIRMONT HOTEL)

'

San Francisco, Jan. 5.

Tony Martin with Ben Oakla?id,
Ernie Heckscher Orcli (11); cover
$2.00.

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branches of Theatricab

FUN-MASTER
"Tho ORIGINAl Show-Biz Gag Fil«"

Not, 1 to 22 @ $1.00 each
(Order in Saqucnc* Only)

SPECIAL: Th* Firil 13 Filet

for $8.00! ! !

3 DIFFERENT BOOKS OF PARODIES
(10 In Each Book) $10 per Book

Send lOo for lists of other comedy
.material, sonnrs, parodies, 'minstrel
patter, bladc-oats, etc.

NO C.OJ>.'S

PAUIA SMITH
too W. Sltb Street. Kew Vmk M

VALDO and PRINCESS PAT

"TOPS IN MENTAL MAGIC"
Pers. Mgt. - JULES ZIEGLER

54S Fifth Avtnue. New York

Village Barn, N. Y.
Red Ingle's "Natural Seven" (8),

with Karen Tedder; St. Clair &
Alden, Harold Barry; $2 minimum.

Red Ingle's initial date In the
eas^ since his success on Capitol
Records with "Tim-tay-shun" and
several other novelty pieces, proves
the laugh-ability of tlio combina-
tion he calls the "Natural Seven,"
but which actually is composed of
eight men and a girl. However, the
antics of the group, led by a man
who sponsored and absorbed a lot
of the whackiness in tlie Spike
Jones outfit, from which Ingle

Tony ' Martin didn't need the
glow of a "homecoming"' event to
prop his performance but the fact
that Frisco was his professional
starting point did not hurt his ap-
peal or draw. Most of the town's
elite, including many who remem-
bered him as Al Morris, band vo-
calist, were on hand to add their
kudos on opening night stanza.

Teeing off with "Lullaby of
Broadway," which warmed up audi-
ence, Martin breezes into a medley
of "Make Believe" and "All the
Things You Are" for solid returns.
Follows with excerpts from "Cham-
pagne Waltz," "I'll Take Romance,"
"If I Love Again," "Two Loves
H^ve I," and "I'll Dahce at Your
Wedding" for show-stop. Comes
back for "It's Magic," "Begin the
Beguine," "Louise" (a la Harry
Richman and Maurice Chevalier)
and winds with sock arrangement
'of "Waiting for the Robert £!. Lee"
for uproarous exit. Ted.

In the Heart of Tinnes Squor*

HOTEL ClARIDGE
44th St. and B'jway, New York

Al Always

Catering ta tiie frofeuion

Room with Bath, Shower
and Radiq

21 DOUBLE

Manny Opper
fhaf new comeifian

87th Week
Hollywood Show lounge

Cliloaap

P*n. M|t: IRV LCVm

NICK LUCAS
Currently

KEN MURRAY'S BLACKOUTS
Hollywood

There's ROAR to this than

meets the eye. Nobody believes his name

but everybody believes he'll be the comedy

smash of the year. Who dot??

LEO de LYON
(NO ttELATION TO MGM)

Currently OLYMPIA, Miami

Opening
FebrHdry STRAND, New York

Talent-touts ARTHUR GODFREY and PAUL WHITEMAN
both acclaim LEO de LYON at the most "Refreshing
Young Comedian in a long time."

Direction:

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.
freit Relatlonn

MAL BRAVEMAN & KAY NORTON

Personal Management:

JACK R. TALAN
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New Acts

T

PATSY KELI^Y A FRED KEAT-

ING
Comedy

Spivy's Roof, N. T.
^,

Former film comedienne Patsy

KpUv. who several seasons ago

ttamed with singer Barry Wood,

has gotten herself a new partner

Fred Keating, who has been around

solo on cafe and vaude circuits.

The team, currently breaking in

if Soivv's Roof, shows promise.

Both have a good comedy flair,

kn6w how to handle material, and

indicate that they'll work out as

an okay cafe and nitery duo.

There are still many rough spots

In their routine, which additional

laving time should- straighten out.

.wve still to devel9P the split-

wrond timing to make their banter

register and need a wider range

f bits
*

Tlieto takeoff on old-time song

teams is excellent, but satire on

dramatic bits needs sharpening.

They have some good throwaway
bits, such as Keating's card trick

*''what's currently needed is addi-

tional material. Team indicate

—they-ll-<lo-any,thijig.for a laugh^

Miss Kelly's name value is still

considerable and Keating is well-

remembered by many. They should

make the grade. Jose.

PATTI PAGE
. Songs
10 Mins.
Cafe Society Downtown, N. Y.

Songstress Patti Page, who's al-

ready established somewhat of a
reputation with her Mercury disk'

ings, is making her nitery dfebut

at Barney Josephson's downtown
» bistro. An attractive gal, she has

• a good medium-register voice

that's tuned nicely to the ballads

on which she specializes. Despite
the well-trained pipes, however.
She hasn't yet learned the knack
of projecting her personality to the
customers. Until that's achieved,
perhaps through greater use of
significant gestures, she's won't be
ready for toj) dates. .

Her phrasing is excellent and,
. following in the modern vein, she
slurs the melody considerably to

hypo each tune's impact. She opens
with "Had to Be You," demonstrat-

• ing a neat rhythmic quality in her
voice, following with "Tomorrow
Night" and "So In Love," latter

from the new Cole Porter legiter,

"Kiss Me, Kate." Best of her offer-

ings is "Stormy Weather" in the
encore spot, to which she gives a
neat throaty rendition for top
results. • iStal.

with an English explanation. His
accent, apparently on the legit,

ard performers. His latest find,
Wally Cox, indicates that he'll make
the grade, but it will be a long,
hard pull.

Cox is a youngster playing his
. _ , .first pro date. He's still among the

lends considerable flavor to their ranks of parlor entertainers, but he
turn. Then, with Roche handling i has a comedic approach that's some-
the accompaniment, Aznavour acts

|
what out of the ordinary. He does

out the songs with fine expressive- 1 some childhood recollections in. the
ness. Emotions range from straight I manner of a nervous lecturer. The
comedy to pathos, and the guy is

|
nervous characterization is" prob-

a good enough actor to impress ably the McCoy-i-it would be natu-
even the non-French speaking cus-
tomers with what it's all about.
His wide^sweeping gestures, while
they may be slightly overdone,
nonetheless help considerably with
the explanations.

Duo open their stint here, which
incidentally marks their American
preem, with a staccato-type tune
about a train conductor titled "Too
Much Change." Next, introed by
Aznavour with a little poem in Eng^
lish, is a good pace-changer, re-

volving about a guy first taking
oif his jacket for a fight and then
for a lovefest, in both instances
replacing it before the fait ac-

compli. For a windup, they have
a tune about "Pigalle," which gets
them off to excellent applause.
Team got nice returns from the
customers at this Greenwich Vil-

lage nitery and seem a good bet

for the classier uptown cafes.— .Sial.—

ral on his first date. There are
overlong pauses, expected gaucKer-
ies in delivery and stage deport

Unit Review
giant butterfly wings waved by
Nirska. . ,

Ilellzapoppin of 1949
Kansas City, Jan. 2.

, "Maniacs Inc.," by which O & J
Comedy revue \n Mo acts pro- bill the stable of specialty talent,

dnced a7id presented b?/ OUon turns out an impressive list of

li°'^!Jfr:,ilrd^'-'n^;fr ' comedy acrobatics, terp and novel-
ties. Shirley, Sharon and Wandadoff; choreography, Dave Gould;

music arrangements, " Pembroke
Davenport; conductor, Dave
Schooler. Stars Olsen & Johnson.
Features Harrison & Fisher, Shir-
ley, Sharon & Wanda, Nirska, Jose

ment, and even garb needs correc-
1 P^J"*'^, ^f^"Jfe

^'^"'"^'^ ^""^
tion.

i>/r. ...... Aj.- . 7-,

However, he shows promise. His
material is authentic and his char-
acterizations amusing. His manner
is somewhat , reminiscent of Herb
Shriner, but it's not intentional.

Jose.

Gambling
Continued from page 1

6 Mighty Atoms, Shannon Dean,
Helen Magna, Andy Ratouscheff,
Hank Whitehouse, John Howes,
Billy Ka,y, Maurice Millard, Frank
Harty, J. C. Olsen, June Johnson,
Marty May, Stnsinphools (8 pirls,

16 hoys) and line (24). At the
Mttsic Hall, Kansas City, Dev. ^0-
Jan. 2.

score as femme acres, both in a
routine with ankles chained to-

gether, and later in challenge
work. No O & J show would be
complete without midgets, and
this one offers eight—-the English
troupe of the Six Mighty Atoms,
with Helen Magna to sing a la Car-
men Miranda, and Andy Rtitous«
cheff vocalling "Danny Boy."
Harrison & Fisher give the broad
comedy slant on ballroom teams
in three routines full of chuckles.
Frank Cook's music is twofold, as
he does speedy numbers like

"Twelfth Street Rag" on har-
monica and guitar, and Hank
Whitehouse adds his softshoe
eccentric dancing to the turn^

SUE CARSON
Songs
10 Mins.
Village Vanguard, N. Y. v

Sue Carson has a choice collec-

tion of special material and im-
pressions of top singers, all de-

livered with a good deal of charm
which indicate impact in the in-

timeries. Her lyrics are sly, with a
soupcon of indigo. And she's okay
vocally.

Miss Carson is yet to make full

use of her potentialities. She's yet
to acquire the tricks to point up
the Inherent chuckles in her tunes,

and projection is not yet fully de-

veloped. Her satires of Frankie
Laine, Rose Murphy and Nellie

Lutcher are vocally authentic.
With more development in pro-

jection. Miss Carson should be
able to fill a niche in large-seaters

as well as small spots. Jose.

business, but overall difference is

made up by a pickup in vaude
houses. The Encanto, Americas,
Warners, I'austo and Carapoamor
are using a couple of American acts
weekly along with native talent.

"—Biggest- operation on- the Island i

Olsen & Johnson are back on
the road with a new version of ;

"Helizapoppin." While it plainly

shows it is in its early stages, thip Mauric^ Millard"]oined 'j'iii
IS more or less to be expected in

; England, adding a femme imper^
the settling down and trimming

j senator to the company. Marty
processes. As it stands now show

I May is solid midway in the second
is a full evenings value ior the

| his monolog, song trav-
cash customers, but with additional

, esties and off-key fiddling. For
performances under it should be

: fun measure June Johnson and
pkay... _: ! J^C. Olsen are in and out of pro-
True to the O & J tradition, unit

[
ceeaings- most of ' the way, with •

Havana Suburbs soir i-irce rife I

rampant and unconfined, mostly
!
John Howes Billy Kay and Frank

wfth ^onvl^,^ taking Place on the stage, but
,
Harty as able assistants,

with backroom operations. Spot is
| ^j -^ as frequently veering up! The '49 "Helizapoppin" is Olsenusing U. S. acts, and preem show, -.„h rtnwn fhp' nisipi Shntt; rinei o t i, ? V5r • ^ j i^-j t tVi„

^

whiph nnpnpd iatf> Df-rprnhpr hart I ^"f .down the aisies. snois 1 ing
, Johnson at their daffiiest. It'swmcn opened lato uccemoer, haa incessantly from all over the ,,oug}i raucous and racy, a king-

Joaquin Garay, -Trmi Reyes and
, house, customers are drafted for a ' //^s^Z the time-tri

Kosita & Fepito. Raye & Naldi are
|
musical number, valuable gifts are

| ojgen & Johnson showmjinship.
slated to open, there later.

i bestowed on others, cows fly, and
| ^nd for the O & J following, who

Among the native spots, Tropi- I
?nough hellabaloo is, concentrated

cana is reported doing top business
with Chevales de Espana, a musical
troupe imported from Spain.

Boniface groups and others are
hopeful that lifting of gambling
bans will entice a great number of

spenders from Miami Beach.

However, despite gaming restrrc-

tions, there's, enough^ business to

warrant interest; by U. S. agents.
Leon Newman, of the Mark Leddy
office, recently made a trip here
and has made an agency tie with
Jose Fuentevilla, of the Caravana
office. Newman is .slated to send a
flock oC acts to the island shortly.

could ask for more? Quin.

Truman Show
; Continued from pa;* 1

'i

DOLLY PEMBROKE
Acrobatic Dancing
7 Mins;
Apollo, N. Y.

The femme pretzel is an accurate
description of dusky Dolly Pem-
broke. Clad in blouse and filmy

slacks, the supple gal effortlessly
|
will be available in a wide reper-

Artie Shaw
Continued from page I

in the nearly three hours running
time to make bedlam seem like a
rest home by comparison. Much of

the material is rough; Interspersed
with the 'O & J exhaustive non-

1

sense is an array of talent and pro- I

duction values that are first rate.
| .. . , .

. . . ^ , .

For this vaude starved area, these
|

tol theatre, conducted by Sam Jack
specialties and production num-

1
Kaufman.

bers wouldn't have to be more than
| Emcee chore Will be shared by

mediocre to be good. But the fact I George JesseUnd Melvyn Douglas,
that O. & J nowhere spared the j„ addition, the committee is still

''Tfif^i^'.^ltmTcPiv I awaiting confirmation of the ap-
out the unit immensely.

Ipearance of Ingrid Bergman, with
Some material from ^earlier edi- j^^^ p^^jg Margaret O'Brien

tions IS carried over—the country , ctrnntr nn<!<!ihilitip<! .Tamp« 1<;

store night with prizes for various

,

customers, a gag here and there, pauter is heading the production

All of the production, most of the !

and talent comniittee.

does cartwheels, splits and twists

her limbs in an amazing fashion.

Lean and lithe, she also looks sexy
and displays a nice personality.

MONA & GEORGE
Dancing
9 Mins.
Iceland, N. Y.

Nicely gowned brunet and male
clad in usual tails have a fair in-
terpretation of the standard ball-
room terp routines. Duo's work is
replete, with spins and twirls.

Pair docs three numbers in all
and finales with ' an okay paso
doble. Their footwork has suf-
ficient grace and precision to

|
_

qualify the couple for most vaude I «nn«»Tu
and nitery bookings. Gilb. I

BERT STONE
- I Comedy

tory, including concertos by Mo-
zart, Debussy, von Weber ' and
Berezowsky, as well as shorter
classical pieces; in two new con-

Miss Pembroke has a sock bit for
| certos being written for him by

the closer. While standing, she
| Morton Gould and Norman dello

places a glass of water on her tilted
| jg^g j,nd in works by Gewhwin

forehead, reclines to the floor, re-

moves the glass with her legs and
finally Sits up without spilling a

drop. With that accomplished she
reverses the steps. It's a good nov-
elty turn whose only fault is that

it tends to drag at times. With
faster pacing, the act would rate

well in«inost vaude or nitery spots.
Gilb.

JANE DOUGLASS
Songs, Piano
15 Mins.
Cafe Meurice, N, Y.
Jane Douglass as singer, pianist

and songwriter fills the bill for
intimeries. She's a clever, person-
able performer with a keen savvy
of ingratiating herself with an aU

15 Mins.
Glass Hat, N. Y.

Bert Stone, making his New York
bow, obviously is an- experienced
comic. His delivery and projection

are good, and most of his material,

while shopworn, serves him well.

However, Stone can lose his audi-

ence even after he's got 'em in po-

and Shaw.

Columbia, which has Shaw only
for concert and recital dates (no
radio, band or other commitments),
has already lined up current <1948-
49) season dates for Shaw with the
Denver and Rochester symph orchs
and the National Orchestral Assn.
Fee for Shaw will be governed by
orchestra's size and prestige, with
average about $1,500 for a winter
orchestral pair of concerts, and
$2,000-$2,500 for a summer sta-
dium appearance.

specialties and most of the bits of

business, blackouts and comedy
are new with this version. "Holi-
day," with music by Pembroke
Davenport and words by O & J,

leads off as an> Impressive produc-
tion number. Spotted throughout
the show are the others-—"Torea-
dor Ensemble,'" "Drum Bolero,"
"Go Places" (based on the song by
Ole Olen), "Vice vs. Virtue," "But-
terfly Ballet," "Party in the Aisles"
and the "Helizapoppin" finale. All
are lavishly cosutmed and staged,
and enhanced by the choreography
of Dave Gould,' music of Pembroke
Davenport and the conducting of
Dave Schooler. "Go Places" turns
out to be a mammoth number with
the entire company at its best,
backing leg twirling of Gloria Le-
Roy and vocals of - Jose Duval.
Number is a fitting climax to the
first act. , "Butterfly Ballet" near
midway of the second act likewise
is a knockout, calling on Schooler
for some nimble pianistics on the
Tschaikowsky Piano Concerto, nif-

ty ballet work by the line, and the

dience via sly ballads that are 1
sition laugh at anything he pro-

spicy without being offensive. The '
'

*'

material, most of which she's writ-
ten herself, is clever and sets well.
s>ne deals with a wide variety of
subjects, including a "life of a, . .i. ^ a

;lrl" and a saga of rustic I

appears to have the savvy for de-
- • - - - livery and a flair for comedy. His

sustaining powers would, be ampli-
fied with some new stories and gab.

:'J'ose.

vides. Most of his failures emanate
from the dialect stuff, which isn't

appropriate for a room of this type.

Stone can yet climb to standard
ranks with some fresh material. He

life; "Kicks in the Sticks."
Miss Douglass plays a fluent

piano for own accompaniment. She
®?P'"'ently has enough talent to
Widen her scope. Addition of a few
siraight numbers would set her for
the larger bistros. Jose.

ROCHE & AZNAVOUR
oongs .

12 Mins.
Cafe Society Downtown, N. Y.

r A.Pair of French lads who sing
^?'"c ditties, Roche and Aznavour
lesemble a couple from Les Com-
ffiu"® de la Chanson, the troupe

vpi* ^^^^ .over to the U. S. two
^''•^ Edith Piaf, French

songstress. They do much the same
type routine, with Roche seated at
?h£i^no ar-d Aznavour standiftg onme floor behind a mike. Boys are
?S^o'»Pl»shed artists at their unique

ifml "LlS^^^P^^ and should have
tho n n^'^*;""'' capitalizing on
J"®T.^allic lure already established

PioV T
• "'icries by such as Miss

et ai
Sablon, Charles Trenet,

Acnavpur introes -each number

ROCKY & VICKY
Dancing
4 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

An average boy and gal terp

team. Rocky & Vicky show fair

promise. However, they're handi-

capped by some rather ordinary
routines.

Sepians are in a so-so teeoff. Male
then contribs some solo stepping.

His efforts are rather slowly paced
at first, but then warm up to win
an okay salvo. Duo winds together

with a brief lindy. Gilb.

WALLY COX
Comedy
12 MiAs.
Village Vanguard, N. Y.

Max Gordon, of the Village Van-
guard, is one of the better-known
talent discoverers among nitery op-

erators. Many acts that started at

his Village-cubiele"inrB»now"atBnd-

ESorts to add Bob Hope and
;

Bing Crosby have been snarled by
conflicting contract engagements,
although there stiU remains an: out-
side chance that Hope might be
able to come.

The show—which will run some-
where from two and one-half hours
and upwards—will be augmented
by three special production num-
bers. First is a "Whistle Stop Ex-
press" routine; second is based on
the Irving Berlin ditty, "1 Have a
Piano;" and third will be a "Grand
Parade of States" finale. In addi-
tion, a 125-voice chorus of the "So^
ciety for the Preservation of Bar- '

bershop Quartet Singing" will be
on hand for a couple of oldtime
numbers, and there is a possibility
that a portion of the Rockettes will

'

come down from New York to
handle the line chores.
Tied into the finale, there will be

500 musicians onstage. In addition -

to the Lionel Hampton, Spitalny
and Capitol theatre aggregations, .

there will be the four official or-
chestras of the Army, Navy, Marine
Corps and Air Force.

Since the demand for tickets is
so heavy, none but the working-
press, presidential and vice presi-
dential parties will be cuffos. How-
ever, about 75 big name entertain-
ers and execs in show biz are re-
ceiving engraved invitations to at-
tend "by subscription." This is the
same invitation being extended to

.

Senators, Governors, top If. S. of-
ficials, and other leading figures"
throughout the nation. The audi-
ence is expected to read like a
"Who's Who" in America.
The three orchestras, disclosed

two weeks ago in VARiEnr as likely
to play for the inaugural ball, night
of Jan. 20, have been set. They are'
Xavier Cugat, Benny Goodman and
Guy Lombardo.

BOB EVANS
AND JERRY O'LEARY

Currently appearing Roxy Theatre, New York 3rd week. Thanks to

Sammy Raueh -wid th* WilUam Morris Agency; •

TV Goes to D.C. 'Gala'

For the Big Free Ride
The inaugural gala will furnish

video—-for free—its biggest and
richest lineup of talent thus far.

I The entire stage entertainment will

,

be open for television to carry to-

the east and midwest.
The television webs were granted^

.

permission for continuous cover-
age. In addition, the tele cameras ;

will add something of the feel of
a Hollywood preem by coverage of
the guests as well as the show.

Newsreels have also been okayed
for as much coverage as they de-
sire.
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House Reviews
RKO, Boston

Boston, Jan. 7.

Horace Heidt Winners, with Don
Rice, Harpld Parr, Jack Green,
Jimmy Grosso, Pat Theriardt, Na-
dine Jansen, Phyllis Lile, Buddy
Siscoe, George Pheasant, Dominic
Frontiers; Larry Flint House arch;

-Gallant Pass" (EL).

Current setup has 'Hopace Heidt's

newest batch of discoveries going
through their paces with varying
degrees of success. Emceed by Don
Rice; who works hard for a gag,

show was well handled and scored
okay with payees at show caught.

Opens with d routine girl aero
dancer, Phyllis Lile, followed by
Jack Green, who scores heavily

with solid playing on liquor bot-

tles suspended from a frame and
played With xylophone hammers.
Kid has plen^ of musical and
stage savvy and does okay. Jimmy
Grosso follows with a solid session

of imitating instrumentalists, Tom-
my Dorsey, Henry Busse and
Wayne King, sounding surprisingly

like actual instruments. Follows
5h-iHH>r-eshes of-VaughnJVIojitoe,_

Frankie Baine; and Al Jolson that'

wows payees and had to beg oil.

Only other gal in lineup, Nadine
Jansen, sings, plays piano and,
trumpet, with best returns, from
trumpet playing. Pat Theriault,
seen here last season, has polished
his banjo playing and sells well.

;Harold Parr, blind baritone, also

here last season, does neat job on
"Rambling Rose" and "Ave Maria"
for nice mitting in closing spot.

Appearing' as "guests", were Do-
minic Frontiere, a good-looking-

lad, who does well on the accor-

dion; ' George Pheasant, playing
boogie-woogie on the . tuba, and
Buddy Siscoe,- a local lad with
plenty, of promise on the trumpet,
winner on the Heidt broadcast
"lrom""the"""Hub a -couple -of weeks-
«go.

Rice scores in a couple of com-
edy spots, leads the house's band,
playing' onstage, and does a neat
job of holding show together.

Elie.

Sidney Greienstreet, Gabriel Heat-
ter, Gary Cooper, Humphrey Bo-
gart, .et al,' including a general rib-

1

bing of radio . commercials and
newscasts. Wind up on Pres. Tru-
man leaves this Inaugural-minded
audience howling for more -after

a general sock reception.

Ziggy Talent winds up almost
j

photo finish with Lawrence for top
i

honors. His "Maharajah of Maga-j
dor" and "Jitters," the latter a!

timely ribbing of tfte: psychiatric
]

craze, is a fine example of timing
i

and hep comedy. Gets plenty, calls

for more.

HoUoway Sisters, recent addition

to act, rate attention—and get it-^

for terping of clockwork precision
and perfect teamwork. Gals do as
welt in individual stints, showing
top technique and wide range for
this type terping. Pair show oft' to

good advantage in finale also. Start
slowly with galleries, but work
them up to white heat enthusiasm
before -they dance off. ,

Standout production effort is a
football number coming midway in

the' show. With Monroe outfitted

as a football hero and the rest
of the-,,troupe,_doubling_as cheer
leaders, students, etc., there's
plenty opportunity for clo\rtiing

and for vocalizing the more popu-
lar college tunes. Background: of

newsreel shots of season's, football
highlights adds ^interest, with
"Sweetheart ' of Sigma Chi" wind-
ing up on a sentimental and frank-
ly corny note. Customers love it

In: addition to solos named,,
there's the usual complemeilt of

pop tunes, handled by Monroe, his
orch and chorus. Finale, a "Sam-
boogie, ' combining samba . and
boogie, brings in entire cast fpr a:

well-earned bow and an. «ar>-split-

ting send-off from : the- galleries.
• Lowe. ..

hbke balancing act in the back-
ground, with Carson believing the
applause is for his vocal efforts. I

Marion Hutton rocks "It's ai
Good Day" and then, in Strict i

Brooklyhese, laments "My Brook-

j

lyn Loye Song." Lush blonde
does a nursery rhyme in reverse,

"Mama Wants to Know."
Skit which follows was seen in

"Perils of Pauline" remake sev-
eral years ago, Carson takes a
great deal of punishment as the y^^^ ^f^y
understudy who stops in on. the capitoi (D ij

closeups. He gets slapped around, ! Julie wuison
•

water-drenched, socked in the face '

vr.s
with a cream pie, while Sweeney Qentf sHeWon
as the' male star and Miss Hutton
go romantic. Zabe.

Apollo, N. Y.
Ella Fitzgerald, Andy Kirk Orch

(14),. Bullmoose Jackson & His
Buifalo Bearcats (7), Rocky &
Vicky, Dolly Pembroke, "Pigmeat"
Morkham. & Co.; "Remember Peorl
Harbor" (Rep).

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF JANUARY 12

Numiiralt IB tonnectloa ivltti. bills Mow mdliwt* opeDlns: diiy at (how
wlicther full or split week.

Lptlxr in imrentheMin InillRutA droilt; (I) Indeprndeot; (l.> l.n«W) (M> Mosi,
(T) I'liniinount; (K) KKOi (K) StoU: (W) Warner; (WR) Wniler Itrmlg

(^apitol^ Wash.
Washington, Jan. 7.

Vaughn Monroe Orch (21),.ii)ith.

JWoon Maids, Ziggy Talent, Dick
Hammen, Jay Lawrence, Earl Hum-
mel, Cece Blake, Betty Kusieck,
Holloway Sisters; "Kissing Bandit"
(M-G).

Ilippoflrome, Balto.
.

' ~ "Baltimore, 'Jan.~9.

—

Wesson Bros. (2), Honey Bros.
(3), Al Gordon & Pals, Betty Jane
Smith; Jo Lombordi House Orcli
<12); "Tde Boy With Green Hair"
(RKO).

Main stem, after months of
drought, is again enjoying the
heart-warming spectacle of waves
of people queuing up to lay it on
the line, thanks to lure of 'Vaughn
Monroe, his orch and streamlined
revue on stage of Capitol.
The maestro rates a bow for

obvious thought and effort in cre-
ating a tight, fast show with plenty
of action and variety. It's 'Monroe

, himself who fills the hall with
whistles ;and cheers, '; but almost
every facet of his revue can stand
on its own merit and gets the nod
from the payees.

Following revue format, Monroe
- has packaged hi$ 55-minute show
between conventional curtain raiser
and an all-out finale. Tees off with
Moon Maids Warbling a welcome,
and maestro coming in with "Mel-
ody Time" and "Begin the Be-
guine," then building up into a
chorus number, including the four
male voices. This pattern of a
mixed chorus, with Monroe par-
ticipation, is followed almost con-
sistently throughout. With Cece
Blake, the effervescent Ziggy Tal-
ent, and Betty Kusieck,. a local gal
ex of the air waves added to the
chorus, there are 11 vocalists, plus
leader, to carry the singing .stint.

Show is so swiftly paced, it's al-
most impossible to give a chrono-
logical sequence. Highlights in-
clude the hep harmonicaing of
Dick Hammen, Who opens with
"Chinatown" and then proceeds to
wow the galleries with a takeoff of
Spike Jones, complete with stand
of miniature sound effects; -the
stage debut of Miss Kusieck, whose
"My Heart Stood Still" and "Si-
bpney" show pipes of warmth and
promise but a lack of style and
showmanship; and Cece Blake, who
besides her chores in the produc-
tion numbers, does well by "Until''
and "Buttons and Bows," with help
from the Moon Maids. Earl Hum-
mel gets nice reception for his fid-
dling of "Hora Staccato."

Headliners so far as customers
•Were concerned are undoubtedly
Ziggy Talent, the Holloway Sisters,
team of sparkling terpers, and Jay
Lawrence. Latter walked off with
show-stopping honors at show
caught with his fast routine of I

takeoffs on the stars of radio, stage I

and screen. Lawrence, a brother
|

of Larry Storch, throws his entire
i

body and face, as well as his voice !

into his impreshes of Cary Grant, I

Well-paced setup is slightly top-
heavy with hoofery but plays to
maximum returns and packs nifty
entertainment. The Wesson Bros,
are on throughout, hiihdling intros,
clowning in between - the acts and
closing show, in socko style. Show
opens with the Hongy Bros., trio
of hoofers who mix routines with
comedy for a sprightly sesh.

Al Gordon .and his pooches con-
tribute their standard bellringer,
hanging up yocks on the finishing
business of the dogs jumping on
and off a revolving table. Set
things for Betty Jane Smith with
her hoofery, which clicks nicely,
and just right for the Wessonis
to take hold with their comedy
impressions of all the familiars,
legit in simulation but burlesqued
for novelty and a bundle of laughs.
Lads have certainly taken on stat-
ure since their earlier appearances
here and a strong series of final
curtains was the only way to stop
them when caught.

Biz okay. Burm.

George Pi'ehtice
Walter Long
S Henderson' Ore
Music H«ll (II U
George Tatar
Hvejyri Garay ':

Joan ::Lyons
Cristianis,

'
.

; ,

Pallenberg's Bears
Rockettes V;

Corps de Ballett.

S.Vmv-Ore. ,

Parsnibunl (P) 12
Bay McKinley Bd
Mills ' Bros '

Ella Fitzgerald and Bullmoose
Jackson carry off top honors in the Vanderbut Boys

Apollo's current sepia layout. -The Barbara" Ann Seott
buxom songstress really sends the Mine & Ling
Harlem payees, while upcoming Harold Barnes

recording star Jackson gets across ^SutuTr-s
°

nicely via his vocaling and sock in- steeplechase

strumentation of his small band. Bob Evans

Musical—department -is further- _-^s»rand (WB)j4 _
reinforced with Andy Kirk's out- SbbTvan'"'''
fit, which starts the stanza with a Baltimore
novelty; "Moose the Mooch." Com- Hippodromi (i) i4'

prising three rhythm, five reed and Jlf'r"
Bros

f.lf.,'?"?^^' ^'if
^'^y *'^''.„?i"\'>"''S stubby Kay'e

';i'll Always Be in Love With You" 3 d s

besides backing the layout capably. Royal (i) I4

In fine form. Miss Fitzgerald count isasie ore

tosses off some five numbers. Her
j Patterson

warbling takes in a broad fields
j

.Tacit'son

from the oldie, "I Got a Guy" to Teddy Hale
stated) 1J-1S

Romer Twins
Hanloni & Clark
Stan , Early .

The Kayos
16-l»".'''':.-\-'.:-

.Mary Norman .

'

The Marimba-aires
Bert Gilbert
3: Edwards Bros

CAMDEN
ToWsrs (I) 14-11

Tom-.'9srry .'.

Tyler, TliorU *
Roberts

Harper libiiise
The Cathalax

CHICAeO
Chicagb (P) 12

.laclc Carson '

.

Marlon Hutton
Geo Mann
Baye Willoclc

,

Bob Sweeney
Jommy Wells

. Emerald Sis
Orisntal (I) 'in

4 Step Bros
Janis Paige \
•loey ' Adams
Tony Can^oneri
Mark Plant
Carl Sand Ore

HARTPORD
State (1) IS-Ii

Tony Martin
Philharmonica 3
The ^'olstqns

INDIANAPOLIS
CIrcl* <l) 14

Sammy Kaye Ore
Pansy the Hoi'se

KINGSTON
'way (WR> 14-1S

only,
Chet Clark ;
Doraine & Ellis
Wallin TVilns
Jack LsRue
Stroud ic Msirtin
LONO BRANCH

Paramount (WR) II
. only :

Roy Smcck
Athos Co
West & Page
Stanley Kane,

MIAMI
Olympla .(P> 12

4 Elgins
Leo DeLyon
Lloyd & WUUs
Grade Barrie.

'

Gil Lamb
NEWARK

Adams (I) 13
Voyd Raebum Ore
Sarah Vaughn
Lew Nelson
Martez & Lucia
Pat Hill Co .

OMAHA
: Orphsum (P) 12
Henry Busse Bd
Dinning Sis
Jack E Leonard
Hal Hunter

PATERSON
Majestic (1) 14-U
Morgan Se May
Ralph English
Tune Tattlers
"Slimv TlmUlin Go
-Roberts- Sla*-*u:_-—^

a bebop tune. Her :versatility is

further pointed up by her throaty
and plaintive style on 'Guy" to the
swingy beat demanded by the nov-
elty, "Old Mother Hubbard." For
a windup she does one of her
standards, "Lady Be Good," gar-
nishing it with fantastic improvisa-
tions. Off to a boff' reception.
- -Although his -crew all - wear
coonskin hats, J'ackson's Buffalo
Bearcats are not as ferocious as
their name implies. Made up of
three rhythm,, three sax and one
trumpet, the boys register with
the novelty "Gotta Find a Bow-
legged Woman Today." "Bull-
moose" croons the lyrics with
plenty of - emphasis. Group's best
number is "I Love You, Yes I Do,"
vocalled by the ledder in a sugary
delivery that whams the 'customers.

. Finales with "Moosie," a brash,
noisy number for solid returns.
Sandwiched in the show,,are the

house's standard comedy bits con
tribbed by "Pigmeat" Markham
Edna Mac Harris, George Wilt-
shire and "Crackshot." . They gar-
ner the usual neat, results. Dance
turn of Rocky & Vicky and acro-
terper Dolly Pembroke are re-
viewed under New Acts.; Gilb; .

17

Olympka, Miami
Miami, Jan. 8.

Henny Youngman, Frank Parker,
Marti Stanley, Johnson & Ouieti,
Lawrence Sc Mitzi, Freddie Carlone
House Orch.; "Let's Live 0 Little"
(EL).

White
PERTH AMBOY

Maiestic (WR) 12
only

Chef Clark
Doraine & Ellis

Wallin Twins
•Tack LaRue
Stroud Sc Martin
PHILADELPHIA
Carman (I) 13

B & J Marco
I Gloria French
I
Bob Sidney

13 Dunhills

I

PLAINFIELD
I
Oxford (WR)

only
Roy Smei'k
Altos Co
West & Page
Stanley Kane

READING
Ralah (I) 13-IS

Blue Barron Ore
The Barrets
Gary Morton
-Max * Giing -

ROCKFORD
Palace (I) 14-U

VFun-Z-Poppln*

"

Margaret Pabef.
Dancers

Dick Gale
3 Harmonlaca
Bob Murphy
Konrad & Simons

SPRINGFIELD
Court Sq (I) 13-1*

The Tannos
Ginny Lowrjr
Glennv & .lenkins
Fayne: & Foster
Al Ferguson
St Leon Troupe
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 13

V & G Haydock
3 Harpers
Georgie Kayo
Jane Powell
YOUNOSTOWN
Palacs (I) 17-lf

Charlie Spivak Die
Vivian BUine
Kay English
B Lane A Claire

MONTREAL
Gaiety (I) :»

Llli St. Cyr
Terrl Corrlgan
Gordon GIfford
Brooklns & Van
Aunt Jemima
Herbie Lynn
Musical .Tohnsons
Bobbie Carr Co
(one to dll>

Cabaret Bills

NEW yOBK CITY

Chicago, Chi
Chicago, Jan. 7.

Jack Carson, Robert Alda, Ma-
rion Hutton, George Mann, Dave
Willoclc, Bob iStoeenev, Emerold
Sisters, Louis . Basil Orch; "Ac-
cused" iPar).

This Coast package has most of
the elements of sock stage fare.
Wben it lags, as it does in several
spots, it's.kept from falling apart
by Jack Carson, with impromptu
asides that tickle the audience and
speed up the tempo. ' • .

Comic opens the show, bring-
ing on the Emerald Sisters, Who
sell neatly with their song and
chatter. Bob Sweeney, of the radio
team, Sweeney & March, is a meek-
ish-Iooking character, who stutter-
mgly approaches Carson for a Writ-
ing jpb on his program: Some of
the quips are oldies but are carried
off well. Dave Willock, radio
nephew of Carson, slows the pace
with some weary jokes, but aud

i

lets out some bellylaughs when 1

six-tootec George Mann goes
through little girl routine, com-
plete with bonnet and pinafore.
Mann really gives Carson a work-
ing over in a slapping session
which follows.

Robert Alda, film star and
straight man on the bill, sings a
few numbers from his latest pic-
lure, "April Showers," but hits his
stride with the Italian-English ver-
sion of "Oh Marie." He and Car-
son go through a jealousy routine,
with Carson taking over the mike
to sing "Melancholy Baby," while
bweeney, Mann, and Willock, at-

1

tired in winter Underwear, do a.

One ot the better bills to play
here in recent months is on tap,
with assured marquee lure in
Henny Youngman and Frank
Parker.
Youngman, as usual, sparks a

steady series of laughs with his
gaggery. The stacatto style is still

there, same inflections, fresh lines
and a resoimding reception to his
comedies. - .

Parker hasn't worked this town
,

before. His stint stamps him a i with some nice harthony on "Con-
master of tenoring a ballad or love ) fess," encoring with "When Your
song, old or new. Hit for isock re- I Lover Has Gone,"' ,

I
Miss Carter goes over neatly

with "Slow Boat to China," fol-
lowed by the band giving but With
a jam tune, "Louisville Slu^ger^"
Red and Ciirley, dancers and

singers, wrap up in great style.
They tee off with some chatter.
Which garners yocks, then pair off

. .•gotOlM
Dorothy Ross
Ohep: River Boys
Jack Corlels'
Jose Poniere
Louis Hawkins

'
. Blue Anilol

Delora Buena
Frank Fontaine
Donna Mason
Ellis Lurklll 3.
Martha Davis

Gate James
Pat Harrington

Cafe Soeioty
Jack Gil(ord

'

Patti Page
Roche & Aznavour
Dave . Martin Ore

Cllqu*
Mary Lutes
Fred Robbins
-3nBtp-J-* -Bo-p~ "-

George Shearing
Copacubsn*

Mitzi Green-
Carl Ravazza
F & S Barry .

Linda Lombard
Herb George .

Paul GodkiA
Skyriders
M Durso Ore

,

Alvares Ore
China Doll

Noro Morales Ore
Jose CurbeUo Ore -

Joe Wong
Beatrice Fung Oye
Line (3>

Delmonico
Les Crosley
Diamond HorMShe*
Al Bernie
Jack tiansert -

BlUy, Banks
Choral Sextet
H Sandler Ore
Alvarez Mera
Juenger Ballet Line

- El -Chrco
-

Maria T AcoMa
Trio Casino .

Vizcaino Ore
. HetM St Morlti
Erwin , Kent Ore

Hotol St. Regis
Julie 'WUson
Laszlo & Pepito
M Shaw Ore
Hotel Roosovolt
Guy Lombaido
Hotel New Yorkor
G Benedict Ore
Ice Revue
Hotel Pennsylvania
Tommy - Dorsey .

Hotel Piecodilly
Dell Trio

'

Hotel Plan
Louise Howard
Eleanor Jones
Gene Martin
Lorraine BrownlDS
Jack Wlllllims
.Jay Presson
AUen Pershmg
C Carpenter
Leo Retsman Ore.
Mark Monte Ore .

Payson Re Ore
Nycola Matthey Oi

Hotel Pierre
Patricia Bright
Artini & Consuelo
Stanley Melba Ore
Ralph Lane Ore

teori a, Kddlo't
Eddie Davis
Art Waner Ora
Narda
Carl Conway
Graham Sis
Allan & Nobles
Shepard Line
" Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Jackie jPhlllips

CHICAGO
lacknawH

Art Kassel Orcli
Gloria Hart
Lee Marx
Jill Adams
Harvey Crawford

Hotel BIsmark

turns.

Supporters are all okay. There's
looker Marti Stanley, whose car-
boning of Vera 'Vague, Billie Burke
and other fllmsters set solidly.

Tapsterring of Lawrence & Mitzi
goes well though more imagination
in the routinings could be applied

acrobatics interspersed with com-
edy. Freddie Carlone bouse orCh
backs solidly. Lary.

National, L'vilic
Louisville, Jan. 7;

Lionel ffompton Orc/i (18) with
Lurlean Harris, Roland Burton,
FranceS: Gaddison; Lorene Carter
Herman McCoy, Red & Curley,
'Shorts" Davis; "Argyle Secrets"
iFC).

.
Lionel Hampton has the jblnt

jumpin' this week, with his 18-
piece band and supporting acts
which deliver for sock returns. Biz
IS hitting the upper brackets, with
an additional balcony opened for
eplored patrons, and house should
have one of its best weeks.
Hampton is on stage throughout

of noise and high, shrill notes.
Worked the customers up to a high
pitch, and made the going easy for
"Shorts" Davis, first specialty. Lad
has an infectious smile, and his
taps and aero stuff ring the bell.

He's given super-backing by the
Hampton drummer, who lays it on.
Hamptones, vocal quintet, con-

sisting of Herman McCoy, Roy
Johnson, Lurlean Harris, Roland
Burton and Lorene Carter, blend !

Don Reid^orch <ur
>.,uu _U i</-< i; ^ 1 Palmer

G Dormonde Bros
Gwen Parke '

Rusa Jonas
Helslnns

George Goebel
Lola ' Ameche
PhiI 'D'Rey \
Frankle Hyle
BUIy Chandler Ove
H Ediiewaser Be-'cn
HenrSf Braiidoh Ore
Yost Ambassadors
Mary Ann Fedele :

Preston Lambart
D I^IUd Dancers 112)

--..Chei Parse f

Tea Lewis
Geraldine DuBoii
Reed Sis (3)

White & Pease
Adorable^ (10)
C Davidson 0. (11)

Sherman Hofel
Jack Fina Ore
Honey Dream'ers
Olivette Miller
Jim Ameche

Larry Marvin
Barbara Davis
Nanette
Bella Smaro :

Joe LaPorte Ore
U'Aqulla Ore •

Hotel Savoy Piaia
Billy Toffell
Irving Conn Ore

Hotol Taft
Vincent Lopez Or*

Hotel Warwick '

Irving Fields: Qrl>
Maxine -.

: Latin Quarter
Sophie Tucker
Ted Shapiro
Landrc & Verna
Step Bros
Arnaut Bros
June Graham
Richard Darcy
^Miriam -'"Gwyiino -^-^
Huth Webb
Winton Frankel
Eddie Michaels
Dick Grayson
Prominaders '

Ving Merlin . Ore
B Harlow Ore

Lo Porroquot
Hugh Shannon
Marvin ' Raymer

Le Rubap Bleu
Bibl Osteritrald
.OoodmXn '.&.'

Kirkwood
3 RIBS
Mike Brown
Norman Paris 3
Julius Monk

Havana-Madrid
Kalo. &. Charmaine
Fernanda Sc Crespo^
De Castro Sis
Mildred Ray Lino
Qulntero Ore
Argueso Ore
Hotol Bolmo't-Plaij
Ames Bros _ _ .

Bert Stone' . '"

Betty J Brown
Eddie Stone Ore
Castellanos Ore '

.'

Hotel Biltmoro
Phil Wayne Ore '

Harold' Nagel Ore .

Hotel Bdlson
Henry Jerome Ore
NO 1 Fmh Ave
Owen & Murray ''>-

Barbara Ashley

'

Hazel Webster^
Downey & FonvUlo
Hotel Ambassador
Fred Oliver Ore :

William Adler Ore
WiUiam Seottl -

Panthouio
Kurt Maler
Art Ford

Royal Reeit
BUIy Eckatine
Charlie Ventura
Charlie Parker
T Dameron Ore

Splvy's
Kelly & Keating
Spivy

Vorsallles
George Umer
Bob Grant Ore
PanchitO Ore

Village Barn -

Red Ingle Ore
Freddie Gray
Karen Tedder
Harold Barry
Sinclair tc Alda
Village Vanguard
Dolores Martins
WUl Jordan V
Cyril Haines S

Waldorf-Astoria
Mario & Floria
Jimmy Carroll
Emil Coleman Ore
Mischa Borr Ore :

Closers are Johnson & Owen in 1

for Some fast eccentric taps. Their
stuff is really geared for this audi-
ence, and when they go into their
drumming routine, with the lads
beating out rhythm on a group of
drums of various sizes, customers
respond with terrific applause.
Hampton takes over on the vibes

for "Star Dust," "Bells of St.
Mary's" and finally "Hamp's Boo'
gie," socking over for solid recep-
tion. Band closes the show with
"Flying Home" for nifty getaway.

Hold.

Friars' 44th Frolic
Friars Club will stage its 44th

annual Friars Frolic at the Im-
perial theatre, N. Y., Sunday night

. - --„ Milton Berle, Friars' Abbot, is
from teeoff with the band boys

|

lining up the bill and will emcee

Brookes Randall
Robert Dev .

'

Kermit «: Glorlg.
Joseph Cole
Gil Lewis
Pete Landros

Hotel Stevoni
Frankle Masters O
Phyllis Myles
Tommy Traynor
Neil Rose
Jean Arien
Meryl Baxter
Skating Blvdears
Bog Turk
Bill Keefe
Jeannie Sook
Charles & Lucille
Jerry Hehfield
Manuel D^l Tore
Elwood Carl

'Palmer House
Barclay. Allen O
Evelyn Knight ,

M Abbott DiTR <I0)

McCarthy & Forrell
Landre & Verna

Blackstona
Beatrice Kay,

.

D LaSalle Ore (»
Vino Gardens

Mel Gole Ore ^
.locv llishop ':

Jack Soo ,
.

Enrico & Novello,
Piinfh^'s RUumba B-

going plenty brassy on "New
Look," and sax players spelling
each other to turn oa a maximum

the affair. Last half of show vidll
comprise a group of skits featuring
Berle.

Pitt Cafe Razed by Fire
Pittsburgh, Jan. 11.

One of town's best-known ' road-

:

houses, the Greenwood Gardens, on
the outskirts of town, was badly

damaged last week by fire of ijn-

determined origin. Damage was es-

timated at $25,000.
Louis A. Schindler, spot's owner,

said he would begin rebuilding.im-

mediately.

Dea Carrol goes into Club Baga-

telle, N. Y., Jan. 24 after playmg
S. S. Argentina cruise show.
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NJ. Drama Critics Boxscore
(As of Jan. 1, 1949)

Key to abbreviations: SR (sliows reviewed), R (rieht), IV (wrone),

O (no opinion), Vti. (percentage).

SR. R. W. O. Pet.

BROOKS ATKINSON (Times) 36 32 4 — .889

ROBERT COLEMAN (Mirror) 3!S 32 6 ~- .842

WILLIAM HAWKINS (World-Telegram), 37 31 5, 1 .838

RICHARD WATTS.- JR. (Post) 37 30 7 — .811

ROBERT GARLANP (Journal-American) 37 30 7 — .811

JOHN LARDNER (Star) 34 27 6 1 .794

WARD MOREHOUSE (Sun) 34 27 6 1 .794

JOHN CHAPMAN (News) 38 30 7 1 .789

HOWARD BARNES (Herald Tribune) 36 28 8 — .778

Variety (Combined)

38

37 1 — .974

UBGITIMATB 57

Times' Broob Atkinson Tops N. Y.

Critics' Boxscore at Midway Hark
Brooks Atliinson. of the N.Y.4

Times, leads tlie field at approxr'

Imately tlie half-way point in

Variety's boxscore . of the New
York drama' critics for the 1948-49

season; Robert Coleman, of the

Mirror, is in second place, with

William Hawkinsj of the World-

Telegram, in third position. Atkin-

goti niade a sharp jump from mid-

term a year ago, when he was last

in the list.

Richard Watts, Jr., of the Post,

and Robert Garland, of the Jour-
nal-American, are tied for fourth

spot, while John Lardner, of the

Star, and Ward Morehouse, of the
Sim, are' stalemated for isixth place;

John Chapman, of the News, is

eighth in the running and Howard
Barnes,, of the Herald Tribune, is

ninth.

-Ratings are based- onr38-regular
productions from the start of the
season last June 1 through last

Dec. 30. It excludes ' the limited-
engagement presentations of "Show
Boat" and the twin-bill "Medium"
and "Telephone," at th^ City
Center, and "The Victors," at the
New Stages theatre. . Included are
^'Hilarities of 1948,'' which' though
a semi-vaudeville show was cavered
by nearly all the critics, and "Rape
of ; Lucretia," to which all but two
of the' dailies 'assigned their drama
reviewers.

As'always, the boxscore is based
on the correctness of the different
critics' opinions on the shows re-'

viewed. That is, whether a review
1$ tonsidered "right" or ''wrong"
depends on whether the show in

. question proves to be a success or
failure at the boxoffice. In other

. words, whether the critical opinion
Is "right" or "wrong" is determined
by the public: reaction to the show.
In computing the averages.^ "no
opinion" reviews are figured as
"wrong."

According to present indication.s,
14 of the 38 shows so far this
season are hits. However, three of
those are somewhat questionable
and it any one of them, or other.s,
doesn't come through as expected,
the critical averages will have to
be revised accordingly. Of the
shows rated as failures, 21 have
already clcied, while the remaining
three are expected to fold soon.

Boston Rep May Fold

With. 'Richard' Show
Boston, Jah; 11. i

Boston Repertory Theatre, cur-
rently offering "Knickerbocker
Holiday" at the Copley here, may
nave to fold after its next produc-

'Richard II," starring Rich-
ard Whorf. Having recently stalled
«>« closing by obtaining more fi-
naneing, the outfit is confident that
Hicliard" will be a boxoffice click,

out hasn't enough money left to
put another show into rehearsal.

Organization has had -a rough
existenQe since its inception last

,

,.V« started on a policy of two-

'

week presentations of revivals of
Classics and "important" plays of

vintage, but switched to
changes, of bill In an at-

wI^P
to attract attendance. T^ty

Z:^A ^*=hedule was recently re-

Factor in the shaky situation was
{?f„^eS}sal of the American Na-
tional Theatre & Academy, in New

71 " financial assistance.
Another straw was ANTA's with-
arawal of its sponsorship of the«ep group. Latter action aroused
criticism in local theatrical circles,

rni,,,^'''''^
^^"^ ^"''j«<=t »^ a scathing

crit^^^nfl?:
N*"^t°"'

cntic of
, the Boston Post.

Walking on Air
New Stages is wondering

whether it should retltle "The
Victors," its current produc-
tibn "af ifs^Gfee"nWich Village^
playhouse, N. Y., "Miracle in

Bleeclcer Street." Question
stems from an incident . that
happened last Friday (7).

, Patron, using crutches, ap-
proached the boxoffice of the
Bleecker' street house and
bought two ticket; for the
Jean-Paul Sartre drama; Sev-
eral minutes later the crutches'
were discovered in the lobby,
but the man had^ disappeared.
No one saw him leave, nor has
anyone been able to explain
how he did so without his
crutches.
Pending claim' for the

crutches, or at least an expla-
-natlonv-they've-been-left^in -the-

lobby.

Buchanan Flits From

One 'Ladies' To Other;

Dixon In London 'Shoes'
Jack Buchanan, who closed Sat-

urday night (8) in"Don't Listen,
Ladies," at the Booth, N. Y., planed
to England immediately afterward
to take over the lead in the Lon-
don edition of the show. He'll suc-
ceed Francis Lister, who's be.en
out of the part because of pneu-r
monia, with an understudy playing
it in the interim.
Adele Dixon, one of the leads in

the short-lived Broadway version
of the comedy, also left for Eng-
land immediately after the closing,
having received a telephone oifer
from Jack Hylton to go into his
production of "High Button Shoe's,"

at the Hippodrome.
Lee Ephraim, co-producer of the

New York edition with Buchanan,
sails Saturday (15) for England.
He had intended to remain in New
York several more weelis.

'ANNIE' PASSES 600TH

AUSSIE PERFORMANCE
Sydney, Jan. 4,

"Annie Get Your Gun," present-
ed by J. C. Williamson, passed its

600th consecutive performance in
Australia New Year's Day. Now in

Sydney, "Annie" looks to run one
year solid here. It did 11 months
in Melbourne, set new records' in

Adelaide and Brisbane, and plays
the important New Zealand terri-

tory after the Sydney run.

From the fir.st night' "Annie"
opened in Melbourne there hasn't
been an empty seat in all the spots

played. Show will take out about
the healthiest' gross ever gotten
with a single attraction under the
Williamson banner.

,

Evie Hayes, wife of Will Ma-
honey, has scored a personal tri-

umph as the lead in "Annie."

London 'Harvey' Personal

Triumph For Sid Field

London, Jan. 11.

Sid Field, top British comedian,
scored a personal triumph in "Har-

vey" which opened Wednesday (.5)

at the Prince of Wales. In the

first straight part of his career,

Field made a tremendous impres-

sion. „

Enthusiastic reception to the

Mary ' Chase comedy leaves little

doubt that "Harvey" will have a

prolonged run. Critics and public

generally acclaimed the piece.

Empire, N.Y., Win Be Razed

For Office Bldg., But Not

For at Least 1\ Years
The Empire theatrOj'^N. Y., pur-

chased last week by the William
Waldorf Astor estate, is ultimately
to be razed in favor of an office
building. However, it's slated to
continue as a legit house for at

{

least two and a half years and pos-
sibly indefinitely thereafter, until
building conditions become less I

prohibitive. Oscar Serlin's produc-

1

tion, "Life With Mother," is cur-
rent at the theatre.

Property, including the adjacent
lot on the corner of 40th street and
Broadway, was bought by the Astor
estate at a reported -price of about
$800,000. The theatre will continue
to be operated by Jacob Friedus,
the seller, under a five-year lease

Dramatists Guild Not to Make Changes

Pending Clarification on 'Monopoly

Chaney to Partner With

Englund on 'He and She'

Stewart Chaney will partner
with Ken Englund In the; produc-

of the latter's musical com-
"He and She," which is slated

to go into rehearsal within a few
weekS; Chancy will also design
the settings and' costumes.
No director is set tor the show,

although Hassard Short is a pos-

sibility. Agnes DeMille, previously
mentioned for the assignment, is

no longer , being considered. Je-
at $38,250 annually. The Astor es-

; romg Bobbins will stage the dances
tate has the right of cancellation

, Jules Munshin is set to star,
after tv^o and a half years on pay-

I vernon Duke has written the
ment of $250,000, it's understood, ^usic and Ogden Nash supplied

Reputedly the oldest theatre in
New York being used for legit, the
Empire was built in 1892 by Al
Hayman at a cost of $500,000. The
property .remained in the Hayman
family' unffrifs purchaseTn~I946"
by Friedus. The theatre was the
producing headquarters of the late
Charles Frohman for many years
and many hit plays and top stars
have played there.

. The Astor estate recently sold
the Broadhurst; .Shubert, Booth and
Plymouth, theatres to the Shuberts,
to whom the properties were un-
der long-term lease.

the lyrics for the show, which is

budgeted at $180,000.

Bloomfield's 4rMo. Term

lOG in Retro

ATPAM Hikes
New agreement between the

Assn. of Theatrical Press Agents &
Managers and the League of N. Y.
Theatres, retroactive to Labor Day,
provides for increases for company
and house managers and press?
agents on Broadway and the road..

Present contract, under which the
boosts were negotiated, expires
next Labor Day and confabs to-

ward a new one wilf begin during
the summer.

At total of about $10,000 is in-

volved in the retroactive raises.

The new rates for the various
classifications are as follows:

house managers in New Yorlc and
elsewhere, except Boston and Chi-
cago, $140 ( previously $133.50 )

;

house managers in Boston and Chi-
cago, $122.50 (from $113.50); com-
pany managers of straight shows in

New York, $140 ($133.50); com-
pany managers of musical shows In
New York, $145 ($133.50).

Also, company managers of
straight shows on tour, $180
($166.67); company managers of

musical shows on tour, $220
($200); pressagents in New York,
$200 ($190); pressagents in New
York for a second and succeeding
productions for the same manage-
men^,' $175 ($166.67); pressagents
on tour, $225 ($210) ; additional
pres.sagents on tour, $155 ($140).
Managers and pressagents are to

get- a week's vacation with pay.

ATPAM failed to Wipe out the dif-

ferential against house managers
in Boston and Chicago, although
the margin was reduced slightly.

However, the union succeeded in

establishing a differential between
company managers^^for straight and .

musical shows in New York.

May Be First of Several

Govt. Moves Vs. B'way
Legit producer Harry Bloomfield

last week was sentenced to a four-
month .1 ail term by N; Y. Federal
Judge Sylvester J, Ryan for failure

to pay Government taxes ''in excess

of $50,000." Co-producer of"Pol-
onaise" and producer of "Foxhole
in the Parlor," both 1945 produc-
tions, Bloomfield was indicted on'

12 counts for non-payment of in-

come and social security taxes for

the shows' personnel.
Judge Ryan ruled that "people

who gamble with the Government's
money and lose must be prepared
to go to jail." Courti however,
granted Bloomfield a three-mcmth
probationary term in order to
make restitution, but the jail senr
tence stands. His peculations, ac-

cording to Asst. U. S. District At-
torney Florence Shientag, extend-
ed from May, 1945, to August,
1946.

Government prosecution of
Bloomfield may be the first in a

I

series of such actions against
I Broadway producers. There have
I been several recent reports of
Treasury Dept. agents investigat-
ing admissions tax payments as
well as income tax and social se-
curity deductions by other mana-
gers. In at least one such case,
prosecution has been held up
pending the showman's payment
of delinquent coin. '

Charles Sylvester, Bloomfield's
law.yer, said that nearly half of the
producers who have been guilty of
similar offenses have been allowed
to make civil settlements; How-
ever, Miss Shientag argued that
those who had been permitted
to make settlements"had not
acted deliberately." She noted
that some of the actors whose in-
I'ome tax deductions had not been
remitted to the Government sub-
sequently claimed and received re-
funds of taxes they believed
Bloomfield had paid for their ac-
counts.

Warners As Presenters

Of 'Harvey' In Alhany
Albany, Jan. 11.

The Warner circuit, in booking

"Harvey," with Joe E. Brown, for

three performances at the Strand,

Jan. 25-26, is presenting a legiti-

mate show on its own for the first

time here in recent years. The
only traveling- productions seen at

the Strand for a long time have
been two played under the auspices

of the Variety Club's Heart
Fund.

Booking of. "Harvey" is an ex-

periment, following presentation of

several road musicals by Warners
in Utica. Albany's sole regular
stage . fare in the past two seasons

has been stock at Malcolm Attei-

bury's Playhouse. The Strand had
a single performance of "The Glass
Menagerie," for Tent 9, last year.

"Harvey" is being presented at

$4.80 top, with two evening shows

and one matinee..

HAMID RAPS A.C. MAYOR

ON NEW LEGITER BID
Atlantic City, Jan. 11.

In an effort' to indtice New York
shows, to resume' openings in: At-

lantic City; a legitimate playhouse

may be erected here' by the resort

with funds from the present so-

called luxury tax. Mayor Joseph
Altraan, speaking before a -civic

club last week, outlined the plan.
He said that he had in mind a
theatre, to be located on the board-
walk, which would' be city-owned
and would seat about 2.000. Cost
would be abdut $500,000.

Mayor Altman's proposal
brought an immediate reply from

Pending some legal clarification,

the status of the Dramatists Guild
and other such professional organ-
izations is uncertain. The Guild
douncil will meet tomorrow (Thur.)

to consider what course to pursue
until an opinion is issued by N. Y.
Supreme Court Justice Simon H.

:

Rifkind on various motions argued
at a hearing yesterday (Tues.) fol-,

lowing trial of Carl E. Ring's anti-
monopoly suit. Jt's believed the .

Gnild council will decide to go
along at least temporarily on the
same basis as before.

Confused situation results from
last week's jury verdict in the Ring
case." Although non-suiting the-
plaintiff on the ground, that the
Guild's minimum basic agreement
was not responsible for the 1944
failure of his production of "Stover
pipe Hat," the jury issued an 'ad-
visory'' opinion that, the Guild is

not a labor organization and thus
violates the anti-trust laws. Unless
this situation is clarified by Judge:
-Rifkind'»^ul:ing—on-H;he—pending-
motions, the Guild's position apr
pears to be anomolous.

One factor possibly in the Guild's :

favor is that Ring's triple-damage
suit was brought on the. basis of
the organization's minimum basic

agreement of 1941, .under which
"Stovepipe Hat" was produced.
That agreement subsequently ex-
pired and a new one, signed with
the League of N. Y. Theatres in

1946, excludes several of the pos-
;

sibly objectionable parts of the
earlier pact.

Since the claim for damages in

Ring's suit was thrown out by the
jury, the plaintiff is not expected
to appeal the case to a higher court,

unless Judge _Rifkind's„i'ulings_on

some Of. the motions "provides a'

basis. Such an appeal would b«
an expensive matter and Ring
would presumably have little to

gain, even after the jury's opinion
that the Guild is monopolistic, as,

his cause of action for the damage
claim was disallowed.
SO far^ Guild leaders have been

reluctant to discuss tlie case, rer

ferring queries to attorneys. How-
ever, it's possible that, unless

Judge Rifkind's formal opinion:

makes such a course untenable, the
organization's council may decide
to continve indefinitely on the
present basis. The idea would be
that the existing minimum basic

agreement would probably not be
held monopolistic by the courts and
that, in any case, the chances of •

anothef anti-trust suit against the
Guild are remote, except on the

;

unlikely chance that damages could
be collected.

No Incentive To Change
According to one member of the

council, producers would have
little incentive to force the disso-

lution or reorganization of the
Guild. With or without a minimum
basic agreement, it's argued, es-

tablished playwrights would still

demand as high royalties and ad-
vances, and would insist on the
same share of film and subsidiary
rights. As to the author's right to
okay script changes, that's figured
basic under the law.
Even the Shuberts, who. once

sued the Guild on the basis of the
minimum basic agreement, would
have little to gain by forcing dis-

(Continued on page 61)

Anne Jeffreys' Two

Bids for Next Season
Anne Jeffreys, who closed Sat-

urday (8) in "My Romance," at the
Adelphi, N. Y., has already been
approached for two mu.sicals for
next season. One is the Theatre
Guild's musical version of "The
Pursuit of . Happiness,", with -book

:

and lyrics by Herbert: and Dorothy
Fields and score by Burton Lane,
and the other is the Herman Levin-i

Oliver Smith tune edition of
_ TT 'J , - Gentlemen Prefer Blondes," with

2f"J^* ..52!ll"?i'..?''u S.*^^^ !

book by Joseph Fields and songs
' by Jule Styne and Leo Robin,Pier. "The city has more thea

ties now than anyone knows What
to do with," he said in a letter to

' the Mayor. "There are two ori
Steel Pier which we would make

. available to responsible parties or
' to the city."

'ANNA' FOR PAEIS
Paris, Jan. 11.

Hollywood agent Jerry Lavan
says he'll produce "Anna Lucasta"
here.

1
Play will have a local all-Negro

1 cast.'

Singer-actress is set for a per-
sonal at the Capitol, Ns Y., some- :

time during' February and also has
a. film deal pending. She may also:

star in an operetta on the Coast
this spring for Edwin Le-ster, but
has no intention of malcing any
grand opera appearances for the
next couple of years.

Star left by plane Monday night
(10) for the Coast, figuring on
taking an extended rest at her

i home in Hollywood and possibly
,vi.siting palm Springs for « levi
J weeks.
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Trend k Towards Goodwill Service

In New York's Theatre Management

Despite increasing operatintr|

«osts, the managements of a num-

ber o£ New York legit theatres are

Investing large sums in renovating

and maintaining their houses.
Londbn, Jan. 11

This is accompanied by special em- Alicia Markova and Anton Dolin
' phasis on courteous service by the- closed Friday (7) night after five

atre personnel toward the public, successful performances -"^

Markova, Dolin Score In

London Stadium Bow

Newest example of this policy

was a display ad in the drama sec-

tion of the N. Y. Times last Sun-

day (9), inserted by Anthony B.

Farrell • to announce the opening

of his Mark Hellinger theatre, on

Broadway, with the premiere Jan.

22 of "All for Love," which he's

co-producing with Sammy Lam-
bert. Notable aspect of the ad was
that it devoted 10 paragraphs to

the theatre and only one to the

show..

Copy, over Farrell's signature,

was obviously aimed to combat the
- -bad-impression-made,.by- many_un-

attraetive houses and irritating at-

tendants. It said in part, "I hap-

pen to think it's the most beauti-

ful theatre in town. Here you'll

rtieefno rudeness, no slovenly serv-

ice ... I meant it when I told my
friends this theatre would be dedi-

cated to your relaxed good time . .

,

you'll encounter no curtness or

chill at the boxoffice . . . You won't

be, pushed around . . . only flood

drinks will be served ... I want to

be proud of that theatre."

Understood the chain and cable

manufacturer, who entered show

business last year as the bankroUer

of the flop "Hold It" and subse-

quently bought the Hellinger (then

L theLHollywoo_d) at a reported price
i

of $1,250,000, has spent "an addi-

1

at Em'
press Hall, 'Earls Court Stadium.

The dancers were aided by a lo-

cally recruited corps de ballet and
MUir MathieSon and the Philhar-

monic orchestra. J,

Markova and Dolin were the

first ballet attraction presented at

the indoor stadium, previously

used for Ice skating and sports

matches. They were presented by
Victor Hochauser by arrangement
with their manager, Alfred Katz.

The stadium seats 8,000, and there

was capacit;* business at all per-

formances.

;

Experiment of bringing Markova
and Dolin to" the stadium -meant-*

gamble of $100,000, but proved

okay; Hochauser took up his op
tion to present Markova and Dolin

again next Christmas.

Current Road Shows
(Jan. 10-23)

"AIlegri»"*-iAmer., St. Louis (10-

15); KRNT, Des Moines (17-18);

Music HaU, K. C. (20-22).

"Annie Get Your Gun"—Court
Sq., Spgfld. (10-12); Aud., Wore.
(13-15); Ford's, Balto. (17-22).

"At War With the Army"—Aud.,
Hartford (21-22),

"Blackouts of 1948"—'El Capitan,

L. A (10-22).

Born Ycsterday"^Aud.,.Den.ver
(13-15);

BILLY VAN
The Bowery character who dances

his way into your heart and into

the Boudoir of MAE WEST in
DIAMOND LIL."

Play out of Town

- - ,- . . ,(10-12); ..Cap;, Salt Lake
tiohal $250,000 modernizing and re-

1 Biltmore, L. A. (17-22).

furbisliing the house. He has told I "Brigadoon"—Sliubert, Chi (10'

friends he intends continuing at 22).

least in the theatre operation end I "Carousel"—Tower, Atlanta (10-

of show business

As owners of four other Broadway
legit houses, City Playhouses, Inc.,

has established a reputation for

progressive management after a

little more than five years in the

field. Its theatres, the Morosqo,

Fulton, 46th Street and Coronet,

have all been completely reno-

vated and redecorated, and the

Staffs of the houses have been cited

for their efficiency and courtesy.

In addition City Playhouses is

known in the trade for the fair

terms it gives producers.,

Actors Get Decorated

; As an example of City Playhouses
,

aperation, the 46th Street has re

16); Mosque, Richmond (18-22)

Dante—Studebaker, Chi. (17-22).

"Desert Sons"—^Shubert, N. II.

(10-15); Sliubert, Philly (17-22).

"Diamond i^il"—Ford's, Balto.

10-15); Royal Alex.^ Toronto (17-

22)-.

"Favorite S t ran g er"—Shea's,
Erie (10); Park, Youngstown (11);

Colonial, Akron (12); Town Hall,

Toledo (13-15); Shubert-Laf., Det.
(17-22).

"Fieure Of a Girl"—Colonial,
Best. (17-22). .

"Flnian's' Rainbow"—Cass, Det.
(10-22).

"George White's YaHetles"—
Curran, Frisco (17-22).

"Harvey"—Hanna, Cleve. (17-

22).

Figure of a Girl
New Haven, Jan. 6.

Theatre GuUd production of comedy in
three acts (eve .scenes) by Philip Barry,
adapted from "L'Empereur de .Chine" of
Jean Pierre Aumont. Co-stars Aumont
and LlUi Palmer; features Arlene Francis.
Staged by Robert B. Sinclair; scenery by.
Stewart Ghaney; gownS' by Valentina and;
Castillo; costumes by Valerian. Produc-
tion under supervision of Theresa HeJ-
burn and Lawrence Langner. Opened at
Shubert, New Haven< Jan. 6.' '49; $3.fi0

top. ,

Paulette . Phyllis Kirk
Pierre Renault Jean Pierre Aumont
Toto; Donald Hanmer
Christiane Benolt-Benoit .Lilli Palmer
Dcnise .Anna. Minot
Victor Benolt-Benoit, . Lawrence Fletcher
Madeleine Benoit-Benolt. Arlene .Francis
Bascoul. . . ..... . . ....;....> , ; Louis . Borel
Rondet. .Richard Hepburn

Coast Legit Tryottts

Pay Dividends/EarV

198iGLA Take Shows
Los Angeles, Jan, U.

Final audit of the Coast "Lend

An Ear" company, now being made,

is expected to furnish conclusive

proof that trying a show out on the

Coast pays heavy dividends. In 30

L. A. weeks, "Ear" grossed .$198,^

500. Original production cost of

$30,000 was repaid and the current

audit is expected to determine,

exact amount of profit.

However, it's known that some of

the expenses Of the New York com-
pany were- charged to , the Coast

troupe and that many costly, mis-

takes were ironed out «n the Coast
rather than in the east. It's ex-

pected that audit will. show ^he

Coast company not only made a

profit for investors, but chopped
costs of the Broadway bow by up
to $50,000, thereby quickening re-

turns to investors in the eastern

version? Further; upcoming tour

slated for the revue will be all on
the profit side_since^ productiojn

costs have been com pieTely
amortized.

on

cently been redecorated by Dorothy
]

"Harvey»'—Shubert,
Draper, With comfort innovations i

(17-82).

N. Haven

for the patrons. Also, the em^

ployees' facilities have been made
more attractive, in line with, the

•personnel policy of Louis A. Lo-
tito, City Playhouses president, and
Robert W. Dowling, president of

the parent company, City Invest-

ing. For instance, when the cur-

rent show, "Love Life," was booked
into the house, the dressing rooms
were decorated ' according to the
wishes of the actors.

In the 46th Street, the only soft

drink stand is located in the smok-
ing promenade,.; so it is inaudible
in the auditorium. There are no
soft drinks served in any other of
the firm's theatres, although the
concessipn could be sold for an es-

timated $25,000 a year in each
house. City Playhouses employs
about 140 people for maintenance

High Button Shoes'.'r-rShubert,
Philly (10-15); Aud.. Roch. (17-19);

Erlanger, Buff. (20-22).

"Laugh Carnival"—Music Hall,

.K. C. (10-12); Aud., Des Moines (IS-

IS); American, St. Louis (17-22).

"Leaf and Bough"—Forrest,
Philly (10-15).

"Make Mine ManhattiRn"—Shu-
bert, Bost. (10-22).

"Man and Superman" —^Gt.
Northern, Chi. (10-15); Hartman,
Col. (17-20); Univ., Bloomingtoh
(21-22) '

' -

"Medea"—Blackstone, Chi. (10-

15); Aud., St. Paul (17-18); Lyceum,
Mpls. (19-22).

"Mr. Roberts"^Erlanger, Chi.
(10-22). •

,

"O Mistress Mine"-r-Plymouth,
Bost. (I(]h22).

"Oklahoma!" (No. 1 Co.)—Aud.,
Cincy (10-1^); Nixon, Pitt. (17-22).

Oklahoma!" (No; 2 Co.)—Aud
work, many of them on a full-time

\

Pueblo (10-11); Aud., Hutchinson

basis. That includes 10 full-time i

(13': Aud.- Salinas (15); Aud., St.

repairmen, four full-time painters, Jof '16-17); Mem. pil Joplm (19-

plus 20 cleaners, 12 porters, engi^ 20 :
Mosque Spgfld (21-22)

nPOl-s tnanflOPi-a trpaKiii-Ara iisH'.
BaZB the ROOf'-^Shubert-Laf ,

«1 L.S! l*i '
i

Det. (10-15); Gt. Northern, Chi. (17-
ers, department heads, etc. 22)
The Martin Beck, managed in- 1 Shakespeare Co.—Aud., Prince-

dependently by Lotito, has.similar { ton (10); Aud., Mt. Vernon (11);

business, public relations and per- 1 MitcheU Hall, Newark, Del. (12i;

sonnel pplicies. The Centeri owned I

Aud., Charlottesville (13); Little^

and operated by the Rockefellers,
i

Hollins College (15); Aud., Chapel

is another theatre known for its 1'': }^2"12"J,^ ,9''y,' f^^eens-

progressive manaKcmenl. boro (18i; A & T Coll, Greensboro
*^

' (19); Aud., Salisbury (20); Aud., De-
catur ,(22).

"Show Boat"—Aud., Frisco (10-
II); Aud., Stockton (12); Aud., . San
Jose (ISJi Aud., Oakland (14-15);
Aud., Boulder (18); Aud., Denver
,(i9-22)-^ V,

."Streetcar Named Desire" —
Harris. Chi. (10-22).

"The Heiress"—Biltmore, L. A.
(10-15); Geary, Frisco (17-22).

'

"They Knew What They Wanted"—Playhse., Wilm. (14-15); Forrest,
Philly (17-22). , :

This latest Theatre Guild can-
didate for Broadway favor- will

have to stake its chances not on
what it does, but on how it does it.

As far as theme novelty is con-
cerned, "Figure of a Girl" is strict-

ly a case of roasting a chestnut—
but in this instance, the cooking
is done with gas. The item of per-
sonalities will have considerable
bearing on the final outcome liere,

the point being that if critical ac-
ceptance can hurdle the. hazard of
a trite plot, then the ingratiating
performances of a good troupe han-
dling entertainment dialog should
carry the production to a fair

enough boxoffice response.
Certainly there is nothing of an

innovation in the storyiof a charm-
ing young Frenchman who comes
into a Parisian household and, in
less time than it takes to flick a
wink at a blonde, has the entire
menage drooling over him. Neither
is it a fresh thought that he is a
complete rascal—indulging in lying,

cheating, smuggling, amours and
kindred moral- lapses—who is

finally subdued by the pure love of

the virgin daughter of, the family.
These factors, producing a ten-

dency to label the piece just an _
other contrived French comedy,

| thVatrerHollyw^^^^ AineVic"an'

Legit Bits

Gladys Feldman. ex-Ziegfeld
Follies girt wife of radio-legit actor

Horace Braham, is recuping, at

home after serious eye operation.

. . Helen Hoerie joined Michel
Mok office to do publicity on "At
War With The. Army." . . . James
Troup signed as company manager
and Tony Buttitta as advance agent
for Joe E. Brown company of

"Harvey," which starts touring
Monday (17) in New Haven, But-
titta just finished a screen script

on life of Lilly Windsor, young
tmerican- soprano, which- -will -be
Imed in Italy in May. . ; . A* V.

Colon, dance critic of London Sun-^

day Times, arrived in N. Y. Satur-
day (8), to lecture on English thea-
tre and ballet. ... Peggy Murrey,
stage manager of the touring "O
Mistress Mine," left company
Saturday (8) to marry William
Knapp, a New Yorker. • •

Harry Shcppard has succeeded
Lawrence Fletcher in the cast of
"Silver Whistle," at the Biltmore,
N. Y. . . . Harry Bannister announ-
ces plans for a spring production
of "Queen Bee," melodrama by
Lowell Brentano and Will Oursler
. , . Michael Kidd,. who did the
choreography for the show, subbed
as a chorus boy recently in "Love
Life," at the 46th Street, N. Y.
Peggy Phillips, associate to

Joseph Heidt as pressagent of the
Theatre iGuild, was inadvertantly
omitted from recent listing of man-
agerial and p.a. assignments . . .

James D. Proctor, after hiding out
for several months for a writing
stint, back as a legit p.a. and han-
dling the upcoming "Death of a
Salesman," "Stars for a Dark Cave"
and "45 Minutes from Broadway"

. . "Grand National Night," which
will be presented Jan. 31 at El Patio

Rose In tli« Wlldemess
Abbe Practical .WpTksjiop production of

drama .in three acta by lilarguerUe P '

Melcher. Staged by Olpria Monty; dances
by Doris Humphrey; nuwlc arranged and
directed by G. Wood:; oostnmeili' Kav
Sawn. At Itlaiter Institute theatre, N. v'
Jan. 4, '49. '

Artist. . .Michael Summers
Elder Caleb Franlc Dudley
Brother Thomas... ..Richard Venture
Brother Trueworthy. . .J. J. Hetherlngton
Brother Issacher Richard Karter
BHder Pletus , . . . . , John Martin
Sister Asenath.:. . . . . ; „. , .Porothy Patten
Novice Rosett*. ,.......>.>.. Jane Rdgers
Ernest Martin. >,,>..... ^George Bandurt
Sister Caroline. . > . .>

.

: • > .Jenna- Fleet
Jessica. .. .. ................ >Lee AVstUi

: This off-Broadway workshop of
mixed professional and student tal.

ent offers an unusual play in Mar-
guerite F. Melcher's "Rose in the
Wilderness." Well acted and staged

in an intimate uptown house, the
drama is an abosorbing study of
the spiritual tribulations of a group
of Shakers in 1863. It has suspense
and mood, an essential integrity,

and considerable historical inter-

est. It appears a little thin and
perhaps occasionally contrived for
commercial Broadway, but is su-
perior fare for strawhats; little

theiatres'and-community- groups:

—

Play has quaint manners and
customs of the Shakers; their com-
munity singingi and an absorbing
religious dance devised. -by Doris
Humphrey. But aside from these
externals, it also has a timeless
conflict of faith and mores in the

'

motivations of its principal char-
acters. Perhaps: the appeal is ae'
cented by: the intimate little-thea-'

tre surroundings of the workshop's
playhouse which a larger "hou.se

would dissipate. , But uptown,
played to the hilt by a large cast

headed by several Equityites, it

scores.
John Martin, as the Shaker elder

who errs; Frank Dudley, as the v
elder unmoved by worldly desires;

-Dorothy Patten , as one of-the com- -

munity's pillars; Lee Austin, as the :

young si.ster who finds love: more
important than the sect; Jenna:
Fleet, Richard: Venture and J. J.

'

Hetherington, as other important
members of the community, stand'
out in fine performances. Gloria
Monty's staging is good in- the

;

limited medium, while G. Wood's
music and Miss Humphrey's chore-
ography are of distinct Broadway
calibre. . Bron.

Shows in Rehearsal
"AH for Love"-r:-Sammy Lam-

bert & Anthony B. Farrell.

"At War With the Army"—
Henry May, Charles Ray McCal-
lum & Jerome E. Rosenfeld.

"Big Knife" — Dwight Deere
i

Wiman, Lee Strasberg & Clifford

Odets.
"Death of a Salesman"-i-Bloom-

garden-Fried.
"Forward the Heart"—Anthony Clifford Goldsmith has authored

Parella & Leon Bronesky.
|
a new play. "If They Were" Mine,""

"They Knew What They Wanted" i about two familii-s »<1h) swap chil-
* .iJ—John Cfblden. - •.'-<v 1 dien; iis an experiment. 'il <.<

are overcome somewhat by an ef-

fort to show why the central charr
acter is as he is. In this case, he is

a product of the war years which
convinced many young Parisians
that certain porocedureSi : unprin-
cipled as juHged"by normal m^al
codes, were not only necessary for
survival at that time, but were ac-
tually the right philosophy -to

entertain. This element is the
sober .tangent of this otherwise
for-laughs^and-romance-only script.

Carrying only minor revisions
from the French version -(an orig-
inal sequence involving an affair
between the young man and the
mother of the household has been
deleted), story has been adapted
with considerable polish which afr

fords complete leeway for the per-
sonal charm emphasized by the
leads, Jean-Paul Aumont and'
Lilli Palmer. Former, as the sunny
exponent of shady dealingSj is def-
initely the matinee-idol type, and
Miss Palmer is a very pretty vis-a-
vis. They make an attractive team
and add to their physical attrib-:
utes an aptitude for putting them-
selves across histrionically as well.

Arlene Francis radio fans will
not find here the bri,sk qualities
that punctuate her air characteriza-
tions, but they will find a thor-
oughly capable performance as the
stepmother who finds herself en-
meshed in romantic leanings
toward the personable young hearts
thumper. Lawrence Fletcher gives
a good Interpretation of a pompous
trafficker in questionable trans-
actions. On the favorable support
roster are Donald Hanmer, as Au-
mont's confrere; Anna Minot, a
sexy typist, and Phyllis Kirk, an
equally sexy housemaid.
Dialog on the whole is very lis-

tenable. Staging has manipulated
Vftrying degrees* of pate skillfully,

Legit Follownp

preemed during the summer of
1947 at Bucks County playhouse,
New Hope, Pa., under the direction
of Franklin Heller.
Former Broadway scene designer

John Koenig is head designer, in
cliarge of all windows and displays,
for Macy's, San Francisco . . .

The Theron Bambergers (Phyllis
Perlman) have bought a : home in
New Hope, Pa., and the Russel
Grouses (Anna Erskine) purchased
a summer place at Annisquam, I

Mass.

'Harvey' 27G, Balto
Baltimore, Jan. 11.

"Harvey," with Frank Fay, made
some legit history for Ford's here
last week when it whacked out a
^mash $27,000 on its second week
after having passed $27,000 on its

initial session. There was no help
from nearby, Washington, currently
closed to legit, on this one, as the
comedy had already chalked up
eight weeks there.
Mae West, in "Diamond Lll," is

current, with fine advance sale in
the till.

particularly effective being the ro-
mantic sequences between the
leads. Cast is attractively cos-
tumedi good taste also being evi-
dent in a lush apartment setting.
A scene change to a hotel attic
room was accomplished so rapidly
(30 seconds) it - evoked audience
applause.
For picture fare, "Girl" has the

possibility of expansion into excit-
ing avenues of the underground re-
sistance war years and smuggling
of the postwiir era^ these topics be-
ing mentioned only verbally in the
stage >produ<tion. Bone. >

Make Mine Manhattan
(BROADHURST. N. Y.)

With Bert Lahr starring, "Make
Mine Manhattan" seems a stronger
boxoffice bet than originally. The
addition appears particularly im-
portant as the Arnold B. Horwitt-

Rich'ard Lewine revue went on tour

this week, opening Monday night

(10) in Boston. Because of its New
York emphasis, the show may
need extra come-on to do profitable

business on the road. ,

Besides bringing in a couple of

.

old numbers of his own, Lahr:has
taken over the leading part in sfev-

eral of the original "Manhattan'
sketches. He plays the retiring

drama critic in the skit about the

Jukes aisle-sitter, does fairly well

with the "Schraffts" song formerly

sung by Joshua Shelley, teajns

with Dave Burns in the "Good Qla

Days" duet and enacts the film di-

rector in: the Bronx location biti_

The old Lahr numbei-s are the

.standard "Song of the Woodman,
by Harold Arien and E. Y. Har-

burg, and David Freedman's long

but still funny income tax skit

The comedian's new sketchy is.

"Doctors Don't Tell," by Matt

Brooks, reminiscent of innumer-

able burlesque routines about nearr

sighted sawbones. As caught last

Friday night (7) at the Broadhurst,

N. Y., Lahr didn't appear in the

satirical sketch about "Allegro,

for which he was listed in the pror

gram. Jack Albertson played the

There's one new song m
show, an acceptable number oy

Horwitt and Lewine, titled "Man-

hattan in the Spring." It replaces

and uses the same rooftop setting

as "I Don't Know His Name." And

with the withdrawal of Sid Caesar,

his routines about the gum-macmne
and the expensive date are w'ss-

ing. In general, the principals m
"Manhattan" give satisfactory per-

formances (except that Burns

doesn't bother to change his beat-

up loafer shoes until the finale),

but the ensembles have slippea,

both as to personner and playing.

Settings and costumes have been

kept in good condition.
, i_

"Manhattan" is still strongest m
its sketches, needing another catcny

song besides "Saturday Night m
Central Park," and lacking nota"'*

damting. '"i^ ' • '
wobe.

,



Total Broadway Grosses

The following art the comparative figures based on Vahiety's

iMXofffce estimates, fop last week ana the corresponding week of

last season:
This Last

.Season Season
Number of show? current 33 2$
I'otal weeks played so far by all shows 686 742

Total gross for all current shows last week. . . .$637,800 $555,100
^lotal season's gross so far for all shows .... $16,209,300 $15,883,000

Number of new prodwctions so far. . 39 34

LEGITIMATB S9

Chi Stfll Hefty; 'Roberts' $28,700,

'Brig' 35a Desire' $18,600, 'Man' 166
Chicago, Jan. 11. ^

Legit b.o. is still hefty after boff

Mew Year's week, with favorable

weather and furniture convention-

eers hypoing biz in general. "Mr.

Boberts" continues along in boff

fashion, playing to near capacity

night after night. "Streetcar

Named Desire" in 15th week is still

pletity profitable although b.o. has

gradually tapered.
" Dante"therMagician opens at the-

Studebaker Jan. 12, and will fea-

ture a Sunday matinee for children.

"Raise the Roof" follows on heels

of "Man and Superman" at Great
Northern Jan. 16 and will also run
Sunday matinees. "Finian's Rain-

bow" opens at Shubcrt Jan. 31.

Estimates, for Last Week
Breden-Savoy Comie Opera Co.,

Civic Opera House (2nd week) (3,-

ioO; $3.71). Crix tax cutting , into

take, with fairish $15,000,

"Brlffadoon," Shubert (14th

week) (2,100; $4.94). Getting good
share of furniture convention trade.

Big $35,000.

"Man and Superman," Great
Northern (2nd week) (1,500; $4.94).

.^fienerons: jreturns in_ second - last

week. Big $16,0007"
~

. "Medea," Blackstone (7th week)
tt,358; $4.40). Closing next week
but holding well with profitable
$13,500.

' "Mister RobertsjV Erlanger (17th
week) (1,334; $4.33). Furniture
men flocking to this one, keeping
house at capacity with $28,700.

"Streetcar Named Desire," Har-
ris (15th week) (1,000; $4.33). Nice
matinee play keeping in black with
$18,600.

Til' 22G, Piiy,

'Shoes' $30,000,

'Sniile'$5,0i

Philadelphia, Jan. 11.
Philly's legit crop of bookings

continues to grow weekly despite
pessimistic predictions about the
imminent foldup of the season,
especially as far as the road is

concerned. Last night, the Walnut,
Locust and Forrest all had open-
tags, Blackstone, "The Shop at Sly
Comer" and "Leaf and Bough,"
respectively. First-named is in for
two. weeks, other two shows, both
tryouts that have been undergoing
a doctoring treatment, are pausing
here for one week only. Sale for

.
the tryouts is very light for
Blackstone, fair.

Estimates for Last Week
"High Button Shoes," Shubert

(2d week) (1,877; $4.55). Without
aid of tilted holiday scales, this

mia' 35G In 10, Denver;

Split Week B.0. 39G In 7
Denver, Jan. 11.

In spite of heavy snow and cold
weather, "Oklahoma!" ' did a fine
$35,000 in 10 shows at the 3,200-
seat auditorium at:. a. $4.20 top. In
Irincalnr-Neb:r-wit-h^-2i200 seats at-

the Stuart, and a $3.50 top, with
a break in the weather; the show
did a 'smash $21,500 in four shows.
In both spots the local«manage-
ment was Arthur M. 'Ooerfelder.
In Topeka, Kans., in the audi-
torium, with 3,500 seats and a $3.50
top, "Oklahoma!" did a big $17,500
in three shows.

Using 4,000 seats in the audi-
torium, " Skating Vanities,"
brought in by Oberfelder, did a
fine $37,000 at a $2.60 top in nine
shows.

'BORN' $13,000 IN 4, K.C.;

JHELLZ' 506 IN 2 TOWNS
Kansas City, Jan. 11.

Legit is having one of its busiest
months here, with . a road com-
pany in every week; some weeks
having two- shows. It started with
Olsen and Johnson in "Hellzapop-
pin of 1949" which came in Dec.
30 for four days and six shows,
including late show New Year's
eve at midnight. Show opened in
Des Moines, playing four shows
Dec. 27-29. Week's take figured a
fine $50,000, with 60% Of the gate
coming from the K. C. Music Hall
engagement. A & N Presentations
booked show in both spots.

/ "Born Yesterday'' in the Music
Hall Jan. 6-8 for four shows under
A & N banner racked up steady
biz for $13,000, good going show
got about $4,000 the first part of
the week in Des; Moines. Cur-
rent is "Ed Wynn's Laugh Car-
nival!' in the Music Hall Jan. 9-12

i
with no show Monday (10). "Air

!

legro" is set for Jan. 20-22, first

I Theatre Guild subscription show of
I the season.

WS' 30 WEEKSJ«

LA.NEAR$200G
Los Angeles, Jan. 11.

"Lend An Ear" wound a 30-
week stand at Las Palmas Satur-
day (2) with an overall gross of
$198,500 for the run. Final week
at Increased scale helped swell the
total. Show wiU not tour from
here, as originally planned, but a
tour starting from New York in
the spring is in the cards.

"Show Boat" also flnaled Satur-
day after two good weeks at the
Phil,harmonic. No jnewcomers this
frame.

Estimates for Last Week
"Blackouts, of 1948," El Capitan

(342d wk) (1,142; $2.40). Back in
the $17,000 groove.

"Lend An Ear," ' Las Palmas
(30th wk). (388; $3.60). Final
frame's $7,800 due to increased
scale and tapacity draw.
"Show Boat," Philharmonic

Aud (3d wk) (2,670; $3.60) Okay
$39,300 for final frame. Rodgers
& Hammerstein production actual-
ly played two full weeks with total
gross hitting $85i300^representing
about 85%.
"The Heiress," Biltmore (2d Wk)

(1,636; $3.60). First, full week
fe^isrered—pfettjr—good— $17;100r
some $13,000 of that figure com
ing from Theatre Guild subscrip
tion list.

B'way B.O. Takes Nosedive Agam;

Upturn Due; 'Girls' Bolfo $50m

'Kate'$45,m'Anne'$28,600,'Sky'23G
Broadway's annual post-holiday

|
(M-1,319; $6). With the end of thea-

nosedive was unusually tough lastl tre parties, attendance has sagged
week, setting off a flurry of clos-

1 at this Kurt Weill- Alan Lerner
ings. Nearly all shows felt the musical. Slipped again last week
adverse b.o. conditions, grosses in

1 to $21,000.
some cases falling below even the

| "Madwoman of ChalUot," Belas-
pre-Christmas dips. There was a i (2d wk) (D-1.077; $4.80). French
welcome upturn at the begmnmg i import started slowly but is being
of this week, however, and pros-

| helped by favorable foUowup press
pects for the next couple of months

, comment. Lack of theatre parties
seem fairly good.

.
I or advance sale has been holding

There are two openuigs this bag^^ the first few weeks. Still in
Week, "Smile of the World," at the
Lyceum tonight (Wed.), and
"Along Fifth Avenue," at the
Broadhurst tomorrow (Thurs.).

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C: (Comedi/), D (Drama),

the red last week, but Monday
night (10) saw a pickup; $13,800,'

"Make Mine Manhattan," Broad-
hurst (52d wk) (R-1,160; $6). Hold-
over revue eased into the red for
its final weeks; closed Saturday'

CD (Comcdv-Drotno), R (Reuue), I night (8) to tour; $14;000.

?J£'!f.''.l*r«:;rth.;rcf
' "Make Way for Lucia," Cort (3d

"Along 5th Avenue." Broadhurst
^j., (cd-1,064; $4.80). English so-

Tinian' Sizzling $35,800

In Its Second Pitt Week
Pittsburgh, Jan.. 11.

"Finian's Rainbow" wound up at

the Nixon with a sizzling $35,800 on
its second week, about $1^000 under
the opening stanza; Difference was
accounted for in the New Year's
Eve performance, which played to

a $6,150 top, as against regular scale

of $4.,'55 (including tax). Show was
a continuous SRO with exception
of second balcony, and those seats

in the upper tiers are always hard
to sell.

'5thAve.'24G,

'Desert' 19G,

'Sly' 5C, Hub
Boston, Jan.- 11.

Legit leveled; off last week save_
for the sock -"'Biz regislefedTrBy;
"Along Fifth Avenue," other
houses being only so-so. Only
opener was "Knickerbocker Holi-
day," revival put on by the Boston
Repertory Associates at the Cop-,
ley. Neither "Shop at Sly Comer"
nor "Leaf and Bough'' made too
much of an impression, while
"Desert Song" got its usuaU cus-
tomers at the Opera House. "Ice-
capades" at the Garden drained off
plenty of biz, the take figured
nearly $350,000.

Estimates for Last Week
"Along Fifth Avenue," Shubert

(3d week) (1,750; $4.80). Big revue
eased to $24,000 last week:

Blackstone, Colonial (2d week)
(1,500; $3.60). Biz only moderate
in finale here, with estimated
$9,000.

"Desert Song," Opera House
(2d week) (3,000; $3.60). Operetta
always does reasonably good biz;

the estimate of $19,000, not bad.
"Knickerbocker Holiday," Cop^

ley (1st week) (1,200; $2.25).
Staged with two pianos, this re-
vival was well received and did a
fair estimated $3,000.
"Leaf and Bough," Plymouth

(2d week) (1,200: $3.60). Got fairiy
good but divided press and never
caught, on, with second week going
to an estimated $4,500.
"The Shop at Sly Corner," Wil-

bur (2d week) (1,200; $3.60), Mar-
quee draw ; gave this one a fair
$5,000.

(R-1,160! $6). Arthur Lesser pre-
sents musical with sketches by

JCharles, Sherman _and Nat Hiken,
songs by Gordon Jenkins, lyflcs'liy

Tom Adair; opens Tomorrow
(Thurs.).

^'Anne of 1,000 Days," Shubert
(5th Wk) (D-1,387; $4.80). Costume
drama chalked up almost $28,600,
profitable and fairly satisfactory in
the face of unfavorable conditions.
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial

(139th wk) (M-1,472; $6.60); With
Ethel Merman declining to go on
the road, this longrun musical is

set to close Saturday (15); dipped to

$23,100.
"As the Girls Go," Winter Gar-

den (8th wk) (M-1,519; $7.20). New
musical, was overestimated . for the
holiday week, getting between
$56,000 and $57,000, which was still

great; eased to $50,300.
"^Bimr-Yesterday," Miller -(153d

cial satire failed to make the grade,
closing Saturday (15) after 29 per-
formances; jsubscription ihfijp.rinci!^

pal trade; over $13,700 last week.

"Medium" and "Telephone." City
Center (5th wk) (0-3,025; $3).

Opera twin-bill closed its . limited.,
run Sunday night (9), with a final

week of $12,000.

"Mister Roberts," Alvin (47th
wk) (CD-1,357; $4.80). Navy comedy
is a perennial sellout; standee trade
slid a trifle; -$34,000.

"My Romance," Adelphi (12th
wk) (0-l,434; $4.80). Shubert musi-
cal finally tossed in the mop Satur-
day night (8) after 95 performances;-
closing notices hypoed attendance:
a bit at final performances; -$12;« -

000.

"Oh, Mr. Meadowbrook," Golden
(2d wk) (C-1,057; $4.80). Comedy
was slated -to fold- Saturday (8); but-

wk) (C-940; $4.80). Veteran lalf got additional financing and con-
show apparently has the stuff to tinues; with the help of two-for-
weather the: current biz blitz and

! ones took around $3,000.
may be able to last through the
spring; around $11,000 last week.
"Don't Listen, Ladies." Booth (2d

wk) (C-712; $4.80). London import
came to a virtual standstill be-
fore closing Saturday night after
15 performances; agonizing $1,100.
"Edward, My Son," Beck (15th

wk) (D-1,214; $4.80). This British
entry continues to do great busi-

"Private Lives,'' Plymouth (14th
wk) (C-1,062; $4.80). Noel Coward
revival' slid to about' $16,000, but
had a sharp-upturn-Monday night
(10).

"Rape of Lucretia," Ziegfeld (2d
Wk) (0-l,628; $4.80). Classic drama
with music never caught on; closes
Saturday night after 23 perform-

ness; went clean at all but one per- Was overquoted last week,

formance last week; about $27,000. S^'nefJ^outJlOyOOO ^cek prew-
"Goodbv Mr Fancv " Morocco ""^'^^Pw $7,000 last week,

<8th wk) (CD-931 ; $4.80) Made-
leine Carroll is proving a continu--
ing b.o. draw being -one of the few
current items to do well at mati-
nees: approached $22,000.

"Harvey," 48th St. (220th wk)

Red Gloves," Mansfield (5th wk)
(D-r,041; $4.80). Jean-Paul Sartre;
meller helped by theatre parties,
but eased to $22,500; parties con-
tinue into February.

"Silver Whistle." Biltmore (7th
wk) (C-920; $4.80). Whimsical

(C-921; $4.20). Current week is the i "med7wUh' Jose Ferrer Vp^^^^^
finale for this Mary Cole Cha.se balance of tL sT4^^^
jest, the longest-run show on the

! nearly $17 odo
season,

,™t'i?'4i,f.°r«^?Jln*^*'
"-^

"''"^i
"Sma" "WoAdcr," Coronet (17th

week; about $5,500. 1^^) (R.ggg. $6) intimate revue

,«Rf?•*^^ PfJi"!'onS"*«i^^*'f.?'''^'' couldn't keep going any longer in
(66tli wk) (M-1900; $6).' Holdover

i the face of dwindlmg attendance-
musical bounced back smartly and closed Saturday (8) after 134 per-

_
,

, - Story last week that show's $36,-
Msjcal return visitor got an okay

j

.̂ 00 for initial stanza set a record

* '^ in second session here.
|
lor the season was a mistake,

in last week.
]

"Brigadoon," in Its second week.
Diamond Lil," Forrest (2d ; holds that mark with $37,000.

'Week) (1,776; $3-90). Mae West re-
vival held up unexpectedly well
nere considering unenthuslastic
notices. Reported $20,000.
...Smile of the World," Walnut
iZd week) (1,340; $3.90). Tryout

• underwent several cast changes
and some fixing. In the meanwhile
Wz was mild; over $5,000.
"The Play's the Thing," Locust

(2d week) (1,580; $3.25). This one
was a Very real disappointment
nere and hard to say why. Last
week was under- $6,000 and bril-
liant revival is folding.

'Girl' $11,100, N. H.
New Haven, Jan. 11.

. ''"pstantlal biz greeted the break-

CK 9^ ' F>8ure of a Girl" at the
Shubert last weekend (6-8). Paced
hy a good advance, a friendly re-
ception boosted the take to a good

$11,100 on four per-
lonnances at $3.60 top.
House has two consecutive full

o (10-15) with "Des- I ^..c.nc w.. ........ o
»wt feong and next week with/ Joe ferings till Joe E. Btsmb Opens in
Brown m "Harvev" (17-22). 1 "Harvey," Jan, 31.

'Allegro' $24,000 in First

Of 2.Wk. St. Louis Stand
St. Louis, Jan. 11.

Crix blew hot and cold on the
Rodgers -- Hammerstein musical,
"Allegro." that wound up the first

of a two-week stand at the Ameri-
can Saturday (8) with: a. fair b.o.

score. With the 1,700-seat house
scaled to $4.27, eight performances
grossed an .estimated $24,000.

"Ed Wynn's Laugh Carnival"
will tee off a two-week engagement
following "Allegro."

Mistress' ITVzG, Mont'l
Montreal, Jan. 11.

Road company of "O Mistress

Mine" starring Sylvia Sydney and
John Loder did a fair $17,500 last

week at His Majesty's. Reviews
singled out Miss Sydney for special

praise.
Theatre will be empty of legit of-

now appears likely to play through
the spring period ; Was over-quoted
for the holiday week, wlieji: it got
about $47,00(); tbppod $31,000 ilast

week, r

"Howdy, Mr. Ice," Center (29th
wk) (R-2,964; $2.88). On the
strength of a terrific New Year's
weekend, the holiday week for this

skating spec hit a record high of
$69,000 for 14 performahces;' nice
$33,000 last week for the regular
nine performances.

"Inside U. S. A.,'* Majestic (37th

Wk) (R-1,659; $6). Arthur Schwartz
San Francisco, Jan. 11. 1 musical didn't recover as hoped

'Varieties' 19G in Frisco;

Dante $7,000 in 2d Week

formances; $12,000.
"Smile of the World," Lyceum

(CD-990; $4.80). Playwrights' Co.
piesents play by Garson Kanin;
opens tonight (Wed ).

"Streetcar Named Desire,"
Barrymore (58th wk) (D-1,064;
$4,80). Slid a bit in the general
downbeat last week, but hopped
back to standee biz Monday night
(10); over $22,000:
"The Victors," New Stages (2d

wk) (D-299; $3). Thornton Wilder
adaptation of Jean-Paul Sartre
drama winds up a limited engage-
ment at the end of next week; not

George White's "Varieties," with i
with the return of Beatrice Lillie quite breaking even at $3,000.

Lou Holtz; Rose Marie and Joe to the cast. This week may deter- 1 "Where's Charley?," St. James
Howard, held to a pleasing $19,000 mine whether it will continue or

|

(13th wk) (Mrl,509; $6). Was under-
for its second stanza at the Curran

I

go on tour; In the red| at almost
j

quoted for the holiday week, when
(1,776; $2.50) in spite of bad I $22,000
weather. Dante shuttered- at the
Geary (1,550; $2.50) Saturday (8)

after two weeks at that house,
showing a thin final week's gross
of $7,000.
Geary remains dark until Jan.

17 when "The Heiress" with' Basil

Rathbone, Beatrice Straight and
Patricia Collinge opens.'

"Jenny Kissed Me," Hudson (3d
wk) (D-1,057; $4.80). Sputtered out
Saturday jriight (8) after 20 per-
formances; final week's take was
over $5j20(), after a holiday semes-
ter of aliiiost $4,900.

"Kiss Me, Kate," Century (2d
ivk) (M-l*654; $6). Cole i Porter's
new musical smash is thii 'hottest
ticket In town, and the big advance
Sale is growing. Didn't quite go
clean at all shoiiVs; $45,800. Thea-
tre parties ! are limiting the gross
at present, but Receipts list "wetfk
were $45,800.
"Lend an Ear," ^National (4th

wk) (R-1,172; $6). Intimate revue
is another niew smash; with a

musical '
strong agency demand. Bettei:ed
$27,000 lait week and should go
$27,000 last week and may go

"Life With Mother," Empire
STRANGEK' 7G, TORONTO (i2th wk) (C-l,082; $4.80). Saga of

Toronto, Jan. 11. the Day family is a steady top
With post-holiday slump hurting, grosser; nearly $23,200.

"Favorite Stranger," with Kay
i

"Light Up the Sky," Royale (8th

Francis, gros.sed a disappointing wk) (C-1,035; $4.80). Moss Hart's

$7,000 at the Royal Alexandra nose-thumbing valentine to show
here. ' biz is a strong draw, though not

I ,The 1,525-seater iwas scaled at hitting capacity; around $i23(000.

$3 top. I "Love Life," 46th St. (14th wk)

'Carousel,' 25G in Split
New Orleans, Jan. 11.

Theatre Guild's production of

"Carousel," in short takes in Birm-
inghamv Montgomery and here,

pulled a total gross of $25^000 last

week.
Rodgers - Hammerstein

is in Atlanta this week.

it actually got $41,300, a new house
record; slipped to $32,000 last week,
but indications are for quick re-
covery.

"Younsr and Fair," International
(6th wk) (D-1,173; $4.80). Resumed
engagement flopped and the Vinton
Freedley-Richard Krakuer entry
folded Saturday night (8) for keeps
after 40 performances; sad $4,000.

W $40,000, Detroit;

'Decision' Wuds Up 14G
Detroit. Jan. U.

"Red Mill," at Masonic Temple
here, grossed $40,00t) last week.
'Command Decision," at Cass,

did $14,00(^ for second and washup
week, after $19,400 the previous
week.:

'Okla' 31G, Columbus
Columbus, O., Jan, 11.

The No. 2 company of "Okla-
homa!" battled the post -holiday
doldrums to a fine $81,000 hete last
week.
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Sadler's Wells Ballet in 1st U.S. Visit;

Briii^s Hurok Back Into Terp Picture

Sifdler's Wells Ballet of London
Will make its first visit to the U. S.

next October^ when troupe will

appear at the Metropolitan Opera
House, N. Y., for several weeks^
then go on a short American tour.

Visit is being sponsored by the

Koyal Covent Garden OperaHouse
in conjunction with the British Arts

Council. Sol Hurok will manage
the Met engagement, as well as be
in: charge of booking arrangements
on tour.

Company of 60 will be headed by
its director and choreographer,
Ninette Valois, and its five leading
dancers, Margot Fonteyn, Moira
Shearer, Beryl Gray, Robert Help-
mann and Frederick Ashton. Miss
Shearer and Helpmann are known
here as leads in the J. Arthur Rank
film, "Red Shoes," ttnd Ashton is

also fa.„ied as a choreographer.

For the first time in the U. S..

fuU evening ballets will be pre-
sented, such as "Sleeping Beauty,"

in three acts (five scenes), and. Ash-
ton's "Cinderella," to Prokofieffs

music, which had its world preem
in London Dec; 23.

Sadler's Wells booking Is another
indication of Hurok's return to the
ballet biz. The one-time "ballet

king,'' who managed ballet troupes
for years until his break with
Ballet Theatre three years ago,
managed the brief U. S. tour of the
Paris Opera Ballet last I'all.

Hurok, who had a lease on the Met
Opera House: for spring and fall

ballet for: 10 years until a couple
of seasons ago, will have to share
in the October Sadler's Wells book-
ing with Serge Denham, of Ballet
Husse de Monte Carlo, who has the
Met lease for this season. The
Ballet Russe will use the Met for
two,or three weeks in September.

JEAN PARKER
OS BILUE DAWN in GAR50N KANIU;S

"BORN YESTERDAY"
Opening at the LOS ANGELES BILTMORE THEATRE

January 17, 1949, for 4 Weeks

The Baltimors Sun: "Miss Parker is a
revelation."

The Balflmore Evening Sun; "
^ . . eon<

togious charm."

Baltimore News Post: "
. . . heartening

revelation ... gifted comedienne."

Philadelphia Inquirer: "
. i .. captivating

qualities . .. . highest possible praise."

Philadelphia Daily News: "... complete
command of the situation . . . dominates
the entire show."

Philadelphia Evening Bulletin: ". . . all-

fired cute and downright impish.

. . a very par-

. elemental . ^ i-

"JEAN PARKER

• . . IS wm*
a gay and

a brisk and
. . authority . . .

. distinctive tang

Pittsburgh Gaiettie:

winning comedienne
captivating."

Pittsburgh Press:
"

. grows on you/'

Cleveland Plain Dealer: "... pertness,
charm, grace of movementi a fine sense of
timing ... a delight."

Cleveland News: ". . .a shining comic
talent."

The Cleveland Press? "... the smartest
things in the shew ; % . ishi struck just the
right note of piquancy . . , hilarious
effect."

Detroit Times: "JEAN PARKER SCORES
HIGH ... one of the best performances
we can remember."

• Detroit News: "JEAN PARKER ROMPS
AWAY WITH COMEDY. Makes corsage
of the play and wears it all evening. A
peach of a comedy performance . . . bull's

eye « . . wonderful actress."

Detroit Free Press:

ticular performance .

fundamental."

Ohio State Journal:

is mognificent."

The Columbus Dispatch:
some and enchanting . .

effective portrayal;"

The Columbus Citizen: ". . . really
discovered her in "Born Yesterday" . . .

convincing ...Her performance is superb."

Cincinnati Post: ".
, . Ingratiatingly

real.

Cincinnati Inquirer: "... most effective
. . . laugh grenades ... fine polish."

Indianapolis Times: "JEAN PARKER is

tops."

Indianapolis Star: "... persuasive . .

.

clever."

Indianapolis News: "... expressive
and alive."

The Louisville Courier-Journal: ". , .
cute . . . convincing."

The Louisville Times: "
. i . asserted her-

self as comedienne i . . verily a revela-
'tion.

.

,

The Dayton Daily News:
command."

full

St. Louis Post-Dispatch: "JEAN PARKER
SHOWS DELIGHTFUL COMEDY SENSE
• . . just about perfect,"

St. Louis Star-Times: "... highly
effective." ' '

hmde Stoif-Lciiit
Report recently of a "tiif" between Jean Dalrymple and Nat Doi-f-

man over announcements in the dailies that Paula Lawrence was sub-
stituting for the ailing Beatrice Lillie in "Inside U.S.A.," at the Majes-
tic, N.Y.^ was erroneous. Miss Dalrymple, whose office does publicity
for Miss Lawrence, denied sending out any announcement on the subl
stitution. She explained that she was ill with bronchial flu at the time
arid that the first she knew of any resentment on Dorfman's part was
when she read the report of it. When the news of Miss Lawrence going
into the show broke simultaneously in the dailies it .was assumed Miss
Dalrymple had announced itj which burned D«rfman, the p.a, for the
show.

Closing of "My Romance" laist Saturday night (8) at the Adelphi
N. Y;, Was decided by the Shuberts despite an ofEer by an outsider to
underwrite any losses for at least four more weeks. Identity of the
individual who made the bid unknown, but he was brought in by
Anne Jeffreys, star of the musical.

Folding of the show regardless of the guarantee against losses wais

puzzling, since the Shuberts operate the Adelphi and would have re-

ceived four weeks' rental by a continuance. Actual decision is be-
lieved to have been made by John and- Lee Shubert over the objection?

of J-. J.

"The Shop at ISly Corner," Gant ^aither production starring Boris
Karloff, which preems next Tuesday night (18) at the Booth, N Y , has
been recently seen locally in a Aim; version, titled "Code of Scotland
Yard." Republic picture* made m Englandj ^ stars Oscar Homolka as-

the antique dealer whose secret activity as a receiver of stolen jewelry
leads to his being blackmailed by his clerk. Meller was written by
Edward Percy, who co-authored "Ladies in Retirement" with Reginalid

.Denham^ ^''w;.'^^'» .

'

''/' - ''.'!

Several prominent show- business names are among the backers of
"Madwoman of Chaillot," at the Belasco, N. Y; The Alfred de Liagre,
.Ir., production is capitalized at $60,000, and the producer and his wife,
Mary, are the general partners. Among the 16 limited partners are
Arthur Altschul, N. Y. Times correspondent, $600; actpr Robert Mont-
gomery, $1,200;. Jane C. Grant, of Life and Time, $3,600;. Howard S;

Cullman^ $8,400; de Liagre^ $8,400, and Joseph Verner Reed, $15,000«
The agreement provides for 25% overcall.

The Playwrights' Co., which was associated with Dwight Deere
Wiman in the presentation of Kurt WeiU's musical version of Elmer
Rice's "Street Scene" two seasons ago, was invited to share in the forth-
coming production of the Clifford Odets play, "The Big Knife " which
Wiman is doing with Lee Strasberg and the author. The production
was already financed, but Wimatt offered to let the Playwrights buy in
merely as a courtesy. Bid was refused, with thanks.

Touring production of Terence Rattigan^s "O, Mistress Mine," with
[
John Loder and Sylvia Sidney, is budgeted at only $15,000. General

I
partners are Harald Bromley, Eddie Rich and Dean Goodman, and
among the limited partners, known to show business are Al Greenstone,
$1,000, and Eunice Healey, $300.

;
. Ex-legiter Garry Davis, son of bandleader Meyer Davis, had exten-

I

sive coverage on his world citizenship movement in Paris from both the
New Yorker and Nation mags last week. The New Yorker, in its letter

I
from Paris by Genet, referred to the 20,000 people who attended the
recent Garry Davis Meeting in the Velodrome d'Hiver, and to the cam-
paign of Les Compagnons de Gany Davis, started by novelist-playwright
Albert Camus and writer Claude Bourdet, which now also includes
playwright Jean-Paul Sartre and novelist Andre Gide, and has thou-
sands of adherents.

Nation ran an extensive "report on the first Citizen of the World,"
by Diplomat J, Alvarez del Vayo, which referred to "the amazing con*
quest of France by le petit Americain." "Americans will hardly be able
to understand the enthusiasm that their ex-countryman has aroused
in the self-contained, sophisticated, and weary people of Europe," said

'

del Vayo.

Eddy's 22 Spring Concert

Dates Are Grabbed Up
Nelson , Eddy has been booked

for a spring concert tour, from
.March- 1 through April 30, by
Columbia Artists Mgt. Singer made
.22 dates available, which were
immediately signed up. Tour starts

in California, crossing country to
N.Y. and returning through Texas.
One of the 22 dates will be at
Carnegie Hall, N Y , April 17, for
Eddy's first N Y. api)earance in five
years, and in addition there will
be a radio date on the Telephone
Hour from N.Y. April 11.

Eddy is due back on the Coast
in May to appear opposite Jeanette
MacDonald in Metro's "Embassy
For Brazil," which Joseph Paster-
nak will produce. Eddy will also
do another concert tour next fall,
in October-Novembefi

SAMUEL FRENCH
. SINX'E 18.10

Plajr, Brokers and
AuthorB' Representatives

:
its. West 4SUi Street, New Vork

less Sunitet Blvd.. Uollrwood 46. Cal.

AT LIBERTY

SAMUEL J. FLUGELMAN

KEITH'S 'VAOABOND' STINT
Detroit, Jan. 11.

Ian Keith, who,has just finished
in the "Three Musketeers," has
been signed for "The Vagabond
King."

It starts at the Masonic Temple
here Jan. 17, and will run Until
Jan. 23.

PLAYS
Bend Me Your riny
Quick Keudliig:

HARRY MEYER
Antlinr'8 BcpreHcntittive

»n MlldlKori Are. New Vork 11. N. ¥.
MU 4-lUV'J

Apartments Unfurnished
FOUR 3-ROOM APARTMENTS
RIGHT OFF TIMES SQUARE

RENT $135 UP. NEW EQUIPMENT
INQUIRE ON PREMISES, 1.13 W. 45

STREET OB CALL MR. BAINEY,
AL 4-6113.

VIG HYDE
Currently in "HUMPTY-DUMPTY'

CASINO THEATRE, londen

HARRY rOSTiR
LONDON, IH6LAND

NAOMI HORRAtIN, rartmal Manaqtr

^ramoimt Theair* BuIliKiig

Dm MoIms, Iowa
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Literati
Praissman, Samuel Masover, Jd<
seph Blumfield and Maurice Fieg-
enbaum* A fifth defendant, Hor-
ace Gordon, former manager of a
Doubleday-Doran store, is not in

Woodford books.
Kane said , he

Billy Eose'i Gtobal Column
While «way on a four-month

worldwide air tour, Billy Rose will

write his "Pitching Horseshoes"

Column at least Once a week m
Srfer to preserve the syndicate

frSichise. Ordinarily his stmt ap-

thrice weekly. Columnist-

Showman left New York Friday (7),

Sccompanied by wife Eleanor

Holm, on the first leg of their

*'cunenUy in Rio de Janeiro,

Pose will stay there until Sunday
nfl) and will inspect the site of

Brazil's forthcoming Industrial
' t&ir at Petropolis, some 60 miles

from Rio- He reportedly has been

offered an advisory post for the

exposition. His
*S'it.f."i7 »^^^"hf PubliciTy Vepa"rtment"jan." 1

him back to N.J April 17 and he
,

"
j^^.^ •'oouglas writing another

resumes columnmg on April 25.
, j^^^ ^^out Hollywood, titled
"What and Why It Costs ^ Little

LITEllATI 61

sidered "employees'* w the Guild
is an "association" engaged in
selling the products of its members
is apparently one of the legal points
involved. Tlie fact that the authors
collect advances on their scripts

and are paid in royalties rather
than by salary, is another pertinent
matter. Whatever happens, the
outcome is seen as vital not only
to the Guild and its

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOR 11t By Frank Scully *^^^t-t*** f ***t*^h',

• Nutley, N. J., Jan. 7.

They say (who are they?) that if you leap off a cliff your whole life

affiliate rushes by you bel'ore you hit the floor of the canyon. Seems to me
yolved in the case against the

: y^yti^o^-g Guild, most of whose during 1948 I saw that happen time after time without raov-

members are also freelancers, but ' ing out of an aisle seat "Johnny Belinda" and "The Snake Pit," to
^JVane saia

.
ne would coiiimue

, gjgj, j.^ various other such profes- name only two outstanding examples, practically scream, "You were

tCdInVs'on rhar"p. invnlvin^^ I i'""?!
Organizations as _Actors there, Sculty! You saw these things happen!"

I did, toOf though not quite in the uplifting way they happen in these
fendants on charges involving tliei?;""f' ttT'i^^„-^,.u^:,
Studs Lonigan novels by James t. 1

tlie Song Writers Protec-

Farrell; "Wild Palms" and "Sane- 1
t'^e Assn., etc

tuary,'' William Faulkner; "God's
Little Acre," by Erskine Caldwell;
"End as a Man" and. "Never Love
a Stranger." B'way Closings

Cont.iniii!<l from page I

outstanding pictures of the year. Once a governor, who got the job
when I turned down ' the {tleas of eight legislators to .head the ticket (no.

fooling!), later asked me to help solve the state's hospital problems. As
I was a graduate of 30 hospitals in Europe iind the U. S., it . looked like

the perfect lieup.

Butm our smattering of ignorance neither of us realized that the
only hospitalization the state was allowed to indulge in by the legis-

fortune Ganders Hollywood
Hollywood, which recently got

the full treatment in Holiday mag,

eets another going over in For-

tune's March issue. Luce mag now
has a Writer and researcher on the

Coast digging dope for the piece,

_|«llowlng„ Interviews With many
di.stributlon execs in New York. ^
rbrturie execs in New York said

they wouldn't know what tack the

article would take until their

people get back from Hollywood
tomorrow (Thursday), but that it

would definitely be a lengthy and
detailed look into the current state

of the industry. On the Coast are

writer John McDonald and re-

searcher.Mary Gleason. They ex-

pect to put the yam to press

Feb. L

20G 'Grand Hotel' Suit
.Charging infringement of a

copyrighted translation of Vicki
paum's "Grand Hotel," William A.
Drake and Herman Shumlin last

week filed a $20,000 damage suit in

Jf. Y. Federal court against Ben-
net A. Cerf, Van H. Certmell, Ran-
dom House and the Garden City
Publishing Co. From Jan., 1943,
to date, according to the com.:

plaint, the defendants infringed
in book form Drake's adaptation of
"Grand Hotel" as -part of an an-
thology tagged "Sixteen Famous
European Plays" without Drake's
consent.

Complaint further charges that

the individual defendants and
Random House also infringed by

. publishing the . Modern Library
' edition of "Sixteen." Drake claims
that prior to Nov., 1930, he wrote
and completed an original transla-

tion of "Hotel," written in German
by Miss Baum. When she as-

signed alt rights to the piece to

l/llstein Veriag, Drake contends
' thaf he later obtained permission
to copyright the English transla-
tion as well as ' Stage and screen
rights.

Subsequently, the complaint
states, Drake handed his rights to
Harry; Moses, who in" turn, as-

signed them to Mosai, Inc. Shum-
Jin, as sole surviving director of
Mosai, acquired the stage rights.

In the action Drake claims that all

other rights except the -dramatic
tights were reserved for his bene-
fit.

Extra."
Dick Williams, former West

CHATTER.
4.1 " t '

i\\ X\ \' f
WillJ injayihULi/M tiuii LUC oi^cki.^ waa OJiu VY«^u Lu aiauui^^v i»i wj/ . titf iKfyt-a-

Fawcett Publications dropped its Parentiy enaec tor tne oaiance ot
lobbyists of a profit-motivated medical profession was the in

sane. So I found myself attempting a new dca^
Much of the boxoffice slump of were 27,000 of them in State hospitals, and then, As how^ tlfe mcidical

last week was
;

anticipated, as
. profession was perpetually complaining it couldn't show a fraction of

there's usually a slackening im-
; its therapeutic genius due to the terribly bv^rcioWded conditions Of

mediately after the bonanza busi- the hospitals. • - ^'r' .-^r'

Coast editor for Pic mag, checked I "til. wnt^vor '**thf'drnn ^lll
' ^y first survey left me a little west of the manic-depressives them-

in as feature editor of the L. A. I ^...JJh^ ti,o„ ri„,.!v,oi *hic selves. I found that practically all the medical directors were so
Mirror. 1

aiasiic man normal mis sea-
^^^^^ ^g ^^^^^^ ^^^,5,^ psychotic themselves that even their hand-

Radie Harris now doing a col-
! ^."'i,,^? ^*^t,1t„ shakes gave you a referred palsy. I recommended that most of them

umn, "Broadway & Vine," tor :

n^>8nt nave Dcen ame to nang on
retired and allowed to remain at the hospitals in the status of

Radio Best, in addition to her for tbe expected attendance peak „ „(
~'^'^^=^="-^-ritrsg—md^-ljroatlinistlng^

March were forced to fold.
<

other
activities.

-Parker Tyler, author of "Chap-
lin: Last of the Clowns," speafc

Male" Carric-iXation

"

Another factor' was that the pre- But it seems these doctors had been shrewd ehough to anticipate

,
holiday lull was more pronounced ''™"'^i^'*'''''"'S iii'^ ""e and had got them-selves cemented in as civil

ing on "Why Haven't the Movies
] this season than usilal and follow- .

service employees just before I arrived, hatchet in hand, as a sort

mon
'u Up" at the American Com-

l ing the trend of recent years it of Carrie Nation. Thus to all recommendations for their removal they

Bill°Ba™ 'former"^s^perilsor^^of
I

""^S^" ^^^^ " formerly did. grinned In a slaphappy way, figuring I wouldn't last long enough to

True magazine, named acting edi
tor succeeding the late Bill Wil-
liams. There'll be no permanent
chief editor for the Fawcett Publi*
cations mag.
Leo Guild, a Warner studio p.a:,

starting a daily cartoon feature
Jan. 17 for the N. Y. Post Syndl-
cate. Panel will be labeled "Wiz-
ard of Odds" in which the mathe-
matical odds on thousands of .sub-

jects will be given.
.

George Jessel, -who -recently
wrote a commentary taking excep-
tion to certain passages in Lloyd C.
Douglas' "The Big Fisherman,"
has been asked by Harold Strauss,
editor of Alfred A. Knopf Pub-
lishing Co., to write a book on a

An added headache was the brutal
weather that discouraged theatre
attendance, particularly by com-
muters, during the holiday week,

louse up the system whereby crazy doctors treated insane patients,

and called the whole mess "mental therapy."^

One of the surprising features of the state hospitals .was tbst tlie-

buildings themselves were frequently beautiful. • At least that was
There were two major snowstorms, [true of the front buildings, the front lawns, and the bungalows which
the second coming New Year's Eve ; housed the medical staff. The back buildings, however, were hoiv

,

and putting a chill on the expected ' rible hellholes and run like Alcatraz.

turnout of holiday celebrators.
i Among the private sanatoria, which also were licensed by the state.

Shows that closed last Saturday : I found more range: than in the ; state hospitals. Here and there a

night (8) included "Don't Listen, place was run as if the main object were to cure patients, not>exploit

Ladies," at the Booth (15 per- them and their relatives.

formances); "Jenny Kissed Me," at
' oddly, the best remembered was one off in the hills ;beyond Whit-

the' Hudson -(20--performances);
, tier, a foggy faubourg of Los Angeles in no way related to the poet.-

"Make Mine Manhattan," which The architects had clover-leafed the buildings so that patients could
vacated the Broadhurst to tour be moved in and out of units as they became more or less "disturbed."
(429); "My Romance," Adelphi

; i gaw no "camisoles" (straightjackets), bottles of paraldehyde (micky
(95); "Small Wonder," at the finns), handcuffs or other aides to restraint. Doors were not locked
Coronet (134),

_
and "ypung and and each room had running water. The prices were quite modest ;.

religious theme under the title:
i

f''*®™®*'^*'"''^ (40). On the and the records showed.^ a higher percentage of recoveries than our

The Minstrel and the Gods."

Bennett Cerf, Random House
prez, leaves on a cress-country
junket at the end of the month
with a lecture stopover at Fort
Worth, Tex., Feb. 3. He'll arrive
on the Coast Feb. 10. Lucrative
payoff of the gab circuit is high-
lighted by Cerf's recent tour under
Colston Lee's management. He
earned $3,800 for a series of eight
talks.'".'''.'-. '.': -,:

"

Dramatists Guild
Continued; from page S7

road, rCommand Decision" folded
;
higher priced clubhouses for the; crazed.

in Detroit and "The Play's the
| xhis humane home, whcte people were treated at least as well as

Thing" expired in Philly. The dogs, was run surprisingly by chiropractors. For a while this puzzled
dual-bill ^'Medium" and Tele- ,ne until 1 found out how little M. D.'s knew about mental illness and
phone" wound up Sunday night that chiropractors couldn't possibly know less.
(9) at the City Center, N» Y.,

; ^mno xt .i. ft , . .

a u A T ^ L ^^^t Cnf..,. !t<600-Per-lVlonth lor Class Joint
Scheduled to told next Satur- ... , , „„„„ , , i, ,

;

day 115) are "Annie Get Your! One ot the class joints charged $600 a month it the doctor thought

Gun " at the Imperial, N. Y., "Har- '
your name was important enough to be remembered. Here patients

vey " at the 48th
'

Street, and ; were graded like diamonds and treated 'accordingly. The toppers,

:

"Mclke Way for Lucia," at the ' however crazy, were listed as ''nervous breakdowns,'' bad bungalows

Cort with' "Rape of Lucretia" get ^
Putting greens. As their Dun & Bradstreet ratings dropped they

to biirik out Sunday night (16) at ^'''-''e shoved further back into an area which would never have -sur-

the Ziegfeld vived a slum clearance project under the late Little Flower. If their;

vas $40 a

list of closings includes "Summer ^^.yj,,,^^ 'j,,.^^ ^ private deluj^e sanatorium after three years of "trcat-
and Smoke, which preceded the „,ents" and shunted to a state hospital because the man who kept

Cornelia Skinner's Life Stint
' Cornelia Otis Skinner has been
'handed an assignment by Life mag
to do a feature on Mrs. Harry Tru-
man. She is currently in Kansas
City with temporary offices at the
Muehlebach hotel where she is i ganization and that a trial on that
VN>rking up home town material.

1 iggue alone, possibly involving ap-
Although she has written books p^ai to the higher courts, should

and stories, the Life chore is the
^g^tle the matter. They note that

Thi wZ.^ K-?""
the actress.

^ i„ j^i ^ase reachedThe biographical bit on Mrs. Tru-
, ^'g^i'^i^.^ j^e anti-trust issue

»i '•n'u ir- t " ji. real relatives ran out of money altogether the patients would there-
'^

r' i„ /^xT t.1 - after be shunted off to a state hospital Where the rate was
run Jan. 22 at New Stages, but is

, „(,„^^ y„„ ,,3^ nothing if you didn't.
to be succeeded shortly thereafter

,
...j.^^ stubborn Wood" by Emily Harvin is a story of this racketeer-

solution of the organization now, oy^ "^'ood Wedding
^

J!inaiij\^he
, j„g j„ psychiatry, and to my knowledge is true. Iter heroine, .finally

it's noted, since they're able to pre- " •"" " —v.™"-

sent the pldys of Guild members by
having John Shubert as nominal
producer to sign the production
contracts and, as non-signatories
to the basic agreement themselves,
continue to deal with

. non-Guild
authors.

Matter of Interpretation
i Your Gun"'''the Irving Berlin musi- credentials, I usually was well, behind their iron curtains before the

Whether or not the Guild actu- cal produceO by Rodgers and Ham- front office was aware that I was on the premises at all.

ly does violate the anti-trust laws merstein. It will have played '
Soon I'd be surrounded by nurses and doctors, smiling and grimly

1^115 perforniahces on Broadway, determined to show me as little as if I were Churchill hunting oiit

paying about 160% profit on its A-bombs in Moscow. 'Once I tried a door. It Was locked.
,
All as-

$320 000 investment and bringing .sured me it was unoccupied and locked to keep patients from wander.;

$650 000 for the film rights. ing around in empty rooms. I ordered it opened.

"Don't l isten Ladies " which 'there I saw a woman of .perhaps 30, absolutely nude, her hands

parade by quitting the Music Box,
N. Y., Jan. 1.

From Hits to Flops

The folding shows range from
spectacular hits to dire flops. Top-
most of the former is "Annie Get

her there ran out of dough, is so completely neglected in her new
asylum that she recovers in three months and is discharged as cured.
That was. 15 years ago, and she is still cured.
My technique in inspecting these schnook pits was to blow in un-

announced at any hour of the day or night. I tried to find a b.ick

way, and being a born gate-crasher, fortified now with imposing

ally

may still be a matter of interpreta-

tion. Council members claim that

the Guild is, in effect, a labor or

man will run about 20 pages-
double spaced, that is, the actress
told Kansas City Star reporter on
her arrival in the President's
home town.

jPenitia. Bans Woodford Novels
Three novels by Jack Woodford

chaihed to her legs, not a stick of furniture in the cell, a wet cenicnt
floor for her bed.- It Was quickly explained that her p.sychosis was in

the strip syhdronie and thatshe would tear and destroy everythiiig

she eolild lay her hands on. So, in i:epi-isal, apparently, .thOy were
,

setting out ib.'destrpy-lier. r :''''s.^-
'-^

^' Ahout a. Crazy Editor '

. ,. • ut u u „ht hackers 75% of that amount and
' vjteii, r had seen a simite

organization mignt nave orougnt a earned back the balance, and she was sitting in the center of a room tearing papers and mag-
ditlerent jury veraici, tney say. whether it makes a profit depends azines. "We give them to her," the nurse explained, "until she tires

on the basis of Judge Rifkind's

definition of -a labor organization.

A different definition of a labor

cost about $75,000, was a total loss.

"Jenny Kissed Me," capitalized for

$60,000, is figured to have involved

a loss . of $5,000 to $10,000 ad-

ditional. "Make Mine Manhattan,"
costing $165,000i has repaid the.

The whole question of antirtrust

violation stemmed from Ring's

are bannirt in Po^^^c,^^^^^^^^
«'hich was brought to

an .SrIL^±i!i !:^^??^?:}.^^"A1 bait compulsory arbitration of his
f" agreement reached last week

between their publishers and
the District Attorney's office.

Counsel for the publishers
agreed to yank the books from

on business on the road. of tcanng and goes to sleep. We once had a crazy editor, and' we
"My Romance," variously esti- used to let him slash manuscripts the same way. He got well andv

mated to have cost the Shuberls now wjitcs novels which run 1.000 pages. He is all right provided

«itnvphiTip tfit"
I

hetween $150,000 and $200,000, nobody suggests he cut a chapter here and there."
oiovtpipe nai ij^^^y regained as much as My own report on "The Snake Pit" is that it is a true picf - of

dispute with the

wl^'vm'.n ^nii'^W^nltfr^Hann^i^'" He 525:000 during its run at the all patients except the Mrs. ViriiniarCun^^^

!w«»H th.t thP PnnT'^w^^ Adelphi. "Sm.ill Olivia dc llavilland. Mrs. Cunningham would never g^t .such plush

looal cf.fi;
"« " , " "V,'L' fi!f„^^M„ .nH th^minimiIm ha^ir 1

^ financed at $150,000. (realmcnt in a state hospital, but Livvy de llavilland as an Academy
t^P nrnJl' f'^'"-''

J?"''^^?"'^^ .wjth
'"°"°P°'y''.'''l,ii'^!H'"'"''?X lnw ' earned back $20,000 or .so. but award winner would, because the star system operates in state hos-

againTalWpd/v JL'.Uor "f/on ^hl ourtioH fiu^v tS' ^ « " P't^-'^ "^"^^ as it does in Hollywood studios. The way the re.st ofgamst allegedly salacious litera-
^^^^l^^fj;'2lfd fr^^ bad weeks. "The Young and the patients were treated in "The Snake Pit" is more typical of the

Ih^^rescribed books are "Male
Female," "Illicit," both from

the Woodford Press, New York,
The Abortive Hussy," from

™ml TolrTC'^tte ' apneliat\; F^"' " "•iginally produced for personal service the mentally ill get
supreme court 10 tne appenait

probably involved a loss ma.ss psychosis*
division.

I

• « . ... .

In brief, mass neglect for a

Tn rpfiirninP the cnsc to .suoreme of $6p.000-$70,000 as a result of The whine of medical directors is, as it has alwgiys been, that the

„„ ^ „„^^, „n„Yfnr im v trial the aoDellate
' its brief resuTTiption. hospitals are overcrowded. Well, schools- are overcrowded, so too

the Avon Publishing Co., 'also of ri iprl th-it th'e-e was urima I

"Command Decision," financed are most homes, but teachers and mothers have not used overcrowd-
N. Y. Under the agreement the 'jipn^ *he Guild was : at $60,000 last season, paid the ing as a defense mechanism for their own incompetence, nor have
ban IS statewide.

1 „ "L^^^i?, «n,i thnt \hl n^ilv i«up«! • backers about ISOro profit and they fortified the incompetence behind civil service protectives.
In return Dist. Attorney Kane L'^'"'^"^?^^^ 1! thp 1^^^^^^ were brought $265,000 for the screen In brief, if civilization wants to get rid of its snake pits it will

13 of 54 bills of indict- i ?°u„fhpr thp mnnonolv was illeeal ' rights. "The Play's the Thing," have to begin by removing the fangs of doctors who think illness

Sr. Th"/*
hook

I !'nd WhetherS was entitled to 1 done last season for $40,000, re- was instituted by divine wUl in order to give them mahogany desks

liberate the other Mnd of doctors as portrayed by Leo

jji^i *"Mi luiuiuwfi uuuK 1 , .1. nntiflA/l fn i none lasc season lui J>tu,uu\/, ic-
- wda iiLMAiuLct.

.ri* h^^-''*8.l^^'»^''*^vas reached whether Ring^^^^^^^
| ^°f^f approximately 25% of the ip- to sit behind.

1*1? before Judge Curtis !?f'?«e«s
.

Ju5ge RiM ^
.tment. "Make Way for Lucia" This will 1

S.'*',/!!.Q^«rter Sessions Court, In
j

to^the j^^y^i^"^^?^^^^^^^

1^S?e U eSed to lose its entire esti- Genu and_ Glenn. Langan in "-The Snake' PltV'" and Lew Ay7es" in

dlVthlS939"state''uw^^^^^^^ '^O-OO" outlay and ''Rape "Johnny Belinda." Ayres particularly gives- you an inkling it what
decent literature

1 of the annellate justice's opinion. ' of Lucretia" will probably be in the professions can do tt they stop confusing, the handicapped with

i
The four defSldants an Charles ' Whether playwrights can be con- red for all its $50,000 cost. the handculj^d.

,
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Broadway
Tour arranged by .actor^lmpr^sario

Erico Braga.
. „, ,

.

Brazilian Impresario Walter
Pinto made arrangements for a

tour in Portugal, Spain, France
The WiUlam Brandts off to Mi-

ami for a two-rtonth vacation. ^„,,„B-, -

Si Fabian being lunclieonetl Dy
j^^^jy j,£ j,ig prazilian company

friends at Toots Shors Jan. ^0 m revues and operettas, starring

honor of his 'SOth birthday. .^'Oscarito,
Sophie Tucker presented her

collection of theatrical memora-

bilia to the N. Y.. Public Library.

The Professional Children s

School in need of $50,000 to meet

a deficit and to provide a backlog

for scholarships.
'

Friars tossing a luncheon for

Mike Todd at Toots Shor's Friday

(14). Friar Abbot Milton Berle

will officiate as roastmaster. _

,

Paramount producers WiUiam

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway

Myron Cohen into Mayfair Club

in Hallandale. ^
Frankie Hyers, Joe Frisco and

Cully Richards into Mother Kelly's

as a trio.
. .

Alec Templeton due in town for

mt)nths-end concert at Municipal

Pine and William Thomas trekking
i

Auditorium, Miami

to New York today (Wed.) for

homeoffice conclaves on releasing

plans for "El Paso" and 'Man-
handled." , . . ,

Edwin P. Kilroe, copyright at-

torney for 20th-Fox, who frac-

tured a hand last week m a tall

at his Honesdale, Pa., farm, due

for discharge this week from

Lenox Hill hospital.

Ned Manin, special effects su-

pervisor on all Sir Alexander

Korda films in London for the past

three years, arrived in New York
last week and is going back to

—HoUywood-permanently.———-

—

Mr. and Mrs. Barney Balaban
heading to Florida over the week-

end on a vacation trekv Balabsn,

Paramount prez, is expected to re-

turn after several weeks while his

wife stays on through the winter.

B. Bernard Kreisler, formerly

with Paramount and Universal,

will discuss his recent postwar

survey of the film industry in some
17 European countries on Wendy
Barrie's WABD show tomorrow
night (Thurs.).

. Muriel Lanahan, former secre-

tary to Milton S. Kusell, Selznick

Releasing Organization sales chief,

has been named exec secretary to

Ted Baldwin, former SRO exploita-

tion cl>ief, who has set up his own
j>ublic relations organization.

Robert K. Christeriberry,' prez of

the Hotel Astor, reelected head of

the Broadway Assn. for the eighth
consecutive time. Other officers

were reelected while Walter Beade,
Jr., was named to the board for a
three-year term, replacing his

father.

London

Vedwegdwy, Jmtaaey 12, I949

Arthur Godfrey, at Kenilworth,
commuting to New, York in own
plane for weekly airer.

Ella Fitzgerald with Stump and
Stumpy set to follow Bill Robinson
into Monte Carlo on Jan. 18.

Gracie Fields tees off Brook Club
s e a s e n Jan: 15 with Maxmilian
Bergere and Jules Lande band.
New show into Copa City, with

Xavier Cugat orch held over plus
Henny Youngman, Jack Cole danc-
ers and Diosa Costello.

"Sportscasters week" with ball

game and Beachcomber dinner pro-
.ceeds-^to-NationaLChildrens-jCar^
diac Home here, features Joe
DiMaggio and aircasters as well as

golf and other sports stars.

Irving Berlin
Continued from pace t

Rome
By Helen Tubbs

Ely and Dorothy Gulbertson in
Borne.
Wanda Hendrix ill in her hotel

in Rome.
Writer Hans Ruesch off to Africa

for story material.
Maria Denis, Italian actress; vis-

iting London for a month.
Dario Sabatelli readying a script

for spring film production.
Isa Miranda, actress, of American

and Italian films* ill at her home
here.

Sergio Amidei, writer of

"Paisan," "Shoe Shine," bedded
with flu.

David' Pelham (co-producer of

"Rapture" film) ill at his home
here with flu.

Actor Frank Latimer is visiting

Rome before going; to Erahce to
make a picture.
Mark Lee Kirk; art director for

20th Fox in Rome to work on
"Prince of Foxe? "

Mikhail Rasumny, film actor, is

in Rome. He will play a role in

"Pirates of Capri," now on location

"in Amalfl.
Reynolds Packard (co-author of

"Bsilcony Empire") returned from
Florence, where he was working
on his new book.
Aldo Fabrizzi, Itritan actor, has

returned from South America
where he starred in a musical
revue of Italian artists.

Dario Sabatelli, Avriter on Ed-
ward Sma'l's "Cagliostro/' working
on a script here which he plans
to produce soon in Italy.

By Lewis Garyo
The Roman Jaconlew Gypsy

Orchestra has gone back to Paris
after a successful summer and fall

in Portugal.
Antonio Vilar. has gone to Mad-

rid to star In a Portuguese-Spanish
feature film.

Spanish dancer. Carmelita de
Cordoba has left Lisbon for a three
months' tour in Belgium and Hol-

and a number of others associated

with the show.
Group traveled 10,000 miles

from the States and return. Their

first regular show was for the

Wiesbaden headquarters command
Dec: 24, and they did nine others,

winding up Dec. 29. In addition,

starting Dec. 22, they made 15 peiv

sonal appearances at'dubs, hospi-

tals and flight-lines:

Berlin wrote an airlift song,

"Operation Vittles," On the C54
winging over to Wiesbaden: K was
an immediate hit when sung by
Berlin dtirlng the performances
and with the audiences: joining in.

However, even more of a sock was
a parody which someone turned
out, based on the Berlin number.
Words to "Operation Vittles";

are:

Not long ago
A group we called the Air

' Corps
Helped win the war and took

a bow
Not long ago
We cheered the fighting Air

: Corps
Let's see what's happened to

them now.
Operation Vittles

We'll soon be on our way
With coal and wheat and hay
And everything's okay
Operation Vittles

As in the sky we go ; ,

We don't forget to blow
A kiss to Uncle Joe; •

We're growing fonder
Of "The Wild Blue Yonder"
Making a buck
Flying a truck
No one here belittles

The job that must be done
: Although the war was won

We'll be there
Earning stripes and bars
In pur «ld freight cars
Till the airlift gets the air.

The parody, dubbed "Operation
Fraulein," goes:

Operation Fraulein
The final bugle sounds
And like a pack of hounds
We wander out of bounds
Operation Fraulein
We jump upon our bikes
And meet someone who likes

A pack of Lucky Strikes
We're growing fonder
Of a girl who's blonder
Than the brunette
We can't forget
Operation Fraulein
We must make Germany
A true democracy
On the square
So a guy begats

' Little democrats
Till the airlift gets the Air.

Berlin, incidentally, heads for
the Coast in two weeks to finalize
details on Paramount's "White

which will reunite

Avril Angers, popular radio and
stage singer, marrying actor Barrie

Wicks
Lord Vivian, Sir Charles B. Coch-

ran's partner, still ill after serious

flu bout.
Ronnie Waldman, popular com-

mentator of BBC, sailing for the

U. S; shortly on visit.

Gordon Sandison. general secre-

tary of British Actors Equity, hos-

pitalized with nephritis.
Llewelyn Rees, drama director

of the Arts Council, appointed ad-

ministrator of the Old Vic.

Eric Lightfoot, one time associate

of John Maxwell in Associated

British Cinemas, named joint man-
aging director of Dufay-Chromex.
A revival of "Lilac Time" will re-

place "Charley's Aunt" at His

Majesty's, pending the long-awaited

production of "Brigadoon" at this

house. i

David Coplan, who bows out of

United Artists at end of January,

leaves for New York Jeb. 2 to join

Mrs. Coplan, who is recuperating

from operation. .

Denis Blakelock scored a per-

sonal success in revival of "A Pair

of Spectacles" at the Arts Theatre
Club, Jan. 4. Supporting cast ex-

Gellent, _andjshowjiimbly_dire£t^^
by Alec Clunes.
Val Parnell's pantomime, "Cin-

derella," held over at Palladium
another fortnight, making 12 weeks,
with vaudeville season starring

Eleanor Powell and Chico Marx
opening March 14.

High Button Shoes," Jack
Hylton-Val Parnell Hippodrome
musical, doing eapacity ,biz despite
knocks by crix, with Hylton at-

tributing it to the Yuletide and
waiting for normal times for real
test.

"Oranges and Lemons," new re-

vue that has, proved popular at the
Lyric, Hammersmith, transferring
to the Globe Jan. 26, following
The Return of the Prodigal,"
which John Gielgud revived for
short run.. _ — _ . . . _ _

With almost $30,000 in the kitty

collected by public subscriptions,
enough money Has been raised by
the Critics' Circle to enable the
appeal by Edith Amot Robertson
in : the alleged libel suit against
Metro to 'go to the House of Lords.
A blunt refusal by the British

Film Producers Assn. to enter
into negotiations with theatre own-
ers on film rental terms for Brit-
ish pix and a demand that the
present ceiling rentals of 50%
should be lifted, will be considered
at the 'General Council - of the
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn.
today (Wed).

land niteries,
, , .

American saxophonist Don Bias Christmas,"

quite a success in Lisbon niteries i Bing Crosby and Fred Astaire, and
and has given various recitals in

I

a Metro filmuslcal; second in the
Lisbon and Oporto. |new series of Astaire-Giriger Rog-

Spanish dancers Luizita Ruiz and i ers co-starrers. Metro film is to be
Julio Esparza pacted for a new produced first
Parisian revue, "Exciting Paree,
and have left Lisbon for France.
A tour in Portugal and Spain has

heen arranged for Argentine legit

Actress Pepita Serrador and her
company in Argentinian authored
plays,
French actress Gaby Morlay and

her company will visit Portugal
'atad probably Spaii? Ip ,t;he, spring.

Production on both pix, however

Vienna
By Enill W. Maass

Ernst Deutsch off to London to
do film work.
Leo Dubois, 73, ballet master of

State Opera, died.
City of Vienna okayed 10,000,000

Kiba film production.
Closing time for bars, cabarets,

etc.,' extended to 4 a.m.
Theatres, and cabarets reported

good biz during holidays.
Peter Steigerwald' working on

educational film on St. Stephens
Cathedral. :

Stadt theatre opened under man-
agement of Theo Gehlert with bur-
lesque program.

Nikolaus Kobelkoff, one of the
best-known showmen operating in
the Prater, famous Vienna amuse-
ment park, hung himself due to
financial losses suffered during the
recent summer season.

Berthold Vierstel, Austrian play-
wright and stage director, returned
from England and the U. S., will
direct the forthcoming Burg the-
atre performance of Tennessee
Williams' "Glass Menagerie."

Paula Wessely and her husband,
Attila Hoerbiger, invited to appear
at the Freien Deutschen Buehne in
Buenos Aires next year. They're
now at Salzburg shooting a film
version of thir stage vehicle,
"Vagabonds." -

'

Vienna State Opera is negoti-
ating to appear at the Theatre des
Champs Elysees, Paris, for special
performances of "Salome" and
"Rosenkavalier," Jan. 27-Feb; 3, in
honor of the 85tb birthday of com--
poser Richard Strauss.

Copenhagen
By Victor Skaamp

"Alle Tiders Kelt" ("The secret
life of Walter Mitty"); at Palads-
teatret, is doing fine. But biggest
hit is still "Carnegie Hall" at
Grand.

Press is squawking about the
Danish film

"

will await the final preparation of fi,^"'''Vr"l.i' "i"'"^
"Miss Liberty" RrnaHww mnci^Pl I S Children. __Even_"TheMiss Liberty," Broadway musical
for which, Berlin is writing the mu-
sic to go with Robert E. Sherwood's
book. Show is scheduled for pro-
duction this spring, with songstress
Evelyn Knight mentioned for the
femme leaf

, , , . , ., t

Black Arrow" and "Oliver Twist"
must only 'be seen by adults.
Denmark got its first ice-show in

big exhibition hall, the Forum,
where Aage Stentoft presented
Armand Perrens' Ice Follies of
1949. Show.-Which got o,k. ipcep-

tion by the crix, will run for a
month. ^ . ,

"I Remember Mama" flopped in

Copenhagen. It^an poorly for a

couple of weeks at Folketeatret

with Norwegian prima donna Lille-

bil Ibsen. "Edward, My Son," with
Gunnar Lauring, dohig o.k. at Ny

Danish historical musical play,

"The Street Princess," tailor-made
for operetta hero Hans Kurt, at

the Norrebro, will probably be fol-

lowed by "Oklahoma." Also ru-

mored that "Annie Get Your Gun"
win follow the ice-show at Forura.

Gennany
By Harvey O. Sanderson

Pathe newsmen Richard Hanser
and William Deeke are currently
filming life under the Berlin
Blockade for another chapter in
the documentary series, "This Is

America."
"Anonymous Letter," based on

the story by, Annemarie Artinger,
is first film to be produced by the
Cordial Film Co. in Berlin-Tem-
plehof. Arthur Maria Rabenalt
will direct.

Willy-Zeyn Films has begun
work on its first film, "Quarrel in

the Tenant House," at Wildbad
Ki-eulh. Script~is~ by~Maximilian-
Boettcher* based on the legiter by
Johans Roesler and Peter Gillman.
Director is Erich Kobler.

"A Dream—^No Lite," a play set

in the early days of the occupation
of Vienna by the Russians in

spring, 1945, is scheduled for
pijcsentation at the Kammerspiele
in Munich. The political comedy
was authored by Fritz Kortner,

Govt. Budgeteerf
Continued from pais t SSSE

000, and for the next fiscal year
it is down to $47,000,000.—Dip,in. Musical Instruments. ...

Despite the boom in videoi the
Government figures a' considerable
dip in the sale of radio receivers,

phonographs, records and musical
instruments. The excise tax on
these items brought in $85,371,445
last fiscal year. It is counted upon
for $68,000,000 this year, and only
$58,000,000 next year. On the
other hand, things look good for
photographic apparatus. Manufac-
turers' excise on these goods
netted the tax collector $43,935,-
374 last year. This year, $49,000,^
000 is expected and next year
$50,000,000 is hoped for.

Government got in $19,270,941
in taxes from coin-operated ma^
chines last year. It estimates it

will get in $20,000,000 this year
and the same amount next year.
Bowling alleys a n d billiard

rooms are expected to bring in
$4,000,000 this year and another
$4,000,000 next year. Last year
the yield was $4,085,677.
A survey of budgets of various

department's disclose tliese things:
Library of Congress is complet-

ing 'liquidation of its motion pic-
ture pro.1ect and is asking no more
money for that in the new budget.
However, Library officials are
anxious to get the project started
anew, and > are hoping that Con-
gress will give them a lift on this.

Justice Departmentr-The Presi-
dent i^ asking $3,650;;000 for Opera-
tion of the Anti-Trust Division,
which would be it slight increase—

r

about $80,000 over current ex-
penditures by the division. Judg-
ing the rate of progress, the big
picture cases will remain in the
department and in the coui-ts dur-
ing the next fiscal year.
Pepartment of Agriculture—Its

office of information is asking
$57,000 for preparation, distribu-
tion and exhibition of special pic-
tures next year, plus another
$10,000 to maintain its San Fran-
cisco' radio office.

Arthur Lyons hospitalized wltii
stomach trouble.

'

Norman Freeman checked out «*
his executive job at RKO.
John Gordon joined Jack Mul

cahy agency as an associate.
S. Sylvan Simon left for Vlraiii

Islands -to scout film locations
Wanda Hendrix retumed from

Italy with a 103 degree tempera
ture.
£dward Arnold started his (!>>tK

film role in "Dear. Wife" at Par-
amount. ;

'

vDick Haymes and his personal
manager. Bill Burton, agreed to
disagree.
. Dorothy Shay sunning in Palm
Springs before her N. Y. Waldorf.
Astoria date. ,

James Cagney returned from
eight-month stay in the east in time
to welcome in: 1949.
Alan Gundelfinger leaves for

London next week to set ui> a
Ginecolor laboratory.

Hal Peary laid up with virus flii

Bill Blowitz and Maggie Maskei
opened a new indie flackery.

Irene Dunne appointed chaiiw
man of national women's commit-
tee of American Heart Assn.
Judy.Garland bumped her knee

during rehearsals for a dance nuih-
ber-in-Metro%-f^Jn-Good-01d- Sui
mertime."
Jay Silverheels, Mohawk Indian

recently featured in a pair of films,
goes to Broadway shortly for his
stage bow in "The Glass House."

Screen Actors Guild members
voted to donate one percent of
their wages to Motion Picture Re-
lief Fund, which is in the red.'
Jane Wyatt mulling an offer from

European producer Max Nosseck
to be the first Hollywood star to
make a film at the new studios near
Lisbon, Portugal.
Danny Shapiro headed east to

team with Sammy Stept to wind
musical side of Guy Bolton book
on"As Long As You're Healthy,"
upcoming Broadway musiealt

Chicago

Jack Benny
5S Continued from pace 1 ss

the cellar and its guardian, the
violin teacher, Dennis Day and his
motlier^and conclusive proof of
Don Wilson's avoirdupois.

Characteristics assigned to Mary
Livingstone, the Sportsmen's Quar-
tet, Phil Harris and other cast
members have always been tailored
to fit their actual physical appear-
ances. In addition, Benny feels that
the years of stage experience rep-
resented by his troupe will aid the
switchover. >

If the layout is filmed, it will
be done through Benny's Amuse-
ment Enterprises Inc., which re*
cently wound up its first picture,
"The Lucky Stiff," for United Art-

St. Paul

Willie Shore may go to England
to appear in a musical comedy.
Gene Autry brings his variety

show into Civic Opera House Jan.
29.

Mrsi Harry Balaban is recover-
ing from surgery at Wesley hos-
pital.

Gene Fowler cancelled stay in
Chi after getting taste ot the
weather. .

Carmen Miranda may follow Ted
Lewis into the Chez Paree, with
Lena Horne and Joey Bishop, next
in line.

Ted Lewis' missus putting finish-
ing touches on blog of high-hatter's
life, to be called, "Just Around the
Corner."
Leo Salkin, former head of Chi

William Morris oft'ice, oft' for Miami
vacash, before setting up own book-
ing firm here.
Jack Leonard, recently at Orieti-

tal, huddling with Joe Jacobson for
a Chez Paree date. Although come-
dian is a Chicagoan, Chez Will be
his first local club engagement,
Ralph Kettering's dickering with

Roosevelt College for the old Audi-
torium, theatre at $50,000 a year

I
plus taxes is off. Concerting into a
modern theatre would have cost at
least $250,000.

Dublin
By Maxwell Sweeney

David Henley here to o:o. talent
for Rank group.
Korda star Kieron Moore planed

in for vacation at home.
C. M. Bargate here to set deal

for Irish rights of "Monsieur Vin-

cent."
Ronaldv Ibbs-Gerald Prlngle

opening' new tour of western
towns. '.

,

Hilton Edwards and Micheal
MacLiammoir have garnered .Irish

rights of "The Heiress."
John Corfield, proxy of John

Corfield Productions, in town to.

discuss plans for shooting untitled

pic in Ireland this summer.
Stanley lUsley and Leo McCabe,

who have Irish rights for ''Ha''-

vey," planed to London for talks

with authoress Mary Chase*

Civic Opera closed season $8,000

in red. .„

Police called to handle crowds

for March of Dimes Cat Show held

in December.
^ . .^i?

St. Paul Auditorium topped 194<

attendance with a 1948 all-time

record of 1,700,000.
No road shows here since Fh"

Spitalny on Thanksgiving .

uay,

which was no go. Next booking ii>

"Medea" Jan. 31.
. , ^,

. Sam Stratton, advance for Com
mand Decision," here only one aay.

Show skedded for Jan. 18, sua-

.dfnly'Closec; |atP)*trpit. - > i \
'

>'
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writing scripts for radio and comic
strips.

Wile, former Katherine Kcnney,
will carry on for her husband at
Lyric.

VICTOR FLEMING i productions. Last Broadway show
ffipminc 64 one of Hoi- was "Louisiana Purchase," after

ivSs oSliing film direc-iwhich he brought UBO .attractions

died Jan. 6, shortly after a
I

into Klem Memorjal and later

l'"^ i(- pttapk sustained on Louis 1 Lyric, Bridgeport,

ffeh on'f^anch nea/ Cottonwood, I

Recently Shea had turned to

Anz where He had been spending

a vacation. Death came in an am-

bulance on the way to Cottonwood.

Fleming was an auto raping

driver, competing with Barney

Oldfield and other speedsters of

tot era, before he entered the

film business in 1910. Through his

auto racing he became acquainted

with Allan Dwan, then head of

the American Film Company m
Santa Barbara. Starting as a cam-

era repair man, he worked his way

up to cameraman;

As a camera'ms

of thti films made by the elder

Douglas Fairbanks and did similar

lobs for Kalem, Griffith, Fine Arts,

Emerson, Artcraft and First Na-
' tional, all prominent in the early

days of the industry but now de-

funct. After World War I, during

-which he-served-as-aJieutenant m._

Army Intelligence and functioned

as chief of photography for Presi-

dent Wilson at the Versailles con-

ference, Fleming became a direc-
i . .

tor. His first pilot job^ in_1919, 1
profession who were stunned by

j«rected the first picture theatre] RIRTHS
in St. Charles, Mo. In the 1920s '

»#i«v»»*»*

he formed the Gasconade Amus. i Mr. and Mrs. Seth Flax, daugh-
Gorp., which owned and operated

: ter. New York; Dec. 31. Father is

houses in St. Charles, Holla, Le-l ln pressbook dept. of Eagle Lion
banon, St, James and Sullivan, "Films.

J?^ i,''"'^^ I"
1938 and sqld

jyir, and Mrs. Stanley S. Unger,
the St. Charles house. He owned daughter, New York. Jan. 7. Moth

Richard Rodgers
Continued' from page 1

Survived by wife.

PHIL SHELLEY
Phil Shelley, 48, Hollywood agent

and personal manager, died in ]^ew
York Jan. 5, following a heart at-

tack/' He had gone east for the
Blue Angel opening of his client,

Martha- Davis. Body was flown to

Hollywood for burial. He was in
the agency business in Chicago

10

CIIABLES BURKE
Charles Burke, 50, who had been

1
prior to going to Hollywood

advance; agent for Fortune Gallo
|

years ago,

operatic productions for the past
17 years, died after a heart attack
in WashihgtOH, D. C., Jan. 11, He
had he^n: in the capital arranging
plans for a special telecast and

As a cameraman he shot most
I concert of the Ted Mack "Amateur-ij—

. jjQm-". skedded for Constitution
Hall-

higllt,

Survived by his wife, Esther, who
takes over management of the
agency; two daughters and a. son.

V HOWARD! ANUEIRSON
' Howard : Ahderson, /'ei , .whp for

, . many years had appeared in vaude
there tomorrow (Thurs.)

, with his wile under the team name
He had been arranging of Anderson & Graves, died at his

such details when he coUapsed l home in 'Soo.sevelt, L; I., Dec; 23.

the -gag abou.t Chicago being «
double Newark. . : !

er is daughter of Harry Mandel, .± ''"Z'^ZJ! hf /'J.hnl'!,="'„?.1
ad-publicity director for RKO !

"'^ '"^^s « ^lo"'" ^"^1

Theatres.
,

Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Fregoncse,
daughter, Buenos Aires, Jan. 1.

Father is film director; mother is

former Faith Domergue, actress.

: Mr. and Mrs. Francis V. , Deegan,
son. New York, Dec. 30. Mother is

Annie Brooks Deegan, production
assistant to Joseph M. Hyman and
Bernard Hart, producers of "Light
Up The Sky" (Royale, N.Y.O.

Mr. and Mrs. Harald Bromley,
.son, Mt. Kisco, • N. Y., Dec. 29.

Father is a legit producer; mother
is Haila Stoddard, legit actress.

Mr. and Mrs. Seth Babits, son.
New York, Dec. 25. Father is a
nitery pressagent.

Mr. ancl Mrs. Fred Vance, son,
Los- Angeles, Jan. 1, Father is a
radio announcer.

Mr; and Mrs. James C. Resor,
and was removed to the Emer-

1
He had retired from show

:
busi- r daughter New York Dec 22 Fa- , -

gency Hospital where he never re- ness 20 years ago and had been in ther is a radio time buver with scorn today. I prefer the HoW'

stranded in double Newark^ And I
wonder how many theatre people
got in to hear those screamingly
funny jokes at the Lambs and to
have a bite of that meal, which also
mu.st have been jolly good fun. I.

suppose it all boils down to a quesr

:

tion ' of what is fun; and you can
make your own definition. Today
it would seem somewhat more en--

joyable to feed some actors in-
stead of telling them jokes. Mr.
Hopkins complains that today
"everyone is looking for an angle."
You bet Vour life he is. It's' that
old one about getting and keeping
a job. •

^
Yes indccdy, some of these old-

time producers wore cards, all-

right, but their backing loo often
came from gents who had their own
angle, a bit of geometry to which
Mr. Hopkins points with righte-

;gained consciousness
—Although—^liis—agenting—w^^HS-Smamfed -hy_mfe
mostly in behalf of concert and op-
eratic enterprises, he had many
friends in other branches of the

was "When the Clouds Boll By," a

Fairbanks starrer. From that time

until his death he was in constant

demand as a .director,

tfis 'first . ijBdund pi was

IN FOND MEMORY OF

"EZ" KEOUGH
Wke Poind Awfif Jan. is, IfM

BOB EVANS

SADIE JACOBS

the news of his death. ' His body
will be removed to the Gower
Funeral Home, Washington, where
funeral services will be held Fri-

day (14)i with burial in Arlington
Cemetery.

Survived by wife and daughter.

CLAUDE ROBINSON
Claude Robinson, 72, : veteran

showman and an exhibitor in the

commercial business since then.

PETER WILSON

M€<3ann-EricksOn ad agency.

.
Mr; .{ind^y-!&^^teei4-M.^G^^

sort, New: York, Jan. 2. Father iis

eastern publicity-advertising direc-
Peter Wilson, 75, vetcijan the- • tor for Selznick Releasing Organi-

atre manager, died in Sacramento, zation.
Cal:, after a heart attack, Jan; 1.

He had managed theatres there
and in other cities until 1927 when
he; beearae a city employee in

Sacramento. He retired on a pen-
sion in 1943 at the age of 70.

Survived by his wife.

MINNIE STEELE
Minnie Steele Brinkman, 68,

former vaude and screen actress.

tri-state area for more than 35 ^'.??i.»?-.P„i!}.'*°"y^°'"*
«

I years, died at his home in Clarks-
burg, W.Va, Dec. 19. Starting out
injshow. business in 1883 as a pro-

"The Virginian," in which- he in-

troduced the moving camera boom

suit of a: stroke.
A native of Australia, she toured

the world in an act known as the
Steele Sisters.. -Moving to Holly-gram b6y at old McCauley theatre 3^in 1099 chf rhrU

tn Louisville, he was a treas- i

wood m 1922, she
p^^^^^^

Mr. and Mrs. John Walsh, ,son,
Pittsburgh, Dec. 30. Father man-
ages Fulton theatre, Pitt.

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Czolba, son,
Pittsburgh, Dec. 27; Father man-
ages WB's Melrose theatre there.

Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Laschide,
daughter, Pittsburgh, Jan. 1. Fa-
ther's with Tommy Carlyn orch.

Mr. and Mrs. John . Bloch, son,
New York, Jan. 1. Mother is Ruth
Anderson, actress; father is a direc-
tor with National Broadcasting Co,
-Mr. and Mrs. St.tnley Ja.sinski,

daughter, Buffalo, Jan. . 3. Father
is "general manager: of - station

urer for two theatres in New Or
, „

leans at the age of 16, stayed there '•ures,

for 10 years, and then went to New
York, first with Grand Opera
liouse, next with Liberty theatre
and finally the New Amsterdam.

In 1914, Ms brother, Reuben; also
a showman, persuaded him to in^
vest in a new playhouse in Clarks-
burg. This was the original Robin-

tie Comedies 'and Baby Peggy pic- i^WOL in that city.

and other technical, experiments ! son Grand, on site of the present
which were generally adopted in I theatre, and was a popular legit
film production. house in its days. The Grand was

Fleming's most notable direc-
j

damaged by two fires and waS twice
torial achievement was "Gone I

remodeled, first in 1927 and again
With the Wind," which he made in 1929.

for David O. Selznick. Others
were "Red Dust," "The White Sis-

ter," "Bombshell," ^Treasure
Island." "The Wizard of Oz,"
"Captains Courageous," "Test
Pilot," "Tortillo Flat" and "A Guy

. Named Joe."
director was

A daughter survives him.

TOMMY HANDLE

Y

Tommy Handley
, 55, British

radio comedian, died of a cerebral
hemhorrage in London, Jan. 9. He

His last work as| had been featured in "It's That
Joan of Arc," for I Man Again," rated as- top comedy

Sierra Pictures, in which he held
a partnership with Walter Wanger.

FIRTH SHEPHARD
Firth Shephard, 57, British legit

. producer, died after a heart attack
at his home in London, Jan. 3. For'

. msiny years he had been one of
London's foremost producers.
• Shephard began his professional
career at 18 by entertaining at

• smoking concerts. He went into
management in 1924 and four years
later became partnered with Leslie
Henson, British comedian, in pro-
duction of several musicals. These
Ventures clicked and made plenty
of coin, but when Henson decided
to return to the stage the partner-
ship was dissolved and Shephard
continued producing on his own.
Often there were several of Shep-

hard's shows running simultane-
ously in London's West End the-
SE^^^His productions included
'The Housemaster," "Last of Mrs.

.Vjlpyney," "Life With Father,"
Shephard's Pie'; and "Arsenic and
Old Lace." The latter was his most
successful venture, and Is reputed
JO have grossed over $2,000,000 on
us long run. This and "Mrs.
t-heyney" continued their runs de-
spite bombings of the last war.
Shephard had one play running

at the time of his death,. "A La
Savoy, But he had

1949^'''" extensive plans for

,
-?"'v;.ved by daughter, who is the

ilrff
•'t Leslie Mitchell, film and

radio actor.

show of British Broadcasting Corp.

FRANCIS H. COBB, SR.

Francis H. Cobb, Sr., 60, legit

producer and theatre operator, died
in Atlanta, Ga., Jan. 8. •

'

At one time Cobb owned the El
Capitan theatre, Hollywood. Most
successful of his legit ventures
was the musical "No, No,; Nanette".'*

ALONZO BARKLEY
Alonzo Barkley, general agent

and tratfic manager of leading cir-

Pic Companies
Continued from page 1

ard and Peggy CuUmans who in-
vest seriously and consistently so .;

that—there -is a-contimial- flow -of t
v.ttal substance into the life stream
of the theatre. Cullman likes and ;

supports the theatre and makes
money in it. That's his angle, Mr.
Hopkins. You tell us what angle
Florenz Ziegfeld's backers had.'

You're a fun fellow.
Bea LlUle Is Fun

I knew Charles B. Dillingham
pretty well and! must agreewith :

Mr. Hopkins that, he too was great
fun. Larry Hart and I once did a
.show for him, "She's My Baby,"
with Bea Lillle. (Pause; the fun
has gone out of the theatre ; When
Bea is still in it? Shame!) This
show opened in Washington and at
the dress rehearsal 1 saw Dilling-
ham about. to_ leave the^ theatre at ^
the end of the'fffst act ofThe lifress

.

"

rehearsal. When I asked him why
! he was leaving he replied, with
that old time humor, "Oh, I know
how it ends!" But, kiddies, he did
go home right then and left us with
a stale joke instead of fulfilling hit
lesponslbilitie.s to his backers, his
company, and his authors.
You want fun. Mr. Hopkins? If

you're still talking to me, please
come to one of our auditions and

is traceable to the fact that Pine-
Thomas has -switched from a mul-
tiple-picture ,B agenda to A's. P-T
outfit, which turned out eight mod-
erate-budgeters in 1948, will con- 1 , „ .,.„ . , , .

centrate on only two A films this !

those boy.s and girls with their

year. :

RKO, too, is slowing down, allo-

cu7e.rforlhe past~40 yeai^7"died''Tn eating approximately 28 features

Chicago, Jan. 2. He was one of the w release this year, as against 33
founders in 1912 of Showmen's in 1948. Twentieth-Fox, which
League of America.

Survived by wife and .son.

JOHN J. BAKER
John J. Baker, 42, theatre and'

film studio publicist, died in HoUy-
Handley began work as a clerk I

wood, .Tan 1, Ipllowing a heart at-

in Liverpool and served in the j
tack. Until three months ago he

navy during the first World War. i
had been a publicist at Universal-

After a (lareer in vaudeville, he 1
International.

entered radio in 1924 and was an
immediate success.
Through the years in British ra-

dio he had become the foremost

Wife, mother and son survive.

MORRIS JOSEPH
Morris Joseph, branch manager

comedian, comparable in popular^
| for Universal Pictures in New Ha-

ity with British audiences to the
j

ven until his retirement in 194t,
top U. S. radio comics in this
country. His skits were rated as
comedic: vignettes by his listeners.

He wrote most of his material and
produced and oWned bis programs.

Survived by ^*lfe and a foster
daughter.

MAX B. MARKS
Max B. Marks, 74, vice-president

of Edward B. Marks Music Corp.,
died after a heart attack- in his
apartment at the Fifth Avenue
hotel, N. Y.. .fan. 6.

A native New Yorker, Marks was
a bookkeeper for a clothing firm
when his brother', the late Edward
B. Marks, who later became a song-
writer and author of the book,
"They All San,g," founded with

with
died in Miami. Dec. 31.

He had been associated
Universal for 28 years.
Survived by wife and a daughter.

THOMAS BURCIIILL
Thomas Burchill. 64, Chicago

agent, was killed in auto crash,
Jan. 8, in that city. He had been
an agent in Chi for 40 years, and
was recently connected with Boy le-

Woolfolk agency.
Survived by wife and three chil-

dren.

The Tentative Sked
Following is the tentative

release schedule of the 10
major film companies for the
coming year', as compared to;
1948:

Company 1949 1948
>^Calumbla . . . 51 51
>^Eagle Lion. . . 45 45

36 30
Paramount .

.

19 27 .

RKO . 33 28
^Republic . 46 41
20th-Fox . . 51 50
"United Artists. 24 24
Universal 28 27
Warners . . . 20 22-

Total , 353 345

Includes westerns.

turned - out 51 in l9'48j likewise

talent, education and eagerness.
Each one has an angle—to gfet

work. Once in a while one of them
breaks through and makes good,
and then there's more fun for
everyone concerned than you ever
had in the. first 40 years of your
life.: .
You want fun. Mr; Hopkinsf? If

the actors are still talking to you,
take the elevator to the 14th floor
of the Hammerstein building and :

spend an hour at the Actors' Studio
watching the most gifted bunch, of
people you ever saw working with
each other trying to perfect per-
formances that will probably never
be seen by a professional audience,
'fhese people are all profeissional
themselves, therefore they .must
have an angle, as you put it. They
.sure have: they're trying to learn

I

more than they already know. Beat
I that for fun. Mr. H.!

'

I. Then,, if you're still; talking to
yourself, go a few blocks further
north to the Professional Chil-
dren's School where the kids get a
sound academic education while

I

they work in the theatre. I can't

I

believe that you've ever seen these
boys and girls and can say the fun
has gone out of the theatre unless

lo sfor ts-r'-^i^en^^Vh"'! f^'^ "O'our life. They too
have an angle. But I think I've had

dip IS traceable to the company s
^ f„„

. ^.
SAMUEL E. COFFIN hj'vmg opped ofT many of he n- come around more often and have

Samuel Edgar Coffin, 72, vet- f-'"" PV'''"^" P/^-^h^^^^^ some yourself. It's real nice.
eran Memphis shoWman, died !f

'''sed ast year on he assumption
,

there Jan. 3 He managed the !

it could pick up B films picture-by-
1 MARRIAGES

ALBERT E. SHEA
Uow'''^'^ ^- 'Sh^a- 55. booker of
legii and screen road shows at Lyric

/Loew-Poli), Bridgeport,

hnm."-^ 'if^.*
attack Jan. 5 at hishome m that city.

h#>
business since 16. when

Warrh^f*
as stagehand at Jacques,

Chirlli"^^- 1,
'^'^^a w 0 r k e d for

Frohman, Alice Brady, Otis

fc^"";^
Holbrook Blinn, "^'jane

mori .1"^ 'J]?"^
"tlier stars. For

S iLm-" ^Ly?^^ be had chargew lighting IK ^Klttoiartoe C6rhln

Edward B. Marks Music Corp. He
was long veepce of the firm/

Survived by wife
brother, Mitchell B. Marks

Helen Anderson to Howard Keel,
Mother of Edwin Knill, general , until May. Warners is trimming ; River.<!ide, Cal., Jan. 3. He's a con-

son and a manager for legit producers John
I

its roster slightly, from -22 down i tract player at Metro. -

C. Wilson and Saint Subber &
j

to 20.
, / ,^ ! Mrs. Marie Barnes to Asher

Lemuel Ayeis, died Jan. 9 in New Universal tops the other com-
;
Levy, Chicago, Dec^M. He's a Chi

York. r I panics in rate of increase, sched-
i theatre owner.'

i
uling 28 for release in 1949, as

'

RICARDO R. MONTIEL
Ricardo R. Montiel. 55, general

manager of the Giddens^Rester
theatres of Mobile, Ala., died Jan.

5 in that city. He came to Mobile
from New Orleans 22 years ago as
district manager of the Saenger-
Paramount - Richards theatre cir-

cuit.
, ^ „

Survived by wife, three sons and
,
cage, Jan. 9.

two daughters.

Euffcne Granata, 40, electrician
I again.st one less la.st year. United

with "A Streetcar Named Desire^'
j Ai-tists, whose indie producers are

(Barrymore, N. Y.i, died after a currently stymied through diffi
heart attack in New York, J.m. 2.

William Cook, 61, stagedoor man
at Chicago theatre, died in Chi-

ROBERT "STEMPEL
Robert Stempel, 75. pioneer mo-

tion picture theatre owner in Mi.s-

souri, died at St. Luke's hospital,

St. Louis, ,1

ernment ser

culty in obtaining financial backing,
hopes to: be able to equal-last year's
total of 24. Columbia will have 51
pix in all, including 19 high-
budgeters, which is about the same

Wife of M. P. Ilarwood, Warner f laft year Eagle Lion also plans

Bro.s. exchange traveling auditor, ,

to duplicate last year's feat of

died on Dec. 26 in Wayne, Pa.
I

t"™nfi out 45 features, including
1 15 from the J; Arthur Rank studios

Ida Goldstein to Ruby Davis,
Chicago, Jan. 1. Bride is with
Harms Music; he's an NBC staff
violinist.

Mary Margaret Galabrese to Ray-r :

mond Marano. Pittsburgh, Dec- 27.
He's' with Pittsburgh Symphony

:

Orch.

Patrece Snyder to Dr. Robert
Sherman, Jan. 4, New York. Bride
is head of radio publicity de]tt. of.
Eagle Lion Films.

Joan Welker to Ted Birnbaum,
«t o.. .u^n.^ ....o^ , Infant .son of Jimmy Edmundson in England. Republic will be up New York. Jan. 8. He s assistant to

Ian. 3. Stempel left gov- . (Professor Backwards) died in Law- slightly over last year, ^yith some
, p. G. ^traij^e, veepee, aqd. sales

service in 'M8' aAd I'ehfcfevrlle, Ga:, Dtd^l.- '
' 146 pictures scheduled fdr'r^Msie. manaier'Sf Film Classics?

'
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AGAlN ! Acclaimed the Greatest Entertainer

in Sliow Business On Current Tour.
SEAnLE! SAN FRANCISCO! LOS ANGELES! SAN DIEGO!

* HOWDY PODUEW

iBv JackCortez *; ^ _ .

I even at auile an Jake - . «5ned her and

hotel which was 1"".
^i, capable w"- ^ j

Vegas, »S"fV, place
-• Kis. 'he °i^fto accommo-

bdiws^^^^

„ tSu went "SiTat heseiged torn 'hsotattlj ^«,'»h„uld be

S date the hundr'dl
a mighty so-o-o all the P'^'J ,„es>ght!

§ one and only _ ^.g^ts that fjde, ^^^^id

B'',""",! ftS fine acts into the V
accompan^t

J-.°SS^"^xr Ve.as,» ^d ° |U SaJvaton^J,f=,„, a

'*l^Si^'«,.1ted the entire audience, and
^^i^n this guy^^s. ^n

Sheff J The dining room was Q^^^^ood Van, a you g ^.^^^.^^^

that's for sure. ^.^^^ ,n LfsJJffJ
- v,.c a

ancf now currently appearing ai fhe

THUNDERBIRD HOTEL
LAS VEGAS,
NEVADA

Las Vega» Revic^ J«"'««^
"

HiWegarde Wows Vegans

At Thunderbird Show

H--|rcl'eH«
alities in sl^o^,^^Sg i^to the new
fans who ai^e »t°rXat her commodi-
Thunderbird el^ th^ ne

ties of song, hu^o/.^ wide-open

are just as popular m gophisti-

spaces of Nevada as
^5^^ ^ork.

cated cafe society m ^ ^e, ^ho
Incomparable H Uci g

^ ^^^^^ ^t

opened a t^o-week \B
|^

.

ing, more t^^^^^^ffre^ust as enthu-

and the pa^r^'l^^^of-'hcr hour-long

'Lirance as they were at the

stage appearance .

favorites J;^;^ dkhitely a one-
;

An entertamer ana a
^^^^

woman show, ™husiastic perform- ,

longer you watcn ne
,

^

f« and Gershwin "n the
? jj,^„ ,

,

th. slthP'tX wdS she performs

S?5f GatoSfVS.
aU adds up to

i dellghtiul Pf?f to Salvatore

Si^S^dSSSXi^oiaudl^
moods.

"SS^ood van ay»h8 -iS,ent
old Umer .n I^s ^s a

Ih-r'onclusion the Jhu^fSt

garde!

...Anrf Tfcey SoW If Couldn't Happen in Las Vegas

THANK YOU! MARION HICKS
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AGVA Opposition Threatens Merger

Of Eastern Unions and Tele Setup

, jioBSolldation of eastern actor^-

Obions ind the formation of a

combined setu^ to represent per-

formers in television, both of which

-lobX^d imminent a couple of-weeks

MO, may collapse. Two-fold project,

favored by all the other affiliates

of the parent Asspciated Actors &
Artistes of America, is threatened

by opposition of the American
Guild Of Variety Artists.

Day-long meeting on the subject

was held by the 4A's board last

Friday (14), with Dewey Barto,

AGVA executive-secretary, con-

ducting a . violent attack on. the

legality of the plan under the

parent organization's constitution.

Jonas Silverstohe. AGVA attorney,

WAS also present at the session and
supported Barto. Another meeting,

which may . produce a complete
breakup of the dual project, ..iifi

felated for next Monday (24).

The prcposed merger of eastern
unions involves Equity, the Ameri»
can Federation of Radio Artists,

Chorus Equity and the .American
Guild of Musical Artiste AGVA,
Which was In process of reorgani'
zation when the 'plan was worked,
has been invited to join the unifi-

cation, -but has refused to do so.

^he Screen Actors Guild has also
Continued on page 52)

Itadio City Music Hall

; As Pattern for Revue

for VideoFrepped

ShilWts Into Video

With *Ziegfeld Frolics'
The Shuberts make, their entry

into television soon with a video
adaptation of the once-famed
"Ziegfeld Midnight Frolics" shows.
Deal was set with Lee Shubert for
the show to go on the NBC-TV web
by NBC veepee John F. Royal,

Plans call for the show's- pat-

teiTB to remain elastic, with the
format to be developed. John
Shubert, son of J. J. Shubert, is to

work witli NBC on the venture.

50G Inaupral Deficit

As in Tax Sticks

.
Washington, Jan. 18.

j„i:°'^'»ittee handling the Presi-

ht^yl inaugural stands to be

B«S 3 $50,000 deficit at the
•ena of this week due to Congress'nwing of a bill to lift the 20% ......
'

fn^^l®*"^."* tabs for the i they would
maugural parade, "gala" and dress

\
their V. S.

three affairs were
Bpi,?' " '"^^"^ ^iPsts with the ex-

woniH the regular tax

R?«„K,-^^
waived. A coalition of

gepubhcans and Democrats in the
senate, howPv«r defeated the

Heiman Registers

AsDX. Lobbyist

In Equity Snarl

Washington, Jan. 18.

Marcus ; Heiman, head of United
Booking Office and operator of

Washington's National theatre, reg-

istered as a lobbyist here last Fri-

day (15), so that he could carry to

Congress his side of the row with
Actors Equity. The National end-
ed its legit career last summer
when Equity refused to let its

members perform there because
Negroes were refused admission.

White fihii theatres in Washington,
with a single exception, also bar
Negroes.

Heiman promptly ; sent to all

members of Congress the message
he sent to the theatre's patrons last

er; in which he stated : "Our

(Continued on page 55)

:
. MeCann-Erickson ad agency, in
collaboration with some of the top
.Ctfcatlve personnel of the Radio
.Music Hall, N. y,, is propping one
*f the major musical-variety shows
for television, with likelihood that
Esse may grab it for a bigtime October, in which he stated
entry into video.

'

. Agency execs will make an of-
npal presentation to the Esso peo-
.Ple next Monday (24), with a pre-
•*J™nary audition taking place last
•Thursday (13). Half-hour weekly
snow, with a top talent nut, will
'^ called "Radio City Revue," and
WhUe no attempt will be made to
reproduce the Music Hall stage

ntV t**® ^"si*' ^^^^
put Itself on record nixing any such

_Continued on page 52)

j^^^ . however,
^^moveitodaK.C^fapjs.'),-

Peron 'Citizenship^ Idea

Won't Affect U.S. Filmers

Buenos Aires. Jan. 18.

Assurances from the Argentine
foreign ministry that President

Peron's "forced citizenship" plan

would not apply to U. Sv citizens

here on business has. eased the.ten-,

sion existing among American, film

execs. Originally, the new citizen-

ship policy would have forced all

residents in Argentina over two
years either to become naturalized

or leave the country.

Foreign managers of the major
U. S. film companies, several of

whom have lived here for 10 years

or more., were in a dilemma over

their next step. If they stayed,

have had to give up
citizenship, and if they

i
left, they might have been out of a

I job. Pleas for help from the
i American business eolony in

Argentina spurred the U. S. .Em-

bassy here to ask for a clarifica-

tion. Altliough the latest ruling

has not been formally put on rec-

PIHELE-

Hollywood, Jan. 18.

CBS board chairman William S.

Paley, from all indications, . has
scored his most notable coup^ with
Bing Crosby reported as latest of
the stars to latch on to "Paley's
Comet."

Out of the three-network jockey-
ing for Crosby's services that's

been operating in high gear during
the past week, with Paley and
ABC prexy Mark Woods among
those on hand, to major-domo the
maneuvers, it' looks like Paley
alone is emerging triumphant. No-
body's talking about it in any posi-

tive fashion^for Hollywood ap-
pears, to have learned its les-

son on the penalty of 24-

sheeting capital gains maneu-
vers and thus inviting D. C.
repercussions—-but unimpeachable-
sources disclose that El Bingo is

practically in Paley's backyard.

As far as Paley and CBS are
concerned, this one is his great-

est achievement, for not only is a
Crosby radio-television .deal in-

volved, but the contractual intric-

Continued on page 52).

Truman 'Rewrites H wood Scripting

As Pix Lean to Social Significance

Menjou Will Hit Gabfest

Trail Next October With

'Spotlighting Hollywood'
Adolphe Menjou will hit the

platform circuit for the first time
next fall, when he- tours the north-

west for Columbia Lecture Bureau
from mid-October through' the end
of November. He'll talk on "Spot-
lighting Hollywood." Columbia
also has a six-week option on his

services for the spring of 1950.
' The lecture bureau, of, which Ar-

thur Judson is prez and Edna Gie-

sen director, has several other

show biz and literati names in-

cluded in its lineup for the 1949-

,50 season, including legit producer
Cheryl Crawford,: stage designer

David Ffolkes, monologist Mary
Hutchinson, ballad singer Grace
Albert, radio scripter Robert Shaw,
commentator Quincy Hows and
war analyst Hanson Baldwin.

IX i fV^ it's regarded iis being in force.

Skolsky Packaging Pic

On Cantor; WB Deal Cold

Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Sidney Skolsky, Hollywood col-

umnist who packaged "The Jolson

Story" for Columbia Pictures, is

currently doing a similar job on
the "Eddie Cantor Story." Latter

pic, originally scheduled for War-

ner Bros., has been cancelled by

the Burbank lot, due to Jack War-

ner's belief that a $2,000,000 film

at this time is risky.

Cantor and Skolsky plan to wait

until late spring, when conditions

might improve, and then cast and

produce it themselves. Pic would

be released via a deal with one of

the majoi distribs.

Eugene Howard Mulling

Comeback as a Single
Eugene Howard, Who split with

his brother Willie in their standard
comedy act some years ago, is con-
sidering .maMog «scomeback as a
single; ^Willie- Howard died last

week in New York.
Howard: reveals that he would

play only clubdates, doing oldtime
He's now 67.

Study Hay^Mth

Situation in Ha.
L'affaire Rita Hayworth report-

edly is occupying an : important
place on the agenda of the current
meeting of major company . presi-

dents in . Miami Beach. Violent re-

action around the world to Miss
Hayworth's heavily-publicized oh-
the-fly amours with Prince Aly
Khan is highly-disturbing and
somewhat confounding to the in-

dustry's top brass.

Hayworth case alone would be
taken in stride by the company
prexies, meeting under the chair-

(Continued on page 55)

Tele Shapes 'Em
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Television is furthering one good
purpose, particularly among the
non-film radio stars. Ws getting

them into good physical shape.
There is intensive reducing of

the jowls going on, all in prepara-
tion of the iconoscope's cruel close-

up on personalities.

• President Truriian's re-election

is making a decided differ-

ence in what American audi^

ences will see. on their the-

atre "screens during the next

'

four years. The election of last

November has turned Hollywood

production trends away from a
steady diet of semi-documentary
mellers, innocuous romance and
musical biogs towards inclusioni in.

.

studio slates of pictures smacking

:

of "social significance."

: The two months since the bal-.

lots were counte'd give clear e^ir

dence of the change which has
taken place in .the thinking of
studio chieftains. Best indication,
however, is signalized In '20th-Pox's
purchase last week, of Lesser Sam?
uels' "No Way Out." Bert Bloch,
20th-Fox's story editor, declared
flatly in New York this week that
the yarn would not have been pur-
chased by the company six months
ago.

Story is of the difficulties of a i

young Negro doctor in a medical
world dominated by whites. The
virtually fabulous price paid by
Fox for the original story—$87,000
vindicates that there was consider-

Continued on page 52)

Radio Backs Immunity

Bill For Reporters With

Air Gabbers Included
Albany, Jan. 18.

Radio organization reps are
pressing for passage of a bill in
the New York State Legislature
which would grant all reporters
immunity against disclosure of
sources of information. It is the
first time xiir commentators .and
newscasters have been recognized
as being on equal footing witU
other journalists^ Eleven other,

(Continued on page 47)
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Film Biz Took a Skid in 1940S

Quarter, SEC Survey Discloses

Washington, Jan. 18, f
Despite the optimism of the

President's budget-makers and the

admissions tax reports, business of

the film studios and their exhibi-

tion affiliates did skid in the third

quarter of 1948, It fell below the

second quarter and also below the

corresponding third quarter of

1947.

The figures were contained in a

survey of sales data released lastl

week by the Securities and Ex-

change Commission. Seven corpo-

rations—C o I u m b i a, Monogram,

RKO, Republic, 20th, Universal

and Warners^had; net operating

revenues of $137,390,000' for the

third quarter of last year. This

was otf nearly $8,000,000 from the

necond (ptarter-biz-of-$145r253,000r

and more than $10,000^000 back of

the $147,436,000 rolled up during

the third quarter of 1947.

Missing from these totals are

two of the Big Flve^Loew's and

Palm Springs Snowed
Palm Springs, Cal., Jan. 18.

Palm Springs bli has been
sloughed by snow and cold- A
few people who never saw
.snow before are getting a kick

out of snowball fights, but the

hotels aren't having any fun.

Rooms are available: every-

where and some of the lesser

hostelries haven't even a single

customer.

Pic Names to Tour In

'What Price Glory' For

Purple Heart Benefit

Los Angeles, Jan. 18.

John Ford is passing up film pro-

ducHon f5r tKe libiree" to round'up

34Sth Week!
3,929 P«rform«ne«*

All-time long run record In the
leeltimate theatre.

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1949"

El Capit«n Th««tre, Hollywood, Cal.

AnS now in world-wide release

"BILL AND COO"
Ken Murray's

Academy Award Fltm

WilKe Howard
.By NAT KAHN.

8„trouP!te of fiollyVopa tof

a stage production of "What Price

Glory," with ail proceeds to be

tutntd oVet to

, ^ of the Purple Heart Laurence
Paramount. Partial Loew s figures

stallings, who co-authored "Glory
were given, although these were -- ' • :

i.- —
not included in the all-industry to-

tal. No Par figures at all were
shown.

Twentieth reported revenues of

$42,218,000, contrasted with $45,-

808,000 for the preceding quarter,,

and $44,689,000 for the third quar-

ter of 1947.

Warner estimated its quarterly

lake at $39,000,000, a shade ahead

withi mxwfill AndersoB, will he as-

sociated in the venturp, with Harry

Joe Brown functioning as producer

and Ralph Murphy as director.

Show win be staged in Hollywood,

Los Angeles, Long Beach, Saii

Fiancisco and other Coast cities,

starting Feb. 22.

Lined up for the cast thus far

are John Wayne, Gregory Peck,

, Maureen .OJHara, Robert Artn-

of the $38,081,000 for the second
: strong, Pat O'Brien, Wallace Ford

Ward Bond, George O'Brien, For-

rest Tucker, Luis Alberni, Harry

Carey, Jr., Alan Hale, Oliver

Hardy and Herbert Bawlinson.

SENATE GETS BILL TO

SAVE FREEDOM TRAIN
Washington, Jan. 18.

A bill to save the Freedom Train,

winding up its career in Washing-

ton this week, was Introduced in

the Senate last week. The Free-

from the second quarter's $9,046,- 1 dom Train, Which carried historic

000. Nevertheless it was well in documents all over the U..S. for
the lead of the $6,475,00( of the
1947 third quarter.

,
Monogram reversed the field

and climbed. Its third quarter $2,-

491,000 was above the second quar-

,

ter's $2,434,000 and an improve- 1
-

, , . . „„, i,,™
ment over the $2,176,000 for the i

would buy the train and turn It

er of 1947. over to the Archivist of the U. S.

quarter, but behind the $41,031,

000 for the third quarter of 1947.

Loew's did $39,446,000. This im-
proved over the $38,249,000 for the

preceding quarter. However, since

the figure for the third quarter of

1947 was not available, the Loew
totals were not included in the
alHndustry compilation above.

RKO fell to $26,500,000 In the
third quarter of the past year,

more than $2,000,000 slower than
the second quarter's $28,682,000;

and the $28,907,000 for the third
quarter of 1947.

Columbia's $8,688,000 slowed up

the past 16 months, was largely fi-

nanced by the motion picture in-

dustry, operating through the

American Heritage Foundation.

Under the bill, the government

third quarter

Republic's $6,427,000 was a little p,!!i'!lf*or^n«?r1ne'the^amous I

newsreel cameramen. The
|

In recent years, when Willie worked without Eugene, he played in

Solid NewsreeF

Coverage For

The Inaugural
Washington, Jan. 18.

Newsreel coverage will be solid

for President* Truman's Inaugural
tion and Inaugural parade on
Thursday (20).

The five major newsreel compa-
nies will operate with an aver^age

of three to four sound cameramen-
each, three t to four soundmen to

work with the lensers and an ad-
ditional three to four still camera-
men apiece. In addition, newsreel
editors and officials will be down
from New York. Since the cere-
monies are on a Thursday, makeup
day, the reels will be under pres-

I sure and will be feeding their
shots to New York via plane in
short takes.

In addition to the Ave large com-
panies, there will be camera crews
here for March of Time, All-
American Newsreel and the three
television newsreels, NBC, Tele-
plx and Telenews.
' The reelers will join President
Truman from the moment he
leaves Blair House in the morning,
to proceed to Capitol Hill for the
official ceremonies, until after the
parade.
The Army is providing two

trucks which will ride from Blair
House to the Capitol with the Tru-
man car^ On one, eight places are

"Whatever goes up must come down."
That's the way Willie Howard philosophized the occasion when he

saw his name go up in lights for the first time. But to the last he re-
mained a headlioer.

Howard's death last week, at 62, removed from the show biz scene
a performer who had been reared in the best tradition of the theatre

The passing years hadn't dimmed his wit* his showmanship, his flair ;

for the split-second timing, that was the model for all performers. He
was truly "the comedian's comedian."
To millions of theatregoers Howard symbolized the little fellow who

was confounded by the world's complexities, And he was, by nature,

always a picture' of abject humility. He never fully realized the great
scope of his talent'

Only a week ago a revue In which he had been ^tarredr until his

fatal illness, opened on Broadway. It was at the Philadelphia tryout

a month ago of "Alo^ig Fifth Avenue" that Howard became ill and en<

tered the N. Y. hospital where he died last Wednesday (12).

Willie Howard made several million dollars during his career of

more than 50 years, yet he died broke. Of his fabulous earnings, it's

estimated by friends that he gambled away more than a million. Yet
even at the very last, when complications of which he died eventually

took their toll, he earned a headiiner's salary. But bookmakers, sharp-

shooters and hangers-on all found him a ready mark. He trusted every-

one and constantly found excuses for friends who "were proven other-

wise.
4G a$ a Single

As a single he earned as much as $4,000 a week in theatres, and when
fie was'teamed^vvith his brother -Eugene,-the-salaiy- -was as- high as--

$5,000. Willie and Eugene amicably split their stage partnership in

1940 in an arrangement by which Willie insisted that Eugene share in

his brother's salary. But too often Willie was in debt, and Eugene re-

veals that he lyid to lend money to: Willie.

Willie Howard's audience appeal was basic. A thin, hooked nose,

sallow cheeks framed by a shock of unruly hair—^these were his basic,

physical accoutrements. Around these he built pieces of business

that had lasting, universal appeal. He always whammed his audience
I
with a shrug of the shoulders, a delayed "take," or that look of per-

I plexity that overcame him" when .a"situation" confronted him.

I

Howard started in show business at 14 as a boy soprano. Thi.s was

I

around the turn of the century. His first job was as a songplugger lor

[Harry Von Tilzer. He sang the latter's tunes. Witmark's-later hired
him and had him booked into Proctor's 125th St. theatre, in Harlem,
where he sang irom the gallery. During intermission he Served water
to the customers, meanwhile singing such favorites of the day aij "Sweet '

' 16," "Sadie, You Won't Say Nay" and "Honey, Stay in Your Own Back-
yard" as he walked up and down the aisle.

Then followed "The Little Duchess," starring Anna -Held and pro-

duced by Flo Ziegfeld, in which he sang from a box. In Washington'
his career as a boy soprano ended. His voice changed. Ziegfeld sent
him back to New York.

After that Howard learned to do imitations of such stars as Joe
Welch, Barney Bernard and David Warfield. He teamed with Sammy
Liebert and Thomas ; Potter Dunne in < an act called "The Messenger
Boys Trio," and when Liebert dropped out, Eugene joined the act.

Gene the Straight

It was around 1906 that Willie and Eugene started getting known as

a team with their .act, "The Messenger -Boy and the Thespian," in

which Eugene did the straight lines and Willie the comedy. They
played' vaude to considerable success, and in 1910, they acquired a
new act called "The Porter and the Salesman''; Eugene was the sales-

man and Willie the porter. Here they emerged as headliners; the
Orpheum circuit booked them to head the bill at their Spokane theatre
to open the season.

In 1912 they quit vaude' for revues, and not uiitil 1926, when they
played the Palace for the first time, did they return to variety. When
they quit vaude in 1912 they were getting $450 weekly; when they re-
turned, at the Palace, they were in the $4,000 class. They played the
Palace several times.
Their early legit shows were "Whirl of the World," "Whirl of Society"

and "Passing Show of 1912," and it was in the latter that they really
came into their own. Then followed other editions of the "Passing

I Show" in which the brothers appeared, plus several "George White's
Scandals," "Ziegfeld Follies" and "Show Is On," among many others.

.better than the $6,303,000 for the
second quarter; but did not keep
jiace with the $7,524,000 for the
third quarter of 1947.

Universal was the hardest hit of
the reporting companies. Its sales

of $12,086,000 were nearly $3,000,-
000 behind the $14,899,000 for the
.^second quarter, and more than $4,-

fiOO.OOO back of the $16,634,000 for
the third quarter of 1947.

In the amusement exhibition
field, three theatre groups re-
ported their total off for the third
quarter. Consolidated Amus. Go.
had revenues of $1';333,000, better-
ing both the previous quarter and
the third quarter of 1947. But
Loew's Boston theatres ran a little

behind the other two periods; and
;

the Penn-Federal Corp. dragged
behind the third quarter of 1947^
although it led the second quarter
of 1948.

Irain and VperaTn^U u if^^^^ i ^^^^J^^^:^'-^
1950, would be between $2,000,000

and $2,500,000.

Wallace Estate Sues

of the pictui-e syndicates and the
local newspapers.

Outside the Capitol, where the
President will take the, oath, spaces
have been .. provided for 100 pho-
tographers and reelers on the plat-

A n I yi 11111*11 forms, with other cameras to be

UVer lian tarrOll Willi mounted atop the Capltol to get

.„_„,„^ T-r, m I

crowd and panorama shots. Some
Los Angeles, Jan. la.

| cameras will be on the roof of the
Sam Wolf, executor of the estate Library of Congress, a biock from

of the late Beryl Wallace, filed suit ,

the President's stand,

for declaratory relief involving I

.Television's bipst ^

• 1 . t „f ti nnn nno '
brought to viewers in the

lights to « share east, midwest, and other regions

(Continued on page 53)
worih of property left by the late

Earl Carroll.

Suit declares Miss Wallace, who
was killed with Carroll in a plane

crash last June, owned an Interest

in certain of the showman's prop-

erties.
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On Gershwin Title

Hollywood, Jan. 18.
Deal for Metro to do a film

i
based on George Gershwin's "An

j.
American in Paris" suite, with
Gene Kelly starring as an ex-GI

,

in the postwar French capital, has
[
been stymied, at le^st temporarily,

' by a Roberts Productions priority

I

on the title. Latter company,
I

comprising John Garfield, Robert
I Roberts and Abe Polonsky, has
,
registered the title with the Eric
Johnston office, and Polonsky is
reportedly gathering story ma-
terial during his current stay in
France. The Roberts picture
would not involve any use of the
Gershwin music.

• Previously. Metro approached
Ira Gershwin, lyricist-brother of
the late composer, with an offer of
$150,000 for the "Paris" rights. It's
now figured possible that Metro
and Roberts Productions may do
the film together. Meanwhile, the
deal for the studio to purchase the
rights to the Gershwin composition
is in abeyance.

j

recently, a revival last year of "Sally." Since he split with Eugene,
! Al Kelly had become popularly identified with Willie as a foil.

! Of recent years Howard had become a prime nightclub favorite, with
[
the further decline of vaudeville. He and Eugene appeared togetlier

i
only twice since their official split, once when Willie played the Latin

' Quarter nitery in N. Y. and only a few weeks ago on "We the People."

;

Of Willie's routines, perhaps the best known was his "Rigolclto"
takeoff, in which he constantly leered at a buxom woman stooge sing-

.ing the aria. -It was one that was in constant demand by audiences.
This was also true of his "French Professor" number^

I
Howard was a master dialectician. And his Imitations Of such

perennials as Cantor,, Jolson and Jessel were classics,

i
Known essentially as a "sight" comic, Howard did little in radio,

and his style of comedy was considered too broad for motion pictures.

Howard's wife was Emily Miles, a singer-dancer whom he married in

1922 after they met in one of the "Passing Shows" in which they ap-
peared together. She died a year ago. Besides Eugene, two sisters and
another brother, Sam Howard, survive.

Funeral services for Howard Were held Friday (14) in New York,
with more than 1,000 jamming the chapel. Officiating were Rabbi
Abraham Burstein, chaplain of the Jewish Theatrical Guild; William
Degan Weinberger, head of the Guild's board; Cantor Pinches Jasanow-
sky and Rabbi Bernard Birstein of the Actors Temple. Burial was at

' Cedar Park cemetery, Emerson, N. J.

I

Honorary pallbearers were Michael Todd, John Golden, Milton Berle,

I
Jack Pearl, Harry Hershfield, Joe Laurie, Jr., Harry Delf, William

I Brandell, Nat Kahn, Dave Ferguson, Alan Corelll, Ed Sullivan, Fred
' Allen, Bobby Clark, Leo Edwards, Barney Sandler, William Morris, Jr.,

,
Abe Lastfogel and Bert Lytell.

Disney Accolade
Washington, Jan. 18.

Action of Purdue University last

Saturday (15) In giving its Dis-

tinguished Service Award to Walt
Disney and making him an honor-
ary member of the Alumni Assn.
was marked on the Senate floor

by Senator Homer Capehart (R.,
Ind.). ,

Capehart pointed out that Dis-
ney was the first American to re-
ceive the Distinguished Service
Awa^d and only the second to be-
come an honorai-y alumnus. The
first Was another show biz figure-
Will Hogiers:

'

PREZ TRUMAN MADE

LIFE MEMBER OF AFM
Washington, Jan. 18.

James C. Petrillo visited the

White House yesterday (17) and

presented Missouri's best known
piano player. President Harry S.

Truman, with a life membership in

the American Federation of Musi-

cians. .

President received a gold men>'

bership card plus a silver plaQue

hailing him . as "champion of woria

peace, whose mastery of harmony

in statesmanship as in music ha'

contributed so largely to world fel-

lowship of man."
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STATE DEPr;s
A&P Heir Reported in $5,000,(1 Offer

To Stock UAs Pantry with Product

PICTUBSS

Hollywood, Jan. 18. 4'

A $5,000,000 fund for Inde-

pendent production, offered by

studiq operators Edward and Wil-

liam Nassour, may prove tlie an-

swer to United Artists' product

problems. Nassour brothers' offer

was reportedly made to UA stock-

Kdlders, directors and management
jt the conclave which ^egan here

yesterday (Monday).
Company brass declared a one-

day recess in the sessions to study

the Nassour plan, as well as other

reports made at yesterday's three-

hour meeting at the General

Service studios.

'Nass6uf"coiir hin"ges- on-UA-pro=
ducers making their pictures at

the Nassour studio. That appears

to be a comparatively simple

hurdle, but there are apparently

a number of other more compli-

cated provisions which kept the

UA toppers from jumping at this

opportunity to solve their head-

aches in one fell swoop.

Meetings on the Coast are being

held for the purpose of devising

a means of finding coin for indie

' production and to give the man-
agement and directors an opportu-

nity to present the gravity of UA's
present position to owners Mary
Pickford and Charles Chaplin.

Company depends for its existence

on- -indie -production, -for which!
. (Continued on page 19)

Acad Members Beef

On Smaller Theatre

For Awards Shindig
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Indignant Academy members
kept the switchboard humming
over the weekend, protesting plan
to hold Oscar Derby in 950-seat

Academy Award theatre. Practical-

ly the entire membership would
be kept away in order to accom-
modate press, fotogs, nominees,
etc ,

Many members are threatening
-resignation unless site is changed-

' to a larger auditorium. As result,

Acad Board of Governors may
'change Its mind again. Previously
it had been decided to hold shin^
dig on Warner soundstage; that
would have cost $75,000. Studio
agreed to underwrite $60,000.
Good percentage of members,

who pay annual dues of $36,
beefed 'they see no reason for con-
tinuing to sheU out If they couldn't
attend the show.

Buzzell Leaves M-G
Hollywood, Jan.. 18.

Eddie Buzzell checks oH the'
Metro lot March 28 when his direc--

torial pact winds. After 11 years
with the studio, he failed to reach
agreement on terms of a new con-
tract.

Original contract ended in
August, 1948, but was extended 32
weeks at the same terms to permit
him to direct "Neptune's Daugh-
ter^" currently before the cameras.

CARL LESERMAN SEEN

JOINING SG AS EXEC
Carl Leserman, former distribu-

tion exec with Warner Bros, and
United Artists, may join Screen
Guild in an exec capacity. SG
board, which has been meeting In
New York this week,, is consider-
ing a deal with Leserman. Latter
was, recently associated in produc-
tion with Benedict Bogeaus.

In N, Y. for the board conclaves,
SO prez Robert L. Lippert also has
been huddling with financiers in
an effort to raise coin for upcom-
ing production. Company head' re-
portedly turned out too many pix
in too short a time, thus tieing up
a substantial amount of funds un-
til the films are played off.

One More for Ent In

Metro 4-Pic Efeal
Enterprise will produce at least

one more picture in order to ful-
nii Its commitment to Metro for
four films in all.

"

New film will be "The Third
Dostoievsky

novel "The Eternal Husband."

r-n J
^ Jackson and Harry Brown

MuL .
screenplay, with Lewis

Mrtestone producing and directing.

Si??*,?
scheduled to roll in March,

With the script calling for two male
one femme topper.

Mi .<?J"*'^y delivered to

VW. ^T;?«*»'^vil.'' "No Minor
Vices" and "Caiught"

Lichtman Named

Liaison at 20th

For Sales, Studio
Metro veepee AI Lichtman,

whose resignation from the Culver
City studio takes effect in March ,•

heads over to 20th-Fox at that
time to assume a newly^created
post-^tliat of liaison between the
sales department and the- studio.

: Under - terms of the contract ,

which -were set during receftt

huddles'' on the Coast between
Litchtman and 20th proxy Spyros
P. Skouras, • the Metroite will

headquarter in Hollywood. He's
to make frequent trips to the
homeoffice, however, for discus-
sions 'with 20th general sales man-
ager Andy W^ Smith, Jr., and other
h.o. execs. He'll, get their Ideas
on the type of product that: would
go best in the market, for submiS':

sion to . production . veepee Darryl
F. Zanuck and other : studio top^
pers.

A member of Metro's studio exec
board since 1935, Litchtman brings
to his new . job. considerable ex-

perience in 'sale's and' distribution.

He was at various times sales chief
for the old Famous Players^Lasky,
Paramount and Universal, and also

prez of United Artists. ;

Litchtman is postponing his exit

from Metro until March in order
to take advantage of the company's
pension plan, which first goes into

effect then after five years of
operation. At that , time, the
60-year-old exec will draw,
monthly stipend from the M-G re-

tirement fund, regardless of

whether he's affiliated with an
other company at that time. He'll

be the second new veepee to be
taken on by 20th within a month,
since Charles ,Einfeld takes over
his new job as ad-publicity cliief

Feb. 1.

DELAY SOLUTION
Current changes being made in

State Dept. personnel are holding
up representations by the film in<-

dustry on foreign restrictions.
Neither the Motion Picture Assn:
of America nor the Society of. In-
dependent Motion . Picture Pro-:
ducers wants to go ahead with
pleas for State Dept. support un-
til they are sure they are appealing
to the right people.
Appointment of . Dean Acheson

to succeed General Marshall as
Secretary of State is seen as the
forerunner, of a flock of resigna-
tions and changes within the next
-few—weeltsr^MPA-A~Tind—SIMPP
toppers see no reason, therefore,
for making a pitch to a man who
may not be on hand to carry
through for them and which will
necessitate the whole matter be-
ing reviewed again when new ap-
pointments are made.
There are two principal items on

the Industry's agenda with the de-
partment. They are the regulations
which went into effect in South
Africa last Nov. 5 and the threat
of restrictive legislation in Canada.
SIMPP prexy Ellis Arnall, accom-
panied by Goldwyn distribution
chief James A. Mulvey, already
has registered a squawk on South
Africa. That was shortly before the

- (Continued on-pa$e 16)

New Stopgap

Pact for Cohn
A new stopgap employment con-

tract for Harry Cohn, president of
Columbia, providing for certain
benefits out of $300,000 worth of
company-held insurance policies,
will be proposed to Col's stock-
holders at the annual meet set for
Feb. 8. At the same time, stock-
holders will be asked to approve
a provision which maintains Cohn's
present compensation of $3,500
weekly plus a $300 expense allowr
ance subject to six-month cancella-
tion notice by either Cohn or the
company.
Proxy issued to stockholders de-

clares that the pact Will not be
regarded as precluding further
negotiations on an additional or
amended ticket. It notes that
Cohn and the company "have been
unable to agree upon the compen-
sation and other terms of a long
term employment contract," A pre-
vious contract, submitted to stock-
holders on April 9, '48/ was diop-

(Continued on page 16)

PIC SNAG
Company Proxies Veil Miami Meeting

To Duck Publicity on Pix Problems

H'wood Has Built Myth

On Director's Contrib

Old Timers Work Again
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Buster Keaton and Jack Mulhall
were signed by 20th-Fox for silent-

picture black-and-white inserts In
its Technicolor production, "You're
My Everything."

Four other stars of bygone days
will appear in fiim-wlthinra-fllm
scenes. ,

In 1948 by Metro

On Top Personnel
Metro's big drive to cut down its

salary nut both at the studios
and the homeoffices has. now won
annual - savings of $2,732,841 in
wages to fop-drawer personnel. The
entire savings were effected dur-
ing fiscal 1948. In pruning its

overhead, heretofore the ; biggest
of any of the majors, Metro let out
or failed to renew contracts of 76
high employees earnihg^20',000, or
more yearly.

Besides slashing the total of pro-

ducing personnel aVd execs in the
$20,000-and-over bracket from a
372 high in 1947 to 296 by the
end of '48, company quietly put
tlirough pay cuts including that of
Louis B. Mayer, production chief.

Mayer's salary now is $156,857
yearly instead of the straight

(Continued on page 14)

Miami Beach, Jan. 18.

Company presidents took the
long road around to avoid repeat-
ing here their previous mistake of
ballying the industry's troubles and
resultant cost-cutting maneuvers.
Meeting today (Tues.) in the pri-
vate home of Nicholas M. Schcnck,
Metro's prez, their discussions were
shrouded in secrecy. The wraps'
were on so tightly that the presi«
dents refused to give interviews or.
even pose for local" press pictures.
The fact that they chose this locale
was to prevent news leaks.
The rosy tone given to the con-

fab by Eric Johnston, president ot
ihe Motion,J?icture Assn^f.Amer-
ica, carried over into an informal,
press conference after today's con-
clave. Johnston stressed that busi-
ness is off only 10% from the peak
years domestically and that in for-
eign markets it is up 20%. The
difficulty, of course, is in getting
overseas currency unfrozen, he
said. ,«••

Despite the hushr-hush aura, how-
ever, it " was learned, that -the
agenda, included discussions 'of ;

television, the foreign situation;
Hollywood morals and their effecta

.

on public relations, economy
measures, the anti-trust case and'.

(Continued on page 16) •

'

WM. GOETZ, SPITZ

EXTEND PAY SLASHES
William Goetz, Universal's pro-

duction chief, and Leo Spitz, studio
topper, have agreed to extend their
salary cuts for another 12 months.
Goetz and Spitz have forwarded
letters to the company stating that
the former will take $2,900 week-
ly instead of his contract rate of

$5,000 for 1949, while the latter

consents to a cut from $2,000 week-
ly to $1,500.

Letter specifically provides that
the salary-chopping agreement ap-
plies only to 1949. Original pay
rate was fixed in December, 1946,
when U absorbed International
Pictures, the Spitz-Goetz indie

outfit,

National Boxoffice Survey
Holdovers Dull Bi?—'Words,' 'Sky,' 'Pit,' 'Married,'

Hope, 'Witch,' 'Accused,' 'By Night' Pace Field

Surplus of holdovers and long*

T Dl.* Ci.- DivA/iUnv I'uns, many of which have over-
10 nX, OeZ irV OreCner stayed, is cutting into the overall

Irving Brecher, film and radio
' total this week.

,
After four suc-

scripter who has turned producer- cessive weeks in top position

director, thinks that Hollywood has
built up a myth about the direc-

tor's contribution to films. In New
York this week for ho. huddles

"Paleface" (Par), now past its sec

ond sessions in many spots, is l)e-

ing succeeded by "Words and Mu-
| terrific

sic" (M-G). "Words," which was "Three

with Universal toppers on his new a strong second last week, is be

pic. "The Life of Riley," Brecher
declared that "the role of director

is not nearly as tough and not

nearly as important as that of the

writer."
"I've stood around in studios and

watched how some directors carry

on when they are handling a film,"

Brecher said; "It's not nearly as

bad as they make it. Many a time,

as a writer, I wanted to show them
how a line should be handled, but,

of course, that just isn't done."

With ''Kiley'' his first directing

stint, Brecher found "that actors

are glad to help out a newcomer."
Film was scheduled to be shot in

31 days, but by careful scripting

and no wastagCi it was done in 28

days. "Here's one trick in econo-

my," he said. "Everything we spent

Is on the screen. Of the 8.010 feet

(Continued on page 16)

ing hotly contested for No
laurels by "Yellow Sky" (20th).

Third money goes to "Snake
Pit" (20th)-,--now-playing -in-Aany
keys. It is mainly fine to smash
although on mild side in two cities

covered by Variety.
"Every Girl Should Be Married"

(RKO) is a strong fourth place

winner, doing nearly as . well as

last week when tliird. "Paleface"

still is big enough to cop fifth

position.
Red Wltfch" (Rep)

ment" (RKO), "Red Shoes" (EL),

"Hamlet" (U) and -"Bed River"
(UA) in same class.

Most promising new picture just

starting out appears to be "Don
Juan" (WB). It is still in the

i

money on fourth N. Y, week and
in first Frisco: round.
Godfathers" (M-G), an-

otlier newcomer, is spotty currentr
ly. "Dear Secretary" (UA); also

new, shapes okay in Seattle;

_ "Man _From Colorado" (Col),

which opens this ' week"' at N. Y."

Capitol, is doing fiiie in Portland,
Ore., and sturdy in Indianapolis,
It is not so big in .St, Louis and
K, C, "Rogues' Regiment" (U)
looks solid in Frisco and fancy in

BuiTalo.

Reissue combo of "La,st Days
Pompcii"-"She," RKO releases, is

doing smash trade in Pittsburgh

Einfeld Receives 64Cr

Down Payment From

20tli, 25G as Adviser
Under Charles Einfeld's new con-'

tract with 20th'Fox, which names,
him veepee in charge of the com-
pany's ad-pub dept., the former En-
terprise' co-owner is receiving a
down-payment of $64,000, it has
now been learned. Of the $64^000,
Einfeld is being paid $25,00() for
a preliminary stint as consultant
and another $39,000 advance on his
first, year's pay.

Einfeld is already acting in an
advisory capacity for 20th under
the terms of his employment tick-
et He took on that post; Nov. 1^
when the deal was set. The $25;00()^

(Continued on page 16)

, Wake of iti-v „^„^.. ^ . , . . ™ .

which showed plenty on its tee-off I

and nice in Tor^^^^

in N. Y. last session, has latched I .
Boy With Green Hair

'
(RKO)

onto sixth spot. "Accused" is 's drawing good biz m K Y. and

winding uo seventh while "Walked ^"^co but is not sock. "One Sun-

By Nighf- tEL) is taking eighth- d?y Afternoon" (WB). not big pre-

place coin. "Gotta Stay Happy" Piously, looks nice m Buffalo and

(U) rounds out the Big Nine. I

okay in Cmcmnati.

"Wonderful Urge" (20th) is pac-| (Complete Boxoffice Reports on
ing the runners-up wlth "Enchant- ; Pofles 8-9)
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UptoIOOTheatresWouldBeKeptBy

' Paramount in Govt Setdement Offer

Paramount will probably be per-|

jnitted to retain some 500-700 of

Its biggest coin-producing houses

uiider a tentative Government ap-

proval of a settlement offer report-

ed to have already been handed

the company by the Dept. of Jus-

tice. The deal, .which now appears

to have the greenlight, would

mean a two-way split of the com-

pany along the lines of the BKO
consent decree. The theatre chain,

separate from production^clistJfibu-

tion, would drop some 600 houses

but still be a potent force in ex-

hibition.

The tentative Government oltay

reportedly resulted during a series

of meets in Washington last week
which carried through to Monday
(17). It is expected that the jinal

details will be wrapped up within

another week or two. Little is be-

ing done this week since Washing-

ton is tip to its ears in the prest

—dent4al4nauguration,-,-— —.

—

From the looks of things, Par
will retain the cream of its the-

atres. These houses have account-

ed for 75%-80% of the circuit's

profits in the past. Entire chaint

including partnership theatres,

numbers about 1,300 houses. A big

part of the lopping process would
be applied to partnership theatres

which. In any event, could be si-

phoned lor only a percentage of:

the revenues, the balance going to

Par's pards.

Most Important Axinc

Most important axing would be
directed against 498 partnership

. houses Which Par has already list-

ed as subject to divorcement. In-

. eluded -in this group are the Inter-,

state, Jefferson, Malco, Publix-

liuoas and United Theatre circuits.

On the other hand, chains which
arose because of the "fortuitous

results of bankruptcy," such as the
- Paramount Richards chain, Penn-
comm and Tri-States circuits,

would be retained. They total 236
houses. ,

.

Several board of directors' meets
were held in the past week to con-
sider the master plan. Under con-
sideration is management's pro-
posal that Leonard Goldenson,
Par's theatre head, foe named pres--

• Ident of the new exhibition com-
pany. Barney Balaban, who as
P.ir's prez, now directs all activities

.. of the company, would remain as
top man in the production-distri-
bution unit to be formed.
One peculiarity of the RKO

consent decree is being pointed up
. as a posslble;-out for Par's produc-
tion-distribution outfit; That de-

(Continued on page 14)

Yates Adds Rep Shares
Washington, Jan. 18.

Herbert J. Yates, prez and board

chairman at Republic, has gifted a

block of 2,000 shares of Rep com-
mon to an undisclosed beneficiary.

Yates balanced off by purchasing

7,644 shares to bring his total

holdings to 79,331.

J. <3heever Gowdinj board chair-

matt o£ Universal, has ifeceived

4,662 warrants on common as a div-

idend from holding companies.

Cowdin's present common stock

holdings in U total 91,538 shares.

NEW SCHINE HEARINGS

DELAYED TO FEB. 23
, Buffalo, Jan. 18.

New hearings in the Government
anti-trust case against the Schine

circuit have been postponed to Feb.

23 by Federal Judge Jolm Knight

on agreement of the parties. De-

lay of the trial became necessary

when Bruce Bromley, trial coun-

sel for Schine, was named a judge
of the N. Y. court of appeals.
Philip Marcus, special assistant at-

torney general, and .Willard Mc-
Kay,. Schin0's . general counsel,
okayed the postponement.

: Schinei case had been remanded
to the lower court by the U. S.

Supreme Court at the same time
as the main Government action
against the majors; New hearings
are required to determine what
theatres must be sliced from the
cha;n and; sold,

Supreme '' Court directed the
hearings in the light of its findings
in both -tbe-5chine-and main- ac-
tions.

Par's 500G Bank

Payment Slashes

Debt To $4W
While reports of an early settle*'

ment of the anti-trust suit with the

Government grow stronger. Para-

mount is pushing its double-bar-

reled parlay to put the company in

the strongest financial position in

its history. If the news breaks that

Par—as now reported^will split

into two outfits along the lines of

RKO in a deal with the Govern-
ment, company's stoclf is expected
to react well to the development
because of conservative financial

operations now -being : effected by
Par's prez, Barney . Balaban.
Another move in that direction

was taken late - last month when
Par pre-paid another instalment on
its outstanding bank obligations.

Company forked out $500,000 to
bring its production debt to a low
of $4,500,000. At its present rate

I of payments, debt will be retired

before the end of '49.

Additionally to retirement of the
debt, company is : still reducing
its stock capitalization by the pur-

chase of common stock on the open
market. Last month's total of
41,700 shares picked up at a cost

of $875,000 brings the number of

shares held In the company's
treasury to 789,233.

Payment of $500,000 was divided
among the First National Bank of
Chicago, Manufacturers Trust Co.
and the Bankers Trust Co. First

National was handed $200,000 to

reduce its loan to $1,800,000; Manu-
facturers took $160,000, still owed
$1,440,000; and Bankers Trusty

$140,000 debt now being
$1,260,000.
All payments were due July 1,

1949. Thei loan, originally $10,000,-

000 on authorized borrowings of
.$25,000,000, ca rri 6 s interest at

Cheyfitz Chafes
Industryltfes were amazed

and amused last week to find

Edward T. Cheyfitz, assistant

to Dric Johnston, Motion Pic-

ture Assn. of America prexy,

In a comic. strip. Cheyfitz

made his picture debut—un-
der his own name—in "Mary
Worth," by Ken Ernst, which

is distributed by Publishers

Syndicate and appears in the

Post in New York. Strip m
question oppeared Saturday

(15).

Cheyfitz twho turned out,

in the color page, to be

blonde and a bit taller, thm-

ner than the McCoy), is pic-

tured interviewing the boy-

friend of lieroine "Mary
Worth." MPAA is shown say-

ing to the guy, "You see, the

industry needs smart young
men who see Hollywood

through neither rose colored

glasses, nor through the veil

of prejudice! I believe you
qualify! How'd you like a

job?"
^ ^

P.S. Up to yesterday after-

noon's episode it hadn't been
revealed whether the fellow

- .accepted.. It-wasJeamed,-how-
ever, from industry insiders

and other generally well-in-

formed sources that he took

the job.

ydwyn Walls Out on MPAA. AMPP

ToSpotliglit hdie Tree-Market' Fight

NO EXPANSION OF COL'S

STOCK CONTEMPLATED
Sale by eolumbia officials of

some :77»39* - Shares of ^ the coiii-

pany's cbirimbn stock, proposed in
a recehtly-issued prospectus, would
not invblvfe expansion of Gol's out-
standing common, it was pointed
out this week. Sliares were listed

to comply technically with Securi-
ties & Exchanges Commission
regulations; with Harry and Jack

1
Cphn, Nate Spingold and Abe
Montague haihed as potential
sellers. '

;

Tliese shares h&ve actvially been
issued to Columbia management
either as regular stock dividends
or oil warrants, Hence, their sale
does hot involve expansion.
Another 70,935 shares listed in

thfe. prospectus' as' available pre-
ferred stockholders on warrants
couid result ; in an expansion of
the company's cajpitaiization if the
warrants are Jx^rciised, Little
possibility is seen of that result
Since stockholders would have to
pay $30 per share under the terms
of the warrants. Col shares are

RulMnger, head of the studio's pub-
|

'"-^"'"^ at about $8.50 on the

WB Axings Continue;

300 Studioites Remain
Hollywood, Jan, 18.

Heavy firing' continues; at Warn-
ers with the discharge of Monroe I

licity art, department, after a tenure
Of 12 years. Publicity staff has
been whittled down in recent
months from 60 to eight members.

Understood the studio personnel
has dropped close to 300, the mini-
muni permitted by insurance com-
panies if studia poUcieg are to be
kept In force

ill sit ikI ' I 111 i »• hnft f 'tl-i It
'

lew York exchange.

U. S. PRODUCERS

UPSEriTALlAN

PIC INDUSTRY
Hollywood producers have com-

pletely upset the Italian film indus-

try, Roberto Rossellini charged in

New York Monday (17) following

his arrival by plane over the week-,

lend from Rome for his first U. S.

I visit. The Yank companies' shoot-

ling in Italy, he said, is motivated

i
entirely by economic reasons in

I order to utilize their frozen lire.

I Production activities of the U. S.

film firms, Rossellini declared, are

[executed on what amounts to

[strictly a location basis inasmuch
las they all bring in their own staffs.

I

This adds nothing to the jnative in^

dustry except the employment op-
portunities handed lesser . Italian

technicians such as carpenters and
electricians. As a result of their

higher wage payments to labor,

local filmimakers find their own
disastrous eGonpmic .condition fur-

ther aggravated by upped costs.

However, Rossellini felt that the
presence of the Americans helped
to; "create better understanding''
since the Yanks ar-iei' well liked;

Describing spiraling costs, he de-
clared that budgetary expenses have
risen eight to 10 times over what
they were in prewar times. Cur-
rently, he saidv the Italian industry
is turning out 40 to 50 pictures an-
nually at an average outlay of be-
tween 80,000,006 to 100,000,000 lire

($140,000-$175,000).

As an example of the severity of
the inflationary trend, Rossellini
cited his "Open City," which he
made in 1944 for 11,000,000 lire

($19,000) while his "PaisaH," a 1946
production, cost 50,000,000 lire

($88,000). He. added that both

(Continued on page 18)

Protestant Council Near
Deal on Wc Distrib

Deal for theatrical distribution
of its initial pic, "Prejudice," is

being worked out by the Protes-
tant Film Council. Paul Heard,
exec director of the PFC, has been

I
holding confabs with a number of

i distribs during the past couple
weeks snd has a deal now almost
set with an indie outfit.

"Prejudice" is a' 58-minute fea-
ture made in Hollywood With
minor-harae players. It was made
in cooperation with the Anti-
Defamation League of the B'nal
B'rith, which advanced part of the
production coin. PFC owns the
film, but ADL and Ed Dorfman,
who produced it, will share in
profits, if any. PFC will put its end
of the pi-ofits into a revolving fund
for, further production.

CoL's $1.06 Divvy
Columbia has declared a quar-

terly dividend of $1,061-4 per share
on company's $4.25 cumulative
preferred stock.

Divvy is payable Feb, 15 to
Stockholders of record Feb. 1.

U'S STOCKHOLDER MEET
Universal's annual stockholder

meet has been scheduled for
March 9.

Stockholders of record as of
Jan. 24 are eligible to attend and
vote on election «f directors.

ii'ii II •

Thorpe Megs "Malaya'
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Dick Thorpe will direct "Opera-

tion Malaya," which Edwin Knopf
will produce for Metro with Speni

cer Tracy starring.

Story property was recently

bought for Metro by Dore Schary,

who originally purchased it for

RKO when he headed latter's stu-

dio. Filming starts March 15.

Distrib Loses

Fee on 'Paban

_ _ _h Coast Snarl

Herb Rosener, foreign pic distrib

in Los Angeles and operator Of a

string of Coast art houses, is losr

ing his distribution fee on Mayer-
Burstyn's "Paisan" as n result of

a two-way squeeze^ that "Sent the

prize-Winning Italian film into the

Fox-West Coast chain in that ter-

ritory,. Rosener's refusal to book
"Paisan" into his houses, although

he is sub-distrib on the Coast for

the film, resulted in a bum by
M-B chief, Jose^kh ]3ul:styn.

Burstyn went to the Coast from
New York in an effort to get

Paisan" booked into Rosener's Es-

quire and Laurel before the end of

the year in order to qualify for the
Academy Award. Ilya Lopert, N. Y."

distrib in competition with M-B,
was insisting on getting his
"Symphony Pastorale" artd "Loulsi-

ant Story" intb the two houses so
they could qualify, -and suceeded
in keeping out "Paisan."' ;

Burstyn countered by pushing
through a deal with Charles
Skouras for about 80 F-WC houses,
all on terms of 25% to a split figure
and 50% over that. This is be-
lieved to be the biggest deal of
this type for a foreign-language
film ever negotiated.:, M-B's "Open
City," one of the few such pix prer
viously to have played the circuit,

got a straight 25%i
Rosener, as a result of the tiff

with Burstyn, will not get his

standard 30% sub-distribution fee
for the Coast dates, or for other
deals with units of National The-
atres which: are now in the works.
"Paisan," incidentally, aside from
getting better terms than "Open
City;" has been consistently out-

grossing it in the half-dozen or so
dates so far played. "Ope'n City"
holds the alltime top-grossing rec-

ord of foreign-language films with
about $1,060,000 in distrib rentals.

"Paisan,'.' directed by Roberto
Rossellini, who arrived in New
York this week from Rome to ac-

cept the Film Critics and National
Board of Review awards, is owned

(Continued on page 14)

N. Y. to L. A.
Irving Brecher
George D. Burrows
.Leonard Case
Sam Dembow, Jr. •

Sidney Deneau
William Dieterle
William Heineman
Burt Lancaster
Ann Leaf
Lou Levy .. ;

John Loder
Patrice Munsel
Estelita Rodriguez
Manuel Rodriguez
Carieton Smith
Dorothy Stewart
Barnard- Straus - - - -

Europe to N. Y.
Katharine Cornell
Wladimir Lissim
Guthrie McClintic
Roberto Rossellini .

N.. Y. to Europe
Carieton Alsop ; ,

Irving Asher ,

Jack Buchanan '

Lucette Caron
Adele Dixon
Lee Ephraim.
Greta Keller
Samuel C. Pierce
Bill Robson
David SarnofI
Tito Schipa
Ivy St. Hellier
Austin Trevor

Hollywood, Jan. ifi.

Long-smoldering split between
the major film companies and in<
dependent producers, sparked dur>
ing the last year by constant
bickering over the foreign market
and domestic bookings, broke wide
open today ,(Tues,) when Samuel
Goldwyn formally notified the
Motion Picture Assn. of America
and the Assn. of Motion Picture
Producers of his intention to with-
draw from both organizations. Un-
der by-laws, withdrawal is effective

12 months from the day of notice.

Listing his reasons for the split,

Goldwyn declared:

"I' have resigned from the
MPAA and AMPP in order to give
my undivided support to the iii-

terests of the Society of inde- ^

pendent Motion Picture Producers.
I find 'myself unable to agree con-
scientiously with many of the
policies' formulated by the associa-

tions and feel they dq_not jepre-_
sent"the interest of the independ-
ent producers. The fight of inde-
pendent producers for an open;
market is a fight for survival, Mot
only for themselves and their em-
ployees but also for the continu-

ance of independent creative

efforts which have contributed so

much to the vitality and progress

of the screen."

Goldwyn averred there must be
a,return to "real free enterprise"

in the, industry, which he defined

as "an opportunity for ail pro--

ducers to show their pictures to

the public in' every community on a

fair and non-discriminatory basis." ;

He added:

"The future of good mot/on

pictures is completely bound ax? ;'

With the efforts of SIMPP to bring

this about. From how on I intend,

to concentrate, my energies on .the
efforts of tlie Society to bring

about a fair deal for Independent
producers."

Jumps Jetplane Gun
With a battle-royal being staged

among the majors for first crack

at a screen treatment of the juicy

jetplane subject, BKO has quietly

jumped the gun with a briefie on
the jets- One-reeler, "Men of the

Shooting Stars," has Just been com-
pleted by RKO-Pathe and will be
released Jan. 21.

Pic was made at the Andrews
Air Force base as a filmization of
the Fourth Fighter Group, It is one
of a series of Screenliners prO'>

duced for RKO by Burton (Bud)

Benjamin. Paramount, Howard
Hughes and several other pro-

ducers have been wrangling over

a feature on jets.

L. A. to N. Y.
Neil Agnew
Busby Berkeley
Edgar Bergen
Nate Blumberg
Lou Bunin
Alan Carney
Sunset Carson
Gyd Charisse
Montgomery Clift

Monty F. Collins
Aaron Copland
John Dales, Jr.

Olivia De Havilland
James Dunn;
Irene Dunne
Dan Duryea
Irving Fein ,

Dick'Haymes
Jascha Heifetz
Cornwall Jackson
Michael Kanin
Gene Kelly
Abe Lemer
David Lipton
Tony Martin
Blake McVeigh
Carmen -Miranda - —^—
Thomas Mitchell
Victor' Phalen

'

Robert Paige
Gail Patriclc

Phil Regan
Harry Ruby
Harry Sherman
Paul Short
George A. Smith
Kay Starr
John Steinbeck
Robert Sterling
John Sutherland
Kenneth Thompson
Dalton Trumbo
Robert Vogel
Thomas L. Walker
Alfred Worker
Paul Wilkins
Soland Young
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CURB RELEASES IN SELLER'S MKT
'Hamlet,' 'Shoes' Pace British PixRke

To lOOG Wkly. Rentak in America
British films in the U. S.—par-*

ticularly those of J. Arthur Rank-
are currently scoring a sharp rally

in film earnings. With Rank's

"Hamlet," distributed here by Uni-

versal, and "Red Shoes,". Eagle

Lion release, both piling up vol-

ume playdates, and other of his

films hitting the theatres, distrib

film rentals on the British oflfer-

ings have now plimbed well above

the $100,000 weekly market. Since

both "Hamlet" and /'Red Shoes"

show Staying power. Rank officials

expect that figure to be bettered

consistently for a number of
-—monthsr^ • —— r-,

Official ending of the boycott

against British pix is now paying

off with a number of circuit bookr

Ings. "The Smugglers," for in-

stance, is the first Rank opus to

have played the RKO circuit in the

past six months. It is being booked
as the lower half of a bill topped

by Warner Bros.' "June Bride."

Baft of Rank's pix are now
preeming in N. Y. in further re-

surgence of British power. "Don't
Take It to Heart," for instance, a
sleeper which cooped a big push
from favorable reviews, is in its

fourth week at the Beacon, newly-
converted first -run on upper
Broadway. It is coupled there with
"Waterloo Road " another Rank
film.

-

-Double-bill will be followed Sat-
urday (22) by two more of the
.Britisher's pix, "A Canterbury
Tale" and "Woman in the Hall."

Both pix are in on a test run to

(Continued on page 14)

Rank Exec Eyes Pic-Tele
Role that films will play: in tele-

vision is currently . being studied
in Nevif York by Josef Somlt), joint
managing director of J. Arthur
Rank's Two Cities Films, during a
short visit to this country. Somlo
is also huddling with execs of
Rank's two U. S. distribs. Universal
and Eagle Lion, ' on distribution
problems. •

British production : head plans to
journey to South America ; to o.o.

that market before returning to
"England: He"'i"S~h"eadquartering at
Rank's N. Y. offices while in N. Y

'March of Time' May

Be Forced to Find New

Distrib in Balk at 20tli

"March of Time," series of twor
reel documentaries produced' under
the aegis of Time mag, may be
forced to find another distributor
next year. With the steady up-
surge of television, 20th'-Fox, which
has distributed the shorts for the

'last several years, is demanding
that MOT assign it all tele rights
to the product before renewing
the distrib paicti which: 'has already
expired. Time publisher Henry
Luce has relportedly balked at the
demands and may seek another
theatrical outlet.

Twentieth execs, who have al-

ready launched their TV activities
in a number of ways, believe the
MOT shorts to be naturals for
video once they've played out the-
atrically. Thus, the secondary coin
to be derived from tele distribu-
tion could be considerable. MOT
to date has had one subject carried
by various tele stations—a non-
theatrical release it produced as a
commercial short two years ago
for the New York Stock Exchange.

If the new deal with 20th doesn't
go through, the question of which
cpmpany will take over distribu-
tion is wide open. Series was origi-
nally released by 20th but was
then turned over to RKO. Latter
company after a couple of years
dropped them to produce its own
two-reel documentaries, the "This
Js America" series. At that time
40th picked up the option again
and has handled distribution until
now.

Poor Pix Biz May

Nip British Dollar

Accomit2V2Miilioii
Poor earnings of British films

in the U. S. during the past year
may result in the Bank of England
dollar account being clipped for

$2;S00,000 this spring. Bank is

committed to make good on dol-

lar advances handed by Bankers
Trust Coi, N .Y., to J. Arthur Rank
and Sir Alexander Korda a couple
years ago.

It was anticipated that earnings
here of the dozen Rank and two
Korda films that were put up as
collateral for loans totalling $5,^

000,000 would be more than suffi-,

oient to repay the. loan and inter-

est. However, half of the total is

still outstanding, with no possi-

bility of earnings being sufficient

to liquidate the remainder before
the notes mature.
Rank got two advances from.

Bankers Trust, one for $2,000,000
and the other for $2,500,000; Earn-
ings of his pix have paid off $2,-

500,000, leaving $2i000,000 still

outstanding. Loans mature in Au-
gust. Korda got an , advance of
$500,000 and has been able to
liquidate none of it; Korda's notes
mature in May. -

When it became evident that the
dozen pix originally -put up as col-

laterial would fail to earn suffi-

cient to pay the loan, the British
producer added further films/ This
was repeated a number of times, so
that Bankers Trust now holds liens

on the American earnings of a
lengthy list of British pix. Ad-
vance to Kprda was on "An Ideal
Husband" and "Anna Karenina,"
both distributed by 20th-Fox.
Alex Ardrey, exec v.p; of Bank-

ers, is in hopes that rather than
pay off the loans when they ma-
ture, Rank and Korda, and the
Bank of England, will make ar-

rangement to extend them by send-
ing over additional pix as collat-

eral. This would be advantageous
to the American bank as it would
continue . earning interest on a

(Continued on page: 14)

TO RETl mi
Dwindling length of first-run en-

gagementst and an increase in the
past few years in the number of
first-run houses is rapidly changing
the war and postwar buyer's mar-
ket for film to a seller's market,
according to a number of leading
distrib execs. That's why, to keep
it that way, they are determined
to hold a tight rein on the number
of releases that go out during the
current year and are advising their
studios to. hold production down
as far as is feasible.

Although profits were big, dis-

-tribs- feel-that they -never got their-

fair share as compared with the
exhibition end of the business. One
of the reasons was that lengthy
engagements, particularly in initial-

runs, often, made it difficult to
find sufficient: outlets, for new prod-
uct. As a result, theatre operators
were very selective and, in the
process^ managed to hold down
terms.
:New situation has come about

through :.i combination of economic
and legal factors. First has been
the general dedine -at' the boxof-
fice, which has brought.' about the
shorter runs and a resultant de-

mand from exhlbs for more prod-
uct. Second has been the anti-trust

actions: in the courts, which, via

competitive ' bidding and other proc-
esses, has made early-run films

(Continued on page 14)

Exhib-Owned Co. Would Stock

Reissues to Nip H wood Prod. Lag

Selznick to England
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Daniel T. O'Shea, Vanguard Pro-
ductions prexy, disclosed today
(Tues.) that David O. Selznick will

leave shortly for Europe to com-
plete shooting and editing of "The
Third Man," which Selznick Re-
leasing Organization will distribute
in the western hemisphere. . Selz-

nick will also collaborate on the
screenplay for "Gone to Earth,"
which ihe'U co-produce in England
with Emeric Pressburger and
Michael Powell. —
While overseas, Selznick will set

deals for his contract stars to make
foreign pictures. :

BRITISH EXHIBS ASSN.

HITS AT 45!5 QUOTA
London, Jan. 18.

Unematograph Exhibitors Assn.
last week struck a direct blow
against England's 45% quota, ask-mg Board of Trade prexy Harold
wuson to receive, an exhibitor
deputation. CEA delegation wUl
emphasize the insufficiency of«rmsh pictures and the impossi-
muty of a considerable number of
ijLlf.t^es able to obtain enough
«,1V*^ Pro*J«ct to comply with the
Quota. .

action is aimed at forestall-

m.nf^ ""SV®® ^""^ increasing the-
quota, on Which a government de-
cision must be taken before March

BRITISH PRODUCERS

IN GOVT. COIN PLEA
London, Jan. 18.

British -film-producers, -claiming-

that production costs have in-

creased more than - three times

since before the war, carried a di-

rect plea for new government fi-

nancing yesterday (Monday) to Sir

Stafford Cripps, Chancellor of, the

Exchequer. Delegation headed up
by J. Arthur Rank called on Cripps

With a plan to make available to

producers about 40% of the gov-

ernment's, annual admission tax,

Which amounts to some $152,000,-

000 yearly.
Government has already made

available a $20,000,000 loan fund
to producers to help them provide
enough pictures to meet the; 45%
quota requirements. Rank's dele^

Joseph Ankles

U After Snarl
Exit of John Joseph from the

Universal lot is reported to have
come after a blowoff with William
Goetz and Leo Spitz* production
chiefs of the company. His succes-
sor as U's national ad-pub director,

David A. Lipton, was named im-
mediately following his resigna-
tion. Considerable friction had
generated over a period ; of time
between the two studio toppers
and Joseph it's said.

Lipton has -been exec coordina-
tor of the dept. for the past two
years. Prior to that he served as
publicity director for Columbia for
five years, a post which he had as-

sumed after putting in chore's with
U from 1938-41 as studio publicity
director. Lipton will shove off

from the Coast over the weekend
for one week of powwows with h.o.

officials.

Joseph's resignation followed a
long session between the ad-pub
chief and Goetz in the latter's of-

fice. Following that meeting,
Joseph summoned the publicity
dept. and told them: "I don't want
to leave you fellows but it looks as
if I have to." He: stepped out
after 11 years on the lot and after
20 years association with Nate J.

Blumberg, U's prez, which started
when both served with RKO in
Chicago in the '20s.

Understood that Joseph has a
one-year contract which remains to

be settled. Although his resig-

nation : : becomes . effective : im-
mediately, he will stay on three to

four weeks to clear up details.

Change in no way affects Maurice
Bergman, : eastern ad-pub director,

or his h,o. staff.

Tail-End Selling

On 'Dream House

May Go to RKO
Selznick Releasing Organization's

"Mr. Blandings .Builds His Dream
House" may revert to RKO for

selling of tail-end accounts. . Pic,

which is not included in current
negoti!(tions between David O^
Selznick and Eagle Lion, was made
by RKO and turned over to SRO
for distribution under terms of the
agreement by which Selznick re-

leased Dore Schary to head RKO
production several years ago. RKO
and Selznick share an interest in

the film.

RKO reportedly objected to DOS
turning "Blandings" over to' EL
and paying a distrib fee to that
outfit! It claimed it could easily do
the same: residual selling job and
might as well get the fee itself.

Presumably, negotiations toward
that end will take place when, cur-

rent dealings by DOS with EL are
completed.

Selznick and Arthur Krim, EL
prexy, have inked their deal for

distribution by EL of nine Selznick
reissues. On plans for residual sell-

ing by EL of "Duel in the Sun"
and "Paradine Case" they have
reached substantial agreement, but
have not reduced it to writing and
snags may still develop. In a con-

siderably more vague stage arc

talks look.ng to EL eventually tak-

^ The formation of an exhib-
owned company which would'
stockpile old films for their re-

{

lease as reissues in the coming
'

years is now being seriously dis-
cussed by a number of leading :

U. S. circuit operators. : The move-
;

ment started several weeks aga .

when , a prominent .'Newi'lfork ex-: .

hib pushed, the idea. It has been
furthered by a fear that sufficient
product will not be forthcoming
from Hollywood studios to keep

.

the theatres going with a steady
change pf programs.
Proposal now being considered

is. to capitalize a company, with
,

-each—«xhlb -contributing -approxi—

-

mately $5,000. Once the outfit
;

starts its stockpiling operations, :

other exhibs could be taken in or '

;

the assessments could be jacked
up. : At the outset, sponsors of the
plan want some 15 or so promi-
nent .exhlbs to partlclpatCi- .•

Main operations of the com-
pany, at least in its initial period, ;'

would be concentrated on buying
up indie product now available.

Most majors: have been conserving
their oldies for future use but
indie pix have been kicking around

:

in the open market. Later, ex«r
hibs hope to make deals for the
handling of reissues with the big
companies.
One fear expressed by exhib pro-

moters of the " idea is that oldies

"

are being rapidly burned out by
use on television. Once a film is :

telecast with cuffo consumption by
set owners, : the reissue value ot\:\

the film is next to nil. If pix are
(Continued on page 16)

Disney, Stromberg, *

Paris to Testify In

Detroit Trust Action
Detroit, Jan. 18.

Walt Disney, Hunt Stromberg.
and Marvin L. Paris, exec as-
sistant to the president of the So-
ciety of Independent Motion Pic-
ture Producers, will trek to this

city Jan. 31 to be quizzed in the
$8,750,000 treble damage suit
brought by SIMMP against United
Detroit Theatres, Paramount af-

'

filiate, and the Cooperative The-
atres of Michigan. Trio have
agreed to be the leadoff witnesses
examined by defendants in a series

'

of examinations which will ulti-

mately include the nine indie Con-
are jcerns bringing the action.

. ak- Exams were ordered by the Fed-
ing over the handling of subse-leral district court preliminary to
quent accounts on "Portrait of

|

the defendants filing their answers.
Jennie" and other new SRO films,

j

Until all plaintiffs show up and are
However, Selznick has not deter-

;

questioned, action cannot proceed,
mined yet what he wants to do on

|
Suit charges UDT and Coopera-

these pix or on the whole SRO- tive with conspiring to channel
setup and, meantime, his aim is to

keep himself in as flexible a posi-

tion as possible to swing in any
direction. He has trimmed ex-

penses to the barest minimum in

staffs of SRO and his studio opera-

tion, but is retaining a skeleton

sales force to handle key engage-

(Continued OA page 18)

product in the Detroit area and de-
flate rentals through monopolistic
practices. '

:

Pereira Reported As

Successor to Meyer

PROD. PLANS REVEALED

BY HITCH-BERNSTEIN
London, Jan. 18.

Sidney Bernstein,' partnered with
Alfred Hitchcock in Transatlantic
Productions, said here" this week

SRO FIRES LAST OF

ITS N. Y. PUBLICISTS
Remnant of the Selznick Re-

leasing Organization publicity staff

in New York got its notice this'

week. 'Nick :Mamula. was pink-
slipped as of this Friday : (21) and
Aileen Brenon winds up Jan. 28.

Both Mamula and Miss Brenon
are ex-Paramountites who were
brought into the SRO fold two
years ago by Bob Gillham, eastern
pub-ad chief, who formerly topped

"

Hal Pereira is reported slated

to succeed Frank Meyer as assist-

ant secretary and general purchas-

ing agent .of Paramount. Pereira,
I
indie unit's schedule,

it's said, will also retain his other ! "Dark Duty" is from a novel

duties, which include that of chief
j

about; a British prison; by Mar-
architect of the Paramount theatre Igaret Wilson, wife of the warden,
chain. Paramount toppers refused

j

It will be made in England. "Con-

that the indie unit would continue
4,,^ p^^ py^-ad department. GiU-

operations but under a. revised ham's pact with SRO runs until
slate. Instead of making I Con-

1 April. Whether he continues will
fess-' for Transatlantics n ex t,

. depend on interim events.
Hitchcock will direct "Man Run-

1 Continuance of Selznick's paring
nmg' for Warner Bros, and push of personnel to the point of elim
"Dark Duty'' up as next on the —m.^.- .^^^m

to comment on the report.
I

fess" will then be produced in

Meyer plans to retire at the end HOllywopdj followed by "Lorna
of January after being with Par , Dbojne" in Britaiii, Berttstein
in various Capacities for 37 years, stated. (Edward Slrialll previously
He'll travel extensively . His first announced "Lorna Doone" for

gallon huddled with with the industry was British production and has a script
! American distribution chief, wh»

an hour but the outcome of their with the Cameraphone Co. in Den- in work. Small has prior registra-
1 happens to be in New York at the

talks wasn't disclosed. 1 ver in 1908.' 'tion on the title in the U. S.) ' moment and is a former Par flack.

inating the entire publicity staff,

except for Gillham^ caused un-
usual trade comment, since prepa-
rations are now under way for
openings of "Portrait of JenniCi"
about to go into release. It was
reported that among those forced
to go on the road to exploit the-

preems will be Gillham, Paul Mac-
Namara; SRO national pub-ad top-
per, "and -Mannie Reiner, Latin
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MPEA FaciUties Would Be Used

Even If MajorsGo to Solo Operation

WOde fioes 'Slduig'

Even it members of the Motionir
Picture Export Assn. determine I

next month to revert to individual

company operation in the four oc- ti-.ii.,..,a„^ io
cupied countries and Netherlands . w«.i!Jw'^^u?^« irr; ^;n
East Indies, it is expected they

j

^a^^' We^hg^^^^^^^

will continue joint use of MPEA
f
"cer, signed Cornri

personnel and facilities as a serv-
j

" ^^^^^^^^ ^' '

ice unit for economy reasons. For-
'

J;"f /^'ff'
Wilde .leaves for Switzerland

Feb. 15 with his wife and child.

Wechsler is also negotiating with
Glenn Ford for a picture overseas.

mer MPEA setup in Holland is

now being so used and is working
out successfully.

Possibility of such joint use of
facilities was among subjects dis-

cussed by foreign managers of the

10 MPEA companies in a full-dress

discussion of the future of the ; co-

op foreign sales organization in

New York Monday (17). Although
it was expected that a decision

Would be reached at that time on
whether or not operation would
continue ui der the MPEA in Ger-

many, Austria, Japan, Korea and
NEI. no vote^_was taken and the

decision ' was push~e"a^njfI~-"for~a:

'.month.

One reason for the delay was
the absence of company prexies;

who constitute the board of dl-
g^^^^^ Directors Guild,

rectors of the MPEA Most
^ said the traditional

were headmg for ^lojida t'^^^
cost pattern cannot be

conclave that was slated get un- ^^^^ j„ ^^^j^ television films since
der way there yesterday (Tues-

^j,^y ^^^^ produced rapidly and

'^Uove important, however, was a Sforin alditirnToThe^'pr^

tfi^nr/ Hot '„°n"h'ow tr 'the'v '

"?ie?hfdfTtoecto^^^^

lould'gTtowrd "estoS fnSiWdu^
j^ ^J^Z nredicled"

al operation in the occupied areas. \

iSlm mecca, he predicted.

It is expected that War and State I
New slate of officers elected by

Dept. execs (General MacArthur i SDG at their business meeting are

N.Y. as Film Center

For Prod. Seen Boosted

By Large-Scale Vidpix
Great demand for video-pix by

1980 will give New York its chance
to surpass Hollywood as the world

--Cejnter__of_film_ pro^uctwn,_ accord-
ing to Louis deRocTiement.mdie'
producer. Speaking before 100 di-

rectors Saturday : (15) . at the
fourth annual convention of the

(Continued on page 18)

lA ASKS MEDIATION

iJack; Gl0hn, March of Time direc-

tor, president; Willai'd Van Dyke,
Affiliated Film jproducers, first

v.p. ; Leisliei Ebushv rteslle Boush
Productions, second v.p.; Lloyd

IM rvrUAMrr TAI VC i^urant, RKO-Pathe, recording sec-

IPI LAtnAIllllj lALnJIretary; Leo Seltzer, World Today,

In a move to ward off disrup-
i f"etai-y' «2<1 Herbert Kerkow

tion of film distribution opera- :

treasurer. Serving with the of-

tions, reps of the International ' ^'i'^^a^the new

Alliance: of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployees have called in the U. S. i

Mediation and Conciliation Serv-
ice to help break the deadlock in

the current negotiations with the
majors for a new exchange work-
ers pact. Federal mediator Ii. A.
Stone has set his first meeting
with both sides in New York for

tors are Al Altman, Gene Martel,
William Resnick, Sidney Kaufman
and Boris Kaplan.

Initial chore before the incoming
ofticers is the cleanup of the mini-
mum basic agreement negotiations
with - approximately 60, indie pro-
ducers in the N.'.Y. and Chicago
area. Talks have been dragging
along for the last eight monthstomorrow (Thurs.).

Efforts to .solve the impasse with no sign to date of a settle^

without Stone's help failed last ment.

week following the major distribs

refusal to offer lATSE chiefs a
satisfactory compromise on their

15% wage hike demands. DistMb
execs have' declared they are in no
position to; grant another raise : on

WB's 'Musical Corned/
Hollywood, Jan. 18,

Joan Crawford, June Haver, Vir'^

ginia Mayo, Jack Carson and Gor-
don MacRae will co-star in

"Musical Come4y,"*a high budget
tunefilm at Warners.

Picture will be made in Techni-

color with Jerry Wald producing.

Govt. Re-Exams

ASCAP Decree
Complications in the operation

of the- American Society of Com-'
posers. Authors & Publishers,

brought on by the recent antir

trust ruling of N. Y. Federal Judge
Vincent L. Leibell on theatre fees,

may mean a revamping of ASCAP's
consent: decree with the vGovernr-

ment. Dept. of Justice lawyers
have started a' re-examination of

the decree to see if the exhibs'

victory in knocking out seat taxes
warrants a new book-ofrrules for

the_Si)cietji;;_ ^
Conducting the survey arfTHapT

old Lasser, special assistant at-

torney general in N. Y., and Sig-

mund Timberg, in charge of the
consent decree section of the D.
of J. Herbert A, Bergson, assistant

heading the anti-trust section, is

supervising. ASCAP- consent 'de^

cree was drawn in 1941.
,

.

Lasser made the disclosure: last

week while battling an attempt by
song publisher Abner Greenberg
to upset the decree and win cer-

tain modifications from the Fed-
eral court. His plea was tossed out
by Judge Henry W. Goddard after

oral argument in which both Rob-
bert P. Patterson and Louis Froh-
lich appeared and offered the
changes in behalf of ASCAP.

. Greenberg wanted ' weighted
voting for officers and directors
axed as well as changes in the
qualifying conditions , for new
ASCAP publishing members. Peti-"

tionei* claimed h,e has been in the
publishing business since 1936, but

(Continued on page 16)

Old Rogers Fix io .Acad :

'. Hollywood* J!!an. 18. 'i

'.

oWill RtogeiFS; Ji?:, .^nrichlft^^ the
archives of the Academy of Motion

top of the 15% given to the 2,500 i Picture Arts and Sciences by a do-
exchange employees last year;

;
nation of 150 prints of 35ra- film- 1 with William Dieterle to direct the

Last pact, .inked in December,
|

from the estate of his late father, rest of the picture.

1947, added over $1,000,000 annu
ally to exchange payrolls.

WALLIS, HASKIN SETTLE

DIRECTOR'S CONTRACT
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Amicable settlement . of Byron
Haskin's director contract, which
had four years to run, was an-
nounced by Hal Wallis. Separation
goes into -ielTect March 1. Before
that time Haskin will direct Yuma
location sequences involving BUrt

I Lancaster in the Wallis production,

]

"Rope of Sand."
Meanwhile, Wallis is negotiating

RKO Theatre Chain Presses For

Solution of Parfaiership Situation

United Appeal Lags
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Film industry's Fourth Annual
United Appeal drive may wind up
thiS: week, although only 74% of
the goal has been achieved to date.

Aim is $1,303, 720. Latest report
by Roy M. Brewer, chairman of the
campaign, was $958,564, subscribed
by 15,041. donors;

: Laboi* unions and guilds donated
$305,714, while pledges from the
upper brackets- amount to. $652,850.

'Non-Expert^ Defends

Crime, Sex, Costumers

As Boxoffice Fodder

Editor, Variety:
"TKe"

Hollywoodi

Seek Million Damages

In Mass. Trust Suit

Briefs From the Lots

Boston, Jan. 18.

A civil action asking $1,000,000 !

damages has been filed in Federal '

Court here by George A. Ryan, Bos- i

ton attorney, representing W. Les-
lie Bendslev; owner and operator :

of the Community Playhouse, Wel-

of five pictures for Eagle Lion re-
lease . . . Walter Pidgeon drew one
of the top roles in "Storm Over
Vienna," to be produced by Carey
Wilson at Metro ... Milton Sperl-
ing:, chief of United States Pic-

-
. Hbllywopd, Jan; 18,. ;

Richard Bergery producer who
.shifted from; RKO; to iParamqunt
.six months ago^ ankled the lot to

i go into indie production . . . Boy
I Rogers .started work in "Susanna,,
Pass," the first chore under his tures, will produce three pix, "The

„ „ , ,
new four-pix-a-year deal with Re- 1

Hoodlums," "Children" and "Mur-
lesley Hills. Defendants are the public . . . Wendell Corey draws

I

der, Inc.," for Warners release , . .

M&P Corp., made,up of New Eng-
i co-star billing with Barbara Stan- I

R">n Ormond and Ira Webb, pro-
land Theatres, Publix-Netoeo and ; wyck in the forthcoming Hal i <^"<^^''s of the Lash LaBue western
Allston Theatres, the Keith-Mass. Wallis production, "Thelma Jof- !

^^"^s, planed to Charlotte, N. C,
Corp, and the eight majors. don." . . , Monte Shall and Lou

|

t^^e annual meeting of Western
The complaint alleges restraint Appleton arfanged a two - picture |

Adventure Pictures, Inc., which is

of trade, conspiracy and monopo- commitment with Technicolor . . .
l

" the series,

lizing interstate commerce in pic- Diane Douglas, wife of Kirk Doug-
I

Warners s hjo o t in g additional

tures. Plaintiff claims that by Un- " makes her screen- Tjow in "The
rea.sonable clearance he is com- l^ast Side Story." j , . Cecil B. De-
pelled to play 28 days after first sent "Samson and Delilah''

run Boston and after the sub.se- '''"''^ before the lenses for a week
quent second run of the Coolidge, of additional fight scenes.

scenes for the Danny Kaye starrer
''Happy Times," to build up Bar-
bara BatesV role . . William De-
marest plays Betty Hutton's pr6s^
agent in "Red Hot and Blue" at
Paramount . . . Paul Christian andBrookline; Paramount, Newton; Co- I'Ouis De Rochemont called off Stephen McNally drew top roles

-^ Jonial, Natick;.
.

paramount. Need- 'lis one-filra-a-year deal with Metro
;
in "Desert Legion " formerlv

ham, and other theatres in or near will-go- into, indie production i "Night Watch," which Robert
Boston. with a series of documentaries,

I Buckner will produce for UI_
,

starting with "Lost Boundaries." I
Dennis O'Keefe and Louis Hay-

V • Richard Ney, Peggy Ann I ward, partners in Bardsdale Pro-
ijiarner and Charles Ruggles head ductions, are negotiating with
the, cast in"The Great Specula- David toew for the purchase off„„ i„

. , , „. .. "Tennessee's Partherj which Loew

Wanger to Col. For
'Wall,' Mason Pic
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Columbia Pictures and Walter

tor,', to be produced bj* Skyline
Picture.s for Film Clissies release

..^.v.^o «..u „aiic. •

Thomas Gomez shifted from
Wanger cooked up a deal whereby f *? ^JSK'®" 20th-Fox
the indie producer will make "The

^""^ " ^^"'"'"'^^

telank Wall" for Columbia release.
James Mason will be starred.
Wanger had originally arranged -it vini-

for a role in "Midnight Kiss" at
Metro . . . David Brian drew sec-
ond male lead in the Ronald
Reagan starrer, "Ghost Mountain,"

ners.

recently bought from Harry Sher-
man . . . Rita LaRoy plays a fashion
designer in "You're My Every-
thing" at 20th-Fox ...

First production by Richard
Goldstone under his Metro contract
will be "Outriders," not a western
but a southwestern, with gallopingio produce "Wall" for Eagle Lion |fa,rv "«5h»™,„ a n. , i

thataway in the 'Civirwar"n7rinlf
re!iase but later broke away from „ir\Vr7

acquired Tech-
. . . Mcrton E. Harrison once a

that studio.' Picture, slated to start "
an from TPvi?-^"*%

.jTa"
i press agent for Dan Patch Sp i^

lats in February, will be Wanger's P:Zmav" to hf fiit"-fH
Minneapolis, comes out of "^hi^

first Columbia release since 1933. Oi-bit roclwr n^^^^
year retirement, as a California real

Picture is based on a novel by ^Mimony " star Uie^^ "The Great
Elizabeth Sanxay Holding.

.
Uon, Pic^tVSelt" the" tLl'a , fo^r^ ^Ke^'lJM?™^

self-appointed'-'-*'experts'*:"

who write about -motion pictures
have often handed me many-, an
unintentional laugh,- but the most
recent one, I think, calls for a.

slight explanation from someone.

Motion : picture editors all over
the ebuntry have reported with
pride and- straight faces that item
about, the National Allied Theatre
Owners having selected: the three
subjects that are: currently
"poison" at the boxoffice, namely,
in their opinion, - crime; sex and
costume pictures.

Oh, brother! If these boys are
serious, then they should go back
to selling suits—they're certainly
Jn the wrong business.

I am not in the theatre business^
or connected in any way with the
motion picture industry. I am,
you might say, one of those per-
sons Hollywood is attempting to
lure back as a patron for their
product. Now that Hollywood fan-
cies it is. in the middle of a slump,
it might be a good time to point
out to the august producers and
particularly to these misguided
National Allied Theatre Owners,
that even an average layman knows
more about "boxoffice" than the;?
seem to know.
Take crime, for instance. Last

year, one of the big boxoffice
"sleepers" was a little thing called
"T-Men." This year, "He Walked
by Night" isn't doing badlyv either.
From "Scarface" and ''Little Cae-
sar" on down, the list is impressive
and, more recently, a minor item
called "Dillinger" made money for
all concerned. Crime is a rather
broad subject and it might be said
to include almost every type of
plot. There are pictures like "The
Killers" and "Sorry, Wrong Num-
ber," and others too numerous to
mention, which paid the rent for
these self-same exhibitors.

Sex, it seems to me, has been
selling motion pictures, whether
you like it or not, ever since the
days of Theda Bara. And it will
continue to do so. Do these boys
fancy that the public has made
Betty Grable and Lana Turner and
their ilk into big boxoffice names
because they're such fine actress-
es? Or because their films are so

(Continued on page 14)

Small Gets 75G, 50% Cut
For IGm Rights on 10 Pix
Increasing value being placed

upon 16m worldwide ~ distribution
rights is seen in the sale of 10
of his films by Edward Small last
week. Indie producer received a
$75,000 advance against 50% of the
profits for the worldwide narrow^
gauge privileges. They were pur-
chased by Sam Goldstein, head of
Commonwealth Pictures, N. Y,

Value of the 16m rights, which
was almost negngibTeTTielbre" the
war, has greatly increased as the
result of a growing number of the-
atres using the sub-standard size
product in various foreign coun-
tries. Philippines and some Latin
American nations provide a large
bulk of the income from this
source, in addition to schooISi civic
groups, clubs and religious organi-
zations in the U. S„ which have
long been a market. >

Pix included in the deal are
"Count of Monte Cristo," "Son of
Monte Cristo," "My Son, My Son,"
"Cnr.Qirfln nr^fhAi-c " "irif *

•f While inception of the RKO
anti-trust consent decree has been
stalled until a stockholders' meet
can be called to okay the settle*
ment, the RKO theatre chain is al-
ready pressing for a solution of its
partnership holdings. RKO the-
atre toppers have been engaged in
negotiations with a number of its
larger partners. Included in the
dickerings are both the Trentoh-
New Brunswick theatres, held 50^
50 by RKO and Walter Reade, and
the But^erfleld circuit, in Which

'

RKO has a minority interest. .

Understood that Reade has been
offered ah undisclosed figure by'
RKO. The New Jersey circuit op-
erator can either buy or sell at the
stated price. Reade has that offer
under consideration but, report-
edly, no answer on the proposal
has yet been -ireceived by RKO.
Trenton-New Brunswick circuit;
consists M; 12 houseis in or near
Trenton, state capital.

—As-for-ButterfieldrHKO-has-of.
fered the circuit management sale
of its interests in the 112 theatres
blanketing Michigan. If the But--
terfield operators refuse to buy,
the company will seek to liquidate
its holdings with outside parties.
There , is no possibility of RKO
buying an outright holding in any
of these houses. It has a 10% in*

(Continued on page 18)

SWG OKAYS AFFILIATION

BID OF EASTERN SCRIBES
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Screen Writers Guild voted to
grant an application for affiliation
made by the Assclated Film Wri-
ters of New York City, which con-
sists largely of television scribes.

Although the New York group will

call itself the Eastern Division of
SWGj the two organizations will re-
tain their own autonomy. : Com-
bined memberships of both groups
totals more than 1,200.

SWG also voted to discontinue
publication of its official magazine,
the Screen Writer, and approved
the appointment of a committee by
George Seaton, proxy,, to negotiate
a new contract with the film stu-
dios. Committee includes Seaton^
Charles Bracket, Oliver H. P. Gar-
rett, Sheridan Gibney, Albert
Hackett, Doij Hartman, Arthur Ko-
ber, Emmett Lavery, Sloan Nibley,
Ernest Pascal, Dwight Taylor and
Harry Tugend.

Calhern, Roland Young

For Brando's 'Benny'
Marlon Brando, whose role in

the current legiter, "Streetcar
Named Desire," has led to conver-
sations with several film com-
pahies, has ielected to appear in
'-'St. Benny the Dip," which indie
producer George Auerbach plans
to make. Others lined up for the
cast- by Auerbach are .Louis Cal-
hern and Roland Young, with the
leading femme role possibly to be
taken by either Meg Mundy, who
scored in last year's legit produc-
tion of Sartre's "The Respectful
Prostitute," or Hildegarde Knef,
German player recently imported
by David O. Selznick.
Auerbach has been confabbing

with United Artists on a releasing
deal and with New York banks for
financing. UA is interested and
will probably go ahead if the pro-
ducer is successful in arranging
the necessary production coin.

Despite the legit names lined up,

pic would be made in Hollywood.

Corsican Brothers," "Kit Car-
.son," "Last of the Mohicans,"
"Miss Annie Rooney," "Friendly
Enemies," "A Gentleman After
Dark," and "Man in the Iron
^ask."

SWG Ready to Meet On
Reissues, Foreign Prod.

Hollywood; Jan. 18.

The Screen Writers Guild Is

ready to meet with other Holly'

wood guilds and unions to discuss

the problem of reissues and foreign

production, SWG prexy George
Seaton told the Hollywood AFL
Film Council at its regular Monday
(17) meeting. Seaton said that

Wfriters favor an all-industry pub-

lic relations council. :
.

Seaton and S.am Moore, Radio

Writers Guild prez, who also SPoke

at the meeting. Said they were

working together on problems

raised by television. Two scribe

guilds will meet shortly with video

producers to work out a code Oi,

fair practices.
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INDIES AS IMPORTANT GROSSERS
E Embarb on New Economy

ProdrMeasure Via Bunched Fiinung

Eagle Lion Is embarking into a.

^

iiew theory of fllm-maklng—pro-

duction in cycles—to bring, down

the costs of operating a studio. The

company, an EL spokesman told

Variety this week, will produce

films in spurts and then, if neces-

sary, shut down until a new batch

of pix are ready for the cameras.

By turning to the new technique,

EL topper said, the company will

avoid meeting studio overhead on

a 52-weeks-in-the-year basis. In-

stead, those fixed charges which

pile up whenever a lot is open will

only accumulate during the actual

-times-JsrheiLPlx are in production

on a volume output. EE catt use"

the different system; it's said, be-

cause the company is compara-

tively new and free from lortgterm

commitments such as contract play-

ers and technicians.

First trial of the changed produc-

tion setup starts Feb. 16 when EL
unlocks its doors to lense three

films:' Two of these in the semi-

documentary bracket, to be pro-

duced by Bryan Foy, go before the

cameras on that date. The third,

tentatively titled "Marker X,'' will

be turned out by Aubrey Schenck
and Steve Sekely , with the pic set

to go early in March. .

Meanwhile, EL will begin bunch-
ing other scripts so that the com-
pany can"throw 'them into produc-
tion at one time either immediately
after the first covey or following
another temporary shutdown of the
lot. Among those, slated for early
production are "12 Against the
Underworld," "The World and
Little Willie," "These Were My
Orders" and a film which Robert T.

Kane will produce about the postal

dept.
Green signal for the first three

new films has been given following
an arrangement to draw the neces

' sary bankrolling from the First Na

WB Resumes Feb. 1
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Production at Warners will be
resumed during the first week in
February, starting with "The Octo-
pus and Mrs. Smith," a Harry Kur-
nitz production co-starring Jane
Wyman and Dennis Morgan.
Michael Curtiz will direct, as the

first job under his new contract
with the studio. Picture is based
on an original yam by Jerry Grus-
kin.

Wo OF 'EM IN

Indiana Assn.

1^
Indianapolis, Jan. 18. ;

Indie exhibitor associations, con-
tinuing their all-put fight against
so-called forced percentage deals,
have warned their members against
being cajoled into, such a deal by'

MR s^l^smep; on the assumption^
the exhib can ?sH!I~tuTO on
the picture' by falsifyiiig his box:-

pffice returns. Latest to issue such
advice was Allied Theatre Owners
of Irjdiana, which declared that ex-
hibitors going for such deals not
only may get themselves seriously
involved but also strengthen' the
position oif distributors "by furnish-
ing them, with: a .ntimbei: of deals
to use as ai'gjimeht ^agailnst reduc-
ing their unreasonable demands."

'

In its latest bulletin to exhib
members, ATOI declared it had

jBiyuauKioumyioiiiuierusii^ia-.^ condoned falsifying reports.

J?.?,' !

"It is because we have always taken
a positive position that once a con-
tract is signed the exhibitor must
furnish an accurate report to the
very last penny, that we repeatedly
admbhished Jfou to make the right
kind Of ?i deal to. begin with," the
bulletih stated, That advice is still

good, ATOI Said, despi^ the per-
suasion that is sometimes used to
get

.
a -contraiet signed a^ terms the

exhibitor knows; in advance cannot
result profitably. In line with this,

the. bulletin claimed that exhibi-
tors are sometimes .lullei into a
deal with the admission that it "is

admittedly exorbitant but it's the
only Way the cpihpariy will accept

(eontinued on page i6>^

By HERB GOLDEN

Hollywood's independent pro-

ducers have accounted for 20% of

aU the films in the history of the

industry which have

$4,000,000 or m)tre in domestic

rentals, a study of Variety's re-

cent list of "Golden Circle" all-

time top-grossers discloses. Im-

portant part which the independ-

ents have played in providing
money pictures is evidenced in

that the three top films on the list

are 'from~indies; ~~-

Hard time that the lone^wolf

Ei^ineers Needle Film Industry

On Delay in Large-Screen Video

Lupino's Indie

, Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Ida Lupino is going in for indie
production, in association with An*

earned
I son Bond, with "Bad Gompany," a
tale of unmarried mothers, starting
early in February at Califomia
Studio, with Elmer Clifton direct?

ing.

Story wa^ originally %led
legitimate,'^ but- the Jbt^stoh;
flee turned thumbs doWitv '-

"11-

Of-

been allocated out of several mil
lions of dollars of credit available
to EL under a financial credit
which was se't up with the ' bank
about a year ago. Since then, the
company has reduced the actual
indebtedness created by past ad-
vances.

Hollywood's 'Unusual'

Weather Actually Proves

i Saver for Pair of Pix
Hollywood, Jan/ 18.

Hollywood's unusual weather, in-
cluding real snow, interrupted out-^

door snooting schedules on a num-
ber of Jots but saved money for at
least two studios.
Metro filmed skiing scenes by

Janet Leigh and Peter Lawford in
the Hollywood foothills for "Storm
Over Vienna," thereby obviating
an expensive junket to Sun Valley,
Idaho. At 20th-Fox the studio's
New York street was covered with
snow, so the camera crews shot
100,000 feet of winter film

Held No Threat To

Bagnall Authority
Opening by Selmer Chalif of a

new United Artists headquarters in
Los Angeles separate from that
maintained by George Bagnall, v.p.

in charge of production, represents
no diminution of Bagnall's authori-

ty, according to UA execs in New
York. Chalif, recently appointed
to the task of -rustling up- additional
product for UA, has created some
eyebrow-raising by setting up his
own office a couple of . weeks ago
instead of moving in with Bagnall.

There are said to be two consid-
erations involved in the divorce-
ment. One is lack of space in Bag-
nall's present headquarters, which

HUGHES nNDS IT EASIER

TO IEEP STUDIO OPEN
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Learning that maintenance' and
upkeep nut, despite shutdown,
would reach $2,800 weekly, Hojyard
Hughes reversed his decision . to

^'jljj I
close RKO Pathe lot in Culver

this background it will not berC'I;^- . , , ,

necessary to make an eastern trek I

runmng under skeleton set

forlpcation scenes in "Come to the
Stable'

PHILLY EXHIB SUES

WB, OTHERS FOR 182G
Philiadelphia, Jan. 18.

Dante Icampo, who operated the

up, posts around $5,000! weekly. By
keeping lot Open to indies, Hughes
wiltberable to h61d^hjtt;beloW^2,^^^
800 mark. Current tenants aire

Argosy. Sol Lesser and David O.

I

Selznick .plus indie headed by
Lessor's son Julian.

Under original decision to close.
Argosy and Lesser were to move

„ . „ „i,v,,.„,,,.u i„c to ,RKO at Gower street and Selz*
Glenside <suburban theatre), filed i

nick was expected to remain, keep-
SUit in Federal district court here ing one wing of main building open
against Warner Bros,, its three af- |

for skeleton erew. Unknown now
filiates and seven other major pro-

1 'whether all space-holders will re-
ducers and distribs, asking $182,000 main under new decision to keep

film-makers have had during the
past couple years, however, is sig-

nalized by the fact that only one
of the over-$4,000,000 films of 1948
came out of an indie unit. That's
a one-in-seven ratio as against the
all-time record of one-in-five. Cut
in the .. quantity and quality of
indie production caused by the
difficulty of getting financing with
markets slipping -and costs at peak
levels has been responsible for the
lack ' of prominency of the indies
in the "Golden Circle" during the
past year.

David O. Selznick accounted for

two of the three films that led the
all-time list, while Samuel Gold-
wyn is credited with the other. The
DOS entries were "Gone With the
Wind," easily the world's champ
grosser with about $22,000,000 in

the till domestically, and "Duel in

the Sun," which, when completely
]

played off, will account for about
$8,'700,000. Second only to

"GWTW" in earnings is Goldwyn's
''Best Years of Our Lives,"-which
will have accounted for $10,170,-

000 in its roadshow and flrst-time-

around-at-regular-scale runs.

Going down the list farther indi^

cates that Selznick carries' credit

for a total of four of the alWime
top-grossers. In addition to

"GWTW" and "Duel." he came off

with "Spellbound" and "Since You
Went Away," which did $5,000,000
and $4,500,000, respectively. Gold-
wyn appears twice on the list, first

with "BYOL" and second with
"Kid from Brooklyn," which hit

$4,000,000. No other producer hit

more than once, including Leo
[ „p„i „npi„,,„ „,„„ „„ i„ .

McCarey, who scored with "Bells '

semi-sociaiiy, as well as in a mis^

of St. Mary's" ($8,000,000), Walt
Disney, who had "Snow White"
($6,000,000), Sol Lesser with
"Stagedoor Canteen'' ($4,500,000)

and Howard Hawks with "Red
River'' ($4,150,000).

"River" was the only indie entry
hitting the nation's screens during
1948 that earned ' more than
$4,000,000. The only films counted
as independently-made in the
above tabulation are those which
were genuinely financed and pro-
duced by an indie. Excluded are
the semi-independents, based pri-

marily on capital gains considera-
, $3,800,000 budget, might not fare

tions, \yhich were financed and to
! t^^, ^^gu boxoffice because

a considerable degree controlled j^g theme about a demented

The film industry—particularly
the major companies—is given th«
needle to get going this year on
large-screen television or be left
behind In the rush, in a report
issued this week by the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers. Interim
survey, completed by a special
committee, sees little evidence ot
action by industryites to join the
parade although "theatre-televi-
sion equipment has been developed
which is capable of providing pic-
tures of continuing entertainment
value."
•

.
"The radio-frequency spectrum

is very rapidly becoming over*
-crowded," report declares. "It the
motion; picture industry ever hopes :

•

to use television in the theaitre,.
action must be taken now. A year
from now may be too late. Pro-
ducers, distributors and exhibitors
alike must unite and approach the
FCC with a well-formulated plan
that they seriously intend immedi-
ate experimental operation."
The report makes ho bones over

the facf that it considers filmites
dawdlers in getting into the tele
act. It believes the industrj' miss-
ed the boat when it failed to make
a strong pitch for specific fre-
quency allocations at FCC hear-
ings in 1947, SMPE ?t that
time went ahead with its state-
ment of the ^ case. , '-'in

.
spite ,

of the lack of" interest shown,'*
and the FCC in '48 did not make
available specific frequencies but
did provide that certain channels
could be used experimentally.

Repeated Requests
Touching further on the back-

ground, SMPE report declares

are on the General Service lot, and "'^''^ ^^"^ Motion Picture Assn of

the other is the advantage of being America was then approached

in a downtown office building,
rather than a studio where the ac-
tion of any prospective producer
who might come in to see UA execs
would be open to notice and com-
ment.
Grad Sears, UA prexy, is said to

have appointed Chalif to the new
job because so much of Bagnall's
time is taken up with banking mat-
ters^ since he must countersign
many producers' checks, okay esti-

mates, verify weekly progress re-

ports, etc, Chalif's job, as Sears
sees it, is to get around with pro-

^

ducers and potential producers 1 produce
Quarters

ness sense, m order to sew them
up to UA deals. It is also planned
that Chalif will go abroad to track
down product and arriange produce
tion setups.

with repeated requests that it co-
operate in television work of the
Society if it had any reason to be-
lieve that theatre television would

(Continued on page 16)

'SNAKE PIT' SEEN NO

PROBLEM AHER ALL

Sirk Dispels Confusion

On '2 Hearts/ Set to Roll

Europe Prod, in Spring
Dispelling industry confusion

over which film company would
'Two Hearts in Three-
Time," indie producer

Douglas Sirk revealed last week on
his return from Europe that he had
sewed up rights to the property and
would roll it in Europe in early
spring under the aegis of his newly-
incorporated production company.

Sirk has secured private finan-
cing for the picture, which is to be
lensed either in Vienna 6r Stock-
holm with an ail-American cast.

Budget has been set at about $900,-

000, with Sirk pointing out the
same picture produced in Holly- ,

wood .today would cost over $1,300,-

by major studios.

NT STEPPING UP B.O.

WITH 'TALENT QUEST'

damages.
William Gray, who has repre-

sented the Goldman theatre chain
in a similar suit involving the first-
Tun Erlanger, is counsel for Icam-
Po. The- Plaintiff alleges discrimi-
nation against his house in faVor

atri 'M n^iehboring Warner the-

Erlen^
^ Yorktown, Keswick and

frnm"Jr operated the Glenside

ThTt^fl^ffS^X^^''^'
to March 1948.

clafmt h^""",*?!^^
the sum he

the^niirj'.^'* ^''^^ '"^'le withoutme alleged discrimination.

plant Open.

'Alice' Print Ready

woman fh an asylum. Early re-

turns; however, show it grossing on
an average of 27% above "Gentle-
man's Agreement." 20th's top
money-maker In 1948. -

In the 23 key cities (excluding
New York and Chicago) where it

Hollywood, Jan, 18. has opened so far, "Pit" has
Aimed at stepping up lagging grossed close to $635,000, whereas

boxofflees. National Theatres starts
' "Agreement" in those same cities

a "Talent Quest" Feb. 6 to pick [pulled about $420,000. In its run
the" natioii's""mosT talented'!" ama- 1 of- 11-weeks ^° date- at the Rivoli,

Hollywood, Jan, 18, j

Arthur Krim, Eagle Lion prexy.
received a print of Lou Bunin's
"Alice in Wonderland," combo live-

.

action and cartoon feature, pro-
duced in Paris last year. Print was

j

planed in from London, where the
I

film was processed.
Film will be distributed by Eagle

Lion in U. S., going into general

release after a New York preem.
,

teur. A screentest, merchandise
prizes, and $1,000 cash are the

lures. Contest winds week of April
17, when winners in the circuit's

six divisions, will promenade at

Grauman's Chinese theatre.

All theatres in circuit will par-

ticipate, with pro ringers being
carefully sorted out. Local and
district finals will be held late

in March, with division finals slated

"Snake Pit," 20th-Fox's chief

problem picture for 1949, may
emerge as its top grosser of the
year. Company had been worried 000. Hollywood writer Jochen Huth
"that the picture, \^^h^ch. carries a 1

is rounding the screenplay into
shape and Sirk is now huddling
with several major distribs for
worldwide release. Confusion over
the property arose when several
other indie producers also claimed
they had sewed up rights to the
story, which was originally filmed
by PFA in Germany.

Sirk, whose last American film

to be released was Columbia's
"Sleep, My Love," plans to shoot
at least one more picture in Europe
this year. H's to be either an origi-

nal story, titled "White Knights;"
or a remake -of the-famous-German ..

silent picture, "Cabinet of Dr. Cali-
gari." •

N. Y.; "Pit" has amassed almost
another $600,000 and has done
equally standout biz during its run
of 10 weeks at the Garrick, Chi-
cago.

Fitzgerald Re-Optioned
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Barry Fitzgerald's player option

, , , . ,T , c,. .
was picked up by Paramount for

for week of April 3 at Loew s State, i sixth year. He has been work-
L. A., with the winners then going

, jng „ the same lot since "Going
to the Chinese. I My Way." •

Idea for the contest originated
|

During that time Fitzgerald has
in the Denver territory a year ago, made 24 pictures, including his
It was so successful, circuit head latest, ''Top O' the Morning," in
Charles P. Skouras ordered it which he works again with Blng
broadened to the entire chain. i

Crosby.

COL. GUNS 7 FEATURES

DESPITE PEAK BACKLOG
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Seven features and a serial will

get the gun at Columbia in the
next three weeks, regardless of the
company's backlog of 36 completed
pictures, the largest in its history.

Waiting at the starting gate are
"Kazan," "Blazing Trail," "Anna
Lucasta,". "Bat Man and Robin,"
"Rusty's Birthday," "Annapolis,"
"Miss Grant Takes Richmond" and
"My Next Husband."
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ILO/s Nip LA Albeit lords' Music

At B.O., $65.(1; 'Sky' Higii $12,000,

Hope 32G, 'Act' Murder
Los Angeles, Jan. 18.

|

Two strong new bills are giving

« lift to biz here this week de-|

spite preponderance of holdovers.
]

"Words and Music" looks bright I

$65(000 in three theatres while
i

"Yellow Sky" shapes big $72,000,

or near in four situations.
|

"Paleface" continues to pace the i

holdovers, sisbting $32,000 or close i

in two Paramount houses. Others
j

are mild. Third week of road-i

showing of "Red Shoes" is running
aliead of second stanza with $9,500 I

likely in single small-seater. "Por-
^

trait of Jennie" is down to $9,500

in fourth session while - "Joan of

Arc" is off at 819,500, also fourth

week, in two spots. "Act of Mur-
der" is very dim $9,000 in second
round, five sites. •

"~~Estiffiater^r-This- -Week

Behnont (FWC) (1,532; 60-$l)—
•Blood On Moon" (RKO) and
"Trouble Preferred" (20th) (3d wk-
6 days). Okay $2,000 or near. Last
week, good $3:500.

Beverly (FWC) (1,352; $1-1.80)

—"Joan Arc" (RKO) (4th wk).
Nepr $6,000. Last week, moderate
$6,200.

Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S-
Prin-Cor) (834; 65-$l) — "Best
Years" (RKO) (3d wk). Oke $3,500.

La?t week, $4,500.

Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 85-

$1.^15) — "Portrait Jennie" (SHO)
(4th wk). Near $9,500. Last week,
okav $10,400.^

C"'.inese (Grauman-WC) (2,048;

-60-11)— "Yellow Skyi - (20th) and
"ALiska Pabol" (PC). Fast $18,000.

Last week, "Sn&ke Pit" (20th) (3d

-wk-e days), $8,000.

Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l)—
"Blood On Moon" (RKO) and
"Trouble Preferred" (20th) (3d

wk-5 days). Nice .$3,000. Last week,
$4,800.
Downtown (WB) (1,757; 60-$l)—

"Whipla.sh" (WB) (2d wk-5 days).

Last week, smart

Down to $13,500. Last week, neat
$15,300.

Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)—
"Erichantment" (RKO) (4th wk)
and "Blackie's Chinese Venture",
(Col) (3d wk). Mild $12,500. Last
week, $12,600.
Paramount <F&M) (3,398; 60-$ 1)

—^"Paleface" (Par) and ','Far Fron-
tier" (Rep) (3d wk). T^eat $17,000
for Bob Hope comedy. Last week,
hearty $21,700.
Paramount Hollywood (F&M)

(1,451; 60-$l)-^"Paleface" (Par)

and "Far Frontier" : (Rep) (3d wk).
Steadv $15,000. Last weekv smart
$16,200.
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; .SO-

SO)—"Enchantment" (RKO) (4th

wk) and "Chinese Venture" (Col)

(3d wk). Mild $13,500. Last week,
$13,700.—^Ritz- (F-W-C)_tl ,3r7.a;__6Q^$J,):rrl'Act
of Murder" (U) and "Shep Comes

I

Home" (SG) (2d wk); Off to $2,500

I
in 4 days." Last week; thin $6,000.

I

Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)—
I
"Act of Murder" (U) and "Shep

• Comes Home" (SG) (2d wk). Near
I $1,500. Last week, slim $3,000.

United Artists (UA) (2,100; 60-$l)

-^"Act of Murder" (U) .and "Shep
Comes Home" (SG) (2d wk). Only
$2,500. Last week, dim $7,000.
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 60-$l)—

"Yellow Sky" (20th) and "Alaska
Patrol" (FC). Fast $12,000 or over.

Last week, "Snake Pit" (20th) (3d
I wk-e days), $5,400.

I
Voffue (FWC) (885; 60-85)—

"Blood On Moon" (RKO) and
I "Trouble Preferred" (20th) (3d Wk'
5 days). Good $3,500. Last week,
nifty-$5.000.

Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 60-$l)—
1
"Words and Music" (M-G). Sharp

!
$18,500. Last week, "Command De-

i

cision" (M-G) (3d wk-6 days), $5,-

feoo.
Wlltern , (WB) (2,300; 60-$l)—

"Whiplash" (WB) (2d wk-5 days).

About $6(000. Last week, good
I
$11,000.

Gary Grant Great

$21,11 in Denver

Okay $9,000
$18,600.
Downtown Music Hall (Prin-Cor)

(902; 55-$l)—"Best Years" (RKO)
(3c; wk). Near $8,000. Last week,
gold .119.500.

Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)—
^Words and Music" IM-G). Bright
$17,500. Last vreek, "Command De-
cision" (M-G) (3d wk-6 days), $5,- Denver, Jan. 18
800. "Every Girl Should Be Married-
El Rey (FWC) (861; 60-$l)— i's packing the Orpheum this ses-

"Snake Pit" (20th) (m.o.). Good
I

sion, with big week in prospect and
$7,000. Last week, "Blood On I

holdover c e r t a i n . "Wonderful
Moon" (RKO) and "Trouble Pre- Urge" looks fairly good in two
ferred" (20th) (2d Wk), $3,800. sPots. "Henry V

'
is sturdy at

- Esquire (Rosener) (685; 85-$1.20) Y^sue on upped-scale run Pale-—"Woman Hunt" (Indie) (2d wk). ^^'^t, '? doing fine in fourth week
About $2,000. Last week, bke $2,- Denham and stays another.

600. • Estimates for This Week
li'ine Arts (FWC) (679; $1.20-2.40) Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35-74)

—"Red Shoes" (EL) (3d wk). Up —"Song Is Born" (RKO) (3d wk).
to f;9,500, solid. Last week, steady Okay $6,500. Last week^ good
$8,300. $7,500.

o.^?"""
'UA-WO (900: $1.20-

1 Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)

X
,'^2**' wk). —"Paleface" (Par) (4th wk). Fine

Good $7,000. La.st week, nice $7,-
' $13,000, and holds again. Last

•W; .2,„,;,; ' ^ . week, fine $15,000.
Guild (FWC) (968; 60-$!)—"Act Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74) —

of Murder
; (U) and "Shep Goroes "Man from Colorado" (Col) and

Home" (SG) (2d wk). Only $1,000. "Here Comes Trouble" (UA), day-
Last week, thin .$2,300. date with Webber. Nice $16,000.

.=??'''^'!r,
<G&S-Prin-Cor) (1,106; Last week, "Gotta Stay Happy" (U)

B5-$l)—"Best Years" (RKO) (3d and "Olympic Games '48" (EL),
wki. Finales at $3,500. La.st week, $17 000.
ohrv SiMO Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74) —

'2.756; 60-$l)— "Wonderful Urge" (20th) and
•Whiplash" (WB) (2d wk-5 days). "Leather Gloves" (Col), day-date
Oke $6,500. Last week, neat $12,- with Parainount. Good $2,500.

« .. ji .
Last week. "Gotta Stay Happy" (U)

Hollywood Musle- Hall (Prin- and "Olympic Games '48 ' (EL),
Cor) (55-85)—"Best Years" (RKO) fine $3,000.
(3d wk). Fair $2,,500. Last week, Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
$3,300.

;^
.

I
"Every Girl Married" (RKO) and

Ins (FWC) (828; 60-85)—"Act of "Indian Agent" (RKO). Sock $21,-
Murder" (U) and "Shep Comes 000 for Gary Grant starrer, "Mar-Home

'
(SG) (2d wk). Slight $1,500. ried." Combo is sure to hold. Last

Last week, $2,700, week, "Three Musketeers" (M-G)
Laurel (Rosener) (890; $1.20)— (2d wk), good $15,000.

'Symphonic Pastorale" (Indie) (4th I Paramount (FoX) (2,200' 35-74)—
. V k). Good $4,500. Last week, $5,- "Wonderful Urge" (20th) and
^*'9-

.

" "Leather Gloves" -fCol); also Es-
I-oew's State (Loew's-WC) (2,404; quire. Fair $9,000. Last week

60-$l)—"Yellow Sky" (20th) and "Kiss Blood Ofif Hands" (U)' aiid
"A aska Patrol" (FC). Hefty $31,- "Who Killed (Doc) Robbjn" (U),
000. Last week, "Snake Pit" (20th) : same.
(Scl vvfc-6 days), $12,300. I Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)--"Yel-

^,'?,?,^'*5 (D-town-WC) (2,097; ,
low Sky" (20th) and "Million-Dol-

60-$l)—"Words and Music" (M-G). lar Weekend" (EL) (m o ) Ok*>
S.iiart .$29,000. Last week, "Com-

!
$2,300. Last week "Loaded

iiiand Decision" (M-G) (3d wk-6 , PLstols" (Col) and "Smoky Moun-
dr.ys). $10,500.

|
tain Melody" (Col), fair $3 000

Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$D— I
Vogue (Art Cinema) (600- 60-

"Yellow Sky" (20th) and "Alaska
I
$1.20) -"Henry V" (UA) Bis

Patrol" (FC). Hefty $11,000. Last] $3,500. Holds. Last week '"Shoe-
week, "Snake Pit". (20th) (3d wk-; Shine" (Indie) (2d wk) fair
6 days), $4,900. $1,500.

wk;, lair

Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—"Man
60-.?D—"Blood On, Moon" (RKO) from Colorado" (Col) and "Here
and

-
Trouble Preferred" (20th) (3d Comes Trouble" (UA) also Den-

^^^^
""''I "^^otta^°i?ay*^Spy"^^fu)"7n'ji

By Night'-Vaude Past

$16,000, Balto Leader
Baltiti(ior!e; Jan. 18.

Trade is taking a nice lift here
this week, with "He Walked By
Night" tied to vaude at combo
Hippodrome drawing . , ,them in

solidly. "Whiplash" at the Stanley
also is attracting pleasing response.
"Three Godfathers" at Loew's
Century is just okay.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20-

60) — "Three Godfathers" (M-G).

Okay $14,000. Last week, "Words
and Music" (M - G) (2d wJcl!. fine

$12,200. .

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;

20-70) — "He Walked By Night"
(EL) plus vaude. Sturdy $16*000 or

over. Last week, "Boy With Green
Hair" (RKO) and vaude, $13,600.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-

60) — "Mexican Hayride" (U).

Opened today (TUes.) after "Pale-
face" (Par) conflpleted three and
half weeks. Final 10 days of third

week hit $16,500, with total for run
being $53,000.
Mayfalf (Hicks) (980; 20-65) —

"Siren Atlantis" (UA) (2d wk).
Above - average $6,000 after very
bright getaway at $8,300.
.^New-JMechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
"Yellow Sky"~(20tH) (23 wk). Hold^'
ing well at $9,00Q after fine $14,200
opener.

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75) —
"Whiplash" (WB). Nice $12,000.
Last week, "The Accused" (Par),

$9 300'

Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)

—"Every Girl Married" (RKO) (3d

Wk). Excellent $9,000 after steady
second week at $10,700.

'Juan' Giant $26,000 in

Frisco; 'Hair' Good 19G,

'Urge' Rousing $20,000
San Francisco, Jan._ 18. _ _

Rising temperature is helping
the boxoffice situation here this

I

week. "Don Juan" is easy stand-
lout with a terrific session in the
1st. Francis. "Boy With Green

I

Hair" shapes good at Golden Gate
I
while "Wonderful Urge" looks
strong at Warfield.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-

85) — "Boy With Green Hair"
(RKO) and "Close-Up" (EL). Good
$19,000. Last week, "Every Girl
Married" (RKO) and "Indian
Agent" (RKO) (3d wk), 4 days,
nice $10,000.

Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)
"Snake Pit" (20th) (3d wk). Mild
$11,000. Last week," fast $19,500;

Wiarfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
"Wonderful Urge" (20th) and
"Christopher Blake" (WB). Strong
$20,000. Last week, "Hills of
Home" (M-G) and "No Minor

j

Vices" (20th), neat $17,500,

I Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)^
"Paleface" (Par) and "Disaster"

I

(Par) (4th wk). Brisk $13,000 in 5
days. Last week, $19,000.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)
^"Don Juan" (WB). Terrific $26,-
000. Last week, "The Accused"
(Par) (3d wk), fine $8,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 55-

85)—"Dark Past" (Col) and "Sur-
render Dear" (Col). Thin $12,000:
or near. Last week, "Rogues' Regir
ment" (U) and "Ladies Of Ghofus"
(Col) f2d wk), fair $12,000.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,-

207; 55-85)—"Best Years" (RKO)
(4th wk). Good $6,000. Last week,
$7,200.
Stagedoor (A c k e r m a n) (350;

$l,20-$2.40)—"Hamlet" (U) (10th
wk). Nice $10,500. Last week,

I $11,000.

I
Esquire (No. Coast) (955; 55-85)!—"Rogues' Regiment" (U) and

r'Ladies of Chorus" (Col) (mo.),

i

Solid $6,000. Last week "Untatned
[Breed" (Col) and "Highway 13"
(SG), $5,500.
Larkln (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—

"Human Beast" (Indie) and ''Kiss
of Fire" (Indie) (reissues) (2d wk).
Good $2,500. Last week $2,800.
United Nations (FWC) (1,149;

60-85)—"Yellow Sky" (20th) and
"Bungalow 13" (20th) (m.o.). Nice
$2,30a in- 5- days; -Last week,
"Wprds and Music" (M-GI (m.o.),
$3,500.

State (Par) (2,133; 60-85)—-"In
Navy" (U) and "Hold That Ghost"
(U) (reissues) (2d wk). Down to
$5,000 in 4 days. Last week, big
$9,000.

litcil' Wakes Up PiiiDy, Sock $31,080;

'Married' 32G, 'By N^t' Big 16G, 2d

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross -

This Week $3,042,000
(Based on 23 cities, 230

fiieatres, chiefly ivrst runs, in-

cluding N. y.).
Total Gross Same Week

Last Year . , .. $3,003,000

(Based on 23 cities, 226
theatres}.:

'Gotta Stay' Hep

$15,0i in Mpls.
Minneapolis, Jan. 18.

Helped , by highly favorable
w e a t h e r , principal newcomers,
"G"otta-Stay-Happy,'^"Lady-in-Er-4
mine" and "Gallant : Blade" are
making respectable showings. Im-
pressive list of holdovers include
the high-stepping "Paleface" and
"Every Girl Should Be Married."

Estimates for This Week <

Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70) —
"Paleface" (Par) (m.o.) Still plenty
Virile at $6,000. Last week, "Hol-
low Tritipiph" (EL), $6,500.
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 40-50) —

''Kidnapped" (Mono) , and "Trouble
Makers" (Mono)* Moderate $3,500,
Last week, ''Blockade" (UA) and
"Hangmen Also Die" -(UA) (reis-
sues), $3,700.
Lyceum (Nederlander) (1,869; 90-

$1.20)—"Henry V" (UA) (2d run)
(2d wk). Has given good account of
itself, but after three days of se-
cond" stanza must "give" way to
legiter, "Medea." First-rate $3,000
after strong $9,000 initial canto.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-70)—"Yel-
low Sky" (20th) (3d wk). Sturdy
$5,000 after hefty $7,200 second
week.

Pix (Corwin) (300; 50-70)—"Last
Days Pompeii" (RKO) and "She"
(RKO) (reissues) (m.o.). Here after
amazing run at RKO-Pan. Fast
$2,200. Last week, "Mexican Hay^

I

ride" (U) (3d wk), good $2,000.

I

Radio City (Par) (4,500; 50-70)
"Gotta Stay Happy" (U). Big
$15,000. Last week, "Paleface'
(Par) (2d wk), huge $15,000.
RKO'Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50

70)—"Gallant Blade" (Col). Fair
$10,000. Last week, "Every Girl
Married" (RKO) (2d wk), solid
$11,000.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—

"Every Girl Married" (RKO) (m.o.).
Here after two solid Orpheum
weeks. Swift $9,000. Last week,
"Last Days Pompeii" (RKO) and
';She" (RKQ); (reissues), amazing
$9 500

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"Lady
in Ermine" (20th). Betty Grable
coaxing ticket buyers, but not
everybody enthusiastic over this.
Okay $10,000 looms. Last week,
"Hills of Home" {20th), $10,500.
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 44-60) —

"Three Musketeers" (M-G), Very
good H,300 at nabe house. Last
week,"Road House" (20th), $3,200.
World (Mann) (350; 50-85) —

•'Hollow Triumph" (EL) (m.o.).
Fairly nice $2,500. Last week,
"One Sunday Afternoon" (WB) (3d
wk), $2,200.

Palace (D'town)
-^'•Jtm Arc" (HKO)

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net, i.e.,

without the 20%, tax. Distribu-
tors shate on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax>

Jane Powell Ups 'Yours'

To Terrif $40,000, D.C.
Washington, Jan. 18.

The holiday air.here pre-Inaugu-
ration in evidence.over the weekend
is bringing cheer to mainstem ex-
hibs. Leading the, boxoffice race by
many lengths is "Unfaithfully
Yours" at Loew's Capitol, hypoed
by p a. of Jane Powell; Looks
close to record take. "Enchant-
ment" at Trans Lux, is still hot in
its fourth stanza. Flurry of top
newcomers being held for mid-
week when Inaugural shindig is
at 'peak'.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)—

"Unfaithfully Yours" (20th) ^plus
vaude headed by Jane Powell. Ter-
rific $40,000, with Metro starlet
rated a big draw.

: Last week,
"Kissing Bandit" (M-G) pluS
Vaughn Monroe orch on stage, be-
low estimate but still big at
$35,000.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263 ; 44-74)

—"Yellow Sky" (20th) (m.o.) 2d
wk). Stout $8,000. Last week,
fine $8,500 .

Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 44-74)—
'Kvery Girl Married" (RKO) (3d
wk). Satisfying $12,000 after stur-
dy $15,000 last week.
Dupont (Lopert) (376; $1.20-

$2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (2d wk).
, . (Continued on page 18)

. , Philadelphia, Jan. 18
Weekends continue to hold peak

business, but weekdays are slough-
ing off. Exploitation and heavy
newspaper and radio adverti.sing
are keeping the upped-,price films
"Hamlet," at Aldine, "Joan of Arc "

at Karlton, and "Red Shoes," it
Trans-Lux, right up in the money
The town's new leaders are

"Every Girl Should' Be Married "

at the Mastbaum, and ''Wake 6f
Red Witch," at the Stanley. Both
are sm'ash.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303: $1.20-S2 40)

—"Hamlet" (U) (8th wk). Solid for
longrun at $12,500. Last week
$14,000.

Arcadia (S&S) (700: 50-94) —
"Three Musketeers" (M-G) (2d wk)
Fine $5,000. Last week, $6,500.
Boyd (WB) (2,360: 50-99)—"Gotta

Stay Happy" (U) (2d wk). Modest
$15,500 after nice $20,000 opener.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99) —
"Words and Music" (M-G) (4th wk).
Sock $18,000. Last week, $22,ij00.—Finr-(mW- (2;25er -50-99)—"Yel- - -

low Sky" (20th) (3d wk). Down to
$16,000; Last week, great $26,000,
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; liO- '

99) "Paleface" (Par) (3d wk);
Solid $18,000. Last week, $25,000.
Karlton (Goldman) (1 ,000; 90-

$1.80)—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (4tb
wk). Trim $21,000. Last week,
$28,000.

Kcith?S (Goldman) (1,300; 50-99)
—"3 Godfathers" (M-G) (2d wk).
Thin $6,500 after mild $9,000
opener.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—

"Every Girl Married" (RKO).
Town's leader at fast $32,000. Last
week, "Don Juan" (WB) (3d wk),
$16,000.

Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99) —
"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep). Smash
$31,000. Last week. "One" Sunday
Afternoon" (WB) (2d • wk), thin
$14,000.

Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50 - 99) —
"Walked By Night" (EL) (2d wk).
SockO $16,000 after great $22,500
opener.
Trans - Lux (Trans - Lux) (500;

$1.20-$2.40) — "Red Shoes" (EL)
(4th wk). Fancy $10,000. Last
week, $11,000.

Hub MOd Albeit 'Moon'

Lofty $24,000; 'Hayride'

Slow 18G, 'Urge' OK 21G
Boston, Jan. 18/

Biz remains around the average
level here with type of product and
holdovers not helping much.
"Blood on Moon" . at Boston is way
out in lead with ''Wonderful Urge"
at Met also doing okay. "Mexican

;

Hayride". shapes disappointing at

the Memorial. "Three Godfathers"
looks average to mild in .two
theatres.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200; 44-85) —

"Enchantment" (RKO) (4th wk).
Okay $7,500 after nice $9,500 third.

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 44-85)
"Blood on.Moon" (RKO) and 'The
Pearl" (RKO). Surprisingly big :

$24,000, and will hold. -Last week;
"Gallant Bess" (EL) plus Horace
Heidt amateurs, Don Rice onstage, -

nice $28,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 44-7.5) —

"Paisan" (Indie) (4th wk). Holding
up nicely to at $6,000 after neat
$7,500 for third.
Fenway (NET) (1,373: 44-85) —

"Snake Pit" (20th) and "Trouble
Makers" (Mono) (3d wk). Mild
.$5,000. Last week, $6,500.

Majestic* (Shubert) (1,500; $2.40)

"Red Shoes" (EL) (9th wk). Okay
$6,000. Last week, $8,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 44-85)—

"Mexican Hayride" (U) and "Sofia"
(FG) Pulled after disappoi nting
week «t $18,000 "Unfaithfiilly
Yours" (20th) and "Belle Starr's

Daughter" (20th) open tomorrow
(Wed:).
Metropolitan (NET) (4.367; 44-85)

—"Wonderful Urge" (20th) and
"Jungle-Patrol" (20th). Fairly good,
.$21,000. Last week, "Paleface"
(Par) and "Dynamite'' (Par) (3d

wk), solid okay $20,P00.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 44-85)--

"Three Godfathers" (MG) and
"Gallant Blade" (Col). Mild $18,-

000. Last week,"Word and Music
(M-G) (2d wk), fine $19,500.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 44-85)

—"Snake Pit" (20thl and "Trouble
Makers" (Mono) (3d wk). Nice

$12,000 after okay $14,000 second.

Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 44-8.5) rr
Walked By Night" (EL) and ' Old

Fashioned Girl" (EL) (2d v/K^

Good $12,000 after great $17,000

first.

State (Loew) (3,500; 44-85)

"Three Godfathers" (M-G) and

"Gallant Blade" (Col). Average

$10,000. Last week, "Words ana

Music" (M-G) (2d wk), same.
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'Sky'-Janis P^e Rousmg $63j

Chi; 'Whiplash' 156,% Night' 18a 2d
Chicago, .Jan. 18. -

While the overall gross picture

is not as bright as last week, the

vaude combo theatres are doing

lush trade. Oriental with "Yellow

cifv" and Janis Paige heading

Ktaceshow looks sock $63,000. Sec-

ond week of "Accused" at Chicago

hacked by Jack Carson, Robert

Alda and Marion Button onstage,

U staunch $54,000.

"Whiplash" at the Roosevelt

doesn't seem too promising at $15,-

noo "Countess of Monte Cristo"

at Grand shapes, neat $11,000.

Seeohd weekers are led by "He
Walked by Night" at State-Lake,

which is still solid with $18,000.

"Blood on Moon" moved over for

third week at the Rialto and looks

Ibout $10,000. "Red Shoe^; at Sel-

wyn in fourth week is still sturdy

at $10,000.

Estimates for This Week.

Apollo (B&K) (1,400; $1.20-$2.40)

—"Hamlet" (U) (8th wk). Strong

$12,500. Last week, $14,000.

GhicaBO-J(B&K),_(3,900; _50-9a}—
"Accused" (Par) (2d wk) and Jack

Carson, Robert Alda, ahd Marion
Hutton in person. Liish $56,000.

Last week, $64,000.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)—
"Jungle Patrol" (20th) (2d wk) and.

"Belle Starr's Daughter" (20th).

Neat $9,000. Last week, ,"Snake

Pit" (20th) (9th wk), big $12,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 50-98)—
"Countess Monte Cristo" (U).

Bright $11,000. Last week, "Blood
on Moon" (RKO) (2d wk), big

$15,000.
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 50-98)

—i"Vellow Sky" (20th) with Janis

Paige heading stageshow. Should
hit great $63,000. Last week,
"Three Musketeers" (M-G) (3d wk)
plus Three Suns and Vivian Blaine,

sock $42,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—

"Mexican Hayride" '(U). Fairly

food $20,000: Last week, "Gotta
tay Happy ' (U) (2d wk), $15,t)00.

Rialto (Indie) (1,700; 50798)—
"Blood on Moon" (RKO) (m.o.).

Moderate $10,000. Last week, "Cor-
regidor" (EL) and "Lady From
Chungking" (ED (rfelssues) (four

days), $5,800.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—

"Whiplash" (WB). Not so profit-

able at* $13,000. Last week, "One
Sunday Afternoon" (WB) (2d wk,).

$15,000.
Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.20-

$2.40)^"Red Shoes" (EL) . (4th wk).

Trim $10,000. Last week, $10,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)

—"Walked By Night" (EL) (2d wk).
Nifty $18,000. Last week, big
£22000

'

Surf (Indie) (650; 85)—"This Is

New York" (UA) (8th wk). Sharp
$3,500. Last week, $3,900.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50-

fl8)—"Unfaithfully Yours" (20th)

(2d wk). Oke $13,000. Last week,
$19,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)—

"Red River" (UA) (4th wk). Fancy
$28,000. Last week, $31,000.
World (Indie) (587; 80)—"Pai-

(Indie). SockO $10,000. Last

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gros.«
This Week $727,000
(Based on 16 tJieotres)

Last Year $668,000
iBased on 23 theatTcsy

Wda' Brisk $16,500.

Kaye Hps 'Jiggs'

Wow 25G, Indpls.

Indianapolis, Jan. 18.

First-run biz is average or

better at all first-runs this stanza,

despite a wet weekend. Sammy
Kaye. first band show in more
than year on Circle stage, is giving

+fJiggS7^aggte~iri' Cpuri ' a wow"

session. -"You Gotta Stay Happy,"

at IncUana', has a slight" lead over

"Man From Colorado," at Loew's.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gambie-DoUfe) (2,800; 60-

90)—"Jiggs, Maggie in . Court",
(Mono) with Sammy Kaye orch on
stage. Terrific $25,000. Last week,
"Race Street" (RKO) and "Girl

I Prom Manhattan" (UA), nifty

1$12,000 at 44-65C. Scale.
"

I

Indiana (G-D) " (3,300; 44-65)—
! "Gotta Stay Happy" (U) and
I

"Strange Mrs. Crane" (EL). Oke
I

$12,000. Last week, "Paleface"
(Par) (2d wk), nice $11,000.

I Keith's (G-D) (1,300; 44-65)—
I "Ali Baba" (U) and "PWantom of
i Opera'* (U) (reissues). Fair $4,000.
Last week, "Next Time We Love"
(U) and "Sea Spoilers" (U) (reis-

sues), good $4,500 in 5 days. :

Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)—
"Man from Colorado" (Col) and
"Blondie's Secret" (Col): Sturdy
$11,000. Last week, "Words and
Music" (M-G) (2d wk), trim $10,000.

Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65)—
"Badlands of Dakota" (U) and
'-Trail of - Vigilantes" (U) (reissues).

Mild $5,000. Last week, "Sealed
Verdict." (Par) and "End of River"
(U); good $7,500.

, Tather' 15G
Montreal, Jan. 18.

Biz at all houses looms better
than ever comparatively despite
cold weather and transportation
difficulties.

"Johnny Belinda" shapes as
town's topper with great session
at the Princess. • -

Estimates for This Week
Loew's (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65) —

"When Baby Smiles" (20th) (3d
wk). Down to $12,000 after smash
second at $18,000.

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60) —
"Rope" (WB) (2d wk). Off to $11,-
000 following sockeroo $18,000: in
.second: ,

"

Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 34-60) —
"Life With Father" (WB). Nice
$15,000. Last week, "Sorry, Wrong
Number" (Par) (2d wk), $11,500.

Princess (C.T.) (2,131); 34-60) —
"Johnny Belinda'' (WB). Great
$16,500. Last week, "Luck of Irish"
(20th), okay $9,500.
Imperial (C.T.) (l,839;'26-45) —

"Berlin Express" (RKO). Strong I
holds near this gait

$8,000. Last week, "Snfiart Girls"
(WB) and "The Creeper" (WB),
$7,000.
Orphcum (C.T.) (1,040; 34-60) —

--Red -Riveri^ (UA)-(3d- wk)7 Holding
1 well at $7,000 after big $8,500
second round.

Holdovers Dim B'way But 'Accnsei'

Mills Bros.-McKinley Orch Solid 80G;

WNiceMWBig 381/26, 2d
With only three new bills open-

j

wk),

i

Ing during the last seven days, row

j

Broadway firstrun theatres . cur-

I rently are suffering from an over-

t dose of extended-runs. This pre-
dominately holdover setup is be^
ing reflected by sagging business
at most houses; with only a few
spots doing good trade.

Pacing the newcomers is"The
Accused,'' with the Mills -Bros.,
Hay McKinley band and Joan Car-
roll . topping . the stageshow, at the
Paramount.. Wound up the first

week last night (Tues.) with bet-
ter than $80,000, very solid.. It may
stand up for three weeks if it

'Witch' Whams

St. Loo,
St. Louis, Jan. 18i

Despite unpredicted snowstorm
last Sunday (16) which was fol-
lowed by more snow and rain,
sleet the following two days, biz at
two of main deluxcrs here is lusty. ' P^an Murphy, Beatrice Kraft

week,
$3,000.

'Lost One" (Col) (9th wk).

miMENF IN STEP

AT $15,000 IN BUFF.
Buffalo, Jan. 18.

Few big new entries here this
week. "Rogues' Regiment" looks
strongest with fancy total at
Lafayette. "One Sunday After-
noon" looks nice at the Buffalo.

Estimates for This Week
BuBalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)—

"One Sunday Afternoon" (WB)
and "Exposed" (Rep). Nice $15,-
00 or near. Last week, "Yellow
Sky" (20th) and "Wouldn't Be in
ohoes" (Mono), strong $19,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-

70)—"Paleface" (Par) (3d wk).
Down to $8,500 in 4 days. "Snake
Pit (20th) opens Wednesday (19).
Last week, fancy $15,000.
HfPP IShea) (2,100; 40-70)—

Yellow Sky" (20th) and "Wouldn't
*oeii; Shoes" (Mono) (m.o.). Big

'^sst week, "Words and
Music" (M-G) (m.o.), $10,000.

J'^'"'^^
(^*oo; 40-70)—

1P. Criminal" (WB) and
n-Walkmg Dead" (WB) (reissues)

f??,?''ft $4 000. Last week. "Ham-

$2 40 t^p
*^°'°°°

.
Lafayette (Basil) (3.000; 40-70)—

..f^SHfs Regiment" (U) and

fil'fnnn °t
Chorus" (Col). Fancy

rnin.?.,i
week, "Man From

Anlp^' P"!'.
^'»<i "ManhattanAngel (Col). $14,000.

^Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40-
Every Girl Married" (RKO)

Oke «?^n^;^"^'"?"JKKO) (3d wk),wKe $7,500 in 4 days. Last week.

70)-
and

big $13,000.

K.C. Sloughed by Storm

Albeit Tit' Rugged At

$18,000; 'Colorado' 14G
Kansas City. .Jan. 18.

"Snake Pit" is the big. news here

furrently, ringing up a sturdy

stanza;: and looks a good bet for

second week in three Fox Midwest
houses. Midland's "Man from
Colorado'' looks "moderate. Other
houses have holdovers, moveovers
or reissues. Biz most of the week
was dampened by the weather
which was thoroughly- miserable,
bringing several inches of sleet

followed by rains. -" -

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820;

45-65)—"Gotta Stay Happy" (U)
(m.o.) Holding its own for $3,500,
slightly over average. Last week,
"Yellow Sky" (20th) (m.o.), same.

Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 35-45-65)

—"Revenge" (Indie). Oke $1,500.
La.st week, "Life. Loves Tschaikov-
sky" (Indie), $800.

Midland (Loew's) (3.500; 45-65)
,

—"Man from Colorado" (Col) and
Ladies of the Chorus" (Col). Good
$14,000. La.st week. "Words and
Music" (M-(SV • and: "Leather
Gloves" (Col) (2d wk), pleasant
$11,000.

Orpheum (RKO) (1.900; 4.^-65)-^

"Every Girl Married" (RKO) and
"Indian Agent" (RKO) (3d wk)
split with "Fallen Sparrow" (RKO I

and "Murder, My "Sweet" (RKO!^
(reissues). Slow $8,000. Last week,
"Every Girl Married" (RKO) and
"Indian Agent" (RKO) (2d wk),
fine $10,000.

Paramount (Par) (1.900; 45-65)—
"Paleface" (Par) (4th wk). Very fine;

$8,000. Last week, fast $10,000.

Roxy (Durwood) - (90O; 45-Q5)—
"Lost Horizon" (Col) and "Adam
Had Four Sons" (Col)( (reis.sues).

So-so $3,000. Last week, "Count
Monte Cristo" (EL^ and "Son of

Monte Cristo" (EL) (reissues),

same.

Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox

Midwest) (2,100, 2.043, 700; 45-65)

—"Snake Pit" (20th). Fine $18,000

or better despite opening in storm.

La-st week, 'Gotla Stay Happy"
(U), sturdy $16,000.

Wake of Red Witch" is landing
the biggest money in town with
big session at the huge Fox.
"Snake Pit" also is great at the
Ambassador. Elsewhere things are
on the slow side with oversupply
of holdovers slowing pace.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-

75)—"Snake Pit" (20th). Great
$23,000. Last Week, "Gotta Stay
Happy" (U) and "Strange Mrs.
Crane" (EL). $17,500.

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-'3'5)—"Red
Witch" (Rep) and "Parole, Inc."
(EL). Big $25,000. Last week,
"Man from Colorado" (Col) and
"Homicide for Three
$22,000.

Present sessiiort ending tomor-
'

(Thiirs.) staying
;
lip firmly iat

$17,50(), near-capacity without any
extra shows; ,12th week was fancy :

$18,2(W, with extra shoSv tacked dn<:V^.:

Continues indef.

Capitol (Loew's) (4;826; 80-$l.50) ;

—"Every Girl Should Be Married"
(RKO) with Skitch HehdersoM
orchi Gene Sheldon With .toretta ,

;

Fischer, George -Prentice heading
stage bill (4th'flnal %k); initial ^
frame for Prentice with puirt •liaH'-

casteir drisppihg iJut fot" final -fotind ;

because- of filih' commithiehtis; on
Coast; Down to $43,000 after very ;

good $73;5O0. ''Man ;;ProHi Colo-?
rado'^ (Col) with ink Spibtsy Blue

'

Barron orch headihg stageshoyr,;--
opcns tomorrow (Thurs.).

Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 70-
'

$l,85)T-"Me:Xican. Hayride" (tf) (2d
.wk=4^aysLiarst-^«?eelclending:i^^
Monday (17) was very mild $18,- . .

000, and
.
so disappointing /that it:

holds only four extra days. "Act of
Violence" (M*G) opens Saturday
(22). In -ahead, final -10 days of
third week for "Rogues' Regi-
ment" was $28,00(1.

Globe (Braiidt) (1,500; 90-$1.56v
"Belle Stair's Daughter" (20th) (2d ,

!;

wk).; Ittitisir Holdoyer stanza ending
next Friday (21)' is dim $14,000
after slight $18,00Q opener.

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 60-$1.25)
—"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep) (2d
wk). First holdover frame ending
Friday (21) is holding nicely at big
$38,500 after smash $50,500 opener,
indicating biggest piC;from Repub- -

lie in some time; Holding ihdef. :

'

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 70-$1.40)—
"Boy With Green Hair" (RKO) (2d
wk). Second week starts today
(Wed.). First session hit nice $26,-
000. albeit below hopes in view of
terrific caimpaign given picture. .

Slow opening hurt, solid weekend
giving it a surprising lift. Likely

fv...^-. un,,.,,." T,i,.,„,.j.„. stays two or three weeks, with "SoThree Wives also on "Thursday ^^^^ ^^^^^^„ ^^j^^^j ..g^^.

'Boy With Green Hair" is good
with $26,000 to launch the return
of firstrun policy at the Palace,
this being rated a bit disappointr
ing~"in "view~of~exteHsive-exploita=7
tion campaign. Probably won't
hold more than two or three
weeks with "Dear To My Heart"
or "Station West" supplanting.
"Mexican Hayride" is highly, dis-

appointing at $18,000 in first Cri-
terion week, staying-over only four
extra days. "Act of. Violence"
opens next Saturday.

Second week of "Wake of Red
Witch" at Ma.vfair is holding up
well with .$38,500 after smash

I

opening stanza at S50.500. Initial
holdover session of "Belle Starr's
Daughter" at Globe looks dim
$14,000. Roxy opened "Chicken
Every Sunday'' with Tony Martin

dancers topping stageshow yester-
day (Tues.). State brings in "Com-
mand Decision" today (Wed.) after

"Force of Evil" sloughed off rap-
idly in final four days of fourth
week. Capitol opens with "Man
From Colorado" nlus Ink Spots,
Blue Barron band heading stage
bill tomorrow (Thurs.).

Music Hall launches "Letter to

Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—

I

"Three Godfathers" (M-G) and
"Saxon Charm" (U). Modest!
$15,000. Last week, "Words and
Music" (M-G) , (2d wk), same. I

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
"Man. from Colorado" (Col) and
"Gotta Stay Happy" (U) (m.o.).

Okay 811,000. Last week. "Tat-
lock's Millions" (Par) :and "Jiggs,
Maggie in Court" (Mono) (m.o.),

$10,000:
- Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—'
"Words and Music" .(M-G) (m.o.).

Trim $7,000. Last week, "Texas,
Brooklyn" (UA) and "Urubu"
(UA), $6,500

(20) after six great weeks of
"Words and Music."

Strand is . continuing "Don
Juan" with Tommy Dorsey band
topping . stageshow into fifth : week.
It looks to wind up the fourth ses-

„
I

sion tomorrow at okay $50,000 or
(Kep),

I g]jghtiy less. Now planned to hold
for a sixth round.

Of the loneruns, "Snake Pit" at
Rivoli, and "Joan of Arc" at Vic-
toria, still are in the chips; former
with $28,500 for 11th week and
"Join" with $26,000 or better for
10th frame. Also still strong is

"Enchantment" with $29,000 in

third Astor week. Reserved-seat
I runs of "Red Shoes" at Bijou and
1 "Hamlet" at Park ' Avenue also
continue big, both being near sell-

out level.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70r$l;50):

—"Enchantment" (RKO) (4th wk);
Present week ending next Friday
(21) holding well With $29,000Shubert (Ind)'' (1,500; 40-60)

"Paleface" (Par) and "Dynamite" i
after solid $32,000 for third round

(Par) (m.o.) (3d wk). Down to ' Stays on.
$4,500 following fancy $6,000' Bl.iou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20-

I

second stanza. *i $2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (13th

litch' Great $14,000, Tit' Colossal

21G, Pitt; Tompen'-'She' Huge 12G
Pittsburgh, Jan. 18.

|
"The Accused" (Par). Have to

Biggest things in town this week i struggle; to get modest $13,000.

are within iust a couple of doors
|
Picture's notices any other time

o£ each other. "Snake Pit" at Har- ; might have resulted in much more,
ris and "Wake of Red Witch" at '

Laist week, "Words and Music"
Fulton, Both are smasheroo and, (M-G) (2d wk^ $13,500.

win stick around. Also sock is the i
Ritz (Loew's)' (800; 44-76) —

RKO reissue combo of "She" and
i
"Words and Music" (M-G) (m.o.).

"La.st Days of Pompeii," at Warn- 1 Stout .$3,000. Last week, '"The
er, and also looks like a h.o.

|

Search" (M-G) and "Big City"

"The Accused" at Penn seems to fM-Gj (2d wk), nearly $4,500 in 9

"be caught in "the middle of this]

stiff competition and isn't doing too
|

well despite excellent crix ap-

1

praisal. "Paleface" is holding up
well at Stanley in second week
after smash opener.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 44-76) —

"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep). John
;

Wayne action meller pouring it on,
|

and will wind up with smash $14,-

|

OOO or better. Last week, "Mexi-

[

can Hayride" (U) (2d wk). only
)

$4,000 in 5 days.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 44-761 —
"Snake Pit" (20th i. Heading for

sensational $21,000 or near, near
house high mark. Last week, sec-

ond of "Yellow Sky" (20th),

around $11,000.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 44-76)

daysv
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 44-76)—

"Yellow Sky" (20th) (m.o.). Doing
very well at .$4,000. Last week,
"Harpoon" (SG) and "SOS Sub-
marine" (SG), about $2,500 in 5

'Stanley (WB) (3.800; 44-76) —
"Paleface" (Par) (2d wk). Being
helped by reams of publicity Bob
Hope is getting for his broadcast
and p.a, show at t>ardens here next
week, AH adding up to $16,000,
very good for second week after
big $26,000 opener.
Warner (WB) (2,000: 44-76) -—

"She" (RKO) and "Last Days
Pompeii" (RKO) (reissues). This
brace ot oldies shooting for terrific
$12,000. Last week. "Everv Girl
Married" (RKO) (2d wk)", fine
$8,500.

tion West" (RKO) supplanting, If
it holds only two weeks. "Station"
may be next in.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)
—7-"The Accused" (Par) with Mills
Bros., Joan Carroll, Ray McKinley

:

orch topping stage bill (2d wk).
First week ended last (Tues.) night
hit very solid $80,000. Last week, :

fourth for "Paleface" (Par) with
Benny Goodman orch,; Buddy Les-
ter onstage, was okay $60,000.

Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-
$2.40)—"Hamlet" (U) (17th wk).
Sixteenth week ended last (Tues.)
night holding well near : $15^500;
15th week was nice $15,800. ' Con-
tinues. ;

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (5.945; 80-$2.40)—"Words
and Music" (M-G) with stageshow
(6th-final wk). Current round is

down to $105,000 after very good
$114,000 for fifth. "Letter to
Three Wives" (20th) and new stage-
show opens tomorrow (Thurs.). - ;

Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-$1.20)'— -

"Unknown Island" (FG) (2d wK).
Second stanza ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) is sliding off sharply to
$14,000 or less; first Week hit new
high here at $24,500, albeit below
hopes. Stays a third frame.

Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092: 60-
$1.25) "Snake Pit" (20th) (11th
wk). Current session ending today
(Wed.) is holding very well at $28^-
500, after big $32,500 for 10th
week. Continues.

Roxy (20th) (5,886;, 80-$1.80)—
"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th)
with Tony Martin, Dean Murphy,
Beatrice Kraft dancers plus ice-
show topping stageshow. : Opened ;

yesterday (Tues.), ; day ahead of
regular opening date. Fourth week
(6 days) of "Wonderful Urge"
(20th) plus Barbara Ann Scott
heading stage; bill slid down to
$55,000, very mild, after Okay $72.

r

500 for third frame. ;
'

State (Loew's) (3,450; 80-$1.50)
—"Command Decision" (M-G).
Opens today (Wed.). In ahead,
fourth week (4 days) of "forte of
Evil" (M-G) was way down at $10,-
500 ^fter mild $22,500 for third
frame.

Strand (WB) (2,756; 76-$1.50)—
"Don Juan" (WB) with Toiuiny
Dorsey orch heading stageshow
(4th wk). Holding well at $5u,000-.
after good $55,000 for third week.
'Stays on with sixth week probable.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1.060; 95-
$2.40)—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (10th
wk). Present round ending today
(Wed.) is slipping a bit witii rest

I of the Street to about $26,000 af-

! ter dandy $30,000 for ninth weelt.

i Continues.



10 FILM REVIEWS
Wednesday, January 19, 1949

fhe Laelcy Stiff
(ONE SONG)
Hollywood, Jan. 15.

United Artists release of Jack Benny
(Amusement EnternrlsesJ production., (\Vm.

T. Lackey, associate producer). Stars

Dorothy Lamour, Brian Donlevy,. Claire
T. Lackey

Lamour, oriait x/umcvj
Trevors features Irene Hervey, Marjorie

lUmbeau. Robert Armstrong, Billy y'"S'
Warner Anderson. Directed by Lewis R.

Foster. Screenplay. Foster, from novel

So'ng"^ v!?to?¥o\.nf•?fed\varngto^nfe'^^^^ deal" wTth" the devil. Latter is a

tS" Howard smith PrevieweS-^JHoiiyj i tricky Lucifer wlio gains his ends
wood, Jan. 14, '49; — . ,

^

treme lowlcey lighting and photo-

graphy, a moody music score and

odd settings get over the idea that

Beelzebub is always present plying

his old Nick trade of trafficking m
men's souls.

script. fi?om an original story by

Mindret Lord, deals with a re-

spected judge who rises to be gov-

ernor of his state after making a

Sunning time. »9

Aina"Mkrle St. Claire,, ^wothy Lamour
John J. Malone, . , . . /'. Brian Donlevy
Marguerite Seaton: .. Claire ^evor
Mrs Child^rs . . ; . . • . Irene Hervcy
Hattie Hatfield . ., Marjorie Rambeau
Von Flanagan Robert Armrtrong

i-d'di^'s^rrtf"',:::; .WarnerMSS
Millie Dale , . , , ,

,
Virginia Patton

District AttorneyTtogan Richajd
g^^Jg

,

by offering ii man what he \vants

be it rnoney or fame, In the

judge's case it was the offer of a

chance to do good. The judge^ is

pushed up the political ladder

Without knOWirig the teal identity

Of his benefactor until the day for

payttieht arrives. The strength of

Tnp swveria friend and the faith of his wife

I'o^ui'e Perez i ; : l^rry*^ help him to outwit the devil for a

kacDo^li"., gs*:
logi^^i ^"iing,

Bternsteln . Sidney Miller

Mrchilders Ci^^rUsmM
Rico Di Angclo Jimmy Ames

"The Lucky Stiff" is a comedy
whodunit that supplies enough
laughs and thrills lo assure satis-

factory returns; Familiar names of

Dorothy Lamour, Brian Donlevy

and Claire Trevor will help at the

— 5ilajoE faults of "Stiff" are the

running time'"of "99-minutes-and-

the confused story establishment

in the first reel or two. After it

gets over the latter hurdle, it set-

tles down to: its business of alter-

nating chuckles and thrills 'in the

glib, smartaleck style of most mod-
ern whodunits, . ^ ,i, ,

It's the story of John J. Malone,

brash, wolfish attorney created by

Craig Rice, who's on the trail of a

gang of protection racketeers. Plot

goes off on a lot of tangents, and

the scripting and direction by

Lewis R. Poster require close at-

tention to keep up with events.

Multiple angles finally simmer
down to the electrocution ot a

nitery singer for murder, her re-

appearance, to haunt the gangsters

(she wasn't really burned: it was a

Malone trick), the roundup of the

gang, and the finale exposure of

the singer as the shakedown queen.

A tremendous lift is given to

both the flip breeziness of the

chuckles and the tenser moments
by Claire Trevor. As Malone's
faithful secretary. Miss Trevor
paces the piece with a stride that's

hard to equal by the others. Don-
levy is^ good as the brash attorney,

and Miss Lamour does well as the

nitery chirper who's behind all the

trouble. She also sings "Loneli-
ness," Victory Young-Ned Washing-
ton tune that is reprised several
times.

Irene Hervey hasn't much to do.

Marjorie Rambeau handles her ec-

centric old lady role well, and Rob-
ert Armstrong makes the police

detective an awfully dumb char-
acter. Billy Vine sharpens part of
barroom and- funeral parlor oper-
ator. Warner Anderson, Virginia
Patton; Joe Sawyer and Larry
Blake are among others who keep
in step with the fun.

Picture is the first for Jack Ben-
ny's Amusement Eenterprises, in
dependent production outfit, and
has been supplied with suitable
background values for unfoldment
of the plot, even if a bit too much
has been crowded in. William T.
Lackey served as Benny's associate
producer. Good assist comes from
lensing by Ernest .Laszlo. Editing
by Howard Smith is choppy.

Brog.

Milland's portrayal of Lucifer is

exacting work, never agoing over-

board in a try for theatrics, yet al-

ways menacing and troubling with
the message of evil he, delivers.

Thomas Mitchell is excellent as

the judge who succumbs until he 15

saved by the grace of God. Audrey
Totter is the femme: lure the devil

uses in his work and she, too, man^
ages to escape his trickery. George,
Macreadjr is a believeable Protes".

tant minister, a friend of~^the
judge's, and Fred Clark represents
the evil of crooked politicians. The
others do their part in pointing up
the eternal fight.

Lionel XdndOh's photography
dresses- the £ndre Bohem producr
tion, with the proper eerie quality
needed to empliasis the mood
sought. Franz Waxman did the
good score, while art direction and
set decorations aptly fit in. Brog:

"The Lucky StifT" (SOng)

(UA-Benny). Flip whodunit
based on Craig Rice attorney-

detective character. Dorothy
Lamour, Brian Donlevy, Claire

Trevor for marquee. ^
"Alias Nick Beal" (Par).

Welldone story of man's eter-

nal fight against Satan's

blandishments. Ray MiUand,
Audrey Totter, Thomas
Mitchell. „ ^
"Flaxy Martin" (WB). Stand-

ard gangland thriller with

enough synthetic excitement

for general situations.

"Trouble Preferred" (20th).

Amusing supporting feature of

two femme police rookies,

"Tarzan's Magic Fountain"

(RKO). Another jungle fan-

tasy introducing Lex Barker

as the new Tarzanv Good b.o.

"The Far Frontier" (Songs)

(Color) (Rep). Roy Rogers
oatuner slated for good b.o.

"Alaska Patrol" (FC). Rec-

ommended supporting melo-
drama. A spy thriller of Naval
intelligence. „ , ^

"Third Time Lucky" (Rank).

Mild British gambling yarn.

keep Tarzan in hot water and sup-

ply most of the motivation. In the

end, the apeman manages to return

the aviatrix to her valley, the bad
men are done in and the secret is

safe from the world.
Brenda Joyce is back again as

Tai-zan'S mate, Jane, and does okay

by the role. Albert Dekker and
Charles Drake are the heavies, and
Evelyn Ankers appeals as the avia-

ti-ix. Others in the cast answer all

demands of the script by Curt

Siodmak and Harry Chandlee.
Lee Sholem's direction has a

number of slow spots, particularly

in dialog scenes between the

humans, but otherwise furnishes a

good pace to the action" moments
in the Sol Lesser production. Karl
Struss did the capable lensing.

Brosf.

The Far Frontier
(SONGS-COLOR)

Hollywood, Jan. 15

Republic release of Edward J. White
prdductioh. Stars Roy Rogers; Trigger

the horse; features Gail Davis. Andy pe-

vihe. Directed by William Witney. Screen-

play. Sloan Nibley; camera f.Trucolor).

Jack Marta: music. Dale . Butts; editor,

Tony Martinelli. At Los ^ngel^sj P-Ma-,

mount, Jan. 3. '49. Running time, «7 »iI>S.

Roy Rogers 'IS^-, "y.^^^!
Susan Hathaway (••<•• J*,*"! i,"*^'!
Judge Cookie, BuHflncl«r.<,Andy Devine
Alf Sharper. ... 1 .

.- Francis Ford
-Bait-Carjoll^^ y.

Boy- .Barcroft

To»h Sharper , ,
.'. . . Clayton Moore

Willis Nfewcomb, ; . , , . . , ...Robert Strange

Rbcco . .•••Holly Bane
Butch ................ . Lane Bradford
Roiiiiii Joh" Baeni
Defendant . . . , .... • • .Clarence Straight

Alias Nlek Beal
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Paramount release of Endre Bohem pro,
dnction. Stars Ray Milland; Audrey Tot,
ter, ThomaS' Mitchell; features George
Macready, Fred Clark. Directed by John
Farrow. Screenplay. Jonathan 'Latimer
original storj'. Mindret Lord; camera,
Lionel Lindon; editorial supervision, Eda
Warren. Tradeshown, JaiK. 17. '49. Run-
ning time, »2 MINS.
Nick Beal,. Ray MiUand
Donna Allen Audrey Totter
Joseph Foster. ........ . .Thomas Mitchell
Martha Foster, , . . , . . . . , . Geroldine Wall
Rev. Thomas Gaylord, . ,George Macready
Judge Ben Hobbs. . ... . ; . . Henry O'Neill
Larry Price .Daryll Hickman
Frankie Faulkner. Fred : Clark
Carl <bartender), Nestor Paiva
Peter Wolfe , King Donovan
Xileen. , . . ,, . ..... .Eileen Jenkens
Henry Cuthbert . Douglas Spencer

Sage and Trigger the Horse

Tronlile Preferred
Hollywood, Jan. 7.

20th-Fox release of Sol, M. Wurtzel pro,

duction. Features Peggy Knudsen, Lynne
Roberts. Charles Russell. Directed by i

' ' "Edmund Cobb

S» BSr.l='''k.^/er'L'dq.l I^Sri^ming andT^^^^^^

Roy Livingston. At Vogue, Hollywood,
Jan. 3, '49. Running time. 63 MINS.
Dale Kent , . , . ...... , . . . . Peggy Knudsen
Madge Walker Lynne Roberts
Lt. Rod Brooks, ... ....... Charles Russell
Sgt. Hazel Craine,......;.,, - Mary Bear
Ed Poole, , . , . . , . .... . . .Paul Langton
Tuffy Tucker - i. . .. ..: . James Cardwell
Hilary Vincent June Storey
Baby Face Charlie P.iui Guilfoyle
Virginia, - .Marcia Mae Jones

"Trouble Preferred" is a good
supporting feature. It's an amus-

, „ _ ,. „^ — . ^ tt a
ingly told yarn about two girls

j

wanted criminal.s into the U. b.

Who join the distaff branch of the
|

from Mexico. The crooks are of

police force. Direction is able and
production values are good.

Introductory footage gives audi-

ences an idea of the training

femmes are put through before be-
rookies. When the two

Flaxy Martin
Hollywood, Jan. 11.

Warners release of Saul Elkins produc-
tion, stars Virginia Mayo. Zachary. Scott.
Dorothy Malone; features Tom ..D'Andrea.
Helen Westcott, Douglas Kennedy. Elisha
Cook. Jr., Douglas Fowlcy, Monte . Blue,'
Jack Overman. Directed by Richard
Bare. Screenplay, David Lang: camera.
Carl Guthrie: editor, Frank Magee. Trade-
shown in Hollywood, Jan. 11, '49. :'Run-
ning time, 86 MINS.
Flaxy Martin:..,..,. .Virginia Mayo
Walter Colby, ...... :.. . .... Zachary Scott
Nora Carson. .......... .Dorothy M-ilone i

Sam , Malko . . . ... , . . •, . . . .: Tom D'Andrea I coming
Ht|^Vichie:".;:::::::::Do"ugias Ke'nnedy l

gals get their probationary shields,
Roper Elisha Cook, Jr, I routine is dull, SO they look for
1st Detective,.,... .1.,,.Douglas Fowley U.vf.itpment- It pfirrif"! in thp fnrrri
2rid Detective....,,..;. .. Monte Blue exciiemeni. U pomes m me lon"
Caesar. , . Jack Overman

|
Of an attempted suicide, and

'

I

rookies get their wanted trouble

"Flaxy Martin" is a standard i IS^^c^ inVj„-^,«ftHi^JiIS??l diJ*
thriller. It will return no sizeable | ncar-suicide s matrimonial dif-

I ficulties.

I
The Arnold Belgard script

neatly projects a comedy" -slant to

the doings, and the two comely
leads, Peggy Knudsen and Lynne
Roberts, romp for plenty of

friendly chuckles. Miss
is particularly goodj and the Char-
acters are of the type that could
be : continued in Other program
features. Others in the cast do
their share in • making this one
pleasant. Amohg them are Charles
Russelli Mary Bear; .Paul Langton,
James Gardwell, Marcia- Mae
Jones, June .Storey and Paul Guil-
foyle,; •

. : Direction by Jaiiies Tinlihg has
assured . a fast pace to footage.
Benjamin' Kline's' lensiiig IS good.

BtQg-

"The Far Frontier" fills the bill

as a ROy Rogers oatuner. Tunes
and plot are standard, the action

tugged and the cast able in shap-

ing it for the sagebrush market.

A smart giddap pace is supplied

by William Witney's direction in

telling of Rogers' brush with a

gang involved in smuggling

"Alias Nick Beal" Is "Faust" in
^modern dress. It gives a 20th cen-,
tury approach to the age-old story
of the weak who. sign the devil's
pact. Theme has strong church
exploitation . angles, which will
prove the best selling measure out-
side of Ray Milland's name on the
marquee.

Subject has been approached in-
terestingly in the script by Jona-
than Latimer and John Farrov/
gives it strong direction to hold
the attention. Despite the general
excellence of the interpretation by
all concerned, there's an unreal
quality about it that makes popular
reception, without the stimulant of
strong exploitation, doubtful. How-
ever, it doesn't preach with pointed
dialog or situations, letting the
moral speak for itself, and that is

an aid.

Effect of fire and brimstone is

felt throughout, without resorting

to obvious mechanical trickery. Jilx-

coin but has been turned out on a
budget that should give it a fair

take in general situations A little

less footage than its .86 minutes
would have made it a handier fit

for twin bills.

Plot poses a lot of synthetic
thrills and pat coijjcldences that
make no great demands on cast or
director. More of an element of
surprise in the story line and a
little more clarity concerning sev-
eral characters would have helped.

Story is one about a smart young
lawyer who falls for a bad dame.
That relationship, along with his
fronting for a mob, doesn't make
the eventual jam he gets into seem
like anything more than what he
had coming to him. When his
conscience begins to bother him,
he threatens to stop being the mob
mouthpiece but is neatly framed
for: a murder, is sentenced, escapes,
meets a gal who doesn't believe in
running away, from life, rounds lip

the real crooks Ind bravely, faces
a short sentence so he can start
with a clean slate. Zachary Scott
holds his own, as far as character
permits, in ' portraying the attor-
ney. Virginia Mayo does her best
with the title role as the wicked
gal, and Dorothy Malone is the
understanding femme who has
slight chance to get rolling his-
trionically. Tom D'Andrea is in
briefly. Major villainy is handled
by Douglas Kennedy and Elisha
Cook, Jr., gunmen. Helen West-
cott and others have small spots.

Richard Bare's direction of the
Saul 'Elkins' production gives the
standard plotting a fair pace and
does manage to build up thrill

moments. Carl Guthrie's lensing
follows: the general low-key pat^
tern for such formula: melodrama-
tics. . Brog.

Don't Take It to Heart
"Don't Take it to Heart,"

J. Arthur Rank production ,

tradeshown in New York Mon-.
day (17), was reviewed by
Variety in London Nov, 15,

1944i Jolo, the reviewer, found
pic to be "a nice clean story,

satirically unfolded and ocr
casionally bordering on bur-
lesque, but in a nice manner.
This should be: a success in
America."

Acting by Richard Greene,
Patricia Medina and a score of
character actors, plus direc-
tion by Jeffrey Dell, help to
make picture a hit, review
stated,

Tarzan's Magie
Fountain

: Hollywood, Jan. l.'j.

RKO release of Sol Lesser production.
Stars Lex Barker, Brenda Joyce; features
Albert Dekker, Evelyn Ankers, Charles
Drake, Alan Napier, Ted Hecht, Henry
Brandon. Directed by Lee Sholem.
Screenplay. Curt Siodmak, Harry Chand-
lee; based on characters created by Ed-
gar Rice Burroughs; camera, Karl Struss;
editor, Merrill White. Tradeshown, Hol-
lywood. Jan, 13> '49, Running time, 73
MINS.
Tarzan Lex Barker
Jane, . , ; Brenda Joyce
Trasfc; . , ... . i .Albert Dekker
Gloria. . . . . .....4 > . i', .Ehielyn Ankers
Dodd,. .... ......... . . ..Charles Drake
Jcs.sup. . i.. ...... . , Alan Napier
Siko. . . ................. . .Henrv Brandon
Pasco,..,.....,.........,..,, Ted Hecht
Vredak.. .... ........ .. . , . . , .Henry Kulky
Leader. , . .David Bond

the good old American variety who
have been hiding out below the
border.

Plot has a twist or two to

freshen formula ingredients, and
pits Rogers' wits against those of

a respected artshop proprietor

who's really- the brains for the
smuggling gang. Hero takes a

hand when a border patrol friend
disappears and apparently be-
comes involved in a bank holdup.
Rogers is sure of his friend's in-

nocence, and finally, the gang is

brought to justice. .-

Tossed in for added kiddie in-

terest are some smart tricks by
Trigger, Rogers' equine star, the
use of carrier pigeons to carry the
crooks' messages, and sundry pro-
duction fillips. Edward J. White's
supervision also has advantage' of
an improving Trucolor and cap-
able lensing by Jack Marta.
Rogers croons the title tune and
several standard prairie ballads,

being backed by Foy Willing and
the Riders of the Purple Sage on
the guitar-vocal slinging.

Andy Devine supplies comedy
as rotund justice of peace, and
slight romantic interest comes
from: comely Gail Davis. Proper
villiany is turned in by Roy Bar-
croft and Robert Strange, and
there is a good western characteri-
zation by Francis Ford. Tight
editing aids the pace and holds
filih to 67 minutes. Brog.

classification, it has entertainment
values that are strictly grade A.

Story is a spy hunt by Naval i

Intelligence, moi^tly localed on a
freighter in Alaskan waters.
Arthur Hoerl's original script
crams the 61 minutes of footage
with sock suspense and bristles
with thrills as it depicts Richard
Travis going about his' dangerous
game of posing as an enemy agent •

to break up a ring of spies.

For this type of story, there is

an amazing amount of credence
about the action. A slightly doc-
umentary treatment that's not
overdone never breaks up essential
aim of telling a tight little yarn
and furnishing . entertainment
thrills.

Travis makes much of the lead
assignment, giving it an intelligent •<.

underplaying. Helen Westcott,-
Naval secretary, has little to do as •

femme star but will be remem* •

bered for her ability to wear a
sweater. Jim Griffith and Richard
Fraser are excellent as Naval op-. .

orators, as is Selmer Jackson, their
captain. Properly shaded heavy
roles are capably filled by Emory
Parnell, Ralf Harolde, Otto Rei-
chow. Gene Ross and others, while
William Tannen, Canadian oper- '

:

ative, also does well.
; : Jack Bernard's direction, sup.^: ^

ported by Hoerl's topnotch script,
shows fo"Trdvantage; and there's"^
firstrate editing job by Charles
Craft. James Burkett's production
gets the most from the smaH bud*
get and has not sacrified entertain-
ment in the comer-cutting. The
Marcel LePicard lensing is good.

Brog. . .

Tliir«l Time Lucky
(BRITISH)

London, Jan. 10.
J. Arthur Rank-Alliance Anglnlijm

(Mario Zampi) production, Features
Glynis Johns, Dermot Walsh. Directed by
Gordon Parry. Story and screenplay by
Gerald Butler. Camera, Cedric Williams,
Peter Newbrook; • editor. Giulio Zampl;
music, Stanley Black. At Odeon, Marble
Arch, London, Jan. 6, '49. Running' time,
91 SUNS.' . ,„

Joan .....,.',...: Glynis Johns
Lucky . I ................ . . : Dermot Walsh
Flash, ....... ......... . , .Charles Goldner
Doc. ............... . . .Harcourt William*
Peggy i. .. ... .Yvonne Owen '

Old Lady. . ......... .......

.

, Helen llaye
Inspector . John Stuart
Young Waiter Harold Bcicns
Bertram Ballard Berkely
Bennett , . : . Sebastian Cabot .

"Third Time Lucky" sets out to

prove that gambling doesn't pay.
It is a conventional theme and the
production, which lacks big star
names, is not likely to make the
U. S. grade.

It's a story of a professional
gambler who picks up an innocent
girl and drags her around with him
as a mascot. For some time she
brings him incredible luck, but
eventually he goes the way of all

other gamblers and ends up with-

:

out a penny to his name and witH
a bullet in his back. It is only then
that he realizes what a fool he has
been and the girl, of course, is at

his bedside waiting for him.

Glynis Johns shows up extremely
well as the girl, but Dermot Walsh
lacks vigor in the part of the in-

veterate gambler. Myro.

The lOth screen Tarzan makes
his appearance in "Tarzan's Magic
Fountain'^ in the person of Lex
Barker, Since Edgar Rice Bur-
rough's character . is practically
foolproof in the hands of any male
with the proper heft. Barker seems
earmarked for a long career of
swinging through cinematic
jungles.
A mythical fountain of youth i.s

the springboard for adventure in
this one, and all the stock ingre-
dients are there to supply the
chimerical thrills; As important, to
"Fountain" as the humans is the
spotlighting of Cheeta, the chimp,
and,her ape pal. For humor that
jells, there's little that can match
the human antics of the anthro-
poids. It's sure laugh footage, and
the chimps are carefully spotted to
liven any sagging scene.

Plot has Tarzan rescuing an
aviatrix, lost for 20 years in a
mythical jungle valley where the
residents never grow old. Greed
of two traders and their efforts to
learn the secret- of eternal life

Alaska Patrol
Hollywood, Jan. 15.

Film Classics release of Janes Burkett
(Burwood) production. Stars Richard
Travis. Helen Westcott; features Jim Grif-
fith, Emory Parnell, Dick Fraser, Ralf
Harolde. Directed by Jack Bernhard.
Screenlplay,; Adthur Hoerl; camera. Mar-
cel LePicard; editor. Charles Craft. At
Grauman's Chinese, Hollywood, Jan. ,15,
49. Running Time, «1 MINS.

RaUick"™*"/ Richard Travis

Mary Lynn; ....... . ..v. .Helen Westcott
Operative Dale;...... ,. ,Jim Griifith
Captain Roburt Emory Parnell
Operative Farrell, . . . . . .. , Dick Fraser
Steele., . . , .Ralf Harolde
Captain Wright. , . Selmer Jackson
Ehrlichi , . Gene Ross
Dajck, . . . . , : ...... . .V. ;.William Tannen
Mr. Sigmuild.. . . ........ ..Pierre Watkin
Balser. ; . , . , i , ,, . , . . , Otto Reichow
Cmdr, Braddock . , ......... . Paul Bryar
Anorus. . . . . . ; . . , .:. ...... .William Haade
Dr. Loring. Jason Robards

~ "Alaska Patrol" can be recom-
mended to bolster most any bill.

While falling in the supporting

Les Parents Terrililes
(The Terrible Parents)

(FRENCH)
Paris, Jan. 8.

Sirius release of Ariane Film produc-
tion. Written, adapted and directed by
Jean Cocteau. Features Jean Marais,
Josette Day, Yvonne Do Bray, Gabrielle
Dorziat, Marcel Andre. Music, Georges
Auric: camera, MicheKKelber. Previewed
at Gaumont, Paris. Running lime, 105
MINS. .

Michel, ..Jean Marais
Madeleine , JO.sette Day
Yvonne,. . . Yvonne De Bray
Leonie. .............. .. .GabricUe Dorziat
Georges.. . ; .. . .. . . . .. . . .Marcel Andre

Waterloo Road
'Waterloo Road," J. Arthur

Rank production, stars John
Mills and Stewart Granger in

a story played -against the

.

drab, bomb t shattered back-
ground of a London slum.

Pic,' which is being trade-
shown in New York- tomorrow
(Thurs.)i was reviewed in Va-
riety from London Feb. 7,

1945. Variety's reviewer
thought that "skillful direction
and admirable casting gave
film satisfactory b.o: potential-
ities for the U, S." •

In Jean Cocteau's last film the

eagle had twp heads. In this one
the hero has two parents, and
they're both very nasty people,

Cocteau has taken his play and put

it on film with little change in plot

or dialog. The advantage of plot-

ting "The Terrible Parents" on the

screen is that you can study them
much closeri The disadvantage i|

that the flicker is very talky ana
since the dialog is the most im-

portant thing, the pix may run into

trouble • with American audiences.

Brieflyj the plot goes like this.

Mother loves-son (with more than

a motherly love). Son loves mother
but also loves pretty girl. Father

also loves pretty girl and makes
girl give up son. Aunt loves father

and fixes it up for boy and girl to

get together. Mother can't taKe

losing son, so she takes poi.son, ;

Cocteau is more concerned witn

his characters than with the plot.

He continually uses closeup shots

of faces and body movements.
There are very few sets, and there

are many trick camera shots.

Cocteau makes expert use ol lUj

camera and the technical part 9*

the picture is tops; .
' „_

Yvonne De Bray, as the mother,

gives an outstanding performance.

Jean Marais, as the muddled son,

is a little confused in his acting,

but turns in a creditable perform

ance. Bw:h.
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Vjenna Sets Precedent, Putting

City Coin into Film Production
Vienna, Jan. 11. -

Refusal of bank credits to film

indies iMd resulted in a consid-

erable drop of production here,

,nd outlook for the future was

dark. But recent action by a tri-

partite commission of the city of

Vienna has Injected new blood

Into biz. Conservattve,. Socialist

ind Communist delegates got. to-

tfPther and decided unanimously

to Buarantee a 10,000.000 schilling

iredit by the Arbeiter Bank
Workers Bank) to the Pabst-Kiba

Production Co. City councilor

Viktor Matejka of the Dept. for

Culture and EdueaUon helped

gneed matters up and today three

nix are in the Kosenhuegel stu-

dios: "Hfysterious Depths," "Won-

der of Our Days" and "On the

Verge of Life," all of them under

chief supervision of G. W. Pabst.

Itls the first time in Austria

for a city to directly sponsor -pro--

duetion. Plan was initiated by

Pabst about one year ago. Plan

should work out very advantage-

ously for two reasons: (1) The

city does not interfere at all with

the selection of the scripts, and

(2) Arbeiter Bank conditions are

more favorable than usual bank
credits by other Institutions. This

refers not only to the rate of In-

terest, but to an entirely new
clause in the contract;

Clause referred to is Arbeiter

Bank Snd city consent that entire

proceeds of pix are to be used
for new ones. Thus, the 10,000,000

schillings, which suffice for the
three pix in making* will not be
paid back, but Pabst-Kiba are able

today to plan for the future. This
method has been unknown here.

Up to now, indies got a credit;

made the pic, and paid back (or

not). Pabst-Kiba should now be
able to contract studios, stars, and
authors for « certain period of

time»

ALAN CURTIS MAY MAKE

DP HLM IN TEL-AVIV
Rome, Jan. 11,

Alan Curtis, In Italy to make the
"Pirates of Capri'f picture, has
planed back to Rome after spend-
ing a>few days In Tel-Aviv investi-

gating the possibilities of making
documentary films there. With
Curtis was Russell Duncan, EGA
oilicial. An -Israeli Foreign Office

permit allowed Curtis and Dun-
can to fly to Tel-Aviv, arrivin* in
tune to see plenty of action New
Year's Eve.

; The Kaete-Dan hotel, where Gurr
tis stayed, was bombed New Year's
EvCi but little damage was done.
Later the hotel guests watched
street fighting and other bombings
from the hotel porch. Documen-
tary film planned by Curtis will be
made with 16m, maybe in color,
tor U, S, release. Story concerns
displaced persons' flight from Gler-
many and Italy to Tel-Aviv. Cur-
tis plans going to Germany next
week to look over situation there
for his film.

Fast Camera Action On
S. Africa Diamond Pic

Cape Town, Jan. 11.
Completing a 25-day shooting

schedule in 12 days, David Mac-
Dpnald, senior director of the
Rank Organization is now on his
way back to England frOm :South
Africa to finish studio work on the
picture "Diamond City." Only
local cameramen and technicians
were used, speeding the work.
"Diamond City" is based on the

story "Digger's Republic" by Roger
Bray, centering on the life of Staf-
ford Parker, who in the early days
of the diamond diggings founded a
republic which lasted nine days

FrenchTV SetsTo

'Conquer Ewope
Paris, Jan. 11.

' In an exclusive interview with
Vawbtv Andre Ory, head of
French -video, revealed: that France
had perfected the 319-line video
screen and a new tube called the
Super RJ. Scope with twice as
much sensitivity as any American
tube in use at the present time.
This information, plus the Immedi-
ate attempt to mass-produce sets,

will aifect- the entire European
video market. •

By manufacturing sets and tubes,
Prance hopes to become - the big-
gest TV distributor on the conti-
nent. If the other countries adopt
French video, American sets will
be useless since both cameras and
receivers are entirely different.

The camera on the new .type
uses regular 16m and 35m film
lenses and the tube Is sensitive
enough to pick up images in any
light, and will give as good an
image as film.

The -French are now operating
one transmitter from the Eiffel

Tower. They will build three more,
one in Paris, one in Lyon and an-
other in Lille.

Since about 10,000 sets with the
451 line sci'een have been sold in

Paris already, France will main-
tain the Eiffel Tower transmitter
for 10 years. Work on the con-
struction of the new transmitters
will begin iii June.
The main piroblem now, said

Ory, would be. mass production of
the sets. Technically, French
video is far superior to the U. S.

The fact that no couiitry on the
continent has gone into television-

yet puts France at a great advan-
tage, aq^ it's very likely that the
'French screen will become stand-
ardized in Europe.

Si Africa Import Control

Will Hobble U.S. Films
Gape Town, Jan. 11.

New import control regulations,
recently introduced by the South
African government, and aimed at
easing the dollar shortage, will
seriously affect the flow of Ameri-
can films. In general, importers of
commodities are restricted to a
quota of 50% of their 1947 figures,

and this will also apply to films.

It's reported that Francis Har-
moUi of the U. S. Motion Picture
Assn., is coming here to confer
with the government on this prob-
lem.

Frendi Pull Shades on Iron CuriamV

Hipes Regiment' Mso is Banished

Britain Reissue Biz Big
Last Year, Sez Distrib

Last year was a banner one for
the reissue business in Britain, ac-

cording to Sid Hyams, managing
director of Eros Films, one of the
top distributors of oldies in that
territory, / However, the market- for
American reissues, he said, slumped
somewhat in the last- quarter of
1948 due to the 45% quota which
became effective Oct. 1.

Hyams, who arrived in New
York last week, felt that the out-
look for this year is fairly en-
couraging for his firm jwith the ex-
ception of its reissues of U. S.

origin.

French 2-Yension

oit
Paris, Jan. 11.

Attempt by French pix producers
to crash the English-speaking
cinema market was given further
credence this week with the signr

ing of Orson Welles . by Jacquei
Gauthier for an English and^
French version of "Portrait of an
'Assassin." Welles will direct the
flicker which will star Maria. Mour
tez and Erich Von Stroheim.

French film-makers have been
seriously worried over lack of

hidia s '49 Pix

Outlook Grim
Madras, Jan. 1,

Though considerable difficulties

confronted the Indian film produc-
ers, the year 1948 was not as dark
as. it was expected to turn out in
the initial stages: There was, of
GOUFse-r-a production—lag,-yet^the.
drop was, not ^substantial. Altor
gether, 180 pictures W4Bre produced
during the year. A majority of
these pictures were in Hindi, which
is fast becoming the national lan-
guage of India.

Looking ahead for 1949, a chill

passes through the spine. Para-
lyzed by lack of finance and the
unbusinesslike operation of many
producers who- are actually, .crowd-
ing the industi-y, there is already
a backlog too heavy to be removed.
Banking houses are very wary of

film people, who, in large part,

have been* unscrupulous. This
stand-offishness on the part of i , - - - • - - -

- . . .,, .

finance houses is sure to tell upon '

dollars, and small return on their
- products because of the language

difficulties, French fliiins barely
pay for themselves in the art cir-

cuit theatres. Therefore many- 'Of

the top companies in France, have
decided to make double versiohs;

of their pix. One :*ill be in Frehfah:

and One in -Ehglisb. "Han Le
Marin" with Maria Montfez, Jean-
Pierre Auriiont and Lili Palmer,

the industry in the current year. It

is certainly an odd sight to see 150
film producers . busily engaging
themselves to turn out 180 pictures
in a. year. There are 50 studios in

India with 93 stages.

Of the 2,500 Cinemas, about 50
are out and out English houses. A
small majority of the rest show
English pictures occasionally and
the balance only Indian pictures.

The 10 American film companies
operating in India import around
300 pictures every year, totally. It

is estimated that an average 15,-

000,000 people see pictures every
week in India.

Most of the topranking players
contract on a per-picture basis at

rates ranging: between $10,000 and
$35,000. The directors also hire
themselves out) at rates between
$3,000 to $8,000 per. Minor actors

are paid on a monthly basis at be--

tween $35 and" $100. Some of the
top-rank major talent get between
$300 and $1,500 a month.

Paris, Jan. 11.

The French Board of Motion
Picture Review has turned thumbs
down on the showing of 20th-Fox's
"Iron Curtain" in France. The
reason given for the decision was
that it would only antagonize Com-
munist elements in France and
cause bloodshed. The French Com-
munist newspapers have threat-
ened repercussions if the film
would be shown here. When "Cur*
tain"' was screened in Belgium^

-

Communists picketed theatres,
threw stink bombs in them and
otherwise agitated against the flick-

er's booking in that country. For
these reasons thu Beard thought
it would be unwise to permit the
picture to be played in France at
this time.
The decision was approved by

the Minister of Information, who
passes on such ; matters, but : Fox
officials are appealing to highest
French executives to have the ban
-lifted; —This-is-the-first—A-merican—
film since the war to be turned
down for political reasons. An ap-
peal to President Auriol's office is

expected to be acted on in a week
or two. Fox 'will profit either way.
If the dfcision is against them
they will launch a protest through
the press, while If the picture is

allowed, to play, Communist agi-

tation Is expected to be much
greater than in Belgium, which
will also make good press copy.

Italian Rnline; Due
In the meantime, the Italian gov-

ernment will give a ruling this

week on whether they will allow
"Curtain" to play Italian houses. ,

It is expected that this decision
will be-in the affirmative, in spite ;

of protests and threats by the Reds,
in Italy on letting the. pic appear
on Italian screens. Outside of Bel-
gium the fiicker has appeared in .

Switzerland an d . Scandinaviaa,
countries without incident.'

A. French official told Variety
that despite 20th's special screen-

has been completed and will be
i . . , ..t„«„ (-,..,f Ai.,>t <.„ -a™;,, ui^u

ready for distribution in about a i
'"S of Iron Curiam to some high

month.

Rene Clair will start shooting a

Wiesbaden Looms As New

W. German Pix Center
Wiesbaden, Jan. 1.

Wiesbaden seems likely to
emerge as a new center of the film
Industry for Western Germany.
Ateady six German film distribu-
tors have opened offices here.
• Latest development is a project
Mr -building of new film studios

by a new corporation now be-
-ing set up. The group is reported-
wanning to rebuild a large riding

production studios,

u''",'*^''"^
the industry is com

jng back with a bang in every sec

hiislj.
^" ^^^^^ the Kapital, now

building, will be a 1,200-seater.

hniu P»last, now being re-
built from rubble, will seat 850.

Ssef eive the city 17

ace°in^r"''*"'l, the Pal-

beinp Fredbergergasse. is

eleS^f?"'^^?*'• house, mod-
seat 1 seo!

^"''y'

1 200 il?''*,?^"
the Valhall, with

film S '•u***l''^''P«ned. And the

n enfte^ °* Military Govern-

new ItlCl^^ °* applications for

ttoa
'^^">honses under considera-

Phiilips to Use Top Acts

For New London Nitery
London, Jan. 11.

Gatti's Restaurant, in the Strand,
has been aciquired by Sid Phillips,

radio bandleader. Promoter has
been granted a special license by
the Ministry of Works to renovate,
at cost of around $120,000, to be
run as exclusive nitery.
• Phillips reveals that he in-

tends to' import attractions from
America and the Continent, and is

prepared to go as high as $3,000
for single attraction, guaranteeing
four weeks minimum with further
options. Imported; talent, will, be
allowed to double in vaudeville or
revue.

Associated with him in this

venture is John Carpanini, general
manager of the Cocoanut Grove,
-night spot operated by Diana Ward,
former America-n chirper.

French Stall H'wood Coin
Paris, Jan. 18.

The French finance ministry,

through its exchange control office,

is still stalling Hollywood on its

coin remittances In spite of pro-

visions in the latest film pact.

Ministry is pleading poverty and
lack of available dollars.

Stall is postponing both the

quarterly Installment of the former
frozen bank balance and current

earnings. Gerald Mayer, foreign

manager of the Motion Picture

Assn. of America, is back in Paris

from Rome where negotiations for

remittances are proceeding more
promisingly.

82 Mex Pix in '48

Mexico City, Jan. 11.

Final count of pix produced in

Mexico in 1948 was 82, for the
biggest pic production year in

Mexico, However, trade isn't over-
joyed because 50 of the 1948 vin-

tage haven't been released. . Studio
producing».scoi'e last year was
Churubusco, 33; Azteca, 30; Clasa,

13, and Tepeyac, six.

Producers are aiming at the 200-

mark for 1949.

two-version film for Universalia
which will be a modern. Story of
Faust. 20th-Fox announced the
signing of Paul Graetz for the
making of two-version films and
other major companies are ex-

pected to follow suit. While some

French politicians, the decision to
refuse the pic a visa here Would
stick. One of the reasons is that
the difficulty was made known, be-
fore a decision was rendered, due
to someone in the Fox office talk-

ing to some newspaper, where he
has persoLal friends anxious to get
scoops. The Fox office had first

tried to have the difficulty settled
companies have managed to sign ^ ^he Motion Picture Ass'n,
leads which can handle both Eng- ,

lish and French, others are con-

sidering the use of two separate
casts.

Other angles being considered
by the producers, are films that apr
peal strictly to American b.o. Dub-
bing of American pix into French
has been very successful, but the
reverse procedure, the attempt to

dub English versions, has fallen

fiat on its face.

Oscar Karlweis will appear in

Renaissance theatre, Vienna, in

Benatzky's "King and Umbrella."

Current London Shows
(.Figures shows weeks of run)

London, Jan. 18.

"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm (85 1.

"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (91).

"Bob's Your Uncle," Sav. (37 »,

^'Browning," Phoenix (191.

"Cage Peacock," Cambridge (41);

"Carissiraa," Palace (45);

"Charley's "Aunt." Maj. (5).

."Chllterri Hundreds," Vaude (73).

"Don't Listen," St. Jas. (20).

"Edward, My Son," Lyric (86).

"Gioconda Smile," \yynd (32).

"Happiest Days." Apollo (43).

"Harvey.V Wales (3).

"High Button Shoes," Hipp. (5).

"Kid From Strat," Wint. (16).

"Little Lambs," Ambass. (41 1.

"Miss Mabel," Duchess (8).

"Off Record," Piccadilly (81),

"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane (40).

"Ohe Wild Oat," Garrick (7).

"Perfect Woman," Playhouse (19),

"Return of Prodigal," Globe (8),

"September Tide," Aid. (6).

"Slings & Arrows," Comedy (9).

"Together Again," Vic. Pal. (93).

"Wild Duck," St. Wart (JO).

"Worm's View," Whitehall (91'.

Paris Radio Execs Fired;

Funds Misuse Is Claimed
Paris, Jan. 11.

Several government radio execu-

,

tives have been suspended as re-, I

suit of recent disclosures of a

claimed misuse, of state funds.

Among those affected by the sus-

pensions are Robert Lange, head
of the North American branch of
Radiodiffusion Francaise, as well
as producers Ben Smith and Pierre
Grinibat. Latter is also producer
for Radio Monte Carlo, which the
French administration is attempt-
ing to annex l^ negotiations with
Monte Carlo topper George Mich-
elson.

Discrepancies came to light when
Cour des Oomptes, official French'
auditing body, published a report
exposing irregular expenditures of
several ministries. Findings cov-
ers a two-year period starting in
1946 when Communist ministers
allegedly squandered government
appropriations.

an* then went its own way to en-.

list the Embassy's ^support, rather
than leave it in the lap of MPA
and wait.

"Rogues Regiment," UI's thriller

about the French Foreign Legion,
was given the nix by the French
Board of Review, The board, which
recently turned thumbs down on
20th's "Iron Curtain," refused to
okay "Regiment" because the
French government claims there

are not and never have been any
Nazis in the French Legion and the
flicker does harm to the famed
fighting force. .

.

tri doesn't plan to appeal the de-
cision but may attempt to get the
picture played at a' future date.

German Fdm Notes
Ekkehard Kyrath, with his US-

licensed Concordia Film Co.y has

started his first documentary^the
life story Of « racing bicyclist,

Hans Preiskelt. Director is H. Llpp

... Wolfgang Gorter, who has just

finished a mountain film, "Franzl

"

in the Berchtesgaden area, is now
shooting "Peter The Fisherboy" in
the Chiemsee - area.

Republic Readying

Argentine-Made Film
While Republic is readying a

John Carroll-Dolores del Rio
starrer to be made as an Argentine
locationer, a homeoffice spokesman
doubted last week that this up-
comingipic is any indication of a
trend by the studio toward South;

,

American film-making.. Any , ven^:"

tures there, he said, dependjcn-.
tirely "upon local conditions."

Argentine project calls for John
Auer to direct with screenplay
based on the Rex Reach yarn,-"Don_
Careless." Although other HoUy'^
wood lots, notably 20th-Fox, have
been active in overseas production,
this is the first instance of Re*
public : deciding: to convert : its

,

blocked remittances by local shoot'
ing.

Newbery's Rep. Post
Charles B. Newbery last week

was named veepee and supervisor ;

of the United Kingdom and Con-
tinental Europe for Republic Pic-

tures International Corp. It's • ,

nefly created post for Newbery,
who -previously was supervisor oi

.

Australia, New Zealand, Africa,

the Middle East and Far East ter*

xitories.
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THANKS, MISTER SHOWMAN!
You will se^ below that M-G-M is fat

ahead in the trade press annual survey of

motion picture leadership. We are proud,

but wish to share this acclaim with our cus-

tomers whose cooperation made it possible.

BOXOFFICE
MAGAZINE-^'BAROMETER

(7s5Me of Dec. 25)

M-G-M tops ail others tn

"Money Hits", in Box-

otTice Stars, in New Faces

and in Shorts.

(Jlsiue of Nov. 20)

M-G-M has more than twice o$

many All-Time Blue Ribbon

Awards as any other companyi

more place-winning stars, more

awards in 10 Best Short Seriet

Group.

{Issue of Jan, s, 1949)

M-G-M leads all companies with 3
" out of 7 "Golden Circle" Top Gross-
ers of 1948, and out of 93 leading

pictures of the year M-G-M is first

with 20. M-G-M's George Sidney
wins the year's Top Director honors
and Joe Pasternak wins Top Pro-

ducer honors. Out of the 64 all-

time "Golden Circle" Top Grossers
M-G-M leads the industry with 25,
nearest competing company 1 1.

(Issue of Dec. 20)

"M-G-M leads 1948 Honor Roil

with nine pictures1"

M-G-M tops all companies in poll of
nation's critics with:"ADateWithJudy"
"The BHde Goes Wild" . "Cass Tim^
berlane" . "Easter Parade" • "Green
Dolphin Street" • "Homecomiilft'»
"Julia Misbehaves ••"The Search'*
''The Three Musketeers",

{Issue of Dec. 24)

"M-^-M has two out of

the First Three in top-

grossing pictures of

1947.*48 season, 'Cass

Timberlane' and 'Green

Dolphin Street'/'
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''iOWARD, MY SON''

"THE 0AMUYS OF BROADWAY
(TECHNrCOLOR)

Fr«<i Asl0ir« * OinB*!* R«6er»

"THI SECRET GARHEN"
{ipttM SiKt|v«Rces iit tECHNIC0l6lt)

Dtttn 'Si«<kweU

"THE GREAT SiNNER"
^flwry f*tk * Avo Gardner

M«lvyii OttUQitis

"NEPTUNE'S DAUGHTER"
{TSCHNICOIOR}

EMhfer WiUlomt * it«|l $k«tton

"COMMAND DECISION"
Clark * W«iii«r Prcffir«on

Voh Jtthnson • BHon DonUvy

"UmE WOMEN"
{TECHNtCOtOR}^

Itmt AHys»n » P«l«r Lowford

THE STRATTON STORY'

"THE FORSYTE SAGA'
Greer Oarson ^ Errol ftyno • WolWr fidQeen

Robert Youno • Jonei Ui$h

"IN THE GOOD OlD SUMMERTIME"
(TECHNICOLOR)

ivijty OvrlantI * Van Johnson

"TAKE ME OUT TO THE 0AU GAME
{TECMNICOIORJ

Fronk Sinatra • Esther Wiltitim» • 08i»» KeJJy

"ACrOF VIOLENCE"
V0» H«nin * KoJierl' Ryan

"THE BRIBE"
Rol^ert T»sjl«r ,v

- A,vj«,-0«ir«l««» • CbfirtM

l«tt$hfon ' *
" Vii»'««>«- 'FrJ<e • ioUtt Httcttak

"MADAME BOVARY"
iennifftr <looe$ * Jame« M«t»«tt

Von KefiiA • i.oui» Javrdan

"THE CONSPIRATOR"
Robert Toytor • EKxnbeth Toyter

"ANY NUMBER CAN PLAY"

it

(BooJ? "Movies And You" Series For Your Industry's Sake.'^
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6^ Amortizing Boost on Costly

Films Holds M-G Net to$5M
A big boost in the amortizationf'

of costly product held down Met-
ro's net profits for fiscal 1948, end-

ed Aug. 31, to a low of $5,309,659

While the company racked up peak
grosses Of $185,816,446. The cost

of film ran up to an all-time peak
of $73,313,804 during the year, an
increase of $9,039,594 over 1947.

Expensive: product -- which . rising

costs ballooned during the last two
years, plus faster playoffs, weight-

ed M-G's net in spite of the tre-

mendous gross.

Against thfe.1948 net. Metro piled

up $11,626,427 in '47, when the

company grossed $183,948,900. In
'48, it earned $1.03 per share on
5,142,615 shares outstanding com-
pared to $2.26 in, the preceding

At the same time, the report dis-

closed that M-G will be unleashing

a string of less expensive product

in the near future which should re-

store the balance./ '.'Effect of lower

c6st pictures will be reflected later

in the current fiscal year (1949),"

company report stated. Bearing

this out is the fact that M-G's film

productions now before the cam-

erais are evalued at $27,708,672, a

giant slash from last year's $40,-

746,845 in the same bracket.

The big trend towards sharply

reduced picture inventories is

again spotlighted in the Metro re-

port.' M-G has chopped down pix

eitlier in release, in cans or now in

theatres to a total value of $69,-

943,870, which compares ' with an

M-G's Lowest in 15 Yrs.
Net profit of $5,309,659

registered by Metro in fiscal

1948, ended Aug. 31, was the

lowest garnered by the com-
pany for the past 15 years. In

1933, company took in $4,03^,-

289 but after that year never
leU T)eIow $7,000,000 in net
profits. Company has always
been a consistent moneymak'-
eir. Since its birth in 1920 it

hag yet to plunge into the red.

Indicating the high cost of

recent pix and shorter runs
necessitating faster playoffs

and higher amortization out-

lays, M-G racked up its all-

time high'gross in '48, totalling

$185,816,446. In .'33 the gross
was only $84,938,653.

Briton's 10% Angle
American film execs got a

chuckle out of suggestion

made by a British exhib last

week for solving the Anglo-

TJ.S. picture situation. E.

Richai^d Eadie proposed that

Congress impose a 10% quota

for British films in America in

return for Britain agreeing to

give Yank features 70% to

75% of playing time on Eng-
lish screens.

American pix now get a

maximum of 55% playing time

in Britain, while the British

pix get a virtually infinitesi-

mal percentage in the U. S.

Distrib. toppers queried in New
York thought , that Eadie's

suggestion was so preposter-

ous he must be kidding. He
evidently wasn't, however,
from his remark that; "A solu-

tion somewhat on these lines

would be practical politics and
could be a useful basis for dis-

'Ifamlet'-'Shoes'
Continued from page 5

i

Metro Savings
i Continued from page 3

$500,000 annual stipend provided

for in his contract. In addition, he

receives 6.77% of company's total

gross plus 10% of all reissue

profits. As a result, his '48 salary

was again tops for the company,

totaling $417,263, including $260^-

406 percentage compensation.;

The total nut paid to 296 em-
ployees in 1948 who earned over

$20,000 amounted to $19,802,811.

Some 19 officers and directors took

another $2,070,016, bringing the

eiftire expenditures to high per-

sonnel to $21,872,827. In 1947, the

cost ran to $24,605,668.

Other Firms, Too
Metro's action is in line with

that of other companies which
have been cutting the high-income
bracket as a prime step in reducing
cost of films; In Metro's case It'

was the first tangible results of

economy measures, since the com-
pany's payrolls had been Climbing
steadily before 1948.

During the past year six Metro
execs (including Mayer) collectejj

a total of $538,491 in bonuses and
shares of profits. With Mayer lead-

ing the list with his $260,406, other
figures were Nicholas Mi Schenck,
M-G prez. $94,121; J. Robert Rubin,
$53,850; E. J. Mannix, $43,142; Al
Lichtman, $41,324, £ind Bertram
Lebhar, .Tr., $45,618.

In second spot, topped; only by
Mayer in amount of compensation,
is : Frank Sinatra, who"" took $325,-

833 from the studio. Third notch
is held by Judy Garland With $300,-
342.

Payments toward retirement of
all personnel in the .$20,000rand
over class came to $1,683,239 dur-
ing the year. Mayer's sliare was

Inade Stuff-4tees
With Jan Sibelius passing his 83d birthday recently there's added

interest in some films about the Finnish composer and his musio
which Carleton Smith, director of the National Arts Foundation
brought to the U. S. recently after a visit to Finland,

*

Films, made by Finlandia Kuva, form a short blograpliy of Sibelius

and are historically valuable,, because of the noted reticence of the
composer towards publicity. They're a combination of newsreels and
pix of his house, his family, even shots of Sibelius playing the piano.
Life mag has been studying the films for a series of stills, while they're

being studied for possible art-bouse release.

Lucrative field of , tieups between manufacturers* merchandise and
films, radio, televisioh and legit has drawn the scrutiny of Rights Corp,

of America, a newly-formed organization, which will specialize in that

type promotion. Currently the outfit has worked but a flock of tietaa

with Paramount's forthcoming "The Paleface."

As an indication of the hoopla and fanfare now handed tieins by the
industry, is a recent screening of "Paleface" tossed at the Hotel Astor,

N. Y., by Rights Corp. for a score of manufacturers whose tied-ln

products varied from shirts to pantaloons.

RKO has staged a heavy draft on moppets for forthcoming pix in

probably the biggest use of child talent on tUe Coast in many years.

Five of the studio's films hitting the theatres in the next couple of

months pivot around kid pi^rformances. "Boy With Green Hair" stars

Deart Stockwell, aged 12. Both Walt Disney's "So Dear To My Heart"
and the late Fred Ullman's "The Widow" are headed by Bobby Dris-

coU, 11. Latter also features Luana Patten, 10. Samuel Goldwyn's
"Enchantment" features the newcomer Gigi Perrau, 7, while "The.
Green Promise" includes both Ted Donaldson, 12, and Natalie Wood,, 11.

decide whether to slate them for

general release. Additionally, "Mr.

Perrin and Mr. Traill" opened this

week at the Little Carnegie. "Take

My Life" goes into the Trans-Lux

theatre on Madison avenue. "A,
Place of One's Own" is slated for I f

55,354 while Miss Garland's to-

A^^th^.tr.^ v^h a italed $10,140. Payments for of-
the Art theatre, Feb. 8.

1 fibers and directors amounted to
Sir Alexander Korda's "Mme

|
$425,614.

Own Executioner," distributed by String of legal fees was paid by
20th-Fox, has opened at the Sut- Metro during the year. Those in-
ton. "Hamlet" continues at ca- eluded $22,619 to Alvord & Alvord,
pacity at the Park Avenue while jj. c. lawyers; $26,586 to George

inventory -of $81,995,730 at the
close of, '47. Metro's- action paral-

lels that of Warner Bros., latter

company revealing last week that
it had chiselled its inventory by
$5,558,062 to bring it to a low of
$39,577,404.

Metro's net: slid a bit further dur-
ing the first quarter of fiscal 1948-

'49, 'ended Nov. 25, an accompany-
ing report disclose.s. Its take for

the.se 12 weeks came to $1,021,156
\

a g a i n S t $1,354,761; Equivalent
|

stock earnings were 20c per share i

compared.to 26c in 1947-'48.
|

practically guaranteed loan

"Shoes" is Still SRO at the Bijou

Fact that good British pix can
draw is pointed up by the per-
formance of "Don't Take It to

Heart" at the out-of-the-way Bea-
con. The house, playing previously
subsequent-run Yank films, aver-
aged only $6,000 weekly. British

pic did close to $13,500 in the first

week, $10,500 the second and $8,-

400 the third.

Film had gathered dust on Rank's
shelves here for the past two years
before handed its test engagement.
No. allbcation to either U or'EL
had been made for U. S. handling,
and the latter company was in-

duced to give it a tryout. With
the Beacon showing wrapped up,
EL already has obtained a book-
ing from the entire Brandt circuit.

Sir Laurence Olivier's "Hamlet," in the middle of a battle between a
reporter and the regular film critic on the Evening Item, New Orleans
daily, wound .up with the paper panning it on its opening day recently

and a rave notice in the same sheet the foiUowing day. Incident

stemmed from the chief editor's bypassing of Dave Baldwin, Item's pic

critlCi in favor of a review by reporter Flannery Lewis, who" has a rep
as a Shakespearean"expert." Lewis panned "Hamlet," but the next
day after the other local critics plumbed unanimously for the film, the
paper printed a boost penned by Baldwin.

Film industry, which has to keep an eye on adverse legislation pro-
posed in state, legislatures, wUl be as busy as the proverbial one-armed
paperhanger in 1949; Regular legislative, sessions are scheduled for
44 of the' ^S'states—all but Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi arid Vir-
ginia. The legislatures of all but one or two of these 44 states are
already in session. General industry fear is that, with the increasing
cost of operation, several of the states will seek admissions taxes for

the first time, or will try to increase the ones they have.

W. Cohen, Los Angeles; $44,415
to Loeb & Loeb, Los Angeles; $21,-
802 to Nutter, McClennen & Fish,
Boston; $12!5iOOO allowed by the
court to Pomcrantz, Levy, Schrei-
ber & Houdek, N. Y.; and $27,083
to Raichle, Tucker & Moore, Buf-
falo. . „

Other outlays included $24,410 to
the Central Casting Corp.; $32,029
paid to Bankers Trust Co. as trans-
fer agent; $35,000 to the First Na-
tional Bank of Boston for financing
services; and $48,605 to Miller,
Donaldson & Co., accountants.

New York 'Circuit operator Harry, Brandt has reportedly been for-

given by.20th-Fox his last two' payments on the $237,000 arbitration
verdict the company won from him several years ago. Payments which ,

Brandt has been relieved of, it is said, would have amounted to $35,000
each.

Verdict against the circuit op grew out. of claims that he had not
properly reported rentals due under percentage contracts in the houses
he controls. Similar claim by Paramount is now pending.

Century circuit recently opened a new phone service for its Brooklyn
customers; 6y calling one designated number filmgoers are supplied
with starting times, names' of pictures, etc., -at any of. the chain's houses.
Idea is similar to ;that of Movietime, a' centralized j^^h'one ' service used
by various other metropolitan N. Y. film theatres.-- However,, Century
was never a subscriber to the info outfit * •

Crime, Sexers

Britii$h Dollars
; Continued from page 5 s

Company's wider release of indie
productions durih'g the year just

ended is played up in the report.
Outside producers' share of film

rentals in '48 toted to $6,444,072
while the '47 figure was $2,412,290.

This helped to push up Metro's op-
erating expenses 'as .4id an increase
in film and record division ex-

penses, which brought the total for
the latter two depts, to $23,332,347.
Theatre and office building ex-

penses, including film rentals for
the Loew's chain, was down to

$52,325,843 against 1947's $54,343,-

133. Contributions to employees' i

retirement fund totalled $3,540,2 14.

1

Current liabilities were reduced
to $23,039,396 against $26,941,991
owed in '47. Cash and bonds
climbed slightly to $35,929,283.
Figure in 1947 was $35,273,488.

When
it made the dollar advances to the
producers, they arranged with the
Bank of England for the latter to
provide them, with dollars to repay
the loans if earnings of the films
were insufficient.

Possibility is seen of Rank ex-
tending his loan by putting up
further pix, but not of Korda
doing SO; Latter, following his
poor experience with 20th-Fox
distribution of his two pix, has
stated he'll follow a policy of sell-

ing his product outright to Ameri-
can distribs for their frozen pounds
in England.

700 Theatres
Continued- from page 4

{

— I

Paisan' Fee
Continued from page 4

' cree aiies hot; prohibit the bwner-

I
ship 6t 'Showcases by a producer-

i distributor to test and market prod-

I

uct. It leaves the question bpjCn

j

by requiring court approval of the

by Mario Conti. Rome merchant,
i

acquisition of theatres for the pur-

A group of New Yorkers, as- 1

P***^'

sembled by ex-GI Rod Geiger and |
It is likely Par will get no less

headed by Oswald L. Landau, got ,
favorable terms. Hence, inking of

50% of U. S. rights for advancing i a decree would not necessarily end
$40,000 to send a group of Ameri- ;

all prospects of showcase acqUisi-
cans to Italy to appear in the film; 1 tions.

B Continued from page 3 ss:

morally uplifting? I remember a
gal named Mae West who was
doing all right, too, until the cen-
sors started braying. I think even
Variety reported quite recently
that her revival of "Diamond Lil"
had the customers fighting to get
in. What do they think she's sell-
ing? Why do you suppose so fine
a foreign film as "Open City" es-
tablished a new record for im-
ports? Not because it got such
good notices—other foreign pic-
tures have had rave notices from
the big city critics. It was merely
because word got around that it

was filled with (sh-h) SEX.

Merian C. Cooper called off his' plans to .produce "The Last Days of
Pompeii," the old BulwerrLytton novel, wliich he filmed for RKO in

1935. Early last summer Cooper registered the public-domain yarn
with the Johnston office, lioping to refilm it for Argosy^ : Now RKO
is reissuing the picture he made 13 years ago. '

RKO's "The Setup", will be released without a music score, except
for incidental tunes heard in juke joints and danceries where they
naturally belong. The rest of the story will be tuneless, an innovation
designed to make it realistic. The tale deals with priwfiglitcrs.

Curb Releases in Seller's Mart
Continued from page 5

;

available to more theatres. Some
! of them have taken advantage of
it to switch policy frtinii' subsequent
to first run.

SalesiUcn \ In llHvers' Seats
The more biotises endeatorijjg to

get fresh product, the: more the
distribs are in the drivet'S ' -se^t

on setting terms. Aftd ssiles organi-

Ai fni- f-hctiimi r^t„n>«^^ a^m- 1
zatlons have geared themselves to

in^e/aI?fh^th'!^'=^*r'H^^:^,?Ji Itake fun advantage of the situation.

Paradoxically, the gain m rental
returns as a result of this increase

will recall that the two box office
cha'mpions of all time are "The
Birth of a Nation" and "Gone With I r , - • u ^ ^ -i.

the Wind." What are they but the
despised costume picture? In the
number two position for the year
just passed, what do we find listed
as the best of all boxoffice attrac-
tions surpassed only by "The
Road to Rio"? None other than
"The Thi*ee Musketeers," of all
things, a costume picture! "Joan
of Arc" and "Hamlet" seem to be
making money too, not to mention
last yearns "Caesar and Cleopatra"
or "Henry V."

I am not holding any brief for
more crime, sex or costume pic-
tures for'the screen. It just seems
to me that these exhibitors, and
all of the writers who so smugly
reprinted their remarks, are ludi-
crously wrong. Let them get out
and sell pictures and stop worry-Conti was in the U. S. last year

I
Par's diekerings have been ban .

and bought out the interest of the died by Goldenson, Robert O'Brien I
'"S about public morals. I ha've

New York group for $52,000. Ros- company secretary, Edwin L. Weisl, I

5'*** anyone wlio lias been
sellini holds 25% of Conti 's origi- director, and Austin C. Keough, '""'h*''^ taken to a life of crime
nal interest of 50% in American general counsel. Discussions have '

from having gone to the movies.
rights, 85% in Italian rights and

,
been staged with Assistant Attor- |

The only type of film that is apt ! is the leaTgrW In' thV Wsiness
7S% of rights in rest of the world. ney General Herbert Bergson, head to remain "poison" at the boxoffice i and it is what pictures are now
Mayer and Burstyn get a straight of the anti-trust division, and Rob- , is the pure, unmitigated stinker, i missing and which is oreventinB

1®:*. ^1**5.
"^^^^ ^'^'^ handling

,

ert L, Wright, who is in-charge of i and they are still making plenty of them from piling up the big gros^
U. S. distribution. r film litigation, iUiosel Owen Couey. ,1 es of a few years ago. •*

^'"""^

the fight the majors put up against
changing clearances and runs. In^
die exhibs are pointing out that*
these conditions, giving the distribs
more money, had to be forced on
them. Many exhibs—and no small
number of sales execs—feel that
in carrying the, court action on to
complete divorcement the distribs
will eventually profit still further,
despite their . remonstrances.:
As far as the declining length of

first-run .engagements is concerned,
whatever profit the distribs get out
of the changeover from tlie buyer's
to the seller's market that is now
taking place. Will serve only par-
tially to compensiitc for the loss

of extended playing time; By being
able to force better terms^ the re^
leasing companies will be iible to
make up only a Small part of the
income they were getting in 1946
out of lengthy runs. It is this ex-
tended time in the first-runs that

Shift to a seller's market is no-

where more marked than on Broad*
way. Whereas long runs and a Um-v

ited number of houses formerly
caused pix to pile up on shelves

for months while they awaited an
opening, there's now a brisk de-

mand for fresh product; Even the :

flagship of them all, the Radio City

Music Hall, which used to have djis-

tribs standing In line looking for a

date, now must constantly keep 'on

the"prowl for suitable films. :

More B'way Theatres
Likewise, there arc more houses

available on Broadway tlian pre-

viously. As a matter of fact, the

.surplus has been .so great that

three theatres have returned to

legit. They are the Broadway,
which was taken over by United

Artists for its product at the height

of the gold rush; the Winter Gar-

den, which was operated by Uni- .

versal for J; Arthur Rank; and the

Golden, which housed the road-

show of Rank's "Henry V" and

then switched to Italian product. ,

Efforts of the majors to hold

down the number of releases to re-

tain the present mjirket balance in.

their favor is evidenced in the sufr,

vey printed in Vamety last week.

That disclosed that about the same

number of films (about 360) will

be placed in distribution in l**"

as in 1948 by the 10 top compav
nies. Big Five distribs are cutting

down on their total during thf

next 12 months, while tire smaller

companies are increasing in an el-

fort to skim off some o£ the income

which will be available because oi

exhib demand for more product«
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Reissues to Get Boost Tlus Year

As Result of Recent B.O. Successes

Reissues of top-grossing films of4"

years past, which have had a cycli-

cal career during the last couple

of years, are in for an upsurge in

1949. BoxoSice success of some of

them during the last few months,
notably RKO's package of "She"

and "I-ast Days of Pompeii," haS
given even the recalcitrant distri-

bution chiefs the reissue needle.

As a result, only GolumWa and
Republic have scheduled, no revir

vals during the coming 12 nionths.

Pointing up the impact, of reis-

aues/Paramount i which has. limited

its distribution of oldies to one or

two a year, plans to release a group
of them in 1949. Decision to hop
on the revival wagon was made by
Par gales veepee Charles M. Rea-
gan after several months of study

of the market and following

huddles with his field sales offi;

dais. Number to be released by
Par hasn't been definitely set but
Reagan indicated it would be con-

siderably more than the single one
turned out in 1948—Cecil B. De-
Mille's "Crusades."

Sales bosses are uncertain about
what makes for the success of a re-

issue, but the consensus boils down
to two beliefs-^new audiences
among the teenagers, which were
too young to have seen the films

in thciF original release^ and the

public's desire; to see the costly

spectacle films which current sky-

high production costs have ruled
out for most of the majors, "She,''

•'Crusades" and "Pompeii" may all

be included in the latter factor.

Most of the companies are fol-

lowing a policy of careful test en-

gagements on all reissues before
putting them out into general re-

lease. Films are, selected only af-

ter intensive searches' through
4tudio shelves and ar£ .provided

with new prints .and ad accessories

before their trial runs. Several
films for which the companies had
ambitious reissue plans in 1948
failed to succeed in the test book-
ings apd so were pulled from re-

lease after having played only a
-'' few. ''dates.- .

Metro has four oldies already
scheduled and may have ^ more be-
fore the end of the year. Those
earmarked so far are "Wizard of
Oz," scheduled for this spring,

along with "Trader Horn," "Se-
quoia'* and "Blossoms in the Dust.'^

Twentieth-Fox , and lyamers both
plan at least eight reissues, with
both companies planning to pack-
age them m groups of twos. RKO,
in addition to its two current b.o.

clicks, also has scheduled ''Pride

of the Yankees," to which, pro-
ducer Samuel Goldwyn has turned
over full rights to the prez of his

company^ James A. Mulvey.' RKO
also plans to reissue "Dumbo" and
''Saludos Amigos," both from the
Walt Disney studios, as a twin
package this summer.

United Artists' indie prdducers
plan to turn out their own reissues
in 1949, with Hunt Stromberg
scheduling "Lady of Burlesque"
and Lester Cowan grooving "Story
of GI Joe.'' " Universal will have
an indeterminate number of oldies
released through Realarti indie
distributor.

Par Inks Jean Arthur
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Paramount signed Jean ArthUr
to « three-year contract Cftlllng for
one film per year.

Actress made her last screen ap-
pearance about a year ago in "A
Foreign Affair" on the same lot.

Cohn Pact
Continued fjrom pate 3 sa

ped although it obtained majority
approval.
Under the terms of the new deal,

death benefits would be paid to
Cohn's wife or . his heirs in the
amount of $1,000 weekly for 300
weeks from the date of his death
to a maximum of $300,000. In the
event of the illness or physical, in-

capacity of Col's prez which leads
to termination of employment,
company may elect to pay him
$3,000 monthly during his dis-

ability. Any such sums would be
in reduction of the fuU -death bene-
fit, with a $300,000 celling fixed.

Proxy notes that approval of
stockholders to th^ contract Is not
required but will be sought noner
theless. Okay - by a majority of
stockholders exclusive of Cohn's
own holdings will be deemed suffi-

cient. Contract will be effective
retroactively as of .Nov. 1, '48.

Describing the three policies
held by the company on Cohn's life

for many years, proxy, states that
the cash surrender value now ap-
proximates $100,800. Although
Cohn' has no rights or claims
against tliese policies, it Is said,

it's contemplated that- Col will

maintain them so that the proceeds
will be available to pay the death
benefits.

Stockholders' meet will also vote
on an amendment to the certificate
of ineorporation providing for an
increase in the number of directors
by adding two to the present seven.
Proxy advises that no decision as
to new directors has yet been made
by the board but promises^ if a de-
cision is made .binore the-ineet, a
supplementary letter will be sent.
Named 'for re-election as direc-

tors, are Harry Cohn, Jack Cohn,
Leo M. Blancke, Nate B. Spingold,
Abe Montague, A. ..Schtt^lder and
Donald S. Stralenii

SMPE on TV
{

Continued from patfc T
i

^

Exhib
Continued

ib Company I

nued froni, p«g«: 5 gBB>l

be practical." "The general atti-

tude seemed to be," report contin-

ues, "that it might be possible to

buy into the television industry at

some future date and thereby save

the high cost of research and' de*

velopment.".

SMPE- believes that "while not
equal in quality to present 35m
film, evidence has been presented
which indicates such quality will

be approached in the future." Fur*
ther development of equipment de-

pends on the industry interest, re^

port notes." "Active participation

by theatre owners and related or-

ganizations is essential if oppor*
tunity to us.e this new medium is

not to be lost" .

Govt. Regulations

Discussing Government regula-
tions, SMPE declares, that tele

transmissions to theatres . over tele^

phone wires or other similar chan-
nels require no FCC licenses'. If

radio beams become necessary,
necessary, however,: FCC approval-
is required.

Report discusses the two basic

systems of large-screen tele—the
instantaneous or direct projection
system and the intermediate, film
method. Neither type, It concedes',

Is commercially available in pro<
duction quantities. As for the di-

rect system (used by 20th-Fox),
"experience has' shown that with a
picture, of suitable quality It Is

possible' to produce results accept-
able to critical audiences."

SMPE fixes the cost of receiver,
camera and processing unit of the
film intermediate system (employ-:
ed by Paramount) at $35,000; Thf)
transmission cameras, as ' distinr'

guished from the receiving ap|>Ara-
tus, is fixed at $SS,Q0Q. MaUmuia
of 66 seconds is required to de-
velop, fix, wash, and dry exposed
film, report- states. ..

SMPE will continue its study of
the subject despite the lukewarm
industry attitude, report indicates.

Govt. Re-Exams

consumed over video on a whole-
sale basis, it is believed that

,

.shelves will be low when reissues I H. ASCAP veepee, was submitted

Continued .from page s
has never been able hn: break Into
the Society.

'

In disclosing the new Govern*
ment survey, Lasser objected to
the move' for modifications because
Greenberg is a private party with
no connections.' with the original
anti-trust, case: The D. . of J: rec-
ognizes its dqties to protect pub-
lic fnterest iti anti-trust mattersi
Lasser said,» and would make
changes on : its own initiative . if

new conditions warrant them.

Affidavit of Oscar Hammerstein

arr required to fatten the supply
of new pix.

Exhib promoters are convinced
that t?ie outfltj once given its in-
itial /push, ' can .be both self-sus-
taiaing and a source of profit to its

backers. With a number of large
circuits intere^ated, outfit would
have ah assured Tbutlet - for its

stockpile.

against the motion. He noted that
before the decree was inked,
board. Members were appointed,
but now, in accordance with Gov-
ernment wishes, they are elected
by the members.
Judge Leibell's decision - had

ruled ASCAP's collection of li-

cense fees employed techniques
which violated the anti-trust laws.
Case, brought by circuit operator

'B^ B.O.' Praises for Tinters

Fa3 to Boost Their Production

Leonard's Negro Pix

Arthur Leonard, onetime casting

director for Warners, is mapping
a series of all-Negro films which
he;il produce under the trade name
of Park Avenue Pictures. Initialer

will be' "The Life of Lionel Hamp-
ton."
Upcoming pic will be Shot with

documentary technique.

Proxies' Meet

H'wootf Myth
SS Continued from page 3 :

shot, only 150 feet was trimmed
following sneak, screenings." v

Brecher discounts the dirges
ever indie film^making; "In spite
of all the trouble and crying,: there
still is a great opportunity for in-

dependents if they can guarantee
• -solid story, low ccsts and no:
waste," he said. "If a producer has
that package, I don't believe the

_ banks will turn him _downi"
His"deal with tTiiiversaris^prob-

ably the sort that other indies must
offer if they want to continue pro-
duction, Brecher stated. Brecher
supplied the story property and
handled the scripting, producing
and directing. His salary is defer-
red untilU recoups the entire sum
advanced by it for costs. Film cost
well under $1,000,000.

•TOley," which is patterned after
the radio series of the same title

(sponsored by Procter & Gamble)

Interest among exhjbs in re
, „^

issues has been whetted by recent
i
Harry Brandt and 165 other ex

b.o. performances of the oldies. I hlbs, is now on appeal.
Several of these films have turned

|

in handsome' profits in the past two i

seasons. It Is believed that the I

reissues will continue to be a I

steady source of revenue if han-,'
died carefully and released at
the proper times.;

Indiana Assn.
1
Continued: from^j>a(t :T

{

. Einfeld
Continued from page S

the contract." Film salesmen thew*
allegedly convince the exhibitor to
sign -the-pact—and "equalize" - it

when the b.o. statement iis sent in.

Warning exhibs to report all
such conniving immediately and in
detail, ATOI launched into an at-
tack against "forced" percentage
contracts. Bulletin stated such
deals are unsound because "they
discourage showmanship, often re-
sult in wasted playing time, create
friction .between the distributoi^
and exhibitor, waste moWey in

, ,i ,
checking and added office expenises

has Its world preem in Cincinnati and make confidential facts about
March 4. U has slotted the pic into kyour business common nrnnprtv "
100 day-and-dates in the sector im-
mediately after. Brecher will stay
with the film for some time, travel

is payment for three-month serv-

ices as consultant, which end Feb.

1( when he takes over full-time.

Less the sura of $39,000, which
ls_ being deducted pro-rata from
firit-yfear. payments, new 20th exec
is bilng. given a [salary of $2,000
weekly

, plus $500 weekly expense
account. In addition, 20th has
agreed to pay traveling expenses
during his employment.

Pact runs for two years, and
there's a clause that provides "it
is also within our contemplation
that, on or shortly after Aug. l,

1950, you f Einfeld) will have dis-
cussions with us concerning
whether or not we can arrive at
mutually satisfactory terms and
conditions for an extension."

Deal calls for Einfeld headquar-

Jlng about the country to study
audience reactions before planning
iinother film.

Association warned exhibs playing tering in N. Y. All expenses in-
percentage pix by choice to demand ' curred "reasonably and necessari-terms at the outset that would In- ly" in connection With his movincsure a reasonable profit and then . from the Coast, includine shin-

««i f.«lf,"
"P*""' '° the ments of furniture, will be footed

last penny.
^ J by 20th under terms of his deaL

SB CoBtinued irom page 3 ss

whether an all-industry huddle
should be called later on the gloast^:

Foreign talks centered about the
new regulations In South Africa,

the forthcoming Anglo-American
Film Council meeting and other
British problems and the future of

the Motion Picture Export Assn.
On economy, ^esence of .-Y. Frank
Freeman, chairman : of the Assn.
of Motion Picture Producers, was
arranged :S0 that the Paramount
studio biggie could advise on frQ>
duction angles. .

Par's settlement maneuvers in

the Government anti-trust action

are believed also to: have been dis.^

cussed. Edwin L. Welsl, Para-
mount director, who was actively

engaged in. dickering with the
Dept. of Justice, was: on. hand to
answer questions. The first-day

huddl^ Ijiisted about .90 minutes,
starting late in the afternoon. An-
other meeting is planned^ for tov

morrow (Wed.), after which the
confab Is slated to end.

Under, pressure to avoid adverse
public relations caused by the
sudden cancellation of the Holly-
wood all-industry meet; the- presi-

dents may yet plunk for that con-
fab in the. course of these meet-
ings, it's understood. Whether the
subject has yet been presented is

not known, but it is thought likely
to be the last proposition 'slated
for the agenda.

In response to pointedl . ques-
tions by the press, which noted
that American films in' Miami have
only performed tepidly, while for-
eign pix such as "Red Shoes" and:
"Hamlet" are going- strong, Johnst
ton Insisted that "the product wilt'

get better and that- will bring the
people in." He namSd several
films, including Metro's "Words
and Music" and Walter Wanger's
"Joan of Arc," as illustrations.

Attending the meeting are Nich-
olas and Joseph Schenck; Barney
Balaban, Weisl And Freeman for
Paramount; Ned Depinet, RKO;
Major ^fflbert Warner and Sam
Schneider* Warner Bros.; Nate
Blumberg, Universal; and Jack
Cohn, Columbia. Johnston' and
Joyce O'Hara, his aide, were on
hand for the MPAA.

All toppers
, except the Schencks

and Major Warner are stopping at
the Roney-Plaza.

I

Regarding the possibility of an
[
all-industry meeting oh the Coast,
both National Allied and the
Theatre Owners of America have
been advised by an official of the
MPAA that the top brass will
mull the subject'. Both ' organiza-
tions were- invited' to send repsi
to the called-oif Coast shindig.
Now It Is said in some exhib
quarters that the meeting was' axed
because company toppers feared
It would backfire when exhib lead-
ers aired their gripes. ^
The presidents, MPAA spokes-

man has told exhlb headSi want to
avoid that impression. Hence, the
Coast meeting still remains a pos.^
sibility. In this regard, MPAA has
been advised by exhib leaders that
the theatre groups have gone to
considerable trouble in polling-
member sentiment on Industry
problems. This canvassing of
members was intended to prime
exhib reps for the Coast confab.
On this score, the TOA ques-

tionnaire resulted In a consensus
that the chief present difficulty in
the Industry lay in the quality of
films during the last year. Most
of these were turkeys, TOA has
been told by the answers to its
poll. '-'Give us good pictures and
we'll make them go," was the gen-
eral theme.

Allied on Its part found the sen-
timent strong against crime, sex
and costumers. TOA miembers, lit

the main, had no specific beef
against crime or sex though they
did lambast costumers.

f The recent hosannas In praise
of color notwithstanding, HoUv
wood Jias not increased its output
of tinted pix In the past year de-
spite wide predictions that their
big b.o. would lead to an uppina
in number, Total of Technicolor
films either In release, in proditc-
tlon or preparation has held the
line In the past 12 months. HcAiy.
wood had 60 Techni films lined ud
a year ago, and has only 62 at the
present time.

Fallur^. of American studios to
boost the tlntles was played up this
week when Technicolor published
its feature schedule for the liext
six months. Of the total of 80 films
listed, 62 originate from Holly,
wood and 18 from British studios
Currently released Techni pix to-

tal 21 against 18- a year ago and
16 at the halfwiity point. Some 32
(including eight British) are await-
ing release, report discloses, while
27 (two British) were In the cans
in 1947 and 37 (six British) si*
months ago.
Production Is down to 13 tihties

(three British) against 15 in '47

(six British) and 17 (five British)
at the half semester, In prepara-
tion are f Tgchnlcs of which five

hail from England against 19 last
year (nine British) and 21 (four
British) six months ago.
Metro leads the parade with six

tinties now in release; RKO being
second with four. Warner Bros,
holds top spot on Techni films to <

be released, with eight waiting the
gun. Of .the 10 pix In production;
Metro has four, while the company
also leads in fllms-ln^reparittion
with another quartet.

'Enchantment' Contest
Boston, Jan. 18.

Goldwyn Productions is offering

a seven^day trip to London with all

expenses paid as prizi^ In a limerick
contest being run by the Boston

-

Post. Tie-in is with the producer's
"Enchantment,'' filmed in London.
Trip is billed ai^ to "The City of

Enchantment.''
Goldwyn's end of the" prize pack*

age is understood to be.costing .him
under $1,000, wltii ih« newspaper
contributing $iOO In . "spending
money" to the winner. Lynri Far-
nol, Goldwyn pubrdd chief, report-
edly Is studyin^'-iiietlHid of apply-
ing same gimqtl^ in other key
cities.

—

State Dept^
BS-: :iCoiitiiiued 'from page. 3

Acheson'-MarshaU switch was 'an-

nounced. MPAA was preparing to

make , its holler when the change
took placciand it -is now being'lield

up until the personnel situation is

clarified, Amall's lollowup to. his

original appeal, is likewise being
delayed.
Canadian situation only de-

veloped,in the past week, so neith-

er SIMPP nor MPAA has broached
the subject to the State Dept. as

yet; Roth are ulkdoubtedly plan-

ning to do so, howeven

.

Incidentally, force of SIMPP'«
oft-repeated, argument that tije in-

dustry's Vlfattles with foreign na-

tions should be carried on by th»

State Depti^ rather than by ^
reps

of the film companies themselves
is apparently having its influence

on the MPAA. Latter is planning
to make greater use of the Dept-'>

representatives abroad. This may
be facilitated by Acheson?s acces-

sion to the Secretaryship, sincj

MPAA prexy Eric Johnston is said

to be much more friendly with him

than he was With Marshall or Un-

dersecretary Robert Lovett.

How closely SIMPP and MPAA
will cooperate in the foreign fiel'J

only- time- and developments will

tell. It may depend on how far

Johnston will go along with Am-
all's demands on the State Dept.

Arnall Wants t6 make full use.ol

the Government reps in foreign

countries in filing protests ana

negotiating agreements. He wan«
MPAA and SIMPP execs to sit «»

the side of the State Dept. rep«

as advisers, not vice versa.

does hot want the State Dept-

merely, to introduce the parties

and then walk off. He maintains

that such action in Brazil, is

least partially responsible for tne

much-maligned agreement ^hai

recently worked out with the go*

renment there by Gerald Mayej.

MPAA's' former international 0«

partment.boss^
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THAT'S THE DAY WARNER BROS. SHOWS THE SHOW WORLD

DAVID BUTLER sc,..nP..v.vp......n-H.n..ph,<,„..«-n.MH
..P..v.vNo«MAN«R«N. jERRY WALD

TRADE SHOW

JANUARY 24
ALBANY
Warntr Scmning loom

79 N. rtarl St. • 12:30 P.M.

ATLANTA
20th Cmtury-Fox Scmning Room

t97 Walton St. N.W. • 2:30 r.M.

BOSTdN
RKO ScrMning Room

122 Arlington St. • 2:30 P.M.

BUFFALO
Paramount Scraening Room

464 Fronidin St. • 2:00 P.M(

CHARLOnE
20tli Ctntury-Fox Scmning Room

308 S. Church St. • 10:00 A.M.

CHICAGO
Wamir Scnening Room

1307 So. Wabash Avo. • 1:30 P.M.

CINCINNATI
RKO Mac* Th. Scroining Room

Palaco Th. Ildg. E. iih • 8:00 ML
CLEVELAND
Warnor Scraening Room

2300 Payno Ave. • 2:00 P.M.

DALLAS
20th Contury>Fox Scretfting Room

;

'1803 Wood St. • 2:00 p:m.

DENVER
Paramount Scmning Room

2100 Stout St. i 2.00 P.M.

DES MOINES
20th Century-Fox Screening Room

1300 High St. • 8:00 P.M.

DETROIT
film Exchange Building

2310 Cast Avo. • 2:00 P.M.

INDiANAI>OLI$
Universal Scmning Room
'17 He. Illinois St. • 1:00 P.M

KANSAS CITY
20th Century-Fox Screening Room

1720 Wyandotte St. • 7:30 PiL

LOS ANGELES

'

Warner Scmning Room

2025 S.VMmont Ave. • 2:00 P.M.

MEMPHIS
20th Cent»iy-Fox Screening Room

151 Vance Ave. • 10:00 A.M.

MILWAUKEE
Warner Theatre ScrHnIng Room

212 W. Wisconsin Ave. • 2:00 P.M.

MINNEAPOLIS
Warner Screening Room

1000 Currie Ave. « 2:00 P.M.

NEW HAVEN
Womer Theotre Proiection Room

70 College St. • 2:00 P.M.

NEW ORLEANS
20th Century-Fox Screening Room -

200 S. liberty St. • 8:00 PJN.

NEW YORK
NomoOffice

321 W.44tbSt..* 2:30 P.M.

OKLAHOMA
20th Century-Fox Scnening Rodm

10 North lee St. • 1:30 P.M: ,

OMAHA
20th Century-Fox Screening Room

1502 Davenport St. • 10:00 A.M.

PHILADELPHIA
Warner ScrMning Room

2$ Ho. 13lh St. • 2:30 P.M.

PinSBURGH
20th Century-Fox Screening Room

1715 RIvd. of Aliiet • 1,30 P.M.

PORTLAND
Jewel Box Screening Room

1947 N.W. Keorney St. • 2:00 P.M.

SALT LAKE
:20th Century-Fox Screening Room

-2U Eosr 1st South * 2:00 PJR.

SAN FRANCISCO
Paramount Screening Room

205 Goldin Goto Ave. • 1:30 P.Kl

SEAHLfe
Jewel Box Screening Room

2318 Second Ave. > 10:30 A.M.

ST. LOUIS
SVenco Screening Room

3143 Otivo SI, • 9:30 A.M. .

WASHINGTON
Warner Theatto Building

13th « E Stf. N.W. • 10:30 AiL
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Picture Grosses

'Married^ Tops Field In

L'viUe, Big at 1(16,000;

Countess' Moderate 6G
Lousville, Jan. 18.

Bialto is outrunning; the field

this week by; several lengths,

"Every Girl Should Be Married"
pulling in customers for sturdy
week. State with "Man From
Colorado" and Strand with "Coun-
tess Monte Gristo," both are doing
just so-so.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200;

45-65)^"Paleface" (Par) (m.o.)

Solid $5,000 for third week down-
town. Last week, "Trail of Vigil-

antes" (FC) and "Badlands of

Dakota" (FC) (reissues), $4,500.

Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)

—"When Baby Smiles" (20fh) and
"Return of October" (Col). Bright

$3,500. Last week, "Tatlock's Mil-

lions" (Par) and "Johnny Belinda"
(WB), $3,400.

,
Mary Aqderson (People's) (1,200;

45-65)—"Christopher Blake" (WB).
Mild $3,000. Last weekJ'One Sun-
day Afternoon" (WB) (2(d wk) oke
$6,000.

National (Standard) (2,400; 45-

65)—"Urubu" fUA) and "Plot to

Kill Roosevelt" (ITA). Good re-

views on "Urubu" but panning for

"Roosevelt." Thin $5,000. Last

week, "Argyle Secrets" (FC) and
Lionel Hampton orch heading
.«ta«eshow, solid $18,000.

Rialto (FA) (3,000; 45-65)—
"Every Girl Married" (RKO) and
"Smart Women" (RKO). Getting

call this week, with Gary Grant

$10,000 after last week's fine

$14,000.
Loew's (Loew) (2,096; 36-66)—

'Three Musketeers^' (M-G) (4th

wk). Okay $8,000 after last week's

hefty $12,000.^ ^
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 35-$1.20)—

"Angel on Amazon" (Rep). Light

$10,000. Last week, "Scott of Ant-
arctic" (EL) (2d wk), okay $11,000.

Shea's (FP) (2,386; 36-66)—"Ac-
cused" (Par). Okay $12,000. Last
week, "When Bahy Smiles'' (20th)

(3d wk), so-so $8,500.'

Tivoli (FP) (1,431; 36-66)—
"Snake Pit" (20th) (2d wk). Lusty
$6,000 after last week's capacity

$8,500.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 36-66)—

"Mexican Hayride" (U) (2d wk).
Satisfactory $7,500 after last week's
big $11,000.

Victoria (FP) (1,260; 36-60)—
"Last Days Pompeii" (RKO) and
"She" iRKO) (reissues) (2d wk),
Good $4,000 after last week's fine

$5,500.

'Godfathers' Great 22G,

Best Prov. Bet; 'Blood'

Rich 15G,W 14G, 2d
Providence, Jan. 18.

State's "3 Godfathers" is topper
this round. Majestic's ''Yellow
Sky" looks nice in second /week.
"Kiss Blood" at Albee shapes
hefty.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—

"Kiss Blood Off Hands" (U) and
"Sons of Adventure" (Rep). Hefty

strong marquee lure. Sturdy $16,- $15,000 or better. Last week,
000 or more. Last week, * Pale- "Every Girl Married" (RKO) and

"Indian Agent" (RKO) .(3d wk),
nifty $12,500; -

Carlton (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—
"Belle Starr's Daughter" (20th)
and "Inner Sanctum'' (FC). Fairly
good $5,500. Last week, ''One Sun
day Afternoon" (WB) and "In This
Corner" (BL) (2d run), $5,000

Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—
1
"Fuller Brush Man" (Col) (Rep)

I

and Bobby Jordan heading stage-,

t show. Attractive $7,000. Last
I week, "Pin-Up Girl" (20th) (reis-
' sue) and vaude, good $6,500.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)

Very
won

fare" (Par) (2d wk), strong $14,000.

Strand (FA) fl,000; 45-65)—
"Countess Monte Cristo" (U) and
"Shed No Tears" (EL). Modest
$6,000. Last week, "Northwest
Stampede" (EL) and "In This Cor-

ner" (EL), fine $7,500.

'Gotta Stay' Happy 12G,

Seattle; Tit' Hot 16G
Seattle, Jan. 18.

Break in cold snap is helping
1

biz here this week. Electric cur-
1 „, , ,„„,,, „ , ..m„>,„Ki„j

vpnt qlinrtaep iq imnosinB volun- ^^''^w Sky' (20th) and Troubled

tary brownout ''Snake Pit"
""'i* '"''^ Varxr

"Gotta Stay Happy" and "Yellow
Sky" shape as best bets.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 50-84)—

"Return of October" (Col) and
"Homicide for Three" (Rep) (m o ).

Nice $3,500. Last week, "Wonder-
ful Urge" (20th> and "Parole, Inc."

(EL) (3d wk), $2,800.
Coliseum (H-E) (1,877; 50-84)—

"Dear Secretary" (UA) and "Inner
Sanctum" (FC). Okay $8,000.

"Paradine Case" (SRO) and "Kid-
napped" (Mono) (2d wk), $6,400 in

5 da.vs.

Liberty (Ind) (1,650; 50-84)—
"Paleface" (Par), -(4th wk). Still

rolling at good $8,000 after land-
ing $9,000. last week.

njiisic Box (H-E) (850; 50-84)—
"Paradine Case" (SRO) and "Kid-
napped" (Mono) (m.o.). Oke
$3,000. , Last Week, "One Sun.
Afternoon" (WB) and "Secret In'
vestigation" (Rep), (2d wk), $2,800
in 6 days.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 50-84)

—"Words and Music" (M-G) and'
"Guns of Hate" (RKO) (3d wk).
Pair $4,500 in 5 days. Last week,
good $7,300.

Orphe'um (H-E) (2,600; 50-84)—
?'Stay Happy" (U) and "Indian
Asent" (RKO). Big $12,000 or
near. - Last week,"Countess Monte
Cristo" (U) and "Dynamite" (Par),

moderate $7,000.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 50-84)

—"Yellow Sky" (20th) and "Jungle
Patrol" (20th). Strong $16,000 or
over. Last week, "Rogues' Regi-
ment" (U^and "Blondie's Secret"

Tit' Powerful $18,000,

Cincy; 'Happy' Hep 13G
Cincinnati, Jan. 18.

'

Four sturdy new bills are perk-

ing downtown biz this week. Stand-

out are "Snake Pit," "Yelloiy Sky"

and "Gotta Stay Happy." "One

Sunday Afternoon" shapes okay.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)—

"Yellow Sky" i20th). Bright $16,-

000. Last week, "Angel on Ama-
zon" (Rep) plus Sammy Kaye orch
on stage, swingy $25,000 at 64-94c

scale.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-75)—
"Snake Pit" (20th). Topping the

town at wham $18,000. Last week,
"Paleface" (Par) (3d Wk), rosy $9,-

000.

Grantf (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—
Words and Music" (M-G) (3d wk).
Sugary $10,000 after hotsy $14,000
second stanza.

Guild (Indie) (278; $1.20-$2.40)—
"Hamlet" (U) (4th wk). Solid $6,-

500 . on heels of near-capacity $7,-

000 last week.

Keith's (City Inv.) (1,542; 55-75)

"Gotta Stay Happy" (U). Torrid
$13,000 and holds. Last week,
"Countess Monte Cristo" (U), $8,-

000.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—
"One Sunday Afternoon" (WB).
Oke $11,000. Last week, "Every
Girl Mairied" (RKO) (2d wk), big
$9,500 in five days.

'Colorado' Okay $12,500,

Port.; Tears' Nice 9G
Portland, Ore., Jan. 18.

Downtown boxoffice receipts are
still holding up. this week despite
freezing weather and hazardous
driving conditions. "Man From
Colorado" is faring well at Or-
iental and Paramount. "Best Years"

MPEA
continued from page • i

in Japan) will be contaoteifll to de-

termine Ifeir attitude.

A nuitaber of coiiipanles aire

anxious tc- give Up the joint selling

by MPEA And establish their own
sales oicgahizations; "This means
eliminating the pooling of income
and divvying receipts on. basis of

the previous year's, U...S.'::eariilhgs;

One of the principal rettsohs Wliy
some of the majors desire to end
the MPEA Is that the indie pro-

ducers isvdji't: go along with the pr^

ganizatibn. Indies, it is feared, will

sell around them and gain advan-

tages, as well as push down prices

and flood the countries with pic-

tures. ,;;;.';:,:%.'•.,„/

, Jit a' previous' meieting 1^

MPEA board Voted to continue its

joint dperatioin in the seyeh Irbn

Curtaiinf rqduntriesr^RUS^
ria, RUmataia, HUijgaty, Czechoslo-

vaHia, .Yugoslavia and Poland^
Three-year licenses given by the

companies to the MPEA to handle
their product expire in aU terri-,

tbries between; about May and. Au-
gust of this year.

Idea of maintaining the form of

the MPEA as a service Unit to han-

dle product even if the joint sell-

ing and pooling of income is given

up is not new. Possibility of a

joint physical operation as a coin-

saving measure in foreign coun-
tries (and even in the U. S.) has
been broached numerous times pre-

viously, but there : never has been
any ready-made setup such as there
would be in this case.

i

• One of the possibilities discussed

for the occupied areas' is that two
separate joint operations of four
or five qompaiiles'iMtK M set up.
This was suggested as a solution

to the squawk that 10 companies
at popular prices is okay at May- operating through the same agency
fair. "Paleface" is the ace holdover, I might make It too big and unwieldy
with "Words and Music" also hold-

| for maximum efficiency, although
ing up weW.

I
it has been working out satisfac-

Estimates for This Week

COAST EXHIBS SET

500G 'DIMES' GOAL
Los Angeles, Jan. 18

Southern California exhibitors
set a goal of $500,000, to be raised
through audience collections in 650
theatres, for the March of Dimes
Campaign. :

Goal was pledged by Charles p
Skouras at a luncheon for Basil
O'Connor, chief of the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralyisis
Due to the dire need for help, the
major theatre qireuits are holding
audience collections for the first
time in three years.

Tail-End SelHng
Continued fr^m page 5

Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50-85)
—"June Bride" (WB) and "Texas,
Brooklyn" (UA) (2d wk). Good
$7,500. Last week, sock $13,400.

Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85)

toflily in Holland.

John G. McCarthy,' managing
director of the international divi-

sion of the Motion Picture Assn.
of America, Was elected 'a v.p. of

I the MPEA at Monday's session

ments of "Jennie," which he'll put
into release shortly,

Bookers an Notice *

Evidence ot his desire for flexi-

bility is the fact that he put the
bookers in his offices around the
country on notice. They were not
flred, along with the sales staff,

recently, but given warning that
the axe might fall. Remaining sales -

cxec^ could handle limited book- •

ing, while the Clark Film Distrib-

utors organization will continue
physical distribution. EL, inciden-

tally, has picked up a few. former
SRO staffers, but not under any
overall agreement with Sclznick.

Selznick is getting an advance
of $500,000 from EL on rentals

of the nine reissues. Sum is being

put up by First National Bank of

Boston, whose v.p.. Serge Seme*
nenko, sat in ,the EL-DOS negotia-

tions. Bostor banker has already

advanced well over $10,000,000 to

EL, and 'the new move is aimed
at strengthening the bank's posi-

tion.

While the $.500,000 advance will

materially aid Selznick's current

cash situation* he is known to be

In very good overall financial

shape. He has about $5,000,000 in

notes outstanding at the Bankers
Trust Co., N. Y., but the bank con-

siders these well covered, since

his RKO package deals and the

Preferred" (20th) (2d wk)
nice $14,000. First week
$20,000.

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44r
65)—"Girl from Manhattan" (UA)
with Horace- Heidt and his New
Stars On Parade on stage. Fairish
$8,500. Last week, "Phantom of.

Opera" (U) and "Ali Balja" (U) (re-

issues), fair $7,500.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
"Three Godfathers" (M-G) and
"Piccadilly Incident" (M-G). Socko
$22,000 or over. Last week, "Words
and Music" (M-G) (2d wk), nifty
$15,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
—'.'Dark Past" (Col) and "Jungle
Jim" (Col). Started Monday (17).

Last week, "Paleface*' (Par) and
"Ladies of Chorus" (Col) (3d wk),
big $13,000.

Busse Boosts 'Letter'

6maha, Jan. l8.

Despite bad Weather here, "Red
River" is headed for a smash
Pararnourit session, "Letter frorh'

An UnkhOvvn Wohian," paced by
Henry BUsse Band and ;

Dinning
Sisters ;bnstage shapes terrific at
Orpbeum. Biz not bad geneirally
in face of blustery weather.

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-

65), — "Letter from Unknown
Woman" (U) and Henry Busse
orch, Dinning Sisters heading

<nn^^ (fA .irV B brtn i

stage show. Smash $23,000. Last
^^2.V«(?'^*\'*-..5 "^jrTi-.^f^yA^'SPJJ-'week "Dear Secretary" (UA) and

—"Best Years" (RKO) and "Blon- "lonuay s s-ej^ou.
negatives of all. his productions

die's Secret" (Col). First time at '''"f
Johnston, prexy of the MPAA „gj you Went Away"

pop scale for former. Nice $9,000. and MPEA, was on hand tor the
collateral These are

Last week, "Song Is Born" (RKO) meeting, which was chairmanned '
^"^^ collateral.

«r,A "Money Madness" (indie) (6 1
by Francis S. Harmon, v.p. of the
sister organizations.

and
days) (2d wk), $5,000.
Music Box (H-E) (1,000; 50-85)—

"Wonderful Urge" (20th) and
"Belle Starr's Daughter" (Col)
(m.o.). Okay $2,700. Last week,
"Unfaithfully Yours" (20th) and
"Sealed Verdict" (Par) (2d wk)
(m.o.), fair $1,700.

Oriental (H-E) (2,000; 50-85) —
"Man From Colorado" (Col) and
"Fighting Back" (20th), day-date
with Paramount, Fine $5,000. Last
week, "Paleface" (Par) and "Man-
hattan Angel" (Col) (5 days), hot
$10,400.
Orpheum (H-E) (1,750; 50-85)—

"Paleface" (Par) and "Manhattan
Angel" (Col) (2d wk). Sock $10,500.
Last week, scorching $16,500.
Paramount (H-E) (3,400; 50-85)—

"Man From Colorado" (Col) and
"Fighting Back" (20th), also Or-
iental. Excellent $7,500, Last
week, "Wonderful Urge" (20th) and
Hollow Triumph" (EL) (3 days)

(2d wk): fair $6,400.
United Artists (Parker) (895; SO-

BS)—'"Words and Music'

Italian Industry
5 Continued from page 4 s

Last week, Finewk), Solid $6,500
$9,000.
Guild (Parker) (427; $1.80-$2.40)

^iS^nfT'^r ^"^'^ About
*f

5()0. Last week, near capacity

"Open City" and "Paisan" did well
practically everywhere they were
released in the world, but paradoxi-
cally Italian pictures aren't partic-
ularly successful in Italy.

Rossellini ascribed the reason to
the fact that native product gener-
ally deals with social and everyday
problems that are too close to the
public's existence. The home mar-
ket is, more interested in escapist
fare; He stated that it's impossible
to regain production costs from do-
mestic distribution alone, hence an
eye must be constantly cocked on
world trade. There are cheap films

! especially made for local release,

I

he said, but these 'are unsuitable
(M-G) (3d [for export,

WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 8)

Touching on a proposed dubbing
tax on foreign film imports, Ros-
sellini said he was skeptical of its

value as an aid to native produc-
tion. He conceded that i-evenue
from the projected impost may
help, but felt, that it wouldn't aid
quality pictures since"ihoney „.„ , . „
would go to those who make the ' Bill of Divorcement,

worst films." In his stay of a few

from
serve
"SYWA." "I'll Be Seeing You,"
"Spellbound," "Paradine Case."
"Duel in the Sun" and "Jennie."

That means that better than half

the income from the EL deal is on

;

pix pledged to the bank.

Selznick's reported deal over the
weekend with Warner Bros, to sell :

that studio his entire contract list

of actors was quickly denied. It \i

one of several dickers he has been
in^with Metro and Paramount, as

well as WB—to add ready cash by

farming out as much of his stable

as possible, since he has no pro-

duction plans himself at the mo-
ment. Loanout of players—mean-
time building their value through

very careful choice of films
,
and

roles under th? deals—has proved

one of the most lucrative of Selz-

nick's activities over a period of

years. .
> '

Sidney Deneau, SRO sales chief,

and Leonard Case, Selznick's ftnan- (

cial officer in New York, planed

to the Coast Sunday ( 16 ) witji Wil-

liam Heineman, EL v.p., in charge

of distribution, to confab with Selz-

nick on BL handling; of the re-

issues. In addition to those men-

tioned above, the list includes "Re-

becca," "Intermezzo," "Prisoner oE

Zenda," "Garden of Allah," "Ad-

ventures of Tom Sawyer" and A

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 50—84)—"Snake-Pit2-'-(20th) and '-'Man-
haftan Angel" (Col). Great .$16,-
000 or close. Last week, "Return
of October" (Col) and "Homicide
for Three" (Rep), $10,000.

"Gallant Bess" (EL), okay $10,81)0.

Paramount, (Tristates) "(2,800; 16-
651—"Red River" (UA). Sock $15,-
000. Last week, "Words and
Music" I M-G) (2d wk), fine $9,300.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)

—"Time of Life" (UA). Fine
$9,000 looms. Last week, "The
Paleface" (Par) (m.o.), $9,800.

I

State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)—
' "Rose Washinfiton Square" (20th)

Phenomenal $6,500 for 13th week ..roitc\ tt o *t,
" jdown town after better than ^x-'^tf^.. \ ^:' Producer-

pected $6,000 for initial week. ^.'.'^i'
''."scuss a possible

*Acc«sed' $12,000 Top
New Film in Toronto

Toronto, Jan. 18.
,

- --^ -

With only two newcomers in this |

(reissuei and "That's My Boy
week, main stem key spots are still i

die). Good $4,500 or near.
garnering the most coin via hold- week, "One Sunday Afternoon"
overs. "Accused." looks best new I

(WB) {2d wk), fast $3,400.
film, okay at Shea's. i Brandeis iRKO) (1,500; 16-65)

—

Estimates for This Week ["Blood on Moon" (RKO) "Ladies
Hyland (Rank) (1.354; $I-$1..50) i of Choru,s" (Col) (2d wk) split with

—"Hamlet" (U) (9th wk). Still hold- "Who Done It" (U) and "In the
ing at fine $8,500 after previous
week's $9,000.

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 36-66)—
"Paleface" (Par) (4th wk). Good

Little (Lopert) (287; $1.20-S2 40)
"Hamlet" lU) (13th wk). Near

capacity $5,500 after smash $5,00(i
last week.

Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-74)
—"Untamed Breed" (Col). - -Fine
$9,000 in 6 days, Last week, "One
Sunday Afternoon" (WB) (2d run),
fairish $6,000.

Playhouse (Lopert) (432; 50-85)—
"Louisiana Story" (Indie) (2d wk).
This documentary at smash $6,500
after $6,000 opener.

National (Heiman) (1,600; 60-
$1.20)—"Mourning Becomes Elec-

I tra" (RKO). Brisk $11,000. Last

die). Good $4,500. or iiear.'
'^'^

Warner (WB) (2.154; 44-74)—
"Whiplash',' (WB). Sturdy $14,000
in 5 days. Last week ("Don Juan"
(WB) (2d wk), $13,000.
Trans-Lux (T-Li (650; 44-80)—

"Enchantment" (RKO) (4th wk).
Extra midnight shows and con-
tinued interest boosting; to sock

,
$12,000 after strong $li,060 last

I weeki 0 -''i::

Navy" (U) (reissues) over average
$8,500. Last week, "Blood on
Moon" (RKO) and "Ladies of
Chorus" (Col), great $8,800.

'

1;""'

film project with Ingrid Bergman.
In association with his American
partner, Ilya Lopert (who. acted as
interpreter at the interview), the
duo would make a romantic picture
in Italy based upon the experiences
of an English-speaking girl d. p.,
who falls in love -with an Italian.

Upon his return to Rome, Ros-
sellini is scheduled to finish "The
Spirit of Rome," an Anna Magnani
starrer which he's directing for
producer Joseph Baratola. Produc-
tion was Interrupted by the recent
flu epidemic in Italy. Picture is an
outside commitment which he
made before joining Lopert; Italian
film topper has no plans for U. S.
production, but if he finds a "sub-
ject that excites him" he may do
it. He'll also visit the Coast. Stay
in N. Y. is primarily to receive the
N. Y. film oHtics' award Friday
(21) for the best fateign pic ("Pai-
san") and as the best foreign di-
rector.

RKa Partnerships^
^= Continued from page « apa.

1-1 ( a'

terest in 90 of the houses and i

25% cut in 22 others.

Coast Takeover

Huddles between Rodney P'an-

tages, exec in the Pantagcs circuiii

and RKO biggies in N. Y. this w-eeK

have resulted in an .agreement tnai

RKO will take bver operation ot

the Hillstreet theatre, Los Angeles.

•Eantages theatre, pooled with tn«

HiUstreet, will be returned w
Pantages, date and manner stm

being ironed out.

RKO consent decree provides

that the new theatre company can

acquire' a maximum of 30 partner"

Ship houses by picking up the out-

side holdings. Company has noi

yet determined whether iti acqui-

sitions will hit the decree ce>""e;

Understood that will depend o»

the outcome of current negotia-

tions.



dips from Film Row

NEW YORK
Winners of the December, 1948,

RKO Showmanship Awards for

outstanding exploitation are Anse

Winston, manager of RK.O Coli-

JeJim N. Y., and Sam Torgan,

mXser RKO Keith's. Lowell,

Mass Since receiving the honor,

Winston has been switched to

Chicago as RKO city manager

there. .

Advance guard of a sizeable

homeoflEice contingent that will con-

vene on the Coast for Metro's pre-

view of new product will be VVU-

liam . Ornstein, trade contact and

sales-pub liaison, and M. L. Simons,

assistant to Henderson M. Richey.

Both Simons and Orjistein shove

off before the month is up to ar-

range for the reception of approxi-

mately 75 h.o. and field execs. Visit-

ing team will include Arthur M.

Loew, head of the foreign dept.;

Howard Dietz, ad-pub veepee; and

John Murphy, Eugene Picker and

Ernest Emerling of the theatre

group. Meets are on the calendar

for reb. 6-12.

Carl Gentzel, Metro field auditor,

Upped to salesman, assigned to the

Cincinnati exchange. Lou Marks,
iottaet salesman, has been

, pror

mofed to assistant branch manager
in Detroit.

Nat Beier, Film Classics Boston
branch head, moved over to branch
manager in Philadelphia, replacing
Mort Magill, who remains as sales

manager of Philly branch.
Al Davis resigned as Philadel^

phia branch manager of Mono^
gram. Max Gillis, eastern district

manager, will supervise district.

PITTSBURGH
Wally Allen, 20th-Fox exploita-

tion rep here and in Buifalo terri-

tory, let out with dissolution of
that department by his company.
Before coming here, Allen worked
for Schine circuit.

. Ted Tolley, Metro shipper, re-
elected president of lATSE Film-
row Employees.
Alverne A. Lostetter, Universal

cashier, named president of Fjhn-
'row Employees union.
.Marty Shearn named manager of

Warner house in Fairmontt W. Va:;
succeeds Arthur Pearce, 6n in-

definite leave of absence because
of his health.

A,l GJaubinger, who resigned
from RKO sales staff here, Joined
Eagle Lion exchange in Cleveland.
Jim Velde, until recently man-

ager of SRO exchange, joined
Eagle Lion sales staff. Selznick
office now operating under super-
vision of district headquarters
with skeleton staff of - one sales-
man; Bob Munn. ,

.

Bernard Randall resigned from
RKO booking department to go
into the ladies' ready4o-wear biz.

.

Ladies Theatrical Club, made
up of wives of Variety Club- mem-
bers, elected Mrs. Mike' .Shapiro,
president.

New York Theatres
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MINNEAPOLIS
North Central Allied member

theatres again this year will limit
March of Dimes collections to its

lobbies and continue its ban on all

collections inside the theatres
proper, excepting those for the
Northwest Variety club heart hos-
pital fund.

In effort to bolster sagging gros-
ses or outdoor competitors, some
of local neighborhood houses are
advertising shows that run three
hours or longer. One house offered
three features—plus three color
xartoons, a serial chapter and ' a
newsreel.

Earlier availability for. indie
neighborhood houses here: has im-
proved their grosses to such an ex-
tent that exhibs involved are be-
coming reconciled to percentage
deals and higher Aim costs. Six
such neighborhood houses now
have 28-day availability in place
of a former 56 or 42-day clearance
and are happy despite playing on
percentage and paying much higher
rentals.

Glen Straley from the Coast and
A. L. McGlency from Dallas
joined United Artists sales staff,

here, filling vacancies.

Stuart M. Murpliy, one-time lo-
cal projectionist, is an addition to
National Screen sales staff, replace
ing Jack Allendar, resigned.

North Central Allied wants an
opinion from Department of Jus-
tice as to legality of present action
by . some companies in forcing ex-
hibitors in this territory to bid
competitively for product in order
to obtain it exclusively in a speci-
fied district or for earlier runs.

Ri^t among local independent'
exhibs threatens over new clear^r

ance as ' a result of move by some
of them now enploylng 28-day
availability to have ceiling placed
on it. They ask. distributors to re-
strict it to larger deluxe neighbor-
hood and suburban houses. This
availability, given exclusively to
Paramount circuit Uptown before
consent decree, now is granted to
six indie neighborhoods and su-
burbans;
Howard Greenstein, Universal

salesman, in St. Mary's hospital for
major operation.

razed to make room, for a parking
lot.

A possibility that members of
MPTOA of eastern Missouri and
southern Illinois and the Mid-Cen-
tral Allied Independent Theatre
Owners may buy fewer percentage
pix this year because their books
may be subject to examination of
auditors representing major dis-

tributors voiced on film row. Timo^
thy E. Benitz, of N. Y. has been in

St. Louis supervising auditing op-
erations here.
Bernard McCarthy, vet film

salesman, is new southern Illinois

salesman for Republic,

CHICAGO
. Essaness Theatres lost lease on
North Centre house recently when
when unable to come to new terms
with the Lincoln-Robey Building
Corp., owners of 2,500-seater.

First quonset shell-type theatre
in this* district, the Rose, opened
last week in Franklin Park, 111.

Over $24,000 raised by Film Row
for the Will Rogers Memorial Fund
hospital at Saranac, N.Y.

J. Arthur Rank scouting north-
side location as showcase for his
.pix...'.

Balaban & Katz declared a $3
year-end dividend, payable Dec.
29. Company paid $6 last year.
Duke Hickey, MPAA rep, head-

quartering here while making mid-
west theatre survey. ,

Arthur Gould, assistant to Jack
Kirsch, head of Allied Booking, re-
signed tO: devote more time to the-;

atre operations.
Pekin, 111., 4% theatre tax took

effect last week.
William Holden elected Balaban

& Katz Employees Assn, head. .

Chi federal district court Judge
Joseph Elward has denied the
petition of Lou Jacobson to void
the 99-year leasehold of Essaness'
Oriental theatre.

Mike Oodshaw, former United
Artists salesman, joins Lou Price
outfit as premium manager.
Censor board last month made

cuts in only three films, but four
pictures received the adult label.

' An injunction against , further
enforcement of Sunday blue laws,
which shuttered Zion, III. lone film
liouse Sunday operation, filed in
the Lake County circuit qourt.
Sunday film ban went into effect
Dec. 26.

Spread of Theatres, Driverlns Tipoff

That TV Doesn't Scare Northwest
Minneapolis,

Extent of new drive4n and
regular theatre construction plus

theatre improvement in this ter-

ritory' is taken as clear-cut indica-

tion that exhibitors in this area

do not fear television as a threat to

film theatre operation. Drive-in

theatre activity is going forward on
a wholesale scale. As more building

material becomes available regular
theatre construction also Is ex-

panding at a record-breaking rate

despite high costs. Two new inde-
pendent deluxe nabe houses have
been launched here this season. If

council alters its present
.
policy,

restricting such construction, there
may be six more' theatres built.

New houses also: are planned for

Twin City suburbs.
Bennie Berger. head of, North

Central Allied, reassuring organi-

zation members, expresses the be-
lief that television will be more
beneficial than harmful to film the-
atre biz via utilization of TV to

exploit pictures with trailers. Berr
ger is head of Minneapolis Lakers
pro basketball team which permits
one game weekly to be televised

over KSTP, Despite this, attend-

ance at games this season is run-
ning far ahead of last year, when
there was no TV. Some of largest

crowds have attended contests

that were televized,

Berger believes that when im-
portant events are televized, film

houses will be TV equipped to

show them.
Some Minn. Exhibs Sell Houses
Trend to the drive-in field sees

some njperators in this territory

disposing of their regular houses
to devote themselves entirely to

outdoor operations. Ted Mann and
Donald Guttman, already active in

the drive-in field, arc among those
selling. Mann sold his Metro, a

nabe house, to his brother, Mar-
vin Mann, and M, L
The Mann-Guttman partnership is

closing a deal for the sale of the:

Durand, Durand, Wis.

nine-story office and commercial
building here, Clarence M. Turley,
of St. Louis Amus. Co., who will
manage the new house, said the:
face-lifting will cost about S700,«
000.

Dallas Coronet Opens
Dallas.

Alfred Sack opened the Coronet,
here this week. It was formerly
called the Gay theatre. Foreign pix
and a few American films will be
used.

; New Columbus, O., Hous»e

Columbus, O.
:, Tenth theatre in the Academy
Circuit, the Lane, opened :recently»
House is of Colonial design.

New 1,200-Seater Near Mpls.

.Minneapolis.
Clem Jaunich, Delano, Minn.,

exhibitor, and Paul Mans and Don'
O'Reilly, local independent circuit
owners, obtained a::license to build
a : li200-seat theatre in Crystal,.:

Minneapolis, suhurb. Project will
cost $750,000.

Westates' Delttxer

Los Angeles.
Westates Theatres, owned joint-

ly by Terry McDaniel and Jody .

Poynter,, Opened their new show'^ .

case deluxer, :the .i.Colorado, in
Pasadena, Policy calls for first

.

runs of American and foreign
films.

UA Financing
- Continued from page s ;
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ST. LOUIS
Arnold Amus. Co., East St. Louis,

sold the State, Centralia, IlL, to
Melvin Edel.
Commonwealth Amus. Co., Kan-

sas City, purchased the Wayne,
Waynesville, Mo., from J. T.
Ghosen, Sedalia, Mo. House will
be closed since the Commonwealth
owns the Fort Wood, 800-seater in
same town.
Jimmy Bradford, Columbia sales-

man, to hospital for a major opera-
tion.

Tom Canavan promoted to sales
rep in the central district for
Altec.
Sam Nieberg, East St. Louis,

lighted his new Ken, Nameoki, III.

The Carver, midtown subsequent-
run house owned . by Julius Leven-
thal and Charles Goldman under-:
going fficelifting.

New 500-seater, being construct-
ed in Bunker Hill, 111., for Thomas
A, Baker, will replace_the Lincoln^-
350^seater badly damaged by the
tornado last March.
New Grand Central, first film

house in midtown St. Louis, being
wrecked to make way for parking
lot: Once headquarters of the

Skouras Bros, when controlling the

nearby Missouri theatre, house has
been shuttered for about 15 years.

Frank Glenn, Tamaroa, 111., will

light his new 600-car drive-in,

south of Mt. Vernon, 111., next
spring.

Benefit performance staged by
Dick Wright, manager of Fox Mid-
west Capitol, Benton, Mo., for John
Eldridge; whose home was de-

stroyed by fire recently.

Pirlle Amus. Capitol, McLeans-
boro. 111., relighted after facelift-

ing.

The New Grand Central, first

house in midtown section, will be

DETROIT
Kenneth Guibard left Eagle

Lion to join General Theatre
Service- as shorts booker.
Wally Mazur replacing Howard

Wills as manager of Ace; Wisper
and Wetsman circuit house.
Don Fill, office manager of

Eagle Lion, leaving to take over
as assistant general manager at
Midwest theatre where he will
handle bookings of five houses re-
cently acquired from Berstein cir-

cuit.

Allied Theatres of Michigan di-
rectors elected new officers,

planned a drive for new members
and set district meetings. Follow-
ing were elected: Joseph TJvick,

Flint, president; Joseph Denniston,
Monroe, veepee; and Irving Belin-
«ky, Lawson, secretary-treasurer.

Lloyd C. Rudack leased the Cum-
G for 10 years to Roy Bommarito
who Willi operate the theatre with
his wife.

Bill Hart and his brother Leo
are planning, to' tie up again with
Associated ;News -Reel Co. which
they organized before the war.
The J. & J. circuit's 420-seat
Fox, Grand Rapids, renamed the

Fox Follies; featuring vaudeville
with emphasis on girl shows (not
burlesque) and comedy films.

Another J. & J. house, the Alvin,
Detroit, will drop films entirely,

switching to a "teen-age" show
policy, under a subleasing deal
with WKMH disk jockey Bob Sey
mour. House will have a, reserved-
seat policy, scaled at $1, with Jie\y

shows weekly.

Netrro House : In Lex.
Lexington, Ky.

The Lyric, new 924-seater, has
been opened here for exclusive Ne-
gro trade. George Walston, Jr., is

house manager.

New Texas 60»-Seater
Linden, Tex.

T. L. Richey plans construction
here of a new 600-seater. Rickey
owns the Ritz here and Joy in
Mount Vernon.'

New l,OOO^Seater In New Orleans
New Orleans.

The Aereon, new 1,000 seater,

opened here. Owned by Vernon
Dupepe, he also is manager.

. Pasadena's New 7S0-Seater
Pasadena.

Western Theatres opened its new
750-seat showcase, the Colorado,
with Terry McDaniel and Jody
Poynter as operators. Virginia
Bower, Rose Bowl Queen, film

names and civic officials ,were
guests at opening.

New 580-Seater !n Texas
: Abernathy, Tex.

Waters & Reed Co., operators of
!

Rita here, announced their new
i

580-seat house will be opened be-
fore the end of year.

little financing has been ayailable<

The $5,000,000 Nassouir fuitd" re-

portedly is being advanced bj^-

Huntington Hartford, heir to the

Grossman.
|
A&P stores fortune. Nassours are

understood to be putting up the

studio as collaterals / Mojiey :wouid

no doubt be in the. foriitt of ,9 re*

volving fund, so that the wfiole
$5,000,000 would not be likely td
be out at one time.

Grad Sears, UA , prexy, presideit

at the session, which was attended:-

by Chaplin and - Miss Pickford;:

Harold Weill, VitaliS Chalifi

Charles Schwartz and E. C. Mills,
who constitute a special committee:
of the board of directors; Arthuf :

Wi Kelly, UA exec v.p,; George
Bagnall, v.p. in charge of produc-
tion; Harry MuUer, controller and
assistant secretary; Paul O'Brien,
of O'Brien, DriscoU, Hafte^ 3
Lawler, company's counsel; Otis
T. Bradley, of Davis, Polk, Ward-
well, Sunderland & Kiendl, attor-

neys for Miss Pickford, and iittdr-

ney Davis Furry.

Meetings are slated to go on for .

several more days, depending on
developments, with the New York
contingent returning Over ihe
weelcenjd.

DALLAS
Cash Wilemon, of Stamford, pur-

chased the Texas at Lueders from
W...W. Havis, who. plans to.jenter_a

hospital shortly for an operation.
R. N. Smith sold his Lantex and

Ritz at Llano to N. J. Wooten, who
has closed the latter house.
Sack Amus. opened its new

Coronet. Houise seats: 50Q and
policy is arty and foreign pix,

opening with "Barber of Seville,"

Italian-made.
Teen-agers in El Paso are pro*

testing that the 55c. admission
price at picture shows is too high.

Some 60 petitioned for interme-
diate price for 12 to 16-year-olds,
Interstate recently announced a

small boost in admission . at Plaza
and Ellanay.
James H. SoUack, former man-

ager at Uptown, San Antonio nabe
house, named manager of dawn-
town Prince.
Leroy Beavers named manager

of new Coronet here.

$175,000 Harrisburir, Pa., House
Harrisburg.

Plans for constructing 700-seat
nabe house for about $175,000 an-
nounced by Mark Subinsky, Cen-
tral Pennsylvania circuit exec. He
already owns Capitol here.

New 1,000—Seat Texas House
Kerrville, TeXi

Hall Industries opened new
1,000-seat Arcadia Theatre here.
Replaces old Arcadia which was^
gutted and the new one built in itsi^

place in about seven months.

New 500-Seater for St, Loo
St. Louis.

A new 500-seater in downtown
business district is planned in con-

I
junction with the face-lifting of a

OMt»eOeeaM..,MlAm BEACH
a I. (ml • . Kt tmrnndm umi

Now* S[>ecialitinsl

In Re/reihtnent

Service for

DRIVE-IN THEATRES)

I

SPORTSERVICE. Inc. juoiisnRnt

BUfFAlO. H. Y>

HELLO JOE:
I know the Gremlins in Jan August's piano as

shown in last week's Variety is a gag. But I still

don't see how he ''plays so mudh'piano;"
'"

'
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Storm Gathering on BM6 Future

Despite Another Crisis Weathered

While op the surface it would 4^

appear that Broadcast Measure-

ment Bureau has weathered an-

other crisis, various industry seg-

inents are plenty sore over what's

been happening. Cries oi "politi-

cal maneuvering" were heard over

the weekend, with particular re-

sentment against NAB prexy Jus-

tin Miller, claiming that Miller ef-

4eoted the ouster of John Churchill

as director of research without

even first seeing him.
Some see a plot to put the net-

V'orks in control of BMB. Mu

Chi ABC Scribe Talks
Chicago, Jan. 18.

Negotiations for a new contract

covering ABC's newswriters, whiph

opened in becenibet', still continue,

with possibility that nevs;setup:will

be signed at end of this mprith.

Contract calls for . incteaSea

niininvum wage, salary hikes, im-

proved "working conditions and af-

fects newswriters Jim Murphy,
Rachel Ann BottorofE, Gene Far-

t^ur«>e?nS»S vm^ ;

Brace Pattou and Fred Shee-

but; CBSj while denying it was 'wn..

taking a similar move, nonetheless
|

is plenty disturbed and it wouldn't

surprise many if Columbia did pull

out.
Some are of the opinion that,

far from weathering the crisis, ac-

tually the powers-that-be aren't

too concerned over preventing the

eventual scuttling of BMB.
Coming out of the fog of uncer-

tainty and secrecy which surround-

ed the emergency BMB exec com-
mittee meeting in New York last

week, on the surface these facts

took shape: (1) BMB will continue

(2) its organizational setup will re-

main more or less intact and C3) the

second BMB survey of station and
network audiences will proceed on
schedule in March.

Indication of deep-going gripes

against BMB, however, was re-

vealed by the resignation, of-

Churchill. Churchill's spot will

be ' taken over by Ken Baker*
research director of the National

Assn. of Broadcasters who's on a

Coke in Pause On

Faith^Froman

Hooper Top IS and Opposition

Program
Walter Winchell

Jack Benny
Lux Radio Theatre

Fibber & Molly *

My Friend Irma

HoQper-
ating

29,7

27.6

27,2

25.1

(Jan. 15) Total
Network
CompetK

Sponsored Network Competition tion

Coca-Cola is taking a pause
flora radio that's anything but re-

freshing to network execs. In its

most serious , budgetary cutback

since its postwar: radio re-entry,

the soft drink company has served
notice on CBS that it is cancelling

out on the Percy Faith-Jane Fro-

man musical show,;

-Latter was recently switched into

the Friday night 10:30 period
front Sunday at 6:30, with the cli-

ent's other ; CBS showcase, the

Spike Jones Show, in turn put into

the Sunday spot to precede the

I

Jack Benny stanza. Cancellation

I

of the Faith-Froman show means
I
a $1;200,000 annual time-and*talent

Directs KLZ Traffic

F. TOM BOISE
Boise keeps KLZ's heavy traffic I

schedule of network, national

spot and local business moving
|

smoothly along KLZ's 560 kc.

'

Boise's experience in sales and

traffic with leading air lines quali-

fies him for his busy job as KLZ
traffic manager.

,
i KLZj Denver.

Bob Hope

Duffy's Tavern

Mr. District Attorney

Amos 'n' Andy

22.7

22.5

20.2

19.3

19.1

loanout to BMB in order to handle
] pull-in. It goes off after Feb. 12

the audience survey.
,

Hugh Feltis, on the hot seat as
BMB prexy, will remain at his

post, and will bend his efforts to-

wards corralling new .subscribers

for the survey to build up the thin

exchequer. There are currently

802 subscribers, including the four
major . and several regional nets,

i (show has been sold locally rather
Exec committee, meanwhile, an-

1 than on network basis), with the
nounced that steps were being

I parent company paying for the
taken to assure ample . financing i program.
for the bureau. Becently, NAB

i Although the coke outfit is drop-

broadcast.
Coca-Cola is also dropping the

three-nights^a-week Morton Dow-
ney program on NBC and may
cancel out on sponsorship of the
daytime cross-the-board "Claudia"
transcription show. Coke bottlers

have been paying for the

Mutual's Kobak

Eases Out Of

BMB, Hooper
Ed Kobak, Mutual prexy, has

quietly cancelled out of the Hooper
rating service; Kobak took the

position that the network didn't

need two services and has decided
to string along with A. C. Nielsen's

operation.

The MBS prexy cancelled out a

couple weeks ago* immediately
prior to his ehecking out of Broad-
cast Measurement Bureau: (CBS
denies reports that it, too, is bow-
ing out of BMB, in the wake of the

time
I industry organization's present up-
heaval.)

Godfrey's Talent ^couts 18,8

People Are Funny 18.3

Stop the Music (average) 17.7

Bob Hawk Show
Mystery Theatre

Bing Crosby

16.1

16.1

16.0

Electric Theatre 8.2 19.5

Man. Merry-Go-Round .7,5 . .

Horace Heidt 11.2 17.1

'Gabriel Heatter 6,7 13.2

Fishing-Hunting Club 0.8

Johns-Manville 1,9 »

.

Telephone Hour 6.9

Dr. I. Q. 9.3

Erwin D. Canham 2.0 11,8

Johns-Manville 1.9

Arthur Gaeth 1.5 11.7

Contented Program 6.7

Wp tVi(i» Pponle
•VV -LllCX C'V/|/4'\. •

8.8 16.7

Gabriel Heatter 5.2

Milton Berle 8.4 20.Q

County Fair 7.3

Gabriel Heatter , 6.0

Groucho Marx 12.0 19.0

Harvest of Stars 4.7

Carnegie Hall o oo,o 22.3

Mayor of the Town 4.5

Phil Harris-Alice Faye 14.0

Railroad Hour 7.5 24 2

Henry J. Taylor 2.5

Sherlock Holmes 7.1

Voice of Firestone 7.1

(No sponsored shows) 9.8

Sam Spade 10.7 19,6

Fred Allen 12.2

(No sponsored shows) 10:9

This Is Your Life 11.3 15.9

Big Story 13.7 20.9

Don Lee Gets Into Feud Act Charges

ABC with Riding WincheU Free

COLGATE GETS GUMAN

AFTER LEVER BREAK
John Gilman, for many years

veepee and advertising director of

I Lever Bros, until his recent resi&

It marks the second time that '.nation because of policy differences

prexy Justin Miller was m N. Y.
to discuss with web toppers the
matter of raising additional, coin
for BMB operations.
The audience survey, which has

been the focal point of criticism,

will start operations within a cou-
ple of weeks despite persistent re-

ports that it would be delayed un-
til 1950. :Some local stations around
the country have been charging
tlie networks -with bringing pres-
sure to bear to delay the survey
indefinitely because it would al-

legedly reveal that most, of the

(Continued on page 34)

ping Downey from radio, it is cur-

rently mulling a television show
for the tenor.

Decision on the three-way can-
cellation comes as something of a
surpri.se in view of the fact that,

only a few weeks back, the com-
pany was involved in negotiations
for a capital gains acquisition of
Edgar Bergen.

Baseball-Conscious

hdies Want BMB To

r Delay Study Till May

ABC'S TAPE SERVICE

OFFERED TO SPONSORS

I Kobak has nixed the Hooper serv-

I ice, he- having also cancelled out

I
last year because ol his feeling

that the price was war out of

range. - However, he returned to

the Hooper fold when the tab was
readjusted to $15,000 a year, al-

most half the origmal price.

This time the reason differs,

however. Kobak, it's known, has
long felt that the Hooper compari-
son-of-shows technique has been
unfair to his network clients; that
his quotes of BMB figures dating
back to 1946 have been unfair to
Mutual in its present status.

Kobak checked out on BMB
(he's paid in up till April 1, with
three-months cancellation notice
required) because of a feeling that
the organization failed to do the;

necessary thing to make up the
errors of its first survey. He takes
the view that while' BMB made

' with prexy Charles Luckman, joins

Colgate Feb. 1.

Move thus gives Colgate two of

the top advertising men m the soap

field, the other being Bob Healy,

veepee-director of advertising.

Colgate's Gilman acquisition- has
raised in some quarters the quesr

tion of Healy's future status, but
it's reported in authoritative quar-

ters that the latter will continue as

Boss Man .In advertising, with Gil-

man, like Healy, reporting direct

to prexy E. H. Little.

Following experimentation ' with
tape recording of its program
schedule for 22 weeks last spring
and summer, ABC net is making its

recording facilities available to

sponsors and ad agencies under a
rate card schedule. Lawrence Rud-

I promises of improvemenlis to the
dell, ABC's recording director, I networks and stations, they haven't

A hot fight is developing be- 1 moved to throw open the service
tween network and unaffiliated I since the net has sufficient ma-
subscribers to BMB over the sea-
eon in which BMB has selected for
Its audience survey measurements.
Unaffiliates, many of which carry

chines now to handle both its own
and client's program needs.

Charges for an original and pro-

tection tape recording which may
full coverage of the local baseball I

be used for broadcasting range
from $35 for a 60-minute show to
$15 for a 15-minute show. An ad-
ditional $25 is being charged for
editing

.
Jobs on a one-hour show.

The tape wiU remain ABC prop-
erty unless the client pays another

team's schedule, claim that during i

March they will be at a disadvan-
tage vis-a-vis the webs on their
rating averages.

Since baseball broadcasting is

now considered as a 30-week pack-
aged series comparable to the 39- j

fee for his own spool,

week cycle of regular network
shows, local stations want the BMB
survey to reflect their increased
listenership during the season. The
month of ; March, they claim, howr

, ever, represents the peak month
for the webs and the low ebb for
the non-affillates.L;. If_BMB_ conduct:
ed their survey in May, instead of
March, the indies feel they would
be getting a better break since it

would be, at least, the outset of I

the baseball season. : i

Arguments against delaying the
\

BMB: survey ' beyond March hold 1

that it would put off the final pub-

1

lication of the reports past the fall I

buying season of October at which
time they can be used for selling

purposes. On the other hand, the
indies state, the material will be
used by all stations for the next
two years or more. A delay of 60

days, they say, should not stand
In the way of turning out a more
accurate selling : tool.

'

BMB, meanwhile, is going ahead
With plans to conduct the survey}
In March.

been forthcoming, so he's going to
string along with his own ''listen-

ability."

"BTAST CLUB'S TEXAS TOUR
San Antonio, Jan. 18.

tVBC network's "Breakfast Club,"
with Don McNeill and the entire
cast, will make a six-day Texas
tour in March, opening at the State
Fair Auditorium in Dallas March
12 and then the following night
at Fort Worth.

I-

_Cur.
Rank

1-

2

3
4
5
6
7

8

9
10

11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18

19
20

.Prev.
Rank
1

2
4
3
7
6
14
5

48
8
24
10
15
18
37
31
13
33
17
11

Nielsen s Top 20
(DEC. 11)

_ Cur. .„ , Points
Program Rating Change

Lux Radio Theatre 32!2 —1.9

Godfrey's Talent Scouts 27.2 —1.0
Fibber & Molly 26.6 -|-2.2

Boh Hope

25.0

0.0

My Friend Irma . . . . . . ; . . . . ... . . 24.7 , +1.5
Jack Benny „. 24.3 -1-0.8

Phil Harris-Alice Faye Show ... 23.4 4-1-4
Walter Winehell 23.0 —1.3
Suspense

22.5

-f-6.6
Duffy's Tavern ... ... ..... . 21.9 —1.0

This is Your FBI ... . ....... 21.8 -f-2.1
Mr. District Attorney .......... 21.6 —0.7
People Are Funny i 21.3 -f-1.4
Day in Life of Dennis Day 21.1 -|-2.9

Mr. Keen

20.7

-f 4.9
FBI in Peace and War , . . , 20,5 - -1-3,9

Big Town 20,4 —ol^i

Truth or Consequences 20.2 +2.5
Charlie McCarthy i 20.2 —0.5
Inner Sanctum. 20.2 —2.3

FM on Coast Big

Headache to MG
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Metro Is ready to write off

KMGM, its frequency modulation
station, as a bad investment. In
line with the studio's retrench-
ment, the station will be put up
for sale at whatever price it will

bring.

It has been costing M-G around
$75,000 a year for operating costs

and the ledger has been deep On
the red side in the station's short-
of'B-year's regime:: FM sets have
been selling slowly and advertisers
have offered little encouragement
for continuing. Bert Lebhar,' exec
with Metro's AM .station, WMGM,
in New York, last week conferred
with .studio toppers and decision
is said to have been reached to un-
load. Metro's action is in line with
other FM operators around the
country, who are either selling or
rescinding their applications, de-
spite FCC urging to get behind the
'high'iidelity medium.

Hollywood, Jan. 18.

There's nothing like a good,, old

feud to enliven the radio scene „

and Don Lee doesn't like NBC
and CBS to hog the act. So they've

worked up one of their own and

the object of their disaffection is

ABC, so that makes all the major
nets mad at one another in their

respective brakets.

Don Lee's particular peeve is

that ABC is allegedly giving Wal-
ter Winchell a free ride on the

Coast repeat in retaliation for the

competitive regional knocking off

the rebroadcast billing from Kei-

ser.-Frazer. And to point up their

charges of spite work, Don Lee
puts in with the clincher that WW's
second airing on ABC is slotted di-

dectly opposite (8:30 p.m.) the time

bought by K-F on Don Lee.

ABC says it ain't -so, that the

automaker is paying card rates for

the repeat and nobody fets a free

ride. In reply to the howcum of

the time slotting, ABC offers in de-

fense that the important thing is

the break between the; repeats of

Winchell and Louella Parsons,

which was bought by K-F to reach
more dialers. Don Lee calls it

pure subterfuge and holds to its

original charge, which is yet to

be battered down to its satisfac<

tion.

AFRA Using Sealtest

Coin for Health Fund
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Funds from the Sealtest program
will be used: by -the American Fed^
eration of Radio . Artists for a-

health insurance, program for mem-
bers in good standing at least three
years.

Plan calls for members to re-

ceive $6 a day during hospital con^
finement, with a limit of $186 for
31 days ii- any year, plus $60 extra
hospital expense per year. All pay-
ments would be subject to the
amount of money available in the
fund.

Rev.McClain(Ex-Dr.I.Q.),

Going Back on Air To

Pay Off Church Debt
Dalla,s, Jan. 18.

Radio listeners soon will hear a

familiar voice again, that of the

Rev. James McClain, former "Dr.

I.Q.»'

McClain, who in 1946 gave up
his $50,000 a year radio post for a

$225 per month position as an Epis-

copal minister, will go back on the

air starting Jan. 31 to help pay for

the church he leads at Eastland.

He will act as announcer on a

transcribed shortening company
program to pay off a $12,000 in-

-

debtedness on the church. He said

all the money he makes will go to

the Eastland church and his fither

parish at: Breckenridge.
McClain will fly here one day

each week, make a series of tranT

scriptions, then return to his

parish. The airings will be for the

Mrs, Tucker's Smile Program.

Jameson's Bar Post

Washington, Jan. 18.

Federal Communications Bar
Assn., whose members represent

most broadcast stations before the

Federal Communications Commis-

sion, last week elected Guilfora

Jameson, Washington radio lawyer,

as its president.
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RADIO'S 'ANYTHING GOES' ERA
Rating Risibiiities

Pethaps the strangest phenomenon of the current broadcasting

season is the manner in which the resentment toward ratings on
the part o^ air performers is being projected into the listeners'

^'^This Is apart from the fact that kidding the Hoopers is now
standard material for the majority of the radio comics and their

scripters, But in the case of some comedians who malce no effort

to conceal thetr antipathy, it's become strictly a case of kidding-
on'ttae-square.

Fred Allen's dislike for the Hoopers is matched only by that

publicly registered by Goodman Ace, whose "Mr. Ace '& Jane" GBS
show was recently cancelled by General Foods because it wasn't

pulling the kind of Hooper OF wanted. Allen would very much
like to get C. E. Hooper on his Sunday night NBC program as a
guest and put the pros and cons right up to the coast-to-coast

public. ' (It's recalled, that several years back when Grossley dom-

'

inated the rating field, Allen managed to get the top nose-counter,

^chibald Crossley, to do a guest shot.)

: Meanwhile, Allen over the past couple of Sundays has been'

taking some pointed potshots at Hooper and his audience meas-
urement technique. In some byplay with Portland Hoffa, the
comedian even went to great lengths on statistics in an attempt
to illustrate the smallness of the Hooper sample. It was Allen's

bctwcen-gags contention that, with 60,000,000, U. S. radios, Hooper
calls 1,500 people, and. that the technique of multiplying that by

' 40,000- to arrive » at a listening audience A'is like taking a bite out
of -a roll and telling you how many poppy seeds there are in the
country."

Lever Bros. Leads Radio Honor Roil'

With Its Contribs to Top 10 Lists

Ford Meets Ford

Both on a homes-per-dollar pay-f

Dil and Hooper draw over the past

'

couple of seasons, Lever Bros; goes
into 1948 as the most enviable . , ^ . .„
bankroller on the network-agency ,

Moving up of the Fred Allen

books. LB's five-out-of-six Top 10 NBC Sunday show from 8:30 to.

show parlay is perhaps without
'.precedence in radio.

Lever's honor roll reads; "Lux
Radio Theatre," "My Friend Irma,"
"Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts"
(comprising tlie sock Monday
night back-to-back CBS layout).

Bob Hope on NBC and Amos 'n'

\Andy on CBS, with even LB's sixth

nighttime showcase, "Big Town,"
inching into the big-league rating
sweepstakes by virtue of its in-

heritance of tlie ex-Hope Tuesday
at 10 segment on NBC.

, Of all the top bankrollers in ra-

dio, including Procter & Gamble.
Colgate, Sterling, Miles, American

. Home : Products, BristolrMyers and
General Foods, none has ever
grabbed off five of the Top 10
ratings two seasons in a row. "Lux
Radio Theatre," of course, has
been a consistent winner over the
years, but in view of its current
$40,000 a week time-talent-produc-
tion tab, its homes-per-dollar pay-
off is less impressive than the
brace of CBS-developed shows the

Edgar Bergen's former time at 8
has ' created a "sponsor overlap''

situation whereby Ford is now com-
peting with itself in the radio vs.

television sweepstakes.
Ford Dealers sponsor Allen. The

Ford family bankrolls the once-
monthly "Ford Television Thea-
tre," which is heard in the 7: 30-

8:30 Sunday time on CBS-TV, the
last half of which buclcs the AM
competition from NBC.

WORJ^BuOds

Name Day Sked

Vs. Tele Time
WOR. N. Y., Is currently blue-

printing the most ambitious 'sched-
... ^ ule to date designed to project

client acquired . last year, "Irma" nighttime personalities on the day-
and "Talent Scouts." Latter two

|
time kilocycles (cued to an aware-
ness that television will supersede
radio in after-dark programming).

Negotiations are under way by
the station and in some instances
have already been initiated to line

up such personalities as Hilde--

garde, Eddie Albert, Tony Martin
and Rudy Vallee for afternoon
shows. Plan is not to surround
them with bigtime or costly pro-

ductions, but to build "personality
shows" for casual banter, Singing,

playing records, etc., following the

"Kate Smith Sings" - "Kate Smith
"Talks" noontime p a tterjii «n
Mutual. .^..i''-'''''

•

' And if there's any doubt as to

daytime radio paying off, tlie Kate

have been right up with the lead
ers since the LB sponsorship, but

(Continued on page"'34)

TV Sampling irks

N. Y. Radioites

OyBIOUS PLUGS

RIDE ILANES
By GEORGE ROSEN

The new battle cry on the AM
£ront Is "sell." As a result, sta-

tions throughout the country are

now romancing the type of busi-

ness that was strictly in the "du-

bious" or "verboten" categories

until recently. Both the class and
fringe stations are no longer look-

ing the other way when it comes
to plugging borderline products.

In a bid to maintain billings in
the face of television's inroads, ra-
dio is entering an era when practi-
cally anything goes. Even the kind
of business previously: labeled as
"nuisance value," because it in-

volves mail-order type of deals, is

acceptable to radio today. ^
It's all part of the fear that's

gripped AM station operators. For
years they've been riding the crest
of a Sales bonanza. If standards
were maintained and the stations
frowned on accepting borderline
products, it was because there was
sufficient "class" business around
for everyone to share. But today
even -the top stations are. lowering
these standards^ 'with a continuing
infiltration : of spot commercials
into heretofore untouchable night*
time station-break segments.

'

TV Siphons Coin Off

With more and more of the class

and luxury products that previous-
ly embraced radio now getting
their TV feet wet and beginning to
siphon off their AM expenditures
for increased video splurging, ra-

dio station operators have passed
the word on to their salesmen to get
new business and forget the sen-
sitivities. As result the "liver pill

fraternity," previously banned
from stations, is now riding the air-

lanes with a vengeance. More and
more fringe stations are going for
the P. I. (Per Inquiry) type of biz
that's always been frowned upon—
the stations getting paid off per iur

quiry. Stations are willing to talk
business today with mail order
book houses, the kind of deal that
usually involves the station in
multiple bookkeeping chores.

The changing times are reflected
in the copy creeping into coinmer'
cials, particularly on vermouth and
wine, with the accent today on the
"good mixer for drinks" aspect. A
couple of years back stations, re-

specting the liquor advertising ban,
wouldn't have touched that kind. of'

copy.

NBC Reported Ready to Yield On

Disk Ban to Ward Off New Raids

Smoking Slightly
Flock of CBS stations that

agreed to carry the new
Basil Rathbone Saturday night
series for Fatima cigarets on a
sustaining basis, have been do-
ing a fast double-take since

the show preemed and asking
"how come?"
About 60 such stations in

. markets not on the Fatima
lineup agreed to accept the
show, sans commerccials. But
what they didn't know—and
have since found out—is that
the integration of the trade
name Fatima into the weekly
scripts adds up to a series of
cuffo plugs.

The stati on s are doing
plenty of squawking.

,

Some of the New York radio
- stations are squawking over the
sampling technique being used in
measuring television audiences in
the metropolitan area. At least
nhp ctaKr.*> i J .i; I uay lime rauio paying lui, luc ivaic

belf w fh »L r % ?f
mistered its gmith-Ted Collins $9,000 weeklypeet with the C. E. Hooper organ- *„,,„ *„„ tt,„: ii;„'i,„„^,i „„.rti

Xrime Wont Pay

ForFemme Trade,

Toni May Scram
Unusual situation of a sponsor

planning to cancel out on a pro*
gram in the face of one of the most
enviable per-point rating payoifs in

radio has cropped up in the case of
Toni, the homemade permanent
hair wave outfit.

Toni wants to pull out of the
audience*grabbing' "Crime Photog-
rapher" show at the end of the 13-

week cycle in March, despite the
fact that the program as part of the
sock CBS Thursday night crime-
adventure lineup which has cast a
pall of gloom over,the top-budgeted
NBC competition; has a 15.8 rating
and has been inching into the
Hooper Top 15. A CBS-built pack-
age, "Crime" is a modestly-budget-
ed laffain

However, it's Torii's contention
that the show is failing to sell the
product; that essentially "Crime's"
chief appeal is toward a male audi-
ence and Toni's only interested in
attracting the femmes. '

CBS had recently offered
"Crime's" Thursday 9:30-10 seg-
ment to Wildroot for a switchover
of its "Sam Spade" show in the
hopes of recapturing Sunday at 8,

("Spade" time) for either Edgar
Bergen or Phil Harris. But Wild-
root said no dice.

Hollywood, Jan. 18.

NBC reportedly is ready to yield
on its platter policy as a defense
against CBS raiders. Network has
stood fast on its pre-recording ban
but is said to be ready to yield if

that's what it takes to save big
name shows. Among those who've
champed at the bit over the re-
cording ban are Al Jolson, ' Ozzie
Nelson and Harriet Hilliard, Jimmy
Durante and Eddie Cantor.
Advantages to taping weeks in -

advance are pointed up by cam-
paigning comics and NBC, facing
fullblown threat rather than sim-?

mering discontent as last year, is

willing to" relax ban rather than :

lose more topnotchers to rival'

skein. -
:

•

Case in point is Groucho Marx's
"You Bet Your Life" (ABC) which
has shown vast improvement over
last season when it was broadcast

'

live.

Understood NBC will yield iyn

tape only where both ad agency
and program's star concur in use
of recordings. Many agencies are
said to be opposed to recording,
except for Coast repeat. This may
cause conflict with NBC in middle.
Net is said to favor lifting of ban
because, it can't fight fire with fire.

It has no capital gains deal to of-

fer stars, having withdrawn from
this phase of negotiations, 'and
bonuses of stock are too involved
since. NBC is an RCA subsidiary.:

. . .. Hooper organ
Kation and has asked for huddles
W.» bid to arrive at a more real-
istic method of evaulating audi-
ences, - — -

It's the feeling that, on the
nasis of the present method of
counting TV noses, radio is un

take for their cross-the-board co-op
shows'- is cited as evidence. •

Recent months has seen a num-
ber of -bigtime artists moving into

the daytime picture, with Kay
Kyser, Don Ameche, etc., joininR

such established a.m. perennials

On-Again, Off-Again 20th-ABC

Purchase Rumors in New Maneuvers

the question "Are you listening to

i^? «„I7l?.,°^
watching television)

IS weighted m video's favor, since

LI ^
'ii*??'*

^^^^ boast-
also have a

^wr'*^?®""**^ " ^loesn't neces-

radin .
''"?'^ a home with a

Phone.
^^"^ "

- 1 aa .'91
( ?u cf

and Art Linkletter.
justifiably getting riuch the worse /^"j"^ . ^^^^fr^'

Waring
of it; that if an accurate sample
were made it would not write off
ramo as a lost cause but would
Show that it's still a vital, potent
medium.

^hing, it's pointed out,
the Hooper restriction on sampling
in telephone homes (in projecting

WNBC Ups Norman
Donald A. Norman, sales mana-

ger of WNBC, WNBC-FM and
WNBT, has been upped to as-

sistant manager of the stations

with John C, Warren stepping into

his sales managership post. Har-

vey Gannon was appointed to new
post of service and traffic mana-
ger.

Norrtian's chores will include co-

ordination and administration of

the recently integrated AM, FM
and TV operations,

,

Trade interest over the weekend
was spotlighted on the question of
whether Ed Noble had already dis-

posed of his ABC network to 20th-
Fox in a hush-hush transaction last

week. . (Similar negotiations had
broken down^a month ago.)

Only comnient forthcoming from
ABC execs was that "unofficially

faint so," while, 20th-Fox officials

went even further in refuting the
widely-circulated reports, claiming
that the film company's interest "in

ABC had cooled off and that Spy-
ros Skouras & Co. were now cast-

ing their eyes in an entirely differ-

ent direction.

From some quarters came re-

ports that a Noble-Skouras deal
was afctually consummated the
middle of last week. This fol-

lowed published reports by the
Securities Exchange Commission
revealing that top officials of ABC
had liquidated substantial amounts
of their common stock holdings
in the network, among them prexy
Mark Woods and exec veepee Rob-
ert Kintner.

Stock Sale vs. Salaries

On top of that it was revealed
that both Woods and Kintner had
entered into new five-year con-

trp^ts with the broadcasting com-

pany, terminating Dec. 31, '53, with
Woods signing on at $75,000 a year
and Kintner at $50,000. In the
event that ABC's net income ex-
ceeds $1,000;000 a year, both are
to receive $5,000 a year more for
each $250,000 in excess profits,

with a $100,000 salary ceiling ear-
marked for Woods and $75,000 for
Kintner. In addition, both are to
share in bonuses.

_ The Woods-Kintner stock was
unloaded during December follow-
ing the breakdown of initial nego-
tiations with 20th-Fox. Woods
sold 30,500 common shares, re-
ducing his holdings to 6,500 shares.
Kintner disposed of 17,500 shares,
retaining 16,000, and C. Nicholas
Priauls, veepee, treasurer and di-

rector whom Noble brought in
from his Life Saver operation, sold
4,000 shares, now owning 1,000.

Trade impression : was that the
stock was disposed of to meet bank
loans, and it's been intimated that
20th-Fox "dummies" had been
quietly buying up ABC stock, with
the film company achieving the
status of an important minority
stockholder as^^ a prelude to Skourasi
sitting down with Noble to talk a
liew deal fot a change of owner-

i
.ship.

Bergen Tree Man';

InN.Y.for Huddles
Edgar Bergen, who dropped out

of radio at the end of '48 while he
reappraises- the whole radio-tele-

vision picture prior to making any
future commitments, arrived in
New York over the weekend to o.o.

everything in sight. First thing he.

did was to install a television set

in his hotel suite.

Despite reports that he's been
wrapped up by CBS board chair-

man William S. Pal'ey as a Colum-
bia exclusive next season, Bergen
actually hasn't signed anything and
is still a "free man." He's intimated
that, coming next September, he
may decide to skip radio altogether
and segue into viaeo entirely. What
he'd like to do is negotiate a deal
that will permit him to do either
a once-monthly or semi-monthly
series, thus permitting him to coin-'

mute from Hollywood. But every-
thing hinges on his exhaustive
probe of the whole AM-TV picture.

Bergen doesn't plan doing any
TV guest shots while, here
(although he'll show up on video
at tonight's (Wed.) entertainment
program from Washington in con-
nection with the Presidential in-

auguration ceremonies. ) But he's
definitely open for offers next sea-

son and will be huddling with po-
tential clients, agency execs, etc.,

while here.

FORD DEALERSTO SCRAM

RADIO IF ALLEN QUITS
If Fred Allen's threat to quit

radio at the close of the season
stands up, his sponsors, the Ford
Dealers, will probably , divert much
of the radio budget to television

and other media and scram out

.

of radio, it's reported.
It was the Ford Dealers deal that

.

kept Allen on the air after he was
dropped by Standard Brands, His
retirement threat has been a sea-

sonal occurrence, but this time he
is said to mean it. But whether or

not he comes back next season, the

Ford Dealers are said to be anxious
to get out from under the tremen-
dous budget of the show.

NBC'S 'BKLYN' AUDITION
New half-hour comedy series by

Nicholas Cosentino; titled "They
Live In Brooklyn," based on writ-

er's Broadway play, "Moon Over
Mulberry Street," had audition

platter cut yesterday (Tues.) at

NBC, N. y., for trial airin|{ sijoJ^
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ALAN YOUNG SHOW
.

With liOiiiise Eriokson. Ken Christy,

Jim BacliuS, Hal March, George
Wyle orch* Regalaires; Don Wil-

son, announcer
producer-Director: Helen Mack
Winters: Dave Schwartz, Artie

Stander, Joe Young
30 Mins., Tues., 8:30 p.m.

Xewis-Howe Co. (Turns)

NBC, from Hollywood
(Roche, Wms. & Cleary)

After standing pat for years

with its Tuesday pight "Date with

Judy" comedy show on NBC, the

Lewis-Howe Co. (Turns) has de-

cided on a change of pace and last

week put Alan Young into the

8:30-9 spot as a substitute. Its

doubtful however, that this newest

attempt to project the ex-Cana-

dian comic into the big-league

sweepstakes will be any more, suc-

cessful than in the past.

IT'S ALL IN THE FAMILY
With Mitzl Gould, Bill Quinn,

Koeer de Koven, Martin Wolr-

son, Amy SIdell, Ethel Everett;

Rabbi Wm. F. Rosenblum, Key.

Elmer C. Dressel, Rev. Francis

Reh; Roy Shields and orch; Dick

Dudley, narrator; Bob Denton,

announcer
Writer: Hugh Kemp
Supervisor;. Edward Lyman
Director: Clay Daniel

30 Mlns., Sun., 2 p.m.

Sustaining
WNBC, N. Y.

WNBC's (N. Y.) Documentary
Production Unit has come up with

highly - touted network documen-
taries well in the shade. "It's AH
in the Family" is a highly meri-

torioas series of programSj deal-

ihg boldly with such controversial

topics as birth control, divorce,

sex education, mixed marriages.

It's not the first show, of course,
| religion in the schools and juve

built around Young (meanwhile
|

delinquency.. In its. frankness,

he's also been sharing the Friday honesty and sincerity of presenta-

night spotlight as the junior comic 1 tion, it is public service program-

on title Jimmy Durante Camel ming of the highest order. And
show.) His Tums showcase, in i though the conclusions of the pre-

fact, practically reprises the situa-
| miere broadcast Sunday (16)

BEN LUDLOW
MUSIC

tion comedy routine of a couple

seasons back. With its inevitable

""Hubert Updyke" (Jim Backus)
Sequence and rivalry for gal friend

Betty. And as before, ^the Backus
contrib remains : the standout bit

of buffoonery the show has' to

offer.
Perhaps the . major fault in

Young's continued "junior" status

'as a network comedian can be at-

tributed to an unfortunate script-

ing assist.' Young himself has disr

tinctiye, individual qualities as a

comic. He can even vest the

role with a warmth and create au-

dience sympathy, always an essen-

tial. But just as he's been bogged
down in the past by some lack-

lustre material, so, too, on last

Tuesday's (11) preem of his new
show.vfiie spark was missing. : The
show was never bad. But it never
made contact.
Don Wilson, as usual, did an ef-

fective job on- thfe commericals.
Rose,

which dealt with the mixed mar-
riage of a Protestant boy and a

Catholic girl—left this listener a

little heart -sick because of the

rigidity of its stand, it faced facts

squarely and had its honest say.

Opener wasn't a perfect pro-

gram because some of the script-

ing was a little self-conscious and
the acting just average, and be-

cause the station overdid the in-

troduction with too big a buildup
for the series. But otherwise, the

candor and adult approach to the

ticklish subject was one to admire
and the station's courage some-
thing to applaud.

The program, ;of course, was
stacked. The series is being pre-

pared in cooperation with the Co-
ordinating Committee of Catholic

Lay. Organizations, so that only
the Catholic viewpoint will he
shown on these airetsi ' But this,

too, is important.:

BETTY CLARK SINGS
With Betty Clark, Veryle Mills,

harp; Frank Banta, novachord;
Sal La Porta, guitar; announcer,
Don Lowe . .

Writer-Produoer-Dlrector: Marilyn
Gusten

15 Mins.; Sun., 3:15 p.m.

P. J. RITTER CO.
ABC, from N. Y.

(Clements Co.)
Previously active in concert,

hospital tours and occasional radio

guest shots, 12-year-old blind

warbler Betty Clark made her net-

work bow on ABC Sun. (16), bank-
rolled by the P. J. Ritter Co.,

canning firm. Inasmuch as the air-

laries have been relatively devoid
of the voices of immature girls of

late, the basic novelty of the pro-

gram no doubt will attract dialers'

attention.
.

While Miss Clark's singing is

DOROTHY DIX ON THE AIR
With Barbara Winthrop, Nancy

Prescott; Joe Ripley, announcer
Writer: Barbara Winthrop

;

Director: Perry Lafterty .

Producer; Marge Kerr
15 Mins.; 1:45 p.m. Moif.-thru Fri.

SEALTEST
ABC, from New York

(N. W. Ayer)

"Dorothy Dix On The Air" is

presumably an air version of the

vet columnist's advice to the love-

lorn and other problems. How-
ever, the airlane version is handled

by Barbara Winthrop under the

Dorothy Dix tag and is formatted

strictly for femme listeners in the

daytime. On stanza caught Friday

(14) Miss Winthrop gave solace to

a young gal who was peeved for

having been criticized for wearing

slacks. She agreed with the kid

that this was "a man's world." In

passing out advice to the middle-

age set, she suggested baby-sitting

as a solution to loneliness as well

as a remunerative way to balance

a limited budget.

Stanza was climaxed with a dra-

matic vignette pointing up what
can happen when an over-ambi-

tious couple live beyond their

means and try to keep up with the

Joiieses. This was solved with the

voung wife taking her advice and
living within their means, which
made for a happy solution. It was
all handled in competent fashion.

Joe Ripley handled announcing
chores okay, with Nancy Prescott
getting in the commercials for

Sealtest. Edba.

BIG 'N' LITTLE CLUB
With Dick Collier. Phil Cramer,

others
PrOd.-Dit.-WrIter: Steve Carlin
30 Mins.: Sat.. 10:30 a.m.

Dr. Posner Shoes
'

ABC, from New York
" (Hirshon-Gar/ield):

The Big 'n' Little Club is suit-

LUNCHEON ChVB
With Johnny Olsen, Ella Mason
Producer-Director: John O'Rourke
30 Mins., Mon-thru-Fri., 12:30 p.m.
Participating
WMGM, New York
"Luncheon Club" is a revamped

edition of the former food quiz
show, "Ask Ella Mason," packaged
by the American Institute o£ Food
Products, with participation spon-
sorship of various food products.
Aside from Johnny Olsen, who has
taken over as emcee, little hew
has been added.
Program slotted 'cross the

board on WMGM, N. Y., in tire

12:30 p.m. segment and bi'oadcast
from the Rendezvous Room of the
Victoria hotel, N. Y,, where the .',

curious hausfrau contestants buy a
$1.25 luncheon to participate, it's

'

the food quiz as formerly, with
possibly a more generous passout
of merchandise.
Olsep roams among the diners

with hand-mike, interview in g the
gals and passing out minor items
as souvenirs. Later numbers: are
selected from ticket stubs and
holders are brought to the plat-

form to participate in food and
household quiz of Miss Mason;
Winners are given capital: prizes.

Those unable to answer the ques*
tions are given consolation prizes

consisting of the sponsors products,

ranging from dog food to soup
mixesi peanut butter, etc.

Olsen keeps: things moving on
the stanza but seemingly does not
have the scope for comedy as on

'

his previous "Ladies Be Seated"
stanza. Perhaps he's just getting '

the feel of things and will spark
it up later. When program gains
the desired momentum it should
snare its share of femme listeners^.

Edba.

akin to the shrill soprano Of most |
able fodder for the extreniely

girls of her age, to her credit is| young. It's a harmless and tre-
' queiitly appealing session with
juvenile clowning by Dick Gollier

the'fact that her tones are gener-

The program discussed a young
, ^^Jf -^^.^s"^^^^^^^^

couple in love. Both were nice
|
i',^„,,^i„i ,. -cj^Sin'W „„ a ar "
Wishing," "Swinging on a Star,"

kids. They had known each other
, ^J^-'JX|f^'i^3i-{,-^|„| ^TOMMY BIGGS SHOW

| for years; their families
With Riggs and Betty Lou, Diane i friends. Their respective parents

Adrian, Joel Herron orch: «n-
1 counseled t h e m against the

nouncer, Phil Goulding
\ dangers Of a mixed marriage. The

Writer: Tommy Riggs „ „, ;
girl's priest pointed out that the.

Producer - director; Arnold Mi- church did not countenance di-

-^"K*"* . - oA vorce; that their children would
30 Mins.; Mon. thru Sat.- 1:30 p.m. have to be raised as Catholics;

and Phil Cramer, and a service
department that will he appre-
ciated by parents. Latter is likely

y^"^^
I chord, guitar and harp were com- to consist of exhortations from the

petent. Extra long plugs praised

the virtues of "Hitter's Fine
Foods." Gilb.

Participating
WMGM, N. Y.

Return of Tommy Riggs and his

ventriloquial pal, Betty Lou, to the
air Monday (17) via a half-hour
shot on WMGM, N. Y., was not a

ithat "birth control was out." But
the kids were, in love, and they
married. The boy made $23 a
week and didn't want children;
.she dfd. She would not permit
sex relations with preventatives.

particularly auspicious one. Show
I
So they had kids

was a rambling affair while the'
repartee of Riggs and his alter ego
seldom scored for a: real • belly
laugh. Comedy material of a bet-

ter calibre along with a decided
tightening up would brighten this

cross-the-border cOn.siderably,
Format brings in besides Riggs

and Betty Lou. Joel Herron's
house band, songstress Diane
Adrian, • while announcer Phil:

Goulding also has a fair sized

stint. Introductory remark of

Riggs to Betty Lou, "You're a
pretty girl," followed by her re-
joinder, "You're pretty, too," sums

And little problems mounted.
They were uncomfortably socially;

he would bring business friends
home Fridays, forgetting they
could have no meat for dinner.
A summer camp stay was ruined
because no church was nearby for
the kids to attend mass. Finally
came the break. The man left his

wife and kid.s, and admitted he
was lonely. The story ended with
the man admitting that if; he had
the choice again, he would go a

I different way ; . . "with a girl of
I my own kind."
I Honesty in scripting matched
1
frankness in situation, "I don't

up fairly well the ensuing punch
less dialog between the duo. i _ , j j

Miss Adrian displays an ade- rh?^'^:y,r7„^^^,l.',!^ ''S*!. "^^I
quale voice in warbling a couple'
of pops. Herron's band supplies
okay backing. Also woven in the
show are recitations by Goulding
of allegedly humorous v,erse con-
tributed by listeners. Quality of
these lines is best attested to by
Riggs' observation that "it's best
to have .some music to clear up the
atmo-sphere." Sandwiched in the
stanza are plugs (both canned and
live) for a reducing tablet, a deo-
dorant and a California wine.

Gilb.

TALKING TO THE STARS 1

With Biiddy Clarke orch, Charles
!

Baldour, Day Dreamers; Don
{

Cameron, Len ChappelU an^
nouncers

Producer: Bill Hannah
Supervisor: Bill Harwood
30 Mins.; Sunday, 7 p.m.
IMPERIAL TOBACCO CO.
CBC, from Montreal '

( Gocfc/ield, BrouJTil

To push Sweet Cap cigarets,

Imperial Tobacco has picked a

.strictly formula show and put it

in a top Sunday, night listening

spot on a coast-to-coast network
out of CFCF, Montreal.

New offering is centered around
the gimmick of a listener winning
a chance, by letter, to talk to his

or her favorite of the screen, stage;

radio, sport or literature. Winners
are picked well in advance and
conversation is recorded and
dropped in during show. Opening
show this month (9) featured Joe
E, Brown, who managed to save a

air such as "Joe Doakes, Jr,, why
don't: you eat your morning
mush?" There's no permanent
harm to either child or parent
with this show. -

Collier, With a hearty type of

delivery, contrasts with the mousy
voice of Cramer in some cute bits

of business. Interest is furthered
by a quiz feature in which the kids
are asked some simple questions,

and on initial show, an Indian in

full regalia guested.
Commercials are comparatively

unobtrusive,
Jose.

GREAT VOICES OF GREAT
. SINGERS
With Robert Merrill, Robert Shaw

Chorale, "Eleanor Steber, Jan
: , vPeerce; -

Announcer, David Ross
Writer - Producer - Director: Sam

Elfret
15 Mins.: Sun., 1:45 p.m.
RADIO ART CLUB OF AMERICA
MBS, from New York

. . (Al KJingcr Associates)
."Great Voices of Great Singers"

represents a bid to capture the I

more culturally inclined among the
air audience in order to vend re-
productions of the masters for its

bankroller, the Radio Art Club of
America. With such concert names
as Robert Merrill, Eleanor Steber

, and Jan Peerce on the transcribed
inaugural, the show's musical as-

pects were of high calibre.

Stanza is obviously well suited

the coals to your ..priest,", the
harassed- man exclaimed at one
time, objecting to his wife . going
to confession. She on the other
hand had to clean.se herself of the
sin of fighting with her husband.
There was frank talk about God.
Jesus, and the Pope. AH of
it needed saying, and was done
so by sincere, sensitive, worried
people. A priest, rabbi and Protes-
tant, minister chimed in at the pro-
gram's dose to say they agreed
that mixed marriages generally
were unwise; But one auditor
who feels that; a : one-world idea
cannot succeed under these re-
strictions, who disagrees with' the
program's stated preachment that
religion is stronger than life it-

self, turned off the radio Icnob
at the close; feeling quite empty
and .sad, . Braru-t.

SCIENCE LOOKS AHEAD
With Dr. Robert Brittain
12 Mins., Sat., 2:03 p.m.
Sustaining
WMCA, N. Y.
This is a good straightforward

informational series on a subject
not covered thoroughly enough on
the airlanes. Dr. Robert Brittain,

conductor of the program, is pre-
senting a series of radio essays: on
the latest scientific advances in

variolis fields : with an approach
, , . , .,, , completely understandable to the
shaky script with some good ad layman. Switching away from the
libs. Music for. the show IS ban-

1 more sensational and destructive
died throughout by Buddy Clarke

| discoveries, such as the atomic

OLD GOLD PARTY TIME
With .Bert -Parks, emcee: Kay Ar-
men. Buddy Weed Trio; Don
Hancock, announcer

Writer: Bill Raphael
Director: George Wiest
15 Mins.;. Mon. thru Fri., 1 p.m,
P. LORILLARD CO.
WJZ, N. Y.

(Lenncn & Mitchell)
This is an informally conducted

quarter-hour session of music, gab
and trivia that serves as pleasant

and a 21-piece orch, features the
singing of baritone Charles Bal-
dour and the harmonizing of the
Day Dreamers, who scored here
recently with local, nightclub dates.

Musical arrangements are stand-
ard and smooth, the top tunes by
Baldour: are fair, but could stand
a change of pace and a little more
effort in their selection. Day
Dreamers get one featured spot,
and then work in a couple of sing-
ing plugs, Don Cameron; taking
over his first big live. show; .works
the introduction pitch with okay
effects.

Commercials feature the "Fac-
tory Fresh" theme using the quar-
et, an eclio voice and other stunts
without being too heavy-or long.
Timing throughout is good, but a
tighter script with a definite angle
for the interview; with the star
concerned would make for better
li.stening. Gun-ent .setup will con-
tinue for the next 13 weeks.

bomb, Dr. Brittain is accenting the
positive aspects of scientific re-
search in promoting human wel-
fare.

On the opening program (8),-Dr.
Brittain's theme was the science
and world food situation. He told
of the new technique of utilizing
waste material in the canning in-
dustry and described a revolution-
ary process, made possible by
atomic energy, of extracting abun-
dant food values from the ocean.
Relating his remarks to,the world
scene, Dr. Brittain held out the
promise of a new era in. history in
which hunger would be abolished.

Herm.

JOHN REED KING'S BEST GIRL
With King, George Hall; audience

participants
Producer-Director: Woody Klose :

30 Mins.; Mon. thru Fri., 3:30 p.iii.

Participating
WOR, N. Y.

Strictly for the housewives is

"John Reed King's Best Girl," new
audience participation cross - the-

boarder which began on WOR,
N. Y; last Monday (10). Transei ibed,

show is based upon novel idea of

having a guest celeb state his own
personal essentials that a ''best

girl" should have. Whereupon sev-

eral femme participants proceed
to demonstrate how well they
meet these under King's ' adept
emceeing.
On stanza caught Thurs. (13)

guest George. Hall, a "Lend an
Ear" legiter cast member, sup-

:

plied the requirements while four
.earnest women showed that not
only did j they have a "sense of
humor" and "managed the house^^;

hold finances" capably, but tossed
in some rope skipping, played a
Tschaikovsky piano concerto and
whi.stled for good measure. Gal
who "best met the qualifications"

won a new suit, a simulated pearl-
necklace and an evening at a

.

Broadway nitery.
Session came off well thanks to

King's glib line of comments. De-
spite the varied situations, he was
never at a loss for: words. Withal,

a show of this type is tailor-made
for the hatisfraus inasmuch as;

they're bound to have a profound,
vicarious interest in who cops the

award. In addition, there's always
the fond hope that they, too, might
be eligible merely by. writing a ]et-

Iter stating why they think they
I should be chosen as. an actual con- '

j

tender. Three painless plugs con-

{ sisted of spots for Colgate's tooth-

paste, Vel cleaner plus an upcom-
ing homemaking program on WOR.

••..Gilb.

!
early afternoon fare, ' Sparkplug of

for. its intended market and; Mer-
]
the show is Bert Parks, vet emcee

rill's "Toreador Song," assisted by
the Robert Shaw Chorale; Miss
Steber's "Stars in My Eyes'' and
Peerce'S "Sorrento" were ideal

Sunday afterpoon tare. Sales pitch,

Gilb.

now serving time also on "Stop the
Music." Parks keeps up a steady
ad-lib patter with an energetic
sense of humor that's infectious.
Good support in the musical de-
partment is furnished by vocalist

Kay Armen and the Buddy Weed
instrumental trio.

Show is also featuring the
weekly winner from the ABC net-
work show, "The Original Ama-
teur Hour," also bankrolled by the
cig outfit. The amateur is awarded
a week's contract on this series.
For initial week, Henry MacRoss,
is giving forth with some operatic
baritoning with some good-natured
kidding from Parks. Like the rest
of the show, two Old Gold plugs
are handled in a casual and palat-
able style. Herm.

ECHOES OF 1948
With Paul Clark, Pete French,
Ken Rush, James Finnegan,
Phil Sutterfield

Producer: Bill Aldrich
60 Mins., Sun., 8 p.m,
LIBERTY NATIONAL BAND &
TRUST CO.

WHAS, Louisville

While the idea is not original;
this compilation of news events,
assembled from library recordings,
and . embracing international, na-
tional and local happenings in
1948, most of them reproduced by
means of recordings made on the
spot, made for an interesting hour's
review of the past year.

Jimmy Finnegan, WHAS sports
chief, and Phil Sutterfield re-
viewed the high spots of the year

(Continued on page 34)

LET'S HAVE FUN
With Betsy King
Writer-Producer: Gene King
60 Mins.. 9 a.m.. Sun.
WCOP, Boston

Originally Skedded as a tem-

porary fill-in when a network show
cancelled out, this package has de-

veloped into a neat kid stanza.

With Betsy, eight-year old daugn-

ter of producer Gene King,; at the

helm, show clicks nicely with .it'

;

listeners. Youngster does a slick

job of handling aU announcejnents
With a firm voice and no trace oi;

mike fright that any eight-year

old could easily have, especially

on an hour show that has pickea

up as many listeners as this- one

has in the past few weeks.
,

Show is made up of recorded

stories and songs requested py

moppet listeners and intrptlucea

by Betsy. Script writer f»tn«'

avoids long-winded spiels so thai

intended listener interest is noi

lost. Records and stories are weii-

diverslfied using such platters as

"I Wuv a Wabbit," "Teachers

Song" and "Mickey and the Beaii-

.stalk" with a "novelty" bano

record used occasionally. ohp.'Z

winds up on a serious note
,

WU"
Betsy giving a prayer. i'"^-
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RUSS, U. S. SNARL DX POWWOW
Sen. Johnson's Anti-Superpower

Bill to Curb Wattage, Stations

Washington, Jan. 18. -

An anti-superpower bill was in-

troduced in tlie Senate last week
. bv Sen. Edwin Johnson of Colo-

rado, Cliairman of tlje Senate In-

terstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee and long-time foe of

clear cliannel stations.

Johnson's measure would amend

the Communications Act, under

which the Federal Communications
Commission operates, to provide

that no station in the standard

(AM^ broadcast band can be li-

<;ensed to operate with more than

SOlcw power, the present limit on

U. S. standard stations.

The bill, if enacted, would not

only blast the hopes of superpower
advocates who have been asking

for 250kw, but would also be a

body blow to the stations orr*-

ating on exclusive clear chann«ls.

A provision in the measure speci-

fies that FCC can assign only one
station to a channel.
The Commission has been wres-

tling with the hot clear channel is-

sue for years and while it won't
' say so officially it is no secret it

would be relieved of a big "head-
aphe" if Congress acted one way
;or another on the issue. Howevers
various complicated technical prob-
lems are involved in the claims
and counter-claims of advocates
and opponents of the clear channel
outlets.

Gen. Mills ABCs

Top '48 Spender
General Mills, with total billinjes

of $4,666,348, topped the list of
client spenders on ABC for 1948,
when the network achieved peak
annual gross time sales of $44,303,-

376. This exceeds the web's pre-
vious high in '47 of $43,548,057.

; Dancer - Fitzgerald & Sample
headed the list of agencies buying
time on the network during '48,

With gross billings of $5,361,292.

Cleve. Pools Air Talent

In 300G MOD Drive
Cleveland, Jan. 18.

By DOROTHV HOLLOWAY.
Me?cico City, Jan. 18.

Uncle Sam's plea for divvying
up scarce shortwave bands among

i some 60 nations will be formally
Cleveland's AM stations are pool- released to delegates at the Inter-

ing talent for a major campaign
to raise the city's $300,000 quota
for the March of Dimes. Under the
plan, stations signoif at midnight
and audiences will be asked to

tune in station remaining on the
air with tlie drive promotion.
Each of the cooperating stations;

has been given one night each to
promote March of Dimes drive
from the midnight-on period, sign-

off coming only when pledges
stopped coming into the station..

Pinky Hunter, WHK program di-

rector, is in charge of radio com-
mittee, which includes Reg Merri-
dew, WGAR; Jake Hines, WTAM;
Lawrence- Webb, WJW, and Sam
Sague, WSRS. AFRA and Musi-
cian's Union also cooperating. .

TOP 10 ADVERTISING
General Mills . . . ... ... $4,666,348
Procter & Gamble 2,879,348
Philco 2,128,069
Swift & Co 2,112,742
Sterling Drug . ..... . . 2,025,268

; Quaker Oats . . , . 1,973,205

370G Loss To

Meyers in Sale

OfWINX(D.C.)
Washington, Jan. 18.

One of the " heaviest postwar los*.

ses taken in the sale of a radio
station was revealed, here today
(Tues.) in a formal application
filed with the FCC by the Washing-
ton Post to sell WINX, its AM indie
outleti to William- A. Banks, owner
of WHAT, Philadelphia, for $130,-
000. Post paid $500,000 for the
station in 1944 and has since in-

vested approximately $100,000 for
boosters in suburban sections.
The newspaper simultaneously

filed for transfer of WINX^FM for
$160,000 to WTOP, former CBS
owned-and-operated 0 u t:l e t , in
which the Post recently purchased
a majority control for $875,000.
Post said it was taking over WINX-
FM to enable WTOP to start FM
service immediately, through re-
linquishing its conditional license
grant for WTOP-FM.

Tlie newspaper listed the re^

natronal High-Frequency. Broad
casting Conference, here tomorrow
(19). The event marks a crucial
point in -the parley since it is the-
first , alternative put forth to an
elaborate and completely unaccept-
able allocation of DX ether which
the Russians have been trying to
sell the delegates for the past two
months. The tragedy is that the
U.S., like the Russian plan, must
fall short of giving most countries
the shortwwe spectrum they are
demanding. So from: here on^ it is

anyone's guess whether the confer-
ence will break up pronto or end
in. some sort of agreement by the
target date of Feb. l; -

. The present. Shortwave spectrum
at best can accomntodate 5,500
hours of DX airers ,a day, but the
60 countries have put in minimum
requirements calling for a total of

13,000- hours, As a result, the U. S.

blueprint must cut demands of the
big three—U. S., United Kingdom
and the " Russian bloc—as well as
pare down request of .-Latin Ameri-
can and other small countries. The
Latinos and small European coun-:
tries outside the curtain are solidly

opposed to the Russian allocation
but- may be disappointed when
they find the U. S. plan will hit

them hard too. As one delegate
put it, short of a miracle, it's no
longer possible to make two loaves
and five fishes feed a multitude.

. Latinos Dislike Cost

Yankee engineers burnt the mid-
night oil to get their plan out this

week after the Brazilian delegation
—speaking for most. Latin-Ameri-
can countries—served notice that

they were ready to pack their bags

(Continued on page 34)
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Broadcast Time Sales Go Into A

Reverse for 3d Quarter of 1948

Platters That Pop
' Minneapolis, Jan. 18:

Sev Widman, disk jockey,

will switch Feb. 1 from WMIN
to WDGY, reportedly because
he refused to quit munching
popcorn while at tlie micro*
phone.

Widman, who left KSTP
some time ago after an inci-

dent in which he-' heckled; Vir*

ginia Mayo, . screen actress,

was warned about popcorn
habit by Frank Devaney,
WMIN manager, Devaney said,

but kept on munching. Deva-
ney said he didn't actually fire

Widman.
Story also circulates that

Widman annoys superiors dur-
ing conferences by putting his

feet on their desks.

Manager Mel Drake at

WDGY said, "I've got a big

desk. ' Regarding popcorn, he
said,. "We don't have any pop-
corn sponsors. He should try

to chew on- sooiething made by
a'sponsor."

Atlass Buying

KLAC If WB

Deal Gets Okay

Radio-Shy NAM

Mulls Top Show

Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Ralph Atlass of Chicago may add

I

KLAC in Hollywood to his radio
I holdings after the FCC has ap-

!
proved Warners' package buy of
Dorothy Thackrey's three coast

stations, one. of them KLAC-TV.
Understood deal is set, even to the
price, around $450,000, subject to

the commission's approval. Atlass
is owner of WIND in Chicago.

Under FCC policy on dual
ownership in the same market,'

Washington, Jan. 18-

Broadca.st time sales went into
a . reverse in the third quarter of ;

1948, on the basis of partial figures :

released last week by the Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission.
CBS racked up business of $15,-

772,000, contrasted with $16,087,-
000 in the second quarter. How-
ever; there were time sales of;S23,^
146,000 in the third quarter of
1947 (including an extra week).
ABC revenues fell from $9,693,-

000 in'; the second quarter to $7,-
376,000 for the third quarter.
RCA turned in an overall figuie
which includes not only NBC
broadcasting, but also the manu-
facturing, end of the business. The
total was $80,733,000 for the third
quarter, well behind the $87,701,-
000 for the second quarter, but
more than $10,000,000 improvement
over the third quarter of 1947:

• In the
, radio and television set'

production business, sales for 13
Companies

. amounted to $249,651,--
000 for the third quarter of 1948,
This was' off from the $262,021,000
of the second quarter, but well,
ahead' of the $217,424,000 racked
up during the third quarter of
1947.
The RCA figure given here was

somewhat misleading. The same
figures as in the broadcasting to-
tals were used. Hence, the figure
includes not only manufacturing,
but also the NBC times sales.

Indication is that Philco drew
ahead of RCA in manufacturing
during the period. The Philco fig-
ures amounted to $69,539,000 of
sales in the third quarter of 1948;
$65,956,000 in the second quarter;
and $49,267,000 in 4he third quar-
ter of 1947.

Chevalier Show

Set for Mutual
, Maurice Chevalier wHl star in a
halfthour transcribed variety show
o^er the IVIutual net starting March

. . , A- c 1, according to Samuel C. Pierce,
Warners would have to dispose of

, ^^,,0 ^.riti„g producing the
one ol Its Hollyvvood- stations, and upcoi^ing 3;^^^. ^j^j, -vviUiam Rob-
it is considered certain that KFWB i

The National Assn. of Manu-
facturers, up to now radio-shy as
regards allocating budget funds for

placement cost of its FM property [ institutional advertising, iS planr

, . at $176,000. The FM station was 1 ning to earmark $1,500,000 a year
Libby, McNeill & Libby 1,778,550

1 established after the Post acquired for a top-budgeted nighttime net-

f""'
1,714,040

, WINX. Along with the applica- work show. NAM'S ageilcy, Ben-
Wcstmghouse . . . .

. 1,318,029
j tions, the Post requested the FCC I ton & Bowles, is in process of audi-

U. S. Steel............ 1,052,090
j to approve the transfer without rtioning a 30-minute weekly musi-

; . TOP 10. AGENCIES j

formalities of going through the i,cal series with Andre Kostelanetz

son, who has just checked out of
will be retained Deal with Atlass

|

cbs, on tlie Coast, to do the .series.
IS reported to have been wrapped hankmli riPtpii.While bankrolling details are

•ft, !-> Tr„^HH^«..cL'"^,T,tor"'nf i
incomplete it's understood that

with Don I'cdderson, manager of .,^„ nmpram win oith».- 1,0 i^nnto^

up last week at a meeting here
\

Dancer - Fitzgerald - !

procedure, which requires

Sample $5,361,292 !

(Continued on page 35)

J. Walter Thoitipson. . . 3,891,292
1

McCann-Erickson 3,139,435

1

fiBD&O 2,392,145
Conipton i . 2,225,036
Hutehins 2,128,069
Kenyon & Eckhardt . .. 1,717,630
Foote, Cone & Belding 1,714,040
Benton & Bowles. . . : . . 1,549,931
KUdner 1,504,820

P&G Topped CBS

'4$ Purse List

and Gladys Swarthout,. with a dif-

ferent musical student from one
of the U. S. colleges to guest
weekly on a commercial fee basis

in a bid to showcase promising
i new talent. Tentative title of
I show is "Music America Loves."
j

; NAM as yet hasn't definitely

1 committed itself on the show, with
final deci.sion expected next

., n,, , , ,j n„„, i,„„,. „„j ;„ I
the program will either be backed

representing Warners. Understood
. 7„

%^°3'^?^is.

th^t Fedderson wiii be retained as '

-^^"f f"s,
^^^^^^

Pierce revealed that he preyiousjj'
had prepared a sample tape re^

I
corded stanza built around Cheva"
lier in an earlier trip to France.
On the strength of the initial cut-
ting It was decided 'to go aiiead
with the •ventut'e, ),-,';,

Pierce, who was accompanied by
his wife and family, expedts to ba
away about a yeaz-. Kobson aLsfl

j
sailed on the Garonia, Clueyalier

manager of the ..two Warner sta-

tions.

m Heads NBC

'48 Coin List

Battle for WSNY Goes

Back to N.Y. State Court
Schenectady, Jan. 18,

The legal battle for control of
WSNY, 250.-_watt- independent- in
Schenectady, was returned from
federal court to state court last
Week when Federal District Judge
Stephen W. Brennan in Utica rul-
ed that the case did not fall under
federal jurisdiction. Winslow P.
Leighton, president of the station
and defendant in an action brought
oy George R. Nelson, .lAade the
move to put the case before U. S.
courts.

Nelson, former vice-president
and general manager of WSNY,
Charges that Leighton improperly
removed him from the position.
JXeison also has petitioned FCC to
•review Leighton's actions in gain-
ing stock control of the station.

It was indicated the case which
^? brought against Leighton
would be continued in the state su-preme court

! Wednesday (26) at the - January
_ , „ _ , , , .„. I board meeting, when the annual
Procter & Gamble, with billings

j
naM budget comes up. Prior to

totaling $8,055,361, was the top
; that time, the public relations

client spender oii CBS during '48, ' policy committee of NAM will pass

.„ith r>„.,«„.. •D\i^Hc.^^\A a c»«,v,i.. ' judgment on embracing radio, as
* S»'"P^^ well as newspapers and magazines.

1,327,912) tops ;imong agencies.
^

TOP 10 ADVERTISERS
telling the NAM story to

,

[Ainerica.'. „;.

Fact that .the organization is

PrDctec_& -Gamble . , ,$8,055,361 lending an attentive-ear~to-radio
Campbell Soup 4,689,818 ' for the first time since its incep-
Lever Bros....... • 3,883,595

] tion, stems from the present man-
General Foods ........ 2,955,625

| aging directorship of Earl Bunt-
American Home Products 2,259,824

I ing, who moved into the post last

Liggett & Myers ...... .
2,180,766

i May. Bunting is the first radio

Toni Co 1,946,971

General Electric 1,828,226

Armour & Co 1,825,611

Coca-Cola '•• 1,690,887

TOP 10 AGENCIES

Dancer-Fitzgerald*
Sample \ •

Young & Rubicam . .

.

Foote, Cone & Belding

Ward Wheelocfc
BBD&O 3.583,717

Compton 3,272,123

Newell-Emmett
Benton & Bowles

minded man. to step into the high
NAM echelon. He is the fprmef
prexy of . O'Sullivan jRuljber Co.,

and ' it's recalled that when he took
over the reins of tlie NAM presi-

dency in 1947, he was responsible

for the sponsorship of Leon Hen-
derson on the air.

Plan is merely to use an "NAM
Presents" opening tagline for the

show, with 200 words of strictly

institutional copy third way

,

through the show. At the end
2.609,910 i there Will be a one-minute cut-in

2.595.419 to project grass-roots thinking via

$6,327,912
6,207,510

5.647,380

4.689,818

RuthraufT & Rvan 2.458.280 ,
local manufacturers.

McCann-Erickson 2,415,161 1 Network has still to be chosen.

I Proctor & Gamble, with its flock

1 of daytime soapers and its Red
I Skelton-"Truth or Consequences"-
1 "Lite of Riley" nighttime airers on

i

the web, was the top NBC spender

I
among advertisers on NBC during
1948, with total annual billings of.

$5,100,000.

j

Among agencies. Dancer, Fitz-

1 gerald & Sample (as in the case
!of ABC, also* was-tops among agen-
I
cics buying time on NBC, with to-

j

tal billings of $9,000,000.

TOP 10 ADVERTISER
Procter & Gamble $5,100,000
Sterling 4,000,000
General Foods 2,800,000
Miles 2,224,000
Colgate 2,170,000
Liggett & Myers 1,920,000

'

Amer. Tobacco . 1,850,000
Amer. Home Prod. 1,600,000
General Mills 1,520,000
Kraft 1,400,000

Top 10 agencies, with billings'

ranging from $9,000,000 to $3,000,-
000, were, in the following order.
Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample; J.

Walter Thompson, Benton & Bow-
les, BBD&O, Wade, Blow, Newell
Emmett, Young & Rubicam, Duane
Jones and Lee Burnett.

deal was set through the comedi-
an's personal, rep, Arthur Lesser,
following the usual preliminary -ne-

gotiations. All shows will be tape
recorded. In keeping with the
variety format, other French talent
will also be woven into the airerv

.

NBC MULLS 2-WAY

SPREAD FOR BURROWS
Hollywood, Jan. IS, :

NBC is mulling a twcf-way
radio-video show for Abe Burrow.s,
who has been, missing from the air-

lanes 'as a regular since his CBS
Listerine program last season.:

Meanwhile, there are some spon-
sorship nibbles on a late afternoon
cross-the-board AM show, which
Burrows is angling as a tape-re-

corded showcase.
Burrows is punctuating nitery

engagements with work on a book.
He opens at the El Rancho Vegas,
Las Vegas, tomorrow (19). then
goes to Minneapolis Feb. 11 and
St. Louis Feb. 25.

Burrows does a couple of guest
shots on the Bing Crosby-Philc*
shoWj the first on© coming up Jan.
26. ' ^
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FCCHmdering TV Advance by Ceilings,

Par Oaims; CBS, NBC Back Pix Co.

' Washington, Jan, 18. -f'

Paramount Pictures yesterday

( 17 ) charged the Federal Commu-
nications Commission is hindering

the development of television by

its limitation on the number of sta-

tions a single interest may own.

The Commission's projected ceiling

of five was also opposed by CBS
and NBC as premature and arbi-

trary.

At oral arguments before the

Commission on its proposed
jriultiple ownership rules on radio

and video stations, Duke Patriclc,

counsel for Par, challenged the

Commisision's power to invoke a

restrictiort dealing with monopoly
or anti-trust questions. He argued

that it is now impossible to stay

whether ownership of a given numr
ber of television outlets will con-

stitute a monopoly Irrespective of

the type and location of the sta-

•, tions..' •

Patrick brought up the pendmg
litigation in . the courts involving

divorcement of theatres from pic-

ture producers. It is a distinct pos-

sibility, he said, that Par may be

required to dispose of certain of

its theatre properties, which would
- entirely change the situation re-

garding its television' applifeatioHS.

He said a situation • could arise

whereby Par's interest in commer-
cial video might be vested in a

isingle company. Paramount Tele-

viision Productions^ Inc.* which is

not engaged in the theatre busi-

ness but has one television station

UA'S 'SCANDAL' BRINGS

$85 PER TV STATION
First feature film to be released

fdlr television by the new United

Artists TV department, "A Scan-

dal in Paris," brought in only

about $85 per station. Admiral
Radio, which bankrolled the trans-

mission on the combined NBC-
TV and DuMont webs Friday

(14) night; paid $2,000 for the one
shot booking but the fact it was
carried by 24 video outlets brought

the price per statipn down con-

siderably.

Released theatrically by UA in

1946, the film was produced by
Arnold Pressburger and starred

George Sanders and the late

Carole Landis. It's been com-
pletely played out theatrically,

thereby making it possible for UA
to malce it available for tele.

AGVAinTiein

On 12G Vauder
First television yariety show in-

corporating a direct tiein with the

American Guild of Variety Artists

has been packaged' by Iladio Ar-
, ^.

. -
I

tists Corp. and is now. beiiig of-

and- a pending application tor an-
fgj.ed to prospective clients.. Hour-

other. If separated from Par, the j^^g program, carrying a weekly

'Gulf Road Show' Turning

Into College Showcase

Bob Smith's "Gulf Road Show,"

which has operated as a quasi

-

vaudeo program since its incep-

tion last year, takes on a new
format Feb. 3. At that time,,Smitli

will turn the sliow into a talent

showcase for college students and

has already lined up Yale, Colum-

bia and Netv.York Univ. to supply

the talent for the first three edi-

tions.
^,

Program remains in the Thurs-'

day night 9 to 9:30 slot on the

NBC-TV web undpr Gulf OH spon-

sorship. Agency is Young & Rubi-

cam.

NBC, Fik Brass

Huddle on Vidpix

Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Deal for major film studio pror

ductiori of features exclusively for

NBC's tele net is being talked here

by network and picture execs. NBC
brass, here for the takeoff of the

c h a i n ' s Hollywood telestation

KNBH, Sunday (16), are huddling

also on the availability of old films

for TV.
Net's video topper Kidney N.

Strotz and Hal Bock, KNBH man-
ager, are piloting the web's toppers

around the studios. In the group
are Charles V; Denny, exec veepee;

John R. Boyal, program develop-

ment veepee; Norman Blackburn,

national program, manager, and
O. B. Hanson, v.p. in charge of en-

gineering.

Coast Expects as Good TV as in East;

To Benefit by New York s listakes'

theatre companies would stand on

their own feet, he said.

Patrick contended the Commis-
Bion is attempting to impose limita-

tions on ownership in a field which

has not yet reached the point

where a single operation is profit-

budget of $10,000-$12,000, will at-

tempt to recreate the true two-a-

day vaude, with a complete lineup
of new acts each stanza.

Jack Bertell and Bernard L.
Schubert, partners in the package
outfit, are now attempting to re^

able. Adoption of such restrictions
producer and director

at this time, he said, would create ^ ^^^^^
Unnecessary individual hardship

'

(Continued on page 33)

Vaudeo Shows Now

Facing an Additional

Burden of Boniface Fee
Newest wrinkle vaudeo talent

Rooking cropped up last week with

the i'aul and Paulette Trio con-

tract with the Texaco Star Thea-

tre for last night's (Tues.) show.

Texaco paid N. Y. Latin Quarter

operator Lou Walters $200 for per-

mission to use the trio on that

show.
Walters' position is . that while

an - act works' in his cafe, he has

Exclusive rights' on its services. In
the ease of Paul and Paulette

TriOi Walters feels that he .should

be compensated for loss of their
j

services for one show. However,
1

even if telecast time doesn't con-

flict with the nitery display, Wal-
ters says that any act wanting trt

do a teleturn will have to get

sponsor or network to compensate
the cafe for act's circulation out-

side his club.

Walters says that other cafe

owners will follow his stance re-

garding doubling on video.

Walters anticipates no difficulties

with the American Guild of Variety
Artists since ah act's AGVA con-

tract gives him jurisdiction in the
Variety field while he pays them.
AGVA, so far; regards vaudeo as

still being in the variety field.

It's seen that if other cafe own-
ers follow Walters' lead, vaude
costs will go up considerably. Since
many top acts double; an additional

cut to bonifaces will add to variety

jsbows' costs. '

who staged vaude shows on the
old Kelth-Albee, Loew, Pantagcs,
etc. circuits. Two top-spending ad-
vertisers, who now have time on
both the NBC and CBS webs, are
interested in the show and the final

determination of a web will de-
pend on which sponsor buys it.

AGVA tiein will be effected
through turning over a part of the
talent budget each week to the
AGVA fund, similar to the way in
which Actors Equity now gets a
cut of the budget from the "PhiIco
Television Playhouse" on NBC-TV.

Baltimore—Bud Freiert - named
to the sales staff of WAAM, indie
television station here. He for-
merly worked with the sales -staff

of WFBR, local AM indie, for
seven and -a half ' years.

CBS Shifts Amsterdam

Show in New Cable Setup
CBS television, in a group of

program time changes to get shows
on the newly-opened east to mid-
west cable, has slotted the "Morey
Amsterdam Show" in the Mon-
day night 9 to 9:30 segment. Show
was formerly aired Friday nights

at 8. "What's It Worth?" previous-

ly aired Friday .nights from 8:35

to 9, is now slotted in the Tuesday
night 9:30 to 10 segment, and
"People's Platform," formerly
aired Fridays from 9 to 9:30, is to

be seen henceforth on Mondays
from 9:30 to 10.

Other shows now aired on the

cable are "That Man Godfrey and
His Friends," "The Goldbergs,"
Tournament of Champions boxing
matches, "Toast of the Town

"

"Lucky Pup," "CBS Television
News" and "Vanity Fair/' Web
plans to add other shows to the
cable time it has been allocated
as soon as arrangements are com-
pleted and will also begin soon to

transmit midwest-originating .pro-

grams to the east. -

BTOlEfilTERSTOPLUGl

MARCH OF DIMES ON TV
Special television show to plug

the March of Dimes campaign, in-

corporating some of the top talent

from current Broadway chcksi has

been set by CBS-TV for Saturday

(22) from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. Show,

to originate from the stage of the

Maxine Elliott theatre, N. Y., will

be produced by Barry Wood.

Either Rudy Vallee or Thomas
Mitchell Will emcee. Already set

to participate are Henry Fonda
from "Mister Roberts," Betty Jane

Watson from "As the Girls Go,"

Bill Skipper and Sandra Deel from
"Annie Get Your Gun," Shirley

Booth from "Goodbye, My Fancy"
and David Atkinson from "Inside

U.S.A." Web is currently lining up
additional performers from the

casts of "Kiss Me, Kate," "Along
Fifth Avenue" and "Lend an Ear."

Writers Theatre

Co-op in H wood
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Establishment of a cooperative

Writers' Theatre for Television to

function in much the same way
that the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers

acts for songwriters, wps set last

week by n group ^sf Hollywood
screen writers; Theatre is to han-
dle tele, properties under an ar-

rangement similar in part to the
standard Broadway playwright's
agreement and royalty provisions
of ASCAP,

Dickering is" already under way
with an undisclosed network for

exclusive video rights to aU mate-'
rial of the Writers' Theatre. Thea-
tre will retain tele rights, with all

other rights reverting to the
writer. Plan calls for a long-range
licensing program, with a sliding

scale percentage of payment, in-

cluding maximum participation in

corporation profits in addition
to specific individual earnings.
Writers: are to be paid for each
property, with additional payment
to be made for each station, using
material in addition to the primary
station. Portion of the fees will

go into the Theatre's kitty for I the

Cincy Skyline's Facelift

Cincinnati, Jan. 18.

Tele transmitters hi^ve given
Cincy's skyline a facelifting, three

of them now dominating the ridge
of one of the burg's famed seven
hills and closest to the downtown
section, whose skyscrapers, includ-

ing the 55-story Carew Tower, are

reduced to basement proportions.

Mortimer C. Watters, general
inanager of the Scripps-Howard
WCPO, says the tower for its video

station, which is nearing comple-
tion, will be 5'?6 feet tall and 1,400

feet above sea level, giving it an
edge of a few feet over Crosley's

WLWT and the Times-Star affiU-

ate, W]?RC, .towers.
,.

, ^ . , i

New York Television Fund directorate voted
an initial dividend of 10c. per

":B^^}^31X±^-'^^X share,. p_ayable Feb. 15 to' r^ec-show sponsored Sunday nights on
WCBS-TV (CBS, N. Y.), now car-
ried on CBS-TV's five-station east-
ern network . : WBEN-TV (BalTalo)
added to the CBS-TV web . . . "Cam-
era Headlines" and "A Girl, A Pi-
ano, An Accordion" being fed to
DuMont affiliates in the 12:30 to 1

p.m. across-the-board segment,
with General Mills continuing to
sponsor the Ted Steele show on.
WABD (N. Y.) only at that time. .

.

N. Y. Daily News' sports editor
Jimmy Powers announcing pickups
of the Golden Gloves tournament
over the News' WPIX ... Post Pic-
tures, N Y. Indie film distributor,
peddling three two-reelers pi-o-.

duced: by - William
:
Cameron Men-

zies. . .Elaine Stritch and Edward
Holmes now playing the leads in
DuMont 's Comedy series, "Growing
Paynes" ... John Harvey set for
lead in the "Colgate Television
Theatre" production of "A HuSt
band's Rights" Jan. 31 on NBC-TV

. .Judge Anna Kress signed for
"Home Term Court," tele show
dramatizing a municipal court
packaged by Noel Wesley Associ-
ates, . ."Horn . and Hardart Chil-
dren's Hour" set for simultaneous
AM-TV airing Sundays at 10:30 to
11 a.m. starting Jan. 30 over WNBC
and WNBT . . .Patsy Kelly, now ap-
pearing with Fred Keating at
Spivy's Roof, signed for a group of
video comedies to be produced by
ABT Television . . ; Ralston Purina
offering a toy replica of.an RCA
video set as a premium giveaway
o.n the Tom Mi:^ rad^o ,sh.ow . . ,.

later sharing, a la ASCAP.
Incorporated into the group's

bylaws are complete protection for
an author's material in its original

form and a continuing participa-
tion by the author in development
and presentation of his material.
Officers" include Emmet Lavery,
prexy; John Larkin and Paul
Radin, veepees; Jerry Horkin,
treasurer, and Allen Kivkin, sec-
retary.

Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Hollywood's television problem
in 1949 is a number of things,

judging from the considered opin-
ions of video's key men, who aired
their views at a luncheon of the

'

Hollywood Ad Club. It was pretty
much established, however, that
the development of talent in all

facets of the operation, and more
advertising dollars to improve the
quality of programming, will get
high priority in the worry depart-

ment.
Klaus Landsberg, KTLA chief-

tain, dropped a few bombshells
among the rattling of dishes when
he declared that television should
take the place of radio 100%, and
daytime programming Is ready for .

early development. H[e said his sta-

tion would have matinee shows be-

fore year's end. :

Landsberg said that filmed re-
'

cordings are 10 times better than
live coaxial, that the.quality suffers

;

in the cabled transmission. He said

KTLA's recording equipment
would - be in operation hy end of

the week and that shows will be ';

distributed much the same as Para-

mount sells and releases its films.

KNBH's Hal Bock called on the

tele industry to develop its own
talent and added that the NBC
station would take an aggressive

lead in bringing new performers
into Video.. Tele's pressing -need
at this time, said Haan Tyler, of

KFI-TV, are programs that can be
;

put on the air with a minimum of
;

rehearsal time so that advertisers

can be attracted rather than dis-

couraged.. He told Of a clinic being :

established at the s.tation to de-

velop new accounts. Tele should

have more hours on the air, he
opined, and he concurred with the

Others that the quality of Coast

video is as good or better than
what is being telecast in the east.

.

Talent on Assembly-Line? .

1 Carleton Winckler, pro gr am .;

head of KTSL, said that the new
stations coming on the air have
forced everyone to step faster to

meet the competition. He says they
have worked on the trial-and-error

system and know a bad show when
thay see one.. Harry Witt of KTTV
told of the advantages of sharing
ownership with a newspaper (L. Ai
Times).
ABC's Richard Goggin said that

tele's biggest mistake is to work-
talent on an assembly-line basisv

Once a week, he ; averred, ivs too.-

often and five-a-week is suieidei

He said it would be fatal to ape
radio. Tele needs constant change
and those who appear too oftett :

will only burn themselves out with

viewers, he declared. Don

ord of Feb. 5 . , , Next meeting of
the National Television Film Coun-
cil scheduled for tomorrow (Thurs
day) night at the Brass Rail, N. Y.
eatery. American Television So-
ciety prez Charles J. Durban is

guest speaker. . .James Warwick's
meller, "Blind Alley," already
staged both in legit and films, set
for CBS-TV's "Studio One" Jan. 30

. . . Film feature on the General
Motors Auto Show, slated for the
Waldorf-Astoria Jan. 20-27, sched-
uled for transmission on the full
CBS-TV web Jan. 24 . Bunin Pup-
pets featured in CBS-TV's "Lucky
Pup" show scheduled for appear-
ances on the stage of two Queens
theatres Feb. 5.

Rita Colton, recent Life mag
cover girl on the basis of her tele
appearance on ABC-TV's "Holly-
wood Screen Test," cast in an in-
genue role in "Pride and Prejur
dice" on next Sunday's (23) pre-
sentation of the "PhiIco Television
Playhouse" on NBC-TV . . . Film
star Charles Korvin co-starring
with Luise Rainer on "Chevrolet
Tele-Theatre" Monday (24) on
NBC-TV

Forbes, appearing for KLAC-TV in

the absence of Don Fedderson, in-

dicated his station would concen-
trate on sportS;

Hollywood .

IMPPRO toppers, Harlan Thomp-
son, Herb Strock and Paul Garri-
son, inked contracts with Noel Gur-
ney retaining him as "special rep-
resentative" in all business matters
pertaining to production Spd dis-

,
(Continued on page 34)

.

WNBT, N.Y., Swinging Into

Line as Daytime Video

Airing Gains Momentum
Daytime television, tried and

proved commercially successful by
the DuMont network, is apparent-
ly here to stay. Latest web to join
the ranks is NBC-TV, which re-

vealed p!ans to back up its daily
curtain time on WNBT, key N. Y.
flagship, from the present 5:30
p.m. to 3 p.m. New schedule,
forerunner of : full daytime opera-
tions, tees off Feb. 1, witli plans
calling for the station to take the
air at noon soon afterwards.

Disclosure of the WNBT plans
follows by a week those for WJZ-
TV, the ABC web's N. Y. outlet,
which is scheduled to launch in
mid-February a two-hour morning
show slanted mainly : for house
wives. Titled "Market Melodies," i

the WJZ-TV show will feature
special services for femme audi-
ences, together with guest inter-

views and recorded music. WNBT
has lined up a string of performers
to take over, including health edu-
cation expert Claire Mann, actress
Bess Johnson, who'il conduct a;

woman's club show, and Maria
Cimino of the N, Y. Public Librarj',

Who'll present literary c Jas.sics for

moppet viewers. •
-

It Costs $1,000 Daily

To Run Tele Station,

NAB's Survey Shows
Washington, Jan. 18.

The National Assn. of Broad-

casters last week estimated the

average minimum cost of operat-

ing a mythical metropolitan tele-

vision station at $356,000, or

approximately $1,000 a day. The
estimate was based on a schedul?

of ZXVi hours a week, emplpying
network; film, remote and studio

programs.

In a report prepared for mem-
bers who contemplate entering the

television field, NAB said that out-

lays of $1,000 a day are not un-

common among existing stations.

A breakdown of the estimate

showed an expense of $80,000

annually for 14 hours per week of

network programs, $65,000 fof

seven hours of film, $60,000 for

seven hours of remote telecasts^,

and $90,000 for 3V^ hours of studio

shows. Another $55,000 is shown

for transmitter operajtion for ou

hours a week (includes 18i,i hours

of test pattern) and $3,000 is ear-

marked for studio-transmitter

link.

By applying the formula used in

arriving at its estimate f'"' *

metropolitan class station, NAB
stated, an annual operating cost oi

slightly more than $100,000 cart

also be shown. But such an e^
pehse would provide for » ®Y
verely restricted operation wiin a

community-class transmitter ana

no programming source but pei-

work," tho report said.
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$10,000,000 SPORTS GATE NEARS
Overdoing It

While the jury is still out, the guess here is that somebody has

booted one W sending Arthur Godfrey to the post twice a week

on television. The basis for this pessimistic crystal gazing is the

tremendous rate at which video eats tip material and talent.

Triple that of radio. And there's too much radio in Godfrey's

second program. That's another reason. There's too. much radio

in almost all video live shows from vaudeo to sports.

Godfrey starts the week Monday nights with his half hour for

Lipton's Tea and bounces right back Wednesday night doing a

full hour for Chesterfield cigarets. This second session looms as

the trouble maker. It's a lot of Godfrey and added to the Monday

night shindig it's more than enough Godfrey regardless of ^irhat

segment of the network either program covers. On the Lipton 30

minutes Godfrey Is backed by the professional talent opportunity

tryouts. There are people to be displayed, things happen, things

move and it is on and off in a half hour. The Wednesday night

60' minutes Is merely a transfer of Godfrey's morning AM show

for its same sponsor, routined and photographed as she iplays.

The mistake is figuring that television is radio or close enough

for Lll' Arthur to push anything across.

' Where the Chesterfield presentation stubs its toe is in its ram-

blln' and amblin', taking its time while depending too much on

Godfrey. Everybody does just about what they do mornings ex-

cept that now it's in front of a camera, and- this won't do at all

because an hour on tel is longer than an hour on radio. For

instance, thfe support people with Godfrey. They hinder as much
as help. Neither the boy nor girl vocalists know how to handle

themselves in front of the camera, the quartet groups itself

around a mike and the orchestra laughs at Godfrey's "locals."

There isn't enough animation on or in the show. But not even

the liberties allowed Godfrey in his informality should permit

him to display and prolong into a bit a small model privy labeled

"Arthur Godfrey's Office'" with "three desks inside" as he re-

marked and. held up to show. All right, so it was funny in the

saloons. Say that Mom and Pop and the kids (if the modern
youngster recognizes a privy from the outside) laughed at it.

Nejrertheless this is bathroom comedy and television is coming
into the home on a plane never reached by radio. So what about

the girl entertaining her beau? They decide to watch Arthur
Godfrey and he pulls out a privy for them to look at. Cute. How
many couples has radio embarrassed with its laxative commer-
cials?

However, the point here is not the question of judgment or taste,

CBS will take care of that, the object is to bring out that a per-

former can queer himself in television by being on too long or too

often. A bad show simply hastens the process. Another theory, or

guess, is that the smartest thing Milton Berle could do right now
is take himself off the Texaio show. Despite the recently gained

mid-west network Berle will always be a welcome jprbgram addi-

tion out there while the east has now seen him for 33 weeks. That's

ft lot of weeks at the Colonial or Riverside and is there so much
difference? The exiting might be good while they would be asking,

"What happened to Berle?" "When's Berle coming back?" He has
long since been repeating bits, pieces of business, gags, and has
fallen into the same set introductory phrases in bringing on the
other acts. That's not all Berle's fault. It's those 33 weeks. Maybe
it is time for a rest.

Then what about Lanny Ross? He's been on the Swift show 43

weeks. That's longer than Berle, yet the comparison is not good
. because .Ross gives a different ^ype of performance. He is quiet,

pleasant,1and sings a nice song where Berle explodes. Still, Ross is

another who should watch himself in this respect.

It could be that the "time to get lost" idea may be best applicable
to the "names" who make or break television shows. But it is some-
thing for every performer to keep in mind. The day also could be
approaching when sponsors who sign for 26, 39, or 52 weeks may
present two or three different programs within the period of that
same contract. Why? To get that change of pace and play the ace
talent close to the vest. Such is .television and the speed with which
it devours what it sees.

Public Stock Issue May Be

Made by Lion, Formed

-By SirNMm Execs
Reports that Lidn Television

«-orp., recently organized by a
gioup-of six New York film execs,
may float a public stock issue were
confirmed by Earle W. Hammons,Uon prexy, Monday (17). Ham-
mons declared, however, that if the

Ir^Ult^
issued it won't be for

another year or more.
Former Educational Pictures

osnL?"^.^^*' I'^o"- with a paid-in

Sinn nnn''^?".'"'^
°f slightly over

Mr,?°°V ^'^^ plenty of coin to

>»n ,L ' Pi'^-ient plans for setting

Z P^duction units, financ-

vL,?} ,
^""1 building shows,

firs vt?;'
progress during the

0 the TV "'^/^"^'^l development
1 me rv mdustry will determine

^Continued on page;35)'

.

THEATRE GUILD GETS

TV SPONSOR NIBBLES
Theatre -Guild series of television

legl'ters may take the air before
the summer. Guild execs a re cur-

rently dickering with two inter-

ested bankrollei-s and confident

that, if they don't sign one within

the next couple of weeks, they'll

definitely bag one to start the

series next fall.

Guild ran a series of hour-long

plays on NBC-TV last year as sus-

tainers. It had almost set General
Foods to pick up the tab this' year

but the deal fell through when the

estimated budget was hiked about

$5,000 Weekly over the original fig^

ure. OF wanted to slot the show
in the Sunday night 8 to 9 slot on
NBC-TV. Opposition of Philco,

which staged its "Television Play-

house" an hour later on .the same
web, is also believed to have helped
nix the pact

NEW TIEIITIIE IV

IS

By BOB STAHL
That boxoffice gate of $10,000,^

000 and: over for top sports events,
long predicted as the end result of
theatre .television's development;
may occur much sooner than ori-
ginally anticipated through the
manufacture of a theatre TV sys-
tem slated to sell for about $5,000
—or about one-seventh the cost of
the methods now in yse.:
Fact that this new. system will

thus be within the reach of many
indie exhibitors is expected to pro-
vide the final impetus to the for-
mation of a'nationwide theatre tele
circuit comprising hundreds of
theatres, whose accumulated b.o.

take would provide both exhibitors
and sports promoters with the big-
gest gates in history. Manufacture
and sale of the sets will be the first

move of Arthur Levey, Scophony
Corp. of America prez, following
the Government's action last week
in throwing the- Scophony patents
on the market via a consent decree
in the SCA anti-trust suit.

Levey, now planning a pilot
plant to develop the system which
has been held back since before the
war, has already started dickering
with top indie exhibs in the metro-
politan New .York area for installa-
tion of the units in their houses.
He huddled last week with Max A.
Cohen, prez of the Cinema Circuit,
whose New Amsterdam theatre on
42d street, N. Y., has been wired
for TV. He also' plans talks with
Si H. Fabian, recently revealed to
have started formation of an. exhib
syndicate to promote and book
sports events to theatres.'

Home Tele Sets Angle
Scophony system,- which is equal-

ly, applicable for home tele sets,

incorporates the only alternate
method yet devised to the cathode-
ray tube receiver. Instead of the
cathode-ray kinoiscope, Scophony
utilizes a "supersonic" cell, based
on a system of optical storage.
Through storing, the light in the
cell, it's possible, according to
Levey, to project TV images on a
full-sized theatre screen using only
carbon-arc: lamps for projection.
Thus, Levey said, in addition to
the comparatively . low cost of the
unit, exhibs will be able to oper-
ate the. system using only their
regular projectionists. As a result,
a further considerable savings Will
be effected through elimination of
the highly-trained and: high-
sularied technicians necessary for
all other theatre TV systems now
in use.

Levey is now mulling the feasi'
bility of leasing: the: .units to ex-
fiibitors at a small fee, instead of
selling them outright. Whichever
me^thod he decides on, he hopes to

get the system into operation in as

many theatres as possible immedi-

(Continued on page 32)

TV Coming to Grips for First Time

With Smmner Replacement Problem

MCA V». MCA
Those all-embracing tenta-

cles of the Music Corp, of
America will get tangled with
each other tonight (Wedi).
CBS-TV, af 10 p.m., launches

the first of a series of boxing
matches promoted by the
Tournament of Champions, of
which MCA is a 25% owner.
At the same time, ABC-TV and
DuMont will be carrying a
pickup from Washington of
President Truman's '-'g a 1 a"
celebration, most of the talent
for which is being booked di-^

rectly by MCA, Outfit, con-
sequently; will be virtually

competing with itself to snare :

viewers.

Webs Refuse To

Relinquish Co-ax

ForO.C/Gala

NBC BUYS SCHWERIN

TESTER FOR VIDEO
Horace Schwerin's "pre-testing

whilft-you-wait" system of qualita-

tive audience: research will be pro^
jected into television for the first

'time in about 60 days under a deal

set this week between Schwerin
and NBC. Plan calls for the
Schwerin reactometer, an elec-

tronic recording device, to -be u.sed

by- audiences of about 75 people to

judge a group of half-hour NBC
video shows.

System measures the instantane-
ous reaction of individual viewers
to each phase of programming.
Thus, NBC hopes to find the an-
swers to such current video stick-

,lers as the best screen size for
maximum viewing pleasure, the
preference of the public for live vs.

film shows, the determination of
audience viewing fatigue, etc.

Viewers will also judge such fac-
tors as the sequence of program-
ming, camera techniques and the
type of shows that can . best be:

simulcast.
Deal was set up with Schwerin

by NBC tele chief Carleton D.
Smith and research director Hugh
M. BeviUe, Jr. •

'

•Midwest television viewers will

see only the last part of President

I

Truman's pre-inaugural ; " g a 1 a
"

,
from Washington tonight . (Wed.),
despite, the fact the committee han-
dling the affair has made, the venr
tire show available to video for
free._ Complete inauguration cere-
monies and parade . tomorrow
(Thurs.) and the Presidential Ball
tomorrow night, however, will be
carried on the full east and mid-
west networks.

Snarl on tonight's show • was
created by NBC and CBS, both of

I

whom refuse to relinquish their

I

time on the east to midwest coaxial
'cable. NBC has the "Kraft Tele-
vision Theatre" in the 9 to 10 p.m.
slot, which is fed to all intercon-:

nected stations. CBS tonight
preems its Tournament of Cham-
pions boxing matches at 10 p.m.,
under sponsorship of Ballantine's.
As a result of the cable tieup, ABC
and DuMont will carrjt^ the D.G.
show from its 9 p.m. curtain only
on their eastern webs, CBS will
cut in as soon as the fight is over,
at which time the "gala" will go
out

-
to the. midwestern stations,

NBC may not carry tonight's show
at all.

ABC, CBS and NBC take the air
at ir:30 tomorrow morning for a
pickup of the inauguration cere-
monies and . parade, planning to
remain with the show for the full

seven hours it's expected to last.

DuMont will carry the ceremonies
from 11:30 to 12:30, then cut to its

daytime programming for an hour
and i-eturn with Washington from
1:30 to 4. All four webs will share
in the pool pickup from the ball
tomorrow night, from 10 to 10:30.

Television industry this year ttie
the first time will give serious
thought: to summer replacements
for

:
some of the more expensive

shows on the air. Present indica-
tions are that some of the top
Hooperated programs, because of
an anticipated slump in viewing,
will either take a 13Tweek hiatus or
else undergo a drastic budget prun'^
ing. "Philco Television Playhouse,"
aired Sunday nights on the NBC-
TV web, has already been ear-
marked for the hiatus route.

Despite the mushrooming growth
in receiver set circulation and net-
working facilities, broadcasters are
convinced that the audience dip
will be much more pronounced ::

than it's ever been in radio. Un-
like AM, which can stiU count on
a quota: :o£'.'summer listeners be-
cause- of automobile and portable
sets which can be carried to the
beaches, tele has no such vacation
receivers to rely on. With the ex-

'

ception of those resorts within re-
ceiving' distance of metropolitan
TV transmitters, tele will be a lost
cause for vacationers.
Problem hasn't cropped up until

now because, until 1948, ; there
were few expensive programs: on
the air. sponsors to woriT aboufc
Today,- however, with "Philco"
costing some $15,000 weekly, Mil-
ton Berle's "Texaco Star Theatre"
hitting the $12,000 budget marker
on certain weeks, and other top-

,

production shows costing similar
sums, advertisers want a promise
of full coverage; Whether "Texaco'?;
remains on the air throughout the-
summer hasn't been decided, but
Berle will definitely take a vaca-
tion, with less costly guests sub-
bing if the show stays on.
What will : happen to the time

franchises established, by adver-
tisers who decide on the hiatus is .

still a moot- point. It's expected,
however, that they'll follow the
same procedure as in radio. Either-
the same advertiser will slot in a
lower-budgeted show during the
summer months, or else give way
to another sponsor or sustaining
program on the guarantee he'll be
able to: recoup the franchise next
fall. Philco is tentatively mulling
a new show, budgeted at about $6,-:

500, for the dog days but hasn't yet
decided on its format.
Those networks carrying a full

complement of expeh.sive sustain-
ers, such as CBS^TV, may find the
summer an especially difficult pe-
riod to contend with. If no spon-
sors are tagged for such programs
as the "Morey Amsterdam Show,"
"The Goldbergs" and "Make Mine
Music" before June, the web must
decide whether, to pull them for
the summer, months, which would; ^

reduce by that much its chances of
coming up, with a bankroller, or
keep them' on the air to play to a
greatly-reduced audience.

WPIX Begs Oif on D.C.
Pool; Fee Too High

N. Y. Daily News' WPIX will not
carry any of the pool pickup from
Washington of President Truman's
inauguration ceremonies because
of the high per-.<!tation cost of the
pool, reported at about $1,600 for
each participant,

Station, Which is strictly a local
operation, feels the cost is too high
in view: of the . fact that the same
show will be carried by the four
major networks' outlets, giving
viewers in the N. Y. metropolitan
area a chance to tune in on them.
WPIX management was willing to
come in for the inauguration cere-
monies only tomorrow (Thurs.)
morning, but gave up on that idea
also when the other participants re-
fused to pro-rate the cost.

JIPLS. EENTAI SEEVICE
;

Minneapolis, Jan. IS. ?

TV is getting ihto wider circula-
tion here as the j-esult of set rental
service which some dealers have

I inaugurated to offset slow sales,
i Pilot portable sets are available
I for as low as $2.50 per 'week rental,

CLUB 15 MAY MAKE TV

BOW ON DON LEE WEB
Campbell's Soup's: Club 15,

which emanates nightly from the
Coast, may begin experimental-
television broadcasts soon on the
Don Lee network. This string, part
of Mutual, has been airing video
performance of a.m. broadcasts
occupying other networks. Camp--,
bell's show is on CBS nationally.
Lou Levy, nianager of the An-

drew^: Sisters &rid' owner" of Leeds"
Music, flew from N. Y. to the Coast
Monday (17) to participate in dis-

cussions on video tests for the trio.

Govt, to Sell Patents

On Projection Devices
Washington, : Jam 18.

Six patents for television image
projection devices, held by the Of-
fice of Alien Property, were
thrown open yesterday (17) on a
royalty-^free, non-exclusive basis to

anyone who would pay $15 per
patent.

Title was formerly held by Man-
fred von Ardenne/ a German. List

of the patents is available without
cost at the Office of. Alien PrO|»«

6rty, Depf, of Justice,' Washington*-
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THE GOLDBERGS
tVith Gertrude Bertr. Philip Loeb,

.Arleite MoQuade, Larry Kobln-
son, Biith Gilbert, Celia Adler,

Eli Mi9tz. Harry Davis. Roy
Irvine

Writer: Miss Berg
Producer: Worthington Miner

,

Director: Walter Hart
30 Mins.; Mon., 8 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS-TV, from New Yorit

Gertrude Berg's longtime radio

paclcage "The Goldbergs" has

been revamped Into a video pre-

sentation by CBS, with the TV se-

ries: preeming Monday (17) in the

8 p.m. period. With a floclc of capa-

ble actors, including Mrs. Berg's

return to the Molly role,
.
and

Philip Loeb (both of whom headed
up last' season's "Me and Molly''

legit version on Broadway), and
with Worthington Miner giving it

a topgrade production aura, "The
Goldbergs" in its sight-and-sound
revival came off on its initial pre-

sentation as one of the top en-

trants of the season. There's no
basic change in the familiar char-
acterizations, but it's as though a
new dimension has been added to

bring them to life Via the new me-
dium.

Despite a 17-year reign on ra-

dio, "The Goldbergs" as video fare

Is still alive and kicking. Mrs.
Goldberg is warm and real. On the
initial installment she came to

erlps with a situation (the search
ior-an partment) familiar to most
viewers, and vested the story line
with a charm that was completely
captivating. The characters were
vital; the dialog smooth ahd in

tune.
One of the first situation comedy

packages to hit the bigtime in TV,
^'The Goldbergs" will probably
spark a succession. It Mrs. Berg
can continue in the same vein, as
In her initial installment, but keep
her Molly from becoming sac-

charine and also beware of setting
her up as a plaster saint, she has
a valuable TV property. It is cer-
tainly a departure from tele's pat-
tern to date and a welcome addi-
tion. ^

Both .producer Miner and direc-
tor Walter Hart have utilized their
show biz know-how to advantage
in translating the Molly saga for
video. The camera work hurdled
many of its usual handicaps and
turned out a slick job of synchron-
ization. The production was tele-

scoped to camera scale without too
much resort to closeups: The de-
tailed setting of a cluttered Bronx
apartment was perfect, contribut-
ing to the projection of the Gold-
bergs in television.

Rose.

WONDER BOY
With Erilc Rliodes, Louise Holden,

Leslie Cutler, Harold Stone,
Melody Masters, Claire & Sana

WriterrDirector: Eddie Nugent
Camera director:- Sid Davidson
30 Mins.; Tliurs., 8 p.m^
Sustaining:
WPIX, N. Y.

. "Wonder Boy" is based on a
snappy and original program idea
that's tailor-made for television.
Designed as a^weekly series, show
combines elements of tongue-in-
cheek soap opera and vaudeo with
a story line tying everything into
a palatable package of varied en-
tertainment. It may be that this
program, will crack the riddle of
how to project solid video fare on
a modest production nut.

Series is a takeoff on the tele-

Vision meSium with the script giv-
ing a broad I'ibbing to the "wonder
boy" novices of the, industry.
Erik Rliodes, whilom screen play-
er, holds down the role of a newly-
appointed TV station manager who
doesn't know an iconoscope from
,a co-ax. With the plot involving
Rhodes' simultaneous efforts to
orient himself and bring the sta-
tion out of the red, series is wide
open as to possibilities for gag
situations and. prescntatibn of var
riety acts.

On the Mckoff stanza (13), basic
characters of the series were in-
troduced and the major action re-
volved around an agent, sharply
played by Leslie, Cutler, who was
tryingH;o-sell -Rhodes -on a -couple-
of actsi This was the pretext for
ushering in a couple of turns by
the Melody Masters male quartet
and the roller-skating team of
Claire and Sana. Although these
Items were moderately good, open'

Co-ax Link Is Boff in Ciii

Despite So-So Work; Top

Reception in Cleveland
Chicago, Jan. 18.

Co-ax linking of the midwest
television network with the east

brought about a new TV audience

high here, with over 500,000 view-,

ers estimated to have seen the

web's debut last Tuesday (11)

night. Newspapers, department
and radio stores and set manufac-
turers launched an all-out promo-
tion campaign prior to the open-

ing, with several thousand sets

being sold as a result. ; .

Reception via the cable was ex-

cellent, but production-wise much
of the work was below Chi stand-

ards. Most of the camera lensing

was static, with very few attempts
being made to angle the shots.

Fades, in most instances, were
abrupt and fuzzy, with makeup,
lighting and backgrounds in many
instances inadequate. Makeup was
especially poor.
While seat holders liked the

New York fare, Milton Berle carr

rled: off :top honors with his short
preview of the "Texaco Star Thea-
tre" -show, on which he was given
a neat assist by' Harry Richman.
NBC-TV part of the preem is to

be carried as a regular feature on
the entire midwestern web. Arthur
Godfrey and the cast of his AM
radio show were good in the CBS-
TV offering, but the ],5rminute bit

showed lack of preparation, with
Godfrey forced to overdo his usur
ally top* adlibbing. He also over-
plugged his AM sponsors.
DuMont's bit, featuring the new

Tea Steele orchestra, showed good
production .mounting s but suffered
from insufficient lighting. Best
part of this segment was the short
dance turn, with the twin spot-

lighting creating a pleasant video
eflecti Standout part of the entire
hour-and-a-half cable preem was
the short film depicting the cable's

working, presented by American
Telephone & Telegraph. Difficult

technical explanation was broken
down into lay terms in a highly-
entertaining style, with the story
of how a ballet originating in N. Y.
is carried as far west as Wisconsin
proving both entertaining and in-
formative.
Formal speeches, of the four

network proxies and civic digni-
taries could best have been dis-

pensed with. A guy speaking from
behind a desk is poor video fare
at the:; best , and the way they
echoed one another with the same:
congratulatory remarks and pre-
dictions turned their stint into a
dull piece of business. Tele-tran-
scription of Dr. Allen B. DuMont
came through okay, but the video
recording of ABC prez Mark
Woods suffered from fuzziness and
weak lighting.

M »»« M »« MMM »
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Tele Follow-up Conimeiit

"Philco Television Playhouse,"

after its superlative job on "Cy-
rano de Sergerac" the previous

wefek, suffered a slump last Sun-
day (16) night when it presented

Patterson Greene's "Papa Is All.

With the exception of the fine

thesping turned in by Mady
Christians in the "Mama" role,

the hour-long legiter was a plod-

ding, melodramatic show that

failed to equal the presentation

not only of ihe .
Broadway version

from which it was adapted but
of a previous video staging two
years ago on "Kraft Television

Theatre."

Basically a character study of a
Pennsylvania Dutch family which,
revolts, against the tyrannical

father, the entire emphasis of the

play must lie in well-rounded
characterizations. With the excep-
tion of Miss Christians, who man-
aged to make her role particularly
appealing, the' rest of the cast was
far too shallow; Carl Benton Held,

recreating his original proadway
role of "Papa," never broke out
of: the one-dimensi6nal limitation,

he set for himself in the first act.

Walter Starkey, ris the son, and
Mary MacArthur (daughter of
Helen Hayes and Charles Mac-
Arthur), as the daughter were
adequate. Supporting roles were
played by Philippa Bevans, Edmon
Ryan, Anthony Carr and LIU
Valenty.

Work of producer-director Fred
Coe was also sub-standard. Script
called for no ambitious sets but
the bleakness of the two-room
scenery reflected Philco's attempt
to trim expenses after the am-
bitious "Cyrano" production. Com-
mercials-, handled as usual by Bert
Lytell and Bob Stanton; this time
with a repeat assist from magician
Russell Swan, were par for the
course.

.singer who knows audience values
|

ings evidence the sponsor was hold-
in any medium and gave a good ing a tight rein on the budget, .

account of himself. I Filmed plugs for Vel and Lus-

Other highspot was. Witli Car-
|

tre-peme Shara^^^

ter, who came up with some • di- 1
that filmed intro to the pl.ty via

verting material rapidly projected. :

scenes of a theatre auditorium and
His fast and brash delivery has
made him an important asset on
the Berle displays several times.

Carter's turn was capped by a fi-

nale in which Berle and Fatso
Marco did a trio of three Jimmy
Durantes. :' The multiplication of
famous personalities has been a
sock running gag on this show.

One of tlie major disappoint-
ments was Patricia Morison's ap-
pearance. The cameras and audio
equipment failed to make the most
of her qualifications. It's possi-

ble that Miss Morison in having to
get off- in a hurry to perform in

the "Kiss Me, Kate" legiter may
have provided a mental hazard.
Her rendition of "Beguiner' and a
satire on the Mn and Mrs. air-

shows didn't stamp her as video
material.

There were some moments in the
surrounding show. Guerre's seals
were satisfactory,, and Ming ' and
Ling did some okay selling: of hill-

billy songs and gags. Sid Stone^s
pitchman commercial- was enliv-
ened by a fast chattering femme.
It's still the best sales spiel in
video.

Experimental Chi
"Stand By for Crime," 15-minute

murder mystery staged by ABC-
TV from Chicago as its part of the
co-ax . preem, demonstrated that
Chi TV'ers: hayen't yet passed the
experimental stage of video dra-
matics. Resembling Look mag's
crime quiz in format, the show
suffered from a weak story, inept
acting and the director's appar-
ent indecision on how far to carry
his use of the subjective camera
technique. Web rates credit for
trying to break away from the
vaudeo .stylizing of the other three
networks, but 1!5 minutes is hardly
long enough to make a dramatic
show of any kind pay off.

Playwright Marc Connelly intro-
duced the show from N. Y.. with
the web then switching to Chi for
the play. At the finish, the cut was
made back to N. Y. for Connelly
to guess the murderer. A.T.&T.,
incidentally, should do something
to eliminate the time lag in that
cable switching, which resulted in:

too many dead screen pauses.

Cleveland Hypo
Cleveland, Jan. 18i

Co-ax video is giving . this area
a hypo in programming and TV
set - sales. NBC's WNBK—and
Scripps-Howard'S WEWS wel-
comed last Tuesday nights' mar-
riage with the east with brief
intro ceremonies and all-out prop-
aganda. It's the propaganda that's
believed responsible for hypoed

ing show committed the error of i
.set sales of almost 24,000 as of

holding them too long. The acts I Jan. 1 and estimates that sets will
slowed down the madcap comedy

[
move henceforth at a 2,000 per

pace which Eddie Nugent, both as month rate.
writer and director. Imparted to

the opening show. If Nugent can
maintain this^ sharp satirical edge,
series will prove a surefire winner.
Rhodes performs expertly as a

befuddled, frightened and pedantic
character. Louise Holden, as his

assistant, contributed one of the

bright Spots of the show with her
glib, free-wheeling thesping style.

Other players in lesser parts added

to all-arouiid pleasantry.
'

. Herni.

Co-ax reception here is tops.
Network shows will give WNBK
35 hours ; of . : operation when all

.schedule kinks have been ironed
out. according to TV chief Charles
Bevis. .Tr. At WEWS, the station
can pick from three other webs
that are ofl'ering approximately 30
hours of Chicago and N. Y. shows.
At the moment, the schedule snag
is tying up active local program-
ming expansion. Because of the
flow of netw^i'k co-ax hei'e,

"Toast of the Town" hit a
better-than-average clip on CBS-
TV Sunday night (16), powered
mainly by Rudy Vallee's repeat
turn on the show. ' Climaxing a
good layout of vaudeo items, Val-
lee came on with an easy-going
rendition of "Button and Bows"
and stayed to dominate .the last

quarter-hour of the show. Teamed
with Bob , Evans, alsb spotted
earlier,' Vallee displayed some of:

his amateur ventriloquism with
nice impact. Better camera work,
which could have covered up Val-
lee's lip movements, would have
helped but, 'in any case, the
crooner's ingeniously constructed
dummy stole the honors by doing
everything but talking by itself.

Still anotiier facet of Vallee's tal-

ents was highlighted in an origi-

nal number, "Where To," a 'full-

dress monolog, set to music, about
New York cabbies that had plenty
of dramatic punch. Once again,
he showed as a "natural" for
video. Other reprise acts on the
bill included Pat C. Flick, with
some more of ; his off-stage heck-
ling, and Nanette Fabray, who
did a neat rendition of "My Ideal
Man."
Program opened with a sock

routine by Waally Boag. trickster

with rubber balloons^ He topped
off his series, of stunts with a fancy
terplng, routine; : Two other items
were solid comedy bits. Jean' Car-
roll gave a fast spiel of gags, halt-
ing at the end of each snapper for
the studio reaction, which was gen-
erally loud. Evans delivered with
firstrate ventriloquist comedies
that hurdled poor camera techni-
que in handling this sort of act.

"Winner Take All," CBS-TV
sustainer for the last six months,
went commercial for the Chevro-
let dealers last Thursday (13)

with another well-designed sight-
and-sound quiz show. Format of
the program (also aired over AM
on another: day) continues as a
competition of wits between two
studio participants, the winner re-
ceiving sumptuous giveaways and
a chance to compete again until
beaten. Chief . asset of this show
is the eye ' appeal of the brain-
teasers a?, for example, the use of
live models and films in the formu-
lation of the questions. ;Topn«tch
plugs for the bankroUer, also on
film were neatly integirated inko
the quiz operation. ' Bud Collyer,
as emcee, does an effective job in
keeping the show rolling at an ex-
citing pace and keeping both the
studio audience and participants
under control. Like the other Bill
Todman-Mark Goodson creation,
"Stop the Music," this program has
parlayed the giveaway gimmiclc
into solid dialer fare.

a playbill was novel. I'rodiicer
made the mistake, however, of run-
ning the same auditorium sequence
twice during the show, thereby ^

negating its usefulness.

"Man Who Came to Dinner," the
George S. Kaufman -Moss Hart
comedy which has already clicked
in both legit and films, achieved
almost as much success in its video
version Sunday (16) niglit in the
"Ford Television Theatre" series on
CBS-TV. Tele script, adapted by
Max Wilfc and Ellis Marcus* man-
aged to retain most of the original's
best lines while still eliminating
the blue remarks, and the cast,

production and direction were tot)-'

notch.

Only fault lay in the -casting of
Edward Everett Hortdn as the
vitriolic Sheridan Whiteside. Hor-
ton did an. excellent Job and was

'

probably as mean in . the role as
either Monty Woolley or Alexander
Woollcott ever were. Fact that' he's
been typed for so long as a namby-
pamby character, however, unfor-
tunately made his acute acidity
difficult to absorb. Vicki Cummings
as the ham actress, Rex G'Malley as

"

Beverly Carlton and Kevin Mc-
Carthy as the young newspaper
editor were excellent- and were
followed closely by' Whitford Kane ;

as the doctor and Judy ParrLsh
as Whiteside's secretary, Maggie.
Mary Wickes and John Mariotte
recreated well their original roles'

as the nurse and butler, respec-
tively. Zero Mostel was interesting
in the "Banjo" part, but displayed
a ; particular aptitude for scene-

stealing. Production supervision,
in the hands of Kenyon & Eckhardt
tele chief Garth Montgomery, was ,

fine. Samuel Leve's setting of the
home in which Whiteside was in-

terned was excellent and Ben Lud-
low's scoring punched up the play's
theme. Direction by Marc Daniels
of both the thesps andcameras was :

standout.

"Actors Studio" presented a dis-
turbingly grim play over ABC-TV
Sunday night (16) which, despite
•its bitter taste, rated as one of the
top offerings of this series. Drama,
adapted by David Shaw from "The
Little Wife" by William March,
was marked by good writing, su-
perb acting and clever production.
Tom Ewell etched a deeply mov-
ing portrait of a man who refuses
to accept the news that his wife
has died in childbirth. Focal
setting for the play was a well-
designed railroad car wherein
Ewell,

Perry Como's television broad-
casts for Chesterfield (Fri. onl.i',

NBT, including repeatj have be-
come in the few weeks since the
first broadcast, almost models' for
similar shows. In fact, the pfodiic'
ers of the shows have gone from
one extreme to the other. Whereas
the opening' video -AH simnlcast
presented the picture of tele lenses
lookiilg in on a regular broadcast,
last Friday's performance, due to
the presence of Borrah Minevitch's
Rascals, was strictly a video show.
On the AM broadcast at 7 p.m„
Como and his. regular crew: racked
up a solid show. But, in Minevitch's
act, the byplay with the half-pint
laugh man in the act was indistin-

guishable. All the AM. audience
heard were those harmonicas and-
rousing audience howls wliich they
couldn't understand. Later, the
repeat video performance brought
it into focus. This show was ex-

with a mad intensity, belabors the I

cellent. Como, by now accustomed
other passenger.s with constant i to cameras due to picture work in
chatter about his happy household.

|
Hollywood, is free and relaxed both

Unfolding via flashbacks with vocally and otherwise, lie - looks

Milton Berle gave another top-
flight vaudeo exhibit on -'Texaco
Star Theatre" (11) after getting off
to a comparatively spotty start-.

Berle apparently had some trouble
warming up—after - all,, it's virtu-
ally impossible to start off with a
gag that fells the. audience pronto.
"Comi'c bad' to provide a selection"
until , he came uji with one that
Served:the purpose. However, the
combination of Berleisms and some
upper-category acts accomplished
the usual Grade A result.

. With this layout, the show in-
dicated that it has straightened out
its overtime problem. It was one
of the rare instances when layout
finished on the button, permitting
the final scene to end gracefulljr
and allow the singing commercial
finale.

The sock of the session was con-
tained in the last half of the show
via a minstrel show satire with
Benny Fields acting as interlocutor
and Berle and Jaclc Carter working
as endmen. Gags were fast and
corny and produced a nostalgic
feeling that closed the show with a
warm feeling. Fields is a superior

film clips serving as bridges, story
cut back to Ewell's relationship
with his wife and mother-in-law.
Although the, curtain came down
too abruptly, rest of the produc-
tion was smooth and well-inte^
grated, Kim Hunter, as the wife,
also played with touching sincerity
while the rest of the cast helped
to sustain the play's haunting at-
mosphere of tragedy lurking be-
neath the cliches of parlor car
talk.

"Colgfatc Theatre" improved
slightly Monday (17) night with its
presentation of "Murder by
Choice" on the NBC-TV web but
the

_
series still has far to go to

achieve the pace and quality of
other^video-dramatic shows. Chief-
trouble on round, two lay in Ian
Maxwell Smith's adaptation of
Robert M. Yoder's short story,
which attempted to relate the tale
through the off-.screen narration
of the lead character; Result was
a slow, static tempo which failed
to achieve the suspense -the mys-
tery meller should have had, in
view of .- its .interesting theme,

Cast also failed to toe the line
under the faltering supervision of
producer Vic McLeod and director
Hal Keith. Myrtle Tannahill, as
the woman faced with the choice
of giving death or life to her
hated son-in-law, was far too flam-
boyant in the role and Edward
Cullen showed a tendency tovir«rd

melodrama as the doctor. Augusta
Dabney and Wiiliani N. Neil were
slightly better as th^ young coiiplej

Setk and other production mounV

good, and the script and mike
shortcomings so evident on the

opening show have been cleaned
up. Too, the camera work is good.
For example, numbers calling for

brief interpolations in Como songs
by the Fontaine Sisters brought a

montage of Como and the girls

delivering at the same time.
But the show's producers must

remember in handling guest acts

that the larger audience is on AM.

ALSOP, ASHER TO MAKE

VIDEO PIX IN ENGLAND
Radio producer Carlton Also?

and-Irving Asher, long a film-jiiaker_

with Warners in Britain, haye

joined in a venture which calls for

production of 26 streamlined fea-

tures for television as well as an

unspecified number of 121 i minute

shorts. Films will all be made m
England, Alsop revealed pi ior to

sailing from New York Saturday

(15) on the Caronia. Features WiU

be 27 minutes in length.

While moving into the video

field, Alsop said that he'll con-

tinue his radio activities as well as

his work as a talent agent. Ashcr,

who also sailed on the Caronia,

was with Warners for 14 years in

Britain before the war and also

headed his own lA Productions.

More recently he's been rather in-

active. Alsop expects to feturn v>

the U. S. In about two months.
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YOUR MAGIC WINDOW
With Ed Schauehency, M a r y

Martha Briney, Mayor David I..

Lawrence, County Commlssjoner

John Kane. Dr. AHen B. DuMont,
Homestead Steel Male Chorus.

Television Kids. Polish Falcons.

Slim Bryant and the Wildcats,

. Pittsburgh Savoyards, Helene

and Howard, Al Schacht, Evans

Family, Maurice Spltalny's Orch
Producer-Director: James L. Cad-

(Sd^Mins., Tues., Jan. 11, 8:30 p.m.

DuMont-WDTV, Pittsburgh

Inaugural show of PitlsBurgh's

first television station, DuMont-
owned WDTV. probably served its

chief purpose, which was to ac-

nuaint the city with the new thing

it had just inherited. Since set-

owners and those who could crowd
into public places with video

Screens had for the most part never
lamped a TV presentation, the in-

terest was centered more on the

medium itself than the entertain-

ment. A good thing, too, since on
the latter score, "Your Magic
Window" missed out on nearly
every count.
With couple of exceptions^, entire

progfam had the look of one of

those well -intentioned pageants
civic-minded bodies are always
putting on. and it made for a

pretty dull hour onr the screen. Of
^ course, ; all the dry gab - between
owner (Dr. Allen DuMont) and city

(Mayor Lawrence) and county
' (Commissioner John Kane) officials

didn't help matters much, but then
that's an inevitable part of opening
ceremonies and couldn't be helped.
What could have been^ helped,

however,: was the quality of the
entertainers WDTV picked for the
tecoil'. It wasn't that all of them
in their own right aren't okay per-
formers,, but put together for TV,
there wasn't any consistent sock,
and. by the time the novelty itself

had worn off. ennui had set in.

Helene and Howard, comedy danc-
ers, came on late and delivered
the first bonafide sock with the -best .

. iparts of their standard act. and
Evans Family 'of four also deliv-
ered at the .finish with their flashy,
showrwise terping. These two turns
were the extent of the- vaude and
provided, the only visual excite-
ments of the inaugural.
Expected parade of name talent

to wrap up the tremendous tub*
thumping for television in Pitts-
burgh didn't materialize and Du-

"Mont interests were ^apparently
content to slide by as inex-
pensively as possible, and put it

: on a purely local basis, with some
emphasis on nationalistic groups.

. such" as the Pittsburgh Polish Fal-

.' cons doing their native polkas, a
segment that fell flat, by the way.
Al Schacht was brought on to do
his basebair panto and it also
drafged the layout down to a limp.
For a strictly sports crowd. Schacht

. may be okay , but his spot here was
not only a trial but a mystery as
'Well..'-

For the m.c, "Your Magic Win

AMERICAN MINSTRELS OF
1919

With Jack Carter, Pick & Pat,
' Estelle Sloan, Smith 8c Dale,
Mary Small, Nelson's Cats,
Jimmy Birrell

Calgary Bros,, Vic Miray Orch
Producer: Ed Wolfe
Director: Fred Carr
Writer: Billy K. Wells
Sustaining
60 Mins,, Thurs., 8 p.m.
-ABC, from New York

The combination of minstrelsy

Top Radio Names Get

KNBH Video Preem Off

With H'wood Flourish

, :

:
Hollywood. Jan. 18.

, Gales of 75 - mile velocity
vvMitjped around Mt. Wilson trans-
mitter site , giving KNBH,' NBC s

new telestatton, ' 9. •s.hA.kj; debut
Sunday .(16), TeehhicianiS Stood

, , J ... , .. . v, by with makeshift equipment , to
and modern vaudeville doesn't .lell keep station on the air in event of
on the Ed Wolfe package "Amen-

1 antenna damage
can Minstrels of 1949." The mix- Opening show" ran three hours
lure of two eras of American a„d 40 minutes, with set owners

w^.^Ik ""'™^^"^*-"*---''*'^'*''- *i hailing the station, the sixth lo-
woikable corabmation in tins m-jcally, for clarity and sharpness of

picture. Program gave a strictly
stance.

KUKLA. FRAN AND OLLIE
With Fran Allison, Burr Ttillstrom
30 Mins.i Mon.'4]ira-Fri., 1 p.in.

RCA-VICTOR
NBC-TV, from Chicago

(J; Wolter T/ioTiipson >

Seen for the last 18 months over
WBKB in Chicago where it has
gained top-rating prominence, th.is

charming puppet show has come
east via the coaxial route to widen
its circle of fans. Program is

geared for juve audiences but ha.s

an appeal, like all good kid entei>
tainnient, which cuts across all age
levels.

This half-hour session is peopled
by a fanciful species..of puppet
characters who, through the ex-
pert manipulation and vocal calis-

thenics of operator Burr Tillstrom
brash and fast-talking emceeT Jack Kwood Zh with m.nvr^^^^

'^^^^ developed their own separate
PartPi- th« sWnw foiiftn o.,f-

H^oilywood touch, with many lartio ner.sona itie.s. Onlv live ulaVer onCarter, the show fails to spark suf-
ficiently to meet video's needs. •

There are several factors con-
tributing to the sub-par presenta-
tion. Surrounded by fast modern
acts, the: leisurely, paced and old-
time; entertainment offered by

names making their first vidt'o

appearance.
Formal dedication' had on tap

Earl Warren, Mayor Fletcher Bow-
ron, Sheriff Eugene Biscailuz,
Charles Denny, of NBC. Ed Mur

personalities. Only live player on
the show: is Fran Allison, good^
looker with a warm direct' quality
that pro.iects .across the TV screen..

.The; main' puppet characters, are
Kuhla, a dwarfish chatterbox, and

j

Gllie, a whimsical, well-mannered
WanVf=/.orc PinV <,«^,v,o I

^^^^ managing editor of the LA ' dragon. A collection of oUier

c!fr'nfr'cSa?fso^^^^
^station

^
has

|

i„,a|inative creatures, also pop in

to get the feeling of a running gag ' ^ " Sidney Strotz, NBC
|
an out as the action demands.

is a simple;in their numeroii<! annear»nre-i I

western chief, handled the intros.
|

Setting is a simple miniature
in meir numerous appearances.

| j^e first live program was the I stage with an occasional prop used'""'"" "to iUustrate; a; .Scene,. ; Except for
the cast,, show has. no continuity
from day to day. Last week, one
Of th^ .scripts was ba.sed on ah
iniiaginary . . excursion . to Buffalo,
while .oht:' Monday (17), the 'cast

gave a ten-twen'4hirt" hielleir: ab
a gold rtiine at the North Pole. In

S^k?"de^ Lte"U^°o'^e*'at P-'^-'^ ^he full cast of

mosphere and variety, but iiiclu
sion in; fast company sefemis to rei

tard their reception. :
-

Goodwin emceeing and Billy Mills ful gab and some uninhibited high

One Man's Family" did a . 12-

minute capsule: of their air pro-;

gram*
.
marking the first tirne^ a

,, , , I

full . radio cast has appeared ber
However, the primary fault of I fo^e the tele cameras

the display is tJjat it fails to
j

inaugural special, 'directed by
achieve a sense of character. In

! Sobol, - with script by Jesse -
this re.spect, a lesson can be Goldstein, and Chuck Stewart, was ' both cases, program was marked by
g^leaned from the Milton Berle 1 j j g ^ m, Bill I

a stream of irrelevant but delight-
Texaco show, which It tries to emu- • ^ • 1- - - -

- --•

late in many , instances. A pro-
gram of this type may stand or
fall on the character of its emcee
and pacer. Garter has ; proven
himself to be superior; . tele fod-
der through his numerous appear-
ances on Texaco. He can hold up
in fast company and deliver some
rapidly p a c e d entertainment.
Given fuller opportunity to make , „ ,, j . .

-

himself evident. Carter could prob- !

News and kinescope

ably make a show-fronter in the
,

Joscanmi conducting

Berle tradition

With the inherent contradictions
in the 'setup, some acts didn't show
up advantageously, as for exam-,
pie Mary Small, who was provided
settings that detracted from her
songs, and Jimmy Birrell's chirp"
ing was perfunctory.

On; tlie plus side were the tap-
ping of Estelle Sloan, Nelson's
Cats, Calgary Bros, and Smith and
Dale. Latter did: their bank rob-
bery skit, which, like their famed
Dr. Kronkheit bit, is a highspot of
low comedy.

directing music
Among tho.se presented ; were

Peggy Lee, 1 Robert ; Lamouret,
Shirley Dinsdale. Eddie Bracken,
Jerry Colonna, Abe Burrows, Art
Linkletter, and Cass Daley. This
was followed with kinescoped ver-
sion of Philco playhouse's"Rarn-
shackle Inn," plus "Review of

of Arturo
the NBC

Symphony,
For the time being the station

will be on only five days weekly,
Sunday through Thursday.

NIPPER'S RECORD SHOP
With GUy Cherney, Mary Milford,

Vernott A\ley Trio; Lou Holtz,
Dizzy Gillespie, Jimmy Lyons,

•
• guests.' •

:--:

Producer-Director: Keith Kerby
30 mins., Sunday; 6:30 p.m,
MEYERBERG CO.
KPIX, San Francisco
San Francisco'.s first sponsored

jinks among the puppets. Miss
Allison also delivers a couple of
tuneful . ditties on each session.

Heriii.

The production and camera 1 live video oilering suffered from
work were similarly sub-par, Dm>
ing the Pick and Pat dialogs there
were a couple of bits in which they
were on full-stage' with a minstrel
retinue behind them. The camera
picked up a bored background of;

faces during those moments. An-
i gles from which Carter was photo-

j

graphed made him look like he was
wearing a suit of two colors

; Opening ; show's commercials
were turned over to Army recruit-
ing. Jose.

customary first night lack of dove
tailing; including a camera that
had: the jitters, but in spite of ob-
vious economies in production and
newness of medium in hands of
local technicians, program dis-
played- a potentially _ e5tploitable

|
counts.

CAFE DE PARIS
With Sylvie St. Clair. Stan Free

Trio. Jacques Aubuschon ;

Producer: James. Caddigan ;

Director: Byron McKinney
15 Mins., Mon., Wed., Fri. 7:45
Sustaining
WABD from New York

Sylvie St. Clair, who has chan-
teused in New York and Continen-
tal niteries, is the central figure in;

a pleasing 15-minute thrice week-
ly strip which adequately utilizes

her excellent floorshow person-
ality.: Show is supposed to be
scriptless and Miss St. Clair, aided
by the Stan Free trio and one oth-
er character, Jacques Aubuschon
are supposed to improvise within
the framework of a set continuity.
Actually. It appears that general
situations are discussed before
hand and even if there are no set

lines, dialog seems pretty well in^

tegrated before it hits the mikes.
Result is a: display that has the

virtue of being natural. Miss St.

Glair has the ability to make her-
self interesting in visual or audio

Song spots are wellrchosen.
format. Work of Guy Cherney and I and personably presented. The
Mary Milford showed competence I Stan Free Trio accompanying
and promise of enhanced effective- 1 her chimes in equally well niusical-

ness. particularly if braced by i ly and verbally.

it ', practically drowned out her
voice. Official dedication followed
Miss Briney, and male chorus . of
Homestead Steel Co. took it up

--fl-pm there for a couple of so-so
number.s. with Television Kids
next. Team of hot drummer and
accordion player was strictly ama-
teur hour stuff,

sharper scripting. Guest shot by
Lou Holtz clinched : evidenee that
the Lapidis yarn spinner will take
on still another lease of showbiz
life.

Portrayed in front of a spit-and-
[thumb-tack painted set depicting a

record shop, with Cherney behind
1

ARTHUR GODFREY SHOW
With Bill Williams. Janette Davis^:
Archie Bleycr's orch, Mariner's

.

Quartet; ; Tony Marvin, announcer

;

Producers: Margaret , Richardson« ;

Jack Carney
Director: Paul Nickell
60 Mins., Wed., 8 p.m.
CIIESTERFIEI'D
CBS-TV, from New York

(KevoeXl-Emmitt)

With the addition of this one ;

hour weekly variety-comedy video;
program for Chesterfield, which
started last Wednesday' (12) in the
8-9 p.m. segment on CBS, Arthur
Godfrey is now facing those tele

I cameras 90 minutes a week. (His
Lipton Tea; '"Talent Scouts" :sho\v
gets a Monday night AAt-TV simuN
cast on the same web.> Add to
these video chores his full hour
cross - the - board morning radio
show for Chesterfield, National
Biscuit, and: Glass Wax, and - that
'•'Iron Man Godfrey" appellation
sticks. But two shows a week may
be too much televised Godfrey.

This new 60^uinute stanza is :*
duplication,' with pictures, of the
AM inornimg . show . comprising;
singers Bill Lawrence and Jeanette
Davis, Archie Bleyer's orch and
the Mariners quartet. Yet no mat-
ter where they focus those cameras
it's Godfrey's • show. And it's the
Godfrey personality that stamps ;

this Chesterfield ' presentation ait

unique.

Godfrey is a natural for telBvi--

.sion because he comes into tlie
;;

room with , the viewer. He's not a .

performer doing a set routine but
a genial guy with a hearty laugh
and a relaxed, lazy way of talking.
He seems oblivious to the camera
except when he purposely uses it.

His homey qualities enable him to
use comedy material and business
that would oi'dinarily get the
heave. The fact that Godfrey, him-

-

self, seems to be getting; such a
bang out 'bf the show is another
factor in sustaining the' tempo of
the show.

To AM fans this will he stand-;
ard Godfrey. But a week-in week-
out full hour of personality^ alone,
even if it's Godfrey, may not be.;
able to carry this entire perform-
ances. Even those integrated com-
mercials, which sneak up on the
viewer before he knows it; can be-
come too much and too many. It ^

would appear wise to ration God-
frey from the beginning; not to
make him bear the brunt of the
program, but to fortify him with
enough strong acts.

While Bill Williams is a poten-
tially promising singer^ altliou^lt,
he doesn't know how to move iu';

front of the lens, and the Mariners
q u art e t registers, thi.s is uot

'

enough. Archie Bleyer's band is a .

satisfactory musical background
but Janette Davis cannot move
either, handles herself poorlj', and

.

although she boasts a fair enough
voice'she needs plenty of coachins[
:for the camera. AH of which
means that Lawrence stands still,

Miss Davis stands still, the' quartet

,

dow" had Ed Schaughency, w.k.
Pittsburgh r a d i o personality,
dressed up as Pa Pitt; dispens-
ing plenty of corn between
numbers in one of those fatherly,! .•;

•

'
;
;. , ;'

;

benign voices, and Mary Martha
j
m.ritm.c xtwct

BS'?'?^'^?.2h%hf'«hKr^l'1 !
with Virginia Sale. Sam Wrenuannei to launch the show, got pr„j„cer- Sherline Oliv—

a bad break on two counts The nirS- 'Tom dt^^
focus and the 'mush- was 00 loud '^"**" ^•""*" ®**" countei- as proprietor and Miss must adhere to a contract for a r,gl.t for AM but this is TV—and
xyiu!, ana me musit was so loud

I

|
Milford in role of zany clerk, the I

2,000 franc telefeast. Miss St.
j

a full hour. Such a setup can be a
Sustaining

... 4_..«. ... - i.. ....

Story line has Miss St. Clair in
,

, , ,
. , - ,

heriting a ramshackle Paris nitery I
stands still, the orchestra sits down

from a defunct relative. Since she 1
and so does Godfrey. There's no

has no money to operate it, she '
anunation in the show. Besides,

hires three street-musicians on a [something or somebody has got to

percentage basis and is guaranteed stand ofl' those slow ballads with

an assured income when a tele- which the vocalists persist. Ifs all

vision network rep tells her she too much radio. Which may be all

set is on over-obvious sTde as a Clair is- using Michel Emer tunes.
.

tough load even for the mythical

l ate the feeling of a rundown bis-

tro. Jose.

ABC'TV, from N. Y. ; ,.
I frame for Chernev's pleasing sing- j Which fit her extremely well

"Wren's Nest." 15-i\iinute serial
' ing and Miss 'Mllford's '

• 'diatterl'J
'•'

.rPlcecttott' Is lively and sets ere.

supposed to depict the liomelife of I Comedy is of old vaude level

a suburban N. Y. family, IS/ a;}which ;;;howevier, doeis ' liot ihairtpei;

strange combination of radio's
j
proceedings a^^^^^^^ main slant is to

soaperas and Mr. and Mrs. shows, [songfestihg.
In either case, it would probably

; Vernon Alley Trio, sepia trio of
Falcons preceded SliiTi Bryant 1

^o okay as a daytime AM ofl'ering
;
piano, guitar and bass-fiddle, are

and, his Wildcats, hillbilly quintet ' but, as presently constituted will / a swingy combo working well as

following

Godfrey. Rose.

that has a wide AM
locally but will have to dig up
something more for TV. and Pitts-
burgh Savoyards then clicked best
01 all among the local acts with
excerpts from "The Mikado." Bits
wcrent staged too well but the
voices were good and their session
packed a punch

need considerable rewriting; and i backdrop for <2herney and coming
format polish to make the TV

[
through neatly with own items,

grade. ; 1 : ;
|

In spite of rough production and
Preem show fl3) took place en- i

direction, poor lighting and cam*
tirely in one Small corner of the I

era trouble, all ol which are ex-

couple's living room and, for theicu.sable in a preem presentation,

most part, on a couch. Tlie hus- ,
Frisco video_stepped of to a hope-

i STANDBY FOB GRUME;:.; ;

,

— !
With Boris Aplon. Geraldine Kay.

r.j.rkw I
Muriel Bremner. Sid Breese,CLUB EBONY

. 1 Charles FIvnn
With Odeli Baker Quintet. Gutter

; producer: Greg Garriiion
Pipers, Edmonia. Dabney; Lionel

, writer: Nancy Goodwin
Hampton quartet, guests , 39 Mjn, g^j g 3^

30 Mins., Suiu 8:30 p.m. ' Su.staining
Produccrrdirector: Jean Starbccker . WENR-TV ' Chicaco
WAVE-TV, Louisville

Hall-hour show built for the

Sunday night 8:30 slot is an all-

colored revue, claimed the finsl

such for TV in the south. Pro-
band and wife sat together while

j

ful start. Experience is sure to jucer Jean Starbccker built a nice

made to viewers, mc
;
uwm • 1 i^. t i^^. n

have been sending.Just as easi^^^ fields PrOdUCtlOnS
afburtd a fSdio mike. Only afrj

tibti in the show occurred when

;

the wife got up and stood behind

-. .-_ he told her of his fairly-humorous ! show its effect ; as the video me;
On the whole, the DuMont debut i experiences in trying to ride the

'
dium matures on the local scene,

was pretty disappointing, only from
[
"20th Century Limited" into the Ted.

jne standpoint of show, however, city. For all the difference it

H**,'he other hand, it's very likely
tiiai station officials realized Pitts-

"wl »nterest-ln-video-was-at such

nrnK K?'*''*' t'^ey have
pioDabiy put on an hour of natural me wuc gut ui. —
!{**. sudes and made their point.

I
her husband, thereby giving the

they didn't quite do that, camera cfew a tough shot which
,uut they came close. Cohen, they were unable to solve

KTTy*» $250 'Clown'
vrr^^r HoUywOod, Jan. 18.
KTTV, Times-CBS television

station, will, lay out $250 weekly
lor Bozo the Clown" show. Pro-gram is based on Capitol Records'
albums. "Bozo', ~.— will he a half-

P?^'in rT? ^^'^^^y stai-"ng catch' (in.''"'rhe Wrens- i2-ye;

ci° , i
twins are due to appear in

Virginia Sale and Sam Wren
(Mr. and Mrs. Wren in private lifei

are both experienced radio and

legit actors and so had little

trouble in carrying off their lines.

Trouble was there was no place

for them to carry them. Some
kind of action or movement must
be injcoted into the script if it's to

' '"-year-old
sub-

Sets Slate of Officers

: Walker Stuart and Beverly Kan-;
zer , have been named officers of
Jules Fields Productions. N. Y.

.tele outfit which recently concluded
a di.stribution ; deal with United
Artists. Jules Fields is president,

and the new officers are veepee
and secretary, respect ively. Fields

outfit makes pix for video.

Stuart has just completed the

first of series of sporl.s reels,

"Sports Sidelights," and Miss

With a little better pacing, por-
haps more blood and guts, there
seems to^ be no reason why this
package couldn't become standard
TV fare. Although using no names, •

all of : its actors being recruited
from AFRA ranks, all of them
seem to have solid training in
stage techniques.

.

Perhaps the teleca.sting stands

show around, the Odell Baker
Quintet, a group working locall

night spots, and consisting of
1

piano, bass, sax, guitar, and Ed-1
monia, sultry ,. femme warbler.; .

--They-alternate with -.the--Gutter4-ard.s-are highei'-than -broadcautiu!-

Pipers, four-man group which
j

codes, but the drawing room type
beats out • a lot of rhythm on a

!

jug, wa.shboard and guitars. These
,

boys deliver an infectious beat.'

and register on the tele frame.,
Odell Baker televises; well, and.
nv c.'s the show: in character ; of

;

Charles, the waiter.
Guest er Lionel Hampton came

;

over from the National with four
Of his band boys and femme pian-

iiit to lend an assist in getting of an actress, takes place in a liv
the new sepia show off to a good ing room, which has been well de-
start. ; signed so as not to clutter the

Producer Starbeckcr intends to camera. Shots are clear althoush
spot colored talent in this weekly limited to the one .set.

of mystery fares worse on video
than on radio. Clever sides and
sound affects aren't enough, witli
the viewers (probably' brought up
on the old wo'/terns which are
standard fare in telel demandinfj
more action, "via the murder and
other ;gory routes.

Most of the action in this epi-

sode, revolving around the; de.ath

. . ,,vi , —I-— — —— o ....-....-v. .„.v..v, v,.,^ Gharactors
Kanzer i;,s preparing Fashions on

,g^,f,j.,y, night spot, and wilt use are all keenlv Ptched \vith Boris
the; Go,!' women's la.shion series. talfent

.
available: locally, dr , Aploh doing a fine .fob' as Inspector

H. L Montgomery is propping those acts en route 16 other en- Webb. In show eaiight (New York*"
. „. ... „^ ,-i,,BiHi,i .J, ii.v. ...o - ,

"Superstitions," another series, gagement&' Looks like he has- hit Chicago co-ax opening, .Tan.
set. KTTV will bring in audi- 1 aee of Shcrline Oliver, ex-staff with a major film company other upon .in okay form&t, as first .=.'^o\v Marc Connelly was "guest detec-
ence as part of program. Music ' director for thel^ Y. Daily News', then L)A dickering for the release] drew a lot of favorable f"!'"' ^" live," putting the fingeJ;.on the

' StaX. Irlglita. , .
. Icomfnent, i . . j, . > Hold,' munderess. Zabc.

Single circus act will be set each sequent shows, which sliould help
week in addition to Colvig and a matters somewhat,
"lagician and stooge yet to be

| program is the first indie pack

Will be canned. ' 1VJIX,
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\(}% (Nearer

on

W N B T
i A

The face on the living-room screen is 16%

clearer on WNBT than on the next best

New York station ... and WNBT is

setting the standard of technical reception

for all the other stations of the NBC

Television Network. Technical superiority

multiphes viewers . . . and the

audience to NBC.

^^^^

three to one

Images clearer on NBC, programs moi'e

popular, audiences larger ... in fact,

in ans^ver to the question "Which one

television station do you view tlie most?"—

viewers in the New York area state

a three to one preference for NBC over

the second ranking station.*

With a lead like this, it's no wonder that

four times as many network advertisers are on

NBC Television as on any other network.

* Complete details on request

NBC Television

THE NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

A siTiiice of Jladio Corporation of America
•
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D.C Gets 4th Tele Station as WOIC

Takes Air; Plans Fulton Lewis Shows
Washington Jan 18. +

TUe Capital's fourth television I

station, WOIC, owned bv the Bam- i

berger Broadcasting Co , started i

regular operation Sunday (16) with
I

the full evening: schedule of the
|

SET PRICES IN CHICAGO

IN POST-XMAS TUMBLE

Expect Ruling Soon On

Tele Soundtrack Scale

Hollywood, Jan. 18.

CBS network Debut ot the outlet Chicago, Jan. 18.

Vd-? timed to catch the inaugui al
|

Although tele set installations

coverdge have hit the 60,000 mark m
Stuion plans to add projected cago, tele set prices ha\e been tak-

Mutual regional TV network when . -

its sister outlet \\ OR-TV Ne\\

York, takes to the an ' in late

spring! Meantime, WOIC will tele-

vise beginning Feb 21 the regu

ing a tumble, with retail dealers

unloading holiday season surplus

Musicians scale for television

soundtrack is expected to be set up
by the American Federation of

Musicians shortly according to J.

W. Gillette, international studio

rep for AFM
Gillette revealed that he has had

definite word from James C.

Petrillo that union was hard at

work on the problems involved in

ales f(

rking i

Inade Stuff-Ralo
Bob Carter, Pittsburgh radio singer and m.c. at Nixori cafe there for

10 years, paid a debt of long-standing off in part to Jack Pulton last

week. Back in the mid-thirties, Fulton was with Paul Whitejnan and
heard Garter sing. He recommended him to Pops and the young tenor
got the job. So when Fulton came back to Pittsburgh for the first time
since then to play Mercur's Music Bar, Carter plugged him nightly
from floor of Nixon cafe, a rival: spot, arid also sp^
guest on his (Carter's) Suppertiifae show, a Ibng-runriirig commercial on
KDKA. -:^v^y'

J. E, (Pat) Gamer, vet news comtnetttaibr for WFPW, Fort Sniith,

Ark , and state senator m the Arkansas legislature, recently did ye^^^^

man relief work in behalf of the town of Warren which was struck

letting up wage ^calTs for canned
,
by a devastating tornado Jan 3 Together with Remmel Young, the-

music AFM is working on a scale atre circuit exec, and other station officials, Garner organized collec-

tion depots for food and clothmg for the Warren residents and his pleas
for help over special broadcasts: netted dVer 46' tons of ^^^^t^^^ rtiatcriai,i

WFPW was on the air around-the-clock that day doing the disasteir job.

lar news broadcasts of Fulton
Lewis. Mutual commentator which
Will be fed to network several

months hence. Lewis' newscast,

with film accompaniment for tele-

vision audience, will be made avail!

:

able later for /local cooperative

music
that will take into ifohsideration

the number of sets in use through-

out the country, the range of eacji

. . „ „, „„f„ I

transmitter and the number of sta-
Surprisingly enough, aU the cuts

^ , programs
have not been in the large •vn.-o

.

<• p

also

more
in theexpensive sets, but

lower price field.

Halhcratters cut its S179 and
$189 sets by $40. -with some deal-

ers even offering liberal radio

trade-ins Other dealers are of-

fering discounts on all brands.
sponsorship, believed to be an in- leading department stores, foi
novation in television for a na- /^^g time, mentioning manu-
tionally known commentator ' facturer's name Kmerson, Philco,

Opening of WOIC prompted the , Admiral, GE and RCA-Victor have
Washington Post to prepare a spe- 1 slashed as much as $60 or more by

WTTG Gives Washington^

Regular Daytime Video

With New Program Setup

The Federal Communications Commission, the only agency in gov-
ernment which IS subjected to a Congressional investigation every two
years like clockwork, is apparently due for another probe during the
81st Congress.
There is considerable sentiment, particularly on the Senate side, for

a thorough look into the matter of moving FM up in the spectrum. A
number of Senators are convinced that the FCC blundered badly when
it shifted FM upstairs to its present slot. Dr. Edwin D. Armstrong
is still fighting to remain in the old section of the ether.

Fact is, after FM moved up into a Supposedly interference free band,
new gimmicks : inteiiering witt> reception began to occur. Some of
these had been predicted by private radio engineers such as Dr. Arm^

cial 16-page supplement for to*

morrow j'-sue (19i welcoming the

new station The Post lecently ac-

puirod control of the CBS kev
st.'indard station in the Capital,

Addition of WOIC to the Capital
scoiic lorccd a revision of program-

retailers.

Higher-pnced receivers have also

been hit, with Farnsworth Tele-

vision announcing a $50 to $200
cut on Its Capehart models Al-

though^ several thousand sets were
sold for the opening of Chicago-
New York tele web, apparently

Washington; Jan. 18.

Regular daytime television pro

grammihg began here yesterday i strong; FGG engineers insisted there would be no interference,

(17) when the DuMont station, „, , _ , ,, , . . . i. * i,. i i, j.
' ^ 4 , i « t in I Phil Silvers will emcee the entertainment at the annual Radio andWl IG, took to the air at lo a m

|
Television Directors Guild ball to be held Friday (21) at the Astor hotel,

ana
. y Among the others slated to appear are J«wy Fayc. M
Henry Morgan, Cardinit Morey Amsterdani, Katheriici^ puhham d^^
Ray Block's, orchestra and « rhumbii b^ri^ ;«^l be: on the podium,^^^ ;f

niinff on the Washins'lon Evening most of those were sold during the
Siar television station. WMAL^TV. holiday season and since then the
an ABC affiliate, which had also

: sales situation has become stag-

been carrying CBS shows. WMAL- nant.
TV added 13 ABC shows, five com- ,

in"? over the new coaxial from
Chicago, .

;
•

Manager of WOIC is Eugene S.

Thomas,* former sales head of

WOr, a D C native James S Mc-
Murray, formerly with WBAL-TV,
Baltimore,' is program director.

William D. Murdopk, formerly with
WOL, Washington, is sales man^
ager. John 1

with Mutual,
director.

Whiting Making Vidpix
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Newest vidfilm producer is Art

Whiting, who is converting his re-

cording and rehearsal studio into

a telepic sound stage, Biilk 'of the
Hardesty. formerly

]

product will be 16m comrnercial
IS- pubhc relations

: strips and Whiting also plans to
: .

I

rent his facilities to other pro-

I

ducei s

Miami—Bill Terrv formerly with Partnered with him are Elwood 'i

^
Fort Industrv's butirt in Atlanta -'^^^^holson,, who quit a cameraman s i base tuture charges. A

with 4Mi: hours of morning
afternoon shows on a Monday
through Friday schedule. Outlet is

now carrying 50 hours a week,'

plus 17 hours ol musicale and test

pattern.

All of the daytime programs
originate from DuMont's New
York station, WABD, which also

feeds the schedule to the com-
pany's Pittsburgh outlet, WDTV,
which started operations last

week, DuMont affiliates m : Balti-

more and Chicago were- expected
to take the schedule, which is be-
ing offered affiliates on the east-

raidwest coaxial hookup.
; Provendie as production chief,

WTTG is offering its daytime
|

Harry Brent as talent director and
programs for local sponsorship at I

Dick Shack^as. business manager.

SAYO HEADS LIST OF 5

TV HOUSE PACKAGES
Group: of five new television

shows,' topped by Jimmy Savo cast

fs
a detective in "Sheflock Jones,

r ," has been packaged by TV
House, Inc., new indie firm, and Is

being peddled to ad agencies apd
networks. Outfit is headed by Zina

the current station time rate and
It' not charging for cost of talent
or production. Contracts are for
not more than 13 weeks,; after

which time the station hopes to

have audience data on which to

15-minute

WAGA, has loined staff ot Fort's VOi,t with Vallee Video to go into

sistor-CBS afliliate. WGBS, Miami, |

business with Whiting, and Jack
as news editor and special: events

j

Weidman: whoy it's undei'stoodi
director.

I furnished most of ihe coin.

show is being offered on a once-a
week basis at $60.8 day, twice*-a-

week for $57, .and so on to a mini«
mum of ^48.

iilil

Day 4«Mi^night a 600% incr«ot«

in the number of people in our

area of consistent, perfect

reception.

Featured in the Savo show, which
will carry a week-to-week story
continuity, is songstress Janie Ford.
Other shows on the fire Include
"And in This Conner,'' narrated by
Barney Ross and Harry Balogh and
featuring the most embarrassing
moments in the ring history of
name boxers; "Teen Fry," half-
hour show featuring Miss Ford,
Ethel Shell, Betty Jane Smith,
Mike Manners, Al Kelly and Peter
Gray; "Over the River," 15-minute
spot plugging Brooklyn, to be con-
ducted by the N: Y. Mirror's Brook-
lyn columnist Eddie Zeltner, and
"TNT and a Shell," 15-minute mu-
sicale with the Teddy Napoleon
Trio and Miss Shell. .

SOdOOwatU

KSTP, Mpls,, to Operate

On Seven-Day Schedule
Minneapolis; Jan. 18-

KSTP-TV on Jan 21 will close
the Fiidav night gap in its tele-
vision schedule to operate on a
seven-day weekly lineup, the new
program to continue at least until
the end of the hockey season.-
Then President Stanley Hubbard
announced. Saturday night tele-
casting ^may be discontinued.
Seven-day schedule will include
some 40 hours of operation
Heading new Fiiday night shows

will be Admiral's "Friday Night
Fiplic," as well as; American To-
bacco Co's "Youi Lucky Strike"
Other netwoik features will be
broadcast from film. An NBC
affiliate KSTP also starts Wednes-
day (19) the bioadcast of CBS'
Arthur Godfrey "Talent Scouts"
show.

Vandalism Takes K^W,
St Louis County Indie

Off Air For 6i Hours
St. Louis, Jan. 18.

4n' act of vandalism last week
cut KXLW, indie St. Louis County
station; off the air for 6<^ hours

and' added another chapter In the

trouble that has beset the station

during the .past year. The vandalSj .'

according to Guy Runnion, station'
president, scaled a six-foot fence-
around the 205-foot tower to short-
circuit the juice by wiring together
two wires at the base of the tower.

Some equipment was burned out
and the station was silent until
new parts could be located. Run-
nion said, ''It obviously was done
by someone thoroughly familiar
with radio broadcasting equipment
and most likely KXLW installations

in particular."

Last week Runnion and two of
the station engineers were arrested
by the marshal of Olivette, a resi-

dential community m the county,
on charges of violating the zoning
ordinances by erecting the tower :

without a perinit.

Efforts of the station to erect

I

another tcwer on a different -site

I

in the county have been halted
by a strike ot AFL engineers which

I started last month over a wage in-

I crease dispute.

I

TED LEWIS' TV PACT
I Chicago, Jan. 18.
I Ted Lewis, currently appearing
here at the Chez Paree, has pacted

I

a tele contract with the William
I Morris office.

I
Deal is for one year only, with

I WM packaging video offering as
I
"Ted Lewis Show "

Usteri fq: \_

ROBERT
SNYDER
'

. . It.

:dn:--

ylfPTIt-Albany

feature

Grade Rdd's London Record

Ml® mwn
PUBLICITY WRITER
EDITORIAL STAFFER

BacliKrininil : All ptia!iM i>iibli«ii*i»n

work, piiMUilty and iiruniorlun wrlll»I.
-J<I«[|^'inan,-i^jcpf>rl«ni'«<l - 111 IxMik, riM-.

ord, muHln, th«atr«. iiilv^rtlnlnit fl<il<1*>.

Cniitni't Hohert Wronksr, SI r:liarl«»
Hlrret, >>w York It. I'll. il-7»:;ii.

Radio Station Wanted
WANT TO ACQUIRE OWNERSHIP.
INTEREST OR CONNECTION IN ES-
TABLISHED NETWORK AFFILIATED
STATION. CASH AVAILABLE.

Writ* Box N-32. Varitiy, 360 N.'Michi^aii

Chicago 1, Illinois
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Inside Televbion

Claim that all major technical problems in the use of Stratovision as

•an airborne method of television networking have been solved was
made this week by Walter Evans, veepee of Westinghouse, which is

developing the system in conjunction with the Glenn L. Martin Co.
Extensive flight tests during the last three years prove that Strato-

vision is both "practical and useful," Evans said. He declared the com-
mercial development of the system now awaits further public demand
for expanded service offered by the system and the broadcasters' use
of Stra:tovision to meet that demand. In addition^ he said, channel
facilities must be made available. According to Evans, weekly test

flights utilizing a converted B-29 Superfortress have brought in sue-

'

cessful reception reports from viewers within a .250-mi;le radius of the
plane circling at 25,000 feet.

j

Televisiori Hgoperatings started this month in nine additional cities, I

with results to be made available to subscribers . Feb. 10. New cities

added to N. Y., on which TV ratings have been taken since February,
1948, include Los Angeles, Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, Washington,
Boston, Baltimore, Clevipland and St Louis. . Reports are to be based
on the regular coincidental telephone sample in each city.

publication of a N. Y. TV Pocket Piece was also announced for Feb-
rualry publication by C. E. Hooper, who said the name of the service

was being changed from N. V. Teleratings to N. Y. TV Hooperatings.

in addition to detailed information on TV cities, stations, afFiliations,

radio and tele families in a 50-mile area, etc., the Piece will also show
TV and radio listening in TV homes, number of stations carrying each
network show and time allocations oh the coaxial cable.

IMPPRO Seeking Theatre

Dates for 'Drake' TV Pix
Hollywood, Jan; 18.

IMPPRO Productions, telefilm
outfit now winding its first sbries
of "Eddie Drake" films for CBS
television, is dickering for thea-
trical release of the pix. They

i

star Patricia Morison, Don Hag-
gerty and Theodore von Eltz, and
feature Luis van : Rooten, Hilray
Bi'ooke, Jorja Curtwright, Gail
Robbins and Whit Bissell.

Films, running 27 minutes each,
are readily adaptable to situations
where exhibitors want a' quicker
audience turnover than they .now
get with double bills,,

Telels Impact Keeps nC Hopping

To Check on Station s Commercials
Washington, Jan. 18.

Charles ("Bud") Barry, recently-named exec television veepee for

ABC, makes his first trade appearance in his new position as guest
speaker tomorrow (Thursday) night at the monthly closed huddle of

the Independent Television Producers Assn; Meet is scheduled for the
Hotel Savoy-Plaza, N. Y.

Barry is slated to speak on ABC-TV's plans and problems and will I

brief the indie producers on how to establish good relations with the
|

web's stations relations. Kudner ad agency veepee Myron Kirk launched i

the closed sessions last month with an outline on the packagers', rela

tlons with agencies.

N.Y.SOLONSTOGETBILL

BANNING TV IN AUTOS
Albany, Jan. 18.

Sen. Seymour Halpern, Long
"Island, N. Y., Republican, has in-

troduced a bill which would ban
television sets in ; automobiles
where the viewing screen is visible

to the operator.
In view of the fact Senator Hal-

pern is chairman of the motor ve-
hicle committee in the Upper
House^ it is thought probable the
measure will be favorably reported.
Sen. Thomas G; Desmond, Newr
burgh Republican, had announced
he would sponsor a similar propc
sal, ' as a safety measure. . Action
along the same line has been taken
in several large cities throughout
the country.

Quincy Howe Seguing

Into TV as Narrator
CBS radio commentator Quincy

Howe makes the switch to tele-

vision Saturday (22) night as. nar»

rator on a weekly analysis of the

news, which is to be slotted in

the 7:30 to 7:45 segment over the
full eastern and midwest network.
Howe will henceforth devote most
of his time to TV, with the ex-
ception of a few AM shows^ such
as his current "You and . .

."

series.

'He's -the second CBS radio news-
caster to ankle towards the newer
medium, having been preceded by
Doug Edwards,) who now handles
the web's across-the-board 15-

mlnute news show on video.

Swezey Heeds

Call of South;

WDSU Veepee
Robert. D. Swezey, who resigned

several weeks ago as exec veepee
and. general manager of Mutual as
the result of a split with prexy Ed
Kobak, is leaving New York and
checks in Feb. l .at WDSU in New
Orleans. He becomes exec veepee
and a director of the station's AM-
FMrTV operations.
Oddly enough, .Swezey succeeds

Fred Weber, who in turn was
former general manager of Mutual
a few years back in approximately
the same top level post that
Swezey held; Weber, who went to
WDSU as part owner, plans to buy
his own station.

WDSU was sold several months
ago for $650,000 to the Edgar
Stern family, one of the wealthiest
in New Orleans. Edgar Stern, Jr.,

is the station's prexy. A month
ago WDSU preemed its video
operation, the first in that city.

Latter is affiliated with ABC, NBC
and DuMont. '

Kobak meanwhile, is on the prowl
for a 'No. 2 man to head up sales-

program operations. It was
Kobak's original insistence on
bringing in another top man to

supervise sales and, programming
that brought about' the cleavage
and decision of Swezey to resign.

The impact of television, com-
bining visual with audio forms of
advertising. Is creating a big job
for the Federal Trade Commission,
where commercials — printed or
broadcast—are given the once-
over for possible misrepresenta-
tion. The speed with which the
medium is taking hold, Varietit
learned last week. Is being re^
fleeted Immediately In the agency's
advei-tising review . operations^ :

|

It's only nine months since
FTC extended its radio continuity
examinations to Include television,

but in that time growth in the
volume of copy submitted by video
stations .4ias been fantastic. Last
April, when PTC canvassed tele-

vision' broadcasters for the first

time, there were^ 22 stations in

various degrees of operation. The
Commission called on 14 of these
stations to submit advertising
copy, but only five of them had
any sponsored programs . ^Involving
products which move in interstate
commerce, the programs PTC scru-
tinizes in carrying out its statu-

tory functions.

In thdl^e distant days of last
spring (which is ages ago in tele-

vision), FTC would receive not
more than IS pages of commercial
script from any one of the five sta-

tions in the 15-day period it

specified for copy. None of the
stations at that time had more than
five items of advertising of a type
normally coming under FTG. juris-,

diction (the Commission calls ifor

copy from each station four times
a year for a specified 15-day pe-
riod. These calls are staggered by
groups among the tQtal:number of
stations).

In December—only eight months
later-^here were. 54 video stations
in viirlous degrees- of' operation
'and the average amount of com-
mercial copy received from 10 sta-

tions submitting script, out of 14
canvassed (the other four had
nothing of Interest to PTC), dur-
ing the 15-day period studied
ranged from 125 to 140 pages.
Each of the 10 stations, which'in-

cluded some which had been on
the iiir hardly a month, had: an
average of about 35 items of
advertising under FTC scrutiny.
The advent of television added

a new wrinkle to FTC's broadcast
coverage—ruse of advertising film.
To get at the source of this visual
advertising, the Commission can-
vassed 87 companies which pre*
pare or place films for commer-

;

cials. It found that about 20 firms
produce the bulk of these films
and made arrangements with them
to supply text.

The use of slides, film, or live
visual commercials has presented
no great problem to FTC. Slides*'
are usually employed in local ad-
vertising to show a trademark op .

place -of business. The spoken
word usually accompanies film OP
live demonstrations and text is

available for this form of adver-
tising. Even Sidney Stone's fa-
miliar ''Tell you what I'm gonna
do" routine on the Texaco : show
is a well-memorized text which is
submitted for examination.
But not so simply with Arthur

Godfrey, who takes new liberties

every day with the. basic script
which' FTC receives; However, the
Commission doesn't . concern itself

.

too much with this type of com- •

'

mercial unless there are com-
plaints, in which . case monitoring
is done—after offiCe hours (with-
out extra pay) by an official on
his home television set. .

'Operation Watermelon'
Huge Success at W QXI

Atlanta, Jan. 18.

WQXI, Atlanta indie, garnered
some national publicity last week
by broadcasting appeal for water-
melons needed in treatment of ail-

ing New Orleans boy.
Response to station's self-styled

"Operation Watermelon" produced

I

the equivalent of 50 melons in
whole form and concentrated juice.

Flown to New Orleans, what wasn't
I

needed there was transhipped to

I

Wichita, Kan., to treat child therf
I with similar ailment.

what is a good program
J% #10% Little girls are made of sugar and spice

IIIQUIC \9m and all things nice.

Little boys are made of sticks and stones andpuppy-dog bones.

WOR's "Tele-Kid-Quiz" is made of little girls and little boys; thousands of them.

It's packed with sugar and packed with spice and there's a good layer of verbal

sticks and stones tossed around every weekday at 5:00 PM on WOR by the show's

two ingenious and inventive conductors, Dan McCuUough and Bruce Eliot.

It's the sort of thing that's pulled 12,188 letters from juveniles in less than,

"8 weeks:itYthe sort oTlEinglTiat has lirmBessWes'and merchandising possibilities

WOR's "Tele-Kid-Quiz" is another great.program creation that can

buUd greater sales, greater goodwill, greater and more economical impressions

per-thousand-homes-reached than any juvenile show on at a similar time

in New York today.

Please write, wire, phone, or just saunter over for

a recording or full description. But, quickly.

-at 244P Broadwny, in New YQrk * LOngacf 4-8000WOR
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FrcHn the Production Centres '
;

riV mW YORK CITY ...
John T. Madigan appointed director of news for ABC, with Paul

Scheffels named asst. to the veepee in charge of news and special

events. Michael Roshkind continues as ABC's director of special events

under the realignment, with Priscilla'Lombard named asst. director ot

this division. , . . J. Donald Wilson in from Coast to take up duties as

ABC veepee in charge of programs. . . .The Alfred Drake-Chuck Lewin

package getting network nibbles on the heels of Drakes Kiss JVie

John E. Hade, after three-month absence due to illness, back at his

account exec desk at WJZ-TV, . . .Martin Block being partied at Ritz-

Cariton Feb. 3 by WNEW on occasion of his 14th anni With station .
.

WOR now planning a midnight pickup from Reuben's bistro featuring

Ann and Bob Russell in a change of heart about dance remotes . .

.

Russ Arms, Coast baritone, into afternoon cross-the-board show on

WNEW. station still hoping it can come up with another puiah More
or Frank Sinatra .... Whatever happened to Arde Bulovas unloading

Of WOV—in the works for five years?. . . After leave of seven months,

Eleanor Hurley back at WQXR. . . After 15 months on WNYC, Heidy

Mayer'$ "Here's Heidy" gets a Sunday buildup on WOR.
Ever since the capital gains maneuvers, cueing intense XsiiiU-»..HS

rivalry, those once-a-month powwows between the four network Pjexies

to talk things over have suddenly come to an end Thelma Kltter,

wife of Y & R radio veepee Joe Moran. has signed a three-year contract

with 20th-Fox to do three pictures a year as result of her performance

as a hard-boiled maid in "Letter to Three Wives". .
.
.Nora Stirling out

as scripter for Conti Shampoo's "Yours for a Song" on Mutual. Dale

Robblns, copy chief, of Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce agency, who

writes the commercials, takes over . . . . Herb Shrfner CBS snow tor

Miles now extended to the Coast, where it's heard at 4 p.m., following

Arthur Godfrey Lawson Zerbe and Whit Vernon added to cast ot

• Loia Lawton" . . . James Meiehan and CatWeen Cordejl to 'Thp Ro-

mance of Helen Trent "
. . Les Damon and Phil Clark« to Our Gal

Sunday"....Plora Campbell and William Redfield to "Backstage Wife ...

Jack Hartley, John Craven, Somer Albert and Virginia Kay to Front

Page Farrell." . .. . ^ j
Brice Disque, Jr., to Marschalk & Pratt agency in a contact and

writing capacity on the Standard Oil (New Jersey) Philharmonic broad-

casts. He's former manager of radio department of Compton agency.

As executive editor for Phillips H. Lord, he wrote and produced Gang-

bustcis" and other programs. .. .Dan McCnllough, WOR producer-

Like

Jack s

Beanstalk

grow skyhigh over-

night, but it takes more

than just a tower to make a television' station foremost

in its coitimvnity. WWJ-TV, now in its third year-of

operation, is a firmly established leader in the Detroit marr

ket. It has taken full advantage of its two-year "head-

start" to stake its claim on the lion's shore of desirable

local television features. And, through its NBC Television

Network facilities, WWJ-TV has stretched •J»_^'*?«ln.9 fi!?*'®*""

beyond the horizons to bring Detroiters an even greater

diversity of entertainment features. Unquestionably,

WWJ-TV is the one best television "buy" TODAY, in the

multi-biliion dollar Detroit market.

FIRST IN MICHlOAN . Olvnua mul'.OnBrllU'll by the nUTROIT NBWg
IT

NaitotMt BepresentaUves: THE GEORGE P. HOI.UNGBEHY C01«PA1^Y

AS.SOCIATE AM-K.M ST.VTION WWJ

announcer, wed to PrIscilU Brown Saturday (15) in Yonkers, N. Y.

She's a former receptionist at WOR. . . .Lorraine Sherwood, celebrates

her 14th year of broadcasting on WOR, Jan, 30, Her ayera gabber for

Port of N. Y. Authority is a city travelog, , . Sylvan Levin Opera Con-

cert, WOR local, goes Mutual net Sunday (23) with WOR tatang it via

transcription Friday nights beginning Jan. 88. . .
.Paul McGraUi, Inner

Sanctum" host, signed for role of heavy in new Cliilord Odets leglter,

"The Big Knife," due in town late February.

f]V HOLLYWOOD . . .

Charles Collingwood and his wife, touise Albrition, film actress,

shoved off for Washington where he'll cover the capitol beat for CBS.
His sponsored news analysis strip passes to Chet Huntley Arthur

Mortensen, recently with the Intermottntain Network, went on the KNX
payroll as merchandising manager 1 . . . Norman Ostby checked out of

ABC after H years with the network. He was assistant to the veepee,

of which there is-none since Don Searle decamped for private enterprise

... Ed Gardner is booking air passage for Honolulu next month now
that Jimmy Durante has consented to assume his duties foi* one broad-

cast of "Duffy's Tavern." Durante's show, incidentally, added two new
writers—Jack Elinson and Harold Goldman. . . .Harry 9falzUsh'$ KFWB
won annual award of Parents and Teachers Ass'n for "making an out-

standing contribution to the welfare of the family". . . .Ted Wick signed
off as radio director for David O. Sehsnlck to form his own company for

packaging radio and television shows— Bert Lebahr came out from
N. Y. to try to talk Metro out of players and properties for his Man-
hattan staUon WMGM ...Paul Baron packing for Paris, where he'll

direct the-miftic for Raymond R. Morgan's cafe show with Maurice
Chevalier, which will be taped for the Mutual net. . . .Het Manhelm dos-

siered up with CBS scripts to push a couple of picture sales back east

that have been lingering on the verge.

IN CHICAGO ...
. Ben Park, producer 6f "It's Your Life" via WMAQ, given: award and
included in Chicagoland Honor Roll, for his radio work against racial

and religious discrimination Ima Phillips and script editor Myron
Golden, will address Radio Writers Guild Thurs. (27) Myroq .Wallace,

Chi radio actor, being considered for films by Warner Bros.' Harry
Mayer, who's in town giving Wallace a look-over ... . 600 production
workers at Belmont Radio Corp. wUl decide on their collective bar-
gaining agent Jan. 21 through a National Labor Relations Board- elecr

tion . . .ABC chalked up 190,000 persons as 1948 attendance record of
Don McNeill's "Breakfast Club". . . .George E. Inghram, former veepee
and gen. mgr. of WMAW, Milwaukee, appointed sales mgr. of WISN,
AM and FM, replacing- R. E. Shireman, who's going into his own biz

. ;NBC Central Division contracted for exclusive rights to Sat. aft-

ernoon races at Chi's Arlington and Washington Park racetracks dur-
ing 1949 season . .Camilla Williams, sepia soprano and member of:

New York City Opera Co., will sing lead in "Chicago Theatre of the
Air" broadcast of "Aida" Jan. 22, via WGN.

Chi Bears quarterback, Johnny Lujack, being packaged in a'52-weeker,
across the board, through Pierre Andre. . . ."The Fight Against V.Dj,*'

backed by Cook County Health Dept., debuted Friday (14) on WGN, 2:45
p.m.. . . .Lowell Thomas does his CBS casts from WBBM studios, Jan.
17-20. . . .Quiz Kids ftew to Charlotte, N. C, for March of Dimes broad-
cast, Sunday (16) Dorothy Miller, WBBM director of education,
week-ending in GotWm. ^ . .WGN has revived its broadcasts from Mar-
riage License Bureau, with Lee Bennett handling the interviews. Show's

l a five-a-^weeker, originating from offices of county clerk in court house
. . . Herb Landon of Kenyon & Eckhardt agency, N: Y., in town prepar-

i ing for CBS' "County Fair" broadcast from Medinah Temple, Wednesday
, (19). . . .W. C. Johnson upped to veepee in charge of sales of Admiral
{Radio Corp Norman Kraeft, WGN announcer, has started a new
. service for baby-sitterless parents, by throwing a Sunday afternoon
frolic at' the Martinique for the whole family. Chi- theatre and Tadio
talent offer entertainment each Sunday . . . . William S. Ahrbeck, former
NRI Eastern Sales Division head for A. C. Nielsen Co., elected to veepee

' post with marketing CO. . . . . Sidney Renthal, Evanston Illinois scripter,

i

has authored "Quoth the Raven" ,to be heard on CBS First Nighter
1 program Jan, 27 from Hollywood . . ^ .Gene Autry broadcasts from Chi
' Jan. 29, since pic star skedded for personal appearance at Chi Opera
i

House the same day. .

TV Sports GaU
ss Continued from page K ssi

ately. Once a sufficient number of
houses is linked to the circuit, he
said, it will be possible for the ex<
hibs to outbid any commercial ad-
vertiser for TV rights to top sports
events. Events could be pipea into
the theatre either on ultra-high
frequency microwave channels or
over leased telephone wires. In
either case, the events would not
be received on hoine sets. Fof .

something like a heavyweight
championship fight, theatres could
charge top admission prices, grant-
ing the promoters a cut of their
gross,

Scophony system, invented and
developed by Dr. A. H. Rosenthal,
who is still chief . research engineer
for. the company, was introduced in
London in February, 1939, draw-
ing favorable reaction from both
customers and the British press,:

Another installation followed in
the 2,000-seat Odeon theatre in
Leicester Square, key house of the :

Odeon chain. When the war termi-
nated British television; activities,

Levey: sold an interest in Scophony
to Paramount and General Pre-
cision Equipment Corp., a 20th-
Fox subsidiary, hoping to promote
the system in the U. S. Alleged
action of the: two American firms
in refusing to develop the: system
or. permit licensing of its patents:
to other manufacturers finally; re-
sulted in the Government's anti-:

trust suit. Under last week's con-
sent decree, both Par and General
Precision were torced to divest

:

themselves ' of all Scophcjny stock
interests, which finally reopened
the patents for immediate exploi-
tation. -

'Stop the Music,' Barron

Suit Settled for 4iG
Bandleader Blue Barron's N. Y.

supreme court suit against Mark
Goodson and Louis G. Cowan, pro'

ducers of "Stop the Music,'' was
settled out of court -last week for

$4,500. Plaintiff had claimed he

had an interest in the show and
also demanded an accounting of

monies paid the defendants by ,

ABC and the program's sponsors.

Jury had been picked for trial

of the action before Supreme;
Court Justice Aaron J. Levy when
attorneys for both sides infomfied;
the ; court that settlement of the

I
action had been made.

Monica Lewis Eigen Sub
Singer Monica Lewis takes over

as two-week replacement for Jack
Eigen on his disk jockey show
from the Copacabana, N. Y. nitery,
starting Friday (21 ). Eigen is head-
ing for a Florida vacation.

.
Miss Lewis will conduct the

usual, interviews .with .visiting ce*
lebs. She won't do any live singing
but may play some of her own
disks. She's also to take over
Eigen's Thursday night video show
on the DuMont web during the
two: weeks he's away.

Hot Shots Packaged
Hoosier Hot Shots, rube comedy:

band, has been packaged as a mUr
sical audience participation show
tagged "The Old Hokum Bucket,"
originated by Fritz Blocki and
Charlie Althoff. It's planned to
pipe the package from Hollywood,
but it will also tour key cities sim-
ilar to the current p.a.'s of Horace
Heidt and Jack Carson. :

Blocki will act as radio and tele-
I vision writer-director for the Hot
Shots.

WTIC's Eaton to Head
Conn. AP Casters Group

Hartford, Jan. 18.
Tom Eaton, news director of

WTIC, was elected prexy of the
Connecticut Assn. of Associated
Press Broadcasters at a meeting
last week, Outfit was created to
act as a liaison between the AP
and subscribing broadcasters for
the handling of all suggestions with
respect to air news material. It's
part of a nationwide AP move to
correlate activities of its radio
members.

Other officers elected were
Michael Goode, WNHG, New
Haven, vice-prez; and Paul V.
Cochrane, AP Connecticut bureau
Chief, secretary. ^'

Mpls. Busses Go FM
Minneapolis, Jan. 18.

First bus line in this territory
to have radio for its customers
this week was equipped with re-
ceivers by KBTR, Minneapolis sta-
tion which broadcasts FM exclu-
;sivelyi

Suburban Bus Co., serving
southerly suburbs, received first
installations, but four other lines
of-similaf charaeter-will-be-similar-
ly serviced to ring the Twin Cities
with traveling receivers. :

D.C.'s 'Music-As-You-Ride'
.
Washington, Jan. 18.

Music-As-You-Ride" will soon
be provided on 20 buses of the
Capital Transit Co. here by WWDC-
FM, which will completely revise
Its daytime schedule to program
primarily for the "audited" audi-
ence, the station and transit firm
has announced.
WWDC will install the receivers,

made by Stromberg-Carlscn and
provided with six speakers in each
bus to give uniform volume level:
The installation is a development
of Transit Radio, Inc., o« Cincin-
nati, where the service has been
highly accepted by bys operators
and riders, .

'

Do- you' share with' Itobert Browning

the belief that ''there ii no troer trut^

obtainable by man than comes of music"?

.

Over half a million New York familiea

do. They seek that truest truth in the

.fine music that comes always, over

WQXR and WQXR-FM^So con-

stantly do they seek it that no other

stations can reach them so' effectively.

For the advertiser, these are New York's

choice families, too ... people who lovt

good things as th,ey love good music,

and can afford to buy them. For the

advertiser, these 'families form one of

the choicest markets within this biggest-

and busiest of all markets. You'll find

it profitable to ask us to tell jou more.

AND WQXR-FM

RADIO STATIONS OF. TH^ NEW YORK TIMES
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FCC Hindering
Continued from page it

;

and retard normal and healthy de-

velopment, of television.

FCC's 'Quiet Treatment'

Patrick also brought up the Com-
mission's proposed decision deny-

ing par's various applications for

television on' the ground the firm

controls DuMont, which has three

stations, in addition to Par's two.

He said Par applications have re-

ceived "quiet treatment" by the

Commission since 1947, when it

questioned control, over DuMont
,

Pointing out that Par and Du-

Mont have gone ahead in good

faith with their applications for

stations at substantial expense; that

the film company acquired its 29%
Interest in DuMont, now worth
$10,000,000( before the multiple

ownership rules were proposed,

and that both companies have pio-

neered in television, Patrick argued
that Par and DuMont should be al-

lowed to pursue their applications.

Joseph' H. Ream, executive vee-

pee of CBS, told the Commission
the question is not one of "pulling
something out of the hat but of

the development of television. He
said he didn't know what limita-

tion^ should be placed on video.

"We don't know enough about the
ultimate pattern of television," he
addedi
Beam objected to the Commis-

sion's proposed rule to limit an
owner to seven AM stations. He
said CBS finances video from the
profits of its own AM stations and
hopes "to preserve the vitality of

the aural, broadcasting system." He
said he did not think that film ex-
changes can provide raiich of the
programming for video stajiions.

; Gustave B. Margraf, counsel for
NBC, opposed imposition of "arbi-

trary limits." He contended that
.. broadcasters "should have an op-
.portunity to show in any given
-case that ownership of an addition-
al station would ifot . be contrary
to the public interest." He said
he was not advocating that there

; be no limit, but that the way be
left open for consideration of each
case as i I, is presented.
Paul A. O'Brien, of Dow, Lohnes

& Albertson, counsel for the Fort

Industry Co., opposed the six-sta-

tion FM limitation as well as the
ceiling on video outlets as "illogi^
cal and impractical." He thought

j

the limits should be the same for
all three types of stations.

O'Brien said his company would
be compelled to discontinue its AM
station in Pairmount, W. Va., if it

can't provide FM service in the
area, Fort Industry, he said, now
has its limit of seven AM stations
and therefore can't apply for FM
in Fairmount. "This is hardly a
reward for years of providing pub-
lic service," he said.

Heflmann $ 2-Way

Stint for Detroit
' Detroit, Jan. 18.

WWJ-TV, will televise at least
half of the Detroit Tigers' home
baseball games in 1949. Edwin J.

Anderson, president of the Goebel
|

Brewing Co., which sponsors the I

telecasts,' also - announced that
{

Harry Heilmann would handle both
radio and ^television microphones
this season.

This season will mark Heil-
mann's debut on television; He
has done the regular broadcast of
Tiger games for Goebel for six

seasons. In 1949 he will speak, the,

same text into, two microphones
during games which are televised.

Announcer Van Patrick will par-
ticipate with Heilmann in the play-
by-play and vocal interpretation;
Patrick has broadcast Cleveland
games for the past two seasons.

WKRC Bags Cincy Gardens

For Sports Despite Arena

Mgt Tie With Crosley
Cincinnati. Jan. 18.

Exclusive video: rights for Cin-
cinnati Gardens^ Inc. sports arena,
scheduled to open Feb. 22, were
bagged last week by the Times-
Star WKRC, whos^ yideo station
is slated to start commercial op-
eration April 1 after an experi-
mental tuning up of several weeks,
Deal aroused surprise in local ra-

dio circles, the .Gardens acting
general manager, Charles Sawyer,
Jr., being longtime exec in the
Crosley fold, the only broadcasting
firm now operating locally in tele-

vision. Crosley's video engineers
were consultants in planning of

the new Gardens' 13,000-seat lay-

out.

Hulbert Taft, Jr., managing di-

rector of WKRC and its TV unit,

said the contract is for 18 months
and covers ice shows and other big
road attractions along ,with boxing,
wrestling, hockey, basketball and
other sports.

Cincy's only video station, with
nearly a year, of .operation under,
its belt, Crosley's WLWT has done
a commendable coverage of gen-
eral indoor and outdoor sports, in-
cluding some of the Cincy Reds'
baseball games last season and for
which the station has the WKRC
and WCPO newcomers as bidding
competitors on the 1949 season.

Kelvinator Bankrolling

Coast Hoop Games
Hollywood, Jan; 18.

KLAC-TV has sold 12 Univer-
sity of Southern California-Univer-
sity of California in Los Angeles
basketball games to Kelvinator for
a reported $14,750.

WDTV Makes Pitt Video-Hep Despite

Fact That it's Town's Single Outlet
Pittsburgh, Jan. 18.

Launcliing of city's first tele-

vision station, DuMont-owned
WDTV same night (11) that the
coaxial cable linking^ east and mid-
west opened, gave Pittsburgh its

biggest show biz sliot in the arm in

years. Prior to event, in the neigh-
borhood of 2,000 TV sets were re-

ported sold in the district and since
then that number has been doubled,
with orders piling up so fast deal-

ers can't supply the demand.
And this despite the fact that

WDTV is likely to be Pittsburgh's
sole TV outlet until at least mid-
1950. Although three channels re-

main to be allotted locally, FCC
freeze on hearings of applicants

probably won't be lifted until late
summer and before arguments can
be heard and acted on, another few
months will elapse. Which means
that by the time transmitters are
built by the three outlets which,
are okayed, better than a -year will
have passed.

In the meantime, AM radio may ,

be in. for some curtailment of ad-
vertising revenue from long-time
sponsors, many of whom have al-

ready, .climbed . aboard the video
wagon^ WDTV began first day of
operation with such top-flight
bankroUers as Kaufmann's and
Joseph Home department stores,
Pittsburgh Brewing Co., Fulton
theatre, Chevrolet Dealers and ' a
flock of others.

All local shows on WDTV for the
time being will have to be on film
since station hasn't the equipment
yet; to televise live shows and must
do everything from the trans-
mitter. As a result, Kaufmann's
and Home's are using newsreel
clips, with Beckley Smith and J.

English Smith, respectively, ; doing
the spoken narration, and Pitts-,

burgh Brewing hJjs taken the Russ
Hodges sports short from DuMont

It's introduced by Bill

WPIX' Latin Quarter, N.Y.,

Tie-In on Talent Quest
A new variety show is slated to

emanate from the Latin Quarter,
N. Y., starting Feb. 1. WPIX. N. Y.,

has slated a talent quest for acts-

seeking a Broadway showcase with
winner to get a week's contract at-,

the cafe. Bohack chain of markets
will sponsor and LQ operator, Lou
Walters, will produce and direct.

Display will go on Tuesdays at 7:30
p.m. for a half-hour.
Program labeled "Stairway to

Fame" will have a similar format
to the Arthur Godfrey show inas-

much as professional acts will be
used. If necessary, Walters will

furnish performers with material
and wardrobe.

CBS Hub Bid

Kept Alive
Washington, Jan. 18.

Because of the "freeze" on proc-
essing of applications, Federal
Communications Commission ruled i network. „ ,

last week that CBS may keep pertd-
1 Sutherland"' sp6rts broadcaster fbr

-..-i
' the local outfit, but he's shown do-
inig his ppe'riihg spiel' oh film. Biill

Beal, radio produce? and packa
has a strictly local newsreelamderi
co-op sponsorship.
With WDTV assured of a virtual

monopoly: vyell into 1950, it's cer-
tain of grabbing plenty of attehW
tiol^t that .i sliould cpntiniie tO: p.aj|

off even :after co^^
aniij Silso getting: a toe-hol'd- oh the
flrst-rline spohsots. That's already
been well : indicated by the. vided
pay brigade.
For the time being, WDtV

hours of operation are 6hly^ from
6

: to 10 ii.in,, although during fo^
weeky it's been channeling through,
number of DuMont network shows
from New York to establish test

I patterns. Thes^ aren't regularly
programmed, however, but man-
agement says they will be withiii

a week, arid that daytime .Schedule :

will run from 10 k.jn. to 3:3<)*

ing its bid for a television station

in Boston while the Commission
|

decides whether it will approve the

network's, bid to purchase a con-
struction permit in the area.

No ' sooner had the FCC an-
nounced its : decision, when The
Meredith Publishing Co. filed a
competitive bid.matching the $242,-

000 price which CBS agreed to

give the Raytheon Electric Go. for
its unfinished station in Waltham,
just outside Boston. Meredith,
which has a television outlet in
Syracuse, N. Y., and is seeking ad-
ditional stations in Rochester and'

1 Albany, got in its application lust

I

under the 60-day deadline period
provided for matching bids under

I the AVCO procedure. It is ex-
I peeted the CBS and Meredith ap-
plications will be given a hearing
to decide which is the better quali-
fied to ; operate the Raytheon sta-

tion in the public interest.

WHERE WERE YOU AAA
ON THE NIGHT OF f / /
JANUARY 11, 1949

On Tuesday evening, January 11, 1949,

thousands of families— in fourteen metro-

politan centers and surrounding towns—
sat before their television sets and watched

the FIRST program ever to be telecast over

the newlyTjoined Eastern and Midwestern

networks of the Bell System,

Part of this program comprised the tele-

vising of a motion picture entitled "Step-

ping Along with Television." It was pro-

_duc_edJ)_yXBrayd _forJJie BelJ_Systeijijjand

it was the first film ever to be transmitted

over these newly-combined T-V networks.

We don't attach too great significance to

the fact that this Caravel film was a "first"

—though it's something pleasant to remem-

ber.Wedo believe Caravel would never have

been chosen to produce it if we had not first

proved our ability to do a top-flight job.

If you missed the program on the night

of January 11, 1949, we shall be happy to

show our part of it— either at your offices

or ours. We can't make all, the films for

[

television, but isye dqt^

When thousands, even millions of people, are the final judge, is it prudent I

to compromise with quality? After all, the TRUE yardstick is RESULTS. I

CARAVEL FILMS, INC.
DETROIT • 3010 Book Tower • Tel. CAdillac 6617 • NEW YORK • 730 Fifth Avenue •Jel. Circle 7-6111
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Tele Chatter
sss Continued from page 24 sss

esting, it- would seem that In the
rehash the whole thing could be

!

edited down to a half-hour. Hold.

tribution of motion pictures for

both theatre and television . .Tele-

vision Picture Distributing Co.,

headed by Toby Aneuish, will make

a series of one-reel westerns for

television. . .Doy O'Dell will star

in the pix titled "U. S, Marshall

O'Dell". . .Jubalaires doing new

show on KLAC-TV.. Hal Eugene
Roach Productions has started

shooting first of series of 13 do-

mestic comedy vidrpix today- June
Collycr and Stuart Erwin are han-
dling the lead roles. Films are be-

ing tailored to half-hour slot .

PUilco Digest of Sports has moved
from KTSL to KTLA. Half hour
video program gets Friday night

beaming . . : Masked Spooner , tele-

lehsed over WTSL and sponsored
by Kaiscr-Frazer, has been can-

celled . Steve Allen, KNX disk

jockey, doing "Take It From
There" TV show over KTTV. Allen

emcees the half-hour show which
features guest appearances. Format
revolves around a given incident

which guests are asked to build

into a story . Doix Tatum, NBC
and ABC attorney, will represent

both nets at Academy of Television

Arts and Sciences first Annual
Seminar Jan; 25. Tatum will dis-

cuss TV problems . . . Perry Pasme-
zoelu making a television survey
for Fox-West Coast theatres and
keeping the theatre chain posted

on »ew developments. . . Hal Gibr

Hey and Frank Bwrtoit have been
put on KNBH announcing staff . .

^^^^^

^WDSU
Pi'Si WDSU broadcasts JfiOO w»it
^-J?

, from .the. French Quarter to

the Gutf and South Louisiana listeners.

From daily association with time-honored

Stw Orjeaiii iiltlitt/ttONS WDSU has.

developed .a high quality of :intej^rity.!

WDSU Acyotes program time regutarlf

andxxclusively to the St: Louis Cathedral,

the International House, Moisant Inter,

r national Airport, Tulanc University,

Un ion Station,theMunictpal Auditoritiiii,

Symphonies and Operas. ! .:

WDSU'S dominate (loop.

etatidg pioyes iliac hon.

Ofing' iocaif. institutibhs

vt:re.ates high.. .listener

Jerry Lawrence has forsaken

spinning platters for a charade

program on KFL-TV.

Chicago
Fran Allison has added another

video show to her schedule, with

the "Fran Allison Show," debuting

Sunday (16), 6:45-7 p.m. (CST) on

WENR-TV, and telecast over east-

ern and midwestern ABC net .

WBKB using new automatic Multi-

scope 42 hours weekly, in place of

station's test pattern, which also

gives correct time, latest weather
report and press news . Walt's

Workshop and Take a Dare added
to WNBQ*s lineup, eadi starting

this week . George Harvey, sales

manager, WGN-TV, addressed Ad
Exec Club of Chi and gave hints

to future tele advertisers. .
.Vivian

Blaine; pic star and singer; hosted

by Nate Gross, Herald-American;
columnist, on his "Man About
Town" show, WGN-TV, Friday (14)

."Tea Time," new video offering,

WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee; is aimed at

women audiences via household
demonstration. . .Over 750 Chi-

cagoans on hand Thurs, (13) to

catch Lanny Boss's NBC Swift
show, beamed out of Chi for first

time to eastern outlets plus added
midwestern stations. . ."Cross Ques-
tion," WGN-TV's weekly jury trial

program, goes over east and mid-
west CBS tele network, starting

Jan. 18 . : John Mitchell becomes
new business manager, WBKB, this

week "Spell With Isbell,"

WGN-TV, moved to new spot, Mon-
day (17) from former Wed. eve
schedule. . .Lyn Connelly joins

WBKB as member of publicity

staff.. Jay Farairhan, program di-

rector, WGN-TV, represented video
at fouriman parlay for furniture
and appliance conventioneers, at

Merchandise Mart last week .

,

Duane Bogie becomes an assistant

producer in program department,
WNBQ : . JamesTaylor and John
Alexander joined WBKB as assist-

ant directors last week. . . Arthur
Avery, WGN-TV broadcast technic
cian, upped to supervisor, with
Glmef Cawthon; Woodrow Crane
and. Charles Rothers becoming
asst. supervisors . . : Ann. Libberton
joins NBG-TV staff as script girl

. Kcii Ponte going full-speed
ahead in new post, WBKB's pro-
duction dept'

WESTON'S PRESENT
With Jimmie Shields, Mary Mor-

rison, Edmund Hockridge, John
Sturgess, Geoffrey Waddington
Orch and' chorus; Byng. Whitte-
ker and John Drainie, an-
inouhcers

Producer: Gordon Forsyth
Writer: . H; Ernest Foster
30 Mlns.; Fri., 9:30 p.m.
WESTON'S BISCUITS
CBS, from Toronto

' iHarry Foster)
In a bright musical format, fea-

turing highlights' from famous
musical' comedies and operettas*
Weston's has returned to the ait

for its first postwar program series.

Teeoff ' (7) showed a generous
loosening: of the purse-strings, with
top Canadian soloists and a 16-

voice mixed chorus backgrounded
by Geoffrey: Waddington's 27-man
orch. Originating from CJBC*
Toronto; . program* is carried hv 32
stations of the Dominion network
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,

In three: 10-minute-act segments,
opener featured solos and choruses
from Romberg's "New Moon,"
Friml's "Rose Marie" and G. & S.'s

"H.M.S. Pinafore" for a stirring
stanza that saw all principals,
chorus and orchestra in top form.
Production was spirited and dis-
ciplined, with the four soloists
and chorus : all bringing requisite
inteipretation to rousing marching
songs and other pops that have been
famous for many years. Whole
stanza packs plenty of punch, with
eredit' to all .concerned. Commer-
cials were brief and pointed.

Staxj.

BMB

^^^oyi

NEW
ORtEANS

1^80 kc
WDSU ABC

Affiliate

5000

Radio Reviews
: continued from page 22 s

in basketball, baseball, footban,
and hockey, the latter introduced
to Louisville for the first time in

1948. Other local news took in the
Farnsley story, recounting of the
town's mayor and his innovations,
such as "beef sessions" at the City
Hall, and other projects; which
have garnered much space in the
local newspapers, and on local ra-

dio stations.

Sliow was a fine example of

building an hour show from li-

brary matei-ial, as well as showing
fine coordination between the vari-

ous departments of the station.

While most of the stuff was inter-

For Frofitobie Selling-Investigate

WDEL WGAL
WILMINGTON

DELA.

lANCASTER
PENNA.

Russ, U. S.
s Continued from page 23 sss

and head home. Specifically, they
indicated despair of an. agreement
and put the bee on the U. S. to re-
lease its plan by Jan. 24 at the
latest. .The Latinos al^ made much
of the fact that it is costing the
countries $13.56 a minute just to
keep the secretariat in Mexico,
apart from the expenses of the in-
dividual delegations themselves.
The stratospheric costs have led
the Swiss and other small delega-
tions to plead for a quick windup
of the sessions. Countries are
aware that . unless agreement on
shortwave is reached here, work
of i the Atlantic City and Geneva
conferences last year may be nul-
lified.

The U. S. or Russian proposals
mean that some shortwave trans-
mitters will actually have to shut
down in many countries if all na-
tions are to get effective use of the
ah-. The Russian group is expected
to oppose any retrenchment in
their part of the globe and none of
the delegates wants to accept less
than they now. have. To hurdle the
space shortage, it was suggested
that power up to 1,000.000 watts
be used—instead, ot the present
50kw ceiling-—for long^hop .broad-
casting, say from New York to
London. The Russos have already
objected to this since^ their limit
rii|ht now is 120kw power. Some
ot the .s-maller countries who can't
EtfTord top power are going along
with the opposition too.

Continuing headache at the ses-
sions so far has been the Soviet's

I

insistence on its plan for DX pro-

I

gramming—a proposal which- cuts
I present U. S. operations over 40%
I

but gives satelliV Ukraine, for ex-
ample, more channels than that
country actually requested.

— Continued from page ?0 s
higlr-powered stations had lost

some drawing power during the

the past couple of years due to

the great increase in the number
of stations.

Threatened to Cancel

One station operator, Julian L.

Skinnell, manager of WLBR, Le-

banon, Pa., threatened to cancel

his subscription to BMB if tlie sur-

vey were postponed. In a letter of,

Miller, Skinnell said that the great

changes in the broadcast picture

demanded early completion of the

study. He said few stations "will

continue to pay the substantial

dues required month in and month:
out without some service in return
for this expense." Subscription
fees for the BMB service are
charged in ratio to the station's

revenues.

Format of the upcoming survey
will be virtually identical to the
first one conducted in 1846 with
the exception of a couple of refine-

ments. Via mail ballots to 600,000
families, BMB will cover the audi-
ence of all U. S. stations on a
countyrby-county and city-by-city

basis. One of the improvements in

the current study: will be a break'^

down of station audiences on week-
ly and daily, and daytime and
nighttime averages. BMB's mini-
mum requirement is 50% returned
ballots from each county.

End result will give each sta-

tion's pulling power on a numeri-
cal and percentage-of-the-whole
basis. Only subscribers will receive
the info collected, including all;

data on non^subscriber: stations.
Results of the survey are slated to:

be published in September,

Exec committee making the de-
cision to go ahead with the survey
was composed of J. Harold Ryan,
Port Industry stations; chairman;
Frederic Gamble; 4 A's proxy;
Paul West; ANA proxy; Joseph
Allen, Bristol-Myers Co.; Leonard
Bush, Compton Advertising; Roger
Clipp, WFIL; and Miller and Feltis.

Int'l Harvester Going

Bacl{ to Daytime With

Its 'Harvest of Stars'
International Harvester has de-

cided it's had its full of nighttime
radio and is restoring its "Harvest
of Stars"' show back to Sunday
afternoon on NBC. - Harvester
switched over to CBS last year,
taking the Wednesday ' night 9:30
segment, but in the face of the
"Mr. District Attorney" competi-
tion from NBC, it never made the
bigtime Hooper grade.

Beginning of April "Harvest"
moves into the Sunday 5:30 period,
currently occupied by RCA's Bos-
ton Pops -Robert Merrill show;
Latter program, in turn, would be
moved up a half-hour, but that's
still contingent on an okay from
the RCA moguls. Jane Pickens is

-now heard at 5 and she 'would be
moved into the 4:30 slot;

Previously "Harvest" and RCA
had also been showcased baekrto-
back Sundays, the former occupy-
ing the 2:30 period, with RCA at 2.

Air Royalty
, It's Park Avenue audition time

around WOR, N. Y., these days.

Brace of shows on the station's

upcoming agenda, if the audition

wrinkles can be ironed out, in-

clude a Gloria Vanderbilt femme
chatter stanza, and a program by
Princess Obolensky, emanating
from her home; featuring guest in-
terviews, etc.

UOPWA CBS UNIT SEES

FIREWORKS AT N.Y. MEET
Factional, struggle brewing with-

in the CBS white-collarite unit of
the United Office and Professional
Workers , of America is expected
to break into the open at a mem^
bership meeting of the local to-

night (Wed.). Opposing groups
comprise the present leadership of

]

the UOPWA and a dissident rank-
andj-file caucus calling itself the
"Pro-America group."
Dispute stems from dissatisfact

tion with the union pact UOPWA
recently signed with CBS manage-
ment. The dissidents claim that be- •

[ cause of the failure of the union i

I to comply with the Taft-Hartley
!
law it was at a disadvantage in

I the contrixt negotiations.

M-G.M—
'On an Island with You'

THK CAMBI. 8HOW
Kvery l<'riany I«It«, g:30 K.S.T.

Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON

"WaM abova tha usual daytima
fare."

BILLBOARD.

murMKEs
WUTKX?

for Ivory Flakei

CBS, Mon. thru Fri.

2:45-3 P..M.

With JOHN K. M. McCaffrey

Written and Dlrertril ' l>]r

ADDISON SMITH

HARRISBURG
PENNA.

WKBO WRAW
READING
PENNA.

Lever Bros.
Continued TroM p<ige Z\

WORK MWEST
YORK
PENNA.

EASTON
PENNA.

r STEINMAN ^BBi STATIONS

Clair R. McCollough, Managing Oireclsr ..

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES

» Chicago ' San Francisco New York los. Angelel

"Inna's" $7,500 weekly tab and
"Scouts" $6,500 nut add up, on a
per-point ba.sis, to one of the juicl
est commercial parlays riding the
kilocycles. - -

Since moving up an hour into
the ex-Amos 'n' Andy NBC slot,

Hope has maintained about the
same rating average, but in view
of the $22,500 talent-production
nut, the , homes-per-dollar story is
less impressive than "Irma" or,
"Scouts." And while A'n'A nose-|
dived immediately following their i

switchover to CBS, as inheritors'
of the post-Jack Benny slot on Co-
lumbia, they're again riding high
and handsome.

"Wheaties, natch t"

Denver— Outbidding two east-
ern breweries, with bidding stop-
ping at $50,000, the Adolph Goors
Co , brewers, has latched onto the
broadcasts for the Denver Bears
baseball games, both home and
abroad, for the year, using KMYIt
for the airing.

DEAR AL:

I sHil don't believe Jan August could rnake a

piano sound off that many notes without some

gimmick. I'm sure there's more on this in this

week's Variety, page 45 JOE
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Consent Decree Settles

Scophony Suit as Par,

Gen. Prec. Unload Stock

Scophony anti-trust suit, in liti-

gation for more thari three years,

was finally settled last we^k
through a consent decree signed

by N. Y. federal judge Edward A.

Conger. Under terms of the settle-

ment, Paramount Television Pro-

ductions and General Precision

Equipment Corp., a 20th-Pox sub-

sidiary, are required to divest

themselves of all stock interests in

Scophony Corp. of America, and
through ending their exclusive li-

censes on Scophony patents, imme-
diately release those patents to the

public.

SCA prez Arthur Levey dis-

missed the counter-claims against

Par and GPEC, in return for which

TELEVISION - BAPIO 3S

KFI-TV Pitching for Co-op

Tieup With Fflm Studio
HoUywood, Jan. 18.

KFI-TV, local indie station, is

sending out feelers to film studios
regarding prospects of lining up a
co-operative deal for mutual video,
benefit, Station is not for sale as
a whole or in part, according to
Bill Ryan, general manager, con-
trary to strong rumor which is
circulating throughout town.
Ryan declared that station would

like very much to work out a co-
op deal with one of the film studios
but realizes that studio would have
all to give and nothing to receive
from the station foe some time to
come.
Ryan stated that they have had

offers to sell the outlet which more
than likely accounts for the strong

TV's Sparkler
Washington, Jan. 18.

What was billed as "the
most expensive show in televi-

sion" was carried tonight (18)

by WMAL-TV when Jack
Werst, New York diamond col-

lector/ was interviewed by
Ruth Crane, who conducts the
station's "Modern Woman"
program, Werst, who travels

with police escort, ' brought
with him about 300 Eitones

valued at $3,500,000. His prize

is the Vanderbilt diamond, in-

sured for $250,000.
Miss Crane also had on her

program Mrs; Nellie Taylor
Ross, Director of the U. S.

Mint, who displayed the newly
minted nlemorial medals hon-
oring the inaugural of the
President.

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

the two companies turned over to rumors being bandied about town
him their entire stock holdings. Par
-had owned 340 shares of B stock,

wttrth some $43,000, and GPEC had
660 shares, valued at some $86,000.

In return for the - stock transfer,

Levey granted the two firms roy-

alty credits- on Scophony patents

of $130,000.
Complaint, filed Dec. 18, '45,

charged aU three companies with
conspiring in restraint of trade and
with having established illegal car-

tel agreements with Scophony, Ltd.,

a British firm, to divide up world
markets. Complaint charged Far
and GPEC with refusing to develop
or exploit the. Scophony patents
aild with restraining SCA from ex-
ploiting them. In line with this,

Levey declared that, while the two
film companies elected only two of
the five directors, their representa*
tives had to be present at all board
meetings to ,vote any action. Thus,
he said, -they could, exercise an
automatic veto through absence
from a meeting,
Levey r e t a i n s a cross-claim

against British Scophony. Govern-
ment, having established jurisdic-
tion over the British firm earl^f in
the proceedings, plans to move im-
mediately for a summary judgment.
Levey, who now owns 125 of SCA's
A shares, plans to acquire the 625
A shares still in the hands of Sco-
phony^Ltd., as well as another 225
A shares now owned by a Czech
syndicate in London. >

Lion Stock Issue
Continued from page 25

He also said that station is in the
midst of preparation of budgets
for this year and that programming
has just been riding along which-
may account for added momentum
to sale rumor.
Ryan asserted that program-

ming ta date, has just been in the
way of experience as far as the
station is concerned and that no^
specific program format has been
set up. Entire schedule will be
revamped in the near future, he
said. Shows that are on the right
track .will be> slotted while those
falling below standard will be
weeded out of the lineup.

Detroit—J. E, Campeau, CKLW
president, announced the appoint-
ment of Charles Gunn, w.k. Dcr
troit radio man to tho newly-
created post of assistant sales man'
ager. He spent 15 years with
WXYZ. Appointment was in prep-
aration for the station's power in-

crease to 50,000 watts this spring.

KWFT and KFDX going off the
air intermittently throughout the
day. Radio network and press
service wires were also down^
Heavy ice snapped the telephone
lines causing all the damage. ,

San Antonio—.Latest addition to

the staff of KCOR is Bud Riley
who takes over duties as Farm
and Ranch Editor. He will be
heard in a daily early morning
roundup of Farm and Ranch news.

! nounccd

Philadelphia— Scholarship,
awards totaling $1,000 were made

I

to Joan McDonald, Higliland Park,
Pa., and John Barmim, Clifton
Heights, Pa,, in the third annual-
Benjamin Franklin ossay contest
conducted by WPEN and the
Charles Morris Price School of
Journalism. Winners were an-

at the annual Franklin

KLAC-TV Drops Fites In

Shuffle to Make Mon.

Entertainment Night

WDTV. He's been in tele-radio

Chi WNBQ Gets Up To
20-Hr. Week Sked Fast

Chicago, Jan. 18.

Addition of six NBC Chi pro-

duced tele programs and several

commercial network shows to

WNBQ's schedule, : boosts station's

operations: to over .20 hours weekly
in its third full week. New net-

work telecasts addid include Col-

gate Theatre, Phil Silvers Show,
Americana and Chesterfield Supper
Club.
NBC Chi productions include

Irna Phillips' These Are My Chil-
dren, Walt's Workshop, debuting
Jan. 24, Clifton Utley and the
News, teeing off on same date, The
Weatherman, five - minute spot
which began Monday (17) and Take
a Dare, an audience participation
half-hour teeing off Wednesday
(19),

Hollywood, Jan. 18.

KLAC-TV has dropped the Mon-
day night'' boxing bouts. Station
plans to make Monday its big en-
tertainment evening as the other
six days will be filled by the Los
Angeles baseball games and prob-
ably the Hollywood Stars games.
Stars have not yet been inked but
station toppers expect the package
to be sealed within the next few

|
work in Philadelphia lately

weeks.-,

"

KLAC has switched the Don Otis
Variety show to Monday from
Tuesday and has alsov inserted
"Headline ' Charades," a western
and a dramatic program. Western
show will topline Carolina Cotton.
Jon Slott's original : dramatic biogs
will be used as a format for half-

hour skits. Gilbert and Sullivan
operettas are pending as later hour
programming.
Bob McLaughlin's "Picture Al-

bum" and David Street show will

be set in early Tuesday preceding
diamond telensing which cuts loose
at 7:45 nightly. Following night's

programming has not been laid out
yet." ...

Station does not yet-have a spon-:
sor for the' Angels games.. Fred
Henry, program director, revealed
that KLAC-TV is waiting for the
Stars inking and will then offer
both games aa a single package to

sponsor.

Birthday dinner of
Richard Club (17).

the Poor

Pittsbiir$;h—Al Steppling, for-

mer WJAS announcer, has quit

staff of WLOA in Braddock to re-

turn to his old station as music li-

brarian. Len Firestone, sports an-
nouncer at WEDO in McKeesport,
has resigned to rejoin WPGH,
where he previously worked. Bob
Thomas, who left sales post at

WWSW some time ago, has re-
turned to airlines, work in New
York, which he was in before turn-
ing to radio. He's since been re-

placed here by Chet Clark, one-
time announcer at WCAE. Larry
Israel; who hails from nearby Mc-
Keesport, has come back to town .

from Philadelphia to handle pub- 60 days in which matching bids
li«ty_/or DuMqnt's video- station,

, f^^^^ Transfer of WINX-

Philadelphla-^SpoFts announcer.
Jules Rind named proaram director
of WPEN, according to announce- -

ment made by Edward C. Obrist,
general manager. William. B.
Ca.skey, former assistant to , the.

:

manager and .supervisor of program
operations, has been upped to
assistant manager.

Meyers' 370G
; Continued from page 23 ;

: St. Louis—A sports program at
breakfast time, new in this- neck
of the woods, was inaugurated yes-
terday (17) over KXOK, the Star-
Times station. The program, a
four-a-week stint, . features France
Laux, weir known sportcasteri and
covers a review of the preceding
evening^s activities in sports around
St. Louis with a brief run-down of
national sports, interviews with
outstanding sports personalities
and a feature. Rax Rixman Mo-
tor Co. is bankrolling.

Whether or not stock will be float-

ed, Hammons stated.

Present capitalization, for which
stock certificates were being pre-
pared this week, consists of 1,000
preferred .shares at $10 par and
50,000 no-par ; common. All of it

has been subscribed to by Ham-
mons, Neil Agnew, Jules Levey,
Charles Gasanave, Paul White ahd
Robert Savini.

Hal Home, former 20th-Fox pub-
ad chief, may also become a stock-
holder or, in any case, be associ-
ated with Lion. Hammons said
Home was interested in joining
the group and the members were
pleased.to have him. He. may be
partnered; with Levey la a produc-
tion unit or handle promotion or
both.

Home has been on the Coast
during the past week with the Lion
toppers. All except Hammons have
been there looking over prospects
for setting up production units and
laying out product for Lion to fi-

nance and distribute. Agnew re-
turns to New York today (Wed.),
Casanave comes back at the end
of the week and the others will
follow within the next few weeks.

.,
— •

:, .

--^ J",'.---

Albany—WPTR is now present-
ing; in cooperation with the Al-
bany Pharmaceutical Assn., "Ad-
ventures in Medicine," 15-minute
Sunday noon program with local
physicians as participants and with
scripts written by Philip Gelb for
the Medical Research Bureau, of
Chicago.

Detroit—Joe Gentile and Ralph
Binge now doing a television show
once a week over WJBK-TV, Wed-
nesdays at 7 p.m

. Fort Wayne—Bill Bailey has re-
signed as news announcer at
WOWO, Fort Wayne, to join WLS,
Chicago, where he will be a staff

announcer with emcee duties and
will be: associated with the Na-
tional Barn Dance program.

San Antonio—^Arthur L.
rest, former promotion manager of
WOAI, has been named new pro-
motion and Vmerchandising man-
ager of KTSA here, taking over his
new duties on Monday (17). For-
rest replaces Bill Lamar at KTSA

Warren, O..^Harry R/ Parrali,
advertising manager 'of the Warren
(O.) Tribune-Chronicle, has been
appointed manager of WRRN, that

For- Icity. FCC last week (13) approved
the sale of WRRN and WRRN-FM
to the Tribune-Chronicle for $300,-
000.

Wichita Falls— Cold weather
played havoc here last week with

FM from the Post to WTOP in-

volves the moot question of

whether a competitive bidder may

.

file to purchase a station which the

owner is virtually selling to him-
self.

The Post also requested that it

be allowed to take over WTOP im- :

mediately. This would permit CBS
to take over KQW, San Francisco,
in which it purcha.sed the rRmain-
ing 55% interest recently from the
Burton family. Approval of the
KQW sale was madB.continfient on
the selling of WINX by Eugene
Meyers, owners of the Post, before :

he took over WTOP.
Newspaper's application was

filed by Loucks, Zias, Young &
Jansky. It showed the balance
sheet of WINX on the liabilities

side, listing . $485i857 ' as "unap-.
propriated earned surplus (defi-*

cit).": Banks has arranged . for a
bank loan in Philly of $100,000
towards purchase of the station.

By cutting expenses to 814,000 per
month, considerably below present
expenses, he expects to put the
outlet in the black within four
months. He plans to .select a
Washington man - to manage the
station. John Hayes, present man-
ager of WINX, xvill assume WTOP's
management.

Ifsfen to

KURT
WEBSTER

Off.

WBT—Charlottt

fmature

Grodi Fitld*! London Record

MI®MM

6"> YEAR!

"THE LIFE OF RILEY"
wifh Wm. Bendix as Riley"

wr,uen ty- ALAN LIPSCOTT, REUBEN SHIP, DICK POWELL

Cast- PAULA WINSLOWE, JOHN BROWN, TOMMY GOOK, BARBARA EILER

Musu by- LOU ICOSLOFF orreFfea By=^MITGH LINDEMANN

Sponsored by PRELL SHAMPOO - Friday Night (NBC)

To All These Skilled Participants, a Deep Bow
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Coral Now a FidUedgedMjM
Of Decca, Unravek Brunswick Snarl

' Becca Becords has been having-f-

'$ difficult time in marketing

Brunswick label disks it bought in

1940 for $1,400,000 from the old

American Record Co. Several

months ago Decca announced that

it would issue Brunswick platters

on a regular releasfe schedule for

world-wide distribution. Then the

Company found out that its world

tights to the Brunswick title was

hot part of the deal on which the

masters were secured. Coral Rec-

ords, a Decca subsid, was formed,

and-' it was planned , to: release

Brunswick masters under that

label.

Recently* Decca determined that

another clause in the original ar-

rangement by which it picked up
the Brunswick masters, forbade

their release under any other Jabel

title. Now Decca will market the

disks under their original name,
but the independent distributors

that were set up to disperse the

new Coral label, will handle the

line. Previously, the owned and

operated Decca distributing points

took care of Brunswick platters

JD Into Statler, N. Y.

Jimmy Dorsey is set for a run

at the Cafe Rouge of the Statler

hotel. New York, his first at the

Spot in a couple years. He'll open
March 21 for four weeks With a

two-week option, following Tony
Pastor, who opens Feb. 7 replac-

ing the current Frankie Carle.

Tommy Dorsey completed a

three-month run at the Statler on
Xmas Day. It was his first date

there in five years.

COL. RECORDS 'KATE'

WITH ORIGINAL CAST
Columbia Records completed the

recording of the scote of Cole
Porter's "Kiss Me ^ate" in New
York over the weekend, using the
show's cast. Disks were cut Sun-
day C16), but all of the work was
not completed that day and the

cast had to return Monday (17) af-

Stevens' New Cap Post

Capitol Records! promotion and

publicity setup in New York under-

went a change Monday (17) when
Dan Stevens was brought in from
Hartford, where he was a disk

salesman. Dick Linke, head

of Cap's promotion in the easti wiU
confine himself in the future to

pushing national mag, wire service,

columns and trade material.

Stevens has the title of eastern

head of regional promotion, under
Linke.

ter midnight (following that eve
And Coral, set up chiefly to handle

[
ning's performance) to clean it up.

Brunswick reissues, will become a ^^^^^ ^jji i,e released in allium
fuUfledged co-label of Decca
Some Decca talent may be trans-

ferred to the new label, fresh

talent will be added* plus which

It will serve as an outlet for Decca
reissues. /
Among the 6,000-odd Brunswick

masters acquired by Decca are a

great number of collector's items.

They were not pressed during the

war, but could be bought when the

big battle was over. Many of these

items are on the flr.st Brunswick
release, set for Feb. 14, which
includes 25 albums and a batch of

' A 49c Record?
Chicago, Jan. 18.

Mercury Reicords, according to

music circles here, is planning a

new label to sell at 49c in con-

junction with Its regular 75c re-

leases. Irving Green, Mercury

president, flatly denies that the

company has any such intentions,

but it is known that several local

bandleaders not now connected
with any recording company, have
been approached on the idea of

cutting material for the new series.

According to the deals that have
been offered these leaders. Mer-
cury intends buying talent for the
lower-priced disk on a flat per side

uie'sliow's producers,' Saint Sub- basis with no royalty allowances,

ber and Lemuel Ayers, calls for a
'

royalty* with the cost of the record-
ing being borne by Colum'bia, but
applied against royalty statements.

Jocks,Jukesand Disks
By B^e Woods

form; it's the first complete legit

score recorded since the end' of the

disk ban. Columbia's deal with

Ayres Ankling CoL As

Soon as Sub Is Found
Mitchell Ayres will sever con-

singles. Two albums are by Bing i nections with Columbia Records in

Crosby and two by Duke Ellington.
1 New York just as soon as CRC

Decca's original idea in wantmg
j.^^^ ^ ^^.^^^^^^ replacement,

to revive the Brunswick label as
I ^ ^^^j^^i director for Colum-

a world-wide label was to ship u,i3 ^ ^Ul
rnnterialinto'England U.S. Decca

yjg^ggfjg^ freelance and conduct
hP« an arrangement, however,

'j^^ p ^^^^.^^j
with British Decca under which

,
^^.^j^.^. including his Chester- ^ He

the latter markets a 1 U.S Decca,
flgj^ broadcasts (NBC) and his

stuff m that country^ The two g^^^^j^^^^-^^ j^,.^.^^^^^
firi-i's don't get along anymore.

That would be necessary to the
marketing of a recording that
would sell at 49e. Costs of opera-
tion—talent music royalties^ ma-
terials and production, etc., just

about make 4he manufacturing -of

a disk pegged at that retail price

a prohibitive item unless every
cost ingredient iS: played close to

the vest. Even then, it's a penny-
profit problem.

Paxton'Preems'asPub
: Ex-maestro George Paxton . has

launched his new music publish-

Decca figured to market sides in

fincland via the Brunswick label

and so bypass the British Decca
call on- them; That was prevented

for ; all of Perry Como's musical
\

ing firm, titled Paxton Music, Inc.

s going into business with a

I song by Charles Tobias and Nat
! Simon called "A Million Miles

Though Ayres has not yet left . . „ , . . j ,^

Columbia, he directed a recording ^way. now being recorded by ma-

date for Como in N. Y. last Thurs- 1
jor companies,

day (13); at the same time he was
I Paxton has dropped all maestro-

bv the lack of world rights to the i

''till conducting dates for Colum-
|

ing activities. : At the. start of tlie

title and the Coral label was the

answer. That, too, was stymied by
the clause prohibiting the use of

anv other title on a Brunswick
disk.

bia. Latter was aware of the Como 1 music publishing venture, he fig-

recording and gave Ayres permis- l ured to try to combine the two,
sion. - but revised that intention:

Sammy Kaye "Powder Your
Face With Sunshine"—"Careless
Hands" (Victor) Victor's entry by
Sammy Kaye in the "Powder"
sweepstakes is a fast, cleanly cut
arrangement that jocks and jukes
will find to their liking. It moves
at a good clip and the Three Kay?
dets turn a listenable,vocal. It's

nothing* however, like the Impact
of the flipover, which brings, up a
hillbilly piece that Buddy Morris
is going after as a pop promotion.
Properly rigged with steel guitar

accomp, the disk forms a very
pleasing approach to a tune that

sounds good. It'll earn its way
for jocks and jukes. Three Kay-
dets and Don Cornell tag the vocal.

Blue Barron "Cruising Down the
River'WPowder Your Face With
Sunshine" (M-G-M). One of Bar-
ron's first post-ban sides may give

him a hit. His waltz arrangement
and performance of the "Cruising"
song, an old English hit. Is one
that jocks and -jukes figure to get

plenty of calls for. It's the ttype

of things that just naturally urges
community singing. Record is

well made at a swinging two-beat
pace, with ensemble vocalling.

Backing is another version of

"Powder," done in Barron's own
style and with ensemble vocalling.

He doesn't help the disk with a
midway switch to shuffle rhythm,
later reverting to the opening up-

tempo. It'll be played, but "Cruise
ing" should take most of the play.

Tony Pastor "Grieving for You"
^"Saturday Night Mood" (Colum-
bia) Rosemary Clooney started
something for herself with the
vocal she did for Pastor on "You
Started Something," and her vocal
of "Grieving"—will solidify her
personal gain as well as pushing
Pastor onward. It's a natural juke
and jock piece. She does a job on
the lyric of the old tune that is

full of appreciation fof its content.
It's warm, and her diction is clear

as a bell even in her subdued
style of delivery. Pastor lays

down a background that's com-
mensurate and it all adds up to a
socko disk. Backing is good con-
trast that'll corral its own plays, a
bouncy rhythm arrangement spot-
lighting Pastor and the Clooney
kids. It's nice.

'Andrews Sisters-Danny Kaye
"Beatin*, Bangin' 'N' Scratin' "—
Amelia Cordelia McHugh" (Decca).

The "McHugh" side is supposed to
be the big gun on this coupling;
It's good, but the "Beatin', Ban-

I

gin'" piece is the better for jocks
and jukes. It's a comical bit that

WMGM (N.Y.) STUDIOS

PUT AT CAP'S DISPOSAL
Capitol Records has made an ar-

rangement with WMGM. New York,

under which the disk manufacturer
is using the station's new broad-
casting studios on an experimental
basis for recording. Since the old

Pathe Studios, which Cap leased,

were taken over by ABC's tele-

vision division. Cap was without f
studios. During the ban it had no
problems, but since that was lifted

the disker had to. find new studios.

As it stands* Cap is trying out

WMGM's studios and if they're

found suitable the company's Hol-
lywood office will make a .

deal
with Loew's, Inc., owner of WMGM.
for a term lease. WMGM has no
recording equipment and the ma^
terial Capitol has already made
from there is transmitted by wire
to Cap's N. Y. oifices where it is

placed on tape. This is shipped to

Hollywood and transferred to mas-
ters.

J:^..M Be«t Mers on Coin-Machines.l!Sl;I;l?Lll

%. SLOW BOAT TO CHINA (12) (Melrose).

I 4.

''i..

6.

7.

Lisbona-Lubin Tune Taken

Off Shelf By Leeds
Leeds Music has purchased the

rights to an English song that
Chappell, New York, had on its

shelf for seven years. Tune, "I Get
ITp Every Morning,'' by Eddie Lis-

bona and Joe Lubin, had been ac-

cepted by ChappeH's English firm,

Bradbury Wood; Ltd., and nothing
had ever been done with it.

Last year, when Lou Levy was
In England, he heard the song and
took a liking to it, but couldn-t

find out who owned it. Recently,

in Ni Y.* Lisbona and Lubin were
demonstrating songs, none of

which Levy liked. They started to

perform the "Eyes" song, explain-

ing that Chappell owned the rights.

Levy then approached Max Drey-
fus and bought,^!,,,,; diifmo' >

X PUSSY GAT SONG (Leeds) .-....{
^'^'^^^^ ,9.^cca ^^ •

'
....

I Perry Como Victor

LITTLE BIRD TOLD ME (9) (Bonme) I'l^'^wS* .

".Supreme
|

( Kay Kyser. i . . , . * ,

.

: . Columbia -

t Benny Goodman . , i ..... Capitol "

;

MY DARLING, MY DARLING (8) (Morris)
| DaSr,'.''"' ! ! ! ! ! : :CofSl ^

BUTTONS AND BOWS (14) (Famous) {^n "Sht}::::::/^'!'^ i!

. . . .Victor '

•iii>.. Decca
I'VE GOT MY LOVE TO KEEP ME WARM (3) (Berlin) Les Brown Columbia

YOU WERE ONLY FOOLING (5) (Shapiro-B) . , ^ {h^"^IZ°^ ",'^ecco

FAR AWAY PLACES (3) (Laurel) {S^S"".".

8. GALWAY BAY (2) (Leeds).

10.

i Bing Crosby Dacca
•••••••••

I Anne Sheltqn , ; . . .London
; ( Gordon Jenkins. ........ .Decca

'"'""'"lEddy Howard. ........ .Majestic ^
CUANTO LE GUSTA (11) (Peer-Int) j

mranda-Andrews Sis. ... Decca

9. MAYBE YOU'LL BE THERE (24) (Triangle).

Coming Up

DOWN AMONG SHELTERING PALMS (Miller)

POWDER FACE WITH SUNSHINE (Lombardo)

I
Sammy Kaye . , ; . . . ^ . , v . .Victor

\ JolsonMiUs Decco

( Evelyn Knight .

.

. . . ; .,i ; . .. Decca
t Pri?no Scala

.

.... .... , . London
BELLA-BELLA -MARIE (Leeds) ..ttt. . ;t 77. -Andrews Sisters' . .TTTT. ."DecctT

BRUSH THOSE TEARS (Peter Maurice) \Evelyn Knight .Deceit
•

( Barry Green Rainbow

SO TIRED (Glenmore) (
Rmss Morgan ,..Decm

(Kay Starr Cat>itol
SWEET GEORGIA BROWN (Remick) Brother Bones .....Tempo f
GLORIA (Rene) '. [Mills Bros Decca t

( Ray Antliony Signature

IT'S TOO SOON TO KNOW (Morris) ,
t Orioles Natural I
( Ella Fitzfiferald Decca

;

;

WHAT DID I DO (BVC) , 5 Helen Forrest M-G-M <
' """ I Dinah Shore Colwnbia

-. SAY SOMETHING SWEET (Mills) Jlnfc Spots Decca •
"' lAnne Shelton London '.[

::
FOOLS RUSH IN (BVC) Billy EcJcstine M-G-M

f IS IT TRUE ABOUT DIXIE (????) Jolson-Mills Decca
''

LAVENDER BLITB (Santly-Joy) ' ( Dt?ioh Shore Columbia ];
*

" *

lSa?7mi3/ Kaye, ... ...... . . . Victor ' •

[Fififures in parentheses indicate number o1 weeks song has been in the Top 10 ]

figures to get a strong reaction Out
of Danny Kaye's lyric lines
"McHugh" brings the trio and
Kaye up on a saleable novelty
Kaye doing a Scotch Imitation. It

moves at a fast/clip. Vic Shoeu
ably backs both sides.

Ronnie DeauviUe "Here I'll

Stay"
—"Portrait of Jennie" (Mer-

cury). DeauviUe* has gotten some
attention since his "Gloria" disk
with Ray Anthony (Signature).
This Is his first Mercury disking.
It's fair. On "Here I'll Stiy," he ^

seems a bit uncertain; too, he
sounds a lot like Frank Sinatra. '

On the reverse,- DeauviUe is a lot

more uncertain and the tune is'nt
'

there, which doesn't help. He's
assisted on both by unbilled chorus
and orchestra.

Frank Sinatra "Orchids for My
Lady"—"Why Can't You Behave"
(Columbia). . Sinatra has two good
songs here and the reaction of
them figures to be just what's de-
served. It seems obvious not too .

much time was spent learnings ^
either before they were recorded*
"Orchids" sounds okay* but actually

a lot more could have been gotten
out of the tune. BlUy Eckstine's
recording <M-G-M) Is far superior.
As for "Behave," by Cole Porter
from "Kiss Me; Kate" it^s' much
better, but it's not up to his per-
formance level either, although
jocks will get some mUeage out of

'

It. Background by Axel Stordahl
is excellehi;.

Tony Martin "Tenement Sym-
phony" (two sides) (Victor). Jocks

;

will find good use for this lyrical

travelog on New York's east side.

It's a good melody and story and
it's brightly performed by Martin :

with lush orchestral background
(made In England). It's not the

sort of material that will fit just

any jock show. The more picky
programmers will latch^ onto it

more often.

Andrews Sisters "More Beer"—
"Let a Smile Be Your UmbreUa"
(Decca). Andrews trio could give

the "Beer" side the push that will
bring it out of regional favoritism.:
Their brightly paced arrangement
smacks of the things they made
national hits out of in the past,
particularly "Beer Barrel Polka."
Jukes figure to grab a lot of
nickels with it and jocks will use
it, although they probably will be
more interested in the backing* a
uptempo versiqn of a good stand-
ard. Vic Shoen gives both mov-
ing accompaniment.
Eddy Howard "Rosewood

Spinet-"^"Love Me, Love Me,
Love Me" (Mercury). One of

;

Howard's first sides -made specifi-

cally for Mercury gives him a good
chance to click. "Rosewood" is a

;

good tune and he beribbons it

smartly in the vocal style that
brought him to attention. It's the
best recording of the tune so far;

the melody seems. tailored for his;!

style. Background is subdued,
"Love Me" is well done, too. A
medium rhythm item, it's nice^
listening and provides good con-

'

trast. Jocks will find both very
useful. .

Frankie Carle "Sweet Sue"—
"Let a Smile Be Your Umbrella"
(Columbia). Solid jock material.

Very much akin to the piano-
rhythm section album disks Carle
made for Columbia in the past,

except that these use full band
backgrounds. At any rate* the ar-

rangements in which both stand-

ards are dressed are excellently
tailored, in good taste and, studded
with Carle's pianistics; they're

jock musts. "Sue," vocalled by
Gregg Lawrence, is the better;

"Umbrella" is slightly too fast. It's

instrumnetal only, and Carle gets :

more of a workout.
^

Johnnie Johnston "Funny Little

Money Man"—"Catft We Talk It

Over" (M-G-M). If the first tune
gets anywhere. Johnston's disking
ought to run with the leaders. This-

guy has always been able to make
the lyric of a "story" tune clearer

than most contemporaries. And he .

works a sharper picture of the

new pop than' even tlie better

known Jo Stafford (Capitol),

though she figures to gamer most
of the play. "Can't We Talk" is

okay, but not outstanding. Sonny
Burke handles the background
chores smoothly.

Doris Day-Buddy Clark "Pow-,

der Your Face With Sunshine -

"I'll String Along With You" (Co-

lumbia). Jocks and jukes wiU_go
big for the "Powder" side, Its

another excellently tooled pop by
the pairing that has been very

successful for Columbia. Miss Day
and Clark hit a solid rhythm
groove and get brightly colorea

accompaniment by George Sirayo.

"String." in ballad form. »s also;

(p/)tttip|»?^9n,jfag^42J„,
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Cap s Tele-Funken Release Forges

link With RCA on 45 RPM Disb
Hollywood, Jan. 18. 4

Capitol Becords is readying a na-

tional splash due in a couple weeks

on (1) the release of the first

classical pressings derived from the

arrangement made last summer

New Housing Setup
For Loew's Music Cos

Loew's, Inc., will consolidate the
j
de7VeatmTnrby TpromTnen^^^

B.G.'s Illness Held
Key to Theatre Walk

Editm, Variety:

Your article (Jan. 12, 1949) on
Benny Goodman was at variance
with the facts.

, You state that Mr. Goodman has
"been seen around New York night
spots since he quit the bandstand''
(Paramount theatre, N. Y.). The
truth is that Mr. Goodman was un-

wSh Tele-Funken, German coun- New Ygrk headquarters of its Big 3
|
York physician for several days

. — . ^ musip firms iinripr nno rnnf enmo. during the wcek preceding his
yittual collapse on Saturday, J

tproart of RCA-victor and (2) its f"^ic firms under one roof some

acceptance of Victor's new 45 rpm t™e dunne the next counk

recordings. It's not disclosed

whether initial Tele-Funken re-

cordings will be issued on the

seven-inch 45 platters, as well as

on standard 78 rpm disks, but it's

assumed that latter will be the case

time during the next couple
months. Feist and Miller firms,
now occupying space in the Brill

8, for a severe, sore throat and bad
cold. -Being a good trouper, Mr.

building, New York, will shift to Goodman refused to quit,

IvWcStobbiLl'^i^Lef'^'"^' '"i When Mr. Goodman left thewnicn KoDDins is situated. Paramount on Saturday night, he
Arrangement will establish the was on the verge of a collapse. He

S-B Test Suit vs. SPA Looms

On Ownership R^hts to Dreamer

since the company is timing the i
three companies on the second and

|
was taken home and put to bed.

two arihouncements to coincide. i
third floors of the ORG structure, ~ "

In recent months, Capitol has ^^hereas Bobbins now occupies

been busy pressing sides from the I

""^^ tlurd floor Bourne Music,

masters shipped here last fall by "T^ will shift to

Tele-Funken, in a deal that called
on the 5th.

for Capitol masters to be shipped
overseas to. provide pressings forJ

Tele-Funken, Capitol, however, has

not had too much time to retool its
|

factories in part to produce the Vic-

tor 45 disks. It's very probable that

if the company does come out as ex-
pected with the Tele-Funken series

on the seven^nch disks, that Victor
pressed them for Cap. Victor is also

making its new changers for Cap
(see separate story).

It wouldn't be the first time Vic-

tor made pressings for Capitol.

Last summer, when Cap was en

D.C. Juke Box Owners
Reelect de La Viez
Washington, Jan. 18.

Hirsh dt La Viez, of the Hirsh
Coin Machine Corp., was reelected

last week as president of the

Washington Music Guild, organi-

zation of juke box owners and op-
erators in this. area. Jack Kaplan,
of Music Supply Co.. was chosen
vice president; and Evan Griffith,

of Pioneer Novelty Co., secretary

and treasurer,

Accenton Bop;

Pacts Big Roster
Capitol Records is going in ex-

. , . , , ,
,|CeptionaHy heavy for bop music

deavoring to establish a backlog of , . . *.
j.

pressings of its old material, none :

^"'^ musicians, m comparison to

of which had ever been released
abroad, Victor pressed a consider-
able amount of them at its mid-
western plant, taking a load off

Cap's own factories, busy then with
current material. Majority of these
pressings were banked in readiness
for the start of Capitol's arrange-
ment with English D.dcca, cited
soon after the completion of the
Tele-Funken deal. The British
Decca deal calls only for shipment
of pressings from the U. S. to Eng-
land; it docs not involve masters
nor a reciprocal arrangement, the big bands of Woody Herman

rival major labels. In the past few
weeks Cap has signed a long string

of combinations and vocalists rep-

The Paramount theatre was called
and neither Mr. Weitman nor Mr.
Shapiro was available. A message^
was left with the person who
answered the phone advising that
Mr. Goodman was ill and that in
all,' probability would not be able'
to appear the next day. Mr. Good-
man's personal representative re-
affirmed this to Paramount olticials

the next morning. Mr. Goodman
was confined to bed Sunday, Mon-
day and Tuesday, when he was ad-
vised: by his doctor that he could
return home to California as the
best step for a quick recovery. He
has never been more pleased with
any band than he ' is with the
present one . . . He has no thought
of abandoning his group.

Wm. B. Jojffe.

Weisman, Grant & Jaffe.

•¥ Shapiro-Bernstein is threatening
to launch what covild become a test-

suit against the new Songwriters
Protective Assn. contract. Dispute-
between the publisher -and the
songwriter organization grew out
of a comparatively minor clash be-
tween S-B and the George Simon
company over the song "Dreamer
With a Penny," included in the
musical "All For Love," opening

,

in New York Saturday (22) night..

The song, written by Alan Rob-
erts and Lester Lee, was originally;

placed with Columbia Pictures.
That firm is in a threerway part+

nership with Shapiro and Decca
Records in Mood Music. Columbia

Organization pledged $2,500 to

thcBoys^ Club of the Metropolitan
Police, and donated. 12 juke boxes pfaced^'the tunrin'Humphrey'Bo
to be installed in the various police ga^fs -.Knock On Any Door" film.
Boys' Clubs in the city.

! ^ut it was subsequently withdrawn.

Moody's London

Decca Post Stirs

Severance Talk

Goodman Returns East
Hollywood, 'Jan. 18.

Benny Goodman planed back to
resenting the new style of jazz, to New York to resume at the head of

add. to the ones already under con-

tract. -Only Victor has made any
attempt to stay with the newer
company, signing Charlie Ventura's
combination ( it already had the
"king" bopper, Dizzy Gillespie).

his band, scotching- reports he was
breaking up because of ill health

Decca Records last week named
Walter R. (Wally) Moody as its

English representative, headquar-
tering in London. Move came as a
distinct surprise to recording cir-

cles and immediately launched a
guessing game as to how long it

would be before U. S. Decca's con

I Columbia gave the writers a re-

lease on the tune. Meanwhile,
I when it was first accepted for the

j

film, Shapiro had signed the writ-

I

ers to a regular SPA contract, sep-
arate and apart from the Columbia
pact. This was never cancelledi
it's claimed.

However, due to a inixup at S-B
office, its SPA - contract on the.,
tune, dated Sept. 30, 1947, was;
never filed with the SPA. The lat-

ter organization demands that such

.

agreements be ratified and coun-
ter-signed by SPA execs before
they are in force. Simon filed his
SPA pact on the tune Jan. 7 last,

and Shapiro filed a few days later.;

But SPA wouldn't accept the Sha-v
piro contract, pointing out that ; a
prior agreement was on file from

nections with British Decca would
i

"
, . , , ,

be broken off completely. Moody '

s Shapiro s contention that

moved over to DecCa after 18 '
the terms of the SPA basic con-

operiiilg at Flamingo, Lds Vegas,
Jan. 27, would fill out three weeks

n^r^^^^hv,^A n/r!i„„ T^„ „ of one nighters before opening Pal-

T

grabbed Miles Davis, Dave ^^^^^^ ^^^g ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^ g
Lambert, Babs Gonzales and Three .follows Goodman into Palladium

?.'rKr„^l?.°'''„?l?„^T'^":i"5 April 5 for five weeks.

Before leaving he assured MCA i years with EMI (Electrical Manu- 1

tract, while they do state contracts

he'd be on hand for scheduled
j

facturing Industries), which con- """st be ratified, do not cite a time

British Decca releases in the IT. S;

via itS: liondon label.
and Charlie Barnet. These add to

]
June Christy, Stan Kenton's vocal-

l ist, and - of ' course Kenton's own
{band, which features "progressive

I

jazz" more than bop. Columbia has
[only Gene Krupa, who also is not
1 exclusively bop. No other artists

i featuring the style have been se-
cured by Columbia, however.

I

Remainder of the numerous out-

I

standing or comparatively obscure
name, are distributed among vari-

Carlyn, Last FB

Band, Released
Chicago, Jan. .18.

Frederick Bros, agency went out ous other labels, including numer-
of the band business last week

;
ous indies. Norman Granz and his

when It gave a release to Tommy -jazz at the Philharmonic," Ma-
Carlyn s orchestra. He was the last

| chito and other names are on the
.01 the band properties the agency

I Mercury label
representedi: its toppers, such as
Lawrence Welk, having switched to
other organizations within the past
year or more. At one time, FB was

CRC-RCARPM

M May Turn

Up Free Players

While it has onlji a comparative-
ly slight foothold in the; musical
scene; frotn an overall viewpoint,

undisputed king Of the "territorial
recordings of bop and orchestra-

.f*„,f:„„ <„ iu„ ?: tions and sheet music are healthy
sellers;; Many indie diskers , siib^

sist nicely on the material sold in
that vein, 'Perhaps 'the 'largest

Carlyn, incidentally, signed with TTiM^t l„*'SLi'™fcn litJ:
Music Corp.- of Ameriea immediate-

Roiyytis. jyho does well .with

ly upon reciiving his release.. He's
currently at Bill Green's Casino,
Pittsburgh. Welk is also with
MCA.

Frederick operations are
concerned only with acts.

band", situation in the midwest. It
represented a long string of names
virtually unknown in the east or
on the Coast

Record people confidently ex'

pect to see the situation between I British Decca's agreement with

Columbia Records and RCA-Victor t U. S. Decca. calls for the former

over their respective new record-
i

to market any or all U. S. Decca
. J , . , . . product in England, an arrange-
ing developments reach the point ^ent U. S. Decca no longer cares
where the buying public will be for. As a' matter of fact. U. S.

able to secure the players of each
I

Decca's revival of the Brunswick

for practically nothing. Last
!

Ifl^el and later its setting up of
' the new Coral label was designed

sists of a handful of English labels
,

element, that though it did not file

and the representative of other 'ts contract with the SPA prior to

U. S. firms, including M-G-M. Simon s it still has a prior claim.

Moody's job will be to "look I

Too and this is the main argu-

after Decca interests in England."
,

l^ent, Shapiro claims it is not with-

He will work independently of the province of SPA to decide

British Decca, which seems to who has a prior claim It is only

strengthen the thought that the /he organization's duty .to ratify

two firms will .soon break off rela- ^^J^tracts submm^^^^

tt"^tw? ^"ecc\ ^San^feT^e i

PubUshc^^^/strf a tld^Tn a^r^
cl'seiralHerTedT?fvis!^BS ti-l- song. That it is for th

STDlcca Srd M^resuVof X\h%rVm^ofor sLpirot^^^^^^^
U. b. Decca ftoard. as a result or

j , ^ j "Dfeamer".
conflictions within the setupj he " „, . . . , _
was moved out.

i

necessary, Snapiro intends to

Later, British Decca developed i

So to court to compel the SPA to

the London label, which is dis- i

recognize its earlier agreement

tributed only in the U. S. in oppo- !

witli Roberts and Lee. After that

sition to Decca here and other
,

jt will worry about Simon's hold on

U. S; firms. On the other hand.
|

the song.

now

Carlyn's Rumored Killed

Pittsburgh, Jan. 18.
Long-distance wires between Chi-

cago and maestro Tommy Carlyn's

Defunct Cosmo Execs,

Brokers Set for Trial

On Fraudulent Stock Rap
Certain officers and directors of

_ , -
. the defunct Cosmo Records, Inc.,

nome here were burned to a
|
„„ ..,.„ opvprai pxpc*! of thP Wall

frazzle, last week, when a report i

several execs ot tne wall

spread all over Chi's Loop that !
St. investment house of E. F. Gil-

Carlyn had been killed in an auto-
;
lespie & Co., who were indicted

Music Joblers'

Sales Upbeat
Music jobbers have felt a stir-

ring in music sales during the past
week or, ip -.daysi Total- business,
figures h'aVe - crept. upwiirS from
the pre-Xmas imarks, dtirtag-^^^

, riod that normally brings a lull.

I

and his establishment as its direct
j January and early February have

I

representative presages a hnal and
) always bten slow, the same as it

I complete break with English !„ ^^^^^ luxury item buying.

to get around. British Decca's. call

on English circulation of U. S.

Decca material (see separate

story). .„.„
.

.

Jack Kapp, prez <>f U. S. Decca-,

denies that the hiring of Moody

mobile smashup while driving out
to Bill Green's Casino; where local
maestro's orchestra has been play-
ing for last five weeks. Reason for
the concern in Chi was that Carlyn
-"M^ hfien,_working out of there
lately, until recently for Frederick
H/os. and now for Music Corp.

.01 America.
Carlyn doesn't have any idea how

the rumors started.

BURKE TO HEAD COAST

RECORDING FOR DECCA
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

bonny Burke was hired by
JJeeca Records last week as musi-
cal director in charge of ' Coast
recording. He replaces Morty
i;autz, who recently shifted to
i-olumbia RecoFds as Coast diree-

Burke was with M-G-M here. An
arranger and former bandleader,
ne was put on by Dave Kapp,
Decca v.p^i: here -fiiofai New York.

last month by a Federal Grand
Jury for allegedly deceiving the
public in a Cosmo stock flotation,

are scheduled to go to trial in

N.Y;. federal court on March .1.. In
Setting the date. Federal Judge
Sylvester J. Ryan last week point-

ed out that if the defendants
wished more time to prepare their

case they should so state before
him on Feb. 15.

Indictment grew out of charges
that although Cosmo was Insolvent

and losing money in June, 1946,

nevertheless the public was in-

duced to invest approximately

$300,000 by purchase of Cosmo
common stock. Named as defend-

ants are Harry W. Bank, former
president and director of Cosmo;
Harry J. Weiner, ex-Cosmo direc-

tor; Rubin Uslander, Cosmo treas-

urer in 1946; Nathaniel Weltchek,

week, for example, the Micro-
groove LP player made for Co-
lumbia's product by Philco, w:as

being advertised at .$19.9,'} for the
player plus a .. batch of disks,

which combined ordinarily would
sell for close to $40. That's a
start.

Columbia's ideas of course are
Obvious. They want to get as i j)"gg^j,;

many of their 33Mj rpm players in
j

record buyers' hands before Vic-

'

tor's changer hits the market. j iUint i Pi.^^
Victor's price for their product, due

, InlfA 111 d OICW UVCI
about April 1, isn't announced. But
Victor execs have said during the

past week that they wouldn't be
surprised, if the; competition with
CRC gets really hot, to see them
going for free with the purchase
of a group of recordings. That
Columbia would match such a

trLi^^y Sr^eduXr/l! t^^ :

"^-^ ^t the Panadium BaUroom. Hoi-

price .of the LP.playeL last week, lywood, Mardi 1. Dispute is over^

Victor, incidentally, says it has ,
whether or not the maesfro

between nine and 12 radio set okayed the idea of going into the

Goodman's Scheduled

Palladium Date on Coast

Benny Goodman, and

Corp. of America are jn quite a

dither over B:G.'s projected open-

It's pointed out that there are a
number of good songs on the besi-
seller lists, which accounts for the
increasing interest of music users.
However, the pickup in sales is,

^

not confined to the six top tuiies;

It also has affected others' tjhat,

have been promising ^ to become
[best-sellers for weeks, but have

Music { lagged.

manufacturers ready or already in

the process of building combina'

tion sets that are equipped with 45
I

spot, MCA says he did and B.G.

says he didn'ti Meanwhile, the

RCA CONVERTS NOBLE

OLDIE INTO-HUB PLUM
,
Boston, Jan. 18.

RCA-Victor may have drawn ; a-

plum out of an unusual bit. of doc^
I
toring done on an old recording by

that the deal was okay and is now
in the middlp. '

Elliot Wexler, Philadelphia re-

cording distributor and personal

rpm turntables. One has been ,

agency had advised the Palladium Ray Noble of "Lady in Spain."
rumored as building a console that

will contain all three turntable

speeds, from CRC's 33M?, Victor's

45 up to the standard 78.

Capitol Records, incidentally, is

set to market 45 rpm changers

which will be supplied by Victor.

It's not known for certain, but it's

assumed that Capitol will place

them on the market under the

Capitol name. Such a course would

Originally the disk carried a vocal
by Al Bowly. But Victor made it

a quartet vocal by superimposing
a trio over the Bowly voicCi They
gave pre-release copies to .Bob

manager of Benny Goodman, ad- i Clayton, local disk jockey

mits that he okayed the Palladium

date to MCA. Then, after goins
over the deal with B.G., it was
decided not to take the date.

have the effect of inducing the
|

MCA was advised of the change of

As a result of Clayton's plug-
ging of the disk distributors here
have been plagued bjr requests for
it and Victor has made ship-

ments totalling 14,000 disks to

take care of the demand. This

another Cosmo official* Eugene F. thought in the mind of buyers that I stance, but in the meantime had
|

despite fact that the disk hasn't

GillesDie Kenneth McK. Smith, I the 45 rpm development is more
|

advised the Palladium that it was , been released. It originally was

Paul T rimer nhis Cosmo Records, widely accepted than the Columbia set. Situation has developed into 1 cut in 1935 (Noble is now with

Ini^'ahdTr.Gmtf '
' Columbia, Recordsh '

^
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Bands at Hotel B.O.'s
..•..•Covers',' ToUI

. .•• •• .
" ' .'...Weeks .Past . Covers'

Band Hotel Played week on Date

Emil Coleman* . . . Waldorf <400; $2) 5 2,075 9,525

Gardner Benedict* New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50) ...... 6 900 8,325

Cuy Lombardo , . . Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2), H l,800 27,675

Frankie Carle . . . Statler .(450; $1.50-$2) 3 ijoo 4,300

* Waldorf, Mario & Floria, Jimmy Carroll; New Yorker, ice revue.

Chicago
Barclay Allen (Empire Room, Palmer House; 550, $3.50 min., $1

cover). Evelyn Knight, McCarthy & Farrell, Landre & Vema big 4,100.
Jack Fina (College Inn, Sherman; 500, $2;50-$3,50 min.). "Salute

to Gershwin" still big draw. Lush 3,000.

Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 650, $3.50 min
, $1 cover).

Continues as transient gathering place with fine 3,600.
Henry Brandon '(Marine Room, Edgewater; 700, $1.20 cover). Re-

placed Leighton Noble Fri. (14). Nice 3,000. .

Don Reld (Walnut Room, Bismarck, 300, $2.50 min., $1 cover). Swiss
Chalet becomes main spot here next week. Walnut Room so-so 1,700.-

Los Angeles
Carl Brisson; Freddy ' Martin : (Ambassador, 900; $1.50-$2). Good

3,600.

. Jan Garber (Biltinorei.poO; $1-$1.50). Okay 3,200.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
''.. .

'..
'.
V

.. ".(Chicago..)

Cee Davidson (Chez Paree, 500; $3.50 min.). Ted Lewis show faring
high n'mighty; big 5,500.

.: Eddie Howard (Aragen, $1-$1.15 adm.).' Continues socko in third
week with 18,000.

Art Kassel (Blackhawk, 500; $2.50 min.). Conventioneers like tt here.
Neat 2,500.

Lawrence Welk (Trianon, $1'$1.15 adm.). Danceable tempos keeping
ticket takers busy. Sweet 16,000.

(Los Anaeles)
Tex Beneke (Palladium B., Hollywood, 4th wk.). Okay 7,500.

ORCHESTRA$.]»IIJSIC 39

SAMMY KAYE INTO

BOWLING ALLEY BIZ
Sammy Kaye is going into the

bowling alley business as a side-

line to his bandleading and music
publishing activities. Maestro, has
leased a buiidibg in Lakewood, O.,-

a suburb of -Ctevelandi. in which
will be built a string of . 18 alleys.

Discussions are going on currently
with Brunswick-Balke for the in-

stallation.

Kaye is native of the Cleveland
area. He was born in Rocky River,
another suburb.

Evelyn Knight Renews

Decca, Signs With ATS
Chicago, Jan. 18.

Riding on the crest of approxi-
mately 1,000,000 copies of "Little

Bird Told Me;" Evelyn Knight re^
newed 'her - contract with; Decca
Records last weeki She also inked
with Associated: Transcription
Service for 60 new tunes.
With "Little Bird" continuing its

climb, Miss Knight stands to make
a cool $25,000 on the single disk.

Singer is now at the : Empire
Room, Palmer Houses 'here.

Jolson Cuts Special .

'Brother' Disk for Dimes
i . Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Al Jolson cut a' special recording

here of "Brother Can You Spare i

a Dime" for the March of Dimes
|

campaign . His disking for Decca 1

followed the granting by E. Y.i
(Yip) Harburg, composer^ of per-:
mission for the writing of special

!

lyrics. Isham Jones did them.
.AH concerned with the record-

ing ,are donating services and
some 2,500 copies of the disk are
being shipped to di.sk jockeys all

over, the country to plug the
Dimes event.

Peer Shakes Up N.Y.

Exec Lineup to Free

Self for O'Seas Ties
Hollywood, Jan. 11.

Peer Music Enterprises prexy,
1

Ralph S. Peer, revised New York
]

olfice «xe<; lineup so he may devote
major time to foreign subsidiaries.
E. M. Roberts becomes v.p. and

'

general manager of all Peer music
j

publishing companies in U; S. Rob-

1

erts was for many years an RCA-
Victor exec; Robert P. Iversen will

be assistant general managert R..B:
Gilmore, secretary; John L. Lister,
treasurer.

Shake-up indicates concentrated
personal supervision by Peer of his
foreign offices from his headquar-
ters 'in Hollywood. Since Septem-
ber he has been on globe-girdling
trip, conferring with reps in his

London, European and 'Australian
offices.

RH Tele-Log
FoUowinsf is tabulation 0/ song per/onnonces on New Yorfe television

networks NBC,- CBS, ABC and DuMont, Tfiey ore based on ratiuflis 0/
seuen top shoios: Texaco (Milton Berle) 80; C/iester/ield tj4rtJiur God-
/rej/) 55; Emerson ("Toast Of the Town") 50; Cheurolet, 30; Kra/t, 30;
Chester/Jcld (Perry Como ) 25; Arrow Shirt, 25.

Week of Jan. 6 to Jan. 12
Here I'll Stay—*»Love Life"—Chappell 85
A Little Bird Told Me—Bourne

<

55
Pn a Slow Boat to China—Melrose . .

.
,. 50

I Love You So Much It Hurts—Melody Lane 45
Far Away Places—Laurel 40-

Cuanto Le Gusta—Southern 30.

The Pussycat Song—Leeds 30
My Darling, My Darling-^*"Where's Charley"—Morris . . .... .... 20
Maybe You'll Be There—Triangle 20
Pretty Baby—Remick .20

Say It Isn't So—Berlin 20
That Certain Party—Bourne ;., ; 20
You Were Only Fooling—Shapiro..^ 15
Until—Dorsey Bros , ,

10
Red Roses for a Blue Lady—Mills'. 1 10
For You—Witmark 10
Lavender Blue— |-"So Dear to My Heart"—Santly 10
Lillette—Jefferson 10
Down Among flie Sheltering Palms—Miller 10
The Money Song—Crawford 10
Buttons & Bows—+"Paleface"—Famous 10
What Did I Do—t"When My Baby Smiles"—Triangle 10
It's a Big Wide Wonderful World—BMI 10
Sunflower-^Famous "

, . . . . >..;.. . . . 1 , . . \ ..... . » 10
Once in Love With Amy—*"Where's Charley"—Morris 10
Green Up Time-r-*"Love Life"—Chappell , 9

Tops of the Tops
Retail Disk Seller

"A Little Bird Told Me"
Retail Sheet Music Seller

"Buttbns and Bows"

^'Most Requested" Disk
"A Little Bird Told Me"

Seller on Coin Machines
"A Little Bird Told Me"

Dailey Sets Top Bands

For Meadowbrook Dates
: Frank Dailey has set a,string of
top name bands . to : play his
TWeadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N.. J.,

between now and the spot's annual-
summer hiatus, usually beginning
July 4. He has completed negotia-
tions to bring in Charlie Spivak,
Frankie CarlCj Sammy Kaye and
Jimmy Dorsey in that order; Spot
hasn't had a consecutive string of
bands of that calibre in years.

Art Mooney is current at Mead-
owbrook. He'll be followed Feb.
18 by Ray McKinley for his second
shot at the spot witlfin two months,
Spivak on March 28; Carle, April
15 or May 5; Kaye, May 17; and
Dorsey on June 5. In the event
Dailey can secure a band suitable
for the usual lO-week layoff period
it's possible he will not close for
the summer.

MCA UPS COAST BAND

HELP TO 10 HANDS
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

With Larry Barnet^ national di-

rector, remaining here for another

two months to oversee' activities,

Music Corp. of America's local

band department, under Eames
Bishop, has been enlarged to 10,

including Hershey Martin, who
moves over from nitery booking.

Lee Carroll, who formerly oper-
ated a travel agency, moves in. re-:

placing Hal Howard, who shifted
to Dallas where he'll split activi* '

ties with Norman Steppe. Also new
are Bill Stringfellow and Lavcrne:
Boyer, an ex-batoneer. Others in

the' department are Bob Mohr, Bud
Overback, Craig Flanagan, Keuel
Freeman, Bob Christy and Fred,
Hamilton, who'll handle concerts
henceforth.

(BELMONT PLAZA HU ^^^^^

Ames Bros.^ 4'.
g^^^g Stone

l^H^ irca»s
OrcH; $3.50

Hat has attainea

among P^^^^SSt rooms to play,

the more dutiP"*^ reason to brag

TOP acts have everyj«,,es are at- ,
when a pair l2W:stpp..isa^

night of tt^f.^ a song quartet,

,

the Ai^/^,?i°receptlon.
Uchieved such recey

^ few

LeS^rVt^«^1r^
loteWaUtiesJor

the 5tl^^^

{
THE
Mm

YOU, YOU, ARE THE ONE FAR AWAY PLACES I'M JUST WILD ABOUT HARRY

MORE BEER! LORELEI GOOD FELLOW MEDLEY

BROTHERS

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA
lONDON • NFW YORK • CHIC400 • SAN tRANCIllO • BfVEIIlY HlUi • CUVlUNn • OAli/...
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail sheet music

sales, based on reports obtained

from leading stored in 11 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week.
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1 1 '^Buttons and Bows" (Famous)

.

2" 1 1 2 3 1 8 3. 1 1 1 07

2 2 "On a Slow Boat to China" (Melrose)

.

5 5 3 1 2 2 7 2 2 2 l.<j

.3 6 "Far Away Places" (Laurel) . . . 1 3 5 7 :

1 .7; : 2 1 5 7 3 .77'

4 3 "My Darling, My Darling" (Morris) .

.

6 6 2 3 6 3 5 5 3 6 6 70

;S 4 "A Little Bird Told Me" (Bourne) . .

.

3 2 4 4 4 3 2 6 8 63

6 5 "Lavender Blue" (Santly-Joy) .

.

7 4: 6 6 7 6 9 8 4 3 4 57

•,1 7 "You Were Only Foolin?" (Shapiro-B) 8 5 9 5... 7 6 8 29

8 8 "Galway Bay" (Leeds) 10 5 9 5 3 23

9 10 ^•Cuanto Le Gusta" (Peer^Inter) 9 7.- 8 8 9 7 18

10 14 "Powder' Your Face" (Lombardo) . . .

.

4 , 4. , 10 15

11 9 "Until" (Dorsey Bros.) 7 9 10 8 7 14

12A "So Tired" (Glenmore) 8 4 10

12B "Again" (Bobbins) 1 10

13 - "Gloria" (Rene)....... ....... 4 10 8

14 12 "Among Sheltering Palms" (Miller).

P^^^mk CAVALCADE

-»-»»> »» »» » »»» »»
I
on East 14th St., N.Y., as a variety
houses He was an ex-minstrel, .cir-

cus pertormer, and comic vocalist.

Wiien he launclied his new venture,
variety was the prevalient enter-
tainitient, atxi iPastoX; soon was one
of the foremost exponent^;

1
Mter

h;e/turded to vaudfeviUei

James Abram Garfield' became
i)resident, was assassinated by
Charles Guiteau, and Chester Alan
Arthur succeeded him.
The Amerieain Red. Cross Society

was : founded . wi<^ Clara ^'Birton,
Attierlcah; nursie, philanthrbpisf

.
arid,

teacher, ih charge. Largely throvigh
her efforts, the Red Cross: is a
peacetime, as well as Wartime, or-
ganization.
Negro education received a stim-

ulus through Booker T. Washing-
ton's founding of Tuskegee.
The U. S. Lawn Tennis Assn.

was founded^
• Adolph Strasser and Samuel

Gompers, both cigar makeiFS, uni-
ted the disgruntled elements df tiie
old Knights of Labor Into the
American Federation of Labor.
Edwin Booth reappeared on the

American stage after ah English
engagement.

lldfCj the humor magazine, was
first issued.

(MuticahHiatorical Reviem: 1800-1948) »*>«
Compiled for p^filETY

** By JULIUS MATTFELD
(CspyrigM, Varialy, Inc. All Rightt Reurvad)^ • :

.

leg«nd> anil efhtr basic bachground informalien, attendant fa lb* campilation-

and presentation, appeared in the Oct. <, 1948, issue when Ids Variety Song
Covafcade started pubiicotion serially. It is suggested that these installments be
clipped and filed for future reference.

Attention is hereby called to the fact that this material is copyright and may not
be reproduced either wholly or in part.

(Continued from last Week)

1880
Cradle's Empty, Baby's Gone, w.^

m., Harry JKennedy. Boston: Oliver
Ditson & Co., cop. 1880 by William
H. Kennedy, Brookl.vn. N. Y.
The FivcnCent Shave, w., m.,

Thomas Cannon. E^ H. Harding;
cop. 1880.
The Full Moon Vnion (The Mul^

ligan Guard's Surprise), w., Edward
Harrigan. m., David Braham. Wm.
A. Pond & Co., cop. 1880.

Funiculi-Funicula. Song in Neo-
politan dialect, m., Luigi Denza.
Milan; G. Ricordi & C. [,1880].
De Golden Wedding, w., mi,

James A. Bland. Boston: Jolm Fv
Perry & Co., cop. 1880.
Hide Thou Me. Hymn, w.,

Frances Jane Crttsby [Mrs. Alexan-
der Van Alstyne]. m., Rev. Robert
Lowry: Tlie Biglow & Main Co.,
cop. 1880.
Locked Out After Nine (The

Mulligan Guards' Picnic)^ w., Ed-
ward Harrigan. m., David Braliani.
Wm. A. Pojnd & Co., cop. 1880.
The Mulligan Braves (The Mulli-

gan Guards' Nominee), w., Edward
Harrigan m.. David Braham. Wm.
A. Pond & Co., cop. 1880.
Never Take the Horse Shoe

From the Door (The Mulligan
Guards' Surprise), w.; Edward Har-
rigan. m., David Braham. Wm.Ai
Pond & Co., cop. 1880.
The Skidmore Masquerade (Mul-

ligan Guard Nominee), w., Edward
Harrigan. m., David Braham. Wm.
A. Pond & Co., cop; 1880.
Songs My Mother Taught Me—

German Title: Als Die Alte Mutter
(no. 4 in: Zigeunermelodien, op 55).
German words, Adolph Heyduk;
English words, Mrs.' Natalia Mac-
farren. ni., Antonin Dvorak, Berlin:
N. Simrock'[,1880.1r -

Why Did They Dig Ma's Grave
So Deep? w., m., Joseph P. Skelly.
Richard A. Saalfield, cop. 1880.

Highlights of the era now coming
into bloom included tire mandolin,
banjo, guitar, family album, horse-
hair furniture, the parlor (which
later evolved into the drawing
room), the bicycle, and (still) the
chaperon.
Nearly 15% of all women, aged

10 or over, were gainfully employ-
ed (by 1900 this figure was 18.8%;
and by. 1930 it stood at 22%).
Per million U. S. population,

there were now 894 ntanicurists,
barbers and hairdressers (by 1930
the figure was 3,049}. Likewise. 10,-
690 clerics; stenographers and typ-
ists per million population (49,805m 1930), Chemists increased,

numbering 39 per million''popula
tion (302 in 1930). The trade of
the cooper, or barrel and cask-
maker, however, was declining
there were now 980 per million
population, only . about half of
1850^8 figure, and by 1930 the triade
numbered but 92. Wagon and
coach makers numbered 995 per
million population (in 1930 the fig-

ure was 34). Plumbers and rub-
ber makers increased greatly at
this time.

Public school, teachers were now
composed of 57.2% women (83.4%
women ih 1928).

The U. S. population crossed the
50,000,000 mark.
At the Battery, N. Y., Commis-

sioner George Scott Railton and
seven women laun(;hed the first

U. S. Salvation Army drive. ;

Hebe, an elephant in the Cooper
& Bailey show, gave birth to the
first elephant bom in captivity in
this country. •

: Edward H. Harriman was laying
the foundation for his $100,000,000
fortune as a stock broker (notably
in railway issues).

At 116th St. and Sixth Ave., N.Y.,
a bull fight was stagedf but the
venture was later dropped for lack
of customers.

Sarah Berahardt arrived in
America, appearing at Booth's The-
atre, N.Y., in ''Adrienne Lecouvrer"
and "La Dame Aux Camelias." The
hit play, "Hazel Kirke," rang up
486 performances.

After Lily Langtry, the actress,
had donned a kilted skirt and jer-
sey to show off her figure, the fem-
inine world at large tried to dupli-
cate ,

her. Tailor-made clothes for
women were something - new and
fashionable.

(Continued next wtek's issue)

Discovery Inks Raye
Hollywood, Jan. 18. •

Discovery Records has inked
Martha Raye to a three-year ex-
clusive waxing pact calling for -a
5% royalty and $1,000 advance on
each platter. Phil Moore will back-
stop on all etchings. I

First stint calls for six sides.

1881
Good-Bye, w., G. T. Whyte-Mel-

ville, m., Francesco Paolo Tosti,
London; Ricordi [1881].

I Am Coming. Hymn, W., Helen
R, Young, m., Ira David Sankey.
Cop. 1881 by Ira D. Sankey.
Paddy Duffy's Cart (Squatter

Sovereignty), w., Edward Harrigan.
m., David Braham: Wm. A. Pohd
& Co., cop, 1881. •

Tell It Out Among the Nations
[Heathen] That .the Lord Is Kinifj
Hymn, w., Frances Ridley Haver-
gal, m., arranged by Ira David
Sankey. Cop, 1881 by Ira D. San-
key.

Tony Pastor started his well-re-
membered Tony Pastor't Theatre

Fontaine Sis to RCA
RCA-Victor last week added the

Fontaine Sisters to its talent ros-
ter, after previously signing, the
Pied Pipers, who quit Capitol Rec-
ords in a dispute over the coin
angle of a new contract. Fontaines,
a trio, occupy a spot on Perry
Como's Chesterfield broadcasts.

Victor also took on Shorty Long,
a race artist, \

-

CAP GRABS RUGOLO AS

BOP MAESTRO IN EAST
Pete Rugolo, arranger for the

disbanded Stan Kenton' orcheWa,
has been named musical conductor

for Capitol Records in the eastern

territory; He'll supervise bop and
jazz sessions and will assist Walter
Rivers, head of Cap's artists and
repertoire division in the east.
Rugolo wUl be subject of course to
Paul Weston, musical director of
the company, just as is Rivers to
Jim Conkling, head of all artists
and repertoire.

Capitol is going in heavily for
bop and in that phase is where
Rugolo will come in handy. He
wrote the majority of the "pro-
gressive jazz" arrangements which
Kenton featured.

Chi's Music Bowl Hopes

To Recoup With Hampton
Chicago, Jan. 18.

Music Bowl, loop bistro on. site

of defunct China BoU and L,atin

Quarter, is struggling . to keep its

head . abo;ire: water, with high-budg<

eted Hoor. shows built around name
jazz artists. Spot opened Dec. 23,
with no cover, or admission, billing
Mildred Bailey, Dorothy . Donne-
gan and Art. Van Damme Quintet.
New Year's Eve brought so-so biz,

with spot still hoping for big re-
turns in post holiday period.

Satira opened Jan. 10, has done
fairly well, "but fact that slie

worked the Silhouette, northside-
spot, two months ago, seems to
have taken punch out of the dffn-
cer's run. ,

With bistro's outlook definitely
on the grey side, Lionel Hampton's
orchestra has been booked for two
weeks at more than $5,000 per
stanza, in hopes of rejuvenating
room's biz.

' From the Current

WALT DISNEY
Hit Picture

A Beautifui Baiiad

SO DEAR
TO MY
HEART

SANUY-JOY
M19 Broadway

New York 19, N. Y.

EDOIC JOY, Oen. Pr«(. Mgr.

: Usftnfo

PAUL
DIXON

.'''^«n

WCPO-^Cintlnnoii

feature

Gracia Field's London Record «

mm

DARDANEttE
And Her MEN OF MUSIC
Just Coneluded TEN MONTHS

SHERMAN HOTEL, CHICAGO
- Sfqrfing January IV

PARK SHERATON HOTEL, N. ^
IFwmerly rark Ctithal)
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'RH' Logging System
Hidiord Himber's nciP dev^loxment in . logging broadcast perform

anies lists tunes in the survey,^ based on four major network schedules,

They are compiled on the basis of 1 point for sustaining instrumental;

2 points for sustaining vocal; 3 for commercial instrumental; 4 for
cottimcrcial uocal, respective Ij/, in each of the 3 r.iajor territories, New
York, Chicago and Coast. For example, a Commerctol Vocal in all

three territories counts 12. Added to these totals is the listener ratings

of commercial shows, which account for the Mrge point tallies below.

Week of January 7 to January 13
Total

Sons Publisher jpts.

A Little Bird Told Me—Bourne 240
My Darling, My Darling—l-'Where's Charley"—Morris 192
Buttons & Bows—fPaleface"—Famous

, , . , 188
So In Love—"Kiss Me Kate"—T. B. Harms 186
By the Way— f"When My Baby Smiles At Me"'^BVC 163
On a Slow Boat To China—Melrose 160

!

You Were Only Fooling—Shapiro-B 126
Here I'll Stay—*"Love Life"—Chappell H9
Far Away Places—Laurel 114 '

Lavender Blue—t"So Dear To My Heart"—Santly 113
;

In the Market Place of Old Monterey—Shapiro-B 113
Galway Bay—Leeds , , 113

For You—Witmark i.> 113
Down Among the Sheltering Palms—Miller . . . , . , . . i . . . , ^ , , .. , . 105.

Cuanto Le Gusta— f'Datb With Judy"—Southern 95
What Did I Do— f'Wlien My Baby Smiles At Me"—Triangle...... 95
Bouquet of Hosest-^Hill & Range ......... .... ... ..... 87
Say it Isn't So—Berlin , . 83
Tara-Talara-Tala—Oxford 81
Brush Those Tears From Your Eyes—Leeds 78
A Bluebird Singing In My Heart—Advanced . . ... . ; . i , ..... . . . . 76
Until—Dorsey Bros '

, 74
My Own True Love—Paramount' 74 I

Hold Me—Bobbins 71
i

Powder .Your Face With Sunshine—Lombardo .............. . ^ ^ . 71!
Bella Bella Marie—Leeds 69

I Got Lucky In the Rain—"As the Girls Go"—Sam Fox ,68

That Certain Party—Bourne 65
I've G6t My Love To Keep Me Warm—Berlin 63
One Sunday Afternoon—r^Remick . . . . . ; . ; . . ... .... . . .. . .v. 63
Down By the Station—Am. Academy 62
I Love You So Much It Hurts—Melody i Lane , ; . . .i , . 61
Suifday In Old Santa Fe—Pemora . . .... . . ..... . 52
Pretty Baby^—Hemick . . ... ; ... . ... ... . . . . . . . . ..... . ... . 51
You, You, You Are the One—Campbell ........ . , . , , . . . . ..... . . 49

Harris Rfled at Lottdon

On-'Angelus' Release Date
Attorneys for Ghas. K. Harris

filed the usual thre.it of an in-^

fringement suit against London
Records-, last week for jumping a
Feb. I :

release date of the song,
"While the Angelus Was Ringing."
'Harris, a Ralph Peer firm, is

burned over the release of the disk
to the point where it has barred
the disk's use from the air until
the proper time. ^London's record-
ing is by Anne Shelton.

What made London's early re-
lease bothersome to Harris is;

the
.
caliber of disks by rival com-

panies. Tommy, Dorsey did it for
Victor, Frank Sinatra for Colum-
bia, Margaret Whiting for Capitol,
Dick Haymes, Decca; Eddy How-
ard, Mercury, and Johnny Des-
mond, M-G-M. Tune, a French
melody by Jean ViUaii', with Eng-
lish lyrics by Dick Manning, is

known overseas as -'Les Trois
Cloches;" Jerry Johnson is Souths
em's professional manager.

t»»»»»»» '>*»*«** M *»»

SADERUP EYEING ID'S

CASINO GARDENS LEASE
: : Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Deal is cooking for Gordon
"Pop" Saderup, operator of the

Aragon Ballroom, to take over
Tommy Dorsey's lease on Casino
Gardens, located nearby. Ba-
toneer's lease on the place still, has
some six years to run and it's un-
derstand he wants $150,000—
amount covering some $125,000
in refurbishirig he's done since he
took over the spot -four years ago.

Saderup's lease at the Aragon

it"s"k Big Wide Wonderful"Wid—Bm 1 i!! I !! i ! I!!! .*!!*.!!! i!! ! 48
1 f^^j^'^i.^'H^ «„.^.*„° i^^uf* °"

Little Jack Frost Get Lost-^pitzer ... . ..... . i ; . . 48
Maybe You'll Be There—Triangle ' 46
Ldllette—Jefferson 42
l^enorita—t"Kissing Bandit"—Feist -. 42
Look Up—Palmar ........ . ,

.', .... , .v.; ii. .... 41
Green Up Time—*"Love Llfe"^Chappell . ... .... . . . . .... . . . 41
Rendezvous With a Rose—Jay-Dee . .......... . . ..... . . . . 40 .

Sunflower-^Famous . . ............ .... . , . , ,

,

. ... . , . . ; . 39
Say Something Sweet To Your Sweetheart—Mills 38
The Money Song—Crawford 38
Beyond the Purple Hills—Goldmine '.

. . 34
One Has My Name—Southern . . .\ 4 . . ... ... ......i... .< i.. 30
Too. Much Love^Harms ............. ..... w 28
You Walk By—CavaUer 26

f
Songs widi Largest Ra£o Ao^ence

: i

TJie top 31 songs of the week based on the copyrighted Audi:
ence Coverage Index Survey of Popular Miisie Brmdaist Over
Radio Networks. Published by the Office, of Research, Inc.. Dr.
John G. Peatman, Director"

Survey Week of January 7-13, 1949

A Bluebird Singing In My Heart Advanced
A Little Bii-d Told Me Bourne
Bella Bella Marie—t"Melody Man" , ,Leeds
Bouquet of Roses Hill Ac Range
Brush Those Tears From Your Eyes. . . . . v . . . . .Leeds
Buttons and Bows—t"Pale Face". .Famous
By the Way—r'When My Baby Smiles at Me". . . . BVC
Cuanto Le Gusta—r'Date With Judy". ......... Southern
Down Among the Sheltering Palms i Miller
Far Away Places Laurel
For You . . . .... ..... ... . . ... . . ... , . , i , ... Witmark
Galway Bay Leeds
Here I'll Stay—*"Love Life" , Chappell .

Hold Me Robbins
1 Got Lucky In the Rain—"As the Girls Go" Fox
I Love You So Much It Hurts Melody Lanef
In the Market Place of Old Monterey ^ . . . . ..... . Shapiro-B '

Lavender Blue— i"So Dear To My Heart" Santly-Joy V
Little Jack Frost Get Lost ... . . ; . . . . . ... . . . . .Spltzer
Look Up . . . . . . . . ..... . . . , . . . , . ..^ ........ . Patmap
My Darling, My Darling—"Where's Charley". ... .Morris
On a Slow Boat to, China . . . . i .... Melrose
Powder Your Face With Sunshine Lonibardo
Rendezvous With a Rose . . ... . . ... ..v.,... .

.

... Jay-Dee :

Say It Isn't So . Berlin
So In Love—*"Kiss Me Kate" T. B. Harms
Tara Talara Tala . . . .. . . .\ ...... . ... .Oxford
That Certain Party . . ; . ..... ........ . i i . .Bourne
Until .... . ..... . . . . i. .. . . Dorsey Bros.
What Did I Do— f"When My Baby Smiles" Triangle
You Were Only Fooling Shapiro-B :

Artiinr Godfrey Mudo Corp.
chartered to conduct a music pub-
lishing business in New York, with
200 shares of capital stock, no par
value. Directors are, Arthur M.
Godfrey, T. Newman Lawler and
Arthur F. Driscoll. Each holds one

:.^harc. ——

_

I A DREAM OF A LULLABY
|

TARRA

TA-LAR

ABE OLMAN DEAL TO

UNITE WARREN-GORDON
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Abe Olman is reported set to

close a deal uniting Harry War-
ren and Mack Gordon as a song^

writing team. Tunesmith duo
would be teamed also in their own
pubbery under ' the • Robbins-

]

Feist-Miller banner.
|

Gordon previously had his, own i

pubbery with Bregman-Vocco-

1

Conn. Warren has been with Metro. I

Josef Myrow, Gordon's co-writer

remains under BVC pact.

30 days notice. However, he has
some $40,000 worth of equipment
in the terpery and unless he can
dispose of it (Casino already being
completely iumished), he may
stay where, he is; Trouble with
present location is owner Charles
Lick's insistence that terpery re-
main lighted six nights weekly in
order to provide a biz lure for the
adjacent amusement pier which the
brewer also owns. Saderup has
been losing coin lately on the full-
week operation. Casino, on the
other hand, has been operating re-
cently on a three^ay weekend
proposition and made ;a. profit,

Harry James starts a series of
eight weekends at Casino on Jan.
28 at $2,500 against 60% privilege
for the Fri.-Sat.-Sun. stand. Deal
won't be disturbed even if Saderup
takes over the lease. .

The remaining 2C .tongs of the week, based on the copyrighted:
'

Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast
Over Radio Networks. Publislied by thf^ Office of Research, Inc.,

Dr. John G. Peatman, Director. \
Beyond the Purple Hills . . . . . . . . . .. . . , . . . . , . . Goldmine
Down By the Station American
Girls Were Made To Take Care Of Boys . . Remick
Hair Of Gold . Robert
It's a Big Wide Wonderful World , BMI
I've Got My Love To Keep Me Warm. . . : Berlin
Lillette Jefferson
Maybe You'll Be There j Triangle
Money Song Crawford
My Own True Love ...Paramoimt
Night Has Thousand Eyes—t"Night Has Eyes" Paramount
One Has My Name .'Southern
One Sunday Afternoon—1"0ne Sun. Afternoon" , . ^Remick
Pretty Baby Remick
Say Something Sweet To Your Sweetheart : . Mills
So Dear To My Heart— i "So Dear To My Heart" ... Santly-Joy
Sunday In Old Satite Fe . . :. . . . .... ..... Pemora
Sunfiower , Famous
Too Much Love ^ Hams

^ You You You Are the One Campbell

Lci/it iWusical. t Filmustcal.

JACK MnXS TO MICH. CLINIC

Jack Mills, preas of Mills Music,

wilt wind up his current business

junket through Toronto and Mont-
real this week by taking in the Uni-
versity of Michigan music clinic
whei« his firm has an exhibit.

OXFORD MUSIC CORP;
1«I9 Broadway . . Naw York

TONY

PASTOR
"YOU STARTED
SOMETHING"

with

ROSEMARY CLOONEY

COLUMBIA RECORD 38297

I'M IN

THE MOOD
FOR LOVE

J^ifsic by •

JIMMY McMUOll
ROIIlNS

ASCAP's First Postwar

Powwow for Field Men
American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers will stage I

a convention of Its field men in I

New York the week of Jan. 31.

It'll be the first gathering of the
field staff since 1942, before the
war halted such activity. Actual
number of men cominjf in Isn't de-

termined, but it will range around
60 to 75. There are 23 ASCAP field

offices.

Since a fair numbef of the visi-

tors will be making their first visit

to the Society's N. Y. offices (hav-

ing joined since the last conven-
tion), ASCAP execs are arranging
tours to show them the workings

of the organization from top to bot-

tom.

SALT LAKE JOCK MAE8TR0ING
Salt Lake City, Jan. 18;

» Al "Jazzbo" Collins, KNAR disk

Jockey, is working as a maestro at

the Dixieland, a Savoy-like ball-

room here. He's a guitarist.

Collins brought his group to-

gether a month ago and got the

Dixieland job after two "try-outs"

fof conventions which had *'tum-

aways" at the gato. Ho foUov^ed

Jack McVea's band.

The combo: Denverite Pete Pe-;

terso'n," jplanist; bais, "Dev" Jen-

nings, a 1048 Olympic ski star;

drummer, Don Heath; localite gui-

tarist Bob Gray; «nd Jack Clark,

tenor sax.

1^<uf ^oi^Vm STOPFER

ONCE IN LOVE WITHAMY

RCA V«C»0*

ONCE IN LOVE WITH A- MY.

SUSAN FUiilCATiONS. INC.

EDWIN H. MORRIS AND COMPANY, INC.

S*U SUttmf /4>Ml!t

1^19 MOA»WAY .
• NtW YORK l». Y.
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Coast AFM Local 47

Boosts Scale on 2

Aspects of Arranging
HoUyAvood, Jan. 18.

Creating a marked difference be-
tween scales here and in N6w
York, AFM Local. 47 lias tilted

scale, ^on arranging work done
for records and transcriptions.
Tilt was okayed, '

it's under-
stood, after consultation with
James C. " Petrillo anent the
long-standing demand o£ 125 or-
chestrators withijn local's ranks for
more coin.

Straight orchestrating rate re-

mains at $5.60 per page, but for
partial creative efforts such as
modulations, the per-page rate was
upped to $8.40 and for wholly orig*
inal orchestrating, to $11 20—just
double the old standard rate of
$5.60.

New scale is purely local.

JAMES RE-FORMS FOR

EIGHT MONTHS' WORK
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Harry James is reforming his
band to tee off, eight months' work
with a Jan. 28 opening al I'.u

Casino Gardens. Band will play
eight consecutive three-day week-,
ends at the terperj' at $2,500
against a 60% privilege.

Following the Casino stands crew
.V'ill fly to Chicago for eight weeks
of , one-nighters and thence back
to the coast for eight more frames
as Casino Gardens.

DOWN AMONG THE

SHELTERING PALMS

lyric by Jomti trackman
Mutie Jtf Aba Olman

Scoring A
Great New Popularity

MIllER MUSIC CORPORATION

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail disk best'

sellers, based on reports ob'

tained from leading -stores in

11 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for thTs

and last weeki
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1 1

EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)

"A Little Bird Told Me" : .

;

1 1 3 : '.K
.0 . 5 i. 3 A: •

.

7 79

2 4
KAY KYSER (Columbia)
'•On a Slow BOat to China" .

:

4 4 2 8 2 1 9 54

3 2
DINAH SHORE (Columbia)

.

"Buttons and Bows" . , . j . .

.

3 3 9 1 10 2 Q 51

4 3
JO STAFFORD-G. MacRAE
"My Darlingf, My Darling" . .

(Capitol)

7 5 4 2 7 2 5 6 50

5 5
MARGARET WHITING (Capitol)

2 2 7 3 9 5 4 45

6 6
BING XIROSBY (Decca)
"Galway Bay" 8 6 :•: 2 3 8 5

7 9
LES BROWN (Columbia)
"I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm" 6 1 4 6 n

8 13
INK SPOTS (Decca)
"You Were Only Fooling". .

.

9 3 •• 4 7 5 '• • •
.

97

9 11

EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)
"Powder Your Face With Sunshine" .

.

9 ^0 1 8 10 2 26

10 7
SAMMY KAYE (Victor)

10 7 •• 8 4 6 10 Zx

'11 O '

C. MIRANDA-ANDREWS SIS (Decca)
8 3. 7. 15

12 13
RCSS MORGAN <Decca)

n
* :'f 1 1 A

l.'i

13 . 14
MILLS BROTHERS (Decca)

6 4 10 ••
• \'ixo

14 ,

JO STAFFORD-G: MacRAE
"The Pussy-cat Song"

(Capitol)

7 si 12

15A 13
EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca) ^

1 1

0

15B ..

BLUE BARRON (M-G-M)
'^Cruising Down the River" .

.

1 10

15C ..

DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
4 10

16 .

.

BLUE BARRON (M-G-M) '

:

"Powder Your Face With Sunshine".

.

2 9

17A ..

PERRY COMO (Victor)

1X1 • 4.'
8

17B . ,

VAUGHN MONROE (Victor)

3 > 8

18
PERRY COMO (Victor)

10 5 7

19A ..

TOMMY DORSEY (Victor)

5 6

19B . .

DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
5 6

19C ..

GUY LOMBABDO (Decca)
"The Birth of the Blues". . . • * 5 6

FIVE TOP
,/

VAUGHN MONROE 1 CAN HEAR IT ROSES IN GIANTS OF JAZZ WORDS AND
SINGS .•NOW: RHYTHM

Varied Arlitti

MUSIC

ALBUMS Vaughn Monro* Edward R. Murrow Frank!* Carl* Vari*d Arlitis

Victor Columbia ('olumbia Capitol M-G-M

Jocks and Jukes

PLACES
LAUREL MUSIC CO.,

1619 Broadway, New York

s G<>ntinued from paee 36 s
I good jock stuff for library pur-

j poses. ..

Anne Shelton "While the An-
I

gelus Was Ringing"-"KiSs Me
I Goodnight" (London). Miss Shel-
' ton got hold of a tune, in the
"Angelus" side, that sounds like
it might make some noise. She
does it well, with full church-
mood , assists from the Wardour
Singers and Roy. Robertson's or-
chestra. Jocks wiU use it often. It's

based on ''Les Trois Cloches,"
with an English lyric by Dick

Manning. "Kiss Me," a waltz, is

pleasant listening but it doesn't

figure to stir unusual reaction.

Dinah Shore "So In . Love"-
"Always True .to My Fashion"
(Columbia). From Cole Porter's
"Kiss IMe Kate" score, "So In
Love'* is an impressive piece of
melody sung with unusual appre-
ciation by Miss Shore. It promises
to be a sizeable jock request num-
ber since its impact builds with
every repeat. Harry Zimmerman
conducts the beguine accompani^
ment and i-ates a big assist. From
the same score, "Always True," is
another hugely acceptable bit of
material that jocks should spin
often. Miss Shore does it very

Presentins a Smash Hit from a Great Show . . .

"ALL FOR LOVE"
Produced by SAMMY LAMBERT and

ANTHONY B. FARRELL
Opening New York, Jan. 22
MARK HELLINGER THEATRE

By ALLAN ROBERTS and LESTER LEE

GEORGE SIMON, INC.
New York—HARRY SANTLY Hollywood—SfDNEY GOLDSTEIN

smartly, aided by the Starlighters
and some more Zimmerman ac-
comp,

Viola Watkins "Hey Mama, (He's
Trying to Kiss Me")-VMy Real
Fine Man." (M-G-M). Miss WatkinS
is M-G-M's opposition to Victor's
Rose Murphy and Capitol's Nellie
Lutcher* She's not quite the artist
that the other two are, at least on
these two sides, but she shows
enough to gather attention. Basic-
ally, the girl works more like Miss
Murphy than Miss Lutcher and
the two sides she skips over here
wofthrsbme jock attention. They'i-e
rhythm pieces. "Kiss Me" is a
cute novelty whereas the "Real
Fine Man" side seems like a fol-
lowup on "Fine Brown Frame."

Platter Pointers
Maxlne Sullivan displays the

style that made her on ''Behaviil

Myself for You" (M-G-M), a good
Side . . .. Fiesta atiriosphere per-
meates the Reggie fcjoff disking of
"Streets of Laredo"

: (liondon) . . ;

Columbia and M-G-M each brpke
out versions of "iRunning Off the
Rails," first by The Columbia Or-
chestra and second by Philip
Green orchestra; both are good
•,• • Burl IvesV who does "Laven-
der Blue" in Walt Disney:s "So
Dear To My Heart" film, cut a
commercial disking of it for Decca
with Captain Stubby and the

«r"?.??'"1?f'i^'**' « male chorus . .

.

"Little Bird .Told Me" drew a per-
fbrmance from the Wayfarers
(London) ihftt is the equal of niost
of the U. S, .versions , , . "Teh-

^^V, ^S^^^M to Clark
Dennis' Capitol dliSklng, gets a
push via DickvPriney (Mercury)

[' . . Lawrence Welk made a nice
"Up Up.Up'.'.CCL^ccs).

RCA Pop Albums Cut

To 3 Records In Order

To Shave Retail Price
RCA-Vlctor Is, reducing- the rec-

ord content of its albums from
four disks to three as a means of
cutting retail prices. At the mo-
ment, the regular four'disk pop
packages sell for $4; by cutting
out, one recording, Victor will be
able to retail them for $3.25" in the
usual album. In some future cases,
however, the company will market
albums in a different container,
which looks just like the current
type, but will enable the price to
be brought down to $2.95.

First package being sold at that
level is a new Perry Como group-"
in'g of sides titled "Perry Como's
Supper Club." It is made up of
tunes which have been the most
poDular on his Chesterfield Supper
Club NBC broadcasts.

RCA'S FOURTH QUARTER

ROYALTY COIN UP
RCA-Victor's fourth quarter roy-

alty statements to music publish-

ers was up slightly over the pre-

vious quarteri Third three-month
payment of 1947 had been approx-
imately 40% lower than the total

coin disbursed for the correspond-'
ing period of 1946, indicating the
sharp drop of sales during 1947
from the wartime boom period.

Victor's fiscal year ends Dec. 1

and it gets its statements out within
five weeks. Other companies run
their year from Jan. 1 to Jan, 1 and
usually take six weeks to deliver

statements.

FRANK1E LAINE
ON VmOY VEE'B

CBEBXaSBniiLD BCFPSiR C£.UB
.Ttnindar KTenlDg

;

It'* a Dlllyl

LAVENDER

BLUE
(Dilly Dilly)

Santly-Joy, Inc.
1619 Broadway, N*w York

Starf off the New Year with
hij biq novelty hit.

Ml

11
DANA RECORD NO. 2032A

TOBIAS and LEWIS
use Broadway. N«w York

Liston to

HARRY
'NIGOCIA

WJBW^-HewOrlMm

feature

Grade field's London Record
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MCA Negotiating Deal to Taiie

Over Grade Agency as London Branch
London, Jan. 18. -f

Negotiattens are understood to

be under way between Music .
Corp.

of America and the Lew Grade
Agency of this city for takeover

of the agency as a branch office

of MCA. Grade is expected to go

to New York shortly to complete

the deal.
; It's reported that MCA had of-

fee^d 1500,000 for the agency, with
Grade -remaining in charge. Agency
countered with an asking price of

$1,000,000. Grade agency is said to

: be backed by the Hyams Bros.,

who are reported to have invested

$200,000 in it over the last six

years. Sidney Hyams, cuixently in

the U. S., will probably participate

in the sale negotiations.

Another British percenter,

Charles Tucker, arrived in the

U. S. yesterday (Tues.). Deal i.s

also on for MCA to buy into that

agency. However, likelihood is that

MCA will buy into one agency or
the other, depending on which
deal is more desirable.

BOLES' BRITISH SUCCESS

INSURES FALL REPRISE
London, Jan; 11,

John Boles completes his six-

month British stinti which included
an eight-week season at the Pal-
ladium, when he winds up Jan^ 29
at aLondon nabe vaudeville house,
the Wood Green Empire, and sails

for home Feb. 1.

Boles' round-Britain trip, which
opened in the north of England
last August, has been such an un-
qualified success that the Hyman
-Zahl agency, which sponsored it,

has booked him for a return visit
next August for four months. His
1949 tour will include a week at
the Golders Green Hippodrome,
another London nabe theatre, and
almost certainly a return West
End appearance.

Nitery Cashier Robbed
On Way to Bank

Havana-Madrid, N. Y., weekend
receipts of $5,500, were hoisted
Monday (17) by a pair of holdup
men. , Catherine Niglia, cafe's
bookkeeper, was accosted by the
armed pair as she was leaving the
nitei-y's lobby to deposit the coin
in a bank.

Police believe it was an Inside
Job and an investigation has been
started.

SOPHIE TUCKER FETED

ON HER 62D BIRTHDAY
Miami Beach, Jan. 18.

Sophie Tucker celebrated her
62d birthday last week (13) and
the whole town turned out for the
shindig thrown for her by her son,
Bert Tucker, at his Robert E. Lee
hotel here.
Everybody in town was there to

felicitate' the indefatigable show
biz vet, from civic leaders to the
night club toppers; including Joe
E. Lewis, Jackie Miles/ Dean Mar-
tin & Jerry Lewis, Bill Robinson,
Alan Gale, Gracie Barrie, Frances
Langford, the Vagabonds. Harry
Richman, Rex Weber, Mack Miller
and Perry Charles.
Miss Tucker opens a four-week

run at the Beachcomber Thursday
(20).

Morton Downey opened at the
Statler hotel, Washington,''Monday
(17) to nab inauguration trade.

Chi's Regal Resumes

Stage Shows; Hampton Set
Chicago, Jan, 18.

Regal theatre here has resolved
its standby music situation, which
has kept stage shows out of the
house for months, and productions
will resume. Lionel Hampton's
orchestra opens week of Feb. 11.

Joe Glaser's Associated Booking
Corp. set Hampton, through Harry
Levine, Paramount booker in-New
York.

Comedy Trio Inked
For Mark Hopkins, S. F.

San Francisco, Jan, 18.

Swank Mark Hopkins hotel tries :

out a new talent policy Feb. 1.

Spot, whicl^ ' has" heretofore
booked singers for the most part,
has Inked Ben Blue, Patti Moore
and . Ben: Lessy for four weeks,
first time comics have been set for
the Hopkins.

Berg Seeks lOG

For Holiday Vamp
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

In the first such case of its kind
locallys AGVA has notified Billie
Holiday to appear before a trial

board and answer charges brought
by Billy Berg. Nitery op filed a
complaint seeking $10,000 in dam-
ages on grounds songstress didn't
show for the final night of her
four-week stand last week and was
late for shows during her stint at

the nitery, causing him "embar-
rassment and' causing customers to
leave," with resultant loss of bi^.

Florine Bale, local AGVA top-,

per, accepted the complaint offi-

jcially and v/ired Miss Holiday prior
to her opening at Cafe Society,
San Francisco, that she- would have
to appear before the trial board
which will hear whatever explana-
tions she has to offer. Board will
then decide how hard biz was hit

by her actions and what restitution,

if any, she must make.

Chirp was paid, in full for her
four-week stand, at the $3,250
guarantee against a split of admis-
sions and bar receipts. Take was
collected nightly by her manager.
On the final night of the stand,

she showed.at the club but depart-
ed before the first show was sched-
uled to go on, and did not return,
according to Berg's complaint.

Bookers Eyeing Film Names Again

To Bolster Waning Biz in Vauders

Kettering Suing FB
On Contract Breach

Chicago, Jan. IB.

Tom Kettering, former Frederick
Bros. Artists Agency veepee, has

filed suit for $5,225 against the

talent office for back pay. Ket-

tering contends that his FB con-

tract, which was to run until Dec.

31, was broken last July.

Kettering, currently in San Fran-
cisco, will return to Chicago to

process the suit.

ROXY CHORUS ENLISTS

AGVA AID FOR PAY HIKE
The Roxy theatre, N. Y., chorus

is seeking an increase over cur-

rent $45 weekly minlmums. Chorus
met last week with officials of the
N. Y. branch of the American
Guild Of Variety Artists, in, which
they asked for cost-of-living im
creases and modifications of cur-

rent AGVA contract. :

Chorus elected deputies who will

meet with AGVA execs on pressing
higher pay demands. '

Vallee Set for Roxy, N. Y.
Rudy Vallee has been signed for

the Roxy theatre, N. Y., for two
weeks and options, starting around
Feb. 23.

Singer is current at the Latin
Quarter, N. Y.

AFM-WB in Accord On

Earle/Philly, Stage Shows
Philadelphia, Jan. 18.

Vaudeville seems finally slated
to return to the Earle theatre. A
tentative agreement has been
reached with Local 77, American
Federation of Musicians. Negotia-
tions are on for the Jack Carson
show as opening attraction.

It is understood that the union
at a recent meeting gave peimis-
sion for a token orchestra (16 men)
at the Earle. It formerly used to
number 30 men, and the refusal of
the Warner Bros, management to
sign on that many tooters . has
stymied return of stage shows.

Musicians decided to okay the
smaller orch to see how things
work out.

Vaude bookers are again knock* ;

'

ing at film studio doors for name .

talent at reasonable prices so that
current vauders can be sustained
and new KSuses opened. Bookers
feel that talent agencies are unable
to supply- the demand, pointing out
that majority of names submitted
have only moderate boxoffice value

:

or are so highly priced that the-
atres cannot afford them.

' Many bookers ' feel the only solu-
tion lies in jstudio cooperation.
They hope to get stars with suf-
ficent b;o. puU to warrent large
salaries.

Talent inkers have recently been

:

getting feelers from agencies on
names at $20,000 and percentages.
So far, few have been signed. Dan4b
ny Kaye is the only filmster to be
getting that kind of coin.

However, when studio coopera--
tion is obtained filmsters go out for
considerably less. Warner star
Jack Carson has been playing for
a lesser guarantee, but is reported
grossing neat takes on percentage
arrangements. Although Burt Lan-
caster unit went' out on a $10,000 :

guarantee for> a four-people acti

total earnings were considerably:
larger, because of percentage
arrangements.
The best talent buy, according to ;

some bookers, is Jane Powell,
Who's getting a salary of around
$4,500 and percentages and who's,
doing consistently good business*:
Miss Powell is out under Metro :

auspices. - ;:
'

Bookers woui(^ like to get more
of these' names at commensurate
prices. For example, Harry Levine,
of Paramount, is currently on the
Coast in an attempt to get stars on
studio tieins. Other talent biiyers,

are attenit>ting to work' througli
N. Y. homeoffice ' execs. Decline
in picture making hasn't appreci-

'

ably helped 'the. vaude situation in'
:

asmuch as most of the names asked :

for are needed in current produc-
1 tion.

Kitty Kallen opens at the Wil>
liam Penn hotel, Pittsburgh, Jani
21.

BACK AT THE ClUB BEACHCOMBER

Miami Beach,

witli my Pals,

Harry Richman

Jackie Miles

The 4 Vagabonds

and-Ted Shapiro

SOPHIE TUCKER
Opening January 21st (Hello—Schuyler Family)
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Laundiing a New Idea

changes of moo<l from serious to

gay, with dialog and song, witli

modern ballet to depict and inter-

pret certain themes, with good

orchestral background and accom-

paniment, all handled with black-

outs, could develop into a new
cabaret formula which at . least

Vet Chicago Hotelier Sounds Off on New Saloon

Shows
amenity without either quality^ It w^'I.I'l^SI.r'
isn't good theatre and it isn't good

If the show is good

By ERNEST BYFIELD

Chicago, Jan. 18.

Some, years ago, when the bank-
ers were applying groan' and grunt
holds on us, one of their locusts,

a bulky gent but no mental giant,

turned on me savagely. "Why
doesn't the College Inn do better

business? It's been ; open for

years," he demanded.

"Did it ever occur to you that

the older the nightclub, the less

business it does?" I replied.

The College Inn is generally

credited (and debited) with being
in longest continuous operation of

any nightclub in the USA. Man
jBind boy, Frank Bering and 1 have
^un it for about 35 years; before

that, my brother Gene was the one.

Except on occasionsi we never
really got to like it. Of course, it

had. its moments. Ben Berple and
the Celebrity Nights; the Iceskat-

Ing Shows; Ted Healy; the great

swing bands, and other great
names and personalities. But. of'

ten it was like Australia every
body knew about it but nobody
went there.

At best, a nightclub is the mon
grel offspring ol an art and an

restaurant, ...

food grows cold and drinks dilute.

You can check me in as the

Gloomy Dean of nightclub opera-

tors. I have been spouting these

sermons for years; but as one

psychoanalyst said to the other,

"Who listens?"

We closed the College Inn in

June and arrived at the morose de-

cision to reopen it with misgiving.

("Misgiving?," Larry Adler asks,

"The celebrated chanteuse?")

With the help of a brilliant and

inspired designer (Robert E. Led^

erer, we effected a startling trans-

formation in the room. Lederer

made the low ceiling disappear by

painting it black, and managed to

obliterate the room's ai-chitectural

defects. The facelifting was made
complete by the use of a few sur-

realist mobiles, statues, and other

decorations, . : :
'

The .only problem left to us was
what to do for entertainment,

which is like saying the only prob-

actually entertaining

I discussed the idea with my old

friend Les Weinrott, of CBS, and
MCA, and they both recom-
mended Sherman Marks, a local

radio writer and producer of ex-

Musician Snarl May -

Balk Vaude Policy

For Tivoli, Frisco

;

,

'

,

'

,

. .'lios ,
An^iel«|s,.',ir.aiai- HA,')

Sherrill Corwin, who recently ac-

quired the old* Sari Fraricistib legit

house, ttie Tivoiij has been balked
from establishlog a vaufle policy

there because Frisco miJijiicians Lo-

cal 6 won't give him the saiiqie dfeal

Local 47 gave him here on his

ceptional talenti to do the show. 1 stageshow policy at the Million

He listened to the idea and became 1 Dollar theatre. Frisco is currently

enthusiastic about its possibilities, 1 vaudeless.
and Skitch Henderson flew his Corwin offered to use a Local 6

plane to Chicago for a conference
| band half the time and to reopen

at the suggestion of MCA. His in-
] the liouse on a regular policy. Lo-

terest and eager acceptance of the
|
cal prexy Ed Moore countered with

chore of doing the arrangements a demand that the theatre hire 11

and extra rehearsals, as well, as L;,en and a leader from the local's

adapting his band and his singers I ranks and employ them fulltime
to this new formula, Convinced us
that the choice, was a happy one.

Sherman Marks has a flawr he is

a perfectionist. I told him that his

anxieties about many of the effects

he hoped to create were needless;
that in a nightclub, half the au-
dience was sitting with its back to

the stage, and there would always
be a : number who would' be. inat-

tentivCi and that- i occasionally
there would be a drunk or two who
might be over-attentive.. I was

V ^wir

» 1 .

HELEN!I and HOWARD
T.V. and

CLUB DATES

lem a soldier has is to keep alive.
|

vfrong. When tlie show was .finally

The great name acts of the day
1 produced; it drew a concentration

were preempted by our competitors. '
- • —

Bands seemed to have lost their

draw. After much uncertaintj^, we
hired Woody Herman. After fur-

ther meditation, we realized we
would need more than a name
band to revive the room. We tried

to get Herman to play dinner con-

certs each night, dedicated to a

modern composer. His. manager
objected, saying that the cost of

arrangements and rehearsals would
be prohibitive. He was probably
right, but we became convinced
that Bebop and Bebop might re-

sult in NObop (No Box Office Pro-
ceeds). Herman was sporting

enough to cancel his contract be-

cause our ideas didn't jibe. ^

COMEDY MATERIAL
. . For AH BranchM of Thtalricah

FUN-MASTER
"Th* ORIGINAl Show-Bix Gag Fil**'

- Nst. Mo 22 @ $1.00 (aeh

(Order In Saqiime* Only)

SPECIAL: Th* Hrai IS FilM
for $8.00 ! ! !

3 DIFFERENT BOOKS OF PARODIES
(10 In Eiioh Bwk) $10 ptr Book

Send 10« (or Hats of otiiw comedy
mnterlal,. . NonffM, parodli^>" ' mintttrcl
lifitter, blii«fc-outs, .rtc. .

NO co.D/s:

PAULA SMITH
SOO W. 54tli Street, K«w Vork ll

'

of interest from our patrons that.

I have never witnessed in any
other nightclub that I have ever
visited; Diners forget to eat , and
drinkers leave their highballs un-
touched.

In about two weeks', writing and
three days' rehearsal, Marks and
Henderson put together a well'^

paced, completely entertaining and
entirely original - show. We called
it a Montage in Melody. The ac-
cDmplishment seems to: me to be
remarkable.

Cafe Crix Don't Dig It

It did not seem as remarkable
to , the cafe critics; On opening
night most of them were more con-
cerned about service,: which was
certainly confused, than they were
about our presentation. Their re

Groping; For Innovation ,

The problem murdered sleep to

such an extent that I began munch-
1 views described our show exactly

ing nemutals like peanuts. 1 was
balancing on my head, one nights

trying to get an inspiration, when it

occurred to me that we might do a

performance with continuity in-

stead of the customary nightclub

as though it were a typical vaude-
ville lounge routines At our urging,
one' or two revisited the Inn and
the result was two • very funny
pieces about the surrealist sculp-
tures, mobiles and paintings, but

Corwin planned to use traveling

name bands at least half the time

and objected to paying standbys
which, in.essefnce, is what the de-

mand amounted to.

. He had cleared details with op-

erators and stagehands of the

Frisco locals before pitching to the
musicians. It's understood that

Moore, in insisting 12 local men
be hired weekly, stressed that only

450 of 5,000 paid-up members are

regularly' employed. He. needs to

get members on the payrolls.
- Local 47 deal with the Million

Dollar here is not as good as that

offered in Frisco: Here, the musi-
cians aren't guaranteed any mini-
mum of work. All that Local 47
vifa? interested in' when setting up
the deal was getting jobs for the
musicians, regardless of whether
they were traveling card carriers

or resident members.

Bop Combo Lack

Worries N.Y. Cafes
Royal Roost, N. Y., and its rival

Clique Club have been more or
less stymied recently in the buy-
ing of bop combos of sufficient sta-
ture to carry the marquee load.
Roost, which has already played a'

majority of the best bop names,
has bought King Cole Trio and
Nellie Lutcher for separate dates,
figuring to add bop groups to their
draw. Meanwhile, the Clique se-
cured Charlie Bamet's large bop
crew for three weeks, openinit
Feb. 21.

Cole opens at the Roost May 5
for three weeks, at $3,500 plus a
percentage. Miss Lutcher precedes
him April 14 for three weeks at

$2,000 per. Tad Dameron, bop
pianist, working as a single, prob-
ably will go in with Miss Lutcher
and another combination.

lenacio Bola, Cuban pianist, wilt:

make his U. S. debut at Cafe So-
ciety, N. Y., Jan. 25. Julia Webb,
will bow on same show. Jack Gil-
ford holds over:

cabaret: The very absence of a
1 not a line that we had come across

bandleader mispronouncing the
|
even a faintly new idea. We real-

names of attractions, I argued to ( ized then that our saloon reviewers
myself in my deliriumi would be
attractive, at least to me. 1 figured
out that it was only fair, after all

these years^ to have something. gO'

are happier in :^alo6n^ and that
iXi^iT Writihg circles in grofoVes, like
a phonograph record. Guf iiocal

,^vv. .....^ V a o- .
columnists did better, and so did

ing on m tlie College Inn that I t the public in commenting on the
didn't dislike too much.

I show. The boxoft'ice has increased
It seemed to me that a show with t each week and the College Inn is

a thread of narration, with rapid
[
now doing a satisfactory business i and checkup
with many of its old-time regulars 1 William Katzen of the down-
returning to their tables. [ loWft colony left ; for Tticsohi
Benny Goodman flew in from the zona.

Saranac Lake
By Happ-y Beiiway

Saranac, N. Y., Jan. 18.

Former NVA-Rogerites who are
out of town curing report IsabeUe
Rook, musician, and Patricia
Mitchell, dancer, are doing nicely
at the Raybrook, N. Y., san; Syd-

I

ney; Cohen, (Capitol theatre ,
|

N. Y. Ci) recently , mastered a rib
I

operation at the National . Jew-

1

ish Sanatorium, Denver; Alfred
Michalskl progressing nicely at

the Rutland san; G. Albert Smith,
actor, and Bob Connolly (lATSE)
doing okay at the Vets hospital, 1

Sunmount, N. Y.
Helen PelechowicZi , mastered

the Thoracoplasty operation at the
general hospital, and back at the
Rogers.

;Bobby Reyell motored in to visit

Victor- Gamba. who recently beat
a serious setback,

Louise (RKO) Harris has been
uped for meals and mild exercise.
Mark Wilson in for observation

"^^w^rampollBinqly Youri""™"

PAUL AND
PAULETTE TRIO
NOW LATIN QUARTER
AT NEW YORK

• "The beat thing In the show,

oddly .enough. Is an oW-tash-.

ionced vaudeville "trampoline'"

ax:t labeled IPAUL AND PAUTj.
ETTE TRIO.'j—^l^amon Walker.

: DirMllons LQU COHAN

JUANITA ELLIOTT
(Of the Old Vmidevllle T«!am,

hfiH 1»ei«n <ionfln«d to beA muity jreiirHv

OKOKRH FOH H1$R BOOK^ AM>
OIL PAINX1N<;8 Wltlj BK .

AVritKCIATKn
f'^Iemovlect el tt Boubr«tte,*' relatlndr
iho author'A own expeirieiices .011- the
at.»;(?t>,' Prifle • - .

AlNo Four Booky of PuemM-r-"Ilafiv-'
bow Ribboiie," $1; ''Songs ,of the
SofVtli wtjat.V |l ; "Wayflfile Notes of «
(Wpsy-Foot." 7fic; ''iVlv Flower G«,r-
(ton," Mv.. All pontimld.

IlKAl TIJbTfJ. on. PAJNTINfiS (tf

.-•'TexaH Blue llonnets" aiul var^ou^i
scenoH, from $i> xw^ aci'ot'cdnK to-jji'/.(*.

JUAiNJTA Ktl.lOTT
Editor Yli«^ C'hntti-r Ho\

Manny Qpper
ffiaf new tomedian

88th Week
Hollywood Shew Uungo

. Chtfflgo'.'

P«rti .M|t.4 IRV. VEVIN

Coast to see the show, and liked ' Arthur Proftitt left for Dunel-
it so well he engaged Marks to i

'i^n, N,. J., for a short vacatiort ber
write an act for his Paramount 1

fore resuming work. Ho made the
opening.

|

grade here in 15 months. . ^

A conflict in bookings forced ^ -
Henderson to quit the College Inn !

ceived good clinic report that ups I r^i HVTAM IIATfl 'O*
after five weeks, which he did re- ,

^™ ""^^'s- Ijlillll Vll IIUI E/L s r i

luctantly. Jack Fina and his or- ^^""J'
Resslcr appointed chair

chestra opened up with the same '

^^'^^'^^^

arrangement and show after two

*IH fHUAOeifHIA, MJ

,
drive.

days' rehearsal; and "on thoVccond\.f.^l^^'^^^^^^^^ Carl

I night produced a pei tormancc !

''" 'y

j
comparable to Skitch's. The at

now
R « CI

300 OUTflDC aooMS
»r»m '2 BAUY

tendance has been good, which
show.s that the idea has durability.
A new idea in the nightclub

business had better be durable. I
want this for an epitaph, to be
carved in. bold italics on my tomb-
stone: "Here lies Ernest Bylield.
who took years to have a nightclub
performance which did not include
the line, 'Let's give this little lady
a big hand.'

"

U'Vanni.
' Write to those who are ill;

inciAi wiini* HATtt
HOUSIKttPINO fACilltllS

liWAiKfMO 'tfW'MNCI OF Alt rHVATRfSM

Nitery Dates

\ VANDERBILT BOYS
"TAPROBATICS"

NOW PARAMOUNT, New York
Pars. R«p.: JOSH MEYER, 48 W. 48th St., New York

Dorothy Shay, following her run
at the WaldorfrAstoria hotel, N. Y:,
opening tomorrow (Thurs.) goes to
the Beverly Country Club, New
Orleans, March 3; Shamrock hotel,

!

Houston, March 17, and the Palmer
House, Chicago, April 7.

Buddy Lester wound up his
Paramount, N. Y., date last week
and flew out to St. Louis for med-
ical attention. He'll open at the
Clover club, Ml;imi, t'oiiaht (Wnri,).
Lena Home signed for the/Fair-

mont holcM S:in c iMrn.i-,cij,

12, and follows with the Flamingo,
Las Vetjas. May 19

Charles Trenet booked for the
Palace hotel. San Franci.sco, March
18.

Georgie Price slated for Palum-
bo'.s, j-jijjjclciplua, ,)an. 23.
Three Stooges pacted for a July

date at the, Ppl^diwn, I^9n<}9»-,

WHISTLING IN SEVEN LANGUAGES

JAY SEILER
Just completed PHIL SILVERS' TELEVISION SHOW

MOCOMBA CLUB, PHILADELPHIA
PRESENTLY TOURING "CHRIS CROSS UNIT -

FEBRUARY 11th thru 24th LATIN QUARTER,
NEWPORT. KENTUCKY

^ FEBRUARY 25th Reminiscing.

Communications:
Forest Lodge, 1028 Strong St.. Schenectady. N. Y.

MARION POWERS
SINGING/SOPHISTICATED BLUES

riivrtMiily .'

TRITON HOTEL, Rochester, N. Y.
Breaking All Rtcordi Ath Smaih Week

Opening MERRY-GO-ROUND
February 5th Youngstown, Ohio

My Sinctr* Tkaaki to SAM IMBUR6IA and PEGGY LOEB

CONSOLIDATED RADIO ARTISTS
30 RockifolUr PIom;' Naw York
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Pfeiifer Alleges 'Secondary Boycott'

In 3506 Suit Against Equity, AGVA
Chicago, Jan. 18.

Jules Pfeiflfer filed suit in Ciii

superior court last week, seeking

to enjoin Actors Equity and Amer-

ican Guild of Variety Artists,

charging that both organizations

were trying to blacklist his pro-

posed cafe. In the same bill of

particulars, he is suing the two
unions for a total of $350,000 dam-

Former legit producer, after an-

nouncing forthcoming opening of

his north Clark street Bow-Wow-
ery, claims he was informed by
Jack Irving of AGVA that he was
oft the unfair list and would get

no AGV/. acts for his spot. At-

torney for AGVA; said Pfeiffer had
no application, with union and
therefore could not be on any "un-
fair" list and was not refused acts.

Testimony brought out fact that

Pfeiffer, as yet, does not have a
' city license, after which hC: stated

that politicians were holding it up.
^Pfeiffer's troubles date back to

his ill-fated tour of "Swing Mika-.

do" last fall, which folded in St.

Paul. Cast was stranded and money
was divided among 72 members,
majority non-Equity, and bus trans-

portation furnished back to Chica-

go. lOUs for balance.«f money due
them are still outstanding, air

though bistro operator claims he is

no longer responsible, as notes
were issued by a corporation.

Mxed Equity Bond
Before production, Pfeiffer said

that Equity asked for an $8,450
bond, but he nixed request on
grounds it was contrary to Taft-

Hartley law, which prohibits rec-

ognition without vote and certifi-

cation by National Labor Relations
Board,
Counsel for Equity said Pfeiffer

was on actors' union unfair list

for failure to pay Equity cast mem-
bers money due them and Equity
had not concerted with AGVA as
far as any other "supposed ban"
was concerned. Pfeiffer alleges that
AGVA is using: secondary boycott,
contrary to T-H act. Spot is set
to open Jan. 24.

,
Further hearings are set for this

afternoon (18) before Judge Don-
ald McKinley.

MOD Benefit
Morey Amsterdam, Zero Mostel,

Smith & Dale and Benny Rubin
are slated to appear in a one-night
vaude stand at Carnegie Hall, N.Y.,
Friday (21) for the benefit of the
March of Dimes. Joe Franklin,
VfMCA disk jockey, is presenting
the show.
Others slated to appear include

Jackie- Robinson of the Brooklyn
Dodgers, the Ravens, Dinah Wash-
ington, Conrad Thibault, Gus Van,
Eileen Barton, Calgary Bros, and
Dave Barry.

$8,500 GROSSED BY

ANNUAL FRIARS FROLIC
The Friars' 44th annual benefit

show, held Sunday (16) at the Im-
perial theatre, N. Y., grossed an
estimated $8,500.' Figure includes
receipts of the souvenir program.
House: was scaled from $6 to $25.

Milton Berle, the Abbot, emceed
a long show that, as usual with
Friars shows, was somewhat in the
tradition of oldtime vaude. Pro-
gram included straight vaude acts

and sketches.
Show, under supervision of Wil'

liam Brandell, was staged by Dick
Henry, Eddie Elkort, Al Beckman,
Johnny Pransky, Nat Dunn and
Harry Adler.

Summer Date at N.Y. Copa
There's a possibility Sammy

Kaye's next location date in New
York will be played- at the Copaca-
bana nitery. Kaye . and Monte
Pro.ser have been discussing a deal
that would bring the pop combo
in sometime in August. His would
be the - first pop combo of such
name calibre to play the spot
Copa is also discussing a string

of vocal names to follow Connie
Haines, who opens with Dean Mar-
tin and Jerry Lewis soon. Kay
Starr, Peggy Lee, and Frankie
Laine all have been mentioned.

Tricks in Every Trade!

JAN AUGUST
and his Piano

MUSIC THAT SPELLS

- -Currcnllyi'^ -

PARK PLAZA
St. LeNli

Dir.:

MCA

—LalMf-Mcreury-MlMM.

"NIGHT and DAY"
"JALOUSIE"

VAU9BTIUUB 4S

New Colunbus Arena
CoIumbuSi Oi, Jan. 18.

A million-idollar sports arena is

being planned for Columbus, O.,
within the next year. Columbus
Sports Arena has been incorpo*
rated with authority to sell 5,000
shares of no-par common stock.

Incorporators are D. L. -Kuhns,
H. C. Hoeflich and Peter J. Minck.

Miami OveHboard on Straws, With

GO Cafes Anglii^ for Scarce Coin

VALDO and PRINCESS PAT

'*TOPS IN MENTAL MAGIC"
Pers. Mgt.: JULES ZIEGLER AGENCY

545 Fifth Avtnu*. New York

Helene & Howard Settle

Contract Breach Suit;

Get Release on 5-Yr. Pact
A settlement was effected last

week betweea Helene and Howard,
dance team, and agent Matty
Rosen and his wife, Lorraine Rog.-
nan, in breach of contract suit in-
stituted by the latter. Settlement,
made under N. Y. supreme court
auspices after jury to hear the case
had been sworn in, calls for pay^
ment of $5,500 by the dancers to
Miss Rognan in return for termina-
tion of her five-year contract with
the dancers. '

Terms of pact called for dan-
cers to pay Miss Rognan 25% of
their earnings . over $300 weekly
in return for routining their act.
Sometime ago dancers stopped
paying and Miss Rognan subse-
quently sued for back commis-
sions. Team, in return, brought
suit against Miss Rognan and
Roseui Last week's settlement
ended their contract with Miss
Rognan. Furtherfireworks are ex-
pected Inasmuch as dancers are
now expected to press for ending'
of their agency contract with
Rosen.
Rosen, in return, has declared he

will proceed against the team for
attorney fees in connection with
their suit against Miss Rognan. It's

his contention that' under regula-
tions of the American Guild of
Variety Artists, an act or agent
cannot go" to court unless settle-
ment is attempted by the union.
He claims that the team violated
AGVA rules in taking him to court:
without union's permission. Helene
and Howard's agency contract with
Rosen has one year to go, with op-
tions for another three years,

Minsky May Get Carnival;

Schuyler Bids for Harem
Miami Beach, Jan. 18.

Harold Minsky, who now oper-
ates the Colonial Inn, Hallendale,
Fla., has started negotiations for
takeover of the Carnival, N. Y.,
from Nicky Blair, current lease-
holder. Minsky plans to install a
burlesque policy similar to that
being iised at the Colonial, which
is reported to be the second big-
gest grossing cafe in the Miami
area, and' probably the largest
moneymaker. Transfer is expect-
ed to take; place in several weeks,
and Minsky will go t» New York
around March 1 to supervise altera-
tions.

Minsky has been anxious to get
in on N. Y. nitery operation for
some time. He was originally
slated to produce shows at the
now defunct La Martinique when
Monte Gardner took over, but deal
fell through. Minsky, at one time,
operated the Club 51 on 52d street,
N. Y.
Deal is also on for Ned Schuy-

ler, operator of the Beachcomber,
Miami Beach, to buy the Harem.
|N. Y., from Nat Harris. Latter is

J currently in Miami Beach, where

I

he's managing the. Brook club, and
l
is huddling with Schuyler on a

i

deal, which is slated to be finalized

this week or next. It's likely that
Schuyler will not start work on
the N. Y. spot until April. He
plans to install a multiple head-
liner policy such as is in effect

at the Beach spot. . ,

Pitt Light Opera Starts

'49 Ball Rolling Early
' Pittsburgh; Jan. 18.

Sam Handlesman, who handled
business end of Civic Light Opera
Co. here last summer for first time,
has been appointed to that post
permanently and is in Pittsburgh
already starting the ball rolling

for the 1949 season at Pitt Star

dium.
William Wymetal, who has been

the executive director of the pro^;

ductions past two seasons, has
been given the nod again for '49

and will be on the scene, too,

shortly. This is the last year the

Stadium will be used; by 1950, the

group expects to have its own
$1,000,000 amphitheatre Uuilt. '

By LARY SOLLOWAY
Miami Beach, Jan. 18. '

This; winter playground has cur-
rently greatest assortment of shows
in the country, with the situation

reaching a peak this week with the
opening of Hlateah racetrack.

To the scores of niteries have
been added , the one-nighters by
radio and concert toppers, plus the
reopening of the Miami Opera
Guild season. Also the influx Of
the cafe "names" already installed
or preeming in the next 10 days. „

On the one-nighters, there are
Bob Hope and his trqjiipe, for tlie

Orange Bowl on the' 22d; Alec
Templeton in the Municipal Audi-
torium in Miami on the 31st; Hor-
ace Heidt and his "New Talent"

BOB HOPE'S BOFF 180G

IN 11 ONE-NITER DATES
Atlanta, Jan. 18.

Bob Hope's one-nighter tour has
been extended to Feb. 5 because
of Icing-sized grosses. Comic has
snared $180,000 in his first 11
dates.: New dates lined up so far
include Minneapblis, Jan. 31; Kan-
sas City, Feb. 1, and St. Louis;
Feb. 3.

Hope's cast includes Doris Day,
Bill Farrell, Irene Ryan, Hy Aver-
bach and, Les Brown's band.

Vet British Juggler Set For

U. S. Theatre, Cafe, Dates
: Gaston Palmer,' veteran British-
juggler, has been signed for his
first U. S. date in more than a
decade. He'll go into the Roxy
theatre, N. Y., late April or May.
He'll precede the Roxy stand with
an engagement at the Latin Quar.<
ter, Boston, March. 13.

Palmer's first appearance in this

country was around 1915. He's be-
ing booked here by William Mor
ris agency.

show on Feb. e, with Vaughn Mon^
roe in Coral Gables the same night;
Spike Jones and his revue on the
10th, . also in Coral Gables; Paul
Draper and Larry Adler on Feb.
31st, in the concert series in the
Auditorium.

Parade,- of nitery openings has
included Grade Fields at the
Brook Club; Joe Lewis at Club
Boheme; Lenny Kent at the Pad-
dock Club; Myron Cohefi at the
Mayfair; Beachcomber introing
Frank Sinatra for four ^days (10-
20) followed by Sophie Tucker,
Jackie Miles, Harry Richman and
the Vagabonds; Copa City with
Kay Thompson and Williams Bros.,
Peter Lind Hayes, and Sammy
Kaye's orch; Ella Fitzgerald and
Stump and Stumpy at the Monte
Carlo; Cab Calloway, Gracie Barrie^
Buddy Lester at the Clover Club;
new burly show at Minsky's Colo-
nial Inn, plus dozens of othersi
offering big, fair and small, attrac-
tions in what adds up to over 60
night clubs.

Then, there's the big group of
hotel lounge and patio setups with
top rhumba bands featured as well
as entertainment; the new stock
company preeming at the Beach
Pier with Edward Everett Horton
and Glenda Farrell featured; the
dog tracks; the shows current and
the pic specials, viz: ^'Hamlet" and
"Red Shoes."
Vet observers figure that with a

permanent population in the over-
all county .(which means plenty of
residents in outlying" centers who
rarely go out) of some half million,
swplled by 150,000 tourists; this
area has more amusements than
either New York or Chicago at
their busiest, even on a compara- '

tive basis.

It's too much, they're screaming,
especially in a year where, though
there are more people here, the
buck is SQ tight that practically
every business man is beginning
to wonder "when does the season
begin." Which is what many a
nitery, or other entertainment op-
erator, is going to be asking soon.

ALICE- ' Dick

coimm 's LATE ffiuAses:

/
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Night Club Reviews

Copttcaliana, IV. V.
M'xtzi Green, Carl Ravazza, Susan

|[ Fred Batry, Paul Godkxn, The
tattlers (4), Linda Lombard, Herb

Verna, ballroom terpers, take spot

to Rubciistfcin's "Romance," and ex-

hibit smooth mid-air turns and fast

shoulder spins, Rhumba rendition

of "Tonight We Love," music box
George, Line (81, Michael Durso

j ^jagi^i^g "Dark Town Strvitters

and FcrnoTido Alvares Orchs; spe

cinl music by Gordon Jenkins;

lyrics. Tom Adair; staged by Douc/-

las Coudy; costumes designed by

Billy Livingston; $3.50 minimum.

With Mitzi Green getting top bill-

ing, flanked by Carl Ravazza and

the Barrys, the nevir Copa show
doesn't lack for money values, It

has the entertainment ingredients

to satisfy most tastes,. There are

oecasionaL, items that don t uphold

the Copa's high standard but, by
,

and large, the current production
j gj^g^g game enthusiasm. Max Shul

has good taste and performers ot ^g^.g material possesses satirical

proven ability. twists In writer's hilarious style.

This is another repeat date for i but in patter form doesn't project
i^r i « ' ' nmvi/irliannn I 1. r^AM>k#1lAM&'' Aacv style BHu.

Ball," and Paso Doble also bring

good returns.

McCarthy and Farrell deliver

same material as last year, with

no deviation even in pantp_^rou-

tines to disks. After takeoff on

disk jocks, pair mimics Crosby ana

Martin's "Lilly From Laguna' and

Crosby and Jolson's "Spaniard

That Blighted My Life." Returns

are mild, although mugging gets

titters from ringsiders. McCarthy
cuts up with pantoing of Flagstad g

"Valkyrie " but onlookers don t

Ikw Acts

Miss Green, a versatile comedienne

whatever the medium of entertain-

ment. She's feetting to suggest her-

self more and more as "the young

Souhie Tucker" in the way she

works, though without the blue

stuff that Miss Tucker uses. How-
ever the voice and the way she

here; Comedians' easy .

vitality make up for somewhat slug-

gish pace.

Miss Knight keeps patrons In

palm of her hand during renditions

of standards and her recorded hits,

"Mv Grandfather's Clock," "You
Leave Mt- Breathless," "Embrace

THE TITANS
A symphony in Motion. Currently

touring with BOB HOPE SHOW.
Contact

Harry Rogers Agency
Pantagos Theatre Bldg.

HoUywooa,. Calif.

PAUL & PAULETTE TRIO
Trampoline

|

10 Ml»s.
Latin Quarter, N. Y.

TWO males In bellhop garb and

a cute looker are a youthful and
attractive trio, with the girl (wife

of one) supplying considerable

beaut dressing. She does some
standard stunts on the trampoline

to give the indication that she s

not along just for the looks that

she supplies.

The younger of the males Is

Jimmy Garner, _
former AAA

trampoline champion, and he per-

forms some difficult tricks with

consummate ease. .

There aren't many acts of this

type around any mote, but for the

time there is still available in the

vauders, they can play any of

them. Plus the larger niteries, top
Kahn,

Apollo, the boys impress as an ac>
complished group, but lack the
polish and finesse that further sea-
soning will probably give them,

' Rhythm outfit comprises piano,
electric guitar and bass. Did three
numbers here, "Gonna Laugh at
You 1,000 Times," "Wrapped Up
in a DreamV >and a punchy novelty,
"Ad-ee-yah," Pianist generally
carries the melody, with vocal
backing by his mates. On the
whole, Do-Ray & iSle is an okay
cocktail unit for the more modest
nitery spots using this type talent.

Gilb.

tosses off a lyric or a line—these
; and "My Fickle Eye,'

are indelibly ^M>ss Green s ov\n
go^gj-tress makes large room seem

showmanly attributes, ana uie
i

._4..„,;j„ ,i„,«,ina mntn: nar-
'like intimate drawing room, par-

opening-night mob went for her in
,

(.jj.j,ja,.iy ^y^en singing to male ring-

sock fashioft
_

: Siders via roving mike. Encores
Some of her new material may

| .j^j,jjj^g
.

.Salmon,'' one of her earlier

not be as effective as the stuff she s
j,gpjjj.jj^gg ..Lass With Delicate

used in the past, but there s no
|
^.^ ,, and finally, the much re-

doubt as to her ability to hold an
i ^^

'

^gj ..LUtle Bird Told Me."
audience. For an hilarious closer, t „ .

she satirizes Kay Thompson and

the Williams Bros,

GerieroiiS offerings and easy charm
captivate audience for a bejgolli

-
. J . „ i„„*,j ~ Barclay Allen neatly backs

Miss Green is doing aroiind a
^^^.^^ ^^^^^^ keyboard. Orch virtually no change in his material,

halt-hour, opening with neatly for the dance
, and opening show he was wonder-

tro in which she lyri^^^es .Mi^u-^ i

^^^.^ Abbott Dancers' lively step- , j„g out loud whether the place

Carousel, Pitt
Pittsburgh, Jan. 14.

naroey Stone, Shirley Lane,

Ralph DeStephano Orcli (5); $3-

?3.50 mitiimMm. :

This is a return engagement here

for Harvey Stone, who was a big

hit W Same room last summer, and

the going's a bit Tougher. That's

because comic has come back with

light in being back .in New York

after Hollywood, Then a para-

phrased version of "Mahzel" which

fs passablv effective, followed by

her inevitable capsule imitations^qt

name personalities,: namely Mae
West, George Arliss, Ted Lewis

and Sophie Tucker, imper-
,

j^^---
jjigsa' Costello, Xavier

sonalions, as usual, aie auinen
, p ^ q , (jeorgie Tapps, Tony

tic, but the mateiual that goes with
, DomiArden

iginai, QOBMi i cii
^ , R„„,„, Dams. Music and hincs

I ping is in usual top form. Greg,

j

Copa Chy, Miami Beadi
I

Miami Beach, Jan. 12.

i Henniy YoMngman, Jack Gole

had changed. Everything he
;

did

was boffo last time, and now Stone
was havihg a hard; time v^iarininl

'eni up. Vr'/v'-

Evehtually he did, howeVer , but
it took tod long, arid he had reason

to fee arid look worried. They start-

ed responding, however, when he
got into the wife routine and were

S »"*°'lfe Mr^SlllJient
^L^\Y'J±%.J^lt°Z'\.J.Z- which has virtually become Stone's

MAXINE
Sones „:

9 Mins.
Raleigh Ro«m, N. Y.
The singularly labeled Maxine,

who vocaied with the Phil Spitalny

band several years ago, has been
on her own for some time, but has

so far escaped attention of the
New Acts files. During the inter-

vening time, it seems she's upped
her voice placement several

notches, singing more in the mezzo
register than in the contralto

groove. The vocal elevation lends

a lighter and more graceful char-

acter to her work.
Maxine is an authoritative sing-

er who infuses feeling, into her
work and getting maximum re-

sponse out of "Maybe You'll Be
There" and "Don't Take Your
Love From Me." She does well on
the rhythm tunes as well. She's

okay for most cafes and vaude.
Jose.

FRANKIE QUE
Dancins
9 Mins.
Apollo
With a smooth, effortless terp-

ing style, Frankie Que is better

than the average male hoofer who
struts at the Apollo. His shuffling

is done with an air of precision.

Unfortunately, however, he con-
fines his proficiency to vei-y few
routines.

There''s sameness to, the sepian
Que's stepping which is the more,
accentuated by the relatively long
time he's onstage. Either the use
of more varied terping or addition

of a line of patter would provide a
better change of pace. Turn needs
more development before it's

ready for the more lucrative vaude
and nitery bookings. Gilb.

them, \\hile original,

tirelv come off.

"Molly . McGee." lament of a $4:BarrrGra«VtHe Lounge^M
^^.^^^^^^^^^

shopgirl, is ovet-writlen but Mis^
i „„ miliimum. "

i V:.^'J5'!'?i?,\__"L,i°"".^'„ i?^L
Green, on sheer talent alone, makes

of it more than the material de

NOBLE TRIO
Acrobatics
S Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
Comprising two males and a

femme, the ofav Noble Trio do
expert acres on parallel and hori- -

zontal bars. Rapid-fire routines

are done in a comic vein.

For a climax the males do head-
stands atop the parallels. Attached
to their noggins is a special brace
to which the ends of a short rope
is made fast. Gal partner then
spins in mid-air with her teeth

clenched in the center of the line.

It's a novelty that produces sock

DO-RAY & ME (3)

Songs, Instrumental
11 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y..

This sepia, all-male instrumental
trio is one of many similar units results. Trio is fine for vaude, but

RprvoS And if there are any i

j.

doubts there is that Thompson bit, i show on tap in this plush^iest of

In which Miss Green perfectly sug- niteries.

Bests her subject in both voice and

mahner, and even to that^ slack-

1

outfit costume that Miss Thomp

1 Jackie Heller, who owns place and;

, , „ X. r , 1 serves as host and m.c, wasn't
Tliere's another well oalanced i around, having been on sick list

for couple of weeks, didn't help
Stone' any; Hellei-'s a shot 4n the
arm for all performers vi^ho play
his Carousel; his - intros .arid hold
he has over the clientele here have

Trio of toppers on tap wrap up,

with the Jack Cole dance group

affects. Thr'wiuTams Bros.
1
practically stealing the show with

have been cut down , to two, the

"brothers" in the Copa act com-

prisii)? Fred Barry (of the Barrys)

and Herb George, production

singer.

Ravazza is generally effective in

his personality songstering though

their modern dance interps.

On in two spots, led by Cole; the

trio of femmes and the team of

lads handle the intricate routinings

in superb fashion. First brace, to

paved the way to a dicko for many
performers.

Stone's got a style that is easy
to take and he slides effectively

under the skin with his studied
effortlessness, a contrast to the

tee off the solo spots, are the [general run of cafe raconteurs, who
familiar Cole Indo-Javanese weav-

he's sometimes overly cute. - He's
] ^jtjj the spins, head-move

got a plea.sant voice, good_ looKS
,

, and urecision group worl„ ...
. -u„^\rc ti,~ iments and precision group work

and the kind of pink cheeks tlie
, pajm-sparking in their coordina-

gals just wanna pinch. He could
, ^^^^ ^^^^ imaginative staging. It

was in their next to closing spot,
gals just -

.

subdue some of those gestures

Does a polyglot of tunes that in

elude Straight rhythmics, Calypso

and ballads.

Susan and Fred Barry are mak-
ing their Copa debut as a team

though that sextet had them, lit

erally cheering. A teworking of

the Harlem jive type patterning

they purveyed at the Colonial Inn
la.st sea.son, it kept the mitts

though both have been here before,
i mounting via the topping knee-

slides into a begoff,

Henijy Youngman, in the comedy
slot, turns up some 10 minutes of

new material that had them howl-
ing. In so vast a room, with his

type of straight, gag lined material,

it was to his credit that the laughs

she as a Copa Girl and he with his

late wife and partner, Elaine

Barrv: They're effective, he espe-

cially with his personality, some-

thing, incidentally, which she s

lacking. They're hampered by the

small floor, but he still amazes
with those airplane lifts. And
thcio's always that cute lullaby

closer. .. .
:

Paul Godkin handles a couple of
^^^^^ „r w

effective spots requiring mterpre-| j^^-^^ top comedies,
tative dancing, while Linda Lqm- r

bard and Herb George are the pro-

duction singers, both of whom
click; The Tattlers are an evenly
mixed click foursome of harmo-
jiizers who work the production
numbers.
Mike Durso, as usual, plays an

effective show in batoning the Copa
orch, with Fernando Alvares doing

I

sometimes produce -more nervous-
ness out front than relaxation. For
return dates in such a short" time,

however; he does need a wider va-

riety of stuff to intersperse with
his sock standbys. Comic carries

a pianist, who gives him a nice,

pleasant musical . background that
hits the . ear ^easily.

Only other act on the bill—Hel-
ler's usually around to make it a
three-turn layout at the Carousel-
is Shirley Lane^ a well-stacked
hoofer who makes a flashy appear-
ance and gets off some slicte terp-
ing. Ralph DeStephano's small
combo backs things effectively,

with maestro tooting a smart trum-
pet and Joe Lescak a whiz at the

that have built up an advance rep
on the strength of its recordings.
In making their vaude bow at the

height of its special equipment

I

likely limits their nitery work to
I high-ceilinged spots. ;

Gilbi

Lewis and White get sock returns
for standard, "Me and My Shadow."

Although briefly introduced be-

fore, Geraldine DuBois comes on
to clown and sing with Lewis, This
well-stacked gal revives a few
oldies brushed up in the modern
manner, "April Showers" and "My
Little Rosie," In cute novelty num-
ber, soubret and comedian discuss
the old and new looks, worked up
for sock return.s.

Pease and White race halfway
through song and dance of "Swing
For Sale" before Lewis interrupts

and "chides" them for cheap enter-
tainment and panhandling. Hurt
look on Pease's face breaks up the
audience. Duo really rocks with
"Necessity." Cast members and
band join for "Whiffenpoof Song."
For the final section of the show,

Lewis starts off with "When You're
Smiling," bringing on Miss DuBois
and line girls. Lewis encores
with "When My Baby Smiles at
Me."

Sol Klein conducts the show and
Cee Davidson takes over the baton
for an excellent job on dance sets.

Don,

came in staccato fashion. Topped
I

keyboard. Their dance music is a

with the violining bit, accompanied
i

lot better than many orehs twice

by Cugat and stringers from his
i

the size,

orch. All added up to a sound ses

Cohm.

The Latin hip swingers who've
played this town so frequently in

past months, remained obvious
carbons, once Diosa Costello came
on with her native songs and zingy
hip-weaves. For a topper, follow-
ing her work with the balding ring-

^i:"^*'*'-;^"^ eh„,„='
..i,^ .....w^i^^H t« at most shows.

Chez Parce, Clii

(FOLLOWUP)
Chicago, Jan. 4.

Ted Lewis has produced a new
and expanded revue, which is

attested to by rope-up policy

siders, she switched completely, toj """"^ '3i„„ .'H'K^!.
^ h-.n'-.ri Pmiin in tiativp. F.nsli.sh appeal, according to the older

I

a ballad group in native, English
orch, with Fernando Alvares doing i .n^'viddish on thi» mother theme ^ set, is nostalgic, the comedian-
a tiptop .job on the Latin dance '

Yi^^^^^^^^^
clarinetest has tied a show together

rhythms.
^

Kahn.
^ j^g.^ arrangement. En- which sells to all age groups.

' -..,-;[ ."
.

' . UinroH «;itli a fl'onofin VArainiV of I Lewi.S him.Self IS a "WOrlti tiff PY-

rhy

Empiro Room, Clii

(PALMER HOUSE)
Qhicago, Jan. U.-

Evelyn Knight ^ McCarthy Si Far-

roll, Landre & Verna, Abbott Dan-
cers- (8), Barclay Allen's Orch
(141 with Delor6s Crane and Alan
Simms; S3.50 minimumi $1, couer.

Regulation vaude bills instead of

revue format looks like payoff'

policy for,this popular rpom.. Eve-
lyn Knight's appearance, timed
With her disclick, "A Little Bird
Told Me," finds white space at

minimum with Miss Knight's stay

extended to March 2.

Merrlel Abbott Dancers set live-

ly and colorful pace in "Cumana"
opener, with Barclay Allen Sfl'ing

!

for a slow, legit arrangement. En
cored with a frenetic version of
the "mambo," partnered with her
drummer.
Production is solid, though cut

considerably for the Cole group.
Costuming is tasteful and striking

'

for the 12 lovlies in the line.

Georgie Tapps is on briefly and
effectively for his tap-ballet-spiri
work, while Tony Bavaar handles
the DaviSrSilver numbers in topi

manner; Xavier Cugat emcees with

age groups,

Lewis himself is a "working ex-
ample of his panacea for, all hu-
man ills as he recites his philos-
ophy, "I Only Count My Pleasures
Not My Years." Reed Sisters trio
backs Lev,'is in tune,; "It's a Most
Unusual Day," bringing on sepia
dancer-comics Elroy ^ Pease and
Paul.White, who do some high and
fancy cake-walking, and then join
with Lewis for a bit of softshoe.

Maestro turns carny barker and

Motlier Kelly's, Miami
Miami Beach, Jan. 16.

Joe Frisco, Cully Richards,
Frankie Hyers, Sammy Wolfe,
Chloe Peterson, Ruth Gillen, Joe
CanduUo Orch; minimum $2.

accented charm. His orch can take I
gives out with pitch to bring on

bows for the solid job they turn in I
Costello Twins, blond lookers, who

on a tpugh show, music wise. 1
get close attention with rapid toe

In the lounge, Barry Gray is 1

spms and flying splits, ending with
back for his midnight to three ,

a series of body flips and cart-

ayeni radio airer, with practically p«'heels. Had to beg off. Pease
every nitery act in town coming on 1

garners laughs with "Woodman,
for interviews, plus his usual con- 1

Spare That Tree,"
troyersy^making comments on local

|

Reed Sisters have a spot of their
and national events. It draws own in which they get nice returns
healthy biz for the 250 seat ad- on "Wliy Do I Love You," "Bill

bis own composition.. Landfe & junct to the main room, 'iidrv,' .[aai ''Make Believe." After which

Casino Ku$ise* N. Y.
(FOLLOWUP)

This vodka and beef stroganoff
dispensary is one of the best
showcases that Emile Boreo has
had in New York. This bit
of old Muscovy has a continental
crowd very much to his liking.

Spot's patronage can appreciate
the numerous languages in which
Boreo sings and gets full appre^
elation of his unorthodox lingual
acrobatics. It's also a crowd that
can appreciate his sly asides and
comedies.'

The Casino Russe, long a centre
of family trade, will probably face
an invasion of the Broadway hep^
sters. Boreo packed the house on
opening night and will probably
build as he goes along through
word-of-mouth. His recent concert
at N. Y. Times Hall has been in-
strumental in creating plentiful
support for this singing-comic.
Such double-talk bits as his inters
pretations of "Oh Johnny" and
"Four Leaf Clovpr'' are audience
winners. In addition, his standard
"Wooden Soldiers" and "Dark
Eyes" as sung in various tongues
are prime audience fodder.

Rest of the show has a conti-
nental sparkle with Sonia Wojl-
kowska in a native Polish dance.
Vera Bryner's vocals and Maxim
Hidl's pashy fiddle work. Show-
backer and dance-dispenser Larry
Murphy seems to be a foreigner in
this collectioh.' •

' ' ' 'Jose.-

One '.of last -season's clicks, this

spot was In the doldrums, but with
current lii.eup is packing them in. -

Joe Frisco tops the layout, work-
ing from' the floor on the heckling
and coming on in his own spot

for the howlmaking bookie routine,

brought up to date, for added
laughs. Teams with Cully Richards
for an old vaude routine that em-
braces soft shoe dance for more
laughs and applause.

Richards emcees with a hoary
line of gags jmd bits that man-
age to garner enough: giggles to

lead fnto the stooge bit with Sam-
my Wolfe, which is nostalgic
enough to arouse yocks in spots.

Wolfe's song mimicry sets him
nicely with the hep audience.
Frankie Hyers handles the screw-

ball, earthy comedy well. Again
there is the essence of "familiar"
in the material, but delivery and
timing overcomes the "heard
it before" tinge. Trio com-"
bine for the blackouts, some win-

ning laughs, others on the fairish,

side. What makes this package is

the continued heckling, bits and
solo spots, with never a let-down
in the punching for laughs. Re^
suit is: an overall sesh of rough-
house- and straight humor that

leaves them satisfied.

Thrushes Chloe Peterson and
Ruth Gillen are just adjuncts in

this two-lour proceeding, provid-

ing the needed breaks in the g,o-

ings-on ^plus spots for added ad lib

remarks from the trio. Lary,

Pentlionse ClTiili.) N. V.
(FOLLOWUP)

Paul 'Villard with his sea chan-

ties and Monica Boyar's colorful

Latin tunes comprise an interest-,

ing entertainment at the Pent-

house. Kurt Maier handles tne

piano accomp for both, in addition

to doing a pleasant interlude pi

straight pianoing, . ,,

Villard, a good-looking, virile

chap in Mariner's attire, has a sub-

dued sort of projection which is

extremely eftective in a small room
such as this, and he has an innate

feel for a lyric, .mi
Miss Boyar has been around tne

New York iritime spots, and on her

current date reveals improvea

salesmanship. The intime spots aie

likewise her forte; she liold.j audV-

enC6 tatet-eSt throughout. Kam.
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House Reviews
Paramount, N. Y.

Mills Bros. (5), Roy McKinley's

Orch (17), J«on Carroll, Vander-

bilt BOys (2); "The Accused"
(Par) reviewed m Variety, Nov.

17, '48.

The latter-day Paramount policy

of eschewing names in favor of

fresh and engaging acts has re-

sulted in a series of excellent sta^e-

shows. The format, while combin-

ing some of the features of its for-

imer pitband policy and that of the

now vaudeless Loew's State, N. Y.,

has enough features of its own to

insure good • entertainment stand-

ards. Although the bookers aren't

spending as lavishly as in former
years, performance values haven't
dimlnisned. It's a combination that

appeals to matinee as well as eve-

ning audiences.
Toppers on the bill are the Mills

Bros, and the Ray McKinley band.
The Negro outfit's surefire har-

monics and engaging stage de-

meanor are conducive to applause-
winning mitts. Their renditions

of such standards as "Lazy River"

and' "Paper Doll" are well mixed
with some more recent numbers to

provide a well-rounded offering.

The McKinley outfit, with an in-

strumentation of five reed, seven
fbrass,- three rhythm and maestro's
fancy tympany setup, provides
some slick novelty fare. The crew

• stresses novelty as is more appro-
priate for theatre work with some
excellent and humor-providing ar-

rangements. Rendition of "Mum-
bo-Jumbo" is one of the highspots
of their turn, with McKinley doing
neatly on the vocals. Jeanne Friley
similarly does well ,with "Night
Has a Thousand Eyes'' . and duets
with McKinley in "Tired of Wait-
ing For You."
Comedy is supplied by Jean Car-

roll, one of the few remaining
femme monologists. Miss Carroll'
Ijas some choice material which she
projects in a manner equal to that
of her male contemporaribs. The
dress-buying bit and the racetrack
description are still her highspots,
She gets earned encores.
Completing the bill are the Van-

derbilt Boys, youthful duo, who
start with a tap turn and segue
into clever hand-to-hand balancing.
Topper is the jtopmount's somer-
sault on his partner's shoulders
Which gets them off to top salvos.

Jose,

47

son also pipes a tune aside from
his usual stint on the '88. Sings
"Fine Brown Frame" while a
femme "FBF," New Year's Eve
prize winner, coyly displays the
reasons why she was so chosen.

In closing groove, standard com-
edy turn of Butterbeans & Susie I

mops up with their gags, songs and i

exaggerated gestures. Stout gal

'

clicks solidly with the novelty
number, "Get Hep," while her part-
ner, dad in ice cream suit and
sporting a rose colored cap; gets
his usual neat returns with surefire
comic routines. Reviewed under
New Acts are Do-Ray & Me, Noble
Trio and Frankie Que. Gilb.

Roxy, IV. Y.
Tony Martin, Dean Murphy, Bea-

trice Kraft Dancers <3), Arnold
Shoda, Joan Hyldoft, Sally Tepley
& Marion Lulling^ Rox-y Skating
Blades & Belles (8), Gae Foster
Roxyettes & Escorts (24), Paul Ash
Orch; "Chicken Every Sunday"
(20th), reviewed in Vahiety, Dec.
8, '48.

Mark Plant, have a field day with
their roughouse antics, but it's

overdrawn and could be pruned
for better effect. Milking in i^ev-

eral instances was rather obvious,

Plant does medley of show tunes.
He.scores with "Come- Love," "Wa-
gon Wheels," "That Old Feeling,"
and receives heavy palm,-whacking
for finale, "Begin the Beguine."
Plant is heckled by Adams and
trio then go into session with Carl
Sands, house orch leader, about
hit tunes supposedly written by
Sands, which doesn't come off too
well. Sands does a bit of excellent
8Sing earlier with "Rhapsody in
Blue." Zabe.

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF JANUAltt 19

Numeral* In connection with billii below Indicate opening day ot show
whetlier'tul] or Bpllt.week.

'(.otter In piirentliewn lndle)ite« ctrenit: <l) ndeneiidentt (K) Ixiewi (.^1) Moui
<P) Paramountt <B) RKO;.(S) Stolli (W) Wameri (\VR) Walter Rrntle

Olympla, Miami
Miami, Jan. 16.

Gracie Borrie, Gil Lonib, Leo
DeLjyon, 4 Elfiiins, Lloyd & Willis,
Freddie Carlone House ' Orch;
"Sealed Verdict" (Par).

Hippodrome, BalAo.
Baltimore, Jan. 15.

Stubby Kaye, Peiro Bros. (2),
Chris Cross, 3 Dees, Kay DeWitt,
Jo Lombardi House Orch (12 )

;

"He Walked By Night" (EL).'

This is an entertaining layout
heavy on the sight stuff and ju.st

right for family trade. Off to a
snappy opening by Jo Lombardi
and his house orch in a medley of
hit songs, with Kay DeWitt doing
neat on the vocals, show moves
along under pacing of Stubby Kaye
to solid returns.
' The Peiro Bros, are sure-working
Jugglers who • handle clubs, sticks
and hats with expert dexterity.
Chris Cross follows with his slick
ventriloquism in which he varies
his dolls and leans on vocalizing
.for good audience response.. Closing
bit' on the Ink Spots is standout.
Kaye next, adds to his previous
labors as emcee to whack out com-
edy vocals; impressions and gags
and holds strong pace throughout;
Three Dees, two men and a femme,
wind show with 'good routine, on a
high bar and just right: as a clinch-
er to this bill.

9izgood. Bum.

The usually staid Roxy theatre,
with Tony Martin's opening yester-
day (Tues.), lost its usual decorum.
It's the first time within memory
that bobbysoxers' erotic squeals
permeated the house. Apparently
the new generation of teenst6rs
has fallen for an old idol. Martin
has been around for a number of
years, but it's probably the first

time that he's gotten a N. Y. re-
ception sucli as was handed him
at his opening.

Martin's precise phrasing and su-
perior diction were probably* secr
ondary to the warmth with which
he infused . his songs. The juves
jumped out of their sweaters at his
selection of tunes, that included
his standby, "Lullaby of Broad-,
way," a Kern medley. "For Every
Man There's a Woman" and- "Be-
guine;" Latter, song surrounded'
with the -usual Roxy production,
accoutrements, was probably the
only feasible way of getting: him
off without, disrupting schedules.
Martin indulged in some light
banter with the kids down front,
He told them he was glad they
came: He needed them badly

—

for the first two shows. But he
wound up one, of ' the- most solid
hits this lifluse has had in a long
tiine.

The rest of the show has some
particularly good playing values.
Another act getting top results is

Dean Murphy. Although he starts
off slowly, he builds up to salvos
when he winds up with his excel-
lent FDR impression. The Hilde-
garde and Mrs. Roosevelt satires
also serve him well.

Beatrice Kraft, aided by two
male dancers, is wedged in for a
briefie between two vocal acts and
virtually serves only as a change
of , pace. Bit is too short to achieve
top response, but Miss Kraft's
East Indian jive number shows
solid craftsmanship.
More than usual -care has been

exercised in the skating sequence.
That seems to be the case when-
ever a big ice show hits Madison
Square Garden; (Sonja Henie

I
opens there tomorrow (Thurs.).
Arnold Shoda does a fine bit, and
Joan Hyldoft: is seen In one of her
best^numbers. Surrounding pro-
duction is similarly of high stand-
ards with a masquerade motif pre^'

dominating. Sally Tepley and
Marion Lulling do o good fill-in.

|

Paul Ash, as always, cuts a fine
show. Jose.:

Midwinter budget of this lone
south Florida vauder has obviously
been increased, with recent shows
marking picup via marquee lure
and grosses.

In Gracie Barrie, the house has
one of this area's adopted daugh-
ters, who : always pulls a sizable
following, thanks to her always
solid performances. 'This, time Out
she hits again with full impact,
both on straight songs and her
smart collection of special mate-
rial. It's a balanced blending that
leads to a

;
begoff, with the de-

livery and costuming buttressing a
top - talent. i

Gil Lamb is another of the faves
|

who play here annually. The lean!
and rubber limbed guy hits with i

his eccentric hoofery and comedies.
I

Supporting .show Is more than i

okay. Vocal trickery of Leo De i

Lyon offers up a novel twist, with I

the range from high to low pleas-

1

ingly : effective. Comedy angles are 1

well played, with the takeoff on in-
struments the topper to a well !

routined canto:
i

Four Elgins offer standard jug-

i

gling for good returns. Go into 1

sock class with their work on the
|

clubs. Tap department is capably !

handled by Lloyd and Willis. Again i

the comic, is accented. Freddie i

Carlone's house orch does neat
backgrounding. - ' : Lary.

.Capitol, Wasli.
Washington, Jan 18.

Jane Powelly Georgie Kaye, 3
Harpers, Vince & Gloria Haydock,
Sam Jack Kaufman House Orch.;
"Unfaithfully Yours" (20th).

20

Apollo, IV. Y.
Buddy Johnson Orch (15) with

^lla Johnson, Arthur Prysock; Do-
«oy & Me, Butterbeans & Susie,
Jvoble Trio, Frankie Que; "As-
iigned to Danger" (EL).

While this week's layout at the
Apollo rates as fair entertainment,
tne bill lacks strong marquee

.
names. On the other hand it's
well balanced with Buddy John-
son s band and Do-Ray & Me hari-
oiing the musical chores, Butter-
neans & Susie the comedy, terping
oy Frankie Que and rounded out

XT^u, ®,„^?''°''3tic turn of the ofay
Noble TriOi

vkS,u'"P"'^^"8 five reed, three
^rli?"' "'"^ seven brass, Johnson's
oumt gets things moving with a
noisy opener followed by Arthur
msock's okay warbling of "You'd
o^ll^^

Change Your Ways." Lanky
"wftu®'' . whams 'em with

irai
a Song" despite the hand-

Friday (M)""^
^-^^

nm^wi^'^T^?'""'^ ehirper, the bux-om lilla Johnson, vocals a slow "As
on^?7^.Yoii" but picks .up .speed

Snr,it°°" J
C^i'e Who knows It."

songstress has other assets besides

Vm y"'9e and she really dramatizes

^nX l '"terpreting the number forsock results. Leader Bu4dy John-,

Oriental, Chi
Chicago, Jan. 13.

Jauis Paige, .Joey Adams, Tony
Canzoneri & Mark Plant, Four^Step
Bros., Carl Sands Orch; "YeHon)
Sky" (20th).

While this bill has name value
for drawing power it needs tighten?
ing in several spots. With only'

three acts, however, it's impossible
to switch the positions, but Joey
Adams and his troupe might work
throughout the whole show to pre-
sent lags."Overaireffex:t, However,
registers well.
Janls Paige, latest in the proces'-

sion of : film singers to headline
here, has more to' 'offer than some
of her contemporaries, but needs
some additional polishing in the
sales department. Attractively

garbed inwhite, sequined cocktail

gown, she's introduced by Adams,
and then for a fast opener, tees

off With"Thank Your Lucky Stars."

Four Step Bros, open .show and
set terrific pace, which other acts

had difficulty following. Sepia
quartet do a precision tap routine

to "Russian Lullaby" and then
.f,plits-up to garner heavy applause
for their triple wings and shufCle

rolls. Rubber-legged youngster
does some sensational landing

splits, and lads exit in whirlwind
fashion. . . ,

Adams, Tony Canzqneri, and

Jane Powell -shapes this week's
offering into something well above
average and proves herself one of
the strongest draws the Capitol has
had in recent years. Not only does
the youthful Metro star have the
name value to drag 'em in, but she
assays good entertainment on stage.
Miss Powell's song s in'clude i

"Most Unusual Day" from her : pic, i

"Date with Judy;" "Every Little '

Star," "Curley Headed Baby,"
i

"Love Is Where You Find It" and,
for sock encore returns, "Buttons
and Bows." She works with artful
simplicity. Her presentation has
been worked out thoughtfully, and
it pays off both at the boxoffice
and in applause.

Contrasting is the opening act,
Vince and Gloria Haydock, tapsters.
Able young- team works with pre-
cision but act, which is good; 'would
definitely get much better recep-
tion if it were dressed for more
flash. The couple mix their pace
with an interesting oldtime solft-

shoe routine.
The Three Harpers, mouth organ

team interlard their selections with
some vocalizing, which is consid-

,

erably below the level of the har-

1

monica offerings.
1

The bill's comic.is Georgie Kaye, I

a hard worker with a rapidfire de^ i

livery and some special, light ma- !

terial on the hustle-bustle of pres-

:

ent-day life in a big city. Kaye i

handles himself well onstage and '

knows how to warm up an audi-

1

ence. He winds up doing imita-

!

tions of -French singers imitating
American singers. Nice number
and well received. Lowe,
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Cabaret Bi

,loe Wong
Beatrice Fung Oye
Line (7)

Dtlmonico
Les Crosley
Diamond Horscshoa
Al Bernie
Jack Gansert
Billy Banks .

Choral Sextet
H Sandler" Oro
Alvarez Mora
Juenger Ballet Line

El Chico .

Maria T Acosta
Trio Casino
Vizcaino Ore:
Hotel St Montr .

Erwin::Kent. Ore
Hotel St. Rtgli

Julie Wilson— . ,

-

Laszlo & Pepito
M Shaw Ore
Hotel Roosavalt
Guy Lombardo
Hotel New Vorkcr
G Benedict -Ore"
Ice -Revue- .-

,

Hotal : Pennsylvania
Tommy Dorsey
Hottt . Piccadilly

Dell Trio
Hotel Plaia

Louise Howard
Eleanor Jones
Gene Martin ,

Lorraine Browning
Jack Williams
Jay Presson
Allen Pershing.
C Carpenter
Leo Reisman Ore :'

Mark Monte Ore
Payson Ro Ore
Nycola, Matthey Or

Hotel Pierre
Patricia " Bright
Artini tc Consuclo
Stanley la^Jlba.: Ore
Ralph - Lline X>t6

Leon & Eddie's
Eddlo . Davis
Narda
Gar! Conway
Graham Sis
Allan & Nobles -

-

Shepard: Line
Old Roumanian

Sadie Banks
Jackie Phillips
Larry Marvin
Barbara Davis
Nanette

-

Bella Smaro
Joe LaPorte Ore
D'AquUa Ore
Hotel S^voy Plata
Billy ToffeU
Irving Conn Ore

Hotel Taft-
Vinccnt Lopez Oro

Hotel Warwick
Irving Fields Ore
Maxlne

Latin. Quarter
Rudy Vallee

Dorothy Claire
Elsa & Waldo
Paul & Paulett*
Chameleon Dcrs -

Page Morton -

Art Waner Ore
B Harlow Ore

Le Perroquet
Hugh Shannon
Marvin Roymer

Le Ruban Blau
Blbi Osterwald
Goodman ,&

,- - Ktrkwood
3 Riffs
Mike Brown
'Norman Paris 9
Julius -Monk ,-

-

Havana-Madrid
Cuban . Diamonds
Fernanda Crespo -

-

Do Castro -Sis -
,

Mildred Ray Lin* ,

Quintero Ore
-Argueso Ore ,

Hotel Belmo't-Plau
Ames -Bros-
Bert Stone
Betty J Brown -

Edilic Stc.:'c Oro
CasttiUnnoS' Ore

!-!o*o1 B'ltmor*
Phil Wayne Ore :.

1-larottJ .Aa':el Oro -

Hotel- Edison
Henry Jerome Ore
No 1 Fifth AV« :

Owen & Murray
Barbara , Ashley
H*;>zQl - Webster .

Downey & Fonvllle
Hotel: ,Ambassador
Fred Oliver Ore
William Adler Qro
William Scotti

-

, Penthous*- -

.

Kurt Maier
.Monica Boyar:

Royal Roost
Billy Eckstinc
Charlie Ventura
Charlie Parker
T Dameron . Oro

Spivy's
Kelly & Keating
Spivy

Versailles:
George Ulmer .

Bob Grant Oro
-Panchito. Ore :

- Village Barn
Red Ingle. Ore
Freddie Gray f

Karen Tedder
Harold, Barry
Sinclair tc Alda
Village Vanguard
Delores Martina -

Will Jordan
Cyril Haines 3

Waldorf-Astoria
Dorothy Shay
Jimmy Carroll
Emil Coleman Ore
.Mi.scha ,Borr Ore ,

-

CHICAGO

NEW YOEK CITY
Bagatclls

George Glvot
Delta Rhythm Boys
Maxlne Sullivan
Jose Ponlere

' Blue Angtl
Delora Buena
Frank Fontaine
Donna Mason
Ellis Larkin 3
Martha Davis

Cafe James
Pat Harrington

Cafe Soclaty
Jack Gilford
Julia Webb
Ignacio Bola '

Dave Martin Ore
Casino Russ*

Emile Boreo

S. Wojiekowska
Vera Bryner

Clique
Mary Lutes -

Fred Bobbins
3 Bips & Bop
George Shearing

Copacabana.
Mitzi Green
Carl Ravazza
F & S Barry
Linda Lombard
Herb George
Paul Godkin
Skyriders
M Durso Ore
Alvares Ore

China Doll
Noro Morales Ore
Jose Guibcllo Ore

BlacknawK
Art Kassel Orch
Gloria . Hart
Lee Marx
Jill Adams
Harvey Crawford

Hotel BIsmark
Joe Isbell.
Lester Cole
Debutantes (5)

Joe DeSalvo Ore
Helslngs

George Goebel -

.

Lola Ameche
Pbil-D'Rey
Frankie Hyle
Billy Chandler Ore
H Edgewater Beach
Henry Brandon. Ore
Yost Ambassadors
Mary Ann Fedele
Preston Lambart
D Hild Dancers (12)

Chez Parca
Ted Lewis
Geraldine DuBolfl
Reed Sis (3)

White & Pease
Adorablcs (10)

C Davidson O (11)

Sherm'a'rt' Hotui". i
Jack Fina -Ore
Honey Dreamers
Olivette Miller
Jim Ameche

Brookes Randall
Robert Dev
Kermit & Gloria
Joseph-Cole-
Gil Lewis
Pete Landros .

Hotel Steven*..

Frankie Masters 0<
Phyllis Mylea .

Tommy Traynor
Neil' Rose r

Jean Arlen
Meryl Baxter .

-

Skating Blvdeara
Bog Turk
BUI Keefe
•Teannle Sook
Charles & Lucille
.Terry Rehfleld
.Manuel . Del Toro
Elwood Carl

Palmer. House
Barclay Allen O
Evelyn Knight :

M Abbott Dcrs <10):
McCarthy & FarreU
Landrc &. Verna :.,

Blackstone
Florence Desmond
D LaSalle Ore (8>

. Vine Gardtiik
Mel Cole Oro
Joey Bishop
Jack Soo
.Enrico & Novello
Pancho's Ithumba B .

Circle, In«lpls.
Indianapolis, Jan. 15. i

Sammy Kaye Orch, uMh Don
Cornell. Laura Leslie, Tony i

Alamo, Ernie Rudisill, Chubby
Sihjers, Lloyd Roberts^ Kaydettes;
Pansy the Horse; "Jiggs and Mag-
gie in Court" (Mono),

Sammy Kaye is breaking ice at

the Circle, which hasn't played a
i

stage show in more than / a year
|

due to standby musicians contro-!
versy. It looks as if customers are
in mood for live action again and
Kaye has show to keep 'em happy
if they're band fans. It's a slick

.

and smart review of tune favor-

1

ites,- topped by his reliable "so you
want to lead a band?" conte.st,

which remains one of the best au-

.

dienqe participation! . stunts, . seen
'

around here. Kaye makes it an
entertaining feature by clever

handling of contestants, sounding
them out for plenty of laughs.

Band gives show strong opening'

in "Powder Your Face with Sun-
shine," Tony Alamo, new vocalist,

displays pleasing voice and per-
sonalityJn "Bjr the Way" and "Myj
Darling, My Darling." : Little

Laura Leslie puts plenty of the
old ginger into "Lavender Blue"
a n d Kaye's hillbilly novelty,

"Pappy Threw His Shotgun
Away." Don Cornell gets a big

1 hand for his smooth warbling of
"Here I'll Stay," "Down Among

! the Sheltering Palms" and, with
iMiss Leslie, "The Pussycat Sohg,"
the : Kaydettes chiming in with
nice effect. Chubby Silvers gives
the customers some action with his!
bouncey "Hey Bob Re Bop" and
the drummer, : Ernie Rudisill,
draws applause for his takeoff on '

the Ink Spots singing "that's My
Desire."

Bill seems to satisfy with only
one extra act, but that a first rate
standard. Pansy the Horse, which
always has been good for laughs
around here. - , , . . Corb.

Radio Backs
Continued from page t bb

states have similar bills, but in no
case is broadcasting mentioned.

Ori^iqal bill, introduced by Sen.
Thomas Desmond, only covered
ered newspaper and press associa-
tion reporters. After Curly Vade-
boncoeur, chairman of the NAB
news committee, and Michael R;
Hanna, director of NAB 's N. Y.
district, raised objections against
the discriminatory provisions, the
law revision, committee .tended
the bill tc include broadcasters. In
the bill, anyone giving news via
wire, radiOv television or facsimile
is explicitly designated as a re^
porter.

Mercury Gets Newman
Hollywood, Jan, 18.

' Alfred Nevyman, music chief at

20th-Fox, has inked a new deal

with Mercury Records which pro-
vides for distribution of old disks
and some new waxings.

Flattery will release disks he
originally made for the Majestic
label. ; First to be: reissued will be
the "Captain from Castile" album
and it will be followed by "Alfred :

Newman .Conducts."
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Le^ s damour b Captnred In

March of Time's 'On Stage' %«l

Inside SbilT-Le^
Reviews of last week's two Broadway openings, "The Smile of the

World" arid "Along Fiftli Avenue " provided several striking differences

lAussieilSlftf*^

In 6-8 Months in 2 KeyS'
(.pinj^n among the critics. Seven of the eight first-stringers who

i Final arrangements have been
j
covered "Smile" panned it (Robert Garland, ol the Jourhaf-Anierican

made for purchase of Australian
j
was a spectacular exception), but two contrasting grotjhds for cnticism

frights to "Song of Noi*way." Dor- , were expreissed by Brooks Atkinson, of the Times, and John Chapman
Tii/>(>nn Hnanc Now Qtnrl' ' '>^'^y Stewart, N. Y. rep for J. ,C.

' „£ the News. Said the former, "All message and no drama makes 'The'
lUtsUU UpCllS new OWXtli Williamson Theatres, is leaving for

, smile of the World' a dull play," whereas Chapman wrote of the play

W'ilL C D^^l ^T<»i1a' ' Coast this weekend to finalize "i think it would be more exciting iiE it contained more soap box and
Un DCOtrDeai lUriie jdeal on the show's wardrobe with jess soap opera,"

Tucson Tan 18 'Ech\in Lester, of the Los Angeles jn the case of "Avenue," the eight first-stringers were divided three
R^fTorc BrafifPft anri Waitpr Civic Opera Co., show's owners, favorable and four unfavorable, with one "no opinion." Robert Coleman
nOj,*.'? I3><IL>VCl,l auu " ""i^V

, au„,,, ,„o<. mlffitfoH with .n»W AOS- ' t\,„ 1\ari,...n«. ni^^io yatrkia o i-nvo urVtilo HniirnT-.^ -t '

By ARTHUR BRONSON +
"On Stage," the March of Time's

new short on the legitimate stage,

;

previewed in N. V. Kist week, is an
j

interesting, entertaining two-reeler i

that will admirably fulfill its pur-

|

pose—-to acrjuaint the hinterland
j

and filmsoers abroad with the. \ ^rnter Show was outfitted with new cos- of the Mirror, gave the revue a rave, while Howard Barnes, of the
glamour .-nd allure of the Broad-

at the ^
tumes recently, towards end of its Herald Tribune, panned it most severely. Ward Morehouse, of the

; Tomole orMusic and Art with IL""-
Stewart wiU be on the gun, didn't cover either show, being in Atlantic City to complete the

as the first
; ;^„Ji,„

way theatre*

Although hailed

cnh laai viOfiif h?v at thp i
tumcs recently, towards end. of its Herald Tribiine; panned it most severely; Ward Mi

of Music and Art with j
^^^^^ Stewart will be on the sun, didn't Cover either show. being in Atlantic City

-
. ivnirm Srntt and John' Real i

^oast tv/o Or three Weeks. : manuscript of a book. Herrick Brown subbed as critic.

major documentary on the theatre, I ""^ in •'Voice of the Turtle '' "Brigadoon" was also bought by
its people and problems, film isn't

, pmHucers clan to ooerate local- I

Williamson about four months ago.
|

Actor producer Jack Buchanan, prior to sailing for Britain Saturday
precisely that. It's not a deep,

! ,y ^^"^"^int/r continue their Although some casting will be done j^g) „„ j^e Caronia, said it's quite likely that he'll continue to corn-
on both shows from N. Y., this j^^jg jjgf^gg^ jje^ York and London, dividing his time between the
won't happen for some time, due to

|

theatre and his television interests. Co-pi-oducer *ith Lee iEphraim
the success of two other U. S. mu-

, ^j^e shott-lived Broadway version of Sacha Guitry's "Don't Listen
sical importations to Aussie,

.

Annie
! La[dies,'' Jie'U replace, the ailing Frandis Lister in the London piioducw

Get Your Gup'; and Oklahoma!.
. tion of ?'L&dies" next lijonday (a4y^^i^^ JamSfc^: :

onrt "urie.!.rtnnn wiH
BMCfianan pii the ^^^G

Siisan Slater Bassett, whom he wed last week in Salisbury, Conn. Others'Heart' Budget

Set at $21500
"Forward the Heart," which

opens Monday night (24) at the

48th Street, N. Y., will cost about

Norway" and "Brigadoon" will

likely be Down Under in about six

to eight months, following "Annie"

and. "Oklahoma!" One will be done
in Melbourne, the other in Sydney,

as "Annie" and "Oklahoma!" take

J ^1 Producers plati ito operate' local;

, , , . . ^ ^ ,f 1 ly each winter, and continue their
searchinfi study of the present-day ^^j^mer theatre at the Lobero in
plight of Icgit, its manifold prob-

! ^^^^^ Barbara (Cal.).
leins or their remedy—nor was it

. ; .
^ v.:.'

intended to be. But it does give
j

ah insight into the workings of the I

N. Y. theatre, and highspotting
i

its varied angles in a brisk, lively
j

style, it does help propagandize'
legit. It's an excellent public rela-

tions break for the industry, while
from the point of view of the film

exhibitor it Ik 18 minutes of good
entertainment.

Film uses two current Broadr
way plays/ "Anne of a. Thousand
Days'' and ''Red Gloves,'' as basis .

,

, , . .

for its survey of the legit scene, I

$27,500 to produce. That does not

personaTizing the story by telling ; include coin for union bohds, which
much of it through the activity ofihas been supplied by Jules J. Lev^
a bit player in "Anne" in getting

i
enthal in return for a share of

the lob. Pic describes the difficul- I the production. Show will be able

ties in finding a stage job (it also
;
to break even at around $9,000-

has a few inferential digs at drama
!
$10,000.

schools), as it follow^ the bit i piay is being presented by The-
pJayer through her first reading atre Enterprises, which operates a
for "Anne," the rehearsals, open-

, dramatic and musical school in
ing night, and the moment when

| New York. Anthony J. Parella
the reviews arrive and the feeling

j
heads the firm, in association .with

that the play is "in." The girl's
[

Leon J. Bronesky, an upstate busi-
deli?hted remark, "I'll be working ness man and occasional Broadway
this season," has poignant impact, investor.

But pic is much more than a bit
|

Production was budgeted for
player's story. There are shots of

|
$25,000, and among the backers,

.the hit streets of N. Y.'s Forties;
, each of wkom has been required

conferences of the Playwrights'
, to pay a m% overall, are Brone-

Co. and Leland Hayward; rehearsal
i sky, $5,000; Arthur Earle, assistant

scenes of "Anne" and "Gloves." i stage manager of the show, $500;
One enterprising bit shows a re- 'Lewis Harmon, pressagent, $500;
hearsal scene In "Gloves" that! parella, ,$7,500; Peter Frye, who I okay,
segues into the same scene on

; is directing, $2,000; attorney Je- , Grosses of Ballet Russe this sea-
stage, with sets and stage dress, i rome B.jGolden, who has been in- : son have been astonishing. Corn-
All the various steps in launching terested in the script for the last
a production are shown—the set 'couple of years, $1,450, and Paul
designer in conference on his job; I Vroom, general manager of the
press department getting its pub-

1 production, $500.
licity out; stagehands wheeling' •

sets In; , opening night lobby
crowds; the autograph hounds; a

aboard; were Ephraim, Ivy St. Hellier, Adele Dixon and Austin Trevor^
last three cast member^ of Broadway's "Ladies."

„ 1 J ' Legit season at Nixon theatre in Pittsburgh, which started out so
to the Aussie road or New Zealand, promisingly first of September, is being shot full of holes as a result of

I' mounting road casualties. Both Louis Calhern in "Play's tKe Thing"'
and Paul Kelly in "Command Decision" . had been tentatively set for
Februaiy dates under subscription (auspictss o^^^^^^

folding of both these shows recently aftei*' quite disap^
leaves Nixon bookings for the month; pretty wtiU riddled. Dbubt|ul if

any replacements will be available in the meantinie, ihcrease
.

number of dark weeks house is facing bet^yeen now aiid spring,

Ballet Shows

Marked Uptrend
Phenomenon in show busines.s^

in view of dropping biz in legit,

films and nightclubs—i.s boxoffice

showing of ballet this season. Ballet

Russe de Monte Carlo, sole major
company touring a full season this

year; reports uptrend in biz as

much as 30% over last season.

Company is now taking bookings
for March, 1950, and of its 1949-50

season has 19 weeks already set,

with only six weeks left to . fill. < .

Ballet Russe isn't the only terp
troupe to do well. The Paris Opera
Ballet was SRO in Chicago and
New York last fall, and the Mia
Slavenska troupe is currently doing

Five small ads in last week's Variety announcing, "At liberty, Samuel
J. Flugelman,". were a private gag between producer-publicist Alex-
ander H. Cohen and legit press agent Samuel J. Friedman, who were
recently associated in the production of "Jenny Kissed Me," at the
Hudson, R Y.. They were spotted ill the :film,: radio, music, vaude and
legit sections of the paper. Cohen secretly : lhserted the copy to rib
Friedman, who is sometimeS'facetiously referred to by the Flugelman
tab. However, the producer couldn't contain himself and phoned the
p.a. to get his reaction before the latter had seen the ads. So the
wheeze didn't pay off as hoped.

;

entic dashing olf to his paper to

scribble his review.

In addition to Charles Boyer,
Rex Harrison, Joyce Redman and
other actors. ' the film gives
gtimpscs of Theresa Helburn and
Lawrence Langner, Howard Lind-
say and llussol Grouse, the Play-
wright.s' quintet. Clarence Der-
wcvnt, Equity prez, and Angus Dun^

Burleigh Loses Out On

Mass. Strawhat Setup

After 14-Year Tenure

pany, in 14 days in Chicago (17 per-
formances), grossed over $133,000.

In Portland, Ore., with tvjo per-
formances in one day, it: took in

about $9,600, as against $7,000 in
two days (two performances) a

I year ago. Detroit b.o. was $27,300
for three days (four performances).
Memphis clocked off $4,500 for one
performance Jan. 3. In Los An-
geles, in the pre-Xmas theatre lull

"Leslie Paul, secretary in the office of legit press agent Bill Doll, is

believed to be the only Broadway actress thus employed: Her last stage
assignment was understudy to Margaret Phillips and bit. player in
"Summer and Smoke," at the Music Box, N. Y. She played several
strawhat engagements last summer on leave from the Doll dffiice. She
uses lunch hours to make the rounds of producers.

Legit Bits

of Dec. 11-ia, troupe did $45,000 in , _

seven days, or $12,500 more than'^a"- Skmner is handling rest

last year. In San Antonio, Dec. 25, '
of v the 10-lectnre series himself.

William McDermott> critic for

Armina Marshall, W e s t p 0 r t,
|
revival, and will continue until

Conn., strawhat co-founder and 1

early February . . .David Tebet is a

producer will be euest lecturer ^^^^ Partner with Wlllard Keefe inproaucer, wui oe guest lecturer i^g^g^g^jj^jj^g
j^ove" and

*eb. 1 on Richard bkinner s sum- |"Oh, Mr. MeadowbroOk" . . . Robert
mer theatre management course at 1 Lewis will direct Cheryl Crawford's
American Theatre Wing's profes- production of the Marc Blitzstcin

sional training program Designer ™a^v.«^^^^^^^^

S. Syrjala was guest yesterday (18) next season Carl Benson, who
and actress Viola Roache spoke on recently withdrew from the cast of

Boston, Jan. 18.

^
..'"ff). ^!"1V.P !'^^w''^",ersjin"\hrwor7tlheaVr7Teek"^^^

] I
year, one performance grossed $4,-

'

i
SOO. Only bad stop was New Or the Cleveland Plain DealeFt in

sneaked in on the selectman of Go,
ha.sset this week, wangled a lease

^^^^ ^ ^^^^
can, temporary exec-sec, have j

°" t*)f C^^^s^et Town H^^^

somethmg to say, as has Richard '

""^ted Frederick Burleigh from a gugar Bowl competition, yet on ?™i>'l^vay shows-. . . BrOck Pern.

F. Walsh, prez of International ^^rawhatler he s been runnmg with troupe's last day, Sunday (2), it
^as had another setback

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em- ^"^cess since 1934. 1^,.^^^;^ j.g j„ pei-forman^.^'l'i.^f« «^ay for an extended
'

As a • result Burleigh's South Top at all ^miis^'"''''''^*^^''''''''^' '
'"est . • • iSi" AlOng J-hTR

I
Shore Players will not, be (yper^ .^M.i,M^*"''--^-^^^ at the Broadhiirst, in^
lating at Cohasiset this suasM**" gpu'end isn t all gravy, company

j
dudes Eddie Lewis, general man-

iThe local strawhaM««w*'^'" ''.'"lt,'^"
"''f'"^'^ complain, since costs art 1 gger; B. D. Kranz, prddtictiori stage

ii'nen— ^-'--- sought the
I

up over last year, with a 17% rail-
! manager; Samuel Lift, stage ttian-

- c- ot the name of the South. Shore
| road ticket rise; /production costs ager; Ted Cappy, assistant stage

Diamond Lil," with Mae West,
will direct productiohs this sea-
son for the community theatre iii

Daytona Beach, Fia ; . FraBjfe Car^
rington's Paper Mill playhouse,

town last week to catch the pew S^'m' h^t rpii«M°rA.Hf^i"« fn^Rmariwav <.hnw«. RrAoIr P.m. "'gbt <o^ but relights_ April 18 for

ployees. Directors H. C. Potter
and ,led Harri.s put their charges
throiit^h their paces. The N. Y.
'I'lmcs^^JJiTOks Atkinson is re-

Baruv 3',K«i.!S<»j^tfecivifc','"ji*.4io|iP-

,

vealed writing "his Teview-iin-aB*-,"

hand..''

An excellent running comment

Players Assn., but Burleigh, feelr

ing that confusion would result,

has refused clearance.
arv gives a smart : touch to this

I

short. Produced by Richard de 1
Meantime, Burleigh, under whose

with James Shute as I

management the South Shore PlayBocheiTiont,

assistant; directed by Jack Glenn,
scripted by Fred Peldkamp and
photographed by Richard Maidler,

film is well up in MOT's tradition.

It's also a tribute to the persever-
ance of the Playwrights' publicity

chief. Bill Fields^ who re-activated
j

.

j

the short were abandoned because 1
location

ers have given pre-Broadway pro-

( wages, materials) are up, baggage
car situation a problem, etc.

Fact that Ballet Russe is the only
major troupe touring this season,

as against two troupes last year,
doesn't explain the b.o. uptrend,

manager . . . Stage Managers' Club

another season ... "ANTA Album"
will be presented March 8 at the
Ziegfeld, N. Y.

During his current stay on
the Coast • as conductor of the
"Ford Theatre" radio series, Cv
Feuer, co-producer of "Where's
Charley?" at the St. .lames, N. Y.,

will try to line up a composer and

will loss "a cockt_ailparly_ Sunday iJjicist for the legit musical he

ducUons to the current hit "Lend officials say, pointing to the fact

(23) at Sawdust Trail, N. Y. Mem
bers of the club will inspect the
baGk.stage setup for "Love Life,"
at the 46lh Street, N. Y., Jan. 27

June Lockhart on a quick hop

an tear" and "Uncle Harry," and .that they always played towns three i f.^fj"
^^^tbe •

"s,?"!'^^^!^
has presented Sinclair Lewis,

'
to four months ahead of the other om?e last week to- about $40Thornton Wilder and Peter Arno company, so that there was no com- '

^^-^^

in their legit debuts, has announced [petition.
no plans for 1949. He's currently

, xhe country, say these execs

Hasskrd .'Short, 7w.h'o has been
ill with :

' brpnchlal .:pn0ufnonia,

tiiT^'der after oiig\nai"'pTans"FoT-i,^"rvo^ New England for a new getting ballet-'mYnded." There's arfwedJ . ctrmina" Cans\no°('l^^^
tremendous a m o u n t of ballet

i year-old first coUsin of Rita Hay'

and Ernest Martin have skedded
for next season. It will have a book
by Elliot Paul.

of the costs involved. Setup was
I

-
:-,•: -

rearranged; eight actors were used! niao Ttallof flv
instead of full companies; lATSE KaCC-BiaS iSallet J5y

made eoncessions; the Playwrights'
Co. eontributed $500. to the cost.

An excellent trade_ message and_a
good film short' are the result."

"

JANE DARWELL TO GUEST

IN STANFORD U. COMEDY
San Francisco, Jan. 18.

.lane Darwell has been imported
from Hollywood by the Stanford
Players (Stanford Univ.) to star in

« new comedy, "Build No Fence
Around Me." by Alexander Green-
dale. The play will preem Wednes^
day, Feb. 2, and will run for one
Week at the Little Theatre Memori-
•1 Hall in Palo Alto.
Eugene CNeill's "The Hairy

iipe,"

another Stanford Players
roduction, directed by R. Ri
irown, will have a four-night xun
egtnning Jan. 26.

worth), went on for leading dancer
Kathryn Lee in "As the Girls Go"
several times last week.
The Shuberts, who recently pur-

scliools today, in small towns as
well as N. -Y, "Their, pupils save,
their coin for a visit of the ballet',

Blitzstein, Robbms; preferring It to legit. Ballet Russe's
1
b.o. draw this year is also ex- chased the Belasco, N. Y., have dis-

A ballet on race discrimination, I plained in part by the fact that the ', solved the Belasco Theatre Corp . .

with libretto by Marc Blitzstein .country -wants -cla.ssical -as against-i Sammy Lambert, co-producer with
and Jerome Bobbins, featuring the [abstract or modern ballet, and i

Anthony B. FarrcU of the incom-
ing"All for Love," has dissolvedformer's music and latter's choreo-

1 Ballet Russe's repertoire includes
graphy, will be given its .woi-ld such classics as "Swan Lake"
premiere by the N. Y. City Ballet

|

"Scheherazade," "Sylphides," "Nut-
Co. at the City Center, N. Y., to- cracker," "Giselle" and ','Coppelia."
morrow (20). Ballet is titled "The |But even Ballet Russe officials ad-

. ;
mit they can't explain the 30% b.o.

started working on it uptrend this year;
year ago, got stuck and

Guests.'

Duo
over a
dropped it, only to resume recent-
ly, when Blitzstein finished work:
on his musical version of "Little

Foxes." Using modern ballet cos-
tumes, and done in abstract style,

ballet will run 20 minutes.

STOCK FOR PHOENIX
' Phoenix, Ariz., Jan. 18.

Sombrero theatre will opeh
iiere the end of the month as ah
Equity stock company with a
guest-star policy. Ann Lee, who

Ethel Bartlett and Rae Robert- !
^^^^2." with the Lunts

son, two-piano team, started sec- ' '» ^ Mistress Mine" and operated
ond half of their 80-city concert |

a strawhat last summer in El Paso,
tour yesterday (18) at North Bay, !

is managing the project.

Ontario. They're barnstoring this '
Theatre is a converted barn on

season, via auto-trailer. '
: 1 the outskirts of town.

the production partnership for'
"Hold It," his mvisical flop of last
season, for which Farrell was sole
backer . . Florence Rapport back
in New York after spending the
holidays in Chicago with her hus-
band. Bob Rapport, general man-
ager of Maurice Evans' revival of
"Man and Superman" ; . . Light-
house Players of the N. Y. Assn.
for the Blind will give a per-
formance of Zoe Akins "The Old
Maid" Jan. 26-28 . . . Dan Reed has
joined the Barter Theatre's touring
"Hamlet" production in the role of
Polonius, succeeding Leo Chalzelv
who has been ordered to bed for
several months. Robert Brecn, ex^
ecutive-secretary of the American
National Theatre & Academy, is

I
again playing the title part in the

Chicago
Arthur Dresser, producer M

Jerry Lester's "Raze the Root,"
which opened at Great Northern
Sunday (16), is Sonja Henie's Coast
attorney . . . Barry Bredcn, pro-

ducer of Gilbert and Sullivan
Operas at Opera House here, mul-
ling plans for Chi "Drunkard'
similar to his California produc-
tion . . . Tom O'Connell, from Bos-
ton, is new manager of Studebaker
here; Clarence : Gray, formerly
manager of Studebaker, moves to

Selwyn, filling vacancy left by
resignation-.of-Dave.Kind-. . . Pau!
Trehitsch here flacking for Dante
at Studebaker . . . Jim Keefe, pub-
licist, handling "Raze the Roof
during its' Chi stay.

Rice Switches to Novel As

'Children' Is Bypassed

Elmer Rice has abandoned pro-

duction plans for his play, "Not

for Children," and is working on a

novel, his first. No details of the

new work are disclosed.

"Children," which the author re-

wrote from the unproduced version

of about 10 years ago, was slated as

the final Playwrights' Co. produc-

tion of the season, but Rice was un-

able to cast it
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No Design for Living in Present-Day

Stage Designing, Sez Howard Bay
By HOBE MORRISON

Under present conditions it's

virtually impossible for a scene

designer to make a living in tlie

theatre from scene designing alone.

That's why nearly all designers

also do other kinds of work. In

many cases they have been forced

to give up the theatre entirely.

What's more, indications are that

things will get worse, not better.

Howard Bay, one of the top de-

signers, has taken up directing as

well, having staged the Michael

Todd production of "As the Girls

Go" at the Winter Garden, N. Y.

Recently back from Hollywood,

where he tried designing for the

screen. Bay intends to remain in

the theatre hereafter, but will

combine designing and directing.

He feels that the two professions

are closely related anyway and can

be handled advantageously by the

same person.

Other designers who h a ve
branched out into producing or

directing include Lemuel Ayres,

who co-produced and did the set-,

tings and costumes for "Kiss Me,
Kate," at the Century, N. Y.; Oliver

Smith, Who has co-produced several

Broadway shows and iS; an estab-

lished designer; Norman Bel Ged-
des. Who designed his own pro-

ductions, including "Dpad End,"
until he gave up the theatre for

industrial designing, and Vincente
Minelli, who went to Hollywood as

a designer and is now a name di-

rector.

A number of designers, admit-
tedly talented, have left the thea^

tre rather than battle

McCarty to Double In

liberty, Video Show
Mary McCarty, who scored a per-

sonal click in the recent revue,
"Small Wonder," at the Coronet, , .

N. Y., has been set for a featured
'^""^

part in "Miss Liberty," forthcom-
ing jnusical by Robert E. Sher-
wood and Irving Berlin. It's slated
to go into rehearsal the first week
ih April, with Moss Hart directing.
She nixed film approaches from
Paramount and 20th-Fox to take
the legit assignment; '

Comediennersinger also joins the
Sid Caesar television'show; for Ad-
miral, starting Jan. 28.

Yiddish 'Anna Lncasta'

Causes Wbdy City Stir

Chicago, Jan.. 18.

Yiddish production of "Anna
Lucasta" at west side Douglas Park
theatre is breaking all house rec-

lords, despite critics' cool attitude.

I

Record held by Yiddish ^ actor

I

Menasha Skulnik was surpassed by
$8,200 in second week of "Anna."

I Although play was originally
skedded for two-week engagjem^nt,
biz was so good it stays on in-
definitely. Dinah Halpern plays

Multiple Switch on 3 Incoming Plays

Curtails Hayward-Logan Activity

Ifflttte^^

Inlyidu^^^
With mediation efforts continu-

ing in the strike of scene painters,

the union Is tefusiiig to^ p
hieimbers .:to ; woi^fc. ;,on - Unfinished

productitiiis brt^ payme^^
piiieii wage hike by ijidivi'dual pi-o-

duc^rs. Such a. bid has been made
by, several Btoadway managements
with shows due . to open. But the

I painters are not allowed to work
withput a regular contract.

Striking paiiiters are members of
against

I the United Scenic Artists Union,
almost impossible conditions. Bay

| Local 829, of the Brotherhood of
says. He mentions Harry Hprner Painters, Decorators & Paper Hang-
and George Jenkins, in Hollywood;
George Jenkins, in Hollywood;
John Koenig, art director of a San
Francisco department store; Henry
DreyfuSi an industrial designer,

and Aline Bernstein, who designs
costumes at the Metropolitan
Opera, N. Y.

Wealthy Wives Help

Various others supplement inad-
equate earnings from the theatre
by doing interior decorating, teach-
ing school and assorted other side-

lines. Others, more fortunate, he
observes wryly, have wealthy wives
and are thus able to confine them-
selves to the theatre. As for him-
self. Bay cites one recent season
in which he designed 12 produc-
tions on Broadway — one more
would have bankrupt him, he says.

Under the regulations of the
union, the United Scenic Artists,
Local 829, Brotherhood of Painters,
Decorators & Paper Hangers of
America, AFLv there's a schedule
of minimum fees for scenic design,
which in most in.stances is the pre-
vailing scale. Minimum for a
single set show is $850, plus $400
each for the next four settings and
$200 each for all over five settings.
Average fee for a straight play is

$1,500 to $2,000, including every-
thing, and the average for a musi-
cal is from $3,000 to $5,000.
From that, the designer must

pay draftsmen, maintain his office
and studio, employ a secretary and

Continued on page 52)

Sour 'Smile'

Loss $70,610

Playwrights' Co. production of
"The Smile of the World," which
opened and closed last week at

the Lyceum, N. Y., represented a
loss of about $70,000. Show was
budgeted at $85,000, but was
brought, in for around $65,000.

General partners in the venture
were Garson Kanin, the author;
Victor Scmrock, Playwrights' Co.
general manager, and William
Fields,:, the firm's pressagent,
Among the limited partners were
pressagent Robert Hector, $850;
actor Leon Janney, $850; agent Pe-
ter Witt, $850; Albert D. Lasker,
retired advertising man, $850; ad
agency owner William -H. Wein

:
1

———f Production shuffles of "Miss

„ , I, <rt f I
Liberty" and "Detective Story"

Buys Marchand s Secret
|

i-t week we^^^ part of^^a^Pjct.ure

For Broadway Production; ;;Xie^^S'meaV^^^^^^
. , Paris, Jan. 11. I of the activities of the producer-

Leopold Marchand's new, hit [ director team of Leland Hayward
comedy, 'Le Secret des Dieux"

; and Joshua Logan.
("Secret of the Gods"), current at I Moss Hart replaced Logan as di-

the Michel, has been bought for
j
rector and co-producer of "Miss

Broadway production by Elisabeth
;

Liberty," the Robert E. Sherwood-
Deval. French-born ex-wife of

}
Irving Berlin musical due for

playwright Jacques Deval, and now i Broadway presentation late this

a U. S. citizen, she arrived in Paris spring. The production firm of
two weeks ago to visit, her family. I Howard Lindsay & Russel Crou'se
She saw the play and bought the

[
took over the imminent presenta-

American stage rights the next day
I
tion of "Detective Story," new Sid-

through Louis Nagel, who handles [ nev Kin'<sley play, which Hayward
Marchaivd's interests. I had a contract to produce within a

Mrs. Deval has invested in
;
year. As a result, Hayward and

Broadway shows but this will' be
her first attempt at production.

Bromley HSistress'

Cost Only $14,000

,
Harald Brpniley's^ t^ pro-

duction of !'6' Mistress IVIine,'' co-

starring
:
Sjlvia I Sidtiey and John

Loder, was budgeted at $15,000,

rraub." $¥5^ agent" Wimam'Lle: ^^^^^^^ '^'X^^^JZ LlMlllf"

ers, AFL. They are demanding a

5Qc raise over the present pay of
$3.^5 an hour. Painters work for
scenic contractors rather than pro-
ducers, so Broadway managers are
caught in the middle of the situa-

tion.

-Shows involved at the moment
are "Forward the Heart," due to

preem Monday (24) at the Play-
house, N. y.; "At War with the
Army/' slated to open a tryout Fri-
day night (21) in Hartford, and
"The Big Knife," skedded to start

a breakin Jan. 26 in New Haven.
Settings for "Death of a Salesman,"
which begins a pre-Broadway tour
Friday night in Princeton, were
finished last week just before the
strike deadline.

Productions that are unpainted
or only partly painted are to be
opened in that condition.

BURL IVES STARTING

3mTE CONCERT TOUR
Burl Ives is set for a concert

tour of 30 dates, from February
«>rough April. Ballad singer starts
Feb. 1 on the Coast, and after a
lortnight comes east for a series
starting Feb. 24 at Colgate Univ.
Most of his eastern dates are at
colleges, although Ives will make
*" appearance Feb. 27 with the
Rochester Civic TDrchestra

Mae West Illness Likely

To Set BVaylU' Preem

Back; Equity Involved
Mae West, whose appendicitis

attack last week caused the can-

cellation of two performances Sat-

urday (15) of "Diamond Lil," at

Ford's Baltimore, was much im-
proved Monday (17), but the sched-
uled opening of the show Feb. .3

at the Coronet, N. Y., may be post-

poned. Management hasn't yet
conferred with Equity regarding
regulations covering the show's re-

sumption.

This week's booking of "Lil"
at the Royal Alexandra; Toronto,
was cancelled, but previous plans
to play Buffalo and Syracuse next
week may be carried out as a re-

sult of the actress' quick recovery;
Toronto had heavy advance sale

of $19,000, which had to be re-

funded.

Miss West was headed for a sure

$27;000 in Baltimore.
,

"Final count

bling, $850;. his wife, agent Audrey
Wood, $850; actor John Alexander,
$1,700.

Also Herman Bernstein; repre-
senting Leland Hayward, $1,700;
Mortimer Becker, attorney, repre-
senting a syndicate, $1,700; radio
writer , Mac Benoff , $1,700; Arthur
Kober, $1,700; Hilda Kook, wife
of stage lighting expert Eddie
Kooky $1,700; attorney Jerome Wil-
zin, $1,700; Samrock, $1,700; ac-

tress Helen Claire, $3,400; Kip
Good, Kanin's assistant as director

of the show, $3,400; Kanin, $3,400;
Lucy Mitchell, representing the
Playwrights' Co., $3,400; actor-di-

rector Elliott Nugent, $3,400; Lina
Abarbanell, representing producer
Dwight beere Wiman, $8,500; How-
ard S, Cullman, $8,500; attorney
Michael Halperin, $15,300.

$14,000. That's figured an extreme'
ly low figure according to present
inflation conditions.

Total p.'oduction expense was
around $7,400, .plus about $6,500
for Equity and other union bonds.
Settings from John C. Wilson',s

original Broadway production cost

$2,000, payable in 10 weekly in-

stallments, but that item was not
included in the initial budget. Prin

Logan will confine their immediate'

.

efforts to "South Pacific," the
Richard Rodgers^Oscar Hammer-
stein, 2d, musical.

Actually, the switch of "Detec.-
five Story" from Hayward to Lind-
say & Crouse appears to be a
nominal one, as the two outfits

have: • been associated in various
projects, including their continu-
ing partnership in the management
of the Hudson theatre, N. Y. Also,-
Herman Bernstein is general man-
ager, for both firms and is under-
stood to have been -a significant

factor in the move.
It's believed that Hayward will

have a substantial financial inter*
est in the Lindsay-Crou.se presen-
tation, probably under Bernstein'i
name. IncidentaHy, Paul Kelly,
sought for the lead in the show,
has reportedly turned down the
part. He recently closed in "Com-
mand Decision."
Understood that the retirement

of Hayward from "Detective Story"
and of Logan from "Miss Liberty"

ARTHUR HOPKINS IN

REPLY TO RODGERS
. New York.

Editor, Vabiety;

It was generous of Richard Rod-
gers to use so many angry words
to prove my point about the regret-

able exit of joy from the theatre
(Variety, Jan. 12). A good natured
reply could have been much more
devastating, and Heaven: knows
there was ample opportunity.
Among my other stated regrets

was that malice had taken the
place of geniality in the theatre.

Here; too, Dick valiantly proves
my point.

Hard work in the theatre did
not begin with this generation- and
was not then, as it is not now,
considered an angle. It was the

cipal item, aside from bonds, was I stemmed to some extent from the
a trifle over $3,100 for rehearsal

i
desire on the part of Rodgers and

expense.
|

Hammerstein that they concen-

Touring nut for the show runs '

trate on "South Pacific." In view
about $11,000 a week, depending I

of that concern, Hayward offered

on the theatre terms. Stars are on ' to withdraw from "Pacific," but
a modest guarantee, plus a per- was dissuaded by the co-authors,

centage of the net. As director, Ainicable Switching
Bromley gets $300,- plus 1% of the Replacement of Logan by Hart
gross until the investment is re-

; as director and co-producer of
paid and 2% thereafter. Show

; "Miss Liberty" was apparently an
opened Dec. 3 m Wilmington and

, amicable one. Preliminary plans
has since played Philly, Toronto, had been to do the show next
Montreal and Boston. It got $11,500 , faH, but Sherwood and Berlin, who
last week in Boston, where it con-

j have made rapid progress on the
tinues thi week. It has had a cou:
pie of losing weeks, but is ahead
on the tour so far.

No towns played by the Lunts
in the original production are be-

ing booked for the Sidney-Loder
edition.

M. Kanin East to Huddle

Qn Film Plans and Next

Season's 'Fancy' Setup
Michael Kanin, co-producer 6f

"Goodbye, My Fancy," at the
JViprosco, N. Y-, arrived yesterday
(fues.) from his Coast home to

confer with Madeleine Carroll on
.. . . , , . . ., . ., plans for next season. Star's con-

essential job, but m that evil, pre-
1 tract as .star of the show extends

historic era of which I was a part, o„iy ynyi j^n^ he hopes
people spiked their work with fun. r

I happen to think that it con-
tributed importantly to better

work. A light heart not ,only eases
the burden, but it is an invaluable
guard against the' absurdities ' that

are clamoring to creep into any
earnest Work. Good humor is the
one characteristic that removes us
from ourselves and gives us per-

spective. This is the gift that

Bobby Burns asked some power to

show, now prefer to go into pro-
duction this sjpring. But Logan is

involved as director and co-ipro»,

ducep of "South pacific," so he
withdrew arid Hart was brttiillit

in^ That ehds speculation about
whether Hayward might become
associated in the presentation;
thrpugh his partiiership with
Logan. •:•.,

. Exactly what part Music Cbrp.
«f Anierica had in the geri«iM
shuffle hasn't been revealed. How-
ever, as agent for Logan and as^
sociate of Hayward, MCA obvidpS'
ly figured in the multiple moves.
Since Hayward and Logan have « •

partnership arrangement, iVs fig-

ured the latter i will have a share'
in the former's financial stake in
the LindsayrCroase presentatioh i>£

the Kingsiey' 'Plw,: .,

As things now stand, besides

to reach an"agreement" for next i

their interest in "South Pacific,"
Hayward and Logan are still asso-
ciated in the Broadway and r^ad
companies of "Mister Roberts,"

their while Hayward and the Play*
Wrights' Co., including Sherwood^
are involved together in "Anne of
the ThousfiRd Days;'? at the Shu-
bert, N .Y.

season, including a tour.

While east, Kanin will aLso hud-
dle with his brother, Garson
Kanin, on film plans for

Kanin Productions^ Outfit has a
commitment , for a - picture this

spring or- summer for Universal,
for which Garson Kanin and his
wife,: Ruth Gordon, will write the
script and which the former will
direct. Michael Kanin will remain
east a week or 10 days.
Garson Kanin's new play, "The

give us. .

It is not Surprising: t^^^

the epidemic anger of the world
: Smile of the World." starring Miss

_ ,.„„„,.
has seeped -into the theatre, but it -Gordonr opened - and - closed" last"

Ivps «,iri ^i;-,"^ "
J. tni- mooir ,.,ac ci'i'oMiv hpHp'rThan ' regrettable that it should have

|
week at the Lyceum, N. Y., as aives will also have some radio for week was slightly better than

.^^^^^^^ „f ^^e two few good
1 Playwrights' Co. production.

men of the theatre. I regret that

Dick so eagerly volunteered as

querulous Exhibit A in a case tiiat

scarcely
:
merits acrimonious cbn-

troversy. '

; : ^ , . Arthur Hopkins.

guest spots, and make p.a.'s for his
new book, "Wayfaring Stranger,"
and the Disney film, "So Dear toMy Heart," in which he's starred,
uue for release this week. Co-
umbia Lecture Bureau is sponsor-
ing his concert tour.

L'ville's '49 Operetta Sked
„ ^

Louisville, Jan. 18.-

A,v;''u.?5* '^^^son at Iroquois
,,"lP"'theatre for 1949 will get
under way July u, and is set for
oix weeks

$20,000 for six performances.

'Command' Road Fold A
Break for Pitt Playhouse

Pittsburgh, Jan. 18.

Pittsburgh Playhouse was quick

to grab the local rights to "Com-
mand Decision" the minute it was
announced that tour ended.

Drama had been booked into the

Nijton for some time in February

ULRIC, OmL TRYING

OUT PASADENA 'SISTERS'

Treasurers Club Head
Lewis 11. Harris ha.s been elected

president of the Treasurers Club of
America, social and. welfare organ-
ization of theatre : boXoffice men.
Hugh J. McGaijley has been nam-
ed vice-president, Charles R. Bow-
man, treasurer, Murray Lang,
financial secretary and Herman S.
Leins, recording secretary.

Elected to the board of govern-
ors, to serve two years were, Pat-
rick F. Liddy, John P. McPart-

..lo ..1". - . .
.land, Clarence D* Jacobson, John

Time," "Irene,'' "Desert I son "at the loca^ thea- 1 which would have been longterm ' J. Wallum, Charles P. Murphy and
'

!, . .
, , .

,..! An«vi«,n;i,n.,A^tc. ' .| Jack Melnich*

-

'::;;„:
' ^-•

:,.'
' Pasadenar^Jariv -lgr

—

Lenore Ulric and Sally O'Neill
share top billing as "The Biinner

I
Sisters,'' which gets a Pasadena

Lewis H. Harris Picked As f^^y^""^^^
tryout next Wednesday

Wallis Testing Phillips

i iMai^garet Phillips, featured In

"Summer anid
:

Smoke," which
closed recently at the Music Box,
N. : Y., goes to. the Coast soon to be

but when that date was necessarily screentested by Hal Wallis. If the

^. , erased, Frfed Burleigh, director of I deal jells, it will involve , oniy one

J.
^'"?"P of musical shows under ' the Playhouse, went to work and : picture a year,

ine direction of Denis Du-For is ', 24 hours later had it announced Actress has turned down several
bong Of Norway," "Red Mill "

1 for his fifth production of the sea- I previous film propositions, all of

Time," "Irene," "Desert son at the local community thea-
1
which would 1

oong and "Wizard Of Oz " tre
"

I
commitments.

DeWitt Bodeen script is a drama-
tization of the Edith Wharton
novel. Barbara Vajda directs.

Understood possible Broadway deal
hinges on the local tryout.

KEITH-JOHNSTON STINT
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 18.

Colin Keith-Johnston will make
a guest appearance the first week
in February -witli the Albuquerque
Little theatre, playing the defense
attorney in a production of "The
Winslow Boy,"
Deal wais arram td through

ANTA,
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Plays OD Broadway
Along Fifth Avenue iTlie Smile of tiie World

Arthur Lesser production of revue in [
Playwrights' Co. produetloii of comcdy-

two acts <24 scenes). Stars Nancy Walkerj I drama in three acts by Garson Kaiiin.

features Hank Ladd, Carol Bruce. Jackie Stars Ruth Gordon, Otto Krugcr Directed
Qleason, Donald Richards. Viola Kssen,

I By the' author; setting and liKhtlng, Don-
'Johnny Coy, Virginia Gorski. Judyth Bur- 1 aid Oenslager. At Lyccuin, N. Yi, Jan-
roughs, Joyce Mathews, Dick Bernio, '49; $4.80 top ($6 opening). ^ , .

George S. Irving. Zachary Solov. Lee
! Josef Boros. • '

' • J'.o'l' .r'iS^'KX
Krieger. Wallace Seibert. Louise Kirtland. i Mrs. Boros. .Bliiabeth psw™*
Music, Gordon Jenkins: lyrics, Tom Adair; Petcy .Sam JPe""™
additional music and lyrics, Richard Stutz,

Milton. Pascal. Nat Hiken; sketches,
Charles Sherman, Hiken; scenery, Oliver
Smith; costumes, David Ffolkes; lightings

Peggy Clark; voeal coaching, Robert Lenn;
production: assistance, Charles Friedman;
musical and vocal arrangements, Jenkins;
musical director, Irving Actman; dances
and musical numbers staged by Robert
Sidney. At Broadhurst, N. Y., Jan. 13,

' '49; $8 tbp ($9.60 opening). , . , , ^
Principals; Nancy Walker, Hank Ladd.

Carol Bruce, Jackie Gleason, Donald Rich-

ards* Viola Essen, Johnny Coy. Virginia

Gorski, Judyth Burroughs, Joyce Mathews,
Dick Bernie; George :S., Irving, Zachary
Solov, Lie Krlegen Wallace Seibert.

.

Singers: Joan Goburn, Gloria Hayden,
Candace Montgomory.-Tina Prescott, Dor-
othy Pyren; Lucille -Udovlck, Ted Allison,

Leonard Claret; Bob Neukum; Ken Ben-
ner, Bert Slieldon. . .

*

Dancers; Franca Baldwin. Tcsaie car-

rano, ShelHe Farrell, Marian Horosko,
Gretchen Houser, Carol ' Nelson, Janet

Sayers, Harry Asmus.. Ted Cappy. Dante
Dl Pablo;- Howard Halone, Walter Stane.

Evelyn". . . ................. Ruby Dee
Sara Boultlng St°J,i^Sam Fenn . .,.....i...iWarren Stevens
See Boulting Otto Kruger
Stewart ............ .. Ossie Davis

Alice Widma'yer Laura Plerpont

"Along Fifth Avenue" vanes m
quality almost as much as the

thoroughfare from-jwhich it takes

its title and theme. There are a

few bright spots in the revue and

a couple of limp ones, but it's

fienerally just average. It seems

an unlikely bet to pay off, but may
have a moderate run.

This show had more than its

share of tribulations in preliminary

production and during the road try-

out. The effects are evident. Des-

pite some fairly good material and
Several talented performers, the

revue rarely jells into a genuinely
|

ence

smash number. Some of the ,roa-
""

terial seems unsuitable for those
trying to put it across, and the rou-
tining is uneven
Nancy Walker, the star, is the

,

best thing in the show, although
|

This effect may not be entirely

Garson Kanin's new play, 'The
Smile of the World," is a change

of pace from his "Born Yesterday.'

It's a serious work, with an inter-

esting premise, but is relatively

quiet and suffers by comparison
with its comedy predecessor. It

isn't for Broadway or, unless th?

adultery angle is revised, pictures.

It may prove an item for stock and
little theatres.

Plot deals with a Supreme Court
justice, once a rampaging liberal

but now an aging and pompous
consetvative, and the younger wife
who has cooled toward him, When
the justice's young clerk comes to

the house the wife sees him as the
personification of what her hus-
band once was, and she falls in

love with him. The justice con-
dones the affair, .but presently
loses both the wife and the clerk.

At the curtain, the implication is

that the' jurist has been shocked
into re-evaluating his outlook.

Unfortunately, the two principal
characters have not only lost in-

terest in each other, but they fail

to spark the drama for the audi-
ence. Thu.s, the excitement is pro-
vided by lesser characters, chiefly

the clerk and the justice's shrewd
and caustic mother^ Consequently,
the play's basic scenes fail, while
the non-essential ones stand out.

RICHARD COOGAN
Leading man with MAE WEST in

"DIAMOND lilL" as the Salvation
Army Captain who tries to save the
soul of Diamond Lil and In doing so,

falld madly in love with lier;

Plays Abroad

Vky Mit of' Town

she has only one really sock num
ber. Hank Ladd is acceptable in

the only two numbers in which he
appears, hut otherwise merely pror
vides monologs to cover scene
changes. Carol Bruce looks, more
attractive than ever, but is pretty
much lost without a big song.
Jackie Gleason, who replaced the.

late Willie Howard during the try-

out, is energetic but helpless with
the padded blackout sketches.
Donald Richards handles several
passable songs pleasantly, while
Viola Essen and Johnny Coy have
one striking dance number and sev-
eral undistinguished ones.

due to the writing. Although Ruth r First Italian Mother
Gordon gives a sensitive and mov-
ing performance as the wife. Otto
Kruger seems unnecessarily blood-
less as the justice.. Warren Stevens
is believable and attractive as the
clerk, while Laura Pierpont mops
up in, the standard character part
of the mother and Boris Marshalov

' is notable in ttie atmosphere-cre-

They Knew Whai They
Wanted

Wilmington, Del., Jan. 14.
John Golden production of comedy re-

vival in three acts by Sidney Howard.
Stars Paul Muni; features Carol Stone,
Edward Andrews, Charles Keqnedy. Di-
rected, by Robert ; Perry. Designed and
lighted by Frederick Fox. At Playhouse,
Wilmington, Jan. 14, '49; $3.
Joe . . . . . . .

,

. .Edward Andrews
Father McKee ...... . . . Charles Kennedy
Ah Gee, . .... .Francisco Salvacion
Tony . .Paul Monl
The R.F.D, . ........... .Bruno Wick
Amy, . . . . .. Carol Stone
Angelo. . .;.,,>...<... ..1 . . Danny Leone
Giorgie. . . . . . .Victor Rendina
The Doctor. Henry James
First Italian Mother ... Delores Badalonl
Her Daughter............. Lynn Robinson
Second Italian .Mother. . Eole Gambarelli
H^r. son. ; . ...... .. . .Richard Finebere

ating first scene. Elizabeth Dew-
ing, Sam Jackson, Ruby Dee and
Qssie Davis are acceptable in sup-
porting parts.

The author's direction seems
deft, the single": setting by Donald
Oenslager is tastefully cluttered

With more rehearsals, the 1949
revival of Sidney Howard's 1926
Pulitzer Prize winner should shape
.up better than when caught. At
the premiere "They Knew What
They Wanted" didn't show up too
strongly due to the fact the cast
had trouble meeting its cues.
Paul Muni, the star, was especially
delinquent.

Howeverv the play^seems headed
for a fair run on the basis of Muni's
drawing power and the play's past

Sepieinlier Tide
London, Jan. 2.

Tennent Productions presentation of
drama in three acts by Daphne du
Maurier. Directed by Irene Hentschel. At
Aldwych, London.
Stella Gertrude Lawrence
Cherry. . . .. . i Anne Leon
Evan Michael Gough
Robert . . . ........ . . .^rir Baymond
Mrs, Tucket Dandy Nichols
Jimmy Bryan Forbes

Anything that brings Gertrude
Lawrence back to the London
stage wouldi be welcome to theatre
audiences, and if this vehicle isn't

the happiest choice for her, at least

her charm and sensitivity bring

out all the merits of the play.

Dealing with a man's reciprocated
love for his motherrin-law, story

will be considered ^unsavory by
many, and certainly highly im-;

probable by more than a few. Its

appeal will chiefly depend upon
the star's drawing power, after 12

years' absence, and reputation of

the authoress.

Scene is set on the Cornish
coast, where a lonely widow wel-
comes her young daughter on her
honeymoon. Groom is a surly, in-

considerate painter from Chelsea,
and clash of moral values of the

two generations provide much of

the talk, of which the first act sup-

plies a surplus. Mother cannot ap-
preciate the modem couple who,
after two weeks of marriage, oc-

cupy separate rooms at extreme
ends of the home.

This is intensified after two
months through the accidental
overnight absence of the girl,

wheii the mother and the artist

avow their love for each other.;

Mother, carried away on the Sep-
tember tide of her emotions, averts
the supreme folly, and as a way of
escape plans to accept an old ad-
mirer, to leave the couple to soli-

tude.

Small supporting cast is excel-

lent, with Michael Gough making
almost likeable the unpleasant
character of the boy. Anne Leon
is a personable youngster, but
[scarcely conveys the impression

I

she is a wife, her demeanor being
imore that of a kid sister. Dandy
I Nichols turns in a neat cockney
I
characterization : as : the scrub-;

i woman, and Cyril Raymond is very
"old school tie" as the unsuccess-
ful suitor.

Play is soundly directed by
Irene Hentschel. Clemv

as for looks. Director Jacaii«
Henry Duval has brought out
every ounce of comedy therp wag
in the script. Mdii.

Pariage De Midi
(Noontide)

Paris, Jan. l,
Jean-Louls Barrault production ni

drama in three acts by Paul ClaUdel Silf
tings by Felix Lablsse; costumes, fchSt
tian Berard. At the Theatre Martem
.Paris.

X« J
Edwlge FeuiUer*

Me««. , ...... ...... ;...,Jean>Louis BarraultDe Ciz..... >....,.,,..;Jacques DacatniiM
Amalrlc Pferre BfasseS?

Eighty-year-old Paul Claudel has
finally given permission for the
presentation' of his 43-year-old
classic, "Partage de Midi," Back
in 1928 the last act was given an
unauthorized .performance by the
Theatre Alfred Jarry, but up to
now the author has steadfastly re-
fused to allow, the work to be
played. It has nevertheless had a
great deal of influence, not So
much in the theatre as in French
literary circles. The Barrault pro-
duction is unquestionably: the high
spot of the present season, and will
be discussed for a long time to
come.

Properly speaking, it isn't a play
at all but a long philosophical dts*

cussion between four symbols--
the adulterous wife, the unimag-
inative husband, the materialist
and the religious: poet—^and their
soul struggles in the "noontide" of
their lives.

The play has an enormous fas< -

cination, due to the richness and
imagery of Claudel's proSe and the
complexity of the problems in-

'

volved, both spiritual and mate-
rial.: It is - played to the hilt too^

especially by Edwige Feuillere.

Barrault is more restrained than
usual, and in consequence more
convincing and effective. Pierre
Brasseur is hearty almost to the
point of vulgarity as the material-

ist, and Jacques Dacqmine is a .

cool 'and aloof husband.: Settings-

and lighting are above the average,:
and Christian Berard's costumes
(circa 1900) set off Feuillere's

beauty to great advantage;
Fred.

The one solid moment of the
i
and the costumes by Mainbocher

i reputation. Howard was a master
Show is the "Chant D!Amour
burlesque of such laments as "My
Bill," with tune by Gordon Jenkins
and lyrics by Nat Hiken. In this

Miss Walker gets hilarious effect

with her account of her big pash,
George S. Irving, who's switched to
Calvert's but Hasn't given up Old
Crow. As she sourly concludes,
"Let's Face It, I'm in Love With a
Slob." Another enjoyable inter-
lude is "A Trip Doesn't Care at
All," ingratiatingly sung by Rich-
ards and a smiling moppet named
Judyth Burroughs, with music by
Philip Kadison and lyrics by
Thomas Howell.

^ Other, less memorable tunes are
•'Fifth Avenue," the opener; "The
Best Time of Day," sung by Miss
Bruce and a male quartet; Miss
Walker's "If This Is Glamour,"

and Forrest Thayer are becoming.
Hobe.

(Closed Satwrdoj/ (15) after five
performances)

.

Legit FoDowup

Edward^ My Son
(MARTIN BECK, N. Y.)

Adrienne' Allen, femme lead: of
"Edward, My Son," at the Martin

I Beck, N.Y., is. a satisfactory suc-
I
cessor to Peggy Asheroft, "who
withdrew from the part some weeks

at dialog and he knew how to build
up suspense even in dealing with a
hoary triangle plot such as this.

John .Golden has given it a good
production and the cast is uni-

I

formly excellent.

1 Everything revolves around Muni
and when he hits -his stride the play
«houId be on a par with thei origi-
nal production. Even now the star
uses the juicy role of the^. Italian
vineyard owner to demonstrate his
mastery of character acting. He
wins audience sympathy from the
outset and -his grief upon learning
his mail order bride is to bear his
foreman's child, seems real and

somewhat different slant than Miss
Asheroft did, and that inevitably

with music by Richard Stutz and I alters slightly the flavor of the play
lyrics: by Rick French; the song- 1 itself. To anyone seeing "Edward"
and-dance "Skyscraper Blues" and the first time: the effect should be
"Washington Square," Gleason's

|

perfectly acceptable and to any-
"Fugitive from Fifth Avenue," "In

i

one who saw Miss Asheroft in the
the Lobby," Miss Bruce's "Weep

I

show the change is likely to offer
No More," Ladd's "Mr. Rockefeller ! merely an interesting comparison
Builds His Dream House," by Mel !

of different personalities and tech-
Tolkin and Max Liebman, the nov^ I

niques, without marring the appeal
elty about Lord & Taylor called of the drama,

wuaurew ironi me part some weeKS terrifving Likewise his foreive-

iv'" Miss"'TlVn
M^^,;.Natural-; Jf/s"*^of"^the bri^

ly. Miss Alen gives the role a de.sire for marriprt hanninp«

Le Secret Des Dienx
(The Privilegre of the Gods)

Paris, Jan. 4.
Parisys presentation of comedy in three

acts by Leopold Marchand. . Directed by
Jacques Henry Duval. Set by Parisys.
At' Theatre Michel. Paris.
Ida . ...... ;. — . .... .Parisys
Fenouillat . . ..... ......... . . .Vilbert
Chcnysette ..... ...... Serjius
Cortinl. ; , . . ;Antoine Fleury
Morgan Kelett. v. . .Boger-Vincent
Borythene . ... Zeimct
Mauricette, . i . . . ; . . , MireiUo Ozy
Florise ...... ....... . . .Monique Sandley
Lcmcillier Emile Duard
Anne ...... ....... .Fiona Hamilton
Pierrot .... Dialer d'Vd
Dick Gordon . . . .......... . Jack Delvigne
Moise Raffalesco. ....... .Gerard Gervals
Ernest Buchler . . Jackie Gencel

"Vacation in the Store" and a
Bruoe-Ladd duet, "Call It Apple-
fritters." There's also a first^act
finale, "Santo Dinero,". whifch is

completely alien to the Fifth
avenue theme.

Mi.s.s Walker manages to make
something of a couple of sketches,
notably about^ aphrodisiac qualities

Robert Morley continues to give
a powerful and arresting perform-
ance as male lead, and although he
occasionally seems to shout a bit
too much, it's a great relief to
attend a show in which all the lines
are audible. The theatre has made
an innovation since the opening,
installing small signs at the stage

of perfumes and a travesty on mur- I apron, which are illuminated be
der mysteries. The others seem tween scenes to indicate the time
overlong and of little point and, ex- of the ensuing scene. It's an in-
cept for the .one- standout number, i genious device - for -discouraging

.

the dances seem more energetic I match-lighting program readers,
than inspired. The revue is pain- and might profitably be adopted
fully lacking' in overall direction,

| for other shows. In various other
and no one gets program billing for

i
ways, too, the Martin Beck is vir-

the assignment, although there is a
i
tually a model of thoughtful, pains-

credit for Charles Friedman, Who ' '
"

.assisted a few days before the
Broadway; preem. The music gen-
erally seems over-arranged, and the
Oliver Smith scenery and David
Ffolkes' costumes are jpresentable.
The program credits for the pro'

HENDI FOR DAIXAS?
Dallas, Jiaft. 18: .

. .. - - , - • Walter Hendl, assistant eonduc-

^"^Ir ?!:^*f, Pll^'^^UJ'^fi'^ ,

of the New York Philharmonic,

desire for married happiness,
strike responsive chordSi :

Carol Stone, as the walti'ess
Muni marries

.
does a splendid job.

It isn't ah easy role biit she makes
the weak Amy a believable figure.
The priest, spiritual advisor to
Tony, is in the capable hands of
Charles Kennedy, who created the
part in the original play. The
stuffy doctor is played for laughs
by Henry James and Edward
Andrews does as well as possible
With the thankless role Of the fore-
man. , Bruno Wick i and Franciseo
Salvacion round out the speaking
cast in minor roles. Robert P'erry
directed but, he stiU needs to put
the cast through: more rehearsals^
Frederick Fox's livlhg room setting
is attractive. Klep.

Jane Cowl Set for Dallas

'Queen' With Local Group
;,

_
Dallas, Jan. 18.

Negotiations have been com-
, , . , ,„ . „ .

Pleted for a production here by the
taking and efficient theatre man-

1 Arden players of "Elizabeth the
agement. Hobe. Queen," with Jane Cowl as guest

star. The Maxwell Anderson drama
will be presented Jan. 26, 27 and
28, at McParlin Auditorium.
Miss Cowl will appear under the

auspices of the American National
people" featiiredr'one" or whom, I Trrired'Tn' Dallas" W^dneXr(12) ^"'^ , Academy. Blevins
Louise Kirtland, isn't listed in the I ^llVvTn'.nnsKnrn^^fi. i?^ 1

^ New York producer andluuuise xviinaiiu, isn i Hsiea in me nresiimahlv to consult with nffipials i

^^"=",. piouucer ana

'^l^^^^'^^^':;^'^!^: 1 SMrDalfarsTrnThony (iV^^^^^^^ > Z'^^^'l "il'iL.^NTA board, will
distinguishable. And among those 1

"""" ^^"P'^"'"*' Orchestra

who have contributed mhsic or! ,,"^ "^s been sugge.sted by New
lyrics without listing in the for-^"! York managements as successor to

ward credits are Rick French, Mei Antal Dorati, who will leave after
Tolkin, Max Liebman, Mel Pahl, this season to become conductor of
Philip Kadison and Thomas Howell, the Minneapolis Symphony Or-

LfSi'ii: •Miii'ii-. 1 '.
^^?^^'

I n 1 ,1-1 >>,/., ail. J.

be guest director.
Wray Davis, New York actor who

played opposite Miss Cowl in
Kaasas City, has been engaged to
repeat his role of Essex here. The
balance of the cast will be com-
posed of Dallas actors.

A new idea, and so cleverly
dressed up and scripted, that it's

I

a natural for adaptations on all

I

foreign stages, including U. S.,

with a strong screen potentiality.

I

Locally, it's an unquestioned smash
!
on all counts. Leopold Marchand
has something here which goes be-
yond a comedy of youthful doings
with a bit of palatable romance in-
jected at the end.
Under witty cellophane it's a

deep satire of the doings of grown-
ups as seen from youth's angle, ex-
posing mercilessly their frailty
both in private and public life. As
such, it is cued to click in any
country, since human nature is the
same the world over.
The play introduces Vilbert as

Fenouillat, a cabinet minister, ap-
parently a widower, whose wealth
and political success are due, un-
known to all but himself and his
son, to the fact that his teenage
son is a child prodigy with a
genius for politics and finance.
The boy - practically pulls every
string-which- animates the father^
though,, in

. everybody else's eyes,
latter acts on his own.

Parisys. as producer and owner
of the theatre, casts herself in the

I

part of Fenouillat's protegee. A
younger woman might have made
her part too important at the ex-
pense of the real comedy. Here,

!
she is just a character part. Henri

I
Vidal, as Fenouillat, is exemplary
as the not too refined politician.
Sergius, as the boy's tutor, stands
out, in a rip-roaring characteriza-

[tion. Roger Vincent is a plausible
1 Canadian envoy^ while Emile
I Duard, as a financier; Antoinc
Fleury, as Fenouillat's secretary,
and Zeimetj as a shady newspaper-
man, acquit themselves well.

Pierrot, as the wonder boy, acts
like an old trouper, and scores

I heavily. Fiona Hamilton, as the kid
I poetess, is okay fo^ feting ajs jyfp.U

N. Y. City Ballet Co.
The fledgling N. Y. City Ballet

Co. has an excellent addition to its

growing repertory in "Time Table,"
new ballet with which the com-
pany preemed its first independ-
ent season Thursday (13) at the
City Center, N. Y. A ballet in one
act, to music by Aaron Copland,
with choreography by Antony
Tudor, "Time Table" is a slender
story of incidents on a railroad
platform at the end of World War
I as a typical group of people
await a train. Mood is wistful or
melancholic by turn as a girl bids
her marine goodbye or another girl

greets a returned GI, and humor-
ous, as a couple of soldiers tangle

I

with some teenage flappers. But:

.

I

mood is always reliably sustainedy :

I

and music and choreography blend
I admirably. Troupe's dancing, espe-
cially the work of MaricJeanne
and Francisco Moncion as the Ifead- :

ing couple, is admirable.
Making its bow on its own as a

full-fledged department of the

N. Y. City Center Of Music and
Drama, after a faU season of fill-

ins, the ballet troupe now im-

,

presses as a major organization,

on a par with other; U, S. major
dance groups. Other two ballets

presented Thursday were the two
Balanchine choreographies, "Four
Temperaments" and "Symphony in

C," former to Paul Hindemith's
music, latter to Bizet's. Both, are

strong . staples in the new com-
pany's repertoire, the finale of

.

"Symphony in C," with Balanchine
crowding the stage constantly with ,

more and more dancers, remaining
a sheer choreographic delight, Lead
dancers Marie Tallchief, Mane-
Jeanne, Tanaquil LeClercq, Nich-

olas Magallanes, Francisco Mon-
cion and Todd Bolender continue:

to spark a spirited ensemble,
. Bron, ',

Theatre '49 Gets Underway

With Premiere of 'Skaal'

Dallas. Jan. 18.
.

• Theatre '49 opened its first pro-

duction of the new year Jan. i"

with presentation of "Skaal, «

new drama ' by Vivian Johannes.

The play is skedded to run tor

three weeks at the Gulf Oil Play-

house, liere.

Cast includes Harold Webster,

Clinton Anderson, Jack Warden,

Frances Waller, Mary Finney,

Bomola Robb, John Hudson ano;

Edwin Whitner, "Skaal" will
:

followed by another Pi^eimere,

"Sting in the Tall," by Tom Pore^

,foy, Irish playwright and Mws
i Theatre actor, . ,„.,,



Wednesday, January 19, 1949

Total Broadway Grosses

The following are the comparative figures based on Variety's

boxofflce estimates, for last week and the corresponding week of

last season: ™ . , .This Last
Season Season

Number of shows current 28 32

Tdtal weeks played so far by all shows . .— 714 774

Total gross for all current shows last week. . $692,600 $660,400

Total season's gross so far for all shows $16,901,900 $16,543,400

Number of new productions so far 41 37
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Chi B.O. Holds 01 Pace; Ian' 26G,

'Roberts' $29JO, 'Streetcar' 19G
Chicago, Jan. 18. ^

Baihy weekend - didn't cut into

legit b.o. as much as expected, with

Chi finis of "Medea," "Man and
Superman," and Breden- Savoy
Comic Opera Co. causmg usual
last-minute scramble^ and aiding

general theatre take. "Brigadoon"

is also in last lap, with closing date

set for Jan. 29.

Estimates for Last Week
Breden-Savoy Comic Opera Co.,

Civic Opera House (3d wk) (3,800;

$3.71). Last week of . Gilbert &
Sullivan way over previous week.
Nice $24,000,

*

"Brigadoon," Shubert (15th wk)
(2,100; $4.94). Second to final

week holding.same as last with fat

$32,5Q0.
Dante, Studebaker (1st wk) (1,-

246; $3.10). Opened Wednesday
( 12) and with Sunday matinee, in
six performances, faring fine $8,'-

QOO.
"Man and Superman," Great

Ndrtherrt (3d wk) (1,500; $4.94).

Last week of Shaw comedy took a
large hop to $26,000.
"Medea," Blackstone (8th wk)

(1,358; $4.40). Last week doing
healthy biz with $17,000.
"Mister Roberts," Erlanger (18th

wk) (1,334| $4.33). Out-of-towners
continue to head for this one.
Biggest gross so far/ at regular
scale, $29,200.
"Streetcar Named Desire,'^ Har-

ris (16th wk) (1,000; $4.33). Good
matinee play keeping take at near-
ly $19,000.

'HEIRESS' $19,400, LA.;

'BLACKOUTS' $17,000
Los Angeles, Jan. 18.

"The Heiress" Analed Saturday
(15) after two weeks and four days,
but the Bilfmare rekindled again
last night (17) with "Born Yester-
day^" Town picks up again to-
morrow when Las Palmas relights
with the world preem: of "Ice-

' tandia/' a musical on ice. :

Estimates for Last Week
"Blackouts of 1949," El Capitan

(343d wk) (1,142; $2.40). $17,000
again.
"Ihe Heiress," Biltmore (3d wk)

(1,636; $3.60). Second full week's
$19,400 was okay.

La Crosse (Wise.) Civic

Expands to 2-Nite Basis
La Crosse, Wise, Jan. 18.

After two, seasons of successful
.operation in-bringing^touring-legit
shows here on a subscription basis,
the La Crosse Civic Drama League
is planning to expand bookings to
two-night stands for the 1949-50
semester/ Organization has 1,229
members at $10 each, with a wait-
ing list of between 100 and 200 for
tickets for the the legit engage-
ments.

More than 700 new members
nave already been added to the or-
ganization for the 1949-50 Reason.
Ways are booked on a guarantee
basis through the United Booking
Office, N. Y. All seats are reserved
and are sold in advance by mail
subscription. Older members have
priority in ticket orders.

Current Road Shows
(Jan. 17-29)

"Allegro"— KENT, Des Moines
(17-18); Music Hall, K, Q. (20-22);
Curran, Frisco (26-29).

"Annie Get Your Gun"—Ford's,
Balto. (17-29).

"At War With the Army"—Aud.,
Htfd. <21-22); Wilbur, Host. (24-

29).

"Blackouts of 1948"—El Capitan,
L. A. (17-29).

"Born Yesterday"r-T-BUtmore, L;
A. 117-29).

"Brigadoon"—Shubert, Chi (17-

29).

"Carousel" -^ Mosque, Richmond
(17-22).

Dante-^Studebaker, Chi (17-29).

"Death of a Salesman"—Locust,
Philly (24-29).

"Desert Song"— Shubert, Philly
(17-29).

"Favorite Stranger" —• Shubert-
Laf.. Det. (17-29).
"Figure of a Girl"— Colonial,

Bost. (17-22); Walnut, Philly (24-29).

"Finian's Rainbow" "irr- Cass, Det.
(17-29).

"George White's Varieties"—
Curran, Frisco (17-22).
"Harvey" Hanna, Glevej (17-

22); Victory, Dayton (24-26); Aud.,
L'ville (27-29).

."Harvey" Shubert, N. H. (17-

22); Acad., North'mpton. (24);
Strand, Albany (25-26); Lyric,
Utica (27-29):
"High Button Shoes" — Aud.,

Roch. (17-19); Erlanger, Buff. (20-

22); Royal Alex., Toronto (24-29).
"Laugh Carnival"—American; St;

Louis (17-22).

"Make Mine Manhattan"— Shu-
bert, Bost. (17-29).
"Man and Superman"—Hartman,

eel. (17-20); Univ., Blbomington
(21-22); Cox, Cincy (24-29).
"Medea"—Aud., St. Paul (17-18);

Lyceum, Mpls. (19-22); Hartman,
Col. (2"4-26); Town, Toledo (27-29).
29).

"Mr. Roberts" — Erlanger, Chi.
(17-29).

"O Mistress Mine"— Plymouth,
Bost. (10-22); Court, Spgfld. (24T2e);
Acad., Northmptn. (27); Aud., Hart-
ford (28-29).

"Oklahoma!" (No. 1 Co.)—Nixon,
Pitt (17-29) .

'

"Oklahoma!" (No. 2 Co.)—Aud.,
St. Jos. (17); Mem. Hall, Jopilin (19-
20); Mosque, Spgfld. (21-22); Murat,
Indpls. (24-28).

"Raze the Roof"-Shubert-Laf.,
Det. (10-15); Gt. North. Chi. (17-
29).

"Show Boat" — Aud.* Boulder
(18); Aud., Denver (19-22); Home,
Okla. City (24-25); Hall, Tulsa (26);
Music Hall, K. C. (27-29).

"Streetcar Named Desire"—
Harris, Chi. (17-29).

"The Big Knife"— Shubert, N.
Haven (26-29).
"The Heiress" — Geary, Frisco

(17-29).

'!They Knew What They Wanted"
—Forrest, Philly (17-29).

South Sees 'Menagerie'

Via Leigh One-Nighters
Gilbert Leigh, whose production

of "Glass Menagerie" recently
closed in Cedartown, Ga., after a
six-week tour of one-nlgriters,
figures on taking another play on
a similar tour through the south
this spring or next fall, possibly
in repertory with the Tennessee
Williams drama. He has stored the
"Menagerie" set and props in
Georgia.
Although he went into the red

slightly with "Menagerie," Leigh
believes he can make money on
such a tour again, with more effi-

cient booking and exploitation.
Production cost of "Menagerie"
was only about $5,000, as Jules J;

Leventhal, who previously toured
the play, gave: Leigh the original
Jo Mielziner setting. Operating
cost was around $1,500, including
advertising. All the show's dates
were small towns off the usual
touring routes. Most hadn't had a
legit booking in iyears.

John Cosgrove directed the
show, in which Mary Perry played
the mother,' Peggy Love the
daughter. Lew Sisk the son and
Leigh the Gentleman Caller* be-
sides, being : company manager,
stage manager, prop man, etc.

W 71/2G. PhlBy,

'Shoes' $34,m

'Bough'm
Philadelphia, Jan. 18.

Although a long list of shows are
still on Philly's booking chart, legit
biz right now is pretty sad here.
This week's openings^both last
night and both for two-week stays
—were John Golden's revival of
"They Knew What They Wanted,"
with Paul Muni, at the Forrest, and
a revival of "Desert Song" at the
Shubert.

Estimates for Last Week -

"High Button Shoes," Shubert
(3d Week) (1,877; $4.55J. Musical in
return engagement here easily
leads the town on the week with
$34,900.

Blackstone, Walnut (1st week)
(1,340; $2.60). Magician getting his
usual good local play; nearly $9,000
and will do even better this week.
"Leaf and Bough," Forrest (one

week only) (1,766; $3.25). : Second
string crix turned thumbs down
and tryout folk-drama in for single
week here never had .a chance;
$4,200.
"Shop at Sly Corner," Locust

(one week only) (1,580; $3,25). Not
much better: although first string
crix were split on merits; $7,500.

B way B.O. on Upgrade; 'Girls $53,S(N),

thaillot' 20G, Tar 29G, 'Anne 32G

'Kate 46G/Ave; $19,000 in 4

"'Cau^* Wry 8G, K.C.
«.j Kansas City, Jan. 18.
fid Wynn's "Laugh Carnival," in

«ere for three days and four
snows early last week, ran up
igf'W rough weather. Show never
,f°^ » break from the elements
«na wound up with a slow $8,000.

h™,«r ^ Presentations, which
Wough show in, has set the Bob

*™"P« a single

Auditt Febl^L''
''''

.'SHOW BOAT' Ti/gG, SAN JOSE
"ch^ •^"'50, Cal., Jan. 18.

sin^p grossed $7,500 in

twf, m^c^°'"'?^»*=e at Civic Audi-

lastTridfrdir ""^''^"y'

Top was $4.26.

'Varieties' 20G, Frisco
San FranciscOi Jan. 18.

George White's "Varieties,'' with
Lou Holtz, Rose Marie and Joe
Howard, shuttered Saturday (15)
at the Curran (1,776; $2.50) with a
nice $20,000 for its third and final
week. Curran remains dark until
next- Wednesday (26) when "A1-:
legro" opens there.
"The Heiress," with Basil Rath»

bone, Beatrice Straight and Pa-
tricia Collinge, opened Monday
(17) at the Geiary (1,550; $3.60),
showing a fine $20,000 advance.

'LESEKT' 166, NEW HAVEN
.New Haven, Jan. 18.

"Desert Song," playing a full

stanza at Shubert last week (10-

15) i
garnered fair enough biz in

eight performances at $3.60,top.

Final score was an approximate
$16,000.

Joe Magee* of the William Mor-
ris legit department, has had a re-

I eurrence of the muscular ailment

I

he contracted in the Navy, and is

I

taking a three-month leave : of ab-

I sence to travel in Europe.

'Born' 7G in 4, Denver;

mia.!' 14G in 3, Pueblo
^ Denver, Jan. 18.

In competition with snow and
cold weather, "Born Yesterday"
did a fair $7,000 in the 1,200-seat
Broadway in four shows- at a $3.60
top. About 30% of business for
roadshows comes . from outside
Denver, and when there is a heavy
snow there is a wave of cancella-
tions. Comedy did an added $4,000
in two performances in Salt Lake
City.

"Oklahoma!" did a big $14,000
in threes shows in the" Auditorium
in Pueblo, Col., at a $4.20 top with
2iOOO seats, Both shows were han-
dled locally by Arthur M. Ober-
felder.

'Allegro' 26iG, St. Loo
St. Louis, Jan. 18.

"Allegro" closed its second and
windup week at the American Sat-
urday (15) with a neat $26,500.
Gross for the opening session was
$25,000, The scale was $4.27.

"Ed Wynn's Laugh Carnival"
teed XJff aTTne-'Week 'sfancPat the
American last night (Mon,). House
is scaled to $3.66.

'Okla!' 40G in 1-Niters
St: Joseph, Mo., Jan. 18.

VOklahoma!" grossed a total of

$40,000 last week in a string of

one-nighters in Denver and Pueblo,
Col.; Hutchinson, Kan., and here,

.

Theatre Guild production is split-

ting the current week between
Joplin and Springfield, Mo;

'CAROtJSEI' 266, ATLANTA
Atlanta, Jan. 18.

Theatre Guild production of

"Carousel" pulled a mild gross of

$26,000 at the Tower here last

week. .

Musical moved to Bichmond this

weelL

Attendance rebounded last week
on Broadway. The recovery was
comparable in degree to the pre-
vious week's post-holiday slump.
The upturn actually had started
the '. previous weekend, and con-
tinued through Jast week to a peak
Friday and Saturday (14-15).

Business has now entered the
season's lush period, which cus-
tomarily continues into pre-Easter,
so the epidemic of closings is ap-
parently over. Flop shows will
fold, as always, but those with a
substantial draw should be able to

hold on through the spring.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C iComedy), D (Droma),

CD (.Comedy-Drama), R (Re«u«),
M (Musical), O (Operctto).

"AH for Love," Hellinger (R-

1,543; $6). Musical with sketches
by Ted Luce, the Hartmans, Max
Schulman, Billy K. Wells; music,
Gerald Marks, Lester Lee, Herman
Hupfield, Michel Emer; lyrics,

Aiken Roberts, Sam Lerner,
Sammy Gallop, Hupfield; presented
by Sammy: Lambert & Anthony B.
Farrell; opens Saturday (22), ;

"Along 5th Avenue," Broadhurst
(1st wk) (R-1,160; $6). New revue
opened Thursday night (13) to
mixed notices; fiwt four perform-
ances drew capacity $19,000; better
indication this week.

"Anne of 1,000 Days;" Shubert
(6th wk) (D-1,387; $4.80). MaxWell
Anderson drama made a comeback
with the trend; $32,000.

"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
(140th wk) • (M-1,472; $6.60). Had
been slated to fold Saturday night
(15), but attendance spurted and
the musical continues Indefinitely;

was underestimated last week;
about $35,800.

"As the Girls Go," "Winter Gar-
den (9th wk),(M-l,519; $7.20). Still

topping the list by a wide margin;
almost caoacity again at $53,500.

"Bom Yesterday," Miller (154th
wk) (C-940; $4.80). With the clos-

ing of "Harvey," this comedy be-
comes the longest-run show, on the
list; may continue through the
spring; almost $13,000.
"Edward, My Son," Beck (16th

wk) (D-1,214; $4.80). Business re-
mains strong for this London Im-
port; goes'.clean at nearly all per-
formances; $28,000.
"Goodby, My Fancy,'* Morosco

(9th wk) (CD-931; $4.80). Another
of the new season's click entries;

nearly $24,000.
"Harvey," 48th st. (221st wk)

(C-921; $4.20). Comedy finally

closed Saturday (15) after 1,775
performances, and tours; under-
quoted last couple of weeks;
finaled with hefty $11,500.

"High Button Shoes," Broadway
(66th wk) (M-1,900; $6). After a
couple of light weeks, business has
bounced back strongly; $38,900.
"Howdy, Mr. Ice," Center (30th

wk) (R-2,964; $2.88). Attendance is

expected to taper off steadily un-
til the April closing; .$35,500.

"inside U.S.A.," Majestic (38th

wk) (R-1,659; $6). Jumped with
the trend, helped by presence of

Beatrice Lillie again; nearly
$32,000.
"Kiss Me, Kate," Century (3d

Wk) (M-1,654; $6). Theatre parties

are accentuating the ticket jam
for this sellout;, a shade under
$46,000.
"Leaf and Bough," Cort (D-

1,604; $4.80). Play by Joseph
Hayes, presented by Charles P.

Heidt & Rouben Mamoulian; opens
Friday night (21).

"Lend an Ear," National (5th wk)
(R-1,172; $6). Revue smash almost
went dean: nearly $29,000.
"Life With Mother," Empire

(13th wk) (C-1,082; $4.80). Edged
back toward sellout again; $22,500.
"Light Up the Sky," Royale (9th

wk) (G-1,035; $4.80): Hitting strong
i pace regnlarly; approached-$25,900.

"Love Life," 46th St. (15th wk)
(M-1,319; $6), Trying Sunday per-
formances to hypo attendance;
hopoed-to $28,200.
"Madwoman of Chaillot," Bel-

asco (2d wk) (D-1,077; $4.80). Busi-
ness took a sharp jump last week,
and it now looks as if this Paris
import may make the grade;
about $20,000.
"Make Way for Lucia," Cort

(4th wk) (CD-1,064; $4.80). Closed
Saturday night (15), after 29 per-
formances; rush of subscribers
pushed the finale to $16,100.
"Mister Roberts," Alvin (48th

wk) (CD-1,357; $4.80). Another
SRO week; $34,700,
"Oh, Mr. Meadowbrook," Golden

(3d wk) (C-1,057; $4.80). Even
two-for-ones aren't enough for this
to break even; $3,600. : ;

"Private Lives," Plymouth (15th

wk) (C-1,062; $4^80). Bounced b(tck:
to $23,000.
"Rape of Lucretia," Ziegfeld (3d

wk) (0-l,628; $4.80). Finaled Sun-
day (16), after 23 performances; :

$8,000.
"Red Gloves," Mansfield (6th

wk) (D-1,041; $4.80). Climbed with
the field to $23,000.
"Shop at Sly Corner," Booth

(D-712-$4.80). Play by Edward
Percy, presented by Gant Gaither,
opened last night (Tues.).

"Silver Whistle," Biltmore (8th
wk) (C-920; $4 80). Receipts
jumped to new high; $20,000.

"Smile of the World," Lyceum
(CD-990; $4.80). New Garson Kan-
in play premiered Wednesday (12)

to poor notices; folded Saturday
(15) to a mere $4,000 for five per-
formances. , .

"Streetcar Named Desire," Bar*
rymore (59th wk) (D-1,064; $4.80),
Prize-winner bounced back to
near-capacity; $26,000./
"The Victors;" New Stages (3d

wk) (D-299; $3). This is the final

week for Jean-Paul Sartre meller;
$3,000.
"Where's Charley?," St. James

(14th wk) (M-1,509; $6). Ray Bol-
ger show now appears to be strong
prospect to pay off the $200^000
investment; hopped up to $36,400.

lanbttan' 266.

Ibtress' IIG,

'Girl' 18G, Hub
Boston, Jan. 18.

Three openers last week, none
of them stepping into any partic-
ular b.o. activity, and takes are
generally off all around.

Estimates for Last Week
"Figure Of a Girl," Colonial (1st

week) (1,500; $3.60). Theatre Guild
has had more downs Uian ups-
here this season, current offering
got mixed notices; but subscrip-
tions helped to $18,000.
"Knickerbocker Holiday," Cop-

ley (2d week) (1,200; $2.25). Rep-
ertory Associates did fairly well
with this on first stanza but second
week ran very thin; estimated
$3,000.
"Make Mine Manhattan," Shu-

bert (1st week) (1,750; $4.80).
Opened road run here to get good
notices but biz didn't prove up to
expectations. Got $26,200, but
current week should improve,
"O Mistress: Mine," Plymouth

(1st week) (1,200; $3.60). Broadway
attractions usually do better than
this one here,- with estimated
$11,000.

N. Y. City Ballet Grosses

$21,000 In 4-Day Week
The N. Y. City Ballet Co., pre-

sented last Thursday (11) at the
City Center, N. Y., for the first

time under Center sponsorship,
grossed $21,000 for four days (five
performances) through Sunday
(16) night, Biz was close to
capacity for three performances,
opening night and Sunday matinee
excepted.
Management was also encour-

aged by fact that its two-week
stand was nearly half sold via mail
orders, in advance of engagement.
Troupe, however, needs about
$25,000 a week to break even, and
figures to lose about $10,000 for
the two-week stay,

__ 'Harvey' 23iG, Pitt _ _

Pittsburgh, Jan. 18.
Frank Fay in "Harvey" hung up

a smart $23,500 last week at the
Nixon. However, Fay didn't match
figures of the Joe E. Brown com-
pany of "Harvey," which played
here for three weeks more than a
year ago and did around $90,000
on the run.
"Oklahoma!" opened last night

(17) for third visit and it'll be just
as big as the first time. Mail orders
for the two weeks amounted to
nearly $40,000 even before the win*
dow sale got under way.

'OKLA.!' $36,200, CINCY
Cincinnati, Jan. 18.

Rodgers'Hammerstein musical^
"Oklahoma!" chalked up a nifty

$36,200 at the Taft auditorium here
last week.
Show is In Pittsburgh currently.
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Logon's Lindsey Theatre Acqinring

Rep as Ace West End Tryout' Spot

CBS-Crosby
Continued from page 1

London, Jan. 11. 4"

Of all the Little Theati es in Lon-
don and its environs—and they are

V^ell over a dozen—one of the most
Bueoessful is the Lindsey Theatre

Club.
Founded two and half years agp

on a shoestring by dress designer

Frederick Starlce and A. T. Smith,

at out-of-the-way Netting Hill Gate,

it boasts among its many hits Elsa

Shelley's "Pick-Up Girl": Michael

Hutton's "Power Without Glory,"

which was acquired by John C.

Wilson for America;' and vfiowers
for the Living," Tonl Block's play,

purchiased for films by Sidney Box
for the J. Arthur Rank organiza-

tion at cost of $200,000.

Shelley play has proved an out-

stander and played to hefty grosses

when acquired by Tom Arnold for

the Prince of Wales and Casino
theatres. 'Its popularity has by no
means exhausted itself despite tour-

ing the provinces for over two
years; it's still netting the Lindsey
around $400 weekly.
Among its lesser hits are George

L. George's "Caviar to the Gen-
eral," which proved worthy of a

West End run, at Whitehall the-

atre, and Noel Langley's "The
Burning Bush," at present touring,

but coming to London early spring.

Biggest achievement has been
' the staging , of Jack Kirkland's

"Tobacco Bead," which after many
censorial bouts was Anally passed

. for production, and is now due in

the West End Jan. 25.

Spot has not only; proved a good
Btepping-off place for new plays,

but has been the means of giving
some newcomers a chance to show
off their talent. Latest, signed are
Dirk Bogarde to Rank as result of

his work in "Glory"; Kenneth
Moore by Sir Michael Balcon;
Thora Hird and Karel Stepanek by
Sidney Box; while Anatole De
Grunwald has copped among oth-

, ers John McLaren for ' a Rodney

f
Ackland film.

.

Miss Shelley's latest play, "For-
get Me Not," is due in February.
New season has already- teed off

with a hit in Samson Ralphaelson's
"Jason,'? which all the crix liked.

Besult is that play has been ac-

. quired by Linnit & Dunfee and
comes to either the St. Martin's or
Ambassador's in February. .

Six-]Veek Winter Season

Is Set For Miami Beach
. Miami Beach, Jan. 18.

Richard Stevers, owner-director
of the Lakeside Summer Theatre,
Lake , Hopatcong, N. J., will stage
a six-week season of legit here at
Oceanside theatre, on the .Million
Dollar Pier. Theatre, which housed
Alinsky burlesque before the war,
,is owned by the city.

Stevers will open his season
Feb! 1, with either "Springtime
for Henry," with Edward Everett
Horton, or "Voice of t*ie Turtle,"
with Margo, Eddie Albert and
Glenda Farrell, one show follow-
ing the other. "John Loves Mary,''
With Jackie Cooper and Jackie
Coqgan, will be third attraction^
Shows will play one week. Thea-
tre seats 750, and top will be $2,40.

Shows in Rehearsal
. "All for Love"—Sammy Lam-
bert & Anthony B. Farrell.

, "At War With the Army"—
Henry May, Charles Ray McCal-
lum & Jerome E. Rosenfeld.

"Biff Knife"— Dwight Deere
Wiman, Lee Strasberg & Cliiford

,,.Odets. .

"Blood Wedding"-New Stages.
"Death of. a Salesman"—Bloom-

garden-Fried.
"Forward the Heart"—Anthony

Parella & Leon Brone.sky.
"Two Blind Mice"—Archer King& Harrison Woodhull.

ANTA Scouts to Gander
Boston Rep Situation

Two representatives will be sent
by the American National Theatre
& Academy this week to look over
the Boston Repertory theatre, to

see whether endorsement of the
project, recently * withdrawn,
should 1)6 re-extended. Action
was decided Monday : (17) at~ the
ANTA board meeting.

]

Question arose as result of an
appeal from the resittent company,
for"ANTA to do everything within

|

its. power to make it possible for
the Boston Repertory to continue
operations beyond the announced
closing date of Jan. 29." It was
understood that ANTA's previous
withdrawal of its endorsement of
the Rep was because the outfit fail-

ed to carry out the policies on
which the original approval was
based.

Truman
Continued from . page 1

i

able competition for the tale, so
the liberalized thinking on this
type of property isn't limited to
20th production chief Danyl F.
Zanuck alone. •
Even more important than the

evidence of change given by this
buy is the willingness of other
studios to consider submisisons of
stories treating of . serious so-
cial, economic or- racial prolh
lems. Whereas three months
ago most producers didn't even
want to look at a yarn that smelled
of anything beyond straight enter-
tainment, they've clearly changed
their mood since last Nov. 2.

Oh You Thomas!

AH last year, with the hot breath
of the House Un-American Activi*
ties Committee upon them,, the
studios meticulously avoided stor-
ies which might tinge of anything
in which Rep. Thomas and his co-
horts might remotely find reason
for further fingerpointing. The
committee had whipped the anti-
red hysteria to such a frenzy that
plain liberalism had become a
frightening thing and producers
weren't sure how much the pub-
lic temper was reflected in the Un-
American committee. As a result
there was a natural tendency to
follow the trend by laying low on
any product which might give
cause for further trouble,

. Producing chiefs, however, ap-
parently thtak they found the an-
swer in the November ballots. Elec-
tion of Mr. Truman and the gen-
eral swing to a more liberal view—as well as the defeat of several
members of the Un-American com-
mittee itself—is obviously being
taken as proof that there is room
for. occasional pix with a bit more
in them than pure entertainment.
Ther* isTio indication that there

is going to he a big swiqg to so-
cial significance in films, for Holly-
wood well knows that its prime ob-
ject still must be entertainment.
However, there may be a lively
trend if story editors can dig up
suitable properties. First thing
they must have, of course, is an
absorbing story, and that's no cinch
under any circumstances^
The principal thing that the more

liberalized Hollywood thinking does
is open the field to a number of good
books, plays, originals and mag
yams that had been eliminated by"
story editors because they touched
on tabu subjects. Such properties
are now being re-reviewed by story
departments—which have been
extremejyjhard-pressed anyhow in
the past couple years in finding
strong material—to determine
suitabilify in light of the new
thinking,

VIC HYDE
CURRENTLY Emile Littler's "HUMPTY DUMPTY"

CASINO THEATRE. LONDON

Ptrional ManagcmtRf: NAOMI HORRABIN
Paramount Thcatrt Building, Dts Molnai, Iowa

LONDON: HARRY FOSTER'S AGENCY

aeies extend into Crosby's .Para-

mount Pictures deal. In effect, it

puts CBS in the picture business
through its buy-in on the Crosby-
Par setup. Just how close the
maneuvering- encroaches on capi-

1

tal gains appears Speculative at the
moment.
A high CBS spokesman made the

off-the-record revelation that'
through the ' negotiations Paley is

buying into the multiple show biz

corporations headed up by Crosby
(of ; which there are about six), but
it is entirely exclusive of Crosby's
Decca holdings, which won't be
disturbed.

But chiefly, it gives Paley an
exclusive on the singer as a radio-
television personality, transferring
him from his present Wednesday
night ABC network occupancy into

a similar Wednesday time segment
on CBS, thus permitting the cap-
ture of a sustained listening habit.

CBS is already In negotiation
]

with Philco, Crosby's current spon-
sor, for a continuance of the same
bankrolling . setup. .

'

The . purported CBS-Paley "un->
derstanding"; (nothing's been sign-
ed as yet), comes at a time when
the capital gains fever is running
low -in the film-radio mecca and
in the face of denials that Crosby-
is doing anything more definite
than talking.

Almost right down the line the
word's ' been passed along to "lay
off if you don't want to get into
a DC jam." That not only goes for
the top-priced radio artists; but
film personalities also are prac-
tically resigned to the inevitability
of getting an Internal Revenue
brushoff,

The word here is that such capi-
tal gains deals as those involving
Al Jolson and Columbia Pictures,
the Nunnally Johnson-Universal
e.g. pact, etc., are strictly ''no
dice."

Columbia's deal to buy out Jol-,

son's interest in the pix sequel,
"Jolson Sings Again," on a capital
gains basis has. gone down the tax
drain, Heavy taxes, are being or
will be assessed also against the
two-picture deal made by Nunnally
Johnson's unit, Ititerjohn Corp.,
with Universal-International be
fore he shifted to 20th-Fox. Sam
Spiegel's deal with Universal oU
the Orson Welles' starrer, "The
Stranger,'' has also been upset by
the revenooers. Although the
merger of International (Leo
Spitz-William Goetz company)
with Universal will not be affected
by capital gains considerations,
several production units operating
within the latter company are also
due for the Government's ukase to
come across. .

If, in the future, attempts are
made to maneuver such capital
{gains negotiations where talent
rather than corporate setups are
involved, it will be strictly on the
q.t For one thing is recognized
here-,that the publicity fanfare,
which in the case of Jack Benny
snowballed into page one - promi-
nence throughout the country. Was
the major, contributing factor in
setting the Internal Revenue
sleuths on the talent warpath.

As far as the film-radio mob is

concerned, the only ones thus far
breathing easier under the capital
gains oxygen are Amos 'n' Andy,
who, regardless of reports to the
contrary, are practically "untouch-
able" as far as any D. C. retro-
active action is concerned.

Revenues, Ask Solo-Pic

Cos. to Check Returns
Letters from the Internal Rev-

enue bureau to indie producers
operating under the so-called one-

piQture deal capital gains tax sStup'
are asking for a recheck of returns.
Letters say past reports have been
found erroneous and are the result
of an investigation the bureau has
been making for the past three
years of producers, their corporate
structure and tax returns.

\
In one case where a producer

made a number of films on a cap-
ital gains basis, the latter has been !

requested by the Government to'
make an adjustment equivalent to
two-and-a-half times the profit on
his pix.

The letters are called "defici-
ency" notices. They request the
producer to contact a tax consul-
tant to make a proposed adjust-

1

ment in ,so far as the Government I

disagrees with methods followed in i

computing various tax returns,
|

TinianV 27'/2C> Detroit;

Bloomer Girl' $38,500
Detroit, Jan. IB.

"Finian's Rainbow" pulled a fair

gross of $27,500 at the Cass here

last week.
, ; ,

Detroit Light Opera production

of "Bloomer Girl," at Masonic
Temple, rang up a moderate $38,-

500.

AGVA Opposition
Continued from page 1

declined to join the consolidation,

but has approved the idea for the

other affiliates.

As a. part, of -the merger plan,

the proposed joint television or-

ganization was also drawn up, This
was -to have been a cooperative

setup between the merged eastern
unions and. SAG. with jurisdiction

shared between the east and Coast,

and control and expense equally
split. AGVA has been invited to

join this setup; too, hut has re-,

fused to go along, as in the case
of the merger.
Although 'Barto talked at length

at last Friday's session, 4A's. lead-
ers say they, are still at loss to
know what his real objections are
to the two plans, or what he wants
instead. He has repeatedly implied
a threat of seeking a court injunc-
tion to halt the proposed setup,
apparently on the ground that the
rights of AGVA; members are being
violated and his union's claim to a
share of television jurisdiction is

being invaded. However, he has re-
fused to Iring in any members of
the AGVA board or other repre-
sentatives of the membership, so
4A's execs have no assurance that
his stand has the support of his
orfTanization.

Barto is known to be strongly
opposed to George Heller, AFRA
executive-secretary, who is in line
to become head of the merged east-
ern unions. Execs of the 4A's Claim
that his proposal that the juris-
diction of television should be split
and handled separately by the vari-
ous actor unions is transparently
unworkable. They assert that it is
merely part of a scheme to sabo-
tage the merger and joint video
plans.

In the face of the AGVA agita-
tion. Equity has shown signs of
cooling on the whole consolidation
idea, in which AFRA has been the
leading force from the beginning.
Under the circumstances, there's
talk of the possibility of AFRA go-
ing directly to SAG in a joiiit
move to take over the tele juris-
diction between them. Such a setup
would- be an explosive step, pre-
cipitating an intra-union Jurisdic-
tion battle. But with AFRA in
practical control of the broadcaster
situation nationally and SAG sit
ting on the film studio Setup in
Hollywood, it^s figured to be a natu-
ral alliance.

On the other hand, rather than
allow Barto to topple the whole
consolidation plan and the pro-
posed cooperative television setup,
heads of the other unions are con-
sidering the possibility . of going
into Barto's backyard to sound out
the AGVA membership on ,the
question. It's figured that if the
vaude union members understood
the actual situation involved they
would force the iinion's administra-
tion to join the other affiliates in
the video setup, if not the merger
plan.;- .

-

Music Hall TV
Continued from page l ;

Stage Design
sa Continued from page- 49 —

-

cover such professional expenses
as taxi fares and tips while on an
assignment. And, Bay adds, the

Treasury Dept. is painfully unsym-
pathetic about tax deductions for

professional expenses.

Having had one .taste of Holly-

wood. Bay doesn't intend to go
back there unless it's as a director
as well as designer. As do most of
his colleagues, he believes that the
designer of a production should
have a. voice in the entire planning
of a production, including even
script conferences and working out
the performance. Only thus; he
thinks, can a fully integrated show
bo achieved. He deplores the tend-
ency of some producers to disre-
gard the dramatic and emotion-
creating potential of settings. He
also thinks it unfortunate that de-
signers, as well as actors, are fre-
fiuently "typed."

Bay's experience in Hollywood
taught him that' the art director, as
a designer in the film studios is
known, is merely a minor em-
ployee whose creative; ideas are
limited lai'gely by the decisions of
tlve director and cameraman. For
instance, he says, designers are re-
quired to do settings in all sorts of
colors for black and white .films,

even though the creative work in-
volved is meaningless.

Coats As Higrh On Coast

Contrary to general belief in the
trade, legit,

, production costs are
just as high on the Coast as in New
York, according to Bay. He ex-
plains that although it's possible
to get settings built more cheaply
there than in the east, the reason
is that the work there is inferiol'.

To do a. first-class job costs as
much or more on the Coast than
here, the designer- claims, because
the supply of top craftsmen is so
limited there that it's necessary to

:

pay premium wages. Nearly all;

skilled men have fulUime jobs in

film studios, and tliere are only
two shops for legit scene construc-
tion.

Bay sees little chance of lower-
ing construction costs in the east
very much. There's no continuity
of production by different man-
agers, so the business is on a one-
show economy. He thinks that if

producers could get together to
pool physical productions, such as
basic settings, furniture, drapes,
costumes, etc., substantial savings
might be made, but he figures
that's merely visionary. As it is,

the Theatre Guild has a small
warehouse in which it stores a fe\4r

basic sets, props, etc.. and tlie

Shuberts store furniture. But
that s as far as it goes.

As a former president of j;he

Scenic Artists union (the only de-
signer ever to hold the office) Bay
has great respect for the other
craftsmen in the scenic line, par-
ticularly the painters, whom he
calls the only real artists in the
field. He sniils at the idea Of de-
signers who claim to be able to

paint their own settings, remark-
ing that that's merely an affecta-
tion to impress laymen.

Besides "As the Girls Go," Bay's
designing assignments so far this

season include "Magdalena," the
new Clifford Odets play, "The
Big Knife," and the forthcoming
Lillian Hellman dramatization,
"Montsarrat." The latter will

bring his total of Broadway de-
signing stints to 60.

program), it'll approximate the
flavor and capture, the production
techniques of the mammoth show-
case.

Among those tentatively lined tip
to collaborate wjth tlie agency oh
the production -are—Bruno -Maine,
Music Hall designer; Leon Leoni-
doff and Russell Markert, co-
producer of Music Hall presenta-
tions; Florence Rogge, the chore-
ographer, and Kay Holley, M. H.
Glee Club director^

If Esso: gives the nod, show will
preem late in the spring. It'll be
a star-studded attractioui with a
permanent emcee, stifl to be se-
lected. Production was originally
conceived by Lloyd Coulter, radio-
tele director of the agency.

GIRL FRIDAY
Efficient private Becretory-a.iKi iiavelr

Ins companion. liloetised beaullcian.

publicity and businesifi backKfound.
Formerly with star now deceased.

Write Bo* lift, Viirlctv, I.-;! W. 4MI>
sr.,- NTi^-TTork 1«, N. V.

either corponate. or individual.
Procedure calls for producer to
put the business into the hands of
a tax consultant to iron it out to
satisfaction of both taxpayer and
the Government. Otherwise it be-
comes subject to litigation.

SUMMER THEATRE
: (Wltd Btr mm Rntaurant)

One of the liCHt Known In
New Kniclnnd

Offers unusual opportunity for :

twa .partners, silent or active. .

For detnlla write liOK >«. SJt „
yarlety, IM W. 4ttlii St., N. V. 1». N.X.

Immedlsts Action Necessary!

THEATRE WANTED!
A-l EQUITY COMPANY

needa nets' location, .Stiiynl S .ven"

in luat city until lease evplred. W
rent 4 wall* or on perpeiitisKe. «Jl>"
In Mnrrii. Write: Box ."tlB. y»*Kty,

ll>4 W. 40tli St., OS'eW rorR.
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Literati

Hersey Books tor Japan

Tw6 wartime books by John
Hersey, "Hiroshima" and "A Bell

for Adano," are included In a list

of books to be published soon in

Japan under SCAP license, Gen.
MacArthur's headquarters have
anhouiiced. The author, in a let-

ter to SCAP's Civil Information

and Education Section, has already

expressed his desire to donate all

accruing royalties to charities with-

.in the city of Hiroshima.

Other publishers who have been
licensed to ' translate, publish and
sell books In Japan include Live-

right Publishing Co., which plans

to bring out Henrik Willem van
Loon's "Story of the Bible"; "Pren-
tice-Hall, which will start with

E. G. Olsen's "School and Com-
munity"; Viking Press, with "One-
Two-Three-lnflnity," by George
CanOM^; Alfred A. Knopf. Iroquois
publishing Co.; Duell, Sloane &
.Pierce; United Press; Ziff-Davis

publishing Co.; T^orth American
Newspaper Alliance; MacMillan
COj, and Princeton Univ. Press,

Magazine publishing concerns
now licensed to sell translation

rights in Japan are MacFadden
International Publications, the Far
East Advertiser and Universal Picr

torial Co. ' The licenses are the

first granted since the end of the
war authorizing U. S. publishers to

deal idlFectly with; Japanese pub-
lishing concerns.

Aiustria Inks 24 U. S.. Scribes

U. S. Publication section In
Vienna announced that Austrian
book publishers signed . 24 con-,

tracts for editing German language
editions of American authors, with
Pearl S. Buck, Dorothy Baker and
Theodore Dreiser in the. lead.

' Eight books already on market
had average' sale of 3,000 each.

'Reader'^s Encyclopedia*'

"The Header's Encyclopedia,"
edited : by 'William Rose Benet
(Crowell; $6; $6.73 thumb-
IndexeiDj is an enormously useful
volume for writers or anyone in-
terested in the literati field. Its

1,242 pages contain 18,499 subjects,
including American literature,
American' dramai foreign , literal

tures, mythology. Biblical litera-
ture, art, : music, ancient litera-

tures, American history, world
history, geography, current affairs,

literary terms, slogans and phrases.
It . gives capsule plots, themes,
characters, myths and legends,
dates, place names, critical refer,
ences, biographical data, defini-

tions, word and phrase origins.
Not only in the size and scope

. of its contents, but possibly more
important in the judgment and
clarity of its definitions and e»
planations, "The Reader's Encyclo.
pedia" is an impressive job. It is

BO good.' in fact, that it immedi'
: ately suggests future : editions
even more Inclusive and brought
up to date from time to time.

Hobe.

?«ys li. A. Throwaway
. ^ James

: Parton> prexy of the Los
Angeles Independent Publishing
Co., announced the purchase of the
Los Angeles Down ToWn Shopping
News, a giveaway-' with a twice-

• weekly circulation of 500,000.
Shopping News, founded in 1922,

will be merged with Independent
and published as the Los Angeles
Independent, with 10 to 15 sep-
flrate twice-weekly editions cover-
ing community news in various
.parts of Greater Los Angeles.
Purchase price was not disclosed.

serialization in April's Collier.
Articles will be expanded into a
book for Doubleday publication.

Eddie Cantor , is also authoring
an article on assignment for Cos^'
mopolitan, titled "The Jack in
Benny." Piece will, stress Benny's
generosity, with idea being that for
every miserly joke per broadcast
that Rochester stresses, Cantor will
tell how : much Benny gave away
that week.

CHATTER
Emily Ashe Banks appointed P,"''s^^y ceremonies

needs of radio and video. Special
stands have been constructed along
the.route of the parade for camera-
men and commentators. Coupera-
ti6n has beeq, afforded television
mobile units and various types of
aircraft in covering, the seven^mile
stretch of parade on the ground
and the "air cover'' of 600 bombers,
fighters, flying boats and mixed
'Planes. ,'

Complete coverage of the Inau-
guaral will also be carried by FM
as well as AM. Continental FM
network, which is broadcasting the
•four events in full, expects to be i

joined by additional stations for
part of the time and by the rural
radio network in New York State

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK ;l

^t»»»»«-» By Frank Scully

publicity director at Town Hall,
N.. Y.

Jjjck Karr in Hollywood to inter-
view film, radio and television
names for the Toronto Star.

Walter Van Tilberg Clark,
author of "The Gx-bow Incident,"
is having his new book, "Track of
the ; Gat,'' published by Random
House.

Col. Fay O. Dice, USAF, named
Chief of the Publicity Branch, Mil-
itary Personnel Procurement Serv-
ice Division, replacing Col. Mason
Wright.

Irish Women - Writers* Club,
Dublin, has given its award' for the
best book of the year to Ethel
Mannin for her novel "Late Have
I Loved Thee."
peorge Landy sold the publica-

tions rights to "The -Chosen,'' a
story by Father E. J. Edwards, to

Longmans-Green, with film rights
owned by Metro. .

' Stanley Kramer, is sending out
10,000 reprints of Ring Lardner's
"Champion" to exhibitors, film'

correspondents and sports writers
as a plug for his .picture. ;

Herbert Brucker, .editor- of the
Hartford Courant, authored ^'Free-

dom of Information" which Mac-
Millan is publishing: in March.
Tome champions the continuance
of a free press.

The Irish Censorship Appeals
Board has nixed the censor board's
ban on "Odysseus/* by .Rom Lan-;
dau; "The Trials of Oscar Wilde,"
by H. Montgomery Hyde, and "It's

a Battlefield," by Graham Greene.
Songwriter Sylvia Dee, who

authored the lyrics for several hit

tunes including "Chickery Chick,"
scribed "And Never Been Kissed,"
a .book about adolescence. Her first

tome is being published next month
by MacMillan.
Raymond Spottiswoode, . non-

theatrical film producer for The
World Today, Inc., on a month's
leave of absence, to complete his
forthcoming book, "Film and Its

The full Continental coverage
will be carried in the New Yoi-k
City area by stations W2XMN-
W2XEA, owned by Dr. Edwin Arm-
strong, FM pioneer.

Celebrities' Cookbook
"The Celebrities' Cookbook,"

jwed by Grace Turner (Crowell;
?i.75), contains recipes from 62
names, mostly from show business,
home of the contributors may not
actually prepare the favorite
fljshes they describe, but presum-
ply someone else does so for
them, according to the given
directions.

the—csHtnBiifiirs" "in-

aUt*,'?, Allen, Edward
Arnold, Milton Berie, Fanny
!5P«|led Fannie in the book) Brice,
tddie Cantor, Katharine Corhell,
Marlene Dietrich, Henry Fonda,
i?s<=n.a Heifetz, Sonja Henie, Jose
"urbi, Sammy Kaye, Kay Kyser,
{^ertrude Lawrence, Guy Lom-

^J^'^ed Lunt, Raymond
Sif^sey, Mary Margaret McBride,
Burgess Meredith, Robert Mont-
gomery, Lily Pons.'^'Comelia Otis
?*J™er. Kate Smith, Ezra Stone.3" Thomas and Law-

All the nieces ap-

mag.
""finally in This Week

"M.I
Cantor Saga in Co!Her*s

t*«J^l Eddie." by Ida
t;antor in collaboration with

New Look For I

V.:.-,:-; By K. S. GINIGER
( Dwecfof ojf Pitblie RelationSj

.'Prentice-H(ilJ>;iric,), .....
'

, Ever since Election Day, I have
been meeting regularly with a
group of earnest and progressive
gentlemen who are deep in plans
to give the Republican Party a
New Look ittrid thus save ; it .from
utter extinction. And, ever since
about this time last year, I have
b een meeting equally regularly
with a group of equally and pro-
gressive gentlemen who are deep
in plans to give the book publishing
industry a New Look apd thus save
it from utter extinction, or a rea-
sonable facsimile thereof.

It becomes increasihgly difficult
for me to keep what goes on at the
meetings of each group . separate
and distinct in my own mind. This
is true for the very good reason
that

\
both Republicans and pub-

lishers seem determined to seek
extinction, which gives me an op-
portunity to discuss dodoes, largely
because dodoes are already extinct.

The reason dodoes get into this
piece (other than the fact that I
happen to have that particular
volume of my encyclopedia handy)
is because the World of many Re-
publicans and many book pub-
lishers is the limited world of the

_ . . -„ . . , .,, . .
I

dodo, in which life is confined to

^ffl^^'T.'^^^u-^^iS!!-^^ a small island from which no one
has the energy or initiative to
escape and so never gets anyplace
but to extinction. The Republicans
have been adequately discussed
outside the pages bf Variety and,
after this last campaiign, there is

some doubt as to whether they
even qualify as entertainment. So,
let us take the very sad case of the
book publishers, rolling merrily
for not so) along the road to ex-
tinction.

It is commonly assumed that a
publisher is a man who reads a
manuscript, decides that it is de-
serving of the immortality of print
and hard covers and puts it in that
form, and then sells the resultant
product to booksellers for resale
to the public at large, thus assur-
ing himself of a sufficient Income
to buy his authors lunches at the
respective Oak Rooms of the Ritz,
the Algonquin and the Plaza.
There may be other considerations
involved,

. but this concept of the
publisher sees him as a man who
earns his living by translating
manuscrapts into books for the

I

benefit of posterity, and that too

(by film) when four main events of
! f
mall section of our present popu-

- • lation which reads books or just
happens not to have a book.

'

Those 'Subsidiary Rig^hts'
With some minor exceptions,

this assumption is fast becoming
entirely false when applied to the
publisher, model 1948-9. For to-

day's publisher is a man Who is

sold a manu.script by an author or-
an agent (a manuscript which,
quite possibly, has not yet been
written or, if written, may have
been read by no one concerned)

lished by the University of ' Cali-
fornia Press.
Metro homeoffice publicity

staffer.Blll Ornstein, whose "Ma and
Mrs. Robinson" was cited as "A\&f

tinctive" by Martha Foley in her
"Best American Short Stories for
1948" compilation, has another
short titled "Danny" coming up in

"Decade of Short Stories," publi-
cation in which "Ma" originally ap^
peared.

English authoress Mary Mit-
ford's new book, "Love in a Cold
Climate," is being brought out by
Random House. Novel's title in
England was "Diversion" but
switch was made for U* S. con-
sumption. Miss Mitford, inci-

dentally, is the sister of Unity Mit-
ford, one of Hitler's supporters in

England. Another sister, how-
ever, was a partisan of Republican
Spain during the civil war. Mary
Mitford is a middle-of-the-roader
politically.

Newsreel Coverage
Continued from, page 2

the record-breaking Inaugural
ceremonies are telecast Tomorrow
(19) and Thursday (20).

8S0 From Radio, Tele

Never before have so many radio

and ' television men descended on
the capital. Kenneth Fry, radio di-

rector-of the Inaugural.committee,
estimated the number at 550,rwhich
includes technical, editorial and
program personnel. In addition to

live radio and video coverage, three

television newsreel companies— i for the purpose of putting it into

NBC, Telenews and Telepix—are ' a form which will facilitate the sale

on hand to provide film takes to be I of what are known as "subsidiary
delivered to waiting planes for . rights" to magazines, motion pic-

shipment to stations not served by
i

tures, newspaper syndicates, radio,

the east-midwest coaxial.
]

television, comic strips, toy manu-
The major events—'the pre- In- facturers and an ever-increasing

augural gala show, the parade, the J galaxy of book clubs and reprint

swearing-in ceremonies, and the In-^ ;, distributors. As an incidental part

augural ball—will be fed live un- { of this process, he does produce a

der a pooled arrangement between book which he "sells" (bookstores

Tucson, Jan. 15.

Let everybody else get primed for the big drive through the center
of the line by television. I am .keeping my eye on that frontier frolic
called the square dance.

I recently saw it turn an old Tucson hotel from a museumpiece into
a place as lively as ducks dancing on a hotplate. And surveying the
scene was Nick Hall, the manager, looking like a merger of Wild Bill
Hickok, Wallace Beery^ Harry Carey, Howard da Silva and Big Boy
Williams.
Seems Nick moved in from Missouri by way of the LaSalle hotel in

Chicago 15 years ago, picking up en route a 10-gallon hat, some cowboy
boots, saddles, shirts, ranch- pants and a few extra sombreros, not to
forget a 10-foot muleskinner's buUwhip. He draped all these props
over his breezy, jovial personality and showered Arizona with a-hos*
pitality that was as authentic to an older Tucson as its giant cactii. •

'The Name.is Drachman. Roy Drachman'
The hotel I knew 25 years ago was as refined as powdered sugar. In

those days dowagers and stuffed shirts walled themselves in and spent
the winter looking over the parapets at Papago Indians, gringoes, greas-
ers and tourists like us.
The place was suffering, in Santayana'S immortal phrase, "from a

corrupt desire to appear refined." The name that spelled hospitality
in those days was not Santa Rita but Drachman, and the Drachmans
were not a hotel but a family.

Aside from changing from a sleepy old pueblo of 20,000 to a town of
140,000 since I last lived there as the only guy operating a sports page
from a chaise lounguei the greatest change has been in the operation
of that same Santa Rita hotel. Nick Hall came in there in 1934 and
gave It a shot of vitamin yipee that changed the old-bat roost into the
gayest hashienda west of the Panhandle.
Sponsored by the current generation of Draclimans, I found my tired

and dusty person pulled into the hotel lobby by the greatest force that
has come to Tucson since Rosemary Taylor wrote "Chicken Every Sun-
day" and Westbrook Pegler stayed aroUnd to eat it. The force was
the hand of Nick Hall.

The Hand That Held
Once I had touched the hand of Nick Hall there seemed to be no let-

ting go. All hired hands were assured by the ranch foreman that the
town was lousy with counterfeit $10 and $20 bills, and all were, warned
to take no money from me^

Hall's hospitality kept everything coming our way like an old ma*
gician's wand. My Skipper, aged 17; who accompanied me on this

return of the native, was absolutely dumbfounded to think- that one
gone so long could grow so tall in the estimation' of frontier townsmen.
The Nick Hall language which accompanied these benefactions could

never be cleaned up for radio. Not even for the warmup sessions, I •

learned that the change had come over the old Santa Rita hotel years
ago when an .old. dowager demanded that ;Nick move some film char- .

acters out of a wing because they were carrying a rehearsal right
through her afternoon siesta.

Tucson's Diamond Lit

"I have a lot of influence," she said to Nick, as he sat in the wildest
private office this side of Buffalo Bill's Lookout Mountain hacienda,
."so you'd better listen to me,"

"Lady," said Nick, "I don't care if you've got diamonds in your
britches; .1 am' not- changing this hotel^s policy no- matter how much
influence you have." •

-

Flabbergasted, she got up, looked around' his office and walked out
saying: "Well, I haven't!"
The office she looked around was really worth a second take. To the

,
right of where Nick sat were a row of telephones, hanging on the wall,

I
and over to his left were several saddles, one a hand-engraved job
with mounted horn, collar, spurs and bridle that must have cost him
$5,000 if it cost him a buck.
Next to it was a silvermounted saddle which once belonged to Tom

Mix, and next to that one of the oldest sidesaddles in Arizona, which
I suspect Nick rides when suffering from hangovers. ' Suffering as I:'

am these days from astigmatism, I can't say for sure if telephones or
canteens were hanging from the saddles, but they looked like tele-;
phones.
On the walls above this floorshow of the old west Nick^has added

photographs from Gregory Peck, Gary Cooper, Brian Donlevy, Jean
Arthur, Leo Carrillo, Nino Martini, Guy Kibbee, Charles Ruggl.es, Kate
Smith, Skeets Gallagher, Claude Binyon, Gene Autry, Jennifer Jones,
Harry Sherman, Wesley Ruggles, Clarence Budington Kelland and even
Hedda Hopper—all signed with glowing tributes to Hall's ever-flowing
hospitality.

I

Nick owns a golden palomino named Champ and has 30 pairs of
; hand-tooled boots to keep him from getting corns in any one place. In
land out of his office, around the hotel's lobby, eateries and endless
I bars, he moves like a law unto himself, a ghost from the days when
men were men and. women glad of it.

I In one comer of his office is a blownup postcard from Old Tucson,.
1 a collection of adobe houses that Nick needled the community into re-
storing a few years ago. Old Tucson is about nine miles southwest of

I town. Nick is officially the mayor and has his seal of office from the
governor to prove it.

I

Nine Miles to 1870
- The population' of Old Tucson iS' two. Hollywood producers have

I already .used it for .pictures—the most notable being "Arizona," starring

I

Jean Arthur and Bill Holden, and "Incendiary Blonde," with Betty
Hulton and Bob Hope. "Red River" was made nearby.

I
It was being whispered to me that Annerican Tel and Tel was al-

! ready laying its transcontinental coaxial cable for television under the

I

city, but short of giving Nick Hall 2*000 volts, or running him out of
: town on a burro, I don't see television sup>planting square dances at
the Santa Rita. .

'

,

i "Lodies to the center—itp to the bar,
Gents to the center—ond ^Orm a star,

I

Meet your honey, and pass her by,
I And grab the next girl on the sly." -

I- After a few of those the TV engineers will forget about coaxial cables
• and find themselves square-dancing with the hottest wenches the west
has _se.en_ since Baby Doe_Tabor,_ Calamity Jane and the -Unsinkable

; Mrs. Brown shelved their seven layers of petticoats for short tiuekskin
! skirts.

I know they will because I came to Tucson on a secret mission but
after a few of Nick's martinis I've forgotten both the secret and the

: mLssion.- .

the networks- as a "television in-

dustry" preseiftation. Approxi-

mately 10 hours will be devoted to

the coverage.
The Inaugural committee has

Cameron Shipp^ starts a flve-pait ' So»c all-out to accommodate the

have almost unlimited return priv-

ileges) to booksellers who hide it

somewhere where no customer can
find it for a few weeks and then
promptly return it to the publisher
for resale to the drugstores and

ft! ri ..< J , I < 1 1 1 4)11 'li ' t„.

the remainder- shops in Times
' Square. He makes little or no
! money from this operation and
1 often takes a sizable loss on it.

The upkeep of his private wine bin
i in the cellar at 21 and his country

i

estate is met by the income from

I

subsidiary rights (and whatever
additional means he can scrape to-

' gelher by collecting funny stories,

I

breeding cattle, running railroads,
,
sitting on boards of directors and
saving money by publishmg fewer

I books).

]
So far, this does not presient too

horrid an outlook for the publisher
himself, whatever it may mean for
the future of books. But, just as
the day after Election Day dawned
for the Republicans and the day
came when a lonely dodo on
Mauritius could find no mate, so
has the day arrived for the pub-
lisher when he is approaching the
discovery that many (and pub-
lishers) cannot live on subsidiary
rights alone. My spies report that
the only immediate result of this

discovery is a vast increase in the
prqductioii of crying towela^ .
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Nat Mortan, former N. Y- "Kent,

In for annual vacash and heaaed

back to his chicken farm In Florida

Monday (17).

Carl Leserman, former Warner

and United Artists sales exec and

indie producer, visiting New York

from the Coast. e -
Sam Dembow, Jr., to San An-

tonio to attend directors' sessions

of drive-in theatres In which he

has territory interests.
. , ^ ^v,^

Paramount theatre televising tlie

Trtaugural on its large screen and

for its regular audience starting

tonight (Wed.) at 10 o'clock.

Bud Freeman, son of Interstate

booker Charles Freeman, named
publicity director of the Boca

Baton club, Boca Raton, l la.

Lillion Pulaski entrained for

Miami, where she'll be the house

guest o£ the Frank Wirths. She's

widow of Variety's Jack Pulaski.

Friars luncheon for Mike Todd,

Slated for last Friday ,
post*

poned to coming Friday (21) on

account of Willie Howard's funeral.

William Dieterle to the Coast al-

ter a brief stopover enroute front

France, where he looked over

facilities for his upcoming
"Rachel"

Billy ijould out of Roosevelt hos-

oital after recent setback and re-

cuping at home. Gould was for-

merly partner-ed with Valeska Sur-

att in vaude. , ,

W, P. Montague, Jr., formerly

assignment editor of Paramount
newsreel, made assignment ed at

Telehfews, indie newsreel that sup-

pUes newsreels both for theatres

and TV stations, ^ . ,

Bob Gillham, eastern pub^d
chief for Selznick Releasing Or-

ganization, in Washington to han-

dle Shirley Temple broadcast for

March Of Dimes. Miss Temple is

under pact to Selznick. ., .,

Recently discovered self-pwtrait

by Vincent Van Gogh, which has

created a stL- in world art ch:cles,

is owned ,by WlUUim GoCtz, vice,

lirea. of Universal-International.

Painting is valued at $100,000.

Jerry Mason resigned as asso-

ciate editor of This Week mag to

join Eddie Albert Productions

(films) as executive vice-prexy.

Both Albert and Mason will head-

quarter in New York, where of-

fices will be set up in addition to

the Hollywood base.

Mexico City

By Douglas L. Grahams

XEFl, Chihuahua City, closed by

A strike
Alfred Holguln, Selznick mana-

ier, back from a trip to Texas.
,

Oscar J. Brooks, Mexican pic

exec, recovering from an appen!-

dectomy. _ ,

Maria iFelix, top Mexican, pic

actress, to stay-in Spain, where

she's making pix, >untH 1951.

Actor Andres Soler, chief of the

national actors union, doing well

heading a dramatic troupe on the

road. . ...
Circo Atayde, Latin-American

circus operated by four brothers

and a sister, doing well in its fifth

consecutive season here.

M-G's plans to make a tmter in

Mexico about Gen. EhniUano Za-

pata snarled by protest of Za-

pata's son; Congressman Nicolas

Zapata of Morleos state.

Federal Attorney General prob-

ing charges of $390,000 (U. S.)

shortage in savings fund of tech-

nical and manual* workers locals

of the Picture Production Workers
Union (STPC).
Clnematografica Groyas, pic pro-

duction-distribution firm, has been
organized by Jesus Grovas and
Julio Bracho. Grovas recently sold

his Producciones Grovas to Fer-

nando de Fuentes, veteran director.

Hector Dominguez Pingarron
new chief of Peliculas Nacionales,

distributors for four big pic pro-

ducers. He succeeds Oscar . J.

Brooks, who's forming a film pro-

duction-distribution company with
Felipe Mler;-

Rainbow" will be produced here

this spring. , , c^^.
United States Information Serv-

ice played films to 800,000 French

people in December.
Abbott Dancers signed for the

Sport Monte Carlo Club on the

Riviera this summer.
Sa Majeste closed, Gopacabana

closed and reopened. Biz is bad

in night club circuits.

Nicholas Bros, due in Sweden

for date at China theatre, Stock-

holm, after Hollywood pic. stint.

Greco, Madrid dancing sensa-

tion, will follow Carmen Anaya
into the Theatre Champs Blysee.

Felix Marouani to New York for

conferences with Wm. Morris

office, which he represents in

Europe. . . . „,
Pieirre Louis-Guerin giving Chaz

Chase a two months leave from
his Lido to play a part in "Male
War Bride" in London. .

Chaz Chase to Riviera instead o£

London for film chore, due to

Ann Shferidan's pneumonia, will

return to Lido In a month.

London

Washington
By Florence S. Lowe

Morton Downey Inaugural head-

liner at Hotel Statler,

Frank Boucher, K-B theatre

chain manager, heading ticket com-
mittee for Inaugural Gala.

SIMPP'S Ellis Arnall attended

Variiety Club's installation luncheon
last week as guest of indie exhib

Sidney Lust.

Salle da Champagne, patterned
after Greenwich Village bistro of

same name, preemed here past

week on site of defunct Club Cairo

Herman M. Parris named gen-

eral sales manager of WWDC, with

Helen K. Mobberly taking over as
commercial manager of WWDC-
FM.
Ed Studney upped to post of

chief announcer at WOL-Mutual,
with Ray L. Hutchinson, ex of

WARL, Arlington, Va., named to
station's announcing staff.

Ted Granik's Mutual airer,

"American Forum of Air," cele-

brated its 21st anni with appear-
ance of Rep. Emanuel Celler, who

Title of Bernard Shaw's latest

play is "Far Fetched Fables." No
plans set for its ppbduction date.

Ruth Draper donating her salary

for the last week of her season at

the Haymafket to various charities,

one of which is the Actors Orphan-

Despite representations by the

German Agents Assn., the 10-year

British ban on German performers
appearing in British vaudeville

isn't to be relaxed. ,
'

,
Robert Speaight leaving for

Canada shortly, being nominated
by the British Council to act as re-

gional adjudicator for the Domin-
ion Drama Festival. ^.

Clive Brook leaving "The Gio-

conda Smile," his role to be taken
Over by Andre Morell, Brook plans

a few months' rest before he takes

the play out to South Africa in the

early fall.
_ , „ . . c.^

Alec Guinness and Sophie Stew-

art will costar in a new Firth Shep-

hard production,, "The Human
Touch,'' by J. Lee Thompson and
Dudley Leslie. Peter Ashmore will

direct the play.

G. Charles Shaw, for many years

with the Mechanical Copyrights
Protection Society, and subse-
quently with Gaumont.British, has
joined Campbell, Connelly & CO;

in firm's copyright division.

H. M. Tennent, Ltd. presenting
"The Gainsborough Girls," first

play by Cecil Beaton, photographer
and designer, who has also de-
signed settings and costumes. Sub-
ject deals with life of the artist

Gainsborough.
New wages pact has been signed

by Technicolor with Assn. of
Cinematograph and allied Tech-
nicians. Agreement covers 600 em.^
ployees and wage increases of ap-
proximately 8% will cost the com-
pany annually $100,000.
John Abbott, director and gen-

eral manager of the music publish-
ing house of Francis Day & Hun*
ter, has resigned after 50 years'
service, but remains with the com-
pany as consultant director. SecCe*
tary J. R. Thackeray becomes gen-
eral manage]^.
Arthur Dent, former founder^

director of Associated British Pic-
ture Corp., who has been engaged
in indie production during the past

Ischia, called "Christmas In Ischia."

for the Coronet Co. of Chicago.

"Life With, Father" in its third

week at the Eliseo. This is the

second time within two years for

the Lindsay and Crouse play in

Italian. Vittorio Gassman Is

Father.
,

' _
New openings here are the lix-

celsior club, ABC club at the Am-
bassador hotel, 57 Club, and the

Pleiadi. All have dancing, and fea-

ture small orchestral combinations

for music. , t>.-i
Film producer Alexander Paal

will be away from Rome for sev-^

oral weeks on business for his pic-

ture, "A Talc of Five Cities." He
will be in London. Berlin, Vienna

and Paris before returning to Italy.

Hollywood

By Les Rees , *

Red Allen and J. C. Higgen-

botham opened at tho Dome,
.

"Bed" Allen and J. C. Higgen-

botham underlined for Dome
nitcrv*
Connee Boswell, Frank Payne

ahd Harry Cool orchestra into Clup

Carnival. „ , ; „ j.^

Anna Russell into Hotel Radis-

son Flame Room with Mel Cooper
orchestra. ..

Frank Sinatra to appear gratis

at Minneapolis Ma^ch of Dimes
ball Feb. 2. „ r. t

Metropolitan Opera Co., here for

fifth annual oppearance May 12-

14, presenting four operas.
,

Alec Templeton soloist at .Min-

neapolis Symphony Orchestra pen-

sion fund benefit concertj^ .

Annual Twin City Shipstad

Johnson "Ice Follies" engagement
at Arena here April 10-May 5- „
Closing of "Command Decision

_

in Detroit caused cancellation of

January date at Lyceum here.

Judith Anderson in "Medea" in-

to Lyceum Jan. 19-22 as second
Theatre Guild subscription offer-

ing. .

Ring & Lamb gueststars with new
Dorothy Lewis ice show, "Belles

ahd Beaux," at Hotel Nicollet Min-
nesota Terrace.

Pittsburgh

preemed program in 1928. . m xuuic i<i.uuui.uuii uunus <-i>c v""'

Mary Pauline Perry, ex of Vat few months, has completed a pro

RiEtv's Washington staff, gave up gram of five pix and is branching

her publicity bureau to become out into direct distribution withm
publicity director for WMAL-ABC
and for the Web in Washington,

Floyd Brooker, film chief for U,
S. Dept. of Agriculture, used
Metro's ''Story That Couldn't Be
Printed" and Warner's "Give Me
Liberty" to illustrate his lecture

last week before Washington's MO'
tion Picture Council.

Tokyo

the next week or two.

Philadelphia

By Russell Splane

Robert Snody, 20th-Fox advance
agent, here to explore filinrmaking

possibilities in Nippon.

DWight B. E[errlck, former NBC
night executive officer in N. Y.,

in Tokyo to start new job as public

service program officer in radio

branch of SCAP's Civil Informa-
tion -and Education section. -

Femme film stars in Nippon con-

tinue to' outshine male screen per-

formers in earning poyer. Tokyo
Tax Bureau figures released re-

cently reveal four actresses paying
more than 1,000,000 yen ($4,000)

income tax, and only three actors.

Buenos Aires

Paris
. By Maxime de Beix

~ ~
' (
33" BlvdrMontparnasse )

.

Lucienne Boyer In at Giro's.

Edith Piaf SRO for concert here

In February;
Rex Stewart to Amsterdam for

night club chores.
Carreres throwing a dinner party

for Katharine Dunham.
Joseph Gotten back to Vienna to

finish Korda's "Third Man."
Al Hurwitz to London for audi-

tion in new West End play.

Garry Davis flooded with film

offers from French producers.
Yehudi Menuhin to give a con-

cert here Feb. 4 at Salle Pleyal.

Rene Frady and P. Guerln to

U. Si to book new show for tlie

Lido.
Middleweight champ Marcel Corr

dan now an actor in French
'.flicker. .•

,

A French version of "Finian's
i» 'I i. I n • 1.1. u,t

)

Monroe Isen of Universal to
Uruguay on first lap of trek to

U. S.
Warbler Charlo. signed by Radio

Belgrano for Federal Soap broad-
casts: . ;

:*

Actor Fernando Ochoa leaving
to do legit work with Lola Mem-
brive.s in Madrid.

Zully Moreno Inked for principal
role in "Waltz," Sono-Film's first

pic production of 1949.
Amadeo F. Ottalagano, : former

Rades. web announcer, to work in
BBC's Latin-American division in
London. . _. _

, ..^ _

Ave Ninchii Italian cinemactress,
returns to Italy after .making pic-

ture with Aldo Fabiizzi In iBuenos
Aires. •

P. Walter Jacob, director of In-

dependent German thesitre in Bue-
nos Aires, to visit Germany and
Switzerland. * •

Cinemactor Hugo del Carril will
be leaving for Spain, France and
Italy late in February, and plans
staying away from.Argentina for a
whole: year, making: pix abroad.
Emelco studios have just put the

finishing touches to its latest pro-
duction, "Vidalita^" a historical
opusi which has Mirtha Legrand
and Narclso Ibanez Menta as its

chief attractions. Emelco is now
the property^ of the Argentine Cen-
tral Bank, with Kurt Loew, its

former prexy, acting as general
manager.

'

v.,..' (. i > ... t'f , ' 1 i .> , J..., -. . . .

By Jerry Gaghan
Eddie King fronting his own

band at the Click.
'

Howard Lanln office here Is

working up a television program
to feature Pat Harrington.
Members of Philadelphia Or-

chestra voted in favor of making
the British Isles tour this spring.

Mark Wilson, veteran theatrical
press agent and manager of Locust
Street, to Saranac, N. Y.» sani-

tarium.
George Alabama Florida, press

agent for Blackstone's "Show of

1001 Wonders," celebrated 50
years of tubthumplng at Sylvania.
Harry Nason, former managing

editor (N. Y. Post and Phllly Rec-
ord), named public relations di-

rector for the, Republican City
Committee.
Val Tino, who opened as the

singing-pianist at Embassy recent^
ly, is the headliner at new show
that ^costars Marilyn Russell,
former Vaughn Monroe canary.
Mae West made one of her rare

public appearances last week to
sign up girl workers for the March
of Dimes' tlieatre collection drive;
Publicity . stunt' made all the
dailies, but the star nixed televi-
sion.

By Hal Cohen
Reuben Rabinovltch in town

drum-beating "High Button Shoes."
Contemporary Dance,,. Assn.

bringing Lin Pel Fin here for re-

cital In the spring. , .

Paula Caputo has joined her sis-

ter, Felicia Conde, in the Charles
Weidman dance troupe, .

Jackie Hellef had a relapse from
flu attack and had to bow out of

Carousel for another week.
Raul and Eva Reyes headlining

show at Terrace Boom, thfelr first

time at William Penn hotcL
Eddie Foy, Jr., in "High Button

Shoes," Jiist booked into Nixon for

two weeks beginning Jan. 31.

Tommy Carlyn's mother to Bill

Greenes to hear his band, first time
she's ever been In a night club.

Bernie Armstrong, KDKA musi-
cal director, and his wife cele-

brated their 17th wedding anni.

Sam DeFazio, manager of Harris,

and Gus Davis, of Coop booking
staff, hacked ribs in falls on ice.

Flu bug hung onto Jackie Heller
and forced him to cancel out of
WDTV's inaugural television show.
Howard Crombie, Monogram

salesman, broke his leg in a fall

at Tionesta, Pa., while there on

Lee Sablnson flew in from N. Y.
to throw belated New Year's party
for entire company of "Finian's
Rainbow,"

Lassie is the father of nine mor<
pups.

Phyllis Coates divorced Richard
Bare. .

William Dieterle aired in from
Paris...

Qulnn Martin hospitalized for
surgery.

'

Jim Lowery hospitalized for t
checkup.

Marie McDonald hospitalized for
minor surgery.

Janis Paige to Chicago for three
weeks at Oriental.

Micheline Presle's new film name .

is Micheline Prelle.

Montgomery Clift in from Switz-
erland itnd points east.

Eddie Cantor plotting a personal
appearance tour in spring.

Henry Fondas selling their Cali-

fornia home to live in Greenwich,
Conn.
Paul Kelly back after 68 weeks

on the stage in "Command De'
cision."

Walt Disney to Indiana to be
made honorary alumnus of

Purdue.
Jeanette MacDonald returned

from San Francisco where she gave
a concert.

Gradwell Sears and Arthur
Kelly in town for United Artists

confabs.

J. Cheever Cowdln and William.

A. Scully in town for UI studio

huddles.

Frank Capra back at his Para-
mount desk after a week's struggle

with flu.

Carl Post ankled the Goldwyn
studio to represent Screen Direc-

tors Guild.
,

,

'

Jane Wyman was acclaimed
"Woman of the Year" by Delta
Theta Tau sorority.

Barbara Long and Marshall
Thompson took out a marriage li-

cense in Santa Monica. =

• Jean Negulesco presented ' 300
sketches drawn for "Johnny
Belinda" to UCLA for study.

Laurence W. Bellenson resigned ;

as general counsel for the Screen
Actors Guild after 16 years.

^
Joan Fontaine and Hedda Hop-

per back In town after being snow-

bound for three days in Apple Val-

ley. V

N. Peter Rathvon returned from
Mexico City where he conducted
personal business for Floyd Od-
ium.

Gov. Earl WaiTen invited to at*

tend the first Annual Award din-

ner of Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences.

Elsa Lanchester will do a bene- :

fit for the March of Dimes at Long
Beach, Jan. 24, her first public ap-
pearance aside from Turnabout
theatre in five years!
Frank Capra, Celeste Holm, Art

Arthur, Hoy Brewer, Alice Evans
Field and George Wasson will be
consultants on films at UNESCO
conference this week.

Australia

Rome
wifeGregor Rabinovitch and

back from a visit to Sicily.

Director Henry King will stay
in Rome another two weeks be-
fore going to Hollywood

20th Fox's "The Prince of Foxes"
Is completely finished now and the
Roman -b!a:he*_shops.,are iloing a
thriving business.

Carlo Levi's "Christ Stopped at
Eboli" win be made into a film
here by E.N.I.C. (Ente Namonale
Industrie Cinematograflcae ). ,

"I Giorni Delia Vita" (literal

translation: "The Days of the
Life"), by William Saroyan, is at
the Little theatre of Rome.
Thornton Wilder in Milan to at-

tend a special performance of his
play, "Skin of Our Teeth." being
presented for the first time in
Italy.

Tennessee Williams is in Rome,
conferring with producer Luchino
Vfscontl about the forthcoming
Italian production of "Streetcar
Named Desire."

Charles Rutherford and Glenn
Alvey will produce and film a docu-
mentary picture on the Isle of

Jack Nye band -replaced Chick
Floyd in the Mural Room at Baker
hotel Jan. 7.

Bredice and Olsen opened at the
Suburban Club. Andy Rice con-
tinues as emcee.
Johnny Bachemin opens Jan. 10

at Abe's Colony Club with Ceegan
and Bobby Peters.

Bobbie and Nornie Dwyer into
Pappy's Showland on same bill

with Eunice Lake, Tony Lane and
Jimmy Thornhill band.
The Century Room of the Adol-

phus hotel closes for two weeks for
rcdecoration job. When . the. room
reopens Dot Franey will be on deck
with a new edition of her Ice
Revue,

Portland
Hazel Scott set for concert at

Auditorium.

'

Russ Morgan in for > t one
nighter at McElroy's.
Ben Yost Royal Guards at

Amato's Supper Club.
Jack Teagarden and Louis Arm-

strong scheduled to play at- Palaise
Royal Ballroom.

Jack and Jill's Elations shut-
ters after 20 . years. Ditto the
Rose Bowl of Multnomah Hotel.
George Amato is doing a disk

jockey show every Sunday eve-
ning from his Supper Club with
Sammy Taylor of Station KWJJ.

By Eric Gorrlck

Terrific biz for Metro's "Julia

Misbehaves" at Liberty, Sydney.

Colonel Hurley, longtime on tlie

board of Aussie film censors, bowed
out.

Carroll Rheinstrom, . prexy of

Macfadden Publications* visiting

here.

Eric Collins has resigned from

Hoyts. Was formerly advertising

director of RKO.
"Present Laughter" will go on

the road for Fuller-Carroll after

current Melbourne hit run.

David N. Martin, head of the

Tlvoli vaude loop, is still dicker-

ing with Danny Kaye for an Aussie

run. '

Bob Geraghty doing fine with

floor shows in lush Queenslantt

vacation resort of Surfers' Para-

dise.

Kiwis, soldier concert troupe,

after two years in Melbourne, bow

into Empire, Sydney, for J. C Wil-

liamson.

Ben J. Edwards, Britl.sh tele-

vision topper, is here for talks witn-

government officials covering me

setting up of video in Aussie.

Cecil Marks, onetime .
UA .

reP

Acre and lately in the insurance

biz. has joined the Korda orgam

zation as general sales manager.

J. H. Roberts, top London char-

acter actor, will, play a series oi

comedies, including "Fly Away

Peter," in the Aussie zone this yew-

Gladys .Moncrieff wlU prohaW
rejoin J. C. AViUlamsons for bong

of Norway." Star has been play»8

around the indie ztnes for some

time.
, , „,

"Spring in Park Lane,'' Anna

Neagle-Mlchael Wilding costarrer.

is first pic to get under way nere

on new Alexander Korda distriDu

tion setup after his break witp

20th-Fox.
u k t i til ^' M *tf,*



VedneBday, Januaty 19, 1949

WILLIE HOWARD
WiiUe Hpward, 62, vet comedian,

• died Jan. 14 in New York after a

brief illness.

(Furtlier details on page 2.

FRANK SMFTHSON
Frank Smithson, 88, veteran

nroducer Who directed over 250

productions prior to his retirement

15 years ago, died in New- York,

"^"smitlison, born in Ireland, made
a reputation as an actor and pro-

ducer in London before cominj^ to

U S. in 1^88 to stage the musipal,

"The Girl from Paris," at Herald

Square, N. Y., where it ran three

years.'' •

In later years he had directed

productions for Eddie Foy, Marie
Dressier, James T. Powers and

Southern radio broadcaster, died
in Greensboro, N. C, Jan. 13.
He became publisher of the

Greensboro Record in 1924 and
continued in that capacity until
1927 when the newspaper was sold
to the Bryant and Thomason in-
terests. Major Ridge then helped
organize the North Carolina Broads
casting Co., one of the pioneer
stations .in North Carolina, which
operated WBIG-CBS.
He continued as head of the or-

ganization until his death.
Survived by wife and a sister;

:

NOSMO KING
Nosmo King, 63, British stage

and radio star,, whose family name
was. Vernon Watson, died in Lon-.
don, Jan. 13. He had arranged to
attend the funeral of his long-time

Joined his brother, the late Jacob
^avene, in Buffalo about 17 years
ago. They operated the Academy
here until about six months ago
when he retired.

HARRY HIRSII
Harry Hirsh, 63, pioneer Phila-

delphia exhibitor, died Jan. 10 in

Atlantic City> where he made his
home.

Hirsh, who . was president of the
Hirsh Amus. Co., operated Jour
theatres in Philly. :

^

Survived by : a son and two
daughters.

.

GILBERT L. BECKER
Gilbert L. Becker, office man-

ager for Metro in Detroit since
1930, died over the weekend fol-
lowing a protracted illness. He
joined the old Goldwyn company
in 1922, in the booking department
at Albany.

Surviving.are his wife and two
daughters.

THE FAMILY OF THE LATE

WLUE HOWARD
:D««piy apprteiat* tht kind mcfsagti

of condolence from th« ceuntloM
friends of our b'roflier.

EUGENE HOWARD

others. He also directed produc-
tions for the late Charles B.
OilUnfham and the Shuberts.
DuHng the early years of mo-

tion pictures^ he produced and di-

rected for the old Edison Co. and
Mack Sennett, He was a life

ffli6mber of The Lambs.
Survived by two sons.

ROBERT EVERETT
' Robert Everett, 74, who had
been an authority in the produc-
tion of Gilbert & Sullivan operet-
tas, died in London, Jan. 16.

' Everett originally started out as
: an actor with the D'Oyly Carte
pipera' Co, in- 1893, appearing in
itiany of Gilbert & Sullivan works.
After a tour of the provinces, he
went to London with the company^
Subsequently he became managing
director of Daly's Theatre, Lon-
don, where he produced "Maid of
the Mountains," which had a three-

H YEARS rASSED AWAY

DAVID POWELL
GOODMAN
DM Jan. It. 1923

A lovlag on* from ni hat gent,
A voice w« loved b itllUd;

A place It vacant la our hoarit
Which Mvtr will bt MIod.

Year ton. Jack.

JACK POWELL and FAMILY

friend. Tommy Handley, top-rank-
ing British comedian, who had died
several days previously/ when
death ovei-took him. King, had
apparently been . in good health
and had participated in a radio
program tor British Broadcasting
Corp. the night prior to his death.
King began his career during

the first World War as an • imper-
sonator. He had appeared in three
Command Performances.

WILLIAM CUTTY
William Cutty, 71, who for many

years headed -the musical act
known ; as ' the' Six Musical Cuttys,
died In New York, Jan. 11. The
act comprised Cutty's brothers and
sisters, who played a variety of mu-
sical instrnmentSi and had been a
standard on top - vkude . circuits
both here and abroad.
Following the decline of vaude,

the act was disbanded and Cutty
became musical director for road
shows.

Survived by wife;- «on* brother
and sisten

year run. Later he took over the
Gaiety, London, retiring in 1925.

In the 32 ygars as actor and pro-
ducer he had built up an enviable
reputation with London audiences.
In 1913 he came to U. S. to play
In "The Doll Girl." While here he
also appeared in "Suzi" at the old
Casino theatre, N. Y.

JAZBO FULKERSON
Ralph Fulkerson, 44, who under

professional tag of Jazbo had been
a clown with rodeo shows, was
killed in an auto accident in Texas,
Jan. 12. .

Fulkerson became a rodeo rider
when a youth, but eventually
switched to the clown angle where-
in he would tease; bulls and seek
refuge in an especially constructed
barrel. Animal's attempt to ferret
him out of his refuge was a howl
with many shows in which he aP'
peared. •

SAMMY WRIGHT
Sammy Wright, 65, veteran vaude

and burlesque comedian, died after
a^neart attack in New York, Jan.

Wright, ,who specialized in Jew-
jsn and German dialect roles, had
wen in burlesque the greater part
91 ms career, mostly on the old
Columbia wheel. His last as-
signment was with the George
Mone-Etta Pillard-show- -in- 1930.-
omce then he had made intermit-
tent vaude appearances with differ-
*i" Pjitners. More recently he had

numbers at the Bowery Fol-
hes nitery, N. Y., and for moun-
tain resort spots in the summer.
survived by a brother and sister.

ALLEN ATWATER
ieftr^?.Ai^?**''' company man-
Stit

"^-Medea" at Blackstone the-
<''ed of a heart at-wc* there Jan. 14.

Kattel*'' ^"'d handled tours of

John r^*,
Cornell, Maurice Evans.

Sh^A^^,"^' Theatre and

t>urviving are his wife and son.

MaW EDNEY RIDGE
nSailer'*^i?MPi^8e, 65. former••vwspaper pubjisher and pioneer

HARRY LEAVITT
Harry Leavitt; 69, veteran com

pany manager and advance man
for legit productions, died of heart
ailment at his home in New York
Jan. 12. .

During his long tenure in show
bu.siness he had worked as com
pany manager and advance agent
for A. H. Woods. William A; Brady
and other proiUicers. More re-
cently he had been a cashier at
N. Y.' and Long Island race tracks.

Survived by a brother, Leo- Le-

WILLIAM U. BEYER
William H. Beyer, 58, who for

many years had toured vaude as a
member of the American J3omedy
Four, died at his home in Baldwin,
L. I.; Jan.' 1.- After his retirement
from show business in 1937 he had
engaged , in commercial pursuits.

Survived by wife. .; ,

ARTHUR WANZER
Arthur Wanzer, screen actor and

former vaudevillian, died recently
in Hollywood. Before moving to
Hollywood to appear in tworreel
shorts for Pathe in 1930, he was. a
member of the vaude team of, Ai>-

thur wanzer and Maybelle Palmer.

Study Haywoith Situation
Contimied from page 1

{

MRS. W. H. DONALDSON
Mrs. William H. Donaldson, 84,,

widow of the founder of The Bill-

board; died, at ' the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Marjorie Littleford
at Ft. Thomas, Ky., Jan, 12.

Until 1939 she had been Vice-
president of the publication..

JOE GROSSMAN
Joe Grossman, studio manager of

the Elstree studios of the Asso-
ciated British Pictures Corp. since
1927, died of a heart attack in Lon-
don, Jan. 18.

Mother of Richard F. Walsh,
president of the International Al-
liance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployees, died Jan. 11 in Brooklyn.
Survived by tliree daughters and
four other sons.

Mother, 91, of Viola Roache,
legit actress, and grandmother of
Philippa Bevans, legit-radio ac-

tress, died in Yorkshire, England,
Jan. 11.

.Mother, 90, of Lester Santley,
of. Santley-Joy, Inc., music pub-
lishers, died in New York, Jan. 13:

Another son, Joseph H. Santley,
and a daughter also survive her.

Mother, 87, of Dr. Harry Martin,
20th-Fox studio physician; and
mother-inrlaw of Louella Parsons,
Hollywood columnist, died in Hol-
lywood, Jan. 17. . .

•-

Son, 17. of Charles L. Glett,
managing director of Morion Pic-
jture Center, was killed accident-
ally,"Jan. 10, in Berkeley, Cal. :

DaufFliter, 7, of Jack Harris, exec
with Walter Reade Theatres, died
Jan. 12 in Atlantic City.

Mother, 64. of Jack Gross, RKO
producer, died Jan. 10: in Holly-
wood, t

IN MEMORIAM

DOUGLAS GILBERT
Sept,- 1-7tlr. 1 889 ^ Jan. Vtrhr 1 948

Father, 78, of Richard Wallace,
film director, 'died in Hollywood;
Jan. 16.

manship of Motion Picture Assn. I

of America prexy Eric Johnston.

;

However, it crops . up merely as'

the latest in a series of escapades
by name players that has kept
Hollywood in a jam public rela-<

tions-wise for nionths on ena.

Actions of the stars; running the
gamut from drunken-driving raps
to marijuana raids to kicking a
cop in the shins, and now Miss
Hayworth's: open romance with a
married man, have aroused public

and exhibitor opinion to the point
where upper-echelon industryltes
have the subject foremost in their

minds. National Allied, one of the
nation's foremost exhib organiza-
tions, recently adopted a proposal,
labeled the Finncran plan, calling

for. the Motion Picture Producers
Assn. to suspend or expel erring
players.

Decision by the producers on
steps to be taken is a difficult one,
as ^no studio, wants- to eliminate
from, its ranks a star whose name
may be of considerable value.
Likewise, there -are varied legal
considerations and alwaysthe pos-
sibility that the player will be
picked up by an indie or non-
MPPA member, so that the move
will have accomplished little.

However, with pressure growing
from exhib organizations and
threatening to hit the b.p., with
women's organizations; c i vl c

groups and religious bodies talk-

inig boycott resolutions, the whole
subject is certain for a careful
going over at the Florida sessions.

Among the problems to be met is

the further muddying of the
waters by the deliberate decision
of RKO's new controlling stock-

holder, Howard Hughes, to start

Robert Mitchum in a film just a
few days before his trial on the
dope rap. On the Hayworth mat
ter, Harry Cohn. prez of Columbia,
which has the star under contract,

said this week he wasn't certain

what he would, .or could do about
it.

British Rap
Possibly '.the harshest criticism

of fhe!^ actress ca,me last week
from England. The People, . popu-
lar Sunday paper there, head-
lined: "This Affair Is an In.sult to

All Decent Women." It slated that
"this is the last time that this

newspaper will report in its col-

umns details of the squalid love
affair of film star Rita Hayworth
and Prince Aly Khan ; , , because
we believe the extravagant expedi-.

tions of this Indian prince and hi^

'friend' have bepome an insult to
decent-minded women the world
over."

Sheet then went on for a col-

umn or more to recount the affair.

This capitalizing on star behavior
is a reflection of the exhib attitude

in the U. S. While the theatre
operators in their meetings adopt
resolutions condemning 'the play-
ers' activities, they almost invari-

ably move to take advantage , of

the publicity to book pix in which
the players are starring. The films

usually do well, too, which has led

to a facetious corruption of that

I

fave industry line: "There's noth-
I ing that a good picture won't
I cure."

New popular version of that gag
now making the rounds, .since the

success: of .Mitchum's "Blood on
the Moon" and "Rachel and the

Stranger," is: "Theres' no picture

that a good marijuana raid' won't
cure."

producers to discipline players who
overstep bounds of propriety.

Rocky Mountain group also
voted approval of National Allied'i
resolution protesting forced per-
centage terms by major distribs
and asked all exhibs to give either
a day's,,; night's or matinee's rer
ceipts to the March of Dimes. More
than 40 theatres in the area have
agreed to do , so.

Hold Un Report

Washington, Jan. 18.

Row among the members of the
old House Un-American Activities
Committee is holding up issuance
of the committee's report to Con>
gress. Report deals in part with
the probe in the Hollywood Red
situation in 1047 and 1948.
Action of the Democratic lead-

ership . last week in cleaning out
all but one Democratic member of .

the committee and nominating a
clean, new slate of lawyers is ex-
pected to assure future witnesses
before the committee a fairer op-
portunity to tell their stories.

While no further investigation into
Hollywood during the 81st Con-
gress is indicated at this time, the

:

witnesses would ; obviously be
handled differently, if there should
be a renewed exploration of: th«

'

Coast situation.

MARRIAGES
Wanda Hendrix to Audie Mur-

phy, Hollywood, Jan. 8. Both are
film players.
Mary Affleck "to Curiey Bradley,

Chicago, Jan. 8. Bride is a pro-
ducer at WGN, Chi; he's a radio ac-
tor.

, Mrs. Susan Bassett . to Jack
Buchanan, Salisburvi Conn.; Jan;
14. He's the British legit actor.
Virginia Cebelli to Kenneth Le

Roy, Chicago, Jan. 11. Both are
dancers in "Brigadoon;" current in
Chi.

Blythe Miller to Jack Grogan^
New York, Jan. 8. He's production
manager and senior director for
station WNEW, N. Y.

Betty Jane Butler to Keenan
Wynn, Tijuana, Mexico, Jan. 11.
He's stage and screen actor and
son of Ed Wynn, comedian. v
Joanne Du Bois to Chappie;

Lewis, Philadelphia, Jan. 19.' Bride,
is a dancer; he's member of the
vaude team . of Lewis & Van.

Venetia E. Penna to Wally J.
Beach, Springfield; Mass., Dec. 29*-

Both are with Eugene Murphy Pro-
ductions in that city.

;Dina Skouras to William H. Old-
know, Hollywood, Jan. 15. Bride
is a niece of Spyros Skouras, prez
of 20th-Fox; he's an exhibitor;

Elaine Beagle to Billy Cosgrove,
Pittsburgh, Jan. 10. He's with Phil
Cavezza orch; bride with same out*
fit as member of Reagle, SisterS;

Florence Whitney Morse to Rich-
ard Webb,- Hollywood, Jan. . 15,
Bride is a publicist; he's a film
actor. '.,

Vera Strange to Robert Last-
fogel, Chicago. Jan. 12. He is in
the Chicago William Morris Agency,;

Vivian Arborne Burke to Deni—
son Cliit. Santa Barbara, Jan. 12*

'

He's a film producer. ^

Sara Lamport to Louis Azrael
! New York, Jan. 16. He's theatrical

i

columnist for the Baltimore News-
I Post.'.

"•

Rosa Lind Davila to Raul Cortex,
I
Jr., San Antonio, Jan. 16. He's son
of owner of KCOR &nd associated
in the station. ,

Father, 79. of Al Tucker, band-
leader, died in New York, Jan. 13.

Father, 80. of dancer Tony de
Marco, died in Buffalo Jan. 18.

avitt, a clerk at the Lambs Club,
N. Y.

AL BLOCK
Al Block, 51, screen writer, died

of pneumonia Jan. 14 in Los An-
geles. •.'

'

Formerly a newispaperman,
Block was the son of the late Bruno
Lessing, columnist. In recent years

he had been Metro's representative

to the film industry's production
code administrationi

PHILIP LAVENTE
Philip Lavene, 56, retired the-

atre owner, died at Buffalo, N. Y.,

Jan. 12. ,, „
After managing theatres in .To-

ronto for many years Lavene

Heiman Row
Ss continued from page I ;b

position from the start has been

that our racial policy would; be

i changed only if . (1) the general

policy is changed in .Washington

by legislation, or (2). if business

and civic groups will remove racial

Restrictions. Therefore' the the-

atre has been obliged to stop offer-

ing legitimate attractions."

National has been operating in

recent months as a two-arday pic-

ture house at roadshow prices.

However, it is now understood to

be readying a svfitch to a straight

grind policy similar to that of the

I other firstrun houses in midtown.

I
Mitchum Back to Work

1

Hollywood, .Tan. 18.

I
Howard Hughes, RICO topper,

j

put a definite resumption date on:

i
"Big Steal," Robert Mitchum

, starrer, ordering it before cameras
next Monday (24).

Hughes said the studio had ex-
pected the actor's trial on charges
of conspiracy to possess marijuana
would last two weeks, hence work
was cancelled. Since Mitchum
pleaded guilty, pic can resume,
but it took several days to swing
back Into production.

Denver Wants 'Finnerau'

Denver, Jan; 18,
'

Directors of Allied Rocky Moun-
tain Theatres, meeting here yes-

I

terday ( Monday ) , approved a reso^

I

lution of National Allied regard-
ing the "Finneran Plan." The na-

j
tional organization, at its coiiven-
ition in New Orleans at tlje end
I

of November, supported Ihe Tm-
ineran idea calling for Hollywood

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Tunison,

daughter, Aurora, 111.,. Jan. 4.-

Father's director for Eddie Hub-
; bard's WIND disk show.
I Mr. and Mrs. Bill Tusher, son,
,
Hollywood, Jan. 1. Father is' a
radio publicist.
Mr. and Mrs. Barnes Breeskinj,

son,- Washington, D. C.-,- Jan.-12.-
Father is a bandleader; mother is
Dolores Dupont, former actress. ,

'

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Hobson,
daughter, Hollywood, Jan. 13.
Father is a screen director.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Rizzo, daughi*

ter, Pittsburgh, Jan. 7; Father's a
musician. .

Mr. and Mrs. Bund Mayer,
daughter, Baltimore, Jan. 10.
Mother's former Nannette Stein-
hauser, daughter of Si Steinhauser,
Pittsburgh Press radio- ed; father
used to be a WB manager in Pitt.

Mr. ; and Mrs. Philip Huston,
daughter, New York, Jan. 15.

Mother is former Diane Gardiner,
British actress; fafhec is stage and
screen actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred M. Packard,

son, Hollywood, Jan. 16. Mother
;is daughter of J. Arthur Rank,
i British film exec; father is a Holly*
wood film producer.



Capy of wire to: George Durgom, 8380 Sunset,

Hotlytvood, Catifornia^

Dear Bullets: Delia and Andy Russell were sensational here at

the El Rdncho in their smart, new, night club offering. Andy's

fine reputation as a singer preceded him^ but the combination

of Andy and Delia, in my opinion, makes this one of the out*

standing night club attractions in the country. They can return

to the El Rancho whenever you have an open date. Sincerely,

BERNARD H. van der STEEN,

El Rancho Vegas-Las Vegas, Nev.

Thank you Mr. van der Steen and the people, who packed the

El Rancho Vegas to see Andy and Delia Russell's opening

night act.

Your booking the Russells gave me an opportunity to prove that

their act is one of the smartest in show business.

Sincerely,

"BULLETS."

Thanks to Nick Castle of 20th Century-Fox, for staging tlie

routines, to Earl Brent of M6M for his writing, to Jack Brooks,

of Universal International, for his special material, and to

Johnny Richards, for the fine music arrangements.

DELIA RUSSELL
EXCERPTS FROM REVIEWS AND RAVES Of THE CRITICS

FLORABEL MUIR-DAILY VARIETY-Andy and Delia Rus-

sell stood them on their heads at El Rancho Vegas with

their songs.

HERB STEiN-HOLLYWOOD REPORTER-A sensational run

by Andy and Dejla Russell.

JACK CORTEZ-BOULDER CITY NEWS-Andy Russell and

his beautiful wife Delia stopped the show cold. Delia is

wonderful as his partner. What a team they are H

I

OMAR BRADLEY-CLEVELAND PRESS-The Russells routine

-is^now on view built around the singing ability of both of

them and the fact that Russell, although he has kept his

talent hidden until now, is quite a mimic.

VARiETY-WEEKLY-Crooner's new side is unveiled when

Russell demonstrates the styles of Tony Martin, Frankie

Laine, Dick Haymes and Al Jolson. Impressions are more

than superficial and get rewarding applause.

JACK WORFEL- CLEVELAND PRESS -Mrs. Russell is the

answer to a television tube's prayer. Their act, incident-

ally, was written, designed ofnd polished in Hollywood,

and has all the smoothness of one of the better film shorts.

GLENN PULLEN- CLEVELAND >RESS-His manner is in-

gratiatingly casual.' Excellent teamwork is displayed by

the Russells.

EDITH GWYNN-LA DAILY MIRROR-Andy Russell and his

wife Delia are a smash success at the EI.Rancho Vegas.^

Hear ANDY and DELIA RUSSELL'S Latest Release for Capitol—"Rosita and Joe" and "Is It Yes"

^ - Pcrional Manager:

GEORGE BULLETS DURGOM
8580 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

K i C 0 R 0 t

Agont;

WM. MORRIS
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HEW FACES GET ffWOOD BUILDUP
TV toPro# Market for 5,000 Hours

Of'Pix in a Few Years^ Paley Predicts

Broadway Nitenes at Lowest Ebb

A- Since DepressiiHi of Early 1930's

.With the closing of the Embassy,+-

,W, -Y., last week, the number of
';.Manhattan ' niteries: are at their

,'lowest point since the depression
"of the early '30s. Amount of larger

;scaters has dwindled doWn to a

fistful. Ma.ror eafes remaining are
1 ithe Latin Quarter; Diamond Horse-

; ^^,tihoe, Copacabana) Havana^Madrid
,'attd Leon & Eddie's. Of course,
'these are separate and distinct

''from such spots as the Storlc, Ver-
' .'sallleSi El Morocco, and the like,

tauder Cavalcade
Glasgow, Jan. 25. ;

Sir Harry Lauder, now in his

7Bth year, is to be honored by the
first theatre he ever played, tlie

Glasgow Metropole,

Management is to stage "Roamin'
in the Gloamin'." a Scottish musi-
cal cavdlcade of Lauder song and
story, as Christmas show of 1949.

".wjhiieh are not nlterles per se, but
|
It will trace in song the comedian's

"niore in the idiom of restaurants.
|
career down through. 60 years.

' -
. Embassy was the latest fold on a

',list that in the past few nionths iu'

, eludes the Hai-em, Carnival, La
"Martinique and Le Directoire,

_
all

of,which have been standard sites

f'on'lhe N. Y. cafe scene for some
, 'xears, although a few operated un-
'deJT different names.
'

. ,.^s a' result of these shutterings,

^^the' remaining cafes are. in a^

Comparatively solid position. The
. jninor amount of trade drained off

'by the now closed spots has been
Bufficient to put most of the cur- . „ ^ . , .. ..

rent operations on the black side'
Cliicago, once a key ongmat.on

of the ledger or close to it.
i

P"'"^ ^"P .^^o^''
V xpu6«^i wiusc iv.

.
' may assume a similar role m tele-

[ vision in ?the near future.' Despite

Chi Tele Future

Seen Promising

Via Talent Setup

However, the scramble for
business will most likely resume

(Continued on page 63)

:

the mild bickering betweeri tele

officials in Hollywood and N. Y.
Over which Will take over the
uppermost role in prograiniiiing,

industi-y observers now believe
that Chi will hav^ a .definite parti

at least for the less ambitious |»ro^

ductibhs. !
::

'

,

Chief reisOhS' for the Windy
,

City's emergence into the TV pic-
Just -when TV is taking over as 1 ture are the wealth of unexploited

Uncle Don Off WOR
After 23-Year Reign;

Kids Too Sophisticated?

a baby sitter, WOU. N. Y. an-
^nOunces the bowing out of Uncle
iDon, (Don Carney), wlio has been
Ion the' station lor 23 years.
: .Starting Feb. 6, "Uncle Don
"Reads .the Funnies" will be re-
- placed, by the Gainsborough As-
f Sociate package, "Here's Heidy,"
! with Heidy Mayer telling stories
\tp tlie moppets 'every Sunday at
8:45 a.m. WOU programmers fell

<-that- kids were losing interest in
:-Uncle Don's funny paper stinl, bul
•,Wo«ld perk up to Heidy's modern
approach.

In additioil to the growing
,;• . (Continued on page 15)

and Inexpensive talent there and
the limited production facilities of

the networks and ad agencies on
both coasts. Now that the coaxial

cable link has been effected be-
tween the east and midwest, it's

expected that a steadily-increasing

number •. of shows, especially for

(Continued on page 22)

CIEIIPEfi TILENT
By HERB GOLDEN

This vvill be one of films' great-
est years for new faces. That's the
promise of major company talent
execs. They see a' tremendous
break for . the liewcomer and for
the young contract players as an
answer to the demand on every
front for economy in Hollywood
production.

Studios are demanding cheaper
talent in place of name players
getting top fees per picture.
They feel tliat in many cases these
people mean little at the boxofCice
and substituting contract players
can produce a dual advantage. .

First is a saving of perhaps $75,-
000 or .$80,000 in production costs
—a sum that can only be compen-
sated for by a mighty quantity of
coins tossed on boxoffice sills. ^
Second advantage is the fact that

a studio, by using contract players
in these parts, can start building
its own performers. Whatever click
they are able to achieve will re-
dound to the studio's credit, since
the players are under contract at
low salaries for. future films.

Katural' result of the entire pro-
duction ti'end currently/ talent ex-
perts maintain, will be greater at-

(Continued on page 20) . , :

.

By ABEL GREEN

Look, Ma 7--
H611ywood, Jan. 2Si "

The New Show Businesst
Local nitery, ready to ink a

chirper for its ilobrshow, discov-
ered that to the lady, there was
something more ' im'portant than
money, position or billing. Before
she'd sign, the management had to
guarantee to provide a baby sitter

so she could come to work each
night.

S. Africa Nixes Daggers,

Cnns on Posters; ^^^^
. Cape Town, Jan. 25.

JSouth African Board; of Censots
is tightening up on posters and
WlISrcon«aei-ed*^bj/ectHm^ie,--A
parently acting on edict from gov-

ernment quartets. Censors :'n6\v

order exdsed aU pifitureS of reyolv-

ers or daggers.

For somo time noW exhibitors

have been; ordered to paint- in

alteratioris to bathing costUiries

considered too scanty, and siini-

iarly to alter dresses displaying

too much fiesh, but rule about

weapons is a new one. These
four .have to be painted out before post-

p. , . '•
: j ers or still is passed for exhibition,

hv H,f"iE^' y^^® ^^^^ ^ver run and frequent cis of cowboy films

"... ."^"^atre to be given advance will now see stills of their favorite

M, Paramount Video

Draws 'Em for Inaugural
<i;i J'^'^atre television proved itself

* * ™® boxoffice last Wednesday
ana Thursday, when the Broadway
,ff.^amount theatre projected on its
'!^"-screenthe festivities attendant

:J0
President Truman's Inaugura-

"on. It -vfas all televised in "

?S»nt pool pickup by the
;
mkjor TV networks.

Benny's TV Preem

Set for March 1

Hollywood. Jan. 25. i

Jack Benny will be the first of

;

the new CBS star roster to bow;
in as a television emcee. Amos 'n'

,

Andy and possibly fling Crosby
;

and Edgar Bergen will also appear

,

on the show, set to tee off about!
March 1.-

i

Tentatively slated to run some-
j

time during the middle ot . the

'

week, so as not to interfere with
Benny's Sunday night radio sliow, i

the program will last an hour or
;

an hour-and-a-half. Benny as:

emcee will parade the. top CBS
j

talent, including Margaret Whit-

i

ling, Lum 'n' Abner and possibly ,

I

Crosby, Bergen and other CBS
; newcomers. Show will also include

I

(Continued on page 22).

Tele Threat Seen

Key in Pic Names

GoingPA(orB.O.
Hollywood, Jan. 25..

Paramount Theatres talent execs
Nate Piatt and Harry Levine, here
lining up personals for stars, be-
lieve the threat of video is making
it imperative for . vaude-shy film

names to hit the road. They claim
that if tele 'hurts pix, stars' - own
chances of survival will be dam-
aged, hence the importance of
names dragging customers away
from tele sets. This would also
build stars' importance to studios.

Pair are on prowl for big names,
"and they don't have to singj dance
or juggle." • .

-

Several deals are hot,, including
those for Eddie Cantor, Gene Kelly,
Betty Grable, Harry James, Judy
Garland, Betty Garrett, Larry
Parks. Van J o h n s o n and Dan
Dailey, plus "borderline" cases who
cannot compete In song-dance
league but can be be built via mon-
ologs or dramatic sketches.

Industryites cited for helping
(Continued on page 2)

Hollywood, Jan. 25.

Esllipate by William S. Paley,
Columbia . Broadcasting System
prexy, that video within a few \

years will provide a market for

;

5,000 hours of film annually is a
source of both relief and perpleX"

,

ity to the picture industry. Five-
thousand hours of film is a tre«

ipendous order when it is realized
that Hollywood's current total out-
put of features* westerns and shorts

.

occupies something less than 650
'

hours of screen time.
Above all, even the most casual

visitor to this capital of CcUuIoidia
must realize that the potential in-

jroad of XV is one of the principal
problems bothering execs. There
is apparent a great deal of con*

'

fusion and consternation III the re-

alization by studio toppers th^t
they've got to get into the video
act but they don't know exactly

[
wliere. They know they can
hardly expect to sublimate TV, so

they're ready to accept that hoary
advice: "If you can't beat 'em, join
'em," The question Is how—by
station ownership, film production
or some other way?
»That's why Paley's estimate of

TV's whopping maw foi\ pix is a re-
' lief. If tele actually proves, to be

(Continued on page 20)

Paramount Defines

Video Do's-Don'ts

To Crosby and Hope
Hollywood, Jan. 25.

Bob Hope and Bing Crosby can
do all the televising they want as

long as It isn't put on film or is

competitive to pix made by Para-
mount, to which they're under con-

tract. Under their pacts they must
first discuss any video project with
the studio before venturing into It.

Tele rights were defined by the
(Continued on page 20)

^" tlie N, Y. dailies. As a 'hero holding up tlic liorde of bad

the fii'-ef « possible to judge for men with his empty hands,

mennt !
Whether theatre TV i Reason for all this is apparently

Accoi'dino fi 4* boxoiflce. bad effect the shooting irons or
^wcung to the Paraniount's roan-

1 stilettos might have on the minds
tLontmued on page 20) lof the natives,

Bedded Cage Coach

Directs Team Via TV
Salt Lake City, Jan. 25. i

A new era In sports coaching

'

dawned here when Coach Vadal

!

Peterson of the Utah Univ. basket-
j

ball team coached his team to a

;

! 69-35 victory over the Colorado !

' A. & M. . . . 'ffia video. With coach

I sick at home, a rush installation

I

of i) TV .set and a telephone to the

! gym made possible the ].''^g-dis-

j
tance parLicipalion. KDYij cov-

'
. CCpntinued on page 15)

Telephone

CO - 5-1393
For AU Business Coneeming

The Hour
Of Charm

All Girl Orchestra and Choir

under the direction of

PHIL SPITAUVY
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DeaA (A 'One Big Umon Plan Keys

Tangle in Tele; AFRA Preps Takeover
With the proposed consolidation

of actor unions' now virtually

4ead issue, speculation in execu^
tive circles has turned to the ques-
tion of performer jurisdiction in

the television field. Key to the
situation may be the moves of the
American Federation of Radio Art-
ists, which holds the strategic po-

sition in video through its con-
tracts with the radio networks, ad
agencies and sponsors.

.Three obvious possibilities ap-

pear to face AFRA. One- would-be
to step into the tele situation and
attempt to assume jurisdiction.

This would presumably set off ; a

jurisdictional battle with th^ par-

. ent union, the Associated Actors
& Artistes of Amerieft, And with
the other affiliates. However,
AFRA has a "mandate" from its

national convention to make some
such moye, and is in a strong prac-
tical position to' do so.

A second alternative would be
to approach Screen Actors Guild
with the idea of a joint takeover
of the TV jurisdiction. Under such
a setup, AFRA :would represent
live tele and SAO would cover
video pix. That, in general, would
follow the lines of the arrange?
ment recently proposed as part of
the AA's consolidation plan; It

would also . undoubtedly . cause a
jurisdictional fight, but might put
AFRA . and SAG in a stronger : po-
sition than- AFRA could assume
alone. Jack Dales and' Kenneth
Thompson, of SAG, came east last

week for 4A's confabs.
Third possibility might be for

AFRA to try to work out with

Om Wotd, Yet
Rome, Jan. 25.

Joe-miller appears in the

new Italian Ca§a Nova Dic-

tionaryv printed recently in
Torino.

It's on page 1,077, and the

one word "jo-^miller' is listed

as "una .Vecchio scherzo," aa
old joke.

Hope Seen Doing

SOOG in 1-NHers
Miami Beach, Jan. 25,

In a tgwn which at this time of
year is filled with topliners in some
20 class niteries, plussed by: at

least 40 more in the outlying Dade
county area, Bob Hope rang up the
biggest gross for a one-night stand
in the area history, at the Orange
Bowl. He even topped the boxing
bouts staged in recent years in the
arena, and, in some cases, the foot-

ball games there. Gross ran to
$34,600, from close to 18,000
people.
Aided by a' solid promotional'

campaign, the lagging sales came
up to a pitch on the last two days
for the record gross. Total here
brought Hope's one-night-stand
route to close to $375,000 for 19
cities with 16 to go, with an ex-
pected gross of well over $500^000

Equity, SAG and presumably the I

for the full Junket.

American Guild of Variety Artists
a Cooperative video setup, some-
what along the lines of that under
the proposed merger. However,
since AGVA is fighting the unifi-

cation plan so hardy there might
be difficulty working -out a prac-
tical tele setup with the vaude-
nitery- union.: •.

.

Webster's Menkes' Wrench
Most serious wrench in the

merger machinery thus far was
tossed last week by Margaret Web-
ster, who submitted a long and de-
tailed adverse report on .-the ' idea
to the Equity council. Although the
exact contents of her statement

Group Hope is "presenting 'com-
prises his radio setup; Les Brown
orch, Hy Auerbach, who works
with him in bits and impreshes;
Doris Day» vocalist; Billy Farrell
and his barltonings; Irene Ryan,
a balancing team, and orch. ''

346th Week!
3,539 Parformanee*

All-time long run record In the

legitimate theatre.

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1949"

El Capitan Theatpc, Hollywood, Cal.

And now in world-wid» release

"BaL AND COO"
' ."'. -Ken .Murray'*,. ..'

Academy Award Film .'v

GarboBacktoPix,

As 'The Duchess
: HoUSfWOod, Jan. 25.

Greta* GarbO:' is>returntng "to the
screen in an American version of a
French picture^ '-The Duchess," to

be produced . independently by
Walter Wanger and: Eugene Frenke.
Rights to the French film were re-

cently purchased for $10,000.

Story of George Sand, originally
slated as a: Garbo starrer: by the
Wanger-Frenke " outfit, has been
shelved.

Heard Years Ago In the Lobby
OfaHotelonaOne-Night Stand

» ) By JOE LAURIE, JR.

"How far are we from New York, clerk?"
"Number 30 wants more towels."
"What's the name of this town?"
"How late can we get breakfast?"
''Do we get a lunch after the show?" ;

"The show-feller in 19 wants a needle and thread." , \

"1 certainly insist on having as good if not a better room than hers"
''Can I get some wash done today? What do they charge for »

shirt?"
*

"Do you think I can have the use of the sewing machine for an
hour?"

"I'd like to know what you .mean. I've stopped at the best hotels
in the country and they never objected to my receiving callers in rhy
room. Why the idea!"

^

"We need a few props. The manager was supposed to get them but
didn't. Can you let me have a table cloth and a half a dozen napkins,
six plates and some knives and forks. And oh yes, a quart of cold
tea and a loaf of bread and a. pie.' Have yOu any old fashioned de^
canters. Oh yes,

.
and we need a couple of clean sheets and a pillow.

I'll see that everything is returned and everything is well taken care
of. If the property man don't return 'em tonight after the show you '

can send over for them tomorrow. Give you a couple of passes, sure."
."My dear sir, you surely ;can see .you won't gain anything holding

us here.: I tell you honestly our share was only $9 and that won't put
us in the next standi . We can arrange with the railroad to take care
of Us and our 'tuKinks to the next stand. : We are sure to do big there
and I'll send you the money- or you can send: a man along to get it;

I never beat a man out of a dollar: in my life: and I'll give you my
personal word that you'll" get every cent. Come now, live and let

live. You know you may be in hard times yourself sometime. I'll

:$end every tFOupe to stop with you. Is it a go? Yes? AH rigbt'.old
man, I'll never forget you."

Inaugural Week Falls Far Behind

Estimates for D.C. Amusement Spots

Inauguration Chatter

-By Florence S. Lowe-

Tele Threat
Cotittnucd from pxse

business,: 'ihisuring ' their: own
ttires via personil^. are Bob *teope,

Burt Lancaster, Jane fo'well, Jerty
Colonna, Jack Carson, Janis Paige,

were not disclosed, it is reported
I

Robert Alda, Tony Martin, Mickey
to have made a strong impression I

Rooney, Peter Lorre. Jackie Coop-
on the .council. Subsequently, it's I

er, Gloria Jean, Lionel Slander and
reported, George Heller, execii- 1

Mischa Auer, Takes range from
tive-secretary of AFRA, tried to i $750 to $1^750 for smaller names,
persuade Miss Webster to modify I

through $3,500 for next higher
her stand on the merger, but failed

|

bracket, $7,000 to $10,000 for names
to sway the actress-director. lin Carson orbit, to high as $52,000
One thing appears certain. That ifor unit consisting of Benny, Roch-

}s that pending some agreement I
ester, Phil Harris and rest of

kmong the various unions in- 1
Benny's radio crew. Air comic got

(Continued on page 15)

French Riviera Casinos

Run a Bad Luck Streak

LOEWS TO APPEAL

VERDICT TO COLE
Hollywoodi Jan. 25.

Loew's will appeal in United
States district court this week the;

decision which ordered Lester:

Cole reinstated to a writing con-

tract Filing win automatically

continue stay of execution of judg-

ment in which writer was awarded
some $75,000 back pay after being

fired as an: outgrowth of Congres-

sional citing for contempt. Follow-

ing action, due to be filed by at-

torney Irving Walker Thursday
(27) or Friday, counsel will have
90 days to file briefs. Hearing
probably won't be before late
spring.

Inamuch as appeal to Supreme
Court is permissible after circuit
court hearing, final determination
of Cole suit may not come until
early in 1950. Pending outcome of
circuit court heai-ing, Loew's prob-
ably will file stay Of bond irt

amount of $175,000, covering full
sum Cole can realize if Jje wins

that much out; of a $113,000 week's
gross in Chi." ,

Execs report that studios and
agencieis are eager to cooperate,
with pic schedules being rear-^

I

ranged for several stars. In cases of

I

Cantor and other i-adio personall-

Paris Jan 2'i
t'^s. vaude deals will go through if

French Riviera casinos have just
networks and sponsors can get to-

i ^^^'J^-y
^"'^j'

c^iperienced a run of vei-v bad lather on tape-recordmg deals like
r""""-

hick. During the first half of Janu-
'^""^^^ ^-

ary. all Riviera casinos have been ^ , 772 Z"
in the red, whether at roulette or AjOrdOn-Warren Re-team
at baccara. At trente-et-quarante,

' Hollywood, Jan. 25.
gamblers have had runs of 17 and ' Metro is reuniting songwriting
even 19 wmnmg strokes in a run. team of Mack Gordon and Harry
Payoff came when three English- Warren, for "Summer Stock,"

^.^^^'^ Wmecourt, Hymann
: forthcoming Joe Pasternak produc-

and White, all three living in , tion.
Cannes, broke the bank twice in ' Gordon is being borrowed from
a week. They took $120,000 from . 20th on a one-picture deal.

M^mwn!? ^* ^^'"^ *P"t 'l^^ years ago after
,
ciosea m •small Wonder" i.

ous travelogs with a ijame playet.
\H#man, Ewell;; assistant direct

tor Eddie Fay,, and five other
players and technicians, will be
gone about a month. First stop 'is

i

Venezuela, and tJien C«)lx)mbia,
' They fly one way and take a boat
' the.'Other* .:

The inaugural festivities found
Hollywood and Broadway playing
supporting roles to star Harry S.

Truman. Despite the presence of
top show biz names at practically
every inaugural function, it was
the Prexy himself who was show-
stopper at every performance.
Second .only to her famous father
was Margaret Truman whose graci-
ous and smiling presence all over
the place, rather than in the con
fines of the Presidential box,
should give her coming fall tour a
terrific push.
At that, show biz can take a bow

for 'the creditable, dignified part it

played in the event; President
Truman went behind stage during
the gala intermission to thank
the entertainers. The first family,
incidentally, stayed throughout the
entire Z¥i hour show, despite a i

general pre-curtain exodus from]
the brass section.

|

Show, stoppers of the star-

\

studded bill were Lionel Hampton, I

Jane Powell and Lian 'n' Abner.
(Continued on page 15)

Tom Ewell Going Latin

For Paramount Shorts
Justin Herman, producer of Par-

amount's Pacemaker series of
shorts, heads to the Caribbean
with a crew Friday (28) to make a
pair of the one-reelers. Tom Ewell,
Broadway legit star, who recently
closed in ''Small Wonder," is
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Adler, Draper File lOOG

Libel Suit for Red Tag
Greenwich, Conn., Jan. 25.

Larry Adler and Paul Draper
have filed a $100,000 libel suit

against Mrs. John T. McCullough,
wife of a Time mag ed. The har-
monica-tap team charged she "ma-
liciously" accused them of "Com-
munist leaningSi" in an attempt to
prevent them from appearing in
the Greenwich, Conn., High School
Friday (21).

Last month Mrs. McCullough
sent: back her ticket for the per-
formance, protesting that the men
had been "openly denolinced in
the press as being pro-Communist.**

Art Masters Draw Big
In L. A. But forB.O.

Los. Angeles, Jan. 25.
The art masters are drawing

more customers Jn Los Angeles
these days than a lot of film heroes
and heroines equipped with sound,
makeup and press agentry. At the
County Art Museum in Exposition
park, in two weeks, 92,378 art fans
paid 30c apiece to see the works
of Rembrandt, Holbein, Manet and
the other" masters.

Exhibit, known as "Masterpieces
From the Berlin Museum," is paus-
ing here on a national tour under
auspices of the U. S. government.

Noel Coward's Plans
I

Noel Coward arrived in: New
1
York Monday (24) on the Queen
]-Mary enroute to Jamaica, B. W. I.,

I where he will "write a book." He
1
described the project as a continu-
ation of one of his other works.
Coward, who expects to remain in

Gotham about a week, said that he
had no film plans at all for the
present. In the event he does do a
picture it likely will be handled
through the company of Filippo del
Giudice, British independent.

PRIAKS HONOR ( ?) TODD
Mike Todd was given a roasting

Friday at Toots Shor's when he was
luncheoned by the Friars. Abbot
Milton Berle was the roastmaster.
Occasion was to mark Todd'is

show business ' comeback via "As
the Girls Go," current Winter
Garden, N. Y., bit

Washington, Jan. 25,

Washington's Inaugural Week
was not the bonanza it had been
figured to be. Best info here is

that the take.was a fraction of the

'

$30,000,000 estimated . by some
columnists.
The D. C. theatres generally

found: It a routine stanza. The
nabes did. their normal trade but
the downtown houses ran far be-
hind what they had expected.
Washingtonians were scared out of
the center of town by early re-

ports of expected overwhelming
crowds—•which did not materialize.
The out-of-town visitors had other
things on their minds than going
to the pictures.

.Niteries and restaurants also
failed to find the pot of gold at the
end of the Truman rainbow, with
some of the spots actually running
sub-normal and the eateries comr-

plaining they had prepared lar
more food than was called for.

The hotels generally did well.

They. all operated under hypoed
room tabs—in some instances at

least double the normal tickets.

Their only vacancies were last-

minute cancellations, and these
were few and far between.

Railroad and bus figures also

showed a subSvuntial customer in-
crease during the four days of

celebration.
Airline companies gave a con-

fused picture. Some said the in-

augural had jumped their business
substantially.: Others noted little

change from the normal. D. C,

department stores found tilings

about the same.
In view of the fact that the In-

augural Gala, the Inaugural Ball

and the seats for, the Inaugural
Parade grossed a total of about
$300,000, and that these were the

Big Three events of the celebra-
tion, it is hard to figure where
anything remotely like $30,000,000
was spent in Washington by
visitors.

Situation on spending actually

parallelled very closely what look
place in Philly last June and July
during the Republican and Demo-
cratic National conventions. There,
too, the hotels got all the business,
and the theatres, niteries _and,
-restaurants"foimd"the take 'far; ber

hind their optimistic estimates;

2 More Bills Hitting

20^ Tax Introed in D.C.

Washington, Jan. 25.

Two more bills attacking the

20% admissions tax were offered;

in the House of Representatives
yesterday (24).

Rep. Abraham J, Multer iD..

N. Y,) introduced a measure to

eliminate the entire levy. ReP-
Henry O. Talle (R., la.) put in on*
to drop the bite to the pievvar

10% level.

Nearly a dozen such bills have
been introduced so fat in the new
Confess. ' '

'

'
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BANKS LAUD H'WOOD ECONOMIES
Fdm Financier Gianium Sees '49 B.O.

' At Present Levels; Tele No Threat'

Business at the boxoffice during*

the next year will continue at pres-

ent levels, Bernard Giannini

opined in New York this week.

Giannini, who leaves tot the Coast

today (Wednesday), Is v.p. in

charge of film loans for the Bank

of America In Los -Angeles, largest

single source of picture-financing.

He has been In New York for the

past two weeks interviewing dis-

tribution and cirtuit execs on b.o.

prospects in order to formulate the

bank's plans regarding further

film backing, he said.
. . , ^ ^

Giannini also made a brief study

of what effect TV miglit have on

films, he revealed. "It's actually

too soon to till," he stated, "but

iiiy personal opinion is that tele?

vision won't hurt theatre business.

As a matter of fact, when the

novelty wears otl, television may
help. It may make people more
movie conscious and cause them to

want to see additional films in the-

atres."

Although he expects grosses to

hold up during the next year, Gian-

iniiJi ^aid that on the basis of
'

his talis in New York he believed

audiences would be even more se-

lective than in the past. Good pic-

tures will continue to do well, he
said, while weaker product Willi

register a complete flop. ^
' The tremendous trimming of

production budgets by producers

—

(Continued on page 15)

RKO Theatres Take Up

$3,000,000 Loan Option

On Lower-Interest Rate
Ift a move to pick up "cheap

Mioney," RKO theatre chain hag
eScerdsed an option for an addi-

tional $3,000,000 loan from the
Equitable Life Assurance Co. The
coin, turned over to the circuit last

motith, is evidenced by debentures
given to the insurance outfit. It

brings RKO's obligations on out-

Standing debentures to a present
total of $23,600,000.

Under terms of the loan, RKO is

paying 3% annual interest. Addi-
tionally, a small amount of prin-

cipal is amortized yearly until 1966,

When the balance falls due.
While there is no urgent need

for the added cash, RKO manage-
ment took the step open to it under
an arrangement of credit which ex-

pired at the close of 1948. Reason
for the action is the fact that in^

terest rates have risen in the past
12 mohths so that credit now would
tarry a 3^%-4% interest charge.

Boost In Interest rates, it is

noted, does not apply specifically to
the film biz but is general as a
result of tightening of all credits.

Goddard's 175G's
Hollywood, Jan. 25.

: Paulette Goddard is getting a:

straight $175,000 for starring in
"Anna Lucasta'V at Columbia.

: She reported Monday (24) to
start work under 10-week guaran-
tee at $17,500 weekly.

JOHNSTON TO CLARIFY

OFFISH B.O. STATEMENT
.

;
Hollywood, Jan. 23.

Enc Johnston, due in for hud-
dles with company toppers, will
be principal speaker at L. A. Cham-
ber of Commerce's annual meeting
tomorrow night (26). Expected
slant of his talk, with both com-
pany and chamber members, will
be to clarify his recent Miami
statements that domestic biz is off
10% and foreign biz 20%.
Gloom.which-followed statement,

which was meant to be optimistic,
was unwarranted, Johnston feels.
Decline was from alltlme peak year
of 1946. Boxoffice has been "good."

It's anticipated Johnston Will re^
veal that real problem facing stu-
«los is overhead expense. Studios
currently are taking all possible

to correct this.

Report Feldman,

MCA in Duel For

Selznick Talent
Hollywood, Jan. 25.

Tremendous underground
struggle is reportedly going on be-
tween agents Charles Feldman and
Music Corp. of America over David
O. Selznick's plans to unload his

stable of talent. Bitterness results
from Feldman's efforts to make a
deal with one. of4the major studios
to take over the talent, most of
which is represented by MCA), v

If Feldman succeeds, he'll get
the commission on everything paid
by the studio over and above what
Selznick is now paying the players.
MCA will continue to get its com-
missions only on the Selznick fees
to the perfprmers under: their pres-
ent contracts. Since Selznick talent
deals were all set at much lower
figures than Feldman is' now ask^
ing, there'd be a considerable dif-

ferential on which he'd get com-
mission.

It is understood, therefore, that
MCA has been endeavoring to sty-

mie Feldman's efforts and to set a
deal of Its'own. Warner Bros., which
reportedly had been brought close
to inking; by Feldman, is under-
stood still interested in tlie pack-
:age.'

Selznick is said to be planning tb
go to Europe for as long as two
years with Jennifer Jones, follow-

ing their expected marriage.

Brit. Studio Unions Ask

Gov't Emergency Meets On

Rank's Dim Prod. Plans
London, Jan. 25.

Three studo unions with J. Ar^-

thur Rank's knowledge and ap-

proval have telegraphed' Board of

Trade prez Harold Wilson urging an
immediate industry conference to

consider the new production crisis.

Appeal to the government comes
as a sequel to the unions' meeting
with Rank yesterday (24) following

the latest dismissals at the Den-
ham and Pinewoodstudiosw

It's understood that Rank inti-

mated the D & P axings were in-

evitable and others may follow
later in the year. Britain's ace
producer is also reported having

j
Stated that his present production.

' program (between 40 and 50 pic-

tures annually) is within the limits

of his financial resources and at

this juncture it's impossible to un-
dertake further expansion.

Prank-Panama Set
' By Schary for M-G

Hollywood, Jan. 25.
Dore Schary concluded deal with

P'^°a»cer-writer team Melvin Frank
""S Norman Panama.

iwJ«j''
checked onto Metro last

Monday (24).

first assignment is to

Prt r"*'''™^*' Redhead," Rob-
ert Carson Satevepost stoiy.

Skouras to Europe
Twentieth-Fox prez S p y r o s

Skouras flew to Europe Sunday
(23) with Athengoras I, Patriarch-

elect of the Greek Orthodox
Cliurch, to attend the latter's in-

stallation as head of the Greek Or-

thodox Church tomorrow (Thui'S:

day) in Istanbul.

Skouras stopped off in Paris

Monday (24)' to lunch" with Prince

Peter of Greece and then left for

Turkey. He's scheduled to return

to Paris next Monday (31) for busi-

ness huddles with 20th execs In

Fi-ance before returning to N. Y,

Twentieth chief and Athenagoras

flew In the "Sacred Cow," former-

ly the private plane of President

Truman.

SEE COSI GUTS UA Gets Rooney Indie, Others In

Hughes Swap; Owners Mum on B.R.

Cutbacks in : costs, which are
starting to be reflected in film com-
pany financial statements recently
issued, are winning applause from
New York bankers holding loans
to the

, industry. They feel that
the shaking out of excess expendi^
tures came at a particularly oppor-
tune time to put the companies in
a strong financial position for the
future. :

"It is much better that the in-

dustry went through its reorgani-
zation while the boxoffice was down
only 10% to 20% than if this in-
evitable cutting had been post-
poned to a day when boxoffice re-
ceipts might be down 40% Or
50%,!' one top banking exec point-
ed out this week. He added:

: "If the industry was to continue
on a solid economic basis, the ne-
cessity for getting the water out
of its cost structure was evident.
The manner in which this has been
accomplished in the past year has
seen a minimum of disorganization
and chaos. . What we feared is that
the companies would wait until a
real depression came and then go
through their organizations hacking

(Continued on page 26/

Rank Boycott On

U.S.FilmsEasing
> .London, Jan. 25.

By a gradual process the boycott
of major American product on the
two Rank circuits, Odeon and Gau-
mont-British, is being overcome.
After running for several months
with very little Yank product other
than Universal International and
Eagle Lion, which is handled
through their own .organization,

dates are now being inked for top
Hollywood offerings.

April 4, for example, RKO will

have its first date of the year on
the Odeon Circuit, when "The Se-
cret Life of Walter Mitty" com-
mences its London release. Gau-
mont-British circuit, commencing
May 9, will be showing "Mr. Bland-
ing Builds His Dteam House." An-
other important . Yank offering
booked for Odeon release is SRO's
"The Paradine Case," which is be-
ing distributed here by British
Lion.

Although^the playing time being
made available to Yank product is

(Continued on page 6)

Emfeld in H.O. Huddles
Charles Einfeld, new 20th-Fox

ad-publicity veepee, Is slated to

arrive at the homeofflce Friday
(28) to assume his new position,

with his contract starting Feb. 1.

Einfeld will spend 30 days in

New York lining up his staff and
huddling with h.o. officials on
plans for upcoming product. He's
due to return to the Coast early
in March.

if Howard Hughes, after months of
negotiation, will finally get back
his three pictures from United Ar-
tists as a result of deals approved
by the UA board at a special
session in New York yester«
day (Tuesday). Slated to be mad«
with part of the $60O;000 which-
Hughes is making available for tha
financing of UA indies are "Mrs.

Provisional OK By

Govt, to Schenck

On Chain Interest

Mike," a Sam Bischoff production
starring Dick Powell, and "Quick-
sand," a Sam Stiefel - Mickey
Rooney production in whicJi
Rooney will star.

The two pix together will use
only $380,000 of the financing
which Hughes is advancing to com-
pensate UA for the trio of his pix-

to which -it is giving up distribu-
tion rights. The remaining $220,-
000 will be spread over one or
more additional films, but since
Hughes is definitely committed for
itv the board voted to release his
films to him.

. Directors also okayed a distri-

bution deal,- in no way connected :

with Hughes, for "Runaway,"
(Continued on page 4) .

Hollywood, Jan. 25. I

Joseph Schenck's proposed
acquisition of a 50% interest in the

]

giant United California circuit has
been handed the blessings of the

Dept. of Justice providing Schenck
resigns his executive spot with
20th-FOx's studio, it is reported

here. Understood that Schenck
proposes to cut his connections

with 20th as soon as the pending
| pj^^g f^j. all-industry meet-

Government anti-trust action In-
, the Coast to discuss all

volving his company reaches some
, jj^g^g production-distribution

conclusion m the N. Y. Federal problems are definitely off. Idea
court. was discussed b« company prexies

greenlight -""""c. i _ . . . .
.f

All-Industry Meet

On Coast Called Off;

Publicity Held Untimely

Government greenlight means
I that Schenck will become one of

I the largest theatre operators in the
country. United California's hold-
ings in both the Golden State cir-

cuit and T. & D., Jr., Inc. give it

control of over 115 theatres.

I Schenck, additionally, is the con-
trolling stockholder of United
Artists Theatres, which has com-

(Continued on page 22)

Arnall in N.Y. tb Set

SIMPP Headquarters
Ellis Arnall, new prexy of the

Society of Independent Motion Pic* i

ture Producers, arrived in New
York this week to set up office

facilities and staff, and to start

actively handling details of his

post. SIMPP headquarters hereto-
fore has always been on the Coast,

and difficulties are being encoun-
itered in getting suitable office
I (Continued on page 22)

at their conclave in Miami Beach
last week and vetoed.

All-industry meet was originally
called by Eric Johnston, prexy of
the Motion Picture Assn. of:
America, for today (Wednesday),
tomorrow and Friday. This was to
be a followup to the sessions of
top company brass In New York
last month. Instead, the closed

.

confab of tHe prexies or their repsi
in Miami last week was substituted
and the all-industry huddle "post-
poned."
Johnston arrived on the Coast

from Washington yesterday (Tues-

(Continued on page 20)

National Boxoffice Survey
Bad Weather Trims Trade—'Pit,' 'Juan,* 'Accused,'

'Witch,' 'Joan,' 'Sky,' 'Shoes,' 'Hamlet' Leaders

With 11 more new pictures being
|

chantment'|__jHKO) : and "Walked

unveiled and holdovers still clut-

tering up many key cities, firstrun

biz is- very spotty this session.

Snowstorms, sub-zero weather, icy

streets and heavy rain also are

clipping trade. There are probably

more different films playing cur"

rently than any week since late last

November, with biz widely split up.

Pacing the field is "Shake Pit"

(20th) which will take first-place

by a" wide margin. -"DoTT-Juan"
(WB), proving big enough on preesm
engagement in N. Y. to hold six

weeks, is pushing up into second
spot. "Accusert" (Par)r which is

catching on better, Will shag third

money.

"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep), go-

ing like a prairie fire, is a strong

fourth. "Joan of Arc" (RKO), with
additional dates, will finish a close

fifth, with every indication of

moving higher once Into further

release. Sixth slot goes to "Yellow
Sky" (20th\ currently mostly hold-

over. "Red Shoes" (EL), "Hamlet"
(U) and "Words and Music" (M-G)
round out the Big Nine; Strongest

in runner-up class are "Kissing
Bandit" (M-G>, "Paleface" (Par),

"Man From Colorado" (GoD,

"Every Girl Mawied" (RKO), "En-

by Night" (EL) in that order,

"So Dear to My Heart" (RKO)
looms as outstanding newcomer on
basis of initial . playdates this

stanza. Preemed in a- four-state
area centering on Indianapolis,
Cincinnati and Louisville, new
Walt Disney is topping all opposi-
tion in last-named key and In-
dianapolis, It -was smash in latter

and terrific in Cincy. "Criss Cross"
(U) also started well in L. Ai ''

"Letter to Three Wives" (20th>
did very -good biz. on .first-week at

N. Y. Music Hall. While out be-
fore, "Command Decision" (M-G)
is terrific on initial N. Y. stanza.
"My Own True Love" (Par), due
at N. Y. Paramount next, is just
okay in K: C. "Dear Secretary"
(UA), another new entry, looks oke
in Buff. "Act of Violence" (M-G) is

getting no place in N. Y. "Chicken
Every Sunday'' (20th) shapes on
disappointing side on N. Y. preem,
"Don't Trust Husband" (UA) is

doing nicely in Denver and trim
in L. A,
"Return of October" (Col) looks

big in St. Louis and nice in L. A.
"Last Days' Pompeii"-"She," ItKO
reissue combo, is registering some
strong to sock biz this stanza.

(Contpletc Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9).
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Bagnall-Nassonr Fmancn^ Han

. Holds Top htere^ at UA Conclave
Conclave of United Artists' top'f

brass on the Coast last week served

more to eliminate certain of the

plans suggested for obtaining pro-

duction flnancing than to turn up
any new or workable ideas. Most
promising plan continues to be the

one devised by George Bagnalli

UA veepee in charge of production,

by which the Nassour brothers

would provide a fund (rieportedly

obtained from A&P heir Hunting-

ton Hartford) to finance producers
who use their studio; It would pro-

vide 10 to 20 pictures yearly.

While details of the Nassour
plany which was not presented
formally to the stockholders and
directors' committee at their ses-

sion last week, continued nebulous,

It was being , looked upon with

great interest. Reason was that

three of the five alternative plans

for raising coin, contained in a

special report to owners Mary
Pickford and Charles Chaplin by
the four-man board comm_ittee,

were' virtually eliminatifed 'from
further consideration.
One of the two remaining ideas

Is for obtaining a fund such as the
Kassours contemplate, and the
fifth is for selling franchises for
future UA product to exhibs, who
would thus not only be assured of
dateS' for the pix thex ' help to

finance^ but would own a piece of
them, . A variation of this scheme
EUggested by «ome UA. execs in

New York, but not presented in

the board report, would be to sell

UA branches to franchise-holders,
which would put the company back
on a form of states-rights distribu-

.• tion... •

First of the three plans men-
tioned by the board committee
(consisting of Charles Schwartz,
Vitalis Chalif, E. C. Mills and
Harold Weill), and eliminated from
further consideration, was the sell-^

Ing of UA's interest in the Odeon

!

circuit in England. This is said to
be worth about £2,000,000, but
the coin is unconvertible, into dol-
lars and so of no value -except for
production in England, and the
latter the committee didn't think
advisable.

RFC Loan' Idea
' vSecond idea eliminated was to
attempt to get a loan from the gov-^

- ernment's Reconstruction Finance
Corp. . This would be somewhat
similar to the $20,000,000 fund the
British government is making
available through the Film Finance
Corp. for aiding English ^indies.
Idea: was dropped because it was
felt that the RFC would probably

(Continued on page 20)

20th, U, Col. Continue

UA Vcry Legal
No fewer than eight attor'

neys, ; representing the com-
pany, the two owners and the

board Of directors, attended

the United Artists stockhold-

ers' meeting on the Coiist last

week.
liawyers were so much m

evidence that one director de-

scribed the session this week
as "not so much a stockhold-

ers' meeting as » meeting of

the New York Bar Assn. with

the Los Angeles Bar Assn,"

Majors Deny Plot

To Oust Commies
Neither the Motion Picture Assn.

of America' nor the major com-
panies adopted a joint program
which would have barred proven
Communists in film jobs following

the Congressional un-Amefican Ac-
tivities probe, an answer filed yes-

terday (Tues.) in the N. Y, Federal
district court by MPAA, the Assn.
of Motion Picture Producers and
major companies asserted. The
answer, which responds to a suit

by the Screen Writers Guild, ad-
mits that the point was considered
at a meeting of oompany pres-
idents.''

The particular confab, in ques^
tion, held in New York Nov. 25,

19.47, discussed joint barring; of

(Continued on page 26)
'

iring Special
Three film companies—20th-Fox,

Universal and Columbia—are con-
tinuing their policies of retiring
special stock issues: now in the
bands of the public. Some 2,300
hares of cumulative convertible
preferred and 100 shares of prior
preferred were picked up by 20th
on the N. Y. stock exchange in^

the past 30 days. Company now
has in its hands 25,000 shares of
cumulative and 5,100 shares of
prior preferred.
U acquired 1,270 shares of 444%

cumulative preferred during the
same period. Company's coffers
hold 2,860 shares which will Ulti-

mately be retired.

Columbia picked up another lOO
shares of cumulative preferred to
bring its total held in the treasury
to 300 shaies.

UA Fails to Act On
Mills Resignation

United Artists' stockholders,: at
their annual meet on the Coast last

week, failed to act on the reslgna'
tion of Edwin Claude Mills from
the board. Mills, former general

. Manager of the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Pub-

'

Ushers, submitted his resignation
in prelude to moving his perma-'
nent residence from New York to
the Coast around Feb. 1.

There is a possibility that Mills '

will remain ,on the UA board if

. the 'owners desire to make arrange-

;

ments with him to commute to''

meetings. He takes the modest !

view, however,- that that would
hardly be profitable to the com-
pany, and owners Mary Pickford
and Charles Chaplin have given

tio indication of their intentions

in the matter.

UA-Hughes
B Contiiiued from page 3 s

which Paul Henreid will produce
and star in. This trio of plx and
Edward Small's "Black Magic," a
deal for which is now being nego-
tiated by the UA management, will
materially aid the company's prod-
uct situation;

. Board members were given their
first official dope on the $5,000,-
000 production financing fund
which production veepee George
Bagnall has been working put on
the Coast with studio operators
William and Edward Nassour.
They are said to be getting the
coin from A&P stores heir Hunt-:
ington Hartford, putting up their
studio property, as collateral.

Money would finance UA pro-
ducers making pix at their studio.

•Show Me' Stand
Directors were given no more

info than that and took a more-
orrless "show me" stand, although
they exhibited no lack of interest
in the scheme, which would elimi-
nate many of their financing head-
aches. They authorized the man-
agement to pursue the matter fur-
ther; _

When yesterday's session was
originally scheduled, it* was hoped
that there would be some instruc-
tions from owners Mary Pickford
and Charles Chaplin on proposals
put before them by a special board
committee at the stockholders
meeting on the Coast last week.
There was no word whatsoever
from the owners, however. It is

expected another board conclave
will be called shortly to receive
the directive of Miss Pickford and
Chaplin on the alternative plans
for product financing with which
they .were presented;

• On the Hughes arrangement, his
$600,000 is guaranteed by studio
operator James Nasser. In return
Jor this, Hughes waived approval
of stoi-y and cast. Nasser is now
to get together further packages
for UA approval to use up the re-
maininc $220,000 In secondary
financing.

Bisclioff's film is budgeted at
$1,200,000, Of which $200,000 is

Hughes money, while the Rooney
pic will go at $850,000, of which
$180,000 is from Hughes.

Pix returned to Hughes are "The
Outlaw" (which has been in re-
lease fop more than three years
and on which UA will book and
service the few remaining con-
tracts inked but not played), "Ven-
detta" and "Mad Wednesday."
Hughes is turning them over for
release to RKO, in which he
bought controlling interest last
summer.

'Christ in Concrete'

To Roll in England
HoUywood, Jan. SS.

'

Sod Geiger production, "Ciu^ist

in Concrete," originally slated for

lensing in Italy two years ago, will

roll in England late in March.
Sam Wanamaker will star, Ed-

ward Dmytryk will direct, and
J. Arthur Rank will release;

See Revbion Of

RKO s Pub-Ad

Setup at Meet
Revision of tha exec setup of

the publicity-advertising-exploita-

tion department of RKO will pos-
sibly emerge from the current ses-

sions .of company officials on the
Coast; Attending the meetings are
Ned E.: Depinet, . .prexy; Robeit
Mochrie, :sales chief; S; Barret Mc-
cormick, advertising manager; and
Terry Turner, exploitation head.

RKO ' pub-ad-exploitation de-
partment has been without an
overall head for more than a year.
Veepee John Whitaker has been
overseeing it. He Is reported,
however, leaving the company
shortly. He's an engineer who was
formerly associated in Wall street
operations with Floyd Odium and
brought in by him when Odium
held controlling stock interest in
RKO. Odium sold out last year
to Howard' Hughes; Whltaker's
absence from the current Coast
sessions is viewed as significant.

Robert Taplinger, former pub-f

ad chief of Enterprise; is known to

be a candidate to fill vacancy at

RKO. There has been no indica-
tion, however, of any intention by
the management of bringing in an
outsider. Possibility reported is

that McCormick may gradually re-
assume the: responsibilities of the
post, rather than add to current
operating expenses by making an-
other appointment. McCormick
held the job until a couple years
ago.

Quartet of New York execs is

huddling with studio toppers, /'and

Depinet is : also ' talking with
Hughes. They are viewing a num-
ber of pictures to be released with-
in the next few months and dis-

cussing campaigns on them. Films
include "The Green Promise," "Mr,
Joseph Young of Africa," "Balti-

more Escapade" and "The Win-
dow." Execs will be on the Coast
all week.

HOUSE GROUP MAY

HEAR BEEFS VS. NSS
Washington, Jan. 26;

The tiff currently brewing ber
tween certain exhibs and National
Screen Service may be dumped
into the lap of the Bouse small
business committee for probing by
the solons under a proposal which
will be made to the Theatre Own-
ers of America at their series of
board meets this week. William
Buffing, chairman of the NSS com-
mittee, it is reported, will recom-
mend either that move or the for-
warding of a complaint against the
trailer outfit to the Dept. of Jus-
tice. '

Ruffing, as well as his committee
associates, Walter Reade, Jr., ahd
Edward Zorn, are behind the ac-
tion because of a number of gripes
being registered by TOA members.
The squawkers are taxing NSS for
allegedly cutting down its services
without an equivalent reduction In
charges to exhibs. They citie the
fact that NSS recently shut its
Buffalo office as an instance.

_ It is also_asserted that the trailer
company has been delivering in-
complete or defaced posters. Com-
mittee has taken up the charges
with NSS officials but, So far, have
failed to reach an adjustment of
the gripes.

N. Y. Critics Make Awards
New York Film Critics* annual awards, which have been taklnt

on added stature and importance ov^ the yean, hit « climax last
Friday (21) evening with the presentation of th« 1948 prlzea on tha
stage of the Radio City Music Hall. Words of both Olivia dt Havil-
land 9nd John Huston in accepting their scrolls indicated their
feeling that there was greater- Integrity in the awards by the is
New York reviewers th$fi in tiie Academy's Oscars. .While the priu

'

distribution by the critics can'never hope to approach the glamour
and excitement of the Oscar evenings in March, last Friday's cere-
mony was extremely impressive in its dignity and quality. Th«
giant stage of the Music Hall lent the tone ^of its own simple sjplen-

dor and grandeur to;the event, and some 6^000 spectators filled
the house, while others queued up outside; Awaxsds, fitted into the
9 p.m. break between pictures ("Letter to Three Wives") and show
tpok about 20 minutes. -

'

Ceremony went extremely smoothly and decorously as Tom-Pryoi*,
of The New York Times, chairman of the critics group, aided by
vice-chairman Wanda Hale, of The New York News, handed scrolls

to Miss de Havilland as best actress for "Snake Pit," Huston for best
picture and best director for "Treasure of Sierra Madre," and
Roberto Rossellini for best foreign picture C^Paisan"). Laurence
Olivier,: who won the best actor award, made his acceptance via
radio from London. It was recorded by NBC and piped into the
Music Hall. Showing ef a series of one-minute clips from the prize '

' Winning films preceded the awards. «

Ceremony was recorded for broadcasting later in the evening'
over a national net and internationally by "Voice of America"
shortwave; NBC and* WPIX video -cameras also recorded it for
subsequent airing. - A' reception and party, attended by Broadway
and Hollywood names, followed In the Music Hall's upstairs apart-,
ment suite. * Herb.

Bigger Public Relations Program Up

For Talks at D.C. TOA Parleys

Par Not in Crosby-CBS"
Deal being negotiated by Co.*

lumbia Broadcasting System to
acquire a 25% interest in Bing
Crosby's corporate setups does

: not include his Paramount Pic-

tures contract. It takes in only
radio and television.

Full details of the deal are
in the radio section.

U Settles 'Uncle' Suit
Lbs Angeles, Jan. 26;

Walter J. Wise, writer, reached
an out-of-court settlement with
Universal Pictures in his $60,000
damage suit involving the picture,
"So's Your Uncle." Amount of
the settlement was not given out.

Studio bought the story from
Leonard Lee but Wise declared he
was co-author. Settlement gave
Universal all rights Wise may have
held in the yanu

Col. Skeds 21

More Reissues
Pointing up the film companies'

intensified stress on reissues as a
major form of revenue/ Columbia
yesterday (Tues.) revealed plans to
re-release 21 oldies during the
next couple of months. New
group, coupled with . the 20 re-
issues already available to exhibi-
tors, undoubtedly ghres Col the
heaviest re-release schedule among
any of the distributors.

In addition to the 41 reissues,
Col has tentatively scheduled 51
new features, including B product
and westerns for the coming year.
In addition, still more reissues
may be dusted off before the end
of the year, depending on the box-
office success of the present group.

Company plans to sell most of
them as single features, with the
exception of two twin-action bills,

which will go out as dual pack-
ages. These include "Dirigible"
and "Submarine" and "Peniten-
tiary" and "Women in Prison."
Also in the list are such former
top-grossers as "Mr. Smith Goes
to Washington," "His Girl Friday,''
"Holiday," "Penny Serenade,"
"Talk of the Town," "Pennies from
Heaven," "You Can^t Take It With
You" and others.

N. Y. to L. A.
Alexander Cohen
Jack Dales
Olivia De Havilland
Ned E. Depinet
Y. Frank Freeman
Leroy Fulmer

• Ava Gardner w
Marcus Goodrich
Arnold -Grant- —
Eric Johnston
Carl Leserman
Ilya Lopert
S. Barret McCormick
Robert Mochrie
John Payne

' Ezio Pinza
Claude Rains
William F. Rodgers
Roberto Rossellini
Rudy Solmsen

N, Y. to Europe
Bennie Becger
Montgomery Clift
George Cdulouris
Lester Cowan
Michel Emer
Mordecai Gorelik
Chico. Marx
Spyros Sicourat

Whether the Theatre Owners Of
America will plunge into a new
and. even more expensive public
relations program in 1949 is one
of the big riddles coming up for
discussion this week at the exnib
group's Washingtoii board meef^.
Organization laid out an estimated
$60;000 in '48 over and above its

usual p.r. nut. Pressure is now on
by certain elements of TOA to

boost the budget further for an
all-out campaign this year. :

Tied to the proposal, which will «

be given plenty of talking in D.C.,-

is a recommendation, aired last

week by the American Municipal
Assn., that the 48 state legislatures
empower cities and. towns to tax
any and aU activities not expressly
levied on by the states. The AMA
is the: most potent voice of mu-'
nicipalities in the U.S. Its demand
means that the heat will be on the
film biz during the coming raft of
legislative sessions.

If the TOA board goes for a big
publicity drive it would be aimed
at forestalling the threatening tax
raid on- theatre tills. Directors will
be asked at the Washington confabs
to approve production of two shorts
by the unit—one on taxation, the
other on censorship. Proposal,
backed by TOA management,

(Continued on page IS)

L. A. to N. Y.
Norman Blackburn
Vivian Blaine
Sam Boal
Bill Brown
Norman Corwin
John Crosby
Charles R; Denny
Charles Einfeld
Norman Frescott
Sylvia Fine
Walter Hampden
Percy Ikerd
Gail Ingrafti

Harry Ingram
Danny Kaye
Arthur Kelly
Nick Kenny
Arthur L. Krim
Anatole Litvak
Alan Marshall
Wm. Mayberry.
Gar Moore
Garry Moore
Harry Muller .

Mildred Natwick
Elliott Nugent -

Margaret O'Brien
Paul O'Brien
William S. Paley
James E. Perkins
William Ruerick
Martin Ross
John F. Royal
Zachary Scott
Grad Sears :

Jon Slott

Charles Vidor
Douglas Whitney
Bernie Williams
Meredith WillsoB^
Herb Yates

Europe to N. Y.
Noel Coward
Maurice Dekobra
Alicia Mnrkova
William Si.strom
Suzy Solidor
Maurice Winnick
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$53>000,000 NET ESTIMATE IN '48
Theatre Partners, Hedgingm Terms,

Create Stew with Major Distribs

Pommer to Europe'
Erich' Pommer, retiring film

Recalcitrant exhib partners of+-

the Big Five, currently holding out
(

for better terms in the breakup of
|

joint theatre operations, may cause

!

he entire question to be dumped! . . , „ _

aeain into the courts. A rash of {

chief for the U. S. military govern-

sUits and proceedings are now be- : ment in Germany, returns to

tag considered by theatre chiefs of ;

Europe this week by plane from

malor companies as a result of the New York to wind up his affairs,
""vv. . 1 Pommer^ who was recently suc-

ceeded by Arthtir Miayeri expects
|

to be back in the U. S. isonietime

'

stand being taken by some theatre

pards. Number of these are refus

ing to either buy or sell.

Prominently mentioned in this
^pui^

group are both the Maine & New
Hampshire circuit, tied to Para-

mount, and the Trenton-New

DISGOIINI Many Both Goldwyn, Johnston

Erred in Airing Their Bitterness
B.O. MISSOUTS

A big ^Writeoff of films released

in 1948 which proved to be boic-

office-^missouts has now deflated

early and optimistic estimates that
i
in motion picture industry finance,

Abeel Promoted
Alan C. Abeel, long an expert

Brunswick ehaini Owhed 50-50 by

KKO and Walter Reade. In both;

instances the majors' partners have

been offered the chance of buying

out the film companj«'s slice or'

selling. Neither choice has been

taken, and it is now likely that the

refusal will stand.

Situation is further complicated

in several instances because terms

of the partnership set forth the

method of -dissolving the joint

Operatiort in a manner which works
distinctly to the disadvantage of

the major. In the case of Reade,,

for instance, it's understood that

the book value sets the figure

which the major is to receive if it

plunks for dissolution. Sum in

these instances is said to be grossly

under the actual value of the in-

terest.

Test action to determine whether
a major must sell at disadvantage-

(Continued on page 15)

Selznick, Krim Continue

Talks on 'Jennie' Tailend

Other SRO Films
David O. Selznick and Arthur

Krim, Eagle Lion prez, are con-
tinuing talks this week on the pos<

sibility of extending their recent
deal to include EL tailend selling

Of "Portrait of Jennie" and other
upcoming Selznick Releasing Or-
ganization pictures. Nothing has
been set yet, however* beyond the

. deal for EL handling of nine Selz^^

nick reissues and selling of resi-

dual accounts on two SRO pix al-

ready in release.

Indications of a possible change,
in Selz'nick's plan to 'have his own
organization handle "Jennie" is

seen in continuing delays on tak-
ing new dates. Sales staff had or-
ders a couple weeks ago to go
ahead lining up engagements, but
all action has ceased now. Pic Is

playing only on the Coast, where
it opejned prior to the end of the
year to aualify for the Academy
awards.
Sidney Deneau, SRO sales chief,

and Leonard Case, financial
exec, have been in Hollywood for
the past 10 days huddling with
Selznick. They went out with Wil-
liam Heineman, EL v.p. in charge
pf distribution, who returned to
New York at the end of last week.

the film industry would net total
profits of $60,000,000 for the year
just past. Because mostxompanies
have decided to take their loss in
'48 on weak pix rather than carry
over to the following semester, the

was upped last week from second
vice-president to a full vice-presi-

dency of the Guaranty Trust Co.,

N. Y. He has for years handled
the bank's loans to major film com-
panies and independent producers

Selling,

Stockholder Tiff

Shaping Up Over

Cohn s New Pact
Minority stockholder fight over

the proposed new- stopgj^ employ-
ment contract for Harry Cohn, Co-
lumbia's president) is: again shap-
ing up following circulation of the
company's proxies last week. Ben-
jamin Javlts, attorney representing
the Investors League, which led

^

last year's battle against a boosted
|

salary for Cohn, is huddling with
the league's management as a pre-
liminary to deciding whether the
group will renew its barrage: Jav-
its said yesterday (Tues.) that the
league may place ads in the news-
papers seeking stockholder sup-
port, as it did in '48.

Attorney conceded that the new
ticket for Cohn, which would make
available under certain conditions
some $300,000 in insurance policies

carried by Col on Cohn's life,

"isn't anywhere nearly as bad as
the last proposed contract." None-
tlieless, Javits said, "it is ba.sically

the same situation, and I don't like

it."

Stockholders' rep declared that
it does not guarantee, continued
services of Cohn. (Pact can be can^
celled by either Cohn or the com-
pany on six months' notice). "Cohn
has enough of a stake in the com-
pany and I don't see the need for

extra compensation," Javits added.
Attorney is considering writing a

letter to Col's directors setting
iorth his views. At the 1948 annual
meeting, Cohn dropped a proposed
new employment contract despite
the approval by a large majority
of stockholders. Present tentative
pact would be regarded as a pre-
lim to ultimate negotiation of a
new permanent contiFact.

total net for seven majors (ex- i
~ Abeel was handed the promotion

eluding United Artists) will not ;
by the Guaranty directors at their

exceed $53,000,000. That final fig- 1
meeting following the annual

ure represents a drop of 40% from ' stockholders' session last Wednes-
the $90,000,000 garnered in '47.

i

day (19). He has been with the

Actually, six of the majors will ^^^^ y^"*"^-

snare some $57,000,000 in net
profits for the year. However, it is

reliably reported that Universal
will show a net loss of $4,000,000
or thereabouts when its statement
comes out. This $4,000,000 is de-
ducted from the total of the six
companies to reach the final figure.

U's statement is : now complete,
it is understood, except for . a de-
termination of the: amount to ' be
written off for films which failed
to. meet their negative and distri-

bution costs. That figure, it is be-
lieved; will run into several mil-
lions of dollars and push the loss

up to the $4,000,000 total. For its

(Continued on page 20)

Metro Seeking

Govt. Settlement?

S. Africa Trek01

Trip Inadvisable'

For Major Mgrs.

-f Teapot name-calling tempest be-
tween Eric Johnston and Samuel
Goldwyn during the past week has
been greeted disgustedly with "a-
plague-on-both-your^houses" atti-
tude by many industiyites. They/
feel that both men erred severely
in pujjlicly airing their bitterness
toward each other on the lowest
possible personal basis when the .

crying need of the industry at the
moment is an improvement in its :

public relations. Namcrcalling in
the press on a strictly intramural
difference of viewpoint is a luxury,
it is felt, : that Hollywood cannot
well afford at this point;

Most of the : fingerpointing by

;

those who have analyzed the spate
of statements by the pair is aimed
at the Motion Picture Assn. of
America prexy. Broadest opin-
ion is that he belittled himself and
the Assn., and did nothing but
harm to the industry by answering
Goldwyn's initial statement an-
nouncing his intentions of quitting
the MPAA and its Coast affiliate,
the Jjfotipn Picture Producers
-Assn.

There's no willingness, either;
of course, to condone Gold-
wyn. If he chose to quit
the two organizations, it is

Committee of three major com-
pany foreign managers and Fran-
cis Harmon, veepee of the Motion
Picture Assn. of America, have-r- felt he could have done so simply
temporarily, at least-^called off

their trip to South Africa. They
were to leave New York, Friday
(28), in accordance with a decision

reached by the company prexies at

their session in Miami Beach last

week.

Trip to Johannesburg was to pror
test to the government and per-
haps arrange an easing of the 50%
restriction on remittances, which
was imposed last Nov. 5 and made
retroactive to July 1. Companies

Extension of Metro's time to file

briefs and proposed findings in the

I

werranx'ious" if" they Muldn-reasl

Distrib Asks $150,000

In Tiracy' of Picture
Hollywood, Jan. 25.

Charging "Unfaithfully Yours"
was pirated from his screenplay,
"Discord," William D. Shapiro,
film producer - distributor, sued
20th-Fbx, Preston Sfiirges" and
Werner R. Heymann for $150,000
damages in action filed in Santa
Monica superior court.
Shapiro alleges that in Septem-

beir, 1945, he created and de-
*foped "Discord" with assistance
ot Arthur Hoerl. Propping piroduc-
tion, he hired Heymann as mu-
sical director and conductor.
Uaims Heymann famijiarized him-
self with story, told it to Sturges,
Who thereafter wrote and pro-
duced "Unfaithfully," copying, ac-
cotding to complaint, plot, theme.
Characters, motivation, treatment,
sequence of scenes and dramatic
situations contained in "Discord."

1,.
"Unfaithfully" was re- ivaitc.j —

~

leased despite written notice not hospital, Brooklyn, where he will

in f * i^"'
'f^sulting in destruction

\

be confined for the rest of the weekm total value of his film property. I
after minor surgery.

LiniE 3 BRIEF SLOWED

BY RAFTERY ILLNESS
Preparation of a combined brief

by the Little Three— Universal,

United Artists and Columbia —
has been slowed by illness of Ed-

ward Rafteryj member of the law

firm of O^Brien, Driscoll, Raftery
& Lawler. Raftery has been active-

ly working on the document. Be-
cause of Raftery's ailment, the
Little Three this week obtained a

postponement until Feb. 10 for

filing its argument. Order was
inked by the N. Y. Federal court;

Combined brief aims a three-way
assault on the -Government's -anti-

trust stand. It wiir seek to upset
the proposed decree on price-fixing,

roadshows and clearances. Since

none of the trio owns theatres, no
argument is made on divorcement.

On - price-fixing, brief will ask

that licensing contracts be per-

mitted to specify the house's scale

of prices merely as a statement of

policy rather than a guaranteed
minimum. Limited roadshows on
unusual films will be requested.

Re-defining of clearances, plus re-

moval of the burden Which the

Government decree: would place on
distribs to prove reasonableness^

will be sought, \

Raftery is currently. in St. Mary's

revived rumors that the company
will join the parade by seeking a
settlement of the action in negotia-
tions with the. Dept. of :Justipe.
Three-judge Federal court last

week granted a delay until Feb. 15
from the original Jau; 31 date after
application by -the film company.
Order was inked after U. S. spe-

cial assistant attorney general Rob-
ert L. Wright okayed the move.
With Paramount reportedly al-

ready in agreement with the Gov-
ernment and RKO's consent out of
the way, attorneys believe these
maneuvers of Par and RKO are
generating strong pressure on the
other companies to reach for the
olive branch. In this respect, ad-
verse court results against those
sticking to the fight would pose in-

evitably unfavorable comparisons
to stockholders with deals won by
companies hitting the consent-de-

f

cree road.
|

RKO also^ won a ^elay from the
court last week. Company's re-

quest for an extension until March
30 of the time required to file an
approval by stockholders was ap*
proved in court. Provision of its

decree had set Feb. 8 as the last

day for the settlement to be given
stockholders blessings.

the overall 50%- festriction, at least

to work changes in the. regulations
to allow more equitable distribu-
tion of the 50% of remittances per-
mitted.

Scheduled, to leave New York on
Friday with Harmon were Phil
Reisman^ of RKO; Murray Silver-

stone, of 20th-Fox, and George
Weltnery of Paramount. Warner
Bros, foreign exec Joseph Hummel
is already on his way from Europe
and was to join up in Johannesburg
with the New York contingent.

Last-minute change in plans' fol-

lowed advices from South Africa
that the trip would be "inadvis-
able." No indication . could be had
from the MPAA or other sources
in New York yesterday (Tuesday)

. iContittued on page 20)

RICHARDS STUBBORN

ON RENTAL TERMS
New Orleans, Jan. 25.

Although he has now b'een de- _ _^
prived of product from four major i complaints from members re com-

and quietly with the briefest kind
(Continued on page 18)

Schine, 8 Majors

Named in N.Y. Suit

Asking $2,523,000
A $2,523,000 treble-damage anti-

trust action was slapped against
the Schine circuit and the eight
majors yesterday (Tues.) in the
N. Y. Federal court. The suit,
brought by Auburn Capitol Theatre
Corp. and Herbert P. Wallace,
named John A. May, J. Meyer and
Louis W. Schine individually be-
sides the corporate defendants;

Plaintiffs, as operators of the
Capitol theatre, Auburn, N. Y.,
charged the defendants with a con-
spiracy which monopolized the
town and allegedly forced the Cap-
itol to switch from a first-run
policy to a : catchras-catchrcan on
available product for any run. The
change was allegedly made in 1941
after the Capitol was on ilrst-run
since 1933.

Because of this, complaint as-
serts, Capitol made $40,000 less
annually than it would have racked
up otherwise. Wallace claims that
the alleged conspiracy prevented
him from going into exhibition in
neighboring towns.

Two Mpls. Complaints
,

Minneapolis, Jan. 2^.
North Central Allied has for-

warded to the Justice Dept. two

MPAA'S NEW 'AIDE'

Comic Strip Character 'Takes Over'
As 'Assistant' to: Cheyfltis' .

The Motion Picture Assn: of

America has added some new
talentr He's "the comic strip char-

acter who, as Variety went to

press last week, was being offered

a job by Edward T. Cheyfitz, as-

sistant to- MPAA prexy Eric John-

companies, Paramount partner £.

V. Richards is showing -no signs of
capitulating to . distribs on rental
terms. Reports that Richards, who
operates 79 houses in this sector,

has been dickering for a return
of Paramount product are tagged
here as incorrect. There are no
peace negotiations, and Richards
is prepared to keep operating with
his partial picture supply indefi-

nitely.

Par_and RKO. were theLJast_tw.o

companies to sell away from the
chain. Metro and Universal have
been booking their product with
competing houses for several years.

AH four companies claim that
ston. Cheyfitz was last pictured in S". .

<-ompanie»

the Publishers Syndicate daily R''=hards has refused to pay renta s

strip, "Mary Worth," as saying to
anywhere near as satisfying as his

the guy, "The industry needs ; '^'''"P^titors

smart young men who see Holly-

wood through neither rose-colored

petitive bidding. One exhibitor
alleges he has made highest bid for
product and been refused it. Other
charges Qompetittve bidding has
"hurt" him.

Organization claims consent de-
cree violations and requests att
investigation.

'

letro in TV—Afanost;

- Pic on CBS listake-
Metro, the one major film com-

pany which has indicated it wants
nothing to do with television yet,
was almost in the TV picture last
week^but it turned out to be all
a mistake.
CBS television transmitted a •

nor through the veil of
prejudice.''

Now insiders are kidding Arch
Reeve, public relations; chief for

With a half-dozen pix already ! two-reel documentary Saturday
sold away from Richards, Para-

' (22) night, titled "Whither Japan,"
mounters here say that its « film

I produced by the Australian Na-
rentals have hot-^suffered because

|
tional Fiim Council and distributed

of the breach with the company's
theatre partner. Returns have.

the MPAA on the Coast. They're ' roughly, equalled those heretofore

telling him they expect his resig- 1
corralled from Richards, whose

nation since his is the job the new- houses are generally good for big-

comer has been assigned by thelger grossers. That factor was

by Metro International in the
southwest Pacific region. Hyperion
Films, indie N, Y. distrib. Which
sold the short to CBS,' forgot to re-
move the ''Leo" leader and, as a
result, the full Metro tradettiarls

comic-strip Cheyfitz (whQ's iden-j equalized, however, by the higher ! flashed on the screen,
tified in the funnies by the sign on percentage which distribs can get I Both CBS and Hyperian apolo-
his office door). Uronr riva' theatres. Igized to Metro for the mishap.
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RiUik Plans More Low-Cost Films

As 'Heart,' Terrin' Grab Big Grosses

The wai'm boxoffice and critical**

reception handed recent British

ofterings in the U. S. such as

"Don't Talie It to Heart" and "Mr.

Perrin and Mr. Traill" is going to

work important changes in
Arthur . Rank's overall production

strategy. That prediction was made
this week to Vamety by Josef Som-
lo, co-director of Two Cities studio,

a big cog in Rank's film-making

machine, who sees these two

slecfpers swinging the top British

producer to more lower-budgeted

pix.'

S'omlo tagged the two films' hot

b.o. showing an "amazing thing"

because "we always thought the

Americans wanted big and spec-

tacular films." "Now, we hope to

find a market for our medium-cost
pictures, which we need very badr

ly," Somlo added. "Moreover, our

initial reaction is that we will

boost the number of these. Before,

we didn't think they had interna-

tional appeal.''

somlo believes that British films

have now progressed to the point

where Americans will accept the

rriore modest of the Anglo piX; at

the boxoffice. "We've passed the

step wherie only your critics ap-

prove of our films—the audience

now is beginning to enjoy them,"

British studio topper declared.

While in the U. S:, Somlo is

studying Yank pic tastes. He planes

for South America this week in an
effort to loosen some of the frozen

film currency Iced away there. If

the,Latinos okay his plans, Somlo
wants to use some of " the coin to

film exteriors in those countries.

He is slated to return to the U. S.

Hollywood, Jaft. 25.

i^ext writer - productsr r director

16b for filbert Hossett at Colutnbia

will be "The Outer Edge?," based

on thff Charles Jackson npvel, to

\vhich Rdsseh hoidsl the screen

rights.V „^,.,
Currently Rossen is makmg AH

the King's Men," which winds up
his old Columbia epntract, \New
pact is raider negotiation:

British Exhibs Huddling On

'Unit Plan' Calling for U.S.

;'/,''':,•": London, Jan. 18.

Operation of the "unit plan" by

,

the six major American distriibut'?

ing companies, which was subject

of preliminary discussions between
representatives of the Motion Pic-

ture Expoirt Assn. and British ex-

hibs, was considered at a meeting

of the General Council of the Cine-

matograph Exhibitors Assn. last

Wednesday (12).

In the report made by the CEA
delegation, it's stated that the six

companies adhering to the plan

will insist that as from April 1 the

Joseph Friedman, Columbia's vet !
program of two features shall be

managing director in England, • obtained from the same distrib

steps up to the post of .veepee of
|

Douglas Stresses Pix

As Foreign Envoy
; Hollywood, Jan. 25.

Lewis Douglas, U. S. Ambassador
to England, was guest at a private

dinner party hosted by attorney

Neil McCarthy here last Friday
(21) night. Douglas reportedly

told the film toppers present how
important he felt pictures were in

carrying American ideals overseas.

He stressed the near-diplomatic
impact of pictures on behalf of

America and said he felt it ex-

tremely important that they be
continuously shown abroad.

Friedman Upped

ToCollntlVf.

Majors Slashed to 250 Publidsis,

Only S^htiy H^her Than '42 Norm

Lab Technicians In

Advance Pact Talks
In a move to avoid heavy back-

pay loads for the companies, lab

technicians Local 702 has named a

five-man committee to handle

wage-hike talks with the major
eastern labs several months in ad-

Symptomatic of deep overall
cutbacks made in the film indus-
try over the past 12 months, pulH
licity operations of the major
companies have been sliced to
near prewar levels. Current num-
ber of publicity workers in the
homeoffices, totalling 250, is only
Slightly higher than the number of
flacks employed in 1942, just be-
fore the war boom set in. A paral-
lel retrenchment in the majors'

'

Vance 'of the current contracts' ex ^ _ ...„j„io
piration date in June. Involving pubiidty"" department "has

"
taken"

1,900 processing workers, negotia-

tions between the union and com-
pany reps on the wage issue are

scheduled to open within the next

place on the Coast.
Shrinking of the publicity ma-

terial flowing out of the film com-
panies has touched off squawks

Proposed arrangement is in con-

the company's foreign wing. Fried-

man was elected Monday (24) at a

board meeting immediately follow-

ing his return to N. Y. from Coast
huddles. His job as top man in

Britain is being taken over, by Max
Thorpe, present ass't managing di-

rector.

' Coast confabs in which Friedman

trast to the procedure which oper-

ates for pix which will not be ex-

hibited after March 31 and which
are now known as "partially sold."

In such cases an exhib can book a

first feature from one distrib and
a second feature from another, and
the only stipulation is that both

must be Yank films.

The exhibs told the American
participated resulted in a decision

. ... „ 4u„t
to produce three or possibly four reps at the ^8 that they would

films in England. Some of these adhere to the pi^p^^^^^^

,

will be for English consumption ^ was sold for solo exhibition

before heading for England Feb. 18.
j
alone, others for worldwide distri-

I it could only be supported by

Besides shooting in South Amer-
ica, Somlo has now set plans for

lensing "Elizabeth of Austria" in

Vienna. The Technicolor film is

scheduled to start in mid-May, with

Willi Forst directing and'Margaret
Lockwood topping the cast.

Two Cities, running the Denham

bution. Friedman will act.as busi- ,
shorts or newsrefils to the extent

ness manager of these production
activities, ^doubling between Ilng-

land and the Coast.
At the same time, newly-desig-

nated veepee will remain as a

member of the British unit's board
oi directors and be available as a

studio, will make 12 films during
{ consultant and adviser. In recent

1949 against 11 last year, according I years, Friedman has generally re^

to its chief. Rank's entire output I stricted himself to matters of pol-

of 3,000 feet

Another point at issue was a sug-

gestion from the American reps

that exhibitors should sign a slip

when booking - a first feature to

advise the distrib within, a reason-

able time the name of the second
feature and also give an assurance

that it would be an American pic-

ture. CEA spokesmen intimated

couple of weeks. Other provisions
\ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^laim it's a policy

of the industry contract will be
, ..penny wise, pound foolish." A

ironed out later.
Ifalloff in attendance, they claim.

Local 702, affiliate of Interna-
| ^^,,^1^ publicity efforts

tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage,
^j^^ ^lic on pic entertain-

Employees, is, meanwhile, launch-
| ^^^^^ jj^^jj^g ^^ ^

ing separate contract talks with
^g^g publicity levels,

Polacqlor labs, division of Polaroid ^ ^ ^^^^^ :

Inc., after conducting a successful »

organizing campaign. Several ma-
jor studios recently made deals

with Polacolor to deliver tinted

raw stock.

for the 12-month stretch is fixed at icy, with Thorpe handling most of they didn t anticipate any oojec

40-50, depending on' the state of

the film market. Total is slightly

over last year's.

Two of Denham's six stages will

be converted for Independent
Frame productions, Somlo - dis-

closed. Transition to the new, rev-
olutionary method of making pix

will be completed during the com-
ing summer. Explaining its opera-
tional advantages, Somlo said the
IF method cuts scenery and back-
ground costs tremendously. Its

great disadvantage is that longer
preparation for a film is required-r-

ruhning as-much as six months be-
fore a camera turns—but. the cost-

saving is still the controlling factor,

lA, Majors StiU At

Impasse on Contract

the operational choreas.

Appointment of Friedman is the
culmination of a series of meets of
foreign execs both on the Coast and
at the homeoffices. Joseph Mc-
Conville, Col's foreign chief; Jack
Segal, v.p. and treasurer of Colum-
bia International; Lacey Kastner,
Continental manager, and Sig
Kusiel, Latin American supervisor,
were all in town for the huddles.

BRITISH GROUP ACCOMPS

RANK FOR U.S. MEET
.
Strong ..Briysji c<jntiiigent,;ji

eluding key officials in the J. Ar-
thur Rank -film-making empire,
will make the Atlantic crossing
early in March to bulwark Rank in

forthcoming discussions of the

I

Anglo-American Film Council slat-

Negotiations between the major
\
ed here during the same month,

distribs and the International Al
liance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployees for a new contract cover-
ing 2,500 national exchange em-
ployees are still deadlocked despite
intervention last week of a Federal
mediator. After two sessions with
company and union reps. Commis-
sioner L. A. Stone failed to budge
thQ distribs' flat nix of the lA's
15%; wage-raise demand. Stone has
called another meeting for today
(Wed.).

It is understood that if an early
ngreement is not reached, a rift

may -, take place in the "united
front" of, the distribs.- Paramount
Is reportedly ready to settle with
lA on a compromise basis^lthough,
lb date, the company has gone
along with the other distribs down
the line.

tion on the part ot exhibs.

British Pix Loans Await

Reading; 2 Already Made
' London, Jan. 25.

Second reading of the Film
Finance bill is scheduled to be
made in the House of Lords next
Tuesday (1) and until the measure
is processed through the upper
house no loans are being made
direct to independent pix produc-
ers. Present setup calls for govern-

ment's financial assistance to be
grooved only through distributors.

Meanwhile, the Film Bank has
made a second advance of about
$80,000 to Exclusive Film's and an
initial loan to the Mancunian Film
Corp. upwards of $200,000. Other
loans are pending, with preliminary
discussions continuing with many
producers.

SOPEG Awaiting

Co. Negotiations
Screen Office and Professional

Employees Guild, after mopping;
up collective bargaining elections

at RKO, 20th-Fox and National
Screen Service homeoffices re-

cently, is still waiting word from
the companies on starting nego-
tiations for new pacts. Last con-
tract SOPEG had with the com-
panies expired September, 1948,
and has been trying, unsuccess-
fully, to bargain new pacts ever
since.

At RKO. it's understood the
whitecoUarite union "is running
into, a firm stand against all de-
mands. SOPEG is demanding a
25% wage hike plus tightened se-

curity and seniority provisions, but
to date has drawn no reply from
the company. Negotiations at the
other companies are expected to
open shortly after SOPEG receives
certification from -the National La-
bor Relations Board.
NLRB, meantime, is continuing

hearings on a jurisdictional squab-
ble at Republic, with reps from
the company, SOPEG and the rival-

union. Local H-63r participating.

Latter, union, a. subsidiary of the
International Alliance of Theatri-
cal Stage Employees, has been de-
feated by SOPEG in several at-

tempts to take over the whitecol-
larite field. Elections at Republic
are likely to be held in February.

Rank, accompanied by ; his wife,

arrives in N. Y. March. 23 for a
month. He returns to England
April 20 or 28.

Among the group of visitors will

be Sir Henry French, director-gen-

eral of the British Film Producers i ^n a comparatively small scale, dis-
Assn.; Sir Louis Greig, head of

1^^51,5 here are hopeful that these

ployed in the majors' homeoffices
alone. , ,

Only one of the companies, Met-
tro, is still operating publicity-

wise at top 1946 levels, with 31
flacks now employed as against 33
in 1946. The other companies have
lopped off their driimbeaters at a
virtually uniform rate.

United Artists has dipped to its

lowest level in 10 years with only
10 flacks now employed as against.

28 in 1946 and 12 in 1942. Twen-
tieth - Fox is another cotnpany.
which has drastically trimmed its

publicity sails, with only ,37 worki
ers now at hand as against 66 in

1945 and 40 in 1942.
Columbia has slipped back from

a 1946 peak of 43 flacks to a cur-

rent total of 34, while RKO, which
had ,41 publicists in 1947, now has
35. RKO Service, on the other

hand, has kept a fairly steady

level, with 18 p.a.s at work for

the past four years. Paramount
has retrenched from 34 in 1946 to

25 in 1949, and had 30 flacks work-
ing in 1942. Warner Bros., which
has 41 flacks now at work, slipped
back from a peak of 57 in 1946.
Universal has retreated -from 26
in 1946 to 19 currently, although
it had only seven in 1942.

Payroll loads of the companies
however, have not decreased pro-
portionately with the personnel
cuts due to substantial wage hikes
garnered by the Screen Publicists
Guild since 1942. In 1942, avfirage

salary for a New York pub-
licist was $80 but currently it's

slighty above $100^

Rank Boycott
Continued from page 3

British-Gaumont; John Woolf,
Rank's distribution chief, who tops
General Film Distributors; and
G. I. Woodham-Smith, the Briton's
general counsel.

Main body is being preceded by
a number of studio execs here to

0.0. the Yank reception of more
recent British releases. L. F.

Baker, director , of Ealing studios,

is-slated- in N.—Yr Feb. 9. —Josef
Somlo, co-director of Denham, has
already reached this country.

Aside from the council meet.
Rank has no fixed Itinerary as yet.
It is likely he will trek to the Coast
to visit his daughter, wife of scrip-
ter Fred M, Packard.

Major Co. Divestiture

Denied Again in Philly

Philadelphia, Jan. 25.

Efforts • to force Warner Bros,
and 10 other major film producers
and distributors to divest them-
selves of theatres they own and;
operate in this area were denied
Friday (21) for the second time in

U. S. district court.

Judge William H. Pitzpatrick re-

fused to "reform'' an earlier ruling 1

directing the chains to compete
j the picture will be made on the

equitably with William Goldman
|
home lot at Warners instead of

Theatres, Inc., for first-run show- i locating in Mexico, as previously
Ings in Philadelphia. 'planned.

bookings will . herald a resumption
of more general trading and a con-
sequent increase in screen time for
major product which at the pres-
ent time is being almost exclusive-

ly offered to independent theatres.

:
Bernstein Asks Cooperation

London, Jan. 25.

Call for an end to the emotion-
alism that has resulted in bitter-

ness between the American and
British film industries was sounded
last week by Sidney Bernstein,
British circuit operator and part-
ner with Alfred Hitchcock in inde-

I

pendent production. - Bernstein's

I

statement was made in a report to
the annual shareholders' meeting
of his Granada circuit.

Declaring that there is "serious
emotional tension" between the
two industries, he added: "It is

inconceivable that our two nations,
so great a combination in the world
wars, cannot work together con-

indie company, structively in- this one industry in
Switch , in producers means that

i

peace time. One can only hope that
saner and wiser counsels will pre-

DRIVE-INS GET BREAK

UNDER NEW N.Y. CODE
Albany, Jan. 25.

: A new building code for thea-
tres and other places of public
assembly becomes effective May 1,

State Board of Standards and Ap-

I

peals having approved a mod-
ernized version drafted by a com-
mittee to Industrial Commissioner
Edward Corsi two. years ago. It.

was perfected through a series of
public hearings. The code, replac-
ing one adopted 25 years ago,
covers drive-ins for the first time.
It also gives a definition of stage,
important to film theatres that
once were legit houses.
A reasonable tightening of reg-

ulations for construction and main-
tenance of places of public as-
sembly is provided. The Board
modified "regulations on" operi-aif

Cal. Defines Pay Status

Of Dismissed Studioites

Hollywood, Jan. 25.

Weeks covered by severance pay
or back vacation pay are con-
sidered weeks of employment un-
der recent decisions of California
Un6mployment Insurance Commis-
sion, dismissed studio employees
are being denied benefits during
those periodSi so Hollywood AFL
Film Council is setting up a special

committee under Max Krugen and
Pat Somerset to fight ruling.

In the past, dismissed -studio

workers had been permitted to file

for benefits a week after being
dropped, regardless of amount of

severance pay or vacation pay due
under union contract. New state

ruling makes it necessary for ex-
employee to wait until one week
after period covered by severance
or vacation pay.

'Serenade' to Wald
Hollywood, Jan. 25.

Jerry Wald is taking over the
production reins on "Serenade,"
originally slated for filming by
Mike Curtiz before he folded his

based on the theory that drive-ins
were real fire hazards, which was
combated by drive-in interests;

vail to the mutual, advantage of the
industry on both sides of the At-
lantic," 1

Metro Continues H.O.
Course for Sales Aides

Metro has decided to continue
its homeoffice training course for

spots!" The~°original riiles*^"'were !

aspiring sales staffers. To push the
" indoctrination another step, com-

pany- will announce the names of

its second group at the Coast sales,

confab, Feb. 6-12. Trainees will be

brought to N. Y. for several weeks
of lectures.

First group which recently

tucked away their diplomas in-

cluded Louis J. Weber, as'SiStant

branch manager at Dallas; Phil

Gravitz, New Haven salesman; A.

B. Padgett, Atlanta manager; Rus-

sell Gaus, Oklahoma City manager;
and Mike Ford, Chicago salesman.

William F. Rodgers, Metro's dis-

tribution veepee, who will name
the new group, returned from a

Miami vacation this Week. Rodgers

entrains for the Coast Saturday
(29) with a one-day stopover m

I
Chi on his schedule.

Metro Signs Sturges
Hollywood, Jan. 25.

Metro signed Preston Sturges to
screenplay Clark Gable starrer,
"Mr. Big of Littleville," with an
option on a second story. Sturges
is one of the numerous outsiders
lined up recently by Dore SChary
for work on the Metro lot. Others
are John Huston, Busby Berkeley,
Sam Wood, Compton Bennett,
Richard Goldstone, Anthony Mann
and Robert Siodmak.

Gable, currently working in
"Any Number Can Play," will start
"Mr. Big" in July.
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UNIONS BALK N. Y. PROD. BOOM
Pme-Hiinias Pre-Prod. Dope

With the producing team of William Pine and William Thomas
going Into a program of A's for Paramount, the twosome have initi-

ated a' policy of consulting Paramount theatre partners as well as
h.o. execs before mapping a particular projected film. When a
suggested subject for ftlmization comes up, P & T forward a synop-
sis of the plot to these industryites and poll their sentiment on the
pic's b.o. potential before deciding whether or not to make the film.

Canvassing of exhib and h.o. ideas goes even further, according to

p & T. Once a subject is chosen, informal exhib poll is taken on
such problems as casting and color. The team believes the exhib
reaction is the most reliable way of pre-telling whether a pic has
grossing potential.

Explaining their technique, Pine said: "A lot of fellows in HoJly-
wood know only the reaction at Romanoff's, the Brown Derby and
Hbllywood Boulevard and think they have the answer to what
films will go. That's not the U.S.A. and we want to find out what
the country wants."

$75(l000-$l,mOO0 Cost Class for Fix

Held 'Just Right' by Pme-Th(Hnas
By IRA WIT

The right-rbracket film for profit-,

able distribution under present
boxQffice conditions falls into- the

$750,000 •$1,000,000 negative-cost

claSSi_ according to William Pine
and IVilliam Thomas, team that

turned out 54 B's for Paramount.
After experimentation with three
categories of pix, P&T dropped its

low-cost output recently and went
'Into the more expensive production
program. Hence, their present
contract with Par to substitute

three pix yearly for the next 24
months in place of the flock of

B's.

» "Below the $750,000 to $1,000,-

000 class," both Pine and Thomas
averred, "you can't get the star

power and values intO; a film/-

Above that figure, you have your
worries, of course, on whether the
big nut can be paid off on boxoffice
returns. . On the cheaples, the
salesman has to heat harder to sell,

and the cost of distribution is no
less- than on the more expepsive
product."

P&T reached their conclusion
after careful testing. Following a
long row of pix which never ex-

ceeded $200,000 per film, the duo
tried out the $250,000-$300,000
bracket with "Adventure Island"
and "Shaggy." "We compared our
profit on a basis of per-doUar in-

vested, and came up with a finding

that it would pay to spend more on
each film," duo said.

Final test on a more expensive
film resulted in making "Albuquer-
que," which cost $728,000 and now

(Continued on page ze)

Metro Readies Four
- .Hollywood, Jan. 25;

;Four - new Metro producers will
launch: four new pictures within
the next two months, starting with
Nicholas Nayfack, who has shifted
from the front office to a pro-
ducer's berth and will make his
bow this week with "Border In-
cident."

Others are Frank Taylor, with
"Murder at Harvard," Armand
Deutsch, with "Ambush," and
Richard Goldstone, with "Out-
riders."

GRAFTS MAPPING Motion Picture Associates Votes To

Convert to 1st N. Y. Variety Club

Wider Distrib of Fdms

Planned in U. S. in Order

To Show 'Real Argentina'
Wider distribution of Argentine

films in the U." Si 'in order to show
the American public the "real
Argentina," is the aim of Juan
Martin, former Argentine displo-
mat, who recently acquired North
American release fights to about
100 pictures either already made
or due to be filmed in his native
land. Covering a five-year period,
the distributional deal was signed
with Artistas Argentines Asociados,
Argentina Sono Film, Luraiton and
Cinematografica Interamericana

.

^ In New York for the past 10
days,, Martin has been surveying
the situation to determine whether
it «-best for him" to set Up his own
distributional organization or take
over an existing exchange system.
With his large product backlog he
teels that exhibitors who screened
Argentine films intermittently in
the past will now be incUned to
show them on a permanent basis
smce they'll now have a guaran-
teed source of films.
Martin

, emphasized that his dis-
tributional transaction with Argen-

""f producers was arranged
strictly on a private basis. The
government, he said, to his knowl-
edge does not dominate the Argen- i

wne industry, contrary to, reports
elsewhere. Hastily skipping over
tnat point, he added that it's quite
possible that he might secure aNew York theatre as a showcase
for his prints.

Techni Geared For

65 Pix in 1949,

Up 18 Over '48

Hollywood, Jan. 25.

: Hypoed tint production' is ex-:

pected shortly as Technicolor com-
pletes expansion program teed off
two years ago. Outfit is committed
to 65 pix in 1949 of which 13 are
to be done in Britain. Last year's
figure was 47 pix, including eight
in England.

Footage output will be increased
by 20% over last year. Tech-
nicolor 1948 footage reached
265,000,000, record to date. Will
process 320,000,000 feet this year.
Program received approval of
Techni's Board of directors, meet-
ing this week in N; Y. physical
buildup for firm included installa-

tion of new,' printing equipment,
more' cameras; training 'of new
help to insure faster delivery of
rushes to producers, new film

storage plant and enlarged re-
search department.
Where film companies previous-

ly waited a year for prints they're
now receiving them in three
months. British plant wasn't part
of the expansion agenda. Denham
plant was completed just before
war and is geared to present hefty
output.

Strong pitch currently being
made by the; eastern studios for

film producers eyeing the television

market has run into a union
damper. In the : last couple of

weeks,- several -of the eastern

unions, covering both craft and tal-

ent fields, have begun to marshal
forces for pay :hikesi basic con-
tracts, jurisdictionar rights' and'
rest of the . union setup existing in

Hollywood.

Operators of the eastern studios,

numbering about. 50, are vievrtng

this development as a major hurdle
to realizing their long-harbored
hopes of becoming a major film

production center.. Main advan-
tages which they held out to poten^
tial video-pix producers was the
cheapness and flexibility of the
eastern setup as against the rigid

craft lines and concomitant costs

in Hollywood. If the unions, suc^;

ceed in. their drive, however, '^astr

ern studio operators Will lose their
main talking point.

On labor's side, union chieftains
claim there's no conspiracy on their

part to drive away potential east-

ern producers. That would be cut-
ting their own throat, they say.

However^ natural economic factors
are forcing them': to press for de^
vices to protect their memfiers as
part of a normal union function.

Latest unioii move has come
from the studio technicians. Local
52,.. International Alliance of The-
atrical Stage Employees, whose
contract with the studios ran out
Dec. 1. Initial demand made by
the :unlon'in new negotiations is for
a -15- to 25%. increase in : present
base pay rates, which now. run
about $2 an hour. Although only
about 250 workers are now in-
volved, Locar 52 stands to develop
into a powerful outfit if an eastern
video-pix boom ever takes place.

Screen Directors Guild, covering
about 150 directors: in : its eastern
division, has also recently been
pressing for a basic minimum^
agreement with studio operators.
Directors in the eastern setup are
in an informal job classification at
the present time in which they
are required, in many studios, to
do : editing and scripting jobs also.
SDG at present is not only trying
to set up basic wage scales but is
aiming to restrict a director's job
to directing only.

Another entry into the union

I

setup is the newly-ors«nized
I

Screen Writers Guild, eastern di-
vision. Scripters guild will try
first to reach agreement with the
Radio Writers Guild on jurisdic-
tion over telepix before tackling
the problem of writing a basic min-
imum agreement with producers.
All straws in the wind, however/
point to the SWG, as well as the
other unions, fighting to get theiir
share of the gravy from television
programming. v

B'rith Honors Dewey
Governor Thomas E. Dewey will

be kudosed by Cinema lodge of the
B'nai B'rith for his pioneering in

anti-discrimination . legislation : at

the lodge's meeting, Thursday (3)',

in the Hotel Astor. Leonard H.
Goldenson,: : Paramount's theatre
chiefr will present the scroll to

Governor Dewey.
Arthur H. Schwartz, member of

the law firm of Schwartz & Froh-
lich, will chairman the meeting,
which will be attended by industry
leaders and city and state officials.

Pathe May Float

New Stock to Up

E Production
Expansion of Eagle Lion's pro-

duction activities may be bank-
rolled by floating a new stock issue

of EL'S parent company «: Pathe . In<-:

dustries. Plans for a common
stock flotation which would raise

several millions: of dollars have
been pencilled in by Pathe, and a
dummy prospectus has already
been prepared. No action in that
direction, however, will be taken
unless Pathe toppers feel that the

. stock market has improved to the
I point where there would be no dif-

ficulty in obtaining public sub-
scription;

Capitalization of Pathe currently
consists of $1,311,163 of common
stock at par and $3,878,835 Of pre^
ferred. While marking time' oii

the stock flotation, Pathe may- seek
further bank loans as a temporary
measure. In that event, proceeds
of the new stock issue—when and
if it is thrown on the market-
could be devoted to reducing the
bank indebtedness. '

Annual report of Pathe covering
1948 will show a loss for EL, it is

understood. Company has been
operating in the black for a num-
ber of months but the necessity of
writing off losses on the first year's
(1947) product will dip the film
outfit into, red ink; : How much of
1947's released product will be

(Continued on page .26)

Local Admission Taxes

Loom for Minn. Exhibs
Minneapolis, Jan. 25.

With the Minnesota state legisla-

ture in session this state's~exHibi^

tors face the prospect of local ad-^

mission taxes. A bill enabling all

municipalities to levy such taxes to

I supplement the federal 20% admls-

isioh tax already has been intro-

Iduced. It has the backing of the

;

League of Municipalities, compris-

ing officials from all municipali-

!ties, as a means of raising addi-

tional needed revenue.

Northwest Allied States will have

help from the Minnesota Amus, Co-

in combating this measure and
similar proposed laws in North and

South Dakota where legislators

j
also are convening. Exhibitors feel

that any additional admission taxes,

causing a hike In admissions, would
injure attendance to such an ex-

tent to defeat the purpose of the

new imposts.

OTHER COS. BACK M-G

IN SWISS DISTRIB SNAG
Paris, Jan. 25. .'

Metro this week obtained unani-

mous . sujpport from all American
distribs in Switzerland that- they

would continue selling product to

i

the company's two theatres, in Lau-

sanne and Geneva^ _5vhose_ owner-

ship has been disputed by the

Swiss Distributors Assn, : ,

. M-G has owned and operated the :

two houses for the last several
years. Swiss group, however, re*

eently won an arbitration suit

against the company under the lo-.

cal government's ruling that disr

tributors cannot operate theatres^

Results, of the arbitration are still

unclear, audi according to Metro
spokesmen: here* the company will

continue to run the houses pending
further negotiations.
Spokesmen pointed out that the

arbitration was strictly a trade rul-

ing, which hasn't come up yet be-

fore the Swiss government. In ad-

dition, they said, Metro has estab^

lished clear legal possession of the

theatres.

'Samson' Getting Bigger

But Still Under Budget
Hollywood, Jan.- 25.

After shooting his Paramount
film, "Samson and Delilah," ahead
of schedule and $600,000 under
budget, Cecil B. DeMiUe ordered
several days of added scenes with
80 players, consisting largely of
former stars and character thesps.

It is estimated that the added
scenes will come close to the pic-

ture's original budget, $3,500,000/

Motion Picture Associates, 30-
year old organization of some 500
members, yesterday (Tues.) unani-
mously voted to converlf itself into
the first Variety Club to be estab-
lished in New York. Ratification of
the proposal came at^a Hotel Astor
meeting after such film biggies as
William. F. Rodgers, distribution'
veepee for Metro: George Schaefer
and circuit ops Harry Brandt and
Fred Schwartz spoke for the meas-
ure. .

The action will give Variety
:

clubs a tent in the only large'isize

city in the U. S. which so far has
failed to organize. Charter is to be
forthcoming within the next two ,

months at the latest. Robert O'Don-
nell, chief barker of the interna-:
tional, wired MPA his congratu-
lations and promised early action
on the charter.
With the transition into a Vai

riety Club, the group will lease a ,

building in the Times Sq- area
equipped for extending to mem-
bers: the traditional services sup-
plied by the organization in other
cities. . While Max A. Cohen, head
of Cinema Circuit, wais installed at
the same meeting as newly-elected
president of MPA, a , new election
will be held to chose the chief :

(Continued on page 26)

UA, Foregoing 'Henry'

Dates Just Preceding

'Hamlet; Defers to U
At the behest of Robert Ben-

jamin, prexy of the J. Arthur Rank
Organization in the U.S., United
Artists is: foregoing its habit of
booking "Henry V'Mnto a town a
few days before Universal's
"Hamlet" is scheduled to open.
Both pix were produced by Rank.
UA, whose pic had played most

of the towns previously, was taking
the edge off the* newer film. Uni-
versal complained. Since it was a
repeat run for "Henry" UA was
charging only $1.20 admission
against the $2.40 being asked for
'Hamlet" first time around. UA
was copping a good bit of business

i
on the strength of the publicity

I

engendered by "Hamlet;" and U
I squawked that: the towns were: be- .

ing overdosed with Shakespeare.
"Henry V," incidentally, con-

tinues to do phenomenal business;

.

still turning in a gross of about

:

$10,000 a week in its third year of
release. It has netted $1,785,000
in U.S. and Canadian rentals after
advertising and all costs. ::

Unusual strength of the picture
is revealed in an Easter - Week
booking at the Little Carnegie,
N.Y„ which puts it into the house

I

for the third time. It opened
I
yesterday (Tuesday) at the T ittle

j

Cinemet, N.Y„ for what is a ; jund
I its 12th engagement in Manhattan.

Koury Back to the Coast

j

Phil Koury, publicity director for
: Cecil B; DeMille's producing unit,

returned to the Coast over the
weekend after huddling with h.o.

! execs of Paramount on ad - pub
i plans for DeMille's "Samson and
I.Deililah."- Technicolor—spectaoular
will be released around Thanks-
giving Day, according to Koury.

ifo decision has been reached as
yet on whether the . pic will be
initially sold at advanced admis-
sions along the lines of : the pro-
ducer's "Unconquered."

Thelma Ritter's 3 Pix
Thelma Ritter, featured in "Let-

;:ter to Three Wives," has signed a

I

three-picture deal with 20Ut-Fox.

I

It starts in a month and is to run
a year. Actress previously made

{ ^'Miracle on 34th Street" for the
same company.

I
Miss Ritter is also a featured

radio player in New York. Her
husband, Joseph A. : Moran, is A
v.p. in the radio- departm(mt of the

i Young & Rubicam agency.

Huddle With Bergman
On Italian-Made Pic

Roberto Rossellini, Italian di-
rector; Ilya Lopert, New York for-
eign film distrib and circuit opera-
tor, who is associated with Rossel-
lini, and .Rudy Solmsen, French
and Italian producer, also tied up
into the setup, planed to the Coast
over the weekend from New York
for confabs with Ingrid Bergman.
They have a tentative deal with
the star for a picture they hope to
put into work in Kome about
March 15. ' '

'

Trio Will be on the Coast about
a week and expect to have details
all nailed down by that time. Ros-
sellini and Solmsen, who were in
New York all last week, expect to
spend another week or so there,
following their return from the
Coast, before heading back to
Rome.'

Mayberry Eyes N. Y.
, Bill Mayberry, 20th-Fox casting
director, came into N. Y. from.
Hollywood over the. weekend to
look over some people for a pic
20th is shooting on the Coast in
the Spring.

He'll also ' eye the Broadway
showsi remaining about a week.
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New^ Up LA; 'Criss Cross' Crisp

mm 'Juan' Hefty 55G. 'Oct; 33G,

'Island' Oby25G, 'Husband' Finn 30G

Los Angeles, Jan. 25.

The weather continues to plague
local firstruns* trimming grosses

under hopes for the past week,
However, new bills teeing oil this

frame are shaping up well despite

the rain. "Don Juan" looks for

hefty $55,000 in, first week for

three theatres.
"Criss Cross" is heading for

good $44,000 in six situations

mostly small-seaters. "Unknown
Island," in three houses, looks

okay $25,000. "Return of October"
should get nice $33,000 in two
sites. "Don't Trust Husband"
shapes trim $30,000 in four houses,

mostly small ones. ^, „
Second session of '^Yellow Sky

Is sighting $42,000 tn four spots,

and "Words and Music" $40,000 in

thtee, both very solid, Roadshow
run of "Red Shoes" at small Fine

Artstontinues to build with likely

$10,000 in fourth round, bettermg
previous weeks.

Estimates for This Week
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 60-$l)

—"Unknown Island"' (FG) and
"Feathered Serpent" (Mono). Okay
$4,500' or near. Last week, "Blood
on Moon" (RKO) and "Trouble

^Preferred" (20th) (3d Wk-5 days),

$? 200
Beverly (FWC^ 1,352; $1-$1.80)—

••Joan Are" (RKO) (5th wk). Fair

$4 500. Last week, $5,900.

isicverly Hills Music Hall (G&S-
Pi in-Cor) (834; 65-$l) — . "Don't

Trust Husband" (UA). Good $7,000

Last week "Best Years" (RKO) (3d

wk). $3,800.
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518;

85-Sl 25)^
—"Portrait Jennie" (SRO)

(5t,h wk): Mild $6,500
d6 "n to $8,400.

Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048;

60-$l)—"Yellow Skv" (20th) and,

"Alaska Patrol" (FC) (2d wk).

Good $10,000. Last week, rugged
]

$'S0OO. „„^,, 'i

Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l)—

I

"Criss Cross" (U) and "Jiggs. Mag-
gie in Court" (Mono). Neat $6,000.

Last week, "Blood On Moon"
(RKO) and "Trouble Preferred"

(20t,h) (3d wk-5 days). S2,700.

Downtown (WB) (1,757; 60-$l)—
"Don Juan" (WB). Stout 820,000.

Last week; "Whiplash" (WB) (2d

Wk-5 days), $9,100.
. „ ,

Downtown Musie Hall (Prm-Cor;

(902: 55-$!)—"Don't Trust Hus-
band" (tJA). Good $12,000. Last

week. "Best Years" (RKO) (3d wk),

$8 000.
Kffyptian (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)—

"Words and Music" (M-G) (2d wk).

Br sk $10,000. Last week, smart
$!.-> 100.

K! Rey (FWC) (861; 60-$l) —
"Snake Pit" (20th) (m.o.) (2d wk).

• Okay $5,000. Last week, $6,500.

Ssduire (Rosener) (685; 85-$1.20)

—"Baker's Wife'^ (Indie) (reissue).

Oke $2,500. Last week, "Woman
H" ~t" (Indie) (2d Wk), $1,900.
Mne Arts (FWC) (679; $1.20-

$2 -0)—"Red Shoe.s" (EL) (4th wk).
Sr' 'l $10,000, Last week, .$9,800.

lur Star (UA-WC) (900; $1.20-
$- -T'l—"Hamlet" (U) (13th wk).

• Stoody $7,000. Last week, nice

$7 '>00.

Guild (FWC) (968; 60-$l)—"Criss
Cross" (U) and "Jiggs, -Maggie in

Court" (Motto). Mild $4,500. Last
week, "Act of Murder" (U) and
"Shep Comes Home" (SG) (2d wk-
4 'V>vs), $1,100.

nawail (G&S'Prin-Cor) (1,106;

55.»i)
—"Don't Trust Husband"

<UA). Nice $6,000. Last week,
"Bost Years" (RKO) (3d wk),

$3 800:
Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 60-$l)—

"Don .luan" (WB). Fast $18,000.

Last week, "Whiplash" (WB) (2d

•W!--.") days), $6,800,
Hollywood Music Hall (Prin-Cor)

(Sli-SS)—-"Don't Trust Husband"
(UA). Good $5,P00. Last week,
"R-^st Years" (RJJO) (3d wk),
$2 900.

>is (FWC) (828; 60-85)—"Criss
Cioss" (U) and "Jiggs, Maggie in
Coin-t" (Mono). Moderate .$4,000

L"st week, "Act Murder" (U) and
"Sivep Comes Home" ISG) (2d wk-
4 ''ivs), $1,200.

La Tijera (Griffith-Goleman)
(1 ?i?0; 60-$l)—"Dear Secretary"
(UA) (2d Wk). . Down to, $5,000
Last week, new deluxer in subur-
I),in area, opened (12) as firstrun:

First week was good $9,300.
Laurel (Rcsener) (890; $1,20)—

".'='vmphonie Pastorale" (Indie) (5th

wlc. Steady $4,000 or over. Last
v - -k, $4,500.

ocw's State (Loews-WC) (2,404:
60-";! )—"Yellow Sky" (20th) and

• "Alaska Patrol" (FC) (2d wk). Good
$17,500. Last week, sharp $29,000.

Los Aneeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;

60-$l)—"V/ords and Music" (M-G)
(2d wk). Trim $18,OQ0. Last Week,
bright $26,400.

Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$l)—
"Yellow Sky" (20th) and "Alaska
Patrol" (FC) (2d wk). Nice $7,000.

Last week, $10,000.
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210;

60-$l)—"Unknown Island" (FC)

and "Feathered Serpent" (Mono).
Pleasing $15,500. Last week,
"Blood On Moon" (RKO), and
"Trouble Preferred" (20th) (3d Wk-
5 days), $8,200.

Palace (D'town) (1,191; $1-1.80)

—"Joan Arc" (RKO) (5th wk). Fine
(Continued on page 18)

Dear to Heart'

Whani21G,Cincy

IMlvsketeers' New High

f25,000, Mpnt'I Leader
Montreal, Jan. 25.

Biz in general is on upbeat at all

houses with"Three Musketeers"
hitting a new high at Loew's.

"Johnny Belinda" Still is big in

second week at Princess.

Estimates for This Week
Loew's (C. T.) (2,855; 40-65)—
Three Musketeers" (M-G). Smash

$25,000, new high here. Last week,
"When Baby Smiles" (20th)A steady

$12,000.
Capitol (C.T,), (2,412; .

34-60)—
One Sunday Afternoon" (WB).
Okay $14,000 or over. Last week,
'Rope" (WB) (2d wk), tight $10,500.

Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 34-60)—
'Life With Father" (WB) (2d wk).
Doing well at $11,000 following
smash first at $15,500.

Princess. (C. T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
Johnny Belinda" (WB) (2d wk).

Big !816,000 after record first of
$19,000.

Imperial (C. T.) (1,839; 26-45)—
"Berlin Express" (RKO) (2d wk).
Down to $6,000 after a first week
of $8,500.
Orphemn (C. T.) (1,040; 34-60)—

"Red River" (UA) (4th wk). Still

hot at $6,500 after third session
with $7,500.

Cincinnati, Jan. 25.

So Dear to My Heart," heavily

I
exploited in Hub area aS world
premiere, is leading city with a
topheavy figure. Only other new
bill, "The Accused," is fair, trail-*

ing "Snake Pit," a heftY isecond-
rounder.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)—''So

Dear to My Heart" (RKO). Wham
$21,000. Rave notices. Terrif
buildup here as part of ywrld
preem in four-state area, included
programs on Crosley radio and tele
stations, frontpage news campaign
with Cincy Post, and p.a. opening
day of film^s Beulah Bondi« Ltiaiia

Patten and Bobby Driscoll.- All this
I plus 64-85C stageshow scale pull-

Last week,
i ing this over. Walt Disney also was
on hand and drew press 'and air
blurbs. Last week, "Yellow Sky"
(20th), bright $16,000.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-75)—
"Snake Pit" (20th) (2d wk). Sizzling
$13,000 in- wake of' sensational $19
500 bow. '

,

'
V V V

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55^75)—
"Words and Music" (M-G) =(4th Wk).
Sweet $7,000 after robust $0,500

1

third stanza.
Guild (Indie) (278; $1.20-$2.40)—

"Hamlet" (U) (5th wk). Strong $6,-
000. Last week, $6,200.

|

Keith's (City Inv.) (1,542; 55-75)
—"Gotta Stay Happy" (U) (2d wk).
Above par $8,000 trailing torrid
$13,000 opening round.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—
"Paleface" (Par) (m.o.) (2d wk).
Holding at oke $4,500 oh fifth

downtown sesh. . Last week, $5,500.
Palace (RKO) (2;600; 55-75)—

"The Accused" (Par). Moderate
$11,000. Last week, "One Sunday
Afternoon" (WB), about same.
ShUbert (RKO) (2,100; . 55-75)—

"Yellow Sky" (20th) (m,o.). Perky
$5,500. Last week, "Every Girl
Married" (RKO) (m.o.), third down-
town sesh,. $4,500. '

Rain Perks Up Frisco Biz; HVitch'

Wow $30m 'Afternoon' Nice 18G

Key City Grosses

Estimated Totil Gross
This Week $2,932,000

{Based on 23 cities, '224

theatres, chiefly lirst runs, in-

cluding W. Y.); '

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $3,822,800

(Based on 23 cities. 219
theatres).

'River Fast 16G,

Mpk; 'Hamlet' 15G
Minneapolis, Jan. 25.

Punishing weather is affecting
biz here to some extent, but sev-
eral entries are doing well. "Ham-
let.," on Theatre Guild roadshow
date at Gentujy, looks fancy, while
"Red River" is smash at State.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; $1.20-$2.40)

—"Hamlet" (U). Advance praise
made this a respectable entry de-
spite aversion to advanced prices.
Fancy $15,000 'looms. , Last .week,
"Paleface" (Par) (4th wk), okay
$5,700.
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 40-50)—

"Harpoon" (SG) and "Black Eagle"
(SG). Fine $3,500. La.st week,
"Kidnapped" (Mono) and "Trouble
Makers" (Mono), $3,200.

Lyric (Par) (1.000; 50-70)-^"Gotta
Stay Happy" (U) (2d wk). .Retains
plenty of pull at $5;000:...Last week,
"Yellow Sky" (20th) (3d wk), $3,-
800.

Pix (Corwin) (300; 50-70)—"Yel-
low Sky" (20th) (m.o). Nice $1,800
for fourth week downtown. Last
week, "Last Days Pompeii" (RKO)
and "She" (RKO) (reissues), big
$2;000 in second week.
Radio Ci*v (Par) (4.000; 50-70)—

"Wonderfv* Urge" (20th). Modest
$14,000. Last week, "Gotta Stay
Haopy" (U), $14,000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800: 50-

70)^"Man From Colorado" (Col).
So-so .$9,500. Last wpek, "Gallant
Bl^de" (Col), mild $9,500.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1.600: 50-70)—

"Let's Live Little" (EL). Very
(Continued on page 18)

Tit' Biggest Bet

In PiiiDy, $45,000

Philadelphia, Jan. 25.

Weekend downpour washed out

biz here, with only a few picfures

Clocking up real grosses. Newest

winner is "Snake Pit," at the Fox,

with lines at most shows: Weather

is having little effect on it. Else-

where it is largely holdover, with

"Wake of Red Witch" sturdy in

second Stanley week.

"Last Days of Pompeii"-"She,"

reissue combo,
,
will be torrid at

Keith's.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; $1.20-$2.40)

—"Hamlet" (U) (9th wk). Oke $12,-

000. Last week, about same.

Arcadia (S&S) (700; 50 - 94) — i band'
Unfaithfully Yours" (20th). Fair

$5,000. Last week. "Three Muske-
teers" (M-G) (2d wk), great $5,500.

Boyd (WB) (2,360: 50-99)—"Gotta
Stay Happy" (U) (3d wk). Mild
$14,500 after tepid $17,300 second
stanza.

Earle (WB) (2,700: 50-99) —
"Words and Music" (M-G) (5th wk).
Nice $14,500. Last week, $18,000.

Fox (20th) (2,250: 50-99)—"Snake
Pit" (20th). Terriffic $45,000 or
near. Last week, "Yellow Sky"
(20th) (3d wk), $16,000.

^ San Francisco, Jan. 25
Rainy weekend is helping to give

current session a healthy tone at
the boxoffice. It was a real help
since biz had fallen with the tem-
perature during the week. Biggest
coin is going to "Wake of Red
Witch" at the Fox. "One Sunday
Afternoon" is doing surprisingly
well at the Paramount. "Gotta
Stay Happy" shapes mild at Or-
pheum.

Estimates for , Tlits. Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-

85)—"Boy With Green Hair"
(RKO) and "CIosctUp" (EL) (2d
wk). Down to $10,500. Last \i/ee£
good $21,000.
Fox (FWC) (4.651; 60-95)—
Wake of Rod Witch" (Rep) and

"Incident" (Mono). Big $30,000 or
close. Last week, "Snake Pit"
(20th) (3d wk). 5 days, nice $11,500.
Warfleld (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—

"Wonderful Urge" (20th) and
"Christopher Blake" (WB) (2d wk).
Thin $7,500 invS days. Ldst. Week;
big $20,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—

"One Sunday Afternoon" (WB)
and "Dynamite" (Par). Stout $18,-

000 or near. Last week, "Paleface"
(Par) and "Disaster" (Par) (4th wk),
5 days, big $13,000.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
"Don Juan" (WB) (2d wk). Fancy
$I?;000. Last week, sock $26,000. .

orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 55-
85)—"Gotta Stay Happy" (U) and
"Blackie's fjhlnese Venture" (Col).

Mild $12,500, Last . week, "Dark
Past" (Col) and "1 Surrender, Dear"
(Col), $12,000.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1.207; ,

55-85)^"Don't Trust Your Hus-
(UA). Sturdy $9,500. Last

'Bandit' Hefty $37,0W in Mild Hub;

'Accused' ZZC'DnfaithfuHy' Fair 21G
Boston, .Tan. 25.

With average fare and h.o's

dominating the scene not much
more than average biz looms here
this week: "Kissing Bandit" paired
with "My Dear Secretary'' at Or-
pheum. and State looks trim. "The
Accused'' is fairly good at the Met.
The only other newcomer, "Un-
faithfully Yours" , at Memorial
looms as only fair.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Jaycox) (1,200; 44-85) —

"Enchantment" (RKO) (5th wk).
About $10,000 after big $12,000 for
fourth. I

Boston (RKO) (2d wk) (3,000; 44-
85)—"Blood on Moon" (RKO) and
"The Pearl" (RKO). Trim $16,000
in 6 days after solid $23,000 first

week. .

Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 44-75)—
"Paisan" (indie) (5th wk). Still

nice at about $7,000. Last week,
$7 200
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 44-85) —

"Snake Pit" (20th) and "Trouble
Makers" (Mono) (4th wk). Okay
$5,000. Last week $6,000.

Majestic (Shubert) (1,500; $2.40)
—"Red Shoes" (EL) dOth wk).
Still bri.sk with about $9^000 after
about same 1st session.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 44-85)—

"Unfaithfully Yours" (20th) and
"Belle Starr's Daughter" (20th).
Fair $21,000. La.st week, "Mexican
Hayride" (U) and "Sofia" (FC).
dim $15,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 44-85)

—"The Accused" (Par) and "Who

Killed 'Doc' Robin" (UA). Okay
$22,000. Last week, "Wonderful
Urge" (20th) and "Jungle Patrol"
(20th), solid $25,000.

Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 44-85)—
"Kissing Bandit" (M-G) and "Dear
Secretary" (UA). Nice $22,000.
Last week, "Three Godfathers"
(M-G) and "Gallant Blade" (Col),
disappointing $19,500.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 44-85)

—"Snake Pit" (Par) and "Trouble
Maker" (Mono) (4th wk). ' Nice
$11,!)00 after solid $16,000 third.

Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 44-86)
"Walked By Night" (EL) and "Old
Fashioned Girl" (EL) (3d wk).
$7,500 after okay $10,000 -for
second. '

State (Loew) (3,500; 44-85) —
"Kissing Bandit" (M-G) and "Dear
Secretary!' (VAh Good $15,000.
Last week, "Tfiree Godfathers"
(M-G) and "Gallant Blade" (Col),
$13,200.

week, "Best Years" (RKO) (reissue)

(4th wk), big $6,000.
Staeedoor (Ackerman) (350; $1.20-

$2.40)—"Hamlet" (11th wk). Good
$10,000. Last week, fine $10,800.

Esquire (No. Coast) (955; 55-85)

—"Jungle Jim" (Col) and "Road
Big House" (SG). Nice $7,000. Last

week, "Rogue's Regiment" (U) and
"Ladies of ChorUs" (Col) (m.o;),

$5,500 for third week.
United Nations (FWC) (1,149; 60-

85)—"Snake Pit" (20th) (m.o.).

Okay $4,000 for fourth downtown
week. Last week, : "Yellow Sky"

wk).
Last

Goldman (Goldman)
99)
—"Paleface" (Par) (4th

Holding well at $15,000.
week, great $18,000.

Karlton (Goldman) (1,000: 90-
$1.80)—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (5th

wk). Still sock at $18,000. Last
week, $23,500.

Keith's (Goldman) (1,300: 50-99)
—"She" (RKO) and "Last Days
Pompeii" (RKO) (reissues). Torrid
$12,500. Last week, "3 Godfathers"
(M-G) (2d wk), $6,500.

MastbaUm (WB) (4,360: 50-99)—
"Every Girl Married" (RKO) (2d
wk). Still going good at $24;000:
Last week, trim $31,500.

Princess (WB) (450: 35-80) —
"Paisan" (Indie) (4th wk). Profit-
able $4,000. Last week, $5,000.

Stanley (WB) (2,950: 50-99) —
"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep) (2d
wk). Big $23,000 after great $31,000
opener.

Stanton (WB) (1,475: 50-99) —
"Walked By Night" (EL) (3d wk).
Great $11,500. Holds a fourth.
Last week, sock $15,500.

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500: $1.20-
$2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EaU (5th wk).
Steady $10,000. Last week, ditto.

(1,200: 50- 1 (20th) and "Bungalow 13'.'
, (20th)

(m.o ), 5 days, $2,300. i

State (Par) (2,133; 60-85)-4f'Palei

face" (Par) and "Disaster" (Par)
(m.o.). Husky $9,000. Last week,
"In Navy" (U) and "Hold That
Ghost" (U) (2d wk) (reissues) (2*

'

wk), $5,000.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as' re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net, i.e.,

without the 20% tax. Distribu-
tors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

'Shoes' Heads for New
Toronto Record, $21,000

Toronto, Jan. 25.
With weekend turnaway busi-

ness, "Red Shoes" may break the
Odeon's house record. Only Other
ne^ycomer is "Kissing Bandit,"
which looks healthy at Uptown.

Estimates for This Week
Hyland (Rank) (1,354; $1-$1.50)

—'Hamlet" (U) (10th wk). Still
holdmg up at nearTcapacity- $8,500

I

after last week's similar figure.

I Imperial (FP) (3,373; 36-66)—
"Paleface" (Par) (5th wk). Good
$8,500 after last week's fine $9,500.

Loew's (Loew) (2,096; 36-66)—
'Three Mu,sketeers" (M-G) (5th
wk). Okay $7,000 after last week's
$8,500,.

Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 3i5-$1.20)
;—"Red Shoes" (EL). Terrific $21.-
000 and likely to break house rec-
ord Last week, "Angel on Ama-
zon" (Rep), thin $9,000.

Shea's (FP) (2,386; 36-66)—"Ac-
cused" (Par) (2d- wk), Okay $9,000
after last week's fine $11,000.

Tlyoll (FP) (1,431; 36-66)—
P't" (20th) (3d wk). Hefty

$5,500 after last week's big $6,500.
Uptown (Loew) (2.743; 36-66—

Kissing Bandit" (M-G). Fine $12,-

•i'-.. 'i,^.?*
"'^ek, "Mexican Hay-

ride" (U) (2d wk), okay $7,500.

Port. Slow; 'Venus' Trim

$ll,000/YearsM0G,2d
Portland, Ore.; Jan. 25.

Biz is. off here this week, hold-

overs and unfavorable weather
hurting. "One Touch of Venus" ,

is faring well at Broadway, "Best
Years" shapes big on second round
at the Mayfair. "Last Days of
Pompeii" and "She" are solid in
two houses.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1.832; 50-85)

—"Touch of Venus" (U)-and"Out
of Storm" (Rep). Solid $11*000.

Last week. "June Bride" (WB) and
"Texas, Brooklyn" (UA) (2d wk),

good $7,700.
Guild (Parker) (427; $1.80-$2.40)

—"Hamlet" (U) (4th wk). Strong
$8,500. Last week, $10,000.
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85)—

"Best Years" (RKO) and "Blond ie's

Secret" (Col) (2d wk). Excellent

$10,000. Last week, okay $9,500.
Music Box (H-E) (1,000; 50-85)—

"Wonderful Urge" (20th) and
"Belle Starr's Daughter" (Col) (2d

wk) (m.o.). Good $3,000. Last

week, okay $2,700.
Oriental (H-E) (2,000; 50-85)—

"Last Days Pompeii" (RKO) and
"She" (RKO) (reissues). Day-date-

with Paramount. Okay $4,000.

Last week, "Man-Erom Colorado"

_

(Col) and "Fighting Back" i20th),

fine $4,700.
Orpheum (H-E) (1,750; 50-85)—

"Paleface" (Par) and "Manhattan
Angel" (Col) (3d \(rk). Fine $8,000.

Last week, sock $10,500,
Paramount (H-E) (3,400; 50-85)

"Last Days Pompeii" (RKO) and

"She" (RKO) (reissues). Also Ori-

ental. Good $8,000. Last week,

"Man From Colorado" (Col) and

"Fighting Back" (20th), $7,500.

Playhouse (H-E) (1,200; 50-85)--

"Man From Colorado" (Col) and

"Smart Girls Don't Talk" (WB)
(m.o.). Nearly $2,000. Last week,

"Yellow Sky" (20th) and "This Is

N. Y." (UA) (2d wk) (m.o.), fair

I

$1,800.

I
United Artists (Parker) (895; 50-

I

85)—"Words and Music" 'M-G) «
day's) (4th wk). Strong $4,000.

Last week, solid $6,400.
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Despite Sbt, Cold Cbi HoMs Wefl;

Urge -Duchin Rousing at $53,000,

'Regment' Fine 18G, '%oes' 14G, 5th
Chicago, Jan. 25. -

Despite sleet and near -zero

weather- that hit Loop biz early

this week, attendance isn't off as

much as expected. Chicago with

"That Wonderful Urge" with Eddy
Duchin band is heading for prime

S53 000. 'Rogues' Regiment" at

the Grand is shaping toward fine

$18 000. 'Three Godfathers" at

United Artists is on mild side at

^^"Yenow Sky" at Oriental plus

Janis 'Paige onstage in second

week looks smart $51,000. "Mexi-

can Hayride" at the Palace shapes

trim $15,000 on second also.

"Red Shoes" at Selwyn is build-

ing and should take excellent $14,-

000 for fifth stanza. "Hamlet" in

ninth week at Apollo holds well at

$12,000.
Estimates for This Week

Apollo (B&K) (1,400; $1.20-$2.40)

—"Hamlet" (U) (9th wk). Nifty

$12,000.; Last week, $12,500.

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-98)—
"Wonderful Urge" (20th) with
Eddy Duchin onstage. Potent $53,-

000 "or near. Last week, "Accused"
(far) with Jack Carson, Robert
Alda and Marion Hutton onstage

(2d wkv, sock $50,000.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)—

"Jungle Patrol" (20th) and "Belle

Starr's Daughter" (20th) (2d wk).

Lukewarm $6,000: Last week,
$8,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 50-98)—

"Rogues' Regiment" (U). Sterling
$18,000, , Last week, "Countess
Monte Cristo" (U), $11,000. ,

Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 90-98)—"Yellaw Sky" (20th) with Janis
Paige topping vaude (2d . wk):
Sharp $51,000. Last week, wow
$62,000.
Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.20-

$2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (5th wk).
Gaining momentum to land very
sock $14,000. Last week, 813,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—
"Mexican Hayride" (U) (2d wk).

Meat $15,000. Last week, $20,000.
Rialto (Indie) (1.700; 50-98)—

"Blood on Moon" (RKO) (4th *1e).

Light $7,500. Last week, okay
$9,800.
RooseveU (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—

"Whiplash" (WB) (2d wk). Mod-
erate $10,000. Last week, modest
$13,00(),

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)

^"Dark Past!" (Col) and"Jungle
Jim" (Col). Lean $14,000, Last
week, "He Walked By Night" (EL)
(2d wk), big $18,000.
Surf (Indie) (650; 85)—"Day of

Wrath" (Indie). Excellent $5,500.
Last week, "This Is N. Y." (UA)
(8th wk), $5,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50-

98) — "Three Godfathers" (M-G).
Weakish $16,000. Last week, "Un-
faithfully Yours" (2Dth). (2d wk),
$12,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)—

"Red River" (UA) (5th wk). Solid
$21,000. Last week, $26,000.
World (Indie) (587; 80) —

"Paisan" (Indie) (2d wk). BOff
$8,000. Last week, broke house
record with $10,000.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Grotss
This Week . , $654,000
(Based on 10 theatres)

Last Year $655,300
(Based on 22 tlieatre«)

'Stay Happy Hep

$iaOOOTopsProv.
Providence, Jan. 25.

Just average here this round
with no outstanding grosser. Ma-
jestic's "You Gotta Stay Happy"
looks best with sizeable session.

"Kiss Blood Off My Hands" in

second week at RKO Albee is do-
ing okay.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-6S)

—

"Kiss Blood Off Hands" (U) and
"Sons of Adventure" (Rep) (2d

wk). Six-day holdover expecting
good- $9,500. First, week, nice
$15,000.

Carlton (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—
"Yellow Sky" (20th) and "Trouble
Preferred" (20th) (3d downtown
wk). Good $4,000. Last week,
"Belle Starr's Daughter" (20th)

vand "Inner Sanctum" (FC), nice
$5,S00.

Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—"Far
Frontier" (Hep) and vaude on
stage. Healthy $7,000. Last week^
"Fuller^ Brush Man" (Col) and
Bobby Jordan heading stageshow,
same, '

Maiestle (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)-^
"Gotta Stay Happy" (U) and "Po-
lice Reporter" (SG). Healthy $18,-
000. Last week, "Yellow Sky"
(20th) and"Trouble Preferred"
(20th) (2d wk). Neat $14,000.

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-
65)—"Who Done It" (U) and "It
Ain't Hay" (U) (reissues). . Fairish
$7,500. Last week, "Girl From
Manhattan": ; (UA), and , Horace
Heidt and hiS' New Stars on stage,
$8,500.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
"Shockproof" (Col) and "Slightly
French" (Col). Fairly active $19,-
000. Last week, "Three God-
fathers" (M-G) and "Piccadilly In-
cident" (M-G), big $22,000.
' Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-
65)—"The Accused" (Par). Opened
Monday (24). Last week, "Dark
Past" (Col) and "Jungle Jim" (Col),
nice $12,000.

Weather Dulls Omaha;

?itfair-W $10,000
Omaha, J$n. 25.

Storms, sleet, snow and zero
weather held weekend openings
down noticeably. Neither "Pitfall"
at Orpheum and "Fighter Squad-
ron" at Paramount are doing as
much as expected, with sub-zero
cold wave cutting in sharply.

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-

65),— "Pitfall" (UA) and "Texas,
Brooklyn" UA). Okay at $10,000,
despite ,«.tor my weather, Last
week, "Letter from Unknown
Woman" (U) and Henry.Busse band
plus Dinning Sisters onstage solid
$20,000 at 20-80C scale.

Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-

65) — "Fighter Squadron" (WB).
Good $9,500. Last week, "Red
River" (UA), fine $14,500.

Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
"Gallant Blade" (Col) and "Un-
tamed Breed" (Col). Nice $7,000.
Last week, "Blood on Moon" (RKO)
and "Ladies of Chorus" (2d wk)
split with "Who Done It" (U) and
"In the Navy" (U) (reissues), okay
$8,000.

State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65) —
^'Christopher Blake" (WBI and
"Main Street Kid" (Rep) . Good
$3,000. Last week,"Rose Washing-
ton Square" , (20th) (reissue) and
"That's My Boy" (Indie), $4,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)

—"Red River" (UA) (m.o. and
"Money Madness" (FC). Okay $9,-
500. Last week, "Time , of Life"
(UA), $8,500.

B way Spotty; 'Decision' Great $63j

letter' OK 137G, thicken -Martin

lOSa Xolorado'-Ink Spots Mild 60G
Despite five new bills and favor-,

able weather over the weekend,
until rain arrived early: Sunday
(23) night, Broadway firstrun busi-
ness is extremely spotty this week.
The uneven' tempo finds several
theatires with sluggish to slim
trade. Contrasted to this is the
Way some extended-runs continue
strongly.

Outstanding, new picture is

'Command Decision" which

Monica Lewis, Boyd Raeburn orch
opens Feb. 2.

Park Avenue (U) (583: $1.20-
$2.40)— "Hamlet" (U) (18th wk).
Seventeenth week ended , l a s t
(Tues.) night held firm at $15,300,
after fine. $15,600 for 16th round.
Stays on.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (5.945; 80-$2.40). —"Letter

looks I

"^^ Three Wives" (20th) and stage-

to reach smash $63,000 or better in
|

f^ow. First week ending today

initial week at the State. Not a'^"'^"-'

record but viewed as highly satis-

factory. Biggest money total is be-
ing garnered by "Letter to Three
Wives" at Music Hall. Looks to hit

very good $137,000 but not as-l)ig

as recent Hall openings.

Other new pictures are finding
the going rough. "Chicken Every
Sunday" with Tony Martin topping
stageshow is giving the Roxy $105,-.

000, rated barely okay for eight '^"^J^^^ ,r^]
days. "Man From Colorado" with

I
the Ink Spots heading stage bill is

I

far from big at $60,000 in first

week at Cajpitol. "Act of Violence"
l is not being helped by good re-

hit very good $137,000;
Holds. Last week, sixth for "Words
and Music" (M^G) and stageshow
was down to $105,000.

Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-$1.20)—
"Unknown Island" (FC) (3d-final
wk). Third session ending tomor-
row (Thurs.), is slipping to barely
okay $8,000; second was fine $13,-
000. "Dead- of Night" (U) and
"Beauty and Beast" Undie) open

(2,092; 60-
(20th) (12th
ending today

RivQli (.UAT!-Par)
:$l,2S)--^r'Snake jPit"
wk). Current frame
(Wed.) is holding up in iihe^ashiba
at better than $27,000, not fat from

I views, with very mild $19,000 in '

nth week's strong $29,000. Holds

I
prospect on first Criterion week,

j

indef.

I
Strongest second week bill is I Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.80)—

!"The Accused," with the Mills Chicken Every Sunday" (20th)

Bros; heading stageshow. ^ at the

I

Paramount, with $62,000. Showing
of inaugural via large-screen tele-

I vision in the theatre helped con-
I siderably but figured as adding to

attendance on only a few shows.
"Wake of Red Witch" still is un-
! usually big with $29,000 for third
' week at Mayfair. "Snake Pit," at

Rivoli, and "Joan of Arc," at Vic-
toria, continue remarkably strong
on their long runs.

Palace brings in "So Dear to My
Heart," Walt Disney's latest, next
Saturday (29) as second picture un-
der new firstrun policy at this

house. G'obe opens "Lucky Stiff"

on same day.

Estimates for This Week

Inaugural No Bonanza
i

To Wash. AlbeitW i

Huge $37,000,W 18G
Washington, Jan. 25.

|

j Anticipated Inaugural bonanza
backfired here, with biz slumping
badly during the height of the
celebration. Most of town's exhibs
are blaming it on video, which out
drew even the array of class first-
runs the main stem assembled for
the visitors. Midnight shows
skedded to take care, of the over-
llow were outright -flops.— "Joan
gt Arc" which opened at RKO
Keith's on the eve of the Inaugu-
ration, seems to have' weathered
the storm best;.

Estimates for This Week
_
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)—
Wonderful Urge" (20th) plus

vaude. Nice $24,000 for an or-
dmary week, but not for this one.

Timi.^^f'^' "Unfaithfully Yours"
.uoth) plus .vaude, fell short of
hopes biit still at stout $35,000.
thanks to Jane Powell on stage.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-74)

^.\",Navy" (U) plus "Who Done
« (U) (reissues). Sturdy $7,500.

^m o.)."'||&o"'''"°^
^'""^^

-li?4ftf"'"n
(Lopert) (376; '$1.20-

$2.40)-"Red Shoes" (EL) (3d wk>.
beaten ttack arty house doing
((.'Ontmued on page 18)

Det. Drags Despite New

Films; 'Married' Robust

21G, 'Whiplash' Only UG
V Detroit, .Tan. 25.

Pour new bills here this week
but biz: is on sluggish side."Every
Girl Sliould Be Married" at Michi-
gan looks best new entry. "Gotta
StayHappy" is nice at the United
Artists. Weekend trade is being
hurt some by the Civic Light
Opera.

"Snake Pit" is pacing the hold-
overs witli fairly good second week
at the Fox.

Estimates for This Week
FOx (20th-Fox) (5,000; 70-95)—

"Snake Pit" (20th) (2d wk). Steady
$22,000. Last week, $23,000.
Michigan (UDT) (4,000; 70-95)—

"Every Girl Married" (RKO) and
"Sons Of Adventure" (Rep.). Fine
$21,000 or over. Last week, "Pale-
face" (Par) '(4"th-wk),"s'oTid $15,0007
Palms (UDT) (2,900; 70-95)—

"Night Has Thousand Eyes" (Par)

good $15,000, Last week,, "Man
From Colorado" (Col) and "'Blonde
Ice" (FC), fair $12,000.

United Artists (UDT) (2,000; 70-
95)—"You Gotta Stay Happy" (U).

Nice $15,000. Last week, "Ac-
cused" (Par), $14,000,
Madison (UDT) (1,800; 70-95)—

"Whiplash" (WB) and "Christo-

pher Blake" (WB). Barely okay
$11,000. Last week, "Unknown Is-

land" (FC), $10,000.

Adams (UDT) (1,700; 70-95)—
"Words and Music" (M-G) (4th

wk). Down to $7,000. Last week,
oke $8,500.
Downtown (UDT) (3,700; 70-95)

—"Three Musketeers" (M-G) (4th

Wk); Light $11,000. Last week,

$14,000.

Rain Pounds Pitt;

my NSH $16,000

Pittsburgh, Jan. 25.

Rainy weekend battered biz here
generally,, but holdover of "Snake
Pit" at Harris managed to stand
up "under it, as did ''Wake of Red
Witch" at Fulton. Among the new
pix, "Boy With Green Hair" is

doing' fair at Stanley, although
below hopes heavy campaign.

Estimates for this Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 44-76)—

"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep) (2d
wk)i Holding; up nicely, and prob-
ably will rate a third stanza on
strength of strong $9,500 this ses-
sion. Last week, sizzling $14,000.:

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 44-76.)—
"Srtake Pit" (20th) (2d wk). Best
thing this house has had in a long
time. Nifty $15,000 on top of boffo
$23,000 last week.

"

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300: 44-76)
-^"Kissing Bandit^' (M-G) : and
"Dear Secretary" (UA). This isn't

ordinarily: a dfiuble-feature house,
and customers apparently sniff

somethine when one of them comes
along. Mild S12.000. Last week,
"The Accused" (Par), $13 ,500.

Ritz (Loew's) (800; 44-76)—"The
Accused" (Par) (m.o.). Isn't doing
too Well at !53,000. Last week,
"Words and Music" (M'G) (m.o.),|

about same.
Senator (Harris) (1.750; 4'i-76)—

'

"Johnny Apollo" (20th) and "Show

,

Them No Mercy" (20th) (reissues).
Fair $3:500. Last week, "Yellow!
Skv" (20fh) (m.o.), $3,000. I

$1.85)—"Act of Violence" (M-G»
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 44-76)— I First week ending next Friday

"Boy With Green Hair" (RKO). I (28) likely will, be only very mild
This one onened on heels of Ion.?- $19,000. Started out nicely on
range and expert camoaign, butrSaturday but has not. done well
crix tore nicture apart; disappoint-

]
since

Ing $16,000 or near. Last week, i week
"P^lefnce" (Par) (2d wk). good

I (EL) due in next. In ahead, "Mexi-
$16,500.

I

can Hayride" (U) did only $22,000
.Warner (WB) (2,000; 44-76)— 1 in 1-1 days, very thin.

•Palefacc" (Pf-r) (m.o.V Sti]l hold-
1 Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 90-$1.50)

—''Belle Stafr's : Daughter" . (20th)

(Sd-fihal wk). Down to dim $10,-

000 or utider after only $14,000 for

secohd, "Lucky Stiff s. (UA) Opens
Saturday (29). ,

:
• . : ,

•
;

: /:

I

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 60-

i
$1.25) —- "Wake of Red Witcli"

e 111 rtl'Il > AAA 'Rep) (3d wk). Still "very big at

oeattle! liUlS JhO.OuO $29,000 or over in current session

with Tony .Martin, Dean Murphy,
Beatrice Kraft Dancers plus ice-
show heading stage bill (2d wk).
First week (8 days) ended yester- .

day (Tues.) was barely okay $105,-
000 .and on disappointing side con-
sidering the extra day. Got away
slowly but did nicely over weekend.
"Wonderful Urge" (20th) with Bar-
bara Ann Scott topping stageshow
was only $52,000 in fourth week
(6 days). "Yellow Sky" (20th) and
Danny Kaye on stage open Feb. 1;

State (Loew's) (3,450; 80-$1.50)—
"Command Decision" (M-G) (2d
wk). First week ended yesterday
(Tues.) soared to terrific $63,000,
best here in many weeks. Looks
in for a long run. In ahead, final

Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; TO-S1.50) fourth W^^^^^

—"Enchantment" (RKO) (5th wk). *^vil (M-G) was only $10,000.

Current stanza ending next Fri-
,

Strand (WB) (2,756; 76-$1.50—
day (28) still satisfactory with ' Don Juan" (WB) plus Tommy
$22,000, after Sturdy $25,500 for I

Dprsey orch heading stage bill (5th

fourth round. Stays on. wk). Down to $40,000 this week;

Bijou (City In'v.) (589; $1.20- ffUrth was okay $50,000. Holds a
$2.40>—"Red Shoes" (EL) (14th ^i^^^.'

.lohn Loves Mary"
wk). Present week ending tomor- 1

<WB) plus Jack Carson and Robert-
j

Alda heading stageshow opening
IFeb,' 4. ,

yictoria (City Inv. j (1,060;' 95

row (Thurs.) still in chips at

$16,000, with most matinees now
down to less than three-fourths
capacity excepting Saturday- and
Sunday, but night shows virtual

sellouts; 13th round was $17,500.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 80-$1.50)
—^"Man From : Colorado" (Cal) plus.

Ink Spots,- Alan Carney, Blue Bar-
ron orch. First week ending to-

day (Wed.) shapes only fairly okay !

at $60,000 or less. Last week,]
fourth of "Every Girl Married"

i

(RKO) with Skitch Henderson I

orch heading stagesliow, was slow
\

$37,500. !

Criterion (Loew's) (1,700: 70-

. .- (1,060;"
$2.40)—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (Uth
wk). Present stanza ending today
(Wed.) still is highly profitable at
$24,000 or over; 10th round was

'

fancy $26,000. Continues.

Pit" and"Wake
week. "He Walked by Night"

|

Witch", are running close race m

st. loo skids on ic^

'Oct; lush $20,000
St. Louis, .Tan. 25;

Week end of bad weather includ-
ing Ireezing rain that almost para-
lyzed traflic is slashing gross totals
at main stem houses already bur-
dened with too many.holdovers and
reissues. "Return of October" is
landing the most coin at Loew's.

of RedMay not stay a full second
|

"Snake
"UA XIT'Allrn.l V>ti Mi ctht" 1 Witch

abbreviated second"sessions.

ine UD ai $8,500. Last vtiek:

"Shee" (RKO) and "Last D-iys

Pomoeii" (RKO) (reissues), big
$11,000.

'By Night' Brisk $9,000,

wa.sending
$38,500. Stays on indef, being one

|
$20,000

of few real coin^getters currently
on the Street.

-

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 70-$1.40)-^
"Boy With Green Hair" (RKO)

! (3d-final wk). Stays only three
I days in third frame starting today
t (Wed;). Second week was down
jto moderate $17,000 after fairly
good $24,500 opener. Harsh crix

„ ,,, , „^ I
e, Friday, (28); second

Seattle. Jan.: 25. I

, Big power users continue to co-

;

-operate in—saving— electricil;y— be- ]

cause of freeze: reducing power;
production, with oversupply of!

holdover the big current headache, i

"Walked by Night" shapes ffiirly
,

nice at Coliseum. "Snake Pit" at

Fifth Avenue still is sock on hold-

!

over.
Estimates for This Week , - . -

^

Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 50-84)—- I appraisal blamed for slim showing
"Return of October" Col) and here. "So Dear to My Heart"
"Homicide for Three" (Rep)~ (3d ,

(RKO) opens Saturday (29).

wk.). Mild $2,500 in 6 days after
|

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-
3,000 last week.

1

$1.50)—"The Accused" (Par) with
Coliseum (H-E) (1,877: 50-84)—

I
Mills Bros., Jean Carroll, Ray Mc-

"Walked by Night" (EL) and
]

Kinley orch heading stageshow
"Strawberry Roan" (Col), Nice (3d-final wk). Third stanza opens

Dear today (Wed,). Initial holdover
bancT

j
week %a5 off considerably at $62,-
000, despite some help from tele-
vising of Inaugui'ali first w«elf was
big $83,000; over hopes. "My GWii

(Continued on page 18) True Love" (Par) with three Sunk;

(EL)
Roan" (Col),

,000 or near. Last week.
Secretary" (UA) and "Inner
turn" (FC), $7,700.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; ,50-84)

—"Snake Pit" (20th) and "Man-

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)

—"Snake Pit" (20th) (2d wk). Dowh
lo $8,000 in 4 days after terrific
$20,000 first stanza.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—"Wake

of Red Witch" (Rep) and "Parole,
Inc." (EL) (2d wk). Off to $8,000 in
3 days after big $21,900 initial ses-
sion. ,

Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
"Return of October" (Col) and
'Piccadilly Incident" (M-G). Big

Last week,"Three God-
lathers" (M-G) and "Saxon Charm"
(U), .$1.'),000.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
"Man Fl-om Colorado" (Col) and
"Gotta Stay Happy" (U) (m.o.) (2d
wk). Off to $8,000 following $10,-
000 for first week.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-751—"Frankenstein Meets Wolf Man"

iSG) and "Dracula's Daughter'' (SG)
(reissues). Fine $7,000. Last week,
"Words and Music" (M-G) (m.o.).
big $7,500.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-60)—
"Canyon Passage" (U) and "Fron-
tier Gal" (U) (reissues). Good
$7,000. Last week, "Johnny Apol*
10" (WB) and "Show Them no Mer*
cy" (WB) (reissues), $6,500.

Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 40-60)—
"Paleface" (Par) and "Dynamite"
(Par) (m.o.) (2d wk). Solid $3,500
after $4,500 for initial Session.
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John Loves Mary
Hollywood, Jan. 22.

W«rner» releliM of Jerry Wald produc-

tion St«r«Bon«ld BengMi. J«ck C«r.on;

JStbrei W»yn» Morrl*. Edward^ Arnold.

wSSa rm. KathMtoe Alexander, Paul

Harvivj introducing Patrjcia Neal. Dl-

5.Ptid Irv David Butler. Screenplay,

Phoebe' ahd Henry Ephron; from stage

£lay by Norman Krasna: camera, Peverel

Slarley; music, David Buttolrii: editor,

ISeSto::v.::::««i
senate? McKlnley.. Edward Arnod
I iiiv Herbiah Virginia Field

Ph%i» McKirfey . . . .Katherine Alexander

Seachwool. " . . -^^^^
Norrtian Krasna's s tageplay

comes to the screen as a punchy
laugh-getter. "John Loves Mary"
rates a handsome run through all

situations. Cast is headed by Ron-
ald Reagan and Jack Carson, and
all performers do a choice job of

sbarking the broad chuckles. Word*
of-mouth possibilities are excellent.

The stage setting* have been ex-

tended only a little in the filming,

so the effect of a legit offering is

still present but with the mobility

of the screen. Pacing of David
Butler's direction is very sharp,

whipping the laughs together in

rapid-fii?e order as the visual and
verbal gags are brought 'on. It's

good fun, even at its. silliest, with

a minimum of sagging moments.

The Krasna play has been film-

scripted by Phoebe and Henry
Ephron and retains the sparkle of

good dialog and situation. Plot of-

fers compUcations that result for

a soldier, returning,from four ,year!>;

overseas to the arms of his love,

when he brings back a. warbride
for' an ex-GI friend. He findS; ^the

friend already marriedi an4 the< ef-

forts to get rid of the unwanted
bride while keeping his own girl,

Miniature Reviews
"John Loves Mary" (WB).

Strong comedy with Ronald
Reagan, Jack CarsoA, Wayne
Morris, others for b.Ot:

"Shockproof" (Col). Melo-
drama of parolees and officers '

who work with them, plus ro-
mance. Average business.

"The Life of Riley" (U-I).

Neat comedy starring William
Bendix; bright b.o, prospects.

"Bad Boy" (Mono). Story of
Variety Clubs' Copperas Cove,
Tex., Boys' Ranch; okay biz;

"Blondie's Secret" (Col).
Very good entry in the Colum*
bia series based on the comic,
strip.-.

"Rose of the Yukon" (Song)
.iRep).' Alaskan non-name mel-
ler; for lower rung of dualers.
"Henry, the Rainmaker"

(Mono). Excellent family com-
edy for su^tporting brackets.

"Woman of Evil" (French)
(Indie). Edmond T. Greville
clicks again with sex meller;
big for arty spots.

"The Small Back Room"
(Lion). Suspenseful British
war scientist drama; ' w i 11
draw.
"My Last Mistress" (French)

(Indie). Sacha Guitry stars in
French oldie; : mild even for
arty spots.

happens to. him and the ' girl when
love moves into their lives.

. Situations come together with
pat coincidences that, while okay,
melodrama, don't make for cre-
dence. Threat motivation is >sup^
plied by John Baragrey's character
as a gambler: for whom the girl had
originally killed. He continues to

convinced of his love sets up some i make her keeping of parole rules

very funny consequences. The re- difficult, although she spends his

turning GI theme seems somewhat I money with a flourish that keeps
dated, but good comedy is hard to

: age and this one has all the essen-
tials' for solid chuckles. >

Reagan's portrayal of John; the
reaming soldier, is a hep enact-
ment, but broad enough for the
baffling circumstances in which he
finds himself. Carson is . the GI
buddy- for whom Reagan sacrifices
plenty, and muggs his way through
a lot of laugh footagei Film heralds
the introduction of Patricia Neal
from the legit stage, and the femme
comes into pictures -with a choice
performance that augurs well' for
her future. Her Mary has humor,
a-.: slight touch of dizziness and a
iS;<]^ect valuation of a young girl in
MVe and eager to hold her man.
; :Wayne Morris romps honxe a
ii^Ihner as a lieutenant now advanc-
ing rapidly in theatre usher -cir-

cles, and the same able touch is

given Edward Arnold's pompous
senator, K a t h e r.i ne Alexander's
liiDther, Paul Harvey's slightly

. addled general, and parts played by
Ernest Cossart and Irving Bacon.
It's a small cast, but a. hand-picked
-one, and each knows exactly what
to do.
.^.Showmanly production guidance
by Jerry Wald gives film a glitter
th9t properly shows off the fun.
Cjtre he used in, casting also is re-
flected in the other credits. Pev-
eral Marley has done a class lens-

|
Giuis

irig job, and David Buttolph's mu- ??« Riiey

Sic score pertly backs the hilarity
Without intruding. Brosr.

her in a fetching screen wardrobe
Girl is taking the easy- way out
until she falls for her parole Of-
ficer. When the new hsippiness is

threatened; she shoots Baragrey
and flees with Wilde, After a tor-
tuous chase, they decide to face the
music, Baragrey reforms, the cou-
ple is cleared and there's a happy
ending.

Wilde does well by his assign-
ment, and Miss Knight brings a
strong personality and s.a. to her
part. Baragrey, Esther Minciotti,
as Wilde's ' blittd mother; . Sam
Brooks, parole officer; Russell Col-
lins and others in the. cast handle
their assignments capably.

Film is a frontroffice production
without producer credit, and sight
values are in .keeping with the
story* There is a good lensing
chore by Charles Lawton, Jr., ap-
propriate music by George Dun-
ing and expert editing by Gene
Havlick. Brog.

with originality. Brecher'g debut
as a director also comes off
strongly. Inventive visual gags are
scattered throughout.

Bendix, duplicating the role he
created on the- air, registers solidly
in a completely uninhibited per-
formance of mugging, doubletakes
and pratfalls. As Riley, Bendix is

center of a- yarn concerning the
trials of a family man in a low-paid
California aircraft job. Loosely
built, story succeeds in delineating
a group of pleasant characters in
amusing situations.
Rosemary DeCamp does a stand-

out Job in portraying the warm and
understanding wife of Riley. Meg:
Randall, a newcomer, plays with a:

gay, light touch as Riley's daughter
who offers to make the- supreme
sacrifice for her father's sake. Bill
Goodwin, as a heel;*James Gleason,
as Riley's sidekick, -and Beulah
Bondi, as the good-hearted land-
lord, all chip in topflight perform-
ances

Fragile plot is based on Riley's
efforts to win a protpotion and
earn a few more bucks after, his
home is put up for sale. He' gets
upgraded to an executive post, but
is unaware that his daughter engi-
neered it via a promise to marry
the boss's son. Latter is a playboy
who needs to get married to collect
from a trust fund in order to pay
off some bookies, Just as the wed-
ding march is being played, how-
ever, Riley discovers the truth and
breaks up the ceremony, sending
his daughter back to the boy she
really loves.

Lesser roles are played compe-
tently by Richard Long, as the ro-
mantic juvenile; Mark Daniels, as
the playboy; Ted de Corsia, the
bookie, and Lanny Rees, Riley's
teen-age son. Settings, camera
work and editing are firstrate,

while Frank Skinner's baclcground
score blends with the pic's light at-
mosphere, • Herm.

Bad Boy
Hollywood, Jan. 21.

Monogram release of Paul Short (Allied
Artists) production. Stars Lloyd Nolan,:
.lanp Wyatt. Audie Murphy, James Glea-
son, Stanley Clements, Martha Vickcrs;
features Rhys Williams, Selena Royle,
James Lydon, Dickie Moore, Tommy Cook.
William Lester. Directed by Kurt Neu-
mann. Screenplay, Robert D. Andrevrs;
added dialog, Karl Kamb; story, Andrews,
Paul Staorti camera^ Karl Struss; . music
score. Paul Sawtell; editor, William Aus-
tin: Previewed in. HoUywood, Jan. 6, M9.
Runnint! time, 85 MIMS.
Marshall Brown ........ i . , .Lloyd Nolan
Mrs. MarshaU Brown. ....... .Jane Wyatt
Danny. Lester. . . . . . .... .Audie Murphy
The Chief. . . .. ...i.i, . /. James Gleason
Bitsy . .............. .Stanley Clements
Lila. Strawn ............ . Martha Vickers
Arnold Strawn. , .Khys Williams
Judge Florence Prentiss Selena Royle
Ted Hendry. . James Lydon
Charlie - . .. .. . .. . . ;Dickie Moore
Floyd .. ..,......'..... ...'Tommy Cook
.Toe Shicilds . .... . ... . . : .. William Lester
Texas Oil Man. ........... Walter Sande
Sheriff Wells ............ Stephen Chase
Doctor Fletcher. , . . , .Charles Trowbridge
Mr. Pardee ...... i .... . . .Francis Pierlot
Mrs. Mechan Florence Auer
Bell Captain. ,..r.Georee Beban
OUie Bill Walker
Mrs. Strawn. ........ .. .Barbara Woodell

Newsreels Nifty Inaugural Job
NewsreelS'last week did one of their finest-jobs in recent years

in handling the Presidential Inaugural and surrounding events in
Washington. Apparently under the lash Of the job they antici-

pated from television, the reels, showed unusual imagination, con-
scientiousness and vdrive in turning out the best possible record of
the historic day. All of the companies, devoted their entire end-of-
the-week releases to the events in the Capital, and the results were
well-rounded, informative, interesting and highly-entertaining reels.

They couldn't compete with video on a time, basis or in.fullness of
coverage, of course; but it Is open to question whether or, not the-
atre audiences didn!t do just as well as TV watchers in having the
highlights edited' and packed tightly into eight or nine minutes,
rather than hours.
No little credit for 'the success of the .reels must go to the No. 1

man himself. Mr. Truman clearly earned paid-up cards in both
Equity and the Screen Actors Guild. His mimicry, at the Electoral
College luncheon, of H. V. Kaltenborn analyzing the results (in

Dewey's favor) during Election Night is an alltlme gem. The
President was in his best form, wreathed in a tremendous, warm
smile, as he told of his feelings while he listened to NBC that

night. It was one of those unpredictable; once-in-a-lifetime human
interest naturals that newsreel editors must pray for. It put the
perfect topping on an otherwise naturally serious reel. Herb.

Royle and Francis Pierlot are
among others rating mention.
Kurt Neumann's direction of

the Robert Andrews script is

expertly paced to show up the
melodramatics and a number of
lighter sequences, including one
comic cowboy ditty acted out by
Clements. Script was from a story
by Andrews and Paul Short, with
added dialog by Karl Kamb.
Production by Short and his as-
sociate, George Bertholon, have ob-
tained excellent values, and tech-
nical credits, including lensing by
Karl Struss, are in keeping with
the rest of the film. Brog.

Blonflic's Secret
Hollywood, Jan. 22.

Columbia production and release. Fea-
tures Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake,
Larry Simms,. Marjorie Kent. Jerome
Cowan, Thurston Hall, Jack Rice. Di-
rected by Edward Bernds. Screenplay,
Jack Henley; based on comic strip, "Blon:
die,'' . created by. Chic Young: camera,
Vincent Farrar. At Pantages Hollywood,
Jan: 22, '49. Running time. 68 MINS. -

Blondie . . .. . . . .......... .Penny Singleton
Dagwood.. Arthur Lake
Alexander... Larry Simms
Cookie .......... ,^ ,. . . . . . -Majorie Kent
Radcliffie .... .i ;v. ..... i. .Jerome Cowan
George Whiteside. ..Thurston Hall
OUie. ; . . ..... . . . .. . . ..

. .Jack Rice
Alvin . .Danny Mummert
Dog Found Attendant . . . Frank Orth
Mary . .Alyn Lockwood
Mailman. . . . ..... . . . . i , . ... Eddie Acuff

I
Larry ..... . . ..Murray Alper
Chips Williaxn "Bill" Phillips
Mona . . . . . . . 1 ..... . .Greta Granstedt
Ken Marcy....... .'y;.,.vGrandon Rhodes
Daisy .... . . , . , .' . . . . . . . , i ..... . . ; Herself

The Life of Riley

Siiockproof
, Hollywood, Jan. 22.

_ Columbia production and release. Stars
Cornel Wilde: features Patricia Knight,
John Baragrey, Esther Minciotti, Howard
M. John, RusseU Collins, Charles Bates.
Directed by Douglas Sirk. Screenplay
JJelen Deutsch, Samuel Fuller; camera

Universal-International release of Irving
Brecher production. Stars William Ben-
dix; features James Gleason, Rosemary
DeCamp; Bill Goodwin, .Beulah Bondi.
Meg Jlandall. Directed by Brecher.
Screenplay, Brecher: camera, WUIIara
Daniels; editor, MUton Carruth; musics
Frank Skinner. Tradeshown N. Y., Jan.
24, '49. Running time, 87 MTNR
Chester A. Riley...... William Bendix

1 James Gleason
...... .Rosemary DeCamp

Sidney Monahan . .......... Bill Goodwin
Miss Bogle. .......Beulah Bondi
Babs Riley... Meg Randall
.Teif Taylor ........Richard Long
Junior Riley.^i;...'...,. t . Lanny Rees
Burt Stevenson............ Mark Daniels
Norman . . .......... .Ted de Corsia
"Digger" O'DeU... John Brown
Lucy Monahan. Victoria Home
Carl Stevenson. ... .....WiUiara S;: Green

Irving Srecher's teeoff eftbrt as

rh.fi^-i'r.-.i""
"—"" f an indie producer is promising.

a»t»ATi;^P»en
i

Based on the popular radio serial,

«• MINS ^' Running time.

CWff Marat . . ; Cornel Wilde
tt.'Slj; Jlr"* Patricia Knight
iSyA."^*?"*" John Baragrey
Wxs.' Marat, ....„,.. .TTrEsther Minciota
§£!!!i ^I'^^l • • • .Howard St. John
Frederick Bauer.. RusseU CollinsTommy Marat, Charles Bates

- GUbert Birnett
S^onte Prank Jaquet
f;?«an Pr<,nk Ferguson

S?.?'"'' Ann Shoemaker
King Donovan

itFI"^ P.'>!'}»W Claire Carleton
Joe Kobiski ................... Al Eben

-T Shockproof" is an exploitiable

'

n^lodrama that should rate aver- I

age business. It's a patly told tale
ot the parole system with a strong
romantic thread to Claim attention
Qtthe femmes.
Cornel Wilde adds some marquee

dressing. Yarn is wrapped up in
a good production dress that uses
i^os Angeles locales to stress seml-
aocumentary flavor. While never
credible, story does point up the
standard melodramatics and good
P*?y»ng to keep it all interesting.

41, *VI8}«s Sirk's direction moves
ine Helen Deutsch-Samuel Fuller I

script at an excellent pace, and it's

!

»i "sndling, plus the perform-

1

?."?w*'
^^^^ eive it life. Plot deals

with probationary work, with Wilde 1

as one of the officers in the local I

tvli-?^";, A Pafoled murderess. Pa-

'

Knight is assigned to his
care, and story Is based on what

'

Life of Riley" has all the ingre-

dients for a tasty b.o. package. Pic

is a well-patterned medley of fast

gags, comedy situations and mer-
chandisable sentiment, all wrapped
as a bright and breezy bauble for

easy digestion, particularly in nabe
situations. • William Bendix's name
gives it the necessary marquee lift.

Brecher's scripting powers this

pic at a sustained comedy pace.

While occasionally smacking of

com, the: lines for most part crackle

A Man About the House
"A Man About the House,"

British Lion production being
released in the U. S. by 20th-^
Fox. was tradeshown in New ^

York, Friday (21). Film, a ro-

mantic yarn about two spin-

sters who are left a legacy by
their uncle, was reviewed in

Variety from London, Aug. 6,

Drawing power in the U. S.

will undoubtedly be hindered

by lack of marquee names,-
,

Variety stated, opining that

"the be.st it can attain is the.

dualer spot." Review also noted :

that "acting was good all

around, with beautiful outdoor

shots and a pretty slick and
workmanlike direction."

VBad Boy" kicks off under the
surefire auspices of Variety Clubs
International. Boosting that char-
ity organization's Boys Club
Ranch at Copperas Cove, Tex., and
the work done in rehabilitating
young criminals there, the film
seems set for a natural ride
through the areas where VCI is

most active. Otherwise, it has the
general entertainment merit neces-
sary to sell tickets on its own.
There are good exploitation pos-

sibilities in the title and story, and
in the first large-scale introduc-
tion of World War II hero, Audie
Murphy, in the title role. He has
an ingratiating personality and
some latent thespic ability that
should register with the younger
set of . filmgoers. With continued
experience and good roles, he has
possibilities.

With plenty of good .story points
1 to support it, "Bad Boy," never-
theless has some critical weak-
nesses that keep its overall score
from being 100%. Deficiencies
are largely . plot holes that leave
some of the- motivation foggy.

As the title points up, yarn is

about a bad boy, facing a stiff rap
for an armed holdup after a record
as a delinquent. His custody is

reluctantly -turned over to the-
Boys Ranch at Copperas Cove. He
proves too tough a monkey for the
VCI rehabilitation work to crack
under standard treatment, so the
ranch's head starts digging into
the boy's past to-find the cause so
a Cure can be effected. The re-
search brings to light that boy be-
lieves he was responsible for his

mother's death, and film ends on
another victory for VCI's youth
reform. ,

Lloyd Nolan plays Marshall
Brown, ranch head, and Jane Wyatt
is Mrs. Brown. These two. with
James Gleason as Nolan's assistant,

put a lot of . sock into the film.

Stanley Clements, James Lydon:
and Dickie Moore, among the sun-
dry reformed youth characters on

i the ranch, point up the juvenile

; roles, William Lester, Martha
I Vickers, Hhys Williams, Selena

Fans of the Bumsteads will wel?
come. "Blondie's Secret." Other
general theatre audiences will find

a lot to chuckle at, too. Film
measures - up -among the better enr;

tries in tlie Columbia series.

It's a vacation that springboards
the fun in this one. The Bumsteads
are ready to take off for a lake-
side siesta after three false starts
when the boss asks for another
postponement. After that, there's
another ' delay, and just to make
sure the Bumsteads don't escape,
their baggage is filched.by the boss'
aide. Before the Chic Young comic
strip : family is able to get off to
a happy start, plenty of other
script complications are rung in for
laughs.

It all unfolds at a fast pace under
expert direction by Edward Bernds,
and the screenplay by Jack Henley
introduces fresh antics to polish up
the standard, stunts that make the
Bumsteads a well-known family.
Penny Singleton's Blondia by now

I

fits her like a second personality,

I
and she makes it a delight. Ar-

I thur Lake's Dagwood also is sec-

1 ond nature and funny. Larry
1 Simms and Marjorie Kent are
1 Alexander and Cookie, respectively,

I

and Daisy is still around with her
! (sic) pups to help the fun. Jerome
I Cowan, Thurston Hall, Jack Rice,

i Eddie Acuff, the long-suffering
1 mailman, and Frank Orth are
i among others keeping in pace,
i Production values are standard
1 for the series. Brog,

Bo9e of the Ynkon
(SONG)

' Republic release of Stephen Auer pro-
duction. Features Steve . Brodie, Myrna
DcU. WUUam Wright. Directed by George
Blair; Screenplay, Norman S. Hall; camera.
John MacBurnie; editor. Harry Kelleri
song. Eddie Maxwell, Nathan Scott. Trade,
shown in N. Y., Jan. 20, '49. Running
time, SO .MISS. .

Major Geoffrey Barnett. . . Steve Brodie
Rose Flambeau . Myrna Dell
Tom Clark ............. .WUliam Wright
Tim MacNab... .......Emory Parnell
General Butler. ....... ....Jonathan Hale

.

Jack Wells . Benny Baker
Frenchy Frenay . . . . . . . . ; , . . . i Gene Gary

:

Doc Read. . , ...... ...... Dick Elliott

Alaskan Men
C?!.^??""""*

Eskimo Girl ; . . . . ; . . . . Lotus Long
Capt. Xossoif ; . . ......... Eugene Slgalofc .

A fortnight meller of the north
country, "Rose of the Yukon" stirs

some excitement. It's a supporting
feature. Fact that film has no
names is a handicap.

Producer Stephen Auer has done
a nice job of transplanting the
usual oats - opera formula . to
Alaska. Only the race, neat the

I

end, between two dogsled. teams
I seems tame compared to the gal- .

I loping steeds of the western gen-

j
try. There's the usual hero (an

I Army major) and buddie, here an
! ex-Army pal who has ^one. sour
i in his quest for hidden riches in ^

I Alaska. Also, there are the min- -

! ing camp saloon singer and: the :

I

gal who gets straightened out by
said major before she becomes in-

I
volved in a murder case.

! Steve Brodie. does extremely

I

well as the major sent' out by
I
Army Intelligence to discover why

1 a supposedly dead Army , 'captain

I
turns up as winner in an Alaskan

[
betting pool. William Wright is

]

okay as the captain who ultimately
1 has to face a murder charge; while
i Myrna Dell is fairly convincing as
I the barroom singer.' She sings "Its
; Not the First Love," film's, lone

I

tune, in acceptable fashion.
! Support is headed by Benny
;
Baker, Gene Gary and Lotus Long.

I
Last-named makes an impression

I
although only doing a bit as an

[
Eskimo girl. George Blair's direc-
tion is standard. Camera work by
John MacBurnie is standout; par*
ticularly cn outdoor shots. Weor.

A Canterbury Tale
"A Canterbury Tale,". J.

Arj;hur_Rank (Michael Powell- _

Emeric Pressburger) produc-
tion tradeshown in; New York.
Friday (21), was reviewed in
Variety from London May 31,

1944. Film, depicting an Amer-
ican soldier's encounter with
English customs during the
war years, was looked upon by
Variety as "a genuine article

as far as English sincerity and
dignity are concerned." Pic's
changes in the U. S. looked
good, critic added, since Amer-
ican audiences have devel-
oped a liking for this type
story.

Stars Eric Portman and
Sheila Sim. CaSt turns in fine
performances, as do Powell
and Pressburger in the produc-
tion and direction department;
but special notation was given
to Erwin Hillier's camera work;

'

Henry, tiae Rainmaker
Hollywood, Jan. 18.

Monogram release of Peter Scully (MaT«
fair) production. Stars Raymond WaK
burn. Walter Catlett: features William
Tracy, Mary Stuart, Barbara Brown, Gary
Gray, Addison Richards, Mary Field,
Robert E. Keane. Directed by Jtan Yar-
brough, Screenplay, Lane Beauchamp;
original story, D. D. Beauchamp; camera.
William Sickner; editor, Peter Scully.
Previewed in Hollywood; Jan, . 18; '49.
Running time, 64 MINS.
Henry Latham . .Raymond Walburn .

Mayor Colton . ..... ..... .Walter Catlett
Charlie Richards William Tracy*
Barbara Latham . Mary Stuart
Mrs. Latham Barbara Brown
David Latham . . Gary Gray
Steve Richards. .Addison Richards
Mrs. Richards....,..;...... Lois Austin
Georgie Colton... .... George Nokes
Mrs. Sweeney Mary Field
Scton

. , Robert E. Keane
School Teacher . ...... . . .... . Ruth Le«
Marilyn Loper. . ; . . . . . ...... Patty King
Mrs. J>arker Edna Holland
Mr, Peabody. ....... .. . , Earle Hodgins
Rev. Bascom. ....... . .Barton Yarborough
Bum ii..; Lennle Bremen

"Henry, the Rainmaker" makes
a stout film for the family market.
As a supporting comedy, it spins-
gentle humor7~is" clean and fastly

—

played. Although -modestly bud- : .:

Keted, all concerned get the most :

-

for the coin expended, and the.gen-
eral situation will find it a Worths
while secondary feature.

Plot to.sses off a lot of homely
wit as it depicts the feud between
a smalltown citizen and the mayor.
It's the kind of situation stuff with
apt characters that could be car-
ried through a series.

- Raymond Walburn is the indig-
nant Citizen who decides to run for
mayor when the city's garbage-
disposal sy.stem is stymied over a
contract fight. When the race gets
too hot, the incumbent solves the ,

garbage problem and Walburn -

turns his attention to relieving a
drought threatening the town. He
calls in a rainmaker, there's a
deluge and angry townsmen make

(Continued on page 22)
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Ad Agencies Spread in S. Africa Radio

As ComTSetup Nears; Lourenco Busy
Johannesburg, Jan. 10. +

The general radio position re-

Hjains unchanged here. Gideon

BOOS, director general of the South

Africa Broadcasting Corp., is still

way on a trip to Canada and the

States looking into commercial

In Italy's Future
Rome, Jan. 25.

Wliile a great part of the world

' In 1938, Italy actually put tfcle-

vision to work, but only Mussolini
! and the Pope had receiving sets.

I
At present, , the equipment to start

! experiments no longer exists; the
!
Germans took over early in the

i

war yea»s. Subsequently the man-
i ufacturers of equipment havC: gone
1
into other businesses,

i

Radio must be popularized and
I established well first, before tele-
' vision; is feeling here.

Hathaway In Rome

here as English andinas plans,

Afrikaans are very similar to the; must get her government-owned

oMmott in Canada with English radio back to normal after Uie*

and French. Until Roos' return war

there will not be any official move

on the proposed starting date of

the new "C" Service, guess being

that it will be at least another

year or longer. This seems to be

generally recognized by advertisers

and no one? is delaying entering

the radio field until commercial

broadcasting actually starts in the

Union. , . ^
Coupled With the proposed intro-

duction of commercial broadcast-

ing in the Union and the rapid

growth Of Lourenco Marques Radio

in Portuguese E. Africa, there has

been an increased interest on the

part of advertising agencies with

the result that seVpral of them
have formed their own radio de-

partments.
Amalgamated African Advertis-

ing Contractors, one of the

Schlesinger Companies, which in

turn is the parent company of ad-

vertising agencies in Johannesburg,
Durban, Port Elizabeth and Cape
Town has Adcraft Radio Division,

a subsidiary of Transvaal Advertis-

ing Contractors, which services the
agencies of the group in the towns
just mentioned. It's headed by
Michael Silver, an ex-newspaper
man who has had considerable ex-
perience in radio during the war.

P. N. Barrett radio department
is headed by Spencer Swaflfer, who
joined them from the Northern
Rhodesia Broadcasting Station and
who has had B.B.C. experience in

(Continued on page 15>

Rome, Jan. 18.
Henry Hathaway will stop over

in Rome for a few days to discuss
his director's chores on 20thTFox's
film, "The Black Rose," with Ty-
rone Power, who will star. Pic will

be shot in Scotland, England and
North Africa.
Other 20th personnel currently

in Italy include Henry King, direc-
tor of the Power starrer, "The
Prince of Foxes," and Robert
Webb. Power, meanwhile, has set

Jan. 27 to wed Linda Christian,

Western India Theatres

To Handle Distriimtion

On Selznick's Product
. Deal whereby his Western In-

dia Theatres, Ltd., takes over In-

dian distribution of Selniick prod-
" uct was announced In New York

last week by Keki Modi, firm's

tnanaging director and chairman.
Agreement starts oft with "Duel in

the Sun," "Paradine Case" and
"Portrait o£ Jenny" and about nine
Selznick films in all are said to

be involved in the transaction at

present.
Modi, who has been in the U. S.

for the past three months, also

disclosed that his company will be-

come distributors for United Art-

ists in that territory due to UA's
closedown of its own facilities

there. Modi already has the Sir
• Alexander Korda franchise for In^

dia. Selzjalck,- incidentally, has had
Ho Indian distribution in recent
months since his break from UA.

Also a producer through his six-

stage Central Studio, Modi stressed
. the: value the Indian locale would
have to American filmmakers. He
felt that joint American-Indian bi-

lingual production in his homeland
would prove entirely feasible both
frofik a fiiiancial and cultural point

- of view.
Not only, would India be step-

ping into the international field,

^^lodi said; but American com'
.:^anies would recoup their produc

. tion outlay through distribution of
the Indian version alone. Hence
any earnitags elsewhere theoretic
cally would be clear velvet. •

'

Korda Sets Film

Plans for S. Africa
Cape Town, Jan. 14.

Sir Alexandra Korda, who has
just completed a short tour of
South Africa, revealed that his
plans for film making here were
well advanced, he film rights of
one story; "City of Gold," by
Francis Brett Young, have been
acquired, and Korda was interested
in Alan Paton's best-seller"Cry the
Beloved Country."
The script for "City of Gold"

will be completed in about eight
months' time, and shooting would
probably start almost immediately
after that. Korda estimated that
about; 85% of th9 film would be
made on location in South Africa,
and a complete unit would be sent
out. He couldn't say whether any
studio work would be done here or
in England, as no tie-in had been
arranged with anj^ local company.
The . question of stars would also'

be left to later, although an offer of
a part had been made to Andre
Huguenot, veteran South African
legit actor. Uys Krige, South Afri-
can poet and playwright/ had also
been offered a job with the Korda
organization as script writer and
technical adviser. '

.

Negotiations- on distribution of
his 1948-49 output also took place
during Korda's stay, but with no
results disclosed. Up to August,
1948, 20th-Fox had been distribut-
ing the Korda product in this coun-
try, but new arrangements haven't
been made yet.

Film Grosses Slip in B.A.;

halo Pix Still Banned
Montevideo, Jan. 15.

, Pix grosses are taking a con^
siderable beating in Buenos Aires
since New Year's and distributors
are holding back releases until
cooler weather sets in and removes
the jinx. As a consequence "So
Evil My Loye" (Par),- which has al-

ready been seen on this side of the
river, will not be released for an-r

other week or more.
The Argentine Entertainment

Board has been unusually busy in
the first weeks of the year and

1, j^uthorized no less than 20 pix to
.^date, with Metro, Eagle Lion, Uni-

versal, Columbia and RKO taking
the cream. Last year's censors
were re-elected for a further term
of one year.

Italian distributors haven't yet
come to any agreement with the
Enlertainment Board for release bf
Italian productions, but Atlantica,

a new Italian distribution setup,

has inked a contract with the
Trocadero theatre, in central city,

for exclusive release of Atlantica

Upbeat Oft French Films
Readied for Down Under

SydneyrJan. 19.

^ JXathan Scheinwald, importer of

New'^y.^iLy"'?.
headquarters in

;;;;teriair°once' pemitrarV' a^^^^^^

with ni»nl "Z'"^^ able. Ital-Lux-Mar's Cesar Manlio

avpnn« '^',!?*"
^^^'fu

''^^^^^ Marino is back from a Latin-Amer-avenues for French and other Con-
! i^an tour of Inspection and will

renew parleys with the powers that

be to cancel their hpstlllty towards
;pix from Italy.

tinental pix. He'll tieup with the
variety, 287-seater indie house
nei-e, and likewls* with the Mun-
ro-Sloman Indle 498-seater Aus-
tiaUa In Melbourne for key pla'y-
oates. Both these houses have been
«olng okay with foreign fare.
..^f-opping Scheinwald's list is

J.^ Well - Digger's Daughter,"
With "The Baker's Wife" "Vol-
pone, "Farreblque," "Marius,"
4™",=;''

,
"Behind These Walls."

Wn' „ Harvest" and "Barber of,
»evuie also being set for dating.

60LDWYN GIRI 'PIRATE'
Rome, Jan. 18.

Virginia Belmont, one of the
Goldwyn Girls currently vacation-

ing in Italy, has been inked by Ed*
gar Ulmer to appear in "Pirates in

Capri." She's the wife of V. Cali-

fano, manager of the Mocambo
Club in HoUywood.

Currency Reform Nips German Pix

Grosses; Berlin s 2-Coin B.O. Setup

Two Yank Pix Among 7

In Running- for Brit. 'Best'
London, Jan. 25. /

Two Yank filws, "Crossfire" and
"Naked City," are In the short
list of seven lor the British Film

By SIiMONE SCHLEIFFER
Since the day of currency reform

the situation of the film industry
in Germany has changed consider*
ably. Before the day of the re-
form all picture theatres were'sold
out, no matter what product : was
played. ; Since July last only pic-

India's Radio In

Slow Progress
Madras, Jan. 18.

For a country of India's stature
and temperament the progress
made in broadcasting is commend-
able. During the past year itself

seven stations have been built in
key cities. There has been a de-
mand for such stations on linguis-

tic grounds. Stations operating in
key cities have often to work on an
all-India basis^ overlooking local
linguistic demands. To give full

scope for local demands to be met,
four more stations are being pro-
jected and expected to function in
the next few months. There are
today 12 radio stations functioning
in India. The entire network is

estimated to cost the government
$20,000,000. Besides these 12 sta-

tions, there are also mediumrwave
stations operating in Hyderbad,
Mysore and Travancore;

Broadcasting in "'India received
the maximum fillip.during the war
years. It was at this time that the
government realized the potential-

ity of r^dio for propaganda; In-

itially, foreign broadcasts were
monitored and a large staff was
employed for this purpose. Simul-
taneously, the British government
requested the All-India Radio to
Install a lOOkw transmitter at

Delhi la Its program of counter
propaganda. This transmitter was
installed at 'Delhi, May 1 , 1944;
To house the expanded staff and

installations, the present Broad-
casting House was completed in
1943. Building is modern in ap^
pearance and utility. The entire
structure is air-condition.

The Delhi station maintains five

transmitters, including the lOOkw
transmitter installed in 1944. Bom-
bay, Calcutta and Madras each
operate a medium-wave and a
shortwave transmitter. All the
other stations in the network
operate one medium wave trans-

mitter each.
All these stations operate for

nine to 11 hours a day. Besides
English, 71 news bulletins are
broadcast by the All-India Radio
in 31 languages, 17 for home serv-

ice and 14 for foreign service. All-

India Radio authorities are con-
sidering the addition of French
also to cover Europe more widely
than at present. News is to re-

ceive maximum priority in the
overseas service.

Educational broadcasting has
not reached full development be-

cause e d u c a t i o n a !- authorities

haven't yet come to grips suf^

ficiently with it. Nevertheless, all

the stations in the network devote
some time for educational broad-
casts to schools. There are about
500 school sets installed now.

Academy Award for the best pic- !

tula's ^"th outstanding drawing

ture from any source during 1948. 1
P"^^'*"" '"a^^e the SRO sign ap-

List also includes two British pro-
ductions, "Fallen Idol" and "Ham-
iet,'* two Italian and one French.
There are also two American films

pear. German production, which
produced 38 films (including 16
Russian controlled and sponsored
DEFA pictures) so far, was operat-

listed in the six selected as the »'f
smoothly before the currency

best documentary of the year,

these being "Is Everybody Listen-
ing?" and "Louisiana Story."

Presentation of awards will take
place in London later in-, ttie year.

Peron Govt. Okays

Arg, Pix Oscars
Buenos Aires, Jan. 15.

Argentina's Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences has now
published its list of prize pix of
local ' production for 1948, the
awards being official and author-
ized by the Peron government, fol-

lowing its decision last year that*

no filmv awards could be made un-
less oiltcially approved.

"Tierra del Fuego" (Emelco),
which has been' running at the
Ambassador since Nov^ 30, won
best pic award, followed by "Dios
se lo Pague" (Sono) and "Lady
Windermere's Fan" (San Miguel).
Awards for the best direction:

went to the three , directors of the
above pix, Mario Soffici, Luis
Cesai^-Amadorl and: Luis Saslavsky.

Ulises Petit de Murat,won award
for best screen story, with "Tierra
del Fuego," followed by Hugo Mc-
Dougall for "El TamboV de Tacu-
ari" and Borocoto, wellknown
sports writer, for "Pelota de
Trapo" ("Ragged Football") out-
standing commercial hit of the
year.'. .

.

Zully *Moreno and Arturo de
Cordova got Oscars for the best
performances for their work to-
gether in "Dios se lo Pague," Pedro
Lopez Lagar for "Tierra ; del
Fuego" and Maria; Duval for her
playing of Lady Windermere.
Sabina Olmos has again drawn
award for the best supporting per-
formance for her work in "Tierra
del Fuego." She won a year be-
fore for her work in "Albeniz."

reform startedi with plenty of
money available. -

Now everybody is struggling
hard .to get credits, and only those
companies which/ had pictures
ready for release in July have the
necessary, capital to go . on produc-
ing. It is, however, expected that
between 35 to 45 new German pic-

tures will be ready for release this

year. Of tlie new German films
only two had any successT^"Ehe
im Schatten" and "Affaire Blum"
'TT-both from DEFA. All other pic-
tures were very disappointing, with
business nowhere better than aver^
age...

Respective Military Govern-
ments have licensed 33 producers '

in the western zones. There is in
the Russian zone only one licensed
producer, DEFA, which has also
received a distribution license,

making two distribs in that zone-^ '

SOVEXPORT and DEFA. DEFA
will distribute only its owji pro-
duction and other German product
on an exchange basis with the
western zones.

In the western zones 31 distrib-

utors, are operating, among them
MPEA, British Eagle Lion, French
IPA, Omnium Film, with 10 Brit-

ish-produced Pathe pictures, and
the two biggest Geiman distrib-

utors, Schorscht Film and Herzog
.(Continued on page 20)

Current London Shows
{Figurei ;shows weeks of run)

London, Jan. 25.

"Annie Get GuM," Col's'm (86)/

"Bless the Bride," Adelphl (92).

"Bob's Your Uncle," Sav. (38).

"Brownlnir," Phoenix (20).

"Cage Peacock," Cambridge (42).

-"Carissima," Palace-t46)

"CharUy'9 Aunt," Maj. (6).

"Chlltem Hundreds," Vaude (74K

"Don't Listen," St. Jas. (21).

,

"Edward, My Son," (Lyric (87).

"Father," Duchess (1).

"Gioconda Smile," Wynd (33).

"Happiest Days." Apollo (44 1.

"Harvey," Wales (4).

"High Button Shoes," Hipp. (6).

"Kid From Strat." Wint. a7J.

"Little Lambs,^' Ambass. (42).

"Miss Mabel," Strand (9).

''Off Record," Piccadilly (82).

"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane (41).

"One Wild..Oat." Garrick (8i.

"Perfect Woman," Playhouse (201.

-'.'Return of Prodigal," Globe (9).

"September Tide." Aid. (7i.

"Slings & Arrows," Comedy (10),

"Together Again," Vic. Pal. (94i.

"Wild Duck," St. Mart (111.

"Worm's View," Whitehall (92).

British Exhihs Sore At

Fihn ye to BBC for TV
London, Jan. 18.

Distributors who sell films to the
British Broadcasting Corp. for use
on the government's monopoly
video service are likely to find

themselves faced with a booking
boycott from exhibitors. Attitude
is sequel to the,, negotiations by
Associated British Film Distrib-

utors for the use of 12 of their

oldies on the television service.

Negotiation of the deal, under-
taken by Maj. Reginald P. Baker
on behalf of ABED, has met with
a general condemnation from the
industry. General Council of the
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn.,

meeting last week; voiced its

strong displeasure .and on the
Kinematograph Renters Society
same time deprecated an agreer
ment they claimed was contrary to

the industry ? wide arrangement
previously, made.

French Pick N(»el-Noers

'Parade' Year's Best Pic
Paris, Jan. 25.

The Grand Prix du Cinema
Francais, for the best French pic
of the year, has been awarded of-

ficially to Noel-Noel's "Parade du
Temps Perdu."
To protest what they considered

undue conservatism in the official

jury's awards, some pix critics a
few years ago founded 4 prize titled
Louis DuUuc. The Louis Dulluc
prize this year was awarded by the
jury to Noel-Noel's picture. And
now the same critics protest
violently that the official jury is

made up of nincompoops because
the latter selected the same picture
as they did.

Agencies, Talent Uneasy

In Unsettled Situation

Of Argentinian Radio
Montevideo, Jan. 15. .

Instability; of execs . and staff

seems to be th<e order of the day .

in Argentina's radio situation, now
that all - the three major webs are
under the ow,nership of govern*
ment tycoons.
Jaime Yankelvlch, former owner

and present managing .director of
the Belgrano web, is still virtually

in control of his own originating
Radio Belgrano and its 20 or so
network affiliates, but both Radio
Splendid and Radio El Mundo are
being operated by appointees of
the new stockholders, presumed to
be Senora de Perpn, her brother,
Juan Duarte, and Miguel Miranda,
(prexy of Argentina's- Economic
Council). All Radio El Mundo's for-
mer execs have been ousted, and
the last week has also seen the
resignation of the two appointees
put in. by Miranda, who were for-
mer members of the network's
staff.

Agency execs and advertisers ars
viewing the position in Argentine
radio with considerable uneasiness.
Organization is chaotic in the webs
as a result of all the staff switching
and programs are dismal, even for
the customary summer hiatus. This
has brought with it - a marked
tobogganing in the volume of spot
advertising booked by agencies. In
former years this type of adver-
tising boomed heftily in the sum-
mer months and brought in a nice
slice of revenue for the webs.

Local talent is also uneasy over
the situation, a».the_W-ebs .hav-e-nat
yet inked any contracts for -the.

coming: season and it looks'.prob-
able that all the major webs will
have ii) the way of entertainment
after March will be the feature
programs already booked by
agencies and controlled by them
direct;

Renoir Megs 'River'

Hollywood, Jan. 25.

Jean Renoir left for India to di-

rect "The River" for Oriental-
International Pictures. Ken Mc-
Eldowney, company prexy, has
been in Calcutta for five week*
making an^angementfi for filming.

Picture will "be the first of a
series to be financed completely by
Indian capital.
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2i^% /Fy Bi/si

2
... And (ill eyes are on

Showmen everywhere
are crowing about this

cocka<dooclle^dou|ih hit!
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Idde Sbiff-Picbires

The Irving Cumittingses. ST- Jr., who produced and directed "It's

Only Monej?* as an Indie package for RKO release, brought the Frank
Sinatra-Groucho Marx-Jane Bussell comedy in for $900,000 and in 23

days, an against $1,000,000 and a 26-day schedule. Hel Shavelson

screenplayed and Sammy Cahn<Jule Styne did the songs, fhia makes
two Mar» pix in the can, the other being "Love Happy" (Lester Cowan-

UA), which is more a Chico and Harpo Marx picture; Groucho onljn

did the commentary. This one is by Ben Hecht, and is- not auto-

biographical as has been publicized.

The Marxeii are saving their biopic for later, and it may stem from
"The Mother of the Two-a-Day," which Kyle Crichton is currently

writing for Collier's, with an eye to book publication after serialization

in the weekly. This is the story of Minnie Palmer, mother of Grpucho,
Chico;' Harpo, Zeppo and Gummo Marx. Zeppo and Gummo, ' since

selling out their agency business to MCA, are in businesses such as
manufacturing engines for motorcycles, building, etc.

Irving Berlin's Paramount deal for "White Christmas" (reuniting

Bing Crosby-Fred Astaire, as in "Holiday Inn," from which the 'hit

song originated) is stymied by a detail on a $600,000 guarantee to the

'sohgsmith. It's on a double sliding percentage basis. Meantime, he's

due on the Coast to finalize a Metro filmusical for Ginger RogersrFred
AstairiB, their second since reuniting.

Joshua Logan's delay with chores on "Tales of the South Pacific"

with Rodgers & Hammerstein prompted calling in Moss Hart to put

oii the Berlin^Hobert E. Sherwood, legit musical, "Miss Liberty," as
Berlin is anxious to get it mounted .this spring and not wait until

'

togan becomes available in the fall.

• United -'A a tremendous amount of space

and publicity in the New York Journal-American during the past few
weeks for "My Dear Secretary," which it is currently releasing, via an
''Office' Orchids" contest. , It made a tieup with the Hearst daily by
which elevator starters in various big buildings throughout the city

were invited to nominate the pretU^st secretary in their, buiWing.

Rudy Vallee, who is in the film and is currently at the Latin Quarter,

N. Y., has been handing out orchids to the' gals, and the prettiest ones

will be* picked by Vallee, Laraine Day, who co-stars, and,model agency

chiefs Harry Conover and John Robert Power*. Winner gets a week's
all-expense trip to Hollywood via TWA.

London film critics, regarded in trade circles as the world's toughest,

were given a surprise spanking in a Daily Express editorial. Presum-
ably including its own critic, the Express said they "are altogether too

severe in their comments on the new films. Both British and Hollywood
presentations are attacked—in fact, the only films which regularly find

favor are those in foreign languages." The daily suggests that critics

develop a better balance and "a sunnier frame of mind." Worried
about the effect on. the domestic film industry, the paper advises critics

to adopt ,a more "tolerant attitude" instead of spreading gloom among
the'producerjS..

Theatre Partners0Sm Continued Irom pacre S

ous terms is now likely. It will
probably take the form of a re-
quest for an interp;retation by the
U. S. statutory court, whiqh has
the Government antirtrust action
in its jurisdiction. Additionally,
actions to compel exhibs to make
a choice , are being freely men-
tioned, to these theatre operators
in an effort to convince them that
balking on negotiations won't mean
more gravy at the payoff.

Major company theatre toppers
indicajte that exhib pards are gen-
erally showing little desire to come
to terms. Entii-e timetable for
cutting away the joint properties
is already being slowed to the
point where the companies will be
unable to meet the judicial dead-
lines on the operation.

Paramount Into Fourth Week Of

Mpeuvers for Trust Settlement

Giainnini
Coutinuitd from paee 3

Inauguration
Contmuetf nom page Z i

Greatest pprsotwl tribute wos poid
,

the two . days. ' Lena Some^ as-

to'Ja«e J'*i'omon, whose entrance to - siKned. to a box .by the comniitiee,

the omoTW vms greeted by spon- ' —" '- - * -i-fi--.--.

tanemis burst of applamev Widely
quoted gug came from Joan Dams,
vilut said:- "I feci as -STnoU as the

hyphen between Tajt and Hartley."

Show biz reps arrived at the in-

auguration early and took their

places in the distinguished visitors'

section. Only one to create a real

flurry in the tense, expectant

crowd, was Tallulah Bankhead, oc-

cupying a front row seat. Few
seats away from La Bankhead sat

was 'placed. In a cabinet, officer's

box by- mislake. Latter srraciously

took the next best sans. fuss.

Eric Jofmsfon flew in from
[ Miami just in time to .vqwire Mrs.
I J. to the Ball. Industry execs in

town were Charles and Spyros
"Skoiiras, in a ringside box at the
ball with their fraus and the Tony
Mutos. The 20tlr toppers took in a
number of the fancy Demmy
parties given all over town.

James PetrillOi who was respon^

both majors and indies—is highly
gratifying> banker asserted. He
said he had seen very good results
in indie films made at $500,000 and
thought that was a "good bet" for
budgeting, although ceilings would,
of course, vai'.v accordmg to what
went into, any particular picture.
The $1,500,000 and $2,000,000
budgets are things ofi the past for
indie films so far as he is con-
cerned, Gianniiii stated, althqugh-
he thought majors would have to
go into some pix at these figures to
round out their programs;
As a result of .his survey in the

east, financier said Bank of Ameri-
ca film loans ' during 1949 would
equal those .- of - 1948 in dollar
volume. The number. of individual
pix financed will be* greater^ he
added, since budgets will be
smaller.
Bank of America will continued

to ask 100% guarantees from in-

die producers to insure the re-
sponsibility of the borrowing cor--

porations. Giannini said^ .This is

in line, he explained, with contin-
uation of the policy of making
loans to producers turning out pix
regularly, rather than one-shotters.

In regard to United Artists,

Giannini said he would make loans
to . any responsible producer, no

i matter- through what company he
i
distributed. He won't, however,
enter into any intra-company man-*
agerial affairs of UA, he asserted.

Tele-Radio Hookttp i

For NCCJ Awarding
Full-hour teleyI$ion arid i-adio

!

hookup o'ver tbe NBC network will

fanfare awards to show biz per-

1

sonalities by the National Con-
{

ference of Christians and . Jews,
{

entertainment wing, Feb, 4 at the i

Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. With
the affair synchronized to publicly

,

National Brotherhood Week, actress

Irene Dunne; Ned E. Depinet,

'

prez of RKO; and Richard Rodgers
,

and Oscar Hammerstein, II, song-
writing team, will be handed the*

;

laurels.
.

i

Award to Miss Dunne will be
,

made by Bernard Baruch. Mayor I

William O'Dwyer will handle the
\

presentation to Depinet, while Nel-
i

son Rockefeller dittoes for Rodg- '

ers and Hammerstein, i

Film attorney Louis Nizer will

act as toastmaster:: Chairman of
the entertainment branch Is J.

Robert Rubin, general counsel, for
Metro.

George Jessel. Almost unnoticed
i sible for the impre.ssive" succession

were Lena Home, sitting with the
j
of name bands, was on hand fo ap-

Gene Kellys, Margaret O'Brien,
j
piaiid the music. Others spotted in

hand in hand)with her mother and
i the ball crowds, which resembled

a Loew rep, looking for her seat;
j

Macy's basement in white tie, were
Jinx Falkenburg, the Will Rogers.

! lATSE counsel Matthew Levy and
the Charles Skqurases, and James

, frau, MPAA's Eddie Cheyfitz, Bart-
Roosevelt, who slid into a seat

,
ley Crum, and ex-film child star

next to brothel: Franklin, Jr., with cora Sue Collins. Meyer Davis,
hardly a nod of recognition from

j

who was snubbed for the first time
onlookers.

I
since the Harding Inaugural Ball,

Mystery man of the day proved was p.a.ing at a VFW dance on
to be singer Phil Reean, whose |

the other side of town. Benny
presence on the Presidential plat- 1 Goodman's collap.se due to illness

form gave rise to much specula- 1

during _ the ball was handled
tion, until he cave out with, the I

smoothly by the able pinch-hitting

national anthem. ReXan, Incident- ' of Lionel Hampton, an ex-Gpod-

"lly, a Brooklyn Demmy, hob- i
manite.

One Big Union
; Continued from page 2

;

nobbed ivith the nation's rreat
throUgrhout the two-day shindiir.

Wear tragedy was averted when
iOth'h Tony Mtito stepped aside
frovi the newsteel stands- a split
secottd before a huge 'newsreet

Noble Sissle and Eubie Blake on
hand to plus their tune, "Just
Wild About Harry"—-as tHougb it

needed pliigcing ! Newsreels.rushed
to Blatr House Friday night for a
looksee by the Trumans and their

sound camera crashed to the
|
quests. Last-minnte washout of

ground. Casualty of the parade was I Melvyn Douelas, who headed
Sibifl Boioan; in town for o ijautl<» I Hollywood committee for the Gala
stiut, 10)1,0 fell from a ladder while [ and was slated to do some emcee^
watching the marching, and had to , h\g was the subject of much
be given first aid.

\
speculation.

The Oklahoma float featured a
giant statue of favorite son Will
Rogers—Kudos for the colorful
floats, highlight of the parade, go
to RkO's Hardie Meakin,: who
chairmanned this divi-sion, Lum 'n'

Abner, who got only two tickets for ered the game tluough its W6XIS
themselves and fraus for the bath- ' outlet;

TV Pix Mart
continued from page 1

taking ceremony, split them by
naving Chet Lauck (Lum) and Mrs.
Gbff (Mrs. Abner) go.

Bissest attention-gfetters at the
nail, besides the Trumans, of
course, were the John Agarg (Shir-
ley Temple), In for the March of

Though somewhat dubious at the

start as to the effectiveness of the

setup, Peterson said he soon

found that in many ways he could

see more details of the play and

still be in constant contact witli the

floor. During time-outs, the play-
I^imes and for all the inauguration I ers huddled around the phone to
events. Miss Temple, sparkling I hear tifeir coach's instructions and
and. eye-fillinir in a ringside box, criticisms of I he individual play
was in constant demand by lensers,
autograph-hunters and such celebs'
as Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court Fred Vinson. Margaret
Vf,"l". was busy signing on the

(Joan Blondell) were alco in for

ers, AH substitutions were ordered

by him..

Willr television cameras mounted
high above live floor. >detaiJs could

be picked up tliat would, be nor-

mally missed from the players'

bench.

volved. little chance is seen for

any: real performer regulation ol

( the video medium.. Tire TV com-
i
panics would almost certainly re-

1 fuse to sign a contract' with any
! union in the Held as long as ther6
were any jurisdictional question
involved. lAnd it any single union
or group of unions tried to asr

sume jurisdiction a legal tangle
would probably ensue. The video^

companies would obviously try' to
keep out of the middle of that.

AGVA has hit back at the 4A's
tele committee by, charging that

the video setup with seeking , to

destroy the proposed one^'card sys-

tem for performers in all fields.

It is charged that the setup was a

means of perpetuating current di-

vision in all fields at the expense
of the variety performer^

I Dewey Barto. AGVA's national

j

administrative secretary, in lash-

j
ing back at charges by the 4A's

I
that AGVA was instrumental in

I breaking up the merger, declared
i that the 4A's has allotted power
to an "unholy trinity" which will

I be in a position to control video

I

and consequently all of showbusi-
ness at the. expense of sister

I

.unions; " '.

I Barto has-proposed that the 4A's

I
retain the television j urisdiction

, and that individual : 4A .affiliate

I
unions police shows in which their

' actors are employed. Thus . a

variety show would come under
i AGVA jurisdiction, dramatic pro-

grams by Fiquily, and operatic pro-

I

grams by the Arherican Guild of
' Musical Artists. Any show using

a combination of all three would
be directly under the 4A's. All

I
bargaining rights would be. vested

in the 4A's which would become
the centralized authority.

Barto said that the authority plan

would defeat the one-card union.

Under the AGVA proposal, the

4A's would be revitall'/.cd with all

brandies represented, and would
resume the function for which it

was chartered by the American
I Federation of Labor.

P. R. Program
a Contlniiecf from page 4

would be to induce major com-

1

panics to make and distribute the I

briefies on. scripts supplied ^ by the
theatre group.

|

Push Shorts of MPAA
At the same time, TOA-ers will

be asked to push the playing of
recently-made shorts of the Motion
Picture Assn. of America. Five of

j

these one-reelers are to be screened :

for the 50 " or so directors, and ^

regional veepees attending' the
D.C. meet. '

Breakdown of extraordinary p.r.

expenses of TOA last year includes

$20i000 laid out for production of

a tworreeler by RKO^Eatbe, made,
in conjunction with TOA's big
drive on Youth Month. Coin spent
covered only actual expenditures
of RKO -Pathe. Entire Youth
Month campaign cost the org
$43,000.

•

Otlier subjects on the agenda
include television, 16m films, dis-

trib-exhib .relations, film transpor-
tation, restrictive legislation (cen-

sorship and-taxes)v Army and Navy
r film bookings, budget and finance.

I

Youth Month for 1949, place and
I
time of this year's convention, box-

; office conditions and disputes with

j
National Screen Service.

!
Survey Large-Screen Tele

!
The likelihood is, it is under-

stood, that a complete technical
survey . of the large-screen tele-

vision field will: emerge from the.

meetings. . At any rate, director.s

! will be aslied to authorize the
! survey which would be conducted
1 by technicians rather than a
thrown-together exhib committee.,

1 While in Washington, efl'orts will

I

be made to have Wayne Coy, chair-

I

man of the Federal Communica-
{ tions Commission, and a number
of FCC technicians outline the

; state: of television,

i Number of tangible plans cover-
ing entry into tele will come up

I for ' discussion. One of these plans
: definitely slated for the agenda is
' the proposal of Si Fabian, circuit

operator, for the formation of a

company of exhib promoters to
'

]
book exoUisive tele events for thea-

I tres. Mitchell Wolfson, Miami
theatreman who heads the tele

committee, will also make rccom-
i mendations tor adoption of a policy
; towards .distribs selling feature
' films to television stations.

Paramount's maneuvers for a
settlement of the Government anti-
trust case went into a foiirth week
Monday (24) with Par's emissaries
still beating a path to the Dept. of
Justice headquarters in Washing-
ton. Reports to the contrary not-
withstanding, the company, while
close to a peace pact^ : has not
reached agreement, and the sign-
ing of a decree is not an inevit.ible

development; One feature of a
proposed settlement has been
agreed upon, it is understood, that
Par will open all closed territories

by the sale: of at least one theatre
in each of those territories.

Trio that huddled with Special
Assistant Attorney' General Robert
L. 'Wright and otliers'in D.C. Mon-
day were drawn from Par's regular
batting order of peacemakers. It

consisted of Leonard Goldenson,
theatre chief; Walter Gross. Gold-
enson's legal aide, and Robert
O'Brien, company secretai-y. Two
others who have appeared in the •

lineup from time to time, Edwin L.
WeisI, member of the board; and
Louis Phillips, Paramount attor-

ney, did not make the Monday
trek.

Playing up the fact that Par is

still not certain of a settlement,

although one in concededly close,

is the activity in the company's
bullpen. Despite the continued
stream of nesotiations, com-
pany's legal staff is still work-
ing on the preparation of Par's

brief and findings of fact which
will be submitted to the N.Y. Fed-
eral court next Monday (31) to

play it safe. Toppers w,int to

1 avoid findingithemselves in default:

I if the settlement should fall,

through.
, While Par presses for a deal, no
! move has been reported recently
i by- either 20th-Fox or Warner Bros.
' As for the former, active several .

j
months ago in peace feelers, it is .

I
now said that its strategy is to

i play a wait-and-see game until re-

I suits of Par's maneuvers become
I
clear. ' Twentieth's biggies feel that

i
any deal won by Par can be dupll-

. cated by it. If Par fails, then tb^re
' will be little chance of the others
getting together with the Govern-

I

ment.
'

i Par's toppers remain mum on

j

netrotiations but there is. evidence
I that some attempt is being made
I to single out specifically those the-

i

atres which should be exempt from
liquidation and those that must be

• axed: Reportedly, the D. of J.:

[has been in dispute with Para-
i mounters on a number of the.

houses which the former claims are

I located in closed situations.

1 Negotiations are now, completely

I

predicated on a split of Paramount
l into two Companies along the lines-

,
of the RKO consent decree. Ap-

I

parently, the alternative :
plan for

i
partial divorcement with a conr

i tinued one-company setup has been
dropped..

Ad Agencies
Continued from page 13

Uncle Don
Continued from pace t

: sophistication of tots under 10,

\
Carney was caught in a WOR-
Mutual squeeze. The net wanted
additional early evening time some
years bacit and he was forced to
•give up his () p.m. across-the-board
spot. Later he was moved up from

1
5 to 4:30 p.m., which proved a
poor time for the minors, and he
had to give up his strip.

Disappearance of Uncle Don
from New York airwaves marks
the end of an era,: during which
his format of singing, story telling

, and club announcements was wide-
ly copied. Carney is now in
Florida, doing his program on a

I

local station. He has been sending
IWOR his show on platters.

rsngljind and also did radio work in

Canada.
J. Walter Thompson Co., Wliich

has radio executives in Johannes-
. burg; Durban and Cape Town, is

now consolidating its radio depai-t-

ment In th« latter place under
Kenneth. Taylor, who has been
transferred from the Durban office.

Taylor is well-known from his

S.A.B.G. broadcasts on racing and
other sports commentaries and is

i also a producer and actor.

The newly-formed Grant Adver-
tising Co. uses an independent out-

. side production-unit.-They handle
Coca-Cola and recently took over
the radio portion of the Colgate-,
Palmolive-Peet account from Cen-
tral Advertising. Chief claim to
fame at the present time is the
production of the biggest locally

produced show to date. This is a

half'-hou* program called "Any-
thing Goes" which is staged everj'

Sunday evening in the 20th Cen-
tury theatre. Johannesburg, and
recordmgs of the show are broad-
cast several days later from
Lourenco Marques. Sponsor of the
program, which: draws an audience ,

- of 2,000 people or more every
Sunday, is Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
for Colgate Dental Cream. Irving
Rill, an American, is the managing
director of Grant Advertising and
plays a prominent- p&tt. on "the

I radio side.
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Picture Grosses

Uville Not So Strong

Albeit 'Dear to Hearf

Hot $16,000; 'Juan' 7G
Louisville, Jan. 25.

Biz sticking near average level

this week, with one exception.

Bialto. with "So Dear To My
Heart," had big preem to l^nch
the film. Walt Disney opus slwuld

lead the town by a nice margin.

"Don Juan" is shaping up neat at

Mary Anderson.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200;

45-65) — "Every Girl Married"
(EKO) and "Smart Woman"
(RKO (m.o.). Brisk $4,000. Last

week, "Paleface" (Par) (m.o.), sol- i

id $5,000. I

Kentucky (Switow) (l,200; 30-40)

—"Belle Starr's Daughter" (20th)

and "Road House" (20th). Nice

$3,000 or over. Last week, ^When
Baby Smiles" (20th) and
October" (Col), $3,500

WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 9)

with strong' $5,800 for

Snow Slouglis K.C. But

True love' IIG,
'

14G/ByNightTine4G
Kansas City, Jan. 25

Town has a moderately good line

, of product and grosses are in same
well with strong' $5,800 tor 15th groove this week. "One Sunday
consecutive week downtown. Last

i Afternoon" at Orpheum is fairly

I

week, $6,000. Stays indef. Igood and "Kissing Bandit" at Mid-

Keith'* (RKO) (1,939; 76-$I.50)

Goldwyn-Johnston Bitterness
Continued from pafe S ;

land near average but not sock,

"He Walked By NigW" is giving

the Roxy a nice take. "My Own
True Love" also is hot smash at

the paramotmt. Heavy snow of

l laist week is still around as tem-
ipepatures hold down to seasons
I low, and denting theatre trafflc.

Estimates for This Week
tiSftuire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45-

65)^"Ctazy House" (Indie) and
"Pardon: My Sarong" (Indie) (reis-

sues). Mild $3,000. Last week,
_ "Gotta Stay Happy" (U) (m,o.), i

pointing $18,000 but shows signs of
1 same. .

,

'

^ I ^-.rn^tir
building. Last week, "Untamed

|
Klmo (Dickinson) (550; 35-45-65) |

sarcasuc

Breed" (Col) (4 days) and "Snake 1 —"Confessions of Rogue" (Indie)

Pit" (20th) (3 days), $17,000. slow $1,000. Last week, "Revenge
(Indie), $1,200,

—"Joan of Arc" (RKO). Upped
admission plus schedule of seven

shows daily boosting this to ter-

rific $40,000 or near. Last week,

"Every Girl Married" (RKO) (3d

wk), okay $10,000 at 76c top.

Little (Lopert) (287; $1.20-$2.40)

—"Hamlet" (U) (WUi wk). Slid to

$4,000 or less after near-capacity

$5,500 last week.

Metropolitan (Loew's) (1,163; 44-

74) — "Snake Pit" (20th). DisaP'

National (Heiman) (1,600; 60»

$1.20)—"MouminK Becomeis Elec-

tra" (RKO) (2d wk). Died with

Return ;
low $5,000 and moves out. Last

i week, disappointing $8,000.

Mary Anderson (People's) (1,200;
I

Playhouse (Lopert) (432; 50-85)

45-65) "Don Juan" (WB). Smart —"Louisiana Story" (Indie) (3d

$7 000. Last week, "Christopher I wk). Dipped to so-so $4,000 after

Blake" (WB), $3,000. |
hot $6,500 last week.

National (Standard) (2,400; 45- Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)—
65)—"Arkansas Judge" (Rep) (re-

<<j<jhn Loves Mary" (WB). An-
issue) and Roy Acuif band and ^ther disappointer at $18,000 in 9
acts on stage, four days, split with ^ ^.ast week, "Whiplash"
"Gallant Bess" (EL) and "Brother

, (^jj), $13,000 for 6 days.
Talks TO. Horses" (M-G). Bulk of

| ^^.l) (650; 44-80)-
"Enchantment" (RKO) (5th wk).
Weekend flurry helping this to

probable $9,000. Last week, nice

$8,000. Holds on.

biis credited to candidate for gov-

ernor of Tennessee, Acufl. Okay
$7,000. Last week, "Urubu" (UA)
and "Plot to Kill Roosevelt" (UA),

$5,000.
Rialto (FA) (3,000; 45-65)—

"Dear To My Heart" (RKO). One of

big pteems on 4-state launching
with p,a. of some stars from flbn

plus Walt Disney. Strong $16,000

or over in sight. Last week, "Ev-
ery Girl Married" (RKO) and
"Smart Woman" (RKO) fine

*^State (Loew's) (3.000; 45-65)—
•

Ja^i 25

"Shockproof" (Col) and "Untamed Walt Disney's "So Dear To My
Breed" (Col). Modest $11,000. 1 Heart" is getting the gravy here

Last week, "Man From Colorado" ]
this week. Sparked by appearances

(Col) and 'SHere Comes Trouble" 1
of Bobby Driscoll, Luana Patten,

(UA) $10 000 i Beulah Bondi and Roy AcufE and I
<

Strand
'

(FA) (1,000; 45-65)—
j
presence of Disney and author

"Let's Uve Little" (EL) and "Pa- 1
Sterling North at preliminaries,

role, Inc:" (EL). Paiifly nice $5,- film with Hoosier setting took

Disney's 'Heart' Smash

$20M Big Indpls. News;

'Accused' Smart $10,000

Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)

—"Kissing Bandit'' (M-G) and
"Dear Secretary" (UA). Average
at $14,000. Last week, "Man from
Colorado" (Col) and "Ladies of

the Chorus" (Col), ditto.

Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
"One Sunday Afternoon" (WB)
and "The Trespasser" (Rep).

Good $12,000. Last week, "Every
Girl Married" (RKO) and "Indian
Agent" (RKO) (3d wk) first half

split with "Fallen Sparrow" (RKO)
and "Murder My Sweet" (RKO)
(reji$su«5) last; half, $8,000.
Paramount (Par) (i;900; 45-65)—

"My Own True Love" (Par). Fairly
nice $11,000 or over. Last week,
'Paleface" (Par) (4th wk), slick

$8,000.
Roxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)—

"He Walked By Night" (EL) and
"Parole, Inc." (EL). Stout $4,000.
Last week, "Lost Horizon" (Col)

and "Adam Had Four Sons" (Col)

(reissues), $3,000.
. Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox

Midwest) (2,100; 2.043 ; 700; 45-65)
—"Snake Pit" (20th) (2d wk).
Sturdy $12,000. Last had edge
taken off by bad weather, but
came through With big $20,000.

000, Last week,
Cristo" (U) and
(EL), $6,000.

"Countess Monte
"Shed No Tears"

W Record $10,000,

:
Balto; Tit' Giant 16G

$5,200 opening day at Indiana and
looks smash enough to hold. "The
Accused" at Indiana is okay.

Estimate* for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44-

65)—"Accused" (Par) and "Dyna-
mite" (Par). Average $10,000. Last
week, "Jlggs, Maggie in Court"
(Mono) with Sammy Kaye orch

Baltimore, Jan. 25. onstage, terrific $25,000 at 60-90c

Strong entries are giving consid-
j

scale,

eiable hypo to downtown doings I Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)—
here with rosy totals for "The I "So Dear To Heart" (RKO). Smash
Snake Pit" at New and "Don Juan" I $20,000. , Last week, "Gotta Stay
at Stanley. But standout is "Wake

i Happy" (U) and "Strange Mrs.
of Red Witch" soaring to house
records at the Mayfair.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-tJA) (3,000; 20-

60)—"Kissing Bandit" (M-G). Fair-
ish $12,000. Last week, "Three
Gotifathers" (M-G), $12,400.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;

20-70)—"Shockproof" (Col) plus
vaude. Mildish $13,000. Last week,
"He Walked By Night" (EL) and
vaude, okay $15,800.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-
' 60)—"Mexican Hayride" (U) (2d

wk) .Starts second week today
(Tues,) after all right getaway at
$9,000.

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65) —
"Wake Of Red Witch" (Hep).
Breaking house record with smash
$10,000 or near indicated. Last
week, second of "Siren Atlantis"
(UA), $4,200.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—

"Snalie Pi^;" (20th). Great $16,000.
Last week, "Yellow Sky" (20th) (2d
wk), $7,700.

Stanley (WB) (3.280; 25-75) —
"Don Juan" (WB). Rousing $17,000,
Last week, "Whiplash" (WB),
$9,900.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)

—"Can't Take it With You" (Col)
(reissue). Mild $7,000. Last week,
"Every Girl Married" (RKO) {3d
wk), big $8,800.

Crane" (EL), nice $12,000.

Keith's (G-D) (1.300; 44-65)—
"Gotta Stay Happy" (U) and
"Strange Mrs. Crane" (EL) (m.o.).

Fair $4,500. Last week, "All Baba"
(U) and "Phantom of Opera" (U)
(reissues), $4,000.

Lyric (G-D) (1.600; 44-65) —
"Whiplash" (WB) and "Christopher

I

Blake'' (WB). Fair $6,000. Last
I

week, "Badlands of Dakota" (U)
and "Trail of Vigilantes" (U),
tepid $5,000.

MINNEAPOLIS
(Continued from page 8)

good $8,000. Last week, "Every
Girl Married" (RKO) (3d wk), nice
$8,000.

State (Par) (2.300; 50-70)—"Red
River" (UA). Sock $16,000 looms.
Last week, "Lady in Ermine"
(20th), weak $7,500.
* Uptown (Par) (44-60)—"Innocent
Affair" (UA). First nabe showing.
Okay $3,200. Last week, "Three
Musketeers" <>'-G), big $4,600.

World (Mann) (350; 60-85)—
"Every Girl Married" (RKO) (4th

wk). Fair $2,200. Last week.
"Hollow Triumph" (EL) (m.o.)',

$2,400.

SEATTLE
(Continued from page 9)

hattan Angel" (Col) (2d wk). Sock
$11,000 after $16,000 last stanza.

Liberty (Ind) (1,650; 50-84)—
"Paleface" (Par) (4th wk). Okay
$5,000 in three days. Last w^ek,
excellent $8,000.

Music Box (H-E) (850; 50-84)—
"Dear Secretary" (UA) and "Inner
Sanctum" (FC) (m,o,). Good $3,000.
Last week, "Paradine Case" (SRO)
and "Kidnapped" (Mono), $2,800.
Music Hall (H-E) (2.200; 50-84)—

"Hills of Home" (M-G) and "No
Minor Vices" (M-G). Dim $6,000.
Last week, Words and Music'.'

(M-G) and "Guns oaf Hate" (RKO),
$4,600 it\ S days: .

, Orphetfm. (H-E) '
(2,600; 60-84)—

"Stay Happy" "(U) and "Indian
Agent" (RKO) (2d wk). Good. $7,-
000 after nice $10,700 opener.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 34-59)

—"Best Years" (RKO) and "Rusty
Leads Way" (Col) (2d runs). Fair-
ish $4,000. Last week, "Station
West" (RICO) and "Kiss Blood Off
Hands" (U), $3,600.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 50-84)—

"Yellow Skv" (20th) and "Jungle
Patrol" (20th) (2d wk). DoWn to
okay $8,000 or near after strong
$16,600 last week.

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 50-84)
—"Three Musketeers" (M-G) and
"Miraculous Journey" (FC) (2d
run.s). Trim $3,500. Last week,
"Baby Smiles'! (20th) and "This Is
N.Y." (UA), (2d runs), $2,900.

Accused' Smash $20,000,

Buff.; 'Pit' Hot IIG, 2d
BufftSO, Jan. 25.

Strongest new entry here cur-
rently is "The Accused." great at
the Buffalo. "Snake Pit" still is big
on sccand session at the Lakes
after wow first nine days.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3.500; 40-70)—

"Accused" (Par) and "Dynamite"
(Par). Great $20,000. Last week,
"One Sunday Afternoon" (WB) and
"Exposed" (WB), fair $14,500.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70)

—"Snake Pit" (20th) (2d wk). Fine
$11,000 after socl<;-$25,000 in first

0 days.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)

'Dear Secretary" (UA) and "Out of- • - Okef $9,500;Storm" (Rep). Okef $9,500. Last
week, "Yellow Sky" (20th) and
"Wouldn't Be in Shoes" (Mono)
(m,o.), $3,800.
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)—"One

Sunday Afternoon" (WB) and "Ex-
posed" (WB) (m.o,). Forte $7,000
in 10 days. Last week, "Paleface"
(Par) (m.o.), oke $1,200 in 4 days.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—

"Rogues' Regiment" (U) and "La-
dies of Chorus" (Col) (2d wk).
Passable $7,000 in 4 days. Last
week, big $17,500, and over hopes.

Century (20th Cent) (3,000; 40-
70)—"Last Days of Pompeii"
(RKO) and "She" (RKO) (reissues).
Sock $14,000 in 8 days. Last week,
"Every Girl Married" (RKO) and
"Bodyguard" (RKO) (3d wk), 4
days, and "Pompeii" (RKO) and
"She" «RKO), 3 days, $7,500.

of letter to Johnston and without

releasing it to the press. On Gold-'

wyn's side, however, is the fact

that this original statement was de-

void of personalities and on a high

policy level, explaining his reasons

for getting out of organizations

which he helped to found and of

Which he has been a member for

years.
, ,

Johnston, however, came, back
with a denunciation of the pro-

ducer on a personal level and it is

this that is burning industryites and
has lost Johnston much- sympathy
from among the member compan-
ies of his own organization. He
virtually invited a reply from
Goldwyn on a personal level—and

I he got it. It Was a biting, stinging,

.statement that obviously

caused Johnston to come out sec-,

ond best in the exchange; that is,

I if there can be any victor but the
' enemies of the industry in such a

verbal free-for-all.

Depinet Embarrassed

Most deeply embarrassed by the

whole affair was Ned E. Depinet,
prez of RKO, which distributes

Goldwyn product. Depinet was at

the MPAA presidents' meeting in

Miami, chairmanned by Johnston,
when the latter issued his reply to

Goldwyn. The statement was is-

sued through the Johnston head-
quarters in Washington, but ap-

peared to have the backing of the
presidents themselves. This con-

siderably disturbed. Depinet, since

Goldvpyn is an important RKO
mealticket, and the company boss
is in no mood «t the moment to

pick fights with him. As a matter
of fact, Deplnet's chief, RKO own-
er Howard Hughes, has himself
been in a bitter battle with the

MPAA for the^ past two years.

Goldwyn execs denied that there
was anything but coincidence in:

the timing that brought the state-

ment forth during the piresidents'

conclave in Miami. It was said

that Goldwyn had long contem-
plated resigning from the MPAA
and MPPA as soon as a new prexy
had taken over in the Society of I

Independent Motion Picture Pro-
ducers. Ellis Amall; former Geor-
gia governor, acceded to that post
about a month ago.

Arnall, as a matter of fact, prob-
ably contributed to the Goldwyn-
Johnston exchange by challenging
.the MPAA chieftain to a public de-
bate and altogether indicating, his

low regard for the Johnston organ-
ization within a matter of hours
after taking office in December.
Johnston is felt to have come out
the victor in that set-to by the
simple and logical statement that
he felt nothing was to be gained

i by publicly airing the inHustry's

problems. Industryites were won-
dering last week why he didn't use
some of the same judgment in the
Goldwyn fracas.

'Unable to Agree'

Producer, in his original state-

ment, declared: "I find myself un-
able to agree conscientiously with
many of the policies formulated by
the Assn. and feel that they do not
represent the Interest of the inde-
pendent producers." He went on
to hint at monopoly in saying that
"there must be a return to real free
enterprise in our industry."
Johnston replied: "Our members

meeting here (Miami) are relieved
by Mr. Goldwyn's withdrawal.
During his association with us, he
has demonstrated a unique and

singular flare for saying one thing
and doing exactly the opposite

"Mr. Goldwyn!s fabulous ma-
terial success in the motion picture
industry—^he is a multi-millionaire—is Irrefutable proof that free en-
terprise and free opportunities
exist . , . I'm afraid I can't shed
any tears over the way that mUlti-
millionaire Goldwyn is being op-
pressed ... Mr. Goldwyn's state-
ment is the latest example of fiig

penchant for getting into violent
disagreement with himself on all

sides of a question. The reaction
of the members here can be sum-
marized in one word: 'Good.'

"

Goldwyn countered:
"It is indeed unfortunate for the
motion picture industry that Mr.
Eric Johnston's manners are as bad
as his judgment. I had hoped to
withdraw from the Motion Picture
Association of America without
commenting on Mr. Johnston's
leadership but this latest ell'usion

from his word factory impels me
to state a few matters for the
record.
"During the period that Mr.

Johnston has been president of the
MPAA the public relations of the
industry have declined alarming*
ly. Mr. Johnston's contributions
to building fine relations between
the public and. Our business has
consisted mostly of turning the of-

fices of the MPAA into a personal
press bureau for Eric Johnston.
This is not surprising in view of
the fact that all this time Mr.
Johnston has been preening him-
self to accept call to public office.

The overwhelming silence of the
public with respect to Mr. John^
ston's political ambitions has un-
fortunately not prevented him
from devoting his major efforts to

his personal objectives rather than
to the benefit of the motion pic-

ture industry.

"During the period of Mr. John-
ston's incumbency the financial

position of the industry as a whole

:

has deteriorated considerably. This
may not be Mr. Johnston's fault

but his glittering genius for doing
the wrong thing has certainly not
helped the Industry solve any of

the grave problems it faces.

"As far as I have been able to
observe, Mr. Johnston's chief con-
tribution to the economic stability

of the industry has been to give
it such advice as has caused the
filing of law suits against MPAA
and various of its member totalling

some $65,000,000—one of which
has already been decided against
the company Involved. The mo-
tlon picture industry has survived
many misfortunes and I am confi-

dent that it will survive Eric John-'

ston."

Cowan Seeks Membership
Hollywood, Jan. 25.

Lester Cowan, a holdout for sevr

eral years, applied for membership
in the. Society of Independent Mo-
tion Pictures as a result of Sam-
uel Goldwyn's resignation from the

Motion Picture Assn. He had held

out, he explained, because STMPP
meant little as long as Goldwyn

I was a member of the indie and

j
major producer groups at the same

i

time.

I

Understood Cowan and other in-

I dies will ask for a change in the by-

I

laws making it Impossible for t

I
producer to belong to both asso-

iciations. Cowan's application was

okayed by SIMPP today (Tues.).

LOS ANGELES
(Continued from page 8)

$10,000 or better. Last Week,
$13,500.

Pantaees (Pan). (2,812; 60-$l)—
"Return of October" (Col) and
"Blondle's Secret" (Col). Okay
$16,500. Last week, "Enchantment"
(RKO) (4th wk) and "Blackic's $177500.
Chinese Venture" (Col) (3d wk),

Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 60-$l)— "Paleface" (Par) and "Far
Frontier" (Rep) (4th wk). Down to
$10,000. Last week, okay $15,400.
Paramount Hollywood (F & M)

(1,451; 60-$l)—"Paleface" (Par)
and "Far Frontier" (Rep) (4th wk).
Neat $9,000. La.st week, $12,900.
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890;

50-80)-"Return of October" (Col)
land "Blondie's Secret" (Col). Oke
!
$16,500. Last week, "Enchantment"

I (RKO) (4th Wk) and "Chinese Ven-
j
ture" (Col) (3d wk), $10,300.

j
Ritz IFWC) (1,370: 60-$l) —

;"Criss Cross" (U) and "Jiggs and
I
Maggie in Court" (Mono). Fairly

i good $7,000. Last week, "Act Mur-

der" (U) and "Shep Comes Home"
(SG) (2d wk-4 days), $2,400.

Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)—''Criss Cross" (U) and "Jiggs
and Maggie in Court" (Mono).
Good $5,000, Last week, "Act Mur-
der" (U) and "Shep Comes Home"
(SG) (2d wk-4 days), $1,200.

United Artisls (UA) (2,100; 60-
$1)—"Criss Cross" (U) and "Jiggs,
Maggie in Court" (Mono). Smooth

Last week, "Act Murder"
(U)'and "Shep Comes Home" (SG)
(2d wk-4 days), $2,700.
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 60-$l)—

"Yellow Sky" (20th) and "Alaska
Patrol" (FC) (2d wk). Nice $7,500.
Last week, $11,100.

Votrue (FWC) (885; 60-85)—"Un-
known Island" (FC) and "Feath-
ered Serpent" (Mono). Lush $5,000.
Last week, "Blood On Moon"
(RKO) and "Trouble Preferred"
(20th) (3d wk-5 days), $3,400.

Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 60-$l)—
i

"Words and Music" (M-G) (2d wk).
Smart $12,000. Last week, sturdy
$16,700.

i
Wiltern (WB) (2,300; 6Q-$1)—

. "Don Juan" (WB). Strong $17,000.
;
Last week, "Whiplash" (WB) (2d
,wk-5 days), $6,700.

Acad MaUs 11,650 Ballots

For Oscar Nominations
Hollywood, Jan. 25.

Total of 11,650 nomination bal-

lots were mailed by the Motion

i Picture Academy of Motion Picture

I Arts and Sciences for the 21i5t lun-

1 ning of the Oscar Derby, Votes

I must be returned by Jan. 29, and

nominations will be announced
Feb. 14.

Meanwhile, Jean Hersholt, Acad-

emy prexy, announced that offers

from several television stations to

broadcast the Derby have been

turned down. The Academy, ac-

cording to Hersholt, wants to

avoid any hint of commerciaUsm
in connection with the awards.

AMY AXED
Hollywood, Jan, 25.

After 17 years at Valley Studio,

George Amy, exec assistant to

Michael Curtiz since producer

formed his oWn unit at Warners,

was laid off. „ ^
Axing follows dissolution ot tu^

tiz unit and producer's return

company payroll.'

to
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New Faces Get Buildup
'Continued from pac* 1

1

tention by the ttudlog to star

buildups. They want to use their

own stars rather than go out and
hire Independent players, because

it answers the demand for eeono-

iny. Furthermore, by owning, a star

with definite marquee attraction, a

lot has at hand a continuing value,

instead of merely contributing to

the buildup of an indie player if

the pie in which he or she appears
; tuvns out particularly successful-

. Producers in the past have al-

ways aimed to put name players

in their films as far as possible

fts b.o. insurance. Failure in recent

years of many of these insurance
policies" to pay off has created a

much greater willingness to experi-

ment with the use of comparative

tyros.

]Neverthelei5S, whatever the ac-

tual marquete value of some of Hol^

lywood's name players, there need

be no expectation that they are

going to do any quick disappear-

ance from films. Well-known
names,^ no matter hoW' feeble they

have- proved themselves recently

at the b.o., are still In demand
by' exhibs. Theatremen, despite ex-

pefiencev retain a traditional faith

in names that Is not shared by
much of Hollywood, but forces pro-

ducers to acquiesce in part In or-

der to get better terms for their

films.

Hollywoodites are burned at ex-

hibs because of the constant call

from the field for new faces and
the theatremen's refusal to coop-

erate in developing them. Now,
the studios are determined to go
ahead with development of the

novices, taking advantage of the

urge for economy.

Lack of Names .

Lack of a sufficient number of

name players at the' moment, beT

cause of failure of studios to build

their own stars during the lush war
: and postwar era, is thought, to be
one of the current difficulties at

the b.o. Independent stars failed

to guide their own destinies with
the same skill and publicity at-

tention that major companies are

able to give, it is claimed.

The new faces of 1949, as a re-

eult; will find that they are being
carefully cast in a series of break-

. in roles to familiarize them with
techniques and familiarize audi-
ences with them. Then, if things:

gO; according to schedule, they will

be htoded the best possible part
• the studio can contrive : to' goek
them across as meaningful name
players.
Word of Hollywood's determina-

tion to make this the year of the
newcomer came from top talent

execs on both coasts. Not only
young players, but new directors,

too.r wiU find their opportunity this

year, it was suggested.
."We can't go on forever using
top-salaried stars who : no longer
•mnah a thing at the" boxoffice,"
Arthur Willi, RKO talent chief, de-
clared. "The public is just not
buying some of the established
names and we must come through
with' new ones.
; "Although when you figure a
couple of stars and a director with
only moderate pull may start a film
off with a ."peOO.OOO nut, economy
seems the big reason for shifting

to new talent, it's not the only
reason. I wouldn't say the change
in tactics is economy so much as
common sense. If the public doesn't
buy what you have, you change to
something else."

William Mayberry, 20th-Fox cast-

ing director, currently in New
York, confirmed his studio's switch
to greater emphasis on building
up young players. "We're sponsor-
Int; many new people," he ex-

:
piflined,

; "and are- trying to bring
along some of the youngsters in
every picture . we make. I. think:

every studio is trying to do the
same thing. Lots of the older peo-
ple, whose^ salaries have skyrock-
eted, don't mean an iota at the
boxoffice and we're attempting to

, fiolve' that by developing new stars

with genuine marquee .appeal."

Metro's Sidney Phillips echoed
his. colleagues. "It stands to reason
that any business, such as ours,

that is constantly repeating .Itself

because of its very nature, devours
talent rapidly. The established peo*
pie are not getting any fresher

and you can't east the same player

in every picture.- So we're trying

in every possible way to develop

younger talent and this should be

« great year for the newcomers.

That applies not only to players,

but to directors, designers, writers

Wedne«day, January. ,26, 1949

Metro Mulls 4th Pic,

For Foreign Sctedule

and everyone right down the lihe."

: Boris Kaplan, Faramount's east-

ern talent topper, feels that the

tyros seldom have had the oppor-

tunity that faces them during 1949.

He emphasized, however; that the
demands are much more rigorous

and the efforts of the Studios won't
be scattered over so many youth-

ful players as in the past.

"There will be fewer young
actors and actresses selected for
term contracts," he explained.
"Howevei, those who are chosen
will have the best opportunity ever
afforded contract , people. There
will be fewer of them on the lot
for producers and directors to
choose from, so there will be great-
er chance for selection. And those
who go into pictures will bave
roles carefully tailored to build
them."

Careers Nipped Early

Performers who don't make the
grade in the first year or so will
find their careers nipped, if the:

present pressure for economy con-
tinues. Their six-month option
contracts will undoubtedly contain
clauses upping their weekly take
each time the ticket is renewed.
If a player means nothing at the
end of a year, when his salary
.lumps from perhaps $200 a week
to $300, he'll be sacrificed in fa-
vor of a newcomer to save the ftvh
dio that extra $100 a week-T-$5,00{)
a year.
The pretty face and trim figure

are no longer sufficient for the tal-

ent scout. Studios are' adding very
few players to their lists—and then
only when they have; specific i>arts
for them-^so the talent hunters can
be ruthless In weeding out all but
the best bets. With a- first-class

screen test in New York for a po-
tential player costing a major any-
where from $1,000 to $1,500, that's
a further factor to discourage even
looking at any but the most prom-
ising youngsters.
. Talent departments, under the
economy lash, are being forced to
restrict themselves more and more
to Broadway in their search for
stellar material. There's not the
mad rush to Oshkosh on a mere
word that there's a promising boy
or girl there. Instead, distribu-
tion department execs In the area
are asked to 'have a look. If they
report favorably, the potential Hol-
lywoodian is asked to come to New
York ,when he or she can.
Even out-of-town legit openings

are not being covered regularly.
Only the most highly-touted shows
are viewed by the talent depart-
ment Daniel Boones prior to their
Broadway preems. It has beeJi
found that the out-of-town catch-
Ings don't pay, since a player who
attracts any attention invariably
promptly gets himself an agent.
And a 10%-er, if there's any de^.
mand for his player, won't sign a
pact, anyway, until the show opens
in New York, since the starting
salary may be doubled or tripled
by good reaction from critics and.
opening night audiences.

Hollywood, Jan. 25.

Metro Is eyeing pic-making situ-

ation in France with view toward
making an original, "Paris," there

late this summer. If plans material-

ize it would be fourth pic on
Metro's foreign slate, others being

"Conspirator," now lensing in Eng-
land; sequel to "Mrs. Miniver," and
"Quo Vadis," which may be done
in Italy, England or both.

Harry Henigsen, recently Inked

as company manager for "Quo,"
will go abroad shortly to study
situation.

S. Africa Trek
Continued from page 5 s

Currency Reform
Continued from pate U

Film, who also handle most of the

Austrian product. The bulk of the

other distrbutors are distribuing,

in addition to their few new pic-

tures, mainly old German produc-
tion. In the American zone, Allge-

meiner Filmverlelh «till handles a

large part 'of former Nazi product.

Four'Produots In Berlin

There are 4,919 theatres playing

in the whole of Germany, with a

seating capacity of 1,676,744.

American zone has 1,243 theatres,

Darnell, Andy Russell

Charge Agent With Fraud
Los Angeles, Jan. 25.

Andy Russell and Linda Dar-
nell filed charges of fraud in su-
perior court against Cy Tannei:
Hollywood tax counsellor aiid ac-
tor's ag.ent.

Complaints declare he nicked
Russell for $12,000 and Miss Dar-
nell for $7,250 through income tax
manipulations.

Continued from page 1

on the reason for the "inadvisa-

bility," bvt it is believed there are

two possible explanations.

Cbange in Govt.

One is that these may be a

change in the South African- gov-

ernment shortly and so there is no
point in sending a delegation to

negotiate with officials who may
soon be out of office. Other reason
niay be that Joseph Seidelman,
Universal foreign manager, who: is

already on the scene, or U. S. Em-
bassy: execs, have learned that

there is no possibility of working
any change in the regulations.

. American companies were par-
ticularly anxious to establish Hieir

own identities for" the purposes of

the 50% limitations, even if they
couldn't change the overall figure.

Restrictions are based on what an
importer brought in in 1947. RKO,
under this deal, is in "the worst
position, since it was operating
through the Schlesinger interest

and had no setup of its own in
1947. It therefoiie hamo standing
and can't bring in any product, ex-
cept by the grace of 20th-Fox, to

Which it switched its distribution

in South Africa last year

^

A number of other companies
have continued to operate through
:Schiesinger and so he,' as the im-
porter, has full control of what
company's pictures he chooses to
bring in under the 50% restriction.

Only Metro, 20th, and United Art-
ists have their own offiice%^and are
so completely independent<in get-

ting out the 50% allowed.

with 477,321 seating capacity; Brit-

ish zone has 1,190, with 501,321
1 4,^3^ ^y^ji ^ market for films-

seats; French zone has 391, with
| f^r them—it will

142,801 seats, and Russian zone has
j
Nearly leave plenty of place for

1,695, with 555,214 seats.
! the studios. As a matter of fact

The Berlin situation is unique
and unparalleled. It is the only

city in Germany where Germans
can compare the product of all four
occupying nations.- Competition is

free for'"western product, with re-

strictions in the Russian sector and
for Russian pictures in the western
sectors, but since every Berliner

can move around in Berlin, he can
choose what pictures he .likes to

see,

Berlin Is also the only city where
admission price is paid In two dif-

ferent currencies, east-marks and
westrm3rks, of which the east-mark
is worth only about one-fourth of

of course, Hollywood's futuie
would be assured.
On the other hand, the Paley

estimate is likewise a reason for
perplexity because studio toppers
recognize their responsibility to
theatre operators. They have no
desire to risk exhibitor ire by turn-

ing the majority of their produc-
tive facilities or talents to a com-
peting media. If their profits are
to lie in filmSr they prefer to keep
them there. .

Leo Spitz, who with William
Goetz heads the production end of

UniversaHnternational, sees the

vying between theatres and T'V for
the west-mark. In the Russian .sec-

| film merely as a competitive op-

20th Pacts Schlesinj^er

Cape Town, Jan, 14.

Deal has now been signed by
20th-Fox, on behalf of its own
product and RKO; for Schlesinger
organization to handle representa-
tl(m and distribution in all centers
where at present not represented.

This virtually means that after

many years of independent han-
dling, 20th, like Metro and other
companies, finds Schlesinger distri-

bution with number , of houses
owned and eschibitors tied up, most
effective.

'

ParVideo
Continued from page 1

aging director, Robert Weitman, a
check showed that at least 1,000
more people paid their way into
the house from 11 a.m. to noon
Thursday, when the President's
actual oathrtalking: was .televised,

than ,: eame in the previous day.
Weitman pointed out that Wednes-
day is traditionally a better day
at the boxoffice than Thursday, so
the added crowd could be at-

tributed directly to theatre TV.
The Paramount also carried

about 20 minutes of the gala cele-
bration from Washington Wednes-
day, night, plus about 25 minutes of
th^ pickup from the 'President's
Ball Thursday night. .Since the
house was fuU both nights, it was
impossible', to- determine -how
much of the biz' was due to the
added lure of watching the cele-
brations as they happened. Audi-
ence at all three showiftgs dis-
played considerable interest, with
no walkouts.
Par used its intermediate' film

method for the pickups, transcrib-
ing the tele images on film off a
specially-processed receiving tube,
and then flashing the film onto the
regular theatre screen. Prints? of
the film were flown to KTLA, Par's
tele station in Los : Angeles, both
Wednesday and Thursday nights,

thereby giving the outlet a chance
to scoop other Coast stations with
the pictures.

$53,000,000 Net
sz Continued from pate S n

first nine months, U showed a red-
ink total of $1,709,807.

Weighting the entire industry
take are also big-scale writeoffs by
RKO in preparation for its splltup
into two separate companies. It is

understood that RKO will show
less than a $2,000,000 net for the
year. In its third quarter, the com-
pany anticipated losses to the ex-
tent of $3,560,129 to bring its over-
all nine-month statement to a loss
of $356,024.
RKO's distrib wing was $4,000,-

000 behind the break-even point in
October. Company's theatre chain
is about 20% off and is expected
to turn up a $7,000,000 profit be-
fore taxes. Equivalent figure last
year was $9,000,000.

Policy of wiping off losses dur-
ing 1948 and facing 1949 with a
cle^n slate reflects In final nets re-
ported by other majors. Warner
Bros , for instance, wound up with
$11,837,000 profit for the year with
Its final quarter held by writeoffs
to $1,516,000 against close to $3,-
000,000 for the equivalent stretch
of '47. Metro Is another Instance.
Its final profit was a disappointing
$5,309,659' for the year with the
last-quarter take held to $580,000.

Unless llth-hour writeoffs bite
sharply into Paramount and 20th-
Fox profits, those two companies
will head the majors. Par's esti-
mated year's net is $26,000,000
with the company already report-
ing $20,015,000 for three quarters.
Twentieth now looks like $12,000,-
000. Its three-quarter report hit
$9,119,613.

tor only east-marks are accepted,

but in the western sectors some
theatres accept admission on a 50/
50 basis or sell some .price cater

gories for ; west-marks only, and
others for east-marks.- Rentals are
paid generally 50/50 in both cur-

rencies to the distributor.

Bagnall-Nassour
Continued from page 4

portunity for the studios wliich

they can't afford to miss.
: "If television looms and wants
our product,'' Spitz says, "then ex-

hibitors will have to bid against

the broadcasters for it. If the

films are worth more to T'V than
they are to theatres, the plain eco-

nomic facts are that , television is -

going to get them. Whether we ;

like it or not; the studios will be
up' against an or-else situation."

What's worrying studio execs at

;
the moment is just how tar they

set terms even tougher than the 1
should go now in answering the

call -of the Lorelei. Paley, John
Royal, Sid Strotz and other top-

radio-video figures are here mak-
ing an almost constant pitch for

the release of film and top name
personalities for video; What the

studios are pondering is shall they,

turn these requests away and per-

haps risk giving up a good thing

for the future, of play ball with

the video people and risk strong

exhib reaction?
Of one think there is no doubt,

and that is that TV is the current
Hollywood bogey. A visitor here
from New York can hardly move
in top exec circles without get-

ting the query:"Is it true that

everybody is home . on Tuesday
nights" watching Milton Berle?"
Answer, of course, Is that a lot of

people ' are home viewing Berle,

but whether that will go on or fade,

.

and 'What' its effect may ^be :on>

films, is anyone's surmise.

banks, and getting second-money
and completion guarantees would
continue as difficult as now. Anoth-
er point"was the lack of desire to

get the Government into films,

with possible dictation of picture
content.
Third coin-raising alternative

which appears dead was to have
Miss Pickford and Chaplin, both of

whom' are independently wealthy,

each put perhaps $1,000,000 of
their own money into a production
fund. This had been suggested by
banking and other money sources,
which didn't see why outsiders
should be asked to invest if the
owners themselves wouldn't risk
coin. - ,

Although directors and manager
ment knew there was virtually no
chance of Miss Pickford and Chap-
lin accepting this bait, it was men-
tioned as an alternative in. an at-

tempt- to cover every possibility..

Actually, there has been no con-
crete indication that the owners
won't accept such a scheme, since
there was no vote or formal deci-

sion on any of the . suggestions.
They were all taken under advise-
ment.

Schemes Informally Talked

Ideas were informally discussed

by directors, management and at-

I tomeys during the week following
{ the session with the stockholders

i

Monday (17) and further discussed
at a special board meeting in New
York yesterday (Tuesday). The
stockholders' assembly was ad- _ „

journed sine die (subject to call). 1 was that company toppers thought
One of the principal outcomes of I it inadvisable to give further

the Coast conclave—Although there
|
publicity to Intra-industry piob-

have been no tangible results soMems, Secondly, exhib organizar

far—was said, to have been to I tlons, which had been invited,

"shock" the owners into realiza-
| were planning a series of verbal

tlon of the urgency of UA's obtain- 1 brickbats to hurl at producers, and
Ing funds so that it can be assured

|
the MPAA board thought it would

of a continuing supply, of its life- 1 cause the meetings to boomerang
blood-^product. Miss Pickford and 1 on the original purpose of coopera-
Chaplln had been frequently given ; tively solving industry problems,
such "tough talk" before by prexy

]

Grad Sears, but were said to have

Coast Meet
Continued from page 3 ss

day) and will be there about a

week. He'll huddle individually

with productioin chiefs; Joseph M.
Schenck, 20th-Pox production exec,

returns to his desk today after

attending the Miami function and

meetings in New York. It's be-

lieved his arrival Is timed to coin-

I cide with that of Johnston,

j

All-industry sessions were called

I off for a variety of reasons. One

been considerably Impressed when
the four directors. In a 25rminute
report read to them by Mills, laid
it on the line.

It was emphasized at the meet-
ing that UA was in no financial
difficulties at the moment and had,
as a matter of fact, been operating
In the black since September as a
result of. operational economies
and the excellent grosses racked
up by VRed River." UA Is in no
danger whatsoever of folding,
since it could continue to get Along
by Improvising, as it has done in
the past. Point was driven home,
however, that for a strong and
healthy future, the improvisation
must give way to a program for

Par Defines
Continued from' pag« 1

studio following reports Crosby

would face CBS cameras next sea-

son and that Hope is being sought

by the network for a back-to-baek

arrangementi ,•
Paramount objects only to kme-

scoping of programs. Tele rights in

contracts apply only to live dupli-

cation of radio shows. Studio has

right of rejection should it be hew

that filming Is competitive to Far*

Pix. „j
Hope's pact was inked three ano

half years ago, when video was

s.»v w . rxvs*<>"> just a gleam in an engineer s

getting about 14 real A pix yearly. [New Crosby, deal was signed si*

fo]( tite company. Imonths ago.



THE NATION WILL ROAR FROM

SHORE TOSHORE!..

THAT KISS-TERICAL STAGE SMASH IS READY FOR YOHR SCREEHI

EVERY SCREENING CERTIFIES THAT THE ROMANCIN' RIOT OF 1949

IS YOURS FROM WARNER BROS.

[

IS FIELD^^
ra|„coBvDAVID BUTLER
LoucEOByJERRY WALD

iSerMh plair by Phoebe *nd Henry Ebhton > From the Hit Stage Play l)y NORMAN KRASNA
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Henry the Rainmaker
things tough for Walburn when he
can't turn ofE the flood. There's

an okay ending that neatly ties the

events together.

Walburn does an expert comedy
chore as the forthright citizen

affair between their father and a
woman on the telephone whom no-

body ever sees oi? knows. Their
mother stoically fights the knowl-
edge that she jnay lose her bus*

I
band, while the childreil contrive

. . ... lall sorts of stunts to put their
craftsmanlike Job with a ready-

1 father on the right path.
made public in Britain and likely

i . „„„^ Kir Tmh

^rVrhi&™°'"' ;

MaVarletffeTc^ure 'o'ver'tS^

Vntr^l^crar-in the plot sA]^^^-.^^^
Sammy Rice, scientist and re-

search worker, whose lame foot

hSs made him a complex individ'

while Walter Catlett matches as
j

immersed in his work he
the mayor who's not too ethical, jg^^g responsibility and steers

Young romance is capably done by i

^jg^p y,e inevitable political in-

William Tracy and Mary Stuart.
jj.jgyg ^jj^j, g^gg ^n behind the

Latter brings a freshness and ta 1-1
^ggjjgg Although becoming ex-

ent to her part that is unusual tor
| ^^g^giy unpopular by his frank

this type picture wherem an in-igj^^
adverse comments of a new

genue is rarely more type of anti-tank gun, he redeems
Barbara Brow, the unde^^^^^^^ by his skill and courage
wife of Walburn; Gary Gray, very i

dismantling a booby bomb
AQQisoii

, ^jj^jj ^jjg enemy's latest secret

who looks and has a great sense of

the comic.

There are only nine people in

the pic and almirit as many sets,

but it proves once again how diffi-

cult it is to put a play on celluloid

as a play. Direction by Maurice
Labro is fine and the action keeps
moving at all times. Photography
holds up and supporting cast han-

dle their parts well. BucH..

good as the young son
Richards, Mary Field, Robert E.

weapon.
It is this latter scene which is

by far the high spot of the produc*
tion, and although it is a long time

j

coming it is handled to extract

every ounce of suspense from it.

In scenes like that, the drama bC'

Keane and Earle Hodgins, giving

a neat reading to the rainmaker

Pitch, are among the others helping

to make this good fun. j

.lean Yarbrough's pace in di-

1

reeling the Lane Beauchamp script,

j

nal, IS fast and m
p^^^^^^ reaction isn't forthcoming in

| serSd ' Eirho™;"c«mera,"iTor
Ing the ebuckles. Feter bcuiiy, ae

, v-iehlv imaeinative seauence in ' bergj special effects. Gerhard Ladner.

bUtine as a producer, earns him- i^"^.
"'^V'^ c„.«^,T i^^^ ' HcrmanS Lieblg, Wolfgang Znamenacek

»olf a firstratP rrpdit A former which the complex Sammy seeks
, and Guenther Strupp. Reviewed at Thalla

fitii Pditor hp als^^ use' the solace in whisky. ,
theatre, Darrastadt. Germany. Running

sci^sorf^lLrefully on this William David Farrar has his best role

Der Apfcl 1st Ab
(The Apple Fell)

(GERMAN)
. Darmstadt, Jan. 15.

Camera Film release of Helmut Beck-
Herzog Film production. Features Bobby
Todd; Bettina Molssi, Joana Maria Gorvin.
Arno Assman and Helmut Kaeutner. Di-

rected by Kaeutner. Adapted from

r.nmoo TPal and snHxsfvihP ihiif thp f >"USieal xomcdy of same title by Kurd
comes real ana saiisjying "V"- I'le

i Heyne; Kaeutner and Todd; Music,

Sickner did the okay lensing.
Brog.

Woman of Evil
(FRENCH)

Leo Cohen release of Edmond T-, Ore-

*llle production.

in this production and comes out
of it with full marks. His is a
sincere and understanding inter-
pretation of the principal char-
acter and plays' a major part in
bringing conviction to the theme.
Kathleen Byron has' the sympa-
thetic part of the understanding

time, 105 MINS,
Adam Schmidt... Bobby Todd
Eva Meier . .Bettina Moissi
Lilli Schmidt. ,. .... .Joana Maria; Gorvin
Dr. Lutz . . .. .......... . - Arno Assman
Pl'of. Petri ............ ^Helmut Kaeutner

.. Stars Ch.irUs VancI,

Helena Bossis. Directed by Edmond T.
, . ^ i i: u

CrJvm*!.^ Miisic by Yves Baudricr. ^
At

j

girl and demonstrates her compe-
Ambassador. N. rtarting^^Jan. 21, '49.

| (gnce with a moving characteriza-

Swvitae Helena Bossis
|
tion. Lesser roles are particularly

XAurent . . .

.'

; . . »• • ........ .Charier Vanei 1 carefully cast, and experienced
»ie«o .. ...Jean Chevrier . pjgyg^g jj^g ^g^yg Bgnks, Jack

. /T t. p.^^iJoi. TifjocV Hawkins, Renee Asherson, Michael

E^tnrT'i'brTvlufhI:*?LckiS^ -lil?**'-''
Bushell^stand

film in "Woman of Evil." Film is
{ out in support. Myro.

in much the same tempo as his
\

earlier success. "Passionelle," and i

looks like it will land strong busi-

ness at foreign-language and arty
|

houses.

Hollywood should look over this

Helmut Kaeutner. He has a
Lubitsch touch that runs all over
this, picture, the first musical com-
edy to be produced by Camera
Film.
•The tale—adventures of a mod-

ern Adam and Eve in Paradise

—

probably wouldn't encounter diffi-

culties such as it did with the
churchmen in: Bavaria before it

even had been -produced — but

the motley crew of adventurers
lured to those wastes in the search
for gold. Sabina (Umos is Rosa, a
honky-tonk girl who loves husky
sea captain (Soffici), but can only
get him to believe in her love
when she bears his child, delivered
by his friend the priest.

Mario Closas plays the heavy,
Kindrell (supposedly either Eng-
lish or German), a brutal political

boss, whose only interest seems to

be to massacre all {be Indians, so

he can establish ownership of the
territory.

Lopez Lagar wins new laurels

for himself with his sincere p6r-

trayal of the bewildered but
valiant priest of the Salesian order.

Orestes Caviglia, as the aged mis-

sionary, gives a perfoi-manee that

is too stagey. Great play is made
of the background, the rugged
mountains of Tiem del ^uego,
and the lonesome wastes: to which

Chi Tele
ss Continued from page 1 ;

the daytime audiences^ Wiir ema-
nate from Chi.

Chi lost out in radio when top.

name film and legit personalities

developed into outstanding radio
stars. That put Hollywood into

the top origination point with
N. Y. a close second, leaving Chi
with only a few soap operas: Type
of talent that could give Chi its

early start in radio is still avail-
able there, as evidenced by the
fact that the four TV stations now
on the air were able to supply
their own programming until the
cable link went through recently.

. . t . „ ,
With even minor tele shows re-

the fur-trappers are sent to bring quiring considerably more time in
back pelts of the turtive sea- y ^ staging than some

ni4^ate7''s1iU?n\^rU?o^^e's^ i
^'^^est ra^o show^

a greater shading
All is sombre tragedy, struggle and
bitterness. No inkling of humor is

allowed to creep in for a single

moment. This is a pattern that is

all too frequent in Argentine-made
pix, and doesn't make for good
entertainment, Wid.

lieved the network^ and ageneies
will find it physically impossible;
to handle a full programming log
from> only N. Y. and Hollywood.'
As a result. Chi is expected to pro-
vide some of the daytime shows,
as well as the le.ss ambitious eve-
ning programs which require no
top-name film or legit talent.

Fact that NBC and ABC both have
owned - and - operated stations in
the city, with DuMont and CBS

I linked to affiliates, leaves
, the

question of the number of shows

Emlgrantes
(Immigrrants)

(ARGENTINE-MADE)
'

(SPANISH)
Buenos Aires, Jan, 19.

CabSSJfp^od«cti'oTwriuln"nd°dir^^^^^^^^ originating from there dependent
by Ald6 Fabrizzl. Stars Fabrizzt. Ave Nin
chi; features Nando Bruno, Eduardo Pas-
sarelli, Loredana, Ivan Grondona, Nicolas
Olivari, and Julio Traversa. ,At Llberta-
dor, Buenos Aires. Nov. -10, ;'48. Runnmg
time, Ji!0 SIINH.; .

only on availability of networking
facilities. . ;

Of the four webs, ABC is now
relying most heavily on Chi, draw-
ing 12; shows weekly to feed its

eastern and midwest webs. NBC
has the only , other program with
its "Kukla, Fran and Ollie," now

In this production, which is en-
tirely his own brain-child, Aldo
Fabrizzi, shows up again as the

great actor of "Open City," and aired acrOss-theiboarfl over ItjS full— -- —r. r.-T-T"" 1 "~i I

also proves himself as a master of !
network,

some of Its satire is topical and I

direction. But he has fallen down
|

wouldn't register heavily with
^ screen-writer, because he re-

1

stateside audiences.
f^gg^ ^^^k with a script" and

,

The Hays office undoubtedly used his method of making se

My Last Mistress
(FRENCH)

Leo Cohen release of Sacha Guitry pro
I ,,. , ,. . , i, i

— -

duction. stafs sacha Guitry; features ' would take a dim View of the cello- nuences dictated by "inspiration."
Genevieve Guitrv. Mona Onva. ntrft<^if>f1 I v.l.nnn **v,>,.,.rAn1.,^* nncfiiwiAc nt fh^ . ....... ... . ^..^^ . .:

Jean Laurent
Old Man
Painter .

^S^r-::::::::::::::r^~ I

piayeT'by "either MTss"Moi^^^^^ "uveTad has shSwnTcall"'?'^ f
p™*''^'"-

Guardian Georges Lajnaire
j
Joana Maria Gorvin.

I directors that locsl talent Is avail-

i

.eon
i^,!^^^^.SU^J± 1

-d" hisX=v "of iva^n GiTn" 1

^-^^-^ ^aify. will seek combina-

Pteture.introduces Helena Bossis
j

%r^''ir«t^'V^S.^i?^i.r?n 1 fi'/P 'l^tfj^l"}?" 'thp"'"af„vpM1.* ?° ^J^^ "T""
as the newest s.a. lure from the I stai^ting Jan. 21, '49. Running time. 8!s

i

leads, especially tne aopve-the-
| lopical form. As a director he even

Paris studios. A lusty tale of two
men loving a cafe pianist, picture

boasts heat character portrayals by
Charles Vanel and sultry Mile.

Bossis, It is probable that Ameri-
can audiences will hear and see

more of Miss Bossis, but likely no
more of the latter if the film cen-

sorial boys have their way; Al-

though several of the more torrid

episodes have been cut to almost
flashes, enough has been left in to

give the general idea. The garb

she often wears is flimsy to a high

degree

Schehck Chain
CDnUnwed from page 3

^-^ 5Sl!wood_ wouldn't, be impressed by Lehavl n.^tu^aUy 'Sn th'e scS ir^.„!\'\.J!™P»f.f,? .11

Catherine Genevieve Guitry
Singer Mona Goya
Florian . . :MiIa Parely
Grandmother. ....... .Marguerite Moreno
Thomasain. Marguerite Pierry
Clotilde ... ....... . . Jeanne . Fusier Gir

(In French; English TitXes)

A fine
:
performance by Sacha

Guitry. won't save this. It's a slow,
- ... „ .„ , , methodical, pseudo. love story., a
At times, Greville became so en-

j
q^^^^ production that stars him in

trossed with depicting the rising

ood waters surrounding the i.sland

where the three principal charac-

ters are marooned that he permit-

ted the action to lag. But for the

most part, the plot gallops along
at a typical French melodramatic
speed. ^

, Vanef. is painted as a husky,

wealthy landowner who would do
almost anything to satisfy MUe

a rather ponderous 'role. "Mistress"
is mild even for arty spots.

Picture was made several years
ago. This is a story of a famed
sculptor who falls for his model
and mistress. It depicts him as vir-

tually tossing , her out when he
realizes he's going blind. There
are some tender passages near the
end . when the girl returns to his
side, but it all comes too late to

Bo.ssis; whim.^ Jean Chevrier, as
|
gajy^gg ^^gj, the film. Most of

the virile refugee surgeon, con- - ° ...
tributes an inspired performance,
initial part of his portrayal calling

on him to emulate a mute. His re-

action to the charms of La Bossis

are nicely conveyed without too

much emphasis. Capable support-

ing cast is completely overshad-
owed by the acting of the three
principals. V.^cor.

The Small Back Room
(BRITISH)

London, Jani 19.
British Lion release of London Films-

Archers (Michael PoweU-Emeric Press-
burger) production. Stars David Farrar.
Kathleen Bryon. ; Written and directed
by Powell,' . Pressburgcr. froAi novel by
Nigel Balchini ' camera. Christopher Chal-
11.S, Freddy Francis; editor. Clifford
Turner; music. Brian ' Easdale. At Rialto.
London, Jan. IBi '49; . Running, time.
10(1 MINS. •
Sammy Rice ; .... . , . .David Farrar
:SUsan . . ........ , . . . . . , . . ..Kathleen- .Byron
R. : B. Waring. . . . ..... ... i . . . Jack Hawkins
Colonel Holland .. . . Leslie Banks
Stuart . . . Michael Gough
Corp. Taylor.. ... .<i Cyril Gusack
Prof. Mair. .............. .Milton Rosmer

the nearly 90 minutes are con-
sumed with heavy verbiage and a
dearth of action,

Direction, of , H. .Verdun is lacl^
lustre. I^oduCtion values likewise
are inferior.
Genevieve Guitry adds some

sparkle as the model-mistress. She
is .' highly decorative but suffers

"Der Apfel"—-which, as result of
publicity arising from the pre-pro--
duction controversy with Catholic
and Protestant. churcbmeiT who. got
a glimpse of the script. Is doing
landoffice business in Germany-
is a pleasant fantasy.

Bobby Todd, as Adam, is mar-
ried to and in love with his wife.
But he's also in love with his sec-
retary. Unable to decide ' on a
solution of his problem he visits

a psychiatrist, Kaeutner, who de-
cides that Adam must choose one
or the other—which is just what
has been worrying Adam.
One of the doc's tricks to

strengthen the will and energy of

able for those who kiiow how to] The studio exec's plans to take

find' it. I
over, a 50% interest in UC had

Following the trend of
Italian pix. this is more of a docu

g(j,g^. 'been stymied for many months
' under a commitment by him to the

mentary than a feature picture,
.but it has V high entertainment
values. The acting of Fabrizzl
himself and of Ave. Ninchi are of
a realism so moving as not to seem
.-ictine. but real life story unfold-
ing itself on the screen. The
.scene where the immiPrant wife, I

about to leave her life-lone home,
hides in a. closet, rather than let
her husband see her cry. While
he leans again.st the door and talks
to her, is a gem in it.self

.

The action starts in Rome. In
his patients is to give each an 1 the tenement home of Don Peoe
apple with orders it must not be
eaten. When Adam eats his, he
gets the boot from the sanitarium,
but falls asleep and dreams he is
strolling with Eve in Paradise

—

in shorts.

(Fabrizzi), his wife (Av«) Niiichi)
and grown daughter (Loredana). a.s

the family chattels are carted
away and they move to a new iand
in search of a higher .<!tandarfi of
livinK starts for all three. The-

The episodes in Heaven give an I
iourney. the birth of the chilcl on

opportunity for some excellent the high seas, the arrival in the
technical effects—and they're well

D. of J. to do nothing to consum-
mate the deal pending study by

'

the Government. Meanwhile,
Schenck has been active in clear-

ing up United Artists' partnership
ties with major companies includ-

ing Paramount and 20th.

Once 20th liquidates its 25%
interest in Golden State—and that

is almost certain under . the anti^

trust rulings—Schenck will be free

to act without any inference of

Intra-company dealings. Price re-

portedly to be paid by him for

the half slice of UC is $6,750,000.

done from both direction and
from the outfits she's forced to P.l^f^^uf.P^*®*

~
^^?P"? « ^ome-

Arnall
;. continued jTcbm page 3

space in the; Radio Citv' area, where

;

strange land, where another Ian- prefers to he,

Buaee has to be mastered, are all
nrpsented in documentary form

wear, and very uneven camera
work. Mona Goya, as a cafe singer,
does okay. Support is barely ;pass-<

able. Wear.

Trois Garcons, IJne Fille
(Three Boys, One Girl)

(FRENCH)
Paris, Jan. 19.

Cine.Selection release of F.A.O. produc-
tion.. Directed by Maurice Labro. Stars
Gaby Morlay. Suzy Carrier. Jean Marchat.
Lajarriage. Scripted by Roger Ferdinand
from his own play. -

The Father. ..i, , . . .:, ; . . . Jean Marchat
The Mother...,.......: Gaby Morlay
Michel ..!,.... ...... ... Lajarriage
Gilbert ..... ........ . Francois-Patrice
Bernard . .Maurice Favieres
The Daughter ^^uiy.., Carrier

Brine Walter Fitzgerald
....Joe, .'. ...i . . Emrys Joneji

!

Till.... Michael Goodiifft 1 This is a so-BO film itom a sue

^JS*i?Srg''''-.V.\V.-.V.'^nTh'„V&fi ?.«sful play by Roger Ferdhiand
Sgt..Maj. Rose. .Henry Caine
Gladwin . ............. Elwyn BrookvTones
Brigadier James Dale
Crowhurst/. .Sam K.vdd
GiUian. June Elvin
Nerval > > .iDavld Hutcheson
Knucksie. ............. . . . . Sidney James
Pearson. . .............. . .Roderick Lovell

Through the motion, picture and
' the novel the unsung heroes of the
last war, the backro6m boys, are

fradually -coming into thieir own:
his is the theme of the Powell-

Pressburger^ dramatization; of the
Mgel Balchin story, translated to

.the screen with full measure of
suspense.': 'Although' Jacking; the
production trickis which are

; tisually associated with the Arch-:

Crs, "The Small Back Room" is a

It's a comedy-drama slightly , comyi
slightly funny, and slightly bo.
Three sons and a daughter take it

upon themselves to break up the

what obvious pauciity in produc-
i

[with the cooperfition of Argentine
tion settings. Considering difficul-
ties of procuring supplies in Ger-
many, however, staging is gener^
ally excellent.

Because of the technical effects.

Also in New. York are Robert J.

Rubin, SIMPP counsel, and Mar-
vin Faris, exec secretary, in prep-

aration for depositions to be taken

next week in SIMPP's suit against

Detroit buying-booking combines.

immipratiftn authorities) on an ac-
tual immierant liner and in the
Hotel de Inmigrante.<i (Argentina's „„j„.6-„«„„...f,
Elli.s Island K but with humor, and; Walt Disney, one of the leading

T. . V,,-,- -7- — -'i nJ^^f
' human interest.

]
SIMPP members, is also in New

^.1F
*"*8ht make the grade I Argentine soil, however, York and will likewise go to De-
synchronizati()n-but

fuT'^'^' f^^T'J''^ '"^f ''''I
touch, I troit next week for a deposition

cutting a bit wouldn't hurt it, ID.'' .".'"'T flags, and only Ave
.Sond.

Tierra Del Fuego
(ARGENTINE-MADE)

Buenos Aires, Jan. 19.
EMPA release of Emelco production. Di-

rected by Mario SoffiCi, from screenstory
by Ulisei Petit de Murat. Stars Pedro Lo-
pez Lagar; features Sabina OlmOs, Alberto
QlQias, Orestes CavlgUa. RicardO Duggah
??d,C'orina Glmenez. Rupniug time, mMINS.

Released at the tail-end of the
1948 seas()n, this picture has been

,

voted the best screen story tumeel

'

, p«t by a local studio in the year i=
I
and one of the three best pix in a

The Woman in the Hall !u"l'appeaUs shIS?""*^*
.
''The Woman in the Hall,".J. The action is casi towards the

end of the past centuiy, hi the
country's most southerly wilder-

Ninchi'.s a.stonLshine realism nulls
i

the picture out of a slouch of
dragging action and defective
story intecratlon.

Fabrizzi gets in what amounts
to sheer propaganda for the Peron
government's immigration policy,.. u- . . j
including a hint to rich Italo-Air- 1

setup in order,
eentines to nrovide *<^mfi to help
it along, but none of this is over-
stressed. The nieture has possi-
bilities for U. S. audiences, par-
ticularly among Italian communi-
ties. Nid.

Former Georgia governor was in

Washington last week for the Pres-

idential Inaugural ceremonies. He
took up no SIMPP business there

so far as is known, preferring to

wait a few weeks until Dean
Acheson; new Secretary of ; State,

Benny's TV
Continued from page

vaudeo and concert talent not

Arthur Rank production trade-
shown in New York Friday
(21), was reviewed in Variety
from London, Nov. 12, 1947^

An unscrupulous mother, a
daughter with a warped sense
of honesty and a couple of com-
pletely uninteresting love
stories make up film, which
reviewer folt "stands little
chance in U. S."

ness, when the rule of force was
the only law that prevailed. Pedro
Lopez Lagar is cast in the role of
Father Paul, a Roman Catholic
priest, and story deals with his
martyred attempts to • bring some
light into the lives of the Patago-
nian Indians, persecuted by the
white conquerors, and to redeem

The Chips Are Down
"The Chips are Down," Jean-

Paul Sartre's initial venture
as a creen writer, i^hown in
N. Y. this week, was reviewed
in Variety from Paris, Feb. 4,
1948, under its original French
title, "Les Jeux Sont Faits."

Because of Sartre's name
and that of the star, Micheline
Presle, pic was labelled by
Variety's reviewer as "a po-
tential for U. S. foreign film
houses.,"

necessarily aligned with CBS.

Web's board chairman William

S. Paley had wanted the show to

preem about Feb. 1, but Benny

balked at the suggestion, feeling

he needed more time to develop

his video routine. Program isw
originate in the studios of KTTv,

the CBS-TV Hollywood outlet, and

will be . kinescope recorded fpr

subsequent trantsmission over the

web's eastern and midwest stationfi.

Whether the projected one-shot

will be built into a weekly series

hasn't been determined.
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A natural for the big dough thru
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Cfips from Film Row

NEW YORK
George J. Fisher upped by

Metro to salesman working out of

Dallas. Fisher stepped up from
boolter. Jack J. Jorgens: joined

company as student salesman in

Minneapolis.

BOSTON
Ernest Zuretti, manager of Lex-

ington, Lexington, reentered the

Army as a liieutenant and goes to

Japan on extended active duty.

His uncle, Bill Viano* owner of

Lexington, picked his brother,

Fred Viano, for vacated spot,

A permit for a new drive-in ha.s

been granted to Joseph Stanzler,

Providence exhibitor^ who will

erect an attractive 470-car ozoner

In North Attleboro, Mass., at

Washington street and Cumber-
land avenue. Work has already

started for an early spring opemng.

Ei Harold Stoneman, head of

Interstate TheatreSj and wife, are

spending ten days on West Indies

cruise.
, ,

Irving Sisson, of Boston, took

over the Lyric, Fitchburg, on long-

term lease and will operate as

soon as remodeling Is completed.

Clayton Eastman joined Filtp

Cla.ssics as manager of Boston
office, effective Jan. 17, replacing

Nat Beier Who has been given

another territory.
. Jack Martin, Republic salesman,

celebrating his 30th consecutive

year in Boston .film district., _

:

At annual election of Cinenia
Club Charles Wilson^ Monogram
was elected prexy;

MINNEAPpUS
Jerry Gruenberg, of Eagle Lion,

here on NBC national network
radio program, "Where There's

Life," featuring his brother, Har-
old, who made remarkable recov-

ery from infantile paralysis.

"Birth of a Nation" revived at

Hamline university campus the-

'atre.
,

"Hy" Chapman, Columbia branch
manager, back at his desk after

long sick leave of absence.
Fred Bunkelman, Universal

South Dakota salesman, out of hos-
pital following recovery from ma-
jor operation.

"So Dear to My Heart" given
sneak preview at RKO-Pan.

Booth operators in independent
neighborhood houses will receive

substantial scale boost in new con.«

tract now being drawn up. ,

Bennie Berger, Independent cir-

cuit owner and North Central Al-
lied president, and wife .sail on
Queen Mary for Europe, including
visit to Palestine. :

Bill Wood, Columbia office man-
ager, in hospital for major opera-
tion.

Glenn Straley, once with • RKO,
new United Artists' .

salesman, re-

placing Jim Flaherty, who* re-

signed. ,
Edward Nelson new owner of

Menahga theatre, Menagha^ Minn.
W, R. Frank to N,,Y. to arrange

for tie-ups on his "Great Dan
Patch.

BiU Elson, independent circuit

owner, and the wife on a South
American jaunt. .

Hy Chapman back at his Co-
lumbia branch manager post after

long leave, fully recovered from
illness.

Eddie Burke back on 20th-Fox
sales staff.

Minnesota Amus. Co. obtained
renewal of its . Watertown, S. D-.

theatre licenses, held up by city

council because circuit ; refused to
reopen one house, .tbe Metropoli-

tan. It is a victory for Minnesota
Amus, because it still will not
reopen this house.
Don Riley and Al Lee, of. Rich-

field Theatres, vacationing in
Mexico.

Jerry Gruenberg, Eagle Lion
salesman, back from trip to Holly^
wood to appear on Ralph Edwards
broadcast about the life of his

brother, a polio victim. Grounded
by storms, .Gruenberg arrived
there an hour. after the broadcast.
Northwest Variety club to, spon-

sor Minneapolis Lakers - Boston
basketball game in March as club
benefit.

E. R. Ruben, head of Welworth
circuit, and Mrs. Ruben bound for
vacation in Switzerland.

THE SHOWMAN'S FRIEND

500 Modem Rooms
with bath, end radio

"ForcfflOif .eii ih« Caoil"

ALEXANDRIA HOTEL
Fifth at Spring: * Los Angelt*

FRANK WALKER, 6*h«ral Matiagar

Formerly at Olmsfad, Clavaland, O.

t Oh the Oeeat.... IMI ^MI lEACM I

Now Speci'aliting)

in Re/reshment

Service for

DRIVE-IN THEATRESi

INDIANAPOLIS
Since no Ft. Wayne film house

plays foreign films, the Unitarian
Society of Fort Wayne is sponsoring
three outstanding foreign-made plx
in the Indiana U. Extension build
ing starting yesterday (Tuesday).

Associated Theatre Owners of
Indiana board set June 21-23
date of annual summer convention
at French Lick;

S. T;^Goodman resigned as Para-
mount salesman to operate the
Dream, Corydon, recently acquired
by his father, S. W. Goodman, of
Poseyville, from Gilbert May.

Stuart Parsons, for years box-
office man at English, former legit
house here, now working as relief
manager for Greater Indianapolis
Amus. theatres.
.Monte Blue stayed over several

days after brother's funeral here
visiting friencts. '

:

CINCINNATI
Bill Onie, who recently sold his

share of the Monogram franchise
here to stay on in Cincy as an
indie distributor, was honored by
Variety Club Tent 3 at a dinner
Monday (24) . in clubrooms at Neth-
erland Plaza. Testimonial is in rec-
ognition of his lengthy service as
an officer and for his activity in
the tent's social welfare work;

DALLAS
L. Barrow reopened the Eutex

•t Eustace; he's a former projec-
tionist at a Dallas nabe.

Griffith Consolidated Theatres
moved Bill Hurd, now at Cleburne,
to Seminole, Okla., as manager.
Clyde

,
Young goes ta, Cleburne.

Finis Stilwell; now at Lubbock for
Griffith, •will go to Ada, Gkla , as
manager. J. J. Ahea, of Norman,
Okla., succeeds Clark Abbott at
Lubbock, latter going on leave of
absence because ill.

Karl Hoblitzelle, ' prez ' of . Inters
state theatres,- has ' given $50,000
additional donation tp the Texas
Research Foundation, which he
was chiefly instrumental in estab-
lishing. Foundation was established
for agricultural and soil experts
mentation.

E, H. Rowley, C. V. Jones and
L. M. Rice, all of the Robb &

HELLO JOE:

I see where Jan August loughs ofF the concep-

tion of his piano magic as shown in last week's

'Vacifity.' I still insist the guy's phenomenal.

AL

Rowley circuit, have hit oil on a
well on lease near here.
Lindsey Theatres s^)ent more

than $50,000 to modernize the old-

est theatre at Lubbock, . Tex.
Known as the Palace since 1924,

When opened, it will have new
name, the Cliftoj., in memory of

the late Clifton Lindsey, first man-
ager of circuit.

H«ai Theatres purchased the

Texas and Leon at De I-eon from
A. R. Parsons.
Paul J. Poag, owner and man-

ager of Val Verde Theatres, Inc.,

operators of houses in Del Rio,

named governor of District 129 of

Rotary International for coming
year.
New operators of Texas and

Leon at De Leon are Jack W. and
Leonard H. Scales^ who bought the
houses from A. R. Parsons.
Group of bookers and buyers for

various circuits with headquarters
here flown to Hollywood for
special screening of "Tulsa," Eagle
Lion film.

Premiere showing of "El Paso"
Is scheduled for El Paso March 28
in arrangements completed by
Paramount and R. J. O'Donnell, of
Interstate Theatres.
The Midway,, operated here by

Robb & Rowley has been reopened
after being closed for three
months; house was given a face-
lift.

Karl Hoblitzell, head of Inter-
state Theatres, will serve as 1949
campaign chairman of Texas di-
vision, American Cancer Society.

bands to play for shows. B&K will

use local outfits when they are not
part of the stageshow. First in is

Lionel Hampton band. i

City council here nixed any lur-,

ther theatre marquee erection

along State street. New ordinance
does not prohibit use of signs if

placed against the building, but
they can't be flashing or variable

type.
Rialto will try a new policy with

all pics in for a single week.
James Gregory and Pete Pano-

gos, Alliance theatre circuit top-
pers, back from Washington state

after huddles on remodeling of

their 21 houses there.
Harold Stevens, Paramount

branch manager, bedded with flu.

ST. LOUIS
Bob Weigel, formerly on San

Francisco sales staff for RKO, now
the sales rep of Lippert Pictures
in ;St. Louis; Kansas City territory.

Pirtle.Amus. Go., Jerseyville, 111.,

has lighted its new Abbey, Abing-
don, 111.

Owners of 10 drive-ins in St.
Louis trade area are skedded for
a powwow with Andy Diez, man-
ager of Co-operative Theatres,
Inc., on booking films jointly.

Syndicate headed by Maurice J.

Schweitzer, former St. Louis
branch manager for Paramount,
took over Qrpheum, 700*seater in
Ft. Madison, la.. House, formerly
was Fox Midwest Amus. Go. unit.

Shuberf, midtown indie theatre,
discontinued weekday matinees. St.
Louis . and Missouri, operated by
Fanchon & Marco : discontinued
earlybird shows several months
ago.

Better Films Council of Greater
St. Louis in co-op with' Fanchon &
Marco Service Corp., and St. Louis
Amus. Co^ staged Xmas party for
inmates of city institutions at
F&M's Missouri Ifist week.
Sheldon Lending, Kirkwood,

Mo., signed a 15-year lease with
Troy, 111., Civic Improvement Assn^,
to operate a new house there about
$100,000 having been earmarked
for project.
Frank Glenn, Tamaroa, 111.,

opej-ator of several Southern Illi-

nois houses shuttered his Melody
drive-in near Duquoin, 111., for sea-
son.
Admish scale at St. Louis film'

houses will be reduced from 2c to
3c by virtue of 5% amusement tax
repeal that has been in effect since
last January.
More than 500 aged people from

St. Louis eleemosynaryinstitutions
were guests at Xmas party staged
by Better Films Council of Greater
St. Louis in co-op with Fanchon &
Marco and St. Louis Aihus. Co.
George B. Cbrbett will shutter

his Bond, 450-seater, Decatur, 111.,

until house is remodeled.
Although biz at Fred Wehreb-

berg's indie nabes in St Louis
county has skidded 20%*25% in
the past year, 150 employees in Its
10 bouses were given Xmas bonuses
ranging from $5 to $2,000, a total
of $13,230.
John Reyner, of St. Louis Metro

exchange, elected head of Local
BI, representing employees ih lo-
cal picture exchanges.
James Bradford, salesman for

Columbia here, released from a
hospital after a major operation.'

CHARLOTTE
Annual convention of Theatre

Owners Assn. of North Carolina
and South Carolina will be held
here Jan. 30-31, Feb. 1.

LOS ANGELES
E. P. Cooper bought Bitz, 520-

scater. Long Beach. New owner Is

son of late: A: 6. Cooper, eastern
exhibitor.

Sherrill Corwin took 10-year
lease on Forum; theatre, recently
sold by Warners, to syndicate of
Los Angeles real estate operators.
Idea is to eiitablish Forum as a
firstrun if suitable pix are availa-
ble.

Regina theatre, on Wllshire
boulevard, will be renamed the
Fine Arts and operated by Fox
West Coast as a small class house
with $2.40 top. First film is "Red
Shoes."

Bay theatre, new IjlOO-seater,
opens in the Pacific Palisades Feb.
1. with J. D. Chaffiin managing for,

William Fulton.

Al Marten shifted from Fox
West Coast to take over the Woods
theatre, Chino, Cal. House is the
first of four to be built in that
territory under the Same manage-
ment.

PITTSBURGH
Ruth Aaronson, formerly with

Metro,joined EL office staff; re-
places Alice Murawski, who quit
to get married.

Laskey Bros., Inc., owner of
Strand, Brownsville, closed it for
six months for remodeling.
Marty Shearn,' who started with

WB several years ago as publicity
department office boy, named
manager of circuit's Fairmont, W.
Va., theatre. Replaces Arthur
Pearce, on a leave of absence be-
cause of poor health. .

Mark Goldman, former GaU'
mont-British and Monogram man-
ager here, appointed to sales post
In latter company's Cleveland' ex-
change.
Don Trepicone has acquired the

Heights, operated until recently by
Bert Steam, head of Co-Op book-
ing combine here.
Mike Manos, head of theatre

circuit which bears \ his name, ap-
pointed a director of AMPTO of
Western Pennsylvania in advance
of organization's 28th annual con-
vention at William Penn hotel,
Feb. 21-22.

DETROIT
Harry Hayes named co-manager

of Roxy.
Gil Richards named manager of

the Capitol.
Alfred Hamlin and Thomas Ar-

nold of the Colonial in Essexville
are now independent bookers.
Sam Brown announced sale , of

Belmont (o Krim Bros;, who al-
ready operate in Highland Park,
where the Belmont is located.
Senate resumes amateur stage-

shows Feb. 4 after an absence of
two months.

Charles Shafer, manager of Sha-
fer Theatre Co., elected Wayne
County Board of Commerce prexy,

Detroit Consolidated Theatres
launched cash giveaway program
in tiein with radio station WJLB.
George Rossman, formerly with

Warners and Columbia, joined
Screen Cruild here as booker and
in charge of city sales.

CHICAGO
Fight to prevent Chicago resi-

dential district drive - in reached
Mayor Kennelly's office. Over 600
residents protested the granting of
a building permit to Fink and
Gandel, outdoor theatre operators,
on grounds that land was needed
for additional housing.

Ansel Winston replaces Lou

,

Mayer as Chicago RKO theatre:
district manager, moving here,
from N. Y. 1

Regal theatre, south side col-

1

orcd B&K lead house, returns to '

vaude show policy Feb. 11, after!
nixmg AFM request . for local

SAN FRANCISCO
_ Robert Broadcast is new a.sslst-
ant to North Coast Orpheum Thea-
tre manager, Al Dunn;
Eddie Deal made relief manager

for all North Coast Market Street
houses.

MILWAUKEE
In, a cash purchase, Orto Thea-

tres Corp. acquired the 2,260-setat
Oriental and 1.560-seat.Tower here.
Both are deluxe first-run nabe
houses. Theatres will be managed
by the St Cloud Amus. Corp,

DENVER
Ross Bluck made head booker at

Universal, succeeding Dick Staf-
ford, moved to Kansas City.

Quarterly board meeting Allied
Rocky Mountain Independent The-
atres ratified Allied convention's
action condemning forced percent-
age films and asking for disciplin-
ing of stars that overstep propriety.
Asked theatres to dispense with
March of Dimeis collections, but to

give either matinee or night dm.
ceeds or one full day to campaian
With transportation crippSi

during recent blizzard some thiJI
atres ran the same film all week
with some picking up film from
nearby towns and getting okay bv
phone. .

Gordon, Neb., snowbound nine
days, but got film by planes hired
by Black HiUs. Amus. Co.; owner of
theatre.

ALBANY
Sid Sommers; manager of the

Troy, at Troy, promoted to Warner
city manager. He will supervise
the Lincoln, American and Grij.
wold, and manage the Troy,

Television-set advertising, show-
ing scenes from feature pictures
soon to be released and listing the
producing company and local the-
atre where the films will be shown
proved so su- ^essful when used by
Dev Bros.' Department store of
Syracuse, In tieup with Schine's
Paramount, that the same plan will
be employed as a pattern of co-
operative advertising throughout
the whole Schine circuit.

WASHINGTON
The Sidney Lust chain of neigh-

borhood houses is reported nego^
tiating to lease its old Arcade thea>
tre in Hyattsville, in nearby Mary-
land, for use as a dramatic school.
House has

'
been closed the past

two years. Previously it was oji-

erated as a film theatre.

GREENSBORO
Leonard Frick of Columbia, S. C,

is new manager of remodeled: Elm
theatre, here; succeeds Chester R.
Glenn, who moved to Wadesboro
recently.
Blue Ridge Theatres, Inc., owned

by A. Fuller Sams, leased the
Reeves and State at Elkin.

Carl Jordan resigned as bouse
manager at Paramount theatre,

Burlington, to-return to Graham
theatre as manager.
Leonard Frick, of Columbia,

S. C, resigned as manager of Elm
here; Fogleman, State manager,
will manage both houses.

MONTREAL
Odeon Theatres (Canada) Ltd.,

opened its newest theatre in th*
Dominion In London, Ont„ with
ceremony that brought theatrical
officials from all parts of eastern
Canada. This l,496^ater cost

$500,000.
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Variety Club
Continued from pag* 7

;

barker and other o0cers. It is like-

ly tliat Cohen, who also plunked
lor the change, will be tagged as
the first barker.

Over 400 attended the Astor
meeting and luncheon that fol-

lowed. Fred Schwartz, retiring,

prez, introduced Cohen.

New Variety Club will be opened
immediately to all branches of the
amusement industry Including
stage, screen, music, radio and
television. MPA officials believe an
ultimate membership of 2,500 will

be reached, making it the, largest

Variety club in the world.

Scott I^eti Charlotte Chief
Greensboro, K. O.

Scott Lett elected chief barker
pf Charlotte Variety Club. Gene
Dyer was named first asistant bark-
er; J, E. Holston, second assistant
barker; Ralph lannuzzi, property
master; and Earl Mulwee, dough-
guy.

the 43 he is making on a clross-

country tour in connection with
"Bad Boy," Paul Short picture

Monogram is releasing.'-

Fred Nahas Houston Barker
Houston.

Fred Nahas elected chief barker
of«Houston Tent 34, newest unit of

Variety International. Other ofiK-

cers named include Al Lever, first

assistant; William E. Bremer, sec-

ond assistant, Ray M. Hay* dough-
guy, and Fred Cannata, property
master. The local tent operated
as a branch of Variety Club of
Texas until it was issued a separate
charter this fall.

Variety CIniM to Spend $3,000,000
' Detroit.

Variety Clubs International will
will spend more than $3,000,000 in
charitable work this year, Col. Wil-
liam McCraw of Dallas, executive
director of the clubs, announced
here. He was the chief speaker at
a Variety Club of Detroit meeting.

His appearance here was one of

Memphis Re-elects Williamson
Memphis.

Ed Williamson reelected chief
barker of Memphis Tent No; 20 of
Variety Clubs. Remaining slate

includes Buster Hammond, first

assistant chief barker; Bailey
Prichard,. propertjf < master, and
Herman Chrissmarit doughguy„

D. C. Tent's $15,900 to Charity
Washington.

Local Variety Tent presented
five checks totaling $lj5,900 to lo-

cal charities recentW maldng a
total of more than $55,000 given
by showmen's organization here
to charitable work in 1948. Latest
beneficiaries: $10,400 to Children's
hospital as last i>ayment on a $31,-

200 building pledge; $2,500 to

Metropolitan Police Boys Club;
$1,000 to Home for Incurables;

$1,000 to Merrick Boys Camp to

complete payment on a Variety
Cabin; and $1,000 to Boys Club of

Washington.

Conn. Tent Installs

New Haven.
New slate of officers for Tent 31,

Variety Club of Connecticut, com-
prises Lou Brown, chief barker;
George H. Wilkinson, Jr., first as-

sistant barker; Ben Simon, second
assistant barker; Hugh Maguire,
property master; Harry Rosenblatt,
doughguy.

Barcroft Heads Columbus Tent
Columbus, O.

John L. Barcroft named new
chief barker for Tent No. 2, Colum-
bus Variety Club. He's publicity

manager for RKO Palace and
Grand, Others named include
Ralph I. Shiflet, first assistant

barker; Ben Cowell, second as-

sistant barker; Arthur Robinson,
property master, and Milton Staub,
doughguy.

Vom Canavan Heads St. Loo Tent
St, Louis.

Tom Ganavan, midwest represen-
tative for Altec, elected chief
barker of Tent No. 4 of Variety
Clubs here. He succeeds Tom
James, owner of three, indie houses.
Other officers elected are Lester
Grand, first assistant barker; Sam
Levin, second assistant barker;
James Tapella, Dough Guy; and
Richard Fitzmaurice P r op ert y
Master. , •

•

Laurence Olivier's presentation of

comes to life on

a WESTERN ELECTRIC Sound Track

Laurence OUvIer^s magnificent version of
Shakespeare's tragedy was recorded oh
Western Electric sound equipment. The
new D« Luxe "400" Recording System
and the new RA-12$1 Re-recorders have
demonstrated once more their reliability

and outstanding performance.

Such|advantages asautomaticoperation,
Kighest sound quality and versatility make
die "40.0'! Ac outstanding recording sys-
tem available to the industry.

Pine-Thomas
Continued from pats 1 ss

"looks to gross $2,000,000 domes-
tically," P&T sai^. Team, there-

fore, plunked for the three-quar-
ters of a lAillion bracket on a per-
manent basis. Both "El Paso" and
"Manhandled," first two films un-
der their new deal with Far, itt

into that negative-cost groove.

"Power Dive" Cost $8M00
Explaining further their exit

from the B field, both Pine and
Thomas cited book and chapter.
Their first film, made eight years
ago, was "Power Dive," which cost

$86,000. Their last, "Dynamite,"
hit $200,000 because of the rising

cost of production. Meanwhile, the
margin of profit was being
squeezed closer because "there Is a
ceiling on what : distribution can
give you on the average B film.''

In this respect, PSiT note that
their average film leveled off at

$450,000 worldwide take and $350,-
000 domestically. . Rentals, they
said, are up a foit, but not in propor-
tion to the production^nut boost.
One saving feature, they noted,
was that at least one film yearly
hit the jackpot because of its "hot
exploitability" and went consider-:
ably over the normal ceiling in
revenues. '

An'added reason for their switch
was the personal factor. "How
long could we have kept it up,
making six to eight films yearly,
and knocking our brains out,"
Thomas said. "These B's are Just
as hard to make as A's, particular-
ly since you can't afford to buy
books ,or plays for them." Pine
added that '^pride of accomplish-
ment" also needled the shift as
well as the need "to maintain en-
thusiasm.!"

Vniform Rules "Unfair"
Pine termed the laying down, of

uniform rules by banks on financ-
ing indie production as both "very
unfair and ridiculous." "Why
should a seasoned producer such
as Eddie Small pay the same bank
terms as some guy who always
loses?" Pine declared. Both P&T
blasted novices from the "soap or
shoe business" who come to Holly-
wood, and expect to produce suc-
cessful pix. These tyros, they said,
had invaded Hollywood during the
war, ''when money was cheap," and
drove up the cost of making fiilms,

including salaries of stars.

"We're going back ; to normal
and, one by one, :these producers
are dropping out," Pine said. ''The
stars are going back to the studios
and, generally, things are coming
down to earth. Actually, these
stars are doing just as well—
they're getting hard cash now in-

stead of promises of profits in films
which never made out."

"Things are returning to normal,
and this business is still very solid
and safe," they said, "Ar decent
film in the right bracket ($750,000-
$1,000,000) can do $2,000,000 and
make money.''.

The two Paramounters stay in
New York for the balance, of the
current week before heading Coast-
ward.

TINKY' MESSAGE PIC,

ZANUCn '49 FILM
Hollywood, Jan. 25.

Darryl Zanuck's personal pre.
duction for 1949 will be "Pinky"
a film with a message, depicting
social conditions in the south. Pic.
ture is slated for a spring start
witltJohn Ford as director. Ford's'
deal calls for one picture and will
not conflict With his activities as
Merian C. Cooper's partner in Ar-
gosy Pi;oductions.

"Pinky" is based on a story by
Dudley Nichols. Valentine Davies
is doing the screenplay.

No Aussie Rita Pix Nix,

Tho Ricsenbnent Strong
Sydney, Jan. 18.

Few if any Aussie exhibs will
nix playing of Rita Hayworth pix,
following star's gadabout with All
Khan, :

though resentment is pow-
erful against star within industry
ranl^s. Next Hayworth pic set for
release Is ''Loves of Carmen." It

.will play the Greater Union loop
on contract with Columbia.

Key church authorities have de-
cided not to askfor any boycott of
Hayworth pix. Catholic spokesmen
said that the church film censor-
ship was only concerned in actual
films, adding that - Miss Hayworth
could not be condemned unless
half of Hollywood was condemned
with her. Protestant ministers like-

wise do not favor banning Hay-
worth pix.

Banks Laud
Continued from iiaKe 31

1h» "400" Syitom RwwdM amiAMmmHc Rannl*,
Canlrol, ustd In nnrding "HamlM" at Danham
Stttdia«, Undon.

Hmtec
Produced ond Diracttd by . , Laurence Olivier
Rocordod at Denham Studios
Sound Suporviwr Cyril Crowhurst
S'"""" •»» Westetn Blecuic

Majors Deny Plot
sss Continued from page 4 s

"proven Communists," answer de-
clares, but did not take action oh
the point, which was second in a
proposed three-point program.
Meeting concededly discussed all
angles on possible injury to the
film industry by reason of the
hubbub then caused by the House
investigation. '

Otherwise, answer interposes a
general denial to the pending ac-
tion, which demands an injunction
to restrain the defendants from an
alleged combination aimed at
blacklisting screen scripters. SWG
suit, brought last year, does not
seek money damages.

Disney's 'Heart' Ballyhoo
Walt Disney arrived in New York

yesterday (Tuesday) for press and
radio Interviews in connection with
opening of his "So Dear to My
Heart" at the Palace. He expects to
be in Manhattan the rest of the
week.

Cartoon exec came in from Cin-
cinnati and Indianapolis, where he
had attended preems of the pic with
a quartet of his players. They are
Beulah Bondi, Bobby Driscoll,
Luana Patten and Clarence Nash.
They returned to the Coast from
Cincy.

like mad and causing serious chaos

that would be bound to still further

weaken their financial position.

/'As it is, we feel that the cutting
that .has taken place and the re-

sultant injury to morale is being
felt in the reduced quality of prod-

uct recently released. The industry
is like any patient after: an operas
tion. It will take time to recuperate.
However, it is a healthy thing in

the long run to have the swollen
parts reduced and we feel that it

will make for a strong future."

Banks- haven't the slightest

qualms concerning the status ot.

any of their, loans to the major
companies. Virtually all the firms
have far more cash on hand, gov-
ernment bonds and other liquid
assets than the amount of their
borrowing. Even Universal,' which
is probably ir the weakest financial

position of any of the majors, could
go on for three ^ears with losses

as heavy as those of 1948 before
it was in real trouble, one of the
bankers pointed out. He added that
it would probably be impossible,
however, for U, "even if it wanted
to,'' to lose as much again during
the next three years as it did last

year (a reported $4,000,000) be-
cause it had written off so much
of its worthless assets.

Banks have not been faced with
drawing up terms for new loans,
since none of the companies is 'in

the market for more capital. They
all arranged financing two or three
years ago, when money was at its

cheapest, and have plenty of bank
funds available if they want to call

on them. Usual procedure is for

the Companies to pay a fractional
percentage in interest to keep this

money open to them, but to draw
upon it only If they need it. Most
have drawn only a relatively small
part of what is available.

Paths
Continued from page T

absorbed in the form of a loss dur-*

ing 1948 is still a moot question.
Margin for discretion on the point
is available because EL is a com-
paratively new outfit without a
fixed amortization sate as yet.

While plans are being formu-
lated for. issuance of a new block
of stock, company has bankrolled
its next three pix, slated to start

in February, by an advance of

monies out of credits available
from the First National Bank of

Boston and other banks. Meanr
while, EL has been reducing an
initial loan of $11,000,000 out of

weekly revenues. That sum has

been brought down to approxi-

mately $6,000,000.

Reportedly, EL obtained a

credit of $750,000 fot the trio of

films, with which it will reopen its

Hollywood studios.
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RADIO FEARSm THREE' SHRINK
Bing Bags Another Miilion

Hollywood, Jan. 25.

That $13,000,000 said to be lying around in the CBS coffers

spoiling to be spent is now only $12*000,000. Bill Paley last week
made a mlllion-'dollar notation on his checkboolc stub after talking

long distance to Bing Crosby up on the Monterey peninsula follow-

ing a few days of conference with John O'Melveny^ Bing's attorney

and business intimate.

The. cool million went for 25% interest in one of the two Crosby
corporations, ^whicti -controls ' hiS' radio and picture activities; It -

proved the '.'sweetener" that stirred the deal to a, full boil. Al-

though everyone concerned with the third big push by the Paley
"raiders** have had their lips buttoned, it is fairly well established

that Bing's guarantee by CBS for a 39-week season is approxi-

mately $1,500,000; This figure is said to be around $200,000 more
than his current Philco-ABC seasonal take, the differential being
in tiie nature of a bonus arrangement because of Columbia's greater,

collection of high powered stations which would nmessitate fewer
of the Whistle stops now supplementing the ABC lineup^

It is also fairly certain that Crosby will hold to the same 9 p.m.

time on Wednesday, which both Philco and Crosby are said to

have dcfmanded, :and which is okey-dokey with Paley because it

fits so snugly into his plan to build up another big night. He's
well satisfied with Sunday, Monday and Thursday. The big argu- :

ment of Crosby's that had to be batted down by Paley before The
Groaner would say"I do," was the type, and potency of programs
to precede and follow him. Now it's up to Paley to make good his

promise, so the pressure is on again; with MCA running interference

and doing the missionary work. : .

' After being the toast , of the town and'regaled with red-letter

social soirees, Paley and his missus blew the Coast for his Manhat-
tan citadel where more spectacular deals are being brewedv While
in Hollywood he talked to most of the toppers on NBC and just

about knows whose car he can get the fastest.

Skelton Newest Star to Hitch On

To Taley s Comet' as Web Rides High
CBS has bagged another NBCf

comic—^Red Skelton—for next fall,

and he's been pencilled in for the

Sunday night 8:30 period. Procter
& Gamble, which sponsors Skelton
Friday nights at 9:30 on NBC, will

continue to bankroll the show un-

der the Columbia banner. Mean-
while it's reported International
Silver is all set to move "Ozzie and
Harriet" back to CBS from NBC,
recapturing <he Sunday 6:30 seg-

ment it occupied a coupl^ seasons
back,

CBS announcement ' Monday
(24) came on the heels of the

web's acquisition of Bing Crosby,
although In the case of Skelton it's

strictly a moving of program to

. another network sans capital gains.

OF other intricate financial deals;

Same for .Ozzie and Harriet.

Thus the Paley concept that

one or two pivotal shows will in-

vite a wholesale switchover in tal-

ent is seen beginning to pay off

for CBS, A couple of years back
the situation was just the reverse,
with Columbia losing a succession
of comedy shows to NBC, leaving
it practically stranded with Arthur
Godfrey as NO; 1 personality.

With Jack Benny, Amos 'n'

Andy, Crosby and Skelton in the
hag, CBS now has time periods re^

served for Fibber McGee & Molly
ijind Edgar Bergen.

Pitcher C^oes to the Well
Shortly after bagging Bing

Crosby as the third bigtime per-
sonality to fatten the web's.Hooper
batting average!' Paley called for
time-out last week; From Pruden-
tial Insurance Co. he borrowed
$5,000,000 at 3V6% annual inter-
est for 15. years.
CBS said the purpose was to In-

/sure continuation of strong cash
reserves In view of expenditures
for development of TV operations.

September Songr
Here's how the CBS Sunday

night lineup shapes up for
next fall in the wake of new-
est maneuvers engineered by
board chairman William S.

Paley

:

6:30, Ozzie & Harriet.
7:00, Jack Benny. .

7:30, Amos 'n' Andy.
8:00, Edgar Bergen.
8:30, Red Skelton.
Status of Coca-Cola's' Spike

Jones show in the 6:30 seg-

ment is still in doubt come
next September, in view of
the coke company acquiring
Bergen for S o'clock; but It

may be shifted, ta another
night.

CBS Seeks Rayve Acct

With 15-Minute 'Winner'
CBS last week whipped up a

presentation, of "Winner Take All"
as a 15-minute, cross-the-board
program when J. Walter Thomp-
son's Chi office Indicated that Its
chent, Rayve (Pepsodent - Lever
JJros.) was seriously eyeing day-
time radio.
..ABC, too, has been bidding for

A
account with its Eleanor

and Anna Roosevelt commentary
program. Contemplated commer-
cial IS m connection with the com-
pany s newly-launched Home Per-
manent.

u^L'^ the case of Its present
naw-hour sustalner, Bud Collyer
}i;°"i<l emcee "Winner" in its re-
vised format, liayve is mulling it

Paley Plugging

Wednesday Nite

Mtar Parlay
Now that Bing Crosby is flying

the Columbia colors, the Bill Paley

strategy encompasses a Wednesday ^

night lineup for his GBS network
matched only by the Sunday Jack
Benny-Amos 'n' Andy (plus Edgar
Bergen and Ozzie & Harriet next
fall) parlay.
Paley is shooting for a Crosby-

Fibber & Molly-Bob Hope back-

to - back Wednesday sequencing.
There's lots 6f open time kicking
around on the GBS Wednesday
Sked and in the process of filling

it Paley wants to out-Hooper NBC's
top drawing card of "Duffy's

Tavern" and "Mr. District Attor-

ney."
:The Fibber-Molly negotiations

have variously been reported as

hot. There's some doubt, though,
whether Paley can' maneuver a

Bob Hope switchover in view of

Charles Luckman's (Lever Bros.)

concept on network programming.
When a move was initiated last

year to switch CBS' top-rated "Lux
Radio Theatre" over to NBC, it's

recalled, Luckiwan expressed him-
self as "not wanting to put all

his eggs in one basket."

At that time Amos 'n' Andy was
still bracketed On NBC with Hope.

And should the latter move over,

it would give GBS a complete five-

way Lever spread on all its top-

rated shows. ("My Friend Irma"

and "Godfrey's Talent Scouts,"

the other two audience-pulling

Lever programs, are also CBS
properties.)

By GEORGE ROSElf

A few top economists have been
at . work on behalf of some seg-
ments of the industryj.re-apprais-
ing the radio picture in terms of
the future; It's being done on the
q.t. and no official report is con-
templated; but what they've come
up with Is anything but heatening.
Their findings are destined to have
a vital beanng on tha future of all

radio and: particularly the net-
works.

In the. opinion of these experts,
the sales peak has passed for
the . three major industries that
through the years have been the
mainstays of commercial radio-
food, drugs and soap. These three
industries alone have been re-

Trade Ponders Future of ABC In

Radio in Wake of Talent Shift, Stock

Unloading, Noble's Desire to Sell

'Protect Radio' Stance
: Same situation that cropped
up at the . NBC convention in

Sun Valley last September was
evidenced over the past week-
end at the CBS Television
Clinic In New . York; It's re-

called that the affiliate mem-
bers of NBC translated their

apprehensions and fears over
video's costs (and what it

might conceivably do to their

radio operations) into . a. re-

sounding endorsement of the
status quo in AM.
The whole thing_got a re-

peat performance at the .GBS
Clinic. The "pratect radio"
stance . that highlighted the
talk by William Gittinger,

CBS veepee in charge of sales,

probably got the biggest hand
ot tlie three-day meet.

NBC's New Thinking
NBC from all indications

doesn't Intend fighting AM
with AM. Network toppers are
pretty well convinced now that

tele has moved Into the big-

time and will throw its Sun-
day night at 7 heavy artillery

asainst the Jack Benny oppo-
sition via video rather than
radio. (They're pretty much
reconciled to the Horace Heidt
drubbing on AM as stacked up
against Benny's Hooper.)
NBC is getting set to spring

Its Sunday at 7 TV surprise;

It'll be a strictly bigtime.
spread, but otherwise the web
is keeping it hush-hushV

k ABC het>vork ah4 its ifuture: In
the radifJ-TY jtatterii has been;
sbaring ^almost etjual . ji^rominenc*

'

with William S. Paley-CBS in Man-

;

hBtt'an trade , tallt this.; past iv^

The : events qif the past few Weeks
have only served to heighten teiir

sioh; among , the network persoh-
nel at Radio City headquarters,

.

and many are asking put I6ud:
''Wonder what*ll happen to us?"

No one around the network ' is

denying that the. loss of Blni
Crosby to CBS - is a hafd ; bloyFi:

For it practically eliminates the
Web from Wediiesday night com-
petition with !NBG or GBS and
leaves the web's, brace Siinday
night attractions, Walter

. Wlnchell
and "Stop, -the Musilc,'' ast prac--
ticaUy tbe loiii^ ABC cbht^^
for the. bigtim.e • Hbopier swc!^^
stakes.;-' :

D-„-,^_- ^ The FCC may soon determlue

D6ry6ll''L0Cd''Li0ld ^'^^^ ultimate fate of the "Stop the
V"&t" ''Vt" ^y*** Music" giveaway, : And Paley has

his eye and bankroll on the top
Hooper draw of them an, Wincheil.

WW. however, Is uiider contract
to ABC, Which presents a com-
plication for Paley & Go. in any
attempt to wop him over. .(When
NBC's- Sunday . time, started opea'-.

ing up. the web thought it would

Edgar Bergen's return to the
;

« So""^^^^^^^^^^

airlane* next fall will be under fil V^Viq
Coca-Cola's auspices, with Bergen!?"^"* '^Sht off the CBS herd,

loinTna .T».ir ttp'nm, '..ra Amn« -n'
'^^'^ whcu everybody concemcd

[en-Coca-Cola

Join CBS Sunday

Lineup Next Fall

sponsible ,for about 75% of annu-
al network billings.

It's no secret, of course, that
the three vital industrieSi which
bought up large, inventories ' on
products, are now taking losses on
these inventories. Prices are com-
ing down. Advertising budgets
are being re-appraised in the face

of an uncertain sales future. Some
have already gone into action, with
radio taking the rap.

Strain On Food Front

On the food front, for example,
Standard Brands dropped a full

hour of Sunday night network
time (Edgar Bergen and Fred Al-
len) to effect a . saving of several
million dollars. The American
Meat Institute has cancelled out
of the Fred Waring morning pro-

(Contlnued on page 42)
,

the

joining Jack' Benny and Amos 'n'

Andy in the Sunday night lineup.
,

. „p, -.nntrartnal "hahv"However, Bergen is detouring capi- 1 ^"^,1 fT,?^S ,.1.
tal gains, a maneuver which scut- '

^''^S was forgotten),

tied his negotiations with the' The ultimate fate of ABC will

soft drink company a couple i

be the determining factor in WW's
months ago. i future affiliation.

Ju&l where that leaves Spike ' The fact that Ed Noble is *anx-
Jones, who now occupies th,e pre- 1 ious to sell the web; the revela*

Benny 6:30 Sunday segment on tion. of prexy Mark Wopds and
GBS for Coca-Cola, is problemati- '

exec veepee Robert Klnther un-
cal. (Coke outfit Is also cancelling

|

loading their stock, have had an
out on the Friday night Jane Fro- undeniable effect on the morale
man-Percy Faith musical and drop- [

around ABC headquarters. While
ping Morton Downey on NBC, al- 1

Noble Isn't talking, it's accepted
though latter is getting a TV show-

j

thaf if ^he can get a good price
case for Goca-Cola). Jones lias a

j
from someone who could get past

contract, which protects him for the
i
the FCC pearly gates on an okay,

balance of this season. As the cur- Noble would divest himself of

'Benny Coattail?',

Nuts, Sez Harris
Phil Harris let his hair down at

a "bruncli" tossed by NBG-BBD&O
agency last Saturday (22) at 21

Glub, N. Y., day after his sponsor,

Rexall, clinched the show's contin-

uance on NBC for another 13
weeks. Comic-bandleader's re-

marks indicated that, despite his

pleasure over the Hooper . upbeat
which convinces him he's no longer
"riding Benny's coattail," it still

'doesn't make sense (to. either sporn-

sor . or listener) to. slug it out in

opposition to CBS's "Amos 'n'

Andy."
Harris bluntly acknowledged he

"doesn't know what'U happen" as
far as the . Harris-Faye and A 'n'

A'

competition is concerned,- but the
shifting of the Rexall show into a

new NBC Sunday time segment is

considered by many within the
realm of possibility.

Harris' "Jackson" gags in tribute

1 to .Tack Benny and his longti^ne

i

association with GBS' newly-ac-

I quired comic were strictly on the

I
level, but Harris' reemphasis . of

1 the fact that his show can now
i stand on its own Hooper has
' strengthened belief among inti-

I

mates that Harris intends check-

ling off the Benny show.

tain-raiser for Benny and A 'n' A,
the show has a rating edge over the
NBC opposition, "Ozzie and. Har-
riet.'V And "Ozzie & Harriet" are
moving back to GBS 6:30-next fall

to precede Benny.

Bergen did a disappearing act
following his appearance .at the In-,

augural "Gala" In. D. C. last

Wednesday and when next heard
from he was hunting and huddling
with Coca-Cola top man, Robert W.
Woodruff, in Atlanta. Although
the Woodruff-Bergen hunting rou-
tine has become an annual cus-
tom, the boys were gunning for
bigger game this, time out. Both
got what they wanted.

Indie Baseball Webs

Protest Western Union

ABC. immediately.
But the $64 question Intriguing

the.- trade is whether the new
buyer would grab' it off for its TV
potentialities alone and decide to
Jet the AM. operation go by :th«
boards; For some close ofoservieiRS

say they wouldn't be suil>rlsed if,

in the upcoming video era, ABC
would be the first to fade from
the radio picture.' .

Eversharp's leave It'

To Stay Put in NBC Slot
Althouigh some report!* had

Eversharp's "Take It Or Leave it'*

headed for a Switchback to CBS,
the show stays put In its Sunday
night at IQ segment on NBC.
A couple 'weeks , . back when

Eyersharp introduced its tele-

Plan tn Hika Ifc Ratoe Phonic gimmick on.the show. NBCrwn lU nine U& IVdie^ cWmed in with a "no can do," with
a resultant' ultimatum from the
sponsor that the network keep it

in or it would inove out.
NBC decided to let it stay.

Western Union's move to hike its

i rates on telegraphic reports of ballr

games Is meeting solid opposition
from indie outlets. Many of the
indies, organized into small base-
ball networks covering schedules of
the "local leagues, regard WU's
move as sounding the death knell!
for their operations since it would'
make costs prohibitive. '

"'

Western Union is aiming Its in-
creased tariff at stations feeding a

I re-creation of the games to a net-
I
work comprising other indies and
thereby cutting , wire charges. It's

reported added toll would amount

Young & Rubican staffers h a v«
produced a 16m film short, for
inter-office cphsumption; kidding
the career of - ISigurd Larmori,
agency prexy. Film was run all

day Friday (21). ;

'

Joe Mprah, radio veepee and :0x?

actor, is producer, narrator, and

'

to's2.5Valt7tTon"for'7lirfirsrfive f"^'^^ ^Tl^' t
^"'^'^

stations in such a network and ^^^^^^J^t'^.'l^J^
$1.50 each for additional outlets,

Before adding the charge, how-
ever, WU must receive permission
from the FCC. Edward Breen,
Nab board member for small sta-
tions and head of ; KPV1>^ Fort
Dodge; la., has wired the B'CC for
notification in event hearings on
the increased rates are ordered.

Smith, both of the motion picture-,
TV dept Tony Zaghl, business
manager of the radio department,
and other staffers are in supporting
rdles. One scene, showing basket-
ball team in dressing room, was
played by' biggies of V&R plans
board. Gimmlcli; ki film is that
Larmon is shown throughout wear?'

ing a wliite carnation.
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Variety Club
Continued from page 7

{

barker and other officers. It is like"

ly tliat Cotien, who also plunked
for the change, will be tagged as
the first barker.

Over 400 attended the Astor
meeting and luncheon that fol-

lowed. Fred Schwartz, retiring
prez, introduced €ohen.-
New Variety Club will be opened

Immediately to all branches of the
amusement .. industry : Including
stage, screen, music, radio and
television. MPA officials believe an
ultimate membership: of ,2,500 will

be reached, making it the largest

Variety club in the world.

Scott Lett Charlotte Chief
Greensboro, N. 0.

Scott Lett elected chief barker
of Charlotte Variety Club. Gene
Dyer was named first asistant bark-
er; J. E. Holston, second assistant
barker; Balph lannuzzl, property
master; and Earl Mulwee, dough-
guy.

Variety Clubs to Spend :$3,00ft,000

Detroit.

Variety Clubs International will
will spend more than $3,000,000 in
charitable work this year. Col. Wil-
liam McCraw of Dallas, executive
director of the clubs, announced
here. .He was the chief speaker at
a Variety Club of Detroit meeting.
His appearance here was one of

the 43 he is making on a cross-

country tour in connection with

"Bad Boy," Paul Short picture

Monogram is releasing.

200 building pledge; 12,500 to

Metropolitan police Boys Club;

$1,000 to Home for Incurables;

$1,000 to Merrick Boys Cainp to

complete payment on « VaWcty
Cabin; and $1,000 to Boys Club of

WasH!ftig^i*;;/k^rV-\:,.,.'':':/;;vy''-' .
^
:

'<Conn. .Tent.i^tistallS;,,

New Haven. \

New slate of officers for Tent 31,

^ J HI u n...irA. Variety Club of Connecticut, com-
Fred Nahas Houston Barker

prises Lou Brown, chief barker;

T. J AT u y t^A «i7iof w"i;*.r George H. Wilkinson, Jr., first as-
Fred Nahas elected chief baiker

^j^^^^^ ^^^^^j.. ^^^^^^ ^^^^^
assistant barker; Hugh Miaguirei
property master; Harrjr Jtoseiiblatt,

doughguy.

of*[ouston Tent 34, newest unit of
Variety International. Other ofiH-

cers named include Al Lever, first

Assistant; William E. Bremer, sec-

ond assistant, Bay M. Hay, dough-
guy, and Fred Cannata, property
master. The local tent operated
as a branch of Variety Club of
Texas until it was issued a separate
charter this fall.

Memphis Re'elects Williamson
Memphis.

Ed Williamson reelected chief
barker of Memphis Tent No. 20 of
Variety Clubs. Remaining slate

includes Buster Hammopd, first

assistant chief . barker; Bailey
Prichard, property master, . and
Herman Chrissman, doughguy^

D. C. Tent's $15,900 to Charity
. Washington.

Local Variety. Tent presented
five checks totaling $lp,900 to lo-
cal charities recently^ making a
total of more than $55-,000 ' given
by showmen's organization here
to charitable work in 1948. Latest
beneficiaries; $10,400 to Children's
hospital as last payment on a $31,-

Barcroft Heads Columbus Tent
Columbus^ O.

John L. Barcroft named new
chief barker for Tent No. 2, Colum-
bus Variety Club. He's publicity
manager for : BKO Palace and
Grand. Others named include
Ralph L Shiflet, first assistant
barker; Ben Cowell, second ; as-

sistant barker; Arthur Robinson,
property master, and Milton Staub,
doughguy.

Tom Canavan Heads St. Loo Tent
St. Louis.

Tom Canavan, midwest represenr
tative for Altec, elected chief
barker of Tent No. 4 of Variety
Clubs here. He succeeds Tom
James, owner of three indie houses.
Other officers elected are Lester
Grand, first assistant barker; Sam
Levin, second assistant barker;
James Tapella, Dough Guy; and
Richard Fitzmaurice P r o p e r t y
Master.

Laurence Olivier's presentation of

comes to life on

a WESTERN ELECTRIC Sound Track

Laurence OUviet's magnificent version of
Shakespeare's tragedy was recorded on
Western Elecuic sound equipment; The
new D« luxe V400" Recording System
and the ncw.RA-1 25 1 Re-recorders have
demonstrated once more their relia:bility

and outstanding performance^

Such|advantages as automaticoperation,
highestsound quality and versatility make
the 'MOO'! the outsunding recording sys-
tem available to the industry.

Pine-Thomas
Continue^ from pact 7

"looks to gross $2,000,000 domes-
tically," P&T sai^. Team, there-
fore, plunked for the three-quar-
ters of a million bracket on. a per^
manent basis. Both "El Paso'^l|tld
"Manhandled," first two films un-
der their new deal with Par, fit

into that negative-cost groove.

"Power Dive" Cost $86,000

Explaining further their exit

from the B field, both Pine and
Thomas cited book and chapter.
Their first film, made eight years
ago, was "Power Dive," which cost

$86,000. Their last, "Dynamite,"
hit $200,000 because of the rising

cost of production. Meanwhile, the
margin of profit was being
squeezed closer because "there is a
ceiling on what distribution can
give you on the average B film.'V

In this respect, P&T note , that
their average film leveled off' at

$450,000 worldwide take and $350,-
000 domestically. Rentals, they
said, are up a bit, but not in proporr
tion to the production-nut boost.
One saving feature, .they noted,
was that at least one film yearly
hit the jackpot because of its "hot
exploitability" and went consider-
ably over the normal ceiling in
revenues.

An-'added reason for their switch
was the personal factor. "How
long could we have kept it up,
making six to eight films yearly,
and knocking our brains out,"
Thomas said. "These B's are Just

TINKY' MESSAGE PIC,

ZANUCn '49 FILM
Hollywood, Jan. 25.

Darryr Zanuck's personal pro-
duction for 1949 will be "Pinky,"
a film with a message, depicting
social conditions in the south. Pic-
ture is, dated for a spring start,

withJIohn Ford as director. Ford's
deal calls for one picture and will
not conflict with his activities as
Merian C. Cooper's partner in Ar^
gosy Productions.

'Pinky" is based on a story by
Dudley Nichols. Valentine Davies
is doing the screenplay.

No Aussie Rita Pix Nix,

Tho Resentment Strong
Sydney, Jan, 18.

Few if any Aussie exhibs will
nix playing of Rita Hayworth pix,

following star's gadabout with Ali
Khan, though resentment is pow-*

erful against star within . industry
ranks. Next Hayworth pic set for
release is ''Loves of Carmen." It

.will play the Grreater Union loop
on contract with Columbia.

. Key church authorities have de-
cided not to ask for any boycott of
Hayworth -pix. Catholic spokesmen
said that the church film censor-
ship was only concerned in actual
films, adding that Miss Hayworth:
could not be condemned unless
half of Hollywood was condemned
with her. Protestant ministers like-

wise do not favor banning Hay-

as hard to make as A's, particular-
' worth pix.

ly since you can't afford to buy
books or plays for them." Pine
added that "pride of accomplish-
ment" also needled the shift as
well as the need "to maintain en-
thusiasm."

Uniform Rules "Unfair"

Pine termed the laying down, of
uniform rules by banks on financ-
ing indie production as both "very
unfair and ridiculous." "Why
should a seasoned producer such
as Eddie Small pay the same bank
terms as some guy who always
loses?" Pine declared. Both P&T
blasted novices from the "soap or
shoe business" who come to Holly-
wood and expect to produce suc-
cessful pix. These tyros, they said,
had invaded Hollywood during the
war, "when money was cheap," and
drove up the cost of making films,
including salaries of stars.

"We're going back to normal
and, one by one, these producers
are dropping out," Pine said. "The
stars are going back to the si^udios

and, generally, things are coming
down to earth. Actually, these
stars are doing just as well—
they're getting hard cash now in-
stead of promises of profits in films
which never made out."

Banks Lau4
^

Continued from page 3 as

like mad and causing seriou.s chaos
that would be bound to still further
weaken their financial position.

"As it is, we feel that the cutting
that has taken place and the re-

sultant injury to morale is being
felt in the reduced quality of prod-
uct recently released. The industry
Is like any patient after an opera-
tion. It will take time to recuperate.
However, it is a healthy thing in
the long run to have the swollen
parts reduced and \ye feel that it

will make for a strong future.''

Banks haven't the slightest

qualms ' concerning the status of
any of their loans to the major
companies. Virtually all the firms
have far more cash on hand, gov-
ernment bonds and other liquid
assets than the amount of their .

borrowing. Even Universal,' which
is probably 1p the weakest financial
position of any of the majorsi eould
go on for three <years with losses
as heavy as those of 1948 before
it was in real trouble, one of the

ThiiiM .'i>»..^n«„« bankers pointed out. He added that

7^h\^l»Z^^T^^^^^J^I^^^A " would probably be impossible,
1 this business is still very solid i,nn,o™„ tt it uand tnis Dusmess Is still very

and safe," they said. "A decent
film in the right bracket ($750,000-
$1,000,000) can do $2,000,000 and
make money."

The two Paramounters stay in
New York for the balance of the
current week before heading Coast-
ward:

m ^ ^

Th* "400"SytteM Racanlor mwt AwtamaKc RMonlor
Conlrol, uud In Mcordina "Hdmlot" M Donhom
Studtot, Undono

Majors Deny Plot
S5S Continued .from page t^is

Preduud ond Diractad by . . Laurence Olivier

Sound $up.rvlMr Cyril Otowhurst
Western Electric

"proven Communists," answer de-
clares, but did not take action on
the point, which was second in a
proposed three-point pro gram.
Meeting concededly discussed all
itngles on possible injury to the
film Industry, by reason of the
hubbub then caused by the House
investigation.

Otherwise, answer Interposes a
general denial to the pending ac-
tion, which demands an injunction
to restrain the defendants from an
alleged -combination aimed at
blacklisting screen scripters. SWG
suit, brought last year, does not
seek money damages.

Disney's 'Heart' Ballyhoo
Walt Disney arrived in New York

yesterday (Tuesday) for press and
radio interviews in connection with
opening of his "So Dear to My
Heart" at the Palace. He expects to
be in Manhattan the rest of the
week.

Cartoon exec came in from Cin-
cinnati and Indianapolis, where he
had attended preems of the pic with
a quartet of his players. They are
Beulah Bondi, Bobby Driscoll,
Luana Patten and Clarence Nash.
They returned to the Coast from
Cincy.

however, for U, "even if it wanted
to," to lose as much again during
the next three years as it did last
year (a reported $4,000,000) be-
cause it had written off so much
of its worthless assets.

Banks have not been faced with
drawing up terms for new loans,
since none of the companies is in
the market for more capital. They
all arranged financing two or three
years ago, when money was at its

cheapest, and have plenty of bank
funds available If they want to call

on them. Usual procedure is for
the Companies to pay a fractional
percentage in Interest to keep this
money open to them, but to draw
upon it only If they need it. Most
have drawn only a relatively small
part of what Is available.

Pathe
Continued frpm page T

absorbed in the form of a loss dur-
ing 1048 is still a moot question.
Margin for discretion on the point
is available because EL is a com-
paratively new outfit without a,
fixed amortization cate as yet.

While plans are being formu^
lated for issuance of a new block
of stock, company has bankrolled
Its next three pix, slated to start
in February, by an advance of
monies out of credits available
from the First National Bank of

Boston and other banks. Mean-
while, EL has been reducing an
initial loan of $11,000,000 out of
weekly revenues. That sum' has
been brought down to approxir
mately $6,000,000.

Reportedly, EL obtained d >

credit of $750,000 for the trio of
films, with which it will reopen its

Hollywood studios.
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RADIO FEARSW THREE' SHRINK
Bii% Bags Another MOIion

Hollywood, Jan. 2S.

That $13,000,000 said to be lying around in the CBS coffers

spoiling to be spent is now only $12,000,000. Bill Paley last week
' inade a million-dollar notation on bis checkbook stub after talking

long distance to Bing Crosby up on the Monterey peninsula followfi

ing a few days of conference with John G'Melveny* Bing's attorney

and business intimate.

The cool million went for 25% interest in one of the two Crosby
corporations, which controls his radio and picture activities. It

proved the "sweetener" that stirred the deal to a full boil. Al-

though everyone concerned with the third big push by the Paley
"raiders" have had their lips buttoned,* it is fairly well established

that Bing's guarantee by CBS for a 39-week season is approxi-

mately $1,500,000. This figure is said to be around $200,000 more
than his current Philco-ABC seasonal take, the differential being

in the nature of a bonus arrangement because of Columbia's greater
collection of high powered stations which would necessitate fewer
of the whistle stops now supplementing the ABC lineup.

It is also fairly certain that Crosby will hold to the same 9 p.m.

time on Wednesday, which both Philco and Crosby are said to

have demanded, and which is okey-dokey. with Paley because it

fits $0 snugly into his plan to build up another big night. He's
Well satisfied with Sunday, Monday and Thursday. The big argu-

ment of Crosby's that had to be batted down by Paley before The
Groaner would say "I do," was the type and potency of programs
to precede and follow him. Now it's up to Paley to make good his

promise, so the-pressure is on again, with MCA running interference

and doing the missionary work;.

.

After being the toast of' the town' and ' regaled with red-letter

social soirees, Paley and his missus blew the Coast for his Manhat-
tan citadel where more spectacular deals are being brewed. While
in Hollywood he talked to most of the toppers on NBC and just

. about knows whose ear he can get the fastest.

-4-

Skelton Newest Star to Hitch On

To Taley's Comet' as Web Rides High
CBS has bagged another NBCf

comiC'i—Red Skelton—for next fall,

'

and he's been pencilled in for the
Sunday night 8:30 period. Procter
& Gamble, which sponsors Skelton
Friday nights at 9:30 on NBC, will

continue to bankroll the show un-

der the Columbia banner. Mean-
while it's reported International
Silver Is all set to move ''Ozzie and
Ha^rriet" back to CBS from NBC,
repapturing the Sunday 6:30 seg-
ment it occupied a coupl^ seasons
back. ,

•

CBS announcement Monday
(24) came on the heels of the
web's acquisition of Bing Crosby,
although In the case .of Skelton it's

strictly a moving of program to

another network sans capital gains
. 01! other . intricate financial deals.

Same for Ozzie and Harriet.

Thus the Paley concept that

one or two pivotal shows will in-

vite a wholesale switchover in tal-

ent is seen beginning to pay off

for CBS. A couple of years back
the situation was just the reverse.
With Columbia losing a succession
of comedy shows to NBC, leaving
it practically stranded with Arthur
Godfrey as No. 1 personality.

With Jack Benny, Amos V
Andy, Crosby and Skelton in the
bag/ CBS' now has time periods re-

served for Fibber McGee & Molly
and Edgar Bergen.

Pitcher Goes to the Well
Shortly after bagging Bing

Crosby as the third bigtime per-
sonality to fatten the web's Hooper
batting average; Paley called for
time-out last week. From Pruden-
tial Insurance Co. he borrowed
$5,000,000 at 3>/4% annual inter-
est for 15 years.

;
CBS said the purpose was to in-

sure continuation of strong cash
reserves in view of expenditures
for development of TV operations.

CBS Seeks Rayve Acct.

With 15-Minute 'Winner'
CBS last week whipped up a

presentation of "Winner Take All"
as a 15-minute,

,
cross-(^e-board

program when J. Walter Thomp-
son s Chi office indicated that its
Client, Rayve (Pepsodent - Lever
jaros.) was s^^^^ eyeing day-
time radio.

J.
^BC, too, has been bidding for

a ^ A
account with its Eleanor

ana Anna Roosevelt commentary
program. Contemplated commer-
cial is in connection with the com-
pany snewly-launched Home Per-
manent.

hai^A*" °f «s present
half-hour sustalner, Bud Collyer

•Vised- fnil'^*^
"Winner" in its re-

over *• ^^^""^ ^ mxA^m it

September Song
Here's how the CBS Sunday

night lineup shapes up for
next fall in the wake of new-
est maneuvers engineered by
board . chairman William S.

Paley:
6:30, Ozzie & Harriets
7:00, Jack Benny.

. 7:30, Amos 'n' Andy.
.

8:00, Edgar Bergen.
8:30, Red Skelton.
Status of Coca-Cola's Spike

Jones 'show in the 6:30 seg-
ment is still in doubt come
next September, in view of
the coke company acquiring
Bergen for 8 o'clock; but it

may be shifted to- another
night.

Paley Plugging

Wednesday Nite

All-Star Parlay
Now that Bing Crosby is flying

the Columbia colors, the Bill Paley

strategy encompasses a Wednesday
night lineup for his CBS network
matched only by the Sunday Jack
Benny-Amos 'n' Andy • (plus Edgar
Bergen and Ozzie & Harriet next
fall) parlay.

Paley is shooting for a Cro.sby-

Fibber & Molly-Bob Hope back-

to - back Wednesday sequencing.
There's lots of open time kicking
around on the CBS Wednesday
sked and in the process of: filling

it Paley wants to out-Hooper NBC's
top drawing card of "Duffy's
Tavern" and "Mr, District Attor-

ney."
The Fibber-Molly negotiations

•have variously been reported as

hot. There's some doubt, though,
Whether Paley can' maneuver a

Bob Hope switchover in view of

Charles Luckman's (Lever Bros.)

concept on network programming.
When a move was initiated last

year to switch CBS' top-rated "Lux
Radio Theatre" over to NBG, it's

recalled, Luckman expressed him-
self as "not wanting to put all

his eggs in one basket " ,

At that time Amos 'n' Andy was
still bracketed on NBC With Hope.
And should the latter move over,

it would give CBS a complete five-

way Lever spread on all. its top-

rated shows. ("My Friend Irma"
and "Godfrey's Talent Scouts,"

the other two audience-pulling

Lever programs, are also CBS
properties.)

F

By GEORG& ROSEN
A few top economists have been

at work on behalf of some seg-
ments of the industry>re-apprais-
ing the radio picture in terms of
the future. It's being done on the
qit, and no official report is con-
templated, but what they've come
up with, is anything but heatening.
Their findings are destined to have
a Vital bearing on the future of all

radio and particularly the net-
works.

In the opinion of these experts,
the sales peak has passed for
the three major industries that
through the years have been the
mainstays of commercial radio—

^

food, drugs and soap. These three
industries .alone have been-; re-

Trotect Radio' Stance
Same situation that cropped

up at the NBC convention in

Sun -Valley last September was
evidenced over the past week-
end at the CBS Television
Clinic in New York. It's re-

called that the affiliate mem-
. bers of NBC translated their

apprehensions and fears over
video's costs (and what it

might' conceivably do to their .

radio operations) into a re-,

sounding endorsement of the
status quo in AM.
The whole thing got a re-

peat performance at the CBS
Clinic. The "protect radio"
stance that highlighted the
talk by William Gittinger,

CBS veepee in charge of sales,

probably got the biggest hand
of the three-day meet.

Trade Ponders Future of ABC In

Radiom Wake of Talent Shift, Stock

Unloading^ Noble's De»re to Sell

NBCi New Thinlcing
NBC from all indications

doesn't intend fighting . AM
with AM. Network toppers are
pretty'well. convinced now that
tele has moved into the big-
time" and will throw its Sun-
day night at 7 heavy artillery

against the Jack Benny oppo-
sition via video rather than
radio, (They're pretty: much
reconciled to the Horace Heidt
drubbing on AM as stacked up
against Benny's Hooper.)
NBC is getting set to spring

its Sunday ' at 7 TV surprise.
It'll be a strictly bigtime
spread, but otherwise the web
is keeping it hush-hush. ;

Bergen-Coca-Cola

Join CBS Sunday

Lineup Next Fall

ABC network and its future in
the radio-TV pattern has been

I

sharing almost equal prominenc»
I
with William S. Paley-CBS in Man«
hattan trade talk this past week.
The events of the past few weeks
have, only served to heighten ten--

'

sion among the network person^ ;

nel at Radio City headquarters,
and many are asking out loud:
"Wonder what'U happen to us?''

No one around the network is

denying that the loss of Bing
Crosby to CBS is a hard blow.
For ..it practically . eliminates the
web' from Wednesday . night com-'
petition with NBC or CBS and
leaves the web's brace of: Sunday
night attractions, Walter Winchell
and "Stop the Music," as prac-
tically the lone ABC contenders
for the bigtime Hooper sweep-
stakes:^ ..

.

The FCC may soon determine
the ultimate fate of the "Stop the
Music" giveaway. And Paley has
his eye and bankroll on the top
Hooper draw of them all, Winchell.

.

WW, however,- Is under contract
to ABC, which presents a com-
plication for Paley & Co. in any
attempt to woo him . over. (When
NBC's Sunday time started open-
ing up, the web thought it would
be :a good' idea to bracket WW and
Drew Pearson in a halt-hour seg-
ment to fight off the CBS herd,
but: when everybody concerned:
was reminded that Winchell is

ABC's contractual* ''baby" the

sponsible for about 75% of annu-
al network billings.

It's no secret, of course, that
the three vital industries, which
bought up large inventories on
products, are now taking losses on
these Inventories. Prices are com-
ing down; Advertising budgets
are being re-appraised in the face
of an uncertain sales future. Some
have already gone into action, with
radio taking the rap.

Strain On Food Front

On the food front, for example.
Standard Brands dropped a full

hour of Sunday night network
time (Edgar Bergen and Fred Al-
len) to effect a saving of several
million dollars. The American
Meat Institute has cancelled out
of the Fred Waring morning pro-

(Continued on page 42)

Edgar Bergen's return to the
airlaneff: next fall will be under.
Coca-Cola's auspices, with Bergen
joining Jack Benny and Amos 'n'

Andy in the Sunday night lineup.
However, Bergen is detouring capi- . ^ ^ . .v ,

tal gains, a maneuver which scut- ^'""S was forgotten),

tied his negotiations with the' The ultimate fate of ABC will

soft drink compatiy a couple the determining factor in WW's
months ago.

'

'Benny Coattail?',

Nuts, Sez Harris
Phil Harris let his hair down at

a "brunch" tossed by NBC-BBD&O
agency last Saturday (22) at 21

Club. N. Y., day after his sponsor,

Rexall, clinched the show's contin-

uance on NBC for another. 13
weeks. Comic-bandleader's re-

marks indicated that, despite his

pleasure 'over the Hooper upbeat
which convinces him he's no longer
"riding Benny's coattail," it still

^doesn't make sense (to either spon^
sor or listener) to slug it out in

opposition to CBS's "Amo» 'n'

Andy."
Harris bluntly acknowledged he

"doesn't know what'U happen" as
far as the Harris-Faye and A 'n' A
competition is concerned, but the

shifting of the Rexall show into a

new NBC Sunday time segment is

considered by many within the

realm of possibility.

Harris' "Jackson" gags in tribute

to Jack Benny and his longtime

association with CBS' newly-ac-

quired comic were strictly on. the

level, but Karris' reemphasis of

I the fact that his show can now
I sland on its own Hooper has
' strengthened belief among inti-

1
mates that Harris intends check-

I ing off the Benny show.

Just where that leaves Spike
Jones, who now occupies the pre-
Benny 6:30 Sunday segment on
CBS for Coca-Cola, is problematic
cal. (Coke outfit is also cancelling
out on the Friday night Jane Fro-
man-rPercy Faith musical and drop-
ping Morton Downey on NBC, al-

though latter is getting a TV show-
case for Coca-Cola). Jones has a
contract which protects him for the
balance of this season. As the cur-
tain-raiser for Benny and A 'n' A,
the show has a rating edge over the
NBC opposition, "Ozzie and Har-
riet."' And -'Ozzie & Harriet'' are
moving back to CBS 6:30-next fall

to precede Benny.

Bergen did a disappearing act
following his appearance at the In-
augural "Gala" in D. C. last

future affiliation,

The fact that Ed Noble is 'anx-
ious to sell the web; the revela-
tion of proxy Mark Woods and
exec veepee Robert Klntber un-
loading their stock, have had an
undeniable effect on the morale
around ABC headquarters. While
Noble isn't talking, it's accepted
that if he can get a good price
from someone who could get past
the FCC pearly gates on an okay,
Noble would divest hbnself of
ABC immediately. '

But the $64 question Intriguing
the trade is whether the new
buyer would grab- it off for its TV
notentialifies alone and decide to
.let the AM operation go by the
boards. For some close observers
say they wouldn't be surprised if,

in the upcoming video era, ABC
Wednesday and when next heard '

would be the first to fade from
from he was hunting and huddling
with Coca-Cola top man, Robert W.
Woodlraff, in -Atlanta. Although
the WoodruffrBergen hunting rou-
tine has become an annual cus-
tom, the boys were gunning for
bigger game this time out. Both

I got what they wanted.

I Indie Baseball Webs

Protest Western Union

Plan to Hike Its Rates
Western Union's move to hike its

rates on telegraphic reports of ball-

games is meeting solid opposition
from indie outlets. Many of the
indies, organized into small base-
ball pe;tworks covering schedules, of
the . 'local leagues, regard WU's
move as sounding the death knell
for their operations since it would:
make costs prohibitive.

Western Union is aiming its in-
creased tariff at stations feeding a
re-creation of the games to a net-
work comprising other indies and
thereby cutting wire charges. It's

reported added toll would amount
to $2.50 a station for the first five
.stations in such a network and
$1.50 each for additional outlets^

Before adding the charge, how-
ever, WU must receive permission
from the FCC. Edward Breen,
NAB board member for small sta-
tions and head of KFVD, Port
Dodge, la., has wired the FCC for
notification in event hearings on

the radio picture.'

Eversharp's leave It'

To Stay Put in NBC Slot
Although some reports had

Eversharp's "Take It Or Leave It"
headed for a switchback to CBS,
the show stays put In its Sunday
night at 10 segment on NBC.
A - couple weeks back when

Eyersharp introduced its tele-
phonic gimmick on the show, NBC
chimed in with a "no can do," with
a resultant ultimatum from the
sponsor that the network keep it
in or it would move out.
NBC decided to let it stay.

Larmon's Life & Times
Young & Rubicari staffers ha V e

produced a 16m film short, for
inter-office consumption, kidding
the career of Sigurd Larmon,
agency prexy. FUm was run all
day Friday (21).

Joe Moran, radio veepee and ex-
actor, is producer, narrator; and
played Larmon. Director is John
Freese, and film editor is Pyrman
Smith, both of the motion picture-
TV dept. Tony Zaghi; business
manager of the radio department,
and other staffers are in supporting
rdles. One scene, showing basket*
balV team in dressing room, was
played by' biggies of Y&R plans
board. Gimmick in film is that:

, „- Larmon is shown throughout wear-
the increased rates are ordered,

j
ing a white carnation.
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Revamping of FCC Into Panel

System May Land in Scrap Heap
Washington, Jan. 25.

the Federal Communications

mission, reported, to. have been

ready for adoption a week ago,

seems to have hit a snag and may
not come off at all; :

Plan, which involves setting up

a panel of three commissioners to

handle radio and television broad-

cast matters, has been discussed

by the Commission in executive

Com.
I

Detroit WJBK Spreads

Self in New Quarters
Detroit, Jan. 25.

Another step toward the expan-
sion of WJBK and WJBK-TV, De-
troit, was accomplished last week
witli the occupation of compleitely
new studios and offices atop De^
troit's Masonic Temple Building.

Included in the sixth floor plans
(now completed) -are executive

sessions, rather than in regular offices of WJBK-AM, WJBK-FM
and WJBK-TV; two large AM

meetings with Staff heads. The sup-

posedly "secret" proceedings^ re-

ports have it, were held to prevent

leaks-^^and leaks are exactly what

occurred.

From various quarters in the
Gommission the story has been
traveling that FCC chairman
Wayne Coy is being pressured into

the reorganization by one of the

Commissioners^ Edward M. Web-
ster, who wants to be relieved of

broadcast chores to give more time
to his baby: the special: and safety

services which use radio for a mul-
titude of industrial, municipal,
Federal, public utility, and mis-

cellaneous purposes.

Webster, whose term expires

Jtine 30 of this year, is said to

have made it plain that unless the

plan is. carried out he's not inte^
ested in another term. Reports
vary as to whether Webster issued

a straight ultimatum, or expressed
himself in more subtle ways. But
there is little doubt Coy would
like to keep him on.

The panel system appears to

have evoked no great enthusiasm
in the Commission, and it has eveiK

been suspected that the leak was
1 a deliberate step to get the plan

out into the open where parties

concerned-rand possibly the Dem-
ocratic leaders—might have some-
thing to say about it. For one
thing, the projected broadcast
ivanel would be composed of two
Republicans (Hyde and Sterling

>

and one Democrat <Hennoek ) . In
the absence of a member. Chair-

man Coy, a Democrat, would ftll in.

Coolness to the panel arises

from doubts as to its overall value
to the Commission as a time-saver.

If the right of appeal to the full
i

Commission is granted on panel ac-

tions—which lawyers will demand,
since one vote may be decisive in

many cases—not only, would little

time be saved by the system but
greater complications might result.

For tills reason there is sentiment
to give the panel the equivalent
authority of the full Commission,
with appeals allowed only to the
courts.

Further, the panel system would
not relieve thitfull Commission of
various major functions which now
take up a large part of its time^

These involve ipllpcations of fre-

quencies for the various- radio serv-j

ices, hearings and arguments on
adoption of new rules, and general
administrative policy matters.

AVCO May Waiting Period On

Station Sale Takes Another Beating

studios for : dramatic and musical
productions; two AM control
rooms; two.specially designed tele-

vision studios containing the latest,

in General Electric TV equipment;
TV studio control room and TV
master control room. The seventh
floor, also to be used for television:

productions,: was originally de-
signed as a studio theatre with a

|

capacity of 1,200 seats. ^

^
In addition to the daily "program-

!

i
ming from two networks (CBS and
DuMont) being seen on WJBK-TV
via Channel : 2, plans are being
made for television shows of local
origin to be produced, in the , Ma-';

sonic Temple studios. -Included -iii

these will be the "Gentile and
Binge TV Frolic," a weekly half-

hour comedy show, and an entirely
new type TV show starring
WJBK's disk jockey, Jack the Bell-
boy.

ALIAS "SUE CARSON"

PALMO FULLER
Palmo is the "Sue Carson" of

KLZ's popular afternoon partici-

pating stanza, "Budget Brigade."
She mixes recipes and household
hints with guests such as Lon Mc-
Allister; Donald Duck and Donald
Woods'. She's also a veteran on
KLZ's writing staff.

KLZ, Denver

WKOB First GI

Station Casualty
Washington, Jan': 25.

First GI casualty in the radio
station business occurred Saturday
(22) when WKOB, North Adams,
Mass., a daytime 250-watter, shut
up shop and notified the FCC it

was surrendering its license. It

was understood a bankruptcy peti-

tion will foUoW;
: Negotiations to assign the station
to a new owner, who was to assume
a large part of the liabilities, to-

taling about $40,000, collapsed re-

cently. Assets were said to be
about $20,000.

Iltatipa was, started about 18.

months ago by, George W. Fisher,
John T. Ward, Jr.; E. B. Cureton,
Jr., and Joseph R. Trott, Jr., all

veterans, who procured a GI bank
loan and borrowed additional sums
from friends and relatives.

Failure of the operation was
ascribed to Inefficient management,
due to inexperience, and lack :of

cooperation among the partners.
There is a fulltime station in North
Adams, a town of about 23,000.

Bob Hope's Edge

Vs. Crosley in Bid

For WHAS Buy
Washington, Jan. 25.

i wmca WOV
: Questions were raised by the

| yj-amJ wrrn
'

FCC yesterday- (24) as to qualifica-

tions of old line broadcasters to
purchase Louisville Courier-Jour-
nal radio and televi.sion properties.

Result is that Bob Hope's bid to
buy the 50kw WHAS, its FM af-

filiate and TV construction permit
appeared to have the edge.

Hope, under the corporate name
of Hope Productions, recently
matched the $1,925,000 price of-

fered by Crosley Broadcasting Co.,

the : original purchaser-applicant,
via the 60-day AVCO procedure in
which other bidders may put in at

the . same price and terms; Also
competing, for the package is the
Fort Industry Co.

In 'an order yesterday (Mon.)
.scheduling a hearing on the bids
for Feb. 28 in Washington, FCC
said that in considering the, three
purchase applications on their
merits it was unable to determine
that Crosley is best qualified. It
therefore, designated that the three
applicants be heard on issues in-

volving technical, financial, legal

and other qualifications required
in the public interest to operate
the outlets.

One of the issues raised is the'

extent to which Crosley's 50kw
clear channel Cincinnati outlet,

WLW, spills over into the area;
covered by WHAS, ,also a clear
channel station. Unless Crosley

(Continued on page 42) .

N.Y. High School Teachers

To Learn Facts of Radio
students who often listen to the

radio while doing their homework
will soon be listening as part of

their homework. The assigned dial-

ing is expected to result from the

course in "American Broadcasting
—1949" to teach New York high

school teachers the facts of radio.

In addition to giving instructors

backgrounding in programs which
can be used for in-school listening,

the course of 15 classes will show
the pedagogs how many airers may
be assigned profitably, education-
wise and entertainment-Wise, for

home dialing by students.

Sessions will be held on Wednes-
day afternoons at 4 p.m., beginning
March 2, in studios of WMCA. NAB
Prexy Justin Miller and New York
School Superintendent 'William
Jansen will kick off the series.

Ted Cott, WNEW veepee and
chairman of: the organizational

committee that launched the proj-

ect, announced tliat the final three
I sessions will be: a workshop ham-
I
mering-out details: of how radio can

j

help the schools and vice versa.

I

Participating with the New York
City English Teachers Assn. are
WNBC, WCBS, WQXR, WNEW,

WMGM, WNYCi
WHOM, WQR and WJZ. Execs
of these stations and other industry
specialists will conduct the classes.

Chairman of the teachers group is

Milton Zisowitz, of Forest Hills

High School, who is accepting ap-
plications for enrollment. :

Katherine Roche's WGN

Bowout After 23 Yrs.
Chicago, Jan^ 25; .

After 23 years with WGN, Kath-

erine Gould Roche is stepping out

as station's home management com-

mentator, "June Baker." Program,

loaded with ' sponsors and toprated
women's show in Chi area, is being

finally been combined into a pub'
lie service "network." Plan was
announced by Gordon C. Kinney,
AG - radio director, following ap-

I pirdval :by, the fcowncil^s board of
directors.

I
Sparkplug of project was Ted

I

Cott, head of NAB's Independent,
!
Stations Committee and WNEW,

:

i

rJ. Y., program v.p. Cott gave the

replaced Feb. 14 by Virginia Clark '
council the indies' beefs that the

using the name of "Virginia i
"^t? get the stars and the glory,

Drake," and with different format. |

while the locals get only a con-

si*. V. , . . J ,,r,-,i.T • I fusmg flood of requests for spots.:
Miss Roche joined WGN in 1926

i ^ addition, indies get such a wel-
to make a statistical report on pro- ter of appeals they- don't know
gram preferences. She served as

I ^yj,ich to highlight
day director of W(3N studios and

; The committee surveyed' the 450
In 1933 started the June Baker pro- in^ieg i„ the NAB, getting more
gram. Her future plans alter re- t^an 400 replies in favor of ac-
tiremcnt on Feb. 11 include spend- cepting materials and allocations

Indies Combine Into Public Service

'Net' Under Advertising Council Aegis
Under aegis of the Advertising I ganizations to use indie facilities

Council, independent stations have
I
with specially prepared top qual-

' ity shows and material

N. Y. Busses Set

For FM Preem
. Washington, Jan. 25.

Two, and possibly three FM sta-

tions: will provide Transit Radio
service on N. Y. busses, including
music, news, time signals, sports

scores-^ahd commercials, TR's na-

tional sales manager Frank E. Pel-

legrin told the Washington Adver-
tising Club here today (Tues.) .

':

. Service is schoduled to start soon
on Fifth avenue vehicles, Pellegrin
said, with the transit companies
sharing in the revenue. Because
of technical problems, it will re-

quire several stations to provide
the service. It is not to be used on
subways and commuter trains be-

cause of their noise.

Pellegrin said , the- commercials
will follow the National Assn. of
Broadcasters' code in length and
frequency. Fifty-word spot, he
.said, has been found very effective

I

for "impulse buying" and "remind-

I

er copy" to householders on their

way to and from shopping. Serv-
ice starts in D. C- this - week
through arrangement with WWDC-
FMi local indie, which is revising
its daytime format for the bus-
riders. Service is now in use in 15
key cities. .

Washington, Jan. 25. •

FedeiMl Communication Com-
mission's AVCO 60-day waiting
period station sales, previously un-
der attack, was given another "swift
kick over the weekend. The Corn-
mission was informed that the
only case in which a competitive
bid was accepted in preference to
that of the original purchaser-
applicant has fallen flat, with con-
siderable loss to the latter.

Last October, the AVCO proce-
dure was condemned by the Fed-
eral Communications Bar Assn. as
a "futile" system which only :

causes hardship and uncertainty to
;

personnel of a station during the
60-day period it must wait for, com-
peting bidders to file and for a
longer period when hearings are
held to consider .

oth^r bidders.

FCBA, in urging that the system
be abolished, had pointed out that

the owner of a station doesn't have
to accept the: offer of a competitive; -

I

bidder even though the cornmis-

I

sion finds the latter's qualifications

are better.

I

In the one case, involving

KMED, Medford, Ore., in which a
competitive bid was approved over
that of the original buyer, the sta-

tion owner was unable to come to

terms with the "AVCO bidder,"
with the result that the sale, ap-
proval of which was asked nearly
three years ago, has still not been
consummated.
In a letter to the Commission

Saturday (22), Courtney, Krieger
& Jorgensen, counsel, for the orig^ .;

inal buyer, Gibson Broadcasting
Co,. Said the AVCO procedure has
taken up so much time that the

extended deadline for purchase of

the station has expired. The at-

torneys pointed out that the com-
peting applicant abandoned his apr

plication last August and that a
decision handed down by the FCC :

last Dec. 8 merely gave the parties

"the right to start proceedings all

over again in accordance with the
so-called AVCO procedure."

Since the contract under which,

Gibson could purchase the station

expired Dec. 31 and 60 days would
be required for AVCO, the letter

Stated, "the entire sale and trans-

fer of this station was. as effec-.

tively denied as if the Commission
had refused to permit it." In the
meantime, KMED grew from a 1

kw to a 5 kw station, its competi-
tive and network position changed,
and according to counsel, "it is

now impossible for the parties to

agree upon a new contract for the
sale and transfer of this facility."

For a period of two years and
nine months from the date the sale

contract was first executed, the

letter concluded, Gibson had
$400,000 committed, to the .st.ition

owner, Mrs. W. J. Virgin, "to no
result except an out-of-pocket co.st

to him of some $40,000."

ing .some time on her farm in Mich-
igan.

20G MOB SHOW CONTRIB
ChicagOj Jan, 25

Morris B. Sachs Amateur Hour,
]
bulletin listing worthy national or-

Oldest program of this type in the i ganizations whose drives are not

from the ad council. According to

j

the plan, AC will send the 400 lo-
' cals a packet every month, includ-
i ing a week-by-week sked : of top-

i
priority public service campaigns;

I

radio fact sheets and a bi-monthly

country, raised over $20,000 for

the March of Dimes last Sunday
<23). Show featured talented

crippled children, with top vote-

fetter being awarded a Kai86r car.

Ruthrauff & Ryan produced;

Council
will -also publicize reports on the
indie civic pitches, along with
data on the. nets' good works. Al-
though an individual broadcaster's
charity stint may not look like
much, indie reps feel, when data
from 400 stations are totaled re-
sults will be impressive.

Effect of the plan ^tis already be-
ing felt. Arthritis-rheumatism fund
raisers have prepped a special
show for the indies featuring Bob
Hope, Frank Sinatra, Les Brown

f

Abe Burrows and Dorothy Shay,
platter concluding with the line
"presented as a public service by
the independent .stations of the
U. S." Cancer fund is also work-
ing on show with similar credits:
Some programs will be formatted

with time for local cut-ins, giving
charities good plug on the grass
roots level. Additionally, indies
will be able to go to public serv-
ice organizations saying, in effect,
"you've been given a priority allo-
cation, we're at, your service, now
give us a show on a par with the
nets."

Concept: of the Indies as a co-

Strauss Stores Drop

Jack Eigen Sponsorship
The Strauss Stores are dropping

the Jack Eigen show over WINS,
N. Y., March 24. Show; emanating
from the Copacabana, N. Y., covers
a four-hour period starting at mid-
night. William Warren agency,
representing Strauss, as.signed no
reason for cutting off the bank-
rolling, but is shopping around for

Martin Block an Int'I

Disk Jockey Via 'Voice'

Martin Block, who next week
starts his 15th year spinning plat-

ters on WNEW, will become the

first international disk jockey on
the State Department's !'Voice of

America."
Block will cut half-hour record-

ings, which; will be flown to various

parts of the globe. Voice feels

short-waving would lower quality

of reception. To English-speaking
nations such as Britain, Ireland,

India and Australia, Block's tran-

scriptions will be sent as is. How-
ever, for French, Spanish, Portu-

guese and other overseas listeners,

foreign language versions wiU be

prepared, including portions of

Block's English commentary.
Dislcs will feature guests and

stress hot jazz, as lyrics don't mean
much to listeners abroad. I'"ii'.st

batch of foreign transcriptions is

slated for Radiodiffusion Francaise,

on the allocation calendar but are
nevertheless acceptable.
AG will also provide "tailored"' hesive group may have commercial

material for the indies;,'give them ivsignificance,,: with agencies and
consultation and advisory service

[
sponsors learning pulling power of

by mail or phone, and urge alt or-Uhe non-affiliates.

another show. Strauss also dropped
the Lou Fisher disk jockey stint

following Eigen.
Eigen show is rated as one of

i ,„ .
,

the top early morning programs, I
official French net.

getting a myriad of culfo
: guests I

~~

from the Copa Lounge.
Songstress Monica Lewis is cur-

rently subbing for Eigen, who is

on a Florida vacation.

CONE'S CHI HONOR
Chicago, Jan. 25.

Fairfax Cone, board chairman of
Foote, Cone & Belding, was elected
to Community Fund Board of Di-
rectors.

He'll head up a year round cam-
paign committee in overall charge
of Fund drive.

'Barn Dance' to ABC
"The National Barn Dance,"

which has been on the air 15 years,

most of the time on NBC, will be

heard on a network of ABC sta-

tions in the west and midwest,

starting March 19: . ,

For the past year the airer, which

mixes folk tunes, cowboy ballads

and pop songs, has been heard »0"

cally on WLS, Chicago. "Barn

Dance" will be sponsored by Phil-

lips Petroleum on 68 ABC stations.

Lambert & Feasley is the agency-



W SQUEEZE HDRl^ MIDDLE GUYS
Hk Old Order Changes

Oiie of the more astonishing aspects of the current "radio fright"

attending the TV upsurge is the revolutionary change in thinking*

and sweeping compromises, jparticularly on network policy, in a

)>id to retain AM's i^tatus quo as long as possible.

The things permissible on network radio today Were strictly in

the "Undreamed of" realm as recent as a year ago. The succession

of counter-plugs and mention of rivarnetworks on comedy shows
On the byplay attending the capital gains maneuvers is but one
evidence of letting down the bars. NBC's willingness to permit ^

stars to transcribe their programs (CBS is already doing' it) repre*

sents a far cry from the days when the two major webs clung to
tlie'contention that live programming was the basic element that

kept the networks flourishing; "take that away and you don't need
networks."
And perhaps more disturbing than' anything else^-^you can buy

cream time on all the webs, including NBC.

Indie Stations Get Mike Fright As

Competbh, TV Talk Menace Billings

Significant of the times is the^*

Increasing apprehension among in-

die station operatots, particularly

in tele-conscious New York, on
future billings. The fact that Jan-
uary has been - a below-normal
month on sales is viewed .with

jiftmething more than the per-usual
' Alarm,: with some taking the posi-

tion "this is it; from hereon in

let's prepare for the inevitable^-''

The indie' operator in the Man-
hattan area finds himself virtually

completely surrounded by TV talk;

It's become depressing to him. He
sees the signs posted, too, in the
'teraific competition for biz among
the stations. He sees how listening

has fallen off at night when the
blgtlme TV entrants appear before
the cameras. He hears, too, of how
the opening of the co-ax to the
midwest was accepted with: some*
thing akin to -the same excitement

' and anticipation' as : the first rail-

road : coming ' through to the mid-
west, with the attendant spread of
apprehension to the indie oper-
ators in other parts of the country.
As One N. If. indie manager put

it: "Let's not kid ourselves. The
handwriting's posted. We can
shout all we want about radio's
continued place in the sun, but
when it comes to nighttime habits,

the Sooner we reconcile ourselves
to the fact that tele is more and
more grabbing off our audiences,
the better off we'll be. We're only
postponing the inevitable."

Bilingual Buttress
As an indication, of how

some indie stations are trying-

to stave off TV inroads on
listeners and biz, at least one
N. Y. station is in the process
of revamping its whole pro-
gramming format. . .

WLIB, the Dorothy Thack-
rey-owned Manhattan station,

is gradually inching Itself into

a fulltime foreign language
operation, with manager Her-
man Bess inviting billings on
that basis. Station has already
launched . Spanish programs
and is identifying itself more
and more as a bilingual; with
some taking the position that
"there'll always be a place for

the bilingual radio station."

NBC Dances
Songwriter Kurt Maier has

written a new BMI tune called
"NBC Polka." It's built around
the network's chimes.-
NBC Is giving it a "world

preem" via video soon.

FEE! Pliy SCALE

E
A major segment of the creative

element in radio—the middle-

bracket actor, writer,, director and
producer—is caught in the tele-

vision squeeze.

, The transitional period finds

him in a precarious financial posi-
tion, confronted with the dilem' I

ma of accepting radio assigments
|

for a fee that adds up to peanuts

'

in contrast to the -coin intake of
a couple years' back, or: completely
breaking with AM for the fling

into video. If he chooses the lat-

ter,, the compensation: today is

even less.

The economic cutbacks in radio
(which is all part of the TV fright

era and the determination to
shave AM costs to help defray the:

video freight) is taking its toll on
the creative middle -guy almost
right down the line. Acting assign*

ments in radio are more scarce.

With the word passed on to

scripters to "tighten up on char-
.

j. , . ,

acters," programs are noW using 1 that the dii-ectorates mmd was
even made up in advance to string
along with ABC, despite the fact
that NBC prexy NUes Tramroell
himself made; the presentation for
the sTVitchover.
NBC's 8:30 half-hour is now

sustathlhg V and the .9-9:39 time
otiens up when Sterlihg.jDrugs can-
cels out on its "MahhsittaAi ? ftleri.

ry-Go^Round" musical. .
;

^

There's one consolation for NBC,
abiiities" for directoVs "and

"
pro- !

whose execs are breathing easier

NBC Extends Its Welcome Mat To

Norman Corwin, Colmnbia s Gem

U. S. Steel Nixes

Moving of 'Guild'

U. S. steel has decided to con-
tinue to throw in its lot with ABC
network on its Sunday night 60-

minute airer, "Theatre Guild of
the Air," with NBC thus losing
out in a bid to capture the show
and plug the 8:30 to 9:30 p.m.
sustaining hole.

U. S. Steel board of directors
met yesterday (Tues.) but report.

WNYC Five-Man Film

Unit to Produce Tele

Shows for N. Y. Stations

Decca s Crosby

Nixes CRC Coin
Although Bing Crosby becomes

a Columbia network personality in

the fall, he's taken all necessary
precautions in his negotiations
with CBS' Bill Paley to keep the
subsidiary Columbia Records com-
pletely out of the picture. For
Crosby's Decca affiliation is some-
thing else again —r and neither
Paley nor .Columbia Records can
have any part of It.

When Paley acquired Jack Ben-
ny and Amos 'n' Andy, it involved
payment of coin from the whole
CBS stockholder setup, which
takes in the recording subsidiary.

However, in the Crosby acquisition,

it's specified that only Columbia

four and five thesps, where seven
or eight were given employment
before, the expedient of "dou-.

bling" now being a common prac-
tice; Save for the handful of top-"

shelf writers fortified with 52-week
contracts, the radio scripter has
the alternative today of accepting
$75 and $100 today (for a job that

fetched him $200 in the past) or
giving it the nix. The job avail-

Norman Coi"win for years Cot-
lumbia Broadcasting's No. 1 pres-
tige boy, may wind up in the NBC
columns this , season. Corwin has'
just arrived east from the Coast
with his wife, Katherine Locke,
for production of his first Broad-
way play and to discuss his future
plans in radio.

Corwin's contract with CBS ex-
pired at the end of '48 and al-

though he's had conversation with .

Columbia's board chairman,: Wil-
liam S. Paley, during the latter's

Coast visit over the past, couple of

'

weeks, right now • it's a tossup ':

whether : Corwin switches al-

legiance to NBC. or signs up
again with CBS. Main bone of
contention on the CBS deal is said

to be subsid rights and length of
contract.

Corwin, it's known, has been hud-
dling with Ken Dyke, NBC admin-
istrative, veepee in eharge of pro-
gramming, since his arrival east
the .'latter part of last week, NBC,
foe one, .would consider it a f^ath- :

er in its cap if in could land Cor-
win as part of its new bid for
house-built programming emin-
ence in the Wake of top comic de« :

sertions.

ducers also encompass pay checks
far below the standard applicable
to 1946 and 1947.

With tele costs mounting and
the inevitability: of sponsor toin
being siphoned from radio for the
plunge into tele, the squeeze vic-

tims in the creative field are rec-

onciled to the fact that the AM
picture will : grow' increasingly

gloomy, That's why many today
i have decided to throw in the AM
sponge and jump on the TV band-
wagon; They know that, for; at
least a couple of years, they won't
grow richer transferring 4heir tal-

ents into the video medium, but
figure that since they're getting

it in the neck anyhow, they might
as well establish a foothold as
sight-and-sound creators and be
ready when the big payoff comes;

over the decision of Bexall to stay
put with its 7:30 Phil Harris-Alice
Faye program rather than move
it over to CBS.

Deadline for Rexall to serve no-
tice of cancellation for the web ex-
pired last Friday (21 ) , but none
was forthcoming, thus assuring an
automatic renewal. Show- looks set

on
season.

WNBC Airs an Apology

To Forrestal for Ad Lib

Crack on 'Author' Show
WNBC, N. Y., last Sunday (23)

aired an apology to Defense Secre-
tary James Forrestal for an ad lib

remark that Forrestal had a ma}pr
financial interest in a cartel con-:

trolling I. G. Farben, the German
chemical trust.

According to WNBC, the re-

mark was made by Ira Hirschmann,
author of "The Embers Still Burn,"NBC for the balance of the defending his book on

WNYC, N, Y., municipally-owned
.station, is prepping for video oper-
ations. AM-FM outlet has plans to ! Broadcasting money be involved,

establish a five-man film unit to! ' ——^

—

X^Tv'sSio„r'""' ^'"^
I Tuners Who Span 3 Shows

Plans, which call for a five-man 1

staff, will be submitted in the near l

future to the city's Board of Esti-
|

mate. As pencilled-in, staff would
include TV supervisor, cameraman.
audio man, electrician and pro
ducer. The unit would operate un
der the Municipal Broadcasting

Must Stay for Season,

Coast AFM Local Rules
Hollywood, Jan. 25,

NBC Stars Get

Tape Go-Ahead
: / , .i 25.

Further substantiating NBC's

willingness to drop Its taboo on

recorded shows, Charles R, Den-

nj^, exec veepee of the network,
!

and veepee John Royal have told
j

Hearkening
^^^J^'^J'^..^'''^^^

' Ozzie and Harriet, Eddie Cantor,
that they were being arbitrarily

j j^j^^^ Gardner ("Duf

possible head of Gotham's film unit
is Clifford Evans, former WLIB
commentator and ex-WHLI public
affairs veepee.
Ih the past Siegel has been ap-

System, headed by City Radio Di- I

dropped at whim of producers,
, ,^ Tavern"), among others, that

rector Seymour Siegel. Among ^^ency men or temperamental lea^
sponsors and

those mentioned prominently as ^ff *T 'f" .! v,r„H
I

the talent, NBC will agree to tape-
any sideman or contractor hired ^ ^^eir nraerams
for the first three of a series of

^ ° ^W**?^^ . . „,
commercial chain broadcasts must

I „ Move follows on the heels of

be retaihed throughout the season: ;
CBS complete capitulation on i

n,ellers, pointing out that this kind
Union interprets a season as con- •

transcribing of sho\vs (Bing i-ros-
of ghow pulls a; i^^^

Local Brewer Taking Three

Drama Shows on WOR,N.Y.,

On 'Run of Station' Basis
WOR, N. Y., has wrapped a

package of three shows for a lo-

cal brewery, first time one malt-
and-hops outfit will be repre-
sented on the airwaves with that
many half-hour dramatic stanzas.
Unusual gimmick in the deal is

fact that the shows will be skedded
on a "run of the station" basis.
Programs will be aired on week
nights sometime between 8 and
10:30. p.m., which is network op-
tion time, but with no specific slot
guaranteed. Dramas Will be spot-
ted originally in an open period
and will be shuffled to another day
or another slot whenever Mutual
sells the time.
Programs involved are two tran-

scribed packages from Hollywood,
"The Cisco Kid" and "The Damon
Runyon Story," latter being dram-
atization of the columnist's yams.
Third airer, "Charlie Chan," will

be a live origination from New
York.

WOR programmers advised the
brewer to take the adventure-type

preached bTmo'st TV stations"?; »i ting orSQ weeks, Txcrpt in cases :

by
<^--l^-Z\':^t'Sl^S\r^ i

with skinlimVct SpVsorT who
... .. "y mosi 1 V siauons m

.^g^ams which continue under I
when he moves from ABC to Co- I „^ j,is desk for ink-the city for programs dealing with

municipal affairs. The video unit
would provide the telecasters with
programs on safety, public health
and information to aid consumers,
such as market reports. In addi-
tion, unit would cover special
events such as the Golden Jubilee,
parades and expositions.

It the city solons give their ap-

sponsorship . through the summer,
These are classed as 52-8tanza

shows.
Edict, promulgated without con-

sultation with agencies or sponsors,

a musician doesholds that if a musician does a

satisfactory Job for three, consecu-

live programs there is no reason
, ion here among top talent as to

why he shouldn't be retained. Un-
1 whether non-live shows are

Proval, productton"of°films"can net i

der the ukase, however, there's good for radio as a \yhole. Jack

under way in a month or two nothing to keep a sponsor from Benny, for one. says he'll stay live

^
Although prima^T purpose is to I

dropping a batoneer.
|

regardless; that he's being

translate government iX terms
' —-

'
f*"^ » t°P"=«l

lumbia m the fall).
| j^g j,„g j,a^ experience with news

NBC's go-ahead comes as hap-
] show* in the past.

py news to grousing talent that —^ __
has long envied Crosby, Groucho
Marx (ABC) and other kindred

recorded shows.

However, there is divided opin

paid
doesn't

CBS' 'Yours Truly'
With Coca-Cola dropping the

Jane Froman-Percy Faith CBS
musical, the network has whipped,
up a new private eye show called
"Yours Truly, Johnny Dolan" to
take over the Friday night 10:30
slot. It's scheduled for a Feb. 18

and will originate from

Author Meets the Critics." Shortly
after the broadcast, NBC prexy
Niles Trammell received a call from
John T.- Cahill, whose firm, Cahill,

Gordon, Zachery & ReindeU has
represented both Forrestal and
NBC.

Parley was immediately called

with Cahill, Trammell, Martin
Stone, owner of ^'Author," and Jim
Gaines, manager of. NBC owned-
and-operated stations: Following
the talks. WNBC decided to delay
its 11 p.m. newscast to air the
apology. The statement pointed
out that the broadcast was ad lib

and that participants express their

own views.
"Mr. Forrestal has informed

NBC that these statements are
false," the apology continuedi,

:

"NBC regrets that these state-

ments were made and offers to
the Secretary of Defense its pro- .

found apology. Mr. Hirschmann
has been shown the foregoing
statement and regrets that his

sources on Information were in-

correct."

Interesting sidelight is that the
confab was going on during re-

:

hearsals for the TV' repeat of
"Author." Show started at 8 p.m.
with Hirschmann's se^t empty, but
the author slipped m unnoticed
three minutes afterwards: No ref-

erence to the charge was made on
the WNBT show.
Hirschmann, . who is head of

WABF, New York FM station, told
VARiBir he had nothing to add to
the NBC statement. His book is

based on his trip to inspect: DP
camps in Germany in 1949, as perf
sonal emissary of UNNRA (£ief
Fiorello LaGuardia.

Deems Taylor Sponsored

On Over 100 Stations

Chicago, Jan. 25.

Highgrirle Food Products,
through Maxwell Dane agency, is

Concerts
people carunderXnd thP «^ STATION IN DET. PREEM think it fair (either to the sponsor preem and wil originate from ' through Maxwell Dane a

will akn hBin „.f^r . 'ivT . ^ TYofvnit T«ti 2-5 or the listener) to record a show Hollywood. It will be" directed by sponsoring Deems Taylor

M inal*^}?
publicize New York Detioit, ,Ian. 25 I

^ygg^j i„ advance, Dick Sanville. on WOR, New York, WPEN, Phila-

mecca ni^Lr^^^^
and tourist! UAW station made its ^ebut to ee oi lour weeKS^ m Network is yanking "Romance" delphia, WNAC, Boston. CKLW,

S' n?^"?"?' '23). i,.„,Hp,<=t bad ihowmpnshio and he main- out of the 10:30 Saturday morning Detroit and WHEN. Buffalo.

Yoiftn Program tests ^'^^e I'roadcast ^ 'Stably it must ^^^^ slot and reviving the "Escape"; Taylor show. is now sponsored

drive t tu"""?
publicity from 4 to 8 p.m. on WDET new

, \^^^ ^^f
mevuaoiy

dramatic stan»a as a replacement. I on more than- 100 stations^vuve to attract more tourist biz. I FM radio station ot the UAW. i me swih.
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«. PAUL.
tth RuMidl HbsUfBrn, Vttts Web^
ber, Janet loKUi, Gloria Gordon,
Vic Peraln, Sam Edwards, Jean
Olivet, Bob Holton, Wlllard Wa-
terman, Henry Blair

Director: Gil Faust
iVrlter: Virginia Crosby
is mins.; Mon.-Frl., 11 a.m.
SustaininK
KBC, from Hollywood

This HoUywood-iproduced soaper
appears to liave the virtues and
most of the vices of the usual run
of daytime dramas. According to

its own admissiont it is "radio's

Wonderful story of love and service

to humanity," which seems lilce a
field of dramatics which can en-

compass any situation and develop
ment liked by the housewife.

. Opening stanza (24) . sounded
promising. Show starts off in a
Frisco hospital with a tiff between
• virtuous nurse and her runaround
sister and segues into a scene be-
tween Dr. Paul and his ambitious
and scheming wife who wants him
to desert the smalltown institution

for a fancy practice in New York.
The announcer warns that distance
Is no barrier-^fate is bound to

bring them together.
Show promises some transcour

tinental tantrums until that's car-

ried Out. From then on in, it's

probably a battle by the virtuous

liiurse to reclaim the good medico
from his wife and big-city ambi-
tions for a humanitarian role m
the sticks.

• The cast sounds like a prize crop
from an elocution school. "Dr.

Paul" hits par fpr the daytime
icourse, but can he compete against

••Young Dr. Malone?" Jose.

TIME AND HER LIFE
With Pete French
Producer - writer: Dorcas Ruthen-

bws''
Bireotor: Peter R. Disney
60 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m. (CST)
Sustaining
WHAS, Louisville

Subject of this true stosy be-
came frightened when her hus-
band discovered a lump on her
breast. Action begins with record-
ed dialog in the home* later fol-

lowing the case to the clinic for
examination. Background of the
womah is given in narrative form,
tracing the history of cancer in her
parents, etc.

Complete case history is fol-

lowed, from private interview with
hospital physicians, then diagnosis,
operation, and the report of the
surgeon who operated.

Then follows the natural queS'
tion, "What happens now?" After
18 days of X-ray treatments, the
patient is ready for the prognosis.
Doctor told her that in dealing
with cancer, time is all important.
That in the.patient's case; time;was
her life,

Finale had the womSn giving
he9 name and address. Facts were
transcribed step 'by step on the
scene as the events took place,
over a penod of several months.
Kentucky Division of the Ameri-
man Cancer Society cooperated,
also St. Joseph Inflrmai-y, doctors,
nurses and technicians, many of
whose voices were heard on the
program.

.
Show had swell job of direction

by Peter Disney, 'impersonal nar-
ration by Pete French, and writ-
ing job by Dorcas Ruthenburg.
Strictly not in the commercial idi-
om this was a tremendous undertak-
ing in public service, and while the
subject of cancer of the breast
might make some listeners wince,
bringing the facts into the open
has been beneficial. Reports have
come to this reviewer that many
of the town's doctors were be-
sieged by women on days follow-
ing the cancer airing, for exam-
inations of possible cancerous
growths.

Airing was a standout public
service effort of the WHAS staff.

Hold.

FAMILY CLOSEUP
With Betty Garde, Martin WoKson,

Bethel' Leslie; music, Bernard
Green

Writer: Abram iS. Ginnes
Producer-director: Martin Andrews
30 Mins.; Sun., 6 p.m.
Sustaining
ABC, from New York
"Family Closeup" represents an

honest attempt of ABC, in coopera-

tion with the Jevrish Family Serv-
ice, to prdbe the underlying rea-

sons behind the public's personal,

marital and parental problems. In
a well conceived half-hour airer,

the series boils down case histories

into living examples of how fami-

lies and individuals have trapped
themselves with their own tragic

mistslcfis

Sixth . installment as dramatized
Sunday (23) touched on a couple's
unwitting neglect of their adoles-

cent daughter. Jntent upon things
material the husband worked
nights during the war while his

wife toiled'days in order to pile up
coin for their) own business. With
mom and pop' constantly away, the
girl never knew true parental love
and thus drifted away from them.
While scripter Abram S. Ginnes
was shooting at a good point, his
characters in this particular in-

stance were almost unbelievably
naive.

Solution to the family's difficul-

ties came when the trio sought the
aid of a family consultation service;

And that's the purpose of the pro-
gram—to show that treatment and
advice for domestic and individual
dilemmas is available to all denom-
inations from the Jewish Family
Service, "one of several family
agencies in New York City."

In "Family Gloseup's" most re-
cent shot,. Betty Garde and Martin
Wolfson were effective 'as the pa-
rents while Bethel Leslie regis-
tered as the headstrong, lonely
adolescent. Ginnes' writing; while
not exceptional in this instance,
gave : indications of better efforts.

Production values of Martin An-
drews were good as was the musi-
cal background supplied by Bern-
ard Green. Although aired only
via WJZ, understood the Jewish
Family Service plans placing the
show on other outlets on a co-op
basis. Gilb.

Frmn the ProdndioB Centres

4*»«i<««««« «>««« n »»^

BEN LUDLOW
MUSIC

GET MORE OUT OF LIFE
With Jane^ Jordan, Sidney Walton,
announcer

Writer: Alice Gershon
Director: Jacqueline James
15 Mins: 11 a.m. Men; tlwu Fri.
WILLIAM H. WISE
ABC, from New York

(Thvnng & AUman)
This is substantially the same

stanza heard locally on WOR, N. Y.,
seven times a week. Sponsor has
found Jt successful, and is airing it

nationally on ABC. Program is
listenable and offers valuable hints
to thrift-wise wives, plugging the
message "sew more, save more."
Jane Jordan, editor of sponsor's
New Encyclopedia of -Modern
Sewing," chats with announcer Sid-
ney Walton, answers queries from
listeners with money-saving tips.
On show caught Monday (24) Miss
Jordan told women how they could
whip up an entire ensemble for $20
^good air fare in these inflation
days.
However, although program was

headlined as covering home fur-
nishing and food as well as
fashions, all hints on the preem
broadcast concerned sewing. Un-
derstandably, sponsor is plugging
needlework, but a few decorating
and kitchen tips would probably be
welcomed. C o m m er c i a Is are
smooth and a hem-gauge premium
is a smart come-on offer.

PROUDLY WE HAIL
With Audrey Totter; C. P. Mac-

Gregor; Wendell Niles
Producer: MacGregor
30 Mins., Sat., 3 p.m.
U. S. ARMY AIR FORCE
WOR, N, Y.
New dramatic series over WOR,

N. Y., is an excellent sales point.

Slotted at 3 p^m., it appeals to the
matinee soap, opera trade, while
having the added lure of a Coast
film name. Judged by Saturday's
(22) opener; series is soundly
scripted and produced, to stand on
its own as entertainjnent.
Opener on the series was a

drama titled "The Templeton
Castle," with Audrey Totter as the
star. Drama tells the story of an
invalid woman who high-pressures
a marriage for herself, then brings
the law career of her husband to
ruin through her self-centered
search for position and wealth.
Miss Totter played the scheming
dame with bite and conviction, and
supporting cast was good.

'

Series Is transcribed. C. P. Mac-
Gregor, its producer, spoke in a
prblog to explain the series* aims..

Mid-program recruiting commer-
cial was dignified, short and ef-

fective. Bron.

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
With Jim Healey
15 Mins., Sun., 2 p.m.
SAVE-THE-BABY
WOKO-UNION BROADCASTING
SYSTEM

; (George R. Nchon, Inc.)
Twentyrseven stations in upstate

New York and in New England are
hooked together for the first time
as the Union Broadcasting System,
to air a commentary by Jim
Healey, veteran news analyst, pres-
ident-general manager of WOKO
and progenitor of the web. Healey
did a 30-minute review of the week
over a special and smaller net-
Work, from WSNY, for the cough-
croup manufacturer; several years
ago. Present one has a similar v^-t
format, but eliminates the poetry-
fihilosophy and a consideration of
he week in the economic enter-
tainment, musical and art worlds
>r^at least the initial shot did.
Healey still uses an announcer as
queryist^to break the voice
mpAotony. Lyle Bosley handled

' (Continued on page 42)

JOHN GONELLA
15 Mins., Sun., S p.m.
Sustaining
WPTR, Albany
The clipped accent and the

slightly impersonal delivery of a
former British Broadcasting Corp.
announcer now ride the air waves
from this old Dutch city, in a new
Sunday afternoon program, Gon-
nella, a Scotchman, had been a
part-time: newscaster since the
10,000-watter made its debut last
August; he recently became a full-
time employee. Most fittingly—in
view of his service and travels in
the Far East—Gonella chose the
Indonesian Republic squabble for
the second commentary.
He presented a clear, perceptive

and .searching analysis of the
present situation and the past his-
tory of Dutch rule of Java and
Sumatra. Both sides Of the ques-
tion were outlined, along with its
probable implications for the
United States in Japan and other
Far East countries. Gonella's
script was splendidly written. He
possesses a good voice, fine diction
and an apparently sound back-
ground. The English accent pre-
sumably will not be a drawback for
intelligent listeners. A closer bond
with his audience, in phraseology
and approach, might be desirable.

J'aco.

FOLIiOW THE LEADER
With Red Ingle; announcer, Lonnie
• Starr;' .v

,

Producer: Ted Cott
Director: Jack Groga*!!' . .

30 Mins.: Sat., 1 p.mj
'

WNEW, N. Y.
"Match your musical opinion

with that of an orchestra leader" is

the keynote of WNEW's new audi-
ence-participation Saturday after-
noon disk jockey show. Format ap-
pears to bC: a ingeniovis way of in-
troing platters on what would or-
dinarily be just another half-hour
show of recorded pops. Guest ba-
toner for session caught Saturday.
(22) was Red Ingle whose current
stand at the Village Barn, N. Y.,
came in for more than a passing
reference.
Of some six tunes turntabledi lis-

teners were to record the titles in
order Of their own preference and
mail their choices: to the station.
The five dialers whose selections
most nearly jibe with those'of Ingle
would receive an autographed disk
from the maestro for "following
the leader."

.

Basic idea is all very lightweight,
but in view of the modest prizes
and probable cuffo guest stints ot
the stick-swishers, the show repre-
sents an ideal means of stimulating
listener interest in early afternoon
platter programs for only a nomin-
al outley. Announcer Lonnie Starr
kept things moving briskly and
final station break enterprisingly
tied in with, "This is the leader,
WNEW, your favorite station for
music etc,.." Gilb.

BABY TALK
With Jerry Lee* Dick Perry, Mel-

vin Winters, Bill Mcfleynolds
Writers: Lee, Perry
IS Min., Sat., 8:45 a.m.
WOAI, San Antonio
There have been many programs

for and by children, but this one
has a .new approach to the sub-
ject. The entire program is han-
dled by men and is their view-
point of their and other offspring
in, general, Jerry Lee and Dick
Perry, both adlibbers of the first
degree,, bandy sprightly and infor-
mal remarks about the small fi-y,

their" doings and sayings; with
every now and then a serious hint
on child care wrapped up in a
small capsule, easy to take.
Format of the program includes

bright sayings of children sent in
by proud parents for prizes.
On the program caught, sugges-

tions offered where and: how to
bathe a baby, and how to Induce
junior to take his first solid food.
Theme song is naturally "Baby
Face." Show is smartly paced, en-
tertaining and instructive. Andy,

m NEW YORK CITY . . .

Irving Mansfield shoving off to Florida for some sun and rest . ..

CBS insiders wondering what's happened to the veepee cljevrons

that were being readied for Harry Aokerman. the net's Coast program
head.,.. Philip Morris, via, Cecil & Presbry agency, \vill probably

make kno^t'n its decision this week on whether to bankroll the Morey
Amsterdam daytime show on CBS, auditioned a couple vreeks back.

Mack Millar in from the Coast for some' exploitation on Eddie Cantor

and Bob Hope. . . .Phil Harris and Alice Faye trained in to N. Y. from

Washington after their ''Gala" appearance without waiting around for

President Truman's Inauguration ceremonies. Matter of agency huddles

and rehearsals for their N. Y,-originating show last Sunday cued the

ha$ty D. C. retreat.

WOV's Anne Baldwin basking under the Florida sun Another boy
—their second—born to the Al Durantes (J. Walter Thompson) at Hark-
ness Pavillion last week. Named Jay Cornwall Jackson in from the

Coast for JWT huddles. . . .Murray Harris, publicity director of WNBC-
WNBT, promoted to post of director of advertising and promotion. He
replaces Charles Vaill, who resigned last week. Harris' spot taken over

by Schuyler Chapin, who was field promotion supervisor NBC-
BBD&O Still wondering how they got out 100 people for the Saturday
morning brunch at 21 to fete Phil Harris and Alice Faye Richard
Kane hew -assistant to Dick Pack on WNEW 'Publicity, replacing Bert
Brilier, who left to join Variety. . . . Arthur Altsohul has switched from
the N. Y. Times newsroom to Jack Gould's department to handle tele

for the Sunday section, cued to Times' expansion in video coverage. . . .

Forty-five WOR staffers headed by John Rudley have adopted three

war-orphaned children through the Foster Parents Plan. Two more
groups of 15 each are donated enough to add two more kids : . . . Martha
Deane packing her microphone and taking oft for France and Middle
East via Air France for a fortnight in February— Roger Bower, vet.

producer^ has taken over directorial chores on WOH's "Bill Williams ,

Show".. . . Bert Harkins, WOR engineering exec, celebrated his 20th
year with station last week .... Raphael Hayes moves from NBC to

WINS continuity dept. . . . Jack (Juvenile Jury) Barry sporting ajuvenile
nose. . . .Chester Rhodes has joined staff of Dudley, Anderson & Yutzy,
public relations counselors, as radio producer and writer. He was for-

merly assistant program director at WGAY, Washington, D; C;

Radio commentator Linton Wells and his wife, aviatrix Fay Gillis to.

San Juan and St. Thomas for vacation. . . . Concert pianist Earl Wild,

featured soloist on ABC's "Piano Playhouse" and "Coffee Concert,"

will give a keyboard recital at Cai^egie Hall Jan. 29 . . .John Stanley

added to cast of' "Backstage Wife" . . . vHenry Morgan on the NBC Sun-
day night agenda Anne Russell, femme half of the "Anne and Bill

Russell',' WOR midnight show which preems from Reubens bistro on
Feb. 14, gets a big video buildup via WJZ-TV starting Feb. 10. She'll

be featured on "Market Melodies," cross-the-board program, two hours,

a day. ...WOR's annual sales meeting set for Feb. 1, with sales, pub-
licity, program and research staffs and Hub, Chi and D. C. reps joining

to outline '49 sales goals. . . .Ted Brown, ex-WOR announcer, switching
to WNEW . . V . Over 900 stations have been lined up to carry the newest
transcribed show packaged by the Citizens Committee for Displaced
Persons. Titled "Arrival of the Delayed Pilgrims," program was writ»
ten by Pete Lyon, produced by Ted Hudes and directed by Frank
Papp. Ben Grauer is narrator. .

fiV HOLLYWOOD ....
C. E; Hooper in town to make a few contacts and restore Don Lee to-

his subscription list.. . . ; George Burns has his opening ready should he
return to vaude. It goes like this: "A funny thing happened to me on
the way to NBC. I passed CBS and no one made me an offer"

Neil McDonald, radio publicist, tangled with a speeding auto and laid

up at home with leg and.hip injuries. . . .Peggy Wood named public re-

rations director of Zeder-Talbott agency, how expanding its Coast oper-
ations with the acquisition of two beverage accounts . . . .Jim and Marian
Jordan ("The McGees") go serious on Feb. 3 broadcast of Suspense in

a dramatic piece called "Back Seat Driver". . . .Herb Shriner's Alka-
Seltzer show is now airing on the Coast . . . John Swallow, a stranger to

the local scene after years as a top program exec, came to town to put
on a March of Dimes special, which Phil Cohan produced. . . . After long
absence due to illness, Mark Warnow takes up the baton again to score

and conduct Harry Ackerman's new CBS mystery series, "Yours Truly,

Johnny Dollar". . . .Jimmy Stewart, who long shied away from radio,

admits he kinda likes it now and wants CBS to whip up a comedy series

for him. . . ."Lynn Looks At Hollywood," 15-minute cross-the-board
commentary on KHJ, the Mutual-Don Lee outlet, renewed for another
13-week cycle by Metro. Show has rated kudoes for projecting the

warm, human side of Hollywood ' news rather than the conventional
what-marriage-is-at-the-breaking-point chitchat. Lynn Castile (on

Broadway she was known as Lynn Canter) does the commentary.

IN CHICAGO . . .

Don Kelley, WBBM public relations director, named chairman for

press-radio-video in Chi Heart Assn. campaign. . . .Warbler Joanell

James in lead on ''Music From the Heart Of America" debut Feb. 3 . . .

.

William Boyne new general manager of Zenith Radio Corp., N. Y. . .

.

Jack Benny's covered wagon on nation-wide tour for polio fund, reached
Chi Thurs. (20). . . ;WBBM producer Bill Seymour in radio discussion of

Lombard (111.) Parent-teachers assn. . . WMAQ's Jim Hurlbut hosted
Mayor Martin Kennelly Sun. (23) on "Report To the People" . . . ,

Nadlne
Martines of Biggie Levin production office recouping at Wesley hospital

... .Seven-day series on blue baby operation started Mon. 24) by"It's
Your Life", . .. Frances Normal with Maraleita Dutton Associates doing
special promotion for Radio Talent, Inc.; . . WIND'S Rey Blanco and
family back from Memphis vacash. . Andy Christian, Charles Bomine
and June Marlowe took bows when "Melody Lane" copped grand prize

In retail advertising for sponsor Wieboldt Stores. . . .WBBM production
manager Al Morey on biz jaunt west . . . . Helen Schoppert back on the

WIND musicians' staff WGN commentator Paul Nielson taking con-

sular attache berth in Indonesia Bob Livingston, WBBM sales rep,

home from Gotham on biz Bex Allen, WLS singer, inked seven-year
contract with Republic. First pic skedded March 1. . . Bee Schooler
moderating "Let's Talk It Over" series, WJJD-Sun-Times public ser-

vicer. . . . WBBM's Radio Sales traded visits last week with Carl Burk-
land, general manager, stopping here and western manager Gordon
Hayes going New Yorkward.
Warbler Billy Leach debuts five-minute series over WBBM Valentine

day. . . .Two more agencies in A; C. Nielson fold; Kenyon & Eckhardt
and Ruthrauff &' Ryan.... Gene Autry airs from WBBM Sat. (29) on

stopover... .David Krause, radio writer for local station, honored as

"blind student showing greatest intellectual achievement of year" ••
I. E. Showerman and Gene Hoge of NBC central d.' vision visited Minne-

apolis on biz last week. . . .Hirsch Clothing renewed tab pickup on

Two Ton Baker and "The Passing Parade" for year. . . Shirley Decker;

former WBBM trafficker, will become Mrs. Freidell March 19 • •
NBl-

press chief Jack Ryan bedded with cold last week. . . . Jim Mahoney,
MBS station relations manager, to Gotham on biz.. . NBC spot sales-

man William Brewer sparked vocational forum at McHenry county n>gn

school. . . Horace Schweriu of the research company here last we?*.
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TV VIEWERS WANT NEW NAMES
Tele Sets Hit imOi Mark -

Number of television sets in the U. S. as of Jan. 1 numbered
approximately 1,000,000. Of these 932,500 were concentrated in

the 30 cities which now have 52 stations on the air. Rest of them
were in other cities, which expect TV in the immediate future.

Metropolitan N. Y. continued far in the lead, with 410,000 sets in-

stalled, according to the compilation of the NBC research division.

Following is the city-by-city brealcdown:

CITY NO. OF STATIONIS NO. OF SETS
New York 6 410,000
Philadelphia 3 102.000

Los Angeles ; 5 79,600

Chicago

4

52.000

Baltimore , 3 35,600

Boston

2

35,300
Detroit

3

32,000
Washington 3 30,500

.Cleveland
2

22,300

New Hav0n 1 17,200

-St. Louis 1 15,500

Milwaukee 1 14,200

Schenectady , 1 13,800

Cincinnati 1 11,800

Buffalo

1

9,900

Minn.-St. Paul 1 9,200

Richmond 1 5,700

Toledo

1

5,100

Atlanta
1

5,000
' San Francisco 1 3,500

New Orleans 1 3,500

Pittsburgh 1 3,500

Louisville 1 3,000

Houston 1 2.500

Fort Worth 1 2,500

Memphis 1 .
2,200

Seattle : 1 2,100

Salt Lake City 1 1,700

Syracuse 1 1,000

.Albuquerciue ....i 1 300

Sub-total 52 932.500
Other Cities-
Providence .. ^ .. 4,900
Dallas 3,500

Dayton , 1.400

Miami .. - 1,000

Erie 300
Indianapolis - 300
Others 56,100

Total : 1,000,000

Kine Prints Seen as Important in TV

Even When Networks Develop Fully

Byfield, Jr., East for TV
, Hollywood; Jan. 25.

Ernie Byfield, Jr., radio and
television exec here for the last

several years, heads to New York
this week to serve as an assistant

Kinescope recordings, used*
mainly by the television webs until

|

now for networking shows to non- i

interconnected affiliates, will have
\

a definite place in TV's future,

even when live ^networking .facili-

ties are fully developed. The
filmed recordings have been found
so valuable, according to web

,
, ^ ... , . „

spoliesmen, that they'll continue to i

to NBC television program chief

be used in every way that AM ra- Norman Blaclcburn.

dio now uses transcriptions. : „
^yfield is the latest of several

Pointing up the Webs' current Hollywoodites brought to NBC's

emphasis on recordings, CBS en- !
tele department by Blackburn, who

gineering veepee William B. Lodge I

himself was formerly Coast veepee

declared at the CBS-TV clinic in i
«>t the J. Walter Thompson ad

N. Y. last weekend that CBS now
;

agency.

uses 31 miles of film in its record-^ —
..
—~

ings each week'—or more than the 1

combined feature output of Holly-

1

wood. Figure includes only tran-

1

scriptions, involving either shows
|

sent to other stations or auditions.
I

Their similarity to radio tran-

1

scriptions is emphasized in the lat--

ter use.
|

Indicative of the emphasis put i

on recordings is the situation at I

ABC. According to transcription
|

chief L. A. Ruddell, the web now I

farms out film transcriptions of 10

(Continued on page 54)

'G[TIING TIIEO

OF Si[ FIDES'
Bearing out the old maxim that

familiarity breeds contempt, the
fl^st qualitative study yet made on
television viewer reaction to TV i

performei:s- and programs has con-
firmed the belief that a too-familiar
face, no matter how entertaining at
first, may become irritating through
constant viewing.

Typical of the actual comments
made by set owners surveyed by
"The Continuing Study; in Televi-
sion .Homes," new research group
concentrating on depth interviews!

;

is: ''Milton Berle is okay but you
can get tired, of him, too." - Other
viewers raised similar pointed ob-
jections to such current tele stars

as Wendy Barrie, Dennis James
and . Ed Sullivan. And, indicating
the same reaction holds true for
commercials, one viewer panned;
the Philip Morris "Johnny" spot
with the observation that Johnny's
appearance and voice, when fed too
often, can become"offeinsive."

Fact that Berle, star of NBC-
TV's "Texaco Star Theatre," has,

consistently held; down the top tele

Hooperating with a figure never
approached by radio shows indi-
cates such comments: by viewers
may be few and far between. OR,
the statement was volunteered
the viewer with no planting of. the
question. Thus,. . trade observers
tend to consider it as at least a
straw in the wind.

"Continuing Study,'.' now offer-

ing its services to subscribers,
makes 50 case studies among TV
families each week under supervi-
sion of James- E. Jump & Associ-
ates. Entire family is encouraged'
to talk about pertinent matters up-
permost in their minds. Each in-

terview is reported as nearly Ver-
batim as possible.

Nix Ovedone Plugs
Survey reveals that viewers have

a definite antipathy to too many
commercials in a show. One viewer
stated that the Ed Sullivan show
("Toast of the Town") is "inter-

rupted; entirely too often for com-
mercials." According to another
set owner: "The Texaco commer-
cials rank with the best, since they
season them with a hit of humor.
The Ed Sullivan show isn't, like

that—Ray Morgan (announcer) is

(Continued on page 38)

Handicap of N. Y. Latecomer Stations

Seen Eased as Sets in Area Increase

How to Go Broke
Hazards of operating a tele-

vision station today were pro-
jected by Fort Industry pvez
George B. Storer in operation
of his WSPD-TV. Toledo, at

the. CBS tele clinic last week-
'end. ...

On the basis of eight hours
of programming per day (in-

cluding, test pattern) for six
days a week, Storer pays out
a total of $15,233 in operating
costs each month. His top
month for billings in 1948 was
December, when the station .

took in .$10,739. And, the op-
erating .costs figure does not

' include such weighty capitali-

zation factors as depreciation,
taxes, reserve for new equip-,

ment, etc.

Speaking to delegates at
elinic,. Storer pointed out"! that
the budget was based on
.monthly operating costs with-'
out network program source
via the coaxial cable. Toledo,
as part of the; midwest net-
work, is now linked to all. four
major webs and, since Jan. 12,

WSPD-TV has been running
networks shows. Station's bil-

lings, : consequently, ^are . ex-

pected to-show a hefty upswing
for January and during tlie

rest of this year.

+ Difficulty in snaring sponsors
confronting the latecomers among
the N. Y. television stalioiLS should;
be considerably eased as the num-
ber of sets in the area increases.
That's the opinion of trade; observe'

ers, based on the fact that better
reception of signals from the older; ,

stations gives them greater audience '

-

coverage and thus a distinct ad-
vantage in lining up advertistirs.

AH three stations that took the
air during the last year, including
WJZ-TV (ABC), WATV (Bremer
Broadcasting, Newark) and the
N. y. Daily News' WPIX, are op-
erating :it> the so-called higher fre-

quency, band. Majority of sets in

the area, however^ wero; in use be-
fore these outlets went into opera-
tion and so: were tuned to the
lower channels. Fact that most re-;

ceivers now being installed are
equipped with an antenna capable

'

of giving best results on all chan-^

nels, coupled, with the fact thai

:

many viewers who bought their.

. sets earlier are having them re-
tuned, should bring the three late-

comers up to a reception par with :

the CBS, DuMont and NBC outlets
in N. Y., it's believed.
When that happens, it's expected

that the tardy stations! will be able

.

to establish a reputation onra par
with the others, as far as advert
tisers are concerned. ABC, it's

pointed out, has built as many
house packages as the other three
webs, but hasn't been able to sell

^

them because of the reception difr

,

ficultics. Some of these, including;
such shows as "Actors' Studio" and
"Hollywood Screen Test," have
drawn good critical acclaim. Be-
cause the audience measurement
outfits rate only sponsored shows,;
the ABC packages don't show in
the ratings, thereby : giving the web :

a tall hurdle to top in pitching to
advertisers.
Because more sets are tuned to

receive the other stations, it's be-

Phjlip Morris In

FuU-Scaie Bow

Status in Doubt;

126G Over Budget
Future status Of the "Philco Tel-

evision Playhouse," one of the

most costly series of televisioh

legiters, remained in a confused
stiite this week, .with the show VaW-
oiisly reported tc* be eancelling out,

movihg froiia JtBC-TV ;t6 cBS or

only gistting ready to lake a suni-

mer hiatus. Philco veepee James
Carminti and: H. Pierson "Mapes,
head of the HutcMns agency, which

Tn * ji, i • t. J i
handles the account, are due back

"johnnv" w t"Phammered
jj y. from the Coast next Week

pttrMorJs^^irs^tfr^^^^^^^
, :

.fledged entry into television pro-' Originally budgeted at about
gramming. Oddly enough it has '^l^-OOO weekly, the hour-long Sun-
latched on to two NBC personali- ' day night show has run consid-
ties—Tex McCrary and Jinx Falk- i

erably over that almost from the
enburg—for a .qnce-weekly CBS 'Start and is now reported to be
hall-hour nighttime show. Con- 1 $126,000 over the budget since its

trary to general belief, the NBC pi'eem. Indicative of the costly p.ro-

Pxclusive on the Mr. and Mrs. team duction is the tact that "Cyrano
"oes not apply to video, only AM, de Bergoiac." ino.'^t ambitjous play

The show is still in nrpn.»i"-aHnn ' presented in the series, co.st the

th no definLZCat set as ^^^^the night and time period has also" costs are attributed to the heavier
to be selected.

,
price that Philco now forced

Blow agency is currently work- '
to spei'fJ fo'" ''"'"'^ ^" "'"^ P'**'*'

we out the details. i (Continued on pa^e 40)

PROSER STEPS INTO TV;

SEVERAL SHOWS SET
Monte Proser. operator of the

Copacabana, N. Y. nitery, has gone
into the video-packaging business
and has lined up several shows.
One of them will be called"Gopa-
cabana Revue." a musical with top
cafe: and vaude acts. Other pro-
grams include"Slice of Life." with
narration by Quentin BeynoUls,
and another to be done on film and
live will be "Punch Lines." touch-
ing on provocative subjects. Proser
has assigned cameraman Billy

Kelly to make a short on the plight

of Navajo 'Indians for that series,

Proser has also: lined up"Man-
hattan Tower." a musical with a

score by Gordon .Jenkins, com-
poser of the Decca album of that

name which has liit the top-seiling

lists. Other shows will be done in

conjunction with Ulric Calvosa. a

Collier's mag editor, and Sam
Shaw and Harry. Henderson, pho-
tographer - writer team who have
done layouts for that mag.
The William Morris agency has

been named Proser's sales rep.

Camel Cancels

Fox 'NewsreeF

For 'Hot' News
Camel cigarets which has been

spending $8,!500 a week for its 10-|iieved their task is considerably
minute, cross-the-board nighttime

^
easier in lining up sponsors. As

NBC "Camel Newsreel" (video ver-
, one spokesman put it. they start

.sion of Fox Movietone), has de-
. ^ith a "Texaco Star Theatre" or

cided to cancel out. Final clips, a "Pord Television Theatre',' and
will be seen Feb 11, when Camel's establish a good rep with ad agen-
contract with 20th-Fox runs out.

! cjes their clients. When new
It represents the first major casu-

; sponsors look for a suitable»outlet
ally m film news programming.

] their shows, consequently, they
' naturally turn to the stations thstInstead, Camel has negotiated

for a bigger splurge into video and
is expanding to 15 minutes (7:45-8)

Monday - through - Friday, buying
the live-and-film NBC Newsreel
program developed by the network.
It will also represent a hike in the
weekly budget to $10,000.
Fox-Movietone cancellation re-

portedly stems from the client's

feeling that film isn't the answer
to covering the hot news of the
day, with too much resort to "li-

brary" features.
New program will

can boast a good audience rating

for programs already on the airt

Radio as TV's

'B^ Brother'
Radio is not dead but will con-

represent
j

tinue to flourish and aid materially
probably the most ambitious at- jin the development and financing
tempt yet to devise a news format

|
of television. That was the primaiy

generic ;;.to television, with NBC point emphasized by top CBS ex-
using its full stable of newscasters, I ecutives to the 250-odd delegates
with pickups from Chicago and i to the web's .second annual- televi-
Washington, as well as New York,

I
sion clinic last weekend at the

and with integrated film sequences. Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., ^long witli

NeW: program is scheduled for a
I

the pitch that TV Is a going: me-
Feb. 14 Camel preem, once the I dium and the time to get .into it:

papers are signed, with NBC plan-
ning to shake it down in advance
via a two-week series of dry-runs.
It may also start as a sustainer
during tlie two-week period.

TO America' for TV
Chicago. Jan, 2.1.

"RFD America." the fanner-
slanted "Info Please" whicli re-

cently returned to the air via NBC.
preenis as a video attraction this

week (28iwith a sneak preview of

farm Champion final.

It goe,'! on a trial run on VVNBQ
hero, with; iikc'lihood oi lictuui*

expansion if it cUclis.- :

.

'

Anotlicr" Lou Cov\ ;iiT-packi.iMC'd

radio aiicr, "Quiz Kids." also hits

the TV camcias hcio via WN'BQ
rfor a local briiak-ln.

; No Philly Outlet, Sponsor

I

Yanks 'Mary Kay, John

,

Off NBC Video Roster
i "Mary Kay and Johnny," 20-
minute domestic comedy show on
the NBC-TV web Sunday nights.

. goes off the air after the Feb. 20
broadcast. Spon.sored by the While-
hall. Pharmacal Co. through Dan-
eel',. Fitzgerald & Sample, the show
is being pulled because of NB<3's
inahilitv to pj^ovide a Philadelphia
outlet. WPTZ. NBC's Philly af-

filiate, has a local program siottpd
in the"Mary Kay" time.
Show features Mr. and Mrs,

IS now. -
•

Delegates, who went back to
their- home stations :with consider-
able information to help them plan
tlieir own TV futures, heard the
following points also stressed:

1. Only a war or major economic
crisis can halt TV's growth.

2. Radio and tele can be ex-

(Continued on page 42)

Chewy Show Moves Up
For Wider Coverage

"Chevrolet on Broadway," half-
hour series of dramatic shows bank-
rolled by Chewy, has been moved
up to the Monday night B:30 to 9
slot on the NBC-TV web to make it

possible for the show to be aired
simultaneously in both the east
and midwest. That half-hour seg-
ment on the cable link was open
until NBC took it over Mondays
(241, Show was previously aired

Johnny Sterns. Whether it will half-an-hour earlier Monday night,
return to NBC-TV in another time With the time switch, the show
segment or move to another net- will now be seen simultaneously
work hasn't yet bcien set. , i on 12 NBC stations.
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in a hurry
A pair of tap-dancers run through their capers. .

.

leaning over his script, a news analyst

commits it to memory . . . the great mike-boom

reaches otit, fishingfor the voice

ofthe singer in tJie bright pool of light

beffyre the cameras . . . and marching across the

foreground with superb unconcern, a tvorkman

pusJies a icheelbarroio loaded with plaster.

HERE is a portrait of a giant

, in a hiurry. . . backstage in

the production of a miracle, spin-

ning magic for millions where

only yesterday were thousands;

Here are; the new GBS Tele-

vision studios, fountainhead of

the television shows which reach

larger audiences more often than

any others in television today.

Here is the nerve-cent^a* ofthe

expanding CBS Television net-.

, work . . .one station a year ago ; . .5

29 stations today . . . constantly

reaching out to more people, more

rnarkets.And through such reach-

ing, driving ever downward the

costs of delivering audiences,

(Today in New York City a full-

dress, fuU-hour CBS-TV program -

delivers more people per dollar

than the average full-page, stand-

ard-size newspaper ad.)

Here, the shape of tomorrow's

commerce and economy is being

wired for light and sound.

Here is CBS Television.

Here is where you belong.

CBS-TELEVISION
— tto-iy operating in 29 markets
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British Biz Eyes TV Sharply;

Still Unknown Factor in Trade's Future
By HAROLD MYKRS-

On Costs Even Before

Off-Cable Stations Beat

Newsreeis on Inaugural
Four major television networks,

extending ttielr pool pickup of the

President's inauguration ceremo-
nies
service

Video Vable
.By ARCH OBOLER.

filiates, processed 51,000 feet of

film during tiie yai-ious events.

Transcriptions were furnished to

stations at cost, attout , $140 per

. >, n il«
hour, with the stations keeping the

Operation Gets Kolling^fl''" any subsequent use they
r " ^

. want to make of it.

With a potential audience for a I
WOR-TV Swinging Axe

single showing equal . to an eight;

months' West End theatre run, the

;

importance of television in the
j

entertainment sphere is now as-

1

suming serious proportions and is
j

causing concern among all sections . j ^ ., , i. i.-, ^•j,--
in show business. P"sh«tl off its debut- until mid-

; ^^^.^^^^ ^^^^ country, with some sta-

Altliough television in Britain is J""*-' 'and tiguros in so doing it s
, ^j^^^ ruiming them Friday and

for the time being restricted to the f.^^'^JS » wad ot comJ has siasned
^^^^^^ Saturday. These off-the-cable

London area, there are today
|

"s blueprint So deep has kniie
. stations were thereby able to beat

around 100.000 home receivers in cut jnat statters say it na^s^ gone newsreeis, since the recordings

WOR-TV, N. y., which has;
Recordings were air-freighted

use and the number is rising further than the bone-right into were filmed, developed and printed
month by month. Factories are '

"°.^„ '*^*"aM in N. Y., whereas the reels were
jRVitching from radio and cpncen;

i

,J*P^^^^»^t'^8^
budget is being ham-|f^„g^

^^^^^ f^^tag^ j^^^
trating olriost entirely on the TV

"le^L Troc"XcJi-Te's'oTdTe^ i

50% of the origma, plans

fore they come off the assembly -^^Pe^a^U^a"
rifwi, ^ Mrir.^..^ f^r. * 1 x,^^^ thclr radlo opcFation. Tolenti pTO'
With a license fee of $4 a year, heaAi and maniiEtpmpnt will

the income received for the state I
SiJ""! "eads and managem^^^

television monopoly is totally in-
i f^ie of^erings'^ just siS^

''''".^'^^'^^["l^rfrr.iS'tJrTl e
I ^e»- sked sS'brass

and is heavily subsidized to the -„;,„ „ ^,.™„i.„™«vi
tune of approximately $4,000,000

«g^'^««°«^h.ring^

annually from the income earned ;
sP^^al techn^^ the

from radio by the British Broad- ."J^^tj*'
«Lsts havenT' been

casting Corp. ^
! oared however

Despite the limitations of the
| ^o'jj,^ vei^rB^n personalities-

pr(-f,ent-day service, Londoners aie
,

j^^^^ Gambling, Martha Deane,
turning more and more to televi-

, g^^,^ Lomax-and other stars are

Washington to N. Y, to get it to the

sion as an entertainment. It hasn't
, ^^j^ ^ ^, j

yet been possible to gauge its effect
; pggi

on the boxoffice either for picture

theatres or legit, but undoubtedly
^ gUcing is the high-and still

t If.? 1%ZJ^ rising-cost of TV-ing.
in the reduced take during the past

12 months. '
1

As to programs, generally speak-

j

Ing they're sufficiently, varied to,

satisfy all of the people some of;

the time. Bulk of the playing time
is taken up with straight dramatic
shows, vaudeville items and occa-

sional sporting events, with an odd
motion picture to fill the gap in

j

the program. . I

Up till now telecasts on the BBG

'

Forced sharing by the; four ma-^
jor television networks of the east
to midwest coaxial cable lirik has
effected several changes in the

„, , . .„ , , , .broadcasters' programming struc-
Trade jignificance of the^ bud-

1 ture, one of the most important of
^j^.^j^ the new emphasis given
Friday nights by NBC-TV.

Witli more time on the cable Fri-
days than- ariy other evening and,
with advertisers . clambriitg; for^full'-
est possible .fcoyerage. 'lhe wieb :is

bUildihg Fridays l^ato' a 50^^
that outstrips even Sutidtiy nights
in the number of corrimercially-
sponsored shows. Fact that any
suhseciueat changes of program
time, when TOore cables ease the
current pinch; Aiight interfere with
established viewing habits, indi-
cates the current

;
tiine structure

will hold indeflnitely. -Since Frl-

Pirates Nixed For

Next Summer TV
Pittsburgh, Jan. 25.

Sports fans got a piece of bad
service have been restricted in news over the weekend when the
time, the usual procedure being to management of Pittsburgh Pirates
have an hour's entertainment in ! announced that- its home games at . . v . ,

the afternoon and roughly 90 Forbes Field this season would not
"^^."^^^r been a big night for

Hollywood, Jan. 25.

t • • * Once upon a time, in a Closeup Land, there lived a very old hae
to a joint :film transcription

j . ^ f^ct that she was only in her late twenties, she had:e for non-.nterqonnected af:
^^^^^^^^ ^er short. life program, that she had giveaway bkgs under

her eyes, she stuttered in three-minute segmie»ts, Snd'shie #as corpulent
in the firont,; and empty in the head. AltJnfU, such a sorry mess w«$
she, that the folks of the town were beginning to close their doors
the harsh repetition of her huckstering squeal;- v

!

But just as conditions reacljed the pretty j^ass : where thfe oid hag's:
right hand was stealing from the left, and' shoving herself up to the
No. 1 Spot to Oblivion, the old hag opened her trsinsmissiori and found,
quacking lustily, a golden goose with besiutiful orthicon eyes, a direc-
tional neck, a broad cathode bottom, and an FM quack.
At first the old hag turned up her amplitudes at the newcomer, but

suddenly, everywhere she went, she heard the patter of Wehbed feet,
and when she looked down, she saw the. Uttle..goose surroiinded by a
faint golden hlmibuSr and: with each FM s^uaw^ Si tiny golden; egg^^w
popping forth ift a'-flarc of fluorescence.; -

' V:^-;

And the old hag, knowing a good thing when she s«\y iti^^;s^^^

up the small goose with a sharp outcry of C^Sh regtstersi

"Lay me more golden eggs," she shrieked. "Hurry! Lhrge ones!
Larger ones! Larger, larger ones!" ^^^^^^^^^;

^;

.The little golden goose was very distrait, for she had a faint feeling
inside her focus that life was not all the- laying of larleir and larg^^^
eggs, no matter how golden, so she . blinked her Orthicons in rapid
confusion and continued to lay in moderate order. *

But the old hag took a firmer horizontal; hold on the- gosling khd,
began to squeeze her harder and harder, and the little gooie's FM
opened and out came a long succession of sqtleals-^ihd ; w6nder of won-
der, they were the echo of the old hag's Moll<>'w huCksteiihg----un-.

harmonious and tasteless—and the golden e£gs began to pop forth
iiiore freely. •••.•.;...;;;:;•.:',.';
But the old hag. was not satisfied; she cried out, "More! Larger!''

and she took a firmer vertical hold, and squeezed hiarder and harden
arid sparks began to fly out of little goose's eyes, ahd tbe orbis took, on^^^

the shape of huge, greenish^inged; billboaifds :W|^tIi r^U
and the eggs popped forth faster, and the hag squeezed :hiarder.

. And suddenly, in the midst of her tabulating jubilations, the old Hag
looked down and she saw that small replicas of her giveaway bags were
under the orthicons, and the voice of the FM was strident aiid insistent,-

exactly like her own voice, and even as the gosling's Cathodes grew
from seven inches, to 10 inches, to 12 inches, and larger and larger-^
the golden eggs grew smaller and smaller,: ahd sonle; of them,: nciW, were
tinged with red, and far in the distance th^ old hag heard the familiar
slamming of many , doors, and when she .looked down again. She saw
that the golden goose was a gone goose with tracked orthicons ahd
splintered- scannersr;---^.-- ,-':;„..;;; ;.''

;.,.-

Moral: He who squeezetH a j/oung goose ^oa httcKste*iwgly hoi'd-*
.will- lay an

'
eventual egg.'

NBC Building

Friday Night

Program Setup

radio listening, the outcome of
NBC-TV's experiment remjgiins to
be determined.

.J Web, now tees off the evening
with the "Kulka, Fran and Ollie"
sj^ow, sponsored on the full net-
work as an across-the-board fea-
ture by RCA-Victor in the 7 to 7:30
slot. Jack Kilty's "Musical Merry-
Go-Round,'' a sustainer seen only
in the east, holds down the 7:30 to
7:50 segment. "Camel Newsreel

TV Helps Ice Show

minutes to two hours in the even- ! be televised. It was figured a
; ing. and there is little likelihood ' cinch that the local National
of this being extended for some

. League club would follow the lead
time to come. Certainly, Britain is: of all the other teams in the;

a long way off from a continuous . majors, now that city has WDTV,
morning to night television show. ; its first video station. Pittsburgh

-BBC's Limited Studios
I
has be.en the last town represented

Until the BBC is able to build
;
in the big leagues to get a TV out-

new studios somewhere in the let.

London region its output will be- Roy Hamey, general manager of
determined to a large degree by : the Pirates, said that "when tele-

]

the restricted facilities available at i vision is developed to the point i

Alexandra Palace. Here, there are ' that will assure more complete •
Theatre" draws full network cov-

two studios, the largost of which and satisfactory transmission of a !

^r^ge from 7:50 until 8 p.m., at „„„„„..t„^ n/r..„o u *
. sport so rich in scientific detail," [

which time NBC shares the cable
competitor, Maas regards it as ef-

then the club may permit video DuMont for presentation I

tectiye advertising

broadcasts of games: i
the

.

new "Admiral Broadway Re-
—"

Meanwhile this season the ivue.'^ Latter show, ah hour-long
games will Continue to be aired one^ing. preems Friday <28).

over WWSW, with Rosey Rowswell ! Web gives up the cable from 9 to
doing the play-by-play and Bob

[
9:30 to ABC, carrying "Stop Me If

r'.^LLUu.. 0.»-. D«.a-:-*.«- ' Prince the color and commercials. VaiiW Hnnrrti'hic" tu^^^^
UaDOerS, deZ DanniSter: probably for the same brace Of

Detroit, .Ian. 25. I

sponsors, Rieck's Dairy and Atlaii-

Harry Bannister, manager of '

^''^

Major Filmers Plan Video Pix But

Under Alias, as Salve for Exhibs
f. Certain of the major film com-
panies will be turning out special
two-reel subjects for televifeion

:

within a year, but under an en-
tirely different trademark. That'.s

' Milwaukee, Jan. 25.

"Holiday on Ice" skating revue
recently at the Milwatikee Auditor- 1

the report brought back from Hol-

ium was carried in entirety on lywood to New York this week by

(Continued on page 40)

Video Will Rid Country

Of Its Phony Reporters,

WVi7j, WWJ-TV and WWJ^FM,
told Michigan Press Assn. mem-
bers, that television Is going to rid
the country of the fake reporter.

TV Cool to Sox lOOG Demand
Chicago, Jan. 25.

Deadline for negotiations be-

You've Heard This" on the eastern
network only during that half-hour

|

under sponsorship of Bonaflde i

Mills. That show, too, preems Fri-

'

day (281. From- 9:30 tO 10, NBC

WTMJ-TV opening day. Week
later Bill Maas, manager of audi-
torium, reported video"^ showing had
been definite aid in creating inter.<

est, and in selling tickets.

Rather than looking to TV as a

CBS's M-Day

TVPrf^rammihg

NBC veepees Charles R. Denny
and John F. Royal, who scouted
some of the top film execs -during
a two-week stay on the Coast.

-

Embarked on a missionary ven-
ture, Denny and Royal attempted
to accent to the Hollywood officials

that the film industry should not
fight TV but should cooperate with
it, since the two could Work to-
gether for the benefit of their mu-
tual boxoffices. Their talks were
entirely exploratory and no deals
were consummated at the time for.'

the flimites to produce pix for
video. -

.. 1

Along with their other current
. .„„.. i„ i„ ,

CBS television will launch full
i
worries^ the film execs fear TV's

gets the cable again for '"Your i

2,^5''!'"* programming on WCBS-i effect on' their b.o. But many M
Show Time," series of half-hour I

r^'."®^- ^'."*^^"'?^***^'""' ^^^ like to make films for

tation of prize fights from Madison i

"^^ yesterday (Tues.) for ad
Sq. Garden, N. Y., under sponsor- *8ency execs that the station would
ship of Gillette Safe^' Razor.

films bankrolled bv American To-'*" the next two or 'three months.

phVv Tadio"' commenWoT"'a^^^ Web then" keeps the link ' ^^'f
veepee J L. Vaiii

fvind.^ pontician."'Telev1s?o'n has
I

for baseball TV was 4:30 p. m. to- from 10 until closing for presen-
, l^^^^^^^iJJ^^^^^jL^^

"sounded the death knell" of all j

day; (lues.), with video outlets cool

amplitude modulation radio in most '

to Sox demands for $100,000.

cities. Bannister said. i
^-P- Charles Comiskey wants

The radio commentator who ;

^ne-year contract, with 10-day

drama! izcd week-old news to give! allowing cancellation if,,n.,. nilll ¥ moi rrn» n
it a fresh taste for an audience '

^^'^eo cuts- mto at endance. Alter-
[ |J(fJJ\ PHILLIPS TELE

which couldn't watch him will be : "fii^%«"^^/„'s reimbursement by
:

i lUiiWHJ ILLIi

f^nnicA hv t]i<i p-imoi-a pv« nf toi« I
^'dco for difference in actual and

,

vfJi,^^
• estimated home attendance, set fori

U ion ' 1949 at 1,000,000.
IHe said 130 newspapers now are sox drew 777.844 last

cither engaged in television -

ations or trying to get in.

or seven years, he added., ever
city of over 50,000 -which can be
penetrated by television impulses

. . „ -

will have a station. Cubs, a.sking S.'i,000 from each TV i
both audio and video audiences-

program 16 hours per day Monday
through Friday by late spring.
CBS thus becomes the second

major TV web to go into continu-

I

ous daytime logging on such a

SOAFER IN MON. BOW
l

D«Monrihose WA^^
oox tirew last year.' *„„ ?.tiij ,.

,
' ' the-board. Both NBC andoper-

. Comiskey said TV was "present I „, ^^^J^t PWldren," Irna p,an exDerimentinB^v^^^
In -SIX blind alley with unlimited future," P'""'P*ne* A^Vtmi. video serial,

; fn'^^J^'P^^g'^J^Xi^^ NBC i, sched
y .but one station manager accused ^P^s Monday (31) to NBC-TV. 'Jjey"!"!^^

fj"**'.,^^^

e him of "reading too much about Show will be tele ^Innovation in ' a „r w c»t 1 ^ fi, S
™^

!s get-rich-quick television." Chi i that Miss Phillips is writing it for * two-hour show

Rochester, N. Y., Lining ^'"^^ wgn-tv and wbkb .

Up TV Affiliations m>|| « »*>

Rochester N Y , Jan 25 I

MlllrOSe UaHieS On IV

outlet, already have inked pacts :
she feels it's unfair. to ask house-
wives to stop work to watch day-
time. ^TVv-

for the early forenoon as its ayem
break-in on WJZ-TV, N. Y.
Yesterday's clinic, attended by

some 17* agency toppers, was
staged by CBS officials in the Star-

JdiS^w«tl"h^^„"tt,f"''i?5f.' 1

»8ht Roof of the Hotel Waldorf-

' Rochester's future television sta-

tion, WHTM, will have network fa-

cilities available by June, accord-

ing to William A. Fay. veepee of
Sti-omberg Carlson Co., owners ot

the video outlet and station WII.-VM.

Stromberg CarLson is investing
$400,000 in the Pinnacle Hill trans-

mitter which will bring television

to Rochester. Local telescts ai'e

now beamed for Buffalo channels.
Network telecasts may be by radio
relay . links rather than
ciable, says Fay.

trade is watching hopefully, think! Xltoria N Y as V follow.

m

Millro.se Games from Madi.son '"eth^t Miss Phillips' success may
!
lift weekend's ^e'ssioAs for the

Sq, Garden, N. Y., will be televised ^'^V^ fend to bring Chi back into
! web's affiUate station onerators

Saturday .29) night by CBS-TV as
"^^^or importance as net produc-

j Another cUnic is scheduTed for
the first of five major winter track center,

meets to be carried by the web.' Minimum sets and rehearsal ^ clients.
Camels cigarclR spon.sors all five time, new lighting and camera tech- 1 ^
thi-ouKli the William Esty agency, "'Que are planned. Characters Willi KTWMTCBWiW'Q put onci'
Other meets scheduled are the be typed to permit integration of

^^^JttJIULttfflAH S tHl fO&T
New York Athletic Club. Feb. 12; commercial inlo slorv. For tele u-n ^- l^hicago, Jan. 25.

National AAU funiios, Feb. 19; Miss Phillips is emphatic in her
Zimmerman, sales manager

IC4A meet. Feb. 26, and the dislike of fore and aft commer- hLc h^i"'""
Advertismg Produc-

Khights of Columbus meet. March eials.
^lons ^ moved up to the presi-

.5. Announcers to call the races ri'»<^»H .--m
i^^ncx ot tliat^ organization, succeed

tele to take up the current studio
lag and to get their feet wet in
the iniedium. To placate exhibitors,
however, the majors won't allow,
their names to' appear on these
films, but will turn them out under
an indie banner.

Several of the majors might also
come up with a large-iicaie deluxe
trailer for test runs on TV, Such
a move will also be a method of
placating the exhibs since, if the
tests pan out, the film boxoffice
will be helped. For these trailers,
of course, the company's name will
be given full prominence, same as
in standard theatrical trailers.

Desire of some of the top name
stars in Hollywood to get on east-
ern television may also prod the
majors into moving faster into the
medium. These performers are.

jealous of the reams of publicity
being given the TV stars in the
east and resent the companies' ban
on their

. appearance - on live - video
shows. As a result, they're expect-

today (Wed) for advertiserK anrf f°'"'=« ^heir way intoluudy ^vyeu.) loi aavcrtis^rs and gi^g produced especially for video
or else gain permission to do iiVe

shows which can be, kinescopeV
recorded for

;
transmission over

eastern stations.

.
, J u J, ,

" T—
'

Closed circuit co ax will iji,jb ma. Aioien Kndnpr

Milwaukee—It's a TV baby for,;-*

Sprague Voiner, of WTMJ-TV
motion department. Seven
half pound boy, first f)>^
Voiners, was named T. V.
Thomas Victor.
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Canada's 'Anti-IT Attitude Draws

Heavy Fire; Commons F^ht Planned
Toronto, Jan. 28, -f

On the official announcement of

the federal-operated Cianadlan

Broadcasting Corp. that tele-

vision will not be established

in this country for at least two

years, the opposition Conservative

party intends an immediate Parlia-

mentary attaclc on the CBC, with

the whole video setup in Canada—
or its lack—to be one of the issues

in the forthcoming federal election.

Meanwhile, member firms of the

Badio Manufacturers' Assn. of

Canada are currently ean-ying out

pealc production on video sets,

despite the so-called "procrasthjat-

Ing attitude of the Canadian gov-

ernment." While Canadian manu-
facturers express grave concern at

the lack of action on the part of.

CBC, they wiU turn out sets in

the thousands for those Canadians
anxious to avail themselves <>f pro-

grams originating in New York,
Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Buf-
falo, Philadelphia and Boston.

It is estimated that about 10%
of Canada's population is within
range of the foregoing "network"
and are clamoring for sets, despite

the action of the CBC in refusing

to grant private licenses to those
Interests—Famous Players and ma-
jor independent radio stations---'

who are prepared to invest several
millions in Canadian television but
are now balked by CBC. Meanwhile
Canadian set-owners are picking
up programs from the aforemen-
tioned American cities with clarity.

(The Canadian sets are selling for
around $700.)

CBC's claim is that video, in
Canada must be "cooperative", and
that the Canadian public must be
protected from "monopolistic abuse
by private stations,'' even though
this delays video development. In
addition to its wait-and-see atti-

tude, the CBC ha.s encountered
further difficulty in the refusal of
the Canadian, government to pro-
vide funds tor. video development
here. CBC's announced policy is

that video here. mUst be "basically
Canadian" but this has backfired
Id that so many Canadians are buy-

(Continued on page 94)

MOTOROLA 'NATURE' UK
FOR NEW RIPLEY SHOW
Giving evidence that straight

educational shows will get as little

play on nighttime television as they
now get on radio, Motorola is

slated to drop Dr. Roy K. Mar-
shall's "Nature of Things" after the
ijeb. 15 broadcast in favor of a new
Robert L. Ripley program, "Be-
lieve It Or Not." Latter is an NBC-
TV house package designed by na-
tional program chief Norman
Blackburn and, with a semi-variety
format, is expected to have con-
siderably more audience lure,

"Nature," originating in the stu~
dibs of WPTZ (Philadelphia), has
been bankrolled by Motorola on
the NBC-TV eastern web for the
last year and is now slotted Thurs-
day nights from 10 to 10:1S p.m.
Show is based on a popular science
format, with Dr. Marshall discus-
sing in lay terms some of the mod-
ern scientific wonders. Time of the
Ripley show is Tuesdays at 9:30
p.m. Gourfain-Cobb is the agency.

Potential Sponsors That

Radio Missed Are Ready

ForTV.SezWHCU'sHanna
Radio station operators worried

about television's I efCect on their
advertisiiig billings'^, should start

immediately to scout out new AM
sponsors, in the - opinion of Mike
Hanna, general manager of WHCU,
Ithaca, N; Y., indie operated in
conjunction with Coi-nell Univ.
Pointing out that 90% of the in-

come of his station, a CBS affiliate,

is local; Hanna declared there aro
many . potential sponsors available
that radio, with its emphasis on
cigarets, cosmetics, etc., hasn't
even touched:

In N. Y. last weekend for the
CBS television clinic, Hanna dis-
closed that WHCU would start
soon to build TV packages for sale
to other stations. He declined to
go into detail but said the /shows
would be on film and would be
based on activities around the
Cornell campus, including such
things as the drama school^ home
economics school, etc. Hanna is

counting heavily on the revenue
from such shows, plus his AM
pperationi to carry the'load on his
projected TV outlet for the first

tjjj^o. or three years it's on the air.

Declaring that no educational or
. public service institution worth its

name can afford t6 be without tele-
vision, Hanna stressed the neces-
sity for such TV outlets to be run
by professional showmen and not
by professors. Since none of the
existing tele channels were as-
signed by the FCC to Ithaca,
WHCU has petitioned the Commis-
sion to.move a channel over from
neighboring Elmira. Application

^ now awaiting the lifting of the
*CC freeze on all TV station
grants.

Despite Ithaca's small size,
Hanna said, WHCU should be able
to make a go of a tele outlet by
concentrating on low-cost pro-
gramming, plus film and network
Shws. He pointed out his station
wottld have the entire facilities of
tornell^to draw on, including a full
athletic schedule, the drama and
•nusic schools, etc.

Unions Try Easing

3-Way Tangle
Effort, to. break through a three-

way jurisdictional tangle involving
stagehands on New York television

stages is currently being made by
the unions before the situation gets
out of hand. Parlays between the
International Brotherhood of Elec-
trical Workers and the National
Assn. of Broadcast Engineers itnd

Technicians have already resulted
in an agreement. Both unions have
contacted stagehands Local 1, In-

ternational Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees, to enter the
agreement.
lATSE's national office, mean-

time, has disclosed that lA proxy
Richard F. Walsh has been meeting
with IBEW prexy Dan W. Tracy
to settle the entirei jurisdictional

setup, in the TV field. Both prexies
are of the opinion that if a nalional:

formula can be found for the two
Unions, they will be able to draw
other unions into an agreement
to prevent squabbles over control
of television crafts.

The American Assn. of Adver-
tising Agencies is awaiting such
an agreement before sitting down
with the unions to work out scales

and working conditions. To date,
scales have been set up on a tule-

of-thumb basis.

TELEVISION 85

TV's 'Body BeautifuF
A flve-a-week, 15-mirtute show,

titled "The Body Beautiful," has
been packaged by scripter Eleanor
Sketn, and is now making agency
rounds. Airer, intended for late-
evening showing, teaches health
and physique building for both
femmes and males. Format In-
cludes

.
exercises done live for

camera, with models and athletes
of both sexes as occasional guests.

Miss Skern; former special
eventer at OWI, may also emcee.

Chi Schools

Eye Video
Chicago, Jan. 25.

Television may soon become an
integral part of the Chicago school
system. Supt. Herold Hunt said
that if funds are made available to
the Board of Education he Wants a
video get installed in each of Chi-
cago's 45 high schools.

This plan was discussed after
some 600 students witnessed Presi-
dent Truman's inauguration last

week (20). Carl Tietz, principal of
Carl Schurz High School, where
tele demonstration was held, said
he didn't think there would be
much of educational value in it.

But after the telecast, he explained,
''It changed our minds; it's a
stimulating way to bring the full

story to our pupils. If the in-

augural program was any indica-
tion of things to come, I believe
television has definite possibilities
in the field of education."

TV Hutfs Its Opportunity h
Tekviang of D.C biaugural Parade

FibPatrick Leasing 52

Travdtalks for Tde
Hollywood, Jan. 25.

James A. FitzPatrick. Is leasing

52 Traveltalks, made from silt to

eight years ago, to television. Films
have reverted to FitzPatrick after

having been played out by Metro.
Two-reelers, which represent a

$500,000 Investment, are being re-

recorded and re-edited for video

consumption.
FitzPatrick feels that television

has come as a comforting wind to

short subject producers . Who re-

ceived the death blow from double
features. Producer has 12 months
and 12 briefies to go for M-G. After

pact runs out he will not renew.
FitzPatrick related that he will

make the "Traveltalks" exclusive-

ly for video. He feels that films are

always good as they do not become
dated as entertainment film does.

MbWrey's 5-Wcek Vacash
Paul B .Mowrey, ABC's national

television director, sailed for South
America Saturday (22) on a five-

week vacation, his first in four

years at the web.
Upon his return, he's expected

to head for the Coast to take over

as ABC's tele chief in the west,

where he'll have a heavy hand in

getting KECA-TV (Los Angeles)

and KGO-TV (San Francisco), both

owned-and-operated outlets, on the

air...

New York — Bowery Savings

Bank, N. Y., signed for a series of

one-minute spots, first being used

on WNBT (NBC, NY.). Agency is

Edwin Bird Wilson.

: : Milwaukee Turnout
Milwaukee, Jan. 25.

Half of Milwaukee's school chil-

dren watched the telecast of in-

augural ceremonies.

Schools here made every effort

to obtain TV sets, and where un-
successful, special permission was^
granted for teachers to take pupils

to homes of parents with sets.

KTSL's Squeeze on Plugs

On Sustaining Telecasts

Hollywood, Jan.. 25.

Don Lee television station,

KTSL, has put the squeeze on free
commercial plugs being beamed
ouj; on sustaining shows. ' Practice,
according to station . toppers,

has gone completely overboard
through the use of commercial
films and also on local package
shows.

station execs have informed two
shows presented in conjunction
with the Los Angeles Examiner,
''Babette Fashion Show" and
''Prudence Penny" program, that

free plugs must be cut to one per
show. KTSL toppers recently ob-
served that "Penny" show, which
tosses out recipes, has been giving

brand name of almost all ingre-

dients used. Meanwhile, "Fashion
Show" has been giving free ride

to retail stores.

KTSL is also slowing up on the
use of commercial films. All com-
mercial pix are now being thor-

oughly screened and plugs counted.

Television Industry, glveii a ohc^-
and-for-all c|iance on President
Truman's inauguration last week
to demonstrate its repprtorial su-
periority over : the newsreels,
flubbed the opportunity. Compari-
son of the two hiedlums' coverage
gave the reels a decided edge, leav*
ing tele oinly its uncontested 'itii-

mediacy to brag about.
Not that TV did a bad job. That

could; hardly hav6 happened with-
the industry bearing down on all

cylinders, pressing 14 cameras and',
its.

:
top ahnpuncers and directors

into service. : But . t standout,
^vork expectied /bf the pool pickup
from Washin^on failed to ma- ^

terialize, especially in coverage of
the inauguration parade Thursday
(20) afternoon. Most disconcerting
error on that part of the show was
the overly-light touch of NBC di-
rector Bill Garden. With the ikes
stationed at five different positions
along the route. Garden didn't give
viewers much of a, chance -to see
anything, switching back and forth
from one position to another be-
fpre the audience had a chance to
absorb what was going on.
Because of that, TV lost the

showmanly touch accorded by the
reels. With one camera stationed
directly opposite the President's
stand on the White House laWn, it

would have been interesting . to
watch

. more, of Mr. ; Truman's and
Vice-President Barkley's reaction
to the different floats. Instead, the
cameras kept cutting to such rela-
tively uninspiring sights, as the
state governors in their cars, or

When they
had a chance to inject a little color
through concentrating on the West
Point cadets or the Annapolis
middies, the cameras again went

r roving, brushing off almost corn-
are "Christopher Columbus," pro- 1

pletely tlie precision marching of

duced by Emerson FUm Corp.; the future officers pointed up so

COAST AFM SEEKS

UPPED VIDEO SCALE
Hollywood, Jan. 25.

American Federation of ' Musi-
cians recording director,!' Phil
Fischer, has asked AFM headquar-
ters to hike musicians' television
wage scale here. AFM's pact with
video stations expires on Jan. 31.
Pact originally expired on Oct. 31
but was extended to the present
date.

Fischer has asked that scale
here meet the New York coin col-

lection which runs $12 per half-
hour show and five dollars per
hour rehearsal. Scale here is nine
dollars and 20 cents for a 30-minute
program with a half-hour rehearsal
thrown in gratis.

TeleAcadPresents

Ist Emmy Awards
« Hollywood, Jan. 25.

Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences will present television's

Emmy awards to top TV picture,

best video program, foremost per-

sonality, best all around "outlet and
top technical achievement at the

first annual Seminar and dinner at the police motorcade'
the Hollywood Athletic Club to-

night (25).

Six pictures vicing for top hon-

ors in the west coast teevee field

by
"Hollywood Brevities," produced

by Tele-Features; "It Could Hap-
pen To You," by Vallee Video;
"Tell Tale Heart," by Telepak;
"Time Signal," by Centaur Produc-
tions and "The Necklace," by Mar-
shall Grant-Realm Productions.

"Don Lee Music Hall," "Judy
Splinters," "Pantomine Quiz Time,''

"Treasures of Literature," "Feliz
DeCola Show,""Armchair Detec-
tive," "Mabel's Fables," "Masked
Spooner," "Tuesday Varieties" and
"What's the Name of That Song"
are in line for top program honors.

Personalities fighting for tele-

vision's Emmy are Shirley Dins-
dale, Rita LeRoy, Mike Stokey', Bill

Welsh and Patricia Morison. KTSL,
KTLA, KLAC-TV arid KFI-TV are
all being considered for the best
station plaque. NBC's KNBH and
CBS-Times Station, KTTV, entered
the field too late for this year's

awards. Technical award will go to

KTSL, KFI-TV or Hoffman Radio
Corp.
Walter O'Keefe will emcee the

dinner. Frankie Laine, Herb
Jeffries, Bill Thompson and Frank
Veloz have been set to entertain

at the dinner. Seminar, which
starts at nine, will be headlined
by agency and television heads. .

neatly by the reels.

The announcers, too, missed the
boat. Where they should have let

the camera eye handle the de-
script4ion, they came in with unim-
portant remarks to distract the
viewers' attention. And where they
could have emphasized certain as-
pects of the parade with pertinent
remarks, they did hardly anything
except tell the viewers what a won-
derful thing this television is. Ben
Gi-auer in particular was guilty of
overselling TV to an audience
which hardly needed the pitchy
The evidence was all on the screen.
During the actual oath-taking

ceremonies, the TV boys did a
good job. They concentrated their
lenses on the stand, cut the mike
over to the one in front of the

(Continued on page 42)

New York
Ralph B. Austrian, former Foote,

Cone & Belding tele veepee, has
iet up a TV consultant service , .

.

Merrill E. Joels signed yeax''s con-

tract to do commercials *on NBC-
TV's "Stop Me If You've Heard
This" through Basch Radio & Tele-

vision production . . . Les Lltpmy
pacted as narrator on DuMont's
new vaudeo show, "Window on
the World" . . Douglas Leigh

making miniatures ef his Broad-

way spectaculars for use as tele

commercials . .. . Oil Fates off

CBS-TV'8 "Vanity Fair" daytime

show because Pf the pressure of

his other assignments. Dorothy
Doan, hostess on the show, now
trying out other performers . . .

Martin Stone Associates now oper-

ating from new quarters in the

penthouse atop the new Paris the-

atre . . , Extra ballyhoo given

the appearance of Dodger pitcher

Ralph Branca on Bob Smith's

"Gulf Road Show" Jan. 13 paid

off with a mammoth 31.6 Hooper.

... Joan Shea doing cooking

stint on Ted Steele's WABD video

show this week, cross the board.

Mae Questel replacing Franklin
P. Adams on the panel of "Stop
Me If You've Heard This," which
preems Friday (28) night on NBC-
TV, with Cal Tinney, Benny Rubin
and emcee Leon Janney as cast
regulars . . . "Cross Question,"
series of dramatized courtroom
trials originating at WGN-TV
(Chicago); now aired Tuesday,
nights over the full CBS-TV web as
the first show to be brought In from
Chi by CBS . . . Last act of Puc-
cini's "La Boheme" in a new Eng-
lish translation slated for airing
tomorrow (Thursday): night NBC-
TV at 10:15, with Herman Adler
directing . . . DuMont's "Charade
Quiz" moved from the web's stu-
dois to the Adelphi theatre and
now airs Wednesday 'nights from
8 to 8:30 p.m.

Hollywood
KLAC-TV will telecast Gilbert

and Sullivan operas for 13 weeks
starting this week. Packager
Robert Oakley has broken the
operas into half-hour portions
which will be presented on succes-
sive weeks. California Light

(Continued on page 40)

'Stop the MusiV Set For

Tele at Different Time

Although With AM Format
"Stop the Music," highest-rated

audience giveaway show on radio
and the one with the biggest
prizes, bows in on television in the
near future as a full hour presen-
tation of ABC-TV. Show will not
be carried simultaneously on AM
and TV, with the video version
slated for the Thursday night 8 to
9 slot, during which hour ABC has
the east to midwest coaxial cable.
Radio's "Music" is aired Sunday
nights from 8 to 9.

According to ABC tele veepee
Charles ("Bud") Barry, the TV
show will probably use the same
talent that appears in the AM ver-
sion, including emcee Bert Parks,
singers Dick Brown and Kay Ar-
men and the Harry Salter orch.
Program will follow the same give-
away format and, Barry said, the
prizes should be "considerable" in
size. Barry and Lou Cowan, who
controls the package, are now
working out the complications in-
volved in telephoning homes with
TV sets. Show is to be dressed
considerably to give it more visual
Impact, with the possibility -that a
couple of variety acts might be in-
cluded each week.

Starting date for tele hasn't
been set. According to Barry, sev-
eral top advertisers are interested
in the project and it looks at
though the show will tee off fully
sponsored. What effect the give-
away gimmick will have on the
ratings of .

competing shows and
whether it will set off the same
mass swing to giveaways that it

did in radio are still mpot poin^
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"School
House,"

Show

SCHOOL HOUSE
With Kenny Pelmar, Arnold Stanri
Maureen Cannon, Betty Ann
Nyman, Tommy Dix, Count
Keno, Roger Price, Kenny
Bowers, Wally Cox, Wendy
Drew, Mary Ann Reeve

Prod.-Dir.: Robert Gordon
Writer: Joe Stein, Will Glickman
30 Mins., Tues., 9 p. m.
DuMONT TELESETS
WABD, from New York

(Geyer, Notaell & Ganger)
Ous Edwdlrds' "School Days" for

inany yeai-s was one of the vaude-
ville standard!? which produced
many of today's stars. It was a

great and entertaining vaude act

that made the most of its possibili-

ties and' showed fledgling talent off

to its best advantage, and as a re-

sult became one of the revered
turns in showbusiness.

The video edition of

Days" labeled "School
' started- out: in reverse
came up with top talent and disr

sipated its: opportunities. ^

However, the heartening feature
of this ^how is the fact that the
program' shows possibilities. A
talented cast made up of four
alumni of "Best Foot Forward,"
plus acts that have become stand-
ard in vaude, cafes and other fields,

can be whipped into shape for good
vaudeo.
.Preeni, unfortunately * suffered

from several mishaps. Show was
booked in a hurry without proper
time to formulate detailed blue^
print of the proceedings. On top
of that, Peter Donald, slated for
the pedagog role, withdrew, and
Kenny Delmar hurriedly stepped
into the assignment.
Two major -weaknesses were the

absence of a suitable script and the
faulty direction. There was no
coherent pattern in the treatment
of acts and commercials. The song
spots weren't designed for maxi-
mum effectiveness, and individual
acts were showcased in an unin-

viting manner.
Arnold Stang, in a comedy spot,

was wasted. He's a guy with one
of the funniest kissers in showbusi-
ness^and not a closeup In the lot

Count Reno, in a bicycle act in

the Joe Jackson tradition, was out
of place, and it looked like he was
being given the hook when cameras
suddenly transferred back to the
schoolroom set. Roger Price, do-
ing a comedy lecture turn, didn't
get proper spotting, either, inas-

much as televiewers couldn't have
been in on his act because of far

shots. The melodic moments by
Betty Ann Nyman, Tommy. Dix,
Maureen Cannon and Kenny BoW-
•rs. were okay vocally, but not vis-

ually. Wally Cox, as a pedantic
student, provided good contrast to
the other classmates, but was hand-
icapped by - script and faulty cam-
era work.

Commercial was similarly dis-

mal, with Delmar and Cox spieling

about the king-sized DuMont tubes
with an obvious lack of authority.
A flrmer hand from the top could

convert this show into prime tele

fodder, even with the present for-

m'at. More vaude and vaudeo-
minded direction could turn the
trick. Jose.

PONTIAC SHOW
With Dick Hajrmes, Dorothy Shay,
Gene Sheldon, Silver Streaks,

Fred & Susan Barry, Ray Bloch
orch; Ed Herllhy, announcer

Producer:'- Mildred Fenton
Director: Roland Glllett

Set: Richard Rychtarlk
Dances: John Wray
30 Mlns.; Fri. (31), 8 p.m.
PONTIAC DEALERS
WCBS-TV, N. Y.

(McMonuSi John & AdoTOii )

Done as a one-shot presentation,

this half-hour vaudeo offering was
noteworthy both as an example of

worthwhile promotion for a major
product and for the intro to east-

ern television audiences of singer
Dick Haymes.: With, all the hoopla
currently being given the new line

of General Motors cars, unveiling
of the 1949 Pontiac via video must
have represented a worthy invest-

ment for the sponsors, since the
j

show undoubtedly reached, consid-
erably more people, than could
have been hit had the same budget;
been devoted to newspaper: or
magazine space.
Commercials plugged the ear-

adequately Without being too ob-
strusive. Early Cut to a remote
pickup of the GM exhibit at the
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., was
good, even though the crowds al-

most completely hid the two Pon-
tiacs on display from Qamera view.
Two filmed spots weire also run
in, pointing up the car^s features
in a standard but acceptable fasli-

ion.
From an entertainment .stand-

point, the show was up to top-
quality vaudeo standards. Haymes'
singing came oil much better than
his personality or emcee work,
possibly because of his uncertainty
in working in the new medium.,
Dorothy Shay pleased with two of
her hillbilly numbers, but her off-

handed presentation made it look
as though she were capable of a
much sockier job. Gene Sheldon,
on the other hand, was standout.
Intimate TV cameras spotlighted
the Harpo Marxian characteristics
of his pantomime. Indicating he
should be seen more often on .vi^

deo. Fred Sc Susan Barry were ex-
cellent in a fast-paced ballroom
dance. Silver Streaks, a group of
three male and three female
dancers, were equally good in a
couple of numbers staged by John
Wray. Stal.

Oversight
Some eastern stations, at

least those in Manhattan, are

not identifying the geographic
source of video programs com-
ing from the midwest, prin-

cipally Chicago. It is'
a' mis-

take, because any sort of in-

quiry will reveal an interest by
viewers in cross-country trans-

mission
It's akin to the early days

of radio and the magic of dis-

. tance. Besides, such identifica<-

tion would also act as. a dis-

guised- plea regarding any de-

gradation of image.

>»»
TV Film Reviews

;: Tele Follow-up Comment

INSPIRATION THEATRE
With Roddy McDowall, Rhoda

Williams, Skelton KnaK|S, Gus
Tallon, Tom Kennedy

Producer: Jon Slott . .

Director: Thor Brooks
$0 Mins., Mon., 9:90. pjn;
Sustaining :

KLAC-TV, Los Angeles
Top line dramatic production

and direction handled by Jon Slott
made initialler in "Inspiration
Theatre" series a video show well
worth viewing. Program, also writ-

ten by Slott, gave evidence of
being carefully prepared and well
thought out. "Thesping, headed by
Roddy McDowall and Rhoda Wil-
liams, was -fine grained. . Bit play^
ers, Skelton Knaggs; Gus Tallon
and Tom Kennedy, rounded out a
strong cast.

"Inspiration," which is angled at
presenting a highlight in the life

of one of the world's great' poets,
weekly, cume in for some bright
scripting by Slott. Only flaw in the
30-minute presentation came with
the use of a film excerpt. Film
footage ran long and was badly
hooked into show.
McDowall portrayed Ernest

Dowson at a period in his life

when he was about to commit
suicide. Miss Williams enacted a I

NATURAL TREASURES
With Ivan Sanderson, Radcliffe

Hall
Director: Jack Caldwell
30 Mins., Tues., Fri., 6:30 p. m.
Sustaining
NBC. from New York
WNBT, N. Y.
Ivan Sanderson,' who discourses

on natural history over WNBC,
N. y., proves that this subject can
make suitable tele material as well.
Sanderson it a polished and suav'e
spieler with an ingratiating man-
ner and an Oxonian accent,, who
seems sufficiently grounded in a
variety of subjects to make inter-
esting televiewing fo« a half-hour
period. i

On 'session caught^ Sanderson
lectured on cats-^from the alley
variety to the blue-ribbon aristo-
crats. After giving the role of the
feline in natural and economic his-
-tory, he demonstrated the- charac-
teristics of a variety of breeds

—

with live models.
Sanderson is aided by Radcliffe

Hail, who intersperses with an oc-
casional question and some obser-
vations.: However, it's Sanderson
who makes this session entertainr
ing.' Jose.

YOUR SHOW TIME
("The Diamond Necklace")
With Arthur Shields, narrator;
John Heal, Maria Palmer. Fay
Baker^ Stanley Andrews .

Director: Sobey Martin.
Producers; Marshall Grant-<ReaIm

- Productions
Adapters: ' Stanley Rubin, Louis.

Lanltai

30 Mins., Fri., 9:30 p.Bl/ '
,

LVCKY STRIKE
WNB'T, New York

{N. W. Ayer)

This is "The Diamond Neck-
lace," first in the Marshall Grant-

Realm Productions weeldy film

series being made on the Coast

for American Tobacco. Not being

a good . picture the three-reeler is

not good television, either.

The trouble is easy to find. Too
much explanatory narration. The
long opening commercial plus the
narrator's lengthy introduction to
the story uses up close to five min-
utes before any dialog . hits the;
sound track. It makes -a deadly
beginning which can put the
viewer to sleep or chase him to an-
other channel. As also might be
suspected there is little action in
the rest' of the. film, too.

It is one. of the DeMaupassant
twist stories about a poor couple
who borrow a diamond necklace to
attend a social affair. The wife
loses it, the husband digs enough
money to replace it, and they
spend the next 10 years in hock,
The day they finally pay off the
original owner returns to Paris to
reveal that the borrowed necklace
was a phoney.

Cast and camera work are nor-
mal with both the number of play-
ers and production being modest.
There are no names to cause a
ripple. Direction is tight enough
except for the narrator wfio keeps
reappearing like a ghost to haunt
everybody.

It's a dull half-hour.

Artliur Godfrey's second Wed-
nesday (J9) 'round the clock for

Chesterfield was more to the point
than that first affair. Godfrey was
not only on his good behavior, but
someone had also figured a few
things for Janette Davis to do with
herself while singing. It helped.

Yet as long' as Bill Lawrence re-

mains stationary on a piece of fur-

niture, so that the camera mei'ely
delivers a portrait of ''boy sing-

ing," he will be warbling an unin-
teresting song. Godfrey has to re-

vive the tempo of the show after

one of these slow spots, and he has
found a means of doing it by mov-
ing over to a second piano to duet
with the pianist in the orchestra.
It's hardly news that Godfrey plays
well enough and can clown it up
sufficiently to make this an enter-

taining episode. It Is when he
takes off his coat to work in sus-

penders, talks with a cigaret in his

mouth, or becomes careless, that
his video programs assume a Slop-

py and slipshod atmosphere. And
this show ' is constantly fighting

Uphill, due to Godfrey's Monday
night half-hour for Lipton. In toto,

it all continues to add up to a lot

of Godfrey, but on this Chester-
field hour, when he feels a lull

coming on, he can slide over to
that piano and at least duet his
way over some of the bumps.

and Prejudice" on NBG-TV Sun^
day night (23) maintained the high
standards of tills standout video
program. It's getting so that view-
ers can take for granted this show's
superior taste and overall produc-
tion excellence. This is video at
its adult best.

Samuel Taylor's literate adapta-
tion of the 18th Century novel re-
tained the flavor

:
of the original's

comedy of manner. Fred Ccije's di*
rection was fluid,: despite the epi-
sodic character of the: drama, and a
good cast played it to the hilt.

Madge Evansi as the eldest of the
Bennett sisters, scored heavily with
an elegantly witty performance.
'Viola Roache, as^ mother of the
Bennett Clan, etched a brilliantly
comic portrait, and others in the
cast and Harry Sosnick's score also
contributed greatly to make this
costume play a thing of grace and
humor.

Philco plugs were handled in
standard cute style by Bob Stanton
and Bert Lytell. : A. switch to
straight commercials might - be a:

welcome change.

Cas Adams, ex-sports writer, and
Dolly Stark, former big league um-
pire, might do a better early eve-

ning sports program for CBS if

they'd : stop mishandling valuable
guests. Tlie night they had Guy
Lombardo,: neither Adams nor
Stark Icnew what to talk alMut. It

left Lombardo 'with little to say.

For instance, Adams kept mention-
ing the musician's one-mile speed
boat record of 90 m.p.h. and asking
about the time he was hurt at *'Jar

maica." Lombardo is on tlie books
for 118 m.p.h., and was tossed out
of his boat at Detroit. It shows
that neither principal even took
the trouble to look up the file on
their visitor. With fast boats head-
ing into what may be their biggest

I summer in years, due to the chal-

|
lenge for the International Harms^

I worth Gup. there was enough ma-
terial in Lombardo to have held
him there a half hour, . let alone
an awkward 15 minutes. But so
long as Adams and Stark dodge
taking the trouble to familiarize
themselves with the backgrounds
of all their guests, just so long will

their show stay on a treadmill and
go nowhere.. :

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES
Witli Ralph Edwar4s> varticipants
Producer-director: John Gaunt
30 Mins. (experimental)
KNBM-NBC, Hollywood
Both NBC and Ralph Edwards

have long been curious about the
adaptability : to video of the zany
antics he puts his patsys : through
on "Truth or Consequences." Thai
it came off first rate can be cred-
ited to NBC's Icnow-how crew, di-

rector John Gaunt, and Edwards,
himself, who can adlib with the
best of them and -keep the laughs
rolling. Show was fairly typical of
what lias been airing over NBC for
years and the only touch was a
basketball game between his
Bloomer Girls and a quintet of
male midgets

___ _ There is considerable more mer-
poor soul from the wrong side of

i

riment for lookers than listeners in
London Who enlists McDowall'sitlie mad antics of the Edwards
help just as he is to do away with .

stooges. On view are the type of

himself. Miss Williams manages !

characters Edwards picks from the
the cockney accent admirably ,

audience for his daffy didoes and
i

While McDowall's English is cer
tainly cultured. Comedy inserts are
left to the bit players who add
needed lift to show.
Thor Brooks camera direction

was adroitly handled. Brooks did

most of them look the part. The
ba.sketball players were broad-
heamed matrons, who made a droll
picture in their bloomers and even
tunnier scampering over the court.
1( would not be an Edwards show

TRANSPORTATION UNLIMITED
With Wayne Howell, Connie Evans,

narrators; David Lambert Chorus
Writer: Ray Mauer
Producer: Campbell-Ewald Agetacy
30 Mins.; Mon. (24), 9 p:m.
GENERAL MOTORS
CBS-TV, from N. Y.

(Compbell-Etoald)

"Transportation Unlimited," Gen-
eral Motors film produced through
Universal facilities for distribution
in each of the 30 video markets; is
a solid half-hour plug for GM autos
but makes for only fair viewing.
Film, covering the current GM ex-
hibit at the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.,
falls short of its purpose by ren-
dering its subject statically, in-
stead of dramatically. Film also
suffers on the technical count of
lacking enough black:and-white
contrast for maximum clarity on
TV screens.

Pic opens too slowly. Intermixed
with glimpses of stage and screen
celebs attending the exhibit are
countless shots of GM execs who
don't mean much to the average
dialer. Heart of the film is the
spotlighting of the GM autos. But
the only excitement is found in the
new streamlined designs without
the camera adding much. Effort to
impart a human touch through the
use of models as stage props set'
ting off the star role of the autos
is stilted. Mechanical details of the
motors, which could be interesting,
are not spotlighted with sufficient
emphasis or clarity.

Narration chores are handled by
Wayne Howell and Connie Evans
in a competent style combining
straight description and souped-up
plugging for the bankroller. Back-
ground music is futuristic wordless
tune effectively rendered by the
David Lambert chorus. Herm,

"Acters Studio" is s h o w i n g
marked improvement in the quality

of its productions on ABC-TV. Last

Sunday night (23), "The Lady in

142," the third James Thurber story
adapted' for this- series, was given
firstrate styling with cast, settings
and direction merging into an
amusing flight of fancc. Story re-
volved about the Walter Mitty
reveries of an insurance salesman
who had been reading too many
spy yarns. In a railroad terminal ;

waiting to take off for a weekend
vacation with his wife, Hiram Sher-
man, skillfully playing the imagin-
ative salesman, overhears some-
thing about a woman in compart-
ment 142 and constructs a lurid
espionage drama to fit

Major portion of tlie play,
adapted by Michael Zeamer, ran
off as a dream sequence that gently
spoofed the conventional spy thrill-

ers. Curtis Cooksey, as the leader
of the spy ring,..was appropiately
hammy and Jane Hoffman, as the
salesman's wife, delivered nicely in
a blase role. Drama cleverly wound
up with the fate of the lady in 142
lost in a confusion of whispering
between the train master and con-
ductor. .

not overplay his camera movfement without squirting seltzer, pie-in-

but did manage to catch the mood the-eye. wallowing in mud and
of the drama. KLAC art staff was other indignities so they were natu-

rttponslble for nicely balanced |«!lJ' included. Brought on for a

satttngs and fine lined mood crea- i>i iel turn was Joe Greb. who on
tloni. ' ' Free. | (Continued on page 40)

Chicago-^John W. Shaw agency
has set up a- tele department un-
der direction of Robert Zelens,
radio and video producer. New
department will specialize in mar-
ket tele testing for budgeting
cheat programs.

Ed Sullivan's "Toast Of the

Town,'' to: ease the shortage -of

available: vaudeo acts,- is' now pre-

senting talent from current Broad-
way musicals in the numbers they
do on the stage. New idea preemed'
Jan. 16 with Nanette Fabray doing
a song from "Love Life " and fol-
lowed through last Sunday {23}
night on the CBS-TV web with per-
formers from both "Where's Char-
ley?" and "Lend An Ear." As One
of the first fresh notes injected into
the standard vaudeo format, the
idea is a good one and opens up a
wealth of pew talent to such shows.
Bulwarked with these acts, plus

a group of other standout perform-
ers, "Toast" came off exceedingly
well last Sunday. Holloway Sisters
(2) launched the show on a bright
note with two fine terping routines,
which the camera caught neatly.
Byron Palmer and Doretta Morrow,
from the "Charley" cast* socked
across "My Darling, My Darling"
from the show, with both young-
sters looking like good film bets.
Dean Murphy, off to a false start
when Sullivan introed him as
"Dean Martin," ran through his
standard impersonations in good
style, getting a heavy hand from
the studio audience on his FDR
takeoff.,

Aided by good production, the
I routine from "Lend An Ear" ran
I

smoothly, with Bob Dixon, Gloria
I Hamilton, Gene Nelson and An-
i
toinette Guhlke trailerizing the

!
show for home viewers. Manuel

I
Viera and Marita, with their

I

trained monkeys, were fine. Close-
ups on the monks' faces gave added
impact to the new act. Al Kelly,
handed the same false start as
Murphy when Sullivan introed him

' as Willie Howard, pleased with his
standard double-talk routines.
Songwriters Sammy Cahn and
Jule Styne wound the show doing
a medley of their hit tunes, with
Cahn singing and Styne at the
piano. Emerson commercials, con-
fined to two spots, came oft' much
better than usual.

"Philco Television Playhouse's*'
adaptation of Jane Austen's "Pride

Entertainment quality of Milton

Berle's "Texaco Star Theatre,"

which has been; subjected to a

much shakier tenure during the
last couple of months than evi-
denced by that No. 1 Hooper, took
a sharp turn for the : better last

Tuesday (18) night with a show
that was standout in all directions.
Talent -lineup, including three top-
namers, was as good as any yet
seen :in the series and producer .

Arthur Knorr took full advantage
of their capabilities to show them
off to the ' best . possible advantage.

Strangely enough, Berle started
slowly with his opening monolog-^
and that's usually: been a tipoff to
a sub-par stanza.. But not last week.
Paul and Paulette trio, doubling
from the Latin Quarter, N. Y.,

ran through their acrotwists on the
trampoline with amazing agility.

Act, given top production values,
was a video natural, with Berle
naturally coming in to try his hand
at the springy net in a funny bit,

English mimic Florence Desmond
then took over with a group of
nifty caricatures of show biz per-
sonalities, topping oft" her stint

with a repeat bdrlesqued takeoff
on "Private Lives" with Berle. Two
apparently forgot their lines and
the requisite ad libbing, with no
holds barred, made it all the fun-
nier.

Tony Martin, now headlining the

Roxy, N. y., stagebill, telepreemed

with top results. Once he sur-

mounted an obvious ike friglit, he
clicked solidly with a medley of

his best disk tunes, projecting an
infectious personality along with
his ultra-smooth pipes. He came
back later in the show for a zany
Royal Mountie skit with Berle,

holding up well in the clowning
department, and then , shared the

windup spotlight with Carmen
Miranda. Miss Miranda, doing a
"Texaco" repeat, showed as well as

she did the first time out with a

couple of her free-wheeling Latin

tunes. Final production number,
with Berle. Martin and Miss Mir-

anda combining their talents,

marked an excellent sendoff for_

the midwestern viewers who wet/e

ogling the show for the first i^^fiie.

Direct piping of the proigMjijfni to-

the midwest was n\adlt;J^_J^^\W
through the opening Of^/r&S^
cable link Jan. 11.



''Reckon I've no secret of success,

unless it's getting there the fnstesL."

ij

MAJOn-GEN. N. Ti. toutost.

What old General Forrest said about winning battles also applies to radio stations

out to gain their share of national spot business.

No matter how good your sales story may be, unless it reaches its objective faster

than the other fellow's—and with, more impact—you're licked.

REINFORCE YOUR NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

Your messages in VARIETY do just that. They help him carry your campaign to

the men who count.

The men who spend the major portion of radio dollars are also the men who depend

on VARIETY as their "fustest" source of weekly working knowledge.
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NEW YORK 19 CHICAGO 1 HOLLYWOOD 28 8 St. Marlin s Place

154 West 46th St. 360 No. Michigan Ave. 6311 Yucca St. Trafalgar Sq.
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ACLU's Defense of Balto Stations In

Court Tilt on Jury Tampering Via Air

The Baltimore supreme bench-f'

rule making publication oii any

:

matter that "may prevent- a fair

trial or im^properly influence the
court or jury" a subject for con-
tempt is scored in a memorandum
prepared by James L. Fly on be-

half of the American Civil Liber-

ties Union.

Memo will be submitted today
(26) to the Baltimore criminal court
which will hear contempt pro-
ceedings against WBAL, WFBR,
WCBM, WSID, WITH and James
P. Connolly, WITH commentator,
Stations are charged with broad-
casting reports of the arrest of

Eugene James, who was accused
of murdering an 11-year-old girl

last July. James had made dam-
aging statements and admissions

j

to the police, who gave them to the

broadcasters. However, the court

bars publication. '.of such facts, on.

the grounds that they prejudice a
fair trial. ; . .

, Fly, who . is an ACLU board
member, submitted the statement

as "amicus / curiae" (friend of the

court), having an interest in the

case although not a party to it. The -

civil liberties group memo says

. that the court policy (Rule 904)

shovild be declared invalid, "as a
continuing and ever effective, sys-

tem of censorship and a suppres-
sion of free speech and press."

ACLU brief points out that

newspapers were not involved in
'

tlie contempt case because they
generally seek advice of the

judges before publication* "How-
ever benevolent, this, we submit, is

censorship!" the Fly statement de-
-Clares.'

•

The civil liberties group argues
that while, on the one hand, fair

trial must be guaranteed, on the
other hand, right of free speech
must be protected. Therefore, the
argument goes; the court' should
not be abl^ to make a blanket rule

restricting publication . of facts

about persons arrested. Instead,

the press should be permitted to

report the facts freely, with the
court having the right to launch
contempt proceedings only when
the administration of justice is inr

• teiiered w.ith.-s
The Fly m6mo says it is of great

significance that "the contempt
charges do not allege that a fair
trial was made improbable. Nor
is it easy to believe that in Balti-

more the publication of facts re-

garding an accused at the time of
his arrest—however drastic the
published statements—would ren-
der this court incapable later of

' assuring a fair trial." :

Lange Suspension Won't

Affect Operation in U.S.

Suspension of Robert Lange,
head of the French Broadcasting
System's North American Service,

and of producers Ben Smith and
Pierre Grimblat, is a temporary
measure, Radiodiffusion Francaise
announced this week. Action was
taken following "non-application
of certain administrative ruling,"

French network offcials said, and I

bears no relation to the findings of

the . Gour des Comptes exposing
irregular expenditures of several

ministries in France.

The suspensions are not affect-

ing activities of the French Broad-
casting System in North America,
which is :prepping 'a new series of

goodwill exchange shows.

News Interest Perks
There was no slackening of

listener interest in news pio-

grams in 1948. That's the gen-
eral significance of . a< survey
made by Hooper for WOR,
N.Y„ which shows last year's

audience up 8% over '44-^

which was both a war and an
election year.

According to the report,

seven WOK newscasts had an
average Hooper of 3^9 in 1948,

up slightly from '47's 3.8. Four
of the seven WOR news stan-

zas covered registered gainst
with the 9 a.m. spot soaring

40% over the previous vear's

figure. Top rated news shows
on the station are 6:30 p.m.,

with a 5.8, and 8 a.m., with a

5.4.

KDKA Workshop To

Take Classes to Pitt U.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 25.

With 'beginning of its second
semester middle of. next month,
KDKA Teachers Workshop will be
expanded to include additional
classes at Univ. of Pittsburgh,
School is under the supervision of
Mrs. Victoria Corey, Westinghouse
station's educational director.

First two classes of the new
semester will be held at Pitt.

Members of Workshop will then
attend classes at KDKA studios for
nine weeks/ after which they'll go
back to the university for final

four sessions. Designed to prepare_
teachers for better use of radio for"

classroom purposes, workshop is

held for two hours every Wednes-
day afternoon and

'
participants are

given full graduate credits by Pitt, i

. Mrs. Corey conducts workshop in 1

cooperation with Dr. J.. A. Miller,
|

of Pittsburgh Board of Education,

'

and university officials.; KDKA)
staff members also take part at in-

1

tervals in demonstrating special- f

ized :departments of .radio to the I

class..' ,
I

Halifax Broadcasters

Get Bum's Rush Because

Of Ban on Hockey Games
Halifax; Jan. 25.

When four staffers of CJCH here
started preparing to broadcast a

hockey game in the Forum, three
policemen ushered them to the
exit. The coppers questioned the
sense of the oi-der but they had to

do their duty, they announced. •

. It is believed to be the first ejec-

tion of a broadcasting unit any-
where.

The group bouncing developed
from a ban on aU broadcasting of
games of the Halifax and Dart-
mouth clubs in the Maritime
Hockey League. Although the
Forum is owned and operated
through a commission from the
city council, the ban emanated
from the- two dubs. Both claimed
the broadcasts had. been the cause
of falling paid attendance at all the
games. Station claims that the
chief factors in the drop have
been poor brand of hockey and an
overdose of it. Halifax and Dart-
mouth are .sister communities on
Halifax harbor. Both clubs play
all : their home games in. the
Forum.

The clubs maintain th6t attend-
ances have improved from 1,000 to

1,500 since the ban went on.-

CJCH has been specializing in air-

ing sports contests since it was
founded about two years ago, and
enlarged a year ago.- Affiliated

with the morning Chronicle and
afternoon Star, it has continued
functioning although both dailies

pulled a sudden stop several weeks

'

ago; having been merged with the
Herald and Mail, which owns and
operates CHNS also. In behalf of
CJCH, it is claimed the station will

not fold, as it has been showing a
profit, whereas the Chronicle and
Star were financial losers.

DuMont's WDTV>le

Pitt. Station, Comes To

Terms With ABC, CBS
Pittsburgh, Jan. 25.

DuMont TV web has finally come
to terms with CBS and ABC for

channeling through some of big
video shows from those two net-

works into WDTV here. So far,

however, no agreement has been
reached With NBC although nego-
tiations are still in progress.

DUMont-owned WDTV, Pitts-

burgh's sole tele operation, had
announced prior' to the teeoff

simultaneously with opening of'

coaxial cable two weeks ago that

flock of CBS, ABC and NBC pro-

grams would be picked up locally.

But apparently- there was some
kind of a hitch in the meantime,
inasmuch as DuMont programs
were all WDTV got out of New
York for the first 10 days of op-
eration. Fact that station had made
a flock of local sponsor, commit-
ments as a result, gave the town
a vidieo diet of . film m&inly, since

operation here isn't equipped yet
to televise live shows, and some Of
the celluloid was pretty bad.

That, on top of second-rate in-

augural program, didn't build up
too much good-will for WDTV in

initial phases of its existence. How-
ever; inaugural doing in Washing-
ton, together with the better web
shows , that c am e channeling
through from last midweek on, put
video in a much better light around
town and the early disappointment
has been gradually wearing off and
a certain amount of . enthusiasm is

now replacing it.
'

TV Viewers
Continued from page 31

;

ABC Snares Bankroiler

For 'What's My Name'
ABC's"^ "What's My Name" re-

turns to the airwaves under spon-

sorship of the Homemakers In-

stitute and Servel Gas Refrigerator

Dealers, via BBD&O. Until it went
off, "Name" had been bankrolled
by General Electric.

Show, which stars Arlerie Fran-
cis and Johnny Olsen, will be
heard Saturdays at 11:30 a.m.
Sale of the quizzer and "National
Barn Dance" brings ABC's new
biz total to $500,000 in one week.

KDKA's Men of the Year
Pittsburgh, Jan. 25.

Two KDKA staffers, Johnny
Kirb.v and Honipr Martz, were
honored here last week in annual
"Man of the Year" Awards by
Junior Chamber of Commerce,

Klrby; the only local singer to win
a lead in past summer season of
outdoor opera at Pitt Stadium, was
named the Man of the Year in

music and Martz, who. directs

Westinghouse station's Farm Hour,
got the nod in agriculture.

KPIX Personnel Changes
, . San Francisco, Jan. 25.

Several personnel changes and
additions at KPIX. San Francisco's
first television station, ' are. ' an-
nounced' by Philip G. Lasky, vee-
pee and general manager of KPIX
and AM sister station KSFO.

R, W. Wassenberg of sales staff
has been transferred as operations
.manager of KPIX. Announcer Bob
Hanson is AM assistant to KSFO-
KPIX program director Keith
Kerby allowing the latter more
time to devote to KPIX program-
ing. George Janda and Herbert
Brett are new TV production assist-
ants. Both Janda and Brett were
formerly with WBKB, Chicago.

I

continually interrupting and mak-
i ing commercials when acts are ex-

I

pected. Too much of that < is un-

necessary and annoying. The talent

I

on the £!d Sullivan show, though, is

!
far ahead of the Berle show."

Survey revealed that even the

format of a show can be irritating
if repeated too often, with viewers
especially showing a tendency to
abandon wrestling after its early
peak in popularity. Among the
shows that haven't started to wear
on audience nerves is Bob Smith's
"Howdy Doody," despite its across-^

the-board slotting. Why "Texaco"
as a once-weekly offering draws
some adverse comments and
"Howdy" can get by five times a
week is still open to speculation^

Pointing up the need for a con-
tinued check on blue material,
some viewers objected strenuously
to such advertising as the Simmons
commercial; depicting a woman' re-
tiring on a mattress, or the shaving
spots showing men in their under-
shirts. Suggestive stage business
and under-dressed actresses also
got a severe panning, with viewers
stating specifically they objected to
such things in their own living
rooms, with the family grouped
about the set. -

Tele's effect on sports events also
came in for considerable discussion.
According, to one viewer: "I'm sure
the set has reduced my bar attend-
ance. We have more bottled beer
at home now. No, the set hasn't
prompted me to attend any events
in person. Why should I buck the
crowds when I can sit here in com-
fort and see the same thing?" Nov-
elty factor was ruled out in most
cases .by viewers, with the consen-
sus apparently being: "We've had
our set over a year and We Watch
more than when it was new. This
is due to better programs, more Sta-
tions and stations on the air
longer."

Inside Television

Problem of publicizing television coverage of the Pres. Truman In
augural last week was something of a headache to Washington publi^
relations folk serving network video stations. While the various in
augural events were televised from D. C, the programs were pooled
as an "industry presentation" arranged in New; Yorfe . Scope of the
inaugural parade required more video cameras and cameramen than
were available in Washington, *

Radio publicists find that television has introduced new wrinkles in
station affiliations. Until re'cently, ABC's standard D. C. affiliate^
WMAL, had both ABC' and CBS affiliations in its television station'
Now CBS video affiliation is with WOIC, new Bamberger Co. television
station) while network's - standard affiliation is with its key outlet
WTOP. NBC is only major standard station network which has both
its own sound and television stations in Washington. .. Du Mont, which
does not' Operate in standard broadcast field, also' has a video outlet in

'

the Capital.
One member of the D. G, radio fraternity has suggested that It <

would avoid confusion if henceforth pooled industry telecasts' Were also
given pooled news coverage.

In another move designed to cut the .price of television, receivers
General Electric this week announced production of a new BVzinch
viewing tube, first of its size ever made. New tube; a metal type simitar
to RCA's 16'inch job, will cost no more than the standard seven- inch
model but will give 50% -more picture space. Production of sets incor-'

porating the tube is expected to get under way this year.

US Television, meanwhile) announced prices on two news consolettes,
one with a 15-inch all-glass cathode-ray tube and the other with a 16-inch
glass-metal tube. Both will sell for $625 and include FM radio, as well
as TV. Viewing surface of both is about the same,' since the all-glass

tubr has a, flat face, as compared with the l!B:<4nch model's curved
surface.

As a special followup to this year's television clinic, staged last weefci
end at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y;, CBS tele officials are holding
a "capsule clinic" for all network personnel interested in the new me-
dium Friday (28) night. Web TV toppers are expected to cover much
of the' same information handed out to affiliate' station operators in
their talks to the homeoffice employees. Meet is scheduled for 7:30 to'
10:30 p.m.

GBS television is now negotiating with one of the independent stu-
dios for a picture package deal similar to the one inked five , weeks ago
with Eagle-'Lion. KTTV exec asserted that all available material of
any value whatsoever has already been used. Web is angling for a deal
consisting of fairly recent films such as were encased in the E^L group,
E-L package consisted of "Enchanted Forest," Eddie Dean and Tex
Ritter westerns and Michael Shayne murder mysteries, Pix were made
in 1945 and '46.

AFRA IN NEW WCFL PACT; : GAC Packaging Talent For

WINS 2 ARBITRATIONS Video on Low Coin Basis

Using Experience' Angle
Chicago, Jan. 25.

American Federation of Radio
Artists last week inked a new pact
with WCFL, calling for retroactive
and future pay. increases to an-^

nouncers, actors and singers. Nego-
tiations are continuing with WJJD.
Minimum base pay for announ-

cers will jump $11.25 weekly to

$114.35 May 1. Pact calls for

retroactive increase from Nov. 1,

'48, $91:85 to $103.10. Actors and
singers get comparable boosts.

Chi AFRA also won two arbitral

tiqnSi first since 1943. Former ABC
staffer Joe Wilson was awarded
two weeks' vacation pay on his

switch to WBKB, and Ed Prentiss
received $600 against Feature Pro-
ductions in settlement of unex-
pired contract.

Penny Heads Up Walker

Rep Operations in Atlanta
Atlanta, Jan. 25.

Royal E. Penny will head up the
Atlanta branch office of the Walk-
'er Cq., radio station reps, as of
Feb. It Earl Harper, former head
of the Walker Co. operations
throughout the south, will go to
Norfolk, to manage a new fulltime
independent station there.
Penny was formerly head of the

Raymer Co. office in Atlanta and.
has also been closely allied with
GBS station relations throughout^
the south and southwest, having
at one time beeA .sales mafta'ger
of WBT, Charlotte. He'll work
closely on new policies with Frpd-
eric E. Lake, one of the principals
of the Walker Co.

Univ. of Utah, KDYL Set

Up Production Course
Salt Lake City, Jan. 25.

A practical television production
course has been arranged by the
Univ. of Utah in cooperation with
the city's video outlet, KDYL-
W6XIS.
The nine students in the first

class are assigned to the station
as stage managers, two a night.
Course has been added to the

university's radio division of the
speech department, The students
will be expected to assist in in-
struction of other students of the
department.

Indianapolis—L. O. Fitzgibbons
has been appointed general man-
ager of Radio Indianapolis, Inc.,
stations WXLW and WXLW-FM.
Fitzgibbons has served as commerr
cial manager of WOC, Davenport,
la., for the past nine years. I

Hollywood, Jan. 25.

General Artists Corp. is building
two television packages with which
it hopes to keep clients busy here
if nitery bookings are slow. -Har-
old Jovien, west coast video top-
per for agency, is putting together
a Negro revue type show and an-
other tentatively titled "Ernie"
Felice and His Girl Friends."

Jovien said GAC can ask its

clients to work at close to scale
for the agency package whereas it

is the agency's -business to .-pull

coin up as high as possible when
appearances are requested on other
package show;. Agency has sent
out feelers to NBC and CBS on
the programs and is working out
budgets now. Well worn ''experi-^

ence'Mine Will be tossed at clients;

Agency is planning on kinescoping
of shows in the future.
Planned line of the "Ernie

Felice" show is a 15-minute. five

per week program. Jovien hopes
to insert GAC femme vocalists on
a two per week basis when they
are in town. Friday will be set as

a "discovery night." Jovien said

that Kay Starr, Peggy Lee, Jo Staf-

ford, June Christy, Connie Haines,
Marion Hutton, Virginia Maxey
and Jeri Sullivan would all be con-
tacted.

Negro revue will , use entertain-
ers when they are in town, buildr

ing V shows around those available.

Those under the GAC belt are

Louis Jordan, Cab Calloway, King
Cole Trio, Mills Bros., Deep River

Boys, Nellie Lutcher, Connie Jor-

dan, Trenier Twins, Eddy Hayward
Trio and Paula Watson.
Agency has also inked Bobby

Worth and is making a pitch; to

peddle his KLAC-TV video show.

CBS Switches luigi' Back,

Makes Way for Lum-Abner
Unable to romance a sponsor foir

the Cy Howard-created "Life With

Luigi" show, which was recently

installed in the Sunday night 8:30

period, CBS has acceded to the

wishes of General Motors (Frigi-

daire Division) and has put Its

"Lum and Abner" into the time.

However it's just for the balance

of the season, P&G moving its

Red Skelton show into the 8:30

time in the fall. "Luigi" has

moved back to the "L and A" Sun-

day 10 o'clock niche. Switcljes

went into effect this past SijKj(i4aV

For a while General
Young & Rubicam, wf^AJr ggtlousW

mulling sponsorship or,iff ••li^"



Wtsdneeduy* hauuaey 2g» 1949 S9

with stars like these

.

Jessica tanay * biennis king » kim hunter . torn metl bamhi linn • ioceiyn brando • aavid wayne * joan mccracken

playwrights like these . . o

tmnessee wiliiams • wiliiam saroyan • james thurber • katherine brush . //. g, weiis • ernest haycox • william march

raves like these , .

.

one of the finest offerings on the tv screen cue. the one-act play ts at last coming into tts

own on television harriet van horne, n, y. world telegram, good writing, superb acting and clever

production variety, uses fresh material^ tmagmative camera and stage direction radio daily.

is it any wonder that the

December rating* of ACTORS' STUDIO
(DID YOU SEE THE SATEVEPOST ARTICLET)

was surpassed by only 9 nighttime

network TV programs?

*Hooperating December '48 11.1

MARC CONNELLY, mrralor

ABC

You can bjuy ACTORS' STUDIO, one of the most popular, most

highly acclaimed dramatic shows. in television. Spotted in an

ideal Sunday night time . . . 8:30-9:00 pm, EST ... the program

has, as a sustainer, built up a large and intensely loyal following.

Call us today (Circle 7-5700) and find out how inexpensive

ACTORS' STUDIO is on ABC's complete TV network.

American Broadcasting Company
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the radio show is sitting Jt out for
« hen to drop an omelet on his bald
pate. Idea was mainly to show how

: the contraption works, which, was a

novel touch.

Participants on the show were
given cash awards, probably out of

pocket by Edwards, as tele is not
yet paying 25 bucks for a three-

minute spot. Not out this way, any-
way, Edwards is as telegenic as

any male we've seen and his adroit-
- ness at keeping the characters mov-
ing and the tempo lively makes him
a solid bet for the home screens.

Program was kinescoped so Proc-
ter & Gamble, can decide on the

pew medium's potential as a soap

gram, which had been televised for

some time with Earle Pudney
(WGY production director) at the

piano and Carol JHorton as as-

sistant vocalist.

"Kiddin"' does not encompass
anything remarkable in television,

but it pleasantly entertains. Pud-
ney strokes the ivories and warbles
pops, on the latter of which Miss

on Its preem (22), since the sound
failed to come over in its true

form. The musicians must appar-

ently be grouped together, or else

additional mikes must be provided,

in which case the audio engineer

would have to blend the music,
Ralph Levy's camera manipula-
tion j for the most part, was good,

with his cuts cued to the music
Robbins handled his

Tele Chatter
Continued from page 35

dpera will perform. . Station will
debut with the !'Mifca4o" which has
been Cut Intd thfee sectibris' ;

.

KTTV tlews afta sports series fea-

piTirfip I turing Walter Carl and Al Wolf

chores" okay 'but 'messed urone-wiU be sponsored by L. A. Times

lioi by failfng to identity by name wh.ch owns 1% of utle

singer' Dplores Hawkins. >With his

background knowledge of music
personal acquaintance with the

musicians and stage poise gained
Horton joins. Miss Horton showed

| through emceeing those numerous
evidences of charm, but did not al' . .

tt.h

ways appear poised. \

Pudney telecasts most engag-
ingly in full-face, where a winning
smile comes into play. Pickups of

hands in action also come through
Well. Greater originality and flu^

seller. Simultaneous sound and idity would improve program.

jazz concerts at Cafnegie Hall,

N. Y., he should make out well.

Music, of course, was standout. - -
Fridav {2K\

Charlie Ventura combo socked
i

P,'jws on JS.11V, /',naay (M) -.

KTSL, Don Lee outlet, will beam
the Admiral "Broadway Revue"
in this area . . . Mai Boyd, in asso-
ciation with Courtney Productions,
has packaged an audience partici-

pation show ''Guys Versus Gals"
.. ..."Bid for Bargains,^' packaged
by Phillips and Jacobs Productions,

sight broadcast would pose no prob
lem as the camera can follow him

.. around as easy as a cable mike.
Production of John Gaunt and

camera work were both of high
order and the picture at all times
clear and sharp. On the air less

Single production note was a pa-
per moon, for that selection,

,

Jaco.

TAKE A DARE .'..•.-^ :;

With Johh Cinrad, Wigh Downs,;

,

Beryl Mullin .

than a week, viewers were; hailing rproducer: John Conrad
the NBC images as the best in Director: Don Meier
town and the production far above 30 Mins.; Wed., 7.30 p.m.
was has passed for that on the Sustaining
other channels. As for Edwards WNBQ, Chicairo
and T or C they add a new comedy

^ low-budgeted audience
note to TV and maybe this one

participation show. Contestants

across their now-famous disking of NBC has purchased The Three

"I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles." Mesqui eers ' sagebrush serial pro-

plus a couple of other bop tunes. I

duced in 1936 by Republic. The

British pianist George Shearing
shone with a group of selections

and Miss Hawkins, vocalist with

the Gene Krupa band, displayed

an interesting voice on her tunes.

That takeoff bit with Guy Lom-
bardo, with Lombardo disguised as

a bopster, was especially good.
Stol.

15-minute clifthanger plays KNBH
on a four-a'-week basis. .'.Betsy
Mills, vocalist and harpist inked
for series on KTLA.

;

Chicago
its

British Show Biz

shot will open the way for a regu-

lar weekly turn. Helm.

KIDDIN' ON THE KEYS
With Earle Pudney, Carol Horton
Director: Arnold Wilkes
15 Mins.; Tues., 7:30 p. m.
SAVE-THE-BABY
WRGB-TV, Schenectady ,

(George R. Nelson)

COugh-scroup manufacturer re-

cently assumed sponsorship of pro-

Continued from page 34
:

are invited to take a dare—any
thing from ripping up a shirt

measures 70. by 30 feet and
neither is sufficiently high, to en*

wife squirting her husband with J able sets to be flown. Yet,- notwith'

seltzer, tossing a bean bag, push- i standing these / technical limita'

ups with contestants' faces resting
; tions; 'excellent effect in move-

In cream pies, to holding a block
j j,,ent and change of Scene is ob-

of ice for half an hour.. Prizes— tained by the use of as many as
ties, shirts, tables, chairs, lamps— f^^^ rpv cameras on a single pro-

SIEIN'S

are . awarded! dare-takers.
If this is supposed to be video's

answer to"Truth Or Consequen-
ces," it has missed. Show is a series

of walk-ons and"walk-offs with lit-

tle continuity. Dares and on the
childish side and prizes are tele*

graphed, removing any suspense.
It looks like a filler whipped up on
short notice. Without better shows.

duction. An outstanding example
was the recent production of the

Elmer Rice play, "Counsellor at

Law," which was put on : at the bedded with cold

WBKB reports, orders for
multiscope from six stations
Vernon BrookS, WGN-TV's opera-
tions director, attended CBS video
clinic in Ni V. last week...
WBKB's John Mitchell is new gen-
eral manager Delores Marshall,
winner of Sun-Times Harvest
Moon festival, warbling over ABC-
TV out of WENR-TV. Jack Fas-
Ginati trio supports. . .Film come-
dian Charlie Chaplin returns in
silent two-reelers over WBKB's
"Movie Money", series, \yith Buss
Davis as commentator. ' TV quizzer
debuts Feb. 5 weekly Larry
Clark on new sport program over
WTMJ-TV.. Cathy Morgan to
WBKB continuity . , Ruthrauff &
Ryan's TV director Fran Harris

Irv Kupcinet,

Berlitz School Beiiind

New Foreign Language

SOi-Minute Program
_ I'eleviewers soon will be able to
learn foreign languages merely by
sitting in front of their viewing
screens. .

.

Indie packagers Robert Odell
and Paul Killian, operating under
a franchise from Charles Berlitz
have readied a half-hour show de.^

signed to introduce the Berlitz
method of language instruction to
tele. Because the system depends
almost entirely on mimicry for
teaching, it's believed to be a na-
tural for tele; Plans call for Ber-
litz instructors, plus occasional

'

guests, to spotlight a different lan-
guage each night of the weelc, so
that interested viewers can haVe a

-

range of foreign tongues from
which to choose.

Show carries the modest budget
of only $1,500, making it one of the
least expensive TV programs to be

I offered for sale in some time.

kf^IATRICAL — TEUViSiON

AT 1 1A 0 1 N a 'D R U 0 STO It t S

AND DEAIIRS IVERYWHERE

|Tlir**-quatt«H oi a c«ntuty ol

,

I

know-how itt'. th* •xcluiiv* manu-
jloctur* of fin«|&od[«-up for th* pio-

Unioa hat mai^ STEIN'S pMimed
' by mor* tliccrtHcMd, movi*— and'

now t*r«ylfioit.|>tepI« avarywliei*..

Your CQmplete
persoiiai make-up
analysis! M you
have a profession-

al make-up prob-
lem, write for free

I personalized advice. Just send
I a description of your coloring.
Also, write: tor Stein's iree new
Illustrated booklet of make-up
hints and suggestions..

,

lion
John Conrad, as m,c„ is too

forced in his joviality. Production-
wise, not enough camera changes
were used. '

ADVENTURES IN JAZZ
With Charlie Ventura Orch,

George. Shearing, Dolores
Hawkins; Fred Robbins, emcee

Producer: Robert L. Bach
Director:. Ralph Levy
30 Mins.; Sat., 8 p.ni.

Sustaining
CBS-TV, from N. Y.

Sun - Times columnist, resumes
"Kup's Showup" over WBKB after
three-week so.iourn in Miami and
Washington . . A r t h u r Bronwell,
Northwestern university scientist,

claiming color video eight years
because of technical jams. .

;'

WGN-TV sales manager George

peak Sunday night viewing time
with a repeat brQadia^t/schedU^^^^^

a few days latei-.: Althipugh^^r^^

more than 2V2 hours, this play,

produced by Eric -Fawcett, was
planning and continuity, Arthur transmitted with only two short in- claim

I

Godfrey needn't fear this competi- tervals to denote the passing of

,

^'Vf,' . .<,4 c„ij ii,„i .fatsr^ „_„:4 Harvey gliested-at Chi
It s in this field that BBC pro- Club

ducers have shown the greatest

;

imagination, and recent produc-
tions like "The Trial of Madeleine

1

Smith" and Oscar Wilde's "The

'

Importance of Being Earnest" have
ranked with the best in this type
of entertainment.

, ;.V"\,

where the vid.eP shows tend to

fall down at the present time is in

the use of motion pictures, having
to rely, owing to the industry

Crosley's Srfe^ PiWovr
.''ChicagPi> Jah*:25. ;

,

Crosley Broadcasting Corp. held

its semi-annual sales meeting here

last week under 'direction of g.m.

Bob DunvlUe and Harry Mason
_

,

Smith, v.p. in charge of sales,
embargo, on oldies, which are fre- Thirty people attended from New

"Adventures in Jazz" is the CBS
j

quently outmoded in theme and
(
York, Cincy, Hollywood and Chi.

addition to the growing list of pop presentation and only too often the Like everywhere eLse in radio,
instrumental shows on television,

j

quality of the prints leaves much there was an attorney present—
I!j;iii',^I?<*,?°?'''iP*'

^^^^
I

to be desired, Fred Ball from Washington
WOy, N. y. mdie, as emcee, this with few exceptions the vaude-
one's chief emphasis is on bop

1 ^5,,^ ^^^^^^^ Wasn't made a play at

Phiico
ss Continued from page 31 ^

plus the considerably higher tal-

ent .fees paid such- name actors as^

Jose Ferrer, who starred in the
"Cyrano" production.

Phiico , is reportedly seriously
disturbed over the' fact that the
show hasn't yet managed to crack
the top 10 Hooper list, while the
much less costly "Toast of the
Town." slotted directly opposite on
the rival CBS webr has held down
either the No. 2 or No. 3 spot
since its inception.

STEIN'S MAKE-l^P

llmt, NtwVMkU, N.V,

IS on
music, thereby differing slightly

|

v, „ „amp<i and pxppnt for the
from the Eddie Condon show on "'^ "^"jes, ana except lor ine

NBC-TV and the one on the N. Y. cases of up and commg talent.

Daily News' WPIX, which features \

marked by their mediocrity,

the Max Kaminsky combo. Fans Exceptions like The Charlie

can thus take their pick of the ,
Chester Show," which was aired

brand, of music they want. for the first time recently, empha-
Producer Robert L. Bach has size the necessity for star attrac-

given "Adventures" good visual ' tions in this branch ol video enter-
mountings to make it acceptable tainment.

'

TV fare, including a well-designed Snnrts Prohlpm
set and interesting grouping of the 1 _,.

s>PO"s rroDiem

musicians. That latter factor, |

There is, of course, always a

though, militated against the show ready-made audience for sport
events, but here again the BBC is

Personnel assignments an-
nounced were:' Stuart Lewis from
Cincinnati r to Chi sales office, re-

placing Andy Neidenthal who
moves to WLW to handle program
sales; Neal Smith moved from TV
sales, to sales service department;
Warren Morton, of Branham rep
outfit, moves to N. Y. sales office,

succeeding Stu MacHarrie, re-
signed.

^ M-G-M—
'On Qn Island with You'

THE CAMKI. SirOtV
Krery I'rlduy Nit«, 9:30 K.S.T.

Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON

confronted with an embargo and

SOUOEA'S BANKRUPTCY CLAIM
Chicago, Jan. 25.

Sonora Radio and Television

HOUSE FOR SALE
Colonial liome, overlookliiic HndRon
Klvrr; 1% nereiit aroiiards and fluwitr
Kurdena; six ln>drapnM, three biitliH
iind Invalory. I,aric« llvlnir ronm 8.1

l>y IS; DlnliiK room nnd terracr ; I.arKr
littehen, an modern. Front and liui'k
Htalra. Hwo ear Karase, and room, for
liurfiei* and- fiirm nnimaln. SprInK
watvr and artisian wen.. Only fotlr
mInuteH .frnm Harmon and Ofllslnlnir

-R.K. Station.

Selling Pric* $60,000
InHpertlon Invited. Owner movlni^
West. Write or phone . owner, for.
'other Information. <

MRS. W. iSHERMAN BURNS
ECHO LANE

OSSINING-ON-HUDSON. N, Y.

WDEL
WILMINGTON

DEIA.

WGAL

cannot- get telecasting rights for 1
Corp. has filed voluntary bank-

I

the major- boxing or football ruptey petition ip Federal court, i

I events, and subsequently has to : offering two-year schedule for pay-

1

! rely on the second-grade contests.
1

ing creditors.
i

LANCASTiK
PENNAi

WKBO
HARRISBURG

PENNA.

WORK
YORK
PENNA.

WRAW
READING
PENNA.

WEST
EASTON
PENNA.

STEINMAN mS STATIONS

Clair R. McCollough, Monoging Dirtctot

KtprtunttJ by ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
San Francisco New VorI<- : ' Lot Angeles

But, in any event, open-air broad

I

casts at this time, of the year are
I always a chance matter and a re-
cent instance when , the : weather

! was too bad to allow a football
I game to be screened brought home
the need for a good standby pro-

i gram. On this occasion the BBC
j

turned to its film library andspro-

]

duced a couple of documentaries.
[ one of Which alone ran for more
I
than an hour and was guaranteed

I to darken almost every video re-
ceiver in London.

I

In BBC circles at the present

I

time the emphasis is on expansion.-
A Birmingham transmitting sta-

I tion, which will bring video within

I

the reach of the Midlands, is

I skedded for completion in the lat-

: ter part of this year and plans are

I
under way for a network of sta-

j

tions covering the whole Of the
United Kingdom. This, however,

I

will be a long term policy but be-

I

fore it materializes the entertain-

j

ment industry 'will have assessed
' its influence and doubtless attuned
its policy to fit in with this new
development.

Attorney William - Collen said i

firm assets were temporarily
frozen. '

FOR TELEVISION
Youns man, n-GI, 22, CollcBp edu-

cation, would like position. asatuttiiK

Television producer.

Box V 11, Variety
154 W. 46th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Pittsburg, Kans. — Thad Sand-i
storm -last week became commer-
cial manager for the Stauffer Pub-
lications radio station here. He
formerly was promotion manager
of Station KTOP at Topeka, Kans.

i

A SPLENDED OPPORTUNITY FOR

TRANSCRIPTION SALESMEN
If you are calling on radio stations, advertisers, and agencies
in the United States or Canada—here is an apportunity to sub-
stantially increase your Income by representing, two of the fastest
selling syndicated programs in the Industry:

THE DEEMS TAYLOR CONCERT
and

TELLO-TEST
We are interested only in top calibre individuals familiar with
sales problems related to loCal and regional station operations
and who have the confidence of station personnel.

Here is .an opportunity for increased income and increasing op-
portunities in the program field.

In replying please supply any and all information which will aid
us in considering your application.

RADIO FEATURES, INC.
75 East Waek*r Drive. Chicogo 1. Illinoi*
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ID CAESAR
with ^ ^

MARY McGARTY ^

IMOGENE COCA
MARGE & GOWER CHAMPION
wmni^^nnui flitjui

JUDSOBI fcAiRi: ;'

Tt%TVLL^ LOBINfl
BOBBTVAN ^
LOBBN WILCB

Musical Conducrar . . . CHARLES 8ANFORD

Set DMigner . FREDRICK FOX

Costume Designer ...PAULduPONT ^

Choreographer ... JAMES STARBUCK

Writers ... HAT CARTER • LUCILLE KALLEN • MEL TOLKIN

Developed by
ROBHER AGENCY, INC. in association with

WILLIAM MORRIS AIIENCy, INC.

WEBRLT BEGINNINq THU ^ P.M.

rBIDAT*OE.s.T.
Telecast direct from the stage of New York's

International Theater over 24 stations in 16

cities and via kinescope film in 17 other

cilies with TV facilities, from coast to coast.

PRESENTED BY

dealer
Produced ond Directed by

MAX LIEBMAN

TIIEVISION « RADIOS • rMONOeHAfHS » OOAUTEMr KFMGHIATOIIS • lUCTRIC RANGES
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TV Fluffs Inaugural
Continued Iroin page 3S

{

President and let the show ride

from there. The reels bettered
even that, _however, by spotting
their cameras over the crowd dur-
ing the President's speech to pick
up reaction from the Govern-
mental biggies in the audience.
And the reels' establishing shots,

such as that showing a newsman
stamping his feet in the cold, were
much more dramatic and human-
interesting than the TV announ-
cers' flat statements about the
temperature.

Video did an adequate .job on
the "gala" celebration the night
preceding the. inauguration, Ham-

. pered by the 'wide- reaches of the
National Guard Armory, site of
the mass parade of : talentv they
could Ao little more than train
their best closeup lens on the per-
forming stars and hope for the

best. Coverage of the President's

Ball Thursday night was also okay,

ceremony film with

money into advertising. The me-
dium, consequently, won't affect

too much radio, newspapers ' or
magazines. <•

CBS-TV sales manager David
Sutton revealed the willingness of
top-spending national advertisers
to sink new money into ' TV

advertisers, he said, charge' up
tele's costs to such other budgets
as sales - or demonstrations^ Sutton
also pointed to the local adver-
tisers now using' tele, which rep-
resents the largest single group of
advertisers today.

'

sweanng-^in
video,?'^'^ v-.'^J-;/,';,'

The sound-sight coverage of the
events set some new records: ;

An estimated 16,000,000 persons
saw the Inaugural cerempriy, pa-
rade, gala show and ball while the
events were taking place, in addi-
tion to ssjveral 'niillibri more in

cities- off .the east-tnidwest fcoaxial'

who saw it later by film.

; .
Appi^oxiftiately 10 hoUfs in • all

Were televised ffoni.'the gala,' -the

Inaugural and the ball (although
hot all stations carried the full

coverage); making for the greatest
amount of time ever given via
video to a related series of events.

It was the first Inaugural to be
carried to FM stations, through Possibility of an early television
duplication by AM affiliates and dimb into the ultrarhigh irequeri-
through direct broadcast by an FM cies was spotlighted last week by
network (Continental). iFCC chairman Wayne Coy v/ith the

It was the first Inaugural to be ' declaration that the Commission
broadcast by so many sound sta- hopes to be able to provide for the

under the same adverse conditions, i tions—probably the bulk of the utilization of the UHF "before the

Radio Reviews
Continued from page 30

j

the assignment, limited to the first

part of the quarter-hour.
„ - , , Commentary "caught had Healey

money which doesn't come out of
[
trea'dlng a, middle-of-the-road path

any current budgets. Most such i on politics and economics. Healey

Coy Predicts Early

Lifting of Tele Freeze,

Move Into Higher Band

possesses a clear, firm voice/ and a
persuasive delivery. Prounuciation
and enunciation at times sound a
bit over-meticulous. He added a
personal endorsement to the Save-
the-Baby plugs delivered by the
deep-voiced Bosley. Both men
fluffed once on initial shot. Com-
bination of Healey and the week's
analysis should sell the sponsor's
strongly pushed product. ' Jaco.

sm.

Radio-TV Coverage Sets

Flock of New Records
Washington, Jan. 25.

Radio and television coverage of

the Inaugural, one of ttie biggest

two-medium broadcast jobs on rec-

ord, brought practically the whole
roster of top news commentator
talent to Washington and combined
for the first time in a. Presidential

2,700 AM arid FM stations now in end of the year."

"Music," the sage Longfellow remarked,

"is the universal language of oiankind."

And good music, programmed always

over WQXR and WQXR-FM. is the

langua'ge that keeps more than half a

million New York families constantly

tuned to these stations. So constantly,

indeed, no other station can reach them

so effectively. These families love good

things as they love good music , and

can-afford to buy them, too. Advertisers

regard them aS the most inviting seg-

ment of this biggest and richest of all

markets. Whatever language lyou speak

'...may we help you speak it more prof-

itably through music?

operation, through network, re-
cordings, and direct transmission.

An important phase of the tele-

vision coverage was through film,

with three video newsreel .compa-;

nies—NBC, Telepix and Tele-
news—serving via air freight about
15 stations not connected by co-
axial. All four video networks
joined in plans to bring film re-

cordings of the Inaugural to every
television city in the country.

The nets recorded two negatives !

insure a vigorously

of the telecast, one a master from television system.'i'

Speaking / at the GBS television
clinic at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria,
N. Y., Coy predicted the lifting of
the current FCC freeze on tele ap-
plications by April or early May,
with the probability that .many
pending allocations'for space in the
present frequency band would be
shifted to the UHF. Opening of the
higher band. Coy said, is the "only
practical method of providing
enough space in the spectrum to

coippetitive

which prints were made and of-

fered at cost to. all affiliated sta-

tions.

_ There were approximately 550
radio and television staffers who
came to Washington for the In-
augural coverage. NBC sent down
a contingent of more than 200,
under the supervision of William
F. Brooks, network veepee in
charge of news and international
relations. Aiding him were Fran-
cis C. McCall, director of news and
special eventSi and Adolph Schnei-
der, news and special events video
director.

.

NBC commentators Ben Grauer
and John Cameron Swayze acted
for the television pool in describ-
ing the Inaugural swearing-in and
the address at the Capitol building.
Others: from NBC covering for ra-
dio included Robert Trout, H. V.
Kaltenborn, Morgan Beatty, Rich-
ard Harkness, Robert McCormlck,
Ned Brooks and Leif Eid.

ABC brought down about 50 for

Again emphasizing that such a
move will not render present sets
obsolete. Coy indicated that sta-
tions now on the bir would con^^*

tinue on their present frequency
assignments or else transmit simul-
taneously on both bands. "The

LET'S HAVE FUN
With Hank Grant, Holland Engfle
Producer: Hunt Downs : .

•

30 Mins., Mon.-Thtu-Fri., 12 noon
GOLDBLATT DEPT. STORES
WGN, Chicaeo

: Since open season hasn't been
declared on audience

.
participation

shows as yet, this one will prob-
ably be around for some time.
Geared on a strictly local level,
format includes zany stunts, games,
penalties and shrieks from its

awed and coy female audience.
Naturally there's a prize in each
and every patk, with hefty com-
mercials thrown in for good meas-
ure with each presentation.

Hank Grant, as ; emcee and
singer, handles wordy chore with
ease, putting contestants in happy
frame of mind with corny jokes,
and carries off interview with
gueist star (usually a celeb appear-
ing in. Chi bistros) via adlibs and
friendly ribs. Holland Engle does
away with routine commercials as
much as possible by clowning
through them with Grant. All in
all, participation-type show is kept
lively and appeals to followers Of
this type of airlane activity.

.

GrTcg;

....
,

SHERLOCK HOLMES
manufacturers," he said, "can build I

With Morry Powell, Peter Bathurst
a set that will receive both bands
and give us as good or better recep-
tion than we are receiving today;"

UHF Boom to N. Y,. L. A.

Washington, Jan. 25.
Television move into the upper

frequencies may permit the alloca-
tion of more television channels to
big cities such as N. Y. and Los
Angeles, according to FCC spokes-
men here this week.

Director: Lawrence H. Cecil
30 Mins., Wed., 8 p.m.
PENFOLD'S WINES
% G. B. SYDNEY

Oldtime series of whodunits by
the late Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
carries plenty of appeal for Down
Under radio fans. Should do okay
and build biz for the sponsor.
Morry Powell in the name part

overplays somewhat. Should tone
down though before the series gets
underway very far. Top player is
Peter Bathurst as Dr. Watson.

no more than seven station grants
because of the over-crowded spec-
trum. FCC emphasized, however,
the pressing need for more stations
in these key metropolitan areas,

the events, including Gordon Fra-
,

pointing out that there's ho reason
ser, Pauline Frederick, Ted Ma- for confining TV to only Seven sta-
lone, Taylor Grant, George Hicks, i tions, when N. Y. can support as
Van De Vries, and Walter Kieman. many as 30 AM outlets
In addition, the network's Wash

GEORGE FOX HUES R-R

TV SYSTEM ON COASt
Hollywood, Jan. 25

George Fox Co. will be the first
,west coast video production outfit
to put Remington-Rand's television
communication system into opera-
tion for the shooting of teevee pi^.
System allows producers to view

'picture on tele receiver as It is
being recorded by the motion pie.
ture camera. This eliminates view-
ing the rushes and allows immedi-
ate refllming of rough shots.

R-R's camera chain also allows
cameras to be wired into all parts
of the exec offices, thus permitting
stage activities to be followed by
any production or administrative

:

staffer not on shooting site.

Chi Television Council

Skeds 3-Day Conference
Chicago Television Council,

headed by WENR-TV's James l!
Stirton, has scheduled a National
Television Conference at the Pal-'
mer House, March 7-9. In the east,
Television Broadcasters Assn. has
held several one-day : video semii
nars, but this is the first compre-
hensive three^day session.

Speeches and panels are sched-
uled on production, sales, manage*
ment, programming, agency and
sponsor relations,, engineering, re-
search and trends.

The Tables Turn
The tables have been turned on

video's buccaneering of AM talent.

The other Sunday (16) Ted Cott,
WNEW v.p., was viewing WCBS-
TV's "Scrapbook" when he spotted
singer Scotty MacGregor and said

"That guy would be good on radio."

So now MacGregor has been pacted
for a cross-the-board stanza on the

N Y. indie, 9:35-10 a.m., preced-
ing Martin Block's "Make Believe
Ballroom:" Tentative preem date
is Jan. 31.

Besides singing pop ballads and
folksongs, MacGregor accompanies
himself on the guitar and does
chatty intros. A tele "vet," he has
been on CBS video for more than
a year: He had never had his own
spot on an AM outlet.

Under the present channel alia „„ „^
cations, the biggest city can receive I Show is done "before an audrenc'e*u„„ ....

. Lawrence H. Cecil, in charge of
the series, is a well-known local
radio producer. He's doing a good
job with this one. Ricfc.

ington regulars H, R. Baukhage,
Elmer Davis, and Bryson Rash par-
tieipated in the coverage.

AND VII(}XR-FM

!llADIO STATIONS OF THE NEW YORK TIMES

Radio Fears
Continued from page 27

Only way to get those additional
channels, which are drastically
needed to prevent the industry

, , . .
from becoming monopolistic, is to

More than 100 technicians and move into the ultra-high freouen-
commentators joined in the tele- cies.
vision pool coverage of the Inaugu-
ral, with 14 cameras in use. An
additional 30 technical people
were

, employed . by the telephone
industry in connection with the co-'
axial feeding of the programs out
of Washington. A battery of moni-

' gram on NBC. Other meat packers

l«n T.iPnh1fnfr '"rMH- ^ '^^^^ P"»«d ^^e radio advertTs-tomac Telephone Co. building pro- ing reins
vided the choice from which the .ci„,.ii„L r,...,„ \
best pictures were chosen.

''tei^""/ Drugs has gone into ac-

The Continental FM network and nbC ?h"at it I dSnJ^Jhl^nn"
WASHVl'Li^th*';-. ^'^''t S "Man&yerry^Go:WASH-FM, claimed that it brought Round " one of thp fir«f t«iii«<,more of the Inaugural to its listen- blovv" in an "ndustrv now nnn®
ers than any other station and any fronted with fierce comnPtitZ"
?^!!:^r^r":L ?°?.l-i'fi ni-.'? The"1oVmanu1:^?^re^ra?:*S:

ing up short, disturbed over the

Bob Hope
Continued from page 28

throughout the entire gala, Inau
gural, parade, and ball for a total
of nearly 12 hours.

In addition, scores of commen-
tators came to Washington for spe-
cial recording pickups for individ-
ual stations

can show there is no substantial
overlap, it may well be disquali-
fied as a bidder since FCC rules
prohibit an owner having two sta-
tions covering the same area.

Another issue is directed at Fort
Industry's interest in acquiring ah
eighth AM and a seventh FM Out-
let, which is one more in each
service than FCC permits. The
firm vMuld be required to sell one
of its AM and FM stations if it
gets the Louisville properties."
The commission also will inquire
into Fort Industry television prop-
erties since it now has three video
stations and has applications pend-
ing for two more. It would have
to give up one of these applications,
to stay within the video quota of
five stations per owner, if its bid
for Louisville is preferred over the
others.

Hope is expected tb take the
stand at the hearing to prove that
his qualifications to operate the sta-
tions will be in the best interests

Running story of the Inaugural :

^I"tua'. with its wide open .spaces

and parade was also broadcast in . •
with CBS board

various languages by the Voice of
chairman William S. Paley wrap

America and relayed by the BBC.

approaching signs (those free of-
fers of soap powder as a come-on
is a tipoff as to what's happening.)

Jl^k^ih^^^^^e ^tA^t^^A \

the Louisville community
Wjuie the commission inquires 1

into qualifications of the WHAS
bidders, it will also look into the

:

'Big Brother'
Continued from page 31

;

ping up all available top talent
I
to make Columbia pre-eminent
among networks, the questioil, too,
is being asked: "What top bank-
rollers are going to he around to
pay for it?"

Here's The

PAYOFF
on 'FASHION FLASHES'

Attn Six WMkt on lh« Air

• GLENN KILL ADV. AGENCY.
Denver: "A sharp upturn in client's

December tales was developed

through' a special offer advertised

only, on Mist Mawley'i program."

• WHIZ, ZANESVILLE, O.: "Spon-

sor enthusiastic . . . Feels it will

prove the best thing they have used

in radio in fen years."

• WiRK, Piftsfield. Mass.: "FASH-

ION FLASHES Hooper here is 12.6

. . . 57.8% of audience."

A New Idea in Daytime Radio

ADELAIDE HAWLEY'S

"FASHION FLASHES"
"* Transcribed 5 Minufes Doi/y

AVAILABLE FOR NATIONAL
OR LOCAL SPONSORSHIP

Produced by Murphy-Lillis, Inc.

For information write Mortimer
Frankel, producer, 59 Park Ave.»

New York 16, N. Y.

reasons why the Courier-Journal

:

has not been going ahead with con-
struction of its video station. An
application for extension, of time
to construct the station was sched-
uled for bearing together with the
matter of transfer,

Since the permit for the station
was granted more than two years
^go, FCC will try to determine
whether the licensee (the Bingham

Conversely, the economists find,
pected to serve as complementary the tobacco and auto industries
parts of a whole broadcasting are coming back strong. But not
industry. : into radio. Both are eyeing the

3. Television shows cost a lot television horizon. Which leaves ^ ... ^ -
more to produce than comparable radio holding the bag, and predic- ^^'"iy '

"^^ "«en diligent in pro-
AM programs. Thus web service, tions are that it'll be an empty i"?,,?'**^'*J'^* construction" of

,

made economical by spreading tlie one unless they can invite fresh
costs on a network basis, is the business.
quickest and safest way to bring

|
But it's conceded that as TVTV broadcasting out of the red.

I expands, the new advertisers too

«oodfl^hl"?*****^„*1^
are destined to emE Ight-and-goods and services will bring new , sound rather than AM. '

the facility. The commission could
deny the application, in which case
it would take back the frequency
and make it available to applicants
and all deals to buy the properties
called off. Bets are It won't hap-
pen.

Douglas Manor
DOUGLASTON, LONG ISLAND

Beautiful 2Vi-8torr houND.
Built for KrAclouK ilvlnir »n
plot, 180,'xliei'. 9 rooms, S

. Mtlii. 40'
' living room, en-

' bloMd porches, New oil

burner, not -water hent, 3-

cnr itnrase. AU In perfect
condition, Xoonted on North
Shore — %S minuteii from
Nftw York. ItoalInK lUid
buthlnir facllltlefi Within 9
hlockH of house.

Price $38,500
Mrs. Smyth

Wm. A.White & SONS

SI East 42nd St., N. Y. MU 2-2300
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Inside Stuff-Ra^
Jimmy Spltalny, who copped the nod on Arthur Godfrey's Talent

Scouts program Jast Monday (17), is a nephew of Phil Spitalny and
the son of Maurice Spitalny, Pittsburgh hooker and radio maestro. It

was only a few months ago that young Spitalny decided to turn comic,

Since then he's been breaking in his turn at minor spots in east and
midwest. Before that and ever smce his high school days, except for

army service as an officer iii AAF, he had a dance orch of his own in

and around Pittsburgh. Couple of years ago Spitalny made a break for

the first time, dropping the b4t0» to try bis luck as a comic on west

coast, but nothing happened then and he returned to Pittsburgh and
reorganized. Now he's going out on the road at the head of one of

Godfrey's theatre units.

Some marginal newspaper-owned FM stations have come up with a
not-strictly-legit scheme to bolster their in-the-red operations. Adver-
tisers are offered dollar's worth of cuffo ad space in the paper for every
dollar's worth ot air time bought.

Papers skirt' FCC ban on free space by billing the ads strictly as
program promotion. However, sponsor's name is plugged in big ^pe-

Pra6tice is seon pointing up anew the weak commercial position Of

FM. But newspapers are holding on to FM licenses, feeling prestige of

being in Tadio hypoes circulation.

Twin Cities (Minneapolis-St. Paul) AFRA is putting out a "yearbook"
designed as a catalog for talents of its members. Book will go into

hands of advertising agencies and potential sponsors as a directory of

talent available on Ibcal stations.

Staff of KSTP> however^ is non-AFRA, turning down membership in

unit vote. That fact prevented KSTP staffers from serving with Dr.

IQ Show for several weeks some time ago, despite fact that station

broadcast the show.

Navy is preparing to issue a new series of 13 platters featuring Eddy
Duchin and his orch, to go on the air weekly, commencing the first.

'Vt'eek'in March. Disks will
,
promote officer procurement and Naval.

Reserve recruiting.

'The recordings will star such, .vocalists as Kay Armen, Eugenie Baird;
: Connee Boswell, Maxine Sullivan,- Anita Ellis, Nan Wynn, Jane Pickens,

Bea Wain, Yvette, Nancy Donovan: and Janette Davis. Platters; to run
IS minutes, will be available for stations throughout the country.

.

B-B Pen Earmarks 75G I

For Tele Pic Commercials!
Hollywood, Jan. 25.

i

I
B-B Pen Co. will spend $75,000

i

on television commercials this year.

Pictorial Productions has been
I

inked lo make the one and two-

j

minute vidpix. Films wiU feature

'

.

sports and entertainment person-
|alities and other "names in the
, news."' 'I

I
Pen firmwill beam the commer-

i
cials on all stations in the east.

I
Single spot i.> skedded to run each

I day on a single station, using a
round-robin effect. B-B is making
enough films so that there will be
no duplications within any 10-week
period,'

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Cleveland—WTAM has added to
its staff announcer Bob Shelley,
former of WLOK, and Eugene
Myers, sales.

Columbus, O; —- Maurice E.
White, farm program, director of
WHA; .Univ. of Wisconsin, moyes
here Feb. 1 as director of WOSU's
"Farm and Home Hour" and radio
editor of Ohio State University's
Agricultural Extension Service.

ton and supply WOW with two
programs a week, an area report
and a state report. This is first

time any radio setup here has at-
tempted this.

Houston—Walker Co. has been .

engaged as national representa-
tives by KLEE-AM 5,000-watt in-
dependent station here, effective
Feb. 1.

Omaha— WOW inaugurating a ,
Kansas City—Vie Peck recently

new service with Walter E. Cronk- 1
joined the Staff of the Kansas City

ite as Washington correspondent, i Star's WDAF, principally as a
Cronkile is set to live in 'Washing- ' sports announcer.

COLUMBUS GETS INTO

TV PICTURE MARCH 27
Columbus, Jan. 25.

, March 27 looks like TV-Day in

Columbus. James Leonard, gen-

eral manager of WLWC, the Cros-

ley video station in construction

here, said that is the date telecasts

will start, barring unforeseen cir-

cumstances. Work on the trans-

mitter building is nearly complete
and erection of the 578?foot tower
with FM and TV antennas, will ber

gin soon.
However, it Is likely Columbus

video set owners who have been
straining (with some success) to

view Cleveland and Cincinnati

telecasts, will be able to pick up
WLWD, Crosley's Dayton televi-

^on outfit, which will begin oper-
ating early in February.
Meanwhile, the Columbus Dis-

patch-owned WENT is also in the

construction stage with erection of

its 595-foot tower already under
way.

KLAC-TV Combining Shows
|

To Boost Programming
Hollywood, Jan. 25. !

KLAC-TV is weaving seven of

its 15-minute television shows into
|

two 30-minute programs. Station i

execs feel that they have had too
many straight vocal and instru-
mental programs, without story
line, planted in schedule.

Carol Brent, David Street and
Robert Maxwell programs have
been strung together. Show will be
given a format and titled "Pent-
house Serenade." Three- other 15-

minute shots featuring Bill Bryan,
Barbara Nunn and Rolande G'er-

beau have also been wrapped up
into "Club 13"' which will roll once
weekly. .

KCUL in Spring Preem
Fort Worth, Jan. 25.

Port Worth's newest station

KCUL, a S.OOO-watter, is scheduled
for day and night operation begin-
ning next spring. The station will

have a six-tower transmitter.
Associated in the broadcasting

venture are Bruce Chambers, gen-
eral manager; Restor Cuesta, chief
engineer; and . Johnnie Andrews,
local businessman.

THEBKELSEN AFFT.
Minneapolis, Jan. 25.

Erwin, Wasey and Co. announced
appointment of Donald F. Therkel-
sen as radio director.

'

He had held similar position
With Bozell & Jacobs. Appointment
was announced by Ray C. Jenkins,
exec veepee of agency.-

"V.ry Titillating"

Potl^, Danvar, CoJ.

nuriMias
WttlKK?

'or Ivary riakn
Ce$, Mon. Ihni rri.

J:45.» P.M.

With JOHN K. M. MeCAFFERY

Written Md birceted liy

ADDISON SMITH

TV Soundtrack Scale

Ready in 60 Days
.Hollywood, Jan. 25.

Television soundtrack recording

1 scale • will be effected within 60
j

idays, according to J. W. Gillette,
j

I

International studio representative
j

I for American Federation of Musi-

1

i cians. Gillette has received offt-;

I cial notice from the federation re-

1

i
garding the scale negotiations.

i

. Gillette met with Television Film
Producers Assn. members here last

week. General discussion did not
involve coin payment for musicians
but did point out different prob-
lems., involved in video producing
from those run upon in Tnotion.

picture producing.

GHARIOTTE TV BID
Greensboro, N. C, Jan. 25i

Gordon Anderson, manager of

WCOG, Charlotte, said the Inter-

city Advertising Co. of Charlotte,

owner of the ABC outlet, has ap-

plied for a new commercial tele-

vision station at Charlotte.
Inter-City als6 owns WAYS and

WAYS - FM in Charlotte, and
WKIK in Columbia, S. C.

K60-TV Preps Test Pattern

San Francisco; Jan. 25.

KGO - TV, following completion

of its 608-foot tower alongside the

Sutro mansion between Twin
Peaks and Mt. Sutro in the center

of San Francisco, , is set to start

test patters about Feb. 1.

Frisco's only operating TV sta-

tion is KPIX-KSFO which preemed
Dec. 23.

DEARAb
We all admif Jan August Is phenomenal, but

did you see the further development in this issue

on page 5.1

.

JOE

The First Piano Quartet

is under exclusive long-term contract

for radio, television, concerts, records and all

branches of the musical and entertainnnent field

to

FADIMAN ASSOCIATES LTD.
1501 Broadway, New York

Personal Direction:

Edwin Fadiman
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Col. Agrees to Full Royalty Rates

On LP Use of Copyrighted Music
.Columbia Records has agreed to f

discard the "experimental," royal-

1

ty-free blanl^et licenses it secured i

from all major music publishers

)

last . June m relation to the mar-
keting of its Microgroove Long-
Playing disks. Company has agreed
to pay fulV royalty rates to pub>
Ushers for the use of copyrighted
music as of Jan. 1, on the usual
quarterly basis eveff though, in the

majority of cases, its royalty-free

agreements with pubs are not due
to expire until June 31 next.

Harry Fox, agent and trustee for

publishers in mechanical matters,

WizelFs Own Pub Firm
Murray Wizell, former profes-

sional manager of Famous Music
and other firms, has set up his own
publishing business in New York.
Titled Murray Wizell Music, the
new firm starts off with a tune
labelled "Ho Hum, It's Spring," by
Jeanne Burns and Harold Mott.

Wizell had been connected re-
cently with Joe Davis in another
Murray Wizell firm. He left the
outfit and sued Davis on the basis

arranged the new agreement with 9* .the 25% interest lie held in it.

n-,..^.,;- Ti„ *„ii...„„.i u«» «f This action was settled about aColumbia. He followed the line of

reasoning taken by many music
publishers that CRC's LP disks

were beyond the experimental
stage in view of the number of

such disks sold. Publishers, how-
ever, AVill not realize any sizeable

revenue from LP sales in view of

the fact that the vast majority of

sales in that category involves pub-

lic domain classical selections. Co-

lumbia is, however, marketing nu-

merous copyrighted standard tunes

by its top artists. They will be the

source of most of the income , pubs
derive. At least until CRC's seven-

Inch LP disks get rolling on a

larger scaiie. They will carry pops
atid standards and clas.sical.

Move tc secure royalty payments
from Columbia on its LP's may
also have been designed tp stymie

a plea by RCA-Victor for its new
45 rpm disks, which won't be re-

leased until April. It's very prob-

able that Victor anticipates re-

questing royalty-free experimental

agreements from pubs on the new
venture, in view of Columbia's

having such a deal. Whether Vic^

tor will Ve able to obtain such an

objective now is anybody's guess.

Philco LP Players 'Go

For Free With TV Sets

In Bid for Circulation

In an effort to get as many 33%
rpm turntables into consumers
homes before RCA-Victor debuts

its 45 rpm disks and machines,

New York dealers were offering

Philco players for free last week
with Philco tele sets. Big ads in

dailies cited a combination of the

$349 Philco video model plus a

changer for the same $349.

That's an improvement on the

initial bid by Columbia and disk

dealers two weeks ago, the day
after Victor showed its 45 develop-

inettt to tradesmen and newspapers.
Then, a combination of a $29.95

turntable, plus - two CRC Micro-
groove Long-playing disks worth
$4.85 each, were offered for $19.95.

N. Y. disk people are more con-

vinced now that once Victor's

changer hits the market, (it's due
in April) there'll be a battle be-

tween the two factions to give the.

players of- each away for JEree.

WOOLERY TO BIG THREE

WITH ACCENT ON TELE
Big Three (Robbins, Feistt

Miller) have taken on Pete Woolery
to handle the standard catalogs of
the three firms, a post formerly
handled by Phil Kornheiser, now
doing the same thing with E. B.
Marks. Woolery's job also will be
to contact television' pei^prmers. :

All major music firms are pire-

parlng - to- seek television plugs;

They either are assigning contact
men now on staff to the new me-
dium or looking for men specifically

for that purpose.

week ago.

RCA's Top Promotional

Hoopla on Como Disk;

Cuffo Trip to Italy

' Perhaps the heaviest promotion
on a hit disk to take place since
the recording business began lag^
ging is being applied by RCA-
Victor to Perry Como's "Far Away
Places." Como and Victor are un-
derwriting the cost of a two-week
trip via Pan-American to Lake
Como, Italian resort, and the selec-
tion of a winner is to be done
through disk jockeys all over the
country. Trip will start from New
York March 31 and be preceded by
and followed by a guest shot on
Como's Chesterfield broadcast.

Jocks, contacted by Victor disk
distributors, will ask- listeners to
write in 25 words or less, "\vhy I
would like to visit Lake Coino."
Sectional winning letters will be
culled to decide the trip-taker.
Distributors are setting up vari-
ous prizes for the regional win-
ners who do not achieve the top
prize.

Look magazine is set to do a pic-
torial coverage of the winneir's trip:
Contest starts Feb. 7 and runs for
six. weeks.

Promotion of this sort on either
pop or classical disks was hot riec-
e-ssary just before and since the
start of the war

LAURIE RAINE
Most Beautiful Girl in Radio

Laurie's been dubbed that—and
her records (Coast) prove her one
ot the moiit beautiful sons stylists.

L.itest hit is "Can't' .Sleep." Mark
Warnow discovered her; also starred
In Rudy Vallee'a "GoUege Days."
Miss Raine and Tim Gayle,

her publicity manager-husband on
R.adio-P.A. tour, scouting new
songs, new talent.

TIM GAYLE
(Pub-MGT)'

^ Temporary Mail Address:
HOTEL STATLER
Detroit, Michigan

Alfred Drake in Middle

Of Two-Way Dilemma

On 'Kiss Me, Kate' Disks
RCA-Victor's signing of baritone

Alfred Drake, now in the cast of
"Kiss Me; Kate," to a term con-
tract caused an unique situation

Monday (24). It puts Drake In the
position of . haying recorded the
tunes from the show for both Vic-
tor and Columbia Records.
Columbia several weeks ago

completed arrangement.s with the
producers of "Kate'' under which
it would record the score with the
show's cast. This was done over
the weekend before last .(15-16)),

but was not completed. Some 'work
was left until Monday (24). Drake
recorded at Columbia With the full

JockSfJukesandDisks
—————— By Bernie Woods _
Coupling of male and female art-

ists on new recordings made since

the end of the disk ban six weeks
ago is being given wider attention
by . major manufacturers/ Colum-
bia Records' successes with Doris
Day . and Buddy Clark apparently
has had a lot to do with leading
rivfil companies into the same
groove. In the case of Miss Day
and Clark, however, their work
together has in the past been con-
fined to new pop tunes that clear-
ly called for dualing. But, lately,;

the thought is being applied on a
wider basis.

For example, Capitol Records'
latest releases. There are coup-^

lings by Pegrgy Lee and Dean Mar-
tin, Jo Stafford and Gordon .iMaC",

Rae, ' Margaret Whiting and Jack
Smith, and it's possible that Mar-
tha Tilton will be grooved in ' tan-
dem in the future. Dualing is not
new to Cap; the company has done
it consistently in the past. But al-

ways using a top star in company
with a new one as a buildup pro-
cess. . Both Miss Whiting , and
Smith are top names on Capitol,
however, and their .first dualed is-

sue is an arrangement of "Frankie'
and Johnny/' hardly, a new so^g,:
plus a tune from "Where's Char-
ley," which is new.
Columbia itself is following the

dualing line further. It recently
paired Jerry Wayne and Janette
Davis . on four sides, not all of

.which demanded such treatment.
"A Little pird Told Me" isn't in

that category. CRC is said to be
so satisfied.with the pairing that it

will continue to work Mi-ss Davis
and Wayne together. Neither are
what can be called established disk
stars^ Wayne was aboard "You
Can't Be True, Dear;" superimpos-

and nieed not be confined to non
times the lyrics of which lend
themselyes to such treatment
BasicsiUy, what results,!^
manship On ww, more entertainine
listening for record buyers and
disk jock dialers who easily get
fed Uip With,the more or less linut-
ed impact of an individual artist
Too, a tune cut by a single artist
depewds foy sales success largely
oil the success of the song itself
fact that has l?een jftiirifully proyeiv
time and again to even th6 biggeSt
artist..'; ;

.
.

By cpupling artists on arrihgei
ments written with some irnagina-
tion the chances for sales subcess
are improvedl since the interpreta-
.tion has a better: chance of being
?L factor. The entire load is not on
the tune itself.

In brief, expanding the dualing
idea is something that can only
do the lagging disk business a lot
of good. It can't possibly do it
any harm. It's a form of showmah-
ship,. And that's shoW business—
on records or: in amy other phase
Sammy Kaye "The Rosewood

fP'S^KrT-i'^' a Gal in Galves-
ton" (Victor)i An excellent coup-:
littg which dispenses the best of
what Kaye can lay on the lihte for
jukes and jocks. "Spinet" ar-
rangement is almost identicai t6
that of Kaye's tailorihg of "Oli
Lamplighter,'' a hit for him and
the same writers and publisher a
few years back. It calls for choral
vocalling by the band in back of
Don Corhell's vocal. It should do
vfery well- Ifs backed by a novelty
lyric cut 6« a beat beam that's
good jock material in itself. Dbij.
Cornell and the Three Kaydeti
tackle the lyric.

Doris Day "I'm Beginning to

^, ^ Miss You"—"Don^t Gamble With
ing a vocal over Ken Griffin's

, Romance" (Columbia). Latest tune
organ (Rondo) solo, and Miss

| from the pen of Irving Berlin.
Wayne is nationally known be-

1 "Beginning" has a lot to recoin-
cause of here connection with

I mend it, including Miss Day's per-
Art.hiir f^ni1fi*pv*« rnrlin chnu/c Tint fnr'r^nnnn tt--' ou „ . i... „ii „i

cast that morning, and the same
hn„„ 1 J « ^ . ,

''^'^^
I afternoon appeared at Victor's

have sloped off fairly sharply from
| N. Y. studios to do four "Kate"

wartime figures occasional stunts
figure to pop up. But the job being
done on Como's recording goes be-
yond the usual scope of such pro-
motion.

tunes, two solo and two in duet
with Jane Pickens.

Columbia's disks will be released
in album form, whereas Victor's
will be issued as singles. -

Arthur Godfrey's radio shows. But
neither is top name.
Mercury .is also going deeper

into dualing. John Laurenz and
Anne Vincent is its latest coup-
ling. In the past Vic Damone and
Patti Page have worked together
often. , Decca of course,, has al-

ways used the idea. London, the
British Decca label in the U. S.,

has ijsed it extensively, too.

Th<at the dualing idea is good
goes without saying. It can be
used even more often, than now

:: 1.

:: 2.

-^2^10 Best Sete on Coin-Machines 1^!^.^^^:^,
-LITTLE BIRD TOLD ME (10) (Bourne) {^:S^rw^:::::::::su^
SLOW BOAT TO CHINA (13) (Melrose)

{ fe"n\X'odman ! ! ! ! i !
^.Ca£l

FAB AWAY PLACES (6) (Laurel) \
Perry Como Victor/...r .. ............. \Bing Crosby .. Decca

MY DARLING, MY DARLING (9) (Morris) . . ; i Stafford-MacRae Capitol
" [Day-Clark ......... .. .Columbia '•

. 5. BUTTONS AND BOWS (15) (Laurel) {Dinah Shore ».r..i. ..CdlttwH
^ Evelyn Knight. .. .Decca -'

'

6. I'VE GOT MY LOVE TO KEEP ME WARM (4) (Berlin) Les Brown Columbia

1. GALWAY BAY (3) (Leeds) . i Crosby Decca
. . {Anne Shelton. .....London

8. YOU WERE ONLY FOOLING (6) (Shapiro-B) i
^'"^ Barron M-G-M

I Ink Spots. .............. .Decca •

'

PUSSY CAT SONG (1) (Leeds) | Andrews-Bob Crosby Decca •

'•

'

(

Perry Como Victor "
9.

10. MAYBE YOU'LL BE THERE (25) (Triangle) i
Gordon Jenkins Decca

\' ''''''''''''' lEddy -Howard.
. .Majestic

Coming Up

CLUB PLAYHOUSE
With Bert Dilson
Dircutor-Producer: Bert Dilson
15 Mins.; Mon. thru Pri., 11:30 p.m.
American Motors Inc.
WJW, Cleveland

Bert Dilson twirls the disks for
15 jolly minutes of mu.sic featuring
ons band a night. Against a night-
club background and gimmick in-
troduction by recorded voice of
Jane ; Stevens, the : program mov«s

. through a fast stanza of .nicely sel^

ected music.
Dilson's mike technique is com-

mendable, although overplay of
commercials keep program from
rating as highly as it should.

Mark,

POWDER FACE WITH SUNSHINE (Lombardo) \ Evelyn Knight Decca •

4 \ Prima Scala London J
4 DOWN AMONG SHELTERING PALMS (Miller) ... Sammy Kaye Victor
'..

. ; , .
-; ( Jolson-Mills Decco

;
;
BRUSH THOSE TEARS (Peter MaSrice) ) Evelyn Knight. Decca I'

'

XBatry Green Rainbow
LAVENDER BLUE (Sanitly-Joy) (Dinah Shore ColMmbia

I Sammy Kaye Victor
SO TIRED (Glenmorc) (Buss Morfifon Decca:

I ::—.Z:::''S£r'i;i;;;--"::.:X ^
GLORIA (Rene) ' " *

• . i w ..... . . ; . i

.

: I
Mills Bros. '.

. . . V . ;. ; ^ , . ; Decca +
I Ray Anthony :Signature

, ..... .
.

, ,;. . Jolson-mils: . . . . . . , . , . . . Decca
i.. ....... i-^^^''" Forrest ... M-G-M

( Dinah Shore Columbia
'

:
•
•• •• ••'

• Brother Bones. . .

.

... . .Tempo

K"''-" Spots .Decca
(Anne Shelton London

AGAIN (Robbins) f/"^
Eckstine M-G-M

VOU. YOU, YOU ARE THE ONE (Campbell)-
.' i

"
i ! .V i ^ 1 ; "^ts Bro"" .\\\\\\\\\\\'^.Cot';

^

mgures in parentheses indicate number o) weeks song has been in the Top 10]
' ^^t^

; }

IS IT TRUE ABOUT DIXIE (Caesar)
.

• WHAT DID I DO (BVC) ,

SWEET GEORGIA BROWN (Remick)

SAY SOMETHING SWEET (Mills) . .

.

FOOLS RUSH IN (BVC)
;

;

formance of it. She works all of
the wax personality she has lately
shown into the enticing ballad, as-
sisted by a male quartet and whis-
pering background under John
Rarig. It's good jock stuff. Flip-
over kicks into two-beat on a tune
that's pleasant, helped along by
the same accompaniment.
Guy Lombardo "Red Roses for a

Blue Lady"—"Everywhere You
Gp"; "Down by the Station"—
"Sweet Georgia Brown" (Decca).
First sides made by Lombardo
since the end of the ban, and
there's good jock and juice and
counter sales potentials in each.
"Red Roses" is a tune right up
Lombardo's style, and he does well
by it in the usual tempo, with a
vocal by Don Rodney. "Every-
where" is a new melody that gives
a good account of itself; it could
happen. Rodney and The Trio cut
the words. "Down by the Station"
is almost identical, in a fashion,
with Tommy Dorsey's (Victor) ver-
sion, using the Trio and a chorus.
It's not quite up to the rival disk,
however.. "Georgia" is gauged to
take advantage of the renewed in-

terest in the tune. Lombardo's
ideas on it are okay and the di.sk

makes good listening. It's prob-
ably from Lombardo's Decca wax
files. Cliff Grass vocals.

Nellie Lutcher "My New Papa's
Got Everything"—"Say a Little

Prayer for Me" (Capitol). Neither
side seems a likely candidate to hit

as hard as past Lutcher pieces. But
jocks will get good use out of "My
New Papa," a tutte akin in idea to

"Fine Brown Frame" and deliv-

ered with all the verve and bounce
of which Miss Lutcher is capable.
It moves solidly on a medium beat.

"Say a Prayer" is a ballad. It pro-

vokes indifferent reaction.
Ray Anthony "Passing Fancy"—

"Peace of Mind" (Signature). Ray
Anthony's orchestra is one of the

very few of the younger band,

names who seems and .sounds like

he might have some b.o. potential.

Band works nicely on both those

sides, in conjunction with vocalist

Ronnie Deauville; now on his own
for Mercury, but, unfortunately,
neither tune seems to have mucji^

"Peace of Mind" is the better side

from all viewpoints, and jocks

ought to spin it oflerf Deauville

does the vocal well and the band
gives him good support. , :

Eddy Howard "Careless'-'—"I've

j

Lived a Lifetime for You" (Mer-

I

cury. Howard is one of the writ-

ers of "Careless," and it's one ot

I

his best vocals. Since the guy is a

I

disk fave, jocks will need this disk

' for libraries, in addition to possi-

bly making of it a revival hit. ue

does a b.o. chore on .
the reverse

(Continued on page 47) ,
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RCi OA. in Wholesale Jockeying

To Win Over Diskeries on RPM

ORCWKSniAS^BIIJSlC 4S

Hollywood, Jan. 25. -f

William S.. Paley, president of

TBS and Frank White, president

of Columbia Records, CBS subsid,

have been endeavoring to talk Cap-

itol Records out of its aim to join

with RCA-Victor in the marketing

of the letter's new 45 rpm disks

and changers. Paley is said to have

participated in conversations with

Capitol men, but It was White who
concentrated on trying to keep

British Lift Disk Ban
London, Jan, 18.

Settlement of . the American

,

Federation of Musicians' dispute I

on recordings has been followed
by the raisin:; of the embargo Im- i

posed in the fall of last year by

'

the Musicians Union.
Hardie Ratclifte, MU general;

secretary, has advised his mem-

Ira Amstein's Suit

Against 12 INsmissed
Songwriter Ira Arnstein's recent

N. Y. supreme court action against

some 12 defendants was dismissed

last week by Justice Felix fien-

venga, who directed the plaintiff to

serve a third amended complaint

within 20 days. Affected by the

court's decision were the Ameri-

Dealers Attribute Record Sale Drop

To RCA vs. Col. Confusion on RPM

Mercury LP's in 2 Wks.
Mercury Records will release its

first Microgroove - Long - Playing
i disk in two weeks. Initial issue

can Society of Authors, Composers
; ^(^^ ^^^^^^^ „f ig.jneh diskins

disk recordings with visiting Amer-
ican artistSi

-Capitol oif VIctor;s side and to in- —
noxV free to make

duce the Coast major in joming '
'

the rpm battle on the side of Co-

lumbia's 33 V& rpm Microgroove
long-Playing disks.

Columbia has already gotten

Mercury, another budding firm, to

join with it in putting the 33Mi
'

'Sides on the market and if It can

Induce Capitol to^ forego partici-

pating with Victor, the worry over

Decca Records' future moves will

be minimized. Decca has not made
any decisions; according to presi-

dent Jack Kapp. He prefers to

watch the situation and mean-
while concentrate on the 78 fpm
field, which will be alive and kick-

ing for some tim.e. yet.

But Capitol is the key. If it re-

•inains with Victor, which is said

to be likely. Columbia must secure
Decca for its side. It can't miss,

because^if Decca also went Victor
there would be three majors lined

up 9gainst Columbia and Mercury.
If Decca went with Columbia, the

' balance would be in Columbia's
favor, even if CapitoL aligned with
Victor. But Columbia can't chance,
if it can be avoided, hoping to in-

duce Decca. If it can snag Capitol
'from Victor, a good part of its wor-
Ties are over.

'

That's what White and Paley
have tried to do. They're now back
In N. Y,

& Publishers, N. Y. ' Herald

Tribunei Inc., . Sigmund Spaeth,

Leeds Music, Louis D. Frohlich,

Herman Finkelstein^ Irving Berlin,

Com OpLolik

But Don't Buy At

Chi CMI Confab
Chicago, Jan. 25.

Coin Machine Institute coriyerition

at Sherman hotel, Monday- through
Wednesday (17-19 1 , topped 1948
attendance : <flgureS« ' but' apparent
decline, in sales Wa& re^
Ing three-dai' ittiie^t. : High .cSit rpf

living and yideO rieecive'd its share
of the blame.
Since most Of mahuracturers that

exhibited sell through regionjil

franchises, actual amount of coin^

tracted biz could hot :be' deter-

mined. But complaints Of v gM^
apathy towards new juk© box mod-
els and combination video and mu-.
sic boxes were constant. Decca,
Columbia, RCA Victor, Capitol,

and a few Of the minor labels, re-
ceived delegates in suites at the

and whether they were i
Sherman, since some _of > them did

by. the: Russiaft ViWinist, Djivid
Oistrakh, of Khachaturian's Vio-
lin Concerto..

Disk will sell for $4.85. Mer-
. „ „ „ , cury's LP process Is the same

ABC Music Corp., Bregman, Vocco as that used by Columbia Records.
& Conn, and Supreme Music.

|

In aU Arnstein originally named .

approximately 50 individuals and i

corporations as defendants in his i

suit which principally charged in-

fringement of his songs. Justice;

Benvenga's reasons for granting
motions for dismissal, in 'general

held that the causes of action were
"vague and indeflnite" and "allegaT
tions are in such form tliat it is un-
safe to plead to it." : Arnstein acts

as ..his own attorney.*

successful or not
Capitol's not saying.

An angle 'on . the Columbia ap-

proach to Decca might lie in CBS
.deal -with Bing Crosby last week,

is unknown. I not set up display booths.

j

Convensh had 10 foreign coun^
I tries represented, inclndihg firsts

I for Palestine and . several Central
American counties., Chicagoan Hat:

Capitol WiU Back

HitewithPJ).Airs

To Cut Corners

Disk Marts Ask

Legal Help Vs.

Price-Cutting

Chicago, Jan. 25.

The controversy begun in the
recording business by the advent
of RCA-Victor's 45 rpm recording*
in opposition to Columbia's pre-
viously marketed BSi'fi rpm disks
is having far-reaching effects on
record dealers and the public alike,

distributors here claim. It's a.s-

serted that retail dealers are
burned plenty at Victor for mud-
dling the entire recording situation
with its 45 development, and
they're angered just as much at
Capitol for joining Victor.

Dealers assert tliat the drop in
record sales during the past two
to three weeks, and it has dropped
sharply in this area, is almost en-
tirely due to the confusing and
conflicting picture of the necessity
of three different turntable speeds.
It's pointed out that neither Co-,
lumbia nor Victor has, through all

the slugging for newspaper and
[
wire breaks for their respective
developmentsi' made it clear enough.

I

that the standard 78 rpm business
will be continued for a long time,
since it isn't easy to induce; the'

Philadelphia, .Tan. 25;

Injunction proceedings were 1

brought against a midtown music
|
p\Vbllc *to 'discarrnearly'isroo^

shop to prevent price-cutting on •jg turntables. Most of these are

which brings the Groaner to CBS
I
ry E. Williams was elected ,as new

next year. Though the deal does
not involve Crosby's recording ac-

tivities, the fact that the singer is

on CBS gives the latter's execs an
opportunity to talk him' into talk-

ing Decca onto the CBS side.

. Incidentally; while- Columbia was
making a. pass at Capitol, Victor
was making one at Mercury. Lat-
ter's execs were in Camden last

week again going oyer the Victor
45 development.

:

proxy of CMI for '49.

Gordon Jenkins Into

Cap, N.Y., on Strength

Of Decca Disks Buildup
Gordon Jenkins' recording sue-

Mooney, M-G-M

h Contract Scrap
Art Mooney is scrapping with

M-G-M Records over whether or

not his contract is up in April or

whether it is extended by the llr

month duration of the recording

ban. He's also screaming at the

company's execs because Blue

Barron recorded "Cruising Down
the River," a promising hit for

Hollywood, Jan. 25.

Use of public domain tunes to
back surefire platter hits, long dis-

cussed by the major labels, will be
inaugurated by Capitol Records in

a move that may cost publishers
thousands of dollars annually.

Cap's plan , is to watch platter

mating carefully in the future.

Whenever label feels it has a sure-,

fire disk, it will be backed by a p.d.

tune. If a surprise hit breaks and
the underside is believed to he
pulling no sales, a public domain
number will be slapped on. Label's
execs have weighed costs of switch- ;

ing pub-ad material in midrcam-
paign but believe they are more
than outweighed by the attendant
saving in royalties. Pubberies get

2c per side on popular priced disks,

coin being sliared with writers.

Cap figures it. can therefore save
$20,000 on a million-sale platter by
pairing the hit tune with an oldie.

record sales by two rival dealers.

Judge Joseph Sloane, Common
Pleas Court here, is holding under

I

advisement a motion for a perma-
i nent injunction to -keep Richard J.

Shryoelt, owner of one metropoli-
tan and one suburban disk mart,

I
from selling records below estab-

j

lished prices.

I A temporary Injunction was is-

isued Wednesday (19) after two

new., having been manufactured
and sold since the end of the war.

It's claimed by the dealers that
the confusion has caused the pub*

I
lie to reduce buying. And for this-

i RCA is blamed. Store operators
I point out that fhey'Were doing very
1
nicely with a constantly expanding

: business in Microgroove disks and
.turntables and that if Victor had
gone along with - Columbia in pro- .

rival dealers, Frank Ryall and Lou
j

ducing the same platters the record
Witte claimed that Shryock had

| business would have boomed again <

been cutting record prices since i instead of dropping off. Now Ciap*
last June. Plaintiffs claimed this

1 itol is drawing the same ire.

was in violation of the Federal Fair I Department stores here and in
Trade Act and was also injurious various midwest keys have felt the
to their business.

Simon, S-6 In

'Dreamer Accord

runs Cap's subsid pubberies, Capi'

tol Songs, Beechwood, Atlantic and
Criterion is implementing the pol-

uturuon jenKins recoraing suc-itne stiver, a piuiiusuns mi '."^
: ipv When no eood n d tunes are

cesses of the past year on Decca him, which Mooney asserts is the ! ^<;y-.j
^^en "°

^^^^^^^^

are responsible for his being
i
style of music that his band has

booked into the Capitol theatre, I been connected with since his
~ Leaf Clover"

Dispiite between George Simon's
publishing firm and ShapirO-
Bernstein over the song "Dreamer
With a Penny" was resolved late

last week when the two made a

, -
, ,. , , . , deal under which Simon , retains

Many a publisher has reaped i publishing rights and S-B partici-
hefty returns by haying a dog tune p^tes in earnings. This action fol-
mated to a smash, the royalties be-

| i<jwed the ratification by the Song-
mg the same. In 1948, for example,

| ^,riters Protective Assn. of a con-
George Simon Music had no really tract between S-B and " Allan

! »P- * A f
big hits but drew some $50,000 in Huberts and Lester Lee, the tune's Db lO tOaSt Alter
royalties fronr tunes paired with ^rijgyg i >, . nin ii
big clicks.

i The SPA okayed the S-B agree- Suffering 2d CoilanSe:Understood Mickey Goldsen, who
i n^ent only after the latter pub- """^-'^'ft w"«|«>v,

record slump to the extent that
many have-shifted disk-sales count-

"

ers out of choice, floor positions.

.

Some are claimed to be planning
to dump them entirely on the the-
ory that current profits aren't
worth the floor space recordings
take up. One store in Buffalo, for
example, has considerably reduced
its disk counter and moved it into
the basement, filling the same
space with a television display.

That's another factor. The area
between this town and N. Y. and
500 miles north and south of the
line, is the heaviest disk-buying
section of : the country. And the
opening of the video coaxial cable
between Chi and the east isn!t go-
ing to help recording sales,

'

New York, with a huge combina-
..tion of 35 musicians and 16 voices.
Maestro opens April 7 for three
weeks with options at a flat $12,500
weekly. It's Ms first theatre date
«nywhere;

Jenkins is already blueprinting
a show in which he will perform
his "Manhattan Towers" exactly
as it's done for the Decca album

|

clicks with "Four
and "Bluebird of Happiness."

-M-G-M was not so certain about
whether it could hold Mooney for

the additional 11 months. That's

obvious in the fact that it sought
Mooney's signature on a new pact,

Mooney, however, wants a better

deal and discussions are going on.

As for the maestro's squawk over
(narration, etc.), "Maybe You'll Be
There," "For You," "Temptation,"
his latest disk, etc., Charles Yates,
of Joe Glaser's Associated Book-
ing, made, the deal. _ _
Jenkins has also joined Decca ' publisher Henry Spitzer and Reg

material from the catalogs of its

subsid. Decca recently halted a
hit tune in mid-release and at-

tached, in place of a. weak under-
side, a tune published by its sub-

sid. Sun Music, and label has oc-

casionally used p.d. tunes to back
a click, but is isn't standard pro-

cedure. RCArVictor- has never
shifted the weak underside of a
hit. Columbia toyed with the idea,

particularly when Arthur Godfrey's
"Too Fat Polka" became a smash
last year, but never did anything
about it.

jlisher had begun the preparation of

[a legal suit which might "have

Uested the legality of the basic con-
! tract agreement between SPA and
t all pubs. SPA had ratified a con-

I
tract between Simon and the

i writers a few days prior to the

I

time S-B .filed a pact for ratifica-

\ tion on the same song. SPA re-

Las Vegas Date in Doubt
Benny Goodman flew back to his

Hollywood home Friday (21) suf-'
fering from an acute bronchial
condition that caused him to col-
lapse.^ again last week (19) in New
York; Leader is expected to be
well enough to open tomorrow

fused to signature Shapiro's paper
j

^Thursday) at the Flamingo, Las
on the theory that it already had r^^6as^
okaved Simon, despite the fact '

R- G. was rehearsing his band
S-B's a«serted!v pre-dated the i

the N. Y. Music Corp. 'of Amer-
other. S-B took the stand that it

lea studio in preparation for a
was not within the provision of the i

recording date for Capitol Rec-
SPA basic pact for the organ iza- 1

""^^s when he keeled over. Date

.Records as a musical director in
New York. He was signed to a
four-year deal last Thursday (20),
which calls for him to supervise,
various phases of Decca activity,
theck arrangements used by
artists, dii-ect dates, tetc. He han-
dled the background baton on two
dates late last week, one involving
Marlene Dietrich and another be-
hind the Ames Bros.

Barrohi it's conceded, if explana-

tion is necessary to Mooney, that

Barron brought "Cruising" to

M-G-M execs himself and reserved
i : ' .... —

the tune. It was not assigned Mm.
JJQ^^J^Q JJ^JJ^ fj£^

Connelly, British publisher, ap-

proached Barron on recording it

and he grabbed for the idea.
DEAL WITH MERCURY

Chicago, Jan. 25.

Mercury Records executed a

three-year contract with maestro

Eddy Howard iast week Prior toSpotlite Records Joins

44c Counter Sale Trend the pact, Mercury had been mar

. ,.1. firm «n<.r.iai. ,
ketiug Howard disks bought from

Another recording firm special-
1 _ . ;

izinit in nop disks featuring hit '

^^^jestie.
,izing in pop u » 6
J 24 g.^gg g yggj.

tunes for counter sale at 44c has
1^^^^ Howard's own

|

come up Jn New York. Spotlite compositions, published by his firm,
|

Records, operated by Frank J. Lakeshore Publishing Co. Howard

Marks will go into operation claim- gets four cents per record in royal-

mg sales outlets through. Gimbel's ties. Mercury also will have a

j

tion's execs to decide who has
I prior right to a song, that it is
. only the duty of the SPA to ratify

! contracts presented, if they are in

'"proper form. SPA gave In on the
I point.

I
Arrangement between the two

firms gives. Shapiro a per-copy
1 royalty plus, a cut of mechanicals
and all other forms of the. pub-'

lishers: income from the tune. It

was written for the score of "All
.For Love." which opened on
Broadway Saturday i22) evening.

had to be cancelled and Goodman
was put to bed. He was due the
next evening in Washington (20) to
play President Truman's Inaugural
Ball in company with Guy Lom-
bardo and Xavier Cugat's orches-
tras. He tried to beg off, but it

was too late for him to be- replaced
and he showed up. Immediately
thereafter, however, B. G. flew to
California.

Wilson, McAllister In

New Life For 'Cats'

Hollywood, Jan. 25.
Guitarist Nappy Lamare will ba-

ton the "Dixieland Caravan," new
combo composed of former mem-
.Ders of Bob Crosby's old Bob Cats.
%'»"jvas put together by Al Dixon,M Monter-Grey agency, who is
readying a spring concert tour.

hidenien are Zutty Singleton, uoersteins vaisny -- - -
, v,, ^^rums; Nate Kasbier, trumpet; Doc will present hit tunes only, using Me, Lo^« ^-^e- M^^^^^^^

Rando. clarinet; Marty Korb, bass; comparatively obscure artists^ f±v fntn rh fSs i^ec^^^^^^
Billings, sax; Warren Smith ' Marks says that he Intends, issuing entiy '"^o children s iecord^

trombone; and Marvin Ash. piano, hillbilly and standards. whcje similar conuaci wiii appiy

New Y'ork and Philadelphia stores

Hearn's, N. Y. 'Bron-K); Abraham-

Strauss, Brooklyn, etc. Disk will

sell singly or three for $1.25.

Operation is identical with Eli

Oberstein's Varsity label in that it

BG to i*lay Palladiuni
Hollywood,, Jan. '25. ;

Benny Goodman is going through
with hii Arrangement jto play the
Palladium Ballroom here. , He
Opens March 1, staying until Gene

tl fi t n 1 Ii I
Kriipa's,. band displaces him April

New tol. Records Posts 5 tor five weeks.

T„« virii-^., T/-™ •n*AAii- t I

Goodman and Music Corp. of
Jeff Wilson and Ken McAllister America, which books him, and the

have been named to new posts paUaaj^^ hafl ^jeen in a^^.te^^
within Columbia Records. Wilson

| ^y^r the date. EUiOt . Wexler,
IS m charge of distribution, mer- B. G.'s manager, hkd a^^
chandising, chain store sales, sales

j okayed it, then GoOdmati can-
statistics and^ the labeL division.

. celled. In the meantime, MCA
McAllister will handle adyertismg,

, had confirmed the booking to tlie
P'i^^li^ty palladium. It put MCA in a spot

McAllister has been head of pop that's now dissolved.
is "Rosewood Spinet" and "Love record promotion since 1941. Wil-

|

son has been in the classical field. I Frances Renault, femme imper-
Both are .subordinate to Paul

, sonator, on a series o£ one-nighters,
Southard, CRC y.p. Jn charge of w^ll pWy Cofastltiitiott
.merchandising.'.:.

i ingtoi»,;Fiei>i;.14.;'-;;'\:;7-;<

.special field agent accompany How-
ard's orchestra, when on tour, to

set up local disk jockey tie-ins, re-

tail promotions and publicity.

First release under new set-up l
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Pts.

247
219

*RH' Logging System
Richard Hiinber^s new development in logging broadcast perform^

ancet lists tunes in the survey, based on four major network schedules.

Then are compiled on the basis of i point for sustaining instrumentali

2 points for sustaining vocal; 3, for commercial instrumental; 4 for
'
flofrimercial voedl, respectively, in each of the 3 r.iajor territories. New
York, Chicago and Coast. For example, a Commercial Vocal in all

•XMee territories^couMs 12, Added to these totah is the listener ratings

of commercial shows, which account for the .ar'ge point tallies below.

Week of January 14 to January 20
Total

Sonr PubHsher
A Little Bird-ToW Me—Bourne
Here I'll Stay-*-*"Love Life"—Chappell; . . . ...... . .

.

My Darling, My Darting—*"Where's Charley"—Morris i . . 200
Buttons and Bows—t"Paleface"—Famous 183 .

A Bluebird Singing in My Heart—Advanced ^ 159

On a Slow Boat to China—Melrose 156!

-Far Away Places—Laurel i ; 123

Hold Me—Bobbins 123
Tara-Talara-Tala—Oxford 120

;

You Were Only Fooling—Shapiro , 119 i

I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm—Berlin 117
!

So In Love—*"Kiss Me Kate"—T. B. Harms 108
[

Until—Dorsey Bros 107

Little Jack Frost Get Lost—Spitzer 96
|

I Love You So Much It Hurts—^Melody Lane , , , , 96
'

By the Way—f'When My Baby Smiles At Me"—BVC 92
,

Galway Bay—Leeds .87 I

'gitjf Own True Love^Paramount . . . ...... ; ... . , . ; . ,.i * . . . . . 86
|

Brush Those Tears From Your Eyes—Leeds . . . . . .n ,-. , . , . . * ; r82

Lavender Blue— f'So Dear To My Heart"—Santly 80

Cuarito Le Gusta—t"Date With Judy"—Southern . . . ... : . . . 79

Down Among the Sheltering Palms-^Miller ... , ................ 78

Inithe Market Place of Old Monterey—Shapiro-...............;. 76

Maybe You'll Be There—Triangle , 75

Powder Your Face With Sunshine-rrLombardo . 66

Clancy Lowered the Boom^Kenmore ,. . > . . . . . . ; . . . . . . . i « . . * . , 65

Bouquet of Roses—^Hill & Range 65 I

That Certain Party-Bourne ,...,,;;..>....../..;,.;>..... 60
|

The Pussycat Song—Leeds . . ......... , . .... . . . . . . . . . . v.... . . 58
i

One Sunday Afternoon—+"One Sunday Aftemoon"-^Remick. . . . . . 57
:

' For You—Witmark ^ 56
|

Rosewood Spinet^Shapiro-B ; . ..... .i. ...... i . . ... . * , . . . 53. i

Bella Bella Marie—t"Melody Man"—Leeds 62 I

What Did I Do—t"When Jly Baby Smiles At Me"—Triangle 47 !

The Money Song—Crawford 43
i

I Don't Want To Meet Any More People—Dreyer 42

Pretty Baby—Remiek 41

,

Say It Isn't So—Berlin 40
•Senorita—f'Kissing Bandit"—Feist . .... ..... . ..... . .... . . ..... 38

City Called Heaven—Warren . . . . . . . . .................... ; . ... 37

One Has My Name—Southern 35

Green Up Time—*"Love Life"-r^^GhappeU . . 32

It's a Big Wide Wonderful World—BMI 32

1 Got Lucky In the Rain—t"As the Girls Go"—Sam Fox 31

1 Wish Somebody Cared Enough to Cry—London 28

Lillette—Jefferson 27

)Look Up—^Patmar 27

Sunday In Old Santa Fe—Pemora 26

Down By the Station—Amer. Acad. 25

You, You, You Are the One—Campbell ........ ........ 24

;Sunflower—Famous • • • • • 21

Best British Sheet Sellers
{Week ending Jan. 1^)

London, Jan. 14,
Buttons and Bows, , , .Victoria
When You're in Love, . . Wood
My Happiness . . . . . . Chappell
Cuanta le Gusta . . , . Southern
Galway Bay Box & Cox
Slow Boat to China Morris
Cuckoo Walfz. .Keith Prowse
So Tired Connelly
Dream of Olwen , ;.. . Wright
Ballln' the Jack. F. D. & H.
Anything I Dream. . . . . ,

, Reid
Maybe You'll There Victoria

Second 12
You Can't Be True Chappell
Rambling Rose. , , . .Dash-:
Heart of Loch Lomtynd . . Unit
Betty Blue Feldman
Ah, But It Happens. .Maurice
Little Bird Told Me . . . Gay
All Dressed Up ,., Cinephonic
Little Girl Connelly
Cool Water Feldman
Sabre Dance. , . , : , . , Leeds
Belong Someone Else, Connelly
Far Away Places. .... .Leeds

OBCVKSTRA^-MITSIC 47

Ban Catches Up On

Artists Contracts
The 11-months duration of the

recording ban lifted last month by
the American Federation of Mu-
sicians is beginning to be felt by
artists and recording companies
alike in relation to the expiration
dates of contracts. Before' the
ban, most recording companies did
not ask artists for letters of agree-
ment extending pacts by the
length of the disking hiatus. Others
assert that clauses so extending
terms were included : in agrecr;

ments.
At any rate; there have been sev-

eral arguments over the situation.

The AFM has not issued a hard
and fast ruling applying to the sit-

uation. It has more or less ruled
that it is up to the artist and the
recording company to get together
on. However, in the case of argu-
ments brought to it for adjudica-
tion, the- AFM has said that where
no agreements regarding the 11

months existed, contracts should
expire on the proper date.

j
Songs with Largest Radio Audience i i

The top 30 sonffs of the loeek, ba^ed on the copyrighted Audi-
ence Cowerape, Indea; Survey of Poputor Music Broadcast Over
Radio Networks. Published by the Office of Research. M., Df,
John G. Peatjnan, Director, ' "

Survey Week of January 14-20, 1949

A Bluebii-d Singing In My Heart Advanced
A Little Bird Told Me Bourae
Bella Bella Marie— fi'Melody Man" ;Leeds
Brush Those Tears From Your Eyes , . .... . ; . f . ; . , . Leeds
Buttons and Bows—t"Paleface". .... . ; : . , . ; . i . . . . .Famous
By the Way— f'When My Baby Smiles at Me". . . . BVC
Cuanto Le Gusta— i"Date With Judy" , South«ni
Far Away Places .Laurel
Galway Bay Leeds
Here I'll Stay—*"Love Life" .Chappell
Hold Me .... , , . . . ... . j,....v, ,. .'Bobbins
I Don't Want To Meet Anymore People. ; ,Dreyer
I Love You So Much It Hurts , , . Melody Lane
In the Market Place of Old Monterey : . . . . . : . Shapiro-B
Whatcha Do Whatcha Got—t"So Dear To My Heart" Santly-Joy
I've Got My Love To Keep Me Warm Berlin
Lavender Blue—t"So Dear To My Heart" Santly-Joy
Little Jack Frost Get Lost Spitzer
Maybe You'll Be There Triangle
Missouri Waltz . .. . ... .... . . . . . ...... . . . , , Foster
My Darling, My Darling—'"Where's Charley" Morris
My Own True Love Paramount
On a Slow Boat to China .... . . Melrose
Powder Your Face With Sunshine Lombardo
Pussy Cat Song Leeds
Say It Isn't So , Berlin
So In Love—^"Kiss Me Kate" Harms
Tara Talara Tala , Oxford
Until .

; .Dorsey Bros.
You Were Only Fooling . ; ....... Shapiro-B

Jocks and Jukes
Continued from paga 44 ;

face, too, silkily putting the How-
,

jump backing. Reverse ties Miss

ard cords to a tune that Isn't up to Lee and Dean Martin together on
the performance it gets. a tune that fits Into a dualing

Bay McKlnley "Sunflower"—Lit- i frame best. This is a good tune
tie Jack Frost Get Lost" (Victor), i and it could catch on. Only disking

Ray McKinley's initial post-ban

bits. He applies a western twist

to the "Sunflower" melody, a new
and promising pop that has drawn

that rivals this is Doris Day-Buddy
Clark's Columbia side.

Andy and Delia Russell "Rosita
| ables

and Joe"-"Is It Yes" (Capitol) Cute
the attention of even Frank Sina-

1 gj^^g j^gt jocks can find good use
tra (Columbia). McKinley disk isltof. Russell and his wife work
nicely done, it's different than the
others and it'll go with jocks. On
the backside he gives an even bet-

ter ride to a good rhythm tune

MORRIS TO RUN NEW

LEE-BARBOUR FIRM
Hollywood, Jan. 25.

Peggy Lee and Dave Barbour
have inactivated their own pubr
bery, Barbour-Lee Music, , as a rer

suit of a new deal worked "with
manager Carlos Gastel to set up a

new firm, Oriole Music. Selling

rights have been assigned to Ed»
win H. (Buddy) Morris. Move en-

the husband-wife singer^

composer combo to make more
coin.

Barbour-Lee was handled by
Mickey Goldsen who got 50% of

The remaining songs of the week, based on the copyrighted
Awdience Coverage Index Survey of Popular. Music Broadcast
Over Radio Networks. Published bu the Of/ice o/ Research, fnc,^

Dr, John G. Peatmon, Director.

Bouquet of Roses , , . . . , . , . ... ... ......... . . . . . . . Hill & Range
City Called Heaven .... .Warrten
Down Among the Sheltering Palms, . Miller
Down By the Station American
For You Witmark
Green-Up Time—t"Love Life" . r Chappell

'

I Got Lucky In the Rain—*"As the Girls Go" Fox
I Wish Somebody Cared Enough To Cry .......... London
In My Dreams . . . . . . v , .< ..... . . . Beacon
It's a Big Wide Wonderful World ................ BMI
It's Too Soon To Know ........ . : . . .... . .Morris
Liliette . s Jefferson
My Dream Is Yours. ... ...... ... . ; .... ... . . Witmark
One Sunday Afternoon-r-t"One Sun. Afternoon" . . Remiek
Portrait of Jennie , Wamow
Pretty Baby Remiek
Rosewood Spinet ..... , . ...... . .. . » i . .. . Shapiro-B
Silver Wedding Waltz

. vii...i....,.i.... Mogull
That Certain Party :.i . .BOume
Twelfth Street Rag. ... Shaplrb-B
What Did I Do— -f"When My Baby Smiles" Triangle

• Legit Musicoi t Filmusicot.«»»»»»»444
On the Upbeat

smoothly together in Mex dialect.

"Rosita" is a fair piece that drags I all profits for himdling office and
« bit toward the end. The better

j

promotion dotaiLs. New deal calls

side is "Is It Yes," a samba back-
| for Morris to get a sliding scale

doing the vocal himself. It moves grounded lyrical 'story that has a ' cut oi' profits which, in any event,
smartly On a medium beat. Jean " ' ... . „ , ,

Friley helps out with the vocal.

Jack Smith and Margaret Whit-
tog "Frankie and Johnnle"-"Makc
a Miracle" (Capitol). Neither of

these sides may become hot hits

lot of appeal.

Platter Pointers
Alvino Rey moves a good instru-

mental in his "Continental" side
inese sioes may oecome uoi /r.„v;ini\ h9/.ir Kv Vvnnni. KIiif^r
With jocks but both certainly will :

(^Capitoy-.
^^g^^^^^

be played often and a lot longer
f-

-
-rtmptbini? h\aeer "a^es BarDour-L,ec, wincn bpeuiai-

than others. Unusual coupling of , f^'^
""^^

f^^^^
songs either written by the

Mice WKifino <,„A Rmuh hi-inaa !
than an ordinary western in

„=.ir nr nnniiiafi7*iH hv th«>m on

Roy

Will be a smaller cut than Goldsen;
got, . - _. . .

^

In establishing Oriole. Morris
put Miss Lee and Barbour under
pact to publish through the firm

anything they write within the next

two years. Move automatieaHy de-

flates Barbour-Lee, which special-

Miss Whiting and Smith brings -

p„,,j„„ (vintnfl Decea reis-

^^^S^'"^/'"^"*'^^^-!
the lA-«oUm (Victory ... De^

! *.?^2''^'/"**"P* ?'°'"t?^7,f/' I On a Star" and "June In January"
and they dress It in a highly-listen-

|

«
^^^^ fl„j Buddy

able delivery. BacHground helps ,. "n„„,i,, to Go <!t»adv" an
the Impact immeasurably. FHP-

1 ^^^^iMereurv) Jimmy
ZZJ' """"'"'l''" '^^'^ M»chK S"o7'"BewilS"
Frank Loesser from Where's

, "YtV, w«^^^ Hawkins (Victor) is
Charley,'' which will get some cir^

j
Sy turned ^^^to P

culation of It's own.
Ivocal o" "So In Love," (Mercury)

Freddy Martin "Once In Lovei Capitol BCcidentally timed a

,

Wilh^ Amy"."You Was" (Victor).
| release of "Lady In Spain" by the

Martin, figures to sidle smoothly up
! philharmonic Trio, a good disk,

pair or popularized by them on
Capitol Records. "Manana," one

Of last year's big hits, which was
published by B-L, will naturally

remain in that catalog.

Cap Suit on Bldg. Lease

Tossed Out by N. Y. Court

In a lehgthy decision, Ni. Y,, sUr

preiWe court official refei-ee Gha'Cies

_ , „ . , . . ^„...miw,«...^ - mG. Lockwood last week tossed out
to jocks and jukes with his "Amy"'

\ ^^^^ the "breaking" in Boston of
]
a suit brought by Capitol Records

arrangement. It's musical; yet -It
, victor's Ray Noble recording of the

|

Distributing Co. against a propne-
captures the flavor of the tune as ' B„rne sone plugged into local

]
tor of a loft building located at 270

It's done in "Where's Charley" f^vor bv WHDH's Bob Clayton . . . | W. 19th St., N. Y. Recording com-
from whence it comes..Merv Grif- ! "K*ep A Twinkle In Your Eye," . pany had sought a declaratory
nn and the Martin Men move the

! ^ut bv Paul Chapman for Apollo, ! judgment cancelling a lease on the

vocal. Griffin alone handles the . seems a likely tune ... Ike Car-
j

premises along with a refund of

Brush Those Tears"-"Man On the

Carousel"—are good and they

should start him toward favor . . ..

, n likely vu---' - - . -

vocal of the reverse, a likely new '.

penter's initial disks for Victor-
melody. He does It well with good

, ..nriidh Those Tears"-"Man On tl

accompaniment from the band, but
there are superior recordings of It.

Peifgy Lee "Someone Like You";
Peggy Lee-Dean Martin, "Yott
was" (Capitol), "Someone" tune
has gotten some very good record-
ings, leading off with Doris Day's
<Columbia), cutting, the best. Miss
1-ees disking is also in « b o
?M*"?, jukes. She

, 555 in revenue. ...
I ti;r''ninrnHff "for" rental of ' $791

one month's rent of i$791 and re-

turn of a security d^osit of $2;375..

Capitol charged defehdant land^

lord Arthur H, Herz. with making
I false representations as to the

,r
"

i , T..ir«B noMlno i
availability of the premises which

Younptown Jukes DecUne j^^^ plaintiff planned to use for
Youngstown, O.. Jan. /5.

, purpo-ses and offices. In
Apparently there has been a de^

counter claim, Herz stated he
cline m the jukebox business n

performed evciything as
Youngstown. I'urmg 1S48, the

! ^|°eed according to terms of the
issued 59 licenses bringing in $1,- « won judgment against

New York
Harry Steeper, now treasurer of

the American Federation of Musi-

cians, will be given a testimonial
dinner Feb. 1 at Union Club,
Hoboken, marking 30 years with
the AFM... Joe Carroll joined
Dizzy Gillespie's band as vocalist
;,.Kay McKinley band has spent
all of its time since Oct. 1 last in
New York area and will stay here
until March; New Yorker hotel,

two runs at Frank Dailey's Mead-
owbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J., Par-
amount theatre, and Adams theatre,

.

Newark, will: have been covered in
that time. . Gardner Benedict's
band sla.vs at New Yorker hotel
through April 20... Al Donahue's
new hotel crew into Syracuse hotel,

Syracuse, Feb. 1 for two weeks. .

.

Lorry Raine changed her name to
Laurie .. vMarlene Dietrich re-

corded "Black Market'' and "Illu-

sions" for Decca in N. Y . . . Louis
Bernstein and Georee Pineus, Sha-
pirorBernstein head and. prof,

mgr., to Miami Friday (28) . . . Mills
Music signed writers Richard Adler
and Philip Springer. . Royal Roost
intends setting up its own record--

ing label, using: names that: play
spot and do not'have disk tieups;

Feb. 12 marks the 25th anniver-
sary of the first performance of
George Gershwin's "Rhapsody in

Blue," performed at Aeolian Hall,

New York . . . Decca signed Larry
Fotine orchestra . . . M - G -M
grabbed Frankie Masters crew ...
Lenny Herman orchestra switched
from Tavern-On-the-Green, N. Y.
to Warwick hotel; Philadelphia,
Jan. 26 . . . Marvin- Drager bought
out publiGity firm established two
years ago by Wayne Vamum; they
had been partners .. i . Eddie Sa-
franskt has not joined Woody
Herman's orchestra; he : remains
with Charlie Barnet.

Lucky Millinder with blues
singer Roy Brown set for a vaude
date at 'the Apollo, N. Y., week of
Feb. 4. . .Tommy Duncan, who
warbled with Bob Wills' band for
16 years, set up his own outfit last

week. . .T. Texas Tyler trouping
through Texas and Oklahoma in

February prior to a picture stint
with Columbia early in March;

Hollywood
Phil Moore inked a term pact as -

musical dirtjctor for . Discovery
Records . . . Del Courtney opens
six weeks at Palace hotel, San
Francisco, Friday (28), returns to
Cocoanut Grove here March 29 to
backstop Rudy Vallee . . . Freddy ;

Martin, winding three-months at
the 'Grove here, opens Feb. 8 at
the St. Frances hotel, San Fran*
Cisco ... Dizzy Gillespie, at . the
Million " Dollar theatre week of
March 1, will pay off acts on the
bill and .split 50-50 with the house
after deduction of first $2,500' for
ballyhoo costs.

Art Tatum at Bar of Music, Las
Vegas on first Vegas date . . .

Rosalind Courtwrierht opens a twO'*

weeker at Fairmount hotel, Frisco,
March 29 . . . Beacon Music opened -

coast office with Mac Green in
charge. , . Jule Styne and Sammy
Cahn east to absorb West Point
atmosphere for tunes they'll write
for Warners' "The West Point
Story." . . . The Bachelors Long
Beach Wilton hotel deal extended
three more months.

Chicago
Al Trace, cornhusker par exr

cellence; .recently cut eight orig-
inal tunes for Damon, Kansas City '

label, and pacted a three-year con",
tract with Columbia Records,
shortly after.... Chi disk jocks
Dave Garroway. Eddie Hubbard -

and Linn Burton join Harmonicats
and Mel Torme on stage of River-
side theatre, Milwaukee, Jan. 20-

'

26 . . . .Sy Stern, in promotion and
advertising for Mercury, planning
summer wedding to Chicagoan ,;

Lois Stitzberi; . . . . Orch lead er
Art .Kassel, singer Gloria Hart,
Harvey Crawford, tapster JUl

[
Adams, juggler Lee Marx and rest

l of Blackhavvk Restaurant show en-
itertained vets at Hines Hospital
llast week Mercury Records is

[putting finishing touches to a $25
I per Norman Granz album which
covers a decade Itt . jazz .

.

New-
(Continued on page 49).
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Fred Waring Showcases

Untried Tunes, Spotlights

Contact Men on Airer
Fred Waring began spotlighting

music contact men as weil as new
songs yesterday C/uesday) on his

five-tlmes-weelcly NBC broadcasts
(10;30 a.m.). Maestro.' who rarely

uses ncM' and untried tunes on his

broadcasts of the past, has, devel-
oped an idea under which . each
Tflesday's broadcast will feature
pop tunes which have never been
submitted for the consideration of

"

an artist. Aind each of tjiree tunes
used weekly_ will be' discussed be-
tween him and the,publisher's rep-
resentative who is assigned to con-
tact him.

Idea is set up so that neither
Waring nor the men in his band
know what ,new songs arc. to be
presented. Tunes are selected by
choosing the contact men in rota-

tion with a "spare," or fourth man
on tan each week in case one of

the skedded three fails to show.
Each pub man brings to the broad-
cast a number of professional cop-
ies, which are distributed to War-
Ing's musicians bejfore the show.
Songs themselves aire cleared for

performance by some one other
than Waring.

BehutsNew

2-Song Disk at 79c

RETAIl S^T BEST SELLERS

Chicago, Jan. 25.

Universal Records' new. Double
|

Feature label, with two songs to a ;

side. IS setter Immediate release. !

according to prexy Bill Putnum. i

DF Label will retail for 79 cents,
jsame price as regular- 'Universal
J

disks, with distribution belng'l
handled by James Martin, Inc.; Chi

I

disk distrib. 1

While no changes are necessary
for radio stations or home phono-
graphs, a new type needle is

needed for juke boxes.

o-'.

/^Ai^it^i r —
'

,

; Surtey
. of retail [slieet niiisic.

salcsi based 011 reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative^ sales

rating for this and last week.. .
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1 1 "Buttons and Bows" (Famous)

.

4 2 1 S 1 2 3 2 1 1 98

2 "A Little Bird Told Me" (Bourne) 5 1 7 9 4 3 1 1 6 2 2 3 88

3 3 1
. T- 3 1 6 4 4 3'

'

'4'

'

3 4 5 87

4 2 "Slow Boat to China" (Melrose) 6 5 4 'X' 2 1 8. Z 7 .
7 2 81

5 '

6 "Lavender Blue" (Santly-Joy) 3 3 9 6 5 7 . 2 9- 5 9 3 7 64

6 4 "My Darling, My DarHnjt" (Morris) 10 6 2 7 3 5 5 8 8 6 62

7 10 "Powder Your Face" (Lombavdo) . 2 4 3 8 8 9 39

8 8 ^.iGalway Bay" (Leeds) / . .

.

8 9 6 'A- 10 10 6 4 37

9 9 "Cuauto Le Gusta" (Peer-Inter) .

.

.:5'.. 7 6 .8 6 23

10 .7 "you Were Fooling" iShapiro-B) 8 9 8 7 8 15

'11 12 "Again" (Bobbins) 1 10

12 11 "Until" (Dorsey Bros.) 9 '

V.'
'8 9

13 12 "So Tired" (Glenmore) 9 7

14A "Red Roses for Blue Lady" (Mills) 7 9 6

14B "Best Years of Lives" (Bobbins);. 5 6

Sarah Vaughan,Musicraft,

Col. Records Tussle In

Contract Breach Claim
Sarah yaughan, Muslcraft Rec. -

ords, and Columbia Records are an
involved in a tussle over her re-
cordings. Miss Vaughan recently

I claimed Musicraft had breached a
contract that has 18 months to go
and sued the company for unpaid
royalties. Meanwhile, she and her
manager have been negotiating a
deal with CRC. But the latter is
wary of signing her for fear that
the Musicraft agreement is not
clearly cancelled.

° Musicraft asserts in answer to
the singer's suit that the main point
of argument, unpaid royalties, were
offered, but refused. It's acknowl-
edged that the statement was not
on time as per the contract, how-
ever^ Musicraft also contends that
the singerJs contract carried a
clause extending , the expiration
date by the length of the 11-raonth
recording ban, which, if true, still-

might not have arij? eft'ect on the
coin end of the tangle.

Siritzky International is preem-
Ing its French "Man. to Men"
("D'Homme a Hommes"), at both
its Ambassador and Elysee theatres,
N. Y.', in mid-February. A Jean
Louis Barrault starrert the fita con-
cerns the founding of the Red
Cross. •

From the Current

WALT DISNEY
Hit Picture

. A 9eautifur Ballad

SO DEAR
TO MY
HEART

SANTlY-JOr
1619 Broadway

New York 19, N. Y.

EDDIE JOY, Gen. Prof. Mgr,

Coast AFM Branch Moves
To Control Band Managers

.Hollywood, Jan: 25i

Coast band managers are unea.si-

ly watching Musicians Local 47's

campaign to enlist in AI^'M ranks
the personal managers of bands
and combos. They fear the. next
step is a union ukase preventing
managers from collecting: more
than 5% of a musical Combo's
earnings.

AFM has always liked to be-

lieve that thac figure is all a man-
ager gets although very few re-

ceive only that minimum amount,
Most managers account for addi-

t^pnal slices by asserting lie gives

advice in many ways, promotes,
publicizes, etc. However, when
James Gi Petrillo started out after
booldng agencies a few years ago,
he laid down the 10% law and
made it stick.

New campaign for members fol-

lows a recent Local 47 decision
that the union should extend its

influence to managers, who cannot
book but do exert authority over
'orchs. There's no cliarge for in-

clusion on the Union's list and no
dues. Similarly, there is no henefitl

to tlie managers.

Already signed up are George
"Bullets" Durgoni, who manages
Page Cavanaugh combo among
others, aiid Hal Gordon, manager
of the Ike Carpenter orch. Others
at whom the union is aiming are
Carlos Gastel, Tom Shells and Don
llaynes.

Aussie Musicians Union

Banning Imported Talent
Sydney, Jan. 19.

Edict by Aussie Musicians Union
will deny membership to musi-

cians from abroad, execs claiming

that presently Aussie members
can't find fulltime empjoyment.

Frank Kitson, prexy of tlie

union, said that the redlighting
was not imposed because of any
racial discrimination but in an en-
deavor to stop the home market
.becoming swamped with talent
from abroad. Kitson said his union
ainied at maintaining a member^
ship consisting of 90% Aussie and
lO^'o British who have resided here
for 10 years.

Union is also strongly opposed
to. the overplay of wax via com-
mercial and non-commercial units.
Will not record music for the air-
waves unless such recordings are
destroyed after on6 performance.
It wants more members employed
in both radio and cinemas here.

Univ. .Asks Possession of

7 Harmonicats Masters
. .

Chi(;ago, Jan, 25.
Univefgal Records filed petition

before IV^asteivin-Chancery William
iMcChe.snpy) last week, asking pos-
I session, p.f seyen Harmoni'cat mas-
!
ters .stjil. li^lci by bankrupt Vita-

! coustic C,qrp_. llarold Moses, attor-

I
ney jpi* yn;yer^al, claims disks be-
llong tp tJ.Jliversal under licensing
1 contyaQt with old Vitacoustic disk-
I ery. ,

,
,

; Pli»t(ie.r;5 i^eqvesfted include top
i sellers, . VFpg. O' M!^ Heart," and
1 "Peggy p.'il.e.iil," Meanwhi'le, Uni-
I
versa! i)l.aAS i;«?lea.se a tlarmoni-

; cats album.' ne^t Ayeelc.
'

,

Roy Eldridge, sepia trumpeter,
has given up liis own band and re-
turned to the Gene Krupa orch.

Shorty Warren, current at the
Blue Mirror, Newark, has signed
with Music Corp; of America.

RCA Signs Bill Lawrence
HC^-Victor last week signed Bill

Lawrence, the young new singer on
Arthur Godfrey's radio and TV
shows. Befoi'e the signing, how-

!
ever, Victor and M-GtM Becords

I
played football

' with him. ; .

Lawrence originally was set to
go with Victor immediately , after
the lifting of the disk ban; Then
M-G-M assertedly was leading him
up to the dotted line. Victor
finally took him on. (He's handied
by George Evans, press agent for
Frank Sinatra for years.)

Victor also signed Alfred Drake;;
musical comedy singer.

Bands at Hotel B.O.'s

FRANKIE LAINE
. ON P^GGT LICK'S

tiiESTi:itPii!;i:,i> siitj.k club
' Xliursduy livening

House-Built Leeds Plugs
Hollywood, Jan. 25.

Don Jensen, local representative
of Leeds Music, takes care of his

[own plugs and gets paid for it.

j

Short time ago Jensen contacted
I the producers of Don Ameche's
i transci-ibed show for Lucky Strike
I (3:30-4 p.m. CBS five days weekly
I looking for a plug on "Galway
1 Bay,'' a Leeds pop climbmg up the
' sales ladder.

; Producers of the show suggested
that Jen.sen tfiing the song hniisell'

since he's an ex-band vocalist and
get the plug over the way he

i wanted it done; He made the disk
;
and On top of getting the plug

I
drew $50 for it.

i .
.4 ' -

' WeeksBand Hotel Wayed
Emil Coleman*.

. , Waldorf (400; $2) 6
I
Gardner Benedicti' New Yorker (400; $1-S1.50) 7
Guy Lombardo . .

. Roosevelt f400; ?1.50-$2) 12
frankie Carle . .

. Statler. (450; $1-$1.50) ,' 4

Covers Total
I'ast Covers
Week On Date

2,100 11,625

900

1,750

1,600

9,225

29,425

6^900

* Waldorf, Dorothy Shay, Jim my Carroll; New Yorker, ice reviie.

i . v.:.Chicago.:''
Barclay Allen (Empire Room, Palmer House, 550; $3.50 min -$1 cover)

I

Jiveiyn Knight charming conventioneers to tune of 4 100
I

Hemy Brandon (Marine Room, Edgewater, 700; $1.20 cover). Weathernicked here slightly. Still nice 2,700.
' •

f lyi-^mei

Joe DeSalvo (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck, 200; $2.00 min.-$1.05 cover).
.
Lester Cole and Debutantes; steady 1,800

f «

' n^l V'^a i""'
Sherman, 500; $2.50-$3.50 mm.\ Buzzing 3,200.

I Dick LaSalle (Mayfair Room, Blackstone, 350; $3.50 min -$1 cover)
Florence Desmond replaced Beatrice Kay Thurs. (20)- 3 000

ConttoJed finl's'^O^**"^^^^'"*^
$3.50 'min.-$l cover).

Mills Music picked up western
hemisphere rights to Donald Philr
lips' "Cuban Holiday" from Law-
rence Wright Music Co., Ltd., com-
position's original publisher

' Los Angeles
Carl Brisson, Freddy Martin (Ambassador, 900; $1.50-$2)
Jan Garber (Biltmore, 900; $1-$1.50). Good 3,300.

Nice 3,800.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

Ted Lewis show kept
„ IChtcago):
Cee Davidson (Chez Paree, 500; •$3.'50 min

)

i

ropes up all week; big 6,000. "
weMTlfhoftoTo's'oo''"'

^"^^ ^P^" ^"^'^"-^ ''"""^

faSSoriiSn:^lar2'5o'o' '" «>"^-Howners like this

spSi'^'dTpp'So^So"""' ^'"''^

„ , ^ (Los Aiigele.<!)
lex Beneke (Palladium B., Hollywood, 5th wk,). Okay 1,500.

Emerson Exits Metrotone,

Buys His Contract Back
Jacjk., Emerson, who started

"Hair of Gold" via a Metrotone

disk, severed connections with that

company last week. In a dispute
with the label for weeks, Emerson
ended the tie by buying his con-
tract back. It had a year or sO'

to go.

Actually, Emerson bought the
pact, but in an unusual way. Metro-,
tone owed him some royalties. In-
stead of drawing the full amount
due, he accepted a portion, said

to be about half,, plus his agree-
ment.

Start off the New Year with
this big novelty hit.

i I

DANA RECORD NO 2032A

TOBIAS and LEWIS
U50 troodwaf. New York

m
1

ROStS Tor ^

mus MUSIC, INC.

1619 Broadway • N«w Ypik }•>, N, V.

I'M IN

THE MOOD
FOR LOVE

Music hy»,.
JIMMY McHUGH

ROBBINS

FARAWAY

PLACES
LAUREL MUSIC CO.,

1619 Broadway, New Yor!
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PetriHo Boosted His

D. C. Popularity Hooper

Via Inaugural Chores
Washington, Jan. 25.

'

James C. Petrillo, American Fed-

eratioq of Musicians head, is one

,

entertainment figure who came out I

of President Truman's ipaugura-

tioii 'celebration a lot more popu*

lar 'tHatt he went into it. As a

job -iif I^- public relations, Pe-

.

tritfo's efforts in connection with

the 'various affairs have done himr
more good than anything else in i

recent years, according to Wash-
ington observers.

Ui» to last week, the AFM prexy '

was regarded in Washington ns a

troublesome, .unreasonable labor

leader,
v**-—^ ' union

dues..' - ' sfcliool or-

chest;'«4.and the like.

Today- he is known as the man
who- lined up the various top name
bands- which played the Inaugural

Gala- and Inaugural Ball and who
saw that they were paid, without

the money coming from the I iinited

funds of the D. C. Inaugural Com-
mittee. He also provided a snappy
AFM float lor the Inaugural Pa-
rade. Even Southern Democrats
are .saying nice things about him.

Coin Boost Bid Rejected

By Mpls, AFM Execs
Minneapolis, .Jan. 25. i

Apparently taking cognizance of
[

business conditions in 'various

'

spots that use music, the local arm '

of the American Federation of:,

Musicians last week rejected a re-

quest by its members for a general
inerease in scales. George -Murk
is president of the local, -

, - .Murk explained^ however, that i

the local's exedutive board is mak-

1

"ing a study of conditions to de-
termine if there's real need for in-^

; creases in certain classifications. I

49

-Johnny Xonsr recorded a special
tune titled "Listen to Lacy," which
Jack Lacy, WINS, New York, disk
jockey, will use as his opening and
.closing theme., Long cuts for Sig-
nature.

I
A DREAM OF A LULLABY

|

TARRA
TA-LARRA

TA-LAR
I

J0XF(7RD MUSIC CORP.
Itt« Broodwotr N»w York

r It'taDiHy! 1

LAVENDER

BLUE
(Dllly Dilly)

Santly-iey, Inc. .

1619 Broadway, Niw York

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
A
o

ikins

Music

Co.)

|
: ft

Survtey of retail disk best
sellers, based on reports ob-
tained from leading stores in

: 12 cities and showing com-
parative sales ratimg for this
and last week.
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1 1

EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)
"A Little Bird Told Me" . . .

.

1 1 2 6 1 6 8 2 3 3 2 _86

2 2
KAY KYSER (Columbia)
'^On a Slow. Boat to China" .

.

3 3 7- 9 2 Q
<ii 10 1 50

3 3
DINAH SHORE (Columbia)

4'
, 2 .*.* 1 6 6 5 44

4 5
M^GAKET WHITING (Capitol)

'A
'

*> A . / 4 35

5 9
EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)
"Powder Face With Sunshine" . .

.

6 '

"7 2 9 3 9 7 34

6
BING CROSBY (Decca)

•'•A 1 ..4-.-; 4 31

7 4
JO STAFFORD-G. MacRAE (Cap)
"My Darling,. My Darling" 7 5 . 7 . 5 8 - -A.

• .* 30-

8 6

BING CROSBY (Decca)
'

oo 'A
"

5 6 29

9 7
LES BROWN (Columbia)
"I've Got My. Love to Keep Me? .

.

.A"
,y 7 26

10 12
RUSS MORGAN (Decca)

.' >'0 •

,o 1 22

11A 10
SAMMY KAYE (Victor)

10 6 4 9 8 8 21

UB 'T['5

DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
'^Lavender Blue" . .

.

,6 10 2 21

12 17
VAUGHN MONROF (Vi( tor)

"Red Roses for a Blue Lady' 2 5 9 17

13 \f)

BLUE BARRON (M-(i-M)
"Cruising Down the Klver"

,

5 1 16

14A 14
JO STAFFOUD-G. MaiRAE (Cap)
"The Pussy-Gat Song'' . 5 5 12

FREDDIE MARTIN (Victor)
14B . . "On a Slow B09t to China" i 3 7 12

15 11
C. MIRANDA-ANDREWS SIS, <D)

7 10 » 7" 11

16A ..

RAY NOBLE (Victor)
1
J. '

—
10

16B 15
EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)

. 1.:.

16C
FREDDY GARDNER (Columbia)

1 10

leD 19
T03IMY DORSEY (Victor)

10 2 10

16E 8
INK SPOTS (Decca)
"You Were Only Fooling".

.

6 10

17A 19
GUY LOMBARDO (Decca)
"The Birth , bf tlie Blue.s" .

.

2 9

17B 16
BLUE BARRON (M-G-M)
Powder Face With Sunshine". . . 2 9

18A ..

SIS. ROSETTA THARPE (Decca)

.

"High Above My Head" ... 3 8

18B 13
MILLS BROTHERS (Decca)

3 8

KAY STARR (Capitol)

IBC .. "You Were Only Fooling".

.

3 8

I 3 3 v;'4 5

FIVE TOP

ALBUMS

VAUGHN MONROE
SINGS

Vaughn Monro*

Victor

I CAN HEAR IT

NOW
EtKvord R. Murrow

Columbia

ROSES IN

RHYTHM

Fronkle Carlo

Columbia

,

WORDS AND
MUSIC

Varied Artitit

M-G-M

AL JOLSON

ALBUM NO. 3

Al Jolton

Decca

AFM Local 47 Okays

Cut Seale» Fewer Men

For Annual Oscar Set
Hollywood, Jan. 25.

Johnny Green's impas.^ioned Dra<
fory will save the Academy of Mo-
tion Picture Arts and Sciences
some Sll.OOO if the 1940 Oscar
Derby is run on the .small track at
the Academy Awai-ds theatre as is
now scheduled. Green, musical
director for the event, talked
American Federation of Mu.sicians
local 47 execs into sla.shlnij the
mu.'iic budget by that ;imount by
lowering both the sc.Ue for the
event and the number of musicians
reauired.
Figuring in the pitch was the

fact that looters this year would
work only 90 minutes. Acad execs
having decided to trim the show
to conform to airtimsi since only a
relRtive handful of members can
fit into the theatre and a lengthy
.spectacle would therGiore be noth*
ing but an extravagance.

De;il worked out by Green calls
for 22 sidemen who: will get $104.50
each for the show and eight hours
rehearsal. Green; who will baton,
and the contractor, will get .$156.75
each, bringing the total music bill

to 182,612.

Last .year, in thC: mammoth
Shrine Auditorium, Ray Heindorf
led 67 musicians who received $210
each, including pay for 11 hours
of rehearsal. Tab came to slightly
more than $14,000.

Until Green . made his pitch,

stressing the Acad's need for econ-
omy, tuners had ruled that a mini-
mum of 40 aHen be used this year,
at .1)120.75 each.

Tops of the Tops
Retail Disk Seller .

"A Little Bird Told Me"
Retail Sheet Music Seller

"Buttons and Bows"

*'Most Requested" Disk
"A Little Bird Told Me"
Seller on Coin Machines
"A Little Bird Told Me"

Best British Seller

"Buttons and Bows"

On the Upbeat
s :Cotttinued firom page 47

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE SALE

One of Jacksbnville Florida's

Finest Equipped Cocktail Lounges

Can Easily Be Converted

Into a Theatrical Or

Music Bar

GOQD LOCATION LONG LEASE

PRICED RIGHT

For (nformation — CaH - Write - Wire

JOE KRESTUL-618 West Adams St.

' Jaeksenvlll*. Florida

nioMi—4-0171 or 4-0172

man Donnelly former general man^ '

ager of Inland Trading Corp.,
joins staff of Consumers Aid, Inc.,

store broadcasting music service,

!

and will headquarter in Chi....
)NBC Chicago Orchestra will cotX' i

cert during February in Fullerton
Hall, Chi Art Institute . . Bob

'

MorriSi WJJD baritone, does' a

nightclub first, with new Vine
Gardens show, starting Friday (28)

I ... . Ethel WaterSi accompanied by
{ Fletclier Henderson, .set for one-

I

day concert at Opera House, Jan,

1
30 . i Sugar Chile Robinson, child

I

jazz, pianist, set for Lake Club,

I

Springfield, Jan. 28 for one week

I

. . . Red Allen and J. C. Hiffsen-
I botham follow Herbie Fields into
! Silhouette Club, end of Feb .

.

j

Pittsburgh
I Roy Eldridge back to Carnival

;

Lounge, Feb. 14, to sit in with
! Deuces Wild while trombonist.

I

Tommy Turk goes out again on

,

I tour with Norman Granz's 'Jazz at-

the Philharmonic' . . . Darryl;
! Campbell, former trumpeter with;
i Baron Elliott and Luke Rileyfs'

I
Casino house band .joins Charlie

' Spivak . . . Gene Krupa at Savoy i

Ballroom tine - nighter Thursday
: (27) . . . With shut-down of An-'
'kara for three months, Walter;
' Gable's band is at Johnny Brown's

;

I Club, Bast Liberty ... • '

Tooter and Music Fired

2 Ways, Boss Booked
Harold Heldt, St. Paul bar opera-

tor; was booked for investigation
when he fired a musician and al-

legedly "fired" his music.

Walter Tritchler, drummer, com-
plained that after Hejdt axed him,
he burned up $100 worth of
Tritchler's music in the tiunace.

Japs Disked 12,000,000

In '48; Colombia Leader
Tokyo, Jan. 18.

,Tap record industry turned out

,

12,000,000 disks in 1948, recent
!
survey shows. At least 80% was

I
modern music, mostly jazz. Japan

i Columbia led the trade With TOO,"
[000 copies, of which the popular

I

"Tokyo "Boogie-Woogie" sold more
than 100,000.

I
: Other figures include: Japan

I
Victor Co., 300,000; King Record

1 Co., 300,000; Teichiku Co., 300,000;
IPolydor Co., 70,000 to 100,000.

HIT SONGS FROM M-G-M's

SENORITA

FRANK SINATRA Columbia

EDDY HOWARD Mtreury

VIC OAMONE Mercury

'jack smith „ ..CopHol

JOHNNII JOHNSTON U-OM
liENNV'PENNIS London

DENNIS DAY RCA Victor

WHAT'S WRONG WITH ME
VAUGHN MONROE RCA Vktor

KATHRVN GRAYSON . . M-G-M

PATTI PAGE .... Mercury

IF I STEAL A KISS

VAUGHN MONROE....:. .RCA Vicfor

ANDY RUSSELL .Capitol

FRANK SINATRA Columbia

JOHNNIE JOHNSTON M-G-M

LEO F C ( S T, INC

Amtriea's Foremoft Comedy . Initrumentaliili

KIRBY STONE
Quintette

Featuring COW EYES
Currenlfy FRANK PALUMtO'S

GIRO'S, Phila.

Exclusive Monogemen^

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOe GL/ISER, Pres.

New York Chicoqo i Beverly Hills

745 5th Ave. PI. 9-4600 703 No Wobash | M...7;.. F' B-w.W I.
•
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SOHG CAVALCADE;
* **«*<« (Musical-Historical Revietv: 1800-1948)^^**^

Compiled for p^filETY
By JLLIUS MATTFELD

(Copyright; Varitly, Inc. AH Right! KMtrvtd)

Ugendi and olhai ba«ie background inforinah'an> antndant lo tht campilarfon

and pfes«ntD»ion, opptortd in Ot». «, t94», itsu'w when thi Vaihly Song

Cavokode f»ar»td pub/ieofion uriolly. '

It. -h luggMftd that tfcest tn«to"m«nrs. bo

c/ippad and filed for futuro reforonet, ,

Attohtion i> horiby talUd to tho focf that fhi» moftrin| i» copyright ond moy not

fc'o roproducod oilhor wholly or, in part.

(Continuod from last Wock)

I
the cowboy, and the cattle raising

business with which he was assbr

elated (fey early 1900 the era was
over),,

Van Depoele and Sptague in-

vented ; the electric trolley : car
which Was developed and perfected
in the ensuing three years.

: L. E. Waterman in this year,

and Paul E. Wirt in 1885, worked
but the fountain pen.
One J. Baker ate 6 pounds of

cooked beaiis in 40 minutes at a
tourney under Grand Army of: the
Republic auspices at TonavVanda,
n. y,

Oliver Wendell,Holmes' "A Mor-
tal Antipathy:" appeared,; as also
Mark Twkin'^ "Advienttires , pf.

Huckleberry rinn." : , ,,.

Chauncey Olcott Was staiirlrig in
"The Irish Artist."

Financial panic resulted in New
York with the failure of the ftrm
of Grant & Ward.

.' Tornadoes killed several hun-
dred persons and destroyed ; 10,000
buildings,-,'', V,,,

1882
I Never Drank Behind the Bar

(The McSorJeys). w.; Edward Harri-

gan; m., David Braham; Wm; A.

Pond & Co., cop. 1882.

I'll Be Ready When the Great
Day Conies, w.^ m., James S.: Put-

man. Chicago: S. Brainard's Sons,

cop. 1882.
The Market on Saturday Night,

w., Edward Harrigan. m.v David
Braham; Wm. A. Pond & Co., cop.

1882.
McNally's Bow of Flats, w.. Ed-

ward' Harrigan; m., David Braham.
Wm. A. Pond & Co., cop. 1882,

When the Clock in the Tower
Strikes Twelve. : w., Edward Harri-

gan. m., David Braham. Wm, A,

Pond Sn Co., cop. 1882.

Cincy Starts a Trend
Here's a good example of

why music publishers go mad
in such an unpredictable busi->

ness. Some tim.e ago, a putsch

was started v on the tune "As
You Desire Me," by the Words
and Music catalog, owiied by
Cork O'Keefe and operated for

him by Dave Dreyer, Vaughn
Monroe made a recording of it

for Victor,
,.
Tony Martin for

Mercury, etc. Nothing hap-
pened.
Recently, Paul Dixon,

WCPO, Cincinnati, disk jockey,

began spinning a version re-

leased only a little while ago
by M-G'M, made by Derry
Falligant. He got big request
action out of it and the stir

has begun spreading to the
point where Monroe's version

i'S being reissued and so is

Martin's (he's now on Victor),

and Decca is having it cut- by
the Ink Spots.

Mrs. (Lily) Langtry made her
American debut at Wallack's The-
atre, N.Y„ as Hester Grazebrook in

"An Unequal Match," followed by
the role of Rosalind in "The
Honeymoon."
Jumbo, the elephant, arrived

from England and was promptly
^exhibited by P. T, Bamum.

Mark: Twain's "Prince and the

Pauper" appeared,.
On Pearl St., N.Y., the first Edi-

son electric lighting station open-
ed.

Oscar Wilde, the English author
•nd esthete, began lecturing in

Chickering Hall (lectures and ad-
dresses, especially by visiting Eu-
ropeans, were highly popular at

this time).
''East Lynn" (with Ada Gray),

"Far from the Madding Crowd"
|

<Sha»e

and > "Esmerelda" were popular •' ocanl

plays.

' 1883
Marg-uerite. w., m., C. , A. White.

Boston: White-Smith & Co., cop.,

1883.
My Dad's Dinner Pail- (Cordelia's

Aspirations), w., Edward Harri-
gan. 'm., David Braham, Wm, -A.
Pond & Co., cop. 1883.

Strolling: on the Brooklyn Bridge.
W.V George Cooper, ' m., Joseph P.

Skeily. Richard A, Saalfield, eop,
1883.
When the Mists Have Rolled

Away.. Hymn. W'.,- Annie Herbert,
m., Ira David Sankey. Cop. 1883,

by Ira D. Sankey,
When the Robins Nest Again,

w., ra., Frank Howard. T. B. Harms
& Co., cop. 1883 by J. F. Martin-
da' o.

At a time when gastronomic de-
lights were highly prized, one W.
S. Walcott ate two quail daily, be-
tween 4 and 5 p.m,, for 30 con-
secutive days—a record never even
remotely approached.

The->Brooklyn Bridge opened, at-

tracted vast crowds, and had to be
altered at the approaches when
12 peoi)le: were trampled to death
in a crush.

Congress adopted standard time.
The novel of the year was

"Bread-winners" by an anonymous
author later discovered to be John
Hay who, in 1898, became' ^Secre^

tary of State.
In New York the Metropolitan

Opera House was dedicated.
Mis. Cyrus Curtis founded The

Ladies Home Journal (of which

I ]88.'>

I At the Cross. Hymn, w., Isaac

I
Watts. Jii., R. E. Hudson, cop. 1885
by R. E; Hudson.
The Gum Tree Canoe, w., S. S.

Steele, m.. A. F. Winnemove. Cleve-
land: S. Bi'ainard's Sons, cop. 1885
("new edition").

Poverty's Tears Ebb and Flow
(Old Lavender). w„ Edward Harri-
gan. m., David Braham, Wm, A.
Pond & Co., cop. 1885.
Remember, Boyi ' .you're Irish

(Shane Na Lawn), w., m., William
.m. T. B, Harms & Co., cop,

1885.
Still as the Night—.Original Ger-

|

man title; Still wie die Nacht (no.
|

27 in: Lieder. No. 326). German
words traditional; English words,
Mrs. John P. Morgan, m., K, Bohm.
Berlin: N. Simrock ri885?]. Pub-
lished in the United States b.v Oli-
ver Ditson Co., Boston, cop. 1890,
and G. Schirmer, New York, cop,
1890.

In Boston, Ben.iamin F. Keith,
who had begun his career by ex-
hibiting' a midget called "Baby

|

Alice." revolutionissed the existing

;

entertainment business by starting
i

vaudeville—a continuous perform- i

ance of variety acts, which, among

,

other things, was simon pure fori
the family trade in a day of hair-
raising thrillct's and blue jokes,

i

First electric street railway in
j

the U.S. opened in Baltimore by
j

Frank J. Sprague. !

Mergenthalor invented the lino-i

type—the type-casting mechanism!
that eliminated hand-setting and.L
gave a powerful stimulus to mass •

publications. -

!

Grover Cleveland

Claxson Bellamy and Harry Paul-
ton, m., Edward Jakobowski. (Pro-
duced in New York, May 10, 1886.)

What the Dicky-Birds Say (Erml-
nie). w , Claxson Bellamy and
Harry Paulton. m., Edward Jako-
bowski. (Produced in New York,
May 10, 188().)

On Bedloe's Island, N. Y., the
Statue' of Liberty, France's gift to
the U. S., was unveiled while
1,000.000 people looked on.
In the /Southwest, the Apache

Indians buried their hatchets and
the day of Indian fighting was for^

ever over.
Anarchist riots in Chicago, (Hay-

market) -resulted in several deaths,
followed by, convictions and hang-
ings.

The United Mine Workers organ-
ized.

Earthquakes killed 40 in CharlesT
ton, S. C,

R H Tele-Log
FoUotuing is tobwlation of song performances on New York teUvisiari

netu!orfc« JVBC. CBS, ABC and DuMont. They are based on ratings of
seven iop shows; Texaco (Miltoji Berle) 80; Chester/ield {Arthur God
jrey) 65; Emerson ("Toast of the. Town") 50; Chevrolet, 30; Kroft an"
Cliestcr/ield' (Perry Como) 25; Arrow Shirt, 25. >. '

•

Week of Jan. 13 to Jan. 19

My Darling, My Darllng-ri'"Where's Charley"—Morris en

Buttons & Bows—t"Paleface"—Famous
A Little Bird Told Me—Bourne

3q
On a Slow Boat to China—Melrose, . . .... on

Here I'll Stay—^"Love Life"—Chappell
It's a Big Wide Wonderful World—BMI

jO
You Were Only Fooling—Shapiro* 20
Cornbelt Symphony—Mellln ,

Down By the Station—American Academy , , jq
For You—Witmark , jq
Galway Bay—Leeds , .

,-
, ., ^

'
iq'

Lavender Blue—t"Sp Dear to My Heart"—Santly
jq

Little Jack Frost Get Lost—Spitzer , , . , . , ^
Picnic in the Snow—J, J. Bobbins
So in Love—*"Ki.ss Me Kate"—T. B. Harms
Thai Certain Party—Bourne lo
The Money Song-—Crawford . , . . . ...... , . , . . . .•

, , , , , , . . . , :io

Until—Dorsey Bros- . . • ...... ..... . , . .
. . . lo

What Did I Do—+"When My "Baby Smiles At Me"—Triangle lo

You Walk By—Cavalier . . . n iq
Cuanto Le Gusta—Southern 5
Far Away Places—Laurel r.. 5

My Own True Love—Paramount 5

1887
Away In a Manager (or "Luther's

Cradle Hymn"), w., ma erroneously
ascribed to Martin Luther, w,,

anonymous, m., J. R. M, [James
Ramsey Murray] (in his: Dainty
Songs for Little Lads and Lasses,
p. llOl. Cincinnati: The John
Church Co., cop. 1887; renewed
1915 by Mrs, J. R. Murray. (For an

Inside Orchestras-Music
Leeds Music men blew their stacks last week and cancelled subscrip-

tions to Peatman, RH and Accurate Reporting radio performance meas-
uring sheets due to the refusal to credit an important plug for "Galway
Bay'' on Bing Crosby's: Phllco show of Wednesday (19)., Crosby pulled
the unique ;Stunt of playing one of his own Decca recordings of the

song ion the' transcription, and singing along with it, meanwhile making
comments about the disking. Accurate, which logs N. Y. chain plugs
and supplies the info to Peatman and RH for their national compila,^'

tions, called the plug a "background" performance because of Crosby's
conversation and refused credit. . Accurate has since revised that stand

and will give proper credit next week. RH, meanwhile, had heard
Leeds' complaint and moved *'Galway" up to where it would have been-
had the plug been okayed.

That exclusive rights to mechanical reproduction in the U. S. often'

depend upon Presidential proclamation when the original eopyright

was obtained in a foreign country was again i^olnt'ed up by a recent

decision of the U. S. Circuit Court ofJtppeals in affiiminff, a ruling otiij

lower district court. In deciding an apj^eal ,from, a dismissal :pf an in-^

fringement suit brought by a: Brazilian tilaintiff against several Amei'-

ican recording companies, the high couri: held that the actioh should
'

be denied since reciprocal licensing conditions between the U, S; and

^.xvi>><> iJLuiai. Brazil had not been determined by Presidential proclamation. Suit

ekhaiTstive ''inv^stiiatio^^ tl>c number, "Tico Tico No.Fuba." composed by a Brazilian,

hi-story of this carol, consult: Rich- l and copyrighted under the laws of that country and in, accordance with^

ard S. Hill, Not so far away in a I the Buenos Aires convention of 1910.

manger, in "Notes," Washington :
—r—

D. C, Dec, 1945, p. 12-36.) Apparently no one likes "Boys and Girls Like You and Me." Noth-
Come [Comei Oh, Come To Me], ing personal, of course. But the BodgerSrHammerstein tune of that

Hymn, w., Mrs. James G: Johnson, title has been kicking around for more than six years without ever
m., James McGranahan, Cop. 1887 getting anywhere. Originally penned for "Oklahoma!" it was yanked
by James McGranahan; . ,. .

•.
i from the musicomedy in the original trimming. Metro bought it in 1943

I Will Sing the Wond'rous Story.
1 for the film "Meet Me In St. Louis," but it wound up'on the cutting

Hymn, w., ,F. H. floor, even though it did manage to find Its way into the Decca
Biiiiorn. Cop. 1887 by Ira D.

, an,un, of gongg fr(,„, the pic. Few weeks ago, MGM tried again with

if ' tii'e WaiPr* CoiilH SnPiit A« ^'^^^^ Sinatra warbling it to Betty Garrett in "Take Me Out to the

Thev Flo" w m C Ciaham Game." But—you guessed it—when the film came out of the cut-

Willis Woodward & Co.,' cop. 1887: '< ""8 room "Boys and Girls" was on the floor again.

If You Love Mc„ Darling, Tell I , .
^.

,n , , . .

'

Me* With Your Eyes, w Samuel' Alfred Newman can probably sue himself for plagiarism after a

Mintilrn Peck. ni.. Hubbard T. ' Songwriting stint at 20th-Fox. Script of "Come to the Stable'' calls for

Smitli. Washinston, D. C: John f] ' thesp Hugh Marlowe, playing a songwriter, to be accused by a group of

Ellis & Co., cop. 1887 I
nuns of using a hymn as basis for a pop tune. To make it^authentie,

• The 'Outcast Unknown, w., m„! Newman worked with: church music authority Roger Wagner for a
Paul Dresser, Willis Woodward &

;
month, digging into: old Latin manuscripts and . finally; wrote a chant

Co;, cop. 1887.
Book-a-bye Baby, w., m., Effie I

Canning, Boston: C D. Blake &
CO., Cop. 1887.
The Song That Reached My I

Heart, w.. m., Julian .Tordan, Willis

based on others centuries old. Then Newman jazzed it up into modern
format and Mack Gordon turned out lyrics for it. Tune is called

"Through a Long and Sleepless Night." .

Writing some 10 numbers for General Amusement's recent talent shovv,

was inaugu-
i WnoHwnifi * Pn rnn iR«7 .

''Theatre 49,'' proved the springboard to a pair, of exclusive cdntracts

rated president. X S^^^»l-originai french title S'^li
^^^'^'^ songsmiths Richard Adier and Philip Springer.

Bryn Mawr, another great insti- Le Cygnc Duet t^r violoncello i

^"^'^ c'eWe^s were handed two-year tickets by company prez Jack Mills,

tution of feminine learning, was and piano m Camille Saint-Saens I

''*'««lin' Like a Song" along with "One Easter
founded,

j

paris: A burand et Fils T 1S87J1 f*"*" P"''*''^^'*^
Roller skating was so popular

I
Though Your Sins Be As Scarlet.

that an estimated $20,000,000 was Hvmn. w., Frances Jane Crosby
invested m skating properties.

I IMrs. Alexander Van Alstynel. m.
Cable cars appeared in New William Howard Doane. cop. 1887

^ , a i . , ^ , i

by William H. Doane
Arbor Day (advocated by Sterl

Richard Adler was represented on Broadway last year as one of the
producers of "On Whitman Avenue," Springer has the music for last

year's Columbia University varsity: show to his credit.

ing Morion) ^became
day.

a legal holi-

1886

Wait Tin the Tide Comes In, w.,
Gco)-ge Prophetej-. m;-. ' Gussie L,
Davis. George' Propheter; cop.
1887.

Care with which James C. Petrillo is screening applicants for record-

ing franchises is demonstrated by the extent of negotiations with
Exclusive Records. Coast label dickered with the AFM chief for 26

daysirbefore getting a five-year ticket. Petrillo is scrutinizing each ap*

plication carefully and personally investigates each applicant beforil

Edward Bok took charge in 1889),
;

At Midnight On My Pillow Lying
]

the tclarSter,1l"e ^^^eto^ ! SKe*en XyZ ttiona'iry'sinl^the tn%Su7h'^mori^Mpresaging the era- of mass-publica- (Erminie): w.,-Claxson Bellamy and
\

of American sod^^^^^^
^^^.^^^

, ZerYefoSed ^drA^M' fL'n^hfsestefS^^^^^ drsrclampdmd
became U. S. citizens and were

months ago. .,';': :" •", -;

allotted land in individual hold-
! x.' j t>- •

' .^TT^T , „ 4 , ^ .
^

ings;
f

,
Pied Py?ers, vocal combo, ankle^^ last week on conj

Elsie Hofl'man, the actress, made
her American debut. ': :

Plays of the season Were "Pa,'^'
Dr, .TekyJl and Mr, Hyde." 1

tions,

Col. Cody (Buffalo Bill) launch-
ed his Wild West Show.

Joseph Pulitzer bought the New
York World from Jay Gould, and
immediately started campaigning
against prevailing plutocracy.
Those who disagreed with his poli-

cies labeled him a "yellow journals
i§t" and sensationalist.

Harry Paulton. m., Edward Jako-
bowski; (Produced in New York,
May 10, 1886.1

Darkest the Hour (Erminlel. w.,
Claxson Bellamy and Harry Paul-
ton, m.. Edward Jakobowski, (Pro-^

duced in New York, May 10, 1886.) I

Dear Mother, In Dreams I See
I

'

elusion of .five^yeiir. pact, to si^ with BCA-Victor. Teahi had been
with Cap Jiliiiost since that label's infancy; Witlj the original deal ex-

piring. Pipers' manager George "Bullets" Durgom sought a better 4eaK
_ -. , - _ .- xivuc. ,

Capitol apparently balked and the act immediately inked with the rival

' Her (Erminie). w., Claxson Bellamy |"C.O D." "The Wife" (by David
i

waxei-y. Understood the new deal provides for a royalty payment Of
and Harry Baulton. m„ Edward 1

Belasco and H. C De Mi'lle), and !
3%c for each disk and are guaranteed 12 sides annually. Cap royalty;

in New ,
"A Hole in the Ground."

1884
Always Take Mother's Advice,

w.. lU;, Jennie Lindsay. Willis
Woodward & Go:, cop. 1884,
Plum Pudding, w., Edward Har-

rigan, m., David Braham. Wm. A.
Pond Co.. cop. 1884.
The Sea Hath Its Pearls. Part

song lor SATB. w., Henry Wads-
worth- Longfellow, translated from
the German of Heinrich Heine, m..

Giro Pinsuti, London: Novello,

Ewer & Co. (1884).
White Wings. w„ m,, Banks

Winter. Willis Woodward & Co.,

cop. 1884,
This year marked tfa» heyday ot

(Continued next witrk's Issue)

Palitz in Coast Ho<p
Hollywood, .ran,: 25,

I

.Takobowski. : (Produced
I York, May 10. 1886),

I Forever With the Lord. w„ I

! James Montgomery. : m., Charles

:

]

Gounod: London: Phillipps and
!

Page [18861. |:

i pJ,"?^
Gladiator March m„ John

1 Morty Palitz, recording head'for

1 Coleman COP ^886 "
Harry

,
Columbia Records, is in Cedars of I .._ „ _

1 The Letter That Never Came, w I

•loso'tal here, undergoing
|
of a standard tune owned by another publisher, from Which the melody

m,, Paul Dressel^ T, B. Harms & ifu''^''.^H'P'/t'' '^.''''''^ '21), Pa-
'

of his "original" was taken.
. Co.. cop. 1886.

litz didn t feel well and later that
,

'

Maggie, the Cows Are In the
1 f"^";^?

symptoms of a heart
,

Capitol will shortly slide two sides by Herb Jeffries into the disK
attack. His — • - - . ^ .>

. , u.

payment was one-t|uarter of a cent less per record.

One small New York publisher changed the title of a new tune he is

publishing after reading a recent Variety story, which: pointed put

that major publishers would legally go after bop bands who were
using standard tunes as the basi» for bop originals. Title he had m-'

tended using was a pronounceable, but more Or less unrecognizable

word. Actually it consisted of the first lettet of each word in the title

Clover, w., m., AI. W, Filson. T. B.
Harms & Co., cop. 1886.

Never Take No For An Answer,
w., m., J. F. Mitchell. Willis Wood-
ward & Co., cop. 1886.
A Soldier's Life (Erminie). w.,

i ^
'^"^oved him!slails', before Columbia markets any "biscuUr by tlVe singer, whom it

„i, -Plf.?.:.?"'*
''^2?" cardiac

;
recently signed. Jeflries moved to Columbia after parting eorapapy

tests, all of which proved negative.
However, Palitz is still hoiSpital-

ized, while doctors try to deter-
mine what, ff anything, is wrong.

with Exclusive Records following his beef that he was getting too little

publicity. Capitol acquired the two sides—along with .six olhei- un-

released masters—for $800 froin Frank Kelly, who made them three

years ago when stai-ting the defunct Frantone B«cords.
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H'Jgerland Circuits E^e Success Of

Schine Vaude Ropte of 55 Days
Rtsults of the introduction of-fr

vaudeville on the Schintf circuits

indicates that the small towns are

ready for a variety invasion. Busi-

ness in nearly 20 towns where the

Schines have introduced stage-

sbows has been "more than gratify-

ing" so far. In towns like Amster-

dam, N.V., Where fl?sh has been

pjaying iot about three, months,

the b-o. is holding up nicely, while

turnouts in houses where vaude

has been In effect for only several

weeks, are reported big.

Circuit Operators throughout the

country are watching the Schine

experiment. Many theatre owners

hwe been hit with dwindling

crosses and shortage of pictures,

and ar? consequently seeking a

method of reviving revenue.

Al and Belle Dow Agency, book-

ing the Schine circuit, are already

offering acts 55 days, and prospects

are that playing time will be in-

creased on that chain. All bookings

are two and three-day stands, most-

ly weekends.

Other circuits which have been
eyeing the Schine stageshows, may

there are plenty of playable turns
available, they say. Thel-e's enough
material they declare, to supply
several more times the houses now
playing stageshows.
The Schines will most likely

opem a few more houses in order
to break up several long jumps.
Route starts in upper New York
and extends as far as Lexington,
Ky. With several more in-between
stops, acts will get a consecutive
route of close to 10 weeks.
These houses constitute playing

time which didn't exist a year ago.

Ohio Judge Decides

State Must Pay For

Confiscated Liquor
Columbus, Jan. 25.

Night club and cafe owners in
Ohio who had their licenses re-
voked since the anti-liquor law
was set up and who had whisky,
wine and beer confiscated as a rer

suit, have a claim on the state for
recovery of the value of the stocks

Lenny Joins RAC
Jack Lenny has joined Radio

Artists Corp.,. headed by Jack
BerteU and Bernard Schubert. He
will be in charge of theatre and
cafe departments. He'll also book
talent for video.
Lenny was with Harry Romm

until latter switche,d to Music Corp.
of America. He's been an indie
agent since.

I if a decision of Judge Joseph M.:
fall Into the fold shortly. Several

, Clifford stands.
New England and Midwest chain Common pleas court judge ruled
operators have already been mquir- the confiscation clauses in the liq.

Easing of England's Nitery Curfew

Indicated by RusseD Swann Booking

' ing into stageshow possibilities,

Heartening feature of the new
playing time, according to agents

who have been supplying Schine
with acts, is the fact that top
names and expensive * performers
are not necessary. Five or six good
acts are all that are needed, and

V - "JiF

HELEN E and HOWARD
Currently

OLYMPIA, MIAMI

mmmmim fHILADilPHIA, fA mmmmmm

aiNTONHOTELn\"ur.
300 outside" ROOMS
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SPrCMt WltKlY KATCS
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Manny Upper
fha> n«w comtdion

89«h WMk
Hollywood Show Leu(ig*

Chicago

Pen. Mgt.: IRV LEVIN

uor law as illegal "in that they
authorize the taking of and confis-

cation of property without due
process of law and without com-
pensation ... State,: however,
is fighting back and has served no-
tice it will appeal the decision to
a higher court.
Ruling came in case of Louis W.

Grieb, Springfield, whose night
club permit for . the Night Hawk
cafe was revoked March 1, 1946.

He said liquor agents seized about
$5,000 worth of liquor when he lost

his license;

Amount for which the state

would be liable has not been fig-

ured but it would run Into many
thousands of dollars. -

Miami's Copa City

Starts Price War

Early This Year
Miami B^ach, Jan. 25.

The Miami Beach price war is

starting earlier than usual this
year. Opening gun was fired by
the Copa City's bid for business
with, a $4.50 dinner, and a show
including Kay Thompson and the
Williams Bros., Peter Lind Hayes,
.lack Cole Dancers, Sammy Kaye
Band, .Georgie Tapps, Tony Bavaar
and a line.' It's estimated that the
layout costs around $30,000, mak-
ing it necessary for operator Mur-
ray Weinger to gross around $60,»

000 in order to breakeven.
The neigliboring Beachcomber so

far hasn't taken cognizance of the
Copa's price move, but retaliation

is . expected.
Business, so far, in the, majority

of cafes and hotels has been con-
siderably below that of last year, Bureau, will be

:
spotted on the

which wasn't considered too good. I
Mauretania and tlie newly-launched

Whether a price cut in Beach Caronia. Each show will consist of

' ' .London, Jan. 25.

ii/r»ic. XT:„.r.ii.n,i. xi^^^Vr^ T«« I
EasiHg of England's strict nitery

MpIS. JNlCOllet UoterS Ice [curfew laws Is indicated by the

Show MpUpH 'TU Slimitier '•'""''^'''S of Russell Swann into theonuw lueiiea lll 0Uiniuei
.Embassy Club. London, opening
Feb. 7. S\yann is the first major
U, S. cafe act to be booked into that

Minneapolis, Jan. 25.

Nicollet hotel's Minnesota Ter-
race will drop its ice show policy
March 1. But Dorpthy Lewis^ who
has held forth there since lastJune
will return next summer.
Meanwhile, Miss' Lewis is shap-

ing another ice show to open at
the Slatler hotel, Buffalo, next
month. She will not appear in the
show, however. ;

Terrace is expected to: return to
name-act policy, but will find com-,
petition local increased, two other
niteries having adopted that, type
of bid' for public favor meanwhile.

Cunard S.A. Boats To

Ship Shows as Means

Of Meeting Competition
Tlie British-owned Cunard White

Star line will book acts on its ships
in the Caribbean service to meet
the competition of other lines on
the West Indies run. Company has
had several of its top vessels in the
lucrative cruise trade.

Shows, to be booked by Nat
Abramson, head of the WOR Artists

country since the beginning of the
war. Since then, cafes have been
unable- to book expensive American
talent because of the 10:30 p.m.
curfew on liquor sales.

Recent protests by a delegation
of nightclub owners to Home Sec- ,

retary Chuter Ede is reported to
have been instrumental in amend-
ing the law. Cafe owners told Ede
that • the . 10:30 curfew has caused
"unsavory dives" to open, threatr-

ened London nightlife, and cut ofl
tourist trade.

Under Bi'ltain's current austerity
regime, it's been an unofficial gov-
ernment policy to discourage night
life in an effort to save on food,
light and heat, and liquor.

Swann's booking was made by
the Harry Foster Agency through
the William Morris office, New
York.

AL RICKARD BUYING

ARTHUR FISHER AGCY.
Deal is being completed for take-

over of the Arthur Fisher Agency
by . Al Rickard, who for several
years assisted the late Arthur
Fisher. Negotiations with the
Fisher estate are expected to be
completed by the end of the week.
Rickard will book houses for the

Skouras circuit in New. York and
vicinity, the Century Circuit,

Brandt houses and the Metropoli-
tan theatres of New England:

cafes will aid or hinder business
l is still to be determined. Some
quarters feel that lower tariffs at

a time when an owner is running
expensive shows will put the opera-
tion into a deeper hole. Others
feel that it's better to play to a
lot of fair spenders . as against a
handful of liberal coin dispensers.:

Last year it was found that price,!

cuts increased nitery = trade con-
siderably. However; that came, to-

ward the end of the season when
show budgets weren't in the super-
bracketSi and one or two nights
of good business was sufficient to

take the operator off the nut. A
spot with the Copa's talent outlay
and: food prices needs a full house
every niglit.

Keftrney Aligns withDows
Jack Kearney has joined the Al

and Belle. Dow Agency as a.dub
date booker.
Kearney was formerly with the

Harry Moss agency and prior to

that was band booker with Fred-
erick Bros., agency.

'

IS

^ World Famous Photographers

to ARTISTS of STAGE...SCREEN...RADIO

REPRINTS
We are now equipped to make quantity

original reprints at reproduction ratet.

LEONARD LE BEAU HELD

IN OKLA. PRISON BREAK
Chicago, Jan. 25.

Leonard Le Beau, owner of the
Pleasure Inn, Decatur, 111.; was ar-

rested last week on prison-break
charge.

Fingerprints connected him with
an escape in 1918 from the Okla-
homa State Reformatory.
LeBeau, widely known through

the midwest, had amassed a con-
siderable fortune in his 11-year
residence in Decatur.

eight acts and a band. U. S. turns
will be used, made possible by a
new edict of the British Board of
Transportation, which permitted
expenditure of American dollars.
Hitherto, it was impossible to use
U. S. talent because of ban on pay-
ment in dollars. As a result no en-
tertainment was offered. However,
a few cruises in which bookings
were comparatively sparse, is said
to have convinced the Ministry on
wisdom of using talent.

Abramson declared that he's lin-

ing up cafe dates in the West Indies
ports to augment the income of en-
tertainers on the run. Several
cafes and hotels in Nassau, Havana,
and other spots are reported
anxious to use American acts when
the boat makes stopovers.

Abramson declared that he's also
working, on a plan whereby acts
wouId make lengthy •stopovers at a
port in order to work cafes or the-
atres, and join the next ship on the
run: In that way, performers can
earn additional coin in niteries and
passengers could get the benefit of
an entirely new show.
Abramson is currently booking

shows on the Holland-American
Line as well.

Burglars stripped the safe of the
Park theatre, Youngstown, O.,

burlesk house, of $438 on Jan. 19.

Danny Thomas to Open

Miller's Riviera Season
Miami Beach, Jan. 29.

Danny Thomas has been : signeii}

to open Bill Miller's RivieraV Ft
Lee, N. J., around May 1.

Miller is also attempting to line
up other headliners, including
Martin & Lewis, Jane Fronian, etCw

JAM

JOHNSON

Americo^s

Foremost

Marimbiat

CEORGE

GUEST
Ted Lewis Drops lOOG

Suit Vs. Sherman, Chi

Chicago, Jan. 25.

Damage suits, one for $100,000
by Ted Lewis and the other for
$5,000 against him, were dropped.
Lewis' action was vs. the Sherman
hotel and a waiter. Altercation
started two years ago when Lewis
was staying at the inn and waiter
and he quarreled. Lewis claimed
he had to keep his arm: in cast for

j

six weeks. In turn, waiter sued
Lewis for $5,000.

Lewis, before Judge Julius
Miner, Chi circuit court, asked

;

juror to dismiss the suit after hear-.

:

ing that ' waiter was overseas vet
;

and had spent 14 months in hospi-^
|

tals. Cross suit was then; dismissed.

.

Guetary's 1st Canadian
j

Date Eyes 40G Gross -

Montreal, Jan. 25. I

Georges Guetary, French singer

)

and film star, may gross $40,000 in
j

his first Canadian date. He's cur-

1

rent at the Theatre Champlaine,
here, where he opened Friday (21).

j

William Morris agency, who imr
j

ported Guetary, is attempting to
]

get him to postpone French film
|

commitments in order to tour the !

U. S. Guetary, who is here with
,

his manager, Felix Marouani, i

starred in the long running Sir
;

Charles Cocliran production, "Bless
;

i
the Bride," in London. I

TRICKS-
in every trade!

^1

JAN AUGUST
and his Piano

iAtWi. MAGIC ia MtlUoHi

Cvrrmfly:
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St. Leuii

DirMrien: MCA

LatMl Mtrcury rtleat*

^'NI&HT and DAY"
"JALOUSIE"

CARNEGIE HALL STUDIO :154 W. 57th ST. N.Y.C.

IHl.
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AGVA, Bookers Seen Comprombing

Club Date Minimums at $20 Per
A $20 minimum for club date

acts is ip sight. Committee repre-

septing tlie American Guild of

Variety Artists met with reps of

the Entertainment Managei-s Assn.;

Artists Representatives Assn., and
Associated Agents of America to

explore the situation^

Negotiations started after a
meeting of the N. Y, AGVA branch
passed a. resolution naming a com-
mittee to start negotiations for a

club date code and :Bcale; Meeting
'Suggested: a $25 minimum for each
performer with $50 for doubles.

While most club date bookers
feel that this is not the time to

raise scales, especially in the light

of declining revenues in show-
business; it was felt that thft'CurT

rent $15 scale was too low. Many
bookers are willing to accept the
$20 bottom, but will put up a stiff

battle on. matter of other parts of
the code. One of them is the pro-
vision governing the number of
hours an act may stay at one dub
showing.

AGVA reps insist upon a
two-hour limit, after which the act

. can leave .and; get paid even if he
. hasnH workedl The bookers insist

that no entertainment manager
L can judge with certainty how long
an act must remain on - the job.

They : declare that speakers at a
banquet can: run overtime and con-

sequently show would be late in

starting.

Committees compromised on
permitting agents to function as

emcee. It's been agreed that an

agent may do a straight introduc-

tion without jokes or comment.
Next meeting between the AGVA

committee and the bookers , will

take place Friday (28).

6ILLIE HOLIDAY PUT

ON BAIL IN DOPE RAP
San Francisco, Jan. 25.

Billle Holiday, released on $500
bail on charge of possession of

narcotics, continued her engage-
Iment at Cafe Society here. Singer
was arraigned yesterday (Mon.)

I Federal narcotic agents raided
her apartment Saturday (22) at the
'Mark Twain hotel here and found
! opium and an opium pipe. Held
with her is John Levy, her man-
lager, who claimed that the con-

traband was left in a medicine
cabinet by a woman visitor. Fed-
eral agents said Miss Holiday was
apprehended while trying to get

rid of the stuff. Agent in charge
of the raid said the room smelled
Of opium smoke although neither

(Continued on page 54)

i Paul & P^ulelle Trio::

Currently , :

:

LATIN QUARTER
NEW YORK CITY

. . .

' •
.

.
.

. . . one Af tlie mocii amaftiiigr -nov-
*

,
.elty nets ever iraDdereil > • . do liliow'

*

,
^stoDplnNT iinrobatic trlckii that defy'

,
^description . . . l*anlette» a 8l«nd«r,' *

,
,f)hiil»e1>' Monde . . . one of tlie 1ot«- *

^
[]|«Nt «'rpntUi'eH ever seen on Broadway^' '

* 'I predict Mlie'll he movie property be-^ *

" 'fore tlir end of thia run." • »

-rI.EK MORTIMER. > -

Dir.: LOU COHAN^ 203 N. Wabjtili, Chfugo*

-

LUXURIOUS
RUSSIAN ERMINE JACKET
Wlilta, prutltally nnv. In vtrftct conilltitn.

$500.
n»x 0-3S

CliltaKO I, in.
'

Appeal Decision Over

E Niter^ Sales Tax
Chicago, Jan. 25.

Attorney General Ivan Elliot of
Illinois filed notice of appeal of a
decision by Circuit Judge William
Brothers, which grants exemption
from the. state sales, tax. to night
clubs and cafes which feature enr

'

tertalnment. It has been estimated
that ruling would cost the state

Upward of $2,000,000 in revenue.
Juror had ruled tax did not apply
to entertainment and therefore
should not be paid by bistros whose

1 main feature is entertainment.
I

Immediately benefitting from the
! decision last month were 18^ niter-

ies. Clubs, represented by attor-

neys Thbmas Rosenberg and Mil-
ton Raynor, also ' counsel for the

,
Chi Cafe Owners Assn., had paid

. sales tax amounting to $238,000

I
over a period' of three years ' under

I

protest; College Inn, :Sherman
! Hotel; received over $60,000 re-
' fund.

Re Hub AGVA
Boston,

Editor, Variety:
In your issue dated Jan. 12 you

printed an article headed ''Hub
Court Delays Plea of AGVA Dis-

sidents."

You told about the refusal of the

court in Massachusetts to issue an

injunction against, those now in

authority in AGVA in an action

brought by other members of

AGVA.
You omitted to report that

Judge Good had Cliff Barnes, the

Boston branch representative, take

oath that they would not keep
those performers holding so-called

Dale membership cards (plaintiff's)

from being given, keeping, and
performing their acts in clubs and:

hotels controlled by AGVA.
Louis J. M. Waxrmn.

Pfeilfer Denied

Chi Injunction

In 'Unfair Action
Chicago, Jan. 25^

Theatrical unions' "unfair" list-

ings were tacitly approved here
last week when Judge Donald
McKinlay, in Cook county superior
court, denied the request for tem-
porary injunction to prevent
American Guild of Variety Artists'

alleged interference in the pro-
jected opening of Jules Pfeiffer's

Bow-Wowery; Chi bistro. Magis-
I trate said, "nothing convinces me
I that 'unfair' listings are unfair or
I wrong." Ruling was the first - in
this area regarding the listings of
AGVA and Equity.

Pfeiffer claimed AGVA had
placed him on a "blacklist," in con-
spiracy with Equity,- which had
placed former legit producer on

(Continued on page 54)

Minsky Seekn^ to LiiHidi Strip

(kuit With Travel:^ Cafe Shows
Chicago, Jan. 25.

Minsky burlesque is seeking to

make a comebaclt. This time in

cafes,

Harold Minsky, scion of the

famed hurleydan, is seeking to

start the Minsky wheel rolling

once more by staging shows for a

circuit of cafes throughout the

HARRIS, McCUNE IN ON

COLE BROS. CIRCUS?
; Miami Beach, Jan. 25.

< Eddie McCune, operator of tlie

{Brook clubk Miami Beach, and
i

Nat Harris, manager of the spot
and ex-boniface of the now closed
l:Haremj;New York, are reported to

I
be in on operation of' the Cole
Bros. Circus, recently purchased
by a syndicate for $350,000.
McCune will most likely set pol-

icy, and current plans call for mod-
ernization with introduction of a
24-girI line. . Jack Tavlin will con-
tinue as general manager.

A New Thought in Mental Feats''

THE

DEsns
Per*. Din JULES ZIEGLER

>48 Fifth Av«Hu«, New Ydric, Phenet MU 2-2080

SATIRA SETTLES SUIT

ON EARNINGS SLICES
Chicago, Jan. 25.

Satira (Patricia Schmidt) un-

tangled her financial woes with an
out-of-court agreement which gives

Rose Miller, owner of the Silver

Palms nltery here, $7,000 in cash

and 5% of her gross earnings from
Nov, 5, 1948 to Nov. *> 1949. Miss
Miller had befriended dancer
while she was serving sentence .in

Cuban prison for the slaying of
John Meei .

Miss Miller supposedly asked for

25% of her earnings but pact

drawn by Marshall Korshafc, at-

torney, called for lesser demands.
Dancer just closed at the Music
Bowl, Chi nitery, but : biz was oif

due to previous date at the north-

side Club Silhouette, Where she
played, turnaway shows. ,

Wallenda Member

Hurt During Show
Shreveport, La., Jan. 25,

Philip Kreis, member of the
Flying Wallenda trapeze turn, suf-

fered severe . injuries as the result

of an accident during a perform-
ance of the Ward Bros. Circus In

the Municipal last week. Kreis
was descending from the trapeze

to take a bow at the finish of his

act when the rope broke, .accord-

ing to Arch Gayer, of the circus.

Kreis fell about 35 feetr suffer-

ing a brokett wrist, a cut forehead
and possible skull fracture,

Waitreiss, 2 Cops Grabbed

In Peoria Nitery Theft
Peoria, 111., Jan. 25.

Night club waitress, -a^ police
detective and a patrolman were
arrested last week on charges of
taking $1,550 in cash, from the
Pastime Club while the officers

were supposedly investigating »
burglary report.

Cash was recovered from the
locker of the nitery waitress.

country. He's already st.irted ne.
gotiations with the Jacobson Bros
to purchase or lease the Hlo Ctl
bana, Chicago strip spot, to house
the burley-type show current »t
the Colonial Inn, tfallandale, Pla
which Minsky is operating,
Minsky is also dickering for th«

Carnival, N. Y., with Nicky Blair
and is reported interested in' La-
Martinique, N. Yi Minsky would
take on only one of these spots de«
pending on the deal he can make
Minsky, during his current obl

eration of the Colonial Inn, whiW'
is one of the most pi'ofitable op.
erations in the resort area,' feels
that he has proven the efficacy of
girlie shows and burlesque as cafe
entertainment. Contention is fortU
fied by the successful operation of
the 52nd street, N. Y., niteries,

which have found strippers to be
successful.
Should a series of cafes latch

onto the idea, it's possible that the
new Minsky wheel will have con-
siderably more playing time than
the string of theatres which bore
the Minsky name; Whereas thea>
tres played a single week stand-in
most towns, cafes could be ex-
pected to keep a single show run*
ning for several weeks. . :

JUANITA ELLIOTT
(of tli« Old Vitudevtlle Tnain,

"BLOOXT 9IHTKRH")
liBfl been «onfln«d 4o bed many yflKri.

OiiOKRS 1i«B IIEK BOOKS AND
Oil. I'AINTfNOS WII.Ij be

: AirFKKCIATED
•'Memories of n Sonbrette." relalins
the author's own experiences on. tlie

stas-e, I'line fl.DV.
Aldo Four. BnokM of Poenm—^^'Raln-
bow Rlb?)ons." tl; "Soiiss of the
Southwest,!' $1 ; "WAyufdo Notes of a
Gypsy-Foot,"' 7Sc;.."My Klow,«r Gur-
tleii," &0e. . AU poNtpnid.

BKAUTinTIj Dir. PAINTINGS o(
"TexRS Blue. , Bonnets" and various
scunes, from |5. up, accordiner to sU6.

.TOANITA EI.I.IOIT
V.illtor' Tlie ' Chatter BoT

Hotel Hnffuin, BulTMa S, N. .T.

Chorines Seek Back Pay

From Florentine Gardens
Los Angeles, Jan. 25.

Sixteen chorus girls filed claims
of $280 each, amounting to $4,480,
before U. S. Bankruptcy Referee
David Head, against ' the late
Florentine Gardens. Spot folded
recently.

Chorus was represented by three
of their members, Diane Mooney,
Sally Barnes and Beverly Thomas,
backed by attorneys of the Ameri-
can Guild of Variety Artists.

COMEDY MATERIAL
For AD BranchM of Thoolrlcab

,

FUN-MASTER
"Th* ORIGINAL Show-Bix Gcig Fill"

Not. 1 10 32 @ $1.00 oach

(Ordtr hi StquMca Only}

SPECIAL: The Finr 13 File*

for $S.OO ! ! I

3 DIFFERENT BOOKS OF PARODIES
(10 in EMk BMk) %l» ft BMk

Send . lOo for Hat* of other cnmedr
material, Honirii, parodlei, minstrel
patter, black-outf, etc.

'

NO O.OID.'S

PAULA SMITH

Burley House Shuttered

4 Weeks by Heat of—Fire
St. Louis, Jan. 25.

The Garrick tlieatre, sole bur-
lesk house here, will be shuttered
for four weeks while damage due
to an early a.m. fire last ,week is

being repaired. Blaze started in
dressing rooms and is believed to
have been started by defective
electric wiring.
Richard Ziesler,manager of the

house, estimated damage at $50,-
000. Theatre is a unit of the Izzy
Hirst circuit.

Hub Censors Shut Casino
Boston, Jan; 25.

Casino burlesque theatre, will
close for eight days this week by
the Boston Censorship Board, fol-
lowing testimony by Hub cops as
to offensive dialogue by the come-
dians and too much stripping.
Cops said they found buzzer in

the lobby they figured was used to
warn the strippers backstage that
officials from the censor's office or
police were in the audience.

Cass Franklin and Monica Moore
slated for the Bismark hotel, Chi-
cago, starting Feb. 9. 1

JAMES SUSAN

LLOYD «No WILLIS
Something Now in Cemody DoHclRg

THE CRITICS SAY—
"Lloyd and WUlts terpsichorean

offering with accent on tlie comic,
Is well routined and expertly pre-
sented."

By GEORGE BOURKE,
Miaini Herald.

"Lloyd and Willis, the danc« team*

proved to l>e about the best pi Uj«

comic variety ever to hit the

Olympia stage."
DICK LOWE,
Miami Dally Newi.

"Lloyd and WUHs, younc team of comic tcrpers . . . Billed

tor their 'satirical impressions' genuine terp ablUty and
.clever satire. Male solo bnck and wing to tune of "Swanee
Kiver" li sufficiently liel> in grace and style to get apprecia-
tion on Its own. Act on the whole, Is fiAit moving and ap^,

pealing. Should go place*'^ Lowe
. .

VAHIBtY. Dec. 22, 1948

Just Concluded: OLYMPIA THEATRE. Miami

CurrMtly: EMBASSY CLUB. Jaeksonvillt

Ojptnlnci on Tour with PRANKIE CARLE. F*b. 11

Dir.; (ftENMAl ARTISTS CORPORATION

FEB. 1ST, 2;30 P. M. - RETURN GUEST SHOT
"WMdy larrlt Shew" (DnMoirt Nefworh)

TELEVISION'S NEWEST SINGING DISCOVERY

RONALD ROGERS
JAN. 11-MARCH 15: THEATRE P.A. TOUR
Followed by: 3 Weeks, Montreal's New

"Tzigain6 Room"
Mgt.i PHIL OFFIN. 48 W. 4ath Sh. New, tork
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Sinatra, Tucker-MOes-Ricliman, Cab,

Grade Fields Sock Over in Miami

NMSHT CLVa RBVIKWS 53

W«d|{wo«d Room. V.
(HOTEL WALDORF-ASTORIA))
Dorothy Shay, Emit Coleman &

Mischa Botr orchs; $1.50-$2 cover
after 10 p.m.

has

One-pfersdM entertainments im-
pose a heavy burden on any head-

Bv LARY SOLLOWAY i band rates kudoes (or its back- I'ler, and only a many-faceted per-

ii<i.»,i noaph Tan 23 grounding. I former can sustain audience in-Miami Beach, Jan.
I
^ b

jp^.^^^ ^^.^^ ^^.^^^ Dorothy
The peak of season, nitery-wise,

{ „„„„„ I
Shay, the Wedgwood Boom's sole

hit the area, with practically! BROOK CLUB attraction.

- . a- Am nnmiv^a <
JNattHar

where other comics have had to
make a definite appeal to: sophiSti<-
cates, Martin and Lewis only rarely
rely on tinted topics to derive a
laugh. Neatly interlaced is Dean
Martin's excellent singing with cur-
rent stint giving him more vocaliz-
ing time than when pair first

I

opened here. With some Capitol

Mayfair Room, Chi
(BLACKlSTONfi HOTEL)

Chicago, Jan. 20.
'

Florence Desmond, Daoc Kinner,'
Dicfc LaSalle Orch ' 9 ) ; $3.50 mini-
mum, '$1 cover.

Recent efforts of this swank
room to present current celeb at-

T" . In tnwn nr pominB -"-"'"ns IS at the helm of this i Miss Shay, with a repertoire that
evm top ^^^^ lowu, ui K.M e swank casino for its current run : still consists largely of hillbilly

in within the next week.
|

and i.s continuing the previous numbers, effectively demonstrates

Vvolcal of the mounting pace policy of one or two top acts plus
|

her specialized talent. She is best

Kho Frank Sinatra four-day i good music and a superlative cui- i

m her old standbys like "Tennes-

ffhJRpaehcomber followed sine. On tap currently is Gracie see," "Feudin
,
Fightm'," and other

''^^^^X.r ^^rrv ffichman Fields, plus the De Marios. .numbers in this vein, but there is

was

J!?,%oDhie Tucker, Harry Richman

^Sd Jackie Miles; Gracie Fields

plus the De Marios. I , ,

niri Ti! 1 1 • i. .. . i, . a
.

sameness to much of this mate-

i" -biect matter and music.

fiilLToMt^T"^s^et^'SSa^fn i

=ons ^^e ceded in boosting biz-

Ms a"^»^'c"e ofLecom?ng ! ^' iltT^JZ'. 'll^^f^TZt
attracUoiis'

'"""^'^"^ «"roSr"MisfV^^^^
In suDDort are Caroline Grav a return, however, finds "original

comely Wonde singer XWef- Mayfairites" at ring-side nodding

initely a comer, and the Edwards :

"'^ir approval, while the. inter-

Sisters. Miss/Gray delivers heri'V^'ona^y "^""wn Bntish impres-

numbers easily She's gained a lot ' s'onistS'Yes out with charm and

of poise and control since she soPj'.'^^^'cated caricatures

worked here several months ago,' Miss Desmond, exhibits usual

and she scores soUdly. Edwards authenticity in her Impersonations
-

•
. I of femme : celebs and opens withfh,.t -It the swank Brook Club; room, the mixture of Palm Beach

, and there are natural 1 mixtion, listers, pair of sepia steppers, win '

?»
fmme coieDs ana oj^^^^^^ wun

S the cab Calloway-Gracieland Miami area society types giv-
'
?o"ln'ac"?o c^X^e'St ra^^^^^^ 1^^^ "^^it^fc^Cl^ul tTe "c'olK

^?rie.Buday Lester parlay at the mg her a solid patronage. She's .Even with Miss Shay's following, ^,°hic ht^^^^ Bctte Davis and Katharine Hep!
Clover Club.

i

back with an assortment of new
:

it can't be expected that she sus-
' j^j, Jos burn. Voice, gestures and facial

songs, both popular and novelty, all i
lain a 40-minute show alone with so

;

"' Providine the showbaekine is- expressions are" surefire, but chat-
delivered m that assured manner much simUarity of material. Her

|

Dick Stabile, wL's been travllini , ter that accompanies falls flat. Her
cr^^^^c c«,.ir tnrtom tho hiiih.ii.oc ,.n„-.«i.. ..I . . • ' use of halmet, scarfs, combs and

black lacb, accentuates': each char-
acter and -adds subtle touches to

Shay departs from her usual style
in an ejfort to enlarge the show, as
she does in several ballads, an Eng-
lish cockney song and a takeoff «n

so-minute
worked to '^"'"i:"'"";"' In Love." Requests are inevitable
point ng patronage Perl^aps d^ \ jj^^^., ..j^^

the inevitable lull fo"owing the
, jj^^y^ „ „„j "Pedro, the Fisher-

Srand"^ ^" "

for the bobbysox trade set up byi«"™'='^-
. i

the Berlitz school of languages

thP hie clubs There's no gainsay- The DeMarlos click with their she loses some of her earlier effec

inp the fact however, that Sinatra ' class ballroomology. Fresh-looking tiveness.

odav is as assured and capab'e a i

Pair of youngsters display an easy
|

Had she been supported on the

.afp nprformer as he is in a pre- grace and intelligent approach to
,

bill by at least one contrasting act,

f;?o«nn hmise Overcoming a bad their carefully staged terps. Smart I
she wou d have been shown to

?!i*??""v.„°"'f;»r «H^^^^^ backBrounding plus tricky i

greater advantage. In short, through

some of the material. His band also
keeps the terpers happy between
performances. Kap.

cafe performer
n house. uvcrcomiiiB -

, . , , , , ...
thmaf hf> never stinted, when musical backgrounding plus tricky

, ^ , -,

aught, sSg up some 14 ' spins and overhead whirls are
!

"o fault of her o^^^^^^^

^

l^'lfl.^dits^"^

^^^^

Jules Lande and Maximilian
Bergere's units handle the show
and dance departments respec-
tively. •

songs, adroitly blended. Outstand-

ing was his version of "Soliloquy"

from "Carousel," "Night and Day"
and "Or Man River.'' Whether one

of these, or the assortment of pops

he's identified with, he had them
all the way, winding into a begoff.

Supporting show was strong. CLOVER CLUB
Manor and Mignon proved an i The recent breaking of precedent
(effective, handsome duo of terpers. i by the Monte Carlo, in booking
Easily-achieved spins and lifts

j
class colored acts, has opened new

iaised them to sock class, with i talent fields for the Miami-area
their topper, a George M. Cohan , spots, with Jack Goldman taking

medley, being Imaginative - and the cue and booking Cab Calloway
for his current three-draw- parlay,

with TGracie' Barrie and Buddy
Lester added, he is liresfentihg

possibly the best show ever spotted
in this mainland room.

;
:

The Callow&y booking adds up

Glass Hat, V.
(HOTEL BELMONT PLAZA)
Ames Bros. <4), Violo Lajync

^."r.'^^l^/i^"^^^^^^^^^ ^aS "songs' would^haTe beeS

from becoming commonplace.:
Amusing story about an English

couple from Lancaster displays
Miss Desmond's unusual skill as.

a dialectician. Gracie Fields' ini-

personation is . sharply etched, but
patrons' response is featherweight.
Perhaps one of Miss Fields' more

Orch, Castellano Orch; $3.50 mini-
mum. more fitting than the typically

English tune presented.
Miss Desmond's "Three Girls Go

cleverly worked out sesh of foot

and-spin work. Offed to hearty

Reaction. The Vagabonds, holding

over, hit, as usual, with their musi-

cal interpolations on instruments
and vocally, with their clowning
drawing heavy laughs. Production
by -June Taylor, with Jack Blair

.featured, was tasteful and well

staged.

The SRO sign went up again

Friday, when the Tucker-Richman-
Miles ishow came in. That the sell-

outs will continue seems virtually

assured, based on the tremendous
fp'iowing f'e trio commands here-

abouts; and. as currently consti-

tuted, they should add considerably

more to their fan groups- with the
best show they've staged yet in this

area.

The four Ames Brothers, a hold- p^j. ^n Auditibhf proves her
- . -

,

over from the previous show at
, ability to warm an audience. "Al-

Miss Shay makes a pleasant ap- 'his east side hostelry, once again ^ ^ g j „ j Love," from

,

"
^f

the driving sparkplugs of the -Brigadoon," finds Miss Desmond
Glass Hat

^
layout. Vocalizing of piping Scbkype . love ballad as a

this quartet tops off a modest b«t &u„garian gW I LoVed
neat bill that also^scwes ^in the

| y^u*?. from "Carousel," sung as «
comedy and hoofing departnfients.

|^iiibilly would do it, is rendered
Only recently spotted m lesser Dorothy Shay manner, and un

cafes, the brothers have made tre-
1 dertonort «HHh*' break iin th«

mendous staridesm the last year to
| house

pearance, though at the show
j:;aught she could have been more
becomingly attired. She wore a
very decollete black sequined gown
which was unflattering, to her
figure.

The Emil Coleman and Mischa
Borr orchs, as: usual, play tiptop
music, Coleman ' for the show and
straight dancing, and Borr on the
Latin beats. Kahn.

Hclsings, €hl
Chicago, Jan. 18.

Georgie Goebel, Phil D'Rey, Lola
Amecheet r Frankie Hyle, Billy
Chandler Orch (5).

dertoned adlibs break up the

become one of the top foursomes
j

^fter jazzy Intro, blue spot andm the trade. Combo has an in-
1 gg^y entre. Miss Desmond next

tense, exciting style of delivery en-
, la^ndies jnto "Stout Hearted Men."

hanced by their, vocal excellence, h^j. byj^ps, rolls and gestures are

Georgie Goebel, graduate of
to money in the bank. For the

|
juve hillbilly singers, is making his

first time in years, there were
i umpteenth appearance at this

overflow crowds. And despite the ' lounge. Clean-cut youth, while re-
admitted popularity of Miss Barrie, taining some of his adolescent
and the remembered click here

^

yodeling specialties, 'has tapped a
last year of Lester, it was the

j

growing comic vein. Much of his

Negro vet they , came to see. I appeal is deadpan clowning with

Miss Barrie is in a tough spot orch members and asides, but he

opening, the feature spottings. To
her credit, she holds the audience

scores heaviest with his singing of
"The Prettiest Girl I Ever Saw.

With her special material, artfully ?{?f„t*trrRir Jh"1*1^,'Sj_i!..«„„.i 4^ - Want JViy kid, ana a warning to
delivered, to gam fu 1 comedy |^o^ >^^ ,

l ',, ^ ^^j^^^
»

values from the H.J I Billy number
p^ii. D'Rey has an unusual ven-

uautzianer, ,^^one m^me triloquism act, using two simian

^ , ., , Jewish Idiom and Papa, Won t
, ci^^^^ in ,ieu the usual

That MissTucker IS one of the
I
You Dance With Me." Switch to

! man-like dummies. The monkey
cafe greats is an established fact.

' .straight* on "Maybe You'll Be
, gorilla get hefty hands oh

AIThat adds to her stature this time i There'', and "My Darlin,' " is effec-
i their snide remarks ' about the so-

. out is the manner in which she not
| tive and rounds out an intelligently

,
called human' race. D'Rey is ex-

only wraps up from her walkon, i balanced stint
[

pert workman in several instances
but the presentation of a com- Lester, foi* some reason, never doing a long whistling number,
pletely new set of material. Always

I seemed to really get going at the [
while gorilla moves its upper lip.

noted for this fiicet of her continu- ' ..

Ing popularity, she illustrates for
the too-many nitery names content
to rest oh the same material, sea-
son in and season- out, that new
Stuff is a key to continuance of the
draw values. From her first num-
ber, anent years in show biz,

.
.through the new twist on her
eavalcade of hits; to the topper,
Max Fmk, Inc.," the horse-playing

-Lothario, she builds steadily. In
spots, the material, in other hands,
would be too blue; with La Tiicker,
however, these lines become yoek
comedies that spark heavy mitting.

However, it could strengthen im^
pact by more care in selecting
repertory. Handle spirituals like
"The Work of Lord" and "Who
Built Ark" with; refreshing en-
Ithusiasm. Some of their pop num-
bers, however, are commonplace
despite attempts to dress them up.
The quartet flashes especially

good form on novelty, tunes such as
"The Pussy Cat Song" and Spanish
rhythm numbers. Good timing,
trim appearance and evident deep
feeling make the Ames Bros, a
solid click.

Two other acts, hoofers June and
Martin Barrett and . comedy im-
pressionist Viola Layne, round out
a palatable bill (New Acts). Easy-
to-take dansapation rhythms are
dished out for customer hoofing by
Eddie Stone's and Castellano
orchs with, the former doing nice
job in cutting the show. Herm.

hilarious and bring her back after
fast exit. Encore is a fast take-off

on Betty Button's "It's Murder,"
in which Miss Desmond saddle's

the mike, musses her hair and prac-
tically does flip-flops. Greg.

MnrmaitI Room. Y.
(HOTEL PARK SHERATON)
Dardanelle Trio,

,
Billy Barnes,

Cy Coleman; no minimum.

C^iro^s, Hollywoo«l
Hollywood, Jan. 19.

The Smart Set (6). Chuy Reyes
Orch (6)," Victor Vincent Orch
(6); 7mmmiim $3-$3.50.

This hotel eatery has converted
to a new policy of offering straight
instrumental music background to
Us menu. Result has been the
elimination of the 20% excise tax,,

slapped on bills where there Is

vocal entertainment, and a marked
upturn in business.

Dardanelle, returning east after
a long term at the Hotel Sherman
in Chicago, is the musical mainstay,
accompanied by Paul Edenfleld on:
bass and John . Gray on guitar.

Located on a hatbox stand built
atop the bar in the- center of the
room, the Dardanelle trio dispenses
palatable rhythms in modern and
nostalgic veins. Dardanelle sparlcs:

the trio with firstrate instrumenta-r
tion on both the vibraharp and

ononinB IJHliyine basic^^^^^^ has monk Whistling
j

For the second time in three

sa'me mateV^l thft clK at Te \
within case as D'Rey moves off thi months a Coast nUery has seen

Rpif-hpninhpr lfl«f vp.qr hU wa<s a Stage. [the DOW Ot a new dct DUllt
|
piano.

fiphf for VttPntinn and lai^^^^^
I

Lola Amechee, pert young song- :

along musicomedy rcvue lines and
|

Room presents continuous musicS bp Pa,wH a fair menM^^^^ has acquired several man- ,

strongly reminiscent of the Kay throughout the night, with Billy

n=n li ,.rpHifpr t^^^ which make her seem af-
1

Th9mpson-Williams B r o s. unit Barnes ai.d Cy Coleman, on the
giggles can be credited to his

fg q , however, has nice set I

which achie.ved its first success in organ and piano, relieving Darda-
steady punchmg. It's a mixture of

of pkies which i4gister she '
the late fall of .1947. The first

! nelle's combo. Barnes and Cole-
comedy songs, clowning and gag- i

foreets her over-stvlpd arranep- 1
was Jimmi Garland and the Jack

| man do a competent job of filling

gery with his standard "Africa" S FrankTe Hylflera ffne
Bal^^^^^ in. Herm.

the closer. job with the intermission piani.s-
, ?'^^''^^^H™=.,f?wp I =fT.?i

'

That they were waiting for tics, and Billy Ch.,ndler with his
I
S<^^;,tv unTHi^^^^^^^^^^

Miles also comes back with a gats When They Come To My
iresh assortment of gags and House." Followed with a steady]
stories tailored to his "average
little guy" delivery. Add to these
Jiis movie patron bit, containing a
.steady series of howls, and the
payoff rhythm song for the closer

llnb Bagat«ll«, ¥.
(FOLLOWUP)

been set too high. The Bagatelle, which for several
Highly touted as a result of a years was keystoned by the risque

weekend tryout at a downcoast i roundelays of Dorothy Ross, is now
resort, the act failed to measure

! apparently on a Comstockian kick,
up to expectations. Neither the ma-

; having given Miss Ross a pro-
,

Dean Martin & Jerry Leiois, Merial nor the talent involved is
| tracted Vacation. Club ,is tiOW

building of songs he's identified i cnrolwie Gray, Edwards Sisters i

outstanding
,
jind a considerable making the run with standard

with, plii-s some new pops that i (2), Dicfc St(fbile's Orc/i (in;$3- amount of work is necessary before ^aude and cafe acts who have
brought mounting salvos. There .¥3.50 mi?ii?nu?n.

,

the unit can be cla.s^ed as even a
. gehieved name status. Layout with

Calloway w.is obvious in the ova- Benedicts cuts the show neatly and ^''^n iiVihs but t^^^
tion he received on his walkon.

|

gets mitting for his own numbers, i""^"^"
ciuDs put tne signts nave i

Working with a four-man musical

unit, the hi-de-ho man whammed
from his first numben "Everybody

Zabe.

Siapsy Maxi«% I... A.
Los Angeles, .Jan. .21.

was "Slow Boat To China," done
in bouncy tempo: the ballad-type

, ^ . I
secondary offering. ^(?pening, shw^^^^

-

„.

u„u„^:„ ...Hv. The uninhibited comedy of Dean ;
lor example, consisted of SIX

g^^yg provide some top-
these all reestablish him as one .-one For My Baby and One For Martin and Jerry Lewis is proving

|

bers,onl> one oiwhicn could tuneful entertainment,
.of the better young comics playing I the Road," "St. James Infirmary"

,

a tonic to this recently reopened classified »^ /,n „n\
^^^ "^^"'"ge Givot, making his

the top spots here every year. "Hi-De-ni Man" and the inevitable
i

^Pot. Opening ^Mth ittle opportu-
! '^^^^^ ;Y,^/7oSs so much pur

"
:

Y. intimeries, is assigned
Richman rounds out the top slots "Minnie The Moocher." Whatever SreVa^amTacUd T*' ^ •

"

v h ,with his slick way about a song I the song, his delivery and person- 1 ''jew a jam-packed^
h^^^^

and the y indicated in the event ,

^'^ot has been .doing his Hel-
.;n_d an audience. Granted that the

j

ality, plus, that .still-strong, high-
; fe^theninysteVdU;. ' Cumif IIol- , ol' any'out-ot^Los Angeles bookings.

!

fj>jf
f»///^r^.I^|

lore, ranging voice, still gets 'em.
I lywood economics may keep them Other numbers offered by the

;

"^1'^ ^am^^.top-^rtoites aren't there 'ahymore,

i!iL-uf"*"^''*P ''rive wham
I

Production numbers by Roche- I from s etti n g a new record at
w-ross his

.
case to, solid returns. I

Carlyle are bizarre and eye-catch-
|
Slapsy's, but they won't be too far

bitr^K^i* ''t"'*^^*^*''''^''
*ben the

j
i Freddie Lahe tees off proceed- l

away frijm a mark.
nits he s been associated with, jnp'c vcith » neat sesh of tappings. ,

-
, , ,

seats himself at the Steinway for a nlup T^W^^ view is reprised from team's familiar li

medley of old and new poos then rn^L! =.v oZtn f^st date, it has been embellished I oo schmall

winds with his "I Love A Parade"
^^"^ Calloway canto.

. ^^^^^ yocklincs and it's sock
|

ype of act

for ^fpnn« k' ...-i
^"^^ ^ Parade _

| ^ . i,e. Dirtfor strong bowoff.

numbers hold over in the NcW lOOG Cafc Ih OhiO
i"PP?rtmg segment, with the quar-

mL Tucker, Richman and Area's newest night club is the deliver for 60 full minutes and
* screwy finale that Everela'des built at a cost of $100,- then have the customers screaming

fn?!,- HE proceedings in zingy ' OOO on the Dixie Highway, two , "No, No" when they attempt a
fashion Ted Shapiro, per usual, is TiL south of Perrvsburg. begoff. The

.
humor is slick, sly

T'J^.V' a me^'accompanlst ,™'i*enTarrish, Bo^^^ing Green, is • and silly and it produces an almos^
lor Miss Tucker. Prank Linale's the

Although some of the material is often burdened with overly-
- .... . 'familiar lines and gags that are

schmaltzy for the sophisticated
' act which Smart Set hopes

stuff all the time. They romp to be. Direction, by Harold Belfer

through an hour-long stint with a is in the precision tradition, per-

/e.st that's quickly transferred to '
haps overly so, inasmuch as there

the check-payers. ' is httle leeling of heart in the act.
- - . . Boniface K. Dj Hover IS personal-

ly interested . in the unit and hopes:
to send it oiit aroand ; thie . nlter^:
circuit.

Dance choi es at the Sunset Strip
nitery now are shared by Chuy

troupe are mildly diverting at best. ,
bis billing, pe Greek Ambassa-

Producers Sid KuUer and Lee i

dor, one of the top Show busine.ss

Wainer penned the material, which turns. He s an expert performer.

Perrysburg, O., Jan, 25.
| Certainly few comedy teams can

owner. 1 unending laUgh barrage. In a room Reyes and Victor Vincent. Kap.

but comedies are too familiar for
the smart spots. His laughs do not
have the solid- element of surprise,,

but get along primarily becau.'ie of
the pleasantness of getting an an- ^

ticipated and reliable ingredient.
He's not an eastside turn but still

gets laughs because of his ability
as a performer. His songs go over
nicely.
Miss Sullivan and the Delta

Rhythm Boys 'are surefire. Both
acts have a high degree of accept-
ance in

:
any type «f spot and hit it

off well with the crowd. Jose. •
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VARIETY BILLS
VlfEEK OF JANUARY 26

' Nuiherali ia connection ttltli bills beloir Indtoato opentnc 4ay of iliow
whether full or ipilt week.

Xetter (n paredtbewa lndieBtea circuit: (I) Indrpendenti (I.J toewt (M) Momj
<1>) «arnnoant; (B) BKO; (S) Btolli (W) Wanieri (HB) Walter Beade

NEW YORK CITY
Capitol (L) 27

. bik Spotm
Blito Barron Ore
>Alan Carney
Merlbeth Old
MUtle Hail (I) 27

, G . dc K Szony .

rata WincheU
JTean Gibbons
Florence Bin-Low
Kobert Hayden
Jean Letourneau
Bochettes
Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore
Paramount (P) 2*

: Bay McKinlcy Bd
Mills Bros
Jean Carroll ,

VanderbUt. Boys
Roxv (I) 2$

fony
Martin

eatrice Kraft Co .

ean Murphy •

Arnold Shoda .

}oan Hyldoft
Sally Tepley
Marion Lulling

Strand (WB) 2t
Tommy Dorsey O
Bobby Van

BALTIMORI
Hippodrome (I) 27
Budy Cardenas
Ann Russell
Frank Marlowe ,

• Smoothies ^
State (I) 27-2*

Xrnie & D Burke
DeCosta & Lenor*
fid Rice
[aurice & Nadja

30-1

fhlrley LaVoile
helma Baker

' Paul Brilliant
Bhythmettes

CAMDEN
Towers (I > 28-30

Wallen Twins-
WaUer ; Walters Jr
I> & A Tranger
Bill Brown
St Leon Trp

CHICAGO
Chicago (P) 2i

' Eddy Duchin Bd
Colstons
Jan Murray

Oriental (I) 2*
4 Step Bros
Janis Paige
Joey Adams:
Tony C4fis:oBerl
Mark Plant
Carl Sand Ore .

HARTFORD
State (I) 23-30

3 Suns
Al DonohUE Bd
Wally Brown
Whaling & Yvette
MarKarct Phelan -

JAMESTOWN
Palace (W) 31

only
Cene Krupa Ore

KINGSTON '

B^way <WR) - 2I-2*
The Tannos
,Don Cummings
Sliarkey
Balph Branca -

LONG BRANCH
Paramount (WR) 1

. only
Milt Ross
Dot & Barney
Joe Allen
Douton^S. Little.

Stars
Slate Bros

MIAMI
Olympla : (P> 2t :

'Truzsi .

Johnny Batiies
MIscha Alter- Co .

J & S Steele
Helcne & Howard

NEWARK
Adams (I) 27

Langtord & Hall
page Cavanaugh 3
George DeWitt
B West & L Page

PATERSON
Malestic (I) 20-30
Jimmy Troy
Patty Sheen
Pat Hill Co
Larry Daniels

,

Youman Bros &
Frances
PERTH AMBOY

Malettle (WR) 2*
only

The Tannos
Don Cummings
Stuirkey
Ralph Branca
3 Arnauts
PHILADELPHIA
Carman (1) 27

Cordana & Corrina
Max & Gang ;.

Sammy Walsh
Noble 3

PITTSBURGH
Stanley (W) 20

Jack Carson Co
Marion Button
Geo Mann
Dave WiUOck
Bob Sweeney .

Robt Alda
Emerald Sis

PLAINFIELD
Oxford (WR) 31

only
Milt Boss .

Dot & Barney
Joe Allen
Bouton's Little

. Stars .

Slate Bros ,

READING .

Ralah (I) 27^20

Horace Heidt's .
;

Radio Winners
i ROCKFORD

Palace (I) 26-30

"Time. Place Girl

Paul Gerrits
Benniett Sis

'

Arnie Hartman
O & B Duray
Hal Menkin
SARATOGA SPGS
Congress (WR) 30

only
The Tannos
Don .Cummings
Sharkey
Ralph Branca

SPRINGFIELD
Court Sq (I) 27-30

Arthur LeFleur
Waliis & Carroll
Burton Janet
Olive White
Stroud & Martin

^ STEUBENVILLE
Ckpltot (W) .30 only
Jack Carson & Co
Marlon Button
Robt Alda

;

Dave WlllQck
Bob Sweeney
Geo Mann
Emerald Sis _TOLEDO
paramount (I), 27-30

Woody Herman O
Mel Torme
sonny Sparks
(one to mi) .:

WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 27

Blair * Dean '

Arnaut Bros
Harry Rose
Ming j Staig Stars

Delmonico
Les Crosley
Diamond Horseshoe
Al Bernie
Jack Gansert
Billy Banks
Choral Sextet
H : Sandler Ore
Alvarez Mora '

Juenger Ballet Line
El Chico

Maria T Acosta
Trio Casino
Vizcaino Ore

Hotel St Merit! .

Erwin Kent Ore
Hotel St Regit

Julie. Wilson
Laszlo & Pepito
M Shaw Ore
Hotel Roosevelt

Guy Lombardo
Hotel New Yorker
G Benedict Ore '

Ice Revue
Hotel Pennsylvania
Tommy Dorsey
Hotel Piccadilly

Dell Trio
Hotel Plan .

WriKhtson
D'Angelo * Vanya
Leo Relsman Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Payson Re Ore
Nycola Matthey Or

Hotel. Pierre
Larry Storch
Jean Nelson
Stanley Melba Ore
Ralph Lane. Ore

Leon & Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Narda
Ethel Shell

'

Crews &' O'Connor
Boyd Heath
S & B Stevens
Shepard Line .

. Old Roumanian
'

Sadie Banks
Jackie Phillips
Larry Marvin
Barbara Davis
Nanette
Bella Smaro
Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aqulla Ore
Hotel Savoy Plaza
BiUy ToIfeU
Irving. Conn Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore

Hotel Warwick '

Irving Fields Ore
Maxine

Latin Quarter
.

Rudy Vallee . .

Dorothy. Claire
Elsa '& Waldo

'

Paul & Paulette '

Chameleon Dcrs

BKITAIN

EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 24

Hooper Sis
Raymond Smith

' Joe Black
Krista & Kristel
Annell & Brask
Bob Grey
Billy Cotton Bd

GLASGOW
: Empire (M) 24:
Jack Radcltffe
Bobert Wilson
B & A Pearson
Prestons
Helen Norman:
.Joyce Edmanson
Matt Nixon
Jacqueline Dunbar

HACKNEY
Empire (S) 24

Geraldo Ore
Cingalee
Gold & Cordell
Joe King
Jack McNelly
Charles Co
Chikolas

LEICESTER
Palace : (S) : 24

Western Bros
M * H Nesbitt
P & M Honri
Dick Bentley
3 Astons
Karlson 3

PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 24

O'Doyle Bros *
Jean

Monte Rey
Tony Walsh
Leon Cortez
Grafton Sis &
Jacques

Harry Mooney
Victor King .V.
A J Powers.
Reid & Dorothy :

Curzon 4
SHEPHERDS BUSH

Empire (S) 24
G H Elliott
Gertie Citana
Ella Shields
Lily Morris
Randolph Sutton
Talbot O'Farrell
Mike Howe
Wayne & Barbara
6 Silver Belles
Terry Doogan Go
WOOD GREEN :

Empire (S) 24
John Bolesr
V & J Crastonian
4 Rolandis
Hope & Ray
Tuppy Oliver
Terry O'Neill
Yale & Diane
Harvey Sis

Cabaret Bflls

Page Morton
Art Waner Ore
B Harlow Ore

La Parroquat
Hugh Shannon
Marvin Raymer

La Ruban Blau .'

Bibl Osterwald
Goodman &
Kirkwood

3 Rilts
Mike Brown
Norman Paris. 3:
Julius Monk

Havana-Madrid
Cuban Diamonds
Fernanda Crespo
De Castro Sis
Mildred Ray Llha
Quintero Ore
Argueso Ore
Hotel :Belmant-Plaia
Ames Bros .

Viola Layne
J & M Barrett
Eddie Stone Ore
Castellanos Ore

Hotel Blltmera
Phil Wayne Ore .

Harold Nagel Ore:
Hotel Edison

Henry Jerome Ore
No 1 Fifth Ava
Owen & Murray
Barbara Ashley
Hazel Webster
Downey & FonvlUe
Hotel : Ambassador
Fred -Oliver. Ore. ;

Williiim. Adler Orc
WUllam Seottl

Penlhouia
Kurt Maier
Monica Boyai

Royal Roost
Billy Eckstine
Charlie Ventura
Charlie Parker
T Dameron Ore

Splvy's
Keiiy & Keating ;

Splvy.
Wrsalllet

George Ulmer
Bob Grant Ore
Panchito Ore

yillage Barn
Red Ingle Ore
Freddie, Gray
Karen Tedder
Harold Barry :

Sinclair & Alda
Village Vanguard
Irene Williams
Wallv Cox
C WiUiams
Cyril. Haines 3 :

' WalderrAstoria
Dorothy Shay
Jimmy ; Carroll
Emil Coleman Ore
Mischa Borr OrC :

beiora they passed through the
wickers on their way to the pews.

At the side of the stage is a desk
where he remains seated whiie the
acts do their stuff. To his credit,

he does nothing to detract from the
performers while they go through
their routines; His introes are
made from either the deslc or from
a mike at the front center of the
stage. He gives each act an appro?
priate buildup. Each Is strong
enough to stand on its own merits.

The show is the same one
skedded to open at the Capitol,

N. Y., on Feb. 3; Hartford and New
York appearances are only per-
sonals scheduled for radioite. This
unit and another go out under his

banner following New York dates;

second unit has been pencilled in
for Chicago, Feb. 27.

Show-stopping talent with God-
frey are Benny Desmond .(hoofer-

pianologist) and Napoleon Reed
(vocalist). Others on the bill are
George Guest, marimba player;

Mary Osborne, qultar-playing
singer; Bernie George, imper-
sonator; 3 Beaus & A Peep ( three
boys and a girl) , song quartet;
Alan Schackner, harmonica player;
Elizabeth Talbot-Martin, come-
dienne. Victor Lombardo orch
bacles up the acts, which move at

a neat pace;- Closing slot is taken
by Godfrey vocaling a medley of
tunes from his recent record re-

leases, accompanying self with
ukelele..

Biz exceptionally strong. Ecte.

Miss Holiday nor Jackson was
smoking at the time.

In the course of questioning,

Levy denied tliat he was Miss Holi-

day's husband.

This is the second time Miss
Holiday has been in difficulty OB
narcotics charges. She was recently

released from a Federal institu-

tion in Kentucky after taking a
cure. Her confinement was the re-

sult of a raid staged in Philadel-

phia two years ago when ^ quantity

of marijuana WAS found.

New Acts

Billie Holiday
Continued from pngo 82 '!s

CHICAGO
Blackhawk

Art Kassel Ore '

Gloria Hart
Lee Marx .

.

Jilt Adams
Harvey Crawford

Hotel BIsmark
Joe Isbell
Lester: Cole:
Debutantes (5)

Joe DeSalvo Ore
Helslngs

Buddy Lewis
Nino Milo
Tony Sheele ; .

Frnnkie Hyle-
Billy Chandler Ore
H Edgewater Beach
Henry Brandon Ore Ei„o„d carl
Yost Ambassadors
Mary Ann Fedele
Preston Lambart
D Hild Dancers (12)

Chez Pares
Ted Lewis
Geraldine DuBois
Reed Sis (3)

White & Pease
Adorablcs (10)

C Davidson O (11)
Sherman Hotel

Ruth Ann Koesun.
Blossom Lee
Harry HaU
Kirby Hawks

Ed Prentiss
Bill Snyder Ore
John Kriza
Honey Dreamers '

Hotel Stevens
Frankie Masters O
Phyllis Mylcs
Tommy Traynor
Neil Rose
Jean .Arlen
Meryl Baxter:
Skiiting Blvdears
Bog Turk
Bin KcOfe
Jeannie Sook.. .

Charles & .LueiUe
Jerry Rehfield
Manuel Del Tore

Palmer House
Barclay Allen O
Evelyn Knight
M Abbott Dcrs (10)

McCarthy fc FarreU
Landre & Verna

Blackstone '

Florence Desmond
D LaSiiUe Ore (8)

Vina Gardens
Bobby Shelton
June Burnett
Bob Norris
W & J Brown
Nelson- & O'Day

ANNA RVSSELL
Comedy'Soncs : :

.

15 Mins.
Radlsson Hotel, Mpls.

This is the first hotel date of
Anna Russell, a musical comedi-
enne, and comes as the result of a
concert appearance she made here
two months ago. She convulsed the
audience to the extent . Radisson
management arranged: for a ii^o^
weel; bookings in the Flame Room;
She has something. . :

London-educated in serious mu-
sic. Miss Russell takes off on vari-
ous types of performers,- using a
flexible voice and mobile face to
full advantage. Special material
enhances the satire. Gay 90's type
of caroling, and passionate soprano
ballad singing are also good touch-;
es. She varies the act. by also do-
ing diverse, piano styles: the vir-

tuoso, whose playing is akin to
chopping wood; the' music-for-mu-
sic's-sake performer who moves
Only fingers; the by - ear - only
prodigy, and the guy who never
learns a number all . the way
through.

Vocally she winds up with op-
eratic dramatic soprano aria. Her
sharpening of gags would give
them wider appeal. As is, she im-
pressed the critics and musically-
hep listeners, but some of the
drop-ins are a little mystified.

Fishman's 79G Suit

: - Hollywood, Jan. 25.,

Agent Ed irishman won the first

round by a decision in his $79^000
breach of contract suit against

chirp Billie Holiday. Rival attor-

neys now are preparing briefs for^

what will be a jury trial at a later

date; not yet set.

Fishman charges Miss Holiday
breached a contract with him last

March 18 since which time he has
tabulated $13,000 in commissions
directly lost. John Levy has been
acting as her manager since. Joe
Glaser's Associated Booking Corp,
dates her.

Point won ;by Fishman centered,

around defense motion for a de-
murrer on g r o u n d s Fishman
couldn't claim he was unfairly de-
prived :: of personal: managership
since he didn't have a Cal. state
license to. manage. He proved to
the court's satisfaction' that st^te
law does not stipulate a manager
have a license. Only a booker re'

quires such paper.

Unit Review

Arthur Godfrey Talent
Seouts

(STATE. HARTFORD)

George Gue^^^^Mary "'osbome, f}'^^}^^
Temple are okay but too

Bernie George. 3 Beaus & A Peep; |

'""^^ ' tlerm.

Benny Desmond, Alan Schackner, I t»t»ti? * luxnnvnr n
Elizabeth Talboi-Martm, Napoleon iY^„^„*

MARTIN BARRETT
Reed, Victor tombatdo Orch.

"ancing

VIOLA LAYNE
Songr Impressionist
15 Mins.
Glass Hat, N. Y.

Viola Layne is a personable
mimic who should, tighten he'r rou-
tine considerably. Her intro about
being a split personality is on the
corny side and some of her impres-
sions are too familiar to register.
Miss Layne's takeoft talents are
good but sharper caricature edge
is needed if she is to stand out
from countless other mimics.
She does best with such person-

alities as Gracie Fields, Hildegarde
and Rose Murphy. Her job on
Hildegarde is especially good. Her
routines on Baby Snooks and

Klne Print!
Continue^ from page 31 ss

different shows, at a flat rate to
affiliate stations of $75 per month
for sustainers. Cost : includes all

filming, developing and printing
charges. Now on the receiving end
of the transcriptions are ABC-TV
affiliates in Atlanta, New Orleans,
Fort Worth, Seattle, Louisville,
Syracuse and Memphis;
AH these cities are not now con-

nected to the web via coaxial
cable. According to Ed Carroll,
chief of DuMont's Tele-transcrip-
tion department, the webs will use
recordings even when expansion of
cable facilities eases the current
congestion. Comparative small cost
of transcriptions,

. as against the
heavy

:
line charges on the cable,

indicates that some affiliates will
still get their shows via transcrip-
tions; Carroll said.

In addition, he pointed out, the
webs may use transcriptions for
repeat broadcasts, where the cost-
ly cable facilities would prohibit
double payment. Webs may also
use recordings, he said, for . the
same reason . such radio stars as

I Bing Crosby now record their AM
I

shows— to give performers "more
I
free time. Transcriptions will also
find a place for local co-op shows
and for commercials inserted into
live studio productions, Carroll be-
lieves.

DuMont chief revealed his web
lias recently developed a special
new film stock for the transcrip-.
tions, which will be put into use
in the immediate future. New film
is expected to improve greatly
both the picture and sound quality
of recordings.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway
Saranac, N. Y., Jan 915

Belated, but welcome Sant.
Glaus (Dr Harold Rodner, R^gS

'

Fund) tendered every patient wUha very desirable and suitable Mfor wh ch the patients take thesemeans in saying thanks.
Mary Lou Weaver, Cleveland

Warner Bros.^ product, after s"v
'*} infirmary observation

skedded for Thoracoplasty ODera
tion. Ditto Eugene (legit) S'
formerly with "Oh Promise Me

"

Both making good progress.

Jack Hardy, manager Ritz-Cari.
ton hotel, Philadelphia, in to chat
with Rube Bernstein and found
him In ace condition.

on the stafi of Loews Grand
theatre. New York in for amSiid
check-up. Drew absolute all-clear

Chas Swasey Barnet, publislipr
of Trotty Veck; Hon. A. B '•'Tonv''
Anderson, mayor of Saranac Lalte
and Duke Huntington, owner of
the Up-State Juke Box Novelty Co
took time out to ogle the Will
Rogers and chat with this writerT
Helen Grupp, former Republic

Pictures secretary, back as head
switchboard operator at the RoRew
after a month's vacation in N? Y
and Philadelphia.

*

Charles Dowe, formerly of Fox
theatre; Brooklyn, and ex-Rogerite
now connected with the Raybroolt
Nj Yi sanatorium, :

Forrest "Slim" Glenn, appointed
to the staff of the diet-kitchen of
the Rogers, beat the rap here.
A carnation and bows to Irvitig

Becker, manager of Boris Karloff's
'The Shop At Sky Corner" com-
pany, for his timely gift and salute
to needy members of the colony
during the holidays. Ditto to Hon.
Fred Doringer member of the West
Virginia House of Delegates. (Dor-
inger is an ex-minstrelman, vintage
of 1910).

^

Julia Kaufhold back to Harris-
burg after an extended stay with
her husband, Charles Kaufhold,
skedded for a major operation.
Mabel (legit) Burns, licked a

serious operation after two months
of strictly bed routine. Now rates
an up for pictures once a week.

Write to those who are ill.

10 Mins.
Glass Hat, N. .T.
June and Martin Barrett, young,

good-looking couple, make a nice
With this first of two proposed

units, Arthur Godfrey joins the
parade of talent units now on the

j

impression with their tap terping.
boards. The redheaded radio

|

Team has a flashy style replete
comedian has surrounded himself with fast breaks and fancy turns.

NEW YOKE CITY

Bagatelle
George Givot
Delta Rhythm Boys
Maxine Sullivan
Jose Ponicre

Blue Angel
Amanda Lnine
Roger Price
Elliott St Jurist
Ellis Larkin 3
Martha Davis

Brevoort
'George Kreisler
Freddy Caye
Jean Rose
Syd Strange Ore

Cafe Society
Jack Gilford
JuUo Webb
Ignaclo Bola

: Dave Martin Ore
Casino lluss* . :

ffwMl Koroff

S. WSjiekowska
Vera Bryner

Clique
Mary Lutes
Fred llobbins:
3: Hips &: Bop
George Shearing

Copaeabana
Mitzi Green
Carl Ravazza
F tc S Barry
Linda Lombard
Herb George
Paul Godkin
Skyriders
M Durso Ore
Alvares Ore

China Doll
Noro Morales Ore
Jose Curbello Ore
Joe Wong
Beatrice Fung Oye
Line (7)

with eight acts culled from his Lip-
ton Tea-sponsored "Talent Scouts"
airshow., Actually; it doesn't make
much difference what the comedian
presents on the boards. The mob
is out to see Godfrey, and eats up
his every move, and quip. In his

With the Glass Hat experience,
should, be ready to fill a spot in
almost any class cafe.
Opened with a brisk jazzy turn

executed with neat precision; then
segued into a tap impression of a
south-of-the-border number. Clos-

Canada TV
Continued from page 3S

;

Pfelffer Denied

opening spiel, the radioite says that { ing was a snappy whirling routine
maybe there is still some sort of

;
that bowed pair out Strongly.

hope for. vaude, and then proceeds
to overload his own show with sing-
ing talent. Four acts plus himself
are vocal.

With the . Victor Lombardo orch
on stage, the curtains part with
Godfrey at a mike after a familiar
Godfrey radio themer. The comic

Hem.

Riiigling Finale Will

Laud Pres. Truman
Washington, Jan. 25.

gives forth with about five minutes I'^S^^™.*: ^'^'l be dedicated
to President Truman, Melvin D.
Hildrfeth said here over the week-
enS.

Hildrelh, general chairman of
the 1949 Inaugural Committee, is
also an atto^^y for thie Big Sliow.

of slow poke patter and liumor be-
fore bringing on stage the first act.
Makes only one short mention of
his air time "Talent Scout" spon-
sor. His is a custom built audience.
They Were eating out of his bands

ing sets for reception of American
stations' programs.

It is this situation which the
1 opposition Conservative Party will

I

thrash out in the Commons. They
'. will ask for a federal government
loan of some $6,000,000 for the es-
tablishment of a television station
in Toronto and 'one in Montreal.
The government will also be asked
to grant licenses to private station
applicants who are prepared to in-
vest several million dollars—if the
CBC will make present video chan-
nels available, The current com-
plaint is that the CBC is freezing
out financially sound independents
—such as Famous Players (Canad-
ian) and CFRB, Toronto, 50,000-
watter and Canada's largest inde-
pendent station—while the CBC
takes no action itself.

Mario and Floria into the Last
Frontier, Las Vegas, April 22.

Continued from page S2 s
the "unfair" board due to his fail-

ure to post security bond and also:

to pay salary lOUs owed to Equity
members in sepia, cast of "Swing
Mikado," whibh Pfeiffer presented;

Court said there was no evidence
of conspiracy between the two
unions and found nothing to indi-

cate that AGVA had placed the

bistro owner on any list, fair or

unfair. Marshall Korshak, attorney

for AGVA, brought out tliat no

city, food, or liquor license had
been granted to the Bow-Wowery,
due to open Jan. 24, and that no
checks had been issued against

corporation bank account for pro-

posed work on the establishment.
Korshak said it would be impos-

sible to list as "Unfair" spot which
had no existence except as a: cor-

porate identity, and that no such

listing existed except in the mlndi
of the plaintiff and his attorney.

Plaintiff, under cross-examination,
failed to name any acts pacted for

the bistro.

Equity's 'No Interest'

Phil Davis, attorney for Equity,

said his organization had no inter-

est in the injunction proceedings,

and Equity was not interested in

Pfeiffer or any of his promotions.

Plaintiff stated he would settle his

indebtedness with Equity although,

maintaining that debt was owed

by tlie "Swing Mikado" corpora-

tion. He revealed that sum owed

would total about $280, but Davis

said sum would: exceed $2,000.

Eugene Leiberman, attorney for

Pfeiffer, said his client was willing

to hire union labor and pay pre-

vailing wages and post security,-

but under "implied" threat had

discontinued his efforts to hire acts

or buy needed materials. Leiber-

man attempted to show that boy-

cotts or "blacklists" were contrary

to the Taft-Hartley act. However,

Judge McKinlay said there was no

difference between heads of unions

pulling men off jobs and theatrical

associations doing the same. Judge

McKinlay said that in the evpnt

the bistro was opened and action

was taken against it by AGVA or

Equity that Pfeiffer could come

into court and ask for relief,

Jan Murray follows a Latm

Quarter, Boston, dale starting

27,. with a run at Hollenden hotei|

Cleveland, March 17. He's ajso

slated for a July 7 stand at tne

I Flamingo, Las Veg^s.
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Capitol, JV* ¥•
Blue Bon-on Orch (15) wtth

nobb!/ Beers. Betty Clorfc, George

vnTnn Helen Lowe. Jtimtny Mc-

ffld Stan Morris. Alan Corner.

Notes; Meribeth Olds. Alon

Comey, Spots; ."Mon
.
From

rtlorado" (Col); reviewed in Va-

WETY Nov. 24, •48.-

'

Tnk Spots and Blue Barron's or-

fhestra, both riding the crest of

recent recording successes, head

the new Capitol stage show. As-

eictpd bv two good additional acta

tions with their takeoiT on tango
experts with boff finale of over-the-
shoulder body throws.
Tommy Mercer, orch's warbler,

scores with trio of tunes, "Slow
Boat to China," "My Darling" and
"Here J'U Stay." While he has good
voice, singer has few bad stage
mannerisms, including the habit of
pitching his wares to -bobbysoxers
in the first few rows.

Jan Murray starts the laughs
rolling with tale of visit to the
local insane asylum, following in
the same light vein with his saga

Music Bail, BT. Y.
Giselle & Froncois Szonj/, Jean

Gibbons, Robert Hayden, . Florence
Hin Loiue, Jean Letourneau, Paul
Winchell, Ballet Corps (24), Clio-
rol Ensemble, Rockettes (36); "A
Letter to Three Wives" (20th), re-
viewed in Variety Dec* 8, '48,

Sonja Heme's Ice Revue Again Clicko

In Debut at Madison Sq. Garden
Sonja Henie, making her 12th

annual appearance at , MadisonLeon Leoni'doff demonstrates un^
usual ingenuity and imagination in

j

Square Garden, N. Y., is still the
using all the v^ast technical and

|
most potent personality in rink cir-

mechanical facilities of the great Ides. Her draw has been sufficient
Music Hall stage in the present

|
to flood boxoffices these many

production, with the: results lively, i years, and her. showmanship still

„, , „t. „ . . . , .1. ,
I

; r-v-v .
I

Garden-siajed spot. Her latest
Clown Laugh, which reveals that sell's insistence that every show troupe Should' do "well at the Gar-
Murray has a passable voice. His

! at the giant 6,000-seat Rockefeller den.
'

last stint lias famine stooge as I flagship must give the tourists! Miss Henie has fortified her draw
wife, and cloth doll,: as daughter,
being fed radio-sponsored break-,
fast cereal with "lass" getting the
stuffings knocked out of her for
failure to love ''Krunchy Wun-
chies." Murray also has the habit
of projecting some of his remarks
to the juves in the first row, with
the result the rest of the audience
is wondering what it's all about.
Similarly, trade jokes which break
up the band.
Duchin takes over the closing

stint to play requests from the
audience, consisting mostly of pop

something to talk about when they ; with- opulent- production,' costum-
get home—^something that will

I
ing: in which budgetary considera-

bring them back again and that I tions were apparently forgotten, • - , HKolav of orecisinn qkat-
'

will bring their neighbors. While and a sock trio of acts that fill i "/ fSd duo indicate tSodsome Manhattan sophisticates find , the gaps between Miss Henie and
i t?n'ufji°

°" mmcate gooa poien-

popular diversion in announcing
I
the mass sequences. Result is one]

tliat they wouldn't be caught dead 1 of the best displays that she's put

!

viewing a Music Hall show, the
j
on here.

payoif of the policy is clear in that
I

There's one improvement this 1

others wlio are spotted. All earn

the "institutionalizing" of the pro- i year over some of her other shows, healthy mitts. Miss Heme s partner

duction now provides a guaranteed
!
Routining the acts is not only de- : P,

a^a'" Michael Kirby, a Canuck
minimum of $90,000 to $95,000 at sigiied to spot Miss Henie under bladester, who provides a consid-

the b.o., no matter what the pic- the most favorable circumstances, |

arable lift to the dual-dance spots,

lure. '-I':
":

. .
• > \ . l There are parts of the show

Leonidoff's current flight into
\

... . —j„„.j„„ which could be lighted better, and
standards. Band comes forward to , fancy, labeled "Flying High," is i

.
^-rthur M Wirtz production star-

1 j^jg jg particularly true in the
back the maestro in "Stormy set in the ballroom-like cabin of

i

"t^9f°"30
Heme; features Michael

: ^g^ugti^n sequences, which, de-
Weather" with Charles Geanduso, a giant stratoliner of the future. "' fj »^

TrenJcler iWcKcUon
gpjtg ^eing excellently staged and

cornetist, taking a neat riff. Dick The simulated arrival of the plane 1Y st m h {' ' imaginatively and lavi.shly con-
Style on the other piano also does
an excellent job. Zabe.

Capitol, Wasli.
' Washington, Jan, 23.

Sibyl Bowan, Hal LeRoy, Mar-
tells Si Mignon (4), Swi/ts (3);
"Wonderful Urge" (20th).

It's, a nice lineup at the Capitol
currently, with mimic Sibyl Bowan
and terper Hal LeRoy sharing
headline/ honors for a well-bal-

anced, fast-moving bill. House orch,

with chantoosey Kay De Witt; sets

patriotic pace for this Inaugura-
tion-timed layout.

At Show caught, Hal Le Roy
came closest to rocking the cele-

bration-weary audience back on its

heels. Act is tops in its special kind
of swift, precision tap. Opening
with a pleasant exhibition of skill

and timing to tune of "How High
the Moon," terper goes into "Study
of Rhythm" to accompaniment of

single drum for a fine response.
Ditto for the soft shoe routine to
"Tea For Two." Comes back with
chair dance novelty, for which he
gets near show-stopping returns,
though this is not the best of his
repertoire.

Sibyl Bowan bounces through
her hep takeoifs despite a bandaged
arm, the result of a fall ' from a
ladder d u r ing the Inaugural
parade. Gal is a top drawer en-
tertainer, working with enthusiasm'
and plenty know-how. Some of her
imitations^ like the Bea Ltllie bit,

are lost on a large part of payees,
who obviously have never seen the
subject of Miss Bowan's drolleries.

However, she has enough material

on stage is through real clouds pro- 1 could be pointed up with
vided by the Hall's steam jet sys- l^r^*'^.,,* '^^f'*';, ! greater effect. In relation to theU'/ ctie ot nuuKTi, i^ifisiiii. oiuymg I gi-ftat^

tem running through the f6otlight ifJ5i,j'^°J«°9'""P|l«
*>^.,p«*'».«':'"e

i entire show, it's, a comparatively
trough. Ship's final arrival and ^l^^e^lf'^j;

cost«^
- -• - ston, Kat/irj/n Kuhn, Grace Hous-

1 The current display is probably
ton; music, Jack Pfm^^^
at Madismi Square Garden. W. Y.,

i arouhd in several yearsi? and is . de-
Jan. 20, '49; $6 top.

f{,pT™t on a smooth and smartly sL^s ''uo ""a ^evv ^bar^if ^^Laueh i '"'f,"^""^
and entertaining It

;

equals the task of do_minating a

H^^vine interlude that's as easy to ?.?!.l„"P „.?„u I

well bears out bossman Gus Eys

digest as anything the C^p has

had recently.
'

Barron's outfit is surprising.

Originally a straight mickey band.

It has progressed musically with-

mit coming within a mile of bop.

It could progress further, but that's

Yiot what makes it surprising. What
does is the entertainment values

within the band, Barron's glib em-

teeing and the smooth planning

and execution of what's available.

In short, the combo puts on an

excellent show.

Barron has Bobby Beers, former

ward of Lawrence Welk, on male

vocals. The kid's a good piper and

is nice-looking to boot. He punches

alone ("Here I'll Stay"), in tan-

dem with Helen Lowe ("My Dar-

ling* My Darling'') and with the

Blue Notes, a group^ from within

the band. There are two girl vo^

calists. Miss Lowe and Betty Clark
("Little Bird Told Me" and "Listen

to- the Mocking Bird"); Stan Nor-
ris, a brassman who steps out to

do highly amusing imitations of
' Donald Duck; and Alan Carrier;

guitarist, who reaps laughs with

his whistling and recitations, which
add up almost to a comedy act.

George Kolan : And Jimmy McDon-
ald are vocalists too/ mostly with
the Blue Notes.

That's aside from the straight
musical arrangements Barron, puts
on from his opening !'Powder Your
•Face With Sunshine" to "Cruising
.Down the River," a new thing
that's moving fast currently on
MGM disks.

<: Meribeth Olds is a contortionist
to end 'em all. She twists herself
to the point where the audience,
half the time, doesn't know whether
.she's coming or going. And she
doesn't lose anything via the fact
*he's well built and sharply: cos-
tumed. She does most of her work
atop a table moved out from the
Wings and earns a hand unusually
solid for this type of act.

, Alan Carney, from pictures. Is

a fine entertainer. He starts off

slowly, then goes into apings of
Edward G. Robinson. Lionel Bar-
rymore and Charles Laughton. He
.even looks like all of them. From
there he gathers speed for a group
of imitations of union politicos
aboard a soap box. He does Irish,

Italian, Jewish and other takeoff

s

.'and the material in which they're
wrapped provides solid howls. The
guy's fit for any theatre.

Lastly come the Ink Spots. Their

Wsed Tnew DoTs and'^oM "tSnTs strike a familiar chord in any

Site which th??'ve become asso- ^^"P
«J «^i<»„^".e!,^ H^^nlJfrnnffr*... > .. .... Roosevelt or prima donna routines.

nating his well-defined routines is

a continual audience delight.

: Of the straight skating turns* th*
McKellon Bros, show up best.
These boys, in football gear, com-
bine a fine brand of skating with
hand-to-hand balancing- and. .cornr

edy making for all-around visual;
values.

Jerry Mapes; son of Evelyn Chan-
dler and Bruce Mapes, who pio-
neered arena-sized blade shows,
makes his big-show debut here.
He's partnered with Jack Raifloer

Grotle and Robert Uksila, Jean
Sturgeon and Mickey Michaels are

landing at an airport is amusingly
carried out by making the ground
visible through the plane's large
windows. It is far off at first, but
gets continually closer as the plane
circles to land. Then the runways
come into view and finally the
plane comes to a stop in front of
the airport's main building. It's

all accomplished via a rolling cur-
tain seen through the windows.
Bruno Maine did the sets.

Ventriloquist Paul Winchell and
dummy Jerry: Mahoney hold top
spot, in the guest artist department
with their standard turn. Combo
of the sassy woodenhead and Win-
chell's mimicry and warbling got
sock handpatter at -show caught
and brought him back for repeated
bows.

but to continue her impact on the
audiences. A previous criticism has
been :her knack of following her-
self with mediocre turns that man-
aged to create the illusion that
nothing could follow her success-
fully. Now that she's succeeded by

servedly a boxoffice winner.
Jose,

Ic^^landia
: Hollywood, J;iin. 19.

Bert Gervis production of musi-
cal revue on . ice in tipo nets' (20.
scenes ), stdgi^d and directed by
Richard Barsfow). Musicol arrange-

big production numbers and turns
j menfs by Lydia Morcus; music ond

of the: Freddie Trenkler caliber, li/rics by Richord Barstoto; , oddi-
tional music -ond lyrics by Felias

deCola, Sidney Lippman and Syl-
via Dee; settings by William Sing-

hoff; technical director, Mathias E.

ciated. Billy Kenny, the tenor with
the amazing breath control, is the
head guy and he does most of the
work through "Ooh, Looka There,
Ain't She Pretty," a rather weak
.opening, Incidentally, in view of
following right on the heels of
Carney's success. Then comes
'Whispering Grass," "Say Some-
thing Sweet," "Maybe" and "If I

Didn't Care." Group's biggest re-
cent record, however, is "You Were
Only Fooling," a disk with which
Barron's band was associated. And
the staging of it is nicely solved as
well as providing a good finish to
the show.

j Spots intro the tune and start
.. .Mo...it, ..whereupon Barron's men
make a commotion. Barron, for the
audience, explains to Kenny that
tgeir, record also was a best-seller,
that paves the way for a two-way
interpretation in which George No-
Jan and the Blue Notes and then
«.enny do a chorus, backed by the
band. Wood.

Ciiieaifo, Ciii
Chicago, Jan. 21.

Eddy Duchin Orch (12), The
Lofstons (2), Tommy Mercer, Jan

(20thT'
Wonderful Urge"

tlie total impapt ; of the •layout is

stronger.'

Miss Henie reaches her peak in
the hula number, which has been
her highspot for years. It remains

|

Kcietnen; duo pianists, Lydio Mar-
ia great audience charmer that i cus: and Aldcn Delano. Opened at

„tv„.w *v„„j v««ti, brings encores and remains her Lo.<! Palmas, Hollywood, Jan. 19,

i„S?;o^tL,? Hf,Lil,? wSht^^^^ personality bit. Miss >49: $3.60 top.

T^irPoioJi r^;»nf Lnn Henie'^ showmanship is also evi-
1 Cast: Dorothy McCusker, Buff

I li^^^ I dent in the rhumba and waltz num-
;
McCusker. Lorraine Brtnclcmann,

^loiw^^Vol^H o^rii^"|bers, both of which are excellently , Carol BrincJcmann, Dick Simonton,

ffir im^ a^d arP s^^^^^ « few ' Freddy Wadle. Pat Murphy. Eddie

niJn,! c,ChS ,,,H^or.of In
' gasps wlth her opening costume, in

!
Delbridgc, Shirley Powell, Georgia

tional. gaining solid audience ap- ^jjich sables -predominate. She's
j
Beard. Johnnie McKellen, Marie

elegantly garbed in the other se-
1
Puruiancc, Mary Arin

,
WiUorii

quences
. and surrounded with good I Louise Snyder, Jeanne Perkins,

production values. . Koryle Letglr, Mory Bdhland, Sfcee.
Other hit of the occasion is Goodheart, Jim McCttsfccr, . JBthel

:

proval. Second of the acts is aero
artist Florence Hln Lowe, rubber^
spined femme, who leaves the
crowd goggle-eyed with an exhibi-
tion of body twists and turns that
gets her into all but a permanent
knot.

Soprano Jean Gibbons does a
solo of "More Than You Know"
for minor results, : getting support
of Kay HoUey's choral ensemble.
Jean Letourneau, tenor, also does
a number during Miss Lowe's aero
exhibition.

Ballet gives a more than usually

Trenkler, an impish, bouncing
sprite with top pantomimic values.
Trenkler's peculiar hop predomi-

to proye.th^ assertion by quacking
in time to ai few barS witO: the
band. V; 'V^'''

In closing hiche Is Wynijriie Har-
ris, introed as "Mr. Blues Him-

interesting performance to tee oft I
self." Stentorian-voiced shouter

the show, with gleaming sequin i plays his role well by hopping up
costumes to accentuate the gals' rand down and lending emphasis

Eddy Duchin, absent from the
jocal scene since 1941, makes an
impressive return in the first orch
"'"nwe sihce the Chicago theatre

ml^ J" stage shows last sum-
Jllfi:

.He does a piano medley of
pops to pace the layout.

Pniif
and brother team. The

h°^5""s, are masters at comedy
hnriv ^•u??.'"'"^ '^as a projectable

d?nn J*''''?
she unslings at the

cirop_ of a bar of
•

This setup shapes up better on
paper than in playing. Somewhat
heavy on the sight side it simply

does not come off. Georgie Kaye
emcees besides holding a spot on
his own and makes the most of his

material. Opening by Ben Yost's

Varsity Coeds does not measure up
to previous aggregations under his

aegis. Quintet of femmes look well

proach that of the Rockettes, who
are in the blowoff spot with one
of their normally neat routines,

Herb.

Apollo, IV. Y.
Charlie Barnet Orch (16), Wy-

nonie Harris, Bunny Briggs, Wiggles
Royce, Spider -Bruce & Co.; "The
Cobra Strikes" (EL),

It's a fast hour's layout at the
Apollo this week with Charlie Bar-
net's band clicking solidly. Com-
prising five reed, three rhythm and
eight brass, the ofay outfit does a

brisk : '-'Cherokee" as laii initialer,

paving the way for some ¥op stuff

dexterously handled.
Bunny Briggs is a ver-satile terp-

er with a: wealth of talent. Opening
via a bebop vocal, he shifts to

some eccentric, slow motion foot-

work to win a nice response. He
impresses as one of the better se-

pia dancers who's evolved a dif-

ficult set of routines;

My Baby Call," and
There's Good Rockin Tonight."

Feigns to warble "Rhapsody in

Blue" which, Barnet previously
handled with distinction, but in-

stead uncorks "Got a Big Fat Ma-
ma" for neat results. Band finales

with a short medley of "Smiles"-'
and "Tea for Two." Gilb.

^ . , . - , „ „.
I
precision routines. Their precision

1
to his numbers. Scores with "Love

?orare"p"^rt'lf the'aM^^^^ " "

as much interest and laughs as the
material itself. Customers wanted
more, but comedienne didn't give,

probably because of her arm.

The Martells, trio of aero-terp-

ers, toss their .femme partner
around in a better-than-average
curtain raiser. Some of the stunts

are genuinely hair-raising and whip
up a fine reception after a slow,

start. The Three Swifts get a steady
accompaniment of chuckles for

their comic juggling act, which
brings down curtain. Lowe.

Hippodrome^) Baito« .

Baltimore, Jan. 23.

Ben Yost's Varsity Coeds (5),

Hoctor & Byrd, Paul Sydell & Spot-

ty, Georgie Kaye, Ming Sing Stars

(5)* Jo Lombardi House Orch
(12); "Shockproof (Col).

Stout, Rita Stuart, Joan Elms^ liyle

Clark.

. Olympla, Miami
Miami, Jan. 22,

Peter Lorre, Whitson Bros., Jan
Martell, Mic/cey Deems, Purcell &

Apparently encouraged by the
fact that intimate musicals are
again proving successful, producer
Bert Gervis has come up with What::
he calls "an innovation in Ice
Shows." The novelty consists of in-

timate staging for a type of show
usually given lavish treatment. On
paper it undobbtedly looked good.
But the hot idea cooled off con-
siderably when transferred from:
theory to: theatre, and the result
is a disappointing presentation in
which undeniable talent shBwS : to
disadvantage.
The color and - spectacle of the

usual ice show is; of course, lack-

ing in this staging. Unfortunately,
the charm and gaiety of the intir

mate revue also is absent. Both the
music and. the material are weak
and the routines are more than
somewhat straitjacketed by the
physical limitations of the stage.

As a consequence, "Icelandia'*
will have to concentrate its itiner-

Rey, Freddie Carlone House Orch; '
ary on towns where blade shows

'"jfnHon Wp<t" (RKO) I are rare, for skate fans will be
station west i.Ht<.u).

disappointed in this offering. Cer-

~Show current-is-not-up-to^tand-

ard set here in recent weeks,
' j^eter Lorre;' sets

.
nicely with

house via rendiii<iii of Poe's"Tell-
tdle Heart." It's a novel bit, pro-

viding a HoUywoodite with an act

instead of the usual tired gab for

a change.
Whitson Bros, almost walk away

•„,, sr. .,. Iwith proceedings. Their balancing

Rand rPtnrn\ with hoo Steohen- '
stunts, interwoven with comedy,;

.on ^olofnT-raravan'' for an^ the mitt-meter consistently,

^^rvo PirtiruVarlt well doni is E^^^ Laugh slot is okay via some fair

difsafra'S^^^^ i^ickey

hasB nn a r-nnrprto nnmoosed bv Deems. Jan Martell IS, a capable

PPtP Rusolo taleed "Safranski" i thrush who has worked the smaller

Tn^truS itself is Wghlighted i

spots around the area. Arrange-

w^^th Tl^minous orange hue are standard albeit effective.

grounds neatly. hary.

enough and whack out the usual aius. m scuhib uh t.i^
i n„ •

„]i i„A npv in ntav mannpf
vocal selections, but arrangements feet. Spider Bruce and the house Puree 1 and «ey ^n^«ay manner

don't hold up. ! comics are okay in one of their Freddie uanone nouse orcn. oacK

Hoftor and Bvrd ave a pleasing :
standard blackouts. , -

mixed twosomV essaying tappery
;

,
Comedy patter of Wiggles Royce

and some ballet, setting matters is weak. In baggy pants he sports

for the sock act of Paul Sydell ; a straw chapeau and also carries

and hil pooches Georgie Kaye is a live duck. Quahty of his humor

BAKEE INTO WALTZ'
Detroit, Jan. 25.

aiiu iiis uuuuuco. —v j , .1, - - , „ K., n V,. The Civic Light Opera Assn'. of

next with gags and some dialect
|

can best be summed up bV a re- ^.^

singing, after which the Ming Sing |
mark of Barnet .s I ^an see you

^^j^ ^^^^^ ^.^^^ ^vodyxe-

tan^tpo
''^'^ ""isic. "Satire on ' Stars, five girls and a male in have your ear to the giound

^^^^^^ ^^^^^

ForS the audience, i punchy juggling and acrobatics, probably pick up a lo^^^^^^
^^^.^^^ ^^^^

Itainly it has little prospect for
Broadway, where it would have to...

compete with the big traveling at-

tractions, and "Howdy, Mr. Ice.'*
.

And even in the hinterlands its po-
tential lure is extremely small.

Comedies, of course, provide the
,

evening's highlights, with Dorothy
McCusker walking away with top
honors. A skating looker, she com-

,

bines exceptional blade skill with
a flair for miming and timing that
produce top results. Freddy Wa*
die's few comic bits also .sparkle, ^

In the straight skating division,

Buff McCusker (Dorothy's broth-
er ) displays excellent form and:
technique, but he's badly hampered
by the limited space in which he's
forced to work, as is Marie Pur-
viance, who tops the femme blade
experts. She has one sock number
paired with Dick Simonton in a
jitterbug routine.
Dick Barstow's staging is as good

as space permits. Bulk of the pro-

duction coin apparently went for
an expensive compressor ( report-

edly costing around $30,000 and
one of five such in the country),
with sets and costumes betraying,
evidence of resultant tightened
pur.se-strings. Kap.
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Playwr^its' Plugging 'On Stage

Short in Its KeyrCity 'Anne' Ads
Ads> in key-city dailies for*

"Anne of the Thousand Days," at

the Shubert, N. Y., are currently

devoting most of their space to

plug the new March of Time ftlm;

"On Stage," which features the

Maxwell Anderson drama. Play-:

Wrights' Co. is spending an aver-

age of about $300 a, week for the

display space, using papers in two

, different towns weekly. Schedule

Is similar to that used for all of

the firm's shows, but this is the

first time the space has been, used

for an outside presentation.

William Fields, Playwrights'

pressagent, has also sent out sev-

eral publicity releases to his na-

tional list of editors, and these

have been widely used, clipping

(Service returns indicate. In addi-

tion, the March of Time mention

In thfe ads has aroused unusual in

terest and comment. Thus far, the
• ads are being used in about 40

cities east of the Mississippi. In all

cases the local release-, date of the

film is announced and Readers are

. urged to see it. .
•

;

MOT decision to devote an is-

sue to "Anna" was originally

sparked by Fields, after the idea

was suggested by the latter's ap-

prentice, Arthur Kantor. The
stagehands' (lATSE) and pres-

sagents' (ATPAM) unions gave full

cooperation and, after some hag-

gling with Actors Equity, the proj-

ect was undertaken, though on a

modified scale using only a few
actors.

Fields worked closely with MOT
on the early preparation of the

picture, and it was at his sugges-

Lederer^ Elsom Star

In 'Ghosts' Revival
Hollywood. Jan. 25,

Francis Lederer and Isobel El-

som will star in a modernized ver-

sion of Henrik Ibsen's "Ghosts,"

which rekindles El Patio theatre

Monday (31). Long-shuttered house,

recently was taken over by a New
York syndicate fronted by Ted
Zittel on a 10-year lease. •

Eugene Bryden Is producing and
directing the play which viiW be
presented by James Terry and
Monroe Manning. Local reaction

will determine whether production
Will be toured toward Broadway.

Irish Actors Form Equity
Dublin, Jan. 21.

Following bow-outs by authors
and musicians from Writers, Art-
ists, Actors, Musiciansi Assn.

(WAAMA), actors are getting to-

gether again to form Irish Actors'

Equity, modeled on Equity in U. S.

and Great Britain.

Initial membership is around
200 mark with ex-Abbeyite Denis
O'Dea named first prexy. Dermot
K . Doolan, general secretary of

WAAMA, remains as secretary to

Irish Ecluity.

24 Eastern Pa. Colleges

To Hold Theatre Confah;

Off-6'way Activity Keen
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Jan. 25.

Theatre conference of represen-

tatives: of 24 colleges of eastern

Pennsylvania will be held March
\ r^ntly'heVVVom thTcoast'Vtry

13-14 at Wilkes College Object
] persuade the star to sign for

is to stir mtcrest m the theatre as
\ „gxt season and presumably do the

M. Carroll Wanted

For Guild 'Venice

Madeleine Carroll, star of "Good'
bye, My Fancy," at the Morosco,
N. Y;, is being propositioned by the
Theatre Guild for a revival next
season of "The Merchant of Venr
ice." She'll probably decide this

week whether to take the offer;

continue another season with
"Fancy," either in Ne.w York or on
the road, or to accept one 'of sev-

eral film bids.

Actress' contract for "Fancy" ex-
pires June 15. Michael Kanin, co-
producer of the show and husband
of authoress _Fay Kanin, is cur

Hub Contoues to Lead PhiDy in L^t

Pull; Newspapers Held Strong Factor
1^ B)r H0BE JAOttlUSON
'Ascehdancy of iSpston pVer pjiii >

adelphia as a theatre town is con'
tihuing this season. Althou^"
PhUly has greater liiietrbpolltaS
area population than the MassachuJ
setts city, it gets slimmer leBit
bookings and plays fewer theatre
weeks. - ;.

Nearly all producers prefer to
play Boston rather than Philadti,
phia, possibly more than ever
However, because of the shortage
of availabife theatres suitable for
pre - Broadway engagements, the

fields" might mean pix Wfis left im- i two towns have had the same num.
explained, bat it does include radio

|

ber of^ tryout shpws so far this sea-

and video,

Davidson books such artists as

Jeanette Mac Donald, Helen Trau-
bel and Eleanor Steber. He said

that, starting in Octpber, she

wpuld be bppked fpr a limited

number of recitals.

M. Truman Under Davidson

Mgt. for Concerts, AM, TV
Washington, Jan. 25.

Margaret Truman hits the road
again next fall as concert snprano.

White Hpuse annpunced Sunday

(23) she had inked a deal with

Jeanette MacDpnald, Helen Trau-

concert and allied fields," for the

1949-50 season. Whether "allied

a community asset, to encourage
experiment in the theatre and help

new playwrights to get their scripts

produced and to foster the ex-

screen version of the comedy,
which Kanin Productions will prob-
ably film. However, Miss Carroll
reportedly hasn't decided whether

clety of Wilkes College will .give

A performarice of T. S. Eliot's

"Murder in the Cathedral."
;

tion that Clarence Derwent, Equity
| Rosamond Gilder and Richard

president, be given a spot and also
1 Beckhard will attend as represen-

be asked to make an introductory
| tatives of the American National

talk at the trade screening. How-
, Theatre & Academy. Confab is be-

ever, the Playwrights' p.a. knew
, j^g chairmaned by Marvin Walter,

nothing about the film's ending, I drama director at Wilkes College,
including the scene pf the actors 1

change of ideas. As part of the 1 g^e wants to continue on the Stage
meeting, the Cue n Curtain so-] „ext season or return tp film wprk.

reading the next-mprning reviews,

until he attended the screening.

Pfeiffer Calls Shuberts

Trust'; Sues on 'Maid' Nix

For $1,942,665 Damages
Chicago, Jan; 25.

Jules Pfeiffer, former legit pro-
ducer and nitery operator current-

ly in a court hassle with American
Guild of Variety Artists and Equity
pertaining to his proposed night

. spot, Bow-wowery, filed suit for

$1,942,665 in Chi Federal district

court Thursday. (20) against Lee
and J. J. Shubert and others. Pfeif-

fer charges violation of the Sher-
.man and Chiyton anti-trust acts and
alleges the Shuberts and their asso-

ciates control 95% of the nation's

legit houses. Because .of thisv so-

called monopoly he was unable to

boolJ*his "Maid of the Ozarks" in 50
cities and could only obtain sec-

ond-run houses in 45 cities, lie

claims.

From November, '43; to June,
f45, Pfeiffer claims he rented Great
Northern theatre here for $1,975
a month, having spent $23,000 to

renovate it, with provision, accoi-d-

Ing to him^ that the Shuberts were

Psychiatry Satire

'
. . : . Louisville, Jan. 25.

"Beside Myself," satire of plays

and films about psychiatry; will be 1

presented Jan. 31-Feb. 3 at the
|

Louisville playhouse-, , under the
i

direction of Boyd Martin. 1

Play was authored by Mildred I

Summit

If the Guild goes ahead .with its

revival of "Merchant" it will be
the first presentation of the Shakes-
peare work on Broadway since
Donald Wolfit did it here two sea-
sons ago. At that time the play
aroused some criticism because of
the Shylock stereotype angle.
There was a similar reaction some
years ago when Helen Hayes did
the show at several matinees in
Chicago, during her "Victoria Re-
gina" tour. Partly as a conse-
quence, the star decided to drop
tentative plans to appear in the
play the fpllpwing seaspn on Broad-
way. ;

.
.

.

Par Scripter's Play to Precm
Cincinnati, Jan. 25.

Steve Fisher^ Paramount scenarr

1st, has written a play, "Winter
Kill," which will be presented some
time during' March by the Cincinr
nati Civic theatre.
Author is expected here for the

production.

Northwest Conference Due
Eugene, Ore., Jan. 25.

Northwest drama Conference and
regional meeting pf the American
Educational Theatre Assn. will be
held here Feb. 10-12. Organ-
ization's annual convention also

took place here last Dec. 28-30.

AETA membership .has grown
froni 420 to about 1,500 in the last

two years.

Western Reserve Univ. In

Huddles With Legit Trio

For Broadway Tryouts
Western Reserve Univ. theatre

is dickering with several New York
producers and directprs with the
idea of doing tryout productions of
prospective Broadway plays,, Con-
inhs have been held with Harold-
Clurman, Hume Cronyn and Rob-
ert Whitehead. If arrangements
aren't concluded for a show this
spring the idea will be tried next
fall.

Understood Whitehead, who co-
produced "Medea" on Broadway
last season, lias several scripts he's
interested in dping experimentally.
Crpnyn, a Brpadway . and Holly-
wood actor, is considering a cam-

Boston Rep Is Folding

Despite 'Richard Iir Hit;

Lt)st $30,000 This Season
Boston, Jan. 25.

With the closing Saturday night

(26) of its production of "Richard

III," with Richard Whorf, the Bos-

ton Repertory will fold its first sea-

son after 12 uneven weeks. There's

only an outside prospect of the

venture being resumed next, sea-

son. According to Gerald . Savory,
president and co-managing direc-

tor, the undertaking would require
a budget of $100,000. Group lost

over $30,000 this season.

The Rep will have no financial

interest in the Broadway presenta-
tion of "Richard," which Herman
Levin has arranged' to sponsor.
However, Whorf and director Rich-
ard Barr will have a slice of the
$20,000 production. Besides play-
ing the title part, Whorf made the
adaptation and designed the scen-
ery and costumes.

Same cast as appeared in the
Rep productipn will play it pn
Brpadway, including Philip Bour-
neuf, Frances Reid, Polly Rowles
and Grace Goppin. There will be
a week of rehearsals before the
New York preem at the Booth the-
atre.

son—22 each. For economic rea-
sons, Boston, Pliilly and New
Haven are now virtually the only
bookings used for tuneup -dates.

Thus far in 1948-49, there have
been 36 road bookings in Bostoii, -

including the Repertory and Frank-
lin . Trask's s to ck company at
Brattle Hall, Cambridge, now in its

fourth season. During the same
period, Philly has had 32 touring -

shows, with no professional local

company.
In playing time, Boston has aft

even greater edgCj because the
town is good for longer runs than-
Philly. The total weeks played by
all shows in Bpstpn sp far this sea-

spn cpmes tp 97, while the total

fpr Philly during the same span is

only 65. In general, Philly is a two-
week engagement for most shows,
while Boston is frequently good for

'

three weeks' or, occasionally , an ex-
tended run.

Edee On Business
In total business Boston has an

edge, too. All shows playing the

Bay city so far this season have
pulled a total gross of . approxi-

mately $lj500,000; while receipts

fpr all Philly engagements for the

like period have been about $1,250,-

000.

Boston has seven available legit

houses-^the Colonial, Copley, Ma-

(Continued on page 61) :

JAP IIKADO' HIT ENDS;

MENOnrS THIEF' NEXT

Wildcat Booking Set by Rep

Troupe When Frowned On

By UBO, ANTA Re Tour
Repertory group, . which has

played strawhat seasons the last

three summers near Knoxville, is

wildcat-booking a spring tour of

eastern cities with "Personal Ap-
pearance," "The Vinegar Tree" :

and "The Silver Chord." All-Equity
outfit is bankrolled by Mrs. Rue
Malone, former opera singer and
an' aunt of one of the leading mem-Tokyo, Jan. 18. ^ ^

Nagato Opera Co.'s production '

"ers of the troupe

^ . , ,„ \ pus .tryout of Elaine Ryan's "Now
Stanford Tryout i Lay Me Down to Sleep." Clurman
San Francisco, Jan. 25.

[
has a number of scripts in mind

"Build Np Fence Arpund Me," . for such presentation,
to pick plays and he was to take ' new comedy by Alexander Green- 1 Barclay Leatham, head of the
all losses and the Shuberts were jale, will be tried out during Feb-

1
college ' theatre, was recently in

to get half the profits. Pfeiffer
j
ruary by the Stanford Univ. thea- 1 New York to confer with the trio

further states the Shuberts con- tre. I at the American National Theatre
-spired to prevent booking of plays 1- -There's -reportedly- Holly-Wood j&-Academy_ office.

In the hou.se during that period, interest in the script,
forcing him to sell his lease to 1 ____
them for $10,000. Immediately

I

thereafter, he claims, legit house
j

ran a series of hit shows, , with I

Ju°ne''T(^,'''%?°' beinr l&etVo"
' *° new quarters in an old ^Strawhat theatre "at 'Virginia '

Ope^-a

Strawhat Setup Looiiis
Houston's Alley Moves -ri tr- • • -n 1

Houston, Jen. 25. *or Virginia Beach]
Nina Vance's Ally Theatre is Norfolk, Jan

moving to new quarters in an old i Strawhat theatre at
warehpuse pff Main street, which Beacli Is a ppssibility this summer! I indefinite

at^^iolf ^wpuw'^h^rtt Trp^^ ''^^"S renovated tP prpvide an
:

NegPtiations are in prpgress"for "the

S1G6 060
around

, grena-type auditorium seating 238, lease pf a 2,000-seat theatre by Ed-
*

' 'plus rehearsal space -and office, inund Hewitt and Dean Gpodman

'Heiress' 16G, Frisco

Chi Shubert rep, Sam Gcrson,
stated his organization never had
any such agreement with Pfeifter
concerning . the Great Northern
theatre. Gerson pointed out that
during Pftiff^er's tenure at the legit

house, ShuWrts did not own, con-
trol or operate the theatre, as it

was then under receivership.
House, at present, is owned by
Great Nprthern Amusement Cp., San Francisco, Jan. 25;

from which the Shuberts lease the ' I'The Heiress" opened last Mon-
theatre, according to Gerspn. (day (17) under the Theatre Guila

Besides naming the Shuberts, at the Geary (1,500; $3.60)

the suit includes United Bppking tl tnTlZ^el Zl'SvX'^^^^l
Office, Marcus Heiman, Augustus fafr |?oss of over $16 000
Pitou, Elias WeinstPck, Select Op-, "Aellegro," the fifth and final
erating Corp.. all of New Yprk, Theatre Guild presentatipn fpr the
and Select Lake City Operating| season, opens Wednesday (26) at
Co., of Chicago. Ithe Curran (1,776; $4.80).

I Company is called the Gateway
Repertory Guild and its members
are former American. Academy of

Dramatic Arts students who have
played smalj parts on Broadway;
and summers at their Tennessee :

theatre. Leads are Roberta Sher-
i'itt,

.
Jene, Jones, Joe Meibes and

Thonias Legated Johii. Richairds fa
^

ptdducer-directpr.

The wildcat boipking procedure
was adppted after UBO refused to

bppk the putflt and ANTA advised

the members against attempting
the tPur. C. Fpster Bell, a fprnier

Circus advance nian, was hired to

arrange bopkings indepehdently
and tp publicize the shows.- A uhii

!_setting_ will be used, _for_ all three

BredoHTSavoy Opera Co,,, GiIbert plays, and. the entire producfioii is

& Sullivan cpmpany frpm the estimated tp qosl $15,000. It can

Coast, disbanded here last week, (tour for about $8,000 a week. AH
after a fairly successful three- j

members of the trpupe will receive

week run at Chi Opera Hpuse. ' equal, pver-scale salaries.

clpsed Saturday (15). with] ifs hpped tp ppen the tour late

plans, until Barry in March, ppssibly in Richmond or

of "The Mikado," the first ever
staged for Japanese audiences,
closed this week at the Hlbiya Hall,

Tokyo, nearly a year after its pre-
miere at the same theatre. Com-
pany gave, approximately 60 per-
formances . in 10 Nipponese cities

during its tour, a longer run than
most operas in Japan- enjby.

'

Nagato troupe will open in Tp.-.

kyp next mpnth with Jap preem of
Gian-Carlo Menotti's ''The Old
Maid and the Thief."

Breden-Savoy Opera Co.

Is Disbanded in Chi
-Cbicagp, Jan^25.

: Renovation will cost $8,000 and Pair have alsp announced the for- i to set up a "Drunkard
rent. will be $300 a', month for the mation of the National Repertpry "

"

first y?ar, . with : pptipn. for four Theatre in Washington, tp present
! more years at $350 a month.

1
plays this spring on a non^segrega-

I

First show , in the new spot will .
tion policy,

be "The Children's Hour." Hewitt is an ex-Broadway actor.
Goodman is associated with Harald
Bromley and Edith Rich in the cur-
rent tour of "O Mistress Mine,"
with Sylvia Sidney and John Loder

Breden, head of grpup, announced
dissolution to Equity office,

Breden plans remaining in Chi
" " company,

similar tp his prpduction pn the
Coast. "Drunkard" will be fea-
tured at Midland hotel.

Miriam Doyle on 'Story'

Shows in Rehearsal
"Anybody

Holden.
"Blood Weddlnff

Home" _

Miriam Doyle, former prbductibn
assistant to the late Rp<ivland Steb?
bins, has been engaged by Sidnejf
Kingsley' fpr a similar assignhient
on his "Detective Story," which

Phyllis I

Russel Crouse and Howard Lindsay

I

will produce shortly, with the
New Stages. '

I
author directing.

Norfolk.

Joanna Roos Heading
European Theatre Tour

Conducted theatre tour of Eu-

rope this summer is being organ-

ized by JoaBna Roos, Broadway
3ctrcss

It will extend from June

15 to Sept. 15 and cpver the prin-

cipal drama festivals in Englanu

and pn the Cpntineftt, including

Salzburg, Edinburgh, Paris, Swit-

zerland,, Prague, Lpndon and Strat-

ford-on-Avon.

on
s —iicw oiaKes i"uv..„i uiictiiiiK 1

Doris Hwmphtey lecturing

"I Know My Love" -Theatre
I

They were associated several ^f^fhefUncert ^^^^^^^^^^

"Twn RiinH ius„..» A u -.y
^^ssons ago when Stebbins and the Feb '7 Klchard Korn, symP"
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Chi Cops Not Likely to Interfere As

B way 'Prostitute Plays Univ. Theatre
Chicago, Jan. 25.

Protesting the CW legit bensor-

chit) setup. American Civil Liber-

union. Chicago division,

Americans for Democratic Action.

American Veterans' Committee,

ffnal Assn. for the Advance-

ment of Colored People and the

Student Republican Club, all of

«,P Univ. of Chicago, will sponsor

T«n-Paul Sartre's "The Reseect-

?ul Prostitute," Feb. 8, at Ma*ndel

Hall, Univ. of Chicago.

"Prostitute" was originally sked-

oil for a Chi run at the Stude-

baker theatre, Dec. 27, but ban by

Police Commissioner Jolin Pren-

derfsast was upheld by Mayor

Keroelly and play was not pre-

sented. Censor board had charged

nroduction was indecent and not

freneficial to the Negro race and

threatened that the theatre's li-

cense could be revoked for one

year on grounds of violating a

Jduriicipal code against indecent or

immoral plays.

Leon Despres, counsel for Chi

American Civil Liberties Union

stated Monday (24) that "Prosti-

tute" would be presented at Chi-

cago U. by the
,
original New York

Cast, whose expenses would be

paid out of private contributions,

by individuals protesting the ban
as a blow to civil liberties. Meg
Mundy, Karl Weber, John Mar-
riott and Wendell Holmes of the

brtginal cast, are contributing

their performances with Equity's

okay, according to Despres. Pres-

entation in Mandel Hall will be
exclusively for student body, fac-

ulty and their guests, and not a-

1>tiblic showing, Mr. Despres said.

Protest vs. Setup

. Dr. Homer A. Jack, vice-chair-

man of AGLU. Chi division, and
pa.stor of a Unitarian church
here, we hope to throw light on
Chicago's inadequate legitimate

stage censorship setup.'*

After the presentation; Feb.; 8,

at 8 p.m., a Civil Uberties meet-

(Continued on page 61)

'Manhattan' Slot Machine

Routine Brings Belated

),000 Damage Suit

Anderson-Weill Musical

'Cry* Making Fast Headway
Maxwell Anderson and Kurt

Weill are making rapid progress
on their musical dramatization of
Alan Paton's "Cry the Beloved
Country,'' and expect to have the
first draft ready for Playwrights'
Co. production conferences about
mid-February. Show is scheduled
for presentation next fall.

Not even a tentative budget can
be estimated until the. first draft

Reverse English
When "High Button Shoes"

opened recently at the Hippo-
drome in London, producer
Jack Hyltori sent . an exultant
cable to Joseph Xipness, -co-

.

producer of the Broadway
original. Message read, "Show
'tremendous hit. Posting no-
tices."

Greatly excited, Kipness
immediately called the Brit-

ish showman by transatlantic
phone r demanding why he was
closing the musical if it was
such a hit. When he under-
stood that the remark "posting
notices" had merely been Hyl-
ton's way of saying he was
mailing copies of the reviews.
Kipness muttered, "Why don't

you talk English?"

HopesforNatlLegitBiflHighlfltCan

Get Under Truman Honeymoon Wire

Schwartz Plans Tour

For 'U.S.A/ in Spring
With "Inside U. S. A." again

operating at a profit at the Ma-
jestic, N. Y., it is. now slated to
continue until late February; when
it will go on the road. Revue had
a couple of losing weeks while
Beatrice Ijllie was ill, but has
topped the $30,000 weekly gross i succeed
marlo since her: return.
Comedienne and her co-star.

Jack Haley, are under contract to

this and next season, as ar^
Valerie Bettis and Eric Victor,

2JSliuAi nonl tn fnef Him i
dance leads. Herb Shriner has

TTCeii UCdl lU l^UM IllHI
, already left the show to concentrate

1^1 >_ D_„ f_„ DIa.:'- D..^ his radio series, and Thelma
Actor S ray tor rlay S Run Carpenter wm exit when it goes

Michael Garrison, who was rc- \

Tour will probably
, i , . , ,>,,,_.,, lay oft next summer and resume in

placed during rehearsals of Death tijg faij

•f Establishment of a national thea-
tre, as proposed under a measure
introduced Monday (24) in Con*;
gress by Rep. Jacob K. Javits (R,

N.. Y.), would be aimed not only
to spread local and regional drama
but to increase the number of road
stands and expand road playing

,

time. According to Javits and Sen.'

'

Irving M. Ives (R, N. Y.); who is

sponsoring the measure in the
.

Senate, it has a good chance of
.

passage; particularly if its backers
in having it considered

of the script is completed, but the R|nnmffarilpn Tlimdnwil Of tour
adaptor and composer have indi- !

"•OOIllgdrUeil lUIIIUUWIl Ul
cated that the production will

|

probably be a relatively light one
]

for a musical, with a. minimum of
{

scenery.. However.' . that. : was' also
the advance word on "Anne of the
Thousand Days." which subse-
quently involved a large production
with a turntable and . numerous
settings, which were finally junked
for a simple, basic setw

$150<
Suit tor $150,000 damages was

filed in N.Y. Federal court last week
by Devery Freeman, Coast writer,

against, comedian Sid Caesar, pro-

of a Salesman," : will receive full

payment for the run of . the show,

or at least until June It the ex«

piration date ifor Equity contracts.

Actor had a run-ofrthe-play deal
and his agent, Gloria Safier, re-

fused to agree to a settlement.

When Garrison was signed, he
wanted a two-week deal, but pro-
ducer Kermit Bloomgarden in-

sisted on the run - of - the - play
clause. During the month that in-

tervened between signing' the pact
and the start of rehearsals, the
actor made no attempt to get other
parts. That, plus the fact that he
had not wanted the run-of-the-play
clause, was the reason he wouldn't
make a settlement.'

. Reason Garrison was replaced
was his physical

Arthur Schwartz production has

quickly, during the "Truman
honeymoon."
Although show business reaction^

to the bill has generally been,
favorable,' it has already been
criticized in: some quarters; For in--

stance, Lee Shubert minimized the
prospects of subsidized drama, ex-
plaining, "Nothing works in the
theatre unless it's commercial.
P l a y s produced for art-for-art's

sake have never been a success.

Too many people have things to
repaid its entire $235,000 invest-

1 a^out them." Spokesmen for
ment and has a small cash reserve
It brealcs even at around $30,000.
Last week's gross was almost
$33,000.

Theatre Booking

Shuffle on B'way

closing

Get Your Gun'' at the Impeml.
that house is slated to get "Along

resemblance to
|
Fifth Avenue,", which moves over

.4

W Cost 42a

'Bough' 97G
"The Shop at Sly Corner," which

closed Saturday night (22) at the
Booth,' N, Y., after seven perform-
ances, involved a loss of about
$42,000. Gant Gaither production-
was financed at $35,000 and the
backers were also tapped for a 20%
overcall. It was the second U. S.;

production for the Edward Percy
script, the previous one having
been done in the fall of 1941 by
Reginald Denham, reportedly with
a silent assist from the late Harry
Kaufman.
"The Victors," which also folded

1ast Saturday night, cost the New
Stages treasury about $7,500; the
approximate production figure. It

about broke even for its four-week

I

run at the New Stages theatre in
I Greenwich Village. N. Y. Organ-
ization's next offering, "Blood Wed-
ding," is rehearsing for a sched-;
uled premiere- Feb. 6.

Costliest closing of the week was
"Leaf and Bough," which shuttered
for a loss of around $97,000 alter
playing only three performances.
Charles P. Heidt presentation, pro- _
duced by Rouben Mamoulian, was

j

;*vana"bie"by\'he^Carr^^ Hudson'at a d'ate lo"be~se"lected.''

the .Metropolitan^^ Opera Assn. re^
fused t6 express an opinion until
they had seen a copy of the bill.

In most show business circleSj

however-, the reaction, appears to be:
^

stroiigly favorable .to the propoMtli
Ehthiisiasm i has • been voiced -by
Clarence Der\Veht. - president of
Actors Equity; : Lawrence Tibbett,

president of the American Guild
of Musical Artists, and O, La'Wton
Campbell, Vinton Freedley and
other heads of the American Na-

Next few weeks will bring a the- i

Theatre and Academy The

atre booking shuffle on Broadway,
j

\-""- organiza^^^^^^ won d presum-

With the closing Feb. 19 of "Annie
! fn^'e'haVXetropostd'setir'^

Lee J. Cobb, who came from Hoi-
1 from the Broadhurst. Latter house

lywood to play the male lead in
; will receive "Lend an Ear," which

i k» K«tj m»,„ V/...1, w
the Arthur Miller drama. It was ' will vacate the National. "The Big , P°^'r. L^f illl " iT. ^^'^^

Point To Symposium
With the Javits-Ives measure

formally on the Congressional
slate, tlie forthcoming theatre sym-

felt the similarity might cause au-
dience confusion.

various legit organizations now ap-
Any

'SHOES' IN WORKS FOR

AUSSIE RUN NEXT JUNE

;
Knife," Clifford Odets play cur- 1 ; •.niWi
rently in rehearsal, opens Feb. 23 at '

P*^"^* P*""^'

the National. With "Goodbye, My I

(Continued on page 61)

Fancy" shifting Feb. 7 to the Ful-

'

I ton, "Death of a Salesman" goes in-

I
to the Morosco Feb. 10.

I The Boston Repertory production
of "'Ricliard III," starring Richard
Whorf; preems Feb. 8 at the Booth.
John Golden's revival of "They

Sydney, Jan. 19.

A deal is reaching consumma „ .

,. . . ,„,„, i.,i„„„:. Knew What They Wanted, starring
tion between the William Morns , ,,.„„; ,.,

' u v»,f
agency Of N. Y: and Harry Mus-

! Paul Mu ni, is due the week of Feb.
;
14 at the Music Box. Phyllis Hold-

grove for the Aussie production ; en's presentation of "Anybody i

with imported cast of ''High But^ ; Home" is pencilled for Feb. 25 at y

ton Shoes" at Princess, Melbourne, : the Golden; Sidney Kingsley's
,

next .Tune. Princess will be made "Detective Story" is set for the
I

j

"Diamond Lil" arrives Feb. 5 at.'

Plea to Cancel Lease On

Shubert, N. Haven, Denied

By Federal Court Judge
New Haven, Jan. 25.

The application of the Taft
Realty Corp., owners of property
including the Shubert theatre

here, to show cause why a lease

between the Taft Corp. and the
Yorkshaven .Enterprises, Inc., oper-;

ators of the theatre, should not
be declared null and void was dis- :

rerJosTph M Hymarand the ^^^r** *'f,'T' I**"?
^as

! te^rrf dW Is finally 'set.

Make Mine Manhattan Co. Plain-
/u/o overcau, plus extra losses

|
Musgrove has been out of show the Coronet. "My Name Is Aqui-

,
. , ThnrsHav (?n> hv Tnriff*

tiff cla mrto have written the slot
J^^^^^

for a long time.- He headed : Ion" (formerly "Figure of a Girl") I™f J^'^^ ^[2°)^ J"^f*

machine comedy routine, which he '^^^ closmg.
, the First National (now Warners) is due Feb. 9 at the Lyceum. Ap- ^^"''^^ ^- "»nc*^s ^ne u. ais

~"—.-
-

-
—~~~ distrib unit here, and was con-

I parently "Kiss Me, Kate" is to re-

rm 'CTRFPTrAR' rili TA ! nected with vaude for some time, [main at the Century at least f

i>ni uiIiIjEIvAIi. LU. 1"
j

Bid for "Shoes" had been made I the
,
present; although there has

!
. !_...t.. 1....- ^jjjj ggjj Blue been speculation that it might be

alleges Caesar used, in the show
witliout permission.

Number was listed in the "Make
Mine Manhattan" . program as
written by Caesar, Max Liebman
and Allan Roberts, as long as the
comic remained in the revue while
it. was at the Broadhurst, N.Y.
Caesar withdrew from the show

TAKE EXTENSIVE TOUR named as the principal comic; Bid ! moved to the Times Square area.

Chicago, Jan. 25.

"Streetcar Named Desire" is in

its final weeks at the Harris here,
with closing date around end of

fell through however.

l^L'^*''''"*''u''
^" ' February..-Producer Irene Selznick

television show, with Bert Lahr fegi^ chi company should tour,

Ate„^^'K*^/^* i**^*''^ I rather than throw another "Street-

vite defendants haven t
. ^.g^- group into the circuit. Com-

w1n^«„","'S*'*^'"**'-*''^?-*'^^^^'pany. with Uta Hagen, Anthony

^L^iZ "l*""" "fjQuinn and Mary Welch in the
auu orsmp.

I leads, has had rave reviews and
Plaintiff does not claim copy-

1 would probably be better draw
right of the disputed sketch, but

| than a third company,
asserts it is his common- law

j "Streetcar" is still making a
property. He alleges that the

j

profit and could run well into
'

spring-.- - since producJliffi:_..needs

around $15,000 to break even. Take
has consistently hit arbund f18;500,
with 18th We^ cdmiiig up. Com-

h<i!t.» ''"i
1"' "'"^ ^ jf^viu.v pany hais 29 Theatre Guild commitr

"ti!!? S!?""*^. time, called
, ments in midwest and plans other

one, two or three-week engage-
mentSi With as few ohe^nighters as

pbssilile. Gertrude Brpmberg.
flacking for "Streetcar" at Harris,

will go ahead of the company.
Bookings westward and for the

idea, - plan,^ outline and
script" are all hi$ and that during
March.. 1947, he submitted it to
Columbia Pictures, which was to
have had Caesar use it in a picture

The Guilt of Janet Ames." The
nun was later dropped, but Caesar
used the sketch in "Manhattan,"
according to Freeman.
An unexplained angle of the

situation is why Freeman failed to
wke any action on the matter dur-
'"8 the year's run of "Manhattan"
on Broadway, but waited until
H^sar left the show before bring-
ing suit. Production contracts for
the revue list Caesar, Liebman and
woberts as authors of the piece,
.freeman's attorney is David

Gourfain Preps Negro

Musical for Coast
Hollywoodi Jan. 25.

All-Negro intimate musical,

"Carbon Copies of 1949," will be
produced here late in the spring
by Harry Gourfain, who formerly
produced stage attractions at the
Paramount, Strand, Roxy and Cap-
itol theatres in New York. !

Gourfain, now a Hollywood I

music publisher, also is planning i

a weekly teleshow with the same 1

title, talent to be drawn from the

cast of the stage production. I

Charles Hathaway will do the

score.

trict court. His ruling was that

the Federal court is without juris-

diction in the matter.
Taft Realty also sought $500,000

damages ' based on \a claim of un-
favorable terms at the time of
signing the lease. v

c A ...ill «^ „^ Situation is, an outcropping of a
S. A. will presently go on

^^^^ ^^^^^^ reorganization effected
under 77B in,1937. It is the claim
of the present Taft setup that di-

A ™ <'iij„«„„ii» A ii„„ " - '<T,.,„ !
rectors in office in 1941 and 1942,

.?T^i c:„,l'il^„n.Jj" ! When the lease and Us subsequent
Blind Mice, The Sounding Brass,

, ,i!c„„»!.%„, j_„,„_
"The Emerald Stairca.se" and "Miss ^"aS^errnot empo^^^^^^
Liberty." Houses with, no definite

i

!" .!f
bookings at the moment are the
Cort and Ziegfeld.

South Pacific" is probably headed
for the Ma.iestic, from which "In-

1

side U.
tour.

Shows on the way but not set for i

theatres are "At War with the
|

ijaJiy,,wt;re iiui- viiipuwi^ieu w eiiicr

I into such agreements without court
approval.

1
Yorkhaven maintains that the

. lease was signed according to cor-*

rect procedure and there is no
basis in law for the action filed by

vff}|?*>an- Caesar is represented by

fcI>ift?P.^''"T'i^'
Howard Rein- J'^e Sky \^J^^^}^^^'^Z\ll^" wuiiam" Wymetal, who will be the ' Harry Ruby has arrived from the

|
troupe, which the Marquis pur.

fceimer .s Hyman'S lawyer.
!
P'^^y-^S^f iTs'a'Mfngton

i

managing -^i™"*- third

CALVERT SWITCHES TO

DOUBLE BILL m COAiTi—Taft . Realty has _lndic_ated_ that..

Hollywood, Jan. 25. the petition will now be carried

"The Wizard of Awes" and mto the state court.

"Trial of the Dead" will be the two .

—
productions starring John Calvert IlA 1 II0V9C Rallol' Hllrae
in a two-night live double-bill pro- .

I'UCVda IMIICI limKb

fre.Vb^. {Sfn^"^''"-""^" ; Capitalization to 295G
"Wizard" features Calvert's

, xhe Grand Ballet de Monte
regular magic act. Trial brings carlo, a N. Y. corporation, was re-

Norway' Set to Tee Off

Pitt Al Fresco Opera
Pittsburgh. Jan. 25. , . .... _ ,

—-— , - ... -.

—

^- ...—

-

. "Song of Norway" will tee off back to life such characters as Dr. capitalized last week (20), increa.s-

summer on the Coast are being I the fourth season of summer opera Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, Were-Wolt, jng its capitalization from $60,000
- - - here June 6. Nine shows have been Dracula Queen of the Cat People to $295,000. Reason for the huge

scheduled, same as last year, and and an 18-foot monster who s been hike was the financial demands
reason for early getaway i.s because ! ?fad. lo Inese 2.000 years. Calvert made by the dance troupe abroad,

to vacate Pitt Sta- blandly says it s the monster s its expenses outrunning its grosses.

set in New York.

Kanin's 'Sky Falling' company has .mv„v~ ,i„h„f
dium by first week in August so

,

scage ueoui.

^ilto

YeSTy'^^tthTreTenf-'smTel university can get the bowl ready

I of the World." has a new play

"The Sky Is Falling," which the

I for another football season.

M Meeting with the; press last week.
Ruby's 100% 'Chair'

Corporation has only two part-

ners; Marquij George de Guevas
and wife Margaret (daughter of
John D. Rockefeller, Jr. ) . Dance

! locale
'

with a femme lead said to ;
straight season

be aVofs between Patter- he was also planning to repeat

"B«n' . '..!„ oJ,S AW Roosevelt Long- ' three .shows which have already

^^^XL^'^^^'LMi .^l rrth'!"Vth'charr?orhas'^be"ln been «Jone ';Naughty Marietta,

Ha/ha"been read by some of lee, ' ;;The Pink Lady" and "Good

the Playwrights' members. •^^^^<C: :[

'HeWz* 25G in 4, Denver
Helliapoppin," brought in by

3 iiin . t*^**'
grossed $25,000 at the

Monrt"!?** Sunday and

formSes."'''*^'
Top was $3.60.

director for the third Coast with a legit musical, "Pull i chased a couple of years ago,

announced that Up a Chair," which is 100% of his opened in .M°xandria last Thurs-
own writing—book, lyrics and: day (20) to SRO biz, following a
mu.sic. three-week stay in Cairo. Troupe

Song.smith, who ju.st completed ! will dance in Alexandria through

and "Vagabond working on the (Bert.) Kalmar &
;
Monday ( 31 ) , then return to its

Euby biopic at Metro—it has yet ! home quarters at Monte Carlo. It

to go into production—plans set- opens a home stay of six weeks
ting a production deal while cast. : March 15.
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Plays Out of To¥m
Death of A Salesman

Philadelphia, Jan. 22.

Kermit Bloomgardcn-Walter Fried prer
(entatlon of Ella Kazan's production of a
new play In two acts by Arthur Miller.
Features Lee J. Cobb. Arthur Kennedy,
Mildred Dunnock. Howard Smith. Thomas
Chalmers. Cameron Mitchell. Alan Hewitt.
Staged by Kazan; setting and lighting by
Jo Mielzlner: Incidental music by Alex
North; costumes by JuUa Sze. At Locust,
Philadelphia. Jan; 22, '49.

Willy Loman. . . . ... . . . . ..... .Lee J. Cobb
Linda. .....^...^Mlldred Dunnock
Happy: .Cameron Mitchell

. Biff . . : Arthur Kennedy
^ Bernard . .Don Keefcr
The Womah ..... v .. , . .Winnifred Cushlng
Charley .'.

. . .Howard Smith
.Vncle Ben ........... .Thomas Chalmers
Howard Wagner. .Alan Hewitt
Jenny . . ..... .Ann. DrlscoU
Stanley Tom Pedl
Miss Forsythe. . . . . . ; . .... Constance Ford
Letta . . , L ............... . .Hope Cameron

scene of his discovery of a woman
in the hotel room occupied by his

beloved father during a Boston
trip, and his later scene of bitter

argument with that same parent
are two of the evening's big mo-
ments. Mildred Dunnock is touch-
ing and authentic as the loyal wife
and admirable cameos are turned
in by Thomas Chalmers as a fabu-
lous Uncle Ben who makes
periodic appearances throughout
the play, Howard Smith as the
friendly neighbor, Cameron
Mitchell as the second son and
Alan Hewitt as the employer.

Despite its unrelenting tragedy,
this one looto! to have what it takes
in the present-day theatre.

Waters.

Ricliard III
Boston, Jan. 22

Boston Repertory Assn. production of

hside Stuff-Legit
Tallulah Bankhead said this week she'd sue The New York Time>! "tmy grave" to get an adeauate retraction of the paper's story last wpo2

STEVE COCHRAN
Appearing with MAE WKST in

drama by William Shakespeare In version i iiriTjiMmwn t;TT." na thA hnndinhmp
by Richard Whorf and Richard Barr. En- '^**™y"i',,V.^;iT^S» .
tire production conceived and staged by

|
romantic vJUABEZ.r One of the

grows in stature as he—and the

Anne rrantes nem Character—progrcsscs. There are day (20) to receive the key to the city from Mayor Bernard Samuels
Tressei . :: Pam Dwineu also strohg moments contributed

I

Qoiden's revival of "They Knew What They Wanted" played PhiUv
b?wTs ;^^,rYn« Kn^'n HarrU - as

I ^"'^ P «- S^on dreamed up the key receiving3
"'-L- i.».K°.^HiX«.* ffiSl Sivv^aTmch? ?l"«1y has one key to the city of Ph ladelphia, given him in

' Bandying about adjectives like
"great" and ."superb" is always a
profitless business, but a lot of
people are; going to link them to

. Arthur Miller's new play, "Death „,„„.„„
bf a Salesman," which preemed tire"^rod^ctkin

. here at the ; Locust. The farthest 1 WHorf, At the Copley, Boston, Jan. 17,
j
important leading men in her life,

out on the limb this writer will go
k*?^*?!*, Richard Whorf

'

is to observe, as a matter of strict
|
George . . ; :. win Kuiuva

reporting, he has never i» exactly Brackcnbury . . . . . >

.

. .Warren ^Burmelster

30 years as a Variety mugg seen a ! Francis Rew
Philly audience accord a more "

- "

vociferous and enthusiastic recep-
tion to the flrst performance of a
new dramatic play: here.
The play itself is sombre, pitiless

tragedy. Probably because of the
re-association of Ella Kazan as
director and Jo Mielziner as dcr
signer, but also due to definite
similarities in the plays them-

. selves, first-nighters were making
comparisons with "Streetcar
Named Desire." However, the
main : difference is that the Williams
play has heavy overtones of sex
whereas Miller's opus has virtually
none, if one excludes a brief scene
in a hotel bedroom.

"Death of a Salesman" is, to the
surprise of some of the first-night-

ers; actually about a salesman and
climaxes with his death at his own

ticket^ and got to the reviewing stand 'W
following the parade, and then only achieved a seat when someborttt
recognized her while she was battling with- a guard, ,

Flashing her ticket stubs upon her return to New York; she told Timpi!
managing editor Edwin L. James, a personal friend, in typical Bankhearf
fashion of what had occurred. A staunch Truman supporter all th?
way, the White House had arranged not only seats for her, but a car
and an escort from the station. Her difficulty with the police that *
Times reporter had apparently spotted was on arrangements for gettine
out of the stand, not getting in, she said.. She wanted to mstke surS
she'd' have no trouble getting away to eatch the 4. p^m; train to get her'
back to New York in time for her evening, performance in ''Private
Lives."
The Times ran a very brief retraction of its statement on page six

That suited Miss Bankhead not a bit and she was making the air blue
this week as she threatened to call her lawyers unless the Times did
right by her.

She. alsd .resented that the Times man who had noticed her repartee
with the cops hadn't also reported that she. got up amidst the diplomatic
on the stand and leaned on Secretary of State D^an Acheson's shoulder
to loudly boo Governor Talmadge of Georgia when he passed in' the
parade. Miss Bankhead is a reconstructed rebel from Alabama.

Producer John Golden crossed up his press agent and the city ot
Philadelphia last week in conneotion_ with his appearance there Thuri

sponsoring organization f6r one of

the most striking Shakespearean
revivals ever staged. Its produc-
tion. Under Richard Whorf, of

"Richard III," with Whorf in the
titWT0l6, is-a^smash. Hard to see

howi if it ever gets to Broadway,

hands. Miiier tells the grim, [it can miss:
.

pathetic^ heart-rending story of I The show has a curious history.

v^iighan
' y/".

".v. '.Robert Fletcher i Hastings, Michael Sivy as Rich-
Duke, of Buckingham. ....Philip Bourneuf

] mond and - William Nichols as
Stanley

.. •^iL'ie CWP 2 !
'^^'^'^''y- beginnulg

"rd^v* !-.-. /jJs^'ph'^F^?^ end, Whorf-s play, and although
Lord Mayor ...... i.. .^.

JWoiter Appie^ frequently recites too fast, his

oreyj' . .Frank Gardner There are a number of details
Dorset - .Gregg ;Martin

I

to fee attended to before this show
J - tw-W is- ready. Some of the costumes

remembered for nothing else ^^^^ overdone. That of Hastings,
the Boston Repertonr Assn. will go

f^j. example, makes him seem a
down in theatre history as the ^end of Poo-Bah and Ghengis

the complete moral and mental
• breakdown of :& man. .He is Willy
Loman, who has a travelling sales-

Whorf first mounted it in Biarritz

svith a GI cast. He solved the prob-
lem of costuming and setting the

Khan, and some of the others are
too fussy. A few. non-Shakespear-
ean dictions are also in evidence,
but even as it stands this one
should score heavily. Play gets an'
ovation here every performance, a
rare occurrence in the Hub, and
seems almost certain to achieve the
ssme on Broadway. . : .Sliet

1928; it hangs with several from other cities in his office. Simon's idea
was to' have Golden turn in the old key and get a new one. At the
ceremonies Golden suddenly balked;- he wanted to keep the old one, he
said. Obdurate stance of the producer made a better story than the
original idea, and landed on the front page of the staid Bulletiil> whidi
rarely falls for press stunts.
Golden has "registered" "Wanted" with the League of N. Y. Theatres

to open some night between Feb. 15-Feb. IS, but the reservation is only
tentative, pending some other management's application- for one of the
specific dates. So far, the Sidney Howard revival is the Only show
slated to preemthat week. If another is set, Golden will be required tb
select a specific date.

Ed King and Cy Bloom, KDKA scri^ters, have closed a deal with
Fred Burleigh; director of Pittsburgh Playhouse, to write the sketches
and lyrics for the Pitt community theatre's annual Sprihg revue. Burt
leigh had to look elsewhere for mateidiat f6UoWin# Broadway click of
Charles Gaynor's "Lend An Ear" since Gaynor has been his ace in the
hole for the yearly musical in the past. In fact, "Lend An Ear" is a
compilation of the four shows by Gaynor which were flrst presented

At Wai^ WilK the Armv ^^^^ at Playhouse by Burleigh. Gaynor was to have done the 1948

TT 4« J T
i""*'*^^' ^^st spring and Burleigh let him out of the commitment to work

Harttord, Jan. 21. I with Bill Eythe in "Lend An Ear" On Coast. That led to the present
Henry May and Jerome E. Rosenfeld I Broadwav vmaKh •

production of farce-comedy in three acts S-1„„ ?,, j ^- .i. i , .(tour scenes) by James B. Aiiardice. !
King and Bloom authored recent radio rib, "Gimmleks of 1949,"

man's job of which he is inordi- sanguine tale of Richard s ascent

nately proud, three sons of whom I to the throne of England with a

he is equally proud, a loyal and batch of. captured Nazi banners.

l^^v'e^^a?^"n^ "^ite^fll'oft 'ti I ^httes'^l b^n^n^ers'cSd
I

^^^JteXh=^„^'
?"tsburgh Radio and

friends. It is hard to put a finger
I

in the costumes proves exciting to 21. '49; $3 top. I

and local chapter of AFRA, and it was that which prompted Burleigh

on just what begins to sap the the eye and at the same time helps
I
c»pH Ernest caw^gu Mendrick

|
to sign them up to do his 1949 revue. They're both comedy specialists,

fine fiber of this man's character. I convey the plot line of the oppos- t% corp. cS :

' MitS A?gull '

^^^'"^ '"^'^ KDKA chore being to supply gag material for the station's

When we meet him at the start of i ing forces of the War of the Roses.
|

Corp. Di ruccIo Ernest Sarracino daily fun show, "Brunch With Bill." Scripters will work With a sotig-
the play, he has already slipped The adaptation by Whorf and

[

Staff Sgt. •- - >
- , . , .

very fai- and by the end of the ;
Richard Barr, meantime, cuts out |;L#«|'gt«»SiVvay°''"!'™.

' ®M?ke"Kemn
play, he has lost his precious job, ! most of the genealogical recitation,

|
a Private,

,
; Tad Mosei

has become completely alienated i depending both on the color
f^t iieuf wuiiam Terray xy PciTy I

'he Mark Hellinger (formerly Hollywood), N. Y., were even more severe
Millie Maxine Stuart

|

than those accorded the flop "Grandma's Diary" last fall. Anthony B.

Tia-AMn'^m^tan V-iw^^^ 1
co-prpducer and soie bankroller of the show, was singled out

writer who hasn't been selected yet.

Review of "All For Love,?' which premiered Saturday night (22) at

from one of his sons—his prized i scheme • and Richard's preliminary
Biff—and has only the tolerant ! statement of his course of action,
pity of the others, and his friends ; to inform the audience of the nar-
have been rediicpd to a sinele ritivo line The result Is a melo-

Colonel Davis John sheiiie
,

for personal mention by several of the critics. Brooks Atkinson's noticenave
,
oeen _reaucea lo a _singie, rative une. ine resuu is a meio

, Helen Paimer. ..— .... .. Juiie Bennett in the N. Y. Times was sub-headed "Fart-ell's Follv " Ward Mnrphnnspcompanionable neighbor. So, af- drama that continues to rise in I h;, c,,« iJ^
vyara iviorenouse.

ter having considered suicidal 1 intensity and pitch until, scream-
i This larce-comedv was incubated Rolot l^h. wil.

P'ece, All For Nothing '' while Howard
plans for some time, he finally

,
ing "My kingdom for a horse!," at the Yale D^^ma S^hoo"^n^^^^^

takes the step. Richard- is struck d.own in the i a year ago 0™alirproM
The play—which ran the first battle of Bosworth Field. I

a two-acter i^ four scenes it now i ^' J:'
**** foHowmg night, also drew unanimous pans, though

ni.^ht until a few minutes past 11 1 Still a third technical factor in realizes a near commercial maturity ^"'"'"^ ""^^ the beating given "All For Love." As usual there was
—is consistently packed with taut,| the play's: smashing effect is the

, as a three-acter Tightenin" will '

complete disagreement among some of the critics as to the reasons for
drama but there are, .

of course, i staging and lighting of the play, laid immeasurably in quickening
I

the play's failure. Atkinson put much of the blame on Rouben Mamou-
certain dramatic highlights. The

i
Before pne main set of a street

i its already jet-propelled pace. Es- i

I'^n, while John Chapman, in the News, praised the producer-director

lt?m,f "1 between near the Tower of London, the in-
j

sentially, the play is the same as I

?nd called the show "the best-acted, best-lighted, best-set radio serial

YJrJ^. sorrowing wife is
, spired use .of spots and blackouts i produced at New Haven. Two of 1 1 ever saw, with never a trick mjssed in either script or production."one; so is the first scene between
,
from one side to the other, plus a the players Mike Kellin and Wil- '

*»*"i«u».i.uu.

inL*^hp?i^n,^rf°c%^ll!,^ l^®^ ?" ^P"""? °^}^^ ^''f® I
"^"^ Lanteau, are holdovers from I

Booking of "Death of a Salesman" into the Morosco. N Y and thecuss their Dads decay and the with a stairway leading down into the orininaV Yalp tirnHnptinn ' mnvf nt "rnnAv,\,a iiT,/Tro«^t,>r^*lv.^ tuA i.'^^^^^
i., aiiu

harrowing scene when Willy asks > the pit, Whorf has given the play i a 5^!°^.* Goodbye. My Fancy frpm that house to the Fulten, stemmed
his J

~ '— ' . . . , .

from

tCld'^irTstea'd.ythaV hris firer"So';^ th^t'culminates'i'ra tail™mad7 audience X^co^^^^^^^
^""^ Forest" and "Command Decision

is the following scene, in which a pantomimic battle scene of aston- numbers of GI's and friends anri E^^^^"^.
^'^^ Fulton, was assured by Lotito last summer that he

projected dinner party between ishing effectiveness. fanUlies to draw frbm this comedv ^^"^ Morosco for "Salesman."
the two sons and their father is

I All these things aside, however, should find the going fairlv easv '
meantime, Lotito topk "Fancy" as an interim booking for the

«r= i.n,f^foP„*f**„H*iL^»f i"Jr'"*l'°"
" actine to carry so violent it is one of the few humorous same theatre. Rather than go back on his -promise when "Fancy"

-i/- ^L*^."'^?."'^ *'\^" a play- and this, with few excep- presentations of Army life that has Proved a click, Lotito arranged with Michael KaniA and Richard Aid-

all

could

tweln Wiflv and R?ff W Whorf as the reached the boards. Play provides "ch & Richard Myers, producers of the comedy, to move it to the

there is the trSlv mLnsfinal^^^
crippled ogre whose lust for the plenty of opportunity fornumerous

j

Fulton, though they'd rather keep the play at the Morosco. Showthere is the truly moving finale- throne drives him from one murder characterisations with its mishmash Plays its final performance at the latter house Feb. 5, lighting at the

tti^o^fnSbo^.: ISat^Ts^T olT fAgh«nT^"t&Tnfc1,&'""^P':^^'.-'i*
i

^'^^
l' I'^^"'"^"" ''"^ ^^"^ "

truly moving
Willy's funeral, att '

"

"Sl^
^.^"'ly and the one ueisiiuoi.

, that- is at once irightenmg- and
( to blusterine colonel

.*g..ia w^ivii uic LiiM^a^^ that might explain Kichaid's i in the orderiv room'nf a frA^nW I

'^,^?P't« uneven business recently in legit on Broadway, the dance
facing the audience. The wife, ruthlessness, his megalomania, his camp It revolves about the a? """"i^

'^^'^^^ ^'vents in New York last Sunday (23), giving five
reiterating that she cannot under-

,
subtlety, his hypocrisy, is over-

j
tempts of 1st Sgt Robert Johnson ' P.^'l*^^^ all SRO. These were the N. Y. City Ballet Co.,

stand why Willy took his life, says; looked. In WhoH's characteriza- Urget away from d^^^^^
' ' ^ -

—

over and over that she cannot crv. Iti«^ i,., .„„ ..n P'"P?.r WorK and „„^„i^ a„au
evening performances at City Center, seating 3,500

people each performance; Valerie ("Inside U.S.A.") Bettis and com-,
pany, dancing her work. "As I Lay Dying," twice at the YMHA, to 800
patrons each time, and Jean Erdman and group, at Hunter College
Playhouse, seating 700.

over and over that she cannot cry. I Hon he is no mprp dPPnXpd vn^ ^^'^l^
work and

As wriftpn and as tilavpil hv Mill ' i • ' r ' , i E
aeep-ayeq yu- into the firing hnes. Surrounding

dred Dunnock as thf wife that ^K^.Z^'^ ^ hy'"!
'
h™ a hodge-podge of characteM

«cene ha"s"Tiot of folks^'ou?' f^on
! fomh?ate' ^''eeker'^^'afte?''' power l^?^^^^^ •""^'''"i ^iJ^^""!crving I

oominate seeiters alter power. exits. Play is practically made up
- Using the same general" setup

' ^Z^,\ ^a pSu of'"a1l wa'r sper'led
and exits. Inter-

^{%tfor'^e'''l^^^^^^ the most part sur- ^ {^e^ d?fmfdale'S^^^ Jean-PauTl^rtr origrn«-fs Se™ leVm

1-opms of the Loman house, several
; thev are Fences Reid as the stiol-

'

i^^fy^J^fd^
pregnant, and angle

offices and hotel rooms. The com- !

fl^ed'^ X fi"^^
the father is not the

plete and remarkably felicitous
, ducedbv RTchardnvprt^^^^^^ , ,

complement of Mirfziner's in- bndv nf W mnrHp^pJ ^^^^^^
genious setting (and lighting) and ^.""^"IJ'^r^^X

"
Kazan's uncannily facile and sensi- IpYh vvhn fs Pmfant ^hfn^fipi I^^^''

Pfnto exce lent dialog, mis-
tive direction are probably the fi„i^'

w ° stupefied to 'taken identity, all good tricks of
biggest help to the presentation of Richa^^ afL thP mnrHprL'h^^ ^"^^^S^'.?'"^ V'^**

^o best advantage
Miller's flnelv-written theme, hut I

/""^^ the murder of
.
her i Tad Mosel as the sorry-lookinti

Thornton Wilder, who adapted the New Stages production, "The
ictors," from the Jean-Paul Sartre original, was amused to learn
lat dialog in the play shocked seme pf the critics. Informed of the

show's Broadway reception, Wilder wrote to New Stages from Porto-
fino, Italy: "I hope it ('Victors') is frightening the daylights out of the
too-cpmfprtable. I was delighted to know that some of the bad words
upset some o£ the critics. There's a sheltered life for you."

Picture spread on Uta Hiigen, femme lead of the Chicago company
of "Streetcar Named Desire," in the current issue of Life is the fourth

major layout the mag has carried on the show in the last 13 months.

vastatingly bitter portrayal that j'a®,??*^® '^f/^^^^^^
name- the hard-headed drill sergeant; ..Pittsburgh crix last week went all out for Marilyn Landers, new

rises to commanding emotional "ph^?:f,*^®5^,/"i"^^ „
Maxine Stuart as the dumb Millie. Laurey" in national company of "Oklahoma!" Gal. who moved up to

heights. Arthur Kennedy is cor- standout as thp ri„nprt nltf^- ,

111'"" ^°°J^
performances, as do ,

lead from role of "Giggling Gertie," made a nice impression on the boys,

respondingly good *s piff. The ^'Z^""^^}'! « perfomjfce Sit
'^'^^''^^ the company. She's only 2Q and the daughter of George Lander^ manager of E. M.

Eck.



'
Total Broadway Grosses

The following are the comparative fignreTbaseaNm Variety's

iMjxoffice estimates, for last week and the correspondihg week of

,

™, Last
Season Season

Number of shows current 27 32

Total weeks played so far by all shows 739 806

Tntal gross for all current shows last week $674,000 $693,500

Total season's gross so far for all shows. . . ,$17,575,800 $17,236,900

Number of new productions so far 44 40

LEOITIRIATB 59

Oii B.O. Strong Despite Weather;

'Brigadoon$33m'Streetcar'17i/2G
Chicago, Jan. 25. >

tev streets didn't affect legit

.PPM here, since the five lit houses

rtTew husky b.o.'s. Opening of

"Raze the Hoof," at Great North-

prti was a boff homecoming for

iprfv Lester and Ada Leonard,

snd next to final week for "Briga-

doon" kept ticket-takers hoppmg.
"Mister Roberts" got usual heavy

draw from conventioneers with

near SBO prevailing.

,
Estimates for Last Week

"Brieadoon/' Shubert (16th wk)

(2100; $4.94). Sell-outs already

re'eistered for last performances

next week. Nic» $33,800.

Dante, Studebaker (2d wk) (1,-

246; $3.10). B.o. steadily climbing,

with fair $12,000.

"Mister Eoberts," Erlanger (19th

wk) (1344; $4.33). Getting husky
play as usual with sock $29,000.

"Baze the Roof," Great Northern
(1st wW (1.600; $3.71). Laugh show
fariiig well in first week; okay
$15,000.

«Strieetcar Named Desire," Har-
ris «7th wk) (1,000; $4.33). Taper-
ing off slightly, but still plenty
profitable at $17,500.

TON YESTERDAY' 14G,

'BLACKOUTS' 17G, LA.
Los Angeles, Jan. 25.

Town's two new attractions got

oft to slow starts last week. "Born
Yesterday'' met unanimous critical

acclaim after its Biltmore bow but
was slow in building. "Icelandia,"

which debuted at Las Palmas, drew
mixed' reactions.

"EitUnates for Last Week
"Blackouts of 1949," El Capitan

(344th wk) (1,142; $2.30). Still $17,-

000.

"Bom Yesterday," Biltmore (1st

wk) (1,636; $3.60. First week's $14,-

000 profitable but not up to hopes.
Started Sunday performances this

week (23) and is building.
"Icelandia," Las Palmas {1st wk)

(388; $3.60). First four days after

Wednesday (19) opening brought
so-so $3,000.

•Medea' 17G in 5, Mpls.;

$8,000 in Three, St. Paul
. Minneapolis, Jan. 25.

"Medea," with Judith Anderson,
moved across from St. Paul on the
coldest night of the winter but still

managed to grab a neat $17,000 in
nye performances at Lyceum the-
atre.

Show had taken an estimated $8,-
000 in three performances at St.
Paul Auditorium.

Wynn 30G, SL Louis
- St. Louis, Jan. 25.
Despite the worst snowstorm in

years and opposition from many
auarters, "Ed Wwnn's Laugh Car-
mval wound up a profit^taking,
one-week stand at the American
-Saturday- -(22). -The -house- was
scaled to $3.66 and nine perform-
SSJ^s grossed an estimated $30,-
}™«' Crix, .went overboard with

- Plawtlits for Wynn, PhU
the picM

^**''"®y' ^^^^^

P,^"??rican is dark this week. Kay
„55""s opens Monday (31) in "Fav-

.
prtte Stranger."

'Annie' aaVzG, Balto
;^

Baltimore, Jan. 25.

T>iptoS"*u 9^^ Your Gun" eom-
^"^^ « two-week book-

ing Z*""^'* last week and

800 total"^
""'^^ * ^^"^ *33,-

tii^'i*''^
Perfomance Sunday (23)

w»2 K^"'^? second round,

fnr
*
''.'J'es completely sold out

.oHn„ I""*"* week, and continued

Current Road Shows
(.Ian. 24-Fcb. 5)

"Allegro"—Curran, Frisco (24-5).

"Annie Get Your Gun"—Ford's,
Balto. (24-29); Lyric, All. (31-2);

Rajah, Reading (3-4).

"At War With the Army"—Wil-
bur, Bost. (24-5).

"Blackouts of 1948"—El Capitan,
L. A., (24-5).

"Born Yesterday"—Biltmore, L.
A '(24-5)' '

"Briga'doon"—Shubert, Chi (24-

29); Davidson,- Mil. (31-5).

"Dante"—Studebaker, Chi (24-5)

"Death of a Salesman'"-<'Locust,
Philly (24-5).

"Desert Soiiff"'^Shubert, Philly
(24-29); Court, Spfld. (31-1); Aud.,
Hart. (3-5).

"Favorite Stranger"^ Shubert-
Laf , Det. (24-29); Amer., St. Louis
(31-5).

VFinian's Rainbow"— Cass, Det.
(24-29); Shubert, Chi (31-5).

"Harvey"^Victory, Dayton (24-

26); Aud., L'Ville (27-29); Black-
stone, Chi (31-5).

"Harvey"—Acad., N'hamptn (24);

Strand, Albany (25-26); Lyric,

Utica (27-29); Majesty's, Mont'l (31-

5).

"High Button Shoes"— Royal
Alex., Tor. (24-29); Nixon, Pitt. (31-

5).

"Make Mine Manhattan"—Shu-
bert, Bost. (24-29); Forrest, Philly
(31-5).

"Man and Superman"^Cox,
Cincy (24-29); Murat, Indpls. (31-

5); Aud., L'Ville (2-3); Aud., Mem-
phis (4-5).

"Medea"—Hartman, Col. (24-26);

Town, Toledo (27-29); Cass, Det.
(31-5).

"Mr. Roberts" Erlanger, Chi,
(24-5).

"My Name Is Aqullon" ("Figure
of a Girl")—Walnut. Philly (24-5).

"O Mistress Mine"—Court, Spg-
fld. (24-26); Acad., N'hampton (27);

Aud., Hartford (28-29); Erie, Sche-
nectady (31); Aud., Roch. (1-2); Er-
langer, Buff. (3-5).

"Oklahoma!" (No. 1 Co.)—Murat,
Indpls. (24-28); Virginia, Wheeling
(31-5).

-

"Oklahoma!" (No. 2 Co.)-r-Nixon.

Pitt. (24-29); Shubert, Philly (31-5).

"Raze the Roof"—Gt. No'thn,
Chi. (24-5).

"Show Boat"—Home, Okla. City
(24-25); HaM. Tulsa (26); Music
Hall, K. C; (27-29); Omaha, Omaha
(31-2); KRNT, Des Moines (3-5).

"Streetcar N a m e d Desire"r—
Harris, Chi. (24-5).

"The- Big Knife"—Shubert, N.
Haven (26-29); Plymouth, Bost. (31-

5).

"The Heiress"—Geary, Fnsco
(24-5).

"They Knew What They Wanted"
—Forrest. Philly (24-29); Shubert,

Bost. (31-5).

N.Y. City BaUet Winds Up

Two Boff Weeks With 44G
The N. Y. City Ballet Co. fin-

ished its second and final week at
City Center; N. Y., Sunday (23),
grossing a sock $23,000 for its five
performances (four days). At a
$3 top, with house seating 3,500,
troupe wound up its two-week
stay of 10 performances with a
$44,000 take. House was practical-
ly SRO the second weeki except
for Sunday's matinee.
Engagement marks first time for

a resident ballet company in his-
tory of N. Y. The City Center,
which now has a ballet troupe to
add to its opera and symphony,
expected' to lose $10,000 on the
two-week ballet venture, and came
out with only a $4,000 loss. Cen-
ter's directors are so pleased with
standards and draw of its troupe
that they plan to restrict ballet of-

ferings to their own : company.in-
stead of leasing the house to other
troupes as in the past. The Ballet
Russe de Monte Carlo is in for a
guest engagement next month, on
an old booking, which' Will- be the
windup for outside dance troupes
there.

B'way Grosses Hold to Strong Pace;

'Cdrls' 51G, ICate 46G, 'Shoes' 40G,

'Chafllot' $22,000, 'Anne' $33,500

Broadway continued to ride a
seasonal boxoffice crest last week,
grosses generally holding their
own from the previous week's, up-
surge, and in some, cases even
edging up a bit further. From in-

dications, business should main-
tain the strong pace for the next
couple of months.
There were three closings Satur-

day night (22), "The Shop at Sly
Comer," "Leaf and Bough" and
"The Victors." Two new entries
arrive this week, "Forward the!
Heart" and "Carousel," the latter!
for a limited run at pop prices. I

Scheduled for next week are "Diat
mond Lil" at the Coronet, Feb. 5,

*xp?n«^,!! A>'»>« has been named
cbal py.t.

^'ce-President of Muni-

Wniiam 7^''*4' Houston, of which
Alh ^"^a"* is prez. Miss

•ger in M S^'^y'ouSjy Stage man-
lwm«' X: Tentaessee 'Wil-
^f, A Streetcar Named De-

'FinianVSOG, Detroit; _
Francis-'Stranger' 9G

Detroit, Jan. 25.

"Finiian's Rainbow" grossed
almost $30,000 last week for its

second semester at the Cass here.

Kay Francis, starring in the pre-

Broadway "Favorite Stranger," did

a mild $9,000. . . , , ^ ^
The Detroit Civic Light Opera

Go. presentation of "Desert Song,

at Masonic Temple, did a Strong

$45,000.

mgro' ?34,800 Week
Kansas City, Jan. 25.

Weather was unpleasant for all

three days of "Allegro" date here

Jan. 20-22, but failed to put more
than a light dent in play's gross.

Five performances in three days

hit a fine $24,000, nearly 90% of

the Music Hall's capacity. Evenmg
top was $4.27 with matinee top at

$3,66 for both Friday and Saturday

afternoons. Musical grossed a

juicy $10,800 the first half of the

week in Des Mo,ines,
.

Advance sale already is good for

"Showboat" due in for six shows

Jan. 27-30.

lake'2iy2GHub;

line' $10,100,

'Girl' OK $18,400

Boston, Jan. 25.

"Richard IH" in Richard Whorf's
production, with him in the title

role, came iiito the Copley last

week as the only entry and got
practically the top notices of the
year. Biz, however, was way off and
failed to. make the running ex-
penses. Other houses were gener-
ally so-so.

Season seems to be sagging at

the moment in prospects, with only
one opener this week in "At War
with the Army" at the Wilbur.
"They Knew What They Wanted"
and "The Big Knife" are due Jan.
31.

Estimates for Last Week
"Figure of a Girl," Colonial (2d

week) (1,500; $3.60). Second week
of this. Guild show was an esti-

mated $18,400.
"Make Mine Manhattan," Shu-

bert (2d week) (1,750; $4.80). Sec-
ond week held to a good estimated
$27,500, Friday night snow storm
cutting into the take.
"O Mistress Mine," Plymouth

(2d week) (1,200; $3.60). Remained
on a fairly even keel for second
week with estimated $10,100; not
too profitable -but TOasonably satis-

factory considering offish biz every-
where.

"Richard in," Copley (1st week)
(1,200; $2.25). This opener got solid

raves and should have wowed at

the b.o. but the uptown house just
doesn't seem to get them in off the
street. Estimated $5,000 is not any-
where near enough to carry the big
cast and expenses. Final week cur-
rent and the house closes.
"Seven Ke'ys to Baldpate,"

Brattle (500, $1.80). This all-

Equity stock company has long had
a faithful audience that keeps the
house gross around $2,000, and thiS;

production no exception with esti-

mated $2,400. Outfit managed by
Franklin Trask, who operates about
a dozen strawhatters^.

'Show Boat' 3SG (6), Denv
$6,000 in Boulder, Col.

Denver, Jan. 25.

In two Colorado spots, both
hDaked by A. M, Oberfelder, "Show
Boat" drew to near capacity! In"

Denver's Auditorium, with four
nights and two matinees (3,200

seats), the take was a big $35,000,
with a $3.50 top. Even the Friday
matinee, usually off, was big.

In Bouider, in the Mackey Audi-
torium (2,500 seats) at $3, the gross
was a smash $6,000.

mh.r $37,300, Pitt

Pittsburgh, Jan. 25.

They're still that way about
"Oklahoma!" around here. Thea-
tre Guild musical came back to

the Nixon last week for third time
and rung up better than $37,300
for the first half of its return.

New mark is expected to be estab-

lished the current week.
.

"High Button Shoes" comes in
Monday (31) for two weeks, with
the Sylvia Sydney-John Loder "0
Mistress Mine" likely to follow.

'Okla' 38V4G Split Take
Springfield, Mo., Jan. 25.

No. 2 company of "Oklahoma!"

I

pulled a gross of $38,500 last week
between the Auditorium, St. Jo-

seph; Memorial Hall, Joplin,*and

'Mosque here.

and "Blood Wedding" at New I:

Stages, Feb. 6. i

Estimates for Last Week
[

Keys: C (.Comedy), D (Drama), i

CD (Comedi/jDroma), R {Revue),
\M (Musical), 0 ( Operetta). i

"AH for Love," Hellinger (Isti

wk) (R-1,543; $6). New revue pro- i

duced by Sammy Lambert and i

Anthony B.. Farrell opened Satur-I
day night (22) to murderous no-
tices; got about $2,300 on the
preem; has a nut of around $26,-
000 and the capacity is $46,000.
"Along :5th Avenue," Broadhurst

(2d wk) (R-1,160; $6). Despite
mixed notices, business has been
encouraging, but next week should
give better indication of its payoff
prospects; first full week strong
$30,000.
"Anne of 1,000 Days," Shubert

(7th wk) (D-1,387; $4.80). Attend-
ance rose again with the general
trend, and the drama now appears
a cinch to run at least the balance
of the season; $33,500.
"Annie Get Your Gun," Im-

perial (141st wk) (M-1,472; $6.60).

Set to close Feb. 19; slid to $28,700.
"As the Girls Go," Winter Gar-

den (10th wk) (M-1,519; $7.20). An-
other great week for the Country's
(and possibly the world's) top
legit grosser; standee limit nightly,
with only midweek matinee not go-
ing clean; topped $51,100.
"Born Yesterday," Miller (155th

Wk) (C-940; $4.80). Garson Kanin
comedy, now the longest-run en-
try on the list, completes its third
year Feb. 3 with no sign of sub-
siding, although two-for-ones are
still a factor; $14,000.

"Carousels" City Center (M-3;025;

$3). Richard Rodgers-Oscar Ham-
merstein, 2d, musical version of
"Liliom," presented by the Thea-
tre Guild for a limited engage-
ment, opened last night (Tues.).

"Edward, My Son," Beck (17th

wk) (D-1,214; $4.80). London im-
port remains one of the top agency
calls, going virtually clean every
week: $28,000 again.
"Forward the Heart," 48th

Street (D-921; $4.80). Play by Ber-
nard Reines, presented by Theatre
Enterprises, Inc. (Anthony J,-

Parella & Leon J. Bronesky),
opens Friday night (28);

"Goodbye, My Fancy,", Morosco
(10th wk) (CD-931; $4.80). Fay
Kanin comedy continues a strong
audience-getter; $24;O00.
. "High Button Shoes," Broadway
(67th wk) (M-1,900; $6): Holdover
musical has made a strong come-
back after the general post-holiday
slump and is now figured to con-
tinue through the spring; almost
$40,000.
"HoWdJi Mr. Ice," Center (31st

1 wk) (R-2,964; $2.88). Seasonal slide
' for this skating spectacle is less

evident than normally; nice

$33:000.
"Inside tJ, S. A.," Majestic (39th

wk) (R-1,659; $6). Holdover musi-
cal has recovered from the sea-

sonal lull and the absence of Bea-
trice Lillie; nearly $33,000.

"Kiss Me, Kate," Century (4th

wk) (M-1,654; $6). Continues to be
the hottest ticket on the list;

standees almost every perform-
ance. Theatre parties limiting the
gro.ss to $46,000.
"Leaf and Bough," Cort (1st Wk)

(D-1,604; $4.80). Opened last Fri-

day night (21) to poor notices; first

three pRrformances took in $3,700;

"Lend an Ear," National (6th wk)
(R-1,172; $6); As with most clicks,

matinees are the only light per-
formances. Almost capacity at
$29,000.
"Life With Mother," Empire

(14th wk) (C-1,082; $4.80). Still

near capacity pace; $22,300.
"Light Up the Sky," Royale (10th

wk) (C-1,035; $4.80). Another com-
edy that approaches capacity every
wePk; $25,800.
"Love Life," 46th St. (16th wk)

(M-1,319; $6). First week of Sunday
performances boosted attendance;
bkav at .$27,900.

"Madwoman of Chaillot," Belasco
(3d wk) (C-1,077;. $«.80>. Original
comedy was a slow starter, but has

caught on and now seems set for:

an extended run; best week's
gross yet at $22,000.

"Mister Roberts," Alvin (49th
wk) (CD-1,357; $4.80). As usual,
the. only variation , is the number
of standees; almost $35,000.
"Oh, Mr. Meadowbrook," Golden

(4th wk) (C-1,057; $4.80). Was
slated to close Saturday (22), but
got more financing and another re-
prieve; must fold at the- end of
next week, as the house has anoth-
er booking; $4,000.
"Private Lives," Plymouth (16th

wk) (C-1,062; $4.80). Bankhead's
vaude field day remains a public
draw; . piling up profits at $24,000.
"Red Gloves," Mansfield (7th

wk) (D-1,041; $4.80). End of thea-
tre parties next week should indi-
cate whether Charles Beyer's per-
sonal pull can maintain the pace^
With a running nut of about
$19,000, the show has been making
a moderate operating profit;
underquoted last week: $24,900.
"Shop at Sly Comer," Booth (1st

wk) (D-712; $4.80). Opened Jan. 18
to unanimous pans, closed Satur<^
day night (22) after seven perfosm-
ances; $4,800.

"Silver Whistle," Biltmore (9th
wk) (C-920; $4.80). Theatre Guild's
click comedy is making a neat
weekly operating profit; slightly
underquoted last week; $22,300.
"Streetcar Named : Desire," Barw ;

rymore (60th wk). (D-1,064; $4.80).
Back to virtual' capacity pace and
a cinch to play the balance of .the
season; $25,000.
"The Vlctots,^? New Stages (4th

wk) (D-290; $3). First production
of the season for New Stages did
fairly well, though it failed to pay
off for the cooperative group;
closed Saturday night (22); $3,200.
"Where's Charley?," St. James

(15th wk) (M-1,509; $6). Is back in
fast stride after the year-end dip
and is now a bet to play through
the season; $36,900.

'Wanted' $24,000,

'Song'22G,Pyiy
' Philadelphia, Jan. 25.

;

There is one subject and one
.

only on everybody's tongue and
mind among theatre circles today,
and that is the new Arthur Miller
play, which preemed at the Locust
Saturday (22). Received with noisy
and unashamed excitement and en-
thusiasm,: given rave notices such
as have been seen here few times
in the last quarter-centurjj;, ."Death
of a Salesman" Is sure to mount to
absolute?capacity within a few per*
formances. It is playing a two
weeks' engagement at the Locust,
and will hit sell-out proportions by
tomorrow, judging by the way tick-

ets are going. The new show-
without benefit of marquee names,
got $3,000 in Its opening perform-
ance. ' And all this excitement and
b.o. activity is being caused by a
stark, 100% tragedy!

Biz last week Mfas good in gen-
eral, the big surprise being the re-

vival of "They Knew What They
Wanted."

Estimates for Last Week.
"They Knew What They Want-

ed," Forrest (1st week) (1,766;
$3.90), iRevival With Paul Muni has
clicked very' positively here on
strength of excellent notices. Got
a surprising $24,000 in first week,
with ATS subscription rates tend-
ing to holding down figure.

"Death of a Salesman," Locust
(opened Saturday night) (1,580;

$3,25). A very fine $3,000 - on
preem performance, and will be
sell-out by tomorrow night. Ter-
rific hit with first-nighters and
crix..'

Blackstone, Walnut (2d week)
(1,340; $2.60). Another $9,000 in
second and last week. Excellent
for magician.
"The Desert Song," Shubert (1st

week) (1,877; $3.25). Revival rcr

ported $22,000 in first of two
weeks, getting fairly good notices.

'Harvey' 18G, New Haven
New Haven, Jan. 25.

Shubert played a full week of
the Joe E. Brown "Harvey" troupe
last week (17-22) for a fair $18,000
in eight performances at $3.60 top.

' Current week has preem of "The
i
Big Knife" In for five shows (28-

29).
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Plays on Broadway
All for liov^o

Sammy Lambert and Anthony B. Far-
rell production of revue in two acts (22
scenes). Stars Grace and ^Pa.ul Hartman.
Bert Wlieeleri features Patricia Wymorei
MUada Mladova, Sick Smart, .Leni Lynn.
Kathryne Mytroie, Milton Frome; Paul
Bead. Bttdd Rogerson, June Graham, Kicli-

ard D'Arcy. Music and lyrics, Allen Rob-
erts & Lester Lee, Michel Emer & Sammy
Gallop, Peter Howard Weiss; sketches,

. Jane Bishir, Billy K. Wells, Ted Luce,
|

Grace & .Paul Hartman, Max Shulman; di*

have cost $250,000 and looks it.

The entire amount was supplied by

Wright, Joseph Hayes. It's an earn-
est effort, written with a familiar-

ity with the author's Indiana back-
ground, but it seems talky, slowi
wavering and curiously undra-
matic. The few effective, passages

co-producer Anthony B. Farrell, the fail to coalesce into a continuous

upstate New York heir and indus- story, and the play is buried un-
trialist who was the sole bankroller der a ponderous production. The
of Sammy Lambert's $200,000- pros- result is unfortunate,
entation of the musical flop, "Hold

, yarn is presented in alternate
It," last season. FarresU also spent!
around $1,500,000 to buy and ren-

snumiuii u.. , ovate the Hollywood theatre, which
rector, Edward Reveaux: choreography 1 he has renamed the Mark Helling;
and musical staging, Eric Victor; scenery,

i er, tO house this revue; AH Of
Edward Gilbert; costumes, Billy Living-
ton; '^musical direction, Glay Warnick:

, , orchestrations, Ted. Royal, , Don Walkcii
KObert Russell Bennett; Hans Spiclak. . M,.

Mark . HeUinger, N, t., Jan. 22, 'm $0
.top ($9.00 opening). . „ ,' „

Cast: Grade & Paul Hartman; Bert
Wheeler, Patricia Wymore. Milada Mla-

. dova, Dick smart, Leni Lynn, Kathryne
Mylroie, Milton Frome, Paul Reed, Budd
Bogerson, June Graham, Richard D'Arcy,
Jack Warner.

' Singers, dancers, etc:: Janie Janvier,
Carol Lee, Priie Ward, Frank Stevens,
Carl Conway, Sid Lawson, Tom Bowman,
Eric Krlstcn, Tiny Shimp. Peter Gladke,
Onna White, Bill Thompson, Bob Shawley,
Yvonne Tibor, Helen Weniel. Janet
Bethel, Normi Dogctt. .lean .

Handzllk,
Marilyn Frechette, John Hcnson. Arthur
CarroU. Verne Rogers, Gloria Benson,
Ann Blackburn, Ruth Edberg. Arlyne
Frank, Helen : Schurgot.

Seldom have so many contrib-

uted so much to so little as in "All i

for Love." This revue; for which a '

Sizable fortune has been spent and
dozens of people have supplied
material and brought their pres-

ence, is a strikingly handsome but
otherwise hopelessly mediocre
show. It represents an appalling
waste.
When the outstanding thing

about a revue is the beauty of , the
Scenery and costumes it's a dismal
comment on the entertainment

scenes on a divided stage, repre
senting the kitchen-dinirig ;

foojn of

a farmhouse' ,;ajid: the living roOin
of house in town. Two Other Scesnes

take place ' oil : a country billtOi),

The action :
involves an eaSer.

clearreyed;farm girl and a rather,

complex town boy, whose romance'
is (JompUcated by tlie. bigotry aiid

eynicisfti oif their rfeSpedljW 'l^

iliesj/ r^v ':'
:

j./-.,;-; v'^V---'

A scrim , Used at the stirt to ih-

dicate the relationship of the two
mett Rogers/ Directed by Margaret n„:f,„f^^ Iriralpi! nrMfSntlV tt»rid<*
Pftrfy; sotting and costumes. Willis [

prinupdi locaits,, pieheiuiy itiiu!,

Knightson. At Booth, N. V., Jan. 18, "49;
, to impede the action and mar the

$4.80 top ($6 opening).
i illusion. Also the complicated

Archie Fellowes Jay Robinson ^ ^ .,: ,/ . - , , j ^
Descius Heiss. BoVis Karioii . lighting. Cluttered stage and nu-
Margaret Heiss. . .. .. ..... .

(Mary MacLeod
i merous Drops also hinder the ac-

5[iThiide%eis,.;.;.\\;.:'""EthJ?«ls.tors. rinally, the performance
Mrs. Catt Una O'Connor seems raggedly paced.
Robert Graham......... Philip SaviUe

|

Corder Morris ....... . ; . Emmett Rogers i

Steve Hubbard ...i...... Alfred Hyslop

which is learning shoW business
the hard way, even if he can afford

it. Hobe.

The Shop at Sly Corner
Gant Gaitlier production of melor

drama in three acts by Edward Percy,
stars Boris Karloft; features Una O'Con
nor; Ethel: Grillies, Reginald Mason, Em

John Elliot . . .... . . . . : . Reginald Mason

Richard Hart is plausible as the
confused but essentially upright
hero, while Coleen Gray is appeal-
ing and properly forthright as the
girl. There are also acceptable per-
formances by Anthony Ross as a

farmer; Dorothy

Typically British melodrama has
a deliberate, machine-made quality,

with the usual stuffing of elaborate „:„^.„„„„
stage business and eccentric char- I

sen - rignieous

acters. It has slow pace and ob- ;

Elder as his disillusioned wife,

vious story quality, and is too in- Louise Buckley as a morbidly

substantial to pay off on Broadway, ' moral spinster, Mary Linn Beller

Plav wa<i nrieinallv done ih Lon- ^" admiring kid sister. William

don"te%y^hfvfnrhaVa^ If^^ sympathetic; gaffor

year ruH there It was produced in !

Abee Reinheart as - —i-h

Jean Rosenthal, prez of Theatre

Production Service, who just fin-

ished a Broadway stint, handling

lighting for the N. Y. City Ballet

]Co„ at City Center, leaves N. Y.

i tomorrow (Thurs.) for an eight-

! week toui of college and little the-

atres in 50 cities.

I

Sneak thieves broke into Jose

Ferrer's dressing room at the Bilt-

mOre, N. Y., last Wednesday (19)

during second act of "The Silver

I
Whistle," and stole actor's j^cket^

' gold pen and pencil, and other
l items ; . . Mildred Natwick back
I from Coast after making two pix
' for John Ford . . . Pcggfy Wood
I playing a research doctor in Philco
' TV Playhouse production of "Dark
Hammock," opposite Sidney Qlack-

' mer ... American Theatre Wing's

I

Professional Training . Program
I moving to new quarters, 121 W.
;54th St., N. Y. Jose Ferrer for-'

i
mally opening same as guest lec-

jturer Monday (31) . . . Scenic de*
'signer Mordecai Gorelik and his
son, Eugene, sailed for Rome last

; week ... French novelist - play-
wright Maurice Dekobra due in

the U. S. seven years ago, .under sirenr David, ^^^^^^

oualitv of the show But that is the title, "Play with Fire,''*bemg i

""^band, Charlton .„:otv,.. a»

tTe cEe with "A^Uor Love.'' Again ,
abandoned ^_during its road tryout.

,

f ghtened bul y Jared Reed as a

a soiled ex-

as her weak
Heston as . a

"Leaf and Bough" won a play
contest for its author, was (Jone
last spring, by Margo Jones at her

and aeain during the 22 scenes the Producer-director at that time was
i

bucolic beau and Tom McElhany

deco?ft" e Sgs and st^^^^ Reginald Dcnham, who previously as a philosophic doctor,

costumes put to shame the tedious collaborated with the auth(jr, Ed-

comedy, monotonous music and, ' ward Percy, on ."Ladies in Retire-

with few exceptions, commonplace
|

ment"^ and^ other plays. Republic

dancing. "AH for Love" has the
"" ""

hopeless misfortune of seeming
longer than it really is.
' The show's merits can be briefly

listed. Grace and Paul Hartman
manage not to seem foolish, though
some of their material is so anemic
it's practically transparent. They're
attractive and occasionally divert- i fumbles the French accent of the
ing,- as in the Bond clothes sign I antique dealer and jewel fence

recently released an English»made
j
Theatre '48 in Dallas and was

screen version tabbed "Code of
| slated for presentation by the Ex-

Scotland Yard."
! perimental Tlieatre when Charles

Considering th e dust-covered
|
P. Heidt acauired the scriot and

script, the cast does reasonably I hroiisht in Rouben Mamoulian to
well. Boris Karloff, looking hand- produce it. Hpbe.
some and distinguished in a beard* i (Closed Satutday (22 ) -after
is plausible and ingratiating, but

, three per/omowces,)

travesty or the dramatic reheai'sal

sketch.
Bert Wheeler, afflicted with

dreary material; extracts occasional
smiles from a front-of-the-curtain
take-off of Robert Morley and a
burlesque wrestling match; Milada
Mladova has one graceful ballet

number (without program credit)

and Jack Warner does a short but
electrifying tap routine (also not
listed in the program. June Gra-
ham also has a notable, though con-
ventionally conceived, dance.

"All for Love" has no underly-
ing theme; but appears to have
been assembled from whatever was
at hand. Several sketches and
numbers start fairly promisingly,

- -- - - Son''

who ~i -throttles his blackmailing
clerk. Una OConnor has a char-i
acter woman's field day with the I

traditional part of a comedy maid

New York Feb. 3 on the De Grasse
with several scripts he's bringing
along for production.

Rowland Field, Newark News
drama critic, to Havana for eight-
day vacation. Ditto N. Y. News
theatre columnist Robert Sylvester
and singer Bunty Pendleton (Mrs.
Sylvester) . . . Elliott Nugent is

due east shortly to co-produce with
Theatre, Inc., "The Fundamental
George," by Max Wylle and Johii

I

Gibbs. He'll also direct and star;

i
He has just finished directing ^'Mr.

I

Belvedere Goes to College" for
20th-Pox . . . Alvin Brandt has re-

I

signed from the ANTA to join the
I

national office of AGYA . . . With
I

Mae West recovered from her re-
cent appendicitis attack, "Diamond
Lil" is due to open Feb. 5 at the
Coronet, N; Y. . , , Sol Jacobson has
joined the Richard Maney public-
ity office to p.a. the Richard Wliorf
edition of "Richard III" pending
the arrival of "The Ivy Green,"

and Ethel Griffies does what she 1
I^S Ooufs de I/Autrnche

i

forthcoming pro-
>.i_„;r.. ^* i:_;__ __ uuction Of Mervvn NRlsnn's n)avcan to Clarify the role of the old

man's hysteiical sister.

Reginald Mason is capable in the
small part of a detective, Emmett
Rogers is believable as a jewel
tliief. Jay Robinson makes the
blackmailer thoroughly obnoxious,
while Mary MacLeod and Jane
Lloyd-Jones are decorative in

ingenue parts and Philip Saville is

an acceptable juvenile. Margaret
Perry's direction is supple, but
permits some hokum character
acting, Willis Knightson's single
setting looks authentic. Opening

lights
such as the "Edward, My
.parody, the "Big Four" spoof of might, curtains and house
name choreographers (though both i were badly mishandled,
are familiar ideas) or the Hart- I Actors in the version that Den-
mans' sea diver skit, but inevitably

|

ham produced in 1941 included, in
fall into slapstick or just peter out
None of the music is memorable
and the singing is ordinary. Much
of the dancing is meaningless hoof-
tog. There's littile semblance of
'routining or direction.

The. production is...announced to

SAMUEL FRENCH
. SINCE I8S0

Play, Brokers and
Authors' Representatives
St . Wesi 4Sth street, Ke«. York

loss Bnnaet Blvd;. HollrwDod 46. Cat.

the order listed in the cast above,
Howard Johnson, Henry Hull,
Mary Grr, Joen Arliss, Olga Fuchs,
Octavia Kenmore, Thomas Speidel,
Horace McMahon, George Spelvin
and Arthur Pierson. Raymond
Sovey did the scenery, Hobe.

(Gidsed Saturday t22) after
seven performances.)

(THE EGGS OF, THE OSTRICH)
• Paris, Jan. 14.

Yvonne Printemps and Pierre Frcsnay
presentation of comedy in two acts bv
Andre Roussin, Directed by Fresnay.
Set by J. P. Genlssetv At Michodi^i'e,
Pans.
Hippolyte Barjas- . . , ; . , , Pierre Fresnay
Henri . . . . ; . . . . , . . ; . Jean-Henri Chambois
Roger. . . ........ . , ; . - Clement Thlerr.v
Therese - - . .Marguerite Cayadaski
Mme. Grombert , . . . ; .Germaine De France
Leonie- . , , . . Germaine Lancay

EUROPEAN REPRESENTATIVE
Direotor-Proaucer: going on biishieiis
lour of Burope-^'Will not as coiitaol
man. Kes aeripts; tnleiitj inveallBate
Idea!*; promotions. Leaving March 26.

oxV-12, VwUrty

154 W. 46»h St., N«w Yerli H. N. V.

This comedy is locally a smash.
This is mostly due to the way
Pierre Fresnay makes palatable
the brazen exposure of a family's
breakdown. It's doubtful as a
picture theme even here, where
homosexuality Is not yet considered
screen ttiaterlal, and for U. S; it
may debar it from Broadway.
Fresnay, as a typical French

businessman, is kicking about the
way his wife has brought up his
two sons, 20 and 17 years old. When
he reproaches his wife, she answers
that h6 should have seen himself
what was going on, that he de^
Iiberately blinded himself to it, like
an ostrich hiding its head In the

. Heidt presentation of Rouben I sand to forget^anger.
production of drama in three -r^ . ^ST^

Fresnay IS effective as the father,
.making role typical of the French
bourgeois whose moral standards
unchanged for generations; are
suddenly deteriorating due to^sngesjn theJFrench wayJitfiJife.j
His lines are packed with eollbqulal
expressions which he mahages to
deliver in a way which though^
coarse makes them both aceeptable
and funny,

The younger son, done by Clem-
ent Thierry, is also most realistic.

"Leaf and Bough" represents a Cayadaski, as the
disappointing start for a new play- r^^l^^,^^ y'^^^' »^ a'so very good.—* Germaine de France as the mother-

Leaf and Bough
I Charles P
I

Mamouhan _
' acts by Josepli Hayes. Features Richard
Hart, Coleen Gray. . Directed and lighted
by. Mamoulian; .settings, Carl Kent. At
Cort. . N. Y.i Jan. 21, '48; $4.80 top ($6
opening).-'. -

Bert Warren .......... . . . . - Anthony Ross
I

Myra Warren, ............ .Dorothy Elder
l Attle Warren .'r77".7; ,".'T. - liouise -Buckley
Mary Warren ....;.- .Mary Linn Beller
Grandpa ..Nelson . . ..... ..William Jeffrey

I
Nan Warren ........ i Coleen Gray

i

Laura Campbell .....Alice Reinheart
I Frederick Campbell. ... . . . -David White
j Glenn Campbells ...... , .Charlton Heston
I Mark Campbell . .Richard Hart
Harlan Adams. - . . . . - , <Jared Reed
Dr. Vincent Cullen . . . . . ; i .Tom McElhany

THE FIRST OF AN INVITATION SERIES BY
AN AMERICAN PLAYWRIGHT

3 Oulitanding Comtdin:
SHAKESPEARE COMES TO BROADWAY

THE LAST AMERICAN
PAGING A ONE MISPLACED EYEBROW

An Invitation Is axtended to all groupi actively Mgagtd In tlw produc-
tion of plays to try tilt temptr and raiigt of th* new. Each a compUt*
eomtdy. Caeh ls pt a mood and distinct charaetw. Your nteds can
-bast dttarmin* wMcb OM of tha above plays you may want to produca
•^pu ean glxa as many at six performances wtthoiit tha need to pay «
royalty. Further, a copy of the plays will be sent without cost.

iyrffe: DILEO PLAY PROPERTIES
1407 7ath ST., NORTH BERGEN, N. J.

No performanra m avthon'xed un/ess permhsion h .first Hbtvimil in wrUiugf
and, of necessity, the toyaliy free offer made ih conneetlbn with tA* oboira
mentioned plays mill terminate at midnight, April 30lh, 1949.

in-law, Jean Henri Chambois as the
relative who always was a silent
admirer of the wife, as well as
Germaine Nancey as the maid^
servant, acquit themselves Well of
minor parts.
The comedy is a true and cruel

indictment of the current way Of
living in many French families,
where the children are morally
deviating from the straight and
narrow without the parents doing
anything about it until it's too late
If a foreigner had penned this

'

stage exposure of current French
parental carelessness, he would un-

'

doubtedly be accused of .slandering
'this country. Fresnay's savoir
faire and the clever dialog make
the audience like the play.
Production is simple, with one

set showing a middle-class drawingrnnm Frcsitay's direction is un-

I

duction of Mervyn Nelson's play
' about Charles Dickens.

Wayne Tolman, who is on a two-
year leave from the Utah Univ.
theatre to get practical theatre
management training, has been
placed by ANTA with the Barter
Theatre's touring production of
."Hamlet" . . . Patricia Reynolds,
correspondent for Theatre News-
letter, New Theatre and Drama/
London publications, is in the
U. S. for ' a lecture tour and to
gather material . . , Additional
stage manager assignments are
Walter Wagrner, Scott Jackson,
Maury Tuckerman ("Anne of the
Thousand Days"); Lamar Casein,
Alfred Teberfeld ("At War with
the Army"); Ambrose Costello,
John Craven (''The Big Knife");
Del Hnrhes, James Gregory
("Death of a Salesman'^); John
Sloper, Michael Kenne ("Diamond
Lil"); Charles Snyder, Michael Bey
("Favorite Stranger"); Buford Ar-
mita£:e, Louis Borel,. Richard Hep-
burn ("Figure of a Girl"); Kevin
Smith ("Forward the Heart");
Ward Bishop, Donald Mayo, Wil-
liam Lining; ("Kiss Me. Kate");
David Kantor, Peter Lawrence,
Raymond Katzell ("Lend an Ear");
Robert Callen, James Wicker,
Jules Racine ("Love Life"); Willis
Gould, Bill Chambers ("Mad-
woman of Chaillot"); Walter Wil-
liams, Ralph Edingrton ("Man and
Superman" on tour); La m ar
Coselli (New Stages); Peg;g;y Mur-
l^y' „^"J ^f*"* '"O Mistress
Mine ); Herman Shapiro, Richard
Martin ("Red Gloves"); Walter
Russek, James Field ("Show

'

Boat"); Earl McDonald, Guy Toma- i

jian ("They Knew What They,
Wanted"); Robert Griffith, Daniel

'

Sattler ("Where's Charley?"). I

^
Danny Newman takes over flack I

chores tot Dante, the magician, at I

Studebaker theatre, Chicago '

Blitzstein and Robbins'

*GuiBsts* in Provocative

Preem by N.Y. City Bai|(S
Composer Marc Blitzstein, whnw

musical version of Lillian Hpii
man's "The Little Foxes" will hp
produced by Cheryl Crawford next
season, and choreographer Jeronw
Bobbins, who will stage the dances
for the Irvjng Berlin musira?
"Miss Liberty," this season, S
combined for a provocative piece
of dance theatre in the ballet "Thn
Guests,", which the N. Y.' citv
Ballet Go. premiered at the Citv
Center, N. Y., last Thursday (20)
The work is Blitzstein's first

score written for a ballet, and
Bobbins' first choreographic cre-
ation in two years. Choreographic!
ally, the ballet is thin in spots and
often not cIot. The libretto ap-
parently is :icerned with dis-
crimination in society, and Is stated
by'means of a group of caste-mem-
hers who refuse to accept an alien
into their midst. In one sense this

is too simply stated; from another
it is too complex, or blurred. But
the dance movements are intrigu-
ing, and in the central pas de deux

'

(which Maria Tallchief and Nich-
olas Magallanes dance Superbly)
they are beautiful.

Blitzstein's score is tangy iii

modern rhythms, tat : times pleaS-

.

antly dissonant, generally melo-
dious, and much the better of the
ballet collaboration. It is good :

musical theatre writings as often
Broadwayish as not. . It is also .

strongly positive in character and
highly listenable.

The N Y. City Ballet troupe
danced the ballet with great spirit,

Francisco Mohcion;- as leader of .

the 'caste-members, dancing and-
miming with great authority, ^ind;

Miss: Tallchief- and Magallanes
bringing sensitivity and style as

well as high technical excellence

to their performance as the strange

"guests." Bron.

Roerick Quits 'Heiress'

For 'Happiest' Revise

William Roerick has withdrawn
from the touring "Heiress" com-;

pany to collaborate with Thoma;:
Coley on revisions of their, ^pldyi .'

"The Happiest Years," for a pros-

pective Broadway production.
Comedy was tested last summer

at the Berkshire Playhouse, Stock-

I bridge, Mass., and was considered
Iby several New York managements
at that time.

Kirkland Preps 'Adam'
Jack Kirkland is putting the

finishing touches to his adaptation

of Pat Frank's novel, "Mr. Adam,"
and will produce' it himselfvon
Broadway. Understood he's dickerr.

ing with Arthur Hunnicutt for one

of the top roles..

Story revolves around a lone

male to escape sterility following

explosion , of an atom bomb.

'CAROUSEL' 54G. BICHHOBO
Richmond, Jan. 25.

Theatre Guild production of

"Carousel" stood up the town here

last week with a gross of $54,000

at the Mosque theatre.

It was a powerhouse all week.

Attention Producers
Leaiss now available for legii ttagtr

ihow productions 1949 season.

BEAUX-ARTS THEATRE
1 749 S. Beacon Avenue

Los Angeles 14, Calif.

SUMMER THEATRE
(With Bar and- Restaurant) . -

One of tlie Bert Known lip

New 'EitKlnnil -

OI»«rt unusual opnortunlty (or

tw« uartneri, ill«nt or «ctiy».

For Details Write Box N«-
Variety, IM W. <Otli St., N.V. 19, »•»•

Immailiata ActUn NNtssary!

room,
erring. MainJ

VIC HYDE
CURRENTLY Emile Littler's "HUMPTY ftUMPTY"

CASINO THEATRE. LONDON

Pononai Maiiaftmmt: NAOMI HORRABIN
PtaWMOHBt Thtairo iiiiMiii«, Dm MoIum, Iowa

lONDON: HARRY FOSTER'S AGENCY
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SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
j ^^^ By Frank Sciilly

Chi Cops
=3 Continued from pace 57

ing will follow, featuring a na
tionally

. prominent speaker, ac'

cording to Despres. Mandel Hall

would not rest
with the higher-ups, and , inferred
that since the play would not he
given at a public performance, it

didn't seem likely that any action
that he knew of could be taken.

Hub Continues
Continued from page 46

j

Winter Palace, Jan. 23.

Through one ©( those "fortuitous accidents of history President Tru«

man'i inaug*iral and Noma Finney's coronation foUowe* each other

Srer Mutual on Jan. 20. Between the two, the gal who was crowned

^SQuecn For a Day'' seemed to be getting more out of the thrill that ^
tomes once in a hfeUme than the 32nd President of the U.S. was getting

, not see the production.

*1-eenn¥thRybe''rad°?wasn't quite fair to the vest pocket marvel
!

, >X highly signiftcant. that the

Jm mssouri. I mushed through rain and sleet and caught the Prez
,

F"*,*^-"/ Chicago has made its ha lsK on a far-off neighbor's television set. Par was serving us a film .

^""^ discussion of this is-

;!«fon of the biggest inaugural in history, and it seemed to me at the I ^"^j^,^"'',
presentation of the

ISf tSarthey s!§l did things more glamorously on "Queen For «
|

^LTh^vT^effeSy'L^^^^^^^^

""still looking for trouble, I'mushed over to Mutual's new studio in r'ij^rjf^'Hlhr
"'""s. The

Bonywood, where they hold this "Queen For a Day" ceremonial every !

^°™'?3^"dab \action of t^^

aay Monday through Friday. Peasants were lined up as early as 8 a.m. ^ «
"^"f Chicaeoans arl not"&g for somebody to drop dead so there would be a vacancS^ in the

: f^^^^^^ p >^le " Despre^^^^
seating arrangements attending the coronation.

| chided
"espres con-

Between 5,000 and 6;000 applicants, mostly women, write in every !

"
, ...

week for seats. Only 350 can be accommodated for each show. Hun- I
.
Meanwhile, Capt. Harrj' Fulmer,

direds hang around for that possibly ill wind that will blow them the
i "f^^

of Chi Censorship Board

SmU favor of an empty chair. '
stated that action

• No Moths In This Monarchy
' 'By 11 a.m. the lucky ones are herded Into that 19rcolor job which is

Mutudl's contribution to pash performances. They stretch off in beau-

tiful corduroy ("cloth of kings," that means) seats and await the sep-

aratloh of the gorgeous yellow drapes. Frankly, among the moth-eaten

monarchies of the world, there never was a setting quite as royal as

this one.

On cue, out steps the emcee. You'd escpect at least a luiight of the

garter, but What you get is a gay blade with mauve gags (that's a little

on the Victorian side of blue) who proceeds to warm up the ladies with 1

his banter. He walks among them, asking them what has brought them
I . .. w t,i

tb the show, and if they say it's because they want to see a studio or i

JesUc, Opera House, Plymouth,

• Clark Gable, he gives them a gracious and courtly brush (but neverthe- i
Shubert and Wilbur. Philly has

less a brush) and proceeds to more serious candidates for the primacy, four—the Forrest, Locust, Shubert
This Mettemich of the housemaids comes from San Diego. His name;

is Jack Bailey. He was a disc jockey. Does that answer your question?

He's been on the show from the beginning. It began three years ago
' as a package of Raymond R. Morgan, who Tight now is in Paris at the

' Georgie V rgroon^ing Maurice Chevalier into being a- sort of Old-Roman
Emperor For a Day.

And Go In a Washing Machine?
After Bailey warms them up he combs four candidates out of his hair

and places them between his questions and the object of their affec-

tions, which usually turns out to be a trip to Hawaii and a washing
jaachine. /.^.,.

' The day HST was sworn in, in Washington, and paraded before the
'

^ millions, who by every poll never voted for him, the four candidates for

"Queen For a Day" paraded before their peers in Hollywood. Included
was one whose husband was a bean-grower near Globe, AriZi, and who

.hunted mountain lions between sproutings. It turned out he liadn't

bagged a cat in 18 years. And she wanted to be "Queen For a Day" so

ihe could get her regal mitts on a pair of binoculars to help him bag
at least one on account the bounty on a dead One was 250 bucks.

: .Then there was a Mrs. Lloyd C^ Akley, whose husband was advertis-

'"ing manager of a small paper in Compton, Cal, She explained he
fet^ed away from home a lot nights, working on layouts and putting

; the paper to bed.
At this point the program cut from Hollywood to Washington to get

some pearls of wisdom that might be dropped from the Prince for the
Day. He turned out to be Butch Stone, aged 2; of Massachusetts, who
'had a quacking duck as a toy^.^^ gadget possessed by far of a better
gift of gab than Butch.
From this low point "Queen For a Day" was switched back to Holly-

wood and went into the overdrive. The next candidate was a Mrs.
'Norma Finney from Duluth, Minn., who was a city employee,- but when

'. quizzed as to why she wasn't on duty at 11;30 aim. said she had had
an accident and was on sick leave till Feb. 1. Asked what her husband
did, it developed he was deadi that he had been killed recently, in the
same automobile accident that nearly finished off the candidate for
"Queen For a Day" as well.

Usually when a switch like this hits the kilocycles the m.c. goes into
low register and puts on his best funereal manner, but this Bailey
character, caught off guard, kept right on going through the red light
and got away without a ticket. He asked Mrs. Finney what she wanted

' most if she were elected queen.
And a Foam Rubber Cushion?

"A good office chair," she said. "My back is killing me."
Thai broke the spell and put everybody back in good humor.

: The 'Potemkin of this Catherine the Great assured her he not only
Would get her a good office chair but would make all her bosses try it

put beforehand.
The regal candidates had to wait for the commercials ,before the

balloting began. These consisted of plugs for Alka-Seltzer and Philip
i

Morris cigarets. The snipe sycophants covered a wide field. One fresh
! 2iln?{J

from England had switched to PMs on arrival here, and personally I

Was delighted to hear that they hadn't changed her accent in the least.

The other complained that other cigarets Irritated her throat. "But I

;
switched to Philip Morris, and cigarets hasn't did this to my throat
since."

This struck me as an attempt to get credence into a testimonial by
,

.
resorting to the Vulgate, but my own one-man war is not against the

_ |hroat irritation of other brands of cigarets but the smog, fog and grog

*u
making L, A. the open-hearth furnace of the west. Until

the town's industrial areas have quit blowing their smoke my way, I've
<iwt smoking.
/But before I could develop this subversive thought the voting was on.
ihe young Widow Finney began foiling to the front. She went from
*^"Mfinals to finals and won amid a deafening round of applause. The
•PPlause indicator, beamed on the ceiling, proved it was all over but
we coronation. The reception couldn't have been warmei; if Benny,
MOpe or Godfrey had mentioned Cucamonga on a comedy show.

The Queen's Xflstc
Two lords-in-waiting. Fort Pearson and Hugh Brundage, began de-

scnbing the gorgeous red velvet cloak about to drape Queen Norma.
- . 5^2* ermine on the collar. Next she was handed a silver sceptre
«W two dozen roses (sh-h-, democratic American Beauties). "While she
was being photographed, I waited to hear what her prize would be. A
~}f}° Paris and a washing machine? A sea voyage to Hawaii and a
V,i"Berator? A trip to Buckingham Palace and a year's supply of
Alka-Seltzer? It turned out to be none of these things. Queen Norma,
^Israeli Bailey was telling the world, was going to have luncheon at the

?"
T .

I-odge, a preview of "Wake of the Red Witch," and a

Literati
Toss Out Libel Action vs. WW
Walter Winchell was cleared last

seats 1,066 persons, but 400 addi- !
week of a libel charge filed against

tional seats will be set up in ad- ^ JV™ JS^
Prof. George W.

joining halls to enable other per- ""' tmann of Teachers College, Co-
sons to hear the reading, though ""''^'^ Univ Jury found unani-

.1 ^- .
"6> mously for the commentator-col-

umnist in N. .Y, suprenje Court,
where

: the ease was tried before
Judge. .:B.' Mv:M.cNally.'

Winchell hsd l iattaclfied Hart-
mann ; in hiisi Coilujnn, claiming the
latter's wotk as " chatrman at that
time of the "Peace Now" move-
ment Was hirideritig the war eflorti
Hartmahri's suit : askied . $50^000
damages from . Wtnthell • and
$25,000 from the Hearst news-
papers. Winchell had persohally
testified during the . proceedings.

and Walnut. On the basis of an-

other yardstick, the relative num-
ber of Theatre Guild subscribers,
Philadelphia has a slight margin.

A major factor in the legit setup
in the two towns is the newspaper
situation. In policy as well as num-
ber of the dallies, Boston is much
more attractive than Philadelphia.
Latter town has three, dailies, the
Evening Bulletin, Inquirer and
News, the latter, a tab, being a
weak also-ran. All tend to give
the brush to legit copy, the Bulr-

letin in particular.

Boston, with seven major dailies,

offers a striking contrast, particu-
larly in the liberal policy toward
theatre coverage. The sheets are
the Post, Herald, Traveler, Globe,
American, RecoEd, Monitor and
Sufaday Advertiser. Besides daily
space for reviews, news, features
and art, all the sheets carry theatre
isections Sunday. For that reason^'
Boston is a pressagent's dream,
whereas Philly resembles a night-
mare. As a consequence the ave-
rage p.a; tries to persuade his pro-
ducer to play Boston in preference
to Philly,

How much the Philly newspaper
antipathy to legit copy is an ex-
pression of public lethargy toward;
show business and how much it

contributes to that condition is t>.

question. In any case, the journal-
istic^-public disinterest in the the-
atre tends to discourage bookings
in the town. The legit climate in
Boston, Qit the other hand, attracts
tryouts, touring shows and business.

Zoloiow's Scribe Org
Society of Magazine Writers has

been formed by a group of scribes
headed by Maurice Zolotow. New
organization is restricting its mem-
bership to writers of non-fiction
articles, both 'men and women, I

who have authored at least four
pieces for major American mags
within the year prior to joining,
Editors or staff writers of these
publications are excluded from the
rolls.

It's stated that SMW won't
operate as a labor union, but is

meant primarily for social and
professional gatherings, to ex-
change . useful information and to
"raise the standards of article
writing." Meetings will be held
monthly. Other elected officers
include Murray T. Bloom, veepee;
Phil Gustafson, secretary, and
Mort Weisinger, treasurer; :

CHATTER
Prof. Robert Gessper of NYU

doing story on siege of Jerusalem.
Jack Garter in Hollywood to

make motion picture contacts for
the Woman's Home Companion.

Gloria Votsis joined Street &
Smith's Mademoiselle as assistant
to the mag's editor-in-chief Mrs.
Betsy Talbot Blackwell.

Gita Lewis and Henrietta Martin
completed tlieir mystery novel,
"The Naked Eye," and turned it
over to Paul Reynolds for publica-
tion.

Sergei Eisenstein's "Film Form,"
a collection of basic writings in
film theory, has been translated
and edited by Jay Leyda for early
publication.

Robert Spiers Benjamin, former
Time, correspondent in Buenos
Aires, planed to Mexico City last
week where he'll be the mag's
bureau chief replacing John Stan.-
ton who moves to the Paris bureau.

New Republic is getting out a
special Hollywood supplement,
Jan. 31, with articles on the film
capital by Kenneth Macgowan,
Lewis Milestone, Howard Koch,
Ernest Pascal, Robert Shaw and
Tom Brady.

S. J. Perelman, who recently left
for Siam to write a series of hu-.
morus tales for Random House,
has a peculiar contract with Ben-
net Cerf, head of that publishing
firm. Pact contains a penalty
clause which permits Perelman to
cancel the deal if Cerf bothers him
with telephone or social calls.

Perelman wants to be alone.

Met soprano Jarmila Novotna,
who sang the lead in the "Helen

Wing's Hospital Manual
The just s published American

Theatre Wing book on specialized
hospital entertainment, "Entertain-
ment Is Fun,'' with text and edit-

ing by Esther M. Hawley, chair-
man of the Wing's Hospital Com-
mittee, is based on the Wing's
unique program, and is the. first

definitive manual of its kind..

A sort' of show business con-
tribution to medicine, the book
gives the results of Wing experi-
ments,, conducted in collaboration
with military and medical authorif
ties for over five years. Book is

designed for use by volunteers and
staff woi;kers in areas removed
from theatrical centers. Bro'».

Nat'l Legit Bill

s Continued from page S7 5

Goodman's Cooper Tarn
Ezra Goodman's piece for Col-

lier's on Gary Cooper, titled "The
Laziest Man in Hollywood," is be-
ing illustrated by the star, who
used to be a newspaper cartoonist.

Goodman also did- a piece on
Sidney Skolskyr titled "Small
Wonder." The mag writer is due
east next week to huddle with
magazine editors on other Hollyr
wood subjects.

India Mag Sets Revue
The Cinevoice, one of the leading

film magazines in India, published
in Bombay, is organizing a revue
with film stars in featured roles.

The purpose is to collect funds for
Goes to Troy" legiter, will tour

|

refugee rehabilitation
with Sigmund Romberg: orchestra . It's believed the first time that

an 80-clty visit starting next {an Indian journal directly inter-
'

' ested itself in . show .business.

suggestions that the various show
business elements can agree to
support would obviously have pri-
ority in the conference provided
for under the bill. Contrariwise; if

the New York symposium produces :

no specific plan or proposals, it

might have a blighting effect on the
whole Javits-Ives program.

Idea for the national theatre is

believed to have originated with
Javits himself, Congressman con-
sulted Helen Hayes, who brought
in her husband, playwright-mag
editor Charles MacArthur. Matter
was then taken to Derwent, Freed-
ley, attorney John Wharton and
Theatre Guild co-directors Theresa
Helburn and Lawrence Langner.
Javits ;subsequently made two ap-
pearances before the ANTA board,
which agreed to give the measure
full support.

Bill would appropriate $250,000
to underwrite a conference of all

show business interests, to be
called by the President. This con-
ference would be asked to draw
up a plan for a national theatre,
for which as much as $25,000,000
might be appropriated, Javits says<

It's emphasized that the program .

would not involve anything in the
nature of unemployment relief or
another WPA theatre. Also, it's

stressed, there would be guarantees:
against anyGovernment control of
plays, or anything smacking of
"thought control."

n Wayne (in person) at the Republic studios, dinner

S*® Beachcomber's, an office chair to end all backaches, and a

rniL AT- , Omaha, and Lincoln, Neb., as the guest of the Chev-

tvii fi'.elson Co. of Fort Kearney, all hotel bills, travel, meals, shows—
even^thing—paid.

«ow how do you like that?" Bailey wanted to know,

quake
that followed was so frightening it gave Reno another

Oi,!SL X?* y°" that?" Bailey repeated.

All rih!
told him how she liked It in three unforgettable words.

Wrif *''^.y'"'= "Cow back there."n eu, lor that matter, did you ever know « royal palace Uiat wasn t?

^ The exciting story of a man's

sSarcK for the person who had

betrayed him, the woman who
had loved him, and the man he

had once been ... by the

author ofNa surbknubr

Alter Midnight
A novel by MARTHA AhBRANB

Just published, $2.73. A forfheoming PABAMOVNT PICTUSB

At aU bookstores, H^iWOAt mVSB^ N0t^York
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Broadway
Hot Air Club holds Us 50th an-

fual beefsteak dinner at theXambs
aturday (29).

Chico Mferx and actor George
Goulouris stfnong those sailing to-

night (Wed.) on the Queen Mary.
National Council to Gorabat

Blindness planning name show for

March 27 at Century theatre to

raise fluids.

Maurice Winnick, British band-
leader, is on the Queen Mary Mon-

tay
(24) to scout acts for London's

Impress Hall.
Wladimir Lissim, RKO's conti-

nental manager, and nitery chan-

ieuse Suzy Solidor arrive today
(Wedi) ; on the America.
Marlene Dietrich heads for Eu-

rope shortly to make a picture

for Terence Ratlgan or Jean Coc-

teau, or both, if the timing can be

arranged. ,

Joseph P. Brinton III, former
public relations officer for the

American Field Service in Italy,

joined Film Counselors as an edr
' itorial associate.

Monroe Greenthal Co., ad agency
handling both Universal and Eagle
Lion, is branching into non-show-
biz activities by taking on the

Florida Citrus Canners Coopera-
tive account.

Raymond Massey bought Law-
rence Tibbetfs Wilton, Conn., es-

tate for a reported $125,000. The
Tlbbets, however, are retaining

some 30 acres and a small house
for their own use. -

Attorney Arnold Grant to the

Coast for confabs with Harry Cohn,
Columbia prexy, whom he repre-

sents. Grant is also slated to hud-
dle with Jack and Harry Warner
on deals for his clients pending
there.

Robeuto Rossellini, director of
?'Paisan," accoladed for that film

last week when the National Board
Of Review handed him its 1948
award for the "best motion picture
of the year," at a reception held at

the Museum of Modem Art.

Irene Dunne will be awarded a
plaque from the Protestant Mo-
tion Picture Council Friday (28) at

an AMPA luncheon in the Hotel
Piccadilly; Prize is for her work
m RKO's "I Remember Mama,"
chosen by the Council- as "Best
JFamily Picture of 1948."

Bryan Foy, Eagle Lion producer,
and James T; Vaughn, EL'S studio
producti6n managier, converged on
Gotham this week to start location

shots on Foy's "Port of New York"
*ind "Trapped." Foy came from
Washington, where he attended the
Inaugural, while Vaughn trekked
from the Coast.

Frank Meyer, retiring purchas-
ing manager of Paramount, partied

by h.o. execs at the Hotel Astor
last week, with Austin C. Keough,
general counsel, emceeing. Lined
On the dais were Adolph Zukor,
Charles Reagan, Paul Raibourn

,

Leonard . Goldenson, - Russell Hol-
£ian, Fred Mohrhardt, John Bala-

an, Y. Frank Freeman and George
Weltner.

on the site of a hous6 destroyed

by bombs in 1943. At Harburg
the U. T. Rathausplatz (650 seats)

gives the town its sixth pix house,

while in Essen, the Gemar Palast

(1,200 seats), has rebpened. It was
completely destroyed by bombs.

By Maxime de Beix
(33 Blwd Montparnosse)

Friends feting clown Francois
Fratellini on 70th birthday.

Arthur Ornitz back, from Bel-

gium to begin work on TV shorts.

Katherine Dunham signed a new
contract for a two-month h'oldover

in Paris.
J. B. Morrill took entire com-

pany of Big Ben's to Lausanne for
opening of .new film house.
Rex Stewart is doing a series of

Sunday night programs for French
Radio on the histoid of jazz.

George Maureri producer of "Mr
Vincent," got a belated Legion of
Honor for war services, with pen-
sion. .

•

Bill Robson, CBS producer, and
Ray Morgan, associate, in on Ca-
rpnia to .begin "This Is" Paris"
'series*'

Belgium; Dutch and French Ra-

dio bigwigs holding conference to

decide on standard TV screen for
Europe.
Leon Pearson, NBC, Paris, called

to Washington to run NBC video
there. He Is Drew Pearson's
brother.

Ichitaro Takata, editor of Tokyo
daily Mainichi, first Japanese
newspaperman to hit Paris since

the war.
Hotelman M. Berladier is financ-

ing four Paris legit houses—Sti
Georges, Mathurins, Glamont and
Ambigu.
Orson Welles down last week

with flu, but prepping to hop for
a short London o. o.Aefore directs

ing picture here with Eric von
Stroheim and Maria Montez.

Metro's 3,000-seater Forum, in
Liege, Belgium, will house one-
night stops of Maurice Chevalier
and of Katherine Dunham tours.
Roger Capgras, produce mer-

chant already interested in many
theatre ventures, repotted" about to:

open a small legiter back; of the
Lido club. -

Germany
. By Harvey Sanderson

Geiselgasteig, Munich, now has
seven studios, making it the center
Of German pix production.
Tova Film, Berlin (licensee Carl

. Boese and Gaston Briese,) is shoot-
ing its first pic in studios of Ondia
in Berlin!

Film actress Else Elster is star-

ring with Bernard Koenigsfeld in
"Rather Rich—But Happy," a musi-
cal comedy playing in Cologne.
The Gloria Palast, a new 720-

treater, has opened in Berlin only
A few hundred yards from the site

in Kurfuerstendamm where the
original Palast was destroyed.
Omnium Film began its film dis-

tribution business in the three,
ivestern zones of Germany and in
Austria with the film "Blossom
Time," starring Richard Tauber.
Willy-Zeyne Film, in Munich-

.Geiselgasteig, is . synchronizing
three English films. First two are
''Pygmalion'' and "Major Barbara/'
but third is unnamed. Scheduled
for distribution next summer.

F-T Production^ Berlin, a new
French-licensed outfit, is starting
two documentaries, "The Berlin
Woman Today" and I'They Don't
Sleep Nights." Most of the shoot-
ing will be done on the streets of
Berlin.
Magda Schneider an d Karl

Schoenboeck have joined Walter
Janssen in a musical comedy, "The'
Minstry Is Offended," current at

the Schaubade in Munich. They
{ecently played in Nurnberg, Err
angen and Augsburg.
The press department of DEFA

lias denied stories in some daily
papers to -the effect that it was be-
ing made a Soviet film corporation.
7hey also denied that a credit of

140,000,000 mbles had been set up
to launch the new concern.
A nkw 1,000-seateri the Alster

Lichtsplele, hai opened in Mann-
heim. In Hamburg a fourth house,
The Urania Lichtsplele* has opened

Miami Beach

his

By Lary Solloway
Lou Irwin in town, at Boney,
Joseph Schenck here on

yacht.
. Bob Hope troupe hosted by Neal
Lang at Roney Plaza.
, Peter Lorre at Sherry Frontenac
while here for Olympia engage-
ment.
Louis Shurr flew in to meet Bob

Hope and went to Tampa with him
on the one night stand tour,
Lenny Kent cut short Paddock

club engagement on news of fa
ther's death Sunday (23) and rushed
back to N.Y.
Gene Baylos may be back at

Mother Kelly's, where he clicked
last year, if terms can be arranged
for Feb. 7 date.
Beachcomber's Sophie Tucker-

Harry Rlchman-Jackie Miles-Vaga-
bonds show, broke spot's gross
records over weekend.
Season disappointments forgotten

when hotels filled this weekend,
with Delano already turning down
reservations for February and
March.
Kay Thompson and Williams

Brothers, Peter Lind Hayes aiid
Mary Healy, the Jack Cole dancers
and Sammy Kaye orch, opened at
Copa City, Monday (24).

Diana Napier, widow of Richard
Tauber, hSs written his biography,
which Is to be published in Febru-
ary. •

Tom O'Brien, M.P., British labor
chief, visiting Austria and Hungary
on a mission for the Trades Union
Congress.
Frank Lawton is to star with

Rosalyn Boulter in a new comedy,
"Summer in December," by James
Liggat. Show ' opens a provincial
tour early in February.
Harry Roy re-forming his band

after two years lapse to tour vaude-
ville with version of "Stop J;he,
Music," and opens extensive tour
for Moss and Stolls some time in
April.

Wally Peterson, one of the few
remaining original cast members
of "Oklahoma!'.' turned songwriter
with a waltz, "This Is the First

Time," which Lawrence Wright
Music is publishing.
To emphasize the association of

Pathe Pictures with the Associated
•British Picture Corp., William Mot-
fat, Pathe topper^ announced
change of company's name to As-
sociated British-Pathe.
Godfrey Tearle makes his first

appearance as Macbeth when he
plays the role in this year's Shakes-
pearean Festival at Stratford-on-
Avon, opening April 16. Diane
Wynyard plays Lady Macbeth.

Alison Leggatt taking over Mary
Merrall's role in "The Gioconda
Smile", when latter leaves to ap-
pear in Margery Sharp's- new play,

"The Foolish Gentlewoman," sked-
ded for the Duchess in February.
I
20th-Fox star Marion Marshall,

now playing in "I Was a Male War
Bride," extending her stay in Lon-
don by playing the: smart Amer-
ican girl in Two Cities' VChilterii
Hundreds,", which goes into pro-
duction next month. .

Irwin Tlshman to Paris Jan. 31,
to fix bookings for Buster Shaver,
01i\;e, George and Richard in
France and Switzerland prior to
team's return to England to play
20. weeks season for Lawrence
Wright at Blackpool, opening June
3.

Forthcoming revue skedded to
follow the pantomime at the Casino
is titled '"Latin Quarter." Tom
Arnold and Emile Littler present
the show which will be directed by
Robert Nesbitt. Stars are Frances
Day, Jack Durant, Georges Gue-
tary.

Jack de Leoit presenting a new
naval comedy; by Commander
Hackforth-^Jones, ' titled "Sweet-
hearts and Wives,": in which Jessie
Matthews and Patricia Burke will
have leading femme roles. Play
will have brief provincial tour be-
fore West End bow.

Filippo del Guldice, who has
been elevated to the chairmanship
of Pilgrim Pictures following the
resignation of his millionaire
backer, William G. Riley, is leaving
for N. Y. Jan. 29 to arrange special
showings of his first indie produc-
tion, "The Guinea Pig."
London Films (International) has

acquired the Australian, New Zea-
land and South African rights to
Dan Fish's Technicolor-featuret
"Say It With Flowers." Pic, which
has Eric Portman as narrator, with
Eric Maschwitz responsible for
story continuity, recently finished
five weeks' run at Paramount's
Plaza,

erator with Charles Munro, boats
to London on a biz-pleasure trip.

Herschell Stuari continues to
make slow progress at St Vincent's
Hospital, Sydney, following heart

U. S. principals for "Oklahoma'
have arrived in Melbourne. Show
opens late February for J. C. Wil-

liamson. •

"Strong Is the Seed," home made
pic with Indie local coin, is still in

the cans waiting release, pic was
completed several months :nio,
Arthur Collins directed;

Home-made Aussie serial, "The
Lawsons," written by Gwen Meri-
dith for the Austrialian Broadcast-
ing Commission^ winds up Feb. 25
after doing 1,299 daily episodes
via native cast;

Rome
Lynn -Merrickr-HoUywood film-

ete, visiting Rome. Will visit Paris
soon.
Gregory Ratpff in Rome discuss-

mg film plans with author Ben
Simcoe.

Binnie Barnes,- now in Rome,
getting offers from film companies
in Italy.

Emile Lopert, of the Lopert-Ros-
sellini combination, in Rome on
business.
"A Streetcar Named Desire," in

Italian, opened at the Eliseo thea-
tre, Luchlno Visconti directing.
John Kitzmiller, American Ne-

gro and former Army captain, Has
]ust finished his third Italian film.
"Babes in Toyland," 12-year-oldie

starring Laurel and Hardy, has
been dubbed in Italian and is very
popular here.
Alfred Hayes, who was on the

writing staff for "Open City," has
sold screen rights to his novel, "The
Girl on Via Flamlnla," to Gary
Cooper. Plans are being made to
do the film in Italy later in the
year.
Alida Valli, star of "The Paradine

Case," has been visiting her mother
in Como, in northern Italy, when
not working on film "Third Man"
in Vienna. She will spend a short
time in England before returning
to Hollywood.

Aberdeen
Carl Rosa Opera set to play His

Majesty's April 11."

Harry Parry and Rhythm Sextet
booked for variety at Tivoli Jan. 31.

Big'advance sell out for February
season of "Annie Get Your Gun,"
hitting its furthest-north spot in
Britain.
The Logan Family, w.k.- Scot out-

fit of entertainers, play two Weeks
here next month. Mother Is sister
of Ella Logan.

Scots comic Jimmy Nicoll who
clicked here in pantomime "Dick
Whittlngton," has been booked for
next Christmas,

By Eric Gorrlck
Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom okay

at Celebrity Club, Sydney.
J. C. Williamson reviving "White

Horse Inn" for short run in Mel-
bourne.

Will Mahoney has clicked In
panto for Maurice Diamond in
Newcastle. . ; i

Cecil Marks, Korda's Aussie
sales manager, set for New Zea-
land selling trip.

Chips Rafferty is due back from
London early February. He's to do
a local chore for Ealing.

Arch Menzies, well-known play-
wright, is returning to Aussie after
lengthy stay in England.
• Tessle O'Shea is.in third week in
Sydney for the Dave Martin Tivoli
loop. Returns to London soon.
Maurice Sloman, indie loop op-

Dublin
By Maxwell Sweeney;

BBC producer Stephen Miller in
town to 0.0. Irish scene.

Bristol Old Vic skedded for re-

turn season at Gaiety here.
William Kelly and Elizabeth

Brady to direct new Irish Youth
Theatre.
Comedian Danny Cummins to

take out own roadshow after cur-
rent stint in pantomime. ;

Abbeyite Eileen Crowe back in

town after stint for Par in Holly-
wood on "Top o': the Morning."
Jack Cronln has sold 900-seater'

Lyric cinema, Limerick, to
McNally Enterprises for $120,000.

Josephine Albericci has bowed
out of Sunday Theatre Co. P. J.

O'Connor Productions takes over
unit.
Abbey playwright and director

Lennox Robinson has been com-
missioned to write a history of Ab-
bey theatre and Irish national the->>

atre.

Jarl Norman, of the N. Y. Opera
Co., here on way to fill engage-
ments on Danish radio and vaca-
tion in native Oslo before return-^
ing to U. S.

Busiest producer in town, is
Patrick J; O'Connor, currently
handling five plays—apart from
O'Neill's "S.S. Glencairn" group
which he directed for Sunday the-
atre, Jan. 16.

Kansas City
By John Qulnn

Sherman Bros, at El Casbah of
Bellerive hotel.

Severe snow and blizzard of last
week put a crimp in show biz of all

kinds.
Isaac Stern fiddling with the

Philharmonic Orch as guest star
last. week.

"Enchanted Cottage" scheduled
for second production of the Resi-
dent theatre season.
Sherman: Hayes, whose band

opened at Muehlebach hotel, laid
up at Research Hospital. -

Olsen & Johnson "Hellzapop-
pin' " troupe in extra rehearsal
here as new show is being shaken
down for rest of road tour.
Sherman Hayes orch making

annual stand in Terrace Grill of
Muehlebach hotel. Here following
long stand at Blackhawk in Chi.

Blevins Davis, the producer, host
to President Truman and family
for dinner on his Independence
farm during presidential vacation
here. :

Ruth Warrick due in from
Coast to begin rehearsals for
"Candida." Play opens Feb. 21 at
University of Kansas City Play-
house.

i •::•..::,:,•

By Hal P. Mills
"Bell Tolls" and "Search" two

biggest b.o. currently,
Metro's Eddie O'Connor planed

in from Hongkong for brief visit.
Niteries will- be hard-Jiit .when

American Army pulls out of this
city soon.
Leon Brittonv head of RKO's:

Far Eastern- setup, planed in from
his headquarters at Singapore^
Kulpa Sisters and Bob Hill's

band packing 'em in at the Garden
Bridge American Officer's Club.
Wage increase of 80% granted

Chinese employees by foreign dis-
tribs ended week-old sTtdown
strike. Strikers threatened to force
boycott of foreign pix.
Broadway, Shanghai's Tender-

loin, ruled out of bounds to Amer-
ican marines. Thoroughfare is un-
safe at night and foreigners trav-.
erse it in groups. ' More than 100
clip joints on Broadway and more
than 100 strongarm robberies every
night.

Portland, Ore.
Toy -and Wing and Paula Drake

at Clover Club.
Ted Weems orch at Jantzen

Beach Ballroom.
Jack McCoy headlining show at

Paradise Boom, Nortonia Hotel.
Louis Armstrong and his Jubilee

Combo here for a concert and
dance at Cheney's Palaiae Royal
and Auditorium.

Hoflywood

here^'
*'"*«rin«

Pat O'Briens celebrated thni.
18th wedding anni.
Sid Grauman considerablv im

proved over a year ago. ' "h*

Jimmy McHugh "escoriced at thn
Sunset Towers while here,

®

Bing Crosbys moved into their
new home at Pebble Beach
Larry Parks and Betty Garr*tt

slightly injured in auto accident
Roslta Moreno hospitalized in

Santa Monica with undulant fever
Jimmy Boyle, former RKO' flacknow selling business -machine

equipment.
Bobby Hyatt, film moppet, romn.

ing. again after four months of oh.
lio treatment ''^

Kay and Groucho Marx just
moved into their New North Foot-
hill road manse. : ^

Jeanne Crow, Queen of N Y
Press Photographers' Ball, gettine
RKO screen test.

*

Director Henry Roster's illness,
halted work on "Come to the
Stable" at 20th-FoX.

^
Dore Schary will have to wear

that brace for his sacroiliac injury
for a coupla months.

Jonie Taps threw a dinner at
Chasen's for Saul Bourne, N. Y
music publication chief. -

-*

Veronica Lake laid up with flu
while the "Slattery's Hurricane"
troupe shoots around her.
Sammy Fain and Bob Billiard

here to songsmith "Alice In Won-
derland'' for Walt: Disney;
Agnes Moorhead awarded plaque

by Caledonian Society of San Prait-
Cisco for her work in "Johnny
Belinda."

'

Freddie Brisson and Rosalind
Russell (Mrs. B) LaQuintaing be-
fore she starts her Columbia as-
signment.

L, Bj Mayer still collects 10%
of the purses on Honeymoon, et al.,

as breeder's fees, even though he
sold out his stable.'
Lawrence Taylor returned from

Palm Springs vacation to put final

touches, on his "Undesirables,"
screenplay at Metro.

^MGM Records exec* Jesse Kaye
showing Mrs. Frank White, wife
of the Columbia Records prexy,
around the Metro studio.

Preston Sturges building a 200-

seat little theatre back of his Play-
ers restaurant with- an unique ris*

ing floor for the customers.
George Jessel, Jack Benny and

Al Jolson rounding up cast for

Friars Club's first benefit show for

Motion Picture Belief Fund.
Both Louis K. Sidney and his

:

son, George Sidney, Metro veepee
and director, respec, have trained
down plenty of poundage by diet-
ing.

George Brown, Par studio pub-
licity-ad head, east to sail Feb. 8
on a i3-day Caribbean cruise; His
wife to Mexico with the Bill Ben-
dixes for a quickie holiday.
Herb Yates east following Jim-

my Grainger's departure. Repub-
lic's publicity chief Mort Goodman
to Frisco territory attendant to

launching John Steinbeck's "Red
Pony."
NBC exec veepee Charles Denny

detoured to Frisco to huddle with

John Elwood while NBC v.p. John
F; Royal lingered here an extra

few days, returning to N. Y. over

the weekend.
Old Hearst mansion on North

Benedict drive was completely
done over by Louis B. Mayer for

his bride, the former Lorena Dank-r

er, in 12 days while both «ere
honeymooning east. :

Director Charles Vidor and his

wife, former Doris Warner, left for

a month's holiday in New York.

Vidor, however, flies back here in

(Continued on page 63)

^India^

By N. V. Eswar . .

,

South Indian film industry jolted

by the ban on any program W*.
extends over three hours.

'

.

Calcutta in 1948 produced 39 pic-

tures in the local language,;, Ben-

gali. A dozen proved boxoffice sue

The' Madras Government is con-

sidering imposing a ban on tne

portrayals of gods and godaesscs

in South Indian films. .

The Central Government at

Delhi set up a committee to Iook

Into manufacturing raw stock anu

film equipment in India.

Walt Disney's "Melody Ti*e

failed to click in Madras. His last

picture, "Pun And Fancy Free,

also didn't click in Madras ano

Bombay . . -„rt
Government of India has no«

directly assumed powers to issu^

licenses for filin storage all oyei

India. Hitherto this was under tne

direct control of the provlnciai

governments. iCAiith
Touring cinema owners of bouw

India have formed the South w,

dian Touring Cinema Owne^

Assn. There are nearly 300 tourwK

cinema camps operating in sx»»"

India at the moment
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OBITUARIES
]

JOSEPH CAWTHOBN
Joseph Cawthom. 81. veteran

stsge and screen comic, died of a

ftmke at his home in Beverly

HlUs. Calif.. Jan. 21. Although In-

fcUve for the last six yeara, Caw-

thhrn appeared in more than 50

ffi since going to Hollywood n

iMft Prior to that he was star in

nWrous legit plays and musical

""Bom'^in New Yorlc, Cawthorn

m,de his stage debut when he was

four years old in a juvenile revue

csJlea the "Pickaninny Minstrels."

He was with Haverly's Minstrels a

/ear later. At 9, he went to Eng-

arid where he appeared in music

halls for four years.
.

Back in the U. S., his interest in

the legit stage gradually became
concentrated on musical comedies;

rawthom was starred in "The For-

tune Teller." "Little Nugget," "The
Singing Girl," "Girl From Utah,"

"Mother Goose," "Light Wines and
Beer," "Sunny" and numerous
others.. •

He went to Hollywood in 1926

and appeared in such films as
•Taming of the Shrew," "Kiki,"

"Princess an d the Plumber."
"Tailor Made Man," "Smart Girl,"

"Page Miss Glory," "Cat and the

graduated into radio from piano
selling, going to KOA, Denver, in
1944, from WMAQ. Chicago, where
he had a network quarter hour.
Turner joined NBC in 1931, be-

ing one of the first radio enter-
tainers to give children's programs
in charity hospitals of the Chicago
area. He wrote several songs,
among them "Keep a Light in
Your Window Tonight" and "Cry-
ing My Eyes Out for You." Aver-
aging six shows weekly for 26 years,
his longest was a marathon from
11:30 to 7:30 a.m., without repeat-
ing a piano number:

Survived by wife and three chil-
dren.

CHARLES E. BENSEE
In rovlns HfrmoiT of a DcTAted

HuHband iinil Father who left- tills

cittth' Jun; tl, X94S. ,

LOTTIE WALTON
DOROTHY OGOEN

Fiddle," "Gold Diggers of 1935"
and "Oner Rainy Afternoon."

WILLIAM P. STARK
William P. Stark, 77, one of first

publishers of pop music, died Jan.
19 at his home in: Brentwood near Kankakee and Streator

legit stock company in Salt Lake
City, Wright moved to Hollywood
several years ago to work in films.
Among Wright's recent pictures

were "Rose of the Yukon," "Air
Hostess" and "Impact."

Chatter
Continued from page SI

\

Hollywood

one sister.

BILLY RANKIN
Billy Rankin, 64, died in Chicago

Jan. 21. He was the producer of
some of the first lavish nightclub
productionSi such as the Midnight
Frolics, Club Royale and the Friarjs
Inn.

Survived by widow and brother;

St. Louis. Stark, who retired 12
years ago as head of the Stark
Music Printing Co., founded the
firm in 1898. It was the first west
of the Mississippi river.
He printed- the . first published

tune, "Maple Leaf Rag," by Scott
Joplin,, originator of ragtime mu-
'.sic. He also published the cam-
paign song, "You Gotta Quit Kick-
in' My Dog Around," used by Mis-
souri's Senator Champ Clark In his
campaign for the Democratic pres-
idential nomination in 1912. Stark's
wife wrote the: song.

Survived by. wife, son and
daughter.

NORA GREGOR
Nora Gregor, former Austrian

actress ana star of the Vienna
Burg-Theatre, died Jan. 20 In San-
tiago, Chile, where she was vaca-
tioning from her home in Buenos

Brought into prominenceWhile in Hollywood, Cawthorn
j Aires

finally played the role of Herr by Max R7iIlhaVdt,"Miss^3re^^^^^^
Schumann in "Naughty Marietta," peared briefly . in some U. S. films,
a part originally written for him

| first in foreign versions of Holly-
by Victor Herbert.

; wood product and in "But the Flesh
During his career on the legit is Weak" after she learned Eng-

ttage, he appeared In musicals pro- r ush. ^

duced by Kiaw and Erl.inger,
i Surviving are her husband,

Charles Frohman, Charles Dining-
|
Prince Ernst Von Starhemberg,

ham, Al Woods and Oscar Ham-
1 former Austrian vice-chancellcir,

merstein.
During the first World War,

Cawthorn was forced to drop his
German dialect, for which he was

and a son."

MIKE CONNORS
Mike Connors, 57. Australian

widely known. He was considered I vaude and radio actor, died in
one of the outstanding German

I Sydney, Jan. 17. He broke into

LOUIS STEWART
Louis Stewart, 61, Cincinnati ex-

hibitor, died Jan. 21 in that city, i two weeks to guest-shdt on the
He had been ill since June, when I

Jack Benny riidio show,
he sold the Parkland, Sayler Park,

[
Sylvia Fine preceded Danny

and the Ohio in Addyston. -
. .

i Kaye eafit, latter arriving this week
Survived by wife, daughter and > with ex p.a. Ed DukolT for Kaye's

Roxy opening Feb. 2 Some 14
comics

:
turned otit last Week ' for

a birthday sui-prise" to KayeV.. v

Rairioh (& Rehita), ex-dartiier,
noW; bonifaceis of the Papagayoi
Santa :Monica Mexican^type restau-
rant, fareWellrpartjiBd: Lma Romay
before hier departure oh " a
American tour with: Xavier Cugat.

: Mae and GharUe Einfeid selling
their BeyhiUs manse furnished,
excepting for .cert^iu choice pri-

yate .pieciBSj. books,: etc., and will
take 51.: beach : house here instead.
Have ah aptv oh West 55th in Man-"
hattan.

They're still talking ibout that
ultra party staged by Mary and
Jack Behriy lor 9& guests In hdhor
of the Bill Pileys. Mike' Rdmahotf
catered, and ; somebody:

: cracked
that all of Benny's capital: gains
went into financing the cayiar-and-
chanipagne shindig.

Hotelier hands - across - the - isea

stuff: boniface Hernando : Courts
right of the. Bevhills feted hotelier
Max Blouet, managing director of
the Hotel George V, Paris, at a
luncheph .here. Blduet is en. route
east via hotel stopofls ih Phoenix,
Tucson; New Orleans, etC:, audition-
ing the U. S. scene.

GEORGE A. FORTIN
George A. Fortin, 71, died .Tan.

17 in Bradley, 111. He was one of
the organizers of Majestic Amus.
Co., which operates theatres in

111

Surviving is widow, : brother and
sister.

GILBERT L. BECKER
Gilbert L. Becker, office man-

ager for Metro in Detroit, died:
there after a long illness.

Survived by wife and two
daughters.

Mother, 69, of legit producer-
director John G. Wilson, died Jan.
18 in Trenton. Daughter, another
son; and three grandchildren also
survive.

Mother, 82, of Herman Land-
wehr, house manager of Capitol,
N. Y., died in Spring VaUey, N. Y.,
Jan. 21.

Mother of Mrs. Harry K. Mc-
Williams, who is wife of Colum-
bia Pictures' exploitation manager,
died in New York, Jan. 21.

. Mother, 80, of Phil. Leopold and
Maurice Spitalny, orch ^leaders,
died in Cleveland, Jan. 19.

dialect comics of the U. S. stage.
Cawthorn was a favorite comedian
of numerous famed persons, in-
cluding the late President Wood-

Aussie show business 30 years
ago In a singing duo with Freddy
Witt, playing the old Fuller cir-

cuit. Later, the act split with Con-
row Wilson. :

His first production
! nors marrying Queenie Paul, an

without his dialect was "The
Canary.". He co-starred for eight
years with Julia Sanderson.

• He is survived by his widow, the
formeF Queenie Vassar, former

, musical comedy star, and two step-
sons.

KATHERINE STEWART
Katherine Stewart, 81, British

actress who appeared in many U:S.
legit hits in the early 1900's, died
in N, Y., Jan. 24. Bom in Sand-
wich, England, and playing with
Wilson Barratt and Arthur Bou-
chier there, sh« came to America
with Lili Langtry's company. Later
she went into Charles Frohman
productions, appearing Jn support
Of John Drew. Mt&s Stewart sub-
sequently played with Olga Neth-
ersole in a repertoire that included
Sappho."
Miss Stewart also appeared un-

der George M. Cohan's manaRe-
raent In "Genius and the Crowd,"
with Katharine Cornell in "Age of
innocence,"- in support of Ina
yaire in "Ode to Liberty," with
Helen Hayes, and in "Tonight or
Wever." One of her last engage-
"^^nts was in "I Married an An-
ffl.

,?*'"S forced to retire soon
atterthat because of falling health,
one was a member of Actors'

^^V«y^ Episcopal Actors' Guild and
Attors' Fund of America.

other vaude player, and touring
the vaude - loops with his wife.

In 1938, Connors joined the Aus-
tralian Broadcasting Commission,
non ^commercial operators, and
conducted a breakfast air session.
He is survived by wife, daughter

and son.

ALEXANDER SAVING
Alexander Savine, 67, died of a

heart attack Jan. 19 in Chicago.
He was a composer of operas and
syraphGnic poems, having collabo-
rated with his wife in composing
"The Girl From Sanjak." His other
operas were "Xenia," and "The
Diplomat."

Savine had conducted the
Geneva Philharmonic, the Festival
of Grand Operas in Zurich, the
London Symphony and many
others.

BIRTHS
Mr. and. Mrs. Paul Brinkman,

son, Los Angeles, Jan. 21. Mother
is Jeanne . Grain, film actress; fath-
Is a radio manufacturer.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Adler, son,
Jan. 3 in Chicago: Mother assistant
to Biggie Levin, radio producer. :

Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Thompson,
daughter; Hollywood, Jan. 17.

' Father Is a cameraman at Para-
mount.

Mr. and Mrs. Jain^s McGlone,
daughter, in Chicafeo Jan. 20.

Mother: was MariancT Siwek, for-
mer midwest advertt^ing rep for
Variety

Mr. and" Mrs. MarvilkBitoyles,
son, in San- Antonio,: Jan., -re. Fath-i
er is program' director for KCOK
there.

Mr. and Mrs. fiud riizer. eraugh-
ter, In Pittsburgh, Jan. 17. Father's
on WWSW staff there.

Mr. and Mrs. George Baren-
bregge, son, in Pittsburgh, Jan. 21.

Father's on KQV staff in Pitts-

burgh.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Kelly,
daughter, Buffalo, Jan. JO. Father
is assistant station manager of
WBEN, Buffalo.

Mr. and Mrs. Max . Tishman,
daughter, Jan. 23, N. Y. Mother is

By Hal Cohen
Jackie Heller on 16-day South

American cruise to convalesce from
recent illness.

Johnny Harris back from West

for the pro-grid champion Phila-
delphia Eagles, began his floor
show career this week as singing
'star at the Rendezvous in Hotel
Senator.

Abbott and Costello were on tel-
evision from the Inaugural Ball in
Washington last Thw^day night
(20) at 9:30 p. m„ and were back
in the Click here in time for their
11 o'clock show. A special plane
and motorcycle police escort from
the airport enabled the comedians
to play both. . i'.

Perth Theatre presenting Shakes-
peare's "As You Like It" at Gate-
way here.

Avalanche of bookings at King's
for five-weeks' season of "Annie.
Get Your Gun," teeing.off Feb. 22.

Flora Robson set for Edinburgh
Jan. 31, with Company of Four, in
Shaw's "Captain Brassbound's Ad-
venture."

New Terence Rattigan play, "Ad-
venture Storjr," starring Gwen
FfrangconrDavies; plays Lyceum
here Feb. 7.

ow
By Gordon Irving.

:

Anne Crawford, EdinburgliTborn
actress, guest, at Glasgow's Silver
Jubilee Cinema Ball.

Carl Rosa Opera: set: for four-
weeks' season, here in: April, with.-
Eugenia Zare$k« as guest star.'

^ Park theatre shuttered after giv-
ing Glasgow eight years of drama
in city's first intimate little theatre.
John Casson, son of Sir Lewis

Casson and Dame Sybil Thorndike,
producing "Macbeth" at Citizens
theatre.

Douglas Byng and Barbara ("An-

Coast after getting tour of "Ice
Cycles" under way.

Howard Crombie, Mon ogr am
|
nie Get Your Gun") Oakley feted

salesman, will be laid up another i at New Year luncheon by Scottish
month, with broken leg.

|
Critics' Circle.

PHILIP SPERRY
Philip Sperry, 48, who started

. Helen Claire McAllister, local
dancer, doubling long shots for
June Haver in "Silver Lining."

Irv Levison, former WB booker
here and in Indianapolis, is scouts
ing Film Row possibilities again.

. Bernie Randall, ex-RKO booker,
changed mind about going intO:

dress business and is selling tele-
vision sets.

Shirley L an e (MacQuillan)
played : Carousel for first home-
town engagement since she started
dancing professionally.

William Wymetal, managing di-
rector of outdoor opera company,
has arrived in town to arrange
repertoire for this summer.

Chicago
Charles Tucker, •'London agent,

looking over talent here.
Barbara Ann Scott on stage apr

pearance at the Chicago, Feb. 4; .

Glenda: Farrell in' town visiting
•son, who's comedian of team
McCarthy & Farrell..

Walt Disney and cast members of
"So Dear to My Heart" cocktailed
press at Blackstohe hotel last week.
Dorothy Shay skedded for April

7 opening at Palmer House Empire
Room; with Billy DeWolfe follow-
ing May 6.

Joey Bishop, comedian finishing

Ruth"Gr>yrof'"the GVay"Frmif; If^lX'l^K^J^^.^Z^^'iJ^'^^t
vaude act; father Is vaude agent.

Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Friedlander
son. New York, Jan. 21. Father isin 1916 as a newsreel Photographer.*" Vic MMcirn'.irr;*:;^^^^

anH ifltPi- hPP,im,> » npwqrptl ram- _Music contactman; mother

BASILE IVANOFF

dance?* rt?«^"?"',.r*\,
Russian' television, died Jan. 20 in Swarth

"dncer, died m Washington, Jan -
••

only, two days after his mar

and later became a newsreel cam.
eraman with William Fox, died
Jan. 24 in New York. At the time
of his- death, he was sales man-
ager of the Wabash Corp. - Sperry
was instrumental in the develop-
ment of low priced equipment for
flash photography in inexpensive
cameras.

Survived by wife and son.

was formerly secretary to Lou
Schwartz, Mills office manager.

DR. IMRE F. PATAI
Dr. Imre F. Patai, 54, researcher

in electron tubes for radio and

Jmftf; Russia, he fled the

sturti„"J
revolution and

first visited the U. S. as a member
troupe

horsemen's show

Co1«M, ^^^.^^ «f Platoff's Don
worirt f

^^°"^' he toured the

in th.
several years. Settling

gfet HanH«®' ^ .l^^"' he was a dag-

TMtIn w"" S-
Balalaika restaS-

SiiiSiy^^t'"^"" 'Of e*8ht years.

JACK.TUKNEE
50 siLS ^"^T?Ry JacW Turner,

'*"r
^°A' Denver, died

toior L'^'i? 1^ a few hoursPnor fo his daily. }>roadcast, Hfe

more. He won notice for his. work
in electronics, being on the staff

of Franklin Institute's Bartol Re-
search Foundation.

Survived by his wife, Agi Jam-
bor, a concert pianist.

Plush Niterles
; Continued from page 1 ;

side spot, takes big jump to Chez
Paree, Feb. 18. -

Honey Dreamers, currently at
College Inn, being shadow e d
nightly by Joey Gardner, liagle
Lion talent scout.

Lucia Perrigo, former publicist
with Warners here, now handling
special promotion for College Inn
and Ambassador hotels.

'

.Ana ':Esmeralda, Spanish dancer,
made British debut in 3,000-seater
St. Andrews Halls, presenting tra-

ditional ballet and bringing own-
stage.

Amsterdam

the

. By Den Berry
Ballets de Paris playing

Stadsschouwburg here.
U. S. tour arranged for the Con-

certgebouw Orchestra now post-
poned.
Dutch Intersates Film Produc-

tion Co. planning English language
version of Alexandre Dumas' "The
Black Tulip."
Composer Rudolf Nelson and

singer Dora Paulsen off to Frank-
furt for three-week cabaret stint

in the Struwelpeter.
First full-length all-Dutch film

to be produced since the war
preemed in City theatre here.
Title is "Not In Vain" and story

deals with the German: occupation.
Singer Leo Fuld played to

packed house in the Concertge-
bouw Sunday (16). Also on the
bill was hapmonica-player Max
Geldray and the Jack de Vries
orchestra.

in
should Ned Schu.vler, Beach-

Vicnna

Comber, Miami Beach, operator, Lillian Moore's solo ballet

take over the Harem, and Harold
i

Konzerthaus big success.

Minsliy, now with the Colonial i
Society of iilm Friends im-

Inn, Hallandale, Fla., operate the
i

PortedJ^rst Mex^^^^

rarnival Siifh AfnU arp in ihe Alice O.strowsky ol State Opera
carnival. &ucn aeais are in me

\ ^^^^^ Charles Cawthorn) off
works;

! to San Francisco.
Biggest worry to .cuiTent opera- r pepi Gloeckner - Kramer, , for

tions is the possibility that Schuy- i many years a star of Volkstheatre,
ler may attempt to run the Harem

[
feted on 7.5th birthday.

ALFRED MAXWELL SARGENT
Alfred Maxwell Sargent, 68,

stage and screen player, died re-

cently in Kalamazoo, Mich., after a-

brief illness.
, it

He played the captain in : the
"Wizard of Oz" stage production

that included Fred Stone, sang in

several musical shows and made
one picture.

WILLIAM WRIGHT
William- Wright, 37, film actor,

died Jan. 19 in Ensenada, Mexico.

Once ji member of Moroni Olsen s.i nave.

with a multiple headliner policy.

Should this occur, it's likely that

a talent war of unprecedented
dimensions will take place in New
York.

In the present cafe scene, Inti-

meries are holding up best. Opera-,

tions such as the Blue Angel, Le
RubSn Bleu and the Bagatelle

are on comparatively more solid

ground. These . spots are operating

virtually on a liquor business

solely^ which is the most profit.^

Pabst-Kiba inked Volkstheatre
actors Manfred Schuster and Erich
Auer for film; "On the Verge of
Life."

la

V. By Jerry Gaehan
Zelda Theeman now handling

the cocktail bookings fox Lou
Schliefer's agency.

: Danny Thomas bodked into the
Latin Casino Jan.

, 31, and— . - - . will
able, and they aren't handicapped headline Philly Sports Writers an-
by the huge nut that larger spots nual dinner.

. .

i : Bosh Pntchara^' Star half-back I for the Freedom Train,

South Africa

By Joe Hanson
"Apartment for Peggy" (20th)

flop at the Colosseum, Cape Town.
' Joseph Seidelman, U-I exec; due

this week from U. S. for confer-
ences.
"Oklahoma!" a sellout at His

Majesty's, Johannesburg, since- its-

opening;Dec 24. .. . .

Southern Rhodesia Government
shortly passing legislation to set
up a State Broadcasting Corp.

.Toyce van Geems, ballet dancer
and teacher, found shot with her
husband while on picnic. Suicide
pact indicated.
"The Glass Menagerie," by Ten-

nessee Williams, produced in Cape
Town by: Leonard Schach. Show
very well received.

MARRIAGES
Nancy Dare - to Lorry Marshall,

in Pittsburgh, Jan. 15. Bride's »
dancer; he's a musician. .

Phil Gray to Peggy Ford, In

Omaha, Jan. 18. Gray is with
Henry Bu.sse's band; bride is

dancer. •

Ruby DeLeon to Mel Ody, Den-
ver, Colo., Jan. 20. Bride is xaera.-^

ber of dance team of DeLeon Sis*

ters; he's & juggler.

Martha Grayson to J. Edward
Shugrue, St. Louis, Jan. 29i She's
a Powers model; he's former: film
producer, now national liirector
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